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�OREWORD

Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar was one of the greatest sons of 

India. A parliamentarian, scholar and constitutionalist of world 

repute, he has been universally acclaimed as a saviour of 

untouchables. As a great crusader of the downtrodden, he waged 

a relentless struggle against the old order which was based on 

injustice and was devoid of human dignity. He strove, 

throughout his life, to establish a new social order based on 

principles of liberty, equality and universal brotherhood.

Not only the depressed classes but Indian society, as such, 

owe a debt to this great humanitarian and social reformer for 

the awakening he brought about in that section so that they 

can contribute their due share to India’s progress and 

prosperity.

Dr. Ambedkar always considered India’s interest foremost 

and above the class in which he was born. To understand 

Dr. Ambedkar is to practise his message that the country is 

greater than the individual.

The Government of Maharashtra is committed to the welfare 

of all backward classes �or whose uplifl  Dr. Ambedkar dedicated 

his entire life. The thoughts and teachings of great men like 

Mahatma Gandhi and Dr. Ambedkar will  always serve as a 

beacon light for the new generations. Our Government, 

therefore, feel proud and happy in bringing out this second 

volume as a part of our total project of publication of the 

writings of Dr. Ambedkar.
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This volume consists of his work in the erstwhile Bombay 

Legislature, with the Simon Commission and at the Round 

Table Conferences. Students of political science and politicians 
arc sure to find this book of great help in understanding the 
history of constitutional reforms in our country.

BABASAHEB A. BHONSALE, 
Chief Minister of Maharashtra.



�REFACE

� consider it a rare privilege to have been called upon to 

write a preface to this volume.

Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar has carved out for himself a niche 

in the minds of the people of �ndia. He was a ray of hope to 

the Dalits, the oppressed and the downtrodden in our society. 

He instilled in them honour, dignity and freedom, hor this 

purpose, he utilised his tongue, his pen and all his actions 

were directed towards attainment of the objective of securing 

to them equality in true sense—economic, social and cultural 

equality. The thoughts of such a great personality serve as 

a sentinel to his followers as well as to those who wish to 

pursue the ideals he cherished. �t is with this view that the 

State Government took the decision to bring out collected 

volumes of his marathon work— his speeches and writings. 

� have pleasure in presenting the second volume in this series 

to the readers.
Dr. Ambedkar’s writings and speeches are mostly in 

English which has admittedly a very limited readership in our 

country. �n order, therefore, to reach Dr. Ambedkar’s 

erudition to every doorstep, the Government is making 

efforts to render these English volumes in Marathi, for the 

benefit of our teeming masses.
The present volume consists of Dr. Ambedkar’s work in the 

Bombay Legislature and with the Simon Commission and at 

the Round Table Conferences. This book will  provide a great 

food to understand the constitutionalist in Dr. Ambedkar. 

Besides, it will  be useful to the students and politicians to 

understand the history of constitutional reform in our country.
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1 thank the members of the Committee for their painstaking 
efforts in collecting material of this volume. I also thank the 
Government Central �ress and its staff for their dedication in 
printing this volume in its excellent form. It is the love and 
affection towards Dr. Ambedkar that has reflected in production 
of this volume.

Mrs. S. S. �ATIL,
Minister for Education.



�NTRODUCT�ON

�he  present volume is the second in the series, which 

includes Writings and Speeches of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. Many 

of Dr. Ambedkar’s books went out of print. However, those 

were available in the shelves of libraries and those interested 

could read them. But his work in the Assemblies and 

Parliament is not easily available, with the result his 

contribution to the development of Indian Constitutional Law 

is not adequately recognised.

Dr. Ambedkar entered the Bombay Legislative Council in 

1927. He was re-nominated in 1932. In 1937, he was returned 

to the Bombay Legislative Assembly in the General Elections. 

�he  Assembly was prorogued in 1939 when the Second World 

War broke out.

During this period of 12 years, Dr. Ambedkar played 

multifarious roles in the public life of the country. In 1927, 

he conducted the famous Satyagraha at Mahad to establish 

the right of access of the depressed classes to public places. 

In 1929, he pioneered the Satyagraha at Nasik for temple 

entry for untouchables. In April 1927, to rouse the public 

conscience, he started a fortnightly bulletin in Marathi called 

‘Bahishkrit Bharat’ . �hrough its columns, Dr. Ambedkar 

wrote articles on various social, political and religious 

subjects, in his own chaste style of Marathi. �hese articles 

have now become specimens of the best writings of Marathi
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journalism. In 1928-29 he was elected a member of the 

committee to associate with the Simon Commission. He was 

also elected a member of the State Committee which made 

enquiries into the educational, economic and social conditions 

of the depressed classes and aboriginal tribes of the Bombay 

Presidency. Thereafter, Dr. Ambedkar was nominated as a 

British India Delegate to the Round Table Conference held 

in London in 1930. This was followed by a proclamation of 

Communal Award and consequential starting of Fast Unto 

Death by Mahatma Gandhi. Dr. Ambedkar passed through 

this ordeal indomitably. The Poona Pact that followed brought 

out Dr. Ambedkar as an unquestionable champion of the 

Depressed Classes of India, which claim was hitherto denied 

to him. After the Round Table Conferences, 

Dr. Ambedkar proclaimed all out war on Caste and Hindu 

Religion. In 1935, he proclaimed, “ I am born as Hindu, but 

I shall not die as a Hindu97. 1936 saw Dr. Ambedkar pleading 

for conversion of religion by the untouchables. Soon he was 

involved in organising labour movements, including the one 

for abolition of Proprietary Rights of Landlords viz. Khoti and 

also for abolition ofWatans of Maharashtra’s Mahars. He also 

founded the Indian Labour Party and fought battles for the 

rights of labourers, in and out of the Assembly. Such were 

the salient features of his activities.

.Part 1 of this volume includes his speeches in the Bombay 

Legislature on varied subjects e.g. University Education, 

Primary Education, Khoti System, Mahar Vatan, Industrial 

Disputes, Prohibition, Minister’s pay, Maternity Benefit for 

women employees, Linguistic States, participation in the 

Second World War etc. and also his considered views on the 

Budget. We have also incorporated his questions put up in the 

Legislature along with the replies given by the Ministers.
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Dr. Ambedkar’s views on Birth Control are reflected in the 

speech which Mr. P. J. Roham delivered. This speech and 

Dr. Ambedkar’s evidence before the University Reforms 
Commission of 1924 are enclosed as Appendix to this Part. We 
have, also included the draft bills on Khoti and Mahar Vatan 
introduced by Dr. Ambedkar and his note of dissent 

to the Small Holders’ Relief Bill.

The Part ��  includes his work with the �ndian Statutory 

Commission, popularly known as the Simon Commission. 
This contains his independent report regarding his views on 
changes in the Constitution of the Bombay Presidency, his 
two memoranda submitted to the Commission on behalf of 
the Bahishkrit Hitakarini Sabha, and his oral evidence before 
the Simon Commission. We have also appended a note 

submitted by him to the Lothian Committee on Franchise.

�n the Part ���,  we present his speeches in the Plenary 

Sessions of the First Round Table Conference, his arguments 
in the Minorities Sub-Committee and fight for safeguarding 
the rights of the Untouchables in the future Constitution of 
�ndia and his role in the Franchise Sub-Committee as 

protagonist and advocate of universal adult suffrage. �n 

Second Round Table Conference, we find him crossing sword 
with Mahatma Gandhi on the question of Untouchables’ 

rights in Minorities Committee. His examination of various 
witnesses as a member of the Joint Committee on �ndian 

Constitutional Reform is also presented as much in detail as 

possible.

We do not propose to elaborate in details or analyse 
the value of this book. Apparently-, the book presents 
Dr. Ambedkar’s thoughts on varied subjects between 30s and 

40s. They may be found relevant even in the context of the
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present day problems. The volume may be found useful not 
only to a scholar but to a general reader as well. The students 
of Political Philosophy, History, Sociology, Economics, and 
particularly of Indian Constitutional Reform may find sufficient 
food in this work.

We gratefully acknowledge the permission granted by Her 
Majesty’s Government of the United Kingdom for reproduction 
of e�cerpts from the Unrevised Minutes of Evidence of the 
Joint Committee during the Round Table Conferences. The 
India Office Library and Records, London, also deserves our 
gratitude for giving us Dr. Ambedkar’s rare photograph along 
with Sir Mohammed Zafrullah Khan taken at the Third 
Round Table Conference. We are indebted to the librarians 
of the Bombay University Library, the Legislative Council 
Library, Bombay, Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics, 
Pune, Dr. Ambedkar Research Institute, Nagpur and Director 
of Archives, Government of Maharashtra, Bombay, for their 
help and co-operation, without which this volume would not 
have seen the light of the day. We have no words to e�press 
our thanks to the Director and Deputy Director of Government 
Printing and Stationery, and the Manager and the Staff of 
the Government Central Press, Bombay, who worked hard for 
speedy publication of this volume.

With all our efforts and due care, we cannot claim immunity 
from errors, which might have inadvertently crept in. Readers 
are requested to send their valuable and considered opinion 
which will  be taken into consideration in the ne�t  print.

EDITOR
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�r.  Babasaheb Ambedkar was the Social Revolutionary in 

the human history of world. He always considered his 

country’s interest foremost and above all, than any class of 

society. In his speech dated 4th April 1938 in Bombay 
Legislature he said, “I want all people to be an Indian first, 

Indian Last and nothing else but Indians.” �Dr. Babasaheb 

Ambedkar Writings and Speeches, Vol. 2, Page No. 195.") It appears 

for �r.  Ambedkar, to be an Indian is foremost important than 

any sectarian, regional, religious and creed notions.

The biggest problem India is facing today is population 

explosion. Impact of that can be realised today in education, 

employment, health and food supply. We can observed that 

it was also �r.  Ambedkar’s measure concern’s back in 1938, 

When he outlined this problem in his manifesto of his 

Independent Labour Party. �eclaring  that if  he come into 

power he will  make birth control a compulsory issue for 

Bombay Province.- Therefore we can call him that first even 

Indian politician to be concern about Population control'of 

India. Even being an opposition leader in Bombay Legislature 

he moved a birth control bill and told the assembly that he 

recommends to the Government that they should make necessary 

arrangements to educate people, on 10th November 1938 

(1 ol. 2, p.p. 263") and have adequate facilities available for the 

practice of birth control. It was his firm belief that the 

population control is a remedy leading to controlling many 

future problems but the Congress Party, the Hindu Mahasabha,
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the Communist Party and the Muslim League all opposed this 
bill which is the direct result of today’s population explosion 
and problem related to it. He kept on stressing the problem in 
his further meeting with youth dated 12th December 1938. If  
you have to learn anything from Ambedkar learn have only 
one child. He further warned to Young Ladies that don’t hurry 
to get married, But if  you do so, remember having to many 
children is a crime. This T am advising you, that having 
economic independence of women is very important, because 
the progress of the community and the country can only be 
measured by the progress of women.

I-IARI  NARKE,
Member-Secretary,

Dr. Ambedkar, Mahatma Phule, Rajarshi Shahu 

Source Material Publication Committee,

Govt. of'Maharashtra, Barrack No. 18, Opp. Mantralaya, Mumbai 400 021.

Tel. 022-22870968 / 22835610
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�ON  BUDGET : 1

|Dr. �.  R. Ambedkar: Mr. President, the budget discussion has gone 
on for a long period, and I feel that all that could have been said has 
already been said. It would therefore have been better for a new member 
like me to keep silent. But I feel that there is a point of view, which has 
not yet been placed before this House, and as I represent that point of 
view, I think it is my duty to give expression to it.
Mr. President, when one begins to criticise the budget, one is at the outset 

overcome with a feeling of helplessness. For the range of effective criticism 
is indeed very small. The total estimated expenditure as given in this budget 
is something like 36 per cent. The total estimated revenue of this presidency 
is �5|  crores, and out of this about 9j crores is being levied by the Executive 
without the consent of this Council. I refer to the land revenue and excise 
revenue. So taking both the expenditure and revenue into consideration, 
I think it is fair to say that the criticism which one has to make is indeed 
very limited, because the Council can only deal with 64 per cent of the 
expenditure and 40 per cent of the revenue. But taking the things as they 
are, Mr. President, I proceed to offer such remarks as I am capable of 
making.
Commencing with the revenue side of the budget, I wish to deal with it, 

in the first place, from the standpoint of the Honourable the Finance 
Member, and secondly, from the standpoint of the taxpayers. The 
Honourable the Finance Member will agree with me when I say that the 
first and most essential requirement of a good revenue system is that it 
should be reliable. It does not matter whether that revenue system blings 
in large revenue or small revenue. But whatever it brings, it ought to be 
certain in its yield. Judging the revenue side from this standpoint, I find 
that the land revenue, which is the largest item in the budget, is capable of 
a variation of something like 50 lakhs. If you take “  Excise ” , the second 
largest source of revenue, you find that since the inception of the Reforms, 
it has shown a variation of 73 lakhs. I, therefore, invite the attention of 
my friend, the Honourable the Finance Member, to consider the consequences

*B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XIX, pp. �64-68, dated 24th February �927.
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�ha� would follow if �hese �wo i�ems in �he revenue sys�em varied in �he 
same direc�ion. If �hey did, �hen I �hink �hey will land him in�o a di�ch 
of more �han one crore. I do no� know whe�her such a sys�em of revenue 
is a sys�em on which �he Honourable �he Finance Member should rely. 
Bu� i� is for him �o see �ha� and no� for me, because he is in charge of 
�he finances of �his coun�ry.
Now, Mr. Presiden�, �aking �he same i�ems of revenue in�o considera�ion 

and judging �hem from �he s�andpoin� of �he �axpayers, I �hink �he revenue 
sys�em of �his presidency is inequi�able and undefensible. Take firs� of all 
�he land revenue. Wha�ever may be �he quibbles, whe�her i� is �ax or 
whe�her i� is ren�, I may say �ha� �here is no doub� �ha� �his land revenue 
is a �ax on �he profi�s of �he businessman. If �hese �wo levies are �he same, 
I wan� �o know from �he Honourable �he Finance Member as �o why �here 
should be difference in �he me�hods of levying �he �wo. Every farmer, 
wha�ever may be his income, is brough� under �he levy of �he land �ax. Bu� 
under �he income-�ax no person is called upon �o pay �he �ax, if he has no� 
earned any income during �he year. Tha� sys�em does no� exis� as far as land 
revenue is concerned. Whe�her �here is a failure of crop or abundance of 
crop, �he poor agricul�uris� is called upon �o pay �he revenue. The income- 
�ax is levied on �he recognised principle of abili�y �o pay. Bu� under �he 
land revenue sys�em, a person is �axed a� �he same ra�e, whe�her he is 
a owner of one acre of land, or a jahagirdar or an inamdar. He has �o pay 
�he �ax a� �he same ra�e. I� is a propor�iona�e �ax and no� a progressive 
�ax as i� ough� �o be. Again under �he income-�ax holders of income below 
a cer�ain minimum are exemp�ed from levy. Bu� under �he land revenue 
�he �ax is remorselessly collec�ed from every one, be he rich or poor.
Take again �he “  Excise This is an i�em from which a large revenue is 

derived. Theie can be no �wo opinions �ha� �his is public legal monopoly. 
This was no� mean� for �he purpose of enabling �he Governmen� �o raise 
revenue, bu� �he monopoly was enac�ed because �he Governmen� would be 
in a be��er posi�ion �o pu� a s�op �o demoralisa�ion of �he people by spread 
of �he habi� of drink. If collec�ion of revenue is �he only aim �here is no 
necessi�y for a Governmen� monopoly. How has �his monopoly been 
managed by Governmen� ? If you �ake �he figures as �o how much �he 
people of each Presidency spend in drinking, you will  find �ha� �he Bombay 
Presidency s�ands firs� so far as �he drinking habi� is concerned. I find in 
Madras every individual spends Re. 1-3-7 (Re. 1-22), in Bengal Re. 0-7-1 
(Re. 0 45), in Uni�ed Provinces Re. 0-4-7 (Re. 0 28), in Punjab Re. 1-7-8 
(Re. 1-48), in Burmah Re. 1-4-0 (Re. 125), Bihar and Orissa Re. 0-8-7 
(Re. 0-58), in Cen�ral Provinces and Berar Re. 0-15-0 (Re. 0-94), in Assam 
Re. 0-13-3 (Re. 0-83), bu� in Bombay we have �he appalling figure of each 
individual spending Rs. 2-2-9 (Rs. 2-18). I ask my honourable friend �he 
Finance Member whe�her �his is a defensible sys�em. Mr. Presiden�, Govern-
men� has accep�ed �he policy of prohibi�ion and has adop�ed cer�ain measures 
for carrying ou� �ha� policy �o frui�ion. Bu� �hey have no� done so. The firs�
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of such measures is rationing. Now, Sir, the quantity of country liquor 
rationed out by Government beyond which it was not to sell was fixed at 
1 88�,804 gallons. But the limit fixed was only an idle pretence at checking 
consumption. For the actual quantity consumed was only 1,405, 4�7 gallons, 
i.e., the actual quantity rationed was in excess of the actual quantity consumed 
by 478,�67 gallons. I understand that a second measure adopted for carrying 
the policy of prohibition to fruition was the appointment of an advisory 
committee. But I have found that 40 per cent of the composition of this 
advisory committee is composed of anti-prohibitionists. I do not think, 
Mr. President, that the Government benches are treating this Council with 
respect which it is their due. Mr. President, while I am speaking about the 
financial system of this country, I think, it is fair to suggest to my 
honourable friend the Finance Member that the prosperity of the people is 
the greatest patrimony of the State. He should not demoralise them or he 
should not beggar them. A state that beggars its people ends in beggaring 
itself.
Mr. President, I now want to touch—I know my time is very brief and 

I hope you will  be pleased to allow me a little more time if you can.
�he Honourable the President: No, no.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Coming to the other sources of revenue, I do 

not think that the Honourable the Finance Member is doing his best in 
husbanding the resources of this presidency to the best advantage. For 
instance, taking the forests as a source of revenue, in 1921-22 the forest 
revenue was Rs. 74-9 lakhs; in 1927-28 the forest revenue was only 
Rs. 74 lakhs. There is, you will see, therefore, a stagnation of the revenue. 
But if you take the expenditure that has been incurred on the forests, you 
will  see that the expenditure has increased from Rs. 40 lakhs to Rs 48 lakhs ; 
so that, ultimately, when we come to speak about the net gain from forests, 
you find a loss of something like Rs. 4 lakhs.
Mr. President, I next want to speak of irrigation and civil works. I think 

I will  be wasting my time in giving details. But I do want to say one thing, 
Mr. President, that when Government undertakes a certain industry or 
work, it does it primarily for revenue ; or it does it primarily for service 
though incidentally for revenue; or it may be that it does it primarily for 
service. I do not think that the Government has any defined or definite 
policy with regard to the services it has undertaken. For instance, 
I personally feel—there might be difference of opinion between me and the 
other honourable members of this House—but I do feel that the Irrigation 
Department is not giving us the full return that we are entitled to get from 
them. I think if my honourable mend refers to the Taxation Inquiry 
Committee’s report, he will  find that the water rate is very low. I think we 
on this side of the House are entitled to expect from him better husbanding 
of the resources of this presidency.
Mr. President, I now turn to the expenditure side of this budget I know 

most members of this House are alarmed at the deficit. I may say I am not
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�eficit  is not something which ought to alarm honourable members. What 
has disquieted me is this, that the deficit in the budget is not due to any 
inclusion in it of a large policy of social advancement. The deficit is due 
entirely to the increase in cost on the non-productive charges of the adminis-
tration. Mr. President, the honourable member the Secretary of the Finance 
�epartment was yesterday very wise, I should say, in telling the House to 
be reasonable. He said that if the honourable members of this House desires 
that they should be taken seriously by the Government benches, they should 
be reasonable. Mr. President, I admit the force of that argument. But I want 
to send the argument back to him and ask him whether the increase in 
expenditure that has taken place in this presidency is reasonable and can 
be justified on the ground of increase of the administrative quality.
Mr. President, when you compare the cost of administration in this 

presidency from the year 1910 to the year 1927-28—and I am taking only 
figures of such departments for the purpose of comparison as were wholly 
provincial then and as are wholly provincial now—I find under General 
Administration the charges in 1910-11 were only Rs. 17 lakhs. Today they 
are Rs. 126 lakhs. I ask my honourable friend the Finance Secretary whether 
that is reasonable ..........

�r.  G. Willes: If the honourable member will permit me, I would 
point out to him that I explained to the honourable member Rao Saheb 
�adubhai �esai yesterday that the figures given in the statements in the 
budget should be used with great care. The classification of General 
Administration before the reforms is not the classification which is taken 
now. There was an item of expenditure on account of alienated lands which 
was then shown under another head and which is now included under the 
head of General Administration.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Be that as it may, we are bound to take the 
statements as are given there, of course, subject to the correction as my 
honourable friend has said. But I do think that the cost of General 
Administration in this presidency has been very very heavy. In fact, it had 
no justification even from past history of this presidency. We have to-day, 
for instance, four Executive Councillors and three Ministers, and we have 
under them Secretaries and �eputy  Secretaries numbering about 25 or so. 
I do not think that my honourable friend the Finance Secretary will say 
that that is something reasonable. The Honourable the Finance Member 
has tried to explain away this extravagant cost of administration in this 
presidency. I hope, Mr. President, you will give me some little time ..........

The Honourable the President: No. I am so hard pressed for time, 
the honourable member will  understand. He has got only two minutes more.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Mr. President of course, I will drop what I had 
to say, and I will  now come to my conclusion. In this part of my speech, 
Mr. President, I want to make my position quite clear. We have been 
hearing from honourable members that there should be severe retrenchment. 
I have joined and I do join in that chorus with all earnestness, for
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I believe there is room for retrenchment. But, Sir, I cannot disguise from 
myself the fact that this retrenchment will not take us very far. Taking 
retrenchment as its highest, I think it would quite probably give us a relief 
of a crore or two crores of rupees. But how far will it go ? I know by that 
means we could perhaps balance the budget. But is that the only ambition 
of this House that the budget should be balanced ? I hope, and I hope 
I am right in saying, that this Council is really earnest in its desire for 
compulsory education, for medical relief, for freedom of the people from 
the habit of drink, and for providing all the amenities of life. Then, I want 
to remind this House that the good things of this earth do not fall from 
heaven. Every progress has its bill of costs and only those who pay for it 
will  have that progress.

* * *
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�r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�Sir,�the�budget�is�no�doubt�an�unsatisfactory�
budget�in�so�far�as�it�is�really�a�deficit�budget�But�if �it�was�only�unsatisfactory�
on�account�of�the�fact�that�it�discloses�a�deficit,�I�do�not�think�it�would�have�
been�necessary�for�me�to�take�any�serious�notice�of�it�The�budget�however�
is�not�merely�unsatisfactory�but�it�is,�I�think�Sir,�a�deplorable�budget�and�
the�state�of�affairs�is�indeed�a�very�serious�state�of�affairs.
You�know,�Sir,�that�we�are�practically�coming�to�a�close�of�the�first�decade�

of�the�Montagu-Chelmsford�Reforms.�That�being�so,�it�is�certainly�worth�
our�while�to�take�stock�of�the�situation�as�from�the�year�1921�up�to�now.�
Now,�Sir,�these�Reforms�were�introduced�in�order�that�the�transferred�
subjects�may�receive�greater�consideration�at�the�hands�of�the�Government�
than�the�subjects�which�are�called�“ �Reserve�But,�Sir,�if�you�analyse�the�
expenditure�of�this�presidency�from�the�year�1921�up�to�now,�what�do�we�
find�?�We�find�that�the�hopes�that�were�entertained,�that�under�the�new�
regime�objects�of�expenditure�which�help�progress�will�receive�preference�
over�subjects�which�merely�help�the�maintenance�of�law�and�order,�have�
failed�to�come�true.
I�shall�now�show�how�it�is�so.�I�have�collected�some�figures�of�expenditure�

incurred�in�various�provinces�on�the�“ �transferred�”�and�“ �reserved�” �
departments�and�with�your�permission,�Sir,�I�beg�to�present�those�figures�to�
this�House,�so�that�the�House�may�know�how�deplorable�the�situation�is.�
The�figures�I�am�giving�show�the�percentage�increase�or�decrease�of�
expenditure�in�1925-26�as�compared�with�the�year�1921-22�over�the�
transferred�and�reserved�departments�in�the�various�provinces.�These�figures�
are�as�under�:�—

t�Decrease�of�expenditure�on�Reserved�Department.

Reserved�Department Transferred�Department

Increase,�
per�cent

Decrease,�
per�cent.

Increase,�
per�cent.

Decrease,�
per�cent

Madras 1-21 ... 14-26
Bombay 6-33 ... 5-82
Bengalt ............... ... 611

B.L.C.�Debates,�Vol.�XXII, �pp.�167-70,�dated�21st�February�1928.
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Reserved Department Transferred Department

Increase, 
per cent.

Decrease, 
per cent.

Increase, 
per cent.

Decrease, 
per cent.

United Provinces* 12-57
Punjab 10-40 29-41
Burmah 34-36 6-44
Bihar and Orissa 5-89 44-66
Central Provinces 6-24 1815
Assam 8-24 12-75

♦Decrease of expenditure on Reserved Department.

Sir, if we look at these figures what do we find ? I am sorry to find, and 
I am sure every one in this House will be sorry to find, that such 
an important province as Bombay should occupy the very lowest place in 
the order of its relative expenditure on the reserved and transferred depart
ments. Even the province of Burmah, which appears to have been so badly 
managed, stands higher than Bombay in this respect. I, therefore, submit, 
Sir, that that is a grave scandal. Surely this is not the way in which the finances 
of an important presidency like the Bombay Presidency should be managed. 
I wish the Honourable the Finance Member had paid more attention to the 
“ transferred ” departments than he seems to have actually paid to them. 
From the figures it is evident that the reserved departments are systematically 
over-fed and the transferred departments are systematically starved. Sir, what 
good is an Indian Finance member if he is not to respond to the wishes of 
his countrymen. There is a general clamour for progress on all hands. The 
Honourable, the Finance Member knows how very insistent the clamour is. 
But unfortunately he has so far done nothing to lead us to hope for anything 
at his hands in the future.

Then, Sir, not only are the finances badly managed, but I submit, that 
the financial position of this presidency is indeed very serious. Sir, if you 
examine the financial position year by year from 1921-22 to the present day, 
you will find that every year there is a reduction of the surplus ; so much 
so that instead of having surplus budgets we have exhausted our surpluses 
and we have now reached a period where the budget discloses a series of 
deficits. In 1922-23 there was a surplus of Rs. 64 lakhs. In 1923-24 the 
surplus came down to Rs. 29,38 lakhs. In the year 1925-26 the year was 
closed with a deficit of Rs. 91 lakhs ; and we know what has been the state 
of affairs since then. You see, Sir, from these figures that the financial 
position of this presidency is deteriorating year by year, and I submit, 
Sir, that having regard to the commitments made by Government, the 
position in time to come is indeed going to be very serious. Sir, you know 
the loan arrangements will have soon to be paid off. Some arrangement shall 
have to be made for the repayment of that loan, that is bound to cast 
a heavy burden on the already exhausted finances of the presidency. Sir, this 
Council and the Government have been committed to universal compulsory



�rimary educatton. This Council and Government are also committed to the 
carrying out of the �olicy  of �rohibition. These three items, I do not think 
any honourable member of Government is going to deny, are going to make 
a very heavy call u�on the finances of this �residency. And when our 
finances are deteriorating year by year even without these three items, I can-
not quite imagine what will  be the state of affairs when we begin to give these 
items a �ractical sha�e. Finding myself in this situation what sur�rises me 
most is that all this does not seem to trouble the Honourable the Finance 
Member at all. He does not disclose that he is aware of all these commit-
ments. In the financial statement he has submitted he does not show that 
he is conscious of these obligations. He is merely, if I may say so, carrying 
through a hand-to-mouth �olicy,  a �olicy  for the day without any thought 
for the morrow. There is no outline of a general �olicy  which will  im�rove 
the future exigencies of the situation. After me the deluge seems to be his 
watchward. He is merely trying to meet the deficit of the budget. He is 
calculating u�on what he might be able to gain out of the reduction in the 
famine insurance grant, and in the Meston contribution. But I ask him in 
all seriousness whether these small, �altry  gains, as I call them, are going 
to really take us a long way in the financial stabilization of the �residency ? 
I think, Sir, it would be a mistake to su��ose that they can. Either the 
Honourable the Finance Member must assure us that there are sufficient 
�ossibilities of economy in the administration of this �residency which will  
carry us through, or he should tell us definitely that we shall not get what 
we want unless we have recourse to taxation. I res�ectfully refer to the 
s�eech made yesterday by His Excellency the Governor. In that s�eech 
His Excellency �ointed out that the Legislative Council was entirely 
res�onsible for taxation, that it was within its �owers to im�ose such taxation 
as was necessary I admit that the Legislative Council has the �ower of 
taxation. But I also submit that the initiation in the matter must come from 
Government It is the Government that must suggest what taxation it wants. 
Has the Government done so ? The Government on the contrary is absolutely 
sitting silent It does not �ro�ose  to tell us what it is going to do. It cannot 
be said that Government has not got the data to work out a �lan. We all 
know that the Taxation Enquiry Committee has submitted a most exhaustive 
re�ort, with endless recommendations which ought to suffice for the 
initiation of a new and adequate financial �olicy.  These, I am sure, are 
lying on the table of the Honourable the Finance Member, but nothing 
seems to have been done in the matter at all. I say, Sir, that the situation 
is indeed very serious and it is high time the Honourable the Finance 
Member make u�  his mind to deal with it in a statesmanlike manner.

* * *
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f£)r. �.  R. Ambedkar (�ombay City): Mr. Speaker, Sir, this is the second 
financial statement which has been presented by my honourable friend the 
Finance Minister. It would therefore be natural to expect this Budget 
to be subjected to greater scrutiny and closer examination. Before stating 
what I think of this Budget, I cannot forget the fact that this budget 
has been commended by all those members of this House who have so 
far taken part in the discussion. The Honourable the Finance Minister 
must have felt a certain amount of satisfaction that his work has 
secured praise from all those who have spoken. But I must confess that 
I am very much surprised that this budget should have been really 
commended in the way in which it has been commended by speakers who 
have preceded me. I have devoted a certain amount of time for the 
consideration of the financial statement which he has presented, and I have 
no hesitation in saying that this is not only the most paltriest budget that 
I have ever seen, but it is a hollow and insubstantial Budget. It discloses 
no vision of the future and no recognition of the problems with which 
this presidency is faced. This may appear somewhat extravagant, but 
I am presently going to substantiate what I am saying. There is, Sir, one 
item for which, perhaps, I may praise the Government, but that praise, 
unfortunately for my honourable friend, cannot go to him. It must go to 
the Honourable the Home Minister. I refer to item No. 45 in the new scheme. 
This item No. 45 is an item which provides an additional expenditure of 
Rs. 36,217 for the augmentation of the police force. Sir, the relationship 
that existed between the members who are sitting on the other side and the 
police force before they took office and became part of the Government is 
a well known thing. I myself well remember having witnessed the scene of 
a number of people clad in white pursuing the police from place to place 
shouting “ Pili topi, hai, hai ”. That there should have been established this 
camaraderi between the police, who were at one time regarded as the 
instruments of tyranny and oppression upon the people, and the Congress

♦B.L.A. Debates, Vol. 3, pp. 168-79, dated 2nd March 1938.
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party is certainly a matter, if one may say so, for congratulating the 
Honourable the Home Minister for demanding the money and the 
Honourable the Finance Minister for finding it. He certainly in my judgment 
needs the police force. He certainly needs their loyalty, for we all know 
now what he is engaged in doing with the police force, and we recently 
had an illustration of what use the police force is being made of. I refer to 
the firing that took place at Dharavi. I am sure that the present Government, 
which has, so far as I can see, shown very little sympathy for the advance-
ment of the cause of labour, may have to indulge in greater use of the police 
force against the labouring classes. That the Congress Ministry should have 
come out in its true colour is a matter of congratulation. But with that 
I must stop, because in the rest of the budget there is nothing for which 
Government can take any credit.
The first thing, Sir, to which I would like to draw the attention of this 

House is what I regard certain examples of financial impropriety. There are 
before me here—I have called out from the financial statement which the 
Honourable the Finance Minister has presented—some 5 items, namely, 
item No. 53 which provides 24 lakhs for education, item No. 46 which 
provides Rs. 25,000 for what is called voluntary police force, item No. �05  
which provides 4 lakhs for village panchayats, item No. �00 which provides 
� lakh for labour amenities, and item No. 67 which provides Rs. 80,000 
for what is called the training of Unani Hakims. Now, Sir, when one looks 
at the Blue Book which has been circulated, one notices an admission on 
the part of the Government that for none of these items which are included 
in the financial proposal is there any scheme in existence. All these heads 
on which this expenditure is intended to be incurred are still in incubation. 
They themselves do not know what are the purposes on which this money 
is to be spent The second thing is that this House has not passed any of 
the legislative measures on which this expenditure is supposed to follow. 
Sir, this expenditure which practically asks for a blank cheque from this 
House with the fullest liberty for the members of the Government to spend 
it on anything they like so long as it falls under the main heads such as 
education, police etc. amounts altogether to 3� lakhs of rupees. Now, if  
one takes into consideration the fact that the total amount of the new 
items which have been added by the Honourable the Finance Minister 
to the existing budget comes to about �-�6  lakhs, one can very easily 
realise the amount of money which this Government proposes merely 
to lift  from the hands of the House and spend in the way it wants to spend. 
Sir, I cannot help saying that this Government has been constantly 
encroaching upon the privileges of this House. My honourable friend the 
Home Minister is unfortunately not here and I regret it because � do want 
to refer to one or two things for which he principally is responsible. I have 
noticed ever since the Congress Government has taken office that the 
Honourable the Home Minister has insisted that this House has no right 
to pass upon any rules that the Government might make under any
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particular law that this House may have passed. Sir, I say that this is 
an encroachment upon the authority of this House. I say that there are 
rules and rules. There are rules which merely carry out what is called the 
administrative policy. There are rules which are nothing else but a part of 
the law, and I claim and I insist that wherever a rule is a part of the law, 
then this House has not only the right to pass upon the original legislation 
but it has the right to pass upon the rule as well, and I do not understand 
how any executive Government can appropriate this field to itself. But the 
Congress Government has. Time in and time out it encroached upon this 
privilege of the House. This lifting of money, this asking for a blank 
cheque is, I regard, another in-road and an encroachment upon the 
privileges of this House. Sir, I do not know what the situation now is but 
I was quite familiar with what is known as the Devolution Rules which 
were prepared under the old Government of India Act and I think my 
honourable friend the Finance Minister will bear me out that one section 
of the Devolution Rules included what is called the constitution of the 
Finance Department. It was one of the cardinal principles then recognised 
under the old Government of India Act that the Finance Department ought 
not to be a transferred department. The reason given was a very substantial 
reason for not treating the Finance Department as a transferred department. 
The Finance Department was intended to be the watchdog. The Finance 
Department was intended to scrutinise all expenditure that was put forth 
by any particular Minister in charge of any particular portfolio. It was 
intended that one of the principal functions of the Finance Department was 
not only to see whether the sum asked for any particular purpose was 
necessary and could be granted, having regard to the financial position of 
the province, but whether the grant asked was properly itemised.

� am sure that, although the old Government of India Act of �9�9  has 
ceased and the Devolution Rules framed under that Act are probably 
no longer law, the principles enunciated in those Devolution Rules must 
be permanent, must be abiding for all time. Ever since finance came to be 
recognised as an important part of the machinery of control which the 
Legislature has forged over the Executive, it has always been accepted 
that no Minister shall place before the Legislature a demand for any lump 
sum without specifying the particular services, the particular items which 
are supposed to be included in that demand. The reason is two-fold. The 
House must know what are the details on which funds are being spent. 
Secondly, it is necessary for the Audit and Accounts Department to know 
how the money granted by the House has been spent. And I say, Sir, that 
it is something which is quite inexcusable, that this Government should 
have had the courage—I say, the audacity to come forward before this 
Legislature and merely say that they want Rs. 3� lakhs for spending on 
certain items, about the propriety of which the House has never decided 
and as to the details of which the Government itself has not made up its 
mind. I say it is audacity.
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�ow,  coming to the budget itself, I do not propose to go into the details 
of the different items of which this budget is composed. That would take 
me too long ; nor do I think the general discussion is the occasion on which 
one should go into the details of the expenditure. I propose to confine 
myself to the general aspects of the budget, the broad problems with which 
we are faced and the ways and means adopted by the Finance Minister to 
deal with those problems. The first thing to note is that the new items 
which have been added in this budget to the frame-work of the administra-
tion as it exists now, come up to a total sum of Rs. 1,16,67,000. The question 
is, does this show a real expansion of our activities ? �ow,  Sir, I think we 
must make one deduction from this figure, and that is the deduction of 
Rs. 48,11,000. That part of the expenditure, as admitted by the Finance 
Minister, is non-recurring, that is to say, it is intended to cover temporary 
items which are the needs of the day. They are not intended to provide 
permanently for such deficiencies of the social services which it is the duty 
of the Government to make good. Therefore, deducting Rs. 48 lakhs out 
of a total of Rs. 1,16,00,000 you get a balance of Rs. 68,56,000 and therefore, 
I say that correctly estimated what the Government has come forward with' 
as a permanent addition of expenditure for meeting the social services of 
this Province is not what is alleged to be this big sum of Rs. 1,16,00,000 but 
the sum of Rs. 68,56,000. From that you have also to make a further 
deduction in my judgment, and that further deduction is Rs. 31,45,000 due 
to prohibition. That is merely a negative thing. It adds nothing positively 
to meeting the needs of the Province. It is merely the foregoing of an amount 
of revenue which was due to Government. Therefore, ultimately what one 
finds as the real budget providing for permanent expenditure is nothing 
more than Rs. 37,11,000. How this amount of Rs. 37,11,000 is distributed 
by the Government, many members of this House know. One conspicuous 
item is education, which takes up 29 lakhs; that is recurring. Minor 
irrigation is Rs. 3,50,000, which is also recurring. The rest is non-recurring ; 
and the other items of expenditure are village panchayats, village open 
sites, water supply, medical relief, quinine, teaching of Ayurvedic medicine, 
and all that; they are all non-recurring; that is to say, they are merely 
intended as stopgaps for the year. �ow,  Sir, taking the budget in the way 
in which I submit, it ought to be taken, the question really that has to be 
asked is this ; is this Government to be congratulated when, as a matter 
of fact, it comes before this House and demands nothing more than this 
paltry sum of Rs. 37,11,000 ? Sir, I have no hesitation in asking, having 
regard to the needs of this Province, having regard to the illiteracy, having 
regard to the poor health, having regard to malaria, having regard *£o 
gonorrhoea and syphilis and the other diseases that are prevalent in this 
Province, whether it connotes a sense of responsibility, whether it connotes 
a sense of adequacy on the part of this Government to come forward with 
nothing more than a paltry budget of Rs. 37,11,000. I see my honourable 
friend the Minister is laughing. Of course he must laugh. What else can he
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do ? He can do nothing else (Laughter.) (An Honourable Member : 
Should he cry ?) I wish he did cry, and I would very much like to see him 
cry, because that would really show a certain amount of feeling and a certain 
amount of sympathy. A laugh carries us nowhere and is certainly not an 
argument

Now, Sir, let me take another aspect of the question ; it is this. Is there 
any chance of this expenditure provided for by the Government in this 
budget becoming permanent ? Is there any chance of the Rs. 29 lakhs which 
the Government proposes to spend on education being available for the 
next year or the year after that ? Is there any chance that the provision 
made by the Government for minor irrigation works and for many other 
things—is there any hope for us to feel that money for spending on all these 
items will be available to us next year or the year after ? Can we depend 
upon it that these will be permanent items ? Sir, I cannot give a positive 
answer. But it will be clear to all of us if we really ask one question, 
and it is this ; how is this expenditure financed by the Government ? What 
are the means adopted by it for the purpose ?

I find that the Finance Minister, in making up his budget, has, in the 
first instance, depended upon a surplus of Rs. �0,50,000 from the current 
year’s budget. Then he has drawn upon this year’s balances to the extent 
of 63 lakhs ; and thirdly, he hopes to have, by what he calls the additional 
yield from certain taxes which are levied now, a sum of Rs. 8 lakhs. These 
are the sources on which my honourable friend is depending for financing 
the new items which he has provided in the budget. But, Sir, the question 
that I ask is this : are these sources, these ways and means which have 
been devised by my honourable friend the Finance Minister permanent and 
lasting ? Can they be depended upon to return from year to year ? Let us 
analyse the figures. First of all, the increase in the current year’s revenue 
which has given him Rs. �0,50,000 is principally due to the fact that by 
good luck he has been able to get additional income from two sources, 
namely, excise and stamps. According to his own figures, these two sources 
of revenue have given him Rs. 2�,52,000. Then, the Government of India gave 
him as part of income-tax return a revenue of 27 lakhs. Now, on his own 
principle, prohibition, or rather the excise revenue, is tainted money. His 
whole show, if one may say so, is a tainted show, based on tainted 
money. Let us not talk about the past; we are faced with the present; 
and there is no question about it that this excise money will not come to 
him again. Not only is he not collecting more but he is giving up what he 
has. Stamps, I do not think, will  yield him much. He does not expect much 
from that, and, therefore, so far as recurring years are concerned, these two 
items which swelled his balance must now be dismissed from our considera-
tion. Income-tax may or may not come. That again is a contingent item. 
Therefore, all that one can see now, so far as the future is concerned, is 
this. For the new items of expenditure which he has shown in the Budget, 
the basis in the form of real assets is nothing else but the paltry sum of
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�  lakhs of rupees which he proposes to derive from remodelling the system 
of tabacco taxation which prevails in this Province. For this additional 
expenditure of 37 lakhs of rupees, all the revenue we have is � lakhs of 
rupees on which we can depend. Therefore, I feel I am justified in saying 
even this petty show which has been presented to us in the form of 
a budget of 37 lakhs may not come again next year.

Now, Sir, let us look at this Budget from another point of view. I ask 
this question : What are the liabilities, responsibilities, which the Congress 
Government propose to take upon its shoulders ? Let us realise what our 
total liabilities are. Sir, it is a small matter whether these liabilities are such 
that we can meet them tomorrow, day after, or whether it will take a long 
time for us to meet these liabilities. That is altogether a different question. It 
is quite important', I say quite essential and in fact fundamental, that all of 
us—those who are sitting on this side and those who are sitting on the 
other—should know once for all what we propose to undertake with respect 
to the welfare of the people of this Province, so far as the welfare 
of the people of this Province is concerned. Therefore, it is very 
necessary that we should take stock of what the ultimate position is 
going to be apart from the question how we meet and how soon we shall 
meet it. Now, Sir, it is quite clear that, traditionally taking things as they 
stand in this Province up to this day, Governments have undertaken, although 
they have never fulfilled, their responsibilities and duties which certainly 
cover such fields as education, public health, medical relief, and one may 
say, to a certain extent water supply. These are admittedly the functions of 
Government. Now, I am glad to say that the Congress Ministry, when it 
came in office on the 17th August 1937, issued a statement which is called 
a statement on the “  Labour Policy of the Government.” I would like to 
remind my honourable friend of that statement, because he has altogether 
taken no note of what Government have stated in the Press Communique. 
Referring to that statement, I find that Government have unequivocally 
accepted the fact that these are not the only duties which this Government 
would look upon as their obligations. The Congress Government have 
accepted that over and above these, what are called the essential services— 
education, public health, medical relief, and water supply—there are, by 
common standards now prevailing in all modem countries, other duties 
which Government must undertake. These duties, I find, are unemployment 
benefit, sickness insurance, old-age pensions, maternity benefits and 
premature death benefits to dependents. Therefore, we have got to start with 
this position that my Government who claims to have the reins of office 
in its hands must look upon these duties as part of their functions. And 
tte question, therefore, is what are going to be the total liabilities of 
CW/emment, if Government were to decide upon discharging these obliga-

tions ? As I said, it matters nothing, it does not solve the problem, whether 
we are in a position to do this today or not. It is quite essential, quite 
necessary, that we ought to know what our duties are and what is the
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�iabi�ity in which we wi�� be invo�ved u�timate�y. Now, Sir, taking a�� these 

things into consideration, I wou�d �ike, I wou�d we�come, even at the c�osing 
of the debate, some kind of estimate from my honourab�e friend from his 
expert hand, to te�� us what exact�y wou�d be the �iabi�ity thrown on the 
revenues of this Province, if we are to undertake the discharge of those 
�iabi�ities in their fu��ness. I have made some �itt�e ca�cu�ation so far as 
I am ab�e to do. My ca�cu�ations cannot be exact. I have no information, 
I have no data, I have no expert assistance, but I have ventured to make 
some kind of estimate to find out exact�y what wou�d be the tota� financia� 
�iabi�ities of Government. Modest�y speaking, the tota� �iabi�ities of this 
Province wi�� come to 24 crores of rupees. This is what a Government of 
this Province wi�� have to bear in mind. I have no objection which 
Government comes in. Even this Government may perpetua��y carry on the 
administration of this Province. I have no quarre� so �ong as that Govern-
ment is conscious of what their ob�igations are. The question, therefore, we 
have to bear in mind is, how are you going to raise this sum of 24 crores ? 
It may be a �itt�e more or a �itt�e �ess ; somewhere about that figure wi�� be 
the �iabi�ity of the Government in this Province to undertake. Sir, I ask : 
Is it within the competence of this Government, any Government for that 
matter, to raise this sum ? Let us now turn to certain figures of revenue in 
other parts of the wor�d and �et us compare the position in other parts of 
the wor�d with the position that we find in our own province. I have worked 
out some figures of per capita revenue in some countries. They are—

the revenue co��ected 
by the Provincia� 
Governments.)

£ s. d.

Canada ... 9 8 0

South Austra�ia ... 19 0 0

New South Wa�es ... 13 0 0

New Zea�and ... 22 0 0

Union of South Africa ... 4 0 0 (This does not inc�ude

Austra�ia ... 12 0 0

Irish Free State ... 10 0 0
Bombay ... 0 0 7

Sir, this, I say, is a most staggering picture. It is a picture, it is a contrast, 
which is bound to make any Finance Minister who wants to take the 
responsibi�ity of bringing we�fare to the mass of the peop�e of this province, 
shake in his shoes.
Now, the other thing which we have to notice with regard to the financia� 

position in this province is that our revenues have been abso�ute�y stagnant. 
I am quoting the Finance Minister himse�f. In the �ast year’s budget speech, 
he gave us a very usefu� set of figures comparing the increase of revenue
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in the different provinces of India between �922 and �935. The increases 
were : —

Madras
The Punjab
The United Provinces
Assam
Bengal
Bombay

Per cent.

26-7
28-6
�6-7
�4-7
��-9
3

Even this 3 per cent has to be taken with a further deduction. This increase 
is found to be on the basis that you take into consideration all the additional 
taxation that was imposed from the year �922. If you deduct all the 
additional taxes that were levied from �922 to �935, the revenues of the 
presidency of Bombay have decreased by 5| per cent. We, therefore, find 
ourselves in this position, that our revenues are not increasing at all; they 
are practically in a stagnant position. Now, add to that two new factors. 
The first is that this position is now going to be worse off by the prohibition 
policy which has been adopted by this Government. Secondly, we have to 
bear in mind that this Government has announced its policy of reducing 
the land revenue. Now, it is a fact that these two items of revenue together 
make up something like 7 crores of rupees. These 7 crores of rupees, having 
regard to the policy laid down by the Government, must now be regarded 
as the vanishing assets of the province. Therefore, the net revenue which 
you can calculate as a permanent basis for building up anything that could 
be permanent is only 5 crores of rupees. As against this, you have to set up, 
as I said, an ultimate liability of 24 crores of rupees.
Now, Sir, the question is : What are the ways of improving the financial 

resources of this province ? I am very sorry to say, but I must really say it, 
that looking at the financial statement and the budget speech which my 
honourable friend made, that this budget is a most retrograde budget. It is 
a budget which shows that the Government has gone back on its plighted 
word. Sir, the last budget speech which the Honourable, the Finance 
Minister made, I do say—and I think praise must be given where it is 
due—did contain an element of boldness, an element of radicalism, which 
gladdened the hearts of those of us who were sitting on this side of the 
House. I have compared the speech which he delivered on the last occasion, 
with the speech which he delivered the other day, and I noticed a very 
painful contrast between the two. Sir, last year; my honourable friend—at 
any rate judging from the speech which he delivered—gave me the impression 
that he was conscious of one of the most difficult and one of the most 

important problems with which we are all faced, namely, the problem of 
finding money. He was not only aware of the fact that, that was our one 
supreme problem, but he gave us the promise that he would tackle it in such 
a way that not only would there be greater resources available for the benefit



�f  this pr�vince but that the burdens w�uld  be s� equitably distributed that 
th�se wh�  c�uld n�t  bear w�uld  be relieved and th�se wh�  c�uld w�uld  be 
taxed. I am g�ing  t�  read t�  him certain passages fr�m  the speech which he 
delivered last year. In paragraph 14, this is what my learned friend—

�n  Honourable Member : “  H�n�urable friend ” ,
Dr. B. R. �mbedkar: I am used t�  the High C�urt where we call 

�ur  friends “  learned ” . This is what my h�n�urable friend said :
“  Lastly, we c�me t�  new taxati�n as a s�urce �f  the much needed 

additi�nal finance. In this c�nnecti�n, �ur first �bject is t� make the 
necessary adjustments in the incidence �f  the existing taxes. Take the land 
tax first. Our ultimate �bject is t�  cease taxing the unec�n�mic h�ldings 
in which �ur  land is at present divided. T�  begin with, h�wever, we think 
it necessary t�  intr�duce a graded tax �n  the larger agricultural inc�mes. 
Thr�ugh a pr�cess �f  the expr�priati�n  �f  the actual cultivat�r, a c�nsider-
able p�rti�n  �f  the lands has passed int�  the hands �f  n�n-cultivating, rent-
receiving, absentee landl�rd. Are their inc�mes, large �r  small, t�  be treated 
in respect �f  immunity fr�m  �r  reducti�n �f  taxati�n in the same way as the 
actual cultivat�r �f  the s�il  ? Then there is a large class �f  inc�me derived 
fr�m  alienated lands. These inc�mes are putting this pr�vince t�  an annual 
l�ss �f  nearly 70 lakhs �f  rupees. H�w  are these inc�mes t�  be treated when 
we pr�p�se  t�  tax the m�re well-t�-d�  classes �f  �ur  Khatedars ? The views 
�f  the h�n�urable members �n  every side �f  this H�use �n  questi�ns like 
these w�uld  be �f  immense use in the f�rmulati�n  �f  definite pr�p�sals by 
G�vernment. Such res�urces as will bec�me available by the ad�pti�n  �f  
p�licy  �f  higher taxati�n �n  landed inc�mes which c�uld bear the burdens 
sh�uld, we think, be largely utilised f�r  making the burden �f  land tax 
easily bearable by the actual tillers �f  the s�il  and f�r  making their lives 
better. Enquiries regarding the result �f  a graded tax �n higher and 
equitably taxable agricultural inc�mes have already been set af��t.  
Similarly the �ther taxes fr�m  which we are at present deriving �ur  revenues 
require t�  be carefully re-examined and readjusted b�th in reference t�  their 
incidence as well as in reference t�  their effects �n  public interests. We are 
pr�ceeding with this w�rk  as expediti�usly as p�ssible and G�vernment have 
every h�pe that �ur  definite c�nclusi�ns c�uld be ann�unced t�  this H�use 
by the time the next budget is ready f�r  submissi�n t�  it.

“  I h�pe that n�thing that I have said this evening will  c�untenance the 
belief that G�vernment are n�t  ready t�  pr�p�se new taxes f�r  financing 
schemes �f  s�cial utility. Such an impressi�n w�uld,  I may say, be far fr�m  
the truth. Alth�ugh taxati�n in this pr�vince is very high, it is clear t�  us 
that m�st �f  this taxati�n is being b�rne by the p��rer  pe�ple in the 
pr�vince. The land tax, the excise tax, the stamps and c�urt fees, the taxes 
�n public c�nveyances, the tax �n c�untry gr�wn t�bacc� —all these are 
being m�stly paid by the p��rer  classes. The inc�me-tax is the �nly  tax 
paid by the rich and that at present is bey�nd the reach �f  the Pr�vincial  
G�vernment. Between the p��rer  classes wh� pay m�st �f  the pr�vincial
N 4002—2
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taxes and the richer classes who pay the income-tax to the Central Govern-
ment, there is a considerable body of people who ought to bear a portion 
of the financial responsibilities of their province. The wealthier classes 
whose contribution to Provincial Revenues is inadequate must also come 
forward to take their proper share in them. Pledged in as we are by 
numerous restrictions, it is no easy task to devise taxes which will affect 
only the taxable untaxed. Though today lam not in a position to anticipate 
the decisions of the future, I may state that we are exploring the possibilities 
of many proposals with a view to submit to this House proposals which 
may provide the necessary funds for not only recouping ourselves from the 
loss which a policy of prohibition may involve but will also enable us to 
undertake some expansion, though not all the expansion, that we desire 
in the many fields of social service, social service in the widest sense of 
the term.”
Then, Sir, he also made this observation :
“  Thc^e is one other direction in which Government’s activities must 

be extended for the purpose of augmenting its resources. There are many 
public utility services which are at present being utilised for the benefit 
of a few at the cost of the community as a whole. There is no reason 
why the State should not nationalise these activities and appropriate 
the profits for the good of the community as a whole. The supply of 
electricity, for instance, to the public is carried on at present by private 
agencies under the protection which Government alone can give on behalf 
of the public. There is no valid reason why the profits of this public 
utility activity should not return to the pockets of the public as a whole 
through its accredited agency, the Government. Nothing has been hitherto 
done in this direction. Many other potential sources of income which 
could fairly be taken up by Government remain unutilised or are allowed 
to be exploited for the benefit of a few. There is a large field which we 
must explore, to which State activities could be extended, and Govern-
ment will look forward with confidence to activities of this nature as 
possible sources of public benefit.”

Is there anything of this in the new Budget speech which my honourable 
friend has made ? He has eaten up his very words : there is not even 
a passing allusion to any of the statements which he made in the course ol 
his last Budget speech. I ask him this question : Why has he eaten up his 
words ? Who has compelled him to do it ? (Honourable Members : 
“  Vallabhbhai 1 ” “  Shegaon ! ” ). There must be somebody behind I will  

not go into that. But I do want to say one thing, and I want to say it with 
all the sincerity that I possess. My honourable friend has been congratulated, 
I think, on the ground that there has been no new taxation. I for myself 
have the greatest condemnation for the Government for not coming forward 
with taxation. This Budget, therefore, I say, is a rich man’s budget. It is not 
a poor man’s budget. The poor man wants more and more. The rich man 
can afford to be independent of the Government. A rich man needs no
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school : he can keep a schoolmaster and give his son education up to B.A. 
or M.A. without sending him to school or college. A rich man needs no 
dispensary : he can call in a doctor, pay him Rs. 30 and get himself, his 
wife and his children examined if suffering from any disease. It is the poor 
man who wants Government to come to his succour ; it is the poor man 
that needs more service. �o  Government worthy of its name, no Govern-
ment with any sincerity, can tell the poor classes that it cannot provide 
these amenities because it has not the courage to levy taxes. The sooner 
such �  Government abdicates the better far all.

The Honour�ble Mr. Mor�rji  R. Des�i : That is the rub.
Dr. B. R. Ambedk�r: There is one other point to which 1 should 

like to refer. I do not know how many members of this House will agree 
with me in what I am saying, but I hold firmly to the view that the 
Governments in India, no matter what the province is, will never do any 
good if they confine their attention to what in European countries are 
merely called social services. I do maintain, and I state it emphatically, that 
one of the principal duties of this Government must be to tackle the problem 
of poverty. The Government must see that they do adopt ways and means 
whereby the national income of this province rises to some substantial level, 
whereby the majority of the people can live in amenities which rightly 
belong to all modern and civilised men. The system of social services which 
has so far prevailed in European countries, whereby the Government gives 
what are called doles or unemployment benefits, maternity benefits, and so 
on, presupposes one thing : it presupposes that a majority of the people 
are above want, are above the line of poverty, and that it is only those few 
who, either by the vagaries of the economic system or by any misfortune 
befalling them, fall below that line of poverty, that need, assistance from 
the Government. It is, therefore, perfectly possible, perfectly justifiable, for 
European governments not to bother with problems of general economic 
uplift of the people as a whole. But the problems with which we are faced 
in this country are of a totally different character. I have no hesitation in 
saying and I do not suppose there is anybody in this House who would 
quarrel with me if I state it, that we are all a nation of beggars and coolies. 
That is the description which one can give of all this mass of people. 
Therefore, no Government worthy of its name can sit silent and not take 
account of this grave problem.
Now, Sir, having regard to the Budget proposals which we have before 

us, is there anything to indicate that this Government is aware of this 
problem, that it does take cognisance of it, that, after all, the one supreme 
aim must be to see that the national income of this country rises, that the 
national dividend rises ? I do not sec anything. There seems to be one idea 
which is prevalent all over and which I really want to examine at this stage. 
The view is held by all that a large part of the poverty of the agriculturists 
arises out of what is called the heavy burden of land revenue. Therefore the 
view is held—and I have no doubt that that is the view of the Finance 
N 4002—2a
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Minister—that all that needs to be done in order that the pcpole’s income 
may increase would be to reduce that burden of land revenue. Now, Sir, 
I take the liberty of saying that nothing can be more fallacious than this 
view. That does not mean that I am opposed to the reduction of the land 
revenue : I am for it ; I will  insist upon it, because I say that this Govern-
ment has really no right to take what are called the profits of agriculture, 
as distinguished from mere rent for the use of land. But let me examine for 
the moment the idea that seems to be prevailing and the idea on which this 
Government seems to be proceeding, namely, that all that need be done for 
the relief of the poverty of the general mass of people is to remit the land 
revenue, to reduce it. Sir, let us examine and see what relief can be afforded 
by this process. The total land revenue which we collect is about 3£ crores 
and the total population of this Province is something like �  crores, very 
nearly. Now, assuming for the sake of argument, and I am assuming it 
against myself, that this Government was generous enough and could afford 
to remit the whole of the land revenue, namely 3| crores, let us distribute 
this precious sum of 3| crores over the two crores of the population. Now, 
on a rough calculation I find that the total addition to the income of one 
individual, under these circumstances, would be 1 Rupee and eight annas. 
That is the highest Converting it into a monthly allowance I find that the 
addition that would be made to the income of each man would be of 
�|  annas. Now, I like to ask whether anyobdy would seriously contend that 
an addition of �|  annas, which would be the result of the remission of the 
whole of the land revenue, would increase our economic welfare in such 
a way that the problem of poverty would be abolished from our midst. 
Sir, the problem needs different remedies—altogether different remedies. 
I do not want to go into that now ; I have probably wearied the House 
enough. But I do want to say that this is something which this Government 
does not seem to be aware of, and I do say that a Government which is not 
cognisant of this problem, a Government which has not the ways and the 
means of solving this problem, can bring no relief, can be a source of no 
happiness to the people of this Province ; and, therefore, I will say, in 
conclusion, that this is a budget which is a most disappointing budget, 
a budget which is designed to relieve the rich and to starve the millions. 
(Applause.)

� � �
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�r.  B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City): Mr. Speaker, Sir, this is now 
the third Budget which the Honourable the Finance Minister has submitted 
to this House. I think it would not be an exaggeration to say that the first 
two Budgets which he submitted to this House were not of a very 
satisfactory character. And probably there were sufficient excuses for the 
unsatisfactory character of the first two Budgets. The first Budget that was 
submitted by him was, as a matter of fact, not his Budget; it was probably 
the Budget prepared by the interim Ministry and undoubtedly the Finance 
Minister could not be held responsible for whatever blemishes the first 
Budget contained. The second Budget had the excuse of having been made 
in a hurry, without Government’s having had sufficient time to prepare their 
plans and to digest the whole thing. But I am sure none of these excuses 
or extenuations could apply to the present Budget which has been presented 
to us. It must be said that this is a Budget which has been prepared after 
mature consideration. It undoubtedly embodies in it the full plan which the 
Ministry has with regard to the taxation and with regard to the proposals 
of expenditure which, from their point of view, are matters of urgency. 
I think that this Budget, therefore, needs to be more specifically scrutinised.

Every one is aware that this Budget has been a Budget which has caused 
a great deal of agitation. Those who were expectant have been disappointed, 
and those who have been hit have called this Budget a revolutionary Budget. 
Speaking for myself, when I refer to the revenue side of the Budget as well 
as its expenditure side, my own view is that the proper description of this 
Budget would be that on the revenue side it is a reckless Budget and on 
the expenditure side it is a senseless Budget. This is, of course, no occasion 
to discuss the merits or demerits of the proposals which have been embodied 
in the Finance Bill which is a part of this Budget; the detailed criticism of 
those proposals must wait till the Finance Bill is presented to this House 
for consideration. However, it would not be unwise to say, in a general way, 
what I think of the proposals of taxation which have been embodied by the 
Minister in the Finance Bill.

There are six different proposals in the Finance Bill. First of all, the Bill

♦B.L.A. Debates, Vol. 5, Part I, pp. 903-16, dated 21st February 1939.
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proposes to continue for a year more, the additions made to the stamp 
duties and the court-fees sanctioned by the Bombay Finance Act II  
of 193�. Secondly, it increases the duty on the consumption of electricity. 
Thirdly, it increases the stamp duties in certain cities and urban areas on 
conveyances of immoveable property. Fourthly, it levies a tax on leases of 
immoveable property. Fifthly, it imposes a tax of 10 per cent, on the annual 
letting value of buildings in Bombay, Bombay Suburban District, and 
Ahmedabad City. And Sixthly, it imposes a sales tax not exceeding 6| per 
cent, on three items, namely, motor spirit or lubricants, manufactured cloth, 
and silk yarn. As I said, I do not propose to go into the details of these 
proposals of taxation. All that I am going to do now is to offer, in 
a summary way, certain criticisms which occur to me on general principles.
Now with regard to the continuation of stamp and court fees, I would 

like to remind the Honourable the Finance Minister that this was a tax 
which, if my memory serves me aright, has always been objected to by 
Congressmen in the old Legislative Council. Sir, I do not remember a single 
Budget Session, when Congressmen did not turn the Budget Session into 
a kind of hardy annual between the Finance Members on the one hand and 
the Congressmen on the other. A tax which was fought tooth and nail every 
year, and where Congressmen themselves were not prepared to give this 
tax a perpetual lease of life should have now been thought by Congress 
Ministers themselves as a tax which should be continued �d  infinitum, year 
by year is, to say the least, a bit of the same policy which Congressmen 
have been following now that they have got office, n�mely, th�t  the things 
which were then bad are now good, because they are run by Congressmen. 
Very many examples could be cited of that kind of turn of mind. We know 
Congressmen who use to fight tooth and nail because the Executive was not 
separated from the Judiciary. They thought that was a most oppressive 
system and we have now the same Congressmen supporting that that was 
the most ideal system. I will  not say anything more than that, but I should 
certainly like to point out that this is certainly contrary to the declared 

faith of all Congressmen.
Coming to the duty on electricity, this is, to my mind, in principle, a bad 

tax. I am one of those who believe that the use of electricity ought to be 
encouraged more and more, because in the absence of electricity what 
people would do would be to bum kerosene oil which causes smoke which 
is injurious to health and that ought to be stopped in the best way possible. 
The only way to discourage the consumption of kerosene oil would be to 
make electricity as cheap as one can possibly make it. And therefore my 
submission is that, on general principles, this is a bad duty. My second 
comment on this part of the taxation proposal is that it is a tax which is 
badly distributed. One of the most extraordinary things that one notices 
about this electricity tax is that there is no increase in the tax on the energy 
used by cinemas and theatres. Sir, I should have thought that if there was 
any person or any individual tax, it was certainly the cinema and the
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theatre. Because, if a tax was levied on the cinema or on the theatre it 
would certainly be passed on, if not borne by the consumer, upon 
the persons who go to the theatres and to the cinemas. That would 
be taxation on luxuries and I am Sure, although, I cannot be absolutely 
accurate, that instead of spreading the tax as the Honourable the Finance 
Minister has done upon householders, if he had increased the rate upon 
cinema and on theatre he would have got all the revenue that he intended 
to get out of this duty. But as I said it is an extraordinary thing that the 
party which has got the broadest back to bear this is exempt, and what is 
done ? What is done is this : that those persons who were hitherto 
consuming less than 1�  units are now taxed, and those who consume more 
than 1�  units, their taxation is increased from 9 pies to 15 pies. Sir, I do 
not understand the equity of the distribution of this taxation measure. Why 
is it that people who were hitherto exempt because they consumed less than 
1�  units are now taxed ? Why is it that those who bore only 9 pies (5 Nps.) 
are now made to pay 15 pies (8 Nps.), while the theatres and the cinemas 
are exempted from the operation of this measure ?
With regard to the third item of taxation which is, Stamp Duty on 

Conveyances, the increase, to my mind, is quite unjustified. In Bombay 
City, the Honourable the Finance Minister proposes to increase the tax 
from 3| per cent, to 4 per cent, which is an increase of �0 per cent, 
on the present basis. In Poona and Ahmedabad he proposes a tax 
from �|  per cent, to 3 per cent., which is also an increase of �0 per 
cent. In other towns, which are to be notified by the Government, the 
tax is to be raised from 1| per cent, to 3 per cent., which is an increase 
of 50 per cent., and in the rest of the towns it is to be raised from 11 per 
cent, to �,  which is 331 Per cent. Reading the Honorabue Minister’s State-
ment of Objects and Reasons which is attached to the Finance Bill, I do 
not find any explanation as to the justification for the increase of this 
taxation. All that the Honourable Minister chooses to say is this : that il  
is considered desirable that the stamp duty for conveyances should be higher 
in urban areas than in rural areas. Why is it desirable, why the urban areas 
are more sinful that they should be made to pay more than what they have 
been paying so far, we have had no answer from the Honourable Minister 
at all. It is a simple arbitrary act saying that the tax shall be increased 
without any rhyme or reason.
Then we come to the fifth proposal, that is the property tax. This of 

course, is the crux of the whole taxing proposal. Now this proposal, to my 
mind, is objectionable from the various points of view. My honourable 
friend Mr. Jamnadas Mehta has already pointed out one of the objections 
to this measure, and that objection is this : that this Government is now 
encroaching upon a basis of taxation which has hitherto been left for the 
Municipal governments. The Bombay City Municipality derives a large 
part of its revenue from taxation on property. Not only the Bombay 
Municipality derives its revenue from property tax, but similarly all the City
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Municipalities are allowed to levy a tax upon property. Sir, this competition 
by Government into a field of taxation which is reserved for municipal 
bodies, I am sure, will prove greatly detrimental to the growth of local 
self-government. I will not say anything more on that point. But I will  
refer to certain other aspects of the proposal and the first aspect is 
this. The tenants of the Bombay City have been carrying on an agitation 
that the rents in the City of Bombay are abnormal and that they should be 
reduced. Now, Sir, if the Government as it is going to do by this measure 
of taxation, is going to take away 10 per cent, of the value of the property, 
it should not in the same breath say to the landlord that he shall also 
reduce the rent of the tenants who have been agitating against the present 
high pitch of rent Therefore, what the Government is doing is really nothing 
more than defrauding the tenants of the Bombay City and similarly of 
Ahmedabad and Poona by taking away from them what was legitimately 
their due ; and I think that is certainly one of the most serious objections 
that can be urged to this measure.
Secondly, this property which is to be the subject-matter of taxation under 

the Government proposal cannot be said to be property which is not subject 
to taxation now nor can it be said that this is a property which has been 
lightly taxed and, therefore, can still bear a higher taxation. Let me take 
the case of Bombay City itself.

�he Honourable the Speaker: I am afraid there is a misunder-
standing ; Poona is not included in this taxation proposal.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I am sorry—only Bombay and Ahmedabad. 
Now, with regard to the position in Bombay, what one finds is this. 
The Bombay Municipality levies on the whole 18| per cent, on the 
rateab/e value of the property for its own use. In addition to that, the owner 
of the House has to pay, what is called, ground rent if the property is 
a leasehold property. In addition to that, he has to pay income tax to the 
Government of India on the income which he derives from the total rental 
of his property. Taken all together. I think all this burden would certainly 
come to about ��  to �3  per cent. (An Honourable Member : 50 per cent.), 
Well my honourable friend says it would come to 50 per cent. ; he will  
probably explain it later on. What I point out is this that it cannot be said 
that this property is a lightly taxed property ; it is a property which is 
already heavily taxed and, therefore, it will be very unjust to impose upon 
it a further burden of 10 per cent.
The next thing that I should like to point out to the Honourable the 

Finance Minister is this. He seems to treat this tax as though it was just 
a rate and not a tax. Well, I have a*quarrel with him on that point What 
he is levying is not a rate but it is a tax. The difference between a rate and 
a tax is this. A rate is something for which you get specific service. We pay 
rates to the municipality because in return for what we pay to the 
municipality we get direct service—we get water, we get conservancy, we 
get lighting, we get various other services. It is really a charge for the
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services rendered, but in the case of what the Honourable Minister is doing 
there are no services. Therefore, it is a tax. And, I say, although the Minister 
chooses to call it a tax on property, it is a tax on income, because 
I do like to tell him that nowhere things pay anything. Jn all ultimate 
analysis, it is the man who pays ; things do not pay. If men pay, they pay 
out of their income. Therefore, it is an income tax. Now, I would like to 
ask the Honourable Minister why the equitable principles which are always 
recognised to be the part of a general scheme of income tax are not made 
the part of this tax ? Two things might be mentioned. One tiling that needs 
to be mentioned is this that every scheme of income tax has in it a basis of 
exemption. Below a certain' minimum you do not tax. In the present day 
income tax, the minimum, I think, is about Rs. �,000. If this is an income 
tax, and I insist and say that it is an income tax, and nothing else, why 
is it that there is no exemption ? It is no use lumping all landlords together. 
I live in Hindu Colony ; there are many people who have drawn their 

gratuities from Government, there are many people who have received 
certain accumulations of provident fund. These people have built small 
houses. In a part of the nouse they live and in the remaining part of the 
house they have tenants. These people pay ground rent; they pay municipal 
taxes. Is there no consideration for them ? Then, there are several people 
who have invested lakhs and lakhs of rupees in buildings and who are doing 
nothing else but living on the income derived from these properties. I say 
there is a distinction and a distinction ought to be made between a landlord 
of one type and a landlord of another type. Why is that distinction not made 
here ?
Take another consideration. A number of these properties—I do not 

know how many but a great number of them—are certainly properties which 
belong to charitable organisations. Take for instance the Bombay City. 
Here, we have the Social Service League, the Servants of India Society 
and there are many other organisations which can be mentioned which are 
catering out of the income that they get for rendering assistance to poor 
widows, to orphan children, to people who have had no education and 
giving them medical aid. I cannot understand why a Government like this 
which has repudiated its responsibility—I am going to tell that later on— 
with regard to all social services and has thrown the burden upon the public 
to provide for such services out of charity, should not show any exemption 
for charitable organisations. Even the Income-tax Act, section 4, says that 
income derived from charities shall not be subject to taxation. I do not 
understand why none of these considerations have prevailed with the 
Honourable Minister for Finance. I am sure he will have something to say 
when we consider the Bill  itself.
Coming to the Sales Tax, personally I do not like it. I know there are 

people who believe that it is a good tax and that it may be levied. I have 
a different opinion about it. To my mind, it certainly smacks of what we 
in India used to have imposed upon the Indian mills, and what was called
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the excise duty on cotton manufactures, from the year 1894. It cannot be 
anything else except that. If it is shifted by the manufacturer or by the 
salesman, it is certainly going to affect the consumer ; it is certainly going 
to affect his standard of living. If it is not shifted, if it is borne by the 
manufacturer himself, then it is going to affect the industry on which it is 
placed. In either case, it is not a very satisfactory piece of taxation.
Now, Sir, I am one of those who have always held the view that good 

things of �ife do not fall from heaven like Mannat; they have never done so 
anywhere. In' fact, if you want the good things of life, you have got to pay 
for them. Unless you pay for them, you cannot get them. I am therefore, 
one of those who cannot have any conscientious objection to taxation, 
because I am certainly’one of those who believe in having the good things 
of life and also believe in having to pay for them. The question, therefore, 
that we have to consider is this : What is all this taxation for ? What is the 
purpose ? What good the Government proposes to do by levying this 
taxation ? It is necessary to remember that the total revenue which the 
Finance Minister is proposing to raise by his scheme of taxation is 169 lakhs 
of rupees. Now, Sir, turning to the budget, one must first ask, what are the 
new items of expenditure which this budget includes ? Now, I have excluded 
from the budget certain items of expenditure which merely refer to 
administrative departments and do not result in direct benefit to what may 
be called the social welfare of the people. I have picked up from the budget 
such items of new expenditure which in my judgment may be said to be 
items which affect the public welfare of the people. I find that for 
irrigation the budget provides 7| lakhs. For education it provides 16| lakhs. 
Out of the 16| lakhs, 5 lakhs are provided for the expansion of primary 
education, 5 lakhs are provided for buildings and 1-81 lakhs are provided 
for the introduction of what are called basic crafts. Then under public 
health there is nothing to report except an item of 5 lakhs for village water 
supply ; for agriculture there is nothing ; for co-operation there are 7 lakhs ; 
for rural development which of course means nothing more than the 
employment of 7,000 itinerary men who would be wandering all over the 
presidency carrying on some kind of propaganda which the Honourable 
Ministers think is going to be helpful to the people.
Secondly, there is a provision for �  lakhs for debt redemption. One thing 

I would like to point out is this : apart from the question whether the 
expenditure that is provided for in the budget is adequate having regard to 
the needs of the province, the one thing that this House should realise is 
this that new taxation is not at all necessary for the new expenditure. As 
the Honourable the Finance Minister himself has said in his budget speech, 
out of a total taxation of 169 lakhs, only 44 lakhs are supposed to be 
necessary for two schemes, namely, one for expansion of rural education 
and one for economic rural development. The rest, practically 1�5 lakhs, are 
not wanted for the new expenditure that the Ministry has in contemplation 
1�5 lakhs is wanted by the Ministry for no other purpose than to wipe
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out a deficit arising from what they call their Prohibition Policy and 
therefore, the question that arises for consideration is a simple question. 
The issue is absolutely narrowed down and that issue is this : is 
drink a problem and if drink is a problem, is it an urgent problem ? Unless 
this House is prepared to give an affirmative answer to both these questions, 
there will be no justification for voting taxation which has been proposed 
by the Finance Minister. Sir, let us make no mistake in analysing the 
position. There is no question that drinking is an evil and it does have very 
bad consequences, but to admit that drink is an evil is not to admit that 
drink is a problem ; much less is it an admission that it is an urgent 

problem.
Now, Sir, let us look at the position in a comparative way. What is th* 

position in the Bombay Presidency ? We need not bother ourselves witl  
the rest of India at all for the moment because we are dealing with the 
budget of the Bombay Ministry. What is the position in the Bombay 
Presidency and what is the position in other countries so far as the drink 
question is concerned ? First of all, let me give some figures with regard 
to the total excise revenue that is derived in various countries because the 
revenue of a country from excise is some indication as to the magnitude 
of the problem which a country has to face. Now, I have taken these figures 
from the Blue Book issued by the League of Nations and the figures refer 
to 1931. Beginning with Great Britain the population is 44,937,444 and the 
excise revenue is 1,504,895,000. In Austria—which is now no more but still 
it was in 1937—the population is 6,760,�33 and the total revenue derived 
from excise was 15'96 lacks and odd. In Canada the population is 1 crore 
while the excise revenue derived is 57,19 lakhs. The Irish Free State has 
a total population of �,965,854 while the total revenue derived from excise 
is 665 lakhs. Then take Denmark. Its total population is 37 lakhs while 
the excise revenue derived is 5,34,80,000. France has a total population of 
419 lakhs and odd while the total revenue derived from excise is �07,079,650. 
Take now the figures for Norway. Norway has a total population of 
�,814,194 and its total revenue derived from excise is—it is a country where 
there is local option 1,66,7�,600. Now, Sir, in the light of this compare the 
figures of our presidency. The Bombay Presidency has a population of 
180 lakhs. The total revenue from excise is 3�5 lakhs. Can any one say that 
this consumption of liquor in the Bombay Presidency can be said to create 
a problem which the State must undertake immediately to meet ? A man 
who said “  Yes ” and gave an affirmative answer would certainly be a man 
who has lost all his bearings. (Laughter) Take another test. Take the 
consumption of liquor and I take these figures from the report submitted by 
the Government of Bombay itself. What is the total amount of liquor that 
the people consume ? Now, the Blue Book or the Administration Report 
issued by the Government of Bombay say that the average consumption for 
the whole presidency works out at the rate of 3 drams per head. I am told 
that it is less than an ounce, in fact � of an ounce, and my honourable
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friends opposite call this a problem. In rural area consumption is 
1-8 of a dram, and taking towns together, it is 8’�  drams not even 
an ounce. Take again the revenue basis of the Bombay Presidency, and 
I am taking here now the largest item of consumption, namely, the country 
spirit, which of course figures the largest in our excise. What is the revenue 
that this Presidency derives from country spirit ? The report says that the 
total amount derived from country spirit is Rs. 1,54,43,750. That is the 
total for the whole Presidency. Now let us distribute this between the urban 
area and the rural area. According to the Administration Report, there are 
33 towns in the Bombay Presidency. These 33 towns together total up in 
point of population about �9,00,000 of people. How much revenue is derived 
from these 33 towns from country liquor ? The revenue that is derived is 
fully a crore of rupees from these 33 towns. That means that the balance 
of the population, which does not live in the towns but lives in the villages 
and that is according to my calculation 1,5�,00,000—consumes not more 
than 54 lakhs worth of country spirit. Working that out per head, it means 
that every individual consumes no more liquor than worth 5 annas (31 Nps.) 
in a year. Let me analyse the total figures in the towns a little further. In the 
towns, as I said, �9,00,000 of people consume liquor worth one crore of 
rupees. Is that correct ? We all know that women in this country do not 
drink, and even the most habitual drunkard would not tolerate his wife 
sipping even a dram. Also children do not drink. Therefore, making an 
allowance for women and children, I think we would be justified in 
deducting about 75 per cent, of the population of the towns as a non-
drinking population. If you deduct that, then it comes to this, that about 
10,00,000 of people are the people who are affected by what is called the 
drink evil. Sir, with these figures before me I claim to say that with these 
figures before him nobody who is a fair minded person would be able to 
say that drink is such a problem in this country that it ought to be tackled 
forthwith.
Now, Sir, I know there are people who have the United States of America 

as their model, and who think that because the United States has carried 
out the policy of prohibition by amending the constitution of the United 
States in 1919, this country ought to follow that lead. But, Sir, it is 
necessary for us, before we run amok, if I may say so, to consider what 
the position was in the United States. I have here some figures of the 
problem as it existed, the magnitude on which it existed in the United 
States before the constitution was amended in 1919. What was the total 
consumption of liquor in the United States ? According to the Book 
“  Prohibition ” by Feldman, the position was this. Between 1910 and 1914 
the total per capita consumption of distilled spirits, wines and beer in 
gallons was ��-43  per. individual ; between 1905 and 1910 it was �1;  
between 1900 and 1904 it was 18-77. It will be seen that the consumption 
per capita was rapidly growing. Between 1900 and 1901 it was 18, between 
1905 and 1909 it was 19-46 and between 1910 and 1914 it was ��-43.  Surely,
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our conditions cannot be said to be in any way comparable with the Dosition 
in the United States.

Take again another indication. Can we say that there is in this country 
such a thing as alcoholism ? Can we say that there are people here who 
have died of sheer alcoholism, people who have died of liver trouble on 
account of the fact that they have been taking alcohol excessively ? I have 
gone through the figures published in Public Health Reports of this 
Province and I have also searched the figures published by the Commissioner 
of Health appointed by the Government of India, and I want to say that 
neither have thought it necessary even to notice such a thing. The reason 
why they do not notice deaths from alcoholism or from liver trouble is 
because such a thing does not exist in India at all. On the other hand, see 
what has happened in the United States. In the United States, in 1917, 
5 people out of 1,000 died of sheer alcoholism ; in 1916, 5 8 ; in 1915, 5-�  ; in 
1914, 4-9 ; in 1913, 510. Take again another indication namely, deaths due 
to what is called cirrhosis of the liver. In 1917, 11 persons out of 1,000 ; 
in 1916, 1�  ; in 1915, 1�-6 ; in 1914, 13 ; in 1913, 13 4. Such a phenomenon, 
I submit, does not exist in our part of the country at all. Therefore, my 
contention is that it is wrong on the part of the Ministry to say that this 
is a problem which we ought to deal with. My contention is that this really 
cannot be a problem in our part of the country, and for two very' good 
reasons. One good reason is that all religions in India agree in imposing 
an injunction upon the people, that drink is a sin. Religion may have done 
many mischievous things, but certainly there can be no doubt that the one 
good thing that the Indian religions have done, both Hindu and Mahomedan 
and the Zoroastrian religion, is that they do impose such an injunction 
which has been so strictly obeyed by a large part of our people.

The second distinguishing feature which marks out our country from 
other countries, and which cannot create a problem so far as drink is 
concerned is just this, that the drink traffic is in the hands of the Government 
It is not in the hands of private profiteers as it is in the case of America 

or as it is in the case of other European countries. The Government is 
a responsible body, is subject to public opinion, is subject to the opinion 
of this House, and therefore can never do the mischief which a private 
profiteer can do. As I said, looking at it from every point of view, I refuse 
to admit that it is a problem which needs to be tackled.

Then, Sir, the next question that I want to ask is this. Is this such an 
urgent problem that we must keep aside everything and deal with it first ? 
In order to answer that question, it is necessary to bear in mind what the 
different needs are of the people of this Province. Are the other needs fully  
satisfied ? Are they tolerably satisfied, so that because they are tolerably 
satisfied we ought to keep them aside for the moment and tackle this 
one and only question ? Let me take a few illustrations. First of all take 
the question of education. With regard to adult education, the position in 
this Province is this. So far as males are concerned, only 14-3 per cent, of
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the male population is literate. So far as the female population is concerned, 
only 2-4 per cent, of the female population is literate. That means that 
practically 86 per cent, of the male population and 98 per cent, of 
the female population needs still to be taught the rudiments of education, 
so that they may carry on the activities of their life without falling 
a prey to the machinations of other classes. We have had a committee 
appointed by the Government to report upon this matter. That committee 
has made its report. But I do not find any provision made in the present 
budget to carry out the proposals made by that committee. Take children’s 
education. What is the position in this Province ? In this Province, one 
thing which is absolutely undeniable is this, that this Government have 
repudiated their responsibility in regard to college education. I think 
there can be no doubt on the point. This Government do not regard giving 
higher education to the boys of this Province any business of theirs. That 
has been left by Government to private agencies. With regard to secondary 
education, the matter is more or less on the same footing. Government do 
not take responsibility on their shoulders but they supplement the monies 
collected by private agencies by small grants from public treasury. Therefore 
we are really under a very limited field of activity so far as education is 
concerned. Then, primary education. What have Government done with 
regard to primary education ? From the figures that I have been able to 
collect yesterday, I find the present position is this. The Primary Education 
Act applies to children who are between 6 and 11 years of age. The total 
number of children between 6 and 11 is 2,479,000. Of these children, I think 
754,000 are in schools ; and the rest of them are not in schools. This 
proportion works out in this way. Out of every three children, one is in 
school and two are still outside school. Examine the question from another 
point of view, from the point of view of facilities provided by Government 
for primary education. According to Government figures, there are in the 
towns of this Province, 184 primary schools. This is with regard to towns. 
What is the position with regard to villages ? The total number of villages 
in this Province is 21,484. Out of these only 8,599 villages have got schools ; 
and 12,885 villages have no schools at all. That is the position. Government 
do not even care to provide facilities for them, apart from the question of 
carrying out the provisions of the Primary Education Act. Now, Sir, one 
curious thing which strikes me at any rate, and I do not know whether it 

strikes the Honourable Finance Minister, is what would be the cost of 
making primary education compulsory. According to the figures worked 
out by the Primary Education Committee, what Bombay Government need 
to make primary education compulsory is 1-�0 lakhs. Now, Sir, that is just 
the amount the Honourable the Finance Minister is raising by his taxation 
proposals. Apart from the question whether the taxation proposals are good 
or not, confining my attention to the question as to the best method, the 
proper purpose for which this money ought to be spent, the question that 
I should like to ask of the Honourable the Finance Minister is this. You are
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raising practically 1,�0 lakhs of rupees ; is it necessary that you should 
spend this money on improving the lot of a drunkard or should you spend 
this money on educating children who do not get education ? What is the 
choice that you make ? That is really the whole question. Is the 
education of children more important ? Is the education practically 
of 17 to 18 lakhs of children less important than the lot of 10 lakhs of 
city people who choose to drink ? Sir, I do not believe in it. I am a tee-
totaller and I wish everybody was. But the problem is really this. If you 

give me an educated man who is also a sober man. I welcome him. But, 
if you tell me to take sober man e who is a fool, who is a dud, who does 
not understand anything, I for myself would prefer a man who drinks 
but who knows something. That is my position, I think that is the position 
which ought to be considered by the Honourable the Finance Minister 
when distributing this colossal taxation which he is levying on the Province.

Take another alternative thing. I refer to public health. The total 
expenditure this Province incurs on public health is a paltry sum of 
Rs. �1,48,000. It works out at the rate of 2| per cent, on our total 
expenditure. Now, Sir, village water supply is a crying need; there are 
hundreds of villages which have no water supply at all. Any one who goes 
to the villages will mark that every village in this Province is nothing else 
but a dung heap. It is a misnomer to call it a village, it is a misnomer to 
call it a place fit for human habitation. The improvement of the insanitary 
condition and the abomination that exist in villages is certainly the crying 
need of our Province. Hundreds of people are dying from malaria, are 
dying from all sorts of diseases. There are hardly any dispensaries. There is 
hardly any provision made for distribution of medicine or medical treatment. 
There is no water supply, as I said. Last year, a provision of 10 lakhs was 
made. We do not know how that money has been spent. This year, I find 
there is some provision made, about Rs. 8,55,000. What is all this having 
regard to the enormity of the want ? Hundreds of people are dying by 
reason of the fact that there is no medical aid, no clear water to drink. 
The Finance Minister has chosen to spend this money in saving the souls 
to use a biblical expression—in curing the souls or in being the curate of 
10 lakhs of drunkards in Bombay and Ahmedabad.

Then, Sir, take another point. The same point has been made, that we 
are taxing the city dwellers, we are taxing the urban population. Why are 
we taxing the urban population ? The reason why we are taxing the urban 
population is because we want to improve the amenities of the village folk. 
Is there anything of the kind done in this budget ? If the Honourable 
Minister was really doing the thing for which some friends of mine have 
given sb much care and attention, I shall be very glad. On whom is it spent, 
this tax of 1,69 lakhs ? He spends cn the drunkard who lives in the town. 
The poor man in the village does not get any benefit out of it. Take for 
instance, one single item, namely, the land tax. The total of the land tax 
in this province is Rs. �,�8,6�,000.  Ten lakhs were remitted last year.
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This of course is not a permanent reduction. It is indicated in the budget 
that there will be a total permanent reduction of something like 40 lakhs. 
That means that the rural population will still have to bear � crores 
of land revenue. The question I would ask the Finance Minister is this : if  
he is raising this tax of 1,69 lakhs from the city dwellers, why is he not 
wiping out the land revenue altogether ? Personally, I would be very glad 
indeed ; I will withdraw all my opposition to these taxation measures if he 
spends all this money on wiping out the land revenue. Is he doing that ? 
Why is he not doing that ?

Now, Sir, there are just one or two points which I should like to touch 
upon. In this budget, the Honourable the Finance Minister seems to 
take credit for two things. One is, that after all he is levying all these taxes 
from the urban areas. The second is, that taking things by their total, there 
is no additional burden imposed, because what is levied by way of a new 
tax is remitted by prohibition and, therefore, on the total the sums are 
equal. Now, with regard to the first question, I should like to draw attention 
to some important figures. It has been my view, and that view is confirmed 
by such study as I have been able to make of the conditions of this 
province, that, so far as our province is concerned, agriculture is the most 
congested occupation. I am going to cite a few figures in support of that 
proposition. The first thing to be noticed is that Bombay is a small 
province in point of area. The total area of this province is 76,7�5 square 
miles ; which is really just one-half of the Madras Presidency, two-third 
of the Punjab, of the United Provinces and of the Central Provinces, and 
just a little less than Bihar and Orissa. Now, bearing this in mind, compare 
the area that is actually sown for purposes of cultivation, for raising food-
crops. In Bombay, the total area that is sown is �2,801,971 acres. Now. as 
I said, although our province is small in area, the area actually sown in our 
province is just the same as that in Madras, a province which is twice as 
big as Bombay, and that in the United Provinces. It exceeds the areas sown 
in Bihar and Orissa and in the Central Provinces by about 8 million acres, 
and what is sown in the Punjab by about 6 million acres. My contention is 
that that shows that agriculture is the most congested industry in this 
presidency, that almost every inch of area which can be utilised has already 
been utilised, and that, therefore, there is no use driving people to 
agriculture. Take again a further comparison, that of the cultivable waste 
lands. In the United Provinces the cultivable waste land is 10 million 
acres; in Madras, 1� million acres; in the Central Provinces, 14 million 
acres ; in the Punjab, 14 million acres ; and in Bombay it is only 6 million 
acres. Sir, that being the position, the view I take is—and I say this with 
fuH deliberation-—that the salvation of this province and, if I may say so, 
the salvation of the whole of India lies in greater urbanisation : in reviving 
our towns, in building our industries, in removing as much population as 
we possibly can from our villages to the towns. What is there in villages ? 
After all, our village folks have no capital to run their agriculture in the
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best way in which agriculture ought to be run. Population is increasing 
every decade, and land is being fragmented every time a man and heirs 
come on the spot. Everywhere the situation is as bad as one could conceive 
it. The only way by which you can increase the standard of living of the 
people in the villages is not to give them an antiquated machine like the 
charkha or to force them to weave cloth which they cannot sell in 
a competitive market The way to increase the standard of living is 
not to destroy industries and other revenues of service in the towns and 
force them to go to villages. The way lies in the other direction, namely, in 
taking away as many people as you possibly can from the villages and 
bringing them to the towns, giving them employment in industries and 
establishing better ways of economic life. That is the way. Sir, I h^ve. no 
hesitation in saying that a man who is bent upon breaking up such little 
industry, such little urbanisation, as we possess is certainly no friend of the 
people ; if  I may say so, I look upon him as an enemy of the people.

Now, as regards the second point. My honourable friend says : “  After 
all, what am I doing ? Am I adding anything to the total ? No. I am raising 
Rs. 1,69 lakhs, but I am also giving up 1,25 lakhs of the drink revenue 
and 40 lakhs of land revenue.” I do not know whether he is serious in 
taking credit for this. If he is, I would remind him of the potter who was 
given a certain amount of potter’s clay. Sir, if the potter instead of making 
a Ganapati made a monkey out of that clay, or instead of making a good 
elephant out of it made a donkey, would you say that the potter was a good 
potter, because he did not use more clay ? I wonder what would be the 
answer. This is nothing else but making a monkey out of the thing ; nothing 
else but that. Therefore, Sir, in my judgment, as I said at the opening of 
my speech, this budget so far as taxation is concerned, is a reckless thing, 
and so far as expendiure is concerned, is a senseless thing. Sir, we all ought 
to realise that this presidency is the most highly taxed presidency. The per 
capita taxation in the provinces of British India is—these are not my 
figures ; they are figures that I have taken from the speech my honourable 
friend the Finance Minister delivered last year :—

Rs.
Bihar and Orissa ... 1-29
Bengal 1-78
Assam 2-26
Central Provinces ... 2-72
United Provinces 2-29
Punjab 4-4�
Madras �-26
Sind ... 490
Bombay 600

This alone will show that we are a very heavily taxed people. As a matter 
of fact, our expenditure also is so regulated that we have really very little
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to spend. We have really, as a matter of fact, very little margin for the 
purposes of our expenditure. Practically the cost of collection in this 
Province makes up 15 per cent of our revenue ; Superannuation is 10 per 
cent ; Interest takes away 10| per cent; Law and Order including Justice, 
Police and Jails takes away 18 per cent of our revenue; and what little 
remains is spent on the other subjects which may be said to be subjects of 
public welfare. This is the position. In fact, it is a very tight comer : so far 
as the revenue is concerned, our capacity is less, and so far as our 
appropriations are concerned, many items are such that they really do 
not give us anything by way of public welfare. In a situation like this, 
I think it was but necessary that the Honourable Minister for Finance 
ought to have been more cautious than he has been. I am sorry to say that 
he has not. (Applause.)



�

*ON TOE FINANCE ACT AMENDMENT BILL

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City): Mr. Speaker, Sir, having applied 
my mind to the Bill which has been moved by the Honourable the 
Finance Minister, I find that the Bill seeks to make three provisions. The 
first provision which the Bill seeks to make is to make the property tax 
a first charge ; the second provision is with regard to the penalty in respect 
of the non-payment of the tax and the third is the retrospective character 
sought to be given to the penalty clause in this Bill. At the outset, I am glad 
to say that I find an occasion to congratulate the Honourable the Finance 
Minister on the declaration that he made in the course of his speech to 
which we have now listened, namely, that he would be prepared to accept 
an amendment in order to take away the retrospective character of the 
penalty. So far so good. With all that, it is not possible for me to pass 
from this point to other points in the Bill without expressing my sense of 
surprise that a Government which includes in it no less than five eminent 
lawyers should have thought it fit at the outset to bring in a Bill with 
a penalty which has got a retrospective character. I think it is a shocking 
thing. It should never have been brought in that form. However, dropping 
the matter aside, the two other provisions in the Bill which now call for 
attention are the two remaining ones, namely, whether the property tax 
should be made the first charge and whether there should be any penalty 
with regard to, its non-payment.

I will take the second point first with regard to the question of penalty. 
I think it would be desirable if I draw the attention of the House to one or 
two points connected with that aspect of the Bill. My learned friend would 
have noticed—he perhaps has not paid sufficient attention to it—that the 
Municipal Act itself makes no provision for imposing any penalty for non
payment of the municipal part of the property tax. Section 200 of the City 
of Bombay Municipal Act provides that as soon as assessment is made, 
a bill shall be presented to the occupier who has to pay up the tax. Then 
section 202 provides that such a bill shall be met within 15 days from 
presentation. Then section 203 provides that if the bill is not paid within 
15 days from the date of presentation, it shall be followed up with what is 
technically called notice of demand. Then section 203 says that if the 
amount due and mentioned in that notice of demand is not paid within 
15 days, the municipality shall have certain rights for the recovery of the
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amount due. Now, under the Municipal Act, there are only two 
previsions included in it in order to enable the municipality to recover 
the amount of property tax from the person who has defaulted. The 
first step is to levy a distress upon the property of the defaulter. 
The second method permitted to the municipality is to file a regular 
suit in the ordinary way. But, so far as penalty is concerned, there 
is none whatever in the Municipal Act itself. Then, coming to other 
financial measures I proceed to mention the provision in the Income Tax 
Act. My honourable friend must have noticed that there is a certain kind of 
penalty provided under the Income Tax Act that might be levied on the 
persons who are defaulters. That is done under section 45 of that Act. That 
is a big section and I do not want to go into it. I can mention the gist of 
it by saying that the scheme included under section 45 for the purpose for 
a continuing default That is to say, if you make a default for one day, 
you will have to pay a certain penalty, if you default for two days then 
a further amount of penalty. That is penalty in a progressive manner. The 
maximum of penalty mentioned here is the amount of the tax itself. The 
provision contained here is not a continuing penalty for a continuing 
default. Then, I come to the Bombay Land Revenue Code. The penalty 
is mentioned in section 148. There, the provision is merely this. If there 
is a person who is a defaulter in the sense that he has not paid his 
instalment within the period fixed, then the Collector shall either levy 
a penalty, or interest on the amount due. According to the rules, there is 
one authorising Government to make a rule in that behalf. Having gone 
through the rules made by the Government of Bombay under the Land 
Revenue Code, I find that the Government have made no rules at all with 
regard to the levy of penalty or with regard to the charging of interest. 
There is a casual mention in the notice of demand itself which fixes the 
penalty at a maximum of one-fourth the amount due. Now, Sir, I readily 
admit that the principle of penalty is new but it is something which 
undoubtedly exists in many financial provisions. Now, the questions we have 
to consider are with regard to the manner in which it is prescribed and 
the amount of maximum penalty that is laid down.

With regard to the other provisions of the Bill, the Honourable Minister 
has told us that they were merely consequential. Speaking for myself, 
I should have thought that they are the most contentious part of the Bill.  
If there is any provision in this Bill  which makes me oppose it, it is really 
section 24B which my honourable friend seeks to introduce. First of all, 
let me deal with the arguments that this is merely consequential. Is it 
consequential or is' it making the most radical, or if I may say so, 
revolutionary—

�he Honourable Mr. A. B. Latthe: I never said that it was 
consequential—

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I withdraw—
�he Honourable Mr. A. B. Latthe: I said that it was for making the 

provision clear.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: By trying to make the position clear, I have 

no doubt my Honourable friend the Minister has placed the Municipal 
Corporation of Bombay City in the issue. What is the position at which we
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are now ? The position seems to be this, whether the amount due to the 
Bombay Municipal Corporation in respect of the urban property tax should 
be the first charge or not. You will recall one point of attack levelled 
against the Bill when it was first discussed in February was this, that the 
Government by taking the urban property as a basis for provincial taxation 
was really invading the domain which by tradition and by common consent 
had been reserved for the municipality for taxation. One of the points of 
criticism which was given expression to by many members on his side, 
and particularly by my honourable friend Mr. Jamnadas Mehta, was this, 
that by trespassing into the domain of their taxation Government had 
crippled the municipality. That is one point of criticism. Another point of 
criticism against this Bill was that it was very wrong on the part of this 
Government to use the Bombay Municipality as an agent for the collection 
of those taxes. One of the points made was, just as the Central Government 
use their own machinery for collecting such taxation as it levies—for 
instance, excise revenue, income-tax, salt duty, similarly the Government of 
Bombay should collect this levy by agencies belonging to itself. My 
honourable friend departed from that well established principle, from that 
most efficient practice, and utilised the services of the municipality for the 
purpose of collecting this revenue. Fortunately, he did not then add to the 
troubles of the municipality which he is now doing. He did not have the 
courage then to say that the tax collected by the municipality on behalf of 
the Government of Bombay under the urban property tax was to be the 
first charge. That he did not say. I haye gone through the Bill. I do not 
find any provision to that -effect at all. Therefore, I contend that this is 
a new ground we are travelling.
What was the position before this Bill  ? If one refers to section 212 of 

the City of Bombay Municipal Act, the position was this,; according to 
that section, the land revenue was the first charge on the property situated 
in the City of Bombay and which is subject to the municipal tax leviable 
by the municipality. After the land revenue, the first thing that came in 
order of priority was the municipal claim. That was the position. What is 
going to be the position now ? The position is going to be this. Land 
revenue will  be the first charge ; the urban property tax due to Government 
is the second charge ; and the municipality which has an integral interest 
in this property tax is to come last. Sir, is that an enviable position from 
the point of view, of the Bombay Municipality which is to carry on its 
shoulders the burden of the welfare of practically 1�  lakhs of people ? Is it 
right and fair that we should consent to a Bill which places the 
municipality’s claim last ? My honourable friend is responsible for the levy 
of this urban tax. As he himself stated in the course of his opening remarks 
this measure is being opposed by the people—

�he Honourable Mr. A. B. Latthe: I said, by a section—
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: That is enough for me. (Laughter.) He said 

that there is opposition to this measure. If there is opposition to this 
measure, what kind of opposition is it ? We must realise it. I do not think 
I am making a false statement or one which is not within the knowledge of 
the Honourable the Revenue Minister. And the statement is this—and I think 
my honourable friend the Leader of the Opposition will bear me out that
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apart from the small sections of landowners opposing the Bill, the whole 
of the Mahomedan community is opposing it. I think there is not the 
slightest exaggeration in that. They are : rightly or wrongly, I do not care 
to examine at this stage. Therefore, it is not the case of a single recalcitrant 
individual not being prepared to pay ; it is a whole community which is 
opposed to it. Now, Sir, what is the position that we are going to have as 
a result of this Bill  ? The position is this. The municipality is called upon 
to recover both its own tax levied on properties and the tax levied by the 
Government of Bombay and to be collected by the municipality on behalf 
of the Government of Bombay. Now, my honourable friend will not find 
it agreeable if I state that like a robber he comes forward and pounces 
upon the money collected by the municipality irrespective of the fact 
whether the amount collected by the municipality is collected on his behalf 
or whether it is collected on behalf of the municipality itself. The moment 
he sees with his open eyes that the bank balance of the municipality is 
inflated, without examining what the debit side of the municipality is, he 
issues a warrant to the bank quite at home. The municipality is left high 
and dry. What is the municipality to do ? The municipality, according to 
the scheme of the Bill, is to proceed against the whole community and to 
collect the tax. Now, the point I am putting to my honourable friend is 
this. If he has the courage, let him collect the tax himself. How can the 
municipality collect this tax, if it has to come against organised resistance— 
resistance, let us all be aware- of it, coming from the Muslim community, 
who observe purdah ? Who will have the courage to enter their houses 
and find out what trinkets they have and what jewels they have ? What is 
the municipality to do in this case ? It has not an army of police ? It has no 
material and no means of forcing people. After all, as he has to levy the 
tax, then let him come but and as a courageous man employ his own 
agency and hook it from those who do not want to pay Why put the 
municipality to any difficulty ? That is my point. The rest of the thing I do 
not care to discuss ; I do not mind. But the point really is this : Should 
the Government of Bombay be allowed to put the municipality of Bombay 
in so difficult a position, for reasons for which the municipality is not 
responsible ? Why should you shirk your responsibility ? It is no exaggera-
tion to say, and I have no hesitation in saying, that this is a most cowardly 
Bill. If you say your tax is popular, why are you shirking the responsibility 
of collecting it ? Why are you throwing the burden on the municipality ? 
Why are you employing their resources ? From that point of view, I certainly 
think this is a cowardly Bill  which ought not to be supported.

♦ * *
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Dr. �.  R. Ambedkar: Mr. President, I do not wish to take much time 
because I know that the time that we have at our disposal is very short. All  
the same, I wish to present certain points for the consideration of the 
Honourable the Minister for Education.
The first point that I wish to bring to his attention is the fact that we are 

making indeed a very very slow progress in the matter of the education of 
our children. The recent report issued by the Government of India on the 
progress of education makes a very sad reading. It says that if the progress 
of education goes on at the rate at which it is going on today it will take 
40 years for boys and 300 years for girls of school-going age to .be brought 
under education. I beg to submit, Sir, that that is a very dark-prospect for 
this House to contemplate. The Honourable the Finance Member on the 
day on which he presented his budget told us that from the year 1921-22 
to the present day, the expenditure on education had increased by something 
like 39 lakhs. Sir, taking into consideration the amount of increase of 
expenditure on education and the increase in the number of pupils in the 
schools, I find that the increase in the number of pupils is certainly not 
commensurate with the increase of expenditure on education. If we take the 
statistics from 191�-17 to 1922-23, we find that the expenditure on education 
has increased by something like 100 per cent., while the increase in the 
number of pupils during the same period is only 29 per cent., Sir, I know 
that there is a great financial stringency in this presidency, and that we 
are not at present situated in a position to ask for a rapid increase in 
education, but we can certainly plead for one thing. We have in this 
presidency two departments, which if I may say so are working at cross 
purposes. We have the Department of Education, the purpose of which is 
to moralise and socialise the people. We have on the other hand the 
Department of Excise which is working, if I may say so, in the reverse 
direction. Sir, I think that it is hot asking too much if I plead that we 
should at least"spend on education the same amount that we take from the 
people in the form of excise revenue. The amount of expenditure that we 
incur per individual in this presidency on education is only 14 annas, but

B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XIX, pp. 971-7�, dated 12th March 1927.
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the amount of money that we recover in the form of excise revenue is 
Rs. 2-2-9 (Rs. 2-17). I think it is only fair that our educational expenditure 
should he so adjusted that we should spend on the education of the people 
as much as we take from them in the form of excise
Another matter which is more or less analogous and to which I want to 

draw the attention of my honourable friend the Minister for education is 
that, at present the amount of money which we are spending on primary 
education is to a large extent really wasted. The object of primary education 
is to see that every child that enters the portals of a primary school does 
leave it only at a stage when it becomes literate and continues to be literate 
throughout the rest of his life. But if we take the statistics, we find that out 
of every hundred children that enter a primary school only eighteen reach 
the fourth standard ; the rest of them, that is to say, 82 out of every 100, 
relapse into the state of illiteracy. What is the remedy for this state of 
affairs ? Sir, the comments made by the Government of India in its report 
on the review of education, I think might, w'ithout much excuse be read to 
this House. The report says : —

“  The wastage in educational effort is immense and most educationalists 
are of opinion that there is no solution to this problem of wastage in 
educational effort in India, but compulsion. The total wastage of 
educational effort and its concurrent dissipation of educational funds in 
the primary classes is about fifty  per cent of the total energy put forth.’ " 
I therefore request the Honourable the Education Minister to spend more 

money on primary education, if for nothing else at least for the purpose 
of seeing that what he spends bears some fruit ultimately. Sir, this argument 
is not very different from the argument that was urged from the official 
benches in the matter of Back Bay reclamation. We were urged to spend 
more money on Back Bay because we were told that if we do not spend 
more money on Back Bay what we have spent will be an utter loss. I think 
the same argument might be utilised in this case, as well, and we can say 
that unless we spend a sufficient amount of money, to see that every child 
that enters a school reaches the fourth standard, what we have already 
spent upon him is of no purpose whatsoever.
Sir, the third matter to which I wish to draw the attention of the 

Honourable Minister for Education is this. Going over the figures which 
give us information as to the manner by which we finance education in this 
presidency I find that out of the total expenditure which we incur on arts 
colleges, spmething like 36 per cent is financed from fees; out of the 
expenditure that we incur on high schools, something like 31 per cent is 
financed from fees ; out of the expenditure that we incur on middle schools, 
something like 26 per cent, is derived from fees. Now, Sir, 1 submit that 
this is commercialisation of education. Education is something which ought 
to be brought within the reach of every one. The Education Department 
is not a department which can be treated on the basis of �uid  pro �uo.  
Education ought to be cheapened in all possible ways and to the greatest
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possible extent. I urge this plea because I feel that we are arriving at 
a stage when the lower orders of society are just getting into the high 
schools, middle schools and colleges, and the policy of this department 
therefore ought to be to make higher education as cheap to the lower 
classes as it can possibly be made. I therefore wish to draw the attention 
of the Honourable Minister for Education to this rather glaring fact in the 
administration of education in this presidency.
Sir, the fourth point that I wish to bring to the attention of my honourable 

friend the Minister for Education is the great disparity in the comparative 
advancement in education of the different classes in this presidency. But 
before I go to that, I wish to explain one fact, namely, that the census 
report of this presidency has, for the purpose of comparing the advancement 
of the different communities in the matter of education, divided the 
total population into four different classes. The first class is called 
“  advanced Hindus ” , the second class is called “  intermediate Hindus ” and 
it includes those people who for political purposes have now been designated 
as non-Brahmins i.e., Marathas and allied castes.
There is a third class called the backward classes which includes the 

depressed classes, Hill Tribes and the Criminal Tribes. Then, we have the 
fourth class which covers the Mahomedans. Bearing these divisions in 
mind, one sees a great disparity in the comparative advancement of these 
different communities in the matter of Education. Comparing these classes 
of people, according to the order in which they stand on the basis of 
population and according to the order in which they stand on the educational 
progress, what do we find ? I find that the intermediate class, namely, non-
Brahmins, who are first in order on the basis of population, are third in 
college education, third in secondary education and third in primary 
education. The Backward classes who are second in order of popula-
tion are the fourth in the order of college education, fourth in order of 
secondary education and fourth in order of primary education. The 
Mahomedans who are third in order of population are second in the order 
of college education, second in the order of secondary education and second 
in order of primary education. The advanced Hindus who are fourth in 
order of population are the first in order of college education, first in order 
of secondary education and first in the order of primary education. Now, 
Sir, I have given an idea of the comparative disparity in the educational 
advancement of the different communities. But the figures do not give us 
the range of disparity in the advancement of the different communities in 
our presidency. I will, therefore, present the following figures to the 
Honourable the Minister for Education for his serious consideration. Taking
first the primary education, we find there are—

Advanced Hindus ... 
Mahomedans 
Intermediate Class ...
Backward Class

119 students per 1,000 of their population. 
92 students per 1,000 of their population.
38 students per 1,000 of their population.
18 students per 1,000 of their population.
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That is the state of the 
education, we find —
Advanced Hindus 
Mahomedans 
Intermediate Class ..
Backward Class

primary education. Coming to the secondary

3,000 in one lakh of their population. 
500 in one lakh of their population.
140 in one lakh of their population.
14 in one iakh of their population.

That is the state of the secondary education. Now, coming to the college 
education we find—
Advanced Hindus
Mahomedans 
Intermediate Class
Backward Class

... 1,000 in two lakhs of their population.
52 in two lakhs of their population.
14 in two lakhs of their population.

... Nil (or nearly one if at all).
That is the state of the backward class, as far as the college education is 
concerned, when their total population is something like 37| lakhs. Sir. these 
figures show two things conclusively : one, that the different communities 
are not on a par in the matter of education. They also show another thing 
to which I should like to draw the attention of the honourable House,
namely that the Mahomedans have stolen an enormous march in the 
matter of education. Sir, this is not an imaginary statement. The statistics 
I have given to this honourable House are from the Report of the �irector  
of Public Instruction for Bombay for 1923-24, and in support of this 
argument I may cite the opinion of no less a person than Sir Ibrahim 
Rahimtoola who made the same remark from the presidential chair of the 
Mahomedan Conference. It may be remembered that I am not making this 
statement in any carping spirit nor grudge the efforts that Government have 
made in the matter of the education of Mahomedans. I must here emphasise 
that this country is composed of different communities. All these 
communities are unequal in their status and progress. If they are to be 
brought to the level of equality then the only remedy is to adopt the 
principle of inequality and to give favoured treatment to those who are 
below the level. There are some I know who object to this and adhere to 
the principle of equality of treatment. But I say Government has done well 
in applying this principle to the Mahomedans. For I honestly believe that 
equality of treatment to people who are unequal is simply another name for 
indifferentism and neglect My only complaint is that Government has not 
yet thought fit to apply this principle to the backward classes. Economically- 
speaking or socially speaking, backward classes are handicapped in a manner 
in which no other community is handicapped. I, therefore, think that the 
principle of favoured treatment must be adopted in their case. As I have 
shown,, their position is worse than that of the Mahomedans and my only 
pleading is that if the most favoured treatment is to 'be given to those who 
deserve it and need it most, then the backward classes deserve more 
attention of Government than do the Mahomedans. That is tire question 
which I prominently, wish to place before this House, and I urge upon the 
Honourable the Minister for Education that he should adopt the same
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methods and principle towards the uplift of the backward classes as have 
been adopted towards the uplift of the Mahomedan community. Sir, 1 may 
refer the Honourable Minister to the instructions issued by the �overnment 
of India in 1885 on the Report of the Education Commission of 1882. 
There were several proposals put forward for improving the education of 
the Mahomedan community ; the proposal on which rhe �overnment of 
India, however, laid stress was the appointment of a special inspecting staff 
to look to the educational wants of the Mahomedan community and to 
bring home to it the necessity of education. I think there is an equal urgency 
for special inspecting staff to look after the education of the depressed 
classes. I may mention, Sir, that the Primary Education Act is a great 
wrong. Perhaps honourable members may not agree with me, but I say it 
is a wrong, it is double wrong. It is wrong because the responsibility of 
education is transferred to the hands of those who are not enlightened 
enough to understand that education is a great necessity. If there are any 
people who realise the necessity for education they are not to be found in 
this Council. The members of the local boards are too uneducated to realize 
that education is a necessity. Therefore, I say this Council has done a great 
wrong in transferring the responsibility for education to the hands of those 
people who do not feel for education. Again, the transfer of education to 
local bodies is a wrong because the burden has thereby been transferred to 
shoulders less broad to bear it. Sir, education of the masses, we all realize, 
is a matter of great cost and if there is any body which can be said to be 
able to bear it, it is this Council with its revenue of 15| crores and not the 
local bodies with their meagre revenues of a few lakhs. I feel. Sir, that this 
Council in transferring education to the local bodies has practically 
postponed the spread of education among the masses �ine die and in doing 
so has gravely erred. But, Sir, this is only preliminary to the point which 
I wish to make, namely that the people who are the -greatest sufferers by 
this wrong are the depressed classes. With great respect to the Honourable 
the Minister for Local Self-�overnment, I am impelled to say that his local 
boards are conceived after the fashion of money houses in a museum where 
the aim of the curator is to make room for one individual of every species. 
Sir, there is only one representative of the depressed classes provided in 
each local body. What is the utility of having only one representative of 
these classes ? I canot understand. If, for instance, the representation of the 
depressed classes in a local board is intended to force upon the local board 
the policy which is in the interests of the depressed classes, it is futile. For, 
certainly, one man cannot count in a body of ten or twelve. I hear 
complaints from all parts of the presidency that, under the present regime, 
the depressed classes find themselves in a most helpless condition. They are 
surrounded by people who by no means share their aspirations or their 
desires for advancement and betterment. There is, therefore, all the greater 
necessity, 1 say that this �overnment should employ certain inspecting 
agency under their direct control which will see that the depressed classes 
are not neglected by the bodies to whose charge such an important subject 
Like education has been entrusted.

The second thing that I wish to say about the depressed classes is that
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I find a certain sum has been set aside in the budget for scholarships for the 
backward communities. Now, Sir, I cannot understand the connotation of 
the words “  backward classes ” as used in the budget. I would have very 
much wished that the Honourable Minister had adopted the same 
phraseology which the Director of Public Instruction adopts in his report, 
and I should very much like to see that he allocates a separate and distinct 
sum to each of the different communities which he proposes to include in 
the term “  backward classes.” We would then be in a position to know how 
the intermediate Hindus, backward Hindus, and the Mahomedans progress 
year by year. Now-a-days we are lumped together, when, as a matter of 
fact, there is no reason to lump us all together, because we are certainly 
different from one another however much we might wish to say we are one.
And the third thing which I wish to point cut and which I hope the 

Honourable Minister will give his best consideration to, is the method of 
giving scholarships to the boys of the depressed classes. Now scholarship 
as an aid is better than no aid at all. But my honourable friend the 
Minister for Education will take it from me that my enquiries and my 
experience show that the method of giving scholarships is reaiiy a waste ot 
public money. The depressed class parents are too poor, too ignorant, to 
understand that the help given by Government is really the help for the 
education of the child. The scholarship is looked upon by the parent as 
a family aid to meet their expenses. It is certainly not made available for 
the education of the boy as such, which is the primary object .of the 
scholarship. Secondly, Sir, with the scholarship I have found that the boy 
is never able to reach the goal. There are a variety of reasons for that. 
First of all, a boy of the depressed classes is growing up in an evil set of 
surroundings ...........

�n  Honourable Member: Who is responsible for that ?
Dr. B. R. �mbedkar: God knows. He is brought up in circumstances 

which are by no means desirable, and when a boy gets a scholarship, he 
is an easy prey to all sorts of evil influences. Without proper direction he 
succumbs and gives up his education and money spent upon him is lost. 
I would, therefore, put it to the Honourable Minister whether it will not 
be better for him to spend this money in promoting hostels which either 
Government may open of its own accord or which may be opened by 
private agency for the promotion of the education of the backward classes. 
Sir, it will  be a double saving. A hostel, first of all, weans the boy from evil 
surroundings. It provides effective inspection. And when a hostel is managed 
by private agency, it will  mean some saving of money to Government.
Sir, these are the three suggestions which I wish to make in the very 

short time that is at my disposal. I hope that my honourable friend the 
Minister of Education will carefully consider them and do the needful in 
the matter.

� �
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�ON  THE BOMBAY  UNIVERSITY  ACT �
AMENDMENT  BILL : 1

�r.  B. R. Amhp.dkar:�Mr.�President,�J�have�listened�with�great�
interest�to�the�speech�which�was�delivered�by�my�honourable�friend�the�
member�for�the�University�of�Bombay.�He�has�so�exhaustively�covered�
the�subject�in�his�speech�which�it�took�him�an�hour�and�twenty�minutes�to�
deliver�ttiat�I�fear�very�little�is�left�for�me�to�say.�However,�I�think�it�
fortunate�that�there�is�a�point�of�view�which�has�not�been�so�far�presented�
before�this�House�either�by�my�honourable�friend�the�representative�of�the�
University�or�by�my�honourable�friend�Prof.�Hamill�who�was�specially�
called�in�to�advise�us�on�this�important�bill�which�we�are�discussing�to-day.�
Sir,�my�honourable�friend�Mr.�Munshi�devoted�a�considerable�part�of�his�
speech�to�the�organization�of�the�University�of�Bombay.�He�talked�with�
a�great�deal�of�intimacy�as�regards�the�relations�of�the�syndicate,�the�senate�
and�the�academic�council�as�laid�down�in�the�Bill.�I�have�not�the�good�
fortune�to�be�a�member�of�the�University.�I�cannot�therefore�say�with�the�
same�authority�as�to�whether�the�provisions�that�have�been�incorporated�in�
this�particular�bill�will �produce�the�results�which�we�all�desire�that�it�should�
produce.�But,�Sir,�I�must�say�with�due�respect�to�my�honourable�friend�the�
member�for�the�University�that�even�if�we�succeed�in�establishing�the�
relations�between�the�three�bodies�in�the�way�in�which�my�honourable�
friend�wants�that�they�should�be,�I�am�afraid�that�in�the�end�we�
will �be�getting�only�the�shadow�but�not�the�substance.�Sir,�the�bill�is�
primarily�intended,�if�1�understand�the�Honourable�Minister�for�Education�
correctly,�to�organize�the�University�of�Bombay�into�a�better�teaching�
university.�That�I�consider�to�be�one�of�the�principal�objects�of�this�Bill. �
Now,�Sir,�when�I�come�to�analyse�the�provisions�that�are�incorporated�in�
this�bill�must�say�that�I�felt�that�in�this�particular�matter�we�are�sure�to�
be�disappointed.�One�of�the�greatest�defects�from�which�this�University�has�
suffered�ever�since�it�was�established�was�that�it�was�primarily�constituted�
as�an�examining�body.
Sir,�it�must�be�realised�that�the�University�cannot�succeed�in�promoting�

research�or�in�promoting�higher�education,�if�it�makes�the�examination

B.L.C.�Debates,�Vol.�XX,�pp.�825-33,�dated�27th�July�1927.
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system the be-all and end. all of its existence. This fact was recognised by 
the University Commission of 1902 and the bill which followed the report 
of that Commission recognised that the statute which brought the University 
into being must be altered so as to enable the University directly to under-
hike teaching besides its usual task of examining the scholars appearing at 
its examinations. Now, Sir, when that particular Act of 190� caine into 
operation, the University, of course, was blocked in its path of undertaking 
higher education by the existence of a certain number of colleges which 
were already existing at that time. Obviously, therefore, Sir the only thing 
that the University could do was to appropriate to itself the field of what 
is called post-graduate work, and since 1912 the University of Bombay has 
been following along that line and has established what is called a School 
of Sociology and Economics to deal particularly with those students who care 
to take up post-graduate work in that department. I understand, Sir, that the 
University is also desirous of establishing certain other post-graduate 
faculties in order to carry out the mission which has been entrusted to it 
by the Act of 190�. With due respect to those who have framed this bill,  
J must say, Sir, that they have not paid any attention to the results of this 
policy of bifurcation that has been adopted by the University in carrying 
on its function as a teaching university. Sir, 1 think my honourable friend 
Prof. Hamill and my honourable friend Mr. Munshi will bear me out when 
I say that this bifurcation was brought into being by the Act of 190�, by 
which the University has appropriated to itself the post-graduate work and 
has relegated to the colleges the under-graduate work has brought about 
a certain amount of rivalry—I may almost say a certain degree of enmity 
—between the two institutions. Although my experience of this is limited, yet 
I was a Professor for sometime in one of the colleges, and even though 
I am no longer a Professor, I still have the chance of meeting my old 
colleagues and they tell me that the relations between the University 
Professors and the Professors of the colleges are not as cordial as they ought 
to be. Surely, Sir, that must be so. When, for instance, a University sets up 
itself as something higher, as something superior to the other colleges 
which are already carrying along similar education in their own way, 
one is apt to feel jealous of the other. Now, I submit, Sir, where a college 
professoriate is not on amicable terms with the professoriate established by 
the University, I think no research, no promotion of knowledge, can be 
carried on with any benefit either to the colleges or to the University, or to 
the public at large.
Secondly, I submit, Sir, that unless the University undertakes under-

graduate teaching, any amount of super-imposition of post-graduate work 
will not be of any avail whatsoever. Sir, what is the position of the different 
colleges that we have to take ? Apart from the Government colleges, I beg 
to submit, Sir, that most of the colleges are established as a result of 
private effort, and I do not mean any disrespect to those who are serving 
upon these colleges, when I take the liberty of stating that I do not think
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that the colleges are able to cope satisfactorily with the training of the 
under-graduates. First of all they are inadequately staffed. Take, for instance 
the two subjects which were my special subjects, namely, history .and 
political economy. I find that a college has generally two professors on its 
staff to deal with these subjects. Now, I think it would be absurd to 
believe that two professors in a college can adequately teach such a vast 
subjects as political economy or history. The result is and I think my 
honourable friend Prof. Hamill will bear me out when 1 say that every 
professor is obliged to lecture for something like thirteen hours in a week. 
I say that a professor who is made to work in that galley slave fashion 
can never be a teacher in the real sense of the word. He can only be a hack 
doing a task with the help of ready-made notes. We can expect no 
originality from him and he can give no inspiration, tc- those who may have 
fbe misfortune to listen to him. The whole study is bound to be a merely 
mechanical process. Not only are the colleges under-staffed but they are 
generally staffed by men not because they have more to give to the colleges 
but because they are willing to accept less. With the help of the army of 
under-graduates, any adventurer can form a college and get the control of 
under-graduate to teaching. I say, Sir, if  your under-graduate work is as bad as 
I have described it to be, a university which merely super-imposes post-
graduate to work upon it cannot succeed in promoting real knowledge or real 
research. Thirdly, the present system involves absolute waste, and I think 
that by a better organization of the University and the colleges this waste 
could be easily avoided. Take, for instance, the question of teaching of 
political economy in the city of Bombay itself. There are, Sir, to my 
knowledge somewhere about six professors at the Sydenham College of 
Commerce who deal particularly with the subjects of history and political 
economy and commercial geography. There are two professors at the 
Wilson College who are also dealing with the same subjects. There axe two 
at the Elphinstone ; there are two at the St. Xavier’s. Altogether, Sir, in a city 
like Bombay we have, so to say, a faculty engaged in the teaching of 
history and political economy which is composed of twelve teachers. Surely, 
Sir, if these four colleges, with their twelve professors on them, could be 
organized in such a fashion that the lecturing system was pooled and 
the students in the different colleges were allowed to listen and attend 
to the lectures to be delivered in any one particular college, the 
professors who are lecturing would be easily released to do some other 
kind of special work. If that is done, I am absolutely certain that these 
twelve gentlemen, who are now lecturing on the same subjects in the 
different colleges, not only will be able to manage the under-graduate 
teaching, but also can manage the post-graduate teaching as well. So that 
the expenses which we now have to incur on the extension of the School of 
Sociology and Economics will certainly be saved for better utilisation on 
other subjects. Now, Sir, not only does this waste take place with regard to 
the post-graduate teaching of history and political economy; but I submit,
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�ir,  that this waste will take place with regard to any other subject 
that the University might appropriate to itself as a subject for 
post-graduate research, for the simple reason that our colleges are, so to 
say, pocket universities in themselves. Each college is teaching almost every 
conceivable subject, and it has upon its collegiate staff, professors who teach 
ah subjects which are laid down for the University examinations. That being 
so if the University establishes separate professors for post-graduate work 
there is bound to be duplication and waste in addition to the several 
uisadvancages which I have mentioned in the earlier part of my speech. 
I therefore submit, �ir,  that if the object of the bill is to promote higher 
education and research, the best method would be not to separate the 
colleges from the University as has been done now but to make a synthesis 
in which the University and the colleges would be partners on terms of 
equality and would be participating in promoting together, both the under-
graduate and the post-graduate studies. �ir,what  1 have stated I must say is 
really not mine. It is what was recommended by the �adler Commission 
which analysed a similar problem which faced the University of Calcutta. 
There is no doubt about it that the �adler Commission was one of the most 
expert Commissions that could possibly be had in this country. I do not 
personally understand how, for instance, this Government can strut about 
with a report brought about by men who were absolutely inexpert in 
their job and pit it against the elaborate and considered judgment of experts 
who sat upon the �adler Commission.

I have read with great care the report prepared by the University 
Committee for the reorganisation of the University of Bombay. But I have 
found nothing in it which can lead me to alter my opinion*  that the recommen-
dations of the �adler Commission will be far more effective and beneficial 
than the recommendations of the Bombay University Committee. I, therefore, 
think that it would be far better if my honourable friend the Minister for 
Education could still in some way, either by introducing provisions in this 
bill itself or by giving powers to the �enate in the matter of making 
regulations, allow the University to localise teaching by giving greater 
control over colleges which may be called “  constituent colleges ” situated 
in geographically compact centres. The committee has, I think, admitted 
that Poona is a place which is ripe for establishing a separate university. 
There is no doubt that Bombay itself is ripe to have a separate 
university for itself and I think that if the colleges located in these two 
centres were separated and grouped into a university, we would be solving 
the problem of the promotion of higher education and research. As regards 
mofussil colleges which are scattered about in the Presidency we can very 
easily deal with them by adopting the suggestion of the �adler Commission 
which recommended the establishment of a “  Mofussil Board.” I say that

*Dr. Ambedkar’s written evidence to the Bombay University Reforms Committee is 
printed as Appendix III.
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�he scheme sugges�ed by �he Sadler Commission is a hundred �imes be��er 
�han �he scheme recommended by �his Reforms Commi��ee, namely, �he 
appoin�men� of a Rec�or. This is all, Sir, �ha� I have �o say as regards �he 
organisa�ion of �he Universi�y i�self.
Now, I wish �o �urn �o �he ques�ion of �he composi�ion of �he Sena�e. 

A grea� deal of hea� was genera�ed yes�erday by �he speech of my 
honourable friend Mr. Jadhav when he said �ha� �he s�a�emen� of objec�s and 
reasons does no� recognise! �he necessi�y of �he represen�a�ion of backward 
communi�ies on �he Sena�e of �he Universi�y of Bombay. I was somewha� 
surprised �o see �ha� my honourable friend, �he member for �he Bombay 
Universi�y, flared up a� once. Bu� I should like �o poin� ou�, Sir, �ha� we 
always kick �he ladder by which we rise, and �ha� my honourable friend, 
�he member for �he Universi�y, who has violen�ly disclaimed communalism 
in himself is no an excep�ion. Sir, I should like �o remind him �ha� he himself 
had issued a manifes�o �o �he gradua�es of �he Universi�y �o suppor� liim  
on �he ground of Gujara� was for Gujara�is. I would like �o ask him now 
if �ha� is no� communalism, wha� is communalism ? I should like him �o 
answer �ha� ..............

�r.  K. �.  �unshi : I am glad �o say, Sir, �ha� �ha� s�a�emen� is 
absolu�ely incorrec�.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I� is no� absolu�ely incorrec�. I myself have read 
your manifes�o. However, poli�icians are men wi�h very shor� memories.
Wha� I wan� �o s�a�e oh �he floor of �his House is �his, �ha� I do no� 

�hink �ha� �he Hindus and Mahomedans, cons�i�u�ed as �hey are, can 
hones�ly say �ha� �hey are non-communal in �heir a��i�ude �owards each 
o�her. No member in �his House can say �ha� he is non-communal in his 
a��i�ude. I challenge any honourable member �o deny i� ..........

Rao Bahadur R. R. Kale: I challenge �ha� s�a�emen�.
Honourable �embers: We challenge �ha� s�a�emen� �oo.
The Honourable the President: Order, order. No conversa�ion across �he 

�able, please.
Rao Bahadur R. R. Kale: Bu� �he honourable member Dr. Ambedkar 

said �ha� he would challenge any honourable member �o deny his s�a�emen� 
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: There can be no gainsaying abou� �his, �ha� every 

Hindu and every Mahomedan is bom in a cer�ain cas�e or a communi�y. 
There is no gainsaying �ha� we are brough� up and bred up in 
a communal environmen�. We share �he aspira�ions and �he ambi�ions of 
�ha� communi�y ; we feel �he disabili�ies of �ha� communi�y and consequen�ly, 
�here can be no doub� in my mind �ha� every member in �his House as well 
as ou�side is bound �o look a� every ques�ion consciously or unconsciously 
from a communal poin� of view.

Honourable �embers: No, no.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I refuse �o believe in �he “  Noes ” absolu�ely; 

I call i� hypocrisy—I� is absolu�ely hypocrisy �o shou� “  No ” , Sir, I myself 
look a� every ques�ion �ha� comes up before �his House—I hones�ly
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admit—from a communal point of view and I ask myself whether it would 
be good for the depressed classes or not.

�r.  K. F. Nariman: Sorry.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Those who say “  sorry ” are themselves not free 

from communalism. It is very easy to talk about non-communalism, because 
it is only talk. We know, Sir, that we are so minded that we cannot, for 
instance, associate with other communities on terms of equality, that 
whenever we want to marry our daughters we begin to ask whether the 
bridegroom to be is a man of our own caste or not (Laughter), when we 
want to invite guests for dinner we commence to enquire whether they are 
members of our own community ...........

�r.  B. G. Pahalajani: I challenge that.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: It is sheer hypocrisy to say that wc do not do 

these things. I wish the honourable members to realise that this is a defect 
for which I do not accuse any one community. I say, Sir, that it is a blemish 
from which we all suffer. That being so, it ought to be recognised that no 
one community, however intellectually advanced it may be, can be the 
guardians of other communities. This has been recognised even by the 
legislators who framed the Reforms Act. If that was not so, we would not 
see in this Council separate representation for Mahomedans, separate 
representation for backward classes and separate representation for the 
depressed classes. It is because we are constitutionally unable to take 
a larger view of the situation and in order that the operative forces of 
communalism may be checked, that this counter-check has been provided 
and I think very wisely provided by these legislators. I should like to be 
honest, Sir, and I do hope honourable members will be honest on this 
point. There is no use talking one thing and doing another. That is the 
reason, I submit, why there is a necessity for the representation of 
communities, which are not intellectually advanced, on the Senate of the 
Bombay University. I submit Sir, that I do not wish to accuse the Senate 
of any conscious bias at all, yet I say that the policy of the Bombay 
University hitherto has not been very encouraging to the backward or the 
depressed classes. I will cite only one instance. Take the instance of the 
system of education that has been adopted by the University. There is no 
doubt about it in my mind and I do not think that those who represent the 
University will deny the fact, that our system of examination is the 
severest possible that exists in India Ho-day. This is no doubt justified 
by certain educationists in India who believe that the raising of the standard 
of examination is equivalent to the raising of the standard of education. 
I beg respectfully to differ from them. Examination is something quite 
different from education, but in the name of raising the standard of 
education, they are making the examinations so impossible and so severe 
that the backward communities which have hitherto not had the chance of 
entering the portals of the University are absolutely kept out. But I do not 
wish to speak of that; because that system applies to all communities alike.
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But, Sir, just think of it. Has the University ever considered the effect of 
simultaneous examinations on the progress of education of the backward 
communities ? I do not understand what virtue there is in demanding that 
a particular candidate who appears at an examination shall pass in all the 
papers at one shot. It may be a matter of indifference, for instance, for 
students whose parents are rich enough, who can spare time to attend the 
colleges during the day time and who can devote their whole time to 
education. But what about the poor, the poverty-stricken parent, who 
requires his son to earn in the day time to add to the family earnings in 
order to make both ends meet ? What about the boy who finds very' little 
during the 12 hours of the day to devote to university education ? Surely, 
if the University was mindful of the economic condition of the backward 
communities, it certainly w’ould not have persisted in a system of 
simultaneous examinations which in my opinion is absolutely unjustifiable 
and absurd. I will give you another instance which comes to my mind just 
now, because my honourable friend Mr. Munshi says that the University 
has been doing every thing without showing any preference of any kind to 
anybody. One of my friends, who has been nominated to the University 
Senate, told me the other day he twice moved a resolution in the Senate 
that candidates belonging to the depressed classes who appear at University 
examinations should be shown some concession in the matter of fees. 
I understand from him that the proposition was twice turned down by the 
Senate.

� h Honourable Member: There are poor people in all communities.
The Honourable the President: The honourable member should proceed 

without minding interruptions.
Dr. B. R. �mbedkar: It has been everywhere recognised, even by the 

Government, that there are communities which are economically poor and 
which do require certain special concessions from the Government, in order 
that they may come on the same level on which the other communities are. 
If this wise principle cannot be appreciated and understood by the Senate, 
then I submit such a Senate can never be the guardian of the interests of 
the backward classes at all.
My honourable friend Professor Hamill made certain remarks in the 

course of his speech, and I think it is necessary that I should deal with him, 
although I do not wish to take much of the time of the House. He 
said that the depressed classes and the backward classes could certainly 
get nomination on the Senate, if they can help the efficiency of the 
University. I think that was the line of argument that he adopted, that if  
the members of the depressed classes were experts in educational matters, 
they should certainly have a seat on the Senate of the University of Bombay. 
Now, I should like to say that my honourable friend Professor Hamill 
absolutely forgets, when he makes that statement, the true function of the 
Senate. The Senate is not an executive body of the University. No member 
from the backward classes has asked for any special representation on the

�  4002-^la
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Syndicate or on the Academic Council. I recognise, and I realise fully as 
well as my honourable friend Professor Hamill does, that these two bodies 
are no doubt bodies which are to be manned by experts, who will  run the 
show of the University. But I have to remind him that the Senate is 
entirely intended to be a legislative body, a body which has to put forth 
the needs of the backward communities and to suggest the facilities that 
are necessary for meeting them. The Senate in my opinion, corresponds 
exactly to our Legislative Council, and we have in this Legislative Council 
members from the depressed classes, who are appointed not because they 
desire to displace any honourable members who are sitting here on the 
Government side but their only business here is to point out to the Govern-
ment what are the needs of the communities which are suffering under 
disabilities. That is all we are asking, and I think when my honourable friend 
makes the point he absolutely forgets what the Senate is intended to be.
Now, Sir, before I close, I wish to state one thing most emphatically, 

Sir, there is a demand from honourable members belonging to the Swaraj 
party that we must have provincial autonomy. Sir, it is a demand which is 
a welcome demand. But, Sir, I beg to submit that when three-fourths of the 
population is drenched in ignorance and does not know its rights and 
responsibilities there can be no hope of autonomy. If we do get self- 
government notwithstanding the fact that three-fourths of the population is 
drenched in ignorance, our representative system will be a sham, and there 
would be a rule of wealth against poverty, of power against weakness. That 
is really what it will be. I, therefore, say, Sir, that if we desire to have 
provincial autonomy, we must ensure two things. One thing is that every 
access must be given to every grade of modern education to the communities 
which are educationally backward, in order that they may realise their rights 
and liabilities of citizenship, and secondly, in order that every access may 
be given to these communities, it is absolutely necessary, under the present 
circumstances, that special representation should be provided for them.
Before I sit down, Sir, I do wish one matter cleared up. You, Sir, have 

given us a ruling yesterday about which I am not quite clear. I understand, 
Sir, from your ruling yesterday that the principle of communal representa-
tion has been ruled out. Now, by that I understand that the principle of 
communal representation in the ordinary sense of that word, namely, that 
the voters of a particular communities are to be grouped together to elect 
a member from that community is ruled out. That is my interpretation 
of your ruling. So that, we are debarred now from raising the question of 
communal representation on the various bodies of the University in that 
sense of the term. But I do not think that your ruling goes so far as to 
say that we shall have no say in the matter as to how the 40 seats which 
are reserved for nomination shall be distributed. I submit that that particular 
matter is still open for the honourable members of this House to discuss in 
the select committee or at the second reading. I should like to ask, therefore, 
my honourable friend the Minister of Education that in his concluding
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remarks he should make his position clear as regards that point; because, 
I want to say most emphatically that unless the representation to these 
backward communities is provided for on the Senate, the bill would be of 
no value to us whatsoever, and I �or one will  vote against it

* * * *
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*ON THE BOMBAY UNIVERSITY ACT 
AMENDMENT BILL: 2

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, before I move my amendment to clause 3 
I should like to correct a typist’s error which has crept in the amendment 
as it stands on the paper. The amendment should read :

“ An incorporated college is any institution founded and managed by 
the University itself for the study of a special group of subjects not 
provided in any adequate way in other colleges; and so on.”

Sir, this amendment which I propose to move is a consequential amend
ment which depends upon the passing of the main amendment to clause 25 
of the bill which I shall be moving. If that amendment is not passed it will 
not become necessary for me to move this amendment. I therefore submit 
that I may be allowed to move this amendment after my main amendment 
to clause 25 is passed. If I move this amendment now and later on if my 
main amendment is lost, I shall be wasting the time of the House.

Relation of Colleges to the University

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Mr. President, the first part of my amendment 
to clause 7 is a consequential amendment depending upon the amendment 
to clause 25. I therefore request you, Sir, to hold it over till the amendment 
to clause 25 is disposed of.

The Honourable the President: I will hold it over.
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: As regards my second amendment to clause 7. 

I understand the Honourable Minister desires to have some time to consider 
whether he can devise some amendment to my amendment to which both 
of us can agree.

The Honourable the President: Will the honourable member move his 

amendment
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: My second amendment to clause 7 runs thus ; 

Add the following clause to the bill :—
“ 7(b) For the purposes of grants-in-aid from Government Treasury the 

University alone shall be recognised by the Government and no grants- 
in-aid shall be given to any college except through the University.”

♦B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XXI, pp. 250-53, dated 1st October 1927.
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I should like to insert the word “  except ” after the word “  college ” in the 
amendment of which 1 have given notice. It had been left over through 
mistake of the typist

Sir, my reasons for moving this amendment are these. Under the new Act 
the University has been charged with the responsibility of undertaking the 
work of education far more directly than it was ever done before. Now, 
although the responsibility for teaching has been placed upon the University 
by the provisions of this Act, it must be recognised that the colleges which 
will be affiliated to the University will be the primary bodies which will  
carry on the practical work of teaching under this University. Now', Sir, 
I submit that unless the University is allowed some control over the 
colleges to regulate the work of teaching that is carried on in the colleges, 
I think it would not be fair to hold the University responsible for 
maintaining the standard of education. It must be given power to control 
the colleges and to regulate their work of teaching if the University is to 
discharge this responsibility. Now, Sir, under the existing law, the only means 
of control which the University has over these colleges is that the University 
appoints, I understand, what is called a committee of inspection, which 
committee visits these colleges at certain stated intervals, makes inspections 
and finds out what are the defects in their organisation and equipment That 
committee I understand ...........

�r.  P. R. Chikodi: I rise to a point of order. I should like to know 
what the exact wording of the amendment of the honourable member is.

The Honourable the President: It was read out, the word “except” has 
been added.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Now, Sir, I find that the only means of control 
which the University has over these colleges, whereby it can enforce its 
regulations on the colleges, is through the report of this committee of 
inspection. I understand that this committee of inspection occasionally goes 
round on a visitorial tour, and makes reports on the defects in the college 
organisation, and that report, I understand, is submitted to the standing 
committee of the University ; and the standing committee reports to the 
syndicate its opinion on the defects pointed out by the committee of 
inspection. That is all that is done today by way of enforcing the rules of 
discipline which the University has framed in the matter of controlling the 
colleges. Now, I submit that that is not sufficient, because if the colleges 
do not follow the directions given by the University on the basis of the 
report of this committee of inspection then the only effective power which 
the University has got over these colleges is the right to disaffiliate those 
colleges. Now, I submit, Sir, that that is a power which is too drastic ; it is 
a power which is the power of annihilation. The University has really, as 
a matter of fact, no power to amend the ways of the colleges. In other 
words, under the existing system of control which the University has got 
over the colleges, the University today can only make or unmake a college, 
either by granting affiliation or by disaffiliating a college. The University,
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under the present system, has now power, whereby it can enforce its 
discipline and compel obedience on the part of the colleges to these rules 
of discipline, without resort to this extreme penalty of disaffiliation. Now, 
Sir, my amendment is such that it gives the University the power to amend 
the ways of the colleges and to compel obedience on the part of the colleges 
to the directions given by the University, without resort to this extreme 
measure of disaffiliation. I submit, therefore, that if the University was 
recognised by the Government as a unit—and I submit that it ought to be— 
and if the grants given to the different colleges by the Government were 
distributed through the University or, if possible, on the recommendation of 
the University, then my submission is that the University will acquire 
a power which, it is very necessary for it to enable it to enforce its 
discipline on the colleges. I think there is no other power which the 
University can be given which can effect this object, and I say the most 
necessary object, of enabling the University to enforce its rules of 
discipline over a recalcitrant college. Now, Sir, this view, that the 
University should be given financial control over these colleges, is a view 
which has also been laid down by the Royal Commission on University 
Education in London. In paragraph 41 of their report, they say :
“  The power of the purse is indeed the most important means of control 
which the University should possess, if it is to organise teaching, with 
which it is concerned. All the other modem Universities, except Wales 
and Scotland are masters in their own house in regard to the assignment 
of State and municipal grants, because the University is one unit and not 
a congeries of many units.”
In this report the Commissioners also recommended that the same 
principle should be applied in the case of the University of London and my 
amendment is based upon this important recommendation of the Royal 
Commission on University Education in London. I should also like to 
point out in this connection that the organization of the Bombay University 
in its inception was fundamentally based upon the organization of the 
University of London. I think we are also tending in this Bill to 
amalgamate, so to say, or assimilate the position of the colleges under the 
Bombay University to the same position which colleges under the London 
University have been made to assume under the reforms effected as a result 
of the Royal Commission. The situation in both cases is the same : and 
I think the rule prescribed for regulating the relations of the colleges under 
the University of London to that University should with equal advantage 
be applied for regulating the relations of the colleges under the University 
of Bombay to that University. There might be some objection on the ground 
that probably the University may misbehave in the matter of making 
recommendation for grants-in-aid. I think there is no justification at all for 
the supposition that the University will  have any private grudge against any 
particular college. I do not think that a University under the new Act will  
be composed of such irresponsible persons that they would for their own
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whims or private ends sacrifice the interests of a particular college. 
I therefore submit that on these grounds my amendment should be carried.

*  Discussion resumed

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, although I do not know what is going to be 
the fate of this amendment, I am rather glad to find that there are so many 
honourable members who have recognised the principle embodied in this 
amendment. I do not think that I should waste the time of the House in 
dealing with every sort of objection that is raised against this amendment, 
but I should first of all like to point out that so far as I am able to construe 
the amendment as I have put it down, I do not think that it makes the 
University in any sense the sole arbitrator in the matter of distributing the 
grants.
All that I say is this : that the grant shall be distributed through the 

university. It does not take away the power of control of the Minister of 
pay grant. He is the final determining authority in the matter of making 
grants notwithstanding this amendment. I do not think that the Honourable 
Minister of Education will object to have any consultation with such 
an important body as the university in the matter of making grants. I am 
sure that those honourable members who have stood up for the mofussil 
colleges and feared that university authorities would manipulate affairs in 
such a way as to affect the interests of the mofussil colleges would agree 
with me when I say that it is as much their duty as the duty of every one 
in this House to see that Government money that is paid as grants-in-aid 
is properly expended by the colleges. I think there cannot be a better body 
than the university to advise the Minister whether the money which has been 
raised from taxation and handed over to the mofussil colleges as grants is 
well spent or not I think the Honourable Minister should be the last man 
to reject the views of an important body of which he is going to be the 
father by the passing of this bill.
There was a point made by the honourable member Mr. Jairamdas which 

was greatly appreciated by the Government benches. He said that this 
amendment was going to reduce the control of this House over the Minister. 
I do not see how that can be the result of my amendment. As I said just 
now the only object of my amendment is to strengthen the hands of the 
Minister. If that object is not clear I am prepared to accept any amendment 
which the Honourable Minister may move in order to make that meaning 
clear. I do not see how it can at all curtail the power of this House over 
the Minister or the power of the Minister. Even under this amendment the 
Minister will  be the final authority to make these grants. The only object of 
the amendment is that the university as an intermediary body should be 
consulted for making grants. I do not think there is any serious limitation 
either on the power of the Minister or on the control of the House over the

B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XXI, pp. 264-6�, dated 1st October 1927.
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to judge whether the provision made by the �inister  is properly spent. 
With these words J. commend my amendment to the House.
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Appointment  of  Rector  in the  University

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I rise to support the amendment of my 
honourable friend Mr. Jadhav. It has been said by the honourable members 
who have preceded me that in the present financial circumstances of the 
University this office will  be, an additional burden upon the meagre resources 
of the University. I think that argument is very cogent in itself, and in the 
few remarks that I wish to make, I should like to say that the office, 
administratively speaking, would be a superfluous one. Sir, I find that in 1914 
the University of Bombay invited Sir Alfred Hopkinson, the Vice-Chancellor 
of the Manchester University, to advise the University upon a scheme of 
research proposed by the University, and I find, Sir, that officer making 
a report to the effect that this officer is not necessary. He is reported by the 
committee on University Reform, on page 9, to this effect :

“  He was not in favour of a salaried administrative head of the
University and proposed to solve the difficulty of getting the increasing 
work done by employing a full-time Registrar and a paid full-time 
Secretary' to the Joint Matriculation Board and by making more use of 
the University and College Professors for University administrative wort”  
If that was the opinion of such an expert as Sir Alfred Hopkinson in 

1914, I do not see what new circumstances in the intervening period have 
arisen to compel us to force this officer upon the University. Further, I find 
that the office of the rector has no defined duties which he can perform. 
I find it stated on page 162 of the report of the University Reform 
Committee that the Vice-Chancellor is to exercise general supervision over 
the University, and to have the power to see that the act, statutes and 
ordinances are observed. Now, Sir, referring to the position of the rector, 
the University Reform Committee also states on the same page that he is 
to hold office for five years and to be eligible for re-appointment, to be 
the principal executive and academic officer of the University and it is to 
be his duty to see that the act, statutes and ordinances are faithfully 
observed, and he should have all the powers necessary for this purpose.

B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XXI, pp. 286-87, dated 3rd October 1927.
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I do not see what is the difference between the duties attached to the office 
of the Vice-Chancellor and the duties that are going to be attached to the 
position of the rector. If the position as stated in the report of the 
University Reform Committee is what I have just placed before the House, 
then I do not understand how this office differs from that of the Vice- 
Chancellor on the one hand and from the office of the Registrar of the 
University on the other because I find on page 1�3 of the report of the 
same Committee stated that in the absence of the rector the Registrar will  
carry on his duties. Obviously, therefore, I do not see that the office of the 
rector is going to be in any sense distinct from that of the Vice-Chancellor 
and the Registrar, and therefore calling for the appointment of a distinct 
officer. It is superfluous and in the present circumstances a burden on the 
University. On these grounds, I support the amendment of my honourable 
friend Mr. Jadhav.

*  �iscussion resumed

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I rise to support the amendment. I am not really 
in favour of principals of the different colleges coming into the University ; 
because I am one of those who hold the view that if the University, is to 
grow, the college organization must be subordinated to the faculty organiza-
tion. It is my own feeling and I do not know how many honourable members 
share that view. If all the principals are allowed to enter they will carry 
into the University organization a spirit of the separatist and instead of 
integrating the University into one whole they will make University 
a disintegrated body. But my honourable friend Mr. Hamill has advanced 
the view that a University must really contain the minimum strength of the 
academic element that is necessary for the University to function. He has 
also pointed out that the University as at present constituted does not 
contain the academic element in sufficient strength. Sir, I think that the 
point made out by the honourable member Mr. Hamill is worthy of 
consideration, for I think that while we are democratising the University 
we must not forget that the University should have a sufficient academic 
element to enable the University to function as a body entrusted with the 
educational affairs of this presidency. I do wish that while providing for 
the presence of this academic element into the University we could have 
avoided the entry of the principals for the reasons I have already given. 
But I find that is not now possible, because by the definition in clause 3 
teachers include professors. The principals are professors and they could 
come in whether the honourable member Mr. Dastur’s amendment is 
accepted or not. His amendment is only explanatory and does not introduce 
any new change. I therefore support it.

*B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XXI, pp. 32�-27, dated 3rd October 1927. This speech was 
delivered in support of Mr. Hamill’s amendment to introduce the academic element in 
the university.
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�r.  B. R- Ambedkar: Sir, I rise to support this amendment. It 1 had 
agreed with the views which my honourable friend Mr. Munshi holds on 
university reforms and the functions of the university, I would certainly not 
have risen to support this amendment. But I find that both as a person who 
takes an interest in university reform and as one coming from the backward 
communities I am in fundamental disagreement with my honourable friend 
Mr. Munshi. Sir, my honourable friend Mr. Munshi seems to hold that the 
University is merely a body for the purpose of making statutes and regula
tions, that it is a body which is merely concerned with holding examinations, 
and with providing post-graduate courses in University Departments of 
Education to be started under this Bill. Sir, I think that that is a very narrow 
view of the University. One of the fundamental functions of the University, 
as I understand it, is to provide facilities for bringing the highest education 
to the doors of the needy and the poor. I do not think that any University in 
any civilised country can justify its existence if it merely deals with the 
problems of examinations and the granting of degrees. Now, if it is the duty 
of a modem university to provide facilities for the highest education to the 
backward communities, I think it will be accepted as a corollary that the 
backward communities should have some control in the University affairs. 
Sir, I look upon the University primarily as a machinery, whereby educational 
facilities are provided to all those who are intellectually capable of using 
those facilities to the best advantage, but who cannot avail themselves of 
those facilities for want of funds or for other handicaps in life. Now, 
Sir, it is said that the University is primarily a concern of the intelligentsia 
and of the educated classes, and that as the University is to function properly 
it is necessary that it should be controlled by what are called the educated 
classes. I would accept that principle, if the educated classes who are going 
to control the University possessed what we called social virtues. If they, 
for instance, sympathised with the aspirations of the lower classes, if they

♦B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XXI, pp. 414J16, dated 5th October 1927. This speech was 
in support of the amendment to the Bombay University Bill moved by Mr. Noor 
Mohmed to raise the number of nominated senators from 40 to 50.
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recognised that the lower classes had rights, if they recognised that those 
rights must be respected, then probably we, coming from the backward 
communities, might weil entrust our destinies to what are called the advance 
communities. But, Sir, for centuries we have had the bitterest experience of 
the rule of what are called the higher and the educated classes, Sir, I think 
it is hardly to rhe credit of the advanced classes that there should exist in 
this country a large part of the population which is known as the criminal 
tribes. It is certainly not to them credit that there should exist in this country 
a population which is regarded untouchable. Surely, they could have raised 
the status of the depressed classes, they could have raised the status of 
the criminal classes. They could have brought their culture to us and made 
us equal to them, if they had only the desire to do so. But they have never 
done so in the past and do riot mean to do anything in that direction in 
future. By their callous neglect of us and by their active hostility' to our 
progress they have convinced us that they are really our enemies. There 
is no doubt that it is their desire to keep us where we are. I do not wish 
to refer to the debate that has gone on for the last few days. But there is 
not the slightest doubt about the fact that the opposition benches which 
looked upon Government as their enemy sided with it now with the sole 
object of defeating us on this vital question. There is no other excuse for 
their conduct except that they wanted io defeat the claims of the backward 
communities for representation through nomination. It is for that reason 
that they have joined Government whom they opposed in season and out 
of season. Sir, can we have any trust in an intelligentsia so narrow, so 
illiberal in its views.
My honourable friend, Mr. Munshi said that if it had been a question of 

division of any material benefits he would probably consent to the introduc-
tion of communal representation on the Senate. But I wish to remind him 
that the backward classes have come to realise that after all education is 
the greatest material benefit for which they can fight. We may forego 
material benefits, we may forego material benefits of civilization, but we 
cannot forego our right and opportunity to reap the benefit of the highest 
education to the fullest extent. That is the importance of this question from 
the point of view of the backward classes who have just realized that 
without education their existence is not safe. It is for this reason that the 
fight for increase of seats is being made.
There is another point to which I wish to refer. It has been stated several 

times that since the principals in the different colleges have been given 
separate representation it will not be necessary to increase the number of 
nominated seats, because, if the principals had not been given direct 
representation on the University, Government would have been obliged to 
use at least 10 seats to make for them. And that as separate provision has 
now been made for them the whole number of 40 seats will  go to the back-
ward classes. Now, Sir, I submit that it is for that very reason that the 
number of the nominated seats should be increased for ensuring adequate
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representation of the backward classes. It can never be guaranteed to us 
that the principals of different colleges who have got direct representation 
as a result of the amendment of the honourable member Mr. Hamill would 
necessarily be friends of the backward communities. I have had sufficient 
experience of these principals, and I am sure that those who will be elected 
to the Senate will be from the upper classes and they will never come to 
the rescue of the backward classes who are clamouring for education. If the 
Honourable Minister had added 10 seats more to the strength of the upper 
classes in the Senate he should come to the rescue of the backward 
communities and equalize the balance. That can be done only by adding 
10 more seats to the seats that have already been provided in the bill. 
Sir, we have expressed our fears and our doubts. I think it is only fair that 
in a matter like this, where the feelings of the backward communities are 
so high and where they think that their interest will not be safeguarded 
unless they get representation on the Senate, Government should consider 
whether it is proper that Government should use its official force to put the 
backward classes at the mercy of the upper classes. I think it would be 
wise and I appeal to the Honourable the Leader of the House to leave this 
question to the free vote of this House. Let the House decide in any way 
it likes best. With these remarks I support the amendment.
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�r.  B. R. A/nbedkar:�I�find�it�very�difficult�to�follow�this�section;�if �
I�heard�him�correctly�with�reference�to�what�he�said�that�we�should�not�
think�of�a�democratic�constitution�for�the�board�contemplated�under�
section�2A,�I�agree�with�him�on�the�point.�This�board�is�intended�to�be�
a�body�of�experts.�Those�members�who�are�supposed�to�be�elected�by�the�
school�boards�on�the�provincial�board�ex-hypothesi�may�be�persons�who�
will �merely�express�the�views�of�the�general�public.�They�could�not�bring�
to�the�Work�of�this�board�expert�mind.�Obviously�by�their�constitution,�
they�could�not.�The�other�six�members�are�to�be�appointed�by�Government.�
There�is�nothing�in�this�section�to�suggest�that�Government�bind�themselves�
to�appoint�only�persons�who�will �be�experts�in�education.�The�clause�merely�
says�that�three�shall�be�appointed�by�the�Provincial�Government.�There�is�
nothing�to�indicate�that�the�three�shall�be�experts�on�education.�Therefore,�
analysing�the�whole�constitution�of�the�Provincial�Board,�beyond�the�three�
Government�officers,�who�will �be�there,�there�is�certainly�no�guarantee�that�
the�board�as�a�majority�will �have�experts�on�it.�Therefore,�my�honourable�
friend�should�accept�the�principle�suggested�by�the�honourable�member�
Mr.�Bhole�that�this�ought�to�be�looked�at�as�a�democratic�institution.�From�
that�point�of�view,�the�elective�principle�should�prevail�over�nomination�
principle.�If�my�honourable�friend�says�that�it�ought�not�to�be�looked�at�as�
a�democratic�institution�but�as�a�body�intended�to�give�advice,�he�must�
provide�for�it�by�saying�that�the�board�shall�consist�of�a�majority�of�experts�
on�education.�I�suggest�to�him�whether�he�will�accept�some�such�amend-
ment�“ �three�members�to�be�appointed�by�the�Provincial�Government�shall�
be�appointed�from�people�who�are�known�as�experts�on�education” .�He�
should�not�leave�the�matter�vague�as�it�is.�Government�in�its�weaker�
moments—Government�have�weaker�moments�as�Governments�and�we�have�
our�weaker�moments—may�appoint�persons�who�may�not�be�experts.�It�will �
frustrate�the�very�object�underlying�this�clause.

The Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher:�I�am�much�indebted�to�the�honourable�
member�Dr.�Ambedkar�for�replying�in�effect�to�the�amendment�brought�
forward�by�a�member�of�his�own�party.�I�confess,�I�myself�could�not�have�
put�forth�more�convincing�arguments�against�the�amendment.

•B.L.A.�Debates,�Vol.�3,�pp.�2176-77,�dated�21st�April�1938. � � �
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AMENDMENT  BILL : 2

(Clause by clause reading)
�he Honourable the Speaker: We now proceed the Bill No. XV, the 

Primary Education Act Amending Bill. It was, I believe, on Tuesday last 
that the House was considering this Bill and, when it adjourned, amendment 
No. 91 in the consolidated list of amendments was under discussion. That 
amendment was moved by the honourable member Mr. Jamnadas Mehta 
and it runs as follows :

The sub-clause (2) of clause 12, omit the words “ and shall be 
servant of ”.
The clause, as sought to be amended, will then read as follows : —

“ (2) The Administrative Officer shall be appointed by the Provincial
Government. His pay, powers and duties shall be as prescribed.”
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: May I rise to a point of order, Sir ? I am unable 

to understand the amendment and the purport of it. Therefore, I am rising 
to ask for some information on this point. The amendment is to omit 
the words “ and shall be the servant of the Provincial Government ”. 
Am I right ? Therefore, the purpose of the amendment seems to be this .......

�he Honourable the Speaker: The words to be omitted are “ and shall 
be a servant of ”. The words “ the Provincial Government ” are not sought 
to be omitted.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Therefore, what I understand is that he is to be 
appointed by the Provincial Government but is not to be the servant of the 
Provincial Government. My submission is that in law, even if these words 
were omitted, namely, “ and shall be a servant of ”, he will continue to be 
the servant of the Provincial Government, by reason of the fact that he is 
allowed to be appointed by the Provincial Government. Therefore, it is 
rather difficult to make up one’s mind whether to vote for the amendment 
or against it. If the honourable mover of the amendment desires that he 
should continue to be appointed by the provincial Government, then the 
fact that he is a servant of the Provincial Government is merely the legal 
consequence of it, and the omission of these words would not come in the

♦B.L.A. Debates, Vol. 3, pp. 2647-49, dated 30th April 1938.
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way of his being regarded as a servant of the Provincial Government. 
I want some light on this point.

�he Honourable the Speaker: I am not sure whether the honourable 
member was present when the amendment was moved.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I was present.
�he Honourable the Speaker: I am unable to agree about the legal 

consequences.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: The Honourable the Home Minister might ciear 

up the point.
�he Honourable the Speaker: I believe the contention was that if the 

way in which the officers are selected or appointed by the school boards is 
not an ideal one or a proper one, it should be left to the Government to 
make the appointments on the lines of the appointment of the Municipal 
Commissioner for Bombay, but so long as they continue to be in service, 
they will be the servants of the school board and therefore amenable to 
their jurisdiction, and liable to suspension or dismissal or to being dealt 
with in any other way like any other servants at the hands of the school 
board. That seems to be the idea ; and I believe it was also suggested that 
Government may have a panel submitted to the school board for that body 
to make a selection, and that is how the appointment was to be made. 
There does not seem to be any conflict or inconsistency in it.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: If the object is that he shall be the servant of the 
school board, then that object will not be carried out by the omission of 
these words, “  and shall be a servant of ” because in law he will be the 
servant of the Provincial Government, simply by reason of the fact that the 
Provincial Government appoints him. To be a servant is one thing, to be 
under control is another. One may be the servant of another, and yet may 
be under the control of a third party. I submit there is great distinction 
between the two.

�he  Honourable the Speaker: It does not necessarily follow that because 
an appointment is made by one party he cannot be the servant of another 
party. A person may be appointed by one party and yet may be the servant 
of another party. I expect the honourable member will clarify it in his 

reply.
Mr. Jamnadas M. Mehta: So far as I am concerned, I do not look upon 

it as a point of order.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: It is a point of information, if not a point of 

order. I would like to understand the position in order to decide whether 
to vote one way or the other.

�he Honourable the Speaker: I will  leave it to the honourable member 
the mover of the motion to reply, so far as the point of information is 

concerned. � � �
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�r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�Sir,�I�lost�my�opportunity�of�speaking�on�this�
amendment,�but�there�is�a�question�which�I�should�like�to�ask�the�Prime�
Minister,�if�you�permit�me,�just�for�information’s�sake.

The Honourable the Speaker:�Do�not�be�too�long.
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�He�wanted�to�speak�on�the�point,�but�I�think�he�

forgot.�I�should�like�to�ask�the�Prime�Minister�whether�the�school�board�
administrative�officer�would�be�under�the�disciplinary�control�of�the�school�
board�or�not.�I�can�quite�understand�from�the�clause�that�he�is�a�servant�
of�the�Provincial�Government.�But�while�he�is�in�the�school�board,�would�
he�or�would�he�not�be�under�the�disciplinary�control�of�the�school�board�?

The Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher:�How�do�you�mean�?�We�have�
provided�for�this�by�saying�that�his�pay,�powers�and�duties�shall�be�
prescribed�by�rules.�The�powers�of�the�school�board�are�already�defined.�
The�honourable�member�was�not�present�when�I�went�into�them�in�detail�
and�put�before�the�House�the�powers�and�duties�of�the�school�boards.�These�
will �now�be�prescribed�by�rules,�as�to�what�exactly�will �be�the�powers�and�
duties�of�the�administrative�officers.�I�do�not�think,�therefore,�that�the�
question�of�the�school�board’s�wishes�in�important�matters�being�overridden�
by�the�administrative�officer�is�such�an�imminent�danger.

The Honourable the Speaker:�It�is�not�a�question�of�danger.�The�point�
of�the�enquiry�has�been�as�to�whether�he�will �be�subject�to�the�disciplinary�
control�of�the�school�board.

The Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher:�Well,�he�will�not�be�removable�by�
them.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�I�will �cite�an�example.�There�is�an�officer�working�
in�the�Secretariat.�An�order�is�issued�by�the�Minister,�and�the�officer�
disobeys�the�Minister.�The�Minister�has�a�right�to�punish�him�in�the�
four�or�five�different�ways�mentioned�in�the�Civil�Service�Regulations.�Of�
course,�the�officer�has�a�right�of�appeal�under�certain�circumstances.�What�
I�want�to�know�is�whether�the�relations�of�the�administrative�officer�and�the�
school�board�in�the�matter�of�disciplinary�control�would�be�exactly�the�same

*B.L.A.�Debates,�Vol.�3,�pp.�2672-73,�dated�30th�April�1938.
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�s the rel�tions of the Minister �nd �ny other superior �dministr�tive  officer. 
�he Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher: No. I �m �fr�id  not.

*  �iscussion resumed

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City): Sir I w�nt to move �n �mend-
ment to the �mendment of the honour�ble member Mr. More.

�he Honourable the Speaker: Is it � different one ?
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Yes, it is �  different one. My �mendment is this :
“  For the words ‘ remov�ble from his office �s such �dministr�tive  

officer ’ substitute the following : —
‘ under the disciplin�ry control of the school bo�rd �nd sh�ll be 

li�ble  to such punishment for bre�ch of discipline �t  the h�nds of the 
school bo�rd by �  resolution duly p�ssed, subject to �  right of �ppe�l  
by the �dministr�tive officer, �s m�y be provided for by rules.’
So th�t the whole of the �mendment with my �mendment will re�d 

thus—
‘ The �dministr�tive  officer shall be under the disciplinary control of 

the school bo�rd �nd sh�ll be li�ble  to such punishment for bre�ch of 
discipline �t  the h�nds of the school bo�rd by � resolution duly 
p�ssed subject to �  right of �ppe�l  by the �dministr�tive  officer, �s m�y 
be provided for by rules.’ ”

�he Honourable the Speaker: We should �dd “  by the school bo�rd ”  
�fter the word “  p�ssed ” �nd ch�nge “  provided for ” into “  prescribed ” . 
The �mendment will  then re�d—
Deletp the words beginning from “  remov�ble from his office ” �nd ending 

with the words “  sh�ll forthwith withdr�w the �dministr�tive officer ” , �nd 
substitute inste�d the following : —

“  under the disciplin�ry control of the school bo�rd �nd sh�ll be li�ble  
to such punishment for bre�ch of discipline �t  the h�nds of the school 
bo�rd- by �  resolution duly p�ssed by the school bo�rd, subject to �  right 
of �ppe�l  by the �dministr�tive  officer, �s m�y be prescribed by rules.”  
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City): Sir, the �mendment which 

I �m moving is tot�lly  different from the �mendment which h�s been 
moved by my honour�ble friend Mr. More. Mr. More’s �mendment 
provides th�t under cert�in circumst�nces, the school bo�rd sh�ll h�ve the 
right to remove from office the �dministr�tive officer who h�s been 
�ppointed by Government. My �mendment is fund�ment�lly different from 
the �mendment of Mr. More. My �mendment does not give the school bo�rd 
the power to remove or dismiss �n �dministr�tive officer. All th�t the 
�mendment seeks to do is this th�t  during the period when �n  �dministr�tive  
officer is eng�ged in doing his service �s �n �dministr�tive officer under 
�  p�rticul�r  school bo�rd, th�t school bo�rd sh�ll h�ve disciplin�ry control 
over him. Sir, it must be re�lised th�t cl�use 12 of the Bill  is �n �nom�lous

B.L.A. Deb�tes, Vol. 3, pp. 2679-82, d�ted 30th April 1938.
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�lause in prin�iple. It is an a��epted prin�iple that an offi�er must be 
subordinate to the authority whose servant he is. Now, by this �lause 12, 
we have provided that the administrative offi�er shall be appointed by the 
Provin�ial Government and that he shall also be the servant of the 
Provin�ial Government. The evil effe�ts of this anomaly have been pointed 
out by various members of the House who have spoken on the amendment 
whi�h was tabled by my honourable friend Mr. Jamnadas Mehta. Therefore, 
I do not wish to take the time of the House in repeating what has been 
stated. What would be the result of ena�ting �lause 12 ? I have my 
sympathy with the Honourable the Prime Minister in the pro�edure whi�h  
he has adopted, namely, the administrative offi�ers should be appointed by 
the Provin�ial Government and should be the servant of the Provin�ial 
Government and for two reasons. One reason why I sympathise with the 
view he has taken is this. If the lo�al boards or the s�hool boards �ontinue 
to appoint the administrative offi�ers, the one result will be that the 
administrative offi�ers will have to spend all his life in one pla�e whi�h is 
undoubtedly a bad thing in prin�iple, be�ause, when an offi�er  remains in 
servi�e in one parti�ular pla�e all his life, he does undoubtedly �reate 
a party for himself, se�ures friendship and, therefore, provides for himself 
opportunities and o��asions for exer�ising his administrative power in 
a partial way. Therefore, it is very desirable that these administrative 
offi�ers should be moved from pla�e to pla�e just as the pra�ti�e of moving 
important offi�ers, like the Colle�tor or the Distri�t  Judge, from distri�t to 
distri�t. The se�ond reason why I felt a �ertain amount of sympathy for the 
pro�edure adopted by the Honourable the Prime Minister is this. Unless 
Government appoint the administrative offi�ers, it is not possible to provide 
a �adre with a regular servi�e, with prospe�ts of promotion and so on. I fully  
sympathise with that view. But, Sir, I do not understand why it should be 
diffi�ult  for Government to pla�e these offi�ers under the s�hool boards 
for the purpose at least of dis�iplinary �ontrol. I do not understand how the 
smooth working of the lo�al board ma�hinery as �ontemplated in this Bill  
�an be se�ured unless the amendment whi�h I am suggesting is given 

effe�t to.
I should like to illustrate what I have to say by referen�e to what has 

happened under the Government of India A�t.  I would take for illustration 
the position of the members of the Indian Civil Servi�e. The members of 
the Indian Civil Servi�e are appointed by the Se�retary of State. At the 
time when the Montagu-Chelmsford Report was made, I think those who 
have read it will realise that one of the greatest diffi�ulties that was felt 
at the time in transferring effe�tive �ontrol to ministers was just the 
opposition of the members of the Indian Civil Servi�e. The �ontention of 
the members of the Indian Civil Servi�e was that, as they were appointed 
by the Se�retary of State and not by the ministers who were going to take 
offi�e under the then �ontemplated reforms, they protested that they �ould
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�ot subject themselves to a�y co�trol by mi�isters. O� the other ha�d, 
those who were upholdi�g the cause of tra�sferri�g effective power to 
I�dia�  mi�isters decided that there could be �o  effective tra�sfer of power 
to the I�dia�  mi�isters u�less the I�dia�  mi�isters had effective power of 
co�trolli�g  the I�dia�  Civil Service members who were the i�stru -
me�tality of the admi�istratio�. For a lo�g  time this tussle was goi�g  o�,  a�d 
as a matter of compromise it was decided, if I remember correctly, as a result 
of the report of the Lee Commissio�, that the via media should be the 
via media which I am suggesti�g by my ame�dme�t. The via media 
that was suggested betwee� the poi�t  of view that was take� by the members 
of the I�dia�  Civil Service a�d the poi�t  of view that was take� by I�dia�  
politicia�s, �amely, that the I.C.S. me� should be u�der the e�tire co�trol 
of the Mi�isters, a�d that those I.C.S. me� who were worki�g i�  the 
Tra�sferred Departme�ts u�der the dyarchical system should be u�der the 
discipli�ary co�trol of the Mi�isters. A�d  by the Classificatio� Rules it was 
provided that five differe�t ki�ds of pu�ishme�ts might be levied by the 
Mi�isters agai�st a recalcitra�t I.C.S. ma� who refused to obey the orders 
of the Mi�isters. The pu�ishme�ts that were prescribed a�d which the 
I�dia�  Mi�isters could exercise u�der those rules were ce�sure, reductio�, 
stoppi�g of promotio�, tra�sfer a�d dismissal. The civil serva�t at the 
same time was give� a right of appeal if he felt that a pu�ishme�t had 
bee� i�flicted  upo� him by the Mi�ister  which was �ot  proper, which was 
u�just, or which was based upo� racial a�tago�ism. The civil serva�t would 
take his appeal to the Gover�or a�d fi�ally  to the Secretary of State 
a�d challe�ge the order of pu�ishme�t passed by the Mi�ister. I�  this way 
the two co�te�di�g  poi�ts of view, �amely, �o  co�trol, a�d absolute co�trol,  
were brought so to say, to a commo� meeti�g poi�t  ; the formula that was 
devised was that the civil serva�ts should remai� serva�ts of the Secretary 
of State, liable to be dismissed by the authority who appoi�ted them, but 
duri�g the period that they were worki�g as serva�ts i�  the departme�t, 
they should be subject to the discipli�ary co�trol of the Mi�ister  i�  charge 
of the departme�t. Sir, the ame�dme�t which I have tabled merely gives 
effect to that formula. �t does not take away the right of the Mi�ister  to 
appoi�t; it does �ot take away the right of the Mi�ister to dismiss 
a� admi�istrative officer; �or does the ame�dme�t say that duri�g the 
period that the admi�istrative officer is servi�g u�der a school board he 
shall be regarded as the serva�t of the school board. The ame�dme�t is of 
a very limited character ; it merely says that duri�g the period that he is 
worki�g  as the admi�istrative officer of the school board, the school board 
shall have discipli�ary co�trol. Further, what ki�d  of pu�ishme�t the school 
board shall levy, a�d what is the �ature of the appeal that the admi�istrative 
officer is to have, are still matters which by my ame�dme�t are left to the 
Gover�me�t to prescribe by rules, f do �ot  say that this or that ki�d  of 

pu�ishme�t may be i�flicted  upo� the admi�istrative officer by the school
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board ; I do not say that this or that alone should be the right of appeal. 
The nature of punishment, the extent of appeal—all that is left to the 
discretion of the Government to provide for by rules. All that the 
amendment does is to ensure that during the period that he is working ; he 
shall feel that the school board has control over him. If we do not give 
even this little power to the school board, I do not quite understand how 
and administrative officer will feel, by the necessities of the case, that 
he is really the servant of the school board. I ask the Honourable the 
Prime Minister ; supposing he himself had no such power over the civil  
servant that was working under him, if he could not punish him for any 
disobedience on his part, what would be the state of his own department ? 
I submit that in the interest of smooth working this much at least must 
be given to the school board in order that the administrative officer shall 
feel that he is bound to carry out the just and lawful order of the school 
board. With these words, I commend my amendment to the House.

* * *
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BILL  No. XII  OF �928 TO AMEND  THE BOMBAY  
HEREDITARY  OFFICES ACT

The following Bill*, for the introduction of which leave was granted to 
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, M.L.C., at the meeting of the Legislative Council of 
the Governor of Bombay on the 19th March 1928, is published under 
rule 20 of the Bombay Legislative Council Rules : —

BILL No. XII OF 1928
�  Bill further to amend the Bombay Hereditary Offices �ct,  1874 

(Bom. Ill  of 1874)
WHEREAS it is expedient to amend the Bombay Hereditary Offices Act 

in a manner hereinafter appearing ; And whereas the previous sanction of 
His Excellency the Governor under section 80C of the Government of 
India Act has been obtained, it is hereby enacted as follows : —

1. This Act may be called Bombay Hereditary Offices (Amendment) 
Act, 1928.

2. �mendment of section 9 of Bom. Ill  of 1874.—In section 9, clause (1), 
for the words “ whether assigned as remuneration of an officiator or not ”, 
substitute the following : —

“ not assigned as remuneration of an Officiator
3. Insertion of new section 9�  in Bom. Ill  of 1874.—After section 9, add 

the following : —
“ 9-A. (1) Whenever any watan or part thereof assigned as remunera

tion of an officiator has or have before the date of the Bombay Hereditary 
Offices Act, 1874 (Bom. Ill of 1874), coming into force passed otherwise 
than by virtue of, or in execution of a decree or order of any British 
Court, and without the consent of the Collector and transfer of ownership 
in the revenue records, into the ownership, or beneficial possession of any 
person, not a watandar of the same watan, the Collector shall declare 
such alienation to be null and void, and order that such watan or any 
part thereof, or any profits thereof, shall from the date of such order belong 
to the watandar previously entitled thereto, and shall recover and pay to 
such watandar any profits thereof accordingly.

♦This is the text of the Bill to amend the Bombay Hereditary Offices Act of 1874 as 
published in Bombay Government Gazette, Part V, dated April 16, 1928. Speech 
delivered by Dr. Ambedkar while moving this Bill is printed at pages 75-87.
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(2) If such part of the watan be land the Collector shall order its 
transfer to the watandar.”
4. �mendment of section 15 of Bom. Ill  of 1874.—Add the followino 

proviso to section 15, clause 1 : —
“  Provided that the whole body of representative watandars or 

a majority of them holding a hereditary office within the meaning of 
section 63 of the Act having in their possession watan lands shall have 
the option, if the same be expressed by a written application to the 
Collector, to be relieved of their obligation to perform such services in 
perpetuity and shall be entitled to retain possession of the lands held by 
them if they agree to pay full survey assessment on such lands.”
5. �mendment of section 19 of Bom. Ill  of 1874.—Delete the following 

from section 19, “  and to decide whether the payment shall be made in 
kind or money

6. Insertion of new sections 19�,  19B. I9C and 19D in Bom. Ill of 
1874.—After section 19, add the following sections : —

19A. When the whole body of representative watandars or a majority 
of them whose watan property consists of a right to a levy in kind apply 
to the Collector to convert such right into money cess the Collector shall 
then convert the same into Sn equivalent money cess.

19B. When such a right to a levy in kind has been converted into 
an equivalent money cess the whole body of representative watandars or 
a majority of them concerned may apply to the Collector to recover the 
same from those who are liable, to pay. The Collector shall then recover 
the same along with and as part of the land revenue and shall direct that 
the same be paid from Government treasury' to those watandars entitled 
to the same.

19C. In case where such a right to levy in kind be deemed a joint 
return for services to both the ryots and the Government the whole body 
of representative watandars or a majority of them whose right to a levy 
in kind has been converted into a money cess may apply to the Collector 
to decide how much of the money cess is due to them for services to 
Government and how much for services to the ryots. The Collector 
shall then give such a decision, which decision shall be deemed to be 

final.
19D. That the whole body of representative watandars or a majority 

of them who have asked for such a decision as is referred to in 
section 19C, shall have the option to refuse to render any services to the 
ryots provided they inform the Collector in writing of their decision in 
this behalf. In case such option is exercised the watandars exercising such 
option shall forfeit that portion of the money cess due to them for 

services to the ryots.
�.  �mendment of section 21 of Bom. Ill  of 1874.—In section 21 for the 

words “  such periods ” substitute the following :
“  a period not exceeding ten years ” ,
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8. �mendment of section 83 of Bom. Ill  of 1874.—This section shall 
be substituted in place of section 83—

83. After the passing of the Act, Government shall make rules, except 
as is otherwise provided for in section 18. Laying down the duties that are 
to appertain to any hereditary office :
Provided that the rules so made shall not come into operation until the 

same are previously published in the Bombay Government Gazette for one 
month previous to the next session of the Bombay Legislative Council and 
shall be liable to be rescinded or modified by a resolution of the said 
Council tabled at the next session thereof.

Statement of Objects and Reasons

The objects of this bill are : —
1. To make better provision for the remuneration of the officiating 

watandars.
2. To allow commutation of watans of inferior hereditary village 

servants.
3. To provide for the conversion of Baluta into money cess.
4. To allow the holder of inferior watan to free himself from the 

obligations to serve the ryots.
5. To define the duties of officiating watandars.

(Signed) B. R. Ambedkar

G. S. RAJADHYAKSHA,
Acting Secretary to the Legislative Council

of the Governor of Bombay.
Bombay, 13th April, 1928
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�ON  THE HEREDITARY  OFFICES ACT  
AMENDMENT  BILL : 1

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I rise to move that Bill No. XII of �928 
(A Bill further to amend the Bombay Hereditary Offices Act, �874) be read 
for the first time. This bill is not concerned with the Patel or the Kulkarni. 
The hereditary officers referred to in this bill are known under the Hereditary 
Offices Act as the inferior officers. At the present moment, such inferior 
hereditary officers cover the Mahars in the Deccan, the Vethias or the 
Varthanias in Gujarat, the Ramoshis or the Juglias and the Holiyas in 
Karnatak. A large part of these inferior holders are Mahars, and in the 
course of the remarks that I propose to offer this House, I shall largely speak 
of the Mahars as representative of the inferior officers.
Sir, in order to understand the provisions of this bill, I think it is very 

necessary that the House should know the wrongs and the grievances which 
have led me to bring forth this Bill. Now, the wrongs are very many, but 
I do not wish to spend the time of this House in giving a lucid description 
of what actually takes place. I will speak in general of the system and the 
nature of that oppressive system. First, Sir, it will be remembered that 
these inferior holders of watan are Government servants according to the 
Watan Act. But, Sir, the duties of these Government servants are not 
defined anywhere. It is not known, in fact nobody as a matter of fact can 
say, to what particular department these watandar Mahars belong. As 
a matter of fact, every department claims their services. They can be called 
upon to render service to the Irrigation Department; they can be called 
upon to render service to the Revenue Department; they can be called upon 
to render service to the Vaccination Department; they can be called 
upon to render service to the Education Department; they can be called 
upon to render service to the Local Self-government Department, and 
I think they can also be called upon to render service to the Police Depart-
ment. They can also be called upon to render service even to the Excise 
Department. That I submit is an extraordinary system. Every Government 
servant knows and knows definitely to which department he belongs and 
the services that are expected of him. No department I understand employs

*B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XXIII,  pp. 708-2�, dated 3rd August �928.
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any individual as servant who can be called upon as the maid of all work 
but Mahars for all practical purposes are and are treated as maid of all 
work of all the Government departments. Further he may be called upon 
to render service at any hour of day or night. Every other Government 
servant, however humble his position between particular hours ; every peon 
in the Collector’s office or any other office knows that he has to go to his 
■duties at definite hours and return at definite hours. But that is never the 
case with these Mahars. They can be called upon to render service not only 
during the day not even between sunset and sunrise but they can be called 

upon to render service at night. If an officer calls upon the Mahar to render 
service during night, whether it is raining or there is lightning or any other 
difficulty, he dare not refuse to do so.

The third grievance is this. In the case of Mahars the officiator is the 
person whose name is entered in what is called the service register and he 
is not the only one person who is liable to render service to Government, 
but his whole family is liable to render service to Government. In case the 
officiator whose name is entered and who is liable to render service has 
gone out on service, if the officiator is absent on any Government duty and if 
there is no one to answer the call, his father may be called upon to render 
service. If his father is absent his grandfather may be called upon to render 
service but the names of the father and grandfather may not appear in the 
register. Not only the male member but, I submit that in their absence the 
female members also are impressed into Government service. If the officiator 
is absent his wife may be called upon ; if the wife is absent his mother 
may be called upon and if the mother is absent the young female members 
of the family are required to render service in the absence of the officiator. 
Imagine for one moment a situation like this ; a young female Mahar of 
18 years called upon by a police officer of 18 years to carry his bigar 
with him for a distance of five or six miles ! 1 Imagine the dangers to which 
she is exposed under a situation like this !! Sir, there is no escape out of 
the system as it exists today. Under the system as it operates not only the 
officiator is obliged to render service but the whole family is obliged to 
render the service. I submit that this is a most oppressive system not 
obtainable in any other department of Government service.

Coming to the question of remuneration, what is the remuneration that 
these poor people get for their hard and arduous labour that they do for all 
the 24 hours ? This House will be surprised if I tell them that the Govern
ment practically pays nothing from their treasury directly for the services 
it exacts from these people. I have before me the figures given by the 
Government themselves. In Thana district the amount paid by Government 
directly to the Mahar officiator comes to Rs. 1-8-0 per month ; the amount 
paid in the Ahmednagar district comes to Rs. 1-8-0 per month ; the amount 
paid in East Khandesh comes to Rs. 1-12-0 per month ; the amount paid in 
West Khandesh comes to 9 as. 4 pies per month ; in the Nasik district the 
amount comes to Re. 0-13-4 per month ; the amount paid in the Poona
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district is Rs. 1-1-4 per month ; the amount paid in the Satara district comes 
to Re. 0-2-1 ; the amount paid in a Sholapur district comes to Re. 0-3-3 
per month; and in the Bombay surburban district the amount varies 
between Rs. 9-8-0 and 5 as. per month. There is no salary paid by Govern-
ment from their treasury in Belgaum. The figures for Ratnagiri and Kolaba 
are not given by Government in answer to the question put in March 
session of 1925. This House can see what a paltry pittance the Government 
pays for the services they exact from them. There is practically no 
remuneration whatsoever which Government gives to these poor Mahars for 
the services it exacts from them. The sources of income for these people, 
the watandar Mahars, are two. The first source is the inam land and the 
second source is what is called the baluta or the collection of grain made 
by the watandar Mahars from the villagers. These inam lands were not given 
by British Government but they were given to these Mahars by the ancient 
Emperors of this country. The Mahar watan is the most ancient watan that 
we have in this country and all the lands have been given to them in 
ancient times. I do not know, at least I am not aware, that the British Govern-
ment has ever increased the extent of land that has been once given to 
these people in ancient times. Prices have increased, the standard of living 
has gone up and every Government servant has been given an increase— 
I do not know how many times—since the establishment of British 
Government. But the British Government has never paid a moment’s attention 
to the remuneration of these people. They have left these poor people 
with such land as the ancient Rajas were pleased to give them. The Mahar 
population has increased enormously and the land assigned to the Mahars 
is divided and sub-divided to such an extent that the income these people 
get from the inam lands is absolutely not worthy of being taken into 
consideration. The main part of the remuneration which these people get 
comes largely from the second source, namely, the baluta. Now, Sir, the 
peculiarity of this mode of payment is really worthy of notice by this 
honourable House. Again I will repeat that the Mahars are Government 
servants ; but the Government does not take upon itself the responsibility 
of paying the remuneration to the person whom the Government employs. 
In every other case Government takes upon itself the responsibility of 
paying the peon, the clerk, the officer and employers but in the case of 
Mahars, so far as baluta is concerned, there is no way by which Govern-
ment takes upon itself the responsibility that the remuneration shall be 
paid to them. The reason is that under the Watan Act with regard to the 
payment of the baluta, the Mahar is left entirely to the sweet will of the 
ryots. If the ryots are pleased to pay a Mahar he can get it. If the ryots 
are not pleased to pay the Mahars at the end of 12 months after exacting 
service from him, the Mahar will find that he has rendered service for 
nothing.
That, I submit, Sir, is an atrocious system, a system which has no justice 

in it whatsoever. If the Government desires that these people should work



�or them, it is absolutely necessary that the Government should take upon 
its shoulders the responsibility o� paying these Mahars ; they ought not 
vicariously to throw o�� this burden in a most careless way upon a third 
party, namely the ryot, but that is exactly what is happening under the 
present system.

Then, Sir, is there any security that the watan will be continued ? Is there 
any security that the Mahar watan will not be suspended or resumed ? 
Sir, there is no guarantee whatsoever. The reason is obvious and very 
simple. In every case o� course, the tenure o� service o� a subordinate depends 
entirely upon the goodwill o� the immediate o��icers under whom he works. 
Here, Sir, the patil, the kulkami and the mamlatdar are the immediate 
o��icers under whom the Mahar has to work. The Mahar, cannot expect that 
his watan will be sa�e unless, besides rendering services to the Govern-
ment—I mean the legitimate services which are expected o� him as 
a Government servant—he also renders willingly, and without remunera-
tion, private services to his immediate superiors, namely the patil, the 
kulkarni and the mamlatdar. Unless he ingratiates himsel� into their 
�avours—arid those �avours are not easily given ; they are earned at the 
cost o� services rendered without remuneration—there is no security that 
the patil or the kulkarni will not make a report that the Mahar is not 
discharging his duty—an absolutely �alse and concocted report. There have 
been innumerable cases where such reports have been made by patils and 
kulkamis and acted upon by the mamlatdar and the Mahars have had 
their watans suspended or resumed. In my own experience, which I admit 
does not extend over a very large number o� years, I have come across 
innumerable cases where Mahar watans have been suspended or resumed. 
I have mysel� tried my level best to get the superior o��icers, the District 
Deputy Collectors, the Assistant Collectors, the Collectors and even the 
Commissioners to reverse the orders passed by the mamlatdars, but, Sir, 
I have never succeeded in any single case. The result is that the subordinate 
o��icers are always certain that their decision, whether it is right or wrong, 
whether it is �ounded on legitimate grounds or not, whether, it is based 
on concocted evidence or not, will be upheld by their superiors. Grounded 
in that �eeling o� security there is no limit to the oppression or tyranny 
these people exercise over these un�ortunate class o� people. That, I submit, 
is another evil which is inherent in this system.

Now, Sir, i� the evils o� the system a��ected only the o��iciating Mahars 
and did not a��ect the rest o� the depressed class community, probably 
I would not have made so much o� the matter. The trouble is that the evils 
o� this system are so wide in their scope and extent, so all-pervading, that 
they a��ect not merely the o��iciating class o� Mahar but they a��ect the 
whole population o� the depressed classes. Sir, the House will not probably 
believe it when I say that as a result o� the watan system it is not open 
to the Mahar population in villages to claim the bene�it o� Dr. Paranjpyc’s 
circular that their children should be made to sit along with the children



�f  the �ther classes ; alth�ugh this C�uncil has passed a res�luti�n  that 
the depressed classes sh�uld be all�wed the use �f  dharamshalas and all 
public places, it is n�t �pen t� the depressed classes t�  ask f�r  these 
privileges that this C�uncil has been pleased t�  give them. This C�uncil, as 
I say, will n�t believe in this, that the watan system is resp�nsible f�r  
a situati�n like this ; but, Sir, that is the �nly  explanati�n that I can �ffer  
why the Mahar p�pulati�n  is n�t  able t�  pr�gress. The reas�n is simple. 
Whenever, f�r  instance, any Mahar c�mmunity in any particular village 
desires t�  make pr�gress in any particular directi�n and that directi�n is 
n�t liked by the ry�t,  the �ne immediate step that the ry�t  takes is t�  
st�p the baluta and t�  pr�claim a s�cial b�yc�tt.  I have kn�wn �f  a case 
where the villagers have st�pped the baluta and declared a s�cial b�yc�tt  
because the relative �f  a certain Mahar went int�  the village with s�cks 
and b��ts,  an act which the villagers did n�t  like. I have kn�wn �f  a case 
where the villagers have st�pped the baluta and declared a s�cial b�yc�tt  
against the Mahar p�pulati�n  because �ne Mahar in the village had the 
daring t�  put tiles �n his h�use. Sir, such a system which enslaves the 
wh�le p�pulati�n,  which sm�thers the spirit �f  pr�gress, which bl�cks the 
way f�r  furtherance, is a system which, I think, n�  right-minded pers�n, n�  
man with any feelings, will sustain �r  will justify. Sir, n�  w�nder that the 
wh�le �f  the Mahar p�pulati�n  is abs�lutely tired �f  this watan system. 
My h�n�urable friend the Revenue Member will take it fr�m  me that the 
wh�le �f  the Mahar p�pulati�n—I say that with�ut fear �f  challenge—is 
abs�lutely tired �f  the system and is desir�us �f  getting rid �f  it as s��n  as 
p�ssibly can. With these few preliminary remarks I will n�w pr�ceed t�  
explain the pr�visi�ns  �f  the bill which is bef�re this H�use t�day.
N�w,  Sir, f�r  the c�nsiderati�n �f  my bill it is necessary t�  bear in mind 
that I pr�p�se t�  make tw�  divisi�ns �f  the watandar Mahar p�pulati�n.  
The first divisi�n  is �ne which is abs�lutely tired �f  and w�uld have 
n�thing t�  d�  with the watan at all, a class which w�uld like t� be 
immediately relieved �f  the �bligati�n  t�  serve. Their �nly  c�nditi�n  is 
that if they ch��se t�  give up their watan, that is t�  say their right t�  serve 
hereditary, they sh�uld n�t  be deprived �f  the lands which they have in 
their p�ssessi�n. In �rder t�  carry �ut that �bject I have pr�vided by 
clause 4 t�  add a pr�vis�  t�  secti�n 15(J) �f  the existing Watan Act. By 
that pr�vis�  I pr�p�se that if a representative b�dy �f  watandar Mahars 
�r  a maj�rity  �f  them represent t�  the C�llect�r  in writing that they d�  n�t 
want t�  serve and that they are willing t�  pay the full rate �f  assessment 
�n  their lands, the C�llect�r  sh�uld relieve them �f  their �bligati�n  t�  serve. 
That is the meaning �f  the pr�vis�.  N�w,  the first thing I sh�uld like t�  
p�int  �ut is that the principle �f  this pr�vis�  is n�t  new. The principle 
enacted in this pr�vis�  is a very �ld  principle, a principle with which the 
G�vernment is familiar and a principle which G�vernment have accepted 
and acted up�n �n  vari�us �ccasi�ns. Sir, this H�use �r  at least the maj�rity  
�f  h�n�urable members in this H�use will  kn�w  that bef�re the intr�ducti�n
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of British Government in this country we had in the villages twelve different 
village servants known as Balutedars. When the British Government began 
the administration of this country they classified these 12 officers into three 
groups : Those whose services were necessary for -the purpose of Govern-
ment, those whose services were necessary only for the purposes of ryot and 
those whose services were necessary for both. In the case of those village 
servants whose services were only necessary for the purpose of the ryot, 
Government by what are known as the Gordon settlements, commuted their 
watans, that is to say they allowed them to retain full possession ol the 
lands on their consenting to pay full revenue assessment. Sir, the proviso 
of my bill is nothing else than the principle embodied in the Gordon 
settlement.
The second example that I would like to give in support of my proposition 

that the principle of the bill is not new is that I find in 1923 Government 
issued a resolution with respect to the Shetsanadi watans. In that resolution 
No. 9319, dated the 13th October, Government have laid down that these 
Shetsanadi watandars who do not render services may be relieved of their 
obligations to serve provided they are willing to pay full revenue 
assessment
Then, Sir, I should like to remind the House of the more recent example, 

I mean the Joshi Bill. When the Joshi Bill  came up for discussion on the 
floor of this House it was pointed out that those Joshis who do not want to 
serve should be allowed to keep their land. Government, on that occasion, 
introduced of their own accord, I understand, a proviso in the bill allowing 
the village Joshis to retain the land provided they were willing to pay full  
revenue assessment. The proviso of my bill is not something different from 
the proviso introduced in the Joshi Bill.
Then, Sir, I should like to argue this point also from the legal point of 

view. Suppose, now, there was not this proviso and supposing a watandar 
Mahar wanted to be relieved of his obligation to serve and suppose, further, 
that Government wanted to exercise their powers of resumption of the watan, 
what would Government resume ? I submit, Sir, that Government would 
be entitled to resume only the land revenue and nothing more. The High 
Court of Bombay in a series of decisions which it has given has held that 
in the case of inam in this Presidency there is always the presumption 
that the grant is of land-revenue only and not of the land. That has been 
the view of the Bombay High Court That being so, I submit, Sir, that 
ordinarily and without the enactment of this proviso the utmost that 
Government can do in the case of Mahars who do not wish to render 
services would be to ask for full revenue assessment on their lands because 
the inam merely consists in nothing else than freedom from land revenue. 
The grant does not include the land. I am aware ...........

�ardar  G. N. Mujumdar: Even in the case of Mahars ?
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Yes, even in the case of Mahars.
I am aware, Sir, that there are two decisions of the Privy Council wherein
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Their Lordships have stated that there is no justification for starting with 
a presumption of this sort. But then, Sir, there is also a decision of the 
Bombay High Court after those judgments were delivered. I refer to 22 
Bombay Law Reporter, page 275 where the High Court has held, even after 
the decision of the Privy Council that that presumption holds good and the 
reason they have given is very important. That reason is this. Government 
in 1�54 after the passing of the Act of 1�52 for inquiring into the titles of 
revenue free estates passed a resolution defining the meaning of the word 
“  resumption ” . I refer to resolution No. 2449 of the year 1�54. The 
resolution expressly states that resumption means not taking away the land 
but the levying of full revenue assessment. The Bombay High Court says 
that having regard to that resolution its ruling that in the case of crown 
grant the resumption is of land revenue and not of land will not be 
unjustifiable. I, therefore, submit, Sir, that even on legal grounds what 
Government can resume in the case of Mahar watans would be land 
revenue only and not land.
The Government may perhaps object to this proviso on the financial 

grounds. Government have stated in the course of the debate which has 
preceded this bill that if watans were commuted, that is to say, if the 
Mahars were allowed to retain their watan lands on the payment of the 
land revenue, Government in that case would be obliged to employ a paid 
agency and that the cost of remunerating this paid agency would be an 
additional burden on their treasury. Now, Sir, my first submission is this : 
I do not think there would be any additional burden on the treasury, and 
for these reasons. Even if Mahar watans are commuted and even if Mahars 
are liberated from rendering services that they render and even if Govern-
ment employ a paid agency the Government will  have at its disposal a fund 
from which they would be in a position to pay the new agency employed. 
First of all they would have a fund derived from the assessment levied on 
the lands of the Mahars. In addition to that Government will also have 
the right to levy baluta because according to the ruling of Government the 
village population is liable to pay, the cost of the watch and ward. I submit, 
Sir, that these two things together will form a sufficient fund for the 
maintenance of the new paid agency. The one reason which terrified 
Government at the thought of commutation of the Maharki watan is that 
they think they shall have to employ the same number of people as they at 
present employ. I understand—I have not the exact figures—that Govern-
ment are employing about 64,000 Mahars in the Bombay Presidency. 
I submit, Sir, under the new system they will not have to employ such 
a large number of people. They are employed by Government now because 
they can vicariously do so at the cost of the ryot. In some villages there are 
16 Mahars employed. In other villages for instance in Nagar District there 
are 32 Mahars employed in one village. I submit, Sir, that the number of 
Mahars employed at the present moment is most extravagant which certainly 
can be greatly reduced and if the reduction comes about as I expect it is

�  4002—6
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bound to come, one-third of the present number will be sufficient and the 
land revenue and the baluta will constitute a sufficient remuneration without 
any additional burden on the treasury. I ask in all seriousness why should 
not the Government undertake to bear that burden ? Why should not the 
Government pay the cost of the services ? In the case of every other 
Government employee, Government has made itself bold to come before 
this Council to ask for additional money. Sir, in the year 1921 Government 
agreed to increase the salaries of village teachers. In the same year 
Government brought forward proposals to increase the salaries of the 
subordinate services. Apart from this, Government brought forward 
proposals to increase the salaries of the talatis. If, Sir, the Government have 
got the nerve, the courage and the sympathy for these classes to bring 
forward financial measures to remunerate other services, why should not 
Government have the same nerve, the same courage and the same sympathy 
in the case of these Mahars ? I do not understand, Sir, why for instance 
Government should continue or be a party to a system which enthrals 
and enslaves a class of His Majesty’s subject". I submit, Sir, that either on 
the legal ground or the moral ground, and I say on financial ground, the 
principle I have enunciated in section 4 of my bill is just and equitable.
I now come. Sir, to the other class of watandar Mahars, those who care 

to carry on 'with the watan, those who are prepared to render services 
provided their grievances are remedied. These Mahars I have provided 
for in clause 6 of my bill. The provision in this section which is sought to 
be enacted in the interests of that part of the Mahar population, which 
cares to carry on the village duties, mainly consists in the re-organization. 
I use the word advisedly—mainly consist in the re-organization of the 
baluta system. If honourable members will go through the clauses which 
are enacted therein, they will  find that there is, first of all, a provision made 
for the conversion of the baluta into a money cess. Secondly, provision is 
made for the recovery of the money cess along with the land revenue. 
Thirdly provision is made for the division of that cess into two parts, one 
for services rendered to the ryot and another for services rendered to the 
Government; so that that part of the cess which will be apportioned for 
services to the Government will be obligatory, while that part of the cess 
which will be apportioned for private services to the ryot will be optional. 
Those ryots who care to employ the services of the Mahar tor their private 
service will be obliged to pay only that part of the cess which will have 
been assigned for private service. The Mahars, on the other hand, if, they 
do not want to render service to the ryot but want to render service only 
to the Government shall forfeit that part of the money cess which will  have 
been assigned for private services.
Now, Sir, the House is likely to think that I am making some novel 

proposals; I wish however to emphasise that none of these provisions are 
new. They already exist in the Watan Act There is only a change in the 
existing system and a re-organization. The first provision that baluta shall
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be converted into a money cess will be found already existing in section 19 
of the Watan Act. That is not, therefore, a new thing. Under the existing 
Watan Act the Collector is given the power to convert, whenever he thinks 
fit, the baluta into a money cess. The second provision that the collection 
of the money cess shall be made along with the land revenue, I submit 
again is not a new proposal. It already exists in the Watan Act. Reference 
to section 81 of the Watan Act will show that the Collector has, under the 
existing Act, the power to collect all haks, all remunerations, all emoluments, 
as if they were arrears of land revenue. Therefore, what I submit, Sir, is that 
there is nothing that is new in section 6 of the bill. All that is new in 
section 6 of my bill is that the discretion instead of being given to the 
Collector is given to the parties themselves. The existing law recognizes 
that circumstances will arise when provisions such as those contemplated 
by section 6 of my bill will be necessary. �therwise those provisions would 
not have found any place in the existing law. What I feel is that although 
the Collector may have the discretion, he may not know, he may not be 
aware, and may not be cognisant of the fact that circumstances have arisen 
which require that his discretion should be exercised. All I say is that the 
Collector should be guided by the parties themselves in the matter of the 
exercise of the discretion, so that, if the parties desire that the baluta should 
be collected along with the land revenue, the Collector will know that the 
occasion has arisen for him to use his discretion. There is nothing new in 
this, except the transfer of the discretionary power from the Collector to 
the ryots and to the Mahars.

Then, Sir, the third provision as regards the partition of the baluta 
between two specific shares, one for private service and the other for 
Government service, is no doubt new. But I submit that circumstances have 
rendered it very necessary. According to the view of Government the baluta 
is a joint payment for services to the ryots and for services to Government. 
The Government on the 3rd of May 1899 passed a resolution No. 3074 
wherein they have expressly laid down that baluta is a joint remuneratioi 
for services both to the ryots and to the Government. I need not go so fai 
back in order to give support to this view. Even as late as 1919, the 
Government in the papers that they laid before this House, in reply to 
a question on this point relied upon the order passed by the Assistant 
Secretary to Government in which the proposition has been expressly 
emphasized, that the baluta is not paid for merely private services, but is 
also paid for services to Government. Now, Sir, what I submit is that the 
Mahars, some of them, are willing to render services to the Government, 
but they are not willing to render services to the ryots. There are also 
certain ryots, I know of, who do not want to employ an agency which is 
forced upon them as the Mahars are by the present law. They would like 
to employ on their own initiative at their own will, any one whom they 
would care to employ. In the same way there are some Mahars who do not 
want to render services to the ryot. They would like to have their freedom
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to serve or not to serve. But under the existing law this freedom is denied 
to them. They are forced to serve whether they wish it or not. This is due 
to the fact that the baluta is a joint remuneration and there is no way of 
finding out how much of the remuneration in the form of baluta is due �or 
Government services and how much of it is due for private services. In 
these days of rivalry in social advancement the tension between the ryots 
and the Mahar has become great and will continue to grow in intensity 
unless freedom to employ and freedom to serve is provided for. To achieve 
this purpose it is necessary to define the quota of baluta due from the ryot 
on account of private services to the ryots and that due for the services 
rendered to Government. What happens under the present circumstances is 
this, that if a Mahar does not render service to the ryot, all the same, there 
being no partition of the baluta, the ryot is obliged to pay the whole and 
the Mahar gets an advantage over the ryot.
On the other hand it happens that if the Mahar did not render service to 

the ryot but rendered services only to Government, he loses the whole of 
the baluta, for the reason that the ryot has no idea how much of the baluta 
is due from him for Government services. Not knowing this he withholds 
the whole and thereby causes a wrongful loss to the Mahars. It is therefore 
very essential, I think, in the interest of better administration and in the 
interests of peace in the villages that this partition of the baluta should take 
place. I submit it is absolutely contrary to the principle of law that the 
services of one class of people should be forced upon other classes of people. 
It would be atrocious to uphold a system under which a particular barber 
should alone shave us to the exclusion of any other barber. But the watan 
system is such an atrocious and barbarous system. I am sure the lawyer 
members of this House are aware that we had in the High Court a case 
in which one of the bar bars had brought a suit that the Yajmans (the ryots) 
in a particular village were not entitled to employ the services of an outside 
barber, that whether or not that particular barber was efficient or not, 
whether he knew how to crop the hair or to pare the beard, he was entitled 
to render service to the ryots all the same. The same thing happens in the 
case of Mahars. What my bill aims at is freedom of contract; if the ryots 
do not want to employ the Mahars, they ought to have perfect liberty not 
to employ them, and if the Mahars do not want to serve, the Mahars should 
have perfect liberty not to serve. But under the present system, under the 
system of joint remuneration, this liberty of contract is negatived and is not 
obtainable. My scheme provides for that freedom of contract, and I think 
at least in this century when every society has advanced from status to 
contract we ought not for instance to block the progress of Indian society by 
refusing the Mahars and the ryots the liberty of contract
One thing I would like to say is that the system which I have outlined 

here in this bill is not altogether my own. It is a system which I have copied 
from the Berars. In the Central Provinces and the Berars, similar feuds and 
troubles were going on between ryots and the Mahars. A great agitation
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was carried on, on the part of both the sides and Government there appointed 
a committee to investigate into the matter and to make their proposals. In 
1920, the committee made its proposals and the Government introduced 
the system which I have essentially reproduced in the provisions of this
bill. 1 submit that if  the provisions of this bill, which are the result of the
recommendations of the Berar Committee, are good for the Berars, I think 
they cannot be bad for the Bombay Presidency, because the Berar system
was a replica of the Bombay system ; so much so that the whole of the
Berar Committee’s report is based upon the resolutions of the Bombay 
Government. These are the main provisions of the bill.
There is a provision in the bill, however, which probably requires a little 

explanation and that provision is the provision which introduces certain 
changes in section 9 of the Watan Act. I mean clauses 2 and 3 of my bill. 
Under the provisions of the Watan Act, it is laid down that watan lands 
shall not be alienated to any one outside the watan family. There is also 
a provision under section 9, which empowers the Collector to resume the 
land of a watandar which has been transferred to a non-watandar. But 
under section 9 whether or not to declare the alienation null and void and 
to resume such alienated land is left entirely to the discretion of the 
Collector. The Collector does not always choose to exercise the discretion 
vested in him under section 9 in favour of the watandar. This may cause 
no particular hardship when the land so alienated although it is watan 
land is not assigned as remuneration to an officiating watandar. But I submit, 
Sir, that if an officiator is required to render services to Government on 
the express understanding that his watan land has been assigned to him 
in remuneration for his work shall always remain in his possession, I think 
Government ought to resume those watan lands which have gone out of the 
hands of the officiator. The sections which I have introduced make the 
declaration of alienation as null and void obligatory upon the Collector in the 
case of such watan lands as are assigned as remuneration of an officiator. In 
introducing these sections I adopt as my basis the well-known division of 
watan lands into two classes, those assigned as remuneration and those not 
assigned as remuneration. In the case of lands not assigned as remuneration 
the Collector may well not exejcise his discretion because of the fact that 
the land is not necessary immediately for the purpose of the remuneration 
of the officiator. In that case if the Collector does not exercise his discretion 
in favour of the watandar and declare the alienation null and void there 
is not much case for complaint. But when the land is expressly reserved 
and assigned as remuneration, I think the Collector ought to have no 
discretion whatever in the matter but in every such case, the declaration 
should be given that the alienation is null and void.
I admit, Sir, that there are two defects in the bill as I have drafted it, 

and I like to make this admission because I want to be very, very just. I do 
not want to throw any additional burden on the ryot in the interests of the 
Mahars. The simple reason is that I am an enemy of the watan system.
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I have striven all along to destroy the Maharaki watan system, although 
I know that in the immediate future the Mahars will suffer a great loss. 
But I am convinced that these shackles of the watan system are the 
principal causes which are keeping them backward. I am taking a long 
view of the matter and it is this that leads me to be indifferent to the 
immediate benefits to the Mahars from their watans. I cannot therefore be 
particularly striving to steel an advantage over the ryots, not particularly 
striving for benefitting the Mahars at the cost of the ryot. Honourable 
members of this House will see that the baluta system is, as 1 have 
organised it in my bill, not going to impose any additional burden upon the 
ryot. I use expressly the word “  equivalent ” . That means no additional 
burden shall be levied upon the ryots for the remuneration of the Mahars. 
That will show how just I mean to bq. That leads me to admit that there 
are two defects in the bill. One is that in altering section 9 (alongwith 
clauses 2 and 3 of the bill) so as to make it obligatory upon the collector 
to resume the land, there ought to be a provision allowing the Collector 
to pay compensation to the dispossessed non-watandar. I readily admit that 
the lands may have been transferred to any one in faith and for full  
consideration. It stands to reason that when such a transferee is deprived of 
it, he ought to be paid compensation. When I had first drafted this bill,  
I had provided that the Collector should have power to compensate the 
non-watandar, but on the advice of certain official members, I withdrew that, 
but I am prepared to make that amendment in the select committee. 
Secondly, I ought to have provided that just as the Mahars should have 
option not to serve the ryot, the ryot ought to have the option not to employ 
the Mahars. I am prepared also to make that amendment in the bill in the 
select committee to which it may be referred. These are all the things, 

I think, in the bill which call for explanation.
Before I bring my remarks to a close I think I ought to make it very 

clear to the Honourable the Revenue Member that this bill has the support 
of the entire Mahar population. There is no division of opinion on that 
point at all. In fact there cannot be a division of opinion Qn this bill and 
for very good reason. The bill is not an obligatory bill. It is purely 
a discretionary bill. Unless the watandar Mahars desire that the provisions 
of this bill should be brought into operation, they will not be brought into 
operation. Things will continue as they are now. A change will come only 
when the Mahars will feel the necessity for it. It will not be forced upon 
them against their will.

�r.  P. R. Chikodi: This is an unilateral arrangement. It ought to be 
bilateral.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I know L-ought to make that amendment which 
has been omitted but which will be made in the select committee.
I say there cannot be any opposition to this bill on the part of the Mahars 

themselves because the bill is not an obligatory one and it does not compel 
them to take advantage of it. It only makes certain provisions in their 
interest if they want to avail themselves of them. The Mahars have not
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therefore objected to this bill. Indeed there cannot be any objection on their 
part. Not only have they not opposed the bill, but they have whole heartedly 
welcomed it. Since the time I have been at this bill I have never kept 
anything secret from the Mahar population. I have placed the principles 
and the provisions of this bill before the whole Mahar population at several 
meetings to enable them to express their opinion on this bill and I am glad 
to say that the whole of the bill and the principles embodied in it have 
been unanimously accepted by them. In order that the Government may not 
have any occasion to say that these meetings were engineered by me for the 
purpose of obtaining support for the bill. I have, for the most part abstained 
myself from attending these meetings, which have been held under the chair-
manship of members of other communities. My honourable friend Mr.  Bole, 
sitting just by my side, will corroborate me when I say that in the city of 
Bombay a meeting of over 5,000 watandar Mahars was held under his 
presidentship. Of course some people tried to fool the Mahars that 
the bill is going to do them harm, but I think that the honourable member 
will  corroborate me whether or not the Mahars supported the bill  unanimously 
without a single dissenting voice. In the same manner, I would refer to my 
honourable friend Mr. Rajma Lakhichand. A meeting was held of the watandar 
Mahars of Khandesh at Jalgaon under his presidentship, where I addressed 
them on the provisions and the principles of this bill. Conservatively 
estimated, that meeting again was attended by something like 3,000 Mahars ; 
the theatre was full to its capacity, and when the resolution was moved, there 
was not a single Mahar who opposed it. I think my honourable friend 
Mr. Thorat wall corroborate me that a similar meeting was held in the 
Ahmadnagar district, where also the bill was unanimously supported. I need 
not of course refer to the minor meetings held at different places. I can 
assure the House that the Mahar people are absolutely determined to have 
the bill, and I may tell my honourable friends that if the Government 
refuse to liberate these people on grounds of finance, on grounds of 
convenience, or on any other grounds, that it will be a war between the 
Revenue Department and the Mahars. If this bill does not pass, I for myself 
am not going to be in the Council ; I am going to spend the rest of my 
time in seeing that the Mahars organise a general strike, and bring the 
Honourable the Revenue Member to feel that the principles of this bill  
are absolutely essential for the welfare of the Mahar people. I am speaking 
from the bottom of my heart; I do not want to keep anything behind. 
I want to say in all seriousness that that is our aim. Sir, I have been 
labouring in the cause of the depressed classes for the last three y< ars as far 
as I possibly can. I have come across many difficulties in my way, and 
I have come definitely to know that the watan is probably the greatest 
difficulty that I have to face, in order to carry the Mahar population further. 
I am happy to find that the Mahars as well are convinced that these watans 
stand in the way of their advancement. I therefore hope that this Council 
will unanimously pass this bill. With these words, I move the first reading 
of the bill.

Question proposed.
� � �
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*ON THE HEREDITARY  OFFICES ACT  
AMENDMENT  BILL : 2

�Discussion on Bill No. Xll of 1928, a Bill further to amend the 
Bombay Hereditary Offices Act, 1874, resumed)

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I am very much thankful, indeed to the non
official members of this House for the very warm and whole-hearted 
support which they have given to this measure. Sir, the debate has not 
disclosed that the opponents of this bill have made out any case against it 
and I do not think, therefore, that it is necessary on my part at this stage 
to enter into any details in reply to the objections that they have registered, 
All that they have done is to raise and place before this House certain 
matters, what we call “ matters of prejudice ”, something which does not 
touch the intrinsic merits of the bill itself. Sir, I have admitted in my 
opening speech that the bill has no doubt probably certain defects, as is 
pointed out by a few of the honourable members opposite, and I made it 
plain in my opening speech that I leave an open door to the select 
committee to make such amendments that they may desire to make. I make 
no objections on that score ...........
An Honourable Member: Amendments even of principle?
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Such amendments that the select Committee may 

want to make, even of principle ; I have no objection at all. Any amend
ments that the select committee may desire to make ...........
Sardar G. N. Mujumdar: Even of principle ?
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Yes, I would much rather leave this bill in the 

hands of the select committee made up of non-official members of this 
House than leave it to the tender mercies of the officials. That I am prepared 

to do. Let the fate of the bill be what it may, but I leave it to the non
official members of the select committee of this House. Sir, I do not think 
that this procedure is going to inconvenience the Honourable the Revenue 
Member. Sir, I do not wish to incorporate into this bill any allegations or 
accusations against the official members. But I am constrained to say this, 
that they have certainly not treated this subject with the same urgency and 
with the same importance or with the same concern with which the

♦B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XXIII, pp. 791^93, dated 4th August 1928.
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depressed classes have viewed this bill. I remember a resolution was placed 
before this House in February 1923 discussing specifically same part oE the 
provisions of this bill. The whole of that resolution was looked upon with 
the utmost favour by the non-official members of that House. The 
Honourable the Revenue Member then induced the member in charge of the 
resolution to withdraw it on the express understanding that he would 
institute immediate enquiries into the matter. Sir, four or five years have 
elapsed since that date, but no enquiry has been made at all. Sir, again 
a resolution was moved by my predecessor in the year 1925 raising the same 
issue which this bill raises. Then again, the honourable mover of the 
resolution was induced, to withdraw the resolution by the Government on 
the specific understanding that they would make enquiries into this matter. 
But nothing has been done. I do not think that it can lie in the mouth of 
my honourable friend the Revenue Member, that this bill is in any way 
a surprise sprung upon him. The provisions of this bill, that is, the demands 
that the depressed classes are making in the matter of their watan, are before 
him for a long time. If he really wanted to arm himself with facts and 
figures, if he really wanted to formulate his own proposals in substitution of 
the proposal which I have made, I submit, Sir, that he has sufficient time 
on his hands to do so. He has not availed himself of that opportunity which 
he had. All the same, I am prepared to offer him another opportunity and 
I say this, that if the bill goes to the select committee, I am prepared to 
move that the select committee shall make this report some time in June 
next; so that my honourable friend will  have practically nine or ten months 
in between to make enquiries, to appoint any separate committee he wants 
to do of persons whom he regards as experts. He may thereby be in 
a position to formulate his own proposals and come before the select 
committee and move them by way of amendments. I have no objection to 
that, and if my honourable friend accepts that, I am perfectly willing to 
adopt that course. It is for him to say. But, as I said at the very beginning 
I am prepared to leave this measure in the hands of the select committee 
constituted of this House. I am not prepared to leave this measure to the 
official side. That is, Sir, what I want to say in reply.

� � �
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♦BILL No. XXIII OF 1937 TO AMEND
THE BOMBAY HEREDITARY OFFICES ACT

The�following�Bill �for�the�introduction�of�which�leave�was�granted�to�
Dr.�B.�R.�Ambedkar,�M.L.A.,�at�the�meeting�of�the�Bombay�Legislative�
Assembly�on�the�17th�September�1937�is�published�under�rule�20�of�the�
Bombay�Legislative�Assembly�Rules�:�—

BILL �No.�XXIU �OF�1937
A Bill to amend the Bombay Hereditary Offices Act III of 1874.

Whereas�it�is�expedient�further�to�amend�the�Bombay�Hereditary�Offices�
Act,�1874�(Bom.�m�of�1874)�in�manner�hereinafter�appearing;�It�is�hereby�
enacted�as�follows�:�—

1.� Short title.—This�Act�may�be�called�the�Bombay�Hereditary�Offices�
(Amendment)�Act,�1937.
2.� Amendment of section 15 of Bom. Ill of 1874.—For�section�15,�

clause�1,�the�following�shall�be�substituted:�—
15.�Clause 1.—When�the�holder�of�a�watan�or�any�member�of�a�watan�

family�having�an�interest�in�the�watan�applies�to�the�Collector�in�writing�
to�relieve�him�in�perpetuity�of�liability�to�perform�services,�the�Collector�
shall�so�relieve�him�on�being�satisfied�that�the�application�is�genuine.

Clause 2.—From�the�date�when�he�is�relieved�from�liability�to�serve�he�
shall�cease�to�be�the�holder�of�a�watan�and�shall�not�be�entitled�to�any�
rights�existing�from�his�watan�except�as�is�provided�for�in�clause�3�hereof.

Clause 3.—On�his�agreeing�to�pay�full�assessment�every�holder�of�a�watan�
who�is�relieved�from�the�liability�to�serve�under�clauses�1�and�2�of�this�
section�shall�be�allowed�to�retain�the�land�which�he�was�entitled�as�the�
holder�of�the�watan�and�shall�be�deemed�to�be�an�occupant�of�it�within�
the�meaning�of�section�3(76)�of�the�Bombay�Land�Revenue�Code.

Clause 4.—It�shall�be�lawful�for�the�Collector�to�apportion�the�land�to�
the�applicant�who�is�relieved�from�service�if�it�is�held�jointly�by�more�than�
one�watandar�or�watan�families.

Clause 5.—The�land�which�is�allowed�to�be�retained�by�such�applicant�
who�is�relieved�from�service�shall�cease�to�be�regarded�as�watan�land�
assigned�as�remuneration�of�an�officiator.

★Bombay Government Gazette,�Part�V,�pp.�101-05,�dated�October�21,�1937.
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3. Clause 2 shall be renumbered as clause 6.
4. Clause 3 shall be renumbered as clause 7.
5. In clause 4 after the words “  the whole number of joint owners ” the 

words “  or one or some of such joint owners ” shall be added. Clause 4 
shall be renumbered as clause 8.

6. �mendment of section 16 of Bom. lll*of  1874.—In section 16 for the 
word “  originally ” , the word “  primarily ” shall be substituted.

7. �mendment of section 19 of Bom. Ill  of 1874.—In section 1� the 
words “  and to decide whether the payment shall be made in kind or 
money ” shall be deleted.

8. Insertion of new sections 19�,  19B, 19C and 19D, after section 19 of 
Bom. Ill  of 1874.—After section 1�, the following new sections shall be 
added : —

“ 1�A. Conversion of a right to a levy in kind into an equivalent 
money cess, by the Collector.—When the whole body of representative 
watandars or a majority of them whose watan property consists of a right 
to a levy in kind apply to the Collector to convert such right into a money 
cess, the Collector shall then convert the same into an equivalent money 
cess.

“ 1�B. Recovery and payment of money cess by the Collector.—When 
such a right to a levy in kind has been converted into an equivalent 
money cess the whole body of representative watandars or a majority of 
them concerned may apply to the Collector to recover the same from 
those who are liable to pay. The Collector shall then recover the same 
along with and as part of the land revenue and shall direct that the 
same be paid from Government Treasury to those watandars entitle  ̂
to the same.
“ 1�C. The Collector to decide on application from watandars how much 

money cess is due to them for services to Government and how much for 
services to ryots.—In case where such a right to a levy in kind be deemed 
a joint return for services to both the ryots and the Government, the whole 
body of representative watandars or a majority of them whose right to 
a levy in kind has been converted into a money cess may apply to the 
Collector to decide how much of the money cess is due to them for 
services to Government and how much for services to the ryots. The 
Collector shall then give such a decision, which decision shall be deemed 

to be final.
“ 1�D. Option to the watandars to refuse to render any service to the 

ryots.—The whole body of representative watandars or a majority of 
them who have asked for such a decision as is referred to in section 1�C,  
shall have the option to refuse to Fender any service to the ryots 
provided they inform the Collector in writing of their decision in this 
behalf. In case such option is exercised, the watandars exercising such 
option shall forfeit that portion of the money cess due to them for 
services to the ryots.”
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�.  �mendment of section 21 of Bom. Ill  of 1874.—In section 21 for the 
words “ such periods” the words “ a period of 10 years” shall be 

substituted.
10. �mendment of section 83 of Bom. Ill  of 1874.—For section 83, the 

following shall be substituted : —
“ 83. Except" as is otherwise provided for in section 18, Government 

shall have power to make rules laying down the duties that are to 
appertain to any hereditary office. Provided that the rules made under 
this section shall be laid on the table of the Legislature for not less than 
one month previous to the next session thereof and shall be liable to be 
rescinded or modified by a resolution of the Legislature. If any rule 
is modified or rescinded, Government shall accept the modification and 

republish the rale accordingly or shall rescind the rule.”

Statement for Objects and Reasons
Three purposes underly the Bill. First is to permit commutation of the 

watan at the option of the holder, second to provide better security for the 
payment of the remuneration of certain classes of watandars and the third 
purpose is to provide for specification by rules of the duties to be performed 
by the watandars.

Sections 2-6 are designed to give effect to the first of these purposes. 
Sections 7-� are intended to carry out the second purpose and section 10 
is to meet the third purpose of the Bill, —

(0 Section 2. allows a watandar who wishes to do so to free himself 
from the liability to serve as a watandar without involving a loss to his 
right to the land which formed part of his watan. While it allows such 
a watandar to retain the land it does not involve any loss to Government 
because Government will be entitled to recover from him full survey 
assessment.

(zz) Sections 3 and 4 are formal.
(nz) Section 5 makes it possible for one or some of the joint owners 

of the watan to apply for being relieved from service.
(zv) Section 6 is intended to define more accurately who shall be liable 

for service to the community by the use of the word “  primarily
(v) Section 7 provides that there shall be no discretion left to the 

Collector in determining whether the collection shall be made in kind 
or in money.

(vz") Section 8 adds four new sections to the �ct. —Section 1�A  gives the 
right to watandars to apply to the Collector to convert payment in kind 
into payment in money and requires the Collector to convert the same in 
its money equivalent.

Section 1�B  placts an obligation on the Collector to collect the money 
cess as part of the land revenue if required to do so by the watandars.

Section 1�C  gives the Collector the power in cases where the remunera-
tion of the watandar is a joint payment for services to Government as
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�ell  as to the ryots to decide ho�  much of it is for services to Govern-
ment and ho�  much is for services to the ryots.

Section 19D gives an option to the �atandar to free himself from the 
liability to serve the ryots subject to his foregoing any claim to that 
part of the remuneration fixed by the Collector under section 19C as 
being due for services rendered to the ryots.

(vii) Section 9 fixes 10 years as the maximum period for any settlement 
made bv the Collector under section 21 in respect of the profits of the 
�atan.

(vnz) Section 10 merely requires that the duties to be pertormed Suail 
be laid do�n  by rules.

(Signed) B. R. Ambedkar

H. K. CHAINANI,
Secretary to the Bombay Legislative Assembly. 

Poona, 18th October 1937.
* * *
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�r.  B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City): Sir. I rise to move for leave to 
introduce a Bill to amend the Bombay Hereditary Offices Act III of 1874.

Three purposes underlie the Bill. The first is to permit commutation of the 
watan at the option of the holder, the second to provide better security for 
the payment of the remuneration of certain classes of watandars, and the 
third purpose is to provide for specification by rules of the duties to be 
performed by the watandars.

Sections 2-6 are designed to give effect to the first of these purposes. 
Sections 7-9 are intended to carry out the second purpose and section 10 
is to meet the third purpose of the Bill.

Section 2 allows a watandar who wishes to do so to free himself from the 
liability to serve as a watandar without involving a loss to his right to the 
land which formed part of his watan. While it allows such a watandar to 
retain the land, it does not involve any loss to Government because 
Government will be entitled to recover from him full survey assessment.

Sections 3 and 4 are formal.
Section 5 makes it possible for one or some of the joint owners of the 

watan to apply tor being relieved from service.
Section 6 is intended to define more accurately who shall be liable for 

service to the community by the use of the word “ primarily ”.
Section 7 provides that there shall be no discretion left to the Collector 

in determining whether the collection shall be made in kind or in money.
Section 8 adds four new sections to the Act
Section 19A gives the right to watandars to apply to the Collector to 

convert payment in kind into payment in money and requires the Collector 
to convert the same in its money equivalent

Section 19B places an obligation on the Collector to collect the money 
cess as part of the land revenue if required to do so by the watandars.

Section 19C gives the Collector the power in cases where the remuneration 
of the watandar is a joint payment for services to Government as well as to

♦B.L.A. Debates, Vol. 1, pp 1091-92, dated 17th September 1937.

The Bill introduced by. Dr. Ambedkar is reproduced at pages 90-93
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the ryots to decide how much of it is for services to Government and how�
much is for services to the ryots.

Question put, and leave granted.
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I introduce the Bill.
The Honourable the Speaker: The Bill is introduced.

♦ * *
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♦BILL No. XX OF 1937 TO ABOLISH THE KHOTI SYSTEM

�he following Bill for the introduction of which leave was granted to 
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, M.L.A., at the meeting of the Bombay Legislative 
Assembly on the 17th September 1937 is published under rule 20 of the 
Bombay Legislative Assembly Rules : —

BILL  No. XX OF 1937
�  Bill to abolish the Khoti System

WHEREAS it is desirable and necessary to abolish the system of revenue 
farming known as the Khoti System and to extend the principles of the 
Rayatwari System as being more beneficial to the area where the Khoti 
System is in operation; It is hereby enacted as follows : —

1. Short title and extent.—�his  Act shall be called “  �he  Khoti Abolition 
Act, 1937.” It shall extend to the whole of the Presidency of Bombay.
2. �boition  of Khoti System.—After the passing of this Act it shall be 

lawful for Government by notification in the Government Gazette to declare 
that the Khoti Rights of a particular khot or of khots in a particular area 
are abolished from such date as may be mentioned in the said notification.
3. �fter  notification Khot not entitled to act as Khot and Government 

not bound to employ or recognise him as Khot.—From the date of any such 
notification so much of any law, custom or usage now in force which entitles 

the Khot to act as a Khot or which requires Government to employ or 
recognise a Khot or which confers upon him the rights of Khot shall cease 
to be enforced in any suit or proceedings in any Court.
4. �fter  notification Khot free from liability in respect of revenue.—From 

the date of any such notification the Khot shall be free from any liability  
to Government relating to revenue becoming due after the date of the 
notification.

5. Compensation to Khots.—(i) It shall be lawful for Government to 
pay reasonable compensation to the Khot for the loss of his rights as 
a Khot suffered by him in consequence of the notification :
Provided that the compensation shall not exceed one per cent, of the 

assessment leviable under the Land Revenue Code in respect of the land 
held by him as Khot

*The Bombay Government Gazette, Part V, dated October 21, 1937, pp. 88-94.
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�ii)  The decision of Government regarding the amount of compensation 
shall be final and conclusive.
(m) It shall be lawful for Government to pay compensation due to 

a Khot in cash, bonds or annuity or in any other form and the decision of 
the Government as to the form and mode of payment shall be final and 
conclusive.

6. Inferior holders of Khoti villages to be occupants.—When the Khoti 
System in any area has been abolished under the provisions of this Act 
all persons in possession of the lands in that area whether under the manage-
ment or beneficial enjoyment of the Khot shall be regarded as occupants 
of the lands in their possession within the meaning of section 3(76) of the 
Land Revenue Code, 187�, and shall have the same rights and be affected 
by the same responsibility in respect of lands in their possession as the 
occupants of the unalienated land have been or are affected by or under 
the provisions of the said Code and all the provisions of the said Code 
shall be applicable to them.

7. Determination of disputes regarding Claims to occupancy rights.—In 
case there is a dispute as to who should be the occupants of a particular 
holding priority shall be granted to the claimant whose occupation of the 
land has been of greater duration during the 12 years preceding the 
notification.

8. Rights to occupancy not lost by disturbance.—Any disturbance caused 
to the rights of an inferior holder after the passing of the Act shall 
not prejudice the rights to which he may be entitled under section 6 of 
this Act.

�.  Inquiry into disputes as to rights to compensation by Knots and rights 
to occupancy by inferior holders.—(i) It shall be lawful for Government to 
appoint an officer to enquire into and decide all disputes arising under this 
Act between persons, claiming to be interested as occupants of lands in the 
area in which the Khoti System'has ceased to exist, and also disputes between 
persons laying a claim to the compensation payable under this Act.

�ii) For the purpose of enquiries under this Act the Officer shall have 
power to summon and enforce the attendance of witnesses including the 
parties interested or any of them and to compel the production of documents 
by the same means and so far as may be in the same manner as is provided 
in the case of a Civil Court under the Code of Civil Procedure, 1�08.

(zzz) The provisions of sections �,  10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 of the Land 
Acquisition Act, 18�4, shall so far as may be apply to the proceedings held 
under this Act for the determination of the amount of compensation to be 
paid or of the right to be recognised as an occupant
(iv) It shall be lawful for the officer to compel the Khot or the inferior 

holder to produce all documents, records and registers in his possession or 
power for the purpose of any enquiry that may be necessary for settling 
disputes regarding rights to the amount of compensation or regarding rights 
to occupancy.
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�v) The Officer shall lodge his decision with the Collector and shall 
communicate in writing his decision regarding claims, to a right to 
occupancy in the land or claims to a right to the compensation to the 

persons making such claims.
�vz) If the Officer is unable to satisfy himself as to which of the different 

claimants was entitled to compensation he may suspend payment of 
compensation until a competent Civil Court has determined the rights of- 
the persons who have claimed the compensation.

10. �eference by inferior holders whose claim to occupancy has been 
rejected.—�z) Any person who is aggrieved by reason of the fact that his 
claim for being registered as an occupant is rejected by an order passed by 
an Officer specially deputed by the Government in his behalf shall by 
a written application to the Collector require that the question of his claim 
be referred by the Collector for the determination of the District Court 
within whose local jurisdiction the whole of part of the land is situated 
or a Tribunal appointed by Government in this behalf.

(ii)  The application shall state the grounds of his objections to rhe 
decision of the Officer and shall be submitted within 90 days from the date 
of the service of the order rejecting his claim.

(iii)  The Collector shall refer the application to the District Court or the 
Tribunal as the case may be. The application shall be numbered and 
registered as a suit between the applicant as plaintiff and the person or 
persons who have been declared by the Officer to be entitled to occupancy 
as defendant.

�zv) On such application being registered the Court or the Tribunal shall 
direct notice thereof to be given to the defendant or defendants to appear 
and answer the claim on a date to be therein specified.

�v) The application shall be set down for hearing as a suit instituted in 
the ordinary manner under the provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure, 
1908, shall apply to such suits so far as the same are applicable.

(vi) No appeal shall lie from any decision given or order passed in any 
such suit by the Court or by the Tribunal.

11. Statements to be filed by Khots.—�1) Within three months from the 
passing of this Act the Collector shall by notice in writing require every 
Khot to lodge with him on or before a day named by him in the notice 
�which day shall not be later than three months from the date of the notice) 
a statement signed by the Khot showing : —

(i) The survey numbers of all lands of which he is a superior holder 
as a Khot or otherwise ;

(ii)  the persons who have been in occupation of each survey num her 
for each year commencing from the year 1920 to the date of the passing 
of this Act; and

(iii)  the title and the nature of the interest claimed by the Khot in each 
such survey numbers.



�2) The Khot shall report to the Collector from time to time in writing 
of any change that may subsequently occur in any of the particulars 
contained in the statement lodged under sub-section �i).

�3) �iability  to make statement.—Every Khot required to make or 
deliver a statement under the preceding section shall be deemed to be 
legally bound to do so within the meaning of sections 175 and 176 of the 
Indian Penal Code.

12. Statement to be evidence.—The entries in the statement furnished by 
the Khot under section 11 shall be conclusive evidence as against the Khot 
of the facts contained therein in any suit or proceeding to which the Khot 
or his representative in interest is a party.

13. Penalty for not furnishing statement.—�z") Any Khot who in contra-
vention of the provision contained in sub-sections �7) and �2) of section 11 
refuse or neglects to lodge a statement when required to do so or refuses 
or neglects to report any change occurring subsequently in any of the 
particulars of the statement shall be punished for each such offence with 
fine which may extend to 100 rupees.

�z7) Any Khot neglecting to make a statement as required by sub-
section �7) of section 11 within the prescribed period shall be liable at the 
discretion of the Collector to be charged a late fee not exceeding five rupees 
a day of every day of the delay which shall be leviable as an arrears of 
Land Revenue.

14. Provision for obtaining certified copies.—In all cases in which 
a statement is lodged by the Khot and in all cases in which in the course 
of an enquiry documents have been filed and decisions have been given 
authenticated copies of entries in the statement of documents and decisions 
shall be furnished to the parties and to those claiming under them on due 
application being made for the same subject to such charges for copying, 
etc., as may from time to time be prescribed by Government.

15. Authority to Government to make rules.—�1) It shall be lawful for 
the Government to make rules for giving effect to the provisions of this 
Act and in particular providing for—

�0 the form, contents, publication and service of the notification.
�iz) the determination of the amount of compensation, and the mode of 

payment,
�izz) the appointment of Tribunal to hear and decide references,
�zv) the fees and cost to be paid by claimants on applications, references 

and authenticated copies of documents, entries and decisions arising in 
any proceedings under the Act,
�v) the production of documents by parties and the maintenance of the 

documents produced or lodged.
�2) THe power to make rules under this section shall be subject to the 

condition of previous publication in the Bombay Government Gazette.
�3) The rules made under this section shall be laid on the table of the Legis-

lative Assembly for not less., than one month previous to the next session 
thereof and shall be liable to be rescinded or modified by a resolution of the 
said Assembly. If any rule is modified or rescinded, Government shall accept 
the modification and repubfish the rule accordingly or shall rescind the rule.
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Statement of Objects and Reasons

�.  The Khoti System is one of the minor land tenures in the Bombay 
Presidency. It is found mostly in the Ratnagiri District and in some parts 
of the Kolaba and Thana districts.
2. The terms of the Khoti Tenure are in some cases regulated by law, 

in some by custom and usage and in the rest by grant. In the Ratnagiri 
District the terms are regulated by Bombay Act I of �880. In the Kolaba 
District the terms are regulated by custom and usage and in the Thana 
District by grant.
3. The Khoti Tenure differs from the ordinary Rayatwari Tenure 

inasmuch as in the latter the Government collects revenue directly from 
those who are in occupation of the land while in the former the Govern-
ment is required to employ the services of the Khot for the purpose of 
collecting revenue.
4. The system of Khoti Tenure while it binds the Khot to pay revenue to 

the Government leaves him free to do what he likes to the inferior holders 
and this freedom has been so grossly abused by the Khots that the inferior 
holders are not only subjected to all kinds of exactions but they have been 
reduced to a state of abject slavery. In recent years the inferior holders 
have been carrying on a great agitation against Khots and have been 
demanding the abolition of the Khoti system. The relations between the 
khots and the inferior holders have been so strained that three Khots were 
murdered by them.
5. While the Khoti Tenure may have the advantage of facilitating the 

collection of revenue its disadvantages are so great that the Tenure cannot 
be allowed to continue hereafter without causing grave disturbance to the 
peace and tranouillity of the Presidency. It is therefore imperative to abolish 
the system.
6. The Bill  aims (�)  to abolish the Khoti System and to establish direct 

relationship between Government and those who are in possession or 
occupation of the land which is under the management or beneficial enjoy-
ment of the Khot, (2) to make provision for the payment of reasonable 
compensation to the Khot for the loss of his rights and (3) to give those 
inferior holders who are in actual occupation of the land the status of 
occupants within the meaning of the Land Revenue Code and (4) to provide 
for other incidental purposes.

(Signed) B. R. Ambedkar .

H. K. CHAIN AN  I,
Secretary to the Bombay Legislative Assembly.

Poona, �8th  October, �937.
� � �
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*ON A BILL  TO ABOLISH  THE KHOTI  SYSTEM

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City, Byculla and Pare!):�Sir,�I�rise�
to�move�for�leave�to�introduce�a�Bill �to�abolish�the�Khoti�system.�The�brief�
statement�which�you�have�directed�us�to�make�in�support�of�the�motion�
will,�in�my�case,�consist�of�nothing�more�than�a�reference�to�the�statement�
of�objects�and�reasons.�And�before�I�do�so,�I�would�point�out,�Mr.�Speaker,�
that�this�is�the�shortest�statement�of�objects�and�reasons�ever�drafted�to�
a�Bill �which�is�so�important�as�the�abolition�of�the�Khoti�system.
The�Khoti�system�is�one�of�the�minor�land�tenures�in�the�Bombay�

Presidency.�It�is�found�mostly�in�the�Ratnagiri�district�and�in�some�parts�of�
the�Kolaba�and�Thana�districts.
The�terms�of�the�Khoti�tenure�are�in�some�cases�regulated�by�law,�in�

some�by�custom�and�usage�and�in�the�rest�by�grant.�In�the�Ratnagiri�district�
the�terms�are�regulated�by�Bombay�Act�I�of�1880,�in�the�Kolaba�district�
the�terms�are�regulated�by�custom�and�usage,�and�in�the�Thana�district�by�
grant.
The�Khoti�tenure�differs�from�the�ordinary�Rayatwari�tenure�inasmuch�as�

in�the�latter�the�Government�collects�revenue�directly�from�those�who�are�
in�occupation�of�the�land�while�in�the�former�the�Government�is�required�
to�employ�the�services�of�the�Khot�for�the�purpose�of�collecting�revenue.
The�system�of�Khoti�tenure,�while�it�binds�the�Khot�to�pay�revenue�to�

the�Government,�leaves�him�free�to�do�what�he�likes�to�the�inferior�holders,�
and�this�freedom�has�been�so�grossly�abused�by�the�Khots�that�the�inferior�
holders�are�not�only�subjected�to�all�kinds�of�exactions�but�they�have�been�
reduced�to�a�state�of�abject�slavery.�In�recent�years,�the�inferior�holders�
have�been�carrying�on�a�great�agitation�against�the�Khots�and�have�been�
demanding�the�abolition�of�the�Khoti�system.�The�relations�between�the�
Khots�and�the�inferior�holders�have�been�so�strained�that�three�Khots�
were�murdered�by�them.
While�the�Khoti�tenure�may�have�the�advantage�of�facilitating�the�

collection�of�revenue,�its�disadvantages�are�so�great�that�the�tenure�cannot�
be�allowed�to�continue�hereafter�without�causing�grave�disturbance�to�the

*B.L.A.�Debates,�Vol.�1,�pp.�1087-89,�dated�17th�September�1937.
The�Bill�introduced�by�Dr.�Ambedkar�is�reproduced�at�pages�96-100.
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peatje and tranquillity of the Presidency. It is therefore imperative to abolish 

the system.
The Bill aims (�)  to abolish the Khoti system and to establish direct 

relationship between Government and those who, are in possession or 
occupation of the land which is under the management or beneficial enjoy-
ment of the Khot, (2) to make provision for the payment of reasonable 
compensation to the Khot for the loss of his rights, and (3) to give those 
inferior holders who are in actual occupation of the land the status of 
occupants within the meaning of the Land Revenue Code, and (4) to provide 

for other incidental purposes.
With these words, Sir, I beg leave of the House to introduce the Bill.
Question proposed.
�r.  S. L. Karandikar (Ratnagiri North): Mr. Speaker, Sir, I rise to 

oppose the introduction of this Bill. (Interruption.) I would not ordinarily 
have opposed the introduction, because it seems to be a formality in this 
House to allow introduction unopposed. But I think it my duty to oppose 
this Bill at its very introduction for one reason only.
When the land revenue question was being discussed in this House at the 

time of the demands for grants, it was made clear to us by the Honourable 
the Revenue Member, when he gave us an assurance, that the whole question 
of land revenue policy in the Presidency would be taken up some time in 
ensuing February, and therefore, we have to wait before we do anything. 
We should not accept any piecemeal legislation in regard to any item of 
land revenue. Therefore, even the members on the Treasury benches will  
agree with me when I say that this piecemeal legislation that is being 
proposed should not be allowed to be introduced in this House.

There are so many other remarks that I would have liked to oppose, 
because the introductory remarks were read out to the House ; but, I believe, 
there is sufficient time ahead when all these matters will  have to be discussed 
and fought for. Therefore, I do not want to take up any more time of the 
House. But I think this is a matter of principle. Government have given us 
an assurance that the whole question of land revenue in this Presidency 
will  be taken up for consideration and that legislation on a broad basis will  
be brought before this House some time in January or February. There is 
no reason why an exception should be made so far as this legislation relating 
to Kolaba and Ratnagiri is concerned. With these remarks I oppose the 
introduction.

The Honourable the Speaker: I do not think that any other member 
has a right to participate in this, treating it as- a debate. The honourable 
member who begs leave to introduce the Bill  has a right of reply ; and if he 
wants to reply, I will  give him a chance.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I do not think that any very detailed 
reply is called for by the observations made by my honourable friend 
Mr. Karandikar. He said that the Honourable the Revenue Minister has



�iven an assurance to the House that he is �oin�  to brin�  in le�islation in 
order to overhaul the whole of the revenue system. Unfortunately, I was 
not present when this assurance was �iven ; and I personally myself do not 
know exactly the extent and the scope of the assurance that he �ave to the 
House. But, Sir, what I should like to submit to the House is this. The 
Khoti system is a system which stands by itself. It is not a system which 
comes under the Land Revenue Code and therefore can be said to be a part 
and parcel of the �eneral land tenure of this Presidency. It is a separate 
item alto�ether. Therefore, I do not see any objection to a system which 
does not come under the �eneral system bein� considered by itself.
My second submission to the House is that if the honourable members 

who occupy the Treasury Bench do in fact intend to carry out what they 
have assured the House they will, and if I find that the measures that they 
are brin�in�  forth in order to deal with the subject with which this Bill  
deals are of such a nature that I should be content with the remedies which 
they propose, then I have no hesitation in sayin� that I will withdraw the 
Bill if I find that their le�islation is superior to mine. I do not think 
anythin� more is necessary for me to say on this occasion.
Question put, and leave �ranted.
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I introduce the Bill.
The Honourable the Speaker: The Bill  is introduced.

� � �
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*ON VILLAGE  PANCHAYATS  BILL  : 1

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�Mr.�President,�I�have�listened�with�very�great�
interest�to�the�speech�delivered�by�the�Honourable�Minister�in�charge�of�
this�Bill.�Sir,�I�must�also�say�that�I�have�listened�to�it�with�very�grave�
concern.�I�am�sure�there�can�be�no�two�opinions�on�the�fact�that�this�Bill �
deals�with�some�very�vital�issues.�It�not�only�deals�with�the�question�of�self-�

government�in�so�far�as�it�affects�the�civic�amenities�of�the�rural�population�
of�this�Presidency,�but�it�also�affects�the�question�of�the�life,�liberty�and�
property�of�the�rural�population.�Having�regard�to�these�vital�issues�involved�
in�this�Bill,�I�am�bound�to�say�that�the�Honourable�Minister,�in�justice�to�
all�the�interests�concerned,�ought�to�have�given�a�longer�period�for�the�
consideration�of�the�implications�involved�in�this�Bill.�Sir,�he�has�chosen�to�
satisfy�his�conscience�by�barely�complying�with�the�requirements�of�the�law�
by�allowing�seven�days�to�pass�before�the�Bill�was�brought�for�considera-
tion.�May�I�say�that�in�my�opinion�not�only�seven�days�but�seven�months�are�
necessary�for�the�consideration�of�this�Bill �?�And�I�suggest�that�there�would�
be�nothing�wrong�even�now�in�the�Honourable�Minister�sending�this�Bill �
for�circulation�in�order�to�elicit�the�opinion�of�the�general�public�on�the�
issues�involved�in�this�Bill.�That�course�I�would�request�him�with�all�due�
respect!�to�adopt,�but�if�he�does�not,�I�would�like�to�address�to�him�two�
other�considerations�which,�in�my�opinion,�are�very�important�considerations.�
Sir,�I�would�like�to�say�that,�in�my�opinion,�the�present�Government�is�not�
competent�to�undertake�this�piece�of�legislation.�The�Government�is�aware�
that�the�present�system�of�administration�is�a�discredited�system.�I�am�not�
using�that�in�any�carping�sense.�I�am�only�trying�to�depict�the�facts�as�we�
all�know�them.�Sir,�no�section�of�the�population�of�this�country�is�satisfied�
with�the�administration�and�the�working�of�this�Government.�Indeed,�if�one�
wants�to�state�facts�as�they�are,�there�is�a�powerful�section�in�this�country�
which�is�not�prepared�to�admit�and�to�acknowledge�the�moral�authority�of�
this�Government�to�rule.�Sir,�we�also�know�that�we�are�on�the�threshold�of�
a�new�constitution.�We�know�that�the�constitution�of�India�for�a�government�
of�the�people,�by�the�people�and�for�the�people�is�on�the�anvil.�We�all�
know�and�I�think�we�are�justified�in�hoping�that�this�new�constitution�will �be

*B.L.C.�Debates,�Vol.�XXXV, �pp.�1128-36,�dated�6th�October�1932.
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forged within the short period of a year or two, and that a new government, 
supported fully by all sections of the community, will be installed. Sir, 
having regard to that consideration, I would like to point out to the 
Honourable Minister and to those honourable members who are occupying 
the Treasury Bench that they in their present position are no better than 
caretakers. Sir, by common consent a caretaker cannot undertake substantial 
alterations in the premises he is appointed to look after. At the most, during 
the interval before the real occupant comes to occupy his abode, he may 
undertake repairs in order to keep the building in working order.
I would also like to point out to the Honourable Minister the analogy of 

parliamentary life. In England where parliamentary system has been in 
operation for centuries now, when a Ministry is defeated and when the 
defeated Ministry does not resign outright and allow the reins to pass into 
the hands of the opposition but chooses to make its appeal to the electorate, 
it is an accepted convention of the constitution that the Ministry so situated 
must not undertake any legislation of any consequential importance. All  
that they can do is to look after the administration pending the decision of 
the electorate so that the new Government may not be embarassed by 
anything that may be undertaken- by such a Government. I ask the 
Honourable Minister whether he does not wish to abide by the conventions 
of the parliamentary constitution. I leave it to him to decide.
Sir, I do not find any reason why the Honourable Minister should rush with 

this measure with such terrific speed, if I may say so, with only seven days 
notice. I do not find that there is any very great urge, that there is any very 
great necessity and urgent call upon him by the people of this Presidency 
to introduce this measure. So far as I am aware, no political party in this 
country has made this measure a party cry. I do not know that the Liberals, 
the Responsivists or the Non-Brahmins or the Congress members who were 
in this House during the last Legislative Council had ever insisted that they 
looked upon the introduction of the village panchayats as a fundamental 
part of their programme. I know of no such thing. Not only that, but I do 
not find that the masses themselves are clamouring for this measure. If you 
read the report of the Committee made in �925 on this question appointed 
to report upon the working of the Village Panchayat Act of �920, what do 
you find ? You find this. There are in this Presidency as many as 30,000 
villages, on a rough calculation. The Act was passed in �920 permitting 
the people to apply for the application of that Act voluntarily. What is the 
result ? The result is that the Sind people set their face against the 
introduction of village panchayats, so that we do not find a single village 
panchayat instituted in the province of Sind. In the presidency proper, there 
is a paltry figure of 323 or something like that. I submit that it is a sad 
commentary on the civic spirit of the people. Apart from that, it is a proof 
positive that the people are not anxious for the introduction of village 
panchayats. I do not wish to go into the reasons of that at this stage, but 
I am certain that my honourable friend the Minister for Local Self-



�overnment will accept that that is a correct analysis of the situation. Not 
only that, but I would like to suggest that the reason why he has super-added 
the judicial functions to the village panchavats is to sweeten the pill so 
that it may be swallowed more readily. In view of these considerations, 
I think it would be advisable for the Honourable Minister to postpone the 
Bill  �ine die so that it may be considered in all its impheations on its merits 
by a new �overnment which will be fully representative of the people of 
this Presidency. K
Coming to the merits of the Bill itself, Sir, I find that the Bill has two 

parts. The first part deals with the functions of the panchayat as a body for 
local self-government. I should like to say at once that I have no objection 
in principle to the policy of devolution ; if it is found that the local boards 
of this Presidency are overburdened by the functions which are placed upon 
them by the Local Board Act and if by reason of that they are unable to 
discharge their functions efficiently, then I say “  by all means institute 
village panchayats so as to disburden the local boards.” Sir, if the desire is 
to constitute panchayats for their own sake, then to my mind it is 
a reversion to a very dangerous system. Many have eulogised the ancient 
system of village panchayats. Some have called them “  rural republics 
Whatever be the merits of these rural republics, I have not the slightest 

hesitation in saying that they have been the bane of public life of India.
Mr. Pe�tan�hah N. Vakil: Question.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: If  India has not succeeded in producing nationalism, 

if India has not succeeded in building up a national spirit, the chief reason 
for that in my opinion is the existence of the village system. It made all 
people saturated with local particularism, with local patriotism. It left no 
room for larger civic spirit. None whatever. Under the ancient village 
panchayats, India, instead of being a country of a united people, became 
a loose conglomeration of village communities with no common tie except 
common allegiance to a common King. I am glad to say, Sir, that this is 
not my opinion alone. A member of the committee which was appointed in 
P925 expressed himself in that same strain. I refer to the minute of my 
friend Mr. R. �.  Pradhan. This is what he stated in that minute :

“  The excessive village patriotism and village spirit which these 
communities fostered proved very fatal to the growth of a strong Indian 
nationality based on the realisation of the territorial unity of India as 
a whole or of the racial unity of each of our natural territorial divisions.”  
Mr. Pe�tan�hah N. Vakil: Is Mr. R. �.  Pradhan a historian ?
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I do not think that we need bring historians here ; 

we ought to be beware of historians. In these days when you are striving for 
bringing about a national spirit, in these day's when you are striving for 
bringing about a common nationality and a common sense of Indian 
citizenship, in my opinion we ought to do nothing which will nullify and 
which will dilute that sense. I would like to leave this aspect of the matter 
at that so far as I am concerned.



�y  next objection is to the constitution of the panchayats themselves. 
The Bill, as the honourable member has pointed out, provides that the 
village panchayats shall be elected on the basis of adult suffrage both for 
males and females. I may at once state that, so far as I am concerned, 
I say “  so far so good ” , but I should like to make it clear to the 
Honourable �inister  that, speaking for the depressed classes, I have not 
the slightest hesitation in saying that adult suffrage is not sufficient for us. 
The Honourable �inister  has forgotten that the depressed classes are in 
a minority in every village, a miserable minority, and assuming that he 
adopts adult suffrage, he will readily admit I am sure that adult suffrage 
cannot convert a minority into a majority. Consequentially I am bound to 
insist that if these village panchayats come, there shall be special representa-
tion for the minorities. At any rate, there shall be special representation 
for the depressed classes, and others of course will speak for themselves.
I know, Sir, that there is a section in this House who will at once jump 

and say that this is communalism. Now I agree that this is communalism. 
But I am also convinced that communalism must be my policy. I am not 
ashamed of it.

�r.  J. B. Petit: Is that compatible with nationalism ?
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Oh, yes. Why not ?
�r.  J. B. Petit: 1 am glad to hear that.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I will  say that India cannot proceed, in my opinion 

at any rate, on the path of political progress without communalism. Without 
communalism there can be no self-government for India. That is the 
proposition that I would assert without fear of challenge.
Speaking for the depressed classes, therefore, I can never accept the 

principle of self-government for India unless I am satisfied that every self- 
governing institution has provisions in it which give the depressed classes 
special representation in order to protect their rights, and until that is done, 
I am afraid it will not be possible for me to assent to the first part of the 
Bill.
Sir, in respect of this, I am glad to find that two members of the 

committee which was set up in 1925 to discuss this question supported the 
plea of the depressed classes for special representation. I refer to the minute 
of �r.  R. G. Pradhan. This is what he said :

“  I am of opinion that provision should be made for the representation 
of the depressed classes on the village panchayats by nomination. The 
nomination should be made either by the Collector or the President of 
the district local board, preferably the latter. It is eminently desirable in 
the interests of the proper representation of the depressed classes and 
much more with a view to raising their general status and making the 
other classes realise their communal identity with them that there should 
be at least one member of the depressed classes in every village panchayat. 
In cases, therefore, where no member of these classes has been able to 
get in by election, recourse should be had to nomination.”
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Sir, I should also like to refer to the minute of my honourable friend 
Mr. P. R. Chikodi. He also wrote a separate minute and this is what he 

said :
“  I think it is necessary that some arrangements ought to be made to 

secure on panchayats the representation of the depressed classes by means 
of nomination or by the system of reserved seats in villages where there 
are at least 50 adult persons belonging to these classes. It is not likely at 
present that any representative of these stands a chance of being elected 
at an open election, the failure of such an attempt having come to my 
notice very lately.”
In this connection, I would also like to draw the attention of the Hindu 

members of this honourable. House to the recent events that have happened. 
I refer to the Poona Pact between the Caste Hindus and the Depressed 
Classes that was signed on the 24th of last month. Many members, I am 
sure, must have read the terms of that Pact, but I should like to drawI
particular attention to one section of it. In that section it has been agreed 
that the right of the depressed classes to representation in all local bodies 
shall be accepted and an endeavour shall be made in order to give effect 
to that part of the agreement. Sir, I would like to draw the attention of the 
Hindu members to that part of the Pact and I am sure whatever may have 
been the opinions before 24th of last month, they will now loyally abide 
by the terms of that Pact.

Now, Sir, I come to what I call the second part of this Bill. I ought to 
have stated at the very start that when I read this Bill, I was inclined to 
say that this Bill was, like the curate’s egg, bad in parts only. But after 
having read the whole Bill and gone through all the provisions of the Bill.  
I am obliged to revise my opinion. I now think that it is worse than the 
curate’s egg. It is not only bad in some parts but it is rotten in others. I refer, 
Sir, to the judicial provisions of the Village Panchayats Bill. Sir, I do not 
know what is the view of the Honourable Minister for Local Self-Govern-
ment as to the requisites of a proper judiciary which could be trusted to 
deal with civil and criminal justice. I was expecting to hear from him on 
that point in the course of the opening remarks which he addressed to this 
House, but he was silent on that point. I think it will be agreed that 
a judiciary before it could be entrusted with the duties of discharging civil  
and criminal justice, must have three requisites. It must be trained in law, 
it must be impartial in its outlook, and I submit, it must be independent 
in position. Let us apply these three requisites to the provisions of this 
Bill. What does the Honourable Minister provide in this Bill  ? He says, 
“  We shall elect a panchayat based on adult suffrage, consisting of five or 
seven members ; those gentlemen will  hold office for three years. During the 
course of these three years they shall not only discharge the functions of 
a local self-governing body, but in addition to that they will also discharge 
the functions of trying certain criminal and civil cases.” That is, in substance, 
the provision of this Bill.
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Now, the first question that I would like to ask the Honourable Minister 
is this : Does he expect that these five gentlemen who will be elected on 
the basis of adult suffrage will have sufficient judicial training to discharge 
the duties of judges ? Sir, I would like to submit that judicial decisions 
demand a developed judgment; they demand a vast amount of legal 
knowledge. (Laughter.) Let there be no laughter, because it is a serious 
matter. Just take this into consideration. We are all agog when members of 
the I.C.S. want to have certain places reserved for them in the High Court 
or in the judiciary. What is the reason for our objection ? If I have under-
stood the objection correctly, it is this, that these gentlemen who have 
passed the I.C.S. examination have no judicial training, and not having 
judicial training, we cannot entrust them with judicial powers. That is the 
gravamen of the objection. They not only want justice, but they want 
judges who are competent to discharge their duties. Now, I ask the 
Honourable Minister whether he thinks that a population which is illiterate, 
which is steeped in ignorance, which is swallowed up in superstition, can 
produce five good men who can be entrusted to discharge the duties of 

judges.
�r.  �.  �.  Karbhari: Are we so bad as that ?
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I do not know we may have a difference of 

opinion on that. But that is my contention. And, supposing it may not be 
held necessary for these gentlemen to have the necessary legal training, 
I think we ought at least to expect this much, that they should have proper 
notions of right, of duty, of equity and good conscience. A population which 
is hidebound by caste, a population which is infected by ancient prejudices, 
a population which flouts equality of status and is dominated by notions of 
gradations in life, a population which thinks that some are high, that some 
are low—can it be expected to have the right notions even to discharge bare 
justice ? Sir, I deny that proposition, and I submit that it is not proper to 
expect us to submit our life and our liberty and our property to the hands 
of these panchas.
The next proposition that I would like to place before this House is 

this : Is it possible to expect this panchayat to be an impartial body of 
judges ? Let us consider the facts as they are. No honourable member of 
this House, I am sure, will deny that there are very few villages which are 
not rent by faction feuds. There are quarrels between the Brahmins and 
non-Brahmins..........

Dewart Bahadur D. R. Patil: They will remain for ever.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: So much the worse for you if they do. There are, 

I submit, Sir, factions between Brahmins and non-Brahmins, and I think 
I may as well cite a case, in view of the fact that the honourable member 
Rao Bahadur Kale is laughing at the suggestion, from what I know of his 
own district, namely, Satara. I remember at one time the feud between the 
Brahmins and non-Brahmins had gone to such an extent in a certain village 
in Satara District that a complete boycott of the Brahmins was proclaimed by
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�he non-Brahmins. They could no� ge� a barber �o shave �hem ; �hey could 
no� ge� �he village Baniya �o sell �hem provisions ; �hey could no� ge� people 
�o do any service for �hem. The Brahmin had ei�her �o grow a beard or 
walk seven miles �o Sa�ara �o have a shave. So, �here are quarrels be�ween 
�he depressed classes and �he non-Brahmins.

�n  Honourable Member: They are over.
Dr. B. R. �mbedkar: Unfor�una�ely, far from being over, �hey have 

become �he order of �he day. No� only are �here quarrels amongs� �he 
Hindus �hemselves, bu� �here are quarrels be�ween �he Hindus and �he 
Mahomedans, and �hese quarrels are of no ordinary impor�ance, �hey are 
serious. I would like �he Honourable Minis�er and �he House �o consider 
whe�her a panchaya� elec�ed in an a�mosphere of �his sor� would be impar�ial 
enough �o dis�ribu�e jus�ice be�ween men of differen� cas�es and men of 
differen� creeds. Tha� is a proposi�ion, I submi�, which �he House and �he 
Honourable Minis�er should consider seriously.
The nex� ques�ion I would like �o ask is, does �he Honourable Minis�er 

expec� �ha� �he judiciary he is bringing in�o being will be an independen� 
judiciary ? Sir, wha� is his proposi�ion ? His proposi�ion is �ha� �he 
judiciary shall be elec�ed, because �ha� is wha� �he provisions for a panchaya� 
means. The panchaya� which will adminis�er jus�ice will be a panchaya� 
elec�ed by �he adul� popula�ion of �he village. I would like �o ask him 
whe�her he expec�s �ha� a judge who has �o submi� himself �o �he suffrage 
of �he masses will  no� �hink �wice before doing jus�ice, whe�her, while giving 
jus�ice he is offending �he sensibili�y of �he vo�er. Suppose �here was 
a Hindu-Mahomedan rio�; suppose a Mahomedan was brough� up before 
a panchaya� for an offence which is �riable by �he panchaya�; suppose one 
Hindu member of �he panchaya� �hough� �ha� �here was jus�ice on �he side 
of �he Mahomedan. Does �he Honourable Minis�er and does �he House 
�hink �ha� �his gen�leman, who may have �o submi� himself �o an elec�ion 
wi�hin �he course of a few mon�hs or a year, will  �hink �ha� he ough� �o do 
jus�ice �o �he Mahomedan ra�her �han keep his sea� ? Wha� will  he do ?

Dewart Bahadur D. R. Patil: A rio� case is no� �riable by a panchaya�.
Dr. B. R. �mbedkar: I am giving i� as an example ; i� may be for some 

o�her offence.
Sir, I have never seen anywhere a judiciary �ha� is elec�ed. The only 

coun�ry where we know �ha� �he judiciary is elec�ed is America, and you 
know �ha� i� has brough� judges in�o disrepu�e in all �he American Common, 
weal�h and has small jus�ice a by-word for corrup�ion. I am sure my 
honourable friend does no� wan� us �o have �ha� experimen� �ried on us. In 
view of �his, I mus� say a� once, as I do no� wish �o �respass �oo much upon 
�he �ime of �he House, �ha� I canno� accep� �he principle embodied in �he 
second par� of �he Bill, �ha� judicial powers, bo�h civil and criminal, should 
be handed over �o a panchaya�, which, in subs�ance, is an elec�ive judiciary. 
Sir, I am bound �o say, wa�ching as I have been �he affairs �ha� are going 
on in �his presidency and especially wha� is happening �o �he depressed
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classes, -that so far as we are concerned we can never consent to judicial 
affairs being administered by a panchayat. Ours is a very peculiar and, if 
I may say so, a very pitiable position. We are a small body of people, 
occupying a comer of a village. We are never looked upon as part and 
parcel of the village community. Although living in the village,zwe are all 
the same an alien body,, whose progress is looked upon with great jealousy 
by the rest of the community. My honourable friend Mr. Kamat shakes 
his head, and therefore I think I must read to him from the report of the 
State Committee, which I did not want to do. In paragraph 102 of that 
Committee’s report, the condition of the depressed classes in the village is 
described at great length. This is what the Committee say :

“ Although we have recommended various remedies to secure to the 
Depressed Classes their rights to all public utilities, we fear that there will 
be difficulties in the way of their exercising them for a long time to come. 
The first difficulty is the fear of open violence against them by the 
orthodox classes. It must be noted that the Depressed Classes form 
a small minority in every village, opposed to which is a great majority 
of the orthodox who are bent on protecting their interests and dignity 
from any supposed invasion by the Depressed Classes at any cost. The 
danger of prosecution by the Police has put a limitation upon the use 
of violence by the orthodox classes and consequently such cases are rare.

“ The second difficulty arises from the economic position in which the 
Depressed Classes are found today. The Depressed Classes have no 
economic independence in most parts of the Presidency. Some cultivate 
the lands of the orthodox classes as their tenants at will. Others live on 
their earnings as farm labourers employed by the orthodox classes and the 

• rest subsist on the food or grain given to them by the orthodox classes in 
lieu of service rendered to them as village servants. We have heard of 
numerous instances where the orthodox classes have used their economic 
power as a weapon against those Depressed Classes in their villages, when 
the latter have dared to exercise their rights, and have evicted them from 
their land, and stopped their employment and discontinued their remunera
tion as village servants. This boycott is often planned on such an 
extensive scale as to include the prevention of the Depressed Classes from 
using the commonly used paths and the stoppage of sale of the necessaries 
of life by the village Bania. According to the evidence sometimes small 
causes suffice for the proclamation of a social boycott against the 
Depressed ■ Classes. Frequently it follows on the exercise by the Depressed 
Classes of their right to the use of the common well, but cases have been 
by no means rare where a stringent boycott has been proclaimed simply 
because a Depressed Class man has put on the sacred thread, has bought 
a piece of land, has put on good clothes or ornaments, or has carried 
a marriage procession with a bridegroom on the horse through the public 
street.”

That Sir, is our position. We are a besieged people, so to say, and I cannot
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�llow,  �nd I c�nnot �onsent to so mu�h judici�l power, both civil �nd 
crimin�l  to be h�nded over to �  people who �re perpetu�lly in �n org�nised 
conspir�cy to defect our �ims �nd objects.

An Honourable Member: No, no.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I perfectly symp�thise with the Honour�ble 
Minister’s underlying purpose. If I h�ve understood him correctly, �ll  th�t  
he w�nts is th�t the vill�gers should get justice che�ply, �nd it should be 
more e�sily �ccessible to them. I believe th�t is the underlying motive he 
h�s for the judici�l  provisions he h�s m�de in his Bill. If th�t is so, then 
I think th�t there is �  better method of doing th�t. It is not necess�ry to 
give the judici�l  powers to the vill�ge p�nch�y�ts. We h�ve �lre�dy  in 
existence wh�t �re c�lled honor�ry bench m�gistr�tes in towns; It should be 
perfectly possible to extend th�t  system whereby we c�n divide e�ch district 
into judici�l  circles extending over �n �re�  of two or three miles suited to 
convenience, �nd for Government to nomin�te—I emph�sise the word 
“nomin�te”—three or more persons to disch�rge the judici�l  functions in 
th�t circle. These three gentlemen would on one d�y sit �s m�gistr�tes to 
de�l with crimin�l  c�ses �nd on �nother d�y they will sit �s civil judges to 
try civil c�ses. By this method, you will secure che�p justice, e�sy justice, 
�t  the s�me time you will secure �  judici�ry  th�t will be independent of 
loc�l influence, �  judici�ry  th�t will be free from the dis�dv�nt�ges of �n  
elective system. I think, Sir, this ought to s�tisfy the requirements of the 
c�se. At �ny r�te, I h�ve to m�ke it pl�in  th�t, if the Honour�ble Minister 
insists th�t the Bill be put through �s it is with �ll  the provisions in it, 
especi�lly those provisions which he reg�rds �s m�tters of principles, 
I must s�y th�t  I sh�ll oppose this Bill. (Appl�use.)

* * *
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� omination  of  Depressed  Classes  on  Fanchayat

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Mr. President, I must congratulate the Honourable 
Minister in charge of this Bill for having brought this amendment, belated 
as it is, which seeks to do some justice to the two great minorities of this 
province. Grateful as I am to the Minister I feel I must support the 
amendment of my honourable friend Mr. Mitha. I do not know what has 
passed on the floor of this House before 1 came in between the Honourable 
Minister for Local Self-Government and my honourable friends who are 
sitting on the front opposition bench. But I understand that they have 
no objection to the amendment as worded by the Honourable Minister for 
Local Self-Government that if the amendment stood in the terms in which he 
had proposed it, the opposition, without much lament would accept it.

�ow  Sir, if that is the position, then I do not understand what difficulty  
can the honourable members of the opposition have in order to accept the 
amendment proposed by my honourable friend Mr. Mitha. Sir, as I under-
stand the position of the Honourable Minister and my friend Mr. Mitha 
the difference seems to me to be of a very minor character. The Honourable 
Minister for Local Self-Government has stated his amendment in general 
terms. He wants to impose an obligation upon the Collector in the matter 
of exercising his discretion in making provision for the appointment to the 
village bench of members of minority communities. That obligation he 
chooses to state in the general terms in the name of minorities whoever they 
may be. My honourable friend Mr. Mitha has gone a step further and 
stated that in doing so, the Collector should specifically bear in mind the

*B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XXXVII,  pp. 323-24, dated 10th February 1933.
Honourable Six Rustom J. Vakil moved an amendment to clause 37(2) of the 

Village Panchayats Act, seeking just and proper representation of minority communities 
in the village on a village bench. _

To this amendment, Mr. Mahomed Suleman Cassum Mitha moved another amend-
ment which reads as under : —

“  Provided that when any such class consists of Mahomedans or members of the 
depressed classes the Collector shall appoint at least one Mahomcdan or one member 
of the depressed classes, as the case may be, a member of the village bench. ” . 
Dr. Ambedkar rose to support this amendment of Mr. Mitha.
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Mahomedans and the Depressed Classes. Sir, I do not understand why the 
Honourable members who accept the amendment in general terms should 
object to the particularisation of that amendment. Do they think or do they 
not think there are minorities in this province, and the Honourable Minister’s 
proviso is intended to safeguard the interests of these minorities ? if the 
minorities are there, then what is the harm if those minorities are 
specifically named in a clause ? If the general amendment is accepted that 
the minorities ought to be protected and if we, by our common knowledge 
of affairs in this Presidency, know that in every village if there are no other 
minorities, there are certainly the depressed classes and the Mahomedans. 
I do not quite understand what -objection there can be if these particular 
minorities were mentioned in the clause itself. Either let us be honest and 
say that we do not see why any such clause giving special rights and 
special protection is necessary, or admit that there are communities which 
need special protection, and, if we mean business, let us specify the 
community that needs protection.

�ao  Bahadur G. K. Chitale : What is that protection ?
Dr. B. �.  Ambedkar: There ought to be no half-way halting house if  

we are honest in meeting the situation as it is.
Sir, the last speaker, honourable member Rao Bahadur Chitale, urged 

two propositions. First of all, he said that in accepting the amendment 
proposed by my honourable friend Mr. Mitha we shall be disfiguring the 
statute. Well, Sir, I would like to remind my honourable friend that this is 
a cry which is too late. We shall have a constitution not for this province, 
nor for that province, but a constitution for every ’ province, a constitution 
for the whole of India, which will have recognised this principle in as clear 
terms as we can think Qf.

Honourable Members: “  Hear �  ”
Dr. B. �.  Ambedkar: It is too late. The plea which has been urged by 

my honourable friend in this House is a plea which has been urged by 
many stalwarts in the Round Table Conference, and we know, Sir, that 
they all came to grief, not only they came to grief but they almost ended 
in wrecking the constitution. If I may speak from personal experience, if  
there is anything that brought disaster on the Round Table Conference, it 
is the academic attitude of these stalwarts.

Sir, India is not Europe. England is not India. England does not know 
caste system. We do. Consequently the political arrangement that may suit 
England can never suit us. Let us recognise that fact. And I would go one 
step further, Sir in saying that, whatever other students of Indian politics 
may say, I maintain the proposition that if there is any good in the Indian 
Constitution that is going to come, it is the recognition of the principle of 
communal representation.

Honourable Members: “  Hear, hear ! ”
Dr. B. �.  Ambedkar: I am not ashamed of what I am saying. I know', 

and I am saying, that it is going to be one of the best parts of the Indian
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�onstitution. We do not want, I do not want, the mere right-to go to the 
ballot box and not knowing who is my representative, or if there is going 
to be any representative to represent me at all. I want a system in which 
not only I will have a right to go to the ballot box, but I will  have a right 
to have a body of people belonging to my own class who will  be inside the 
House, not only discuss matters but take part in deciding issues. I say, 
therefore, that communal representation is not a vicious thing, it is not 
a poison, it is the best arrangement that can be made for the safety and 
security of the different classes in this country. I do not call it a disfiguring 

of the constitution. I call it..............
Dr. �.  K. Dixit: Decoration.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Yes, decoration of the constitution. Then my 

honourable friend asks, • should we admit this principle in the judiciary ? 
Well, if my honourable friend can assure me that the existing judiciary is 
not without its communal bias, that, the Brahmin judge, when he sits to 
adjudicate upon issues between a Brahmin defendant and a Brahmin 
plaintiff, he decides as a mere judge I perhaps would be inclined to consider 
his proposition favourably. But I know what sort of judiciary we have. 
If my honourable friend and if this House had the patience, I could reel 
off heaps of stories where 1 know to my knowledge that the judiciary has 
abused and prostituted its position.

(Honourable �embers Oh ! Oh !)
It is because we are not certain that what they call the village folk, 

the folk who are bound together by ties of blood, by ties of kith and kin, 
will not make a conspiracy to utilise the political and judicial power 
that they will  get to put down the other classes that we want this provision. 

Sir, I have no doubt at all that this is one of the best provisions that 
we can have in the constitution, and I whole heartedly support the 
amendment of my honourable friend Mr. Mitha.

*****

^Rao Bahadur R. R. Kale : ....... Then Sir, I do object to the remarks of
my honourable friend Dr. Ambedkar with regard to the judiciary of this 
presidency. It pained me certainly to hear him say that he questioned the 
bona fides and straightforwardness of our judiciary, which has been 
proclaimed even by the Privy �ouncil  to be second to none, when matters 
went to that Tribunal ........... It has been held by the highest tribunal in the
land, namely, the Privy �ouncil  in its judgments from time to time, as 
being the best judiciary in the whole of the World.

An Honourable �ember : In the whole world ?
Rao Bahadur R. R. Kale: Yes, in the whole world. My point is that it 

is certainly a serious slander to say that the judiciary is influenced by 
communal considerations. It pained me very much when I heard my 

tB.L.�.  Debates, Vol. XXXVII,  pp. 326-27, dated 10th February 1933.
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�onourable friend Dr. Ambedkar say “ I know w�at sort of a judiciary we 
�ave, t�ey are guided by communal considerations in disposing of eases.
�oulavi  Sir Rafiuddin Ahmed: By w�om is it uttered ?
Rao Bahadur R. R. Kale: By t�e Honourable member Dr. Ambedkar. 
�oulavi  Sir Rafiuddin Ahmed: Your brot�er-in-law. and a Hindu.
Rao Bahadur R. R. Kale : W�at do you mean by “  brot�er-in-law ” ?

He may be even my fat�er or my son. I certainly would detest suc� an 
accusation coming from any one in t�is  House. He may be my brot�er-in- 
law, or my fat�er, or my son. I say I do not care. I do really feel for suc� 
an aspersion being t�rown on t�e w�ole body of t�e judiciary in t�is  
privileged place, w�en t�ey are not �ere to defend t�emselves. I do not know 
w�at judicial experience my �onourable friend Dr. Ambedkar �as. He may 
�ave some experience, but over 40 years’ experience stands to my credit, and 
I can and do say t�at from t�e lowest to t�e �ig�est  tribunal, including t�e  
Hig�  Court, including t�e sub-courts, 1 �ave not been able to come across 
any communal bias in t�e decision of a case w�en t�e case comes before 
a judge. T�erefore. I do demur to t�e proposition put forward by my 
�onourable friend. I can understand t�e mentality of men of Dr. Ambedkar’s 
persuasion—w�y t�ey want even on t�e village benc� a parti.ulars 
community to be represented. T�at s�ows t�eir  mental attitude.
�r.  L. R. Gokhale (Poona City): T�e  �onourable member Dr. Ambedkar 

was �ere and I am sorry �e �as gone .......... I am surprised to find t�at
t�e �onourable members on t�e opposite benc�es w�o belong to t�e  
judiciary did not speak a word of protest w�en t�e sub-judges are maligned 
to t�eir  very face in t�is  Honourable House.
�r.  B. S. Kamat: Before I come to �is point, Sir, I must say t�at  

w�et�er  �is services on t�is afternoon were requisitioned for a specific 
purpose for t�e occasion, or w�et�er  it was by a very �appy coincidence 
t�at  �e came in t�is  House,—I am not concerned w�ic�  was t�e fact,—I do 
t�ink  t�at, taking Parliamentary practice as it is, it is not fair for a speaker 
to disappear from t�e House, to fit across like a comet from t�e �orison 
wit�out listening to t�e ot�er side of t�e House. T�is is entirly contrary 
to Parliamentary etiquette and unsportsman-like in spirit ...........

*****
Saturday, 11th February, 1933
fRao Bahadur G. K. Ch..ale (Ahmadnagar District) : (While raising a point 

of order) Sir,...... yesterday’s attack of my Honourable friend Dr. Ambedkar
on t�e Bra�min judiciary as a class is an instance w�ic�  I �ave not yet 
met wit�in  any of t�ese Councils t�oug�  t�ey �ave been exercising t�ose 
rig�ts for about 12 years. Under t�ese circumstances, if it is open to 
slander a class, I s�ould t�ink  t�at t�is  side—t�e ot�er side may note—it 
will make it a point to launc� an attack on individual officers coming out 
of t�e minorities. I s�ould t�erefore t�ink,  Sir, t�at an aut�oritative ruling
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is absolutely necessary in this respect because � was really pained to see 
the treasury benches or the Government benches, in whose hands the honour 
of their own servants is concerned, were mute absolutely.

�he Honourable Mr. R. D. Bell: Sir, .......... Before therefore, the
discussion goes any further, if there is to be any discussion, � think the 
House should know' the exact words which the honourable member 
Dr. Ambedkar said.

Moulavi Sir Rafiuddin Ahmed : Sir, as this discussion will  have a bearing 
on the presence of the honourable member Dr. Ainbedkar, if this debate 
takes place when he is present here, that would be very relevant.

�he Honourable the President: ...... The suggestion made by the honour-
able member Sir Rafiuddin Ahmed cannot be accepted and the House cannot 
wait till the honourable member Dr. Ambedkar is in the House, which is 
very uncertain factor. So that cannot be ; but in the meanwhile � think it 
would be preferable that we should go by the exact words of the speech and 
then the House will  be in a better position to decide one way or the other.

Reads. ' what is reported to have said yesterday ’ .
�he Honourable Mr. R. D. Bell: Mr. President, it must be the case 

that the Honourable Member Dr. Ambedkar has not yet seen the type-
script of his speech and therefore fully share the regret expressed by the 
honourable member Mr. Kamat and yourself that he was present neither 
yesterday nor this morning in order to give himself, in fairness to himself 
the opportunity of explaining these words.

Then he defends how ‘ the Government have full and complete confidence 
in the Judiciary.’

�he Honourable the President: � am glad that the Honourable the Home 
Member has made the statement. After the fullest statement made by the 
Honourable the Home Member the House has nothing further to take 
cognizance of.

� now add that it is certainly very objectionable and unparliamentary and 
unfair to any Department or service. � personally believe that honourable 
members who have the command of language, or believe that they have 
the gift of delivery may, in the flourish of the moment, go very much 
further than they should go, and regret afterwards at leisure. As the 
Honourable the Home Member pointed out evidently the honourable 
Member Dr. Ambedkar has not read the transcript of his statement yet. �f  
he reads it, he would, � am sure feel, or ought to feel, as the whole House 
does. 1 myself would warn honourable members of this House that it is 
highly unparliamentary to make a general condemnation, a wholesale of 
a highly respected service like the judiciary. � think the honourable member 
was wrong, and the point raised will �k * of considerable utility to the House 
for its guidance in future. � share the opinions expressed both on the 
Government side and the other side of the House (Applause).
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Statement by Dr. Ambedkar Re : His Speech

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Mr. President, I crave your permission to offer my 
explanation with regard to the point of order that was raised by my 
Honourable friend Rao Bahadur Chitale on Saturday last as to the propriety 
of certain remarks that were alleged to have been made by me in the course 
of my speech on Friday last in connection with the amendment moved by 
my honourable friend Mr. Mitha. Sir, I was very anxious to offer this 
explanation on Saturday when the point was raised. But I could not obtain 
from the office, copies of the transcript of my speech and the statements 
made by honourable members in connection with the point of order. I was 
told by the office that it would not be possible for them to hand over the 
transcript to me before the Council rose. Consequently I was obliged to 
postpone my explanation till this hour.

I regret very much that this point of order should have been raised without 
first ascertaining whether I accepted the transcript as a correct record of 
what I said. It is one of the elementary principles of justice, I submit, Sir, in 
all humility, that no conclusion should be drawn, unless the facts on which 
it is going to be founded, are first ascertained. I am sorry I was not allowed 
the benefit of this rule. It was stated, on the basis of the argument urged 
by my honourable friend Mr. Kamat, that I was not entitled to this courtesy 
on the ground that my sudden departure on Friday, after making a speech, 
was a violation of the rules of Parliamentary etiquette. With regard to the 
rules of etiquette one must ever be ready to learn from the honourable 
member Mr. Kamat who as we all know belongs to that most ancient and 
honourable order of Indian politicians, the Liberals, and who has grown 
grey in Parliamentary life. In this particular case, I venture to say that the rule 
of etiquette relied upon cannot apply. If I have understood the rule correctly, 
it lays down that a member should not leave the House after his speech 
but should wait to hear the reply and it applies only when the member has 
in the course of his speech attacked another member of the House 
individually and personally. It does not extend in my opinion, to a case 
where a member has urged general arguments based on generally known facts.
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�o  extended, I submit, �ir,  that the rule would require that every member 
who has ta.ken part in the debate must continue to be present at all times 
till the question is put and listen to every speech in the debate. I had not 
questioned the honourable member Mr. Kamat, or for the matter of that, 
any other honourable member of the House and as I had nothing to hear in 
reply I did not feel bound to sit, because I had an important engagement 
to fulfil. Another reason why I was not allowed the benefit of the rule of 
not condemning without hearing was that I was not a full-time member and 
that no body would be certain when I would be present. I bow to the 
opinion expressed therein. I must confess perhaps that I am more regular in 
my irregularity in attendance, although measured in terms of utility I do say 
that whatever work I have been able to do as a member of this House 
either inside or outside it will not fall below parity. Whether I am regular 
or irregular, that is not the point. The point is, in my opinion, why did not 
the honourable member raise the issue immediately whil.e I was speaking ? 
If I understand the procedure correctly for raising a point of order, the 
procedure must be that a member who wants to complain must draw the 
attention of the President at the moment when the alleged violation of the 
order occurs. It is therefore strange to my mind that the aggrieved party 
should do nothing at the moment, sleep over the night, give vent to his 
grievances the next morning without notice, and then complain that the 
delinquent is not present in the box. A fair and correct procedure for the 
honourable member was to have immediately raised the point of order just 
when I was speaking or in fairness he was bound to give notice.
With regard to the substance of the point of order, 1 must state at once 

that I do not accept the transcript as a correct record of what I said. The 
transcript as it stands reads as if I was accusing the whole judiciary 
wholesale, which certainly was not my intention nor my purpose. The 
transcript reads—

“  The Brahmin Judge, when he sits to adjudicate upon issues between 
a Brahmin plaintiff and a Brahmin defendant, he decides as a mere 
Judge ” etc.
This is incorrect, I was not referring to the case in which the Brahmins 

were parties to a dispute. I was referring to the cases in which the parties 
were Brahmins and non-Brahmins. Again the words “  without a communal 
bias ” after the words “  decides as a mere judge ” are left out. �econdly, my 
important words of limitation have been left out from the sentence—

“ The judiciary has abused and prostituted its position.”
What I said was that the judiciary has in such matters abused and 

prostituted its position. From these corrections it would be evident that 
I had no intention to pass any censure on the judiciary enbloc, nor did 
I intend to pass judgment on its conduct wholesale. �econdly I had no 
intention to pass any adverse remarks on Brahmins as such in the judicial 
service. Indeed, I go further and say that, when I referred to the Brahmin 
judiciary, it was not with a view to single them out for special condemna-
tion. I was dealing with the issue generally and I used the Brahmins by 
way of illustration. That is evident from the fact that in the last of my 
speech, I speak of the judiciary in general without particularising any single
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element in its composition. What is therefore important is for the purpose 
of the argument I was making, it was qui^e unnecessary for me to condemn 
the judiciary as a whole or to single out any particular element in it for 
special notice. I was replying to the point raised by the honourable member 
Rao Bahadur Chitale whether the judiciary has or has not communal bias. 
My reply to him was that as a consequence of the social system we were 
living under communal bias was a necessary consequence, I spoke of the 
Brahmin judge by way of illustration, because I was replying to an opponent 
who happened to be a Brahmin. If my opponent was a non-Brahmin or 
a Mahomedan, I would not have hesitated to refer to them. I do not know, 
Sir, whether you think that a statement alleging that the judiciary exhibits 
communal bias in communal cases is an unfair statement. I leave it to you 
and this House. All that I would say is that it is a premise which is 
recognised even by the Criminal Procedure Code. We have a section in the 
Criminal Procedure Code which permits parties to ask for a transfer on 
the ground that the judge has bias. We have a provision in the Criminal 
Procedure Code which prohibits a judge from entertaining a case in which 
he has interest. Secondly, this view, namely, that the judiciary has bias, may 
exhibit a communal bias in the issues of a communal character is recognised 
in the Bill itself. Most of the honourable members will remember that the 
Bill  was originally based on the principle that the whole of the village bench 
should be the elected panchayat. It was in the course of the first reading 
I urged that it was not a proper principle to base the constitution of 
a judiciary and in response to that I believe a change was made in that part 
of the judiciary should be nominated. I regard that, Sir, as an evidence of 
the fact that communal bias is there. Lastly even the honourable member 
who raised the point of order seems to recognise what I am saying in his 
speech on the point of order. He threatened the Honourable the Home 
Member in these ominous words : “  If the Honourable Home Member did 
not repudiate me,” the honourable member would make it a point to launch 
an attack on individual officers coming out of the minority communities— 
a performance which he could not enact, unless he was certain of the 
existence of the facts I have referred to. The thing that pained my 
honourable friend is not the point I was making but the particular 
illustration I gave. If I had illustrated my point by citing a Mussalman or 
a non-Brahmin, the point of order would not have been raised. Probably 
I would have been lavishly praised. That is all I have to say.
After the statement on �3th February �933 by Dr. Ambedkar, the 

Honourable the President explained the criticism in Ambedkar’s speech, 
discussed etiquettes in the Council, the merits of the speech, and 
concluded : —

“  I have nothing further to say. The explanation given by the 
honourable member must be accepted, that it was not a general condem-
nation of the whole of the judiciary that he meant, but that it was an 
attempt to point out that there were instances in which communal bias 
had appeared in judicial courts also.”

� � �
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�r.  B. R. Ambedkar : Sir, may I have a word of explanation ? I have not 
followed what you said. I understood you to say that at the third reading 
of a Bill an honourable member could not oppose the Bill on a point, if 
that point was not taken or if he was defeated on that point at the second 
reading. Am I correct ? If a point was not taken at the second reading, 
or if on a particular issue, at the second reading, a particular member or 
a minority was defeated in this House, the same minority could not oppose 
the third reading of the Bill on the same point. Is that it, Sir ?

The honourable the President: No, no. The honourable member was not 
here when 1 gave my ruling when for the first time the occasion arose some 
days ago in this session. I shall repeat it for his benefit. The honourable 
member, as a constitutional lawyer, knows very well that there are three 
readings given to a Bill. There is the first stage of the Bill, namely, the first 
reading, when the principles of the Bill are discussed. After that, if the Bill is 
referred to a select committee, the House is in a position to criticise the Bill 
as it emerges out of the select committee, or if it is not referred to a select 
committee, at the second reading when the Bill is taken up clause by clause, 
changes are made. All those steps that honourable members have got to take 
they can take at the second reading. Now there may be other honourable 
members like the honourable member himself. He was not present perhaps 
throughout the second reading of this Bill. He now comes at the third 
reading. He can oppose the Bill if the features of the Bill as it passed 
from the first reading to the second reading have been changed at the 
clause by clause reading stage and he takes objection to it. Then he can 
oppose the third reading at the third stage, pointing to certain features which 
have come into existence at the second reading which are objectionable to 
him. That is all. Otherwise, the three stages would lose their significance. 
At the close of each stage, when the question is put, honourable members 
who are opposed to the measure can oppose it at every stage, provided they 
confine themselves at the first reading to the principles, at the second 
reading to the details, and at the third reading to the changes in the various 
aspects of the Bill which have been made since and r/hich are objectionable. 
That is my ruling, I do not prevent any honourable member from opposing 
the third reading. For instance, there was the honourable member Rao Saheb 
Kulkami. He had tabled several amendments which were defeated, and he
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�as opposed t�e t�ird  reading on t�ose very grounds again. He said t�at �e  
opposed t�e Bill because it does not go far enoug�, t�at �e �ad tabled 
amendments w�ic�  were defeated or not taken into consideration, and t�at  
�e now, at t�e t�ird  reading, opposed it because it is not quite satisfactory 
from �is  point of view. Similarly, any �onourable member, w�et�er  �e �as 
tabled any amendments or not, can oppose it at t�e t�ird  reading, but �e  
must confine �imself  to t�e  c�anges made or not made in t�e second reading, 
and not go back to t�e first reading and evoke t�e same discussion over 
again as regards t�e general principles, for w�ic�  t�e proper time was t�e  
first reading stage.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I suppose, Sir, your remarks are confined to t�e  
use of t�e arguments, and not t�e points. I s�ajl put it in a different manner. 
Suppose, for instance, I take my own case. I oppose t�e Bill on certain 
principles. I say t�at t�e principles on w�ic�  t�is  Bill is based are wrong, 
and t�at t�e House by a majority carried t�e Bill is against me and against 
t�ose �onourable members w�o s�are my views. Am I not entitled to 
oppose t�e t�ird  reading of t�is  Bill because t�e Bill retains t�e principles 
w�ic�  I opposed at t�e first reading ?

The Honourable the President: No, t�at is my ruling. T�e �onourable 
member cannot do it, and �e would not be wit�in  �is  rig�ts to do it, because 
�e �ad opportunity to do t�at before t�e t�ird  reading.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Going a bit furt�er, suppose I was also defeated 
at t�e second reading of t�e Bill, and t�e House still carried t�e Bill wit�  
t�e original principles embodied in it, would I not be entitled to oppose t�e  
t�ird  reading of t�e Bill, on t�e ground t�at t�e provisions to w�ic�  
I am opposed are still retained in t�e Bill  ?

The Honourable the President: No, I will  stick to my ruling. He cannot 
do it, because �e �ad �is views laid before t�e House and t�e majority 
decided against �im.  We are now at t�e  stage of t�e  t�ird  reading. Ot�erwise, 
t�e t�ree stages would �ave no significance.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: After your ruling, Sir, t�e only t�ing for t�e  
minorities w�o �ave opposed t�e Bill at all stages is to vote against it. 
Ot�erwise, it would be t�at if t�e majority decided t�at it was a good t�ing  
and t�e minority opposed it, t�e minority would �ave no opportunity of 
recording its objection.

The Honourable the President: T�at is perfectly rig�t.  T�e minority is 
entitled to vote against t�e t�ird reading of t�e Bill. T�ey can go to 
a division and record t�eir  vote against it. But to raise a debate on matters 
w�ic�  �ave been decided at t�e first reading would be wrong.

�r  B. R. Ambedkar: Exactly, Sir. Your proposition does not lead to 
t�e conclusion t�at our rig�ts are debarred.

The Honourable the President: No, t�at is rig�t.
* * *
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�r.  B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City): Mr. Speaker, having signed the 
Poona Pact, I am, of course, entirely out of court in discussing the subject 
of separate electorates. Therefore, I am not going into that part of the 
Bill which deals with the method of representation to be devised for the 
different minorities for which provision is made in this Bill. Perhaps, it will  
be justifiable for me if I mention from what angle of vision I look at this 
very thorny question of joint versus separate electorates. Sir, the way 
I look at it is this. What is to be the effect of joint electorates, supposing 
that it was introduced for the different minorities ? What will happen, as 
I see, is this. One day in five years when the elections will come, a Hindu 
and a Mahomedian may go together to a common polling booth. I do not 
see what else can happen, as a result of joint electorates. (Interruption). 
Please allow me to go into the rest of the five years. When there are no 
elections, the Mahomedan community—I am taking that as an illustration— 
will  believe in a separate life, a compartmental life to itself. I do not see that, 
as a result of joint electorates, the Mahomedans and the Hindus will come 
to live together in the same chawl. I do not see, as a result of joint electorates, 
that Mahomedans and Hindus will begin to inter-marry. I do not see, as 
a result of joint electorates, Hindus and Mahomedans will inter-dine. 
Sir, I take this opportunity to say deliberately that, if we want to build up 
unity, it is not by devising a day, however sacred that day may be, when 
both Hindus and Mahomedans will  come to the same polling booth. If we 
want really to devise some means to build up unity, what we should do is 
to break up the social barrier. I say that in this matter the lead has to be 
taken up by the Hindu community, because they are a very exclusive 
community. If other communities live a separate life, it is because the Hindu 
community regards certain interests as its own interests and the fault is 
entirely due to the Hindu community. I say, therefore, deliberately that there 
is no trse playing with this problem by putting forth a scheme which is 
ineffectual and which will have no operation except for one day which may 
come in the course of five years or three years. There is no use ; and nothing 
will happen as a result of this. You may try it. I request my Mahomedan
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friends to grant them this opportunity and see if any particular protection 
will give an opportunity for the two communities not to remain apart. 
I cannot hold a brief for separate electorates having signed the Poona Pact.
I will turn now to the other aspects of the Bill and begin by saying that 

the Bill, so far as it goes, certainly marks a stage in advance from where 
we are standing. But there is nothing which I find in the Bill itself. It is an 
empty shell. It contains nothing. But for the speech of the Honourable 
Minister giving what be proposed to do with regard to the reorganisation of 
local bodies, we would certainly have known nothing from the Bill as it is. 
All that the Bill says is that the Government will be given the power to 
make rules for this and for that. Beyond that, what is there in the Bill  ? 
If the statement of objects and reasons was not attached to this Bill, we 
would not have even known what was the principle Government were going 
to adopt in providing for representation of the different minorities. I say it 
deliberately that the questions are constitutional questions. It is not 
a question of carrying ordinary legislation into died where it lias been 
the practice now, almost sanctified, that Government should be allowed 
to carry out the policy by rules. We are delegating part of our authority 
to Government to do something. We are delegating part of our taxing 
power to them. We are delegating to them the authority of making 
elective representation. I submit most deliberately that it is a constitutional 
question and as such ought to be settled in all its details in this House and 
ought not to be left to the sweet will of the executive. Take the example of 
the Government of India Act. What docs this Bill deal with ? This Bill  
deals with franchise, deals with the communities that are to get representa-
tion, deals with constituencies and deals with the method of voting. Look 
at the Government of India Act. What does it do ? Has it left the number 
of seats to the minorities to the sweet will of the executive ? Has it left the 
question of dividing constituencies to the sweet will of the executive ? Has 
it left the method of voting to the sweet will of the executive ? Nothing of 
the kind. All that has been done by Orders in Council which are as much 
part of the Government of India Act as the Government of India Act itself. 
It is necessary that we should do things in the way in which constitutional 
things are required to be done. This is my first submission with regard to 
this Bill.
As regards other matters, the first thing I should like to know from the 

Honourable Minister in charge of the Bill is this. He has very graciously 
said in the statement of objects and reasons that the principle which he 
wishes to follow in allotting seats for the different minorities is the principle 
of population. I am grateful to him for that. But I do want to ask him that, 
if that is the principle on which he proposes to allot seats for the different 
minorities, why he should not embody the principle in the section itself. 
What guarantee is there that we will get the benefit of the principle stated 
in the statement of objects and reasons ? We do not want charity. We want 
our rights which we do not want to leave to the sweet will of the executive.
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We want it to be definitely laid down by law. The second thing with which 
we are materially concerned is the question of system of constituency. 
I am most concerned about my honourable friend who could not come in as 
an M L. A. I want to know what the system of constituency is in the matter 
of consti'.u'ion of these boards. Is it to be a single member constituency or is 
it to be a plural member constituency ? Nothing is stated even in the state-
ment of objects and reasons. Why is that ? If the executive wishes that 
hereafter they should adopt the system of single member constituency, then 
we ought to know, because that would decide whether we are to vote for 
this Bill  or vote against it. That has not been done.

The third thing with which I am most concerned is the question of voting 
system. Is the voting system to be cumulative system of voting or is it to 
be distributive system of voting ? That again has not been made clear. I like 
all these matters to be made clear and definite on the floor of the House. 
I hope the Honourable Minister will reply to all the querries I have 
made and embody those principles I have mentioned in the Bill  itself, so 
that we may know what our rights are. In this Bill everything is sought, 
to be done by rules, but the Honourable Minister does not even propose 
to place these rules on the floor of the House, so that the House may 
know what exactly the executive has done. That is the least bit that can 
be done with regard to this Bill. I do not want to repeat what � have 
already stated. I regard it as solely and purely a constitutional question. It is 
a question of according a constitution for the local authority which is 
endowed with legal authority to do certain things, even to penalise the 
people by tax. Surely, before we can give these powers to the executive, 
the executive should agree to place on the floor of this House what they 
have done by way of using the powers which they ask us to confer upon 
them. I content myself with these remarks at this stage.

� � �
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�r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�Sir,�I�would�like�to�ask�whether�the�mover�of�the�
amendment�has�voted�in�this�division,�if�you�can�tell�from�the�report�that�
has�been�submitted�to�you�?

The Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher:�May�I�know�whether�it�is�the�right�of�
any�honourable�member�to�know�in�what�particular�way�a�person�has�
voted�?

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�The�reason�why�divisions�are�called�is�because�
not�only�the�House�but�the�public�at�large�should�know�how�members�have�
voted.

The Honourable the Speaker:�I�cannot�be�expected�to�read�the�list�of�
all�members�who�have�voted,�just�for�the�information�of�one�honourable�
member.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�This�House�is�entitled�to�know�on�which�side�the�
honourable�mover�of�the�amendment�has�voted,�because�I�think�I�may�say�
that�the�House�is�entitled�to�know�whether�any�particular�member�has�
abused�the�process�of�this�House.

The Honourable the Speaker:�I�think�that,�in�the�light�of�what�has�
fallen�from�the�honourable�member�Dr.�Ambedkar,�before�I�give�out�the�
name,�I�must�clarify�the�position�and�it�is�this;�that�the�mover�of�the�
amendment,�Mr.�Phadake,�moved�his�amendment�from�the�point�of�view�of�
abolition�of�separate�electorates�for�the�Muhammadan�community.�The�
same�amendment�was�tabled�by�the�honourable�member�Mr.�Chundrigar�
with�the�object�of�doing�away�with�the�option�which�the�Bill �proposes�to�
give�to�the�Muhammadan�community�keeping�intact�the�separate�electorates.�
So,�in�this�particular�instance�what�has�happened�is�that�though�the�amend-
ments�in�form�and�wording,�of�both�these�honourable�members�have�been�
the�same,�the�object�of�each�was�different�It�was�only�an�accident�that�the�
honourable�member�Mr.�Phadake’s�amendment�came�to�be�taken�up�for�
discussion�and�therefore�the�honourable�member�Mr.�Chundrigar�was�not�
able�to�move�his�amendment�If�the�honourable�member�Mr.�Chundrigar’s�
amendment�had�been�moved,�the�honourable�member�Mr.�Phadake’s�
amendment�would�not�have�been�moved,�and�perhaps�the�difficulty�which

’ B.L.A.�Debates,�Vol.�2,�pp.�501-02,�dated�22nd�January�1938.
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the honourable member Mr. Phadake might be deemed to have been placed 
in at present, might have been felt by the honourable member Mr. Chun- 
drigar. So, with this explanation, I think I shall say, on referring to the 
division list, whether the honourable member Mr. Phadake has voted at all 
and, if so, whether he has voted for the Ayes or for the Noes.

�r.  Ismail I. Chundrigar: May I clear a possible misunderstanding, 
Sir ? It is not correct to say that I did not move my amendment. As a. matter 
of fact, Sir, you ruled that it was not necessary for me to move my amend-
ment as an amendment in the same words was already moved by the 
honourable member Mr. Phadake.

The Honourable the Speaker: I did not intend to say that the 
honourable member Mr. Chundrigar declined to move or that he was not 
anxious to move his amendment. Not that. He was anxious to move ; but it 
has been the practice in this House that when the same motion is moved by 
a number of members, only one moves it for the sake of convenience ; not 
that Mr. Chundrigar declined to move it.
Now, I find that the honourable member Mr. Phadake, the mover of the 

amendment, I again repeat, with the object of the abolition of separate 
electorates, and having found that his first amendment was lost and that 
separate electorates do continue, has voted against the amendment.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I would like to ask one more question and ask 
your ruling in the matter, whether it is open to a member of the House, 
who has moved an amendment, to vote against it.

The Honourable the Speaker: I think the point to my mind is obvious. 
It is always open to a person to change his mind up to the last (Laughter).

* * * * *

+Dr. B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City): I am very sorry, but I think 
I cannot help saying that this is a matter on which the wishes of this group 
ought to have prevailed with Government. Nobody would have been hurt, 
the interests of the country would not have been injured if the amendment 
moved by my honourable friend Mr. Gaikwad had been accepted. In 
view of the fact that Government wishes to use its majority in a tyrannical 
manner, I am afraid we must show our dissatisfaction by walking out 
in a body and not participating further in the day’s proceedings.

The Honourable �r.  B. G. Kher: I hope the honourable member 
(Dr. Ambedkar) will give me an opportunity of saying a few words.
It is a very sad commentary that feeling in this country, where even the 

slightest question of caste or creed is concerned, is so very touchy. As the 
honourable the Leader of the Independent Labour Party knows, since a long 
time an attempt has been made to take away from currency in our language 
the words “  Asprishya ” , because the very idea is a reminder of the most 
painful associations, of what has been universally now admitted to be a stain 
on Hinduism. I quite agree with the honourable member Mr. Gaikwad

fB.L.A. Debates, Vol. 2, pp. 5�0-�2,  dated 22nd January �938.
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�ha� by merely changing �he name we will no� achieve �his objec�. The 
presen� sec�ion is an a��emp� in �ha� direc�ion. To remove �he ques�ion of 
un�ouchabili�y. We �ried an al�erna�ive expression; we wan�ed �o say 
“  Parishish�a Varga ” , Bu� “  Parishish�a Varga ” is �he �ransla�ion of 
�he English expression “  Scheduled class ” , and we �hough� �ha� “  Parishis�a 
Varga ” would be a very inappropria�e expression �o in�roduce in�o 
�he Mara�hi language. If ins�ead of using �he English expression 
“  Scheduled Classes ” , we wan�ed �o have a synonym for �ha� expression, 
we had �o accep� �his expression “  Parishish�a Varga ” as �he only 
al�erna�ive �o deno�e wha� class was mean�. I can qui�e unders�and, 
feeling as �hey do, �ha� �hey do no� like any a��emp� �o differen�ia�e �hem 
from �he res� of �he Hindus, bu� even for �he purpose of legisla�ion, �o 
achieve �his resul� even for be��ering �he condi�ion of �his class, we have �o 
designa�e �hem as apar� from �he o�her Hindus—we may call �hem 
Asprishya or by any o�her name, and �he fewer �he expressions we use �o 
differen�ia�e and classify as differen� such a large body of Hindus �he be��er; 
bu� I know �ha� since �he las� 4 or 5 years �he word “  Harijan ” has now 
gained a currency in �he whole if no� in �he whole of �he coun�ry, a� leas� 
in many par�s of �he coun�ry. This is an a��emp� �o subs�i�u�e a word for �he 
expression “  scheduled class ” which ough� �o have me� wi�h �he approval of 
�he honourable member, �he Leader of �he Independen� Labour Par�y. I� is 
ex�remely unfor�una�e �ha� he does no� look a� �his ques�ion in �ha� ligh�, 
bu� if  he sugges�s as al�erna�ive which is sui�able for �he expression “  scheduled 
class ” , I do expec� i� will  be possible �o spare his feelings. In �he al�erna�ive, 
I do appeal �o him, a� any ra�e, �o read in�o �his sec�ion no desire �o hur� 
�he feelings of a large class of people, who are unfor�una�ely known as 
“  un�ouchables ” , bu� merely a desire �o recognise an expression which has, 
for such a long �ime, gained currency would appeal �o him no� �o see in �he 
word “  Harijan ” and in �he defini�ion, an a��emp� �o cas� any reflec�ion on 
his communi�y.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, as you have ruled �ha� �his is no� an occasion 
for making speeches, I will  no� make any speech. All  �ha� I will  say is �his 
�ha� I am no� in a posi�ion �o sugges� any be��er name, bu� I mus� say �ha� 
�he name “  Harijan ” has now become prac�ically equivalen� �o �he �erm 
“  Asprishya beyond �ha� �here is no�hing remaining in �ha� name, and 
I would �hink �ha� if �he Honourable �he Prime Minis�er had fel� in �he same 
way in which we feel �ha� �he word “  Harijan ” has now become iden�ical 
wi�h �he expression “ scheduled class ” �hen i� was his du�y, for �he momen�, 
�o have wi�hdrawn �ha� word, and la�er on he could have discussed �he 
ma��er wi�h us wi�h a view �o find ou� some al�erna�ive �erm. His argumen�s, 
however, have no� carried any convic�ion �o us. I will, �herefore, leave �he 
Hall.

(Dr. B. R. Ambedkar and o�her members of �he Independen� Labour Par�y 
�hen walked ou� of �he House.)

* * ♦
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�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I am afraid whether I shall be able to finish 
all that I have to say on this bill within the ten minutes allotted to me by 
you. However I will try my best and will be very brief.

This bill proposes to solve the two problems which affect the agricul
turists of this presidency. One is the problem of scattered farms and other 
is the problem of small farms. I do not think that any honourable member 
who has listened to the speech of my honourable friend the Settlement 
Commissioner will deny that the scattered farms are an evil and that that 
evil should be cured as far as possible. I agree with him that there are a great 
many disadvantages in having scattered farms and so far that part of the 
bill is concerned I agree that there should be consolidation. Coming to the 
question of small farms I must say that I differ from the honourable mover 
of the bill on the question that small farms are unprofitable. Sir, the 
honourable member Mr. Anderson loaded us almost with figures showing 
how small the existing farms were and what were the difficulties that were 
dependent upon the smallness of the farms. I admit there are difficulties in 
the existence of small farms but I do not admit that small farms are 
necessarily unprofitable or uneconomic. I do not understand what is the 
definition of the word “ uneconomic ” as it is used by the honourable mover 
of the bill or the honourable member the Settlement Commissioner. Sir, as 
I understand the term I should like to state that whether the farm is economic 
or uneconomic does not necessarily depend upon the size of the farm. It 
depends and in fact it varies with what we call in economics other factors of 
production. It varies with labour. It varies with capital. If a farmer has got 
for instance the means to employ increased labour and if he has not got 
any very large capital to invest then I submit that if this farm is small it 
would not be proper to call it uneconomic on that account. That being my 
position, Sir, I would have very much liked to hear from the mover of the 
bill -and also, from the Settlement Commissioner that in our country we have 
a plethora of capital and that we had large agricultural equipment for 
a highly efficient sort of production. If they had shown that was the case 
then we could have agreed with them that the small farms made production
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uneconomic in so far as they prevented the utilization of the equipment we 
had to the best advantage. But, Sir, I must confess that the honourable 
member the Settlement Commissioner has altogether omitted to touch that 
point. I should have liked to hear from him that the farmer had an enormous 
amount of capital, that they had ploughs and cattles in large numbers and 
that they could not employ all that because their farms were too small. So 
far as I have been able to work out the problem I find that instead of the 
capital available at the disposal of the farmer being very large aDd being 
for instance wasted because his holdings were small, the situation is just 
the opposite of what we are led to believe. I find, Sir, in the Madras 
Presidency we have for instance one plough for three acres ; in the Bombay 
Presidency we have one plough for 6 acres. In the Punjab there is one plough 
for every two acres. I am reading from the official figures. These are the 
figures regarding the capital equipment of the farmer and taking the position 
which I am taking namely that whether a particular farm is economic or 
uneconomic is dependent not upon the size of the farm but upon whether 
it is commensurate with the capital which the farmer possesses, I am 
inclined to think that under the present circumstances it is better to further 
reduce the farms. That will be my logical position and I am not afraid 
to face it. I do not therefore understand what is the use of enlarging 
the farms if, for instance, the farmer has not got the wherewithal to 
cultivate the land. I do not understand how the increasing of the area of 
the soil to add anything to any produce if he has not got the necessary 
labour and capital to cultivate the land.
Then we have also got to remember one fact that ours is an agricultural 

country and that our soil is exhausted. We have been cultivating it for 
thousands of years and no matter what efforts we may take we cannot raise 
the productivity of our soil to the same level as for instance in America 
where the soil is virgin. We must reckon with that fact. That being so, Sir, 
the salvation lies not in increasing the size of farms, but in having intensive 
cultivation that is employing more capital and more labour on the farms 
such as we have. I therefore think, Sir, that that part of the bill which deals 
with the enlargement of the farms is altogether uncalled for. But assuming 
that these two things are necessary namely that we must consolidate our 
holdings and that we must also enlarge our farms I think it is necessary to 
look into the methods that are proposed to be employed by this bill more 
carefully than has been done by the mover of the bill. Now, Sir, the methods 
which are chiefly employed in this bill are first, control of partition of the 
immovable property and, secondly, the sale of consolidated holdings. Now, 
Sir, I do not th Nik that there can be any dispute on the point that if these 
two methods are adopted, a large part of our agricultural population will  be 
landless, and I do not think that it is in the best interests of the country 
that the poorer classes should be further pauperised in this manner. 
Sir, I should like to point out that although the Hindu Law is very defective
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in many ways yet the Hindu law of inheritance has been one great saviour 
of the people. Sir, the social and religious autocracy established by the 
Hindu Dharma has kept a large mass of the people in perpetual thraldom. 
If their lot is tolerable under this thraldom it is because the Hindu law of 
inheritance has prevented the creation of plutocracy. Sir, we do not wish to 
add economic slavery to social thraldom. Let men be economically free if  
they are not socially free. I am therefore totally opposed to the abrogation 
of that just and equitable system of inheritance. At this stage I should like 
to make one humble suggestion to the honourable mover of this bill. I am 
prepared to give my support to the first reading of this bill provided he is 
not wedded to the method of consolidation and enlargement of holding as 
provided in the Bill. I think, Sir, the better method is to introduce co-opera-
tive agriculture for standard areas and to compel owners of small strips 
included therein to join in cultivation without destroying private ownership. 
If this is done, if some provision for this is made in the bill, then I would 
certainly support the bill. (Mr. F. G. H. Anderson indicated dissent). The 
honourable member Mr. Anderson, the Settlement Commissioner shakes his 
head. But I can tell the honourable member, that the method which I am 
suggesting is not my own, but is a system which is prevalent in Italy, in 
France, and is being followed in parts of England with great advantage. In 
this connection, Sir, I would earnestly suggest to the Honourable the Leader 
of the House to give his most careful consideration to what Mr. Otta 
Rothfeld says in his book ; “  Impressions of the Co-operative Movement in 
France and Italy.” I would quote a paragraph from it here:

“  As a whole the movement is one with vast potentialities. It has been 
imitated in France since the war, with good results and in Rumania a similar 

type of co-operation is almost revolutionizing the husbandry of the country. 
It is possible that in. co-operative cultivation in common, a solution might 
be discovered to those problems of Deccan poverty stricken unimproved 
cultivation which centre round the disputed issues of the “  uneconomic 
holding ” and “  excessive sub-division of property.”

Such a solution at any rate would avoid that revolutionary interference with 
traditional rights of succession that is so often recommended by light-
hearted reformers of non-farming classes and would not bring in its train 
those consequences in the way of limitation of families which may be 
anticipated if legislation interferes to disinherit younger children.

So, it will  be seen, Sir, that such a system has been actually tried elsewhere 
and with success. I would conclude by saying that, if the Honourable the 
Leader of the House is prepared to consider all these suggestions carefully 
and will not object to any amendments that may be suggested in the select 
committee on the ground that they are of principle, and is not wedded to the 
method of consolidation and enlargement of holdings as proposed in the bill, 
then I have no objection to supporting the first reading of the bill.

* * *
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(Minute of Dissent)

Proceedings of the Council of the Governor of Bombay

BY THE SECRETARY TO THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
OF THE GOVERNOR OF BOMBAY  
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL OFFICE 

Council Hall, Poona, 10th July 19�8

No. 894.—With reference to the footnote to the Report of the Select 
Committee on Bill  No. XVI  of 19�7 (An Act to prevent the excessive sub-
division of agricultural land and to promote the consolidation of such land) 
published at pages 34-49 of the �ombay Government Gazette, Part V, 
dated the 30th June 19�8, it is notified that Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, M.L.C. 
has signed the report of the Select Committee subject to a minute of dissent 

shown below :

(Minute of dissent by Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, M.L.C.)

1. Part I of this bill starts with the assumption that for the purposes of 
profitable cultivation it is necessary to have bigger farms than what we have 
now. I am not at all satisfied that this assumption is correct. But assuming 
that it is correct the main question every one shall be required to satisfy 
himself about before giving his assent to this part of the bill is “  does the 
bill solve the problem of creating large farms out of the existing small 
farms in such manner that no serious objection can be raised to it ? ’ ’
�.  The mechanism employed by the bill to maintain the standard unit 

once it is laid down in two-fold. First it severely penalises the owners of 
farms smaller than the standard so that ownership of a small farm shall to 
him become a burden instead of a benefit. Secondly it prohibits the ownership 
of small farms in that it provides that in future small farms shall not 
come into existence at all. As an instance of the latter one may refer to the 
restrictions on partitions. It is therefore obvious that in the mechanism 
adopted by the bill the rights of ownership of people are at stake.
3. I object to this mechanism on three grounds. Firstly because it 

affects the rights of property. If the arrangement was state ownership and

*The �ombay Government Gazette, Part V pp. 64-65, dated July 1�, 19�8-
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state management of lands the invasion of rights of property would not be 
a matter of such anxious concern. But the arrangement is such that there 
will be the aggrandisement of some landlords at the cost of the rest. There 
is no doubt in my mind that the effect of the mechanism adopted in the bill  
will be to reduce some landowing farmers into landless labourers. Just how 
many will find themselves in this predicament it is difficult to imagine. 
Everything will depend upon how large the standard farm will be. If the 
standard be much above the actual it will affect a large class than will  
be the case if the standard approximated the actual. The magnitude of 

displacement that will take place is an unknown quantity and will become 
known only when the standard becomes defined. But as majority of farmers 
are owners of small farms the fear is general. The opposition to the bill  
mainly arises from this fear and I am not prepared to say that the 
opposition is groundless. I cannot view with equanimity a prospect of such 
a revolutionary change in the economic basis of society

4. The second ground of my objection to the mechanism of the bill is 
that it will be infructuous and will largely leave things as they are. The 
neighbouring owners of a small farm are given the right of pre-emption the 
object of which is to bring about a combination of contiguous small farms. 
But this right of pre-emption will come into operation only when the owner 
wants to sell and only when the neighbour is willing to accept the terms of 
the owner. The occasion for pre-emption may not arise ; for owner of small 
farm (I am referring to old fragments) may continue to hold it. On the other 
hand the occasion for pre-emption may arise but it may fail because no 
neighbour is able to accept the terms of the owner. In either case the existing 
small farms will continue indefinitely in spite of the desire to bring about 
the combination of small farms at an early date.

5. Apart from all this I think that the mechanism of Part-I of the Bill  
overshoots the purpose which the bill has in view. The purpose of the bill is 
to have larger farms under single cultivation than is the case now. Now I feel 
that if we can combine small farms owned by different owners for cultivation 
we ought to stop there and not attempt to bring them under the ownership 
of a single individual unless it was proved that single ownership was 
necessary for combine cultivation. I am certain that the establishment 
of co-operative farms of standard size will give us all that we want under 
the bill and will save from destruction the small farm-owners. Under this 
scheme the ownership of a farmer will remain intact, except to the extent 
that he shall not be at liberty to cultivate it unless he agrees to combine it 
with a contiguous farm or farms so that the total area so cultivated shall be 
equal 'co or exceed the standard unit. Such a covenant if it were made to 
run with the land will  do away entirely with the necessity for the restrictions 
which the bill seeks to impose on transfers and partitions. For, whoever 
acquires the fragment he will  not be able to disturb the arrangement for the 
cultivation of the co-operative farm. By reason of the covenant the transferee
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will  be obliged to cultivate the farm in common. The co-operative farm will  
be like a shareholders’ company in which the company remains even though 
the shareholders change. The scheme is simple in its operation and avoids 
the evils of the present bill.

6. I do not see what objection there can be to such a plan. As a matter 
of fact such a system is actually working in many European countries and 
particularly in Italy. But it is unnecessary to go so far afield to seek support 
for the scheme I have outlined above. I am fortunate enough to be able 
to say that the bill itself in part accept the plan I have sketched above. 
A reference to clause �9  of the original bill which corresponds to clause 2�  
of the bill as amended by the Select Committee will show that no new 
fragment shall be cultivated unless it is combined with another contiguous 
farm. This I submit is nothing but the co-operative plan which � have 
suggested above. The only difference between myself and the Select 
Committee is that it restricts the co-operative plan to the new fragments ; 
while I propose to apply it to all fragments. As between us I think I am right, 
when I say that it is for the Select Committee to justify why the plan 
satisfies the case of the one and not of that of the other. I see nothing to 
justify this distinction between the old and the new fragments.

7. For the reasons given above I cannot support Part I of the bill  
although I am not opposed to its aims and objects. Regarding Part II, I have 
no objection to raise, now that it is confined purely to consolidation. I may 
however say this that under my scheme separate provision for consolidation 
would be unnecessary. A co-operative farm would be both a large and 
a consolidated holding.

� � �
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�r.  B. R. Ambedkar {Bombay City): Sir, I would like to ask one 
question, because I am finding some difficulty in understanding Rule 19. This 
is undoubtedly a matter which, in the first instance, has to be decided by 
the Speaker as to whether a particular amendment or a particular Bill needs 
previous sanction. Clause (2) says that, if in the opinion of the Speaker, the 
matter requires previous sanction, the Speaker “ shall as soon as may be 
after the receipt of the notice, refer the Bill or the amendment to the 
Governor and the notice shall not be placed on the list of business unless 
the Governor has indicated to the Speaker that the previous sanction 
required has been granted.” Clause (3) deliberately states :

“ If any question arises whether a Bill or amendment is or is not 
a Bill or amendment which cannot be introduced or moved save with 
previous sanction the question shall be referred to the authority which 
would have power to grant previous sanction if it were necessary, and the 
decision of that authority shall be final.”

The question that is contemplated in clause (2) to arise is between the 
Speaker and the member who has given notice of an amendment or Bill. 
If the member who has given notice of an amendment or a Bill feels that 
his Bill or amendment does not require previous sanction clause (3) gives 
him the right to refer the matter to the final authority, the Governor. 
Therefore, it seems to me—I will frankly say, I have not moved any 
amendment and am not, therefore, directly concerned—that the matter is so 
important that, if you would not mind, it should be discussed on the floor 
of this House. Our rights to bring in Bills is so limited by the Government 
of India Act that, if we are not given the benefit of the few sections there 
are which give us the right essential to us, though little, this House will be 
very greatly handicapped in trying to do its bit in the matter of bringing 
legislation which is vital. Therefore, I would really like to know whether 
you are of opinion that under Rule 19, the Speaker is the final authority 
and that there is no right of appeal to the authority which is vested with 
the power of giving previous sanction.

If you permit me, I shall refer to section 299, sub-section (5) of the

♦B.L.A. Debates, Vol. 2, pp. 617-19, dated 24th January 1938.
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Government of India Act in the light of the Bill for which permission has 
been asked by my learned friend. If I understand this Bill, technically it 
can be spoken of as a remedial measure.

�he Honourable the Speaker: Let us keep clear of two issues. One issue 
that has been raised by the honourable member Mr. Parulekar is in regard 
to the interpretation of Rule �9 as to whether, when a question arises as 
between a member and the Speaker, the Speaker is the final authority. That 
is one issue. I have stated what my interpretation of Rule �9  is. As regards 
the question whether a particular amendment tabled by the honourable 
member Mr. Parulekar does or does not require sanction under section 299(3), 
it is an independent question. I have already intimated to the honourable 
member that I do not propose to have any discussion in this House over 
the question of his amendment. I have already come to a conclusion on 
that. I am prepared to hear the honourable member, if he advances any 
argument on the interpretation of sub-rule (3) of Rule �9.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Unless I am permitted to point out that the Bill  
cannot come within the purview of sub-section (3) of section 299 cf the 
Government of India Act, it is futile for me to argue on the interpretation 
of Rule �9(3). If I am to convince you that Rule �9(3) does give a member 
aggrieved whose amendment has been rejected, the right of appeal to the 
Governor, then my submission is that section 299(3) will have to be 
considered. If you are not prepared to allow me to argue whether this Bill  
really does come within the mischief which is sought to be prevented by 
sub-section (3) of section 299 of the Government of India Act, it will be 
quite useless for me to argue. Reading sub-section (3) of section 299 of the 
Government of India Act, it seems to me that the Bill will have to be 
postponed until a member who is aggrieved has obtained the final sanction, 
because it has precluded the member from discussing the most important 
provisions of this Bill. It is shelving the whole question. If I am given the 
opportunity, I will show how. I have applied my mind to it. Neither this 
Bill nor the amendment tabled by my honourable friend Mr. Parulekar or 
members of my party can come within the proviso of sub-section (3) of 
section 299. If you permit me. I will do� it in two minutes.

�he Honourable the Speaker: So far as the individual amendments are 
concerned. T have already decided one way. Now, if, without any reference 
to any particular amendment, or any ruling I have already given in regard 
to it the honourable member wishes to say how the entire Bill  is out of the 
scope of section 299, that will  be a different question, and I am prepared to 
give him a hearing on that question.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�I�am obliged to you, Sir.
Sir, as I was saying, this Bill is a Bill which might be called purely 

a remedial measure. A person may obtain a decree from a court. That 
decree means that he has got certain rights as against a certain person. All  
that this Bill says is that whatever rights that person may have acquired as
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a result of a decree against a debtor or against any other person, those 
rights shall not be enforced until a certain date is reached, namely, 31st of 
March 1939. I understand that to be the gist of the Bill. Therefore, this 
measure deals with the enforcement of rights ; it has nothing to do with 
the extinguishment or modification of the rights. That is my first submission. 
I would make a distinction between extinguishment or modification of 
a right which a person has got and the delaying or suspension of the 
enforcement of that right.

Secondly, sub-clause (3) of section 299 is confined to the extinguishment 
or modification of rights in land. Now, this measure does not confine itself 
to the execution of rights in respect of land ; it extends also to debts and 
the eviction of tenants.
The distinction that I am seeking to make is this : that the suspension of 

the enforcement of a right is something very different from the extinguish-
ment or modification of that right. The object of the Bill being merely to 
suspend such rights as the parties may acquire through decrees given by 
the courts, it is not a Bill which can be said either to extinguish or modify 
rights in land. Consequently, I submit that both this Bill and amendments 
which do not extinguish or modify rights in land would not come within 
the mischief of section 299(3).

�����
fDr. �.  R. Ambedkar: Supposing His Excellency were to accord sanction 

to such of the amendments as have been submitted to him, would you 
postpone the consideration of the Bill  ? His Excellency may grant his 
sanction to the amendments just as he has done in the case of the Bill. In 
that event, what would happen ?

The Honourable the Speaker: I will certainly be glad to see that every 
amendment tabled gets a full chance of being discussed on the floor of the 
House and that no amendment is shut off on the ground of want of sanction. 
That is why I referred to the difficulty experienced by me when members 
sent in amendments at 12 or 1 � ’clock today, when the Bill was before 
them for a long time. That is the difficulty which I have been feeling. That 
is the reason why I said that amendments should be tabled as early as 
possible. There are three honourable members who have tabled amendments 
today. It is difficult to scrutinise them all and to decide whether any of 
them requires sanction. There might be scope for honest difference of 
opinion. So I do not know whether in respect of all the amendments tabled 
now, it would be possible for me to waive notice. But, so far as the previous 
amendments are concerned, I will certainly try and see that the members 
do get an opportunity to move them. * * *
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�ON  THE BOMBAY POLICE ACT AMENDMENT BILL : 1

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City): Sir, I beg to move the following 
amendment to the Bill  placed before us:
After sub-section (2B) the following shail be inserted, namely : —
“  (2CX0 The Provincial Government may, if satisfied that the peace or 

public tranquility in the City of Bombay or in any part thereof is disturbed 
or is likely to be disturbed in consequence of a conflict between different 
communities or sections thereof or gangs or factions, declare, by proclama-
tion (hereinafter referred to as “  the proclamation of emergency ” ) in the 
Official Gazette that an emergency exists.

(ii)  A proclamation of emergency—
(a) may at any time be revoked by a subsequent proclamation, and
(b) shall cease to operate at the expiration of one month, unless 

before the expiration of that period has been renewed.
(iii)  After the Provincial Government has issued under clause (i) 

a proclamation of emergency, the Commissioner of Police, whenever it 
appears to him that the presence, movements or acts of any person in 
the City of Bombay is or are causing or calculated to cause danger or 
alarm, or that a reasonable suspicion exists that designs, calculated to 
disturb peace or public tranquility are entertained by such person, may 
by beat of drum or otherwise, as he thinks fit, direct such person so to 
conduct himself as he shall deem necessary in order to prevent the 
disturbance of the peace or remove himself to such place or places, by 
such route or routes, and within such time, as the Commissioner of Police 
shall prescribe

(iv) Any person aggrieved by an order made by the Commissioner of 
Police under clause (iii) may appeal to the Provincial Government within 
ten days from the date of such order.
(v) Subject to the appeal under clause (iv), an order made by the 

Commissioner of Police under clause (iii)  shall be final.
(vi) Nothing hereinbefore contained in this section shall require any 

police officer to disclose to the person against whom an order is made 
under clause (iii)  or to the Court the sources of his information or any fact
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�he communica�ion of which, migh�, in �he opinion of �he Commissioner 
of Police, lead �o �he disclosure of �he iden�i�y or name of any informan�.

(vzT) Any order passed by �he Commissioner of Police under clause (m) 
or by �he Provincial Governmen� under clause (zv) shall no� have any 
effec� af�er �he proclama�ion of emergency has ceased �o opera�e.”  
Af�er sub-clause (2), �he following sub-clause shall be added, namely: —

(3) In sub-sec�ion (3) for �he words, bracke�s, figure and le��er “ or
(2A) ” �he following shall be subs�i�u�ed, namely : —

“  (2A) or (2C) ” .
Ques�ion proposed.

* * * * *

�.  R. Anihedkar: Sir, before I proceed �o deal wi�h �he meri�s of �he 
amendmen� which I have �abled, I �hink i� would be desirable if 1 �ried 
�o show �o �he House �he necessi�y of �his amendmen�. The Honourable 
�he Home Minis�er, in in�roducing �he Bill,  has s�a�ed �ha� �he Ci�y of Bombay 
and i�s ci�izens are a prey and a vic�im �o cer�ain undesirable charac�ers who 
�yrannize and moles� �he weaker sec�ion of �he communi�y, and �he weaker 
sec�ion of �he communi�y has nei�her �he de�ermina�ion or �he desire �o go �o 
a .cour� of law and ob�ain a convic�ion and punishmen� of such dangerous 
charac�ers ; and consequen�ly, he �hinks �ha� i� is necessary �o arm �he 
Commissioner of Police in �he very in�eres�s of �he people who are being 
moles�ed by �hese dangerous charac�ers, so �ha� he should �ake ac�ion 
agains� him. Sir, I readily agree wi�h wha� he said, �ha� �he danger �o which 
he has referred is a very real one.

If �he House would allow me �o say so, I am very familiar wi�h �he kind 
of evil �o which he has referred. I have spen� a very grea� par� of my life 
in wha� I may call �ne underworld of Bombay Ci�y. 1 have lived from 1911 
�o 1933 in �he Improvemen� Trus� chawls among labourers and ihe lower 
classes, and I know perfec�ly well, more �han �he Commissioner of Police 
or �he Honourable �he Home Minis�er, how �hese poor people are moles�ed 
by wha� are called mavalis and dadas, how u��erly impossible i� is for �hese 
vic�ims of �heir �o ob�ain any redress, because �hey �hemselves, for fear of 
fur�her moles�a�ion, would no� go �o cour� of law and seek �o ge� a convic-
�ion. I �herefore �hink �ha� �he Bill �ha� has been brough� forward is 
�horoughly jus�ified by �he circums�ances of �he case. Bu� I fel� �ha� �here 
was ano�her danger �o which �he ci�izens of �his ci�y were subjec�ed and for 
which he had made no provision in �his Bill. Sir, �he necessi�y �o which 
I refer is �he necessi�y arising ou� of wha� are called communal rio�s. I have 
here some figures rela�ing �o �he communal rio�s �ha� have �aken place in 
�he Ci�y of Bombay. Be�ween �he year 1851 and 1958, �here have been 
al�oge�her 9 communal rio�s in �he Ci�y of Bombay. The firs� rio� �ook place 
on �he 17�h Oc�ober 1851. Tha� rio� was be�ween �he Muslims and Parsis. 
The second rio� �ook place in �he year 1874 ; �ha� was also be�ween �he
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Muslims and the Parsis. The third riot took place in �893 and it was between 
the Hindus and Muslims. The fourth was in �929 that was also between the 
Hindus and Muslims. The fifth took place in �932; the sixth in �933 ; the 
seventh in �936 ; the eighth in �937 ; and the ninth on the �7th April �938. 
All these were riots between the Hindus and Musalmans. In the riot of 
�893, there were 80 persons killed, 60 temples were destroyed, 7 mosques 
were destroyed and 27 durgas were destroyed. I have not got the figures for 
the others. In the riot of �929. 5� persons were killed; in the riot of �932, 
300 persons were killed and more than 300 were wounded. In �936, 
6� persons were killed and 550 were wounded. In the year �938-—I have 
not the exact figure—�2 persons were killed and more than �20 were 
wounded. The rapidity with which these riots have taken place is also 
interesting and important which the House should bear in mind. As I told 
you, the first riot took place in �85�  ; the second riot took place within 
23 years of the first riot; the third took place after �9 years of the second 
riot; the fourth riot took place 36 years after the third riot; the fifth riot 
took place within 3 years of the fourth ; the sixth riot took place within one 
year of the fifth ; the seventh riot took place within 3 years of the sixth; the 
eighth riot took place within one year of the seventh ; and the ninth riot 
took place within less than one year of the eighth. Now, Sir, those of us who 
are conscious of these facts and who know the responsibility will agree that 
some remedy has to be found for this constant suspension of civilisation, 
the annual blood baths in which these two communities are indulging. I do 
not wish to enter into the reasons, the causes of these riots ; whether they 
are political, whether they are religious or whether they are economic is 
a matter of no concern to us. The stark fact that a Muslim, without caring 
for anything goes and stabs a Hindu, and a Hindu, without caring for 
anything, stabs a Mahomedan is a calamity which we could never tolerate. 
I think the time has arrived when some measure ought to be forged whereby 
the authorities in the country will  be able to deal with the menace effectively 
and expeditiously.

Referring to the merits of this amendment, the first thing I should like 
to draw the attention of the House to is that clause 3 of my amendment 
gives the Commissioner of Police the power to remove any person within 
the limits of the Bombay Presidency, if the Commissioner of Police has 
reasons to believe that the person is acting in such a manner that his 
presence, his movements, or his acts are responsible for the riot. That is the 
main aim of the Bill. Now, I fully agree that this clause in this Bill itself 
seems to impose a restriction upon the particular individual. But, Sir, I can 
say this. I come from a class which needs liberty more than any other 
class in society. I am by profession a lawyer and I understand the 
importance of liberty ; but, with all that hankering for liberty, which is in 
me by reason of the interests of the class to which I belong and also by 
reason of the fact that I am by profession a lawyer, I cannot help saying 
that there are occasions when, in order to protect the liberty of the large mass
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of the people, the liberty of the hooligans, the criminal sections in the 
society, can be suspended. I have no hesitation on the point. The only thing, 
therefore, which worries me and which ought to worry the members of this 
House is this. Are there any safeguards laid down in order to see that 
this arbitrary power which we are now giving to the Commissioner of Police 
will not be misused. That is the only question I submit with which this 
House, having regard to the necessity of the occasion, could be concerned.
Now, Sir, my submission to the House is that there are ample provisions 

of safeguard in this amendment. Therefore, I will briefly refer to those 
safeguards. The first safeguard is this. Under this amendment, the Police 
Commissioner could never in practice, without the knowledge of the 
Legislature or the public at large, begin to exercise this arbitrary power. He 
can never do it, because, as honourable members will see, this power of 
the Police Commissioner will commence and will vest in him, so to say, 
only after the emergency proclamation is issued. Before the emergency 
proclamation is issued, or before the emergency has been declared, the 
Commissioner of Police will not be able to exercise this power. That is 
one thing we have got to bear in mind with regard to the provision contained 
in this amendment. These powers will become operative only after the 
emergency proclamation is issued and this has a certain advantage from 
the point of view of the Legislature. It is this. If the Government issued 
a proclamation of emergency without any justification, then this House will  
have an opportunity to move an adjournment motion and condemn Govern-
ment for having wrongly issued the emergency proclamation. This, I submit, 
is a control which this amendment gives to the Legislature in order to 
see that this power is not abused. The second advantage which this 
amendment gives is this. It may be that Government issue the proclamation 
of emergency and refuse to cancel or revoke the proclamation of emergency 
so that the Commissioner of Police begins to use the powers and continues 
using them, notwithstanding the fact that the emergency has ceased to exists ; 
as against this, there is a provision made in this to which I should like to 
call the attention of the House. By this very amendment, the proclamation 
will cease after one month, unless Government renew it, so that there is 
again an ample safeguard provided here that, after one month, the power 
shall cease to operate.
Another safeguard to which I should like to draw the attention of this 

House is sub-clause (vi), which is very important. Although this amendment 
gives the Commissioner of Police, the power to deport a person who, in his 
judgment, is causing communal riots, this order of deportation has 
a limitation to be appended, and that limitation is that as soon as the 
proclamation of emergency ceases to operate, the order automatically 

expires, so that a person who has been deported by the Commissioner of 
Police can return to Bombay. That again, I say, is a further safeguard.
Another safeguard to which I should like to draw the attention of the 

House is that as against the order of the Commissioner of Police there is
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an appeal provided to the Provincial Government. I agree that there may 
not be much in this, but still, as far as it goes, there it is.

Now, with regard to the other amendments that have been moved, just 
one or two things I should like to say. I think my honourable friend the 
Home Minister will agree that yesterday, when we drafted clause (i) of this 
amendment, it was agreed on all sides that this section was not to be used 
for labour troubles or for any other troubles, except those arising out of 
disturbances caused by communities in the sense of religious communities, 
or sections of communities having religious differences, or factions. All  this, 
in my judgment, was confined to purely communal riots. And I am perfectly 
prepared to be satisfied with the assurance given by the Honourable the 
Home Minister that it is intended not to be applied to any other. But if  
gentlemen in this House desire that there should be no lacuna left, no 
loophole left for the executive to use the provisions of this section for any 
other purpose than those for which it is intended, I am perfectly with them 
in order to make the meaning clear.
With regard to the word “  presence ” , I must say that I cannot support 

the amendment that the word “  presence ” should be omitted. The word 
“  presence ” must remain. I will give an illustration. A sadhu comes to 
Bombay ; he is a persona grata with one community, he is not a persona 
grata with another community. A fakir comes to Bombay ; one section 
venerates him, another section repudiates him. A communal riot starts on 
that account. Would it not be necessary that the very presence of this man 
should be removed from the City of Bombay in order that the riots may 
be quelled ? This, no doubt, may be an extreme illustration, but an extreme 
illustration is the only way of testing the validity and the effect of the power 
we give. Therefore, I submit, Sir, that the word “  presence ” is very 
necessary and should be retained in the Bill.
With regard to the other amendments, I have an open mind, because our 

intention is that the Bill  should not apply to any riots other than communal. 
With these words, I move my amendment, and I hope the House will  
accept it.

*****

fOr. �.  R. Ambedkar (�ombay City) : Sir, I am very glad to find that 
the amendment which I have moved has found support from many 
honourable members of the House who have spoken on the first reading of 
the Bill. I do not think the Honourable the Leader of the Opposition 
opposed my amendment although he had a great deal to say with regard 
to the Bill itself. My honourable friend, Rao Bahadur Chitale, has 
supported the amendment and the opposition of my friend Mr., Jamnadas 
Mehta, if I may say so, was not fundamental, but was tactical. Xn view of 
this, it is not necessary for me really to make any very lengthy reply to the 
comments that have been made, but there are only two matters to which
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I would like to refer. This is admittedly an emergency measure and as an 
emergency measure, it does involve a considerable amount of restraint upon 
the liberty of the individual.

�ir  Ali Mahomed Khan Dehlavi: I wish to correct the honourable 
member. I do not know what authority the honourable member has to say 
that this is an emergency measure, which is not admitted by the Honourable 
the Mover.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I am only replying with respect to my amendment. 
My amendment is an emergency amendment and, as I have admitted in 
my speech, it does involve a restraint on the part of the individual. I would 
like to submit in connection with this that if those gentlemen who have 
spoken in regard to my amendment enlarging and emphasising the fact that 
it does involve restriction, I would respectfully invite their attention to refer 
to the Defence of the Realm Act that was passed in the time of war in 
England and to the Defence of India Act that was passed in India. Both of 
them were emergency measures and if any one of those gentlemen were to 
refer to the provisions of the Act, I am sure they will  find that this amend-
ment is a very mild amendment and let it be remembered further that this 
emergency legislation, for instance, the Defence of the Realm Act ajnd the 
Defence of India Act lasted for over four years. The Defence of Realm 
Act in England was passed in 1914 and was not repealed till 1919 and the 
powers given to the police officers—I happened to be in England then as 
a student—were certainly much vaster than the powers that are given under 
this amendment. Therefore, having regard to the emergency, I submit that 
the powers that are given to the Police Commissioner cannot be said to be 
unduly wide.
Now, with regard to the other matters, namely, that this is a permanent 

measure, I would like to draw the attention of the House to the provisions 
contained in section 102 of the Government of India Act and which are 
very pertinent and very relevant on this occasion. Sir, section 102 of the 
Government of India Act is exactly what this amendment proposes to do. 
There too, the Governor-General has been given the power in his own 
discretion to issue a proclamation of emergency and during the period of that 
proclamation, the Governor-General is entitled to pass whatever law, by 
means of ordinances that may be necessary for the maintenance of peace 
and order ..............

�ir  Ali Mahomed Khan Dehlavi: Which the country does not approve of. 
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Well, it is contained in the Government of India 

Act. Similarly, there is a provision in the same section that the emergency 
proclamation shall last for six months. I will read the relevant provisions : 

“  Notwithstanding anything in the preceding sections of this chapter, the
Federal Legislature shall, if the Governor-General has in his discretion 
declared by Proclamation (in this Act referred to as a ‘ Proclamation of 
Emergency ’) that a grave emergency exists whereby the security of India 
is threatened, whether by war or internal disturbance, have power to
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make laws for a Province or any part thereof with respect to any of the 
matters enumerated in the Provincial Legislative List.”
Sub-clause (4) says :

“  A law made by the Federal Legislature which that Legislature would 
not but for the issue of a Proclamation of Emergency have been competent 
to make shall cease to have effect on the expiration of a period of six 
months after the Proclamation has ceased to operate, except as respect to 
things done or omitted to be done before the expiration of the said 
period.”

Therefore, my submission to the House is that we are really not doing 
anything that is unusual having regard to the Defence of the Realm Act 
and the Defence of India Act and having regard to the provisions contained 
in section �02.

There was one comment which my honourable friend Mr. Jamnadas 
Mehta made that although my desire was to confine these emergency 
powers to communal conflicts and communal riots, the language used in 
this amendment is not such as would, in the end, confine the operation of 
this amendment to communal riots. His argument was that the word 
“  community ” does not necessarily mean religious community and that it is 
used as commercial community, industrial community and labour community 
and secondly, the Government will  use its powers for the purpose of invoking 
this legislation even in labour disputes.

Now, my first submission on that point is this, that this part of the 
proclamation is certainly not going to be the subject of bearing the interpreta-
tion because it is a matter to be determined by the Government in its own 
discretion. It is not going to any court and the emergency proclamation is 
not going to be a question in a Court of Law as to whether it has been 
properly invoked or not, all that the court will be concerned in finding is 
whether a proclamation has been issued. Whether the proclamation has 
been properly issued or not would be a matter for Government and this 
Government would be amenable to this House if the Government uses its 
power to make a proclamation for purposes which are not intended either 
by Government or myself or any members of the Opposition.

The other thing that I would like to submit is this that I admit that the 
word “  community ” is used popularly in a wide sense, but before I came 
here I did refer to the Oxford Dictionary in order to satisfy myself, because 
I am myself more anxious than Mr. Jamnadas Mehta is, that this measure 
should not be extended to labour disputes.

�r.  Jamnadas �.  �ehta : As anxious, not more.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: If you will allow me to say, I am more anxious. 

Therefore, I say that if  . you can suggest a better language I am perfectly 
prepared to accept any change that you propose, but so far as I am able 
to understand the word and so far as any help can be derived from 
a standard dictionary, I have no doubt in my mind that the word 
“  community ” does mean basically—apart from the extended use to which
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every “Word becomes subject—I have not the least doubt in my mind that 
the word “  community ” , etymologically and basically is used only in the 
sense of religious community. The derivation seems to be those who 
are in communion. Communion is a religious word. A person ceases 
to be in communion when he is ex-communicated by a religious authority, 
he ceases to be inside the community. That is the origin of the word. 
I am perfectly satisfied that this is not a word which can be so used as to 
bring in labour or strike or other situation. As I say if my learned and 
honourable friend thinks that this is not enough and, that another word is 
necessary, I am perfectly prepared to help him in that matter.
With these words, I sit down.

*****

+Z)r. �.  R. Ambedkar: Sir, I find that my amendment as has been 
submitted does not contain a very material part which I intended to be 
a part of it, because I was proceeding on the draft that was given to us 
at the time of the conference. If you will allow me to supplement my 
amendment, it will be complete. The amendment is as follows:

In clause 2, sub-clause (�X0.  substitute the following for sub-clause (a) 
beginning with the words “  that the presence ” , etc. namely: —

“  (a) that any person within the limits of the city of Bombay is by 
habit engaged in unlawful activities which are a menace to the residents 
of the city and who is so desperate and dangerous as to render his being 
at large in the City hazardous and who is habitually engaged in the 
commission of offences involving force or violence or any offence 
punishable under Chapter XII,  XVI  or XVII  of the Indian Penal Code, 
and when in the opinion of the Commissioner witnesses are not willing  
to come forward to give evidence in public against such person ; or.”

*****

XDr. �.  R. Ambedkar: Sir, before I say what I have to say in support of 
the amendment which I have moved, it is perhaps necessary for me to 
make two preliminary observations. The first observation that I would like 
to make is this. The reason why I support the Bill  brought forward by my 
honourable friend the Home Member, seeking to amend section 27 of 
the Act, is this. Much has been said in the course of the debates yesterday 
that the amendment gave more powers to the Commissioner of Police 
than the original section 27 did. Now having applied the Bill as a whole, 
I have not the slightest doubt in my mind that the amended section 27 
will be of a much milder character than the section 27 as it stands 

today.
Therefore, I agreed to the suspension of the orders and to help the 

Honourable the Home Minister in getting this legislation pass through.
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The second observation I should like to make is this. At the parties 
conference where we had a discussion with regard to this amendment, I did 
say that I would support the measure which was agreed to at the time when 
we discussed the various proposals. My honourable friend the Home 
Minister might say that, having taken that view at the time of the conference, 
it was not open to me to come forward with an amendment now. It is that 
which I would like to explain. Sir, when I agreed with the Honourable the 
Home Minister to support him, the amendment was confined to the principle 
underlying the Bill. The principle underlying the Bill, if I understand it 
correctly, is this. There are certain persons in the City of Bombay who are 
committing crimes and whose character is such that by reason of the terror 
they strike against their victims, the victims themselves do not come forward 
to give evidence in a court of law. Therefore, a regular trial could not be 
had. That is the principle, as I said, of this Bill. To that principle 
I stick. I am not deviating from that principle. All that I am seeking 
to do is to confine the category of persons against whom action can 
be taken by the Commissioner of Police without resorting to a regular trial 
by reason of the fact that the informants are not prepared to come before 
a Court of Law. Therefore, my view is that my amendment is an amendment 
of detail and not an amendment of principle.
Now, Sir, turning to the amendment, the first thing I should like to draw 

the attention of the House is this. The wording as it stands is that :
“  that the presence, movements or acts of any person in the city of 

Bombay is or are causing or calculated to cause danger or alarm or 
a reasonable suspicion that unlawful designs are entertained by such 
person.”

It will  be noticed that the language is of the mildest character. Secondly, it 
seems tc me that the person who does a single unlawful act which has the 
consequence of causing danger or alarm or reasonable suspicion can be 
taken hold of by the Commissioner of Police and deported under the powers 
we are giving. I am sure that was not the intention of the Honourable the 
Home Member nor was it ever my intention. If I understand correctly the 
view point of the Honourable the Home Minister, he said in the opening 
speech that in seeking powers under the amendment he has proposed that 
his main'object is to get hold of pucca mavalis, to use his own words. 
If  I understand the words “  pucca mavali ” my feeling is that a pucca mavali 
is a person who habitually does something which is dangerous and desperate 
and who habitually indulges in unlawful activities. If that is the intention 
of the Honourable the Home Minister he should have no objection in 
seeking that the intention he professed on the floor of this House is embodied 
in specific terms in the law itself. It is, therefore, from that point of view 
I have sought to amend his language by emphasising that the person must 
be doing all these things by habit :

“  that any person within the limits of the city of Bombay is- by habit 
engaged in unlawful activities which are a menace to the residents of the
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city and who is so desperate and dangerous as to render his being at 
large in the city hazardous and who is habitually engaged ...................”

The rest of the amendment is like that of the honourable member 
Mr. Pataskar I take it the Honourable Minister has no objection to that 
amendment being an official one.
What I have sought to do is nothing new. I have taken the wording from 

section ��0  of the Criminal Procedure Code. Section ��0  of the Criminal 
Procedure Code gives power to the police to prosecute a man before 
a Presidency Magistrate or District Magistrate if he is by habit a robber. 
I have taken the wording from sub-section (a) of section ��0  and sub-
section (f) of section ��0.  It might be argued that under section ��0  of the 
Criminal Procedure Code, even if a person is by habit a robber and even 
if a person is a desperate and dangerous character action cannot be? taken 
against him without a trial. Why do you want to take action against him, 
because he is in the city of Bombay ? That kind of argument may be used. 
My justification for that is that we are dealing with cases where persons 
are not prepared to come before a court of law to give evidence and that 
is the reason why I have consented to give the Commissioner of Police the 
power of an extra-judicial and extra-legal kind. In giving such powers it is 
necessary to restrict and define the category of persons against whom action 
can be taken. My submission is that the House will do well in defining 
the class by saying that the person must be doing unlawful acts by habit 
and not by accident. With thest words, I commend my amendment to 
the House.

* * *



�1

�ON THE  BOMBAY  �OLICE  ACT AMENDMENT BILL : 2

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City): Sir, I am sorry to find that my 
amendment, as worded by me, has created a wrong impression, a totally 
different impression from what I wanted to have by my amendment I would 
like to say one thing at this stage. I do not think this is an occasion on which 
any one of us should really stand on dignity. And I would like to say this 
over again, because I think the occasion is a very important occasion. 
Sir, I also like to say this that the Honourable the Home Minister has not 
taken into consideration, in making his reply that we have already amply 
empowered him to deal with cases of emergency and the powers which 
we have given him by my amendment which is so wide in character that 
he can deal with persons who have merely entertained designs in their 
minds and I beg to remind him of that Therefore, Sir, having armed him 
with the most extensive powers possible to deal with an emergency, it is 
perfectly proper for members on this side to adopt, if I may say so, a some-
what carping spirit in giving him powers for normal occasions, He has 
totally forgotten that the amendment with which we are dealing now is an 
amendment which gives powers for normal occasions. It does not deal with 
abnormal situations, and therefore I do not see any conceivable case in 
which the �olice  Commissioner exercising the power that we are giving him 
under my amendment would not be able to deal with the situation. 
I therefore submit that it would be in the interest of the public and in the 
interest of all sections concerned, that my amendment should be accepted. 
Sir, I do say that this is a very important occasion and the Bill  deals with 
so important a subject, namely, the liberty of the citizen that I think it is 
one of the most eminent occasions on which, as far as possible, there should 
be agreement on all sides. I therefore appeal to the Honourable Home 
Minister not to stand on dignity, as I am not standing on dignity at all, 
and to accept this amendment.

Sir, I accept the amendment of my honourable friend Mr. Chundrigar 
and also the amendment of my honourable friend Mr. Bhole. ~

The Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi: It is not a question of standing on 
dignity. We went into every word, considered the implications of every
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�ugge�tion. After that there wa� no que�tion of a per�on habitually engaged.
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Better thought� come again �ome time�.
The Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi: Sir, a� I �aid, there i�  no que�tion 

of dignity. The que�tion i�  of difference of opinion, becau�e if in every ca�e 
we have to find out whether a man engaged i�  habitually engaged and not 
a man. who i�  about to engage for the fir�t  time, he would e�cape. It would 
reduce the �ection to nullity and the Police Commi��ioner or the Government 
would al�o be reduced to a wor�e po�ition than they are in under the 
exi�ting �ection.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar; My honourable friend mu�t under�tand that no 
member on thi�  �ide i�  oppo�ed to taking power� to deal with gang�. In fact, 
the Oppo�ition �ay� : “ Retain gang� ” . If you want to have an amendment 
to deal with gang�. I am prepared to �upport it ; I have not the lea�t 
objection. I remember that the Leader of the Oppo�ition �aid that power 
�hould be given to deal with gang�. But you are wanting power to deal with 
individual� and, therefore, we are putting the�e re�triction�. If we are to 
deal with gang�, by all mean�, let �omebody hrng in an amendment and 
I for my�elf would �upport it, provided i�  a rea�onable amendment. Here, 
you are dealing with individual�.
Sir, if you like, we might adjourn for a �hort time and have a di�cu��ion.
Mr. S. H. Jhabvala: Sir, you �ee thi� �how� the utility of a �elect 

committee I propo�ed.
The Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi: Sir, I am quite willing, but it i�  

no u�e adjourning for �uch a thing. I am trying to convince the honourable 
mover of the amendment that by putting the word “  habit ” there, he ha� 
reduced the operation of thi� �ection practically to a nullity. I cannot 
con�ider it further, unle�� he i� willing to drop the word “  habit ” , If he 
want� to keep the word “  habit ” in the �ection, then the �ection become� 
more or le��  u�ele��.  That i�  why, I �ay it i�  no u�e adjourning. There i�  no 
common ground.

Sir Ali Mahomed Khan �ehlavi : That de�cribe� the pucca mavali.
The Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi: A pucca mavali i�  not nece��arily 

a per�on engaged habitually in unlawful activitie�. He may be a mavali in 
the �en�e of a bully or a dada. Member� are putting �omething in my mouth 
which I never �aid When I �aid “  pucca mavali ” I did not �ay a per�on 
habitually engaged in unlawful activitie�. That i� what you are attributing 
to me.

Sir Ali Mahomed Khan �ehlavi : Sir, I �hould like to �ay that when the 
Honourable Mini�ter �aid “  pucca mavali ” we at once under�tood that there 
were a number of cla��ification�  of mavali� in hi� own mind.

The Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi: That I agree ; there may be a �erie� 
of mavali�.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Surely, the Honourable Mini�ter  doe� not want to 
deal with the ca�e of a man who ha� done once a certain thing.

The Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi: I gave the honourable member the
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instance of the gang which came down from Calcutta. There were ��  persons 
who had not committed an offence, but who were about to engage in certain 
unlawful activities. They had not been convicted in Calcutta in spite of the 
vigilance of the Police there. Some of them were persons who were—

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: If the people have been committing offences in 
Calcutta, they would be habitual. It does not mean that one should 
habitually commit an offence in Bombay.

The Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi: They were not convicted for 
carrying on unlawful activities.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: May I draw the attention of the Honourable 
Minister to the wording of my amendment? It is ..............who is so
desperate and dangerous as to render his being at large in the City 
hazardous ...........” A member of a gang would come under this.

The Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi: If the honourable member will  
have patience, I will tell him. The man may not be desperate as I gave 
you the Instance of the leader of the very coterie which I mentioned. He was 
perhaps moving there in Calcutta in a motor-car. He was a European and 
was accepted in good society in Bombay, but he was not a desperate 
character in the sense that he took a lathi and ran about in the streets.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: But the word dangerous is there.
The Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi: Now, Sir, what is meant by the 

word “  dangerous ”— -
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I have taken the words used in the section and 

I am sure they are perfectly intelligible words.
The Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi: Sir, the words “  dangerous and 

desperate ” are intended for bullies who are running amok and threatening 
people or proving dangerous in the physical sense of the term. They would 
not apply to the head of a counterfeiting gang.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: But there is a separate chapter altogether which 
deals with that, namely, Chapter XVI of the Indian Penal Code, which 
I have omitted.

The Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi: But you have stated “ habitually 
engaged

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I may mention to the House that the words 
which I have now proposed will  restrict the scope of the section only to the 
persons of a certain type and will  not include the large number of cases of 
persons who would be included even by the present section as it stands.

The Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi: Sir, as the honourable member 
himself has admitted that the words restrict the scope of the Bill, and if  
that is the case, there would be no meaning in having this Bill at all. If it 
is going to water down the section to such an extent, it becomes a useless 
weapon for the purpose for which it is designed. Therefore, it is not possible 
for me to accept the amendment

The Honourable the Speaker: I have now to put the amendment and



�he amendmen�s �o �he amendmen� �o �he House. I will firs� �ake up �he 
amendmen�s �o �he amendmen�. So. I will firs� pu� Mr. Bhole’s amendmen� 
�o �he amendmen� of Dr. Ambedkar. Need I read i� ? (Honourable 
Members : No). So, I will  now pu� �he ques�ion.

Ques�ion pu�.
�he Honourable the Speaker: The Noes have i�.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, i� was only a ques�ion of expressing �he 

in�en�ion. I� is no� an amendmen� of subs�ance a� all.
�he Honourable the Speaker: I� is no�, and, af�er all, �he amended 

amendmen� of �he honourable member Dr. Ambedkar will have �o be pu� 
�o �he House a� �he end. So, i� makes really no difference ei�her way. I shall 
�ake �he voices again.

Amendmen� pu�, and agreed �o.
*****

(Dr. B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City): Sir, I rise �o suppor� �he 
amendmen� which has been moved by my honourable friend Mr. Chundrigar. 
The amendmen� requires �ha�, before �he Police Commissioner �akes any 
ac�ion on �he ma�erial in his possession, he should produce �he person, whom 
he wan�s �o expel, before �he Magis�ra�e and place �he ma�erial before 
him and shall no� �ake any ac�ion, unless �he Magis�ra�e is sa�isfied. 
Obviously, �ha� amendmen� is in�ended as a fur�her safeguard in order �o 
see �ha� no arbi�rary ac�ion is �aken by �he Commissioner of Police. 
Now, Sir, whe�her �his amendmen� which is by way of a safeguard asks 
some�hing which is more �han due �o �hose persons or whe�her i� is 
some�hing �ha� is unnecessary, is a ma��er which I �hink can be be��er 
unders�ood if one ins�i�u�es a comparison. Now, I �ake �he case of �he 
revolu�ionary, �hose who indulge in revolu�ionary crime. I� is obvious 
�ha� �hese persons who are in�ended �o be deal� wi�h by �he presen� amend-
men� �o �he Bill are cer�ainly no� so grea� a source of danger as �he 
revolu�ionary. Obviously, �herefore, �hey cer�ainly need a far grea�er safe-
guard. a far grea�er pro�ec�ion, �han �he revolu�ionary. Now, le� us s�op for 
a momen� and ask wha� are �he safeguards �ha� did exis� in �he law of India 
as agains� revolu�ionary criminals ? I do no� wan� �o go in�o �he pas� his�ory 
of �he ma��er bu� I have before me �he repor� of wha� is called Sedi�ion 
Commi��ee �ha� was appoin�ed by �he Governmen� of India in 1913. The 
�erms of reference do say “  �o repor� upon �he exis�ence of revolu�ionary 
movemen� in India, �o examine �he difficul�ies �ha� arise in dealing wi�h 
criminal conspiracies and �o sugges� measures for bringing such offenders �o 
book.” I� is unnecessary for me �o go in�o �he revolu�ionary crime in India 
which has been deal� wi�h exhaus�ively by �he Commi��ee. Wha� is relevan� 
for �he purpose is �he safeguard �ha� was sugges�ed by �he Sedi�ion 
Commi��ee.

The House migh� be in�eres�ed in knowing �he composi�ion of �his 
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Committee. Therefore, I may mention the names of the gentlemen who 
constituted this Committee : Mr. Justice Rowlatt, Judge of the King’s 
Bench Division, Sir Basil Scott, Chief Justice of Bombay, Diwan Bahadur 
C. V. Kumaraswami Sastri, Judge of Madras High Court, Sir Verney 
Lovett, Member of the Board of Revenue, United Provinces and 
Mr. C. �.  Mitter. The Committee consisted of a large number of persons 
who were judiciary minded. It is a fact that during all the period that 
Government of India wanted to deal with revolutionary crime, they have 
accepted the principle that the revolutionaries, before they are punished, 
must be tried by a tribunal. They were never dealt with by judicial action. 
The point was that the tribunal consisted of persons who were engaged 
in the executive of the Government of India. The Committee says in 
paragraph �82 :

“  While, however, we recommend in substance the procedure established 
under the Defence of India Act, we think the constitution of the tribunals as 
provided by these Acts should be altered. It seems to us inadvisable that 
these tribunals should to any extent be composed of persons not already 
members of the judiciary but selected by the executive for the purpose ot 
the specific case. Nothing that we have seen suggests that the special 
tribunals hitherto appointed have been unfair towards the accused, but we 
think the objections in principle cannot be overlooked. Moreover, as the 
right of appeal is taken away, the tribunals should be of the highest 
strength and authority.”
If this safeguard is necessary for the purpose of seeing that nothing that 

is harsh and nothing that is unjust is done to revolutionaries, I submit every 
man of common sense will think that a far greater safeguard is necessary 
for dealing with persons contemplated in this Bill. After all, what is it that 
the amendment asks ? The amendment does not ask that a tribunal 
consisting of Magistrates should be appointed in order to investigate 
the allegations made by the Police Commissioner against a person whom 
he wants to send out of the city. Nothing of the kind is asked for. 
Nor does the amendment demands that the material, when placed 
before the Magistrate, shall be investigated into as though it were a trial. 
The amendment does not require that the Police Commissioner, when he 
places the material before the Magistrate, shall disclose the name of the 
informants. Nothing of the kind is asked for. The amendment is of the 
mildest character. It does not require the Magistrate to sit in judgment over 
the material of the Police Commissioner. All that it says is this, that the 
Magistrate may look into it and give a certificate that it is a satisfactory 
case in which the Police Commissioner may, if he chooses, act. Now, Sir, by 
all standards, I am prepared to say that this is the mildest kind of safeguard 
that could be provided and ought to be provided. I submit, Sir, that in view 
of the fact that the amendment of the honourable member Mr. Pataskar has 
now been carried and the powers of the Police Commissioner are more 
unlimited than they would have been if my amendment had been carried, it



�ecomes all the more incum�ent upon the opposition as well as upon the 
whole House to see that this little safeguard—I call it a very little safe-
guard—is provided in this Bill, in order to see that the Police Commissioner 
does not act in an ar�itrary way.

* * *
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♦ON THE BOMBAY POLICE ACT AMENDMENT BILL : 3

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�What�I�would�like�to�submit�is�this.�What�we�
have�done�by�accepting�the�amendment�of�the�honourable�member�
Mr.�Pataskar�is�this.�We�have�laid�down�as�a�directioi�to�the�Commissioner�
of�Police�the�cases�in�which�he�can�exercise�the�power�that�are�given�to�
him.�The�direction�is�that�he�shall�exercise�his�powers�only�in�cases�
where�in�his�opinion�witnesses�are�not�willing�to�come�forward�to�give�
evidence�in�the�public�against�the�person.�That�is�a�direction�given�to�him,�
that�he�has�to�exercise�the�power�given�to�him�only�in�cases�where�in�
his�opinion�witnesses�for�reasons�of�safety�are�not�willing�to�come�forward�
to�give�evidence.�In�sub-clause�(2),�the�Bill �lays�down�a�certain�procedure�
which�the�Commissioner�has�to�follow,�and�it�is�this.�Firstly,�the�Commis-
sioner�has�to�give�particulars�of�the�charge�;�secondly,�the�Commissioner�
has�to�give�an�opportunity�to�the�man�to�explain�the�charge�;�and�thirdly�
an�opportunity�has�to�be�given�to�the�man�to�bring�his�witnesses.�This�sub-
clause�(6)�deals�with�the�right�of�a�criminal�court�to�question�the�order�
passed�by�the�Commissioner�of�Police.�What�does�this�section�do�?�This�
section�merely�says�this�:�that�the�court�shall�have�authority—I�am�putting�
it�positively—to�see�whether�the�procedure�prescribed�under�this�Bill�has�
been�followed�or�not.�The�first�thing�that�the�Commissioner�is�asked�to�
follow�by�way�of�procedure�is,�to�present�the�particulars�of�the�charge�;�
secondly,�he�must�give�an�opportunity�to�the�person�to�explain�the�charge�;�
thirdly—a�matter�which�was�omitted�in�the�original,�but�which�was�part�
of�the�judgment�of�the�High�Court—that�the�Commissioner�must�have�
material�before�him.�That�has�now�been�added�by�the�amendment�moved�
by�the�honourable�member�Mr.�Pataskar.�Now,�my�submission�is�that�we�
have�also�added�by�the�clause�that�we�have�passed�that�this�power�should�
be�exercised�only�in�those�cases�where�witnesses�for�reasons�of�safety�are�
not�willing�to�come�forward.�What�the�honourable�member�Mr.�Bhole’s�
amendment�seeks�to�do�is�to�add�one�more�ground�on�which�the�High�
Court�quash�the�order.�As�the�sub-clause�is�now�worded,�the�High�Court�
could�quash�the�order�if�the�particulars�of�the�charge�were�not�presented�
to�the�man.�if �an�opportunity�was�not�given�to�him�to�explain�the�allegations
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against him or his witnesses were not examined, and lastly—according to 
Mr. Pataskar’s amendment—there was no material before the Commissioner 
of Police upon which he could have passed his order. What the honourable 
member Mr. Bhole seeks to add is that the condition that has been laid 
down in part (I) of the amendment of the honourable member Mr. Pataskar, 
namely, that witnesses are not willing to come forward to give evidence 
shall also be one of the grounds on which the magisterial court could 
quash the order. Therefore, it is not a limitation upon the authority of the 
Magistrate. There is a procedure prescribed, and all that the clause says is, 
that the High Court or the magisterial court shall see that all these kinds of 
procedure are followed by the Commissioner of Police. The honourable 
member Mr. Pataskar does not seek, nor does anybody here seek, that the 
High Court or the magisterial court shall sit in judgment over the question 
whether the material was reliable. All that is needed for it to see is that 
the Commissioner had material. Similarly what the honourable member 
Mr. Bhole seeks to do is that the court should see that the Commissioner 
of Police had really taken into consideration the fact whether witnesses were 
prepared to come. The honourable member Mr. Bhole’s amendment does 
not seek to give the High Court or the magisterial court the power to sit in 
judgment over the question as to why the witnesses were not prepared to 
come. The High Court or the magisterial court is not to sit in judgment over 
that question and say “  These are grounds on which nobody ought to be 
satisfied ” . The finality of judgment is with the Commissioner of Police. 
What the amendment of the honourable member Mr. Bhole seeks to do is 
to bring into this clause a condition which we have imposed by passing the 
amendment of the honourable member Mr. Pataskar, which is a procedural 
condition, so as to make the Bill a complete whole. There is no conflict 
between the amendment we have passed and the honourable member 
Mr. Bhole’s amendment. All that is necessary is to add the words “  in the 
opinion of the Commissioner ” , and I move it.

*****

fDr. �.  R. Ambedkar: May I explain, Sir ? The position, briefly is this 
We have given certain powers to the court under renumbered sub-section (7); 
when a person is brought before a Magistrate for breaking the order of the 
Commissioner, the Magistrate has power to see that the proper procedure 
was followed. One of the things that the Presidency Magistrate has to see 
is whether the Commissioner had material before him. Now, this clause 
says that when the matter comes up before the Presidency Magistrate, the 
Commissioner or some other person will  have to go into the witness box in 
order to inform the court that he had some material on which he could act. 
This clause says that in giving this evidence either the Police Commissioner 
or some other officer whom he may depute shall lead to the identity of 
a person or the identity of a property. I am explaining the place of sub-
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�lause (8); the pla�e of sub-�lause (8) is that it �omes into operation when 
the order is being �onsidered by the Magistrate to see whether it is proper 
or not, that is to say, whether it was passed a��ording to the pro�edure. 
One of the things that the Magistrate has to see is whether there was material 
before the Commissioner, be�ause that is one of the �onditions ; and in 
proving what the material was, the question may arise whether the 
Magistrate will have the right to �ompel the Commissioner of Poli�e to 
dis�lose all information, in�luding su�h as would lead to the identity of the 
person or property. This �lause says that while giving eviden�e the Commis-
sioner of Poli�e may withhold su�h information as he may have and, whi�h  
would lead to the identity of the person or property. That is the pla�e of 
sub-se�tion (&).

$ ♦ * * *
fOr. �.  R. Ambedkar: Sir, I would like to move this amendment, 

namely : —
For the words “  hereinafter appearing ” the following words shall be 
substituted : —

“  and for the purpose of dealing with habitually dangerous �hara�ters 
and for the purpose of preserving publi� pea�e and tranquillity during 
�ommunal riots.”
That is the amendment whi�h I wish to move.
The Honourable the Speaker: J was just referring to the amendment of 

the honourable member the learned Do�tor in whi�h he had moved for the 
appli�ation of this A�t  to habitual offenders. I am in�lined to the view that 
even this part of the amendment will  be out of order in view of the de�isions 
taken by the House.

Dr. �.  R. Ambedkar: Sir, I would like to submit that the Bill, whi�h is 
now before the House, has two-fold purposes, namely, one purpose is to 
deal with �ommunal riots and therefore I submit that that part of my 
amendment whi�h refers to �ommunal riots is perfe�tly in order. The Bill  
also deals with �ertain provisions whi�h are intended or �al�ulated to deal 
with what in the terms of the Honourable the Home Minister, are tegarded 
as mavalis and whi�h I submit is translated by the words “  habitually 
dangerous �hara�ters ” . My amendment is merely intended to make �lear 
the two-fold purpose whi�h this legislation has in view. One purpose is to 
deal with �ommunal riots and the other purpose is to deal with what are 
�alled “  mavalis ” , I submit, therefore, that my amendment is in order. 
Tf, however, that is obje�tionable, I am prepared to use the words “  for the 
purpose of �ontrolling the a�tivities of “  mavalis ” ,

The Honourable the Speaker: The diffi�ulty  about that will be thavthe 
word " mavali ” is not defined in the A�t.  It is not an expression whi�h is 
defined in any A�t

Dr. �.  R. Ambedkar: Sir, my submission is that the preamble is not
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going to be the subject matter of judicial interpretation. The preamble merely 
contains a rule of guidance for the purpose for which we are to use this 
Act and I therefore submit that even though the word “  mavali ” has not 
been judicially interpreted, it is a term which is so well-known today to 
both the Honourable the Home Minister and the Commissioner of Police 
that I think there should be no difficulty about it.

�he Honourable the Speaker: The amendment is to be divided in two 
parts—one referring to habitual offenders, as the honourable member has 
stated, is the one which he is prepared, I understand, to drop.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: No, �  am prepared to split it into one dealing with 
persons who are either dangerous characters or mavalis, and the other I submit 
is a direct reference to the amendment which gives the emergency powers.

�he Honourable the Speaker: The other I can see. If divided into two. 
parts, then about the first, I think that even the expression used “  mavalis 
will  not ...............

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Then my amendment will be this : —
“  for dealing with persons who are dangerous characters � am. 

prepared to take away the word “  habitually The preamble is intendea 
to make clear our intentions.
Mr. Jamnadas M. Mehta: I submit, Sir, that the learned Doctor’s 

amendment should be held perfectly in order, because it is now realised 
that the whole Bill  has two intentions; one to deal with an emergency and 
the other to deal with characters which are described in the Act. The 
preamble must express what the House has enacted ; otherwise the preamble 
will be incomplete and will not express what the object of the Bill is.

�he Honourable the Speaker: I am not considering any technical 
objection. I am only considering how the phraseology would express what 
has been stated in the Bill and what has been passed by the House.

�he Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher: May I suggest to the honourable 
member that the word “  dangerous ” is vague ? It must be “  dangerous to 
society ” , “  danger to the city ” or something to that effect. We are 
accustomed to receive telegrams “  so and so dangerous, start immediately ” , 
The word “  dangerous ” by itself is vague.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I may suggest “  for the purpose of dealing with 
persons who are a danger to the residents of the City of Bombay for 
preserving the peace and tranquillity during the riots

�he Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi: You have left out “  factions and 
gangs ” during riots. The words of the section are “  between communities, 
factions and gangs ” ,

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: We can put it this way : “ for preventing 
disturbance of public peace and tranquillity by reason of conflicts between 
communities and sections thereof, and gangs and factions

�he Honourable the Speaker: This is what I have taken down : “ for 
the purpose of dealing with persons who are a danger to the City of Bombay 
and for preventing disturbance of public peace and tranquillity by reason
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of conflicts between communities and sections thereof, or gangs or factions.”
�he  Honourable Mr. K. M. Murtshi: “  And for other purposes hereinafter

mentioned ” .
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: What other purposes ?
�he Honourable Mr. K. M. Murtshi: “  And other purposes hereinafter

mentioned ” .
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: What are the other purposes ?
�he Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi: There are various procedural 

purposes also.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Then, I will make it clear by saying “  and for 

prescribing the procedure for dealing with such cases ” .
�he Honourable the Speaker: Is that all necessary in the preamble ? 

We should not make it cumbersome.
�he  Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi: There is the question of immigrants 

also in the Act. And so, “  other purposes hereinafter mentioned ” is 
necessary.

Mr. Jamnadas M. Mehta: “  Hereinafter ” is not necessary.
Mr. S. V. Parulekar: We may adjourn till tomorrow, so that we may 

arrive at an agreed wording.
�he Honourable the Speaker: It seems there is agreement as to the 

substance, and now it is only a question of phraseology. The amendment 
now moved being accepted in substance, it may be incorporated in the Bill  
at this stage, and later on, at the third reading any verbal amendments 
necessary may be made.

�he Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi: Sir, may I have the final word ? 
I do not want to miss these immigrants.

�he Honourable the Speaker: This is what is being proposed by the 
honourable member Dr. Ambedkar :

“  Instead of the words ‘ hereinafter appearing ’ substitute :
‘ for the purpose of dealing with persons who are a danger to tne 

City of Bombay and for preventing disturbances of public peace and 
tranquillity by reason of conflict between communities and sections 
thereof or gangs or factions, and for certain other purposes hereinafter 
appearing

�he Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi: I accept the amendment.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: May I know what other purposes there are ?
�he Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi: For dealing with immigrants.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: The immigrant is an object, and not a purpose.
�he Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher: The question is that immigrants who 

come into the city with certain diseases have to be dealt with. It is not the 
object of the preamble to describe all purposes seriatim. “Certain other 
purposes hereinafter appearing ” clearly means the purposes embodied in the 
Bill  itself. No other purpose can be brought into the Bill.

�he Honourable the Speaker: Are the words “  for certain other 
purposes ” to be taken out ?



�ir  Ali Mahomed Khan Dehlavi:�They�must�disappear,�because�we�are�
dealing�with�section�27�only�and�not�the�Act�as�a�whole.
The Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher:�If�you�do�not�want�it,�we�are�willing �

to�take�it�out.
The Honourable the �peaker:�The�consensus�seems�to�be�that�the�word�

“ �hereinafter�”�should�remain.�The�amendment�would�then�read�:�In�place�
of�the�words�“ �hereinafter�appearing�” ,�substitute�the�following�:

“ �of�dealing�with�persons�who�are�a�danger�to�the�City�of�Bombay�and�
for�preventing�disturbance�of�public�peace�and�tranquillity�by�reason�of�
conflict�between�communities�............ ”
The Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher:�May�I�suggest�that�the�phrase�should�

be�“ �public�peace�or�tranquillity�”�and�not�“ �public�peace�and�tranquillity�” �?�
So�also,�“ �by�reason�of�conflict�between�communities�or�sections.”
The Honourable the �peaker: “ ........... disturbance� of�public�peace�or

tranquillity�by�reason�of�conflict�between�communities�or�sections�thereof�or�
gangs�or�factions,�and�for�certain�other�purposes�hereinafter�............ ”
�ir  Ali Mahomed Khan Dehlavi:�“ �Or�for�certain�other�purposes�

I�think�we�agreed�to�that�?
The Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi:�I�will�agree�to�anything.
Mr. R. A. Khedgikar:�Are�we�not�to�be�given�a�chance�to�examine�the�

wording�?�We�have�not,�fully�understood�it.
The Honourable the �peaker:�I�am�now�reading�the�final�draft.�It�is�

open�to�correction,�in�case�I�have�committed�any�mistake.
Mr. �. V. Parulekar:�Will�you�give�us�an�opportunity�of�studying�the�

amendment�before�we�make�up�our�mind�about�it�?�The�amendment�is�very�
long,�and�we�do�not�know�the�implications�of�it�just�now.�So,�we�should�be�
given�an�opportunity�to�study�it.�It�may�be�taken�up�for�discussion.
The Honourable the �peaker:�As�I�stated,�the�preamble,�after�all,�

merely�tries�to�give�a�summary,�and�a�very�general�summary,�of�what�is�
following.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�It�is�a�direction�to�me�executive�authority.
The Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher:�We�are�willing �to�accept�anything�that�

you�propose.
Mr. Jamnadas M. Mehta:�Anything�that�will �shorten�this�discussion�will �

be�welcome�!�(Laughter)
The Honourable the �peaker:�It�is�therefore�that�I�am�suggesting�the�

final�wording�as�it�seems�to�have�been�agreed�to.�I�am�reading�the�whole�
amendment�again;�honourable�members�will�please�hear�it�patiently�:

“ �In�place�of�the�words�‘�hereinafter�appearing�’ ,�substitute�the�
following�:
‘of�dealing�with�persons�who�are�a�danger�to�the�City�of�Bombay�

and�for�preventing�disturbance�of�public�peace�or�tranquillity�by�reason�
of�conflict�between�communities�or�sections�thereof�or�gangs�or�factions�
and�for�the�purposes�hereinafter�appearing’.”

Mr. Jamnadas M. Mehta:�“ �Other�”�must�be�there.
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�he Honourable the Speaker: �  And for other purposes
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: �  Such as dealing with immigrants ” ,
�he Honourable the Speaker: After all, lawyers know as to how 

a preamble is construed and what importance is attached to it so far as the 
construction of the sections is concerned. If I may be permitted to say so, 
I do not think this point is really such as to be such a debatable point as 
that.

Mr. Jamnadas M. Mehta: �  Other ” must be there, because those which 
are mentioned previously are also purposes.

�he Honourable the Speaker: �  And for other purposes hereinafter 
appearing ” ,

Mr. Jamnadas M. Mehta: That will do.
�he Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi: I accept the amendment.
�he Honourable the Speaker: So then, I take it that this will be the 

wording. (Interruption). The phraseology is taken from the sections 
themselves.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I accept it
♦ * ♦



��  

�ON  THE CITY  OF BOMBAY  MUNICIPAL  ACT  
AMENDMENT  BILL

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City, Byculla and Parel): Sir, I rise to 
support the amendment moved by the honourable member Mr. A. V. Chitre. 
Sir, the amendment is that in addition to the 4 councillors who are to be 
elected by the workers’ delegates there should be two councillors elected by 
the municipal workers. Now, the reason why I think this amendment ought to 
be supported is this. There is no doubt about it that the municipal workers 
are directly interested in the administration of the Municipal Corporation. 
They are under the authority of the Municipal Commissioners, they 
are under the authority of the various officers employed by the municipality 
under whom they are working. Now, Sir, having regard to the municipal 
constitution, there is one thing which is clear and abundantly clear and 
that is that these municipal workers have no right of redress against any 
order that may be passed by their superior officers. Their position is certainly 
very much different from the position of the ordinary civil servant who is 
working under the Government of Bombay. For instance, any civil servant, 
whether he is employed in the provincial service or subordinate service, has 
a right of appeal given to him in the case of any order passed to his prejudice. 
There is no such provision in the Bombay Municipal Corporation. Any order 
may be passed by any officer against any municipal worker and that worker 
has no right of redress. One of the advantages this amendment will  give to the 
municipal workers is that any order that may be passed by any officer under 
the Bombay Municipal Corporation, could be ventilated through their 
representatives on the floor of the Corporation and certainly this amendment 
will enable them to get some redress. They do not possess this advantage 
under the present constitution.
The Honourable Minister in charge said that we are now providing for 

adult franchise and, because we have provided for adult franchise, it is not 
necessary to provide any representation for organised labour. I am sure the 
Honourable Minister has not paid efficient attention to what provisions he 
has introduced in the Bill  which is before us. What I would like to ask the 
Honourable Minister is this, whether in his opinion adult franchise is the

*B.L.A. Debates, Vol. �, pp. 2807-08, dated �rd  May 19�8.
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�overeign remedy which the municipal worker� can depend upon for 
obtaining �ufficient repre�entation. In that ca�e, there i� no nece��ity to 
provide for the repre�entation of four councillor� for labour. There i�  no 
need to provide for the repre�entation of the Bombay Chamber of 
Commerce, the Indian Merchant�’ Chamber and the Millowner� ’ A��ociation,  
becau�e they can find repre�entation through the ordinary channel� of 
election. If adult franchi�e i�  �ufficient for �ecuring repre�entation to labour, 
obviou�ly the provi�ion that i�  made for the four councillor� to be elected 
by the delegate� i�  unnece��ary. Therefore, it i�  open to argument that the 
rea�on why it i�  provided that four place� �hould be elected by labour i�  
due to the fact that he i�  con�ciou� of the fact that labour will not �ecure 
repre�entation through the ordinary channel� of election, although there 
may be adult franchi�e. If there i�  a nece��ity of providing repre�entation for 
labour through labour con�tituencie� then I �ubmit that it i� for better 
rea�on for providing �pecial repre�entation for the municipal worker� who 
are far more intere�ted in the con�titution and working of the municipality 
than labour in general. I �ubmit on thi� ground that thi� amendment ought 
to be �upported by thi� Hou�e.

* * *
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*ON PROHIBITION

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�Sir,�I�realise�that�the�feelings�of�this�House�on�
the�matter�of�prohibition�run�very�high�;�not�that�I�do�not�share�those�
feelings,�but�for�other�reasons�I�do�not�wish�to�be�harsh�to�the�Honourable�
the�Minister�for�Excise.�I�realise�that�he�is�a�new�man�for�the�office.�I�realise�
also�that�it�is�a�very�wrong�place�for�a�man�to�be�in.�I�congratulate�him�on�
the�courage�he�has�shown�in�accepting�the�place�which�another�honourable�
member�of�this�House�thought�it�better�to�leave.

I�rise�to�speak�on�this�subject�simply�because�I�feel�that�what�has�fallen�
from�the�Honourable�the�Minister�for Excise�during�the�last�two�or�
three�days�has�left�the�impression�on�me�that�he�will �fall�into�the�bad�old�
ways,�which�are�the�established�ways�of�this�department.�In�course�of�the�
interpellation�that�we�had�the�other�day,�to�my�mind,�he�made�somewhat�an�
extraordinary�statement.�He�stated�that�he�opened�a�shop�somewhere�near�
the�borders�of�the�Nizam’s�Dominions�because�the�Nizam�had�opened�
a�shop�in�our�territory.�Sir,�I�do�not�think�that�is�an�argument�which�
a�Minister�who�has�accepted�the�policy�of�prohibition�ought�to�advance�in�
this�House.�That�argument�amounts�to�something�like�this�;�that�because�
a�dacoit�has�committed�dacoity�and�carried�away�some�booty�which�the�
Honourable�the�Minister�for�Excise�could�have�done�himself�that�he�himself�
is�entitled�to�commit�the�dacoity.�Sir,�a�wrong�committed�by�one�does�not�
justify�another�to�commit�a�similar�wrong.�The�best�policy�for�my�honourable�
friend�the�Minister�for�Excise�to�adopt�was�to�remonstrate�with�His�Exalted�
Highness�the�Nizam�for�having�opened�shops�near�our�territories.�Instead�of�
doing�that�he�has�placed�the�interest�of�revenue�over�and�above�the�interests�
of�the�people�of�this�Presidency.

It�seems�to�me�that�my�honourable�friend�the�Minister�for�Excise�looks�
only�to�revenue�exclusive�of�every�other�consideration.�In�the�course�of�the�
debate�on�the�budget�he�also�made�a�statement�which�I�think�ought�to�be�
taken�seriously�into�consideration.�In�reply�to�certain�criticisms�which�
I�offered�he�said�that�in�judging�of�the�policy�of�the�Excise�Department�we�
ought�to�take�into consideration the amount of consumption of liquor in�
the�presidency�and�not�the�amount�of�money�that�is�raised�by�the�Excise

♦B.L.C. �ebates, Vol. XIX, pp. 838-40, dated 10th March 1927.
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�epartment. He gave us certain figures to show that the people of Bombay 
were not drinking as much as the people of the other provinces in India. 
I have not had the time to look into those figures, but I think we may 
accept the figures as they were given by the Honourable the Minister for 
Excise. But I think, Sir, that my honourable friend will admit that while 
people are drinking less of licit liquor, the manufacture of illicit  liquor in 
this presidency has been on the increase. So, if we take into consideration 
the fact that although drinking of licit liquor is decreasing, drinking of 
illicit  liquor is on the increase, the result that we get is that the consumption 
is not less. Of course we have not got the actual figures of illicit  
manufacture, but I believe the fact is admitted, I think the Honourable the 
Minister for Excise will be first to urge it, that illicit  liquor is increasing. 
So> on the whole.we are not gainers, because the only result is that people 
are drinking less of licit liquor and more of illicit  liquor. The question that 
then arises is, why is the manufacutre of illicit  liquor increasing in this 
presidency ? So far as I am aware, there has been no official reply to this 
question. But I venture to give a reply for it for what it is worth. I think, 
Sir, the increase in the manufacture of illicit  liquor in this presidency is 
entirely due to the high tariff on country liquor. Now, it is an admitted 
principle of political economy, not only a principle which is embodied in 
text-books, but I believe it is also a principle which is acted upon and known 
to every housewife that when the price of a certain commodity rises, then, 
there is always a tendency on the part of the people to substitute another 
commodity in its place which is equally serviceable and which costs less. 
We all know, for instance, that when sugar rises in price people will  
substitute gul in place of sugar and if coffee was to rise in price people will  
consume more of tea. Applying the same principle to this case, I submit, 
Sir, that the increase of illicit  drink in this presidency is entirely due to 
the high tariff on country liquor. My honourable friend the Minister for 
Excise will  therefore pay a little more attention to this aspect of the question. 
If he is really a believer in prohibition he must regulate his tariff. If he does 
not regulate the tariff, I submit that although he may succeed in controlling 
the consumption of licit liquor, he will  give a direct incentive to the increase 
in illicit  liquor.
The other point that I wish to speak of is as regards the policy of 

prohibition. I was glad to hear from my honourable friend the Leader of 
of the House in reply to certain arguments urged by my honourable friend 
Mr. Murzban, that prohibition is now the accepted policy of Government, 
and that Government under no circumstances would go back on the policy 
resolved upon by the Legislative Council. But, Sir, I was a little disappointed 
when, as I believe, he sidetracked us a little from the real issue before us. 
He told us that the issue before the House was, what method we should 
adopt in bringing about prohibition, whether we should adopt the method 
of rationing or whether we should adopt the method of local option. Sir, in 
my view the two methods, making allowance for minor details, are more
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or less equally efficient. Whether you adopt the policy of rationing or 
whether you adopt the policy of local option, makes no difference in the 
situation whatsoever, because the effect of either is to control the supply of 
liquor that will be put on the market. Whether you do it by not supplying 
more to the shop-keepers or whether you do it by not opening shops at all, 
the result is the same. But, Sir, the question is how far we can go on in 
advancing the policy of prohibition and that question, I think, my honourable 
friend the Leader of the House has not taken into account. I feel, Sir, that 
the problem of prohibition, whether you will be able to carry it out to 
a successful issue or not, entirely depends upon the financial solution of the 
question, upon how we will manage to make good the losses we are bound 
to incur as a result of our new excise policy. I think we on this side of the 
House would have liked to hear a good deal from the Honourable the 
Leader of the House as to the kind and method of taxation that he has in 
contemplation. Sir, I think although there might be differences of opinion 
in this House, we at least on this side feel that we are not opposed to 
the additional taxation, provided of course the Government will use the 
taxes for nation-building proposes. We are certainly opposed to additional 
taxation if Government are going to use the taxes merely to maintain the 
Government, merely to govern. But if they are going to make life happy, and 
not merely try to make life possible, then, I think we on this side are 
certainly willing to support any tax. The honourable member the Leader 
of the House tried to repudiate the charge of insincerity that was made 
against Government Sir, I think no Government ought to make any 
promise as regards carrying out a policy of prohibition unless it has made 
up its mind as to how it will  make good the loss of revenue. Unless therefore 
my honourable friend has got the courage— that is far more important than 
mere conviction—unless he has the courage to tax the people who have not 
been taxed so far, people who have better capacity to bear the burden, 
I think it is no use his trying to incur the odium of making a promise and not 
carrying it out. The best thing for the Honourable the Leader of the House 
would have been to bring forward a proposal for taxation and to test the 
sincerity of this House as regards the policy which it has been asking him 
to pursue. I think the House understands as well as anybody that this policy 
is going to cost money, and it was the duty and interest of my honourable 
friend the Leader of the House to have obtained from the House an 
assurance that it was willing to meet the cost of the policy it was so 
strenuously enforcing upon him. With these remarks I beg to resume my 
seat.

� � �
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�ON  MATERNITY  BENEFIT  BILL

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I rise to support the first reading of this bill. 
And in doing so I just wish to reply to a few points that have been raised 
in the course of this debate against this bill. The Honourable the General 
Member, in speaking against the bill, first of all, pointed out that this is 
not an accident—accident as we understand it under the Workmen’s 
Compensation Act, and, therefore, the principle of the Workmen’s Compen
sation Act cannot be extended to the women who would be entitled to get 
the benefit under this particular bill. I admit, Sir, that this is not an accident. 
But it does not follow from that, that women are not entitled to get the 
benefit which the proposed bill desire to confer upon them. The principle on 
which this bill is based is altogether biased. There is absolutely, I believe, 
unanimity on this proposition that the pre-natal conditions which affect the 
mother are an important factor in the bill and the subsequent bringing up 
of the child. I do not think anybody will controvert that proposition. And 
I believe, therefore, Sir, that it is in the interests of the nation that the 
mother ought to get a certain amount of rest during the pre-natal period and 
also subsequently, and the principle of the bill is based entirely on that 
principle. That being so, Sir, I am bound to admit that the burden of this 
ought to be largely borne by the Government. I am prepared to admit this fact 
because the conservation of the people’s welfare is primarily the concern of 
the Government. And in every country, therefore, where the maternity 
benefit has been introduced, you will find that the Government has been 
subjected to a certain amount of charge with regard to maternity benefit. 
But that being so, Sir, I am not prepared to admit that the employer who 
employs a woman, under such circumstances, is altogether free from the 
liability of such benefit in the interests of the woman and the reason for 
this is this. There is no doubt that an employer employs women in certain 
industries because he finds that there is a greater profit to be gained by him 
by the employment of women than he would gain by the employment of 
men. He is able to get pro rata larger benefits out of women than he would 
get by employing men. That being so, it is absolutely reasonable to say that 
to a certain extent at least the employer will be liable for this kind of

♦B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XXIII, pp. 381-82, dated 28th July 1928.
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benefit when he gets a special benefit by employing women instead of men. 
I, therefore, say that although there ought to have been some liability  

imposed on the Government in the matter of maternity benefit, I think the 
bill is not altogether wrong if it seeks to impose the liability under the 
present circumstances on the employer. I, therefore, support the bill on that 
account.

It is slated that this bill is applied only to factories and not to other 
industries or to the agricultural occupation. The reply to that is very simple. 
It is to those industries where the conditions are such that they particularly 
affect the health of a woman that this principle is extended. In agriculture 
and other occupations the women are not exposed to those dangers or to 
those factors which obtain in factories and which affect the health of the 
women working in those factories. That is the reason why, for instance, 
such legislation is usually confined only to factories. The same may be 
said, for instance, with regard to the Workmen’s Compensation Act. That 
Act applies to accident which may arise in factories in the course of the 
employment of labour for this very reason, and you will find that legislation 
is confined only to factories and not to other occupations.

Now, in respect of the burden on industries, the Honourable the General 
Member said that it will  result in the reduction of wages. I am not certain 
whether it will result in a reduction of wages. Even if it does, it will mean 
that the burden on the industries will  to a certain extent be shifted elsewhere 
and the Honourable the General Member ought therefore to have no 
objection on that ground. If this bill is passed, my submission is that the 
burden will probably be shifted on to the consumer and if it is shifted on 
to the consumer, the society as such ought not to object to pay the larger 
price for the produce in order that the producers who produce it may be 
benefitted.

Then, it is said that it is unjust to confine this bill to the Bombay 
Presidency only and that it ought to be extended to the whole of India, and 
that’ other Presidencies and provinces in India ought to be put on a par 
with the Bombay Presidency. My submission to you, Sir, is this. Suppose 
that this bill is applied to the whole of British India, what is there to 
prevent somebody rising up and saying, “ Why should this bill be confined to 
India only and not to other countries ? India will  be put at a disadvantage 
with respect to the other countries of the world ‘and therefore let us wait 
till the whole world adopts the principle of this bill and then we may all 
be on a par with each other ” . I submit that there is no substance in this 
argument and I think, therefore, the benefits contemplated by this bill ought 
to be given by this Legislature to the poor women who toil in our factories 
in this Presidency.

* * *
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�ON  PUNISHMENT OF WHIPPING

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Sr. after having heard my honourable friend the 
Honourable Mr. Bell, who i in charge of this Bill, and the honourable 
member the Remembrancer of Legal Affairs, I do not think that there 
remains any necessity for arguing a case for the necessity of this measure ; 
nor does there remain, in my opinion, any necessity for arguing the question 
whether whipping is a proper punishment. That we have had very serious riots 
in the city of Bombay and often in the mofussil, which have been a disgrace 
to Indian society and Indian civilization, no honourable member, I am sure, 
can dispute. That whipping as a method of punishment is on the Indian 
statute book is itself sufficient argument against those who say that we are 
making a new departure. Consequently, Sir, the only point that remains for 
discussion in my humble judgment, is whether the provisions of the Bill, 
as they are framed, go beyond the necessities of the occasion. That seems 
to me to be the only point that survives for discussion.

Sir, having read the Bill, having applied my mind to clause 2 of the Bill, 
which is the substantive clause, I find some difficulty in agreeing to the 
provisions as they are worded in clause 2. That clause as it stands says that 
the provisions of section 4 of the Whipping Act shall apply to every offence 
of rioting which may come within sections 146 and 148 of the Indian Penal 
Code. Now, Sir, I was under the impression that this measure was contrived 
and devised for the special purpose of dealing with what are called communal 
riots. Riots, Sir, may be of various sorts ; the purpose, the motive, the 
occasion may be different. We may have a riot arising out erf an industrial 
strike in the city of Bombay; we may have a riot which is occasioned by 
a casual fracas between poor people who assemble together for asserting 
a certain right over certain properties which they may, however illegally 
but in their honest belief, think belong to them. Sir, this House ought to 
know that the offence of rioting really arises out of an offence of unlawful 
assembly. An unlawful assembly becomes a riot when that assembly uses 
force. That is the definition given in section 146 of rioting. Now, an unlawful 
assembly, although it may not be an offence which we can overlook, is 
certainly not such a serious offence as to invite such a terrible punishment
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�s whipping. Consequently my view is this, th�t if we �re to introduce this 
punishment of whipping, we ought to �mend cl�use 2 in such � m�nner 
th�t  it sh�ll become �pplic�ble  only to those riots which m�y be s�id to �rise 
out of �  commun�l fr�c�s  �nd not to �ny other riots. The cl�use �s it is, 
I submit, is worded so bro�dly �s to embr�ce �lmost �ny riot, which m�y  
be occ�sioned by �nything which m�y be of �  very p�ssing ch�r�cter or 
which m�y  be so norm�l in hum�n �ff�irs  th�t  we re�lly  ought not to extend 
this punishment to such c�ses. And the Indi�n Pen�l Code, I submit, h�s 
very wisely provided the ordin�ry forms of punishment for ordin�ry offences 
of rioting. If this Bill  is �  necessity it c�n be �  necessity only for the speci�l 
purpose of de�ling with �  commun�l riot �nd for no other purpose. If my 
honour�ble friend the Home Member is prep�red to �lter the wording of 
cl�use 2 in such �  m�nner th�t  this punishment c�n be m�de �pplic�ble  only 
to offences �rising speci�lly out of commun�l riots, he will  h�ve my support. 
Th�t is �ll  th�t  I h�ve to s�y on this occ�sion.

� � �



�7  

*ON MINISTERS’ SALARIES BILL

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City, Byculla and Parel): Mr. Speaker, 
I rise to make a statement, and I use the word “  statement ” very advisedly. 
I am not moving an amendment to the Bill which has been proposed by 
my honourable friend the Prime Minister, nor do I propose to carry this 
matter to a division. The Ministers’ Salaries Bill, I think, ought to have 
been an agreed measure, and it need not have been carried through, as 
the Ministry proposes to do, by a purely party vote. That course the 
Ministry has not chosen to take, and I am therefore bound to make this 
statement with the simple object of lodging a protest against the principle of 
the Bill. Notwithstanding what the Prime Minister has said in moving this 
Bill—and no doubt every member of this House will feel a greater degree 
of respect for him for the sincerity with which he spoke and for the high 
principles he has enunciated regarding the conduct of Ministers—taking the 
view of the situation as a practical man, looking at things from a practical 
point of view, I do not think that I can accept the standard salary for 
Ministers which has been laid down in this Bill.
Sir, before I explain the reasons why I think that this should not be 

a standard salary for the Ministers, I would like to place before the House 
some figures relating to the salaries which are paid to Ministers outside 
India and also to Ministers in India, so that the House may at the outset 
be able to realize what a great departure we are making from the standard 
that exists today. I have here with me a few figures which I have collected. 
In the Irish Free State there are 11 Ministers ; every one of them is paid 
a salary of £ 1,700 per annum, which according to my calculation comes 
approximately to Rs. 2,000 a month. In South Africa there are 
1� Ministers, 2 without portfolio. The Prime Minister is paid £�,500 per 
annum ; the other Ministers are paid £ 2,500 per annum, which according 
to my calculation comes to Rs. 2,900 per month. I have not been able to 
get the figures for Australia, but the figures for Canada are as follows : The 
Prime Minister gets $ 19,000 per annum ; there are 16 Ministers in Canada 
altogether, and the Ministers get $ 14,000 per annum, which includes $ 4,000 
for sessional allowance. In New Zealand there are 12 Ministers. The Prime
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Minister there gets £ �,800 plus a residence, and a Minister gets £ �,370 per 
annum which includes £ 200 for house allowance, so that the salary for the 
Minister comes to Rs. �,500 per month.
Coming to India and leaving aside for a moment the salaries that were 

paid before the new Government of India Act came into operation, and 
taking the salaries that were fixed for the interim Ministers—and nobody 
could say that the interim Ministries were not Ministries which were, to 
some extent at any rate, responsible to public opinion—these are the figures 
which I find from a table submitted to Parliament. In Madras, the Prime 
Minister was paid a salary of Rs. 3,000, and each of the Ministers was paid 
Rs. 2,500 plus a house. In Bombay the salary was Rs. 4,000 for the Prime 
Minister, and for the Ministers Rs. 3,500 each. In the United Provinces each' 
Minister including the Prime Minister was paid Rs. 2,500. In the Central 
Provinces the Prime Minister was paid Rs. 3,000, and each Minister was 
paid Rs. 2,250. In Bihar the Prime Minister was paid Rs. 2,500 and 
a Minister was paid Rs. 2,000. In Orissa the Ministers were paid Rs. �,000 
each.
Now, Sir, compare these figures with the figures proposed in the Ministers’ 

Salaries Bill. There can be no doubt that there is a great departure from the 
prevailing standard. It seems to me that the difference is not merely a difference 
of degree but is a difference of kind, and I submit a difference of kind is 
a difference of principle. What are the considerations that ought to prevail 
in the fixing of the salary of a Minister ? In my judgment, Sir, there are 
four considerations which ought to prevail. The first is the consideration 
of the social standard of the Ministers, who are undoubtedly the social 
leaders of the community ; secondly, considerations of competency ; thirdly 
considerations of democracy ; and, fourthly, considerations of integrity and 
purity of administration. I am not prepared to push the first consideration 
to any unreasonable length. Personally, I should have thought myself that 
the Ministers of the country, who are the first citizens of the country, 
should lead a life which is cultured, which cares for art, which cares for 
learning, and which ought to be a model for the rest. But if our friends 
do not care to consider that aspect of the case, as I say, I am prepared to 
leave it out of consideration altogether. But surely the consideration of 
competency, the consideration of democracy and the consideration of 
integrity could never be overlooked in fixing the salaries of Ministers. I do 
not know what view the Honourable the Prime Minister takes of the duties 
and functions of the Ministers. If the view is that the Ministers are to do 
nothing more than go about and unfurl flags and receive salutes from 
crimson clad ladies forming guards of honour, then that is a different 
proposition. In my view, and I want to emphasise it with all the emphasis 
I am capable of, if there is anything we expect from the Ministry, it is 
competency. I have no doubt in my mind that of the three organs of the 
State, the legislature, the executive and the judiciary, the executive is the
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main spring of action. It is the executive which is to study the problems 
that are facing the country ; it is the executive which is to show what 
solutions can be proposed for solving those problems ; in short, Sir, it is 
the executive that must be the brain trust, if we are to solve the various 
problems with which we are faced and to get the best out of this 
constitution.

The question that arises in my mind is this, whether the salary that is 
proposed is a salary which is capable of inviting men who are capable and 
who have the necessary competence to face the problems and suggest 
remedies. Looking at the question dispassionately in the light of the 
circumstances which I see prevalent in this country, I cannot give, Sir, an 
affirmative answer. First of all, there is this fact to be considered, namely, 
that there are other walks of life in which the prizes are fqr greater than 
the prizes which have been provided for the Ministry. Many people who 
have competence, who have ambitions, will seek other walks of life rather 
than come to the Ministry and have the responsibility of the Ministry. 
I could have understood if the ministry was legislating that nobody should 
receive a salary of more than five hundred in any walk of life. If they had 
done so, things would have been otherwise. But they are not doing so. They 
are driving away competent men in other walks of life. This is one 
aspect of the matter. The second aspect to be considered is this. Looking at 
the situation in India, I cannot help saying that the intellectual class from 
which you can draw men who are competent enough to undertake the 
responsibility is very very small. Sir, in this country, on account of the 
social system which has been prevalent and which the British regime has 
not been able to damage very much, education was confined to a small 
class. Education has never been the privilege and the opportunity of many. 
In fact, under the Chatur Varna it is only one class who could take education 
and the rest were debarred. Consequently, a large mass of the people are 
absolutely so situated that they cannot throw forth leaders who can be 
taken in the Ministry to carry on the administration. Therefore, my 
submission is that the salary is not a salary which can invite competent 
people to carry on the administration.
Now, Sir, coming to the question of democracy, what will be the effect 

of the salary ? I would not mince matters. I would straightway say that the 
consequence of this salary will be this : Either there would be people who 
do not care for money, who have private means but who want to capture 
political power in order that they may use that political power for the 
advancement of their own class or their own community. That would be 
one consequence. The other consequence would be that men who cannot 
make any money in other walks of life will  get into the Ministry. There can 
be no other consequence. (Laughter.) My friends may laugh, but �  have no 
hesitation in saying that that will  be the consequence of this Bill. There can 
be no greater disaster if what I apprehend comes true. We want that the
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political power which is given under the Government of India Act should 
not be cornered or monopolised by a few who have money and who do not 
care for salary. Nor do we want in the interest of the masses that the power 
should go into the hands of incompetent people.

Coming to the other question, namely, the integrity and purity of 
administration, a friend of mine who is Congress-minded said one thing 
which I would like to repeat on the floor of this House. He said that if the 
Governor were to give him a contract for the supply of Ministers, he would 
very readily undertake the contract and also give something to the Presidency 
of Bombay for giving him that contract. I think, Sir, that remark is very 
pregnant. There are hotels in Europe who pay to the managers to allow 
them to wait. That shows what possibilities there are open to people who 
are not kept above temptation to pick something which they cannot get by 
way of pay. I am not saying anything in regard to the present Ministry, 
because we are discussing the principle of the Bill, not at all personalities 
involved. Even with higher salaries I admit, and readily admit, that you can 
never buy the dishonesty of a dishonest man. Pay him any salary you like, 
if he is dishonest, he will be dishonest. That is, however, not the 
consideration. The consideration is whether you cannot fix your salary in 
such a way that the Minister will  be kept beyond temptation. Sir, we have had 
in this province a salary of Rs. 4,000 and a salary of Rs. 3,000, and yet 
there were scandals relating to the administration. If even with salaries of 
Rs. 3,000 and Rs. 4,000 it is not possible to avoid scandals. I fear very 
much a salary of Rs. 500 may produce far greater scandals than have been 
produced in the past. In this, the question that arises for consideration is 
not merely whether the salary is adequate. But my view is that it is not 
the close of the argument. The problem of salary has to be considered from 
two points of view. From the standpoint of the individual the consideration 
is one of adequacy. From the standpoint of the State the consideration 
is a consideration of safety and purity of administration. A man may 
say that a particular salary is an adequate salary for him. But it does 
not follow that you should not consider whether from the public point 
of view it is a safe salary. Lowest standard is not necessarily a safe 
standard. I believe my friends opposite will  have, when they give contracts, 
to enter a clause that contracts shall not be given merely because the 
tenders are the lowest. Just as we do not give contracts to persons simply 
because their standards are the lowest, similarly we cannot allow persons to 
serve as ministers merely because they are prepared to accept the lowest 
salary. We have to consider the other side of the question whether the 
contractor who is offering the lowest tender is capable of discharging the 
obligations of his task. Therefore, I am suggesting that, though the 
Honourable Minister may say that Rs. 500 salary is good enough, it does 
not dispose of the argument. The House has to consider whether on this 
basis it can expect and hope to have an administration which is free from 
corruption may possibly arise.
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Now, Sir, I should like to read to the House a small extract from the 
report that was made by the committee appointed by the House of Commons 
in the year �920 in order to suggest the principles on which the salaries 
of the Ministers ought to be fixed. This is what the committee observe :
“  There are probably few subjects open to more varieties of opinion than 

the precise amount of salary suited to any given office of Government; and 
the Committee disclaiming all pretensions to any infallible rule on a question 
necessarily so vague, will  nevertheless submit some preliminary observations 
upon the general principles by which they have been governed in the 
conscientious discharge of an ungracious duty.
“  It is impossible not to recognise in its fullest extent the principle, that the 

people have a right to have their service done at the smallest possible, 
consistent with its efficient performance. Whether public servants sit in 
Parliament or not, the principle is the same. The only justification for taxes 
of any sort, is either necessity or evident public utility. If, notwithstanding 
the consecutive gleanings of different committees of the House, any sinecures 
are �till  exi�ting no time �hould be lo�t in abolishing them ; and it will be 
seen in the course of this report, that the Committee have not failed to do 
their duty by more than one case of this description.
“  If any offices are overpaid they should be reformed. If any can be united 

with others with benefit to the public this useful species of economy should 
not be neglected and several suggestions of this sort will be found in the 
evidence which it is not within the powers given to the Committee to follow 
up. In short, all departments of Government should be watched with the 
same view to economy in general which any individual would apply to the 
management of his own affairs.
“  It is almost unnecessary to observe that these general principles do not 

lead to the absurd conclusion, sometimes imputed to them, that a willingness 
to accept low pay is any qualification for office. Economy, to deserve the 
name must be rational; and no consideration of more money can be set in 
competition with the paramount evident necessity of securing for offices of 
great trust and confidence the highest class of Intelligence and Integrity. It has 
been frequently observed, and the observation being founded on truth and 
reason should never be lost sight of that offices in a free country should 
not be put beyond the reach of men of moderate fortune. If salaries should 
be fixed too low a monopoly would be created in the hands of the wealthy, 
the power of selection by the Crown would be most injuriously restricted, 
and the public would be deprived of the services of men of limited means, 
educated with a view to the pursuit of liberal professions, a class furnishing 
more than any other the talents and industry suited to official life.
“  It should be further considered, that the higher offices of Government 

require an entire devotion of the whole time and attention of those who 
fill  them ; that their own private affairs must necessarily be neglected; and 
that if  care should be taken on the one hand to avoid the scandal of private 
fortunes amassed at the public expense, it is neither for the interest nor for
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the honour of the country, on the other hand that they should be ruined 
in its service.”

I submit, Sir, that these are principles which any ministry who cares for 
the service of the country and for the purity of the administration, ought tc 
bear in mind. And I do not think that the present ministry in fixing the salary 
of Rs. 500 has shown any regard to the principles which I have read out
Now, Sir, what are the principles that have been suggested for the salary 

that has been .fixed in the Bill  ? The one thing I have heard often said is 
that the salaries ought to be in accord with the income of the people. I ask 
the question, if that is so, can it be said that Rs. 500 salary is in accord 
with the income of the people ? What is the income of the people ? I have 
here figures given in the “  Harijan ”—I suppose a standard authority—from 
which I may quote.

�he Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher: I am glad you read it.
Dr. B. R. Anibedkar: I do always read it. According to the figures given 

here, the income per head in the United Kingdom is £ 50 per annum ; in 
the United States of America, £ 100 ; in France, £ 40 ; in Australia, £ 70 ; in 
Canada, £ 75 ; in India, £ 4. (�he  Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher: Hear, hear) 
Now, Sir, if all this is done on the principle that the salaries ought to be 
in accord with the income of the people, then I do not understand how it 
can be suggested that the salary of Rs. 500 a month is in accord with the 
£4 income of the people of this country. Surely, if my honourable friend 
is basing the Bill  which he has placed before us, on this principle, namely, 
that the salary should be in accord with the income of the people, then 
Rs. 500, I submit, is a most extravagant sum to take for the ministry ; it 
ought to be less than Rs. 100 ; it ought to be Rs. 75, as was suggested. If  
they are honest, if they want to fix this sum as a matter of justice and not 
to placate the people, then why not be logical in your honesty ? Why fix  
a sum which is out of all proportion to the income of the people ?
The second thing that has been suggested in justification of the low salary 

is that the ministers ought to live in such a manner that they should look 
as though they were of the people, that there should be no distinction 
between ministers on the one hand and the private citizens on the other. 
Sir, if this is the object of the ministry, that all distinctions should be 
abolished, that they should look as though they were of the people, that 
the people should have full confidence in them as though they belong to the 
people, then, my submission is that this is not the method of winning the 
confidence of the people. Sir, in this country, the cleavages, social and 
religious, are far greater than they exist anywhere else in the world. We 
have here—I am speaking of this presidency for the moment—we have the 
division of Brahmins and non-Brahmins ; the division of the touchables and 
the untouchables—I am confining myself again to the Hindus—we have 
the division of Maharashtrians versus Gujaratis; we have the division 
of Gujaratis versus Kanarese. And add to all that the difference between 
the Hindus and the Mahomedans. If you want to create confidence
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�n the adm�n�strat�on, then, I subm�t that the proper way of do�ng �t �s not 
for the m�n�sters to go about �n the streets half clad, show�ng the�r anatomy ; 
or smok�ng b�d�s �n place of c�garettes ; or go�ng �n th�rd class or �n 
bullock carts. Nobody �s go�ng to be dece�ved by these th�ngs. If you want 
to ga�n the conf�dence of the people, then, I subm�t that the only way of 
do�ng �t �s to const�tute your Government, your m�n�stry, your c�v�l serv�ces, 
�n such a way that �t does not become the monopoly of any part�cular class 
or any part�cular commun�ty. (Cheers.) We shall watch what the m�n�stry 
�s go�ng to do about �t. But �f they want to pretend that they are go�ng to 
create conf�dence by do�ng these, what I m�ght call, puer�le th�ngs, then, 
I subm�t �t �s an attempt that �s doomed to fa�lure.
Then, S�r, the m�n�stry has come forward w�th what m�ght be called an 
act of renunc�at�on on the�r part It rem�nds me of the conduct and the 
way of l�fe of med�eval monks. The med�eval monks when theystarted the�r 
careers as monks were requ�red to take the three vows—the vow of cel�bacy, 
the vow of chast�ty, and the vow of poverty.
I do not know whether my honourable fr�ends have taken the vow of 

cel�bacy. (Laughter) I suppose �t �s too late for them now to do �t. I do not 
know whether they have taken the vow of chast�ty. But �f they have and �f 
they break �t, �t �s certa�nly not a matter of gr�evance for th�s House. But 
they certa�nly have taken the vow of poverty, as I see from th�s B�ll. Can 
they keep th�s vow ? The med�eval monks very seldom succeeded �n 
ma�nta�n�ng the�r vow of chast�ty, but they always succeeded �n ma�nta�n�ng 
the�r vow of poverty. Why was �t so ? That was because the monks had no 
fam�l�es ; they were s�ngle, sol�tary �nd�v�duals, w�th no obl�gat�ons to any 
one. The m�n�sters �n th�s respect stand �n a d�fferent s�tuat�on altogether. 
They have certa�nly large respons�b�l�t�es ar�s�ng out of the�r fam�l�es and 
the�r ch�ldren. I cannot see how they can succeed �n keep�ng up to the�r 
vow of poverty. I w�sh them success, but I doubt very much whether they 
w�ll be able to do �t.

�r.  A. V. Chitre: They w�ll be draw�ng the�r d�v�dends ?

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Now, S�r, there �s one other matter wh�ch I would 
l�ke to speak about Is there any necess�ty for th�s B�ll  ? Personally myself, 
I do not th�nk that the B�ll �s a necessary B�ll. Nobody can compel the 
Honourable M�n�sters to take more than what they des�re. And surely, 
w�thout br�ng�ng �n the B�ll, and allow�ng the salar�es f�xed by the Governor 
to rema�n at the f�gure at wh�ch they are f�xed, they could take Rs. 500 and 
return the rest e�ther to the State or to the Party chest, wh�chever they 
l�ked ? Why �s �t they do not do that ? Why �s �t that they are br�ng�ng �n 
th�s B�ll  ? And that �s where the catch comes �n. I venture to say that th�s 
B�ll �s not put forth out of any p�ous mot�ve ; there �s a strategy beh�nd �t. 
That strategy �s th�s, that they should always rema�n �n the saddle and 
nobody else should take the�r places.

The Honourable �r.  K. �.  �unshi : You are welcome !
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�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: This reminds me of how at the Round Table 
Conference the Conservative Party was trying to strengthen its provision by 
introducing certain clauses in the Government of India Bill which could 
have no other purpose except to restrict the freedom of action of the Labour 
Party. Many of us used to question them as to why they wanted certain 
clauses to be introduced into the Government of India Act which apparently 
had no justification. They could give no reply, but everybody knew that 
what they were doing was really to forestall the Labour Government should 
it ever come into power, and prevent it from undoing what the Conservative 
Party wanted to do. If my learned friends want to adopt that policy, they 
are welcome to do so. We cannot prevent them. All I want to say is that 
this is a misuse of their power.
Let me at this stage make it clear, because I am likely to be misunder-

stood, that when I am protesting at the salary of Rs. 500 as being too low. 
I am not at all suggesting that the salary of Rs. 4,000 or Rs. 3,000 which was 

suggested by the Interim Ministry was a standard salary. Nobody need draw 
that conclusion, because I am not going to say that Rs. 4,000 or Rs. 3,000 
is a proper salary. I bind myself to no figure. All I say is that Rs. 500 is 
not a proper salary for a Minister. The statement I have made will  no doubt 
leave me open to the criticism that I am suggesting an extravagance. But 
I do not feel any embarrassment in making the suggestion that the salary 
ought to be more than that fixed in the Bill. I am certainly not a recipient 
of the salary, if it was increased ; and, so far as I can see the future, I do 
not think that I shall ever be a recipient of it.

The Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher: Do not despair.
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Well, I need not answer my learned friend. Rut 

his policy is what it is ; he certainly has deliberately excluded members of 
the Scheduled Classes from his Cabinet.

The Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi: They may not like Rs. 500 !
The Honourable the Speaker: Order, order.
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I do not feel any embarrassment in making this 

proposal, because I am not going to be a recipient of this salary. My motives 
are motives purely of public policy. Dr. Johnson said that patriotism was 
the last refuge of scoundrels. He could very well have said that politics 
also was the last refuge of scoundrels. And it is because I do not want that 
politics in India should become the last refuge of the scoundrel that I have 
risen to speak.

* * • * •

fDr. B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City): Sir, I would just like to say 
a word to my honourable friend the Prime Minister, whether the whole of 
the difficulty could not be solved by putting in a lump sum rather than 
putting in all these different items. I am only suggesting it to him whether 
we could not then say that a consolidated salary of so much—Rs 750 per
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�onth  should be paid to a Minister. I a�  only suggesting for his consideration 
whether that would not solve the difficulty.

�he Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher: Sir, I thought I had �ade  clear what 
we had done in Poona, where there were four Govern�ent residences 
available. In Bo�bay  also there will be Govern�ent residences available. 
Those Ministers as also the Speaker and the President who will get 
acco��odation  in Govern�ent bungalows will not need and will not be 
paid any allowances. There is no question of consolidating the allowances 
with salary. For residences which are available fro�  the Govern�ent and 
which they occupy they do not get an allowance. If they have their own 
houses, whether they choose to occupy the�  or not is entirely left to the�.  
But for the purposes of a house allowance, we consider that Rs. 100 per 
�onth  is a reasonable provision. That being the position, I do not think it 
will be possible to consolidate the salary with the allowance. The arrange-
�ent  that we have followed in Poona see�s to have worked well; the 
arrange�ent in Poona was to divide the Govern�ent residences available, 
and I can assure the honourable �e�ber  Dr. A�bedkar  that we are now 
acco��odating  in one Govern�ent bungalow two or three Ministers where 
including the out-houses for�erly  only one Minister used to occupy it in 
solitary dignity. If we do the sa�e thing in Bo�bay, after providing 
residences for the Ministers as also for the Honourable the Speaker and 
President, there will be so�e  Govern�ent residences perhaps available for 
letting. Therefore, �ore  retrench�ent will follow as a result of the 
arrange�ent that we have in view.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I a�  only trying to point out a way out of the 
difficulty which has been raised, na�ely,  that the word “  allowance ” does 
not occur in the section of the Govern�ent of India Act which refers to the 
salaries of the Ministers. In order, therefore, not to give rise to any 
contention that an allowance has been fixed in addition to salary which �ay 
not be per�issible under the Act, what I a�  suggesting to �y  honourable 
friend is that he �ight  consolidate the whole thing and call it salary and 
drop the word “  allowance ” and thereby get out of the difficulty. Of course, 
we have yet to know fro�  the Advocate-General whether the point raised 
has any substance in it

� � �
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�ON  PROBATION OF OFFENDERS BILL

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City): Mr. Speaker, Sir, one notices 
that there is not much enthusiasm for this Bill because one does not see 
the same competition that is observable when other Bills are before the 
House, and when I rise, although I am desirous of making reference to only 
one section, I also confess that I do not feel any very great enthusiasm for 
this Bill, and that, I submit, is very natural, because the Bill  does not touch 
any problem which can be said to be either grave or urgent. It touches 
a very small problem. The Bill, I am told, follows very closely an English 
statute. I do not know whether the English people who are made subject to 
the statute which is taken as a model for this Bill  have derived any benefit 
which may be called to be considerable, but I trust that the Honourable 
the Home Minister has examined the position carefully and has evidently 
come to the conclusion that the benefit arising from this Act in the country 
in which it is now prevailing, is certainly so considerable that we ought 
also to follow it by similar legislation in our province.
Sir, I have nothing to say with regard to the detailed provisions contained 

in the Bill, and I say at the outset that reading the Bill as it is, I think 
there are principles embodied in this Bill to which I can lend my support. 
There is only one clause about which I feel some trouble and which I would 
like to place before the Honourable the Home Minister for his considera-
tion, and that clause is clause 6. Clause 6 seems to me to embody a principle 
which may become in its operation somewhat oppressive, to use a very 
mild expression. The latter part of clause 6 says:

“ and if the offender is under the age of sixteen years, and it appears 
to the Court that the parent or guardian of the offender has conduced by 
his neglect or in any other way to the commission of the offence, the 
Court may order payment of such damages or compensation and costs by 
such parent or guardian.”
It seems to me that this may rightly involve a great deal of oppression 

as against the parent or guardian. My learned friend the Honourable the 
Home Minister will agree that the words “  neglect ” and “  negligence ” are

*B.L.A. Debates, Vol. 2, pp. 425-26,| dated 20th January 19�8.
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�he vagues� of �he vague words, and i� is very difficul� �o give any posi�ive 
defini�ion of wha� is negligence and wha� is no� negligence. If I may refer 
�o wha� happened during �he course of �he Civil Disobedience Movemen�, 
I �hink i� will give an analogy by which i� migh� be possible for my 
honourable friend �o realise �he difficul�y which I feel. I believe i� is �rue— 
I will s�and correc�ed if I am �old �ha� I am wrong—�ha� during �he Civil  
Disobedience Movemen� many civil servan�s who were in �he service of 
�he S�a�e and whose children had �aken �o �he Civil Disobedience Movemen�, 
were brough� under disciplinary ac�ion on �he ground �ha� �hey had no� 
jus�ified �heir du�y �o �he S�a�e by seeing �ha� �he children did no� follow 
�he movemen� which was subversive of �he Governmen� of �he day. I �hink 
I am righ� in saying �ha� members who are now si��ing opposi�e did 
�ake grea� objec�ion �o �ha� principle, because, if I unders�and �hem 
correc�ly, �heir con�en�ion was �ha� no paren�s could be responsible 
for �he conduc� of �heir children, especially if �he conduc� involved �he 
holding of a cer�ain opinion which may differ very legi�ima�ely from 
�he opinion of �heir paren�s. My submission is �ha� a child may develop 
criminal proclivi�ies no�wi�hs�anding �he fac� �ha� �he paren� has been 
as careful and as du�iful as ordinarily paren�s are; and unless �he 
word “  neglec� ” or “  connivance ” or “  conducing ” is properly defined, i�  
seems �o me �ha� �his Bill may lead �o consequences which would be far 
grea�er �han �hose which probably �he Honourable �he Home Member 
himself in�ends.
My honourable friend Mr. Bramble, who undoub�edly, as one sees from 

�he speech �ha� he made, has devo�ed special a��en�ion �o �he s�udy of 
�his problem, has poin�ed ou� �ha� �he English law con�ains cer�ain 
anomalies, and �ha� if �he English law is �o be �aken as our model, we 
ough� �o �ake �his occasion in order �o see �ha� �he anomalies which are 
found in �he English law are no� in�roduced in �he legisla�ion �ha� we are 
passing. I have every reason �o believe �ha� �he s�a�emen� �ha�- he has made 
is based upon �he deepes� s�udy, and if �ha� is so and �he pres�ige of �he 
Governmen� does no� come in �he way, I would join .in �he reques� made 
by �he honourable member Mr. Bramble �ha� �his Bill could very well be 
referred �o a selec� commi��ee, where all �he poin�s �ha� may be raised 
ei�her in favour of cer�ain principles or agains� may be �hreshed ou�, so 
�ha� �he Bill may become as perfec� as we in �his House can make i�. 
Wi�h �hese remarks, I suppor� �he firs� reading of �he Bill.

* * *
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*ON TOBACCO DUTY ACT AMENDMENT  BILL

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City):�Sir,�I�should�like�to�submit�in�
reply�to�what�the�Honourable�Leader�of�the�House�has�suggested,�that�
unless�you�uphold�the�principle�that�there�is�such�a�thing�as�waiver�or�
estoppel,�the�discussion�that�my�honourable�friend�Mr.�Jamnadas�Mehta�
wants�to�raise�will�be�quite�relevant�under�the�rules�of�the�House.�With�
regard�to�the�point�raised�by�the�Honourable�Leader�of�the�House,�what�
I�should�like�to�submit�is�this,�that�the�House�may�easily�take�the�view�
that�they�have�granted�sufficient�funds�and�more�shall�not�be�granted.�I�submit�
that�would�be�a�complete�answer�to�the�point�raised�by�the�Leader�of�
the�House.�Therefore,�there�can�be�no�estoppel�or�waiver�on�the�ground�
that�the�House�has�granted�supplies�by�adopting�the�other�taxes�which�
were�discussed�previously�under�the�head�“ �Finance�Bill �” .
Then,�Sir,�the�point�I�should�like�to�raise�is�this.�I�think�the�issue�is�
whether�this�is�a�Finance�Bill�or�a�Bill�which�merely�regulates�the�
administrative�machinery�for�raising�the�tax.�If�this�were�a�Bill�merely�
providing�for�the�machinery�for�raising�the�tax�and�laying�down�the�mode�
and�method�of�raising�the�tax,�then�I�could�quite�understand�the�relevancy�
of�the�ruling�to�which�you�have�referred.�But�it�seems�to�me,�looking�to�
the�statement�of�objects�and�reasons�which�is�appended�to�the�Bill, �that�this�
Bill�is�from�beginning�to�end�treated�by�the�Government�as�a�Finance�
Bill.�The�main�object�of�the�Bill �is�to�raise�additional�revenue.�The�change�
in�the�machinery�is�merely�secondary—to�provide�an�instrument�for�raising�
the�additional�revenue.�Additional�revenue�for�the�purpose�of�meeting�the�
deficit�caused�by�the�prohibition�policy�of�Government�is�the�principal�aim�
of�this�Bill.�I�shall�just�refer�to�one�or�two�passages�in�the�statement�of�
objects�and�reasons�:
“ �Tobacco�is�subject�to�substantial�taxation�in�most�countries.�It�is�
absolutely�essential�to�develop�this�source�of�revenue�in�order�to�meet�
-part�of�the�loss�caused�by�the�new�prohibition�or�anti-drink�policy.�In�
Bombay�City�duty�on�tobacco�is�levied�under�the�Tobacco�Duty�(Town�
of�Bombay)�Act,�1857.�Under�the�said�Act�there�is�already�a�substantial

B.L.A.�Debates,�Vol.�3,�pp.�336-37,�dated�5th�March�1938.
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rnaundage fee; but the licence fee is nominal, and there is a great demand 
for licences which are frequently sublet. The Bill provides for raising the 
licence fee in Bombay from Re. �  to Rs. 25 or Rs. 50,.................”
That of course, leaves no doubt that this Bill is fundamentally a Finance 
Bill  and not a Bill  for the purpose of laying down a machinery for raising 
the tax. That is my submission. If it is a Finance Bill, then I submit, that 
the House has the right to discuss whether they should grant the supply to 
Government or not. With regard to the other point raised by the 
Honourable Leader of the House in regard to waiver, my submission is that 
it is perfectly open to the House to say : “  Part of the supply we shall 
grant; the rest we shall not.”

� � �



�0N  INDEPENDENCE OF JUDICIARY

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City): Mr. Speaker, Sir, I rise to support 
this motion. Speaking as I do on this motion at almost the fag end of 
the debate and realising the fact that some time must be left for the 
Honourable the Home Minister to make his reply, I propose to be very 
brief in the statements that I want to make to this House.

Sir, the first thing that I should like to state, speaking for myself, is 

that the act which is the foundation of this censure motion certainly does 
not come to me as any matter of surprise. I look upon this as the culmina
tion of a series of activities, which undoubtedly amount to law-breaking 
activities which the Government is guilty of ever since it has taken office. 
It is only part of a series, one act in the drama that is proceeding : we do 
not know when it will come to an end. The first act to which I should like to 
make a reference is certainly the act undertaken by the present Government 
of restoring the lands that were confiscated from the Bardoli peasants. 
(Interruption.) I suppose I shall have a hearing, because my time is limited.

The Honourable the Speaker: Order, order. Will the honourable member 
resume his seat ?

I am afraid if the discussion is to be carried on these lines, it would 
be opening up an interminable field. The point at issue is not whether the 
Government does or does not deserve condemnation for any of their past 
acts, but whether the particular act which is the subject-matter of the 
present motion is or is not deserving of condemnation. The motion is taken 
as relating to a definite matter of urgent public importance, and the 
definiteness, which has been the reason for the motion being allowed, has 
to be followed in the course of the debate also. Otherwise, the very object 
of the discussion will be frustrated. I would, therefore, request the honourable 
member to confine himself to the definite act that is before the House.

♦B.L.A. Debates, Vol. 3, pp. 420-24, dated 7th March 1938.
Mr. Jamnadas M. Mehta of Railway Unions moved an adjournment motion 

seeking adjournment of the House to draw public attention to the Government inter
ference with the independence of Bombay High Court The Government had 
suspended the sentences of two prisoners named Jadhavji and Dhirajlal after the 
High Court had rejected the application of prisoners.



�r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�May�I�make�this�submission.�Sir,�there�is�
a�distinction�between�a�reference�by�way�of�analogy�and�argument�and�going�

into�the�merits.�If�I�were�going�into�the�merits�of�the�restoration�of�the�
Bardoli�lands,�I�would�certainly�be�subject�to�the�objection�you�have�taken.�
But�I�do�say,�subject�to�your�ruling,�that�I�am�not�out�of�order�in�saying�
that�this�act�is�the�culmination�of�a�series�of�activities�of�the�Government�
and�in'referring�to�one�of�the�past�acts�of�Government�without�going�into�

the�pros�and�cons�of�it.�I�agree�to�finish�by�5-30.
The Honourable the Speaker: It�is�not�a�matter�of�the�honourable�

member�agreeing�to�finish�it�by�a�certain�time.�What�I�feel�is�that,�there�
being�a�definite�matter�and�the�honourable�member�having�been�given�
leave�of�the�House�for�discussing�a�certain�definite�matter,�even�a�reference�
to�other�matters�may�tend�to�introduce�other�subjects.�I,�therefore,�feel�
that�I�would�not�be�right�in�permitting�references�to�other�subjects�even�
in�general�terms.�I�have�no�desire�to�curtail�the�liberty�of�any�member�”,�
I�do�want�all�the�points�that�can�be�urged�in�this�matter�to�be�brought�
out�but�I�do�not�want�to�allow�any�references�to�other�matters,�which�may�
be�sins�of�commission�or�omission.�It�is�not�that�I�am�anxious�to�finish�
earlier�and�therefore�wish�to�exclude�reference�to�those�matters.�The�
Honourable�member�is�entitled�to�have�his�full�say�on�the�point�before�
the�House.

�r.  B. R. Arnbedkar:�In�view�of�that,�I�am�bound�to�confine�my�
remarks�to�the�matter�before�the�House.
Now,�Sir,�with�regard�to�the�matter�before�the�House,�what�I�should�

like�to�state�is�this,�that,�first�of�all,�we�are�not�in�possession�of�the�facts�
of�the�case,�except�what�we�have�learnt�from�the�newspapers.�We�have�
no�definite�data,�and�I�am�informed�that�although�an�appeal�was�made�to�
the�Honourable�the�Home�Minister,�to�let�the�House�know�exactly�what�the�
facts�were,�he�has�not�done�so.�Therefore,�I,�along�with�other�members�
of�the�House,�am�certainly�suffering�under�a�handicap.�It�may�be�that�
in�the�end,�when�the�facts�are�disclosed,�it�will�be�found�that�this�debate�
was�either�unnecessary�or�premature.�But�if�the�debate�turns�out�to�be�
futile�and�unnecessary,�the�blame�for�that�must�necessarily�fall�upon�the�
shoulders�of�the�Honourable�the�Home�Minister,�because�it�is�he�who�has�
declined�to�take�the�House�into�his�confidence�and�to�state�exactly�what�
has�happened.�If�he�had�done�so,�probably�the�honourable�mover�of�the�
motion�might�have�taken�it�back,�probably�other�members�might�have�said�
that�they�did�not�want�to�take�any�part�in�the�debate.�But,�as�I�said,�if �
this�debate�turns�out�ultimately�to�be�a�futility, �the�fault�will �be�his.
Relying�upon�the�facts�as�we�have�come�to�know�from�newspaper�reports,�

what�is�the�point�that�arises�for�consideration�?�It�is�said�that�the�High�
Court�had�rejected�the�application�of�these�men.�The�question�is,�why�did�
the�Minister�allow�it�?�The�point�it�seems�to�me�is�a�very�narrow�point,



�amely, whether there was a�y justificatio� which the House could accept 
as reaso�able for suspe�di�g the se�te�ce passed upo� the two co�victs. 
The Ho�ourable the Home Mi�ister  might say that the High Court does 
�ot  possess the powers of suspe�sio� a�d therefore it  7s quite irreleva�t to 
urge whether the High Court wisely or u�wisely refused to suspe�d the 
se�te�ce. That is �ot  the questio�. The questio� is whether the authority, 
the prerogative, vested i�  the Gover�me�t for suspe�di�g, commuti�g 
or reduci�g se�te�ces o�  priso�ers who have bee� lawfully co�victed has 
bee� properly exercised. The questio� is whether the discretio� has bee� 
properly exercised. Now, Sir, i�  order to fi�d  out whether the exercise o�  
the part of the Ho�ourable the Home Mi�ister  of this prerogative has bee� 
properly exercised, it is �ecessary to elimi�ate certai� probabilities. First 
of all, o�  the facts as they appear from �ewspaper reports, it is clear that 
these people, who i�dulged i�  this act of gambli�g o�  a vast a�d a colossal 
scale, were certai�ly �ot  poverty-stricke� people who were drive� to these 
�efarious acts of gambli�g for the purpose of ear�i�g  their bread. That 
certai�ly is �ot  the case. From the facts as reported, these people were 
rich Ba�ias. They possessed e�ormous capital; they had several compa�ies 
or head offices i�  differe�t parts of the city, i�  differe�t parts of I�dia,  
a�d they were carryi�g o�  their trade o�  a colossal scale. There could be, 
therefore, �o  justificatio� i�  this particular case that they were u�fortu�ate  
people who, by reaso� of their poverty, by reaso� of their adverse circum-
sta�ces, were compelled to resort to acts of gambli�g. That is �ot  the excuse 
that o�e ca� fi�d,  because the facts are totally opposed to that ki�d  of 
i�fere�ce. Seco�dly, there has bee� �othi�g  suggested, at a�y rate i�  the 
reports that have appeared a�d i�  the applicatio� that was made i�  the 
High Court, that there was a�y other grou�d for this suspe�sio�. There 
is �othi�g  to show that these two co�victs were ill or sufferi�g from a�y  
disease; there is �othi�g  to show that there was a�y domestic calamity 
befalli�g their families which �eeded their freedom. That also we do �ot 
k�ow from the facts before us, a�d that i�fere�ce, agai�, has to be 
elimi�ated. Thirdly, the possibility that might be suggested was that they 
wa�ted to make a� appeal to a higher tribu�al. As agai�st that hypothesis, 
it is quite well k�ow�,  a�d the Home Mi�ister  k�ows it far better tha� 
1 do—he is a much greater lawyer tha� I ca� prete�d to be—that the 
Privy Cou�cil has laid dow� i�  hu�dreds of cases that they shall �ot  admit 

a�y appeal from a crimi�al  court i�  I�dia u�less it is show� that i�  the 
course of the trial, �ot  the ordi�ary provisio�s of the Crimi�al  Procedure' 
Code, but the pri�ciples of �atural justice have bee� violated. They have, 
i�  their ow�  judicious way, absolutely limited the scope a�d the authority 
for e�tertai�i�g  crimi�al  appeals. A�d  there is �ot  the ghost of a suggestio� 
i�  this case that either the Chief Preside�cy Magistrate or the High Court, 
before whom the trial a�d the appeal respectively were co�ducted, was i�
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any sense guilty of violating the provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code 
or the principles of natural justice. I do not see any other circumstance 
which �rima  facie could make me believe that there was a reasonable 
cause which could have Tnduced the Home Minister to suspend the sentence 

passed upon these people.
Then, Sir, I submit that there has never been a precedent, at any rate to 

my knowledge, of ordinary convicts having their sentences suspended for 
any reason by any of the Home Members who have preceded the present 
Home Minister. And certainly no Government has ever accepted illness 
or a private difficulty as sufficient cause for the suspension of sentences 
which have been judicially passed by the highest tribunal in the province. 
It is, therefore, I submit, a most scandalous affair, unless some reasonable 
explanation is coming forth, that a Home Minister should have gone over 
the head of the High Court and suspended the sentence. He well knows— 
at any rate we know from facts that have appeared in the papers—that 
an application was made by the advocate who appeared On behalf of these 
accused in the High Court. The advocate made an application for the 
grant of special consideration for these people while they were in jail, 
namely, that they should be treated as B class prisoners. I am also told 
that an application was made by the advocate who appeared on behalf of 
the appellants that their sentences should be suspended for the time being 
Both these applications were rejected. The very same applications—at any 
rate, one of those applications has been granted by the Home Minister. Sir, 
there could be no surer way of bringing law and order into contempt than 
the act of which the Home Minister is guilty. I have no hesitation in 
pronouncing that opinion. I would like to ask the Honourable the 
Home Minister whether an act of this kind which �rima facie, on its 
very face, does not bear a satisfactory explanation which could carry 
conviction to the mind of the people, is not likely to create a suspicion 
about the integrity and honesty of the administration of this Province. 
Sir, I would also like to ask a further question in this connection 
and that question I want to put to the Honourable the Prime 
Minister. The question is this : Was this order passed with the knowledge 

of the Prime Minister ? Was this order passed with the knowledge 
of the Cabinet or was it passed only by the Honourable the Home Minister ? 

Sir, I ask these questions for a very great reason. We are entitled to 
suppose, although we have no positive evidence on this point that under 
the new Act the Congress Cabinet is working as a collective body with 
a collective responsibility; and, therefore, I am entitled to presume that 
this matter was placed before the whole of the Cabinet and if not before 
the whole of the Cabinet, at any rate, before the Prime Minister who, in 
the eye of the people, is the person who is solely responsible for the 
administration of this Province. I am particularly bound to make this



�efe�ence and ask these questions because I t�eat this as a ve�y g�ave matte�. 
Suspension of sentence passed upon a convicted pe�son is ce�tainly a violation 

of the law and I submit that so g�ave an act involving such se�ious conse-
quences to the administ�ation of justice, to the welfa�e of the people of this 
P�ovince, could not have been ca��ied out without the knowledge of the 
P�ime Ministe�. I am p�esuming this and I would like to know whethe� 
my p�esumption is co��ect and I hope 1 will �eceive an answe� to my 
questions. (Applause.).

�r.  W. S. �ukadam : May I know, Si�, whethe� any d�ink is allowed in 
the House ? I b�ing to you� notice one fact that when the Town Planning 
Act was being discussed, I �aised a point of o�de� when M�. Mi�ams was 
speaking and Si� Ib�ahim Rahimtulla gave a �uling that no d�ink was allowed 
in the House. Then M�. Mi�ams asked whethe� wate� was allowed, and 
the P�esident said that even wate� was not allowed.

The Honourable the Speaker: I think it is bette� to have the con-
vention of having nothing in the House by way of a d�ink, by which I mean 
pu�e wate� and nothing else. (Laughte�.).

�r.  IV. S. �ukadam : M�. Mi�ams asked the question whethe� wate� 
was allowed in the House o� not, and the P�esident said that even wate� 
was not allowed.

The Honourable the Speaker: The Honou�able membe� (M�. Mukadam) 
�aised a point of o�de� with �efe�ence to “  d�ink ” which is capable of many 
meanings and the�efo�e I �est�ict myself to the meaning of the wo�d “  d�ink ”  
in the sense of d�inking wate�. I believe the honou�able membe� 
(M�. Mukadam) �aised the point with �efe�ence to the honou�able membe� 
D�. Ambedka� who had just a sip, befo�e his speech, to keep him up.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Si�, may I explain ? I am suffe�ing f�om indiges-
tion. Unde� medical inst�uctions, I do not take any food fo� two days— 
Satu�day and Sunday, and on these I am not allowed to d�ink wate� even. 
My condition on Monday is, the�efo�e, of g�eat exhaustion, and, unless 
I had taken a sip of wate�, I could not have made a speech. If I have 
offended against the �ules of etiquette of the House and against decency, 
I apologise to the House.

The Honourable the Speaker: Now that the honou�able membe� 
D�. Ambedka� has given an explanation, I do not think anything mo�e 
�emains to be done in this matte�, except the �emoval of glass f�om the 
table. (Laughte�).

* ♦ ♦
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�ON  CREATION  OF A SEPARATE KARNATAK  
PROVINCE

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City, Byculla and Parel): Sir, I am 
entirely in agreement with what has been stated by my honourable friend 
Sir Ali Mahomed Khan Dehlavi and I think the view that you have come 
to on this point, if I may say so with respect, is correct. I should like to draw 
your attention to Rule 22, sub-rule (2), which reads : —

“ The Speaker may disallow any Resolution or part of a Resolution on 
the ground that it relates to a matter which is not primarily the concern 
of the Provincial Government, and if he does so, the resolution or part of 
the resolution shall not be placed on the list of business.”

I submit, therefore, that this resolution deals with a problem which is not 
primarily the concern of this provincial Government in so far as it 
recommends that certain areas which are now a part of the Madras Presidency 
shall be separated, which I submit is beyond the jurisdiction of a Provincial 
Government But Sir, coming to section 290, to which reference has been 
made by my honourable friend Mr. Jog, I should like to draw your attention 
to the fact that that section 290 of the present Government of India Act is 
analogous to section 52A of the Government of India Act of 1919. Comparing 
section 52A of the Government of India Act, 1919, with section 290, one 
finds a very radical and a very deliberate change made. Under the old Act, 
section 52A laid down that if any new Province was to be created, it was 
permissible for the local Legislature to pass a resolution to that effect 
and to communicate it to the Governor-General, because, Sir, as you will 
recall, under the old Act of 1919, the authority to create new Provinces 
was vested in the Governor-General, and before the Governor-General 
could tiake any initiative under section 52A, it was open to the Provincial 
Legislature to pass resolutions conveying their sentiments on this matter. 
Section 290, as I stated, involves a deliberate change. It takes away 
the power from the Governor-General of constituting new Provinces from 
the old. It gives the power to the Secretary of State, practically to His Majesty 
in Council. Secondly, it takes away the power of initiative from the local 
Legislature. The power of initiation, as I see under section 290, is given to

♦B.L.A. Debates, Vol. 3, pp. 1692-93, dated 4th April 1938.
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�he Secre�ary of S�a�e. Af�er �he Secre�ary of S�a�e decides �o cons�i�u�e new 
Provinces, �hen before �abling an Order in Council �o �ha� effec�, he is 
required, an obliga�ion is imposed upon him by sec�ion 290, �o consul� �he 
Legisla�ures affec�ed by �he order. I� is �hen only �ha� i� would be permissible 
for any Provincial Legisla�ure �o discuss a resolu�ion of �ha� sor�, no�wi�h-
s�anding �he fac� �ha� �he resolu�ion affec�ed areas which were no� included 
wi�hin �he Province. If �his resolu�ion was referred by �he Secre�ary of S�a�e 
�o �his House, I submi� �hen and �hen only i� would be permissible for �his 
Legisla�ure �o consider whe�her Kama�ak should be separa�ed and cer�ain 
areas which are no� par� and parcel of �his Province should be incorpora�ed 
in i� or no�. Unless �ha� s�ep has �aken place, unless �he ma��er has been 
approached by �he Secre�ary of S�a�e, I submi� �his Provincial Governmen�, 
�he Provincial Legisla�ure canno� deal wi�h a resolu�ion which eviden�ly 
deals wi�h a problem which is beyond �he scope and au�hori�y of �his 
Legisla�ure and beyond �he scope and au�hori�y of �his Provincial Govern-
men�. I submi� �herefore �ha� �he view which you have �aken is a perfec�ly 
proper view bo�h under �he rules and also under sec�ion 290 of �he 
Governmen� of India Ac�.

�he  Honourable the Speaker: I would like �o have one poin� made clear. 
I dropped �he sugges�ion so far as �he inclusion of �he words “  Madras and 
Coorg ” are concerned. The argumen� advanced by �he honourable member 
Dr. Ambedkar seems �o go fur�her and says �ha� any resolu�ion dealing wi�h 
�he crea�ion of any new Province or changing �he boundaries of any Province 
canno� be �aken up a� all in any Provincial Legisla�ure, because �he 
Legisla�ure has no� go� �he power �o �ake �he ini�ia�ive in �ha� respec�. Tha� 
is wha� I unders�and �he argumen� comes �o.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Yes, Sir.
�he Honourable the Speaker: His poin� of order �hen really makes no 

difference be�ween �he inclusion of Madras and Coorg. If no�hing can be 
discussed, �hen �he inclusion of Madras or Coorg makes no difference. His 
poin� goes �o �he very roo� of i�. There is one difficul�y in �ha� connec�ion : 
�he power of ini�ia�ion is given under cer�ain limi�a�ions or ra�her i� is �o 
be exercised under cer�ain limi�a�ions. Bu� a Legisla�ure expresses i�s 
opinion wi�h a view �o move �he Governmen� which has go� �he 
power �o ini�ia�e proceedings. Is �here any�hing in sec�ion 290 which 
debars a Legisla�ure from making a reques� for �aking �he ini�ia�ive ? I� is 
no� �ha� �his Legisla�ure by i�s resolu�ion or i�s ac�ion is going �o ini�ia�e 
proceedings in �he sense of an ac�ual separa�ion. If �he word “  ini�ia�ive ” is 
used, in ano�her sense, i� will  ini�ia�e by making a reques�. Bu� is i� debarred 
even from making a represen�a�ion under �he �erms of sec�ion 290 ? On �ha� 
poin�, I am afraid I am no� inclined �o agree wi�h �he learned Doc�or.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I �ake exac�ly �he same view, �ha� �his House is 
debarred. The fac� �ha� explici�ly or expressly �he power �o �ake �he 
ini�ia�ive has been given �o �he Secre�ary of S�a�e in i�self would show �ha� 
�he ini�ia�ion has been �aken ou� from �he Legisla�ure, and I say, comparing
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section 52A of the old Act with section 290 of the present Act, the situation 
seems to be absolutely clear. This fact was considered at the time by the 
Simon Commission and by the Round Table Conference, and they came to 
the conclusion that the only Provinces which satisfied the conditions for 
separation were Orissa, Sind and North-West Frontier Province. They did 

not leave the initiative to the Provincial Legislature.

*****

fDr. �.  R. Ambedkar (�ombay City): Mr. Speaker, Sir, I rise to oppose 
the resolution moved by my honourable friend Mr. Jog. The subject of this 
resolution is undoubtedly a matter of great moment. I wonder how many 
members of this House will  be prepared to consider this resolution, without 
importing into the discussion any sentiment or feeling. I think I, as 
representing the Scheduled Classes, probably have an advantage over other 
members of the House. If I may say so, I do not say figuratively but as 
a matter of most genuine feeling, that we representing the Scheduled 
Castes take no pride either in being Maharashtrians or Gujaratis or 
Kamatakis. For reasons which I need not enter into on this particular 
occasion, there are very many reasons why we think that this is not our 
land. However, I am using the argument in order to show to the 
House that by circumstances, I am capable of taking a dispassionate view, 
at any rate I am making a very serious attempt to take a dispassionate 
view, of the situation that has been presented to us by this resolution. 
Sir, it would be necessary and desirable for members of this House 
to bear in mind one fact which I think is of supreme importance. This 
Presidency of Bombay was, before the Act came into operation, composed 
of four different units—Gujarat, Maharashtra, Kamatak and Sind. This 
joint family has not been of recent origin. Kamatak, Maharashtra and 
Gujarat have been together for the last ��5  years. Sind was with us for 
nearly 90 years. Sind has been separated. It is a matter past which we need 
not dig up now. I mention this fact that we have been living together for 
the last ��5  years only to emphasise the fact that those who want that this 
unity be sundered, that these three parts which are together be now separated, 
must consider this matter in a much more serious way and not on grounds 
which are purely sentimental.
The first thing I propose to consider is this. Our friend who has moved 

this resolution has given expression to the view that the proposition is only 
a part of the larger whole, the ideal being the unification of all Kamatak 
people, that this resolution is merely a step in that direction. Now, Sir, the 
question that I would like to ask on this aspect is this. Is it likely that this 
ideal, if my honourable friends will allow me to say this dream, could be 
realised, the ideal of all the Kanarese speaking people coming together ? 
I have no doubt that this is a dream which can never come true, and the 
reason for my saying so is this. In a book which has been circulated, at

tB.L.A. Debates, Vol. 3, pp. �7�7-23,  dated 4th April �938.
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any rate I have been fortunate in securing a copy of it, and which is called 
“  A case for the unification of Kamatak ”—I take it that it is a publication 
of the association which is responsible for this move—I find a statement on 
page 22 from which it is quite clear that a portion of the Kanarese-speaking 
people are included within the boundaries of Indian States. Having regard to 
this fact, the question I would like to ask my honourable friends who are 
supporting this motion is this ; Is it possible to get out from the jurisdiction 
and sovereignty of the Indian States t^ie Kanarese-speaking people so that 
they can become part of the autonomous Kanarese-speaking Province ? 
I agree and grant that it is possible for the authorities who are responsible 
for the administration of British India to persuade the Madras Presidency or 
other administrations which are subject to British law to part with such 
territories which consist of Kanarese-speaking people, so that all of them will  
be consolidated together under one common administration. But I fail to 
understand how it would be possible for any body to get Kanarese-speaking 
people who are now living in Indian States, as it is, to have their allegiance 
transferred from the States to any British Indian Province. The only 
conceivable situation in which I think that issue can be successfully thought 
out would be the transfer of some territory from British India to the Indian 
States in exchange for the territory occupied by the Kanarese-speaking people. 
Now, I wonder whether any body of people who are living under the 
constitution given by the Government of India Act would be prepared to 
go within the jurisdiction of the Indian States, so that the Indian States may 
agree to transfer the Kanarese-speaking people from their domain ? I see no 
prospect and, therefore, I ask those of the honourable members who are in 
charge of this resolution to consider if my submission is correct, namely, that 
it would be only possible for them to fully realise their ideal, namely, to have 
all the Kanarese-speaking people included in one common autonomous 
Government : Is it worth-while for them to separate a few Kanarese-speaking 
people occupying a few districts in British India and constitute it into an 
autonomous Province ? If I may say so what is the use of taking a step, if  
we know before hand that the step is not going to lead to the ultimate goal ?
Therefore, I will  now turn to the second consideration. If it is not possible 

to realise the ideal of unifying all the Kanarese-speaking people by bringing 
them under one common autonomous rule, the question that arises in my 
judgment is this : Has there been any handicap, has there been any difficulty, 
in the matter of Kanarese-speaking people recouping or having all the 
advantages which justice can give them in this what I may call, the polyglot 
administration ? I personally do not see that the Kanarese-speaking people are 
suffering any handicap in the matter of administration in this polyglot province.
Now, Sir, I have examined this question from two different points of view. 

First of all. I take the question of the distribution of offices under the new 
Government. Have they suffered in that way ? Have they obtained less than 
what was due to them ? The second thing that I take by way of test is this : 
Have they obtained less representation in this House than what they are
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�ntitl�d  to ? Now, Sir, I tak� th�s�  figur�s, and, in taking th�s�  figur�s, I am 
l�aving out of consid�ration composit� t�rritori�s,  such as, for instanc�, th�  
City of Bombay, which is r�ally  n�ith�r  wholly Marathi-sp�aking nor wholly 
Gujarati, nor wholly Kanar�s�. I am l�aving such ar�as asid� ; I am also 
l�aving out of consid�ration th� s�ats that ar� assign�d to sp�cial int�r�sts,  
and I find th�s�  figur�s. So far as population is conc�rn�d, th� Marathi-
sp�aking population numb�rs 9,868,795—in Marathi-sp�aking, of cours� 
I includ� �v�rybody,  Hindus, Mussalmans and Sch�dul�d Cast�s ; 1 am only 
taking th� linguistic basis—th� Gujarati-sp�aking population numb�r, 
3,422,139 ; and th� Kanar�s�-sp�aking p�opl�  numb�r 3,266,223. Now, th�  
position r�garding s�ats in this Hous� is this. On a pur�ly population basis, 
taking that th� 81 s�ats which hav� gon� to th� Marathi-sp�aking p�opl�  as 
th� standard, as th� norm, by which to judg�, I find that th� Gujarati-
sp�aking p�opl�  should hav� got 27 s�ats. Th�  Kanar�s�-sp�aking population, 
according to th� book that is circulat�d, is 12 p�r c�nt, of th� total, and on 
that basis, th�y  w�r�  �ntitl�d  to 21 s�ats. How many s�ats hav� b��n  obtain�d 
by th�m in fact ? Th�  Gujarati-sp�aking p�opl�  hav� obtain�d 31 s�ats, wh�n, 
as a matt�r of fact, th�y  w�r�  �ntitl�d  only to 27 s�ats. Th�  Kanar�s�-sp�aking 
p�opl�  hav� r�c�iv�d  28 s�ats, wh�n, as a matt�r of fact, th�y w�r�  �ntitl�d  
only to 21.
Now, coming to th� offic�s. Taking th� two Hous�s tog�th�r  th�r�  are 

16 plac�s. Now, on th�  basis of th� id�al numb�r of s�ats which �ach s�ction 
was �ntitl�d  to on th� basis of its actual population, th� Marathi-sp�aking 
p�opl�  w�r�  �ntitl�d  to 19 6, th� Gujarati-sp�aking p�opl�  w�r�  �ntitl�d  to 
3-3, and th� Kanar�s�-sp�aking p�opl�  w�r�  �ntitl�d  to 3-1. Taking th�  
distribution of offic�s on th� basis of th� actual numb�r of s�ats obtain�d, 
irr�sp�ctiv�  of th� qu�stion wh�th�r  that was th� right quota or not, th�  
Marathi-sp�aking p�opl� ’s quota was 9-3, th� Gujarati-sp�aking p�opl� ’s 
quota was 3-6, and th� quota of th� Kanar�s�-sp�aking p�opl�  was 3-1. As 
a matt�r of fact, what has b��n  th�  distribution of offic�s  ? Six hav� gon� to 
th� Marathi-sp�aking p�opl�  ; 6 hav� gon� to th� Gujarati-sp�aking p�opl�,  
and 4 hav� gon� to th� Kanar�s�-sp�aking p�opl�.
Sir, as I said, I tak� no prid� in b�ing a Maharashtrian, but th� fact 

r�mains—and wh�n I us� it, I do want to caution th� Hous� that I am not 
citing it by way of complaint, that is not my obj�ct ; I am citing it m�r�ly 
to point out a fact—th� fact r�mains that th� minority p�opl�,  nam�ly, th� 
Gujarati-sp�aking and th� Kanar�s�-sp�aking p�opl�,  hav� not b��n  don� 
any injustic� �ith�r  in th� matt�r of s�ats or in th� matt�r of offic�s. B�for�  
this matt�r was discuss�d in this Hous�, I told my honourabl� fri�nd  Mr. Jog 
quit� plainly that if h� prov�d to my knowl�dg�  and to my conviction that 
th� Kamatak p�opl�  suff�r�d  in any way—�ith�r  th�y did not r�c�iv�  
ad�quat� and just r�pr�s�ntation  in this Hous� or that th�y did not r�c�iv�  
suffici�nt r�pr�s�ntation  in th� Cabin�t—th�y could always d�p�nd  upon my 
support. I am always pr�par�d  to do this. But, Sir, taking th�s�  figur�s— -I hav� 
d�vot�d  th� gr�at�st car� to th� study of this subj�ct; th�s�  ar� figur�s
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quoted from official data—speaking for myself at any rate, I do not see that 
the Kamatak people have suffered in any way by their remaining within the 
presidency of Bombay.

Now, Sir, coming to the other argument, the question, which, I think is 
important, and which not only I on this side but those friends who are 
responsible for this resolution are bound to consider, is the financial question. 
Is it possible for this newly constituted Kanarese-speaking province to 
maintain financially the standard of expenditure which is accepted in modem 
times by every civilized Government ? That, I think, is a very important 
question. Friends on the other side who have spoken in support of the 
resolution have drawn the attention of the House to a complaint that in 
the past Kamatak has suffered enormously by negligence on the part of the 
Government of this province.

�he Honourable the Speaker: I would only just invite the attention of 
the honourable member to the time-limit

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: If you, Sir, ask me ..........
�he Honourable the Speaker: I do not like to interrupt the honourable 

member in the middle of an argument but I would only remind him of the 
time limit for speeches, so that he might put forward his arguments in 
a nutshell.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: With regard to this question of finance, what 
I should like to say is this. In the book which has been circulated, we have 
been given certain figures. In Appendix B we are told that the total 
expenditure of the new Kanarese-speaking province would be about 2 crores, 
and the total revenue would be 2,57 lakhs. Now, I do not know how far the 
figures given in this appendix include what are called the overhead expenses 
of carrying on the administration of a province. What I find here are merely 
sums under certain heads of revenue and expenditure. I do not find anywhere 
here the expenditure that would be necessary to be incurred on paying 
a salary to a Governor; to his private staff; to the Secretaries; to the 
Ministers, to a Director of Public Instruction, who would be necessary; to 
an Inspector-General of Police ; to a health officer—aB those superior officers 
who are necessary for keeping the administration on the run.

Mr. V. N. Jog: You will find these figures in Appendix B in the other 
book.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: May be. But, Sir, assuming now for a moment that 
this is going to be the budget, and as framed here there is to be a surplus 
of some 5 or odd lakhs, the question that I would like to ask is this : Is 
this revenue going to be sufficient for providing all that a modem administra-
tion must provide ? If my honourable friend were to acquaint himself as to 
what the revenue of the Bombay Municipality is, he will  find that the revenue 
of the new Province will not be even half the revenue of the Bombay 
Municipality. The revenue of the Bombay Municipality is Rs. 4 crores, 
and even with the 4 crores the Bombay Municipality is not able to do 
all that a modem Government should. I really ask—and I am very serious
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�n say�ng th�s—whether th�s �s no cons�derat�on wh�ch ought to preva�l. 
My learned fr�end has quoted �n the course of th�s debate a speech 
del�vered by the Pr�me M�n�ster of Or�ssa where he has stated that 
he was very glad that all the l�mbs have been brought together. 
I wonder what my honourable fr�end would say �f I stated to h�m that.�t �s 
not qu�te so �mportant to br�ng l�mbs together as to prov�de food for them. 
Th�s �s a quest�on wh�ch has to be cons�dered. S�r, I do say and I say that 
w�th, all the emphas�s, �t �s a most heart-render�ng th�ng �n th�s country to 
see these people cut up �nto small bod�es w�th revenue no more than that of 
an ord�nary local board. The separat�on of the Prov�nce m�ght sat�sfy the 
amb�t�ons of a few people who want to f�gure as the heads of the Prov�nce 
but what about the rest of the populat�on who need to be fed, who need to 
be clothed, who need to be housed ? None of us can tolerate th�s k�nd of 
th�ng. I do say that w�th all emphas�s. S�r, after all, what are these d�str�cts ? 
Two of these d�str�cts are fam�ne-str�cken. The whole of B�japur �s a fam�ne- 
str�cken d�str�ct The whole of Bellary also I am told �s fam�ne-str�cken. What 
revenue does he expect to get from the fam�ne-str�cken area ? Merely by 
separat�ng from the Bombay Pres�dency �s that go�ng to be a m�lch cow ?

Then there �s another quest�on to wh�ch I advert and �t �s th�s : I be�ng 
a member of a m�nor�ty, I am bound to cons�der these th�ngs from the stand-
po�nt of the m�nor�ty. I am very glad that several members who spoke �n 
favour of the resolut�on d�d g�ve us an assurance that the �nterests of the 
Muhammadans and the �nterests of the Har�jans w�ll be looked after. But 
I do want to say th�s, that along w�th d�smemberment of these Prov�nc�al 
areas there �s go�ng to be a d�smemberment of the m�nor�t�es. I cannot 
forget the fact that �n the Karnatak we have only two seats. I am sure 
that those members of the Scheduled Classes who come from the 
Karnatak must be feel�ng that the�r strength l�es �n the fact that there 
are 13 members from other parts of the Pres�dency to look after them. 
What �s to happen to them ? I am sure, for �nstance, the Muhammadan 
commun�ty has got about 8 seats from the Karnatak.

�ir  Ali Mahomed Khan Dehlavi: Only four.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Very well. I won’t argue as I am rather pressed 

for t�me. But we cannot allow th�s k�nd of d�smemberment. It �s very good 
for the members of the major�ty commun�ty to say that they w�ll  be generous 
and they w�ll be k�nd. We cannot depend upon the�r generos�ty and upon 
the�r k�ndness. We want r�ghts and r�ghts cannot be g�ven �n a generous way. 
To a commun�ty wh�ch after all on a purely populat�on bas�s forms only 
a m�croscop�c m�nor�ty, even suppos�ng they were prepared to g�ve we�ghtage, 
what we�ghtage could they g�ve to a populat�on wh�ch �s about a few lakhs ? 
Th�s �s one of the po�nts on wh�ch I oppose th�s resolut�on. Th�s d�smember-
ment I am not prepared to accept Our strength l�es �n a polyglot 
adm�n�strat�on. I do not want to say, but I have my fears that �f Karnatak 
�s created as a separate Prov�nce, �t would be a Prov�nce of all the L�ngayats 
aga�nst everybody else. I am not m�nc�ng matters, but �f, for �nstance, there

that.it
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�as  separation there �ould  be a combination of the Marathas against the 
Kanarese, �e  don’t �ant  this kind of thing—and there cannot be a common 
front �hich  �e  at present enjoy.

Then there is one other thing I �ould  like to dra�  the attention of the 
House to—and �ith  this I �ant  to close—and that is I kno�  there ar; 
people probably �ho  �ould  not agree �ith  mo but that is my conviction 
that the British, �hatever they may have done in the course of history, 
�hatever they may have failed to do—and there are many things �hich  they 
have failed to do, �hich  their self-interest probably did not permit them to 
do—have done t�o  things �hich  I am generous enough to admit as being 
t�o  monuments of their rule in this country �hich  �ill  survive even �hen  
they go a�ay.  The one thing that they have done for us is a common code 
of la�.  You can travel from Kashmir do�n  to South India and kno�  that 
murder is the same thing �hether you commit it in Kashmir, Punjab and 
the North-West Frontier Province, or �hether you commit it in Rajah- 
mundry in Madras. You kno�  �hat  Transfer of Property means; you kno�  
�hat  evidence means �herever you go. Sir, I say such a thing �e  did not 
have. The other thing that the British have done is that they have given us 
a common Central Government Such a thing �e  did not have before. The 
importance of this fact of having a common Central Government is not 
probably realised by alL But I think it is a very crucial fact If today �e  
are on the �ay  of building a common nation, a spirit of nationality, a feeling 
that �e  are all one, it is due to the fact that �e  have a common Govern-
ment ; it is due to the fact that �e  realise that �e  are citizens of a common 
Government

Sir, I �ould  plead �ith  the members of this House that they should do 
nothing �hereby they �ould  impair these t�o  advantages �hich  �e  have 
secured. Personally myself I say openly that I do not believe that there is 
any place in this country for any particular culture, �hether it is Hindu 
culture, or a Muhammadan culture, or a Kanarese culture or a Gujarati 
culture. There are things �e  cannot deny, but they are not to be cultivated 
as advantages, they are to be treated as disadvantages as something �hich  
divides our loyalty and takes a�ay  from us our common goal. That common 
goal is the building up of a feeling that �e  are all Indians. I do not like 
�hat  some people say, that �e  are Indians first and Hindus after�ards or 
Muslims after�ards. I am not satisfied �ith  that, I frankly say that I am not 
satisfied �ith  that. I do not �ant  that our loyalty as Indians should be in 
the slightest �ay  affected by any competitive loyalty �hether that loyalty 
arises out of our religion, out of our culture or out of our language. 
I �ant  all people to be Indian first, Indian last and nothing else but Indians 
and therefore, I say, that this is a resolution �hich  directly runs counter 
to this ideal. Sir, this is an ideal �hich  �e  ought to cherish very zealously. 
I can quite understand that in a country like America, in a country like 
Germany, in a country like Europe, �here the feeling of oneness is 
solidified, �here  there is no need to make anybody feel that he is not
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�  Germ�n to toler�te �nything th�t is of �  sep�r�tistic ch�r�cter, but where 
the feeling th�t we �re Indi�ns is still in its embryo, is only beginning to 
ripen, to �llow  other loy�lties, feeling of culture, feelings of n�tion�lity  to 
grow simult�neously—I s�y deliber�tely—is the gre�test crime th�t we c�n 
commit �nd I, for myself, will not be �  p�rty to it �nd I strongly, very 
strongly, oppose this resolution. (Appl�use.)

* * *
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♦ON THE ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City):�Sir,�with�regard�to�this�amendment�
I�would�like�to�draw�your�attention,�first�of�all,�to�section�73,�sub-clause�(2),�
in�the�Government�of�India�Act�and�my�first�submission�is�that�this�rule,�
in�view�erf�section�73�sub-clause�(2)�would�be�ultra vires�of�this�House.�
Section�73�says�thus:

“ �(1)�Subject�to�the�special�provisions�of�this�Part�of�this�Act�with�
respect�to�finance�Bills,�a�Bill�may�originate�in�either�Chamber�of�the�
Legislature�of�a�Province�which�has�a�Legislative�Council.
(2)�A�Bill �pending�in�the�Legislature�of�a�Province�shall�not�lapse�

by�reason�of�the�prorogation�of�the�Chamber�or�Chambers�thereof.”
I�submit,�therefore,�in�view�of�the�provision�contained�in�sub-clause�(2)�
of�section�73,�it�is�not�competent�for�this�House�to�make�a�rule�that�
a�Bill�shall�lapse�after�two�Sessions�or�even�after�the�lapse�of�one�year,�
as�has�been�suggested�by�the�amendment�suggested�by�my�honourable�
friend�Mr.�Gupte.�That�is�my�first�submission�with�regard�to�this�rule.
My�second�submission�with�regard�to�this�rule�is�that�this�rule�is�

inconsistent�with�rule�19�already�passed�by�this�House.�Rule�19�says�:—
“ �On�the�prorogation�of�a�Session,�all�pending�notices�shall�lapse�except�

those�in�respect�of�questions,�statutory�motions,�motions�for�amendment�
of�Rules,�motions�the�consideration�of�which�has�been�adjourned�to�the�
next�Session,�under�Rule�34,�and�Bills�which�have�been�introduced.”�

Therefore,�motions�with�regard�to�Bills�have�been�saved�by�rule�19,�
Rule�19�does�not�apply�and�my�submission�is�that�in�view�of�the�fact�that�
the�House�has�already�passed�rule�19,�it�cannot�now�proceed�to�adopt�
either�rule�103�or�the�amendment�that�has�been�suggested.
My�third�submission�is�that�assuming�that�this�House�has�the�authority�

to�pass�this�rule�and�the�amendment�proposed,�notwithstanding�the�fact�that�
there�is�a�clear�provision�of�sub-clause�(2)�of�section�73�of�the�Government�
of�India�Act�and�notwithstanding�the�fact�that�this�House�has�already�

passed�rule�19,�it�seems�to�me�that�this�rule�is�really�unnecessary.�This�
rule�says�that�“ �if�no�motion�is�made�I�find�no�definition�of�the�word

•B.L.A. Debates, Vol. 4, pp. 1062-65, dated 10th September 1938.
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“  motion ” anywhere here. What I would like to submit is that no person 
would be in a position to make another motion unless the Bill is called 
on by the Secretary. That means that the Bill must be on the agenda. 
Secondly, it must be on the order paper ; and thirdly, it must be called on 
by the Secretary. My submission is that no member who is in charge of 
a Bill should be penalised by this motion as he would be unless the Bill  
has been called on by the Secretary; otherwise my submission is that 
there would be no default.

�he Honourable the Speaker: That would be more or less an argument 
upon the merits of the rule.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: That is what I said. This was the third considera-
tion. The first two were ..............

�he Honourable the Speaker: I think I may first dispose of the 
first two and then the honourable member may address his argument 
with regard to the difficulties as an argument on merits.

Two points have been raised, the first of which is that it is not competent 
fotr this House to frame a rule of this type in view of the provisions of 
section 73 of the Government of India Act. I had considered this aspect 
because this objection was suggested by the Honourable the Prime Minister 
when rule �03 was taken up for consideration last time. Sub-clause (2) 
of section 73 provides that a Bill pending in the Legislature shall not 
lapse by reason of the prorogation of the Chamber or Chambers. It is 
undoubtedly provided that it shall not lapse by reason of prorogation, 
but it does not mean, therefore, that a Bill  can never lapse for reasons other 
than prorogation. What the rule purports to provide is that after a certain 
period, irrespective of prorogation or otherwise, a Bill shall lapse. There 
may have been possibly some room for doubt if the phraseology had been 
“  two complete Sessions But when a specific period is sought to be 
provided, namely, a period of one year, as under this rule, as is now proposed, 
a Bill  may lapse even while the Session is going on. So prorogation of a Session 
is not the reason for the lapsing of a Bill  under the rule as proposed.

I am not dealing with the merits. I am only dealing with the constitutional 
aspect. The rule as proposed requires that although a Bill may be shown 
on the agenda and the House may be in Session, still the moment the 
period of one year is completed, it will automatically lapse without the 
Session being prorogued. Therefore, to my mind, sub-clause (2) of section 73 
of the Government of India Act, is not a bar to the making of a rule 
as proposed by the amendment.

Then the second objection is raised as regards—
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: May I draw your attention to one fact, Sir? 

My submission is, if the word “  only ” was there, then the construction 
you propose to put upon it would be proper.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, with regard to the amendment proposed, 
what I would like to submit is this. I have not heard any particular reason
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as to why there is a necessity of making this rule �03. What harm would 
there be if  a Bill  did remain on the agenda without it having been discussed ? 
If it could be shown that some harm or 6ome inconvenience would be 
caused by the Bill remaining on the books of the House without it being 
discussed, then I can quite understand that some necessity was there for 
a provision such as the one that is contained in rule �03, but I have not 
heard anything as to what harm and inconvenience would be caused. And 
my second submission is that this rule as it is framed, and also the amend-
ment, takes away the right of a member to continue the Bill although 
there is no default on his behalf. The wording is “  if no motion is made ” . 
That is what the wording is. But my submission is that a member may 
not be in a position to make a motion because the Bill has not been 
reached, because the Bill has not been on the agenda or because it has 
not been called out or for various other reasons, and I think it would be 
a great hardship if a member was deprived of moving a particular piece 
of legislation simply because by reason of other exigencies and other reasons 
he has not been able to make a motion with regard to the Bill. And, 
therefore, I think that unless some such further amendment is added such 
as “even though called on by the Secretary” , I think this rule would 
involve a great deal of hardship and I, therefore, oppose the amendment 
in the terms in which it has been moved.

�he Honourable Mr., B. G. Kher: Sir, the situation is rather com-
plicated because the honourable member .was not here either when the 

rule was moved or when the amendments, including the one which he now 
wishes should be adopted, were fully discussed in a committee. Before, 
therefore, I apply myself to reply to his objections, I should like to know 
what those who have discussed this rule with me have to say because only 
last night the amendment was agreed upon by all. The honourable member 
Mr. Ali Bahadur Khan was there and he had put before the House an 
identical amendment, namely, add the words “  though called upon to do 
so ” . That is the honourable member Ali Bahadur Khan’s amendment and 
we all discussed the merits of the several proposals and came to the con-
clusion that ultimately this was the best solution. The constitutional 
objection which the honourable member pointed out was also present to 
our minds. Our misfortune is that the honourable member comes to the 
House only occasionally and then not knowing of the situation he is not 
in a position to take up the thread of the events that have happened before. 
I do not, therefore, propose to address myself to the merits of what he has 
suggested by way of adding to the amendment that has been moved. I would 
only give him the principle which has made it necessary to include this 
rule in the present rules and also point out that, in the old rules as they 
stand, we had a similar provision. It says :

“  If the member in charge makes no motion with regard to the same
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�uring two complete sessions, the Bill shall lapse, unless the Assembly 
on a motion by that member in the next session makes a special or�er for 
the continuance of the Bill. ” .
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Does the Honourable the Prime Minister 

remember that that was consistent at the time, because there was no 
such provision as I have pointe� out in the ol�  Government of In�ia  Act ?

� � �
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♦ON THE INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES BILL

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City):�Mr.�Speaker,�Sir,�I�rise�to�oppose�
the�first�reading�of�this�Bill.�In�rising�to�speak�I�am�very�much�conscious�
of�the�handicaps�under�which�I�am�labouring.�I�regret�I�have�not�been�here�
to�listen�to�the�speeches�that�have�been�made�by�my�predecessors�who�
have�spoken�on�the�Bill.�It�is�a�misfortune�which�unfortunately�I�have�not�
been�able�to�escape.�My�work�elsewhere�has�not�permitted�me�to�be�
here�and�to�benefit�myself�by�listening�to�points�made�by�the�previous�
speakers.�I�am�also�labouring�under�the�handicap�that�so�many�speakers�
have�preceded�me�and�the�debate�has�gone�on�for�such�a�long�time�that�
I�am�wondering�whether�there�is�anything�left�for�me�to�say�at�this�fag�
end.�But�I�take�courage,�if�I�may�say�so,�that�in�a�Bill �of�such�a�character,�
so�vast,�so�extensive—it�has�84�clauses—there�might�be�much�on�which�
even�a�member�rising�to�speak�at�the�fag�end�may�find�something�to�say.�
My�honourable�friend�Mr.�Jamnadas�Mehta,�I�think,�very�correctly�
described�that�this�Bill �was�of�such�a�vast�character�that�even�if�Sheshashayi�
were�to�undertake�to�write�about�it�and�even�if�the�ocean�was�available�
as�ink�and�the�earth�as�paper�to�write�upon,�he�would�probably�not�find�
it�sufficient�to�cover�the�whole�Bill.�Knowing�these�limitations�I�propose�
to�be�very�concise.
In�order�that�this�Bill�may�be�understood,�I�think�it�is�necessary�to�

read�its�provisions�in�the�light�of�the�previous�legislation.�I�believe�and�
I�think�it�will�be�readily�agreed�that�the�importance�of�the�clauses�of�this�
Bill�will�not�be�apparent�unless�we�compare�and�contrast�its�provisions�
with�the�provisions�of�the�previous�legislation.�The�last�clause�of�the�Bill �
makes�it�amply�clear�that�this�Bill�is�intended�to�replace�the�Bombay�
Trade�Disputes�Conciliation�Act�of�1934,�and�the�question�therefore�that�
primarily�arises�for�consideration�is�whether�any�case�has�been�made�out�
by�the�Prime�Minister,�who�is�in�charge�of�this�measure,�for�the�change�
which�he�is�now�introducing�by�this�Bill.�The�Act�of�1934�was�intended�
to�provide�a�machinery�for�conciliation.�The�principle�of�the�Act�of�1934�
was�voluntary�conciliation.�Now�this�Bill�introduces�a�change,�namely,

*B.L.A.�Debates,�Vol.�4,�pp.�1330-59,�dated�15th�September�1938.



�ha� �he concilia�ion shall be compulsory, and �he ques�ion, I submi�, 
�ha� arises for �he considera�ion of �he House is whe�her any case has been 
made ou� for al�ering �he volun�ary provision of �he Ac� of 1934 and giving 

i� a compulsory charac�er.
Now, �aking �he year 1934 and �he condi�ions as �hey were in �ha� year 

as �he s�andard by which �o measure �he necessi�y for in�roducing com-
pulsion, I desire �o refer �o cer�ain fac�s which are relevan� and impor�an�. 
The firs� fac� �ha� I would like �o draw �he a��en�ion of �he House �o is 
�his, �ha� �he original Bill in�roduced by �he Honourable Sir Rober� Bell 
in 1934, which subsequen�ly became �he Ac�, con�ained provisions for 
compulsory concilia�ion. Bu� a� �he �ime of �he in�roduc�ion of �he Bill,  
a� i�s very ini�ial s�age, �he mover of �ha� Bill was impressed by �he fac� 
�ha� �he circums�ances exis�ing in �he year 1934 did no� require compulsion 
in �he ma��er of concilia�ion, and consequen�ly, he of his own accord, a� 
�he very ou�se�, a� �he firs� reading of �he Bill, in his opening speech made 
a proposal �ha� he was going �o bring forward an amendmen� in order �o 
subs�i�u�e �he word “  may ” for �he word “  shall Tha�, I submi�, is proof 
of �he fac� �ha� in 1934 �he Honourable Sir Rober� Bell did no� feel any 
necessi�y for in�roducing compulsion in �he ma��er of concilia�ion. There 
was in �he House a� �he �ime when �ha� Bill  was in�roduced my honourable 
friend Mr. Sakla�vala, who represen�ed �he Bombay Millowners. He �oo in 
�he year 1934 did no� demand compulsion in �he ma��er of concilia�ion. 
On �he o�her hand, in �he speech which he delivered a� �he firs� reading 
of �he Bill, he was lukewarm in his suppor� of �he Bill, for he wen� �o �he 
leng�h of saying �ha� �he Bill normally' was unnecesary. Tha� was �he view 
poin� �ha� he had �aken, and wi�h regard �o concilia�ion, i?e did no� cer�ainly 
press or demand any compulsion in �he ma��er a� all. Wha� was happened 
be�ween �he year 1934 and �he year 1938 which compels �his House �o 
al�er �he provisions of �ha� Ac�, changing volun�ary concilia�ion in�o com-
pulsory concilia�ion ?
Now, in order �o make ou� a case for compulsion, �he Prime Minis�er 

s�ar�ed by giving us cer�ain figures of s�rikes �ha� have �aken place in �his 
coun�ry, in order �o make ou� �ha� �he s�rikes �ha� have �aken place in 
�his coun�ry, were so frequen� and of such a grave charac�er �ha� �he 
necessi�y had now arisen for changing �he volun�ary provision in�o a com-
pulsory one. Now I have examined �he figures of �he s�rikes, �he number 
of work-people involved and �he number of working days los�. I have no 
hesi�a�ion in saying �ha� I s�and unconvinced by wha� �he Honourable �he 
Prime Minis�er seemed �o say as a resul� of �he figures rela�ing �o s�rikes. 
Turning our a��en�ion �o �he s�rikes �ha� have �aken place in �he Ci�y of 
Bombay, I have here �he March number of �he �abour Gazette published 
by �he Labour Office. On page 541 �his number gives �he figures of �he 
s�rikes �ha� have �aken place in �he Province of Bombay. From 1921 �o 
1937, i� gives in column one �he number of �rade dispu�es. Secondly, i�
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�ives the number of work-people involved ; and, thirdly, it �ives the number 
of workin� days lost. Runnin� one’s eyes over these fi�ures, I am sure 
any one would be able to see for himself that the industrial disputes far 
from increasin� are diminishin� year after year. For instance, in the year 
1921, the industrial disputes in Bombay were 103; in 1922, there were 
143; in 1923, there were 109 ; and between 1924 and 1927, they had 
fallen to 50, a drop of 50 per cent. Then, you �et 1928 and the fi�ure  rises 
to 144. From 1929 to practically 1937, it varies between 88 and 53. I admit 
that the number of strikes that have taken place is no criterion for jud�in�  
the amount of disturbance and dislocation that mi�ht have taken place 
in the industry. I find from the fi�ures which are �iven in this table that 
there are cases in which althou�h the number of strikes is small, the 
number of people involved is comparatively �reat and the number of 
hours lost are also comparatively �reat. But then takin� the number of 
workin�  days lost as the criterion, which is the only criterion, I find that 
the worst year was the year 1928 which resulted in 24 million workin�  
days bein� lost. The second worse year was 1925 when 11 million workin�  
days were lost ; and the third one was 1929 when 8 million workin�  days 
were lost. But once you proceed further, beyond the year 1929, it will  
be found that the number of work-people involved and the number of 
workin�  days lost and the number of strikes that have taken place after 
1934, there is certainly nothin� in the situation, so far as I am able to 
see, which can be said to create a situation which would cause anxiety 
to any Member of Government. The only bad year seems to be 1937 
when 897 workin� days were lost. That is nothin� as compared to the 
previous year. I am told that this happened because there was a �eneral 
strike in the City of Ahmedabad which lasted for 15 days. My first 
submission, therefore, is this. No case has been made out by Government 
and by the Honourable the Prime Minister which would induce, at any 
rate, this part of the House, at any rate induce me to consent to so radical 
a chan�e in the provisions of the Act of 1934. So much for the necessity 
of introducin� compulsory conciliation.

Turnin� to the other provisions of the Bill, the provision to which 
I wish to advert are the provisions relatin� to strikes which undoubtedly 
are the most important, which this part of the House, at any rate the 
party I represent, stoutly oppose. Now, the Bill makes strikes under certain 
circumstances ille�al.  The provisions declarin� strikes ille�al  are contained 
in clause 62 of the Bill  which is the most important clause in it. It says :

“  62. (1) A strike shall be ille�al  if it is commenced or continued—

(a) in cases where it relates to any industrial matter mentioned in 
Schedule I, before the standin� orders relatin� to such matter and 
submitted to the Commissioner of Labour under section 26 are settled 
by him or by the Industrial Court, as the case may be, or before the



�xpiry  of on� y�ar from th� dat� on which such standing ord�rs com� 
into op�ration und�r s�ction 26;

�b) without giving notic� in accordanc� with th� provisions of 
S�ction 28 ;
(c) only for th� r�ason that th� �mploy�r  has not carri�d out th�  

provisions of any standing ord�r- or has mad� an ill�gal  chang�;
�d) in cas�s wh�r�  notic� of th� chang� is giv�n in accordanc� with 

th� provisions of s�ction 28 and wh�r�  no agr��m�nt  in r�gard to such 
chang� is arriv�d at, b�for�  th� stat�m�nt of th� cas� r�f�rr�d  to in 
s�ction 34 is r�c�iv�d  by th� R�gistrar;

(<?) in cas�s wh�r�  conciliation proc��dings in r�gard to th� industrial 
disput� to which th� strik�  r�lat�s  hav� comm�nc�d, b�for�  th�  compl�tion 
of such proc��dings ;
(f) in cas�s wh�r�  a submission r�lating to such disput� or such kinds 

of disput� is r�gist�r�d  und�r s�ction 43, until such submission is law- 
ful’y r�vok�d ; or

(g) in contrav�ntion of th� t�rms of a r�gist�r�d  agr��m�nt,  s�ttl�m�nt  
or award.
(2) In cas�s wh�r�  conciliation proc��dings in r�gard to any industrial 

disput� hav� b��n  compl�t�d,  a strik�  r�lating to such disput� shall b� ill�gal  
if it is comm�nc�d at any tim�  aft�r th� �xpiry  of two months aft�r th�  
compl�tion of such proc��dings ” .
Th�n, in ord�r to mak� this claus� �ff�ctiv�,  th� Bill pr�scrib�s c�rtain 
p�nalti�s for indulging in ill�gal  strik�s. Th�s� claus�s ar� 66 and 67. 

Claus� 66 says :
“Any �mploy��  who has gon� on strik� or who joins a strik� which 

has b��n  h�ld by th� Industrial Court to b� ill�gal  shall, on conviction, 
b� punishabl� with imprisonm�nt of �ith�r  d�scription for a t�rm which 
may �xt�nd  to six months or with fin�  or with both.” .

S�ction 67 says :
“  If any p�rson instigat�s or incit�s oth�rs to tak� part in, or oth�rwis�  

acts in furth�ranc� of, a strik� or lock-out which has b��n  h�ld to b�  
ill�gal  by th� Industrial Court, wh�th�r  such strik� or lock-out has 
comm�nc�d or not, shall, cm conviction, b� punishabl� with imprisonm�nt 
of �ith�r  d�scription for a t�rm  which may �xt�nd  to six months, or with 
fin�  or with both.

Explanation.—For th�  purpos�s of this s�ction, a p�rson who contribut�s, 
coll�cts or solicits funds for th� purpos� of any strik� or lock-out shall 
b�  d��m�d  to act in furth�ranc� of such strik� or lock-out” .

Now, Sir, it has b��n  said that th�s� claus�s ar� justifiabl�, b�caus� 
th�r�  is no such thing as a right to strik�, and th� Bill, th�r�for�,  in 
p�nalising what th� labour�rs call th� right to strik� is c�rtainly not con-
trav�ning any rul�s of �thics or any rul�s of jurisprud�nc�. Sir, my first
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concern in this speech will be to refute that argument and repudiate that 
position. Now in order that I may make my position clear, I will  begin from 
some very elementary propositions. First of all, let me make clear 
what we understand by the word “  strike ” . What does it mean ? It 
is better, I think, to understand the meaning of the term “ strike 
In plain popular language, a strike is nothing more than a breach 
of contract of service. When a worker strikes, all that it means is 
that he commits a breach of contract of service: there is nothing more 
in it, and nothing less in it And the next question that I propose to 
raise is this : how is this breach of contract of service dealt with by the 
law as it stands today on the Indian Statute Book ? Does the Indian 
law recognise this right to strike or not ? And, if it does, in what way; 
and, if it punishes, in what way does it punish it ? Sir, here again, I will  
begin with an elementary proposition, and that elementary proposition is 
this : that an act or an omission may be a civil wrong, or it may be a crime. 
And the first question that I propose to raise—I really wish to deal with 
this matter exhaustively, because I do not want to leave any doubt at all 
as regards my position in this matter—the first question I propose to raise 
is : is breach of contract of service a civil wrong ? The answer that the 
law gives is: Yes, it is a civil wrong. What are the remedies for an 
aggrieved person who has suffered this civil wrong? That would be the 
next question to follow on. There again the answer is that the present law 
provides two remedies for an aggrieved person whose contract has been 
broken by a workman, and those are damages and specific relief. Now, 
although the law does provide these two remedies, namely, damages and- 
specific performance wherever there is a civil wrong, there is one provision 
which applies particularly to contracts of service. Whenever a man breaks 
a contract of service all that the aggrieved party is entitled to is damages ; 
he can never seek specific relief, and the court can never give relief 
whereby it can compel a man to perform the contract of service which 
he has entered upon. All that the aggrieved party would be entitled to is 
damages. Sir, that is the position as far as breach of contract of service is 
concerned as a civil wrong. For this civil wrong the employer can get 

nothing more than damages.
Looking at this breach of contract of service as a crime, the question 

is : Is it a crime ? What has been the provision of the Indian law so far as 
breach of contract of service is concerned ? Sir, it is necessary, in the interest 
of clarification, to give to the House a little bit of history as to how this 
matter has been treated by our Indian law. The Indian law which first 

dealt with breach of contract of service was Act XIII  of 1859 ; it was 

called the Workmen’s Breach of Contract Act. This was passed in 1859, 

soon after the Mutiny or during the course of the Mutiny. I shall presently 
give to the House the reasons why this legislation was passed. Then, there



�re provisions in the Indi�n Pen�l Code which �lso de�l with this m�tter, 
n�mely, bre�ch of contr�ct of servioe �s � crime, �nd those sections �re 
490, 491 �nd 492. With reg�rd to Act XIU  of 1859, th�t  Act w�s of �  limited 
�pplic�tion.  It �pplied to �rtificers �nd �rtis�ns ; it �pplied to c�ses where 
�rtificers �nd �rtis�ns h�d t�ken �dv�nces from their employers �nd h�d 
subsequently refused to perform the oblig�tions they h�d undert�ken. It 
w�s dict�ted by the necessity of the circumst�nces. The British Government 
w�s f�ced with the Mutiny. During the period the Mutiny continued, the 
milit�ry  eng�ged m�ny �rtificers �nd m�ny �rtis�ns to whom monies h�d 
been �dv�nced in the expect�tion th�t they would render the service which 
they h�d undert�ken to do, but by re�son of fe�r or by re�son of some 
other circumst�nces, those �rtificers �nd �rtis�ns  went b�ck to their n�tive 
pl�ces �nd consequently were not in �  position to perform the oblig�tions 
th�t they h�d undert�ken, �lthough they h�d received �n �dv�nce. It w�s 
to cover such c�ses th�t this Act of 1859 w�s p�ssed. It is on record th�t  
�lthough this Act w�s p�ssed, which did m�ke bre�ch of servioe of contr�ct 
� crime, it w�s very r�rely put into oper�tion; it w�s re�lly  not �  l�w  
which people were brought to suffer under. Sir, the subsequent history of 
this Act is �lso interesting. This Act, which stood �s � form�l st�tute 
from 1859, but which, �s I s�id, w�s never put into oper�tion, w�s �mended 
in 1920 by Act XII  of the Government of Indi�. The �mending Act 
introduced two very s�lut�ry  principles in this Act One s�lut�ry  principle 
th�t w�s introduced in this Act w�s th�t �  m�gistr�te, before punishing 
�n �rtis�n  who h�d committed � bre�ch of contr�ct of service, w�s 
�uthorised to enquire into the equity of the contr�ct, so th�t, if the m�gis-
tr�te c�me to the conclusion th�t  the contr�ct w�s inequit�ble, then, he w�s 
not �uthorised to punish the rec�lcitr�nt workm�n, notwithst�nding the 
f�ct  th�t be h�d t�ken �n �dv�nce from his employer. Th�t w�s the first 
ch�nge th�t w�s introduced by the Act of 1920. Then, the second s�lut�ry  
provision th�t w�s introduced by the Act of 1920 w�s th�t the m�gistr�te  
w�s given the power to punish �n employer who brought �  frivolous 
compl�int,—�  provision which w�s not in the origin�l  Act.
Coming to the sections of the Indi�n Pen�l Code, the three sections to 

which I referred h�ve �n  interesting history. Section 490 de�lt with �  bre�ch 
of contr�ct of service during �  voy�ge or journey. It w�s �  section of �  very 
limited �pplic�tion.  It did not �pply to �ll  bre�ches of contr�ct of service; 
it �pplied only to se�men who went on �  voy�ge or �  journey. Obviously, 
it w�s very necess�ry to m�ke �n exception of this kind in the c�se of 
service of se�men, on whose continued service the success �nd s�fety of 
the voy�ge depended. The other section, section 491, rel�ted to bre�ch 
of contr�ct on the p�rt of �n �ttend�nt in supplying the w�nts of helpless 
persons. It �pplied, for inst�nce, to �n �y�h  who h�d contr�cted to t�ke 
c�re of � helpless child ; it �pplied to �  serv�nt who h�d undert�ken to 
supply he needs of �  m�n who w�s l�me �nd who could not look �fter
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himself. That was section 491. Then, section 49� covered a case of breach 
of contract of service at a distant place to which the servant was conveyed 
at the expense of the master. These were the three provisions that were 
enacted when the Indian Penal Code came into operation. Now, Sir, what has 
been the history of these three sections ever since they were enacted ? 
The history is this, that by Act III of 19�5 the Central Legislature ^as 
repealed section 490 and section 49�. Those sections no longer apply, and 
the breaches of service which were crimes under them are no longer crimes 
at all. The only section, therefore, that remains is section 491 of the Indian 
Penal Code. So that, so far as the law now stands in India, the only breach 
of contract of service that can involve penal consequences, as distinguished 
from damages, is section 491 ; and I do not think that any member of the 
House would cavil at this provision if he knows that it is really intended 
to cover the case of a person who is a helpless person and who cannot look 
after himself.
Now, Sir, taking stock of all that I have stated so far relating to the 

legal position involved as a result of breach of contract of service, which, 
I say, is merely a popular description of that forbidding word “  strike ” , 
what is the position ? The position is this. A breach of contract of service 
is not a crime, and is not punishable under the Indian Law except when 
the case falls under section 49 L That means it is only a civil wrong; it 
is not a crime. And, further, it is a civil wrong for which the remedy can 
only be damages and never a specific performance. I want to emphasise 
that. Now, the question which I am sure the House would like to consider 
with all the seriousness that it can command is this: Why is it that the 
Indian law does not make a breach of contract of service a crime ? And 
why is it that the Indian law does not provide for a specific performance ? 
Whatever answer other members of the House would choose to give, my 
answer is very simple. My answer is this, that the Indian Legislature does 
not make a breach of contract of service a crime because it thinks that 
to make it a crime is to compel a man to serve against his will ; [and making 
him a slave (Hear, hear.)] To penalise a strike, therefore, I contend, is 
nothing short of making the worker a slave. For what is slavery ? As defined 
in the constitution of the United States, slavery is nothing else but involuntary 
servitude. And this is involuntary servitude. This is contrary to ethics; 
this is contrary to jurisprudence. Sir, the framers of the Indian Penal 
Code were very much concerned when they drafted the provisions to which 
I have just referred, namely, sections 490, 491 and 49�, as I see from the 
head-note here ; they evidently had great qualms of conscience, and they 
were wondering whether they would be right in enacting even the small 
provisions contained in sections 490, 491 and 49�. This is what the 
framers of the Indian Penal Code said with regard to Chapter XIX, which 
is headed “  Of the Criminal Breach of Contract of Service ” :
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�  We agree with the great body of jurists in thinking that, in general, 
a mere breach of contract ought not to be an offence, but only to be the 
subject of a civil action. To this general rule there are, however, some 
exceptions. Some breaches of contract are very likely to cause evil such 
as no damages or only very high damages can repair, and are also very 
likely to be committed by persons from whom it is exceedingly improbable 
that any damages can be obtained. Such breaches of contract are, we 
conceive, proper subjects for penal legislation.”

With all the great survey that they had made of the different kinds of acts 
of omission which could be penalised, they found that the only acts of 
omission which could be penalised, consistently with the provisions of ethics 
and jurisprudence, were these three provisions, and nothing more.
Now, Sir, it has been said that there is no such thing as the right to strike. 

My reply is that this statement can come from a man who really does not 
understand what a strike is. If members are prepared to accept my meaning 
of the word � strike” as being nothing more than a breach of contract, 
then I submit that a strike is simply another name for the right to freedom ; 
it is nothing else than the right to the freedom of one’s services on any 
terms that one wants to obtain. And once you concede the right to freedom, 
you necessarily concede the right to strike, because, as I have said, the 
right to strike is simply another name for the right to freedom. A sort of 
ridicule is sought to be poured upon it by saying that this is something like 
the divine right of kings. Sir, I would only say in reply that a poetic phrase 
or a picturesque description does not dispose of an argument; I have never 
seen that result anywhere—certainly not in courts of law. If you accept that 
the right to freedom is a divine right, then I contend that the right to strike 
is a divine right (Hear, hear.) I go further and say that because ten people 
or twenty people or two hundred people simultaneously declare a strike, that 
cannot make any difference in the situation so far as the law is concerned.
I know, Sir, that some will point out section 120A of the Indian Penal 

Code and I am going to deal with that matter before I leave this subject 
Now, Sir, section 120A of the Indian Penal Code is a section which deals 
with conspiracy. I wonder if members opposite wish to argue from it that 
there is no right to strike because a strike by a body of workers is 
a conspiracy. If they do, I would like those gentlemen opposite who rely 
on section 120A as a ground for submitting that there is no right to strike 
for a body of workers, to prove that a strike is a conspiracy. Unless they 
prove that a strike is a conspiracy section 120A will not apply, and 
I contend that a strike is not a conspiracy.

An Honourable Member: Who says it is applicable ? It is a matter of 
public utility.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I am coming to the question of public utility  
later on.
Sir, unfortunately we have no decided cases in India. My research is not 

rewarded with a case where strikers have been hauled up under section 120 A
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�n  the gr�und that it was a c�nspiracy. But I find s�me supp�rt fr�m  the 
English law �n the subject, which als� deals with strike in its aspect �f  
c�nspiracy, and I will read t�  the H�use a sh�rt passage fr�m  a b��k  
called “  The Legal P�siti�n  �f  Trade Uni�ns ” by Sch�l�sser. I read the 
passage at p. 76 : —

“  Strikes, theref�re, and similar c�mbinati�ns t�  better the c�nditi�ns  
�f  lab�ur, are n�t  in themselves unlawful at c�mm�n  law. There is n�  
f�undati�n  f�r  the pr�p�siti�n  that strikes are �er  se illegal �r  unlawful 
by the law �f  England. It is true that �ccasi�nal dicta are t�  be f�und t�  
the effect that c�mbinati�ns t�  better the c�nditi�ns  �f  lab�ur are unlawful 
at c�mm�n  law, but the c�urts have never accepted the law thus laid 
d�wn, and eminent judges have expressed views t� the c�ntrary. 
Thr�ugh�ut  the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries n� c�urt treated 
c�mbinati�ns t�  better the c�nditi�ns  �f  lab�ur as being c�ntrary t� 
c�mm�n  law, and n�ne �f  the series �f  legislative enactments, resisting 
attempts �f  w�rkmen t�  better the c�nditi�ns  �f  lab�ur, purp�rted t�  
declare �r  rest up�n the c�mm�n  law. If we accept an obiter dictum by 
Gr�se, J., in Rex v. Mawbey, there were n�  judicial dicta in supp�rt �f  
the suggested pr�p�siti�n  until after the Legislature swept away all th�se 
statutes by the C�mbinati�n  Act �f  1925. C�nclusi�ns as t�  the c�mm�n  
law which first appear in recent times, and are based up�n an accepted 
principle �f  earlier date, are t�  be l��ked  up�n with great suspici�n. Ever 
since 1824 the weight �f  auth�rity is against this d�ctrine. Strikes �er  se 
are c�mbinati�ns  ”

This is an imp�rtant part �f  the judgment :
“  neither f�r  acc�mplishing an unlawful end, n�r f�r  acc�mplishing 

a lawful end by unlawful means. The law is clear that w�rkmen have 
a right t�  c�mbine f�r  their �wn  pr�tecti�n,  while the c�mbinati�n  is t� 
�btain a benefit which by law they can claim. The p�wer �f  ch�ice in 
respect �f  lab�ur and terms, which �ne may exercise ”

This is the p�int  I was trying t�  emphasise :
“  and declare singly, many, after c�nsultati�n, may exercise j�intly,  and 

they may make simultane�usly declarati�n �f  their ch�ice, and may 
lawfully act there�n f�r  the immediate purp�se �f  �btaining the required 
terms.
The maintenance �f  a strike is n�t  necessarily illegal, and if a strike has 

taken place, in breach �f  c�ntract, but the br�ken c�ntracts have expired, 
th�se wh�  help t�  maintain the strike by supp�rting the w�rkmen after 
their current c�ntracts have expired in a refusal t�  enter int�  new c�ntracts 
�f  service �n  new terms, are n�t  d�ing  anything illegal.
Thus c�mbinati�ns ”

This is the p�int  t�  which I wish t�  draw the attenti�n �f  the H�use, because 
it has a direct bearing �n  secti�n 120A �f  the Indian Penal C�de, “which 
result in injury t�  an�ther may be unlawful, when the �bject �f  the

N 400� —14
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combination is injury ” the words are “  when the object of the combination 
is injury ” :

“  and if the injury is effected, an action may lie for conspiracy. The 
question to be decided in each individual case is, haw far the resulting 
injury is ancillary to a legitimate combination and how far the combination 
exists for the purpose of injury.”
Therefore, my submission is that in order to bring strikes under 

section 1�0A what would be necessary for the prosecution to prove is that 
the purpose of the strike was to cause injury. If injury merely resulted from 
the strike, that would not make the strike an unlawful combination within 
the meaning of section 1�0A. Therefore, my first contention is this that this 
Bill, by penalising a strike, is reducing the workers to a state of slavery 
and nothing else.
The Bill  really, in my judgment ought to be called “  The Workers’ Civil  

Liberties Suspension Act ” . That would be the proper title for it. Some have 
got the impression that, after all, the suspension is only for two months— 
until the �on�iliation  pro�eedings are terminated—and after that the workers 
would be at liberty to strike if they wish. Sir, I would like to say that this 
would be a very wrong impression. My contention is that the provisions of 
this Bill, when they are set in operation, will bring about perpetual slavery 
and the workers will  never be able to strike. Let us look at the provisions. 
First of all, the Bill  provides that when the Act comes into operation, there 
is not to be any strike at all for one year. Whether conditions are such 
that a reasonable worker would accept them or whether conditions are such 
that no reasonable worker would accept them, for one year there is 
complete slavery. The workers are bound down to the terms mentioned in 
the Second Schedule. There is no escape, there is no going away from that 
position. What happens after the first year is over ? What happens is this . 
You have got to give notice; that takes away a part of the time during 
which you cannot strike. Then after notice is given, time is allowed for 
reply. During the period of reply you cannot strike. Then, conciliation 
proceedings commence. They may last for two months, if the parties are 
fortunate, if the parties are reasonable; but the Bill  provides that the term 
may extend to four months. Therefore, from the date of the origin of the 
grievance of the workers, for four months and practically �5 days—I will  
stand corrected if my calculation is wrong because I have not gone into 
the details—the worker must do nothing. He must not talk, he must not 
deliver a speech, he must not organise, he must do nothing. All  mobilisation, 
included a word or a speech or an action is penalised during this period. 
Suppose that no conciliation is effected during this long period of four 
months and �5  days—I submit a long period of gestation—what is to happen ? 
The worker is allowed only two months to strike after the conciliation period 
is over. I do not know whether my honourable friend the mover of the 
Bill  thinks that two months is a sufficiently long period for the demobilised 
forces of labourers to mobilise for action. I have been an active worker in the
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labour field. I cannot say that I am a fieidman and I therefore do not 
know what are the difficulties which a person who is organising the 
workers for strike will have to meet. But looking at the situation from such 
experience as I possess as an observer in the City of Bombay, I have 
not the slightest hesitation that two months would be the most 
inadequate period for a body cf labourers who have been held at bay 
so to say, for four months and �5 days to mobilise their forces in 
order to strike. If they do not strike within two months, what happens ? 
What happens is this that they are deemed in law to have accepted the 
situation. If they again raise their head and find out new grievances, the law 
says you shall again wait for four months and �5  days and allow conciliation 
to go on. Wait and see what we do. Wait and see, for four months and 
�5  days. Again if nothing happens at the end of four months and �5  days, 
if you think you can strike, do so within two months. If you do not and 
after two months you raise another grievance, you shall have to wait again 
for four months and �5  days. Sir, I would like to know whether such an 
endless cycle of don’ts would not produce complete slavery, perpetual 
slavery, of the workers for all time. If this is not a Bill for introducing 
slavery amongst workers, I would like to know what sort of Bill would 
introduce slavery. So much with regard to the provisions of the Bill which 
relate to strike.
Now, Sir, it will be necessary and I say very instructive to compare the 

provisions of this Bill, in so far as they relate to strike, with the provisions 
contained in Trade Disputes Act of 19�9. That is an Act which also imposes 
certain limitations upon the right to strike and it would be, therefore, very 
instructive to compare the provisions contained in that Act with the 
provisions contained in this Bill, so that the House may be in a position 
to realise in what direction we are moving, whether we are moving in the 
direction of slavery. Sir, the Act of 19�9 imposes certain limitations upon 
the right of the workers to strike and it would be enough if I refer to two 
of its sections. That Act of 19�9 penalises a general strike for political 
purposes. That is section 16 of the Act and the other section which is more 
relevant for my purpose is section 15 which penalises a strike without notice. 
Apparently there does appear to be some sort of similarity between the Act 
of 19�9 and the present Bill in so far as this Bill also penalises a strike 
without notice. But, Sir, beyond that the one Bill is as different from the 
other as chalk is from cheese. The one has nothing to do with the other and, 
comparatively speaking, I have not the slightest hesitation in saying that this 
Bill is reactionary and retrograde, and that the author of this Bill is a far 
greater Tory than the author of the Act of 19�9.
Sir, let us compare the provisions of section 15 of the Act of 19�9. As 

everyone who is acquainted with the subject knows, that section 15 of the 
Act of 19�9 is restricted to public utilities. What that Act penalises is not 
all strikes, but strikes in what are called public utility services and this, 
I submit, is a fundamental difference between this Bill and the Act of 19�9.
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Now, Sir, the question that I would like to ask is, is this departure from the 
position taken in 19�9 any way justifiable ? And I think it would be 
desirable if I begin by stating what was the position of the Congress Party 
in 19�9 when this Bill was placed before the Central Assembly. Now, 
Sir, I have taken the trouble to hunt up and read the report of the Select 
Committee which was appointed by the Central Legislature to consider the 
provisions of the Bill  which ultimately became the Act of 19�9 and confining 
my attention to the two contestants, if  I may say so, the bureaucracy, I use the 
terms which are familiar on the other side, the bureaucracy, on the one 
hand and the Congress Party on the other, what were the points of contention 
there when this Act of 19�9 was on the anvil ? I find that the points of 
difference were these two. Government wanted that public utility services 
should be left to be defined by them at their discretion. They did not want 
to give in the Act itself a definition of what was a public utility nor were 
they prepared at the time to enumerate what, in their opinion, were the 
public utility services. They said that a public utility and its importance 
depended upon the circumstances of the case. It may vary according to 
times and circumstances. A service which may not be a public utility at one 
time may be a public utility at another time and they felt that in the 
interests of society as was conceived and understood by them it was 
necessary that the situation should be left in a flux undefined to be defined 
at the discretion of the Government. Now the Congress stood for two things 
at the time. The one thing it stood for was that nothing should be left to the 
discretion of the bureaucracy, that it could not be persuaded to bureaucratic 
purposes and therefore the Congress Party took the attitude that no 
discretion ought to be left with the Government. Whatever public utility  
was to be brought within the purview of section 15 ought to be stated 
clearly in the Act itself. The second position which the Congress Party 
took in the year 19�9 when the Bill came up was this. They said that 
the category of a public utility was too large and that a strike should not 
be made illegal only because it related to a public utility serivce. The 
position that they took was that it should be confined to what is called “  social 
security services ” . That was the position in 19�9. In this contest Government 
gave up on one point. They agreed that a public utility should be defined 
in the Act and therefore you will  find, Sir, that section �  of the Act, which 
is an interpretation clause, has got a definition of what is a public utility  
and you have got there a public utility enumerated, Government not having 
any discretion to add to it or to take anything out of it With regard to the 
other position, namely, narrowing the category of service to which the 
illegality of the strike was to be confined, Government did not yield. 
Government said that their formula that it should be extended to public 
utility services must stand and the Congress Party did not succeed, but that 
does not really matter for my argument, because my argument is this that 
in 19�9 the Congress Party stood for restricting the illegality of the strike 
to social security services. Sir, I want to read from the report of the select



�ommittee some of the minutes whi�h members of the Congress wrote. 
I believe the honourable member Mr. Jamnadas Mehta was a member of the 

Congress then, but I am not sure.
�r.  Jamnadas �.  �ehta : I have maintained that attitude even today.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: This is, Sir, from a minute written by 

Mr. Jamnadas Mehta, Mr. M. S. Sesha Aiyangar, Mr. S. C. Mitra and 
Mr. V. V. Jogiah :

“  The fundamental obje�tions to the Bill as it emerges from the Sele�t 
Committee remain unaffe�ted. We feel that �lauses 15 and onwards, far 
from settling trade disputes, will only multiply them ; they will embitter 
relations between the employer and the employed and will, as all 
experien�e of similar legislation testifies, be utilised by the authorities for 
�rushing politi�al  propaganda unpleasant to the bureau�ra�y. If the obje�t 
of the Bill is to develop and foster genuine trade union movement in the 
�ountry, �lause 15 and onwards will surely defeat that obje�t.”

That was the position that they took that no strike ought to be penalised 
even though it was applied to publi� utility servi�es. The minute of dissent 

pro�eeds :
“ .......... But having failed in that obje�t we are obliged to append this

minute of dissent. Up to �lause 14 the Bill is a genuine attempt towards 
settlement of trade disputes by means of �ourts of inquiry and boards of 
�on�iliation.  We believe that so far as that portion of the Bill  is �on�erned, 
it emerges from the Sele�t Committee �onsiderably improved and 
strengthened. Almost all the �hanges that have been made in the Bill  
up to that �lause have served to make it more equitable and just. Of �ourse 
we leave out of a��ount the definition of the ‘ publi� utility servi�es ’ in 
�lause 2(g). That definition is �onsequential to �lause 15 and should 
therefore be �onsidered along with it. We believe that this �lause is a great 
danger to friendly relations between the employers and the employed. 
A publi� servi�e may be a ‘ utility servi�e ’ , but it does not therefore follow 
that a strike in su�h servi�es without noti�e ought to be visited with 
�riminal prose�ution. It is true that a lo�k-out in su�h servi�es has been 
made an' offen�e also, but that does not affe�t the argument against making 
a strike a penal offen�e. We �annot understand why a strike in a postal, 
telegraph or telephone servi�e or for the matter of that in anv Railway 
servi�e should be made a �rime. No doubt su�h a strike is in�onvenient 
and interferes with our ordinary �omforts, but it is monstrous to �laim  
that if any body of men refuses to minister to our �omforts if any to 
�laim that body as �riminals espe�ially when the strikers feel that these 
�omforts and �onvenien�es �an only be satisfied by their own degradation 
and misery. Can it be seriously �ontended that the Frontier Mail and 
similar luxurious servi�es are so vital to so�iety that strikes thereon should 
be made illegal ? ”

I �ommend these last few lines to my honourable friends opposite. Then 
the quotation goes on :

“  For the Legislature to give san�tion to so iniquitous a do�trine as the 
one whi�h is embodied in �lause 15 is to pro�laim to the world that the
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mass of mankind ought to remain wage slaves and that they would strike 
only on the pain of being clapped into jail. We are most anxious to 
promote the industrial advancement of our country but not by methods 
of coercion as proposed under this clause. We grant that services like the 
supply of water, light and sanitation are absolutely essential to the very 
existence of society and that any strike in such services should be 
discouraged by all legitimate means, not because they are ‘ public utility  
services ’ but because they are ‘ social security services and as no man 
could be permitted to have interest against the very existence of society, 
we are not opposed to any legislation against making strikes in the 
‘ social security services ’ illegal ..............”
Sir, that was the position the Congress members took then. Sir, I would 

also like to read an extract from the minute of dissent appended by 
Mr. Kunzru. He is a Liberal. I emphasize that because you would be able 
to know what even moderate men who did not profess the principles and 
policies of Congress said in 19�9. This is what he says :

“ Clause 15 which deals with strikes in public utility services renders 
a strike in violation of the terms of services without previous notice 
illegal. If it was attempted to make sudden strike penal only in services 
where stoppage of work without adequate notice would endanger human 
health or life, the case for such action would theoretically be clear, 
however difficult the enforcement of the law might be in practice. But the 
definition of a public utility service in spite of the deletion of that 
provision by the Select Committee which would have vested Government 
with a discretionary power to declare any service a public utility service 
still includes services sudden strikes in which, whatever the inconvenience 
they may cause, cannot involve danger to life. However undesirable sudden 
strikes may be in any undertaking, there is no ground for making them 
penal where they do not affect the safety of the community. It may further 
be pointed out that sudden strikes in services which affect the existence of 
the community have been remedied by the provinces. Besides strikes, if  
resorted to in breach of contract, can be severely dealt with under the 
Indian Penal Code .......... ”

That was the attitude of Mr. Kunzru. I too agree in the proposition, that 
the right to strike without notice should be restricted, but it should be 
restricted only in case of service which are not public utility services but 
social security services. Now, Sir, that is in perfect consonance with the 
English legislation. In this connection, I would like to draw the attention 
of the House to what is called the Emergency Powers Act of 19�0. It was 
passed by the British Parliament a year or two after the War was over. 
There too Government was given power to make regulations to deal with 
emergencies. I will just read one or two sections from that Act. Section 1 

says :
“  If at any time it appears to His Majesty that any action has been 

taken or immediately threatened by any person or body of persons of
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such a nature and on so extensive a scale as to be calculated to be 
interfering with the supply and distribution ..........”
I desire to draw the attention of the House to these particular words :

�  of food, water, fuel or light or with means of locomotion, to deprive 
the community or any single portion of the community of the essential 
services ...........”

“ His Majesty may, by proclamation declare that a state of emergency 

exists.”
Then section 2 says :

“  Where a proclamation of emergency has been made, and so long as 
the proclamation is in force, it shall be lawful for His Majesty’s Court, 
to make regulations for securing the essentials of life to the community, 
and these regulations may confer or impose on a ....... Government .......
such powers and duties as His Majesty may deem necessary ........... ”
The point to bear in mind is that all this is confined to cases of essential 

to public safety and life of the community. This has always been the view 
taken, that if you want to restrict the right to strike and to make it illegal, 
then you must do it only in relation to services on which the sustenance of 
the life of the community depends. Now, it is obvious that this Bill extends 
to every trade and every industry. I do not wish to say anything with the 
object of making fun, but I should like to illustrate my point by saying that, 
supposing tomorrow the Indian women—I hope they do not—adopt the 
fashion of painting their lips and some manufacturer who had a nose for 
money started an industry for making lip-sticks for supplying their needs, and 
if under this Act the workers went on strike, its provisions would fall upon 
their head like the sword of Damocles. Can anybody seriously maintain that 
the lip-stick industry is essential to life, that the right to strike should be 
curtailed because some women are deprived of the pleasure of having the 
usual paint on their lips ? Sir, this Government has not only let go by the 
board the attitude that it took in 1929, of restricting the penalty to strikes in 
social security services, but they have beaten the bureaucracy by going 
beyond the provisions of the Act of 1929. The bureaucracy had at least the 
sense, if I may say so, the responsibility, to realise that the right to strike 
was so important that it should not be penalised beyond the four corners of 
what was covered by public security ; and here is a Bill  which, I would like 
to repeat, would make a strike in the lip-stick industry penal.

All  this, for what? What are we to gain by all these trials and tribulations 
which they are trying to impose upon these poor workmen ? The result, as 
I see, is to wait at the table of some gentlemen, whom the Bill calls the 
conciliator, for 4 months and 25 days. Beyond that I see nothing. The 
Honourable the Home Minister said that one of the reasons why this Bill  
has been introduced was because the State was taking upon its own 
shoulders to collective bargaining. I think he said something to that effect. 
If I am wrong, I hope he will correct me.
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�he Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi:�No�;�not�taking�upon�its�shoulders�
collective�bargaining,�but�regulating�collective�bargaining.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�Regulating�collective�bargaining.�I�shall�be�very�
candid.�What�is�the�use�of�these�regulations�?�There�are�heaps�of�regulations�
in�the�Civil�Procedure�Code.�Is�the�litigant�interested�in�them�?�The�litigant�
is�interested�in�the�result�of�his�suit.�With�all�the�formalities,�with�all�the�
provisions�and�procedure,�who�is�to�give�notice,�what�is�to�happen�after�
notice,�who�is�to�draft�the�written�statement�and�all�other�things—the�hungry�
workman�is�not�interested�in�them�in�the�least.

�he Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi:�Therefore,�repeal�the�Civil �
Procedure�Code�?

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�I�do�not�say�anything�of�the�kind.�What�I�am�
saying�is,�with�all�the�provisions�that�they�have�got,�they�should�have�
bucked�up,�they�should�have�had�the�courage�and�said�“ �we�shall�
compulsorily�arbitrate,�whether�you�agree�to�it�or�not�” .�(Interruption.)�It�is�
another�matter�whether�I�agree�or�not.�If�you�had�taken�up�that�attitude,�
I�could�have�certainly�understood�it,�because�the�position�then�would�have�
been�this,�that�at�the�end�of�4�months�and�25�days�you�would�have�been�
certain�of�some�tangible�result.

An Honourable Member :�That�would�have�been�slavery�to�the�wage�earner.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�You�have�enough,�and�you�need�not�have�been�

abashed�for�going�a�step�further�in�this�Bill.�(Interruption).
�he Honourable the Speaker:�Order,�order.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�Therefore,�Sir,�what�is�all�this�for�?�You�have�to�

go�through�several�stages—a�Registrar,�a�Conciliator,�and�a�Board�of�
Conciliators�if�both�parties�agree.�It�is�only�a�case�of�securing�appearances�
before�certain�amiable�gentlemen�who�will�talk�sweetly�to�different�people�
and�bring�about�probably�a�good�temper,�if�a�hungry�man�who�wants�some�
thing�can�be�said�to�be�in�a�good�temper.�I�do�not�see�anything�in�it.�This�
is,�in�my�judgment,�absolutely�a�futility,�an�utter�futility �which�can�have�no�
tangible�result�at�all.�The�only�tangible�result�of�this�will�be�that�this�
delaying�process�for�4�months�and�25�days�will �disable�the�worker�from�
going�on�strike�ultimately.�Here�again,�I�would�like�to�draw�the�attention�
of�the�House�to�the�contrast�that�exists�between�the�Bombay�Act�of�1934�
and�the�present�Bill.�Sir,�when�the�Bill�of�1934�was�on�the�anvil,�it�was�
suggested�that�i�strike�should�be�prohibited�during�the�period�of�conciliation.�
There�was�a�proposal�to�that�effect.�But�that�proposal�was�rejected�by�the�
Honourable�Sir�Robert�Bell.�It�was�even�pressed�upon�him�that�if�a�strike�
was�not�prohibited,�at�least�picketing�ought�to�be�prohibited,�but�he�refused�
even�to�be�a�party�to�that.�(An�Honourable�Member�:�No,�no.)�As�there�
is�a�challenge,�I�will �read�a�portion�of�his�speech.�This�is�what�he�says�on�
page�180,�Vol.�XL,�of�the�Bombay�Legislative�Council�Debates�:

“ �I�wish�to�refer�to�one�matter�connected�with�the�subject�of�picketing.
In�clause�15�you�will �see�that�provision�is�made�for�preventing�picketing



�f  c�nciliati�n  pr�ceedings and als� f�r  preventing m�lestati�n �f  any 
individuals in �rder t�  prevent them ‘ fr�m  carrying �n  their usual w�rk  
�r  business during a c�nciliati�n  pr�ceeding c�nnected with such w�rk  
�r  business In �ther w�rds, it was the intenti�n �f  G�vernment that after 
c�nciliati�n  pr�ceedings began, picketing at the mill sh�uld n�t be 
all�wed. Even if a strike is already in pr�gress, it was intended that 
picketing in the mill premises sh�uld be st�pped. If the tw�  parties intend 
t�  c�me t�  a settlement, it was c�nsidered that this w�uld  be a desirable 
measure. On the �ther hand, we have n�  pr�hibiti�n  against the empl�yees 
l�cking �ut  the mill hands. It is c�nsidered in s�me quarters that the 
right �f  picketing is s�mething like a sacred right and, after full and 
careful c�nsiderati�n, we have decided t�  m�ve an amendment t�  �mit  
the w�rds in clause 15 which prevent picketing at the mill gate.”

That was the p�siti�n  that he t��k,  and, Sir. I d�  seri�usly c�ntend that if  
a strike was permitted c�nciliati�n  w�uld be m�re pr�bable. That is an 
aspect which I think has n�t  been c�nsidered at all. Why sh�uld an empl�yer 
be ready t�  c�nciliate when he kn�ws that he has g�t  4 m�nths and 25 days 
t�  m�bilise his f�rces, when he kn�ws that within the 4 m�nths and 25 
days n�  w�rker can m�bilise, n�  w�rker can prepare, and when he kn�ws  
further that the time within which t�  g�  �n strike is limited �nly  t�  tw�  
m�nths ? There is n�  incentive, there is n�  pressure, there is n�  urge �n  
the empl�yer, in circumstances �f  this kind, t�  c�me t�  terms ; and if the 
h�n�urable m�ver �f  the Bill is �f  �pini�n,  and his �bject is, that this 
c�nciliati�n  machinery sh�uld fructify, sh�uld result in s�me s�rt �f  tangible 
g��d  which w�uld  be acceptable t�  b�th the parties, then I submit that the 
pr�per pr�cedure t�  ad�pt is the pr�cedure ad�pted by Sir R�bert Bell, 
namely, t�  permit the strike t�  g� �n, in �ther w�rds, t�  c�ntinue the 
pr�visi�ns  �f  the present Act. But, Sir, here the G�vernment is n�t  even 
prepared t�  take the p�siti�n  which a bureaucrat t��k.  The p�siti�n  that 
was taken up by a bureaucrat was that a strike need n�t  be prevented while 
a p�pular G�vernment, which claims t�  be elected �n  Lab�ur v�tes, which 
d�es n�t  stand by the p�siti�n  taken by �ne wh�m they always regarded as 
a bureaucrat, with n�  interest f�r  Lab�ur and n�  interest in the welfare �f  
the c�untry. If this dem�cracy—well, it might be, but I d�  n�t  say it is 
dem�cracy—a dem�cracy which enslaves the w�rking  class, a class which 
is dev�id �f  educati�n, which is dev�id �f  the means �f  life, which is dev�id 
�f  any p�wer �f  �rganisati�n, which is dev�id �f  intelligence, I submit, is 
n�  dem�cracy but a m�ckery �f  dem�cracy. S� much f�r  the main pr�visi�ns  

�f  the Bill.
Then, Sir, there are certain �ther pr�visi�ns  �f  the Bill t�  which I wish 

t�  advert, and these pr�visi�ns  are c�ntained in clauses 4 t�  20. L��king  at 
the clauses, they refer t�  f�ur  different t�pics. They refer t�  different clauses 
�f uni�ns,—qualified uni�ns, registered uni�ns, representative uni�ns. 
Sir, I had the �pp�rtunity  �f  reading the previ�us draft �f  this Bill. That 
previ�us draft had a different phrase�l�gy, such as h�riz�ntal  uni�ns, vertical
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unions, diagonal unions and perpendicular unions. I am glad that that 
phraseology has been dropped. I was never strong in mathematics, and 
certainly knew very little geometry, and I think for the small mercy that 
we have got for the change erf phraseology it would be proper if I rendered 
my thanks to the honourable mover and those who have prepared the present 
Bill. The second thing with which these clauses deal is the terms and 
conditions and the procedure with regard to the registration of the different 
classes of unions. Thirdly, the terms and conditions and the procedure for 
these recognised unions or registered unions to be declared representative 
unions, and fourthly, the conditions for the registration of a union and for the 
cancellation of its declaration as a representative union. Now, Sir, I have been 
considerably at a loss to understand what practical connection these clauses 
have with the main provisions of the Bill. The main provisions of the Bill  
are, firstly, compulsory conciliation and, secondly, penalty for strikes during 
conciliation proceedings. To my mind, I do not see any organic connection 
between these clauses and the other clauses in dealing with these two topics 
which are the main purposes of the Bill. And, referring to the title of the 
Bill, I found that rather than disclosing the purpose it tries to conceal it. 
The Bill  has a title which says “  A Bill  to make provision for the promotion 
of peaceful and amicable settlement of industrial disputes by conciliation 
and arbitration and for certain other purposes ” . Sir, what are the other 
purposes ? And why have they not been specified in the title of the Bill  ? 
Is it something of which one need feel ashamed ? I do not know. Either 
there is some practical connection between the two parts of the Bill  or there 
is not; if there is, that ought to have been disclosed, and if there is no 
organic connection, then the logical conclusion is that these sections ought 
to be deleted from the Bill. But, Sir, my search has been rewarded by the 
discovery that there is an organic connection between the two. What that 
organic connection is, will be readily seen by reference to clause 75 of the 
Bill. Clause 75 of the Bill  says :

“  No employee shall be entitled to appear in any proceedings under this 
Act except through the representative of employees.”

Sir, this clause is the most fundamental and I say this is the most destructive 
clause of all trade unionism in India. Who is a representative of employees 
who is entitled to represent labour in conciliation proceedings ? No one 
will have any �ocus standi in any negotiations for the settlement of an 
industrial dispute, no matter what his qualifications may be, unless he falls 
within the definition of what is called by this Bill as a representative of 
employees, and it is for the purpose of defining who is a representative of 
labour my honourable friend has introduced clauses 4 to �0 in the Bill.  
They all-hang on this section. The important question, therefore, is who is 
a representative of employees under this Bill  ?
Now, Sir, under this Bill, there are two categories of unions which will  

have the right to represent labour. The first is a union which has �0  per 
cent, of the workers as its members, or rather not less than �0  per cent of



�he workers as i�s members, and recognised by �he employer. Secondly, 
a union whose membership is more �han 50 per cen�, can represen� labour 
in �he concilia�ion proceedings. These are, �herefore, �he �wo ca�egories of 
unions which alone have �he righ� �o represen� labour. Now, Sir, my 
honourable friend �he Minis�er chooses �o call �hem “  represen�a�ive 
unions ”—bo�h of �hem. I disagree wi�h his �erminology. I �hink a spade 
ough� �o be called a spade. Calling a spade a spade, wha� I submi� is �his : 
�here are, no doub�, �wo kinds of represen�a�ive unions under �his Bill, bu� 
�he impor�an� poin� �o no�e is �ha� one is a slave union and �he o�her 
a free union. Sir, �here is no exaggera�ion and �here is no violence done �o 
language if I say �ha� a union which can have �ocus standi, a legal exis�ence, 
a righ� �o represen� and a righ� �o speak, only if i� secures �he prior 
approval of �he employer is a slave union and no� a union of freemen. I wish 
he had used �he word “  approval �he word “ recognised ” is very 
inappropria�e ; �he proper defini�ion should have been “  a union approved 
by �he employer ” , as we would �hen have seen in plain �erm wha� we are 
asked �o give our sanc�ion �o.

Now, Sir, wha� I do no� unders�and—and my honourable friend will  
explain i� �o me—is why he has made regis�ra�ion under �his Bill  a condi�ion 
preceden� for a union �o ob�ain a represen�a�ive charac�er. I find grea� 
difficul�y in unders�anding �hese provisions in �he Bill. Sir, �he provision as 
i� s�ands �oday is �his. There is a Trade Unions Ac� passed by �he 
Governmen� of India in 1926. I� is called �he Trade Unions Ac�. The Bill  
does no� repeal �ha� Ac� ; in fac�, �ha� Ac� remains, and fur�her �his Bill  
insis�s �ha� any union before i� can be regis�ered under �he provisions of 
�his Bill  mus� be regis�ered under �ha� Ac�. Tha� is clear from �he defini�ion 
of a union given in �his Bill. I will presen�ly �ell �he House why �his has 
been done. I find �ha� �here is some design behind i�. The posi�ion is, 
�herefore, �his : a union has �o have �wo-fold regis�ra�ion, regis�ra�ion under 
�he Ac� of 1926 and regis�ra�ion under �he new Ac�. I� seems �o me �ha� i� 
would be be��er if I adver�ed �o �he advan�ages which regis�ra�ion under 
�he Ac� of 1926 gives �o a union which is regis�ered under i�, so �ha� we 
may know wha� is i� �ha� �his Bill gives in addi�ion or whe�her �here is 
any�hing which �his Bill �akes away. Applying my mind �o �he effec� of 
regis�ra�ion of a union under �he Ac� of 1926, �hese are �he resul�s �ha� 
follow. The union becomes a corpora�ion wi�h a righ� �o sue and �o 
be sued. As a corpora�ion i� has cer�ainly a righ� �o represen� i�s 
members; o�herwise, a corpora�e en�i�y has no meaning. Secondly, as 
�he House will realise, under �he Governmen� of India Ac�, 1935, a union 
regis�ered under �he Ac� of 1926 ge�s �he righ� of poli�ical represen�a�ion, 
�ha� is �o say, a union regis�ered under �he Ac� of 1926 can elec� members 
�o �his House, and �here are honourable members in �his House who will  
bear �es�imony �o �ha� fac�. Similarly, members of unions which are 
regis�ered under �he Ac� of 1926 have �he righ� also �o send represen�a�ives �o 
�he Bombay Municipal Corpora�ion. Now, Sir, �he ques�ion �ha� arises is �his •
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If registration under the Act of 19�6 gives the unions the right to represent, 
where is the necessity of requiring further registration under this Bill  ? If  
a union registered under the Act of 19�6 is competent to send members as 
representatives of the whole labour body to speak in this House, to vote in 
this House, where is the necessity of requiring registration under this Bill  ? 
I should like to have an answer to that question later on. What the Bill  
does is a very queer thing, which again I am not able to understand. 
A union registered under the Act of 19�6 will not have, under the House 
to realise the anomaly of the position. A union registered under the Act 
of 19�6, while it is competent enough to represent workers in the Legislature, 
is not competent under this Bill to represent labour before the Conciliator. 
Why is this anomaly ? The Bill does not merely create an anomaly. I say 
it takes away a privilege from the unions which are registered under the 
Act of 19�6.
In this connection, I should like to draw the attention of the House to 

what used to take place under the provisions of the Bombay Act of 1934. 
When conciliation proceedings started, members who know the provisions 
of that Act will remember, under section 9 the labourers were represented 
by delegates. That was the provision in that Act. This is the wording of 
section 9 :

“  On receipt of notice under section 8, the parties to a trade dispute 
shall within the time specified in the notice or within such time as may 
be fixed by the Conciliator in this behalf, appoint delegates in such manner 
as the Conciliator may direct.”

Therefore, labour, in conciliation proceedings under the Act of 1934, was 
represented by delegates. How were these delegates chosen ? Who were the 
partied who were entitled to choose those delegates to represent labour 
before the Conciliator, under the Act of 1934 ? Sir, I have gone to the 
rules made under this Act, and a reference to tihe rules will  show that the 
parties who were entitled to elect delegates were the registered trade unions, 
the unions registered under the Trade Disputes Act of 19�6. That is provided 
by rule 3 of the rules made under the Bombay Act of 1934. It is, therefore, 
clearly established that up to this moment a union which was registered 
under the 19�6 Act of the Central Legislature, by reason of the fact that 
it was a corporation, had the right to represent workers in all places and 
at all junctions. Constitutionally, by the Government of India Act of 1935, 
they have been given the right to represent labour in the Legislatures, and 
the Bombay Act of 1934 specifically recognised that the trade unions 
registered under that Act, namely, the Bombay Act of 1934, were the only 
bodies entitled to send delegates before a conciliator. Sir, my first complaint 
is that this Bill takes away a valuable right which the unions had and 
gives it—to whom ? It gives it to slave unions, as I am going presently to 
show. If it was given to free unions, I would not mind at all. Then, Sir, why 
is it—this is an important point to understand—why is it that the unions 
registered under this Bill  are also required to be registered under the Central
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�ct  of 1926 ? Sir, it is nothing else but a piece of carpet—bagging, as the 
�mericans say. My honourable friend wants that the unions which will be 
formed under this Bill should not only get the right to represent before 
a conciliator but should also walk away with the political representation 
which the unions registered under the �ct  of 1926 now possess. It is 
a snatching policy.
�nd  all this endowment of political and economic power, for whose benefit 

is it ? I repeat again that it is for the benefit of the slave unions. Of course, 
if my honourable friend thinks that there is nothing wrong in having 
unionism based upon the principle of approval of the master, I have no 
quarrel. It is his philosophy of life ; it is not mine. If he thinks that a man 
who is enslaved is a free man, it is his view ; if he thinks that in order 
that we may have peace in industry the worker ought to be chained to his 
master, as he will be, it is for him ; I have no quarrel. But, for myself, 
I am not prepared to accept that position. We do not want mere peace, 
and I repudiate the peace, the kind of peace that we are asked to have. 
(Mr. S. V. Parulekar : Hear, hear 1) Certainly, it is the peace of a man who 
has a contended belly and whose stomach, touches his buttons. I do not 
want that kind of peace.
The question that I am interested in is this. I am prepared to take 

a charitable view of the matter, and I want to know whether this charitable 
view will  fructify and produce anything. It may be, as my honourable friend 
says, that there is no unionism in India; it may be that there are people 
who are spoiling the growth of unions. I am surprised that he should still 
entertain the fear of members of the communist party, who were a thorn 

in the side of the Congress before, but who have now walked in—they 
avow peace, they avow truth, they avow non-violence, and they have even 
paid four annas, as I understand,—why, I ask, should he have any fear 
now of anybody spoiling the game of peaceful development of labour ? 
Supposing it to be so, let us see how all this will end. If my honourable 
friend can satisfy me that there will come a time when what I call the 
slave unions will ripen into free unions, I probably might reconsider my 
attitude again. But I have not the slightest hesitation in saying that there 
will  never be free unions at all; and that is because the conditions that he 
has imposed upon free unions are so impossible that they could never be 
fulfilled. What is the condition for a free union ? The condition is that 
you must at all times show that on your roll you have got 501 per cent, 
membership ; that is the condition. Twenty per cent, not enough ; 25 per 
cent., not enough ; you must always show the mathematical proportion of 
, 50-1 per cent, if you want to be free. Sir, the question I should like to ask 
is this : Is this a reasonable condition ? The laws of the Romans, if 1 may 
use the analogy, began with enslavement There was a provision for 
manumission, as we technically say. The slave ultimately became emancipated 
and became a free man, a civis. �pplying  the same analogy, I say that we 
begin with slavery, because the approval and the recognition are nothing
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less than slavery. But is there any provision for manumission ? And if  
there is such a provision, is it a reasonable and a possible condition which 
workers can be expected to satisfy ? The condition is that you must show 
501 per cent, membership of the total number of workers then and then 
alone you can escape the chains and the throes and the punishment of 
your master. Is that a possible condition ?
Now, Sir, we, who have been what my honourable friend probably likes 

to call misguided fellows, have been asked to turn our attention to the ideal 
situation that exists in Ahmedabad. We are asked to take a leaf out of 
that Ahmedabad book and to follow that ideal. I am prepared to do that. 
As I study the example it becomes necessary to ask this question : is there 
any possibility, under this Bill, of even the Ahmedabad Majoor Mahajan 
becoming a free union ? I cannot see any hope of that union becoming 
a union of free workers. Ahmedabad is certainly a most ideal place ; as the 
Royal Commission has pointed out, there does not exist anywhere in India 
such an ideal institution. There, there are employers who belong to the 
same religion as the employees, barring a few Mahomedans. who are 
weavers, and who are outside the union; the workers speak the same 
language as their masters. Cultural unity there exists in abundance. Therefore, 
whatever fissiparous tendencies, whatever recalcitrant tendencies, that one 
might expect in other situations do not exist there. On top of that, there 
is the great personality of the Mahatma, to whom every recalcitrant may 
refer and bow, and fall in line no matter what his personal grievances may 
be. The Ahmedabad Majoor Mahajan has grown under such auspices. It has 
had a life of more than two decades ; I am told it has been in existence for 
eighteen years. What is the state of that union ? I have got figures here in 
this book, called the Labour Gazette for May 1938. and on Analysis 
I find this to be the situation at Ahmedabad. I am taking only the textile 
industry. The total number employed in the Ahmedabad textile industry is 
90,000. What is the total number of workers who are included in the union ? 
The Majoor Mahajan, as everybody knows, is a federation of five different 
unions; and the total number is ��,000.  That is on the first of May 1938. 
Sir, that works out—I am a poor mathematician, I will stand corrected if  
somebody rectifies my figures—that works out, according to me, at �1 per 
cent of the total; that is to say, the union membership is �1 per cent, of 
the total number of workers in the textile industry. Applying that test, as 
I said, even to Ahmedabad, can anybody say that the Ahmedabad Majoor 
Mahajan, if it were to apply for registration today, could do without the 
approval of the employers ? No.

-(The House re-assembled after recess at �-30 p.m.)
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Mr. Speaker, Sir, before recess I was trying to 

emphasise that under the conditions prescribed in this Bill there is no 
possibility of any free union growing up in this country and I illustrated 
what I wanted to say by reference to the position of the Ahmedabad mill  
workers’ union, and I showed that even under the most propitious conditions
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that exist in Ahmedabad, it would not be possible for the Majoor Mahajan 
there to be a free union, entitled to recognition under the Act, without 
securing the approval of the employer. Sir, this is really such an impossible 
condition that it would be impossible to realize it even in such an 
industrially organised country as England. Unfortunately, in all the books 
to which I had access, we get a set of figures showing the total membership 
of different unions in the country, but we do not get anywhere, along with 
it, figures showing the total number of persons employed in the different 
industries in the country : and, consequently, it is not quite easy to find out 
what is the total percentage of the workers in England who can be said 
to be members of the unions in the country. But I have here a small book 
by Mr. Walter Citrine published in the year 19�6. Every one who is 
familiar with the trade union movement in England, will know that he 
occupies a very important position in the trade union movement and his 
book, therefore, may be taken to be an authoritative statement on the issue 
with which we are concerned. He has shown that at the end of the year 
19�4—the figures are unfortunately not very recent—the position in England 
was this that the total number of persons employed in the different 
industries was 18 millions, while the total number �t  persons who were 
members of the unions, both males and females, was only 5,531,000. That 
means that it certainly was not more than about 30 per cent Now, if that 
is the state of affairs in a country like England where labour is so well 
organised, where the industry is so widespread, what can we expect in 
a country like India ? I therefore submit, Sir, that this condition, which the 
Bill imposes, is an impossible condition and no kind of an organisation of 
labour, which I am able to visualise even for 10 or �0  years, will be able 
to muster itself so strong as to show at all times on its record a membership 
which would be as much as 51 per cent. Consequently, the conclusion is 
irresistible that the only kind of labour union that will  be representing labour 
in the conciliation proceedings in the strike will be none other than the 
slave union recognised by the masters.
Now, Sir, there are two other questions, to which I wish to draw the 

attention of the House, and they are also very important questions. The 
first question is this. What is to be the effect of the Bill on the growth of 
the trade union movement in India ? From that point of view, I submit that 
the most important section in the Bill is clause 8, sub-clause (a). Now, 
that clause lays down a principle, which, as I will try and show, is of the 
most unusual character. The clause says “  the Registrar shall not register 
more than one union in any local area in respect of any industry or 
occupation, as the case may be ” , In other words, what the Bill provides 
is this. It says to the workers that if they want to organise into a trade 
unioii they can have only one union in one industry or occupation, as the 
case may be. In other words, what the Bill provides is this. It says to the 
workers that if they want to organise into a trade union they can have only 
one union in one industry or in one occupation in a certain defined local



�re�.  Now, Sir, my contention is th�t is �  provision in the Bill  which, I �m  
sure, will prevent unions growing up in this country. First of �ll,  wh�t  
I would like from the Honour�ble the Mover of the Bill to know is this. 
Is this principle �pplied �nywhere in �ny other p�rt of the world ? Now, 
Sir, I h�ve studied the conditions of tr�de union org�nis�tion in so f�r  �s 
Gre�t Brit�in  is concerned, �nd I �m prep�red to cite �n �uthority of 
�  person who is eminently versed in this field to prove th�t cert�inly in 
Gre�t Brit�in  the l�w  m�kes no such provision �t  �ll.  In f�ct, the English 
l�w  h�s left it to the workers to org�nise on �ny lines th�t they choose to 
�dopt. There is no rule �s such th�t the union must be confined to one 
industry, th�t the union must be confined to one occup�tion. There is no 
rule th�t the union must cover �  p�rticul�r  �re�.  On this point I would like 
to dr�w the �ttention of the House to �  p�ss�ge in �  recent book c�lled 
“  The Employment Exch�nge Service of Gre�t Brit�in  ” by Chegwidden 
�nd Myrddin Ev�ns, �nd this is their conclusion. I �m re�ding from 

p�ge 30 :
“  All  The workers in �  p�rticul�r  industry �re not necess�rily org�nised 

in the s�me union but m�y belong to sever�l different unions : in some 
c�ses org�nis�tion  is on �  district b�sis, in others on �n  occup�tion�l b�sis, 
�nd �  section of workers in �  p�rticul�r  industry m�y even belong to the 
union which norm�lly c�ters for workers in �nother industry or to 
�  gener�l l�bour union. In � number of c�ses section�l unions �re 
feder�ted either in �  feder�tion or union covering the whole or the gre�ter 
p�rt of the p�rticul�r  industry concerned, or in � feder�tion or union 
covering members of the s�me or simil�r occup�tions in different 
industries, or �ny feder�tions of gener�l l�bour unions.”

This shows th�t in Engl�nd there c�n be gener�l l�bour unions. Th�t is to 
s�y, workers working in different industries m�y join together �nd form 
�  union. Th�t is wh�t is me�nt by gener�l l�bour union. One l�bourer m�y  
h�ve no connection with �nother so f�r  �s the industry or so f�r  �s the 
occup�tion is concerned. There m�y be �  gener�l union. This �uthor �lso 
s�ys th�t in Engl�nd persons belonging to different industries m�y form one 
union. A m�n m�y  be, for inst�nce, �  minor. He m�y become �  member of 
some other union which h�s nothing to do with mines. Therefore, in 
Engl�nd, the l�w  h�s �eft entirely to the workers to decide in wh�t m�nner, 
under wh�t circumst�nces, they will org�nise. All th�t the l�w  h�s t�ken 
c�re of is to see th�t  the union does not become �n  unl�wful  body. All  th�t  
the l�w  h�s t�ken c�re to see is th�t  the union before it is registered h�s 
cert�in objects which the l�w reg�rds �s l�wful. Beyond ex�mining the 
objects of the union, the English l�w  cert�inly does not see whether the 
union is org�nised in �  p�rticul�r  w�y  or is not org�nised in �  p�rticul�r  
w�y  �nd I do not underst�nd why this principle should not be imported in 
this country. I h�ve not seen the justific�tion �nd I do not know wh�t is 
the re�son for the principle th�t  is being introduced now in this Bill.
Sir, is it possible to h�ve �  union of �ll  l�bourers in one industry or in
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�ne �ccupati�n  ? N�w  I am sure that it is n�t  p�ssible and f�r  this reas�n. 
As every�ne kn�ws, a trade uni�n may have three different purp�ses �r  
three different �bjects. A trade uni�n may have purely what are 
called trade uni�n purp�ses, that is t�  say, purp�ses c�nnected with 
the pr�m�ti�n  �f  their particular interests as w�rkers, wages, h�urs �f  w�rk,  
pr�m�ti�ns  in industry and s� �n. Th�se are called purely trade uni�n  
�bjects. In additi�n t�  that a trade uni�n may have what are called s�cial 
�bjects c�nferring certain benefits, giving �ld  age pensi�n, giving unempl�y-
ment benefit t�  these members, pr�viding pensi�ns f�r  their wid�ws. These 
are rec�gnised in England as s�cial purp�ses. In additi�n t�  that a trade 
uni�n may have a p�litical  purp�se. A purp�se, the �bject �f  which is t�  
pr�m�te  a particular line �f  p�litics, which the uni�n thinks is best suited 
f�r  the pr�tecti�n  �f  its ec�n�mic  and its s�cial p�siti�n.  N�w, Sir, the 
questi�n that I want t�  ask is this. Is it p�ssible f�r  all pers�ns wh�  are 
empl�yed in a particular industry t�  be agreed up�n all these three 
purp�ses ? I cann�t see that in all cases it w�uld  be p�ssible t�  give an 
affirmative answer and I pr�p�se t�  discuss the matter in s�me detail in 
�rder t�  sh�w why we cann�t have an affirmative answer. Let me take 
a case like this. There is a b�dy �f  pe�ple w�rking,  say f�r  instance, in the 
textile industry in B�mbay and I shall be very particular in this matter 
because I want t�  emphasise my p�int. There are certain Mah�medan 
members, w�rkers in a mill industry. They are anxi�us t�  bec�me members 
�f  a trade uni�n. But the �ther pers�ns wh�  are n�n-Muslims desire that the 
w�rkers �f  the uni�n sh�uld f�ll�w  the C�ngress line �f  p�litics. There are 
Muslim members wh� are prepared t�  j�in  the uni�n but wh�  prefer t� 
f�ll�w  the p�litics  �f  the Muslim League. H�w  are they, the tw�  b�dies 
�f  pe�ple, t�  unite t�gether unless �ne �f  the tw�  parties is prepared t� 
dr�p its p�litical  pr�gramme ? Take an�ther illustrati�n. There are certain 
w�rkers bel�nging t�  the unt�uchable c�mmunity. They are prepared t�  be 
members �f  a certain uni�n, but they als� insist that the uni�n �ught t� 
pr�m�te  certain s�cial �bjects and s�cial purp�ses f�r  the benefit �f  the 
c�mmunity fr�m  which they are drawn. They desire that certain ether 
facilities may be pr�vided and the w�rkers fr�m  �ther classes d�  n�t  agree 
with them. H�w  is a uni�n t�  be f�rmed ? I d�  n�t  understand. I d�  n�t  
understand why, theref�re, y�u sh�uld imp�se a c�nditi�n  which makes 
things s� imp�ssible �f  achievement I sh�uld have th�ught that the 
pr�p�sal  which is included in this Bill  is as wise �r  as prudent as it w�uld  
be if a Health Officer were t�  lay d�wn that y�u  shall build a h�use �f  
a particular kind, y�u shall have a d��r  �nly  facing the s�uth, n�  d��r  
facing the n�rth, y�u  shall have �nly  a particular kind �f  wind�w,  a h�use 
n�t  higher than a particular height, a h�use which has �nly  a particular kind 
�f  elevati�n. Either y�u build a h�use which c�nf�rms  t�  these rules �r  
y�u  live �n  the street. That is the kind �f  alternative that this Bill presents 
t�  the w�rkers. What w�uld  be the evil if the matter �f  the �rganisati�n �f  
lab�ur is left t�  the will �f  the w�rker  ? Why are y�u  c�ncerned with it ?

N 400� —15
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I do not understand. Why is it and what is it that you will get by bringing 
all persons working in one industry in one particular union ? I fail to 
understand. On the other hand, my view is, as I submitted, that if you make 
these impossible conditions, people will not care to form unions at all. The 
Mahomedans who prefer, and I think we must all agree to allow them the 
liberty to choose their politics, if they prefer that there will be no use in 
having a trade union if their trade union is not able to follow the policy 
laid down by the Muslim League, they may not have any union at all. In 
the same way if the untouchables feel that if they are not allowed to make 
some provision for the education of their children and other amenities 
pertaining to their classes, they would rather not have it, what is the 
situation that you are creating thereby ? The situation that you are creating 
is you are compelling people not to have any union at all and I submit 
therefore, that this is a provision which is fraught with great mischief.
Then, Sir, the second point that arises out of the provisions 4 to �0 is 

this. What is going to be the effect of this Bill  on the stability of the trade 
union movement ? Supposing that some kind of trade union which could 
ultimately aspire to be free from the control of the master does grow up, 
is there any guarantee under the provisions contained in this Bill that 
that union will remain as a functioning union? So far as I have been 
able to study the provisions of this Bill that a union once registered will  
continue to enjoy that registration. Clause 10 is the most dangerous clause. 
That clause will always be hanging like a sword upon a union : Though 
registered, its life will always be in jeopardy and it can never be certain 
that while it has a legal existence today, it will  not continue to have a legal 
existence tomorrow, because under the provisions of this clause its registra-
tion may be cancelled at any time provided certain circumstances happen, 
and once a registration is cancelled, the whole structure which might have 
been built up with enormous industry, with enormous energy, will simply 
have been washed away. Now, Sir, there is a further mischief, if I may say 
so, which is contained in this Bill. It is this that the cancellation of the 
registration of a union is left to a rival union or to an employer, which 
means that there will be mutual rivalry, mutual jealousy and a cut-throat 
competition, if I may say so, between the different trade union men in order 
to destroy a rival union. A trade union therefore which is once registered 
under this Bill, in order that it may enjoy a perpetual existence, shall have 
to show at all times that it had 51 per cent membership of the total number 
of workers. Sir, I again ask the question : Is it possible for any union to 
show that it will have 51 per cent, membership of the total number of 
workers employed ? It will  be interesting. I believe, if I show to the House 
how trade union membership fluctuates from year to year and I give these 
figures which I have taken from the figures of Great Britain. In the year 
189� the total membership of tradeunions was 1,576,000. In 1910 it was 
�,565,000. In 19�0 it was 8,346,000 but in 1934 it fell to 4,441,000. There 
was a drop in ten years of 50 per cent, of the membership of trade unions.
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Take the figures of the particular industry. In agriculture in the year 1920 
the total membership was 210,000. In 1932 it was only 33,000. It fell from 
210,000 to 33,000. In the coal-mining industry in 1920 the membership was 
1,115,000. In 1932 it fell to 554,000. In the metal industry the figures in 
1920 were 1,172,000. In 1932 the membership was 527,000. In the 
building trade the number of members in 1920 was 563,000. In 1932 
it fell to 275,000. In the transport and general labour the total membership 
was 1,685,000 in 1920 while in 1932 it fell to 660,000. Taking the member-
ship of the trade union congress in 1920, the total membership was 
6,505,000 while in 1932 it was only 3,613,000 members. Sir, if in a country 
like England, where trade unionism may be said to be like the breath of 
the nostrils to a workman, the trade union membership fluctuates by 50 per 
cent within a decade, I cannot understand how any man can expect any 
body of organisers of trade unions in this country of ours to maintain on 
its rolls at all times a membership of 51 per cent. If the membership falls 
by 1 per cent, the union stands to have its registration cancelled. The whole 
show will  have to be wound up. I ask is this a reasonable condition, is this 
a condition which could ensure the growth of the trade union movement ? 
If every trade union which is registered stands to have its registration 
cancelled and stands in fear of it from day to day, what prospect is there of 
trade unionism growing in this country ?
Then, Sir, another regrettable feature which is a matter of serious 

consideration. Under this Bill, a person who is given the right to have the 
registration of a union cancelled may not apply for the registration of his 
own union. I can quite understand the reasonableness erf the proposal if  
the right to have the registration cancelled was given to members of a union 
who were in a position to get themselves registered by reason of the fact 
that they had a larger membership. I could quite understand that position, 
but a reference to clause 10 of the Bill  will  show that a person need not be 
in a position to have his own union registered, that is to say. he may not 
have at his command 51 per cent, membership of the members employed 
in the industry. All that is necessary for this mischief-monger is to prove 
that having regard to the roll of the employer and having regard to the roll 
of the union the percentage has fallen below 50 per cent. As I said, under 
industrial conditions where work fluctuates, labour fluctuates, it is impossible 

to fulfil  this condition.
Then, Sir, there is another provision to which I think it is necessary to 

draw the attention of the House. What is to happen to a union whose 
registration has been cancelled ? Can it again apply for registration ? The 
answer is No. Clause 54 of the Bill  gives power to the Industrial Court to 
declare under certain circumstances that the union had forfeited its 
registration. It says :

“  If in any proceeding under this Act, the Industrial Court finds that 
the registration of any union or. the declaration of any union as a quali-
fied union or as a representative union was obtained under a mistake,
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misrepresentation or fraud, or that such union has contravened any of the 
provisions of this Act, the Industrial Court may direct that the registration 
of such union or the declaration of such union as a qualified union or 
as a representative union shall be cancelled.”
Now, turn to clause 8, which contains a direction to the Registrar as to 

what rules he has to observe in the matter of registration the House will  
see that what I am stating is absolutely correct. Clause 8 reads thus :
“  On receipt of an application from a union for registration under section 7 
and on payment of the fee prescribed, the Registrar shall hold such 
enquiry as he thinks fit and if he is satisfied that such union fulfils the 
conditions necessary for registration specified in section 7 and is not 
disqualified from registration under the Act”

That is also one of the conditions prescribed by clause 8, that a union 
must not have been disqualified under clause 54. Now the question that 
I would like to ask is this. Why is it that there should be this perpetual 
disqualification ? I can quite agree that there may be a disqualification for 
a temporary period. It may be possible to argue that persons who have 
obtained a registration by reason of fraud, by reason of misrepresentation, 
should be on probation for some time. I can quite understand the reason-
ableness of a proposal of that sort But I do not understand the reason-
ableness of a provision which says that because a man was guilty of fraud 
or misrepresentation, he should be perpetually debarred from even coming 
before the Registrar and obtaining the registration of his union. Sir, let me 
refer in this connection to the provisions which we have in the Government 
of India Act 1935. We, the members of the House, have to face certain 
disqualifications which are enacted in the Government of India Act. We 
know that persons cannot stand for election because they suffer from 
disqualification, that certain persons even though they are elected cannot 
become members of the Legislature because they are disqualified. I was one 
of those who were about to be disqualified, but the Government, it is said, 
came to my rescue and managed to save my seat for me; otherwise, 
I would have been disqualified. But the point that I am seeking to make is 
this, that the disqualifications contained in the Government of India Act are 
certainly not perpetual. Those disqualifications are temporary. Once the 
disqualification passes off by efflux of time the member becomes qualified to 
seek election and become a member of this House. If this is the principle 
that is embodied in the Government of India Act, if the disqualification of 
members who are supposed to be free from all moral taint, to have no kind 
of moral turpitude in them so that they may exercise their rights, their 
privileges and duties in an honest manner in this House, are not permanent, 
I ask why the disqualification of persons who are organising labour should 
be permanent. I see no answer to it As a matter of fact, I would say that 
this provision really nullifies the decision of the Full Bench of the Calcutta 
High Court. I am sorry, as I came in a hurry, I am not in a position to 
lay my hands exactly on the report. But there is a case. It may be within
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the knowledge of many members, at any rate of those who are dabbling in 
labour politics, that in Calcutta when the Emergency Powers Act was 
brought into operation a certain union was declared to be illegal by the 
Registrar because it was managed by communists. That was perfectly legal 
so far as the Emergency Powers Act was concerned, but those gentlemen, 
the communists, who were in charge of the union were not going to be 
defeated in that way. They devised another plan and that plan was to 
present another application for registration under a new name. The Registrar 
who smelt a rat in it, because he found that the man whose registration was 
cancelled was the same man who brought this application, said, “  I must 
wait and make an enquiry.” So, he made an enquiry into the personnel and 
composition of the management of this new union which had brought 
forth the application for registration and found that the gentlemen whose 
union was cancelled by him were the same gentlemen who had brought 
this application for registration. He said, “  You are the same gentlemen. 
I will not grant you registration.” They went to the Calcutta High Court, 
and the Calcutta High Court held that it was none of the business of the 
Registrar to enquire into the personnel of the management. What all the 
Registrar was entitled to do was to examine the object for which the union 
was formed and to examine whether seven persons have signed the 
application, but btyond that he had no concern. That was the position under 
the old law, that is to say, that persons who were once disqualified could go 
and obtain registration without there being any hitch by the law placed in 
their way. This Bill puts a perpetual hindrance in the way of people who 
want to organise labour, simply because they happen to have committed 
some kind of misrepresentation or fraud. This is all that I really wanted to 
say on the provisions of this Bill.
Of course, it may be pointed out that this Bill introduces equality of 

treatment between the labourers and the employers, because, just as this 
Bill penalises the strike of workmen, it also penalises the lockout by 
employers. I do not think that this position can be substantiated, because 
I do certainly find one or two cases where there is a differentiation made 
between the employer and the employee. For instance, I refer to the question 
of notice under clause �8. The employer is required to give notice for any 
change (1) in standing orders, (�)  in regard to industrial matters mentioned 
in Schedule II. When you come to the employee, the employee is required 
to give notice of any change in the standing orders and in any industrial 
matters, not necessarily confined to Schedule II. That is certainly not an 
equality of position. With regard to the appearance, the employer is 
certainly not penalised if he does not appear. But the worker can be 
compulsorily represented if the union does not appear. If there is nobody 
there is the labour officer, who can represent labour and the agreement made 
after conciliation may bind labour also, although labour has repudiated the 
conciliation and was not prepared to have its interests represented by that 
officer. These are trifling things. Apart from this, what I am trying to urge
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is this. Sir, what we want is not equality, what we want is equity. What 
I want to urge before this House is this. Equality is not necessarily equity. 
(Interruption). I am going to prove it. In order that it may produce equity 
in society, in order that it may produce justice in society, different people 
have to be treated unequally. Why go far ? Take the case of income-tax. 
I am a student of finance and so this illustration comes to my mind readily. 
Why do we have progressive income-tax ? Why don’t we tax all people 
alike ? The reason why we tax the rich at a higher rate and the poor at 
a lower rate is because the taxable capacity of the two is different. In a case 
like that equality would produce the greatest inequity. Take an ordinary 
case. Suppose, in a household, there are several persons of whom one is 
sick. In order that the sick person may get out of sickness and in order that 
he may become better, we give chicken soup to him, but we do not give 
chicken soup to the others. No one would blame the mother of the house-
hold if she gave chicken soup to the sick member and denied it to the other 
adult members who are enjoying robust health. What we want is equity. 
This equity cannot be produced, if we propose to treat the strong and the 
weak, the rich and the poor, the ignorant and the intelligent on the 
same footing. If my honourable friend wishes to treat the two classes 
equitably, then this Bill will not suffice. He will have to introduce some 
other provisions into the Bill  and I would like to ask whether he is prepared 
to introduce such provisions in the Bill.
What is happening today in this industry of ours ? I am sorry I have 

to make a plain breast of what I feel on this ‘occasion. We have mills in 
Bombay City managed by Parsis. There are mills there managed by 
Gujaratis. There are mills in Bombay which are managed by Jews or by 
Europeans. I visited all these mills in my younger days when some members 
of my family were working there. I used to carry their bread to the mills 
where they were working. Recently also I visited some of the mills though 
not often times. The most surprising thing about all these mills is that they 
have been made the heaven for the cousins of the Managers. Hundreds of 
useless people are employed in higher grades simply because they are 
related to the managing agents in some way. You go to a Parsi mill, you 
will see hundreds of Parsis employed whether they are wanted or not. 
Go to a mill managed by Gujaratis. You will see hundreds of Gujaratis 
employed whether they are wanted or not. Go to a mill managed by Jews. 
You will  see hundreds of Jews employed, whether they are wanted or not. The 
best part of the earning of the workers are taken away by the managers 
in order to feed these people who are employed in the mills, whether they 
are efficient or not, or whether they are wanted or not. All these people 
who are controlling the industry float the capital and bloat it up by all 
sorts of paper transactions. When the worker says that he gets less wages, 
the man controlling the industry says. “ It is my capital ” . All  this is bogus 
capital, stock exchange capital, bolstered up by speculators. A good part of 
the earning of the industry is swallowed by these people. From the little
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�alance that is left, the workers are asked to. eke out their existence. If the 
Honoura�le the Prime Minister wants to introduce equity, let him make the 
workers’ wages the first charge on the profits of industry. I do not 
understand why the mill owners or, for the matter of that, any owner of any 
industry, should not �e required �y  law to present his �udget annually. 
Government is required to present its �udget every year; annually we get 
a �udget of Government in which Government say how many Ministers 
are employed, how many chaprasis are allowed to the Ministers, how many 
superintendents are there in departments, how many clerks, this, that and 
the other. This House is in a position to understand whether the esta�lish-
ment is excessive or not. This House gets to know whether the money is 
spent properly or not. Why is it that a millowner or, for the matter of that, 
the owner of an industry, who gets his earning, not entirely �y  his capital 
�ut  also �y  the sweat of another man, �e not compelled to give the details 
of his management ? This is a very fair demand to make. The advantage 
would �e this. Once a �udget of that kind is presented �y  the owner of 
an industry, the workers would �e in a position to realise and scrutinise 
whether the �alance that is left to �e divisi�le  among the la�ourers is fair 
or whether the employer has taken an undue portion of the total profit. 
What is the use of having a conciliation �oard and asking the employers to 
produce their account �ooks when the employee is not placed in a position 
to scrutinise what is really the state of affairs ? If the procedure I suggest is 
adopted, I am sure a�out it that there will �e less la�our trou�les, the 
conciliation would �e more effective and there will  �e  more industrial peace. 
If the Honoura�le the Prime Minister wants to treat la�our and capital on 
a footing of equality in the sense in which I have suggested, namely, that 
there should �e equity, then there is no �asis for equity in the provisions of 
this Bill. Secondly, there is no �asis for equality �etween capital and la�our 
�ecause the Government in any dispute is always on the side of employers. 
This is clear from the use of the police Government makes in strikes. The 
police force is maintained out of pu�lic  fund, out of the taxes we all �ear. 
It is intended for the �enefit of all. Surely, no Government is entitled to use 
this police force merely �ecause a strike �y  the workers results in a �reach 
of peace. What is further necessary is to show that the �reach of 
peace, has �een caused �y  one particular section of the industry. If the �reach 
of peace is caused �y  some unreasona�le demand made �y  la�our, you may 
�e justified in using police force against them. If on the other hand the 
�reach of peace is �roken �y something which has �een done �y the 
employer which does not stand to reason and which is contrary to justice 
and equity, then Government have no right to use the police force against 
the workers. Real equality �etween employers and employees can �e  
�rought a�out only �y  incorporating these two provisions. The employer 
must �e compelled to disclose his �udget and the Government must cease 
to use the police force against the workers merely �ecause there is �reach 
of peace. Without this there can �e no equality �etween capital and la�our
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as to bargaining power. Will  you do it ? If you do this, you will lose case 
with the employers. If you don’t, you cannot be the friend of labour. The 
Bill as it is, I am sure about it, should not be passed. It only handicaps 
labour. Labour may not now know what this Bill does. But when the Bill  
comes into operation and the labourer stands face to face with the Bill he 
will say that this Bill  is bad, bloody and a brutal Bill. Sir I cannot be 
a party to it (Applause).

* * *



�� �

�ON  DISTURBANCES ENQUIRY �
COMMITTEE ’S REPORT

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City):�I�will�try�to�finish�within�five�
minutes�because�I�have�not�much�to�say.�Mr.�Speaker,�Sir,�if�I�rise�to�
speak�on�this�cut�motion�it�is�not�because�I�think�I�am�called�upon�to�
meet�what�the�Committee�has�been�pleased�to�say�about�myself.�There�
is�neither�the�time�nor,�in�my�judgment,�any�necessity�for�me�to�advance�
any�pleading�in�respect�of�the�position�that�I�took�with�regard�to�this�
strike�and�I�will,�therefore,�leave�that�matter�aside.�If�I�rise�to�speak,�it�is�
because�I�think�that�the�speeches�which�have�been�delivered�by�the�two�
honourable�members�of�this�House�who�preceded�me�gave�me�the�impression�
that�they�would�result�in�side-tracking�the�attention�from�the�principal�
issues�with�which�we�are�concerned�as�a�result�of�this�report.�In�my�
judgment,�there�are�three�questions�that�we�have�to�consider—certainly�two.�
It�is�to�ask�these�three�questions�to�the�Home�Minister�that�I�have�risen�
to�speak.�I�accept�for�what�it�is�worth�the�finding�of�this�Committee�that�
there�were�disturbances,�for�the�sake�of�argument.

Mr. Jamnadas M. Mehta:�They�were�not�findings�but�they�were�found�
for�the�Committee.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�Whatever�it�may�be,�what�the�Committee�has�
reported�is�this�and�it�is�reported�in�very�definite�terms.�Paragraph�84�says�:—�

“ �The�attitude�and�actions�of�the�crowd�were�solely�responsible�for�
the�firing.�We�are�of�opinion�that�the�ultimate�responsibility�for�the�
disturbance�at�the�Elphinstone�Mill, �which�resulted�in�firing�and�con-
sequent�casualties,�must�rest�on�the�members�of�the�Council�of�Action,�
who,�by�their�intensive�propaganda,�invited�the�illiterate�workers�to�
resort�to�violence�to�make�the�strike�a�success.” .
As�I�said,�I�am�not�going�to�examine�the�correctness�of�this�finding.�

I�think�if�one�wanted�to�examine�the�correctness�of�the�finding,�one�could�
say�great�deal,�because�speaking�for�myself�I�certainly�find�that�the�
evidence�on�which�this�finding�has�been�based�and�the�number�of�the�
speeches�alleged�to�have�been�delivered�by�the�persons�who�were�members
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�f  the C�uncil �f  Acti�n  and they have all been given in the b�dy �f  
this rep�rt practically fr�m  page 10 �nwards, d�* n�t in my judgment 
supp�rt this finding. As I stated, I am taking this as a finding �f  fact f�r  
the sake �f  argument and the questi�n that I am g�ing t�  ask t�  the 
H�n�urable the H�me Minister is this : D�es he believe that this rep�rt 
is true ? If he says that this rep�rt is true, is he prepared t�  pr�secute 
the members �f  the C�uncil �f  Acti�n  f�r  having aided and abetted this 
vi�lence ? Speaking f�r  myself, inasmuch as I was c�nnected with this 
C�uncil �f  Acti�n,  I am prepared t�  take my trial. Let any man wh�  has 
the c�urage, wh� has the c�nfidence, wh�  believes in this evidence, c�me 
f�rward and pr�secute me. I am prepared t�  take my trial and suffer 
what punishment the law might inflict up�n me. That is my first questi�n. 
The sec�nd questi�n that I am g�ing t�  ask the H�n�urable the H�me 
Minister is this, and that is again based up�n a finding �f  the Enquiry 
C�mmittee which, as I said, I am g�ing t�  accept f�r  the sake �f  argument. 
I th�ught that the principal questi�n with which this C�mmittee was 
c�ncerned was the questi�n �f  justificati�n �f  the firing. The C�mmittee 
has stated that the firing was justified, that there were reas�ns f�r  the 
firing. The C�mmittee, I believe, has als� rep�rted that with�ut firing 
the vi�lence c�uld n�t  have been curbed, in �ther w�rds, that the firing 
was just sufficient f�r  the purp�se. As I said, I am taking that finding as 
true f�r  the purp�se �f  my argument. I am als� asking theref�re an�ther 
questi�n t�  the H�n�urable  the H�me Minister. Is he prepared t�  pr�secute 
the p�lice �fficers wh�  indulged in this firing in an �rdinary c�urt �f  law 
and get the finding given by this C�mmittee sustained by a Judge and 
a Jury ? Sir, I like t�  p�int  �ut  t�  this H�use that s� far as the law is 
c�ncerned, there is n�  difference between an �rdinary citizen and a p�lice  
�fficer  �r  a military �fficer,  and I w�uld like t�  read f�r  the benefit �f  
the H�use a sh�rt paragraph fr�m  a very classical d�cument which I am 
sure my h�n�urable friend the H�me Minister kn�ws, namely, the Rep�rt 
�f  the Featherst�ne Ri�ts C�mmmitee. In �ne passage it says :—

“  Officers and s�ldiers are under n�  special privileges and subject t�  
n�  special resp�nsibility as regards the principle �f  the law. A s�ldier 
f�r  the purp�se �f  establishing civil �rder is �nly  a citizen armed in 
a particular manner. He cann�t, because he is a s�ldier, excuse himself 
if, with�ut  necessity, he takes human life. The duty �f  magistrates and 
p�lice �fficers t�  summ�n �r  abstain fr�m  summ�ning the assistance �f  

the military depends in like manner in this case. A s�ldier can �nly  act by 
using his arms. ..The weap�ns he carries are deadly. They cann�t be 
empl�yed at all with�ut  danger t�  life and limb, and in these days �f  
impr�ved rites and perfected ammuniti�n with�ut  s�me risk and endangering 
distant and p�ssibly inn�cent bystanders. T�  call f�r  assistance against 
ri�ters fr�m  th�se wh� can �nly  interp�se under such grave c�nditi�ns
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ought, of course, to be the last expedient of the civil authority.”
And so far as the law of this country is concerned, this is the law. To 

put it very briefly, to put it in the language of that great writer on con-
stitutional law Professor Dicey, the law is this that if a police officer or 
if a military officer does not obey the command of his officer when he is 
told to fire, he may be hanged by a court martial and if he obeys it 
and kills an innocent man, he will be hanged by a judge and a jury. His 
case must stand by the necessity of the circumstances. His case must stand 
on whether he has used excess of force. What I want to argue is this. 
Here is a committee which has justified the conduct of the police. The 
only thing that I am asking my honourable friend is this: If he believes 
in this document which has been written by three able and honourable 
men, if he has confidence in it, why does he not sanction prosecution against 
those people if that is true ? If there is a jury which can accept that there 
was a necessity and if there is a jury which can accept that there was 
no excess, well and good. Let us have a verdict of a judge and jury, and 
I put it this way that if he does not do this, if he does not prosecute the 
members of the Council of Action, if he does not prosecute the police 
officers, then this report has no greater value than a fiction or a novel 
written by the Three Tailors of Tooley Street. (Laughter).
And, Sir, there is the third question I want to ask, namely, and this 

is for information. Sir, I am informed and very reliably informed and 
I put this information to the Honourable the Home Minister that the 
Manager of the Spring Mill  in the vicinity of which the firing took place 
at 6-30 or so on that day sent a sum of Rs. �00 to be distributed as 
reward among the police officers who took part in this firing. I do not 
know whether the Honourable the Home Minister is aware of this fact, 
but I know this is a fact and if he calls for information from his 
department, I am sure he will know that this is a fact. Now, Sir, if this 
is a fact that Rs. �00 were sent by the Manager of the Spring Mill  to the 
Government with a specific direction that the amount was to be distributed 
as rewards among the police officers who took part in the riot or in the 
firing on that particular day, that took place in the vicinity of the mill, Sir, 
I like to ask whether it is not jusifiable to say that the firing was resorted 
to not because there was violence but because the Mill Manager told 
the police officers to do their job thoroughly. This is a very scandalous 
state of affairs, and I want the Honourable the Home Minister to take 
this fact very seriously, because if this is a fact, this police force is 
a police force maintained by the State not to do justice between classes 
but it is a police force to side with hirelings and side with assassins to be 
used by the capitalist class for the purpose of putting down the agitation 
of workers.
Sir. this affair fills me with horror, and it reminds me of what was



�old by a very able civilian in �he course of his evidence before �he Join� 
Parliamen�ary Commi��ee. I refer �o �he evidence of �he la�e Sir, Edward 
Thompson, who was for some �ime Governor of �he Punjab and for 
some �ime a member of �he Viceroy’s Execu�ive Council. On his re�iremen� 
he s�ar�ed an organisa�ion in England in order �o suppor� �he cause of 
Indian home rule. As everybody in �his House knows, a� �he �ime when �he 
Round Table Conference me�, �he civilians who had gone back—from here 
were divided in�o �wo groups—one group opposed �o Indian home rule, and 
�he o�her suppor�ing Indian home rule. Sir Edward Thompson was one 
of �hose who led �he group in suppor� of �he Indian claim. As a member 
of �ha� group, he came before �he Join� Parliamen�ary Commi��ee �o give 
evidence and �o suppor� his poin� of view, namely, as �o why India should 
be given home rule. We were all very pleased �ha� a� any ra�e a sec�ion 
of �he Indian civilians should come forward hones�ly and wholehear�edly 
�o suppor� �he Indian cause. Bu� I frankly say �ha� I was horrified by �he 
argumen� �ha� he advanced. Wha� was �he argumen� �ha� he advanced ? 
The argumen� �ha� he advanced was �his. He said, “  I am an Irishman. 
I live in Sou�hern Ireland. I have wi�nessed �he rebellion �ha� �ook place 
in Sou�hern Ireland during 1916 and onwards ” . The one �hing �ha� 
convinced him, he said, in favour of Irish home rule was �his: So long 
as �he rebellion was going on, no Englishman could shoo� an Irishman, 
however violen� his ac�ion was, because if an Englishman sho� an Irish-
man, �he whole Irish coun�ry wen� up in arms. He said �ha� 
as soon as home rule was gran�ed, i� was possible for Cosgrave �o 
shoo� Irishmen, and nobody rose in rebellion agains� i�. He said �ha� one 
advan�age �ha� �he Englishman would have from home rule �o India would 
be �ha� �he Indian Minis�ers would be able �o shoo� Indians wi�hou� any 
qualms. This is exac�ly wha� is happening. This is no� �he only occasion 
when dis�urbances have �aken place.

�he Honourable the Speaker: I would remind �he honourable member 
of �he �ime-limi�.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I am much obliged �o you, Sir ; I will finish in 
a minu�e.

As I said, �his is no� �he only occasion when dis�urbances have �aken 
place. If my honourable friend will  search �he official files, he will find �ha� 
�here have been plen�y of occasions prior �o �his when �he dis�urbances 
were far grea�er. Take a single illus�ra�ion—�he occasion when �he Prince 
of Wales visi�ed �his coun�ry. Wha� was �he magni�ude of �he dis�urbances 
�ha� �ook place �hen ? Take �he rio�s �ha� �ook place in 1928-29 ; wha� 
was �he magni�ude of �he dis�urbances �ha� �ook place �hen ? Dis�urbances 
are no doub� very unfor�una�e, bu� �hey could never be o�herwise. The 
only ques�ion is �his : Whe�her, in main�aining peace and order, we shall 
no� have regard fo� freedom and for liber�y. And if home rule means no�hing
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else—as I am thinking, it can mean nothing else—than that our own 
Minister can shoot our own people, and the rest of us merely laugh at the 
whole show or rise to support him because he happens to belong to 
a particular party, then I say home rule has been a curse and not a benefit 
to all India. (Applause).

* * * *
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�ON  PARTICIPATION  IN THE WAR : 1

�r.  B. R. Atnbedkar:�Sir,�I�rise�on�a�point�of�order.�My�point�of�order�
relates�to�the�last�part�of�the�resolution�which�reads�as�follows�:�—

“ �This�Assembly�regrets�that�the�situation�in�India�has�not�been�rightly�
understood�by�His�Majesty’s�Government�when�authorising�the�state-
ment�that�has�been�made�on�their�behalf�in�regard�to�India.”
Sir,�I�rely�on�rule�75�of�the�Bombay�Legislative�Assembly�Rules�which�

deals�with�the�form�and�contents�of�resolutions.�The�rule�reads�as�under�:�—�
“ �Subject�to�the�restrictions�contained�in�these�Rules,�a�resolution�may�

be�moved�on�a�matter�of�general�public�interest:
Provided�that�no�resolution�shall�be�admissible�which�does�not�comply�

with�the�following�conditions,�namely�:—
(a)�it�shall�be�clearly�and�precisely�expressed�and�shall�raise�one�

definite�issue..............
My�submission�is�that�the�last�part�of�the�resolution�is�not�only�not�definite,�
but�is�certainly�most�ambiguous.�The�part�of�the�resolution�which�I�refer�
to�says�that�“ �the�situation�in�India�has�not�been�rightly�understood�by�His�
Majesty’s�Government�” .�My�submission�is�that�the�House�is�entitled�to�
know�in�what�respect�the�Government�of�India�has�not�rightly�understood�
the�situation�in�India.�In�that�respect�this�part�of�the�resolution�is�ambiguous.�
One�of�the�fundamental�principles�which�govern�all�decisions�of�the�House�
is�that�the�House�ought�not�to�leave�the�interpretation�of�any�part�of�the�
decision�that�it�takes�to�anybody�outside�it.�The�House�ought�definitely�to�
say�what�it�decides,�and�on�that�point�I�rely�upon�a�precedent�which�has�
been�referred�to�in�the�Digest�of�Rulings�of�the�Presidents,�Bombay�Legis-
lative�Council,�at�page�148.�Ruling�No.�24�reads�as�follows�:�—

“ �A�resolution�must�be�definite�and�not�ambiguous.�Neither�the�Council�
nor�the�Government�ought�to�be�a�party�to�an�ambiguous�resolution�
which�makes�its�meaning�not�quite�clear.”

I�made�a�reference�to�Volume�IV�(1921),�page�772�in�connection�with�this�
ruling,�and�I�find�that�this�ruling�arose�out�of�an�amendment�moved�by�the�
honourable�member�Sir�Dhanjishah�Cooper�to�a�resolution�which�referred
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to the distribution of irrigation water, and his amendment suggested certain 
remedies to be applied “  as far as practicable ” . A point of order was raised 
that this was an ambiguous amendment and it was disallowed. My submission 
is that the case I am referring to, so far as this resolution is concerned, is 
governed by this ruling and, therefore, should be declared out of order.

�he Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher: I submit that the rule to which my 
honourable friend referred has no application at all here. The rule only 
says that the resolution should be clearly and precisely expressed. My 
resolution says that “ this Assembly regrets that the situation in India 
has not been rightly understood by His Majesty’s Government when 
authorising the statement that has been made on their behalf in regard 
to India.” The question, therefore, is and the definite issue is: does the 
statement which has been made on His Majesty’s behalf correctly represent 
the situation in India ? That is the definite and precise issue, and there 
is no vagueness in it. I submit further that it is one definite issue as is 
contemplated by Rule 75(a). Therefore, the objection raised by the 
honourable member has no application here. I can quite understand the 
ruling given about “  as far as practicable ” , because that may mean anything. 
Here we are referring to the statement—that statement is not an unknown 
matter, that statement is before the House—and—

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I might invite the attention of the Honourable 
the Prime Minister to the fact that the wording is that “  the situation in 
India has not been rightly understood ” ; and my submission is that the 
House is entitled to know in what respect the Government of India has not 
rightly understood the situation.

*****
fOr. B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City): Sir, I beg to move the following 

• four amendments. My first amendment is this :
�he Honourable the Speaker: I am taking it as one amendment.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I beg to move—
Delete the words—
“  and have further in complete disregard of Indian opinion passed 

laws and adopted measures curtailing the powers and activities of the 

Provincial Governments ” ,
�he Honourable Mr. K. M. Munshi: Sir, on a point of order, with 

regard to your last ruling that the four amendments of the honourable 
member Dr. Ambedkar should be treated as one amendment. It may be 
possible for the House to accept one part of this amendment and not the 

others. Then, difficulty will be created if it is taken as one.
�he Honourable the Speaker: Even though it is taken as one amend-

ment, when putting it to the vote it may be divided in two parts. If that is 

the desire of the House, I shall certainly do so.
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�r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�Further—
After�the�words�“ �entitled�to�frame�her�own�constitution�”�add�the�

following:—
“ �and�that�the�British�Government�will�agree�to�give�effect�to�such�

constitution�on�being�satisfied�through�the�representatives�appointed�by�
the�minor�communities,�that�the�constitution�so�framed�safeguards�the�
fife�and�liberty�of�these�communities
After�the�words�“ �governance�of�India�”�add�the�following�:�—
“ �it�being�premised�that�such�action�shall�not�be�in�derogation�of�the�

fundamental�right�of�the�said�communities�to�have�a�voice�through�
their�accredited�representatives�in�the�machinery�established�for�the�
governance�of�the�country
Delete�the�whole�portion�beginning�with�“ �including�arrangements�”�and�

ending�with�“ �in�regard�to�India�” ,
Question�proposed.
The Honourable the Speaker:�The�resolution�as�it�is�sought�to�be�

amended�will�read�thus�:—
“ �This�Assembly�regrets�that�the�British�Government�have�made�India�

a�participant�in�the�War�between�Great�Britain�and�Germany�without�the�
consent�of�the�people�of�India.�This�Assembly�recommends�to�the�Govern-
ment�to�convey�to�the�Government�of�India�and�through�them�to�the�British�
Government�that�in�consonance�with�the�avowed�aims�of�the�present�war,�it�is�
essential�in�order�to�secure�the�co-operation�of�the�Indian�people�that�the�
principles�of�democracy�be�applied�to�India�and�her�policy�be�guided�by�her�
people�;�and�that�India�should�be�regarded�as�an�independent�nation�entitled�
to�frame�her�own�constitution�and�that�the�British�Government�will �agree�to�
give�effect�to�such�constitution�on�being�satisfied�through�the�representatives�
appointed�by�the�minor�communities,�that�the�constitution�so�framed�safe-
guards�the�life�and�liberty�of�these�communities,�and�further�that�suitable�
action�should�be�taken�in�so�far�as�it�is�possible�in�the�immediate�present�to�
give�effect�to�that�principle�in�regard�to�present�governance�of�India,�it�being�
premised�that�such�action�shall�not�be�in�derogation�of�the�fundamental�right�
of�the�said�communities�to�have�a�voice�through�their�accredited�representa-
tives�in�the�machinery�established�for�the�governance�of�the�country.” .
*****

fDr.�B. R. Ambedkar:�Sir,�I�rise�to�a�point�of�order.�My�submission�
is�that�this�amendment�is�out�of�order,�and�I�again�rely�upon�sub-clause�(a)�
of�rule�75�at�page�20.�Sub-clause�(a)�says�that�a�resolution�shall�be�
clearly�and�precisely�expressed�and�shall�raise�one�definite�issue.�I�emphasise�
the�words�“one�definite�issue” .�My�submission�is�that�if�this�amendment�
becomes�a�part�of�the�resolution,�then�the�whole�resolution�will�offend�
against�sub-clause�(a)�of�rule�75,�because�in�that�event�the�resolution
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will be covering more than one definite issue. Although the resolution, 

as it is, deals with, as has been pointed out by speakers before me, four 
or five different matters, it might be conceded that all these four or five 
different matters arise out of one issue and that issue is with regard to 
the war policy and the declaration demanded by this country ; but the 
question raised by this amendment, which relates to a matter of confidence 
in the Ministry, I submit, is a definite, distinct and separate issue and 
cannot be validly held to be a part of the resolution so as to be in con-
formity with the provisions of sub-clause (tz) of rule 75. Sir, I will also 
invite your attention to the ruling given on this point which is reported 
at the page 148 and which is No. �3. It is as follows:—

“  A resolution must not suffer from the vice of involving two definite 
issues totally different and distinct from each other.”
This is a ruling which is reported from Volume II of 19�1, page 14�5. In 

that case, a resolution was moved with regard to the women’s franchise, and 
on a point of order it was contended that although the resolution was one 
it raised two definite issues. One was the right of women to vote and the 
other was the right of women to sit in the House, and the President at 
that time ruled that as the resolution involved two definite issues it was 
out of order. My submission is that for the same reason this amendment, 
if adopted, would make the resolution out of order.

� * * * *
fDr. �.  R. Ambedkar: No. The question of resignation of the Ministry 

is a matter for the party. It is not a matter for the House. It is just 
a matter for the party whether they should stick to office or should not It 
would be quite another matter if the Ministry state that the people of this 
country should not participate in the war. On that point the House can 
express its opinion. My submission is that the suggestion made by my 
honourable friend is not before the House—I do not know whether such 
an amendment to delete the words “  while recording its fullest confidence 
in the Ministry ” is coming or not. I am speaking on the amendment as it 
is now, and my submission is that in the terms in which the amendment 
stands now, it offends against sub-clause (a) of Rule 75. I will make my 
submission when the other amendment is before the House.

The Honourable the Speaker: The point of order was that by this 
amendment more issues than one are sought to be raised in the resolution 
as it originally stands. Therefore, the honourable member’s objection is 
not restricted to those words only “  while recording its fullest confidence 
in the Ministry

Dr. �.  R. Ambedkar: That is what I stated. It is to the whole of the 
thing. * * *
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*0N PARTICIPATION  IN THE WAR : 2

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar (Bombay City):�Mr.�Speaker,�Sir,�at�the�outset�
I�must�mention�that�I�am�somewhat�chilled�at�the�decision�that�you�have�
taken�that�you�will�not�allow�more�than�45�minutes�for�any�particular�
member�who�happens�to�be�in�the�position�of�a�leader.�You�also�repeated�
the�same�just�now�;�and�having�regard�to�the�notes�that�I�have�before�
me,�J�am�afraid�that�I�must�begin�by�asking�your�indulgence�for�some�
extension�of�time.�I�might�tell�you�that�my�request�is�not�of�an�extra-
ordinary�character.�There�is�a�precedent.�We�all�know�the�story�in�Maha-
bharata�about�king�Yayati.�He�happened�to�marry�in�his�old�age�a�young�
girl�by�name�Devyani.�After�marriage�he�found�that�there�was�so�much�
discrepancy�between�the�ages�of�the�couple�that�unless�some�period�was�added�
to�his�youthful�life,�the�marriage�would�be�of�no�use�at�all.�Turning�round�
he�began�to�find�out�whether�there�was�any�charitable�soul�who�would�
consent�to�deduct�a�part�of�his�life�and�add�the�period�to�his�own.�He�could�
find�no�one.�Fortunately,�his�son�Pururava�who�was�a�very�dutiful�son,�
much�younger�and�who�needed�all�his�youth�to�himself,�came�forward�
and�offered�a�part�of�his�life�to�that�of�his�father.�Sir,�I�would�assure�you�
that�those�who�are�sitting�behind�me—�and,�if�I�may�say,�my�relations�with�
them�are�those�of�sons�and�father—have�all�agreed�to�have�some�deduction�
made�from�their�time�in�order�that�that�may�be�added�to�mine.�But�I�know�
that�unless�you�bless�the�bargain�and�sanction�it,�the�addition�cannot�be�
made.�It�may�be�that�this�addition�may�not�be�necessary,�but�should�the�
events�turn�out�that�the�addition�is�necessary,�I�will�proceed�in�the�hope�
that�you�will�sanction�it�ultimately.
Sir,�turning�to�the�resolution�which�the�Honourable�the�Prime�Minister�

has�moved,�I�cannot�help�saying�that�this�resolution�to�my�mind,�seems�to�
be�improper�and�inopportune.�This�resolution�asks�the�House�to�demand�
a�certain�declaration,�and�further�proceeds�to�invite�the�House�to�sanction�
a�certain�procedure�i"�case�those�demands�are�not�met.�First�of�all,�I�want�
to�know�who�made�these�demands�?�Obviously,�the�demands�which�have�
been�made�to�His�Excellency�the�Viceroy�were�not�made�by�this�House.
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The Honourable the Prime Minister did not think this House to be 
a worthwhile place for him to table the demands in the name of the country 
and to have the backing of this House before they were sent to His 
Excellency the Viceroy. The demands, as we know now, were presented by 
what the Honourable the Prime Minister will call his “  High Command ” 
and which I say is nothing but a vigilance committee appointed to check the 
bold actions of the ministers. (Laughter). My submission is, that this was 
the proper place where the demands ought to have been placed. He did 
not choose to do so. If they were tabled they were passed at the back of 
this House by somebody unknown to the constitution and unrecognised 
by this House, and after having done that, he now quietly comes to the 

House and says : “  Well, the thing has been bungled ; come to our rescue.”  
I submit that this is a most insulting procedure.
The second thing which I have to say about this resolution is, that this 

resolution asks for a declaration in certain terms. Now, Sir, it seems td 
me that a certain kind of declaration has been made by His Excellency the 
Viceroy. That declaration was known to the people of India on the 18th of 
this month ; some seven clear days have now elapsed after that. Now all 
that the House, in all propriety, could do is to express its opinion that 
that declaration is not a satisfactory declaration ; but the resolution does 
not do that. Although there is a declaration ; the Honourable the Prime 
Minister has worded his resolution without in any way expressing whether 
that declaration is acceptable or not, or whether some other declaration' 
ought to be made or not. The whole thing seems to sound trivial. Sir, I do 
not wish to proceed in that strain, because my honourable friend the 
Prime Minister has requested the members of the Opposition to treat this 
resolution as though it was a non-contentious matter. But I would say that 
it is very seldom that a dog gets a chance to eat a dog, and such a resolu-
tion is one which shows that a dog can eat a dog. However, I am prepared 
to respond to the invitation of the Honourable the Prime Minister and 
treat the resolution and the amendments which have been tabled in a non- 
contentious manner.
Sir, as I am going to make some comments upon the resolution 

as such, and also upon .the amendments, I would like at the outset to show 
to the House in what respect I agree with the resolution. In so far as the 
resolution says that India has been made a participant in the war between 
Great Britain and Germany without the consent of the people of India, 
I am in wholehearted agreement with it. In fact, I would have gone a step 
further because the position is really very anomalous. Here we are tied 
down to the chariot wheel of the British Cabinet. The British Cabinet 
controls the foreign policy of the Empire. In the making of the foreign 
policy this country has no voice. In the declaration of war this country 
has no voice. In the settling of peace terms this country has no voice.

�  4002—16«
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Probably an invitation might be extended to some members from the 
public to go to Versailles or to some other place, where the peace is signed, 
in order to sign their names on the document. Beyond that, this country, 
I am sure, will not have any place. That is certainly a most anomalous 
position. I say that India has a greater right to participate in the foreign 
policy of Great Britain, a far greater right than the Dominions have. As 
the Honourable the Prime Minister referred in the course of his speech, 
under the Statute of Westminister it is open to a Dominion to declare 
herself to be neutral and to exempt herself from the consequences of a war 
for the outbreak of which she was not responsible. Unfortunately, we have at 
present no Dominion Status. �e  have no right to declare ourselves to be 
neutral. Without our will and without our consent we are dragged in this 
slaughter; and I say that, if this is the case, we have a far greater right 
than any Dominion possesses in order to insist that we shall be consulted 
all along. Therefore, so far as that portion of the resolution is concerned, 
I give my full support.
There is one other matter also to which I would like to make a brief 

reference. Although this country has been involved in the war without 
her consent, as the resolution rightly says, this country from the stand-
point of defence, is in a most defenceless condition. Supposing the question 
of defence of this country arose, then where is the army ? Where is the 
navy ? Where are the aeroplanes that can protect this country ? As a member 
of the Round Table Conference, I remember we fought for one principle, 
and that principle was that the defence of India should be recognised as 
the responsibility of Great Britain and Indians should be taught to defend 
themselves. I am sorry to say that so far as I have been able to observe 
the defence policy of the Government of India, they have not taken any 
satisfactory measures along that line. I see nothing in their policy so far 
as the fulfilment of that principle is concerned. Therefore, I think that also 
is a legitimate part of the complaint which India could make. Now these 
are the points on which I agree with the Government; but I am sorry to say 
that there my agreement ends.
Sir, as you know, I have tabled in all four amendments. They are three, 

but they are in fact four. I propose to take together the two amendments 
which deal with the rights of the minorities, and I will take the other 
amendments separately. I do not propose to read the amendments again 
to the House, because I want to economise time. The House fully knows 
what the amendments are. The Honourable the Prime Minister ended by 
drawing the attention of the House to the principle embodied in the con-
stitution of the United States. He read a passage from the constitution of 
the United States which referred to democracy, to life and liberty and to 
pursuit of happiness. And he commended that those of us who are sitting 
on the Opposition benches should have a regard for that ancient and



�ery human document which embodied the principles of democracy. Sir, 
I would on my part, take the liberty to remind the Honourable the Piime 
Minister of the condition of affairs relating to South America. He referred 

to North America, and I shall be referring to South America—they are 
countries which are �ery near each other. My honourable friend the Prime 
Minister, I am sure, will recall the fact that when the Spanish American 
colonies such as Brazil and others separated from the Spanish empire, 
the� also thought of framing their own constitutions. They did not know 
how to frame their own constitutions. Consequently, they sought the 
assistance of a man whom I am sure the Honourable the Prime Minister 

is familiar with. What they did was this—they referred the matter to 
Jeremy Bentham. Jeremy Bentham must be known to e�ery lawyer, if not 
to the outside world. Jeremy Bentham was a great legislator; he was 
a man who indulged in formularies; he was a man who indulged in 
symmetrical classification of things ; he wanted to reform the English law 
on the basis of pure rationalism. The South American colonies thought 
that a man who belie�ed in nothing but applying reason and who belie�ed 

in doing things a priori was a proper person who would be asked to frame 
a constitution for themsel�es. They sent emissaries with briefs, I belie�e, 
marked, as they usually are for counsel, to draft the constitution. There 
were innumerable colonies in South America, all spilt out of the old Spanish 
empire. Jeremy Bentham jumped at the opportunity of drafting consti-
tutions for these new countries in South, America. He took great pains 
and framed the most elaborate documents. I see the Prime Minister 
laughing, because he knows the facts. And, Sir, they were shipped all these 
�ocuments, constitutional documents framed by Jeremy Bentham, were 
shipped o�er to South America, for the protection of the life and liberty 
of the people and for the intonement., if I may say so, of the democratic 
principle. When they went there, they were tried by the South American 
people for a few years. And afterwards e�ery constitution that was framed 
by Jeremy Bentham broke to pieces, and they did not know what to do with 
the surplus copies that had arri�ed ; and all the South American people 
decided that they should be burnt publicly.
Sir, the point that I want to emphasise is this, that a constitution, like 
a suit, must fit. A constitution which does not fit is no constitution—it cannot 
be a constitution. For instance, the coat which the Honourable the Home 
Minister, with his slim body, is wearing could not fit on the corpulent 
structure that I carry. (Laughter). Could it? Would a suit made for a man 
with a hunch-back‘ fit a normal man’s back ? (Laughter). Can a shoe 
which fits a man who can place his feet firmly and straight on the ground fit  
a man who has a crooked leg? It cannot. Therefore, in talking about 
democracy, we must talk about fitting theories to facts. Now, the point that 
I am going to elaborate is this : Would the principle of democracy suit the
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people of India ? My honourable friend the Prime Minister has not enlightened 

us by enunciating what he regards as the principles of democracy. But 
1 take of that what he means by democracy is majority rule, because unless 
we all accept majority rule as the fundamental working principle, there 
can be no political democracy. Obviously that is the root, that is the basis, 

that is the line from which we must proceed to discuss this question.
Now, Sir, I think everybody will agree with one observation that the 

Leader of the Opposition made, namely, that in this country, the facts 
being what they are, there is one thing which is unalterable ; and that 
one thing which is unalterable is this, that the Hindus will remain in 
a majority, and the Muslims and the Scheduled Castes will remain in 
a minority, that, 1 submit, is an incontrovertible fact, a fact which whether 
we believe in one thing or other, we must all accept. Now the question, to 
my mind, is a very simple question, and I am going to deal with it purely 
from the standpoint of what are called the untouchable people of this 
country. To begin with, I will ask the House to note the relative position 
that we shall occupy under this democracy. Under this democracy which 
the Prime Minister wishes to be established in this country one thing, 
as I said, will be unalterable, namely, that there will be a Hindu majority, 
and, scattered all throughout this land, scattered all throughout 
every village there will be a small appendix, if I may use that expression 
a few clusters of huts, a few mud-houses of people who are called 
untouchables. In every village you will have in juxtaposition a colony con-
sisting of Hindus, and a Maharwada or a Chambharwada or a Bhangiwada 
or whatever you like to call it attached to that colony. That will be the 
unalterable fact.

Now, my honourable friend asks me to submit to democracy. Well, I think 
he will  allow me to say that my answer to this question would depend upon 
how this majority behaves towards me. Is this majority a tolerant majority ? 
Does this majority recognise equality, liberty and fraternity ? Will this 
majority permit me to live, to breathe, to grow ?

�he Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher: Of course, it will.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: What is the attitude of the majority? That is 

the only question that will have to be considered. My honourable friend 
said “  Yes ” . But let us look to the facts. I am not going to travel into 
past and ancient history ; I propose to begin with the year 19�9. The 
House knows that in the year 19�9 the Bombay Legislative Council, by 
a resolution, appointed a committee to enquire into the grievances of what 
are called the Depressed' Classes and the Aboriginal Tribes. That 
committee was presided over by an officer, named Mr. Starte, who was in 
charge of the criminal tribes. I was a member of that committee ; my 
colleague, Dr. Solanki, was a member; the rest were Hindus. I would 
mention particularly one person, who happened to be a member of this
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committee, and that was Mr. Thakkar, because I know that my honourable 
friend the Prime Minister will far more readily accept the testimony of 

Dr. Thakkar than of myself. Now, Sir, what was the attitude of the majority 
of the Hindus towards the depressed classes in the year 19�8 ? I will just 
take your permission to read one paragraph from this report. Para. 10� of 

this report says :
“  Although we have recommended various remedies to secure to the 

Depressed Classes their rights to all public utilities we fear that there will  be 
difficulties in the way of their exercising them for a long time to come. The first 
difficulty is the fear of open violence against them by the orthodox classes. 
It must be noted that the Depressed Classes form a small minority in 
every village, opposed to which is a great majority of the orthodox who 
are bent on protecting their interests and dignity from any supposed invasion 
by the Depressed Classes at any cost. The danger of prosecution by the 
Police has put a limitation upon the use of violence by the orthodox classes 

and consequently such cases are rare.
The second difficulty arises from the economic position in which the 

Depressed Classes are found today. The Depressed Classes have no economic 
independence in most parts of the Presidency. Some cultivate the lands 
of the orthodox classes as their tenants at will. Others live on their 
earnings as farm labourers employed by the orthodox classes and the rest 
subsist on the food or grain given to them by the orthodox classes in lieu 
of service rendered to them as village servants. We have heard of numerous 
instances where the orthodox classes have used their economic power as 
a weapon against those Depressed Classes in their villages, when the latter 
have dared to exercise their rights, and have evicted them from their 
land and boycott is often planned on such an extensive scale as to 
include the prevention of the Depressed Classes from using the commonly 
used paths and the stoppage of sale of the necessaries of life by the 
village Bania. According to the evidence, sometimes small causes suffice 
for the proclamation of a social boycott against the Depressed Classes. 
Frequently it follows on the exercise by the Depressed Classes of their 
right to the use of the common well, but cases have been by no means 
rare where a stringent boycott has been proclaimed simply because 
a Depressed Class man has put on the sacred thread, has bought a piece 
of land, has put on good clothes or ornaments, or has carried a marriage 
procession with the bridegroom on the horse through the public street.”
That was the condition in 19�8. The question I should like to ask 

is this: Has there been any change since 19�8 ? Now, Sir, so far as 
evidence is available to me, I have no hesitation in saying that the situa-

tion has not only not changed, but has worsened. I will give a few 
illustrations in order to support my contention.
The first thing I would refer to is the election of 193� that took place
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to the Legislative Council. As my honourable friend the Prime Minister 
would recall, in 193� the Congress boycotted the legislature. They refused 

to fight the elections. Now, Sir, the Congress in 193�—I stand to be 

corrected if the date is wrong ; I quote it from memory—
�n  Honourable Member: It was 1930.
Dr. B. R. �mbedkar: 1930 ; the Congress in 1930 adopted various 

devices to scare away people, to persuade people not to participate in the 
elections. Sir, I should like to remind the House that that was the year in 
which the civil disobedience movement had also begun. And, if I mistake 
not, according to Congressmen, that is a momentous year, because it was 

the year in which the Dandi March took place. Sir, what were the slogans 
that were used by Congressmen in 1930 in order to prevent the people 
from joining the legislature ? One slogan used by these people was this, 
so far as I remember: Council may jana haram hay. But that was not 
all. The other slogan was this : Council may kon jayaga ? Dhed jayaga ; 
Chamar jayaga. These were the slogans that Congressmen had used. 
(Interruption). Please. If my honourable friends want evidence, I will  produce 
unimpeachable evidence. And I may say in this House that the slogan 
was so insulting that even the Times of India felt it necessary to write an 
editorial about it. Now, Sir, the point that I was illustrating was this: that 
Hindus, even of the Congress persuation,—who say that they have forgotten 
caste, who say that they have forgotten religion, who say that they have 
forgotten untouchability—, Hindus even of the Congress persuasion used 
that slogan. If, Sir, the pick of the nation as I see here, the best informed, 
the most enlightened part of the Hindu community, is capable of expressing 
this kind of abomination towards a community so helpless, so downtrodden, 
what can you expect from the orthodox to whom the law of Manu is far 
greater than the law passed by my honourable friend the Prime Minister ?

Sir, let me take another case. I am taking mostly cases from Gujarat, for 
a very deliberate reason, because I am told that that is the most enlightened 
part of our presidency. The instance I am speaking of now comes from 
a village called Kavita in Dholka taluka in the Ahmedabad district. Let 
us all be particular about it. In this case, the facts were these. On a certain 
day, a certain Brahmin of the village had assaulted certain members of the 
untouchable community resident in Kavita. My honourable friend may 
note that these facts are taken from the Harijan, the last word on it.

The Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher: I had been to that place ; I know 
the incident. The honourable member need not quote it.

Dr. B. R. �mbedkar: The facts were these. A certain Brahmin 
assaulted certain members of the untouchable community in that village. 
Thinking in their impudence, if I may say so, that it was possible for these 
untouchables to have a Brahmin prosecuted and punished, they took it 
into their heads to go to the District Police to lodge a complaint against
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the assailant. In the meantime, what had happened was this. On the day 

on which the male members of the untouchable quarters had gone out, 

an invasion of the quarters of these untouchables took place by caste 
Hindus of the village. Their houses were demolished, their roofs were 
thrown out. Finding that the male members were not present to receive 
blows, all these gentlemen lay in wait till  evening thinking that these people 
would return at night. Some women who had come to know their plan 
sneaked out of the village and met the male members half way at night 
and told them that it was most dangerous to come to the village, because 
their life was not safe. These people spent the night outside the village 
and did not return. The next day, they came back in a scattered manner 
without being noticed, and managed to come to the village. They found 
that all their huts were demolished. Subsequently, they came to know that 
the village had declared a boycott. They were not allowed to purchase 
anything from the village Bania. Not only that, the villagers went further, 
purchased tins of kerosine oil and poured it into the watering place from 
where these people used to get their water. Then, they felt that something 
ought to be done. They thought, ill-advised as they were, they should 
have recourse to law. They went again and lodged a complaint. Some 
Congress friends of theirs intervened. What did they do ? Did they help 
these poor untouchables to vindicate their rights ? No. They persuaded 
them to withdraw the complaint and submit quietly. The distressing part 

of the whole business is here. What wrong have these untouchables of 
Kavita done ? Why were they persecuted in this manner ? For no other 
reason but this. The untouchables of Kavita persisted in sending four 
of their children and admitting them in the school where they should be 
admitted according to the orders of Government.
The next case to which I am coming is the case of a Bhangi boy who 

had the misfortune to be appointed a talati. His name is Parmar Kalidas 
Shivram. With your indulgence, I propose to read what Parmar Kalidas 
Shivram said at a public meeting in Bombay under the chairmanship of 
Mr. Indulal Yagnik at which I was also present. I was tremendously moved on 
hearing the story. I asked him to give me in writing the whole thing. I have 
merely translated what he has given to me in writing. This is the story :
“  I passed the vernacular final examination in 1933. I have studied 

English up to the 4th Standard. I applied to the Schools Committee of the 
Bombay Municipality for employment as a teacher but I failed as there 
was no vacancy. Then I applied to the Backward Class Officer, Ahmedabad, 
for the job of a Talati and I succeeded. On the 19th February 1938, I was 
appointed a Talati in the office of the Mamlatdar of the Borsad taluka in 
the Kaira district
Although my family originally came from Gujarat I had never been in 

Gujarat before. This was my first occasion to go there. Similarly, I did
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not know that untouchability would be observed in Government offices. 
Besides, in my application the fact of my being a Harijan was mentioned, 
and so I expected that my colleagues in the office would know before 
hand who I was. That being so, I was surprised to find the attitude of 
the clerk in the Mamlatdar’s office when I presented myself to take charge 

of the post of Talati.
The Karkun contemptuously asked, “  Who are you ?” I replied, “  Sir, I am 

a Harijan.” He said, “  Go away, stand at a distance. How dare you stand 
so near me. You are in office, if you were outside I would have given you 
six kicks. What is this audacity to come here for service ! ” Thereafter 
he asked me to drop on the ground my certificate and the order of 
appointment as Talati. He then picked them up.
While I was working in the Mamlatdar’s office at Borsad I experienced 

great difficulty in the matter of getting water to drink. In the verandah of 
the office there were kept cans containing drinking water. There was 
a waterman in charge of these water cans. His duty was to pour out water 
to clerks in office whenever they needed it. In the absence of the waterman 
they could themselves take water out of the cans and drink it. That was 
impossible in my case. I could not touch the cans for my touch would 

pollute the water. I had, therefore, to depend upon the mercy of the water-
man. For my use there was kept a small rusty pot. No one would touch 
it or wash it except myself. It was in this tin that the waterman would 
dole out water to me. I could get water only if the waterman was 
present. This waterman did not like the idea of supplying me with water. 
Seeing that I was coming for it he would manage to slip away with the 
result that I had to go without water and the days on which I had nothing 
to drink were by no means few.

I had the same difficulties regarding my residence. I was a stranger in 
Borsad. No caste Hindu would rent a house to me. The untouchables of 
Borsad were not ready to give me lodgings for the fear of displeasing the 
Hindus who did not like my attempt to live as a clerk. Far greater difficulties 
were in regard to food. There was no place or person from where I could 
get my meals. I used to buy ‘ bhajias ’ morning and evening, eat them in 
some solitary place outside the village and come and sleep at night on the 
payment of the verandah of the Mamlatdar’s office. In this way I passed 
four days. All  this became unbearable to me. Then I went to live at Jentral, 
my ancestral village. It was six miles from Borsad; Everyday I had to walk 
twelve miles. This I did for a month and a half. ’

Thereafter the Mamlatdar sent me to a Talati to learn the work. This 
Talati was in charge of three villages, Jentral, Kanpur and Saijpur. Jentral 
was his headquarters. I was in Jentral with the Talati for two months. 
The headman of the village was particularly hostile and offensive. Once 
he said, “You fellow, your father, your brother are sweepers who sweep
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�he village office and you wan� �o si� in �he office as our equal ! Take care, 
be��er give up �his job.”
One day �he Tala�i called me �o Saijpur �o prepare �he popula�ion �able 

of �he village. From Jen�ral I wen� �o Saijpur. I found �he headman and 
�he Tala�i in �he village office doing some work. I wen�, s�ood near �he door 
of �he office and wished �hem good morning, bu� �hey �ook no no�ice of 
me. 1 s�ood ou�side for abou� 15 minu�es. I was already �ired of life and fel� 
enraged a� being �hus ignored and insul�ed. I sa� down on a chair �ha� was 
lying �here. Seeing me sea�ed on �he chair �he headman and �he �ala�i 
quie�ly wen� away wi�hou� saying any�hing �o me. A shor� while af�er, 
some people began �o come �o �he village library. 1 could no� unders�and 
why an educa�ed person should have led �his mob. I subsequen�ly learn� 
�ha� �he chair was his. He s�ar�ed abusing me in �he wors� �erms. Addressing 
�he Ravania, �ha� is, �he village servan�, he said, “  Who allowed �his dir�y 
dog of a bhangi �o si� on �he chair ?” The Ravania unsea�ed me and �ook 
away �he chair from me. I sa� on �he ground. Thereupon �he crowd 
en�ered �he village office and surrounded me. I� was a furious crowd ranging 
wi�h anger, some abusing me, some �hrea�ening �o cu� me �o pieces wi�h 
a dharia and I implored �hem �o excuse me and �o have mercy upon me. 
Tha� did no� have any effec� upon �he crowd. I did no� know how �o save 
myself. Bu� an idea came �o me of wri�ing �o �he Mamla�dar abou� �he 
fa�e �ha� had befallen me and �elling him how �o dispose of my body in 
case I was killed by �he crowd. Inciden�ally, i� was my hope �ha� if �he crowd 
came �o know �ha� I was prac�ically repor�ing agains� �hem �o �he 
Mamla�dar �hey migh� hold �heir hand. I asked �he Ravania �o give me 
a piece of paper which he did. Then wi�h my foun�ain pen I wro�e �he 
following on i� in big bold le��ers so �ha� everybody could read i� :— 

“  To �he Mamla�dar,
Taluka Borsad.

Sir,
Be pleased �o accep� �he humble salu�a�ions of Parmar Kalidas Shivram. 

This is �o humbly inform you �ha� �he hand of a mean dea�h is falling 
upon me �oday. I� would no� have been so if I had lis�ened �o �he words 
of my paren�s. Be so good as �o inform my paren�s of my dea�h.”
Now, I will refer �o cer�ain ins�ances showing �he behaviour of �he 

majori�y �owards �he Scheduled Cas�es. One is �he case from �he Keka�nim- 
bhore village, �aluka Jamner. I� is as follows:—-

“  The Depressed Class people of �his village have given up observance 
of any Hindu fes�ival and have adop�ed a clean mode of living. One 
holiday �hey were asked by �he cas�e Hindu �o provide for �heir Holi 
cowdung from �he fields. The Depressed Class people did so. Bu� �hey 
did no� have Holi and hence �hey did no� provide for fire �o �he cas�e 
Hindus. Therefore �he Hindus rushed in�o �heir colony, bea� �hem in
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their homes and have declared severe boycott on them and have made 

their life miserable.” .

Another case is a case from Vadali village in Jamner taluka. In that village 
a marriage procession of the Depressed Class people was not allowed to 
pass through the common gate of the village. The procession was broken and 
the caste Hindus did not allow the marriage ceremony to be performed 
on the same day. The Depressed Class people were socially boycotted.
Then there is another case from Manded in Amalner Taluka. In Manded 

the Depressed Class people held a conference and passed a resolution 
supporting abandonment of bad habits and to take to a clean mode of 
life. Some of the caste Hindus did not like the idea. They killed one small 
pig and put it into the drinking water of the Depressed Class people. 
This process was repeated twice. The Depressed Class people are now 
socially boycotted and harassed. Many of the Depressed Class people have 
vacated their places due to harassment
Sir, I do not wish to repeat �d infinitum cases which show how 

intolerant this Hindu majority is so far as the untouchables are concerned. 
I may say that I will take not only a day but probably a month in order 

to recount all the material that I possess.
Now, the next question that I ask is this : What protection do the Scheduled 

Castes get as against this harassment ? On that point before I make my 
submission to the House, I would like to draw the attention of the House 
to the composition of the administration of this country. I have only figures 
for the Bombay Presidency with me but, in my judgment, these figures are 
the typical ones ; they would be true not only of this province but they 
would be true of any part of India. How is the administration of this 

presidency manned ? This is how it is manned. I am taking the figures 
given by the Government themselves ; they are not my own figures. I am 
taking, first of all, the Scheduled Castes and the Revenue Department. 
So far as the District Deputy Collectors are concerned, they are 33 and 
there is only one person belonging to the Scheduled Castes. There are 
hundred mamlatdars in this province ; out of these hundred mamlatdars 
there is only one from the Scheduled Castes. There are 34 Mahalkaris, 
but there is none from the Scheduled Castes. There are �46 Head Karkuns, 
but there is none from the Scheduled Castes and, coming to the number 
of clerks in the Revenue Department, they total �,444. Of them, persons 
belonging to the Scheduled Castes are just 30.

Now let us take the Public Works Department. In the Public Works 
Department there are 8�9 clerks. In this number of 8�9 clerks the Scheduled 
Caste people are just seven.
In the Excise Department there are 189 clerks. Of them, the Scheduled 

Castes can claim not more than three.
Coming to the Police Department, according to the figures given, the



�o�al number of sub-inspec�ors is 538. In �his number of 538 �he un�ouchables 

are only �wo. I� is, �herefore, obvious �ha� �he composi�ion of �he adminis-

�ra�ion is en�irely Hindu. No ques�ion on �ha� poin� a� all.
I would fur�her draw �he a��en�ion of �he House as �o how �he posi�ion 

of �he Scheduled Cas�es s�ands in comparison wi�h �he o�her minori�ies 
in �his province. In �he Revenue Depar�men�, so far as �he dis�ric� depu�y 
collec�ors are concerned, ou� of 33, 8 are Muslims, 3 are Chris�ians and 
only 1 belongs �o �he Scheduled Cas�es. Ou� of �he 100 mamla�dars, 30 are 
Muslims, 3 Chris�ians and 1 belonging �o �he Scheduled Cas�es. Ou� of 
34 Mahalkaris �here are 4 Mohomedans, 3 Chris�ians bu� no man from �he 
Scheduled Cas�es. Ou� of 246 Head Karkuns, 17 are Mohomedans, 7 are 
Chris�ians bu� no one from �he Scheduled Cas�es. Ou� of �he �o�al number 
of 2,444 clerks, �here are 283 Mohomedans, 61 Chris�ians, 58 backward 
class people and 30 Scheduled Cas�e people. In �he Police Depar�men�, ou� 
of 538 sub-inspec�ors, 106 are Mohomedans, 17 are Chris�ians, 6 are 
backward class people and only 2 are un�ouchables. In �he Public Works 
Depar�men� ou� of 829 clerks, 41 are Mohomedans, 28 Chris�ians, 7 
Backward Classes and 7 un�ouchables. In �he Excise Depar�men� ou� of 
189, 13 are Mohomedans, 19 Chris�ians and 3 un�ouchables.
Therefore, Sir, �he posi�ion wi�h which we mus� s�ar� a� �he ou�se� is 

�ha� �he Hindus are no� only in a majori�y so far as �he popula�ion is 
concerned, bu� �he Hindus are in a majori�y so far as �he adminis�ra�ion 
is concerned. And �he ques�ion �ha� I wan� �o ask �he Honourable �he 
Prime Minis�er is �his. I �hink I have shown, I �rus� �o his sa�isfac�ion, 
�ha� �he Hindu majori�y mus� undoub�edly be reckoned as a hos�ile 
majori�y. He nods his head. He is welcome �o his own conclusions. 
I shall no� quarrel wi�h him. Bu� �ha� is �he posi�ion. How do �he 
un�ouchables fare in �he ma��er of pro�ec�ion agains� �his harassmen�? 
I wan� �o �ake again a few cases �o show �ha� �he whole of �he adminis-
�ra�ion, manned as i� is by �he cas�e Hindus, is cer�ainly hos�ile �o �he 
un�ouchables; �ha� �hey do no� wish, �ha� �hey do no� desire, and �hey do 
no� care for jus�ice when �he par�ies �o �he quarrels are �he cas�e Hindus 
on �he one side and �he un�ouchables on �he o�her.
Now, �he firs� case �o which I wan� �o refer is �his. I am giving �he 

number, so �ha� my honourable friend may make inquiries. I� is a judgmen� 
in Criminal Case No. 191 of 1938 on �he file of �he Magis�ra�e of �he 
Firs� Class, Sangamner. In �his case 7 Hindus were charged under offences 
falling under sec�ion 147, i.e., rio�ing, 323, 341, 452, 454 and 149 of �he 
Indian Penal Code. The fac�s were briefly �hese. The complainan� was 
an un�ouchable coming from �he village which is called Vadgaon Langda. 
His case was �ha� on a cer�ain day, �he villagers in a body of 200, armed 
wi�h s�icks, la�his and o�her ins�rumen�s invaded �he Mahar quar�ers and 
assaul�ed no� only men bu� also �he women. The hur�s were grievous hur�s.



�hey were in hospital for several days. Fortunately for them the police 

took up the case as a cognizable case, which they were bound to do on 
account of the fact that the hurt was a grievous hurt. �hese nine people 
were prosecuted in the court of the First Class Magistrate of Sangamner. 
�he evidence was led by the Police. �here was ample medical evidence 
to show that hurt was caused, and yet what happened ? And, if I may 
say, these nine accused felt so convinced of their guilt that they had 
actually sent word to me that they were prepared to compromise the 
matter by paying Rs. 300 to the Mahar men and women who were 
assaulted. In my poor judgment, I advised the Mahars not to compromise, 
but to allow the law to take its course. And what did the law do ? What 
did the Magistrate do ? �o  the surprise of everyone, what the Magistrate 
did was that he acquitted all the accused.

�r.  K. B. Antrolikar: Sir, is it competent to the Honourable member to 
offer comments on the judgment of a Magistrate ?

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Certainly. I am stating facts.
The Honourable the Speaker: I was just considering the point. But 

I wanted to hear the facts which the honourable member was stating. 
I do not think it will be proper on his part to criticise the judgment of 
the Magistrate ?

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I am not criticising. I am only stating the 
facts. I am stating how much protection we get. It is to give a notion as 
to the protection that the untouchables get, that I am submitting this 
to the House. I am not challenging the judgment in any way. What I am 
saying is this : that these people, who felt in their heart of hearts that 
they were guilty, and were prepared to compromise by paying Rs. 300 
by way of compensation, were ultimately acquitted by the Magistrate. 
And the point that I want to emphasise is this: Why was this assault 
committed ? Why ? �he  reason why the assault was committed was simply 
this, that the untouchables had the audacity to make an application to the 
Magistrate that some forest lands should be given to them. �hat  was the 
offence that these poor people had committed. Another case to which—

The Honourable the Speaker: I would not like to “  chill ” the 
honourable member, to use the honourable member’s own expression, 
but I may only remind him that he has already taken one hour. He will  
take some more time, I am sure. But if he goes into the minor details 
of the cases which he is citing then I think another hour would not suffice, 
and I am anxious to see that the debate comes to a conclusion much 
sooner.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I just want to refer to two other matters in 
order just to complete my argument. Another case where the untouchables 
feel that the officers of the State have failed in giving them the protection 
to which they are entitled, is the case which comes from a village called
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�kushi.  Now, in this village what had happened was this. This village 
is in the Wai taluka in the Satara district. The facts are very simple. In 
that village there was some trouble between the untouchables and the 
touchable Hindus. The untouchables and the caste Hindus were at logger-
heads. But the untouchables decided that on the �kadashi day they should 
go for what is called deo darshan. The caste Hindus, who had proclaimed 
a boycott against them, did not want the untouchables to go for deo darshan. 
Notwithstanding this, the untouchables went. The result was that the Patel 
of the village, in combination with the other villagers, assaulted the 
untouchables who went to deo darshan. �s  usual, the untouchables filed 
a complaint against the Patel of the village. The position was this : The 
Patel knew that he was guilty. �  summons was issued. He went away 
and would not take the summons. Then the summons was pasted on his door. 
He absconded for three months. Ultimately he came back and the law 
took its course. Even in this case the learned Magistrate, who tried the 
case, thought it fit to acquit the accused person who had absconded for 
three months knowing full well that he was guilty.

The other case to which I would make a brief reference is a case which 
comes from the Poona district from the village of Thatwadi in the Mulshi 
Peta. In that case what had happened was this. This is an inam village. 
Somebody had cut some two or three trees of the inamdar. The inamdar 
lodged a complaint with the police saying that some Mahars, without 
mentioning anybody, had cut his trees and had stolen the wood. The police 
officer who made the investigation prosecuted four persons in the court 
of the magistrate. Now what happened was, that in the course cf the 
prosecution, the pleader who appeared for the accused persons called 
for the Public Prosecutor to produce the fabricated first information 
and entered the names of the four Maharas as accused persons although 
originally no mention of any name was there. Fortunately, the Mahars 
were acquitted, but the fact remains that even the police officers who are 
supposed to give protection to these untouchables go to the length of 
fabricating evidence in order to involve them in such cases.

Sir, I will not mention any more instances now. I think this story is 
a sickening one ; is certainly sickens me. I know that the Hindus as a whole 
care nothing. They laugh at it. They only think that the problem in this 
country is the problem between the Hindus and the Muslims. I want to tell 
them that this is a far more serious problem and not only the Hindus, but 
even the State has not taken sufficient care of these people. If any argument 
was needed in support of the two amendments which I have tabled, namely, 
that in any constitution that is going to be framed the untouchables must 
have adequate safeguards, I think the arguments that I have now submitted 
to the House would be more than sufficient. I know that there is a certain 
amount of response on the other side. Two amendments have been tabled
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by the Honourable the Home Minister. I must tell him frankly that I am 
not in a position to accept those amendments, and I shall tell the House 

presently why I cannot accept his amendments in preference to mine.
The first amendment of the Honourable the Home Minister is to the 

effect that the constitution shall provide adequate safeguards for the 
protection of the minorities. The position that I take is very simple and 
it is this: Not only we must have safeguards, but the safeguards must be 
to our satisfaction. That is the fundamental point. The Honourable the 
Home Minister evidently supposes that he is a trustee for the untouchables 
and that as a trustee he could enact certain provisions in the constitution 
which according to him, must suffice for the protection of the rights of 
the minorities. Now, I at once want to say that I repudiate that position. 
Nobody is my trustee ; I am my own trustee. They may make their con-
stitution, but we shall claim our right. Whatever provisions they may make 
relating to our safeguards must be certified by the accredited represen-
tatives of the Depressed Classes that they are adequate. Their definition of 
adequacy will not satisfy me, and that is why I am not in a position to 
accept the first amendment moved by my learned friend.
With regard to the other amendment, no doubt the Honourable the 

Home Minister is prepared to meet half way. He is prepared to recognise 
that the minorities should have a voice in the governance of the country. 
There again I find that there is a certain amount of difference between 
him and me. My second amendment has been most deliberately worded. 
I have taken particular care to use the words “  fundamental right,” and 
I want to explain my position to some extent as to why I have used the 
expression “  fundamental right ” . The one thing that I have realised in the 
course of the working of the constitution is this: Whether we admit it or 
not, the political system of this country is reflective of what we call the 
�hathur varna. In that system, the theory was this : that the Kshatriya 
must rule ; that the Brahmin must advise ; that the Vaishya must trade 
but the Sudras or the Adi Sudras must serve. That was the position in 
olden times. I find in politi�s the position has changed to some extent. 
The Vaishya no longer trades. If he trades he trades in politics only. 
(Laughter). One thing has, however, remained unalterable, and it is that 
the Sudras shall have no part in the governance of this country. As I observe 
conditions in this country, as I observe the political constitution of the 
different cabinets that have been formed all throughout India, I notice that 
while we untouchables are Sudras or Adi Sudras socially, the Congress 
Government—if not the Congress Government, the exigencies of the 
situation—are such that it will ultimately lead us to become political 
Sudras. I will not tolerate it. I will shed the last drop of my blood to 
uproot that position. (Loud cries of “  hear, hear ” ). I will not tolerate 
it if to the social dominance, the economic dominance and the religious
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dominance which the Hindu exercises over me, is added the political 
dominance also. I will certainly not tolerate it. 1 repeat again that I will  
never allow it. We shall fight tooth and nail against politics being perverted 
for the purpose of establishing an oligarchy of a ruling class. I will  
not allow that. 1 repeat, 1 cannot allow a constitution which will mean 
liberty for them and empire over me. I will not allow a constitution in 
which I am not free and 1 am not an equal partner. Never will I allow 
that. Sir, I know these are strong words. But I want to remind the 
Honourable the Prime Minister that these words are not stronger than the 
words that were used by Ulstermen in connection with Ireland. I know 
that in this country when a man belonging to a minority community stands 
up to fight for the rights of his community, the whole crowd comes out 
against him, dubs him as communal, dubs him as an anti-Indian and dubs 
him as a tool acting in the hands of some bureaucrat working for the 
destruction of this country. Sir, I want to caution this crowd which is taking 
this attitude; I say that the attitude that the minorities in this country 
are taking is far better, far nobler, than the attitude that Ulstermen took. 
What was the attitude of Ulstermen ? I remember reading the proceedings 
of a conference which was held at the instance of the late King Edward 
VII at Buckingham Palace in order to bring together the Southern Irish 
Nationalists and Ulstermen. The question was whether Ulster should be 
brought under the majority rule of the Southern Irishmen. What were 
the proposals made by the Nationalists in Southern Ireland to Ulstermen ? 
Many people probably might not be aware of that history. Those who are 
will know that Mr. John Redmond, who was the leader of the Irish 
Nationalist Party, did his level best in order to induce the Carsonites to 
come under the constitution. He said : “  You can have any amount of 
weightage you like ; I do not mind.” Let us not live under the belief that 
weightage is being talked of only in India ; weightage was talked of a great 
deal in Ireland, and Redmond was prepared to give weightage to Ulstermen. 
He was prepared to give power in the constitution to some officer to prevent 
any kind of discrimination being made against Ulstermen. A further provision 

that the Irish Nationalists were prepared to make for Ulstermen was this, 
that if after 10 years the Ulster people found that the Southern Irishmen— 
who undoubtedly would be in a majority—abused their powers and 
maltreated and persecuted the Protestants of Ulster County, the Ulstermen 
had the right to go out of the constitution. Sir, they were tremendous 
provisions. What was the reply of the Ulstermen to this offer ? The reply 
that the Ulstermen gave to -Redmond was this : “  Damn your safeguards. 
We do not want to be ruled by you.” Are we saying that? Would I not 
be entitled to say, in view of the stories that I have recounted, “  Damn your 
safeguards. I do not want to1 be ruled by you ? ” I am not saying that. What 
I am saying is this : “  Give me my safeguards, which I think are necessary ;
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and you can have your democracy.” I am sure that is a position which no 
man can quarrel with.

X would say one word in the end. X know my position has not been 
understood properly in the country. It has often been misunderstood. Let 
me, therefore, take this opportunity to clarify my position. Sir, I say this, 
that whenever there has been a conflict between my personal interests and 
the interests of the country as a whole, I have always placed the claim 

of the country above my own personal claims. (Hear, hear). I have never 
pursued the path of private gain. If I had played my cards well, as other 
do, I might have been in some other place. I do not want to say anything 
about it, but I did not do it. There were colleagues with me at the Round 
Table Conference who, I am sure, would support what I say—that so far 
as the demands of the country are concerned, I have never lagged behind. 
Many European members who were at the Conference rather felt embarrassed 
that I was the enfant terrible of the Conference. But I will also leave no 
doubt in the minds of the people of this country that I have another 
loyalty to which I am bound and which I can never forsake. That loyalty 
is the community of untouchables, in which I am bom, to which 1 belong, 
and which I hope I shall never desert. And I say this to this House as 
strongly as I possibly can, that whenever there is any conflict of interest 
between the country and the untouchables, so far as I am concerned, the 
untouchables’ interests will  take precedence over the interests of the country. 
I am not going to support a tyrannising majority simply because it happens 
to speak in the name of the country. I am not going to support a party 
because it happens to speak in the name of the country. I shall not do that. 
Let everbody here and everywhere understand that that is my position. 
As between the country and myself, the country will have precedence ; 
as between the country and the Depressed Classes, the Depressed Classes 
will have precedence—the country will not have precedence. That is all 
that I would say with regard to these two amendments of mine.

Now, with regard to the other amendments, I do not propose to detain 

the House at all. I was rather surprised at the remarks made by the 
Honourable the Prime Minister with regard to a part of the resolution which 
says that whatever arrangements are to be made they should be made with 
the consent of the Provincial Governments. I knew that he was not aware 
of the amendment which is being moved by my honourable friend 
Mr. Mukadam, because, I see, those parts are to be deleted. Therefore, 
I will not make any comments upon that part of the resolution, although 
I must say that on principle I do not agree with this part of the resolution.

Now, Sir, before sitting down I would like to say one or two words with 
regard to the other amendments that are before the House. In doing so, 
I would advert first to the amendment moved by the honourable member 
the Leader of the Opposition. With regard to that amendment, I would
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request the Prime Minister to note one thing which I think he has failed 
to note. It is true that the Leader of the Opposition in his amendment 
says that democracy has failed. But, Sir, the point that I wish the Prime 
Minister to note in making his comment upon the amendment of the Leader 
of the Opposition is this. We see now that he is opposed to democracy ; 
but, Sir, he may not be opposed to self-government After all, democracy, 
autocracy, republicanism—these are all forms of government; they all come 
under self-government. So long as the honourable member the Leader of the 
Opposition does not take the view that this country is not entitled to self- 
government, I think too much blame ought not to be attached to the 
unfortunate language that has been used. After all, he is with us.

And I do not understand my honourable friend the Prime Minister 
insisting upon democracy as the only solution. I remember reading the 
speeches of the leaders of the Honourable the Prime Minister at the Tripuri 
Congress. Unfortunately, the volume which I had with me I forgot to bring 
today. So much the better, because I could save time. But I think at the 
Tripuri Congress the friends of the Honourable the Prime Minister, Pandit 
Govind Vallabh Pant, Mr. Rajgopalachari, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru and 
all of them were singing the praises of Mussolini and Hitler—

�he Honourable Mr. Morarji R. Desai: When?
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I will quote chapter and verse if it is wanted. 

In fact I wanted to bring the book, but I forgot to bring it.

�he Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher: I was present there, and I heard 
the speeches. What the honourable member says is not correct.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I am sorry, I have not got the volume with me 
now. If I had it, we could have decided the issue right now.

�he Honourable the Speaker: There is no time for that now.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: All  that I am saying is this, that so long as people 

in India have self-Govemment, whether the Self-Government takes the form 
of democracy, whether it takes the form of autocracy, or whether it takes 
some other form, it is a matter of detail, about which there ought to be 
no quarrel. And, therefore, my submission is this : that in judging of the 
resolution, which, as I said, is somewhat unfortunately worded, his intention 
should not be misconstrued.

With regard to the amendment moved by the Congress Party, join with 
the Prime Minister in saying that they ought to be felicitated on the 
amendment that they have moved, and I agree with the main basis of 
their resolution. There is one amendment, however, to which I cannot lend 
any support, and that is the one which is to the effect that the House 
approves of the intention of the ministry resigning—or something like that. 
Now, Sir, what I should like to say is this. My honourable friend the Prime 
Minister would agree—he is as good a politician as any politician can be— 
that this is really a matter for their party caucus. It is not a matter for
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the House to decide. Whether the ministry should go out or should not go 
out is entirely a matter for their party to decide. Why does he want my 
sanction for his going out ?

�he Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher: I do not want it.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Why does he need it ? I put to him another 

conundrum. Suppose I bring an amendment to say that the ministry shall 
not come back unless I invite them, will he accept it ? I am sure he would 
not tie himself down in that manner. If you want my sanction for going 
out, it will be some honour to me if you will also make your re-entry 
dependent on my sanction. But you will not do that, and I feel bound in 
conscience to oppose that amendment.

Sir, I thank you for the indulgence you have given me. (Applause).
�he Honourable the Speaker: I would repeat my appeal to curtail 

the time. The honourable member Dr. Ambedkar has taken an hour and 
a half. I hope other honourable members will now curtail their time.

Dr. 8. R. Ambedkar: I apologise, Sir.
� � �
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*0N PARTICIPATION  IN THE WAR : 3

�he Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher:�I�shall�try�and�finish�as�soon�as�you�
like.

Sir,�I�will�not�go�over�the�entire�ground�which�the�honourable�Doctor�
has�covered.�I�agree�with�him�:�I�concede�the�correctness�of�what�he�says�
about�the�wrongs�done�to�Harijans,�because�it�is�not�necessary�for�my�
purpose�to�deny�all�those�instances�of�wrongs�which�are�done�to�the�members�
of�his�community�in�this�country.�Those�indeed�are�the�wrongs�which�we�
have�tried�to�remedy�to�the�best�of�our�ability�for�a�long,�long�time.

The�honourable�member�did�not�say�what�the�remedy�was;�in�that�his�
long�speech�was�lacking.�As�has�been�pointed�out�by�other�speakers,�
whether�it�is�the�judgment�in�the�Sangamner�case�or�the�hundred�and�one�
cases�which�he�has�read�out�here,�the�only�remedy�is�that�we�must�have�
a�proper�form�of�government,�and�that�form�of�government�can�only�be�
democracy�in�this�country�with�due�safe-guards�for�the�minorities—a�point�
which�we�concede.�Sir,�we�are�thankful�to�the�honourable�member�for�
pointing�out�to�us�that�he�did�not�say,�like�the�Ulstermen,�“ �Damn�your�
safe-guards�;�I�do�not�want�to�be�governed�by�you.”�He�was�not�going�
to�say�that,�and�I�appreciate�it.�But�I�cannot�appreciate�the�statement�which�
he�made—and�which�he�believes�in—in�all�sincerity.�He�said�:�“ �As�between�
me�and�the�country,�the�country�has�precedence.”�I�support�him�in�this�and�
I�shall�quote�every�word�of�what�he�has�said.�I�have�known�the�honourable�
member’s�life�and�career�intimately,�and�I�can�say�that�this�is�absolutely�
correct�He�has�always�been�willing�to�subordinate�his�personal�advancement�
for�the�cause�of�the�country.�He�goes�on�to�say,�“ �as�between�the�depressed�
classes�and�the�country,�the�depressed�classes�have�precedence�with�him.”

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�Certainly.
�he Honourable Mr. B. G. Kher:�He�said�that;�he�does�not�deny�that.�

My�quarrel�is�with�that�statement�of�his.�Because�the�part�can�never�be�
greater�than�the�whole.�The�whole�must�contain�the�part.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�I�am�not�a�part�of�the�whole�;�I�am�a�part�apart.

*B.L.A.�Debates,�Vol.�7,�p.�2130,�dated�27th�October�1939.
� � �





APPENDIX I

�0N  MEASURES FOR BIRTH-CONTROL

�r.  P. J. Roham (Ahmednagar South): Sir, I beg to move—
“ This Assembly recommends to Government that in view of the urgent 

need of limiting the family units, Government should carry on an intensive 
propaganda in favour of birth-control among the masses of this Province 
and should provide adequate facilities for the practice of bith-control.” 
Question proposed.
�r.  P. J. Roham (Addressed the House in �arathi):  The educated class 

has, by this time, fully realized the necessity of birth-control and fortunately 
the leaders in our country also are unanimous on this point. Pandit Jawaharlal 
Nehru, Sir Ravindranath Tagore and Mrs. Sarojini Naidu, know \ery well 
the importance and the urgency of the movement for birth-control and are 
in favour of contraceptives. Babu Subhash Chandra Bose, the President of 
the Indian National Congress, said in his presidential speech :

“ If the population goes up by leaps and bounds, as it has done in the 
recent past, our plans are likely to fall through.”
Even Mahatma Gandhi has written long ago as follows :

“ I must not conceal from the reader the sorrow I feel when I hear of 
oirths in this land.”
Very few have an adequate idea of the immense loss sustained by children 

born of persons who are handicapped either physically, mentally or 
financially. The parents as well as the society also suffer very much. The 
prevention of the births of such children would considerably reduce the 
death-rate among mothers who succumb to child-birth and its concomitant 
diseases, lower infantile mortality, improve public health by removing the 
many diseases due to want of even the prime necessaries of life felt by 
many persons, check the offences perpetrated by persons suffering from 
intense poverty and would bring about an all-round uplift of society by 
affording full scope to its spiritual advancement.

♦Speech delivered by Shri P. J. Roham. He has expressly stated that the speech 
was based in all respects on the points drawn by Dr. Ambedkar for his own speech 
and that Dr. Ambedkar is the father of this speech. Shri Roham further states that 
he was complimented by Dr. Ambedkar for almost reproducing the speech which, 
he had contemplated to deliver in the Assembly, but he could not do so owing 
to his inability to attend the Assembly on that day, i.e. on 10th November 1938.

B.L.A. Debates, Vol. 4 (Part 3), November 1938- pp. 4024-38.
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The present keen struggle of life renders timely marriage impossible for 
many and thus exposes them to various diseases and habits. Many women 
become invalid for life and some even lose their lives by the birth of 
children in their diseased condition or in too great numbers or in too rapid 
succession. Attempts at abortion, resorted to for the prevention of unwanted 
progeny, exact a heavy toll of female lives. Unwanted children are often 
neglected by their mothers and hence they become nothing but a burden to 
society which is further deteriorated by the addition of defective progeny 
from diseased persons. Birth-control is the only sovereign specific that can 
do away with all these calamities. Whenever a woman is disinclined to bear 
a child for any reason whatsoever, she must be in a position to prevent 
conception and bringing forth progeny which should be entirely dependent on 
the choice of women. Society would in no way profit by the addition of 
unwanted progeny. Only those children who are welcomed by their parents, 
can be of social benefit and hence every woman must be enabled to resort 
to prevention of conception quite easily.

Poverty is the root-cause of immorality. The following passage from the 
essay read by Prof. Dr. Tondler before the Congress at Vienna in 1933 
would show the evil consequences of insufficiency of living accommodation. 
The professor said, “  On the average every family gets one room in Germany, 
two and a half rooms in France and three rooms in England. Seventy-five 
thousand families had no tenements of their own in Berlin in 19�5. The 
result is that children sleep with the adults not only in the same room but 
also in the same bed. Many children lose their lives by the overcrowding in 
insanitary dwellings. Whole families are stricken with veneral diseases. Girls 
have to succumb to sexual intercourse even before they are mature. Sexual 
connections often take place between parents and their children and 
brothers and sisters. The boys learn to commit thefts and the girls become 
prostitutes. The same condition prevails at Vienna. In 1919, out of the 
tenements let out, 10 per cent, had only one small room ; 37 per cent, had 
one big room and �3  per cent, had one small room and one big room. Out 
of the children between the ages of fourteen and eighteen who maintained 
themselves, twenty per cent, had no separate beds of their own. Towns and 
villages fare even worse.”

In our country, the same condition prevails in cities like Bombay. A few 
exceptions apart, it is observed that virtue is palsied where poverty prevails. 
Further on it will be shown how it is well-nigh impossible to uproot 
poverty without the aid of birth-control. The apho'rism. H

ttrr . is well known.
When we have thus realised that birth-control is the �ine qua-non for 

.every progress, we must consider the means to attain that end. To be 
satisfied witjti only that much of sexual enjoyment that is necessary for 
getting the desired number of children and to banish sexual thoughts from 
one’s mind when progeny is not required, is one of the ways. The use of 
modem contraceptives is the other way. As for the first way, it must be
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remembered that while continence in the unmarried state may be possible, 
it is nothing but displaying ignorance about human nature to expect that 
young and healthy married couples, living together and fond of each other, 
can observe continence for years together. The cases of strong-willed persons, 
whose minds are not affected in the presence of objects of enjoyment, apart, 
there is no doubt that ordinary human beings are bound to fall a prey to 
the influence of enticements. Is it not strange, therefore, that this fact, which 
is as clear as daylight, is denied by some.
Self-control has been proved to be absolutely useless for birth-control 

from the experience of several countries and ages. Even the advocates of 
continence cannot claim that ordinary persons will be able to eschew sexual 
intercourse altogether throughout their lives. The laying aside of continence 
even for a single day every year may lead to an annual conception. Even, 
if we assume that self-control enables certain persons to bring about birth- 
control, we cannot draw the conclusion that others will be able to follow 
them. It is necessary to remember that just as appetite for food differs in 
the case of different persons, so sexual appetite also varies from person to 
person.
Strict observance of certain rules laid down in Hindu scriptures 

necessitates the neglect of the ideal of family-limitation. For instance, verse 8, 
Chapter 54, of “  Vishnu Smriti ” enjoins sexual intercourse on certain 
specified days.
Sir, honourable members have received a pamphlet written by Mrs. Sarojini 

Mehta, M.A., I am not going to read the whole pamphlet, but will quote 
only a few passages from it :
“  Whenever the subject of birth-control is broached, the burden of our 

opponents’ song is that continence (Brahmacharya) is the sovereign specific 
for our country and that it is better to leave Westerners to be blessed by 
their own artificial remedies. I humbly supplicate these honourable persons 
to state the grounds upon which they hold this view. It is stated that our 
people are spiritualistic, while Westerners are materialistic. It has now 
become well-nigh nauseating to hear this parrot cry repeated. In what way 
are our people spiritualistic ? Have our people renounced the world and 
become ascetics ? Can mere repetition of certain catch-phrases like “  All  
this is delusion.” “  �ne  must abandon attachment to worldly fife ” , turn 
people into spiritualistic ? Does not every one of our villages possess 
Shylocks ready to demand their pound of flesh from poor and innocent 
debtors ? Are there not bankers mean enough to devour the deposits of 
widows ? Have we not scoundrels who are debased enough to leave stranded 
helpless widows whom they themselves have misled ? Can we claim that 
our society is without men who have discarded their chaste and devoted 
wives and taken to prostitutes ? I am completely at a loss to understand 
how a society can be called spiritualistic, in which many are ruined by 
matrimonial transactions that amount to virtual sales of brides and 
bridegrooms, in which a person refusing to give an absenquial feast to Iris
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caste-people is out-casted, in which men are planning their second marriages 
while their first wives are burning on funeral pyres, in which even old fogies 
of sixty years can marry girls of twelve on the strength of monetary bribes 
and in which the treatment offered to widows is worse than that given even 
to the beasts. Western materialism cannot be held responsible for the rotten 
state of our society discribed above. On the contrary it is those who have 
come into contact with western materialism who are trying their best to 
remedy these evils, though their efforts are proving nothing but a cry in 
the wilderness.”

Further on, in another paragraph, she says :
“  The conduct of Indraraj towards Ahilya, of Parashar Rishi towards 

Satyawati and of Suryadev towards Kunti would make those perpetrators 
liable for rigorous imprisonment in this age of Kali but that being 
considered to be Satya Yug, we not only connive at these delinquencies but 
raise books containing such descriptions to the status of ‘ Sacred Books ’ and 
insist that they must be prescribed as test-books in the curriculum for 
children. How many lessons on continence can pupils find in the 
Mahabharat, the Bhagwat and the Puranas ? How can an age, that never 
knew what continence was, inspire us to observe that virtue ? How is it 
possible to consider that age to have observed continence in which there 
were incidents like the story of King Dushyanta, who first misled an 
innocent and guileless girl living in the hermitage of a sage and then 
discarded her when she was pregnant ? When one considers the number 
of children bom to certain persons mentioned in very ancient narratives, 
a doubt naturally arises in one’s mind as to whether the people in those days 
ever dreamt what continence was. How can one believe that continence was 
observed in those times when one considers that Sagar begot sixty thousand 
sons and that there were a hundred Kowrawas, twenty-seven daughters of 
Daksha Prajapati and several other such instances ? Continence was paid 
scant respect in bygone days. It can actually be seen that in these days it 
is kept at a distance everywhere. The birth-rate of our country is not falling 
lower than that of any ‘ materialistic ’ country. Brahmacharya cannot be 
observed even where the life of a woman, already the mother of many 
children, is jeopardised by an additional delivery. It is neglected even in the 
families of paupers, dying of hunger, where the addition of even a single 
individual to the family would be nothing short of a calamity. Even in 
these days of unemployment, when it is practically impossible to find 
outlets for sons, additional children are born even in middle class families 
every year or year and a half. In castes, in which the usage of dowry 
prevails, parents express much grief at the bir-f-h of a daughter, kill her at 
the very outset or bring her up most negligently so that she may die 
a natural death. They, however, never resort to continence to avoid the 
chances of girls being born. In spite of all these instances we go on 
proclaiming that continence alone is the ideal for our country ! Of what
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earthly use is such conduct ? We have to take into account the state of 
things actually existing before our eyes. There are no chances of making 
any improvement in our condition by mere talk of ideals.”

�r.  K. B. Antrolikar: Sir, all that may be taken as read, because every 
member has received it.

Mr. P. J. Roham : Sir, I have made it clear that I am not going to read 
the whole of it. I request my honourable friend Dr. Antrolikar ro have 
patience.

Mr. P. J. Roham : She continues :
“  If, therefore, they have got the country’s welfare at heart, they ought 

to try their level best to popularise continence by founding associations 
for the purpose of carrying on the work systematically, just as the birth-
controllers are doing to popularise contraceptives. If, however, they are 
either unwilling or unable to do anything in this matter, the hands of the 
champions of contraception will be strengthened.”
As a doctor has wisely remarked, if men had to bear the pangs which 

women have to undergo during child-birth none of them would ever consent 
to bear more than a single child in his life.

It is wrong to hold that because the ideal of large families is before 
society up to this time nobody wishes to limit his family. Human beings, 
who earnestly desire to be saddled with large families, are rare. Ordinary 
persons do want to limit their families and do not even flinch to have 
recourse to diabolical methods such as abortion, infanticide, etc. Such 
attempts are witnessed everywhere. From an account published by “  The 
People’s Tribune” in 1934 it is found that in 1933 over �4,000 dead bodies 
of little infants were picked up in the street of Shanghai alone and the same 
state prevails throughout most of China. It is bitter and terrible poverty that 
makes the parents expose their infants. In the light of such instances, it is 
futile to hope that ordinary persons will be able to avoid progeny merely 
through self-control. It is, therefore, established that there is no go without 
recourse to modem contraceptives. To deny the necessity of those remedies 
is to show one’s preference for abortions, infanticides, etc.

Some people think that they would be losers if the numbers in their 
particular race, religion, or region are lessened. They are afraid that their 
adversaries would thereby be enabled to gain ground over them. In the 
first place, it is necessary to remember in this connection that the rate of 
increase of a population does not necessarily dwindle down as soon as 
family limitation is resorted to. That rate is dependent not merely on the 
birth-rate but chiefly on the survival-rate. The experience of several 
scientists from different places has proved that the higher the birth-rate, the 
higher is the death-rate also and no sooner the birth goes down, the 
death-rate also declines. The result is that not only is the survival-rate 
not adversely affected but very often it even rises. Dr. Maria Stopes has 
found from the experience gained in “  The Mothers’ Clinic ” that the
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greater the number of conceptions the higher is the rate of maternal and 
infantile mortality. Similar is the experience of other scientists. Dr. J. M. 
M unro, M.D., F.R.F.P.S., says in his book “Maternal Mortality and 
Morbidity ”:

'■ The strongest argument in favour of limiting the family is that by the 
fourth birth the mortality-rate very nearly approaches that of the first 
birth, looked upon generally as the most serious and dangerous. After 
the fourth birth, the mortality rate steadily and markedly rises with each 
successive pregnancy and parturition. The same applies to still-births and 
neo-natal deaths.”
Due to excessive child-mortality, the rate of growth of the population of 

Countries like India is not equal to that of countries like England though the 
birth-rates in countries of the former type are higher than those in the latter 
type. The birth-rate of England is nearly half that of India. Yet we find that 
the population in England increased by nearly 23 per cent, between 1901 
and 1931, while the population in India rose by only 17 per cent, in the 
same period. This will show that even for a rapid growth of numbers, the 
better way is to adopt the practice of birth-control and thus cut down 
infantile mortality.

It must also be remembered that for modern wars comparatively few 
persons are necessary. An army, well-equipped with modern materials for 
warfare, can route an army much greater in number than itself, if the latter 
one is not so well-equipped. In the former world war, countries of low 
birth-rates vanquished those with high birth-rates.

In the world, we can witness many societies that are small in numbers 
but distinguished in respect of wealth, culture etc. In our country, the 
Parsee community is an illustration on this point. To hanker after quantity is, 
therefore, not a very profitable ideal. The aphorism, TzhTt ’TnftjXT h 
is well known.

After this, it is worth while keeping in mind that it is principally poverty 
that is at the root of the animosity between different races, societies and 
countries. When poverty will be uprooted, the root-cause of much of such 
hatred will be eradicated and then nobody need be afraid of molestation 
from others.

The example of Western nations shows us that modern contraception is 
utilised by persons of all races, religions and strata. For instance, it is found 
that the notion that the Roman Catholics are against birth-control is 
unfounded. France is a Roman Catholic country and still it is notorious that 
the birth-rate in that country is quite low. The following ten countries had 
the lowest birth-rates in 1932 : —

Sweden 14-5
Germany 151
Austria 15-2
England and Wales ... 15 3



�orway  ... ... ... 16-3
Australia ... ... ... �64
Switzerland ... ... ... 167
�ew  Zealand ... ... ... 17T
United States ... ... ... 17-3
France ... ... ... 17-3

Among the three lowest countries are Austria, which is entirely Catholic, 
and Germany, which is one-third Catholic.

The following figures, the birth-rates of important cities, illustrate the 
very point. They are all for 1927 or 1928 : —

London
Cologne
Geneva
Milan
Turin
Prague
Munich
Vienna

161
160
14-6
14-5
13-2
12-5
12-0
10-6

With the exception of London, all the above towns are solidly Roman 
Catholic, yet they all have a lower birth-rate than London. Three of them 
are in Mussolini’s Italy.

It will be thus seen that the fear, that other communities will neglect 
birth-control and will thus become stronger in numbers, is altogether 
a baseless one.

Speeches of statesmen, who are responsible for wars, clearly show that 
economic difficulties, due to pressure of population, are at the root of most 
of the modem wars, Bernhardt, the Kaiser, Hitler, Mussolini and Gooring 
have often stressed this point in no ambiguous words. For instance, Adolf 
Hitler says in his book, Mein Kampf :

“  Through the mad multiplication of the German people before the 
war, the question of providing the necessary daily bread came in an ever 
sharper manner into the foreground of all political and economic thought 
and action.”
Further on he says :

“  Only an adequate amount of room upon this earth secures to a nation 
the freedom of its existence—The �ational  Socialist movement must 
endeavour to do away with the disproportion between our numbers and 
our territory .............. Ground and territory must be the object of our
foreign politics.” (pp. 728-35).
In his recent historic speech, delivered on the 12th of September 1938, 

Hitler says :
“  They expect Germany, where 140 persons are squeezed into a square 

kilometre, to keep her Jews, whereas the powers with only a few persons 
per kilometre do not want them ............”
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Similarly Mussolini has said :
“  We are hungry for land, because we are prolific and intend to remair 

so.” (From “  Foreign Affairs ” , October 19�6).
“  Italy demands that her indisputable need of sun and land shall be 

recognised by all other nations. Should they fail to do so. Italy will be 
forced to take matters into her own hand.” (From “ Sunday Times ” , 
November 14, 19�6).
�he Deputy Speaker: The honourable member has exceeded the time-

limit.
Mr. B. K. Gaikwad: Sir, may I know what is the time-limit ?
�he Deputy Speaker: Half-an-hour.
Mr. B. K. Gaikwad: On a point of information, Sir. The honourable 

member who moved the last resolution (Mr. Shrikant) spoke, I believe, for 
more than an hour.

�he Deputy Speaker: Extension of the time is within the discretion of 
the Chair.

Mr. B. K. Gaikwad: Can that indulgence not be given to other 
resolutions ?

Mr. P. J. Roham : Sir, I do not wish to take much time of the House, 
but I have still some more points to make and request you to kindly allow 
me some more minutes.

It is, therefore, obvious that all those who stand for permanent world-
brotherhood, must discountenance every attempt at increase of numbers and 
must try their best to limit populations by means of birth-control.

The fear that birth-control propaganda will fail to filter down to the 
masses and the result of the movement will thus be dysgenic instead of 
eugenic, is also groundless. The experience gained in Western countries 
establishes the fact that the lower classes do take advantage of contraceptives 
as soon as they are made cognizant of them, the need being greater in their 
cases. The masses in our country, though illiterate, are intelligent enough to 
know in what their own interest lies and hence there is no doubt that they 
will fully utilise this invention also as soon as they are made aware of its 
existence. Vasectomy would be found to be useful in the case of such 
persons and hence Government and municipalities must provide facilities 
in this respect in their hospitals, etc.

The late principal Gole has clearly shown in his book " fa? uff srrftr thtwt  ’ ’ 
that even villagers have many virtues and it is really they that replenish the 
supply of good citizens.

The opponents of this movement try to show its futility by pointing out 
the examples of France, Germany and Italy but they forget that we cannot 
follow these countries unless it is proved that their attempts at the increase 
of their populations are justified. In the first place, it must be kept in mind 
that the birth-rates of these nations are much lower than the birth-rate of 
our country. Our birth-rate is 35 whereas in 1936 the birth-rates of Italy,
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France and Germany were 22-2, 15 and 19 respectively. In 1900 the birth-
rate in Germany was 35-6 but in 1933 it came down to 14-7. Italy and 
France also have their birth-rates much reduced since that time. In England 
the birth-rate was 33-9 in 1851-55 but in 1931 it was lowered to 15'3. �ur  
birth-rate is practically stationary for the last fifty years and hence it 
would be unwise for us to imitate the efforts of other countries towards 
raising that rate.
It is quite natural for imperialists to lament the slackening of the rate 

of increase of the people of their race and it is not surprising that they 
should raise cries like “ Renew or Die ” , It is, however, strange to see that 
those cries should make even some educated persons suspicious about the 
benefits of birth-control. An article, “  Renew or Die ” , by Sir Leo Chiozza 
Money in “  The Nineteenth Century and After ” for February 1938 will  
illustrate the point. This writer has assumed that white leadership is 
necessary for the good of all humanity and has raised a cry to arrest the 
decline in the number of the white people. Now, in the first place, many 
will refuse to admit that white supremacy has benefitted the world and 
secondly few educated persons will be prepared to go to the length of 
maintaining that the decline in the number of white people will bring down 
any calamity upon humanity. Besides this, the postulates of this person are 
all wrong. He has taken it for granted that the birth-rate in England will  
gradually become lower and lower and that in the year 2,035 the population 
of England will be reduced to 4,400,000 (44 lacs). But the facts are that 
the birth-rate in England is increasing instead of going down. In 1933 it 
was 14-4 but in July 1938 it becomes 15-3. Similarly whereas the writer has 
estimated that the population of England and Wales in 1940 would be only 
40,700,000, the actual figure for 1937 there was already 41,031,000 and it is 
increasing at the rate of 190,000 people per year. These facts will show that 
one must take the precaution of not being misled by such articles.
Emigration is sometimes suggested as a remedy for finding an outlet to 

over-population but that remedy also is not very promising. Compulsion in 
emigration, amounting to transportation is out of question. Very few persons 
have the courage and the inclination necessary for' leaving one’s own 
country, endeared to one’s heart by reminiscences of childhood and the 
presence of relatives and friends and made agreeable by a suitable climate 
and other factors and to repair to a. distant land in which there is the 
danger of the climate being found to be an unsuitable one and in which 
�he inhabitants are different from oneself in language, customs and manners. 
Generally, people willing to emigrate are those who are fit to be good 
ci�izens and who are able and energetic. It is really a loss to the motherland 
�ha� such people should emigrate. These persons can easily maintain 
themselves in their own country but ambition impels them to try to better 
their lot by going to distant lands. Emigration is practically useless in the 
case of persons who are handicapped either physically or mentally or
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financially and it is really these people that stand in need of help. Considered 
from the point of the necessary capital alone, this remedy cannot afford 
relief to many persons.
Besides this, it must be kept in mind that sparsely populated countries 

are unwilling to accommodate others because they require elbow-room for 
their own increasing progeny. Canada is a colony in the British Empire 
mainly inhabited by Englishmen but it is notorious that the Canadians 
refused to allow English labourers, who had gone there for seasonal work, 
to settle in their land. Wars are occasioned by the attempts of populous 
countries to force their entrance in sparse regions. An illustration on the 
point, which is quite recent and near to us, is afforded by Burma. The cause 
underlying the recent communal riots there was mainly the suspicion in the 
minds of the Burmans that Indian marred their material progress. Compared 
to over-populated countries, regions of sparse populations are very few, Japan, 
Italy, Germany, China, India and many other countries are over-populated. 
It is not possible to find adequate room for emigrants from all these lands.
One more point in this connection is also worth mentioning. Emigration 

cannot solve the population problem of a country permanently. Like air, 
expanding population has a tendency to fill  up vacuum immediately, leading 
to the recurrence of the former condition and hence it is obvious that there 
is no go without birth-control.
Some think that as soon as child-marriages are given up and late marriages 

are introduced, the increase in population will be checked. But this belief 
also is an unfounded one. In the first place, years must elapse before the 
ages at which girls are married would be sufficiently raised in our country. 
The years of greatest fertility in the case of girls are those between 18 and ��.  
In Western countries, women marry after this period. That is, they marry 
when their time of greatest fertility is over. When we notice the difficulties 
in the enforcement of the Sarda Act, fixing the minimum age of marriage 
of a girl at 14, we can easily see that it is almost useless to hope that in 
the near future women in our country will postpone their marriages up 
to ��  and population will be checked thereby. Mr. P. K. Wattal has drawn 
the following conclusions from the fertility-enquiry conducted specially in 
connection with the 1931 census.
(1) That girls married at ages below twenty give birth to a smaller 

number of children than girls married at ages above twenty.
(�)  That the survival-rate of children bom to mothers married at ages 

below twenty is much less than that of children bom to mothers married at 
ages above twenty.
These conclusions show us that even when late marriages would come 

into vague generally, there is no chance of population being appreciably 
checked thereby. More children would live upto mature ages and hence 
there is a chance of an increase and not a decrease in the rate of growth of 
our population.
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Dr. G. S. Ghurye, Ph.D., University Professor of Sociology, Bombay, says 
in his article, “Fertility Data of the Indian Census of 1931 ” in the “ Journal 
of the University of Bombay” (Vol. Ill, May 1934) : —

“  If the above tentative conclusion about the co-relation between 
fertility and the age of woman at marriage should prove to be correct, 
then with the increase in woman’s age at marriage which is quite essential, 
there would be an increase in the fertility of marriage. As it is, 1 believe 
our population is very large and our increase undesirable and to help its 
increase at a greater rate would be suicidal. With our efforts to raise the 
women’s age at marriage, therefore, there must also be carried on an 
intensive campaign for control of birth.”
It must not, moreover, be forgotten that prostitution is encouraged by 

people being unable to marry at proper ages and other evil consequences also 
follow thereby. It is, therefore, necessary to resort to birth-control if  
marriage at a proper age is aimed at.

The view is held that economic independence of women will lessen the 
growth of population but it also does not hold water. Economic 
independence has no power to free a person from the clutches of Eros. 
Few women can observe perfect continence throughout their lives and hence 
this remedy would be found to be fruitless. Even now, women of the lower 
classes are actually helping their families with their own earnings but that 
fact does not seem to help family-limitation to any extent.

Some persons hold the view that though birth-control may be necessarily 
on medical and hygenic grounds, still it is not required for solving economic 
difficulties. They maintain that our country has got much scope for economic 
and agricultural development and efforts in these directions would raise the 
standard of life of our people appreciably. On close examination, however, 
this view also is found to be quite untenable. Want of sufficient capital and 
rich customers would prevent any material development of our industries. 
Similarly, insufficiency of fertile lands, rain-fall and manures stand in the 
way of any substantial increase in our agricultural production. Except in 
Assam, there is very little fertile land that has not yet been brought under 
cultivation. In Burma, there is even now sufficient suitable land awaiting 
cultivation and it was the figure of such land from that province that misled 
certain people into the belief that India has even yet sufficient fertile virgin 
land. In our province, 86-4 per cent, of the cultivable land has already been 
brought under the plough and it is doubtful whether even a fraction of 
the rest of the land is of any value. According to the Report of the Royal 
Commission on Indian Agriculture much of such land is worthless. A great 
portion of the agricultural land in our country has become barren through 
incessant cropping and want of sufficient manures.

Through the excessive growth of population, our country suffers from 
deficiency of forests and pasture-lands. In Canada 34-3 per cent, of 
cultivable land is .reserved for pasturage. This proportion is �1-5 in France. 
N 400�—18
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18-3 in Italy, 14-3 in Germany but in our country it is only 1-6. These figures 
will show to what strait our cattle is forced. Cast our glance in whatever 
direction we may come across mere skeletons of cattle. Though our 
people pride themselves upon their humanitarianism, they have, in their 
struggle for land, unjustly deprived the dumb creatures of much of their 
pasturage and brought it under tillage. Our agriculture, therefore, is suffering 
from insufficiency of useful cattle and organic manures like cow-dung, and 
hence it is very difficult to effect many appreciable improvements in it. Some 
persons point out the large produce per acre of rice in Japan and China 
and hold out the hope that there is scope for materially increasing our 
produce of that crop. There are grounds, however, to doubt the correctness 
of the figures of the production of rice in those countries. Count Karlo 
Sforra, former Minister for Foreign Affairs for Ttaly, contributed an article 
styled “The conflict between China and Japan ” to a recent number of the 
“  International Conciliation,” a monthly published from New York. It is 
stated therein that from 1900, there is an appreciable decrease in the rice 
production per acre in Japan. There is considerable evidence to show that 
figures about agriculture in Japan are not reliable. Besides this, notice also 
must be taken of the facts that Japan is blessed with plenty of timely 
and all-the-year round rainfall and abundance of manures due to her 
extensive forests and also with a climate ideally suited to her rice crops : 
combination of advantages rarely witnessed anywhere else. Although it may 
be admitted that self-rule may effect some betterment of the lot of our 
masses, no lasting and appreciable improvement in the economic condition 
of our people can be hoped for unless the growth of our population is 
deliberately checked. As has been already explained, with every opportunity 
afforded for its expansion, population begins to grow rapidly and thus 
nullifies all the advantages secured through great efforts. Hence, experience 
has made many scientists to hold the view that unless precaution is taken 
to regulate population growth by means of birth-control along with efforts 
to improve the economic condition of the people there cannot be any 
substantial and permanent rise in the standard of life of the masses.
The fact, that mere self-rule is powerless to effect an all-round improve-

ment in the condition of a people, is demonstrated to the hilt by the examples 
of many independent nations. Although, through various reasons, including 
a low birth-rate, the economic condition of the inhabitants of countries like 
England and America is superior to that obtaining in this country—poverty 
prevents many of our countrymen from obtaining a nourishing food—still it 
is far from satisfactory. Even there, many find it difficult to maintain 
a standard of life necessary for perfect health. According to President 
Roosevelt one-third of the inhabitants of America do not get sufficient 
nourishing food. One of the reasons for this is that even there birth-control 
is not practised to the extent to which it is necessary. There is plenty of 
fertile land per head in countries thrit are newly settled and hence the
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people there get more nourishing food than that obtained by persons in 
thickly populated nations. Here are the figures of consumption per head 
per annum in Australia and Italy :

�ustralia Italy
Milk and its products (gals.) 10� �3
Meat (lbs.) �0� 35
Fruit (lbs.) 104 40
Sugar (lbs.) 107 18
Wheat (lbs.) �97 351

Every article of food except wheat is consumed in far greater quantities in 
Australia than in Italy.
Out of the nations of the old world, countries like Holland that have 

their birth-rates much reduced through birth-control, are much happier 
than the rest.
In the Bombay Presidency, the amount of milk available per head per 

day is only one and a quarter “  tolas According to authorities on nutrition, 
every individual must get on an average at least one pint of milk per day.
The main object of the movement for birth-control is to bring about 

a state of things wherein every country will have its birth-rate suitably 
reduced so that it would thus be able to maintain its population decently 
with the aid of its own produce.
Some are under the impression that modern scientific discoveries have 

solved the problems of food for mankind and that it is only mal-distribution 
that is at the root of the present economic difficulties. Fair distribution of 
property would, in their opinion, bring about plenty everywhere. There is 
no doubt that in many places injustice prevails in the division of property 
and every impartial public worker must take all steps to secure justice for 
wronged persons in this respect. It is, however, necessary to remember that 
mere equal distribution will never be able to bring about a permanent and 
material amelioration of the condition of the masses unless growth of 
population is controlled by means of family-limitation.
Land being the chief source of all wealth, there cannot be plenty for all 

unless plenty of fertile land falls to the share of each individual. Agricultural 
experts like Sir Damiel Hall and Prof. East have pointed out that about 
two and a half acres of cultivable land are needed to support one individual 
on the western European standard. But in all old countries, people have to 
maintain themselves on land much less than this. In India, there is only three 
quarters of an acre of cultivable land for each individual and, as has been 
already pointed out, according to the opinion of the Royal Commission on 
Agriculture, much of the uncultivated land in this country is practically useless.
The view that the advent of chemical fertilisers has solved the problem 

of manures is also not a sound one. Artificial manures cannot be used at 

each and every place.
Rao Bahadur D. L. Sahastrabudhe, M.Ag., M.Sc., retired Agricultural 

H 40o �gq
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Chemist to the Government of Bombay, wrote in his article in “  Sahyadri ” 
for October 1936 as follows : —

“  Experience has shown that artificial manures cannot be utilised 
everywhere. Organic manures like cow-dung must accompany the use of 
chemical fertilisers. Otherwise, artificial manures do not prove to be 
congenial to the crops. Similarly the crop that is to be manured with 
chemical fertilisers must have plentiful supply of water to prevent an 
injury to it.
Besides this, it must be noted that the two chief fertilisers are nitrates 

and phosphates and neither is of much use without the other. The supply 
of phosphates, however, is very limited. Sir Federick Keeble says :

‘ Nearly all the soil of the world are famishing for phosphates. 
(Fertilisers and Food Production) (193�), p. ��1.
Professor Armstrong says :

‘ The solution of the nitrogen problem by Crookes has brought us 
nearer to destruction rather than saved us, by hastening the depletion of 
irreplaceable phosphatic stores.’ .”
Almost all places are suffering from inadequacy of forests and as a result 

thereof there is also a shortage of water and manures.
The present Congress Government are trying to uplift the masses of this 

Bombay Presidency (hear, hear). But all their efforts will go in vain if the 
population-problem is not tackled by means of birth-control.

�he Deputy Speaker: The Honourable Member may now bring his 

remarks to a close.
Mr. P. J. Rohani: Yes, Sir. Dr. Radhakamal Mukerjee has in his book, 

‘ Food Planning for 400 Millions ” , states :
“  Unless some check is placed upon population-growth, any other 

remedy tends to be only temporary, as in the latter country (China), for 
population will rapidly rise again to the maximum number of persons 
the land will support. As population outruns faster the educational 
facilities that may be provided, while the taxable capacity hardly increases, 
it is clear that the pressure of population cannot be viewed merely in 
relation to the food-supply. An expanding population makes readjustments 
more and more difficult. A rational family planning and education of the 
masses in birth-control, must be accepted as the most effective means of 
combating population-increase.”
Bombay is the gateway of India and this movement also entered this 

country through that very gate. It would be in the fitness of things, therefore, 
that it should also be nurtured in this very province. Few people get an 
opportunity for doing acts that would immortalize their names. Birth- 
control movement has afforded such an opportunity to our provincial 
government and it is hoped that they will  not let it slip but will fully utilize 
it to the benefit of themselves and the people.



�PPENDIX  11

�UESTIONS  ASKED BY Dr. B. R. AMBEDKAR  AND 
REPLIES GIVEN BY THE GOVERNMENT

Government Service: Selection Board

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Will Government be pleased to state—
(«) whether there is any selection board constituted for the purpose of 

selecting candidates applying for the vacancies in the Provincial and 
Subordinate Services of the Government of Bombay ;

(ft) if so, the names of the members who constitute that Board ?
The Honourable Sir Chunilal Mehta: No single Board exists for 

selecting candidates for the Provincial and Subordinate Services of the 
Government of Bombay. For certain of the Provincial Services selection 
committees have been constituted. �ppointments to the Subordinate Services 
arc made by the heads of offices under powers delegated to them or by the 
Local Government.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Will the Honourable Member state whether he 
can give the names of the members of the Committees constituted for the 
Provincial Services ? He says that for certain of the Provincial Services 

selection committees have been formed.
The Honourable Sir Chunilal Mehta: I am afraid I cannot carry the 

names of the members in my head. If the honourable member gives notice. 
1 shall supply the names. But I think there is not a fixed list of members 
of these committees; they change, I believe, every year or from time 
(o time.

(B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XIX, p. 325, dated 28th February 1927)

Acquisition and Improvement of Land for Village Sites

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I rise to a point of information. I do not 
exactly understand the object for which this amount is provided in the 
present budget. I should like to know from -rhe Honourable Member in- 
charge whether it is expended for the purposes of establishing new settle-
ments of villagers who are dissatisfied with their own village sites, or 
whether the amount is spent for providing amenities to the villagers, or 
for what purpose. There is certainly no information given cither in the
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Blue Book or the White Book to enable new members like myself under-
stand the exact purpose of this amount. I, therefore, hope that some 
enlightenment will be thrown on this subject.

(B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XIX, p. 4�1, dated 1st March 19�7)

Superintendents of Land Records

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Sir, I do not think that much argument need 
be wasted on this motion. The motion is based upon the ground that 
these superintendents who are provided in the budget at a cost of Rs. 35,800 
do work which ordinarily in the course of things can be done and discharged 
by the deputy collectors. The only answer to this argument is that the 
deputy collectors are not in a position to do this work. The reply given by 
the honourable member, the Settlement Commissioner, does not seem to 
me to touch on that aspect of the question. Nobody here in this House 
disputes that the work done by them is useful work necessary in the interest 
of society, but, Sir, the point and tire important point is whether such work 
cannot be done by deputy collectors. If the reply to that is in the affirmative, 
then Government has no case at all, and I should like Government to 
clear that point in order to enable new members like me to decide one way 
or the other.

(B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XIX, p. 453, dated 3rd March 19�7)

�eputy  Collectorship : Application of Mr. M. K- Jadhav

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Will  Government be pleased to state—
(i) Whether Mr. M. K. Jadhav, B.A. (Hons.), Bombay, applied for one of 

the three posts of Deputy Collector recently filled up by the Revenue 
Department of the Government of Bombay ?

(ii)  Whether they were aware that he belonged to the depressed classes ?
(iii)  The reasons why his application was rejected ?
Honourable Mr. J. L. Rieu: (i) Yes.
(ii)  Yes.
(iii)  Government regret that they are not prepared to state the reasons 

why Mr. Jadhav or any other individual candidate was not selected.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Did Government apply the rule of 50 per cent, 
reserved posts for depressed classes in Government service when filling up 
the appointments ?

1 m Honourable Mr. J. L. Rieu: The rule does not apply at all. It 
applies to clerical staff only.

Mr. W. S. Mukadam: Will  Government be pleased to give us the names 
of the candidates selected ?

The Honourable Mr. J. L. Rieu : The honourable member will find it 
from records.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Is the exclusion of Mr. Jadhav consistent with



�he policy of Governmen� of encouraging �he depressed classes ?
�he Honourable Mr. J. L. Rieu : I� is no� inconsis�en� wi�h i�.

(B.L.C. Deba�es, Vol. XIX, p. 545, da�ed 5�h March 1927)

�dmission  of Depressed Classes to Public Places

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Will Governmen� be pleased �o s�a�e wha� s�eps 
�hey have �aken �o carry in�o effec� Mr. Bole’s resolu�ion �o �hrow open 
�o �he depressed classes all public places in �his presidency ?
�he Honourable Sir Ghulam Hussain : A��en�ion is invi�ed �o �he Press 

No�e No. P-117, da�ed �he 29�h Sep�ember 1923 (copy below for ready 
reference) issued by �he Direc�or of Informa�ion.

Press Note No. P-117, dated the 29th September 1923

(Wi�h �he Complimen�s of �he Direc�or of Informa�ion, Bombay)

The  Untouchable  Classes

Government  and  Council  Resolujions

A� �he las� session of �he Bombay Legisla�ive Council, on �he mo�ion 
of Mr. S. K. Bole, a resolu�ion was passed recommending �ha� “  �he 
un�ouchable classes be allowed �o use all public wa�ering places, wells and 
dharamshalas which arc buil� and main�ained ou� of public funds or are 
adminis�ered by bodies appoin�ed by Governmen� or erec�ed by S�a�u�es 
as well as public schools, cour�s, offices and dispensaries.”
In pursuance of �his resolu�ion Governmen� have direc�ed �heir officers 

�o give effec� �o i� as far as i� rela�es �o �he public places and ins�i�u�ions 
belonging �o and main�ained by Governmen�. The Collec�ors have been 
reques�ed �o advise �he local public bodies �o consider �he desirabili�y of 
accep�ing �he recommenda�ion made in �he resolu�ion. The Bombay and 
Karachi Por� Trus�s, �he Bombay Ci�y Improvemen� Trus� and �he Munici-
pal Corpora�ion have also been reques�ed �o give effec� �o �he resolu�ion 
wi�h regard �o �he places under �heir con�rol.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Is �he honourable member aware �ha� �he depressed 
classes in several places are preven�ed from �aking advan�age of �he public 
places provided by �he public bodies, by �he ordinary villagers in �he 
villages ?
�he Honourable Sir Ghulam Hussain: No� �o my knowledge.

(B.L.C. Deba�es, Vol. XIX, p. 546, da�ed 5�h March 1927)

�ssistant Educational Inspector for Depressed Classes

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Will Governmen� be pleased �o s�a�e—
(i) Why Mr. G. G. Kamble was reduced from his pos� of Ex�ra Assis�an� 

Educa�ional Inspec�or for �he Depressed Classes ?
(ii)  Whe�her �he said pos� has been abolished ?
(iii)  If so, why ?
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�he Honourable Dewan Bahadur Harilal D. Desai: (i) Mr. Kamble
was reverted because he failed to justify his existence, there being no real 

improvement in the schools placed under his charge.
<ii) Yes.
(iii) The post was abolished because the control of primary schools having 

been transferred to the local authorities under the Bombay Primary Educa-

tion Act, 19�3, there was no longer any necessity for Government to 
continue to maintain it.

Dr. B. R. Anibedkar; Does not Government think it necessary that 
the benefit of a special assistant educational inspector should be extended 
to the depressed classes schools ?

�he Honourable Dewan Bahadur Harilal D. Desai: In the first instance, 
Government created the special post The schools have now been transferred 
to the local bodies, and if Government find it necessary to make such an 
appointment, they will consider the matter.

(B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XIX, p. 604, dated 7th March 19�7)

�udgments of Mr.  Fleming, City Magistrate

Dr. B. R. Anibedkar: Will Government be pleased to state—
(«) whether their attention has been drawn to the judgments delivered by 

Mr. Fleming, City Magistrate, Poona, in the two recent criminal cases 
(i) Emperor v. Baburao Fule and (ii) Emperor v. Javalkar and others in 
both of which the accused were charged under section 500 of the Indian 
Penal Code ;
(h) whether they are aware that Mr. Fleming has delivered contradictory 

judgments on a common point of law involved in both the cases, viz., 
whether the complainant is an aggrieved person within the meaning of 
section 198 of the Criminal Procedure Code ;
(c) whether they have called for an explanation from Mr. Fleming as to 

why he delivered such contradictory judgments;
(d) whether they propose to take any steps against Mr. Fleming in this 

connection ?
�he Honourable Mr. J. E. B. Hotson: (a) to (d) The remedies provided 

by the law are open to any person who considers himself aggrieved by 
a magistrate’s judgment. Government could not without gross impropriety 
express an opinion in this House on the points to which this question 
refers.

Mr. S. K. Bole: The answer is given only to (b) and not to (a), (c) 
or (d).

�he Honourable Mr. J. E. B. Hotson: The answer is to all four parts 
of the question.

Mr. S. K. Bole: The question in (a) is “  whether their attention is drawn 
to the judgments delivered by Mr. Fleming ” but there is no answer to that.



�he Honourable Mr. J. E. B. Hotson: I think, it is implied. The 
attention of Government has been drawn to them.
Mr. S. K. Bole: Again, in (h) the question is “ whether they are aware 

that Mr. Fleming has delivered contradictory judgments ” but there is no 
answer to that.
�he Honourable Mr. J. E. B. Hotson: Yes, the reply is there, 

“ Government could not without gross impropriety express an opinion in 
this House ” etc.
Mr. S. K. Bole: What is asked is whether they are aware.
�he Honourable the President: The word “ contradictory ” implies and 

asks for opinion, and therefore that reply.

(B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XIX, p. 1147, dated 16th March 1927)

�ssault  by Mulki  Patil on a Mahar (Chikhardi)

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Will Government be pleased to state—
(«) whether it is a fact that the Mulki Patil of the village Chikhardi in the 

Sholapur District committed an assault on Arjuna Lala Mahar for refusing 
to do his private work and fractured his skull;
(b) whether it is a fact that Arjuna is now being treated for his injury 

at the Civil Hospital, Barsi ;
(c) if so, what steps they have taken against the Patil ?
�he Honourable Mr. J. L. Rieu : The information has been called for.

(B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XIX, p. 1147, dated 16th March 1927)

Harassment of Mahars (Sholapur)

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Will Government be pleased to state—
(а) whether it is a fact that the Gaonkaris of the villages of (i) Ralerass, 

(ii) Pangaon, (iii) Pangri, (iv) Uple Dumala, (v) Ambegaon and (vi) Surdi in 
the District of Sholapur have been acting in conspiracy to stop the ryots and 
shop-keepers of their respective villages from having any dealings with the 
Mahars of their villages and have assaulted the Mahars of their villages 
and have in some cases outraged the modesty of the Mahar women and 
have gone to the length of throwing filth in the water-courses used by the 
Mahars because the Mahars in these villages have in their efforts at self
improvement given up the carrying of the carcasses of dead animals;

(б) what steps they propose to take to protect the Mahars from such 

tyranny.
�he  Honourable Mr. J. E. B. Hotson: The information is being obtained.

(B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XIX, p. 1298, dated 17th March 1927)

�ccident  on the Ulhas River

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Will Government be pleased to state—
(a) whether their attention has been drawn to the leading article published 

in the Pratiyogi, dated the 13th February 1926, and the extracts of statements
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of the people of Badlapur published in the �ratiyogi,  dated the 1�th  
June 19�6 ;
(b) if so. whether they still withhold the permission to prosecute as. 

asked for ?
The Honourable Sir Cowasji Jehangir: (a) Government have noticed

a summary of the article published in the �ratiyogi,  dated the 13th February 
19�6, but not the extracts of statements of the people of Badlapur published 

in the issue of the paper of 1�th June 19�6.
(b) Yes.

(B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XX, p. 759, dated �7th July 19�7)

Public Service: �epressed Classes

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Will  Government be pleased to give the following 
information regarding the strength of the depressed classes in the public 
service:—

District Department

Number of depressed 
classes employed

As peons On the staff

The Honourable Sir Chunilal Mehta: The information has been called 
for.

(B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XX, p. 847, dated �7th July 19�7)

Watandar Mahars: Remuneration

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Will  Government be pleased to give the following 
information for each village in the Presidency:—

Village
Total 

population

No. of 
officiating 
mahars

Total

Remuneration to officiating 
mahars estimated from all 

sources, in rupees

From From Government
inami Baluta salary
and

remunera-
tion

The Honourable Mr. J. L. Rieu: As the time and trouble involved in 
obtaining the information would be out of all proportions to its possible 
utility from the public point of view. Government regret that they are not 
prepared to collect it If the Honourable Member will  select a small number 
of typical villages for this enquiry, Government will consider whether it is 
practicable to supply the information he desires in regard to them.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: It is not a fact that the information asked for 

in this question is obtainable from the watan proceedings of every village ?
The Honourable Mr. J. L. Rieu: In any case I would call the honourable 

member’s attention to the fact that this question would have to be sent to
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every village in the Bombay Presidency. The labour and time involved in 
collecting this information would be enormous.

(B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XX, p. 1065, dated �7th July 19�7)

Officiating Watandar Mahars

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Will  Government be pleased to state—
(a) whether there are any rules governing the number of the officiating 

Watandar Mahars in the villages in the different parts of the presidency ?
(b) if so, whether they will publish them or refer to them ?
The Honourable Mr. J. L. Rieu : (a) and (b) There are no rules on

the subject. The appointment of officiating Watandar Mahars is governed 
by the provisions of section 64 of the Bombay Hereditary Offices Act.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Is the Honourable Member aware that discretion 
is left to the Collector under section 64 in exercise of which he can make 
rules regarding officiating Watandar Mahars ?

The Honourable Mr. J. L. Rieu : 1 am aware of that.
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Is the honourable member aware that in a certain 

village 16 Mahars are officiating as Watandars ?
The Honourable Mr. J. L. Rieu : If the honourable member gives notice 

1 will make enquiries.

(B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XX, p. 1�07, dated �7th July 19�7)

Bridge on the Lilias River at Badlapur

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar : Will  Government be pleased to state—
(a) whether the consideration of the question of constructing a low level 

causeway on the river Ulhas at Badlapur in the Thana District has not yet 
been finished ;

(b) whether the whole correspondence including the Commissioner’s and 
the Collector’s reports thereon would be placed on the Council Table ;

(c) whether they are aware that a high level bridge instead of a low 
level causeway is absolutely necessary ?

The Honourable Mr. J. L. Rieu: (a) No. But it is hoped that a conclu-
sion will soon be reached.

(b) Government are not prepared to place the correspondence on the 
table.

(c) No.
(B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XX, p. 147�, dated �7th July 19�7)

Forest Land for Cultivation : Grants to Depressed Classes

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Will Government be pleased to state—
(a) the total extent of forest land given for cultivation in each district 

of this Presidency in the years 19�3, 19�4, 19�5 and 19�6 ;
(b) how much of this was given to the Depressed Classes in each district 

in the years mentioned ?
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�he Honourable Mr. G. B. Pradhan : (a) and (b) A statement furnishing 
the required information is placed on the Council Table. The area shown 
in the statement is for each forest division of the Presidency.

Statement of forest land given out for cultivation 
during 1923, 1924, 1925 and 1926

Total extent of forest land given out for cultivation
Forest Division -»--------------------------------------—-— ------------------

19�3 19�4 19�5 19�6

�orthern  Circle Acres Acres ; Acres Acres

1 Punch Mahals 660 7,536 9

� Surat .. 1,175 1,15� 3,558

3 North Thana 191 171 5

4 West Thana 339 330 �95

5 East Thana �1,463 �,�37 �,810 3,733

6 West Nasik 3,080 43� 1,817 �56

7 East Nasik 8,493 �,714 �,100 �,48�

Central Circle

1 East Khandesh 186 401 1,756 1,87�

� North Khandesh .. 1,3�5 1,660 1,815

3 West Khandesh 90 51 �35 560

4 Poona 1 1 70 36

5 Ahmednagar 4,�54 55 86 88

6 Satara 3,516 �5� 473 �85

Southern Circle

1 Northern Division, Kanara �� 7

� Eastern Division, Kanara 105 137 33 7

3 Southern Division, Kanara �6 40 31 37

4 Western Division, Kanara 133 70 59 5

5 Central Division, Kanara 13 6 1

6 Belgaum 668 719 �,006 �,717

7 Dharwar 346 �5 154 13�

Sind Circle

1 Sukkur 1,841 �,577 1,330 1,888

� Shikapur 1,399 1,�56 1,066 9�8

3 Larkana 4,3�1 3,143 4,838 5,300

4 Hyderabad 549 1,78� �,071 �,396

5 Karachi 9� 1,093 1,789 3,084
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�tatement of forest land given out for cultivation 
during 1923, 1924, 1925 and 1926—contd.

Forest Division
Land given to the Depressed Classes

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

I
■>

3

4
5

6

7

1
2

3

4
5

285

Remarks
1923 1924 1925 1926

Northern Circle Acres Acres Acres Acres

Ranch Mahals 227 1,446 9

Surat 1,175 1,152 3,558

North Thana 191 171 5

West Thana 339 330 295

East Thana . 21,463 2,237 2.810 3,733

West Nasik .. 2,927 411 1,727 243

East Nasik . . 8.493 2,714 2,100 2.482

Central Circle

East Khandesh 30 91 101

North Khandesh 1,325 1.660 1,815

West Khandesh 40 37 90 340

Poona

Ahmednagar 55

Satara

�outhern Circle

Northern Division, Kanara No applications
Eastern Division, Kanara were received from 

persons of Depres
sed Classes during 

these years.
Southern Division, Kanara 20 38 28 3J5

Western Division, Kanara No applications

Central Division. Kanara were received from 

persons of Depres

sed Classes during 

these years.

Belgauni 45 104 23 664

Dharwar Do.

�ind  Cir

Sukkur
Shikapur 

Larkana 
Hyderabad 

Karachi

There are no 

Depressed Classes 
in Sind who do 

agricultural work.

(R.I .C. Debates. Vol. XX. pp. 1472-74. dated 27th July 1927)



�obacco Licence

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�Will �Government�be�pleased�to�state—
(«)�whether�one�Narayan�Sakharam�had�applied�to�the�Superintendent�of�

Excise,�Tobacco�Department,�for�licence�to�sell�tobacco�;
(b)� whether�his�application�was�refused�although�the�applicant�was�

a�military�pensioner�and�was�recommended�for�licence�by�the�Officer�
Commanding�the�117th�Rajputs;

(c)� the�reasons�why�his�application�was�refused�;
(</)�whether�the�application�was�refused�on�account�of�the�fact�that�(he�

applicant�belonged�to1�the�depressed�classes�;
(e)�whether�they�make�any�caste�discrimination�in�the�matter�of�issuing�

licences�?
The Honourable Mr. J. L. Rieu :�(n)�Yes.
(b)� Yes.
(c)� Tobacco�licences�are�only�granted�to�persons�in�really�indigent�

circumstances�who�are�unable�to�earn�a�livelihood�by�any�other�means.�
The�person�referred�to�by�the�honourable�member�was�reported�to�be�quite�
fit�to�earn�his�livelihood�in�other�ways.�He�was�therefore�refused�a�licence.

(d)� No.
(e)� No.
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�Is�this�in�accordance�with�the�rules�laid�down�

by�the�department�in�the�matter�of�tobacco�licences�?
The Honourable Mr. J. L. Rieu :�I�do�not�think�that�there�are�any�

specific�rules�on�the�subject,�but�that�is�the�practice.
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�May�I�know�whether�this�particular�question�

refers to�(he�honourable�member’s�department�or�to�the�department�under�
the Excise�Minister?

The Honourable Mr. J. L. Rieu:�This�refers�to�the�Revenue�Department.�
Tobacco�licences�are�given�out�by�the�Collector�of�Bombay.

(B.I..C.�Debates,�Vol.�XXI.�p.�57.�elated�29th�September�1927)

Forest Lands, Nasik : Applications of Mahars

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�Will �Government�be�pleased�to�state—
(<?)�whether�they�are�aware�that�the�Mahars�of�the�village�of�Pimplad�in�

taluka�Nasik�had�applied�to�the�Collector�for�forest�land�;
(b)� whether�they�had�asked�for�survey�number�220�in�the�village�of�

Pimplad�;
(c)� whether,�that�being�refused,�they�had�asked�for�survey�number�202�in�

the�village�of�Rajur-Babula�;
(J)�whether,�that�being�refused�they�had�asked�for�survey�number�71�in�

the�village�of�Rajur-Babula�;
(e)� whether�it�is�a�fact�that�even�this�last�application�has�been�rejected�;
(f)� the�reasons�for�this�persistent�refusal�to�consider�favourably�the�

applications�of�these�Mahars�?
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�he Honourable Mr. G. B. Pradhan: (a), (b), (c), (J) and (e) Yes, as it 
had already been granted to another individual.

(2) Survey No. 202 of Rajur is pasture forest incharge of the Revenue 
Department. It is sold annually for grazing to the villagers, and it cannot be 
granted for any other purpose, as the remaining grazing area available in 
the village is not sufficient for their requirements.

(3) For the same reason Survey No. 71 of Rajur-Babula which is assigned 
for Kuran (grazing ground) could not be granted to the Mahars.

I may add that 11 survey numbers of Pimplad and Rajur-Babula 
comprising of nearly 200 acres of land were the only lands available for 
being given out for cultivation. They were therefore put to sale at an upset 
price 12 times the assessment and it was ordered that none but the Mahars, 
Bhils and Kolis should bid. The condition was imposed specially to exclude 
unfair competition by moneyed people. The papers of the sales recently 
sanctioned show that two Kolis and three Mahars of Pimplad and one Koli 
and three Mahars of Rajur-Babula are the purchasers.

(B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XXI, p. 219, dated 1st October 1927)

Grazing Grounds, Thana District

Dr. P. G. Solanki on behalf of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Will Government 
be pleased to state—

(а) whether their attention has been drawn to the information published 
on pages 372 and 417 of the Vividha Jnana Vistar of the year 1926 ;

(ft) if so, whether they intend to take steps to order such varkas or grass 
lands to be free from assessment;

(c) whether they intend to let open the forest lands of the village of 
Badlapur in the Thana District for agricultural and grazing purposes as the 
income from those forest lands is comparatively very small ?

�he  Honourable Mr. J. L. Rieu : (a) Only when the Honourable Member
gave notice of this question.

(б) No.
(c) No.

(B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XXI, pp. 269-70, dated 1st October 1927)

Forest Lands for Depressed Classes

Dr. P. G. Solanki on behalf of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Will Government 
be pleased to state—

(a) whether they are aware of the enormous extent of unemployment 
prevailing among the depressed classes ;

(b) whether in view of the fact that many occupations are closed to the 
depressed classes owing to the system of untouchability, they intend to 
consider the question of forming settlements of the depressed classes 
wherever tracts of forests lands are available as has been done by the 
Mysore Government;
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(c) whether they intend to give preferential treatment to applicants from 
the depressed classes for forest lands ?

�he Honourable Mr. G. B. Pradhan : (a) No.
(b) Such settlements have already been formed in the three Khandesh 

Divisions, and the feasibility of forming further settlements will  be considered 
if applications are made and suitable lands in forests are available.

(c) Application from depressed classes for forest lands will be favourably 
considered, but no promise of preferential treatment can be held out.

(B.I ,C. Debates, Vol. XXI, pp. �69-70, dated 1st October 19�7)

�eccan  Agriculturists ’ Relief Act : Repeal

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Will  Government be pleased to state—
(ti) whether it is a fact that they are contemplating the introduction of 

a bill to repeal the Deccan Agriculturists’ Relief Act;
(b) if so, whether they have ascertained the views of the agricultural 

population whose interests are bound to be affected by such a step ;
(c) whether they are aware that the Royal Commission on Agriculture has 

expressed the opinion that the operation of the Usurious Loans Act, 1918. 
lias not been successful ?

�he  Honourable Mr. J. R. Martin: (a) and (b) The question of amending 
or repealing the Deccan Agriculturists’ Relief Act has been postponed 
till the question of legislation in connection with agricultural indebtedness 
recommended by the Royal Agricultural Commission can be taken up as 
a whole.

(c) Yes.

(B.I C. Debates, Vol. XXIV, p. �87, dated �9th Sepiember 19�8)

Government Servants : Salaries and Pensions

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Will Government be pleased to stale the total 
amount they paid out in 19�7-�8  (or any other year previous to it for which 
figures are available)—

(/') as salaries to their permanent servant in the subordinate and clerical 
services ;

(zz) as pensions to servants who were in their subordinate and clerical 
services ?

�he  Honourable Mr. G. B. Pradhan : (i) Figures of the cost of permanent 
and temporary establishments are not separately available. The total amount 
expended by the Provincial Government during 19�5-�6  on the salaries of 
their subordinate establishments was Rs. �96 lakhs excluding the cost 
(amounting to about Rs. �5 lakhs) of the menial establishments.

(zz) Government regret that they are unable to furnish the information 
asked for as separate figures for different classes of establishments are not 
readily available.

(B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XXIV. p. �87. dated �9tb September 19�8)



�overnment  Servants: Starting Pay of �raduates

Dr. P. G. Solanki on behalf of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Will Government 
be pleased to state—

(a) whether it is a fact that Mr. S. K. Bole had put a question in the 
Council asking for information about the starting pay of Graduates in the 
City of Bombay ;

(6) whether it is a fact that Government replied that Graduates were 
started on Rs. 90 except those serving in the Lower Grade in those offices, 
where the establishments are divided into “ Upper and Lower Grades,” and 
that Government issued Government Resolution, Finance Department, 
No. 1140, dated 25th March 1925 directing the Heads of Departments 
accordingly ;

(c) whether it is a fact that inspite of the abovementioned Government 
Resolution directing the Heads of Departments to start Graduates on 
Rs. 90 in the City of Bombay, the Collector of Bombay starts Graduates on 
Rs. 60 only in the departments under him, even though there are no UppeT 
and Lower Grades in those departments ;

(d) whether Government are aware that Graduates start on Rs. 70 in the 
mofussil ?

The Honourable Mr. G. B. Pradhan: (a) Yes.
(b) Government replied that all Heads of Offices in Bombay were 

authorised to pay an initial salary of Rs. 90 to all graduates except those 
in the Lower Division in those offices in which the establishment is divided into 
Upper and Lower Divisions. Orders to the above effect were issued in Govern
ment Resolution, Finance Department, No. 1140, dated 25th March 1925.

(c) Under the orders referred to by the Honourable Member Government 
have authorised their Heads of Offices to start graduates, except those in 
the Lower Division in those offices in which the establishment is divided 
into Upper and Lower Divisions, on an initial pay of Rs. 90 per mensem 
in the revised time scale. According to the above orders the Collector of 
Bombay gives an initial pay of Rs. 90 per mensem to a graduate where he 
thinks that a graduate clerk is absolutely necessary whereas in other cases 
graduates are given rates of pay ranging from Rs. 60 to Rs. 90 according 
to the importance of the work assigned to them.

(<7) Yes.

(B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XXV, p. 685, dated 28th February 1929)

Land Acquisition : Mulshi Dam

Dr. P. G. Solanki on behalf of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Will Government 
be pleased to state—

(а) whether the lands of the Mahars of Mohari and Wadgaon, taluka 
Haveli, district Poona, were acquired by Government on account of the 
Mulshi dam ;

(б) the rates at which the lands were acquired ;
N 4002—19



�c) whether the�price�of�the�lands�was�paid�to�the�Mahars�of�these�
villages�?
The Honourable Mr. J. L. Rieu: �a)�Yes.
(6)�Rs.�50�per�acre�for�Jirait�land�and�Rs.�550�per�acre�for�Gadi�(rice)�

lands.
(c)�The�lands�being�service�inam,�the�sums�awarded�were�credited�to�

Government�and�an�annual�cash�allowance�calculated�at�5�per�cent,�of�the�
total�amount�of�the�compensation�was�sanctioned�for�the�watandar�Mahars.

(B.L.C.�Debates,�Vol.�XXV,�p.�767,�dated�1st�March�1927)

�rants-in-aid  to Local Boards

Dr. P. G. Solanki on behalf of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�Will�Government�
be�pleased�to�state—
(a)� whether�it�is�a�fact�that�the�question�of�grants�to�Local�Boards�has�

been�kept�pending�for�nearly�3�years�by�the�Director�of�Public�Instruction�;
(b)� if�so,�who�is�responsible�for�the�delay;
(c)� what�steps,�if�any,�Government�propose�to�take�in�the�matter�?
The Honourable Moulvi Rafiuddin Ahmed: �a)�If�the�honourable�

member�refers�to�grants�by�Government�on�account�of�primary�education�
the�provisional�grants�made�yearly�to�district�local�boards�or�local�authorities�
are�often�in�excess�of�the�actual�amount�shown�to�be�due�after�audit.�The�
final�adjustment�of�these�yearly�grants�are�made�later�when�audit�objections�
have�been�met.
(b)� Does�not�arise.
(c)� No�alteration�of�the�existing�procedure�is�contemplated.

(B.L.C.�Debates,�Vol.�XXV,�p.�1092,�dated�7th�March�1929)

Bombay Municipal Corporation—Morland Road

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�Will �Government�be�pleased�to�state-
fa)�whether�it�is�a�fact�that�the�Bombay�Municipal�Corporation�has�not�

completely�re-constructed�Morland�Road�even�once�during�the�last�15�years,�
and, if�so,�the�reasons�therefor;
(b)� whether�Government�intend�to�take�any�steps�in�the�matter�;
�c) whether it is a fact that the matter was represented to the Police�

Authorities�and�to�the�Municipal�Corporation�through�representations�and�
in�the�Press�?
The Honourable Dewan Bahadur Harilal D. Desai: �a)�It�is�not�a�fact

that�the�road�has�not�been�repaired�during�the�last�15�years.�During�the�
period�1914�to�1921�the�whole�road�was�repaired�regularly�and�in�
1920-21�the�entire�length�was�repaired�and�the�surface�dressed�with�a�pafnt�
coat�of�tar�at�a�cost�of�Rs.�11,640-15-3.�Since�1922�substantial�repairs�have�
not�been�carried�out,�but�extensive�patching�of�the�road�surface�has�been�
frequently�done.�The�Corporation�has�given�its�consent�to�the�re-construction�
of�the�road�with�sheet�asphalt�on�cement�concrete�foundations�and�the�work�
will�be�taken�in�hand�in�due�course.
(b)�No.
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(c) Complaints have been made to the Corporation.

(B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XXV, p. 1092, dated 7th March 1929)

Secondary Schools : Grants-in-aid

�r.  P. G. Solanki for �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Will Government be pleased 
to state—

(а) the reasons why the question of reorganising the basis of assessing 
annual grants to Secondary Schools was not considered last year;

(б) whether there are any schools in the Presidency that have deserved 
special consideration from Government in point of receiving regular grants- 
in-aid ;

(c) whether in assessing grants to Secondary Schools the Director of Public 
Instruction is invariably guided by the inspection reports of the Educational 
Inspectors ? If not, what is generally his standard of distributing annual 
grants to Secondary Schools ;

(d) whether the Educational Department observe, in order to maintain 
the departmental standard of efficiency, some basis on which the aided 
Schools are expected to spend per capita annually, and the Government on 
the other hand are expected to share the corresponding cost ? If so, what is 
the minimum ratio between the cost to the Government and the institution 
according to the basis ;

(e) the minimum number of years after which a Secondary School is given 
registration by the Education Department;

(f) the number of Secondary Schools of over 5 years’ standing that have 
not yet been permanently registered for grant-in-aid ?

The Honourable Moulvi Rafiuddin Ahmed: (a) Government were 
generally satisfied that the basis on which grants to Secondary Schools are 
assessed is sound.

(fi) Yes.
(c) Grants are assessed according to the principles laid down in the Grant- 

in-aid Code. In framing his estimate of the extent to which a particular 
school satisfies the requirements of the Grant-in-aid Code, the Director of 
Public Instruction is invariably guided by the reports of the Inspecting staff. 
The question in the latter portion does not therefore arise.

(d) No definite standard of expenditure per capita is observed in assessing 
expenditure for grant. The system laid down in the Grant-in-aid Code 
provides for grants at the rate of one-third of the admitted expenditure being 
given to all schools which satisfy the requirements, subject to the funds 
allotted for the purpose permitting.

(e) No minimum number of years is prescribed. Owing to lack of funds 
the registration of additional schools has been suspended.

(/) About 110 schools.
(B.L.C. Debates, Vol. XXVIII, pp. 585-86, dated 27th February 1980)

� * *



�PPENDIX  III

�NIVERSITY  REFORMS COMMITTEE
(Refer Chapter 7, page 48)

QUESTIONN�IRE

Of  University  Reform  in  Bombay  Presidency

(The Bombay Government appointed a Committee to look into the 
problem of reform of the Bombay University. This Committee consisted 
of 13 members with Sir Chimanlal H. Setalvad, Kt. as its Chairman. 
Dr. �mbedkar was not a member of this committee but he was one of the 
321 persons to whom the committee sent its questionnaire of 54 questions. 
Dr. �mbedkar replied only some of the questions which he considered worth 
replying. The questions replied by Dr. �mbedkar are alone reproduced here 
to be followed by his evidence.—�ditor.)

1. What in your opinion should be the aim and function of University 
education in the Bombay Presidency ? Do you consider that the existing 
system of University education in this Presidency affords the young Indians 
of this Presidency adequate opportunities of attaining this aim ? If not, in 
what main respects do you consider the existing system deficient ?

2. Do you consider that the defects pointed out by you mainly lie in or 
spring from (a) the spirit and methods of instructor or pupil; (b) the 
conditions of education, antecedent to the students’ entrance of the 
University; or (c) the administrative or educational machinery of the 
University ?

3. How far in your opinion has the University promoted knowledge of, 
and mutual interest in and sympathy for, the history and culture of the 
different communities in this Presidency ? Can you suggest means by which 
this can be further promoted ?

II. Secondary and Intermediate Education

(Questions 4-7)

4. Do you consider the training and attainments of students coming out 
of our High Schools sufficient preparation for entering upon University

*  Report of the Committee on University Reform appointed by Government, L925-26, 
pp. 226-31.
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education ? If you consider this preparation inadequate, have you any 
suggestions for the improvement of the present conditions ?
5. Do you consider the creation in this Presidency of (a) a new set of 

institutions in intermediate between High Schools and University ; (b) a new 
Board of Secondary and Intermediate Education such as was proposed by 
the Calcutta University Commission necessary or desirable ? If so, how 
should such institutions and such a Board be constituted and financed ?
6. If you consider intermediate institutions, with or without an Inter-

mediate Board, unnecessary or undesirable, how without them could the 
level, range and effectiveness of existing High School education in this 
Presidency be improved ?
7. How may the University best secure the maintenance of efficiency in 

the institutions that send students to it for admission ?

III. Functions of the University of Bombay

(Questions 8-�4)

(a) �eaching (Questions 8-13)
8. In what directions is it necessary and practicable as well as advisable, 

in your judgment, to extend the function of the University of Bombay so as 
to make it predominantly a teaching University ?
9. Do you consider that the University should, in addition to post-

graduate teaching take any direct part in under-graduate teaching ? If so, 
how would you reconcile and co-ordinate the teaching functions of the 
University with those of the existing teaching institutions ?
10. If you do not consider the University should take any direct part in 

under-graduate teaching, how by proper co-ordination would you utilise to 
the best advantage the existing facilities for under-graduate study ?

IV. Additional University in Bombay Presidency

(Questions �5-30)

�5. Is it desirable to constitute any additional Universities within the 
Bombay Presidency ?. What Centres of higher education in the Presidency 
do you consider—

(a) ripe for immediate expansion into Universities,
(b) likely to be ripe in the near future, and on what grounds ?

�8. How would the institution of additional Universities affect the existing 
University of Bombay ? How would you secure co-operation, co-ordination, 
and reciprocity between the University of Bombay and the new University ? 
What arrangement do you suggest for the period of transition ?

VII. Constitution

(Questions 36-40)

36. What defects do you find in the constitutional machinery of the 
University of Bombay ?
37. What should be the strength, composition, duration of office, method
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�f  c�nstituting and p�wers and functi�ns �f  the Senate ? Wh�,  if any, sh�uld 
be �x-officio, life, and n�minated members �f  the Senate ? H�w  d�es y�ur  
meth�d �f  c�nstituting the Senate secure the representati�n �f  all interests 
and c�mmunities ?
38. D�  y�u  c�nsider that it is necessary �r  desirable t�  decentralise the 

p�wers and functi�ns hithert� exercised by the Syndicate �f  the B�mbay 
University ? If s�, what p�wers �r  functi�ns w�uld y�u rem�ve fr�m  the 
Syndicate and t�  what new �r  existing b�dies �f  the University w�uld  y�u  
assign them ? H�w  sh�uld the Syndicate s� re�rganised and any new b�dies 
y�u  may pr�p�se be c�mp�sed ?
39. What functi�ns and p�wers w�uld y�u assign t�  the Faculties and 

B�ards �f  Studies ? H�w  sh�uld these b�dies be c�nstituted and app�inted ?

III. Functions of the University of Bombay

(Questi�ns 8-24)

(c) Pr�scribing Cours�s and Examining (Questi�ns 16-19)
16. H�w  in y�ur  �pini�n  has the University been discharging the functi�ns 

�f  (a) c�nducting examinati�ns, (6) prescribing c�urses �f  study, and
(c) app�inting text-b��ks  ? W�uld  y�u suggest any m�dificati�ns in the 
exercise �f  these functi�ns ?
17. H�w  far can University examinati�ns be pr�fitably  replaced �r  supple-

mented by �ther means �f  testing pr�ficiency, intelligence and c�mpetence ?
18. On what branches �f  study sh�uld the B�mbay University undertake 

the teaching immediately and in the near future ?
19. In c�nsidering the extensi�n �f  the teaching functi�ns �f  the University 

�f  B�mbay and bearing in mind the special requirements �f  the pe�ple �f  
B�mbay, w�uld  y�u  suggest the instituti�n  �f  any m�re faculties e.g. �f  Fine 
Arts �r  Techn�l�gy  s�  as t�  make the sc�pe �f  the University br�ader, m�re 

liberal and m�re c�mprehensive ?
(d) Post-Graduat� Cours�s and D�gr��s  (Questi�ns 20-21)
20. When the B�mbay University further devel�ps its-teaching functi�ns, 

what sh�uld be the durati�n �f  studies f�r  p�st-graduate degrees ? H�w  w�uld  
y�u  award such degrees, whether by examinati�n, thesis, �riginal  research 
�r  a c�mbinati�n  �f  �ne �r  m�re �f  these ?
21. D�  y�u  wish t�  institute any new degrees honoris causa and, if s�, �n  

what gr�unds w�uld  y�u  have them awarded ?
(e) Promoting R�s�arch (Questi�ns 22-23)
22. H�w  can the University best enc�urage and guide independent 

investigati�n �f  Indian and especially B�mbay’s pr�blems, whether hist�rical, 
ec�n�mic, s�ci�l�gical,  industrial, �r  �ther ?
23. Is there any need f�r  the creati�n �f  a University Press and Publica-

ti�n  Department ? H�w  might such Department be �rganised and financed ? 
(/) Appointing Univ�rsity T�ach�rs (Questi�n 24)
24. In a B�mbay Teaching University what sh�uld be the meth�d �f
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selecting and appointing University Professors, Readers, Lecturers etc. ? What 
qualifications are requisite in them ? What range of salaries do they require ? 
What should be the conditions regulating their appointment and tenure of 
office ?

IV.  Additional Universities in Bombay Presidency

(Questions �5-30)

30. What principles or policy should be followed by �a) the Bombay 
University, �b) any new University within this Presidency in permitting the 
opening of any new College or Institution, constituent or affiliated ?

V. Relation of the University and the Public

(Questions 31-34)

31. How far do you consider the curricula of the Bombay University 
satisfy the needs of Agricultural, Industrial, Professional and Public-life in 
the Presidency, and especially in the City of Bombay ?

3�.  Can you suggest method of promoting cordial relation and 
co-operation between the University and other public bodies whether 
industrial, commercial, professional, municipal or Government ?

33. What pleasures should be taken to bring the University and its 
working into closer relation with the industrial and commercial life and 
interests of the City ?
34. What should be the extent and purpose of the University’s contribution 

to the education of the adult non-collegiate population ? How should the 
University organise extension lectures, vacation terms and other measures to 
this end ?

VI.  Relation of University and Government

(Question 35)

35. What should be the relation of the Government of India and of the 
Government of Bombay to the University of Bombay and to any new 
Universities that may be created ? What modifications, if any, do you think 
necessary in the existing powers of the Chancellor and of Government to 
control University finance, legislation, appointments of University Officers 
and Teachers and membership of University bodies ? What should be the 
relation, if any, of the Director of Public Instruction and the Minister in 
charge of Education to the University ?

VIII.  Curricula

(Questions 41-44)

41. Are you generally satisfied with the subject and curricula at present 
prescribed for the various University Examinations ? If not, can you 
indicate the changes you desire ?
4�.  Are you in favour of establishing («) an absolute or (h) a greater 

differentiation of the pass and honours courses ? How would such differentia-
tion affect the Colleges and Students ?
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43. Would you approve of an absolute exclusion of science from the Arts 
Courses ? Do you approve of the present dissociation of Literature and Arts 
from the study of science ?

44. Do you consider the existing courses for the Bachelor’s and Master’s 
degree provide a sufficient variety of options and satisfactory combinations 
and correlations of Courses of Study ?

IX. Use of the Vernacular

(Questions 45-46)

45. To what stage and to what extent do you consider the vernacular 
can and should be used to replace English as the medium of instruction and 
examination (a) in Bombay, (/?) in any newly constituted University ? What 
safeguards do you suggest to secure that the standard of English required 
by students does not suffer from such replacement ?

46. What do you consider the best method of promoting the scientific 
study of the Vernaculars of this Presidency and for encouraging the produc
tion of good vernacular literature of all kinds ?

XIII.  Special Communities

(Question 52)

52. Do you consider any special measures arc required for the promotion 
of University education in any particular community ?

♦WRITTEN EVIDENCE BY Dr. B. R. AMBEDKAR

Question 1 : 1 agree with the Inspectors of the Board of Education in
England that the aim and functions of University Education should be to 
see that the teaching carried on there is suited to adults ; that it is scientific, 
detached and impartial in character ; that it aims not so much at filling the 
mind of the student with fact or theories as at calling forth his own 
individuality, and stimulating him to mental effort; that it accustoms him 
to the critical study of the leading authorities, with perhaps, occasional 
reference to first hand sources of information, and that it implants in his 
mind a standard of thoroughness, and gives him a sense of the difficulty as 
well as the value of reaching at truth. The student so trained should learn 
to distinguish between what may fairly be called matter of fact and what 
is certainly mere matter of opinion. He should be accustomed to distinguish 
issues, and to look at separate questions each on its own merits and without 
an eye to their bearing on some 'cherished theory. He should learn to state 
fairly, and even sympathetically, the position of those to whose practical 
conclusions he is most stoutly opposed. He should become able to examine 
a suggested idea, and see what comes of it, before accepting it or rejecting 
it. Without necessarily becoming an original student he should gain an 
insight into the conditions under which original research is carried on. He

♦University Reforms Committee—Written Evidence No. 103, pp. 1-17, dated 15th 
August 1924.



�hould be able to weigh evidence, to follow and critici�e argument and put 
hi� own value on authoritie�.
I �ee no rea�on why the aim and function� of the Univer�ity Education in 

the Bombay Pre�idency �hould be different. Judged by the quality of the 
�tudent� it turn� out it mu�t be �aid that the exi�ting �y�tem of Univer�ity 
Education in thi� Pre�idency ha� totally failed to realize the aim and 
function� of Univer�ity Education.

�uestion  2 : It i�  po��ible that thi� failure �pring� partly from the �pirit  

and method� of the in�tructor, partly of the pupil� and partly from the 
condition� of education antecedent to the �tudent�’ entrance to the Univer�ity. 
In my opinion, however, the failure �pring� mainly from the admini�trative 
and educational machinery of the Univer�ity. Before a Univer�ity can be in 
a po�ition to fulfil  the aim� and function� of Univer�ity Education it mu�t 
be �o organized that it become� e��entially a place of learning, where 
a Corporation of Scholar� labour in comrade�hip for the training of men and 
the advancement and diffu�ion of knowledge. In the light of the�e remark� it 
will be obviou� that the Bombay Univer�ity in the fir�t  place i� no true 
Univer�ity. It i� not a Corporation of Scholar�. It doe� not undertake the 
training of men and it i� not directly intere�ted in the advancement and 
diffu�ion of knowledge. On the other hand, the Bombay Univer�ity in re�pect 
of it�  admini�tration and educational machinery i� what a Univer�ity ought 
not to be. It i� a Corporation of Admini�trator�. It i� only concerned with 
the examination of candidate� while the advancement and diffu�ion of 
knowledge i�  out�ide the ambit of it�  intere�t�.

�uestion  3 : The Univer�ity of Bombay ha� not promoted knowledge of 
and mutual intere�t in and �ympathy for the hi�tory and culture of the 
different communitie� in thi� Pre�idency. A purely examining Univer�ity that 
doe� not concern it�elf  with inculcating the love of learning cannot achieve 
thi� object. And it �eem� to me that the only way of �ucce�� along thi� line 
i� fir�t  of all to convert the Univer�ity into a Teaching Univer�ity.

�uestions  4-7 : 1 do not feel I am competent to an�wer the�e que�tion� 
�ati�factorily. I agree that a great deal depend� upon what kind of “  �tuff  ”  
the Univer�ity get� from the high �chool�. How to get the right kind of �tuff  
i� a problem with every Univer�ity. But I cannot under�tand why 
a Univer�ity �hould be required to enter upon the control of high �chool� in 
order to compel them to produce the required kind of �tuff. I know of no 
Univer�ity that ha� undertaken thi� re�pon�ibility. All that the Univer�itie�  
do i�  to hold their own entrance examination whereby they �elect the kind 
of �tuff  they want by their te�t paper�. I do not �ee why the Bombay 
Univer�ity �hould be called upon to do more.

�uestions  8-10 : There are in my opinion two di�tinct problem� that mu�t 
ari�e in any attempt that may be made for converting the Univer�ity of 
Bombay into a Teaching Univer�ity. They are (i) how to convert it into 
a Teaching Univer�ity and �ii) how to organize it� teaching. With the fir�t
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problem I will deal when I come to questions 36-40. Here I will deal with 
the second problem. In the Incorporation Act of 1857 no provision was made 
for allowing the University to undertake teaching functions. The Act of 
1904 for the first time described the University as being incorporated for the 
purpose (among others) of “  making provision for the instruction of 
students ” , a phrase which might seem to have been intended to include 
undergraduates in putting into practice this clause all the older Universities 
have followed the University Commission which recommended that the 
Universities might justify their existence as teaching bodies by making 
further provision for advanced courses of study. As a result of this we find 
today that the undergraduate teaching has been separated from the post-
graduate teaching, the former being taken up by the University and the latter 

left to the colleges.
I am totally opposed to any such sharp division between post-graduate 

and undergraduate training. My reasons are as follows : —
(1) The separation of post-graduate work from undergraduate work means 

the separation of teaching from research. But it is obvious that that where 
research is divorced from teaching research must suffer. As has been well 
observed by the Commissioners of 1911 on University Education in London.
“ 69. Teaching will, of course, predominate in the earlier work, and 

research will  predominate in the advance work ; but it is in the best interests 
of the University that the most distinguished of its professors should take 
part in the teaching of the undergraduates from the beginning of their 
University career. It is only by coming into contact with the junior students 
that a teacher can direct their minds to his own conception of his subject, 
and train them in his own methods and hence obtain the double advantage 
of selecting the best men for research, and getting the best work out of them. 
Again it is the personal influence of the man doing original work in his 
subject which inspires belief in it, awakens enthusiasm, gains disciples. His 
personality is the selective power by which those who are fittest for his 
special work are voluntarily enlisted in its services and his individual 
influence is reproduced and extended by the spirit which actuates his staff. 
Neither is it the few alone who gain ; all honest students gain inestimably 
from association with teachers who show them something of the working of 
the thought of independent and original minds. ‘ Any one says Helmholtz, 
‘who has once come into contact with one or more men of the first rank 
must have had his whole mental standard altered for the rest of his life 
Lectures have not lost their use and books can never fully take the place of 
the living spoken word. Still less can they take the place of the more 
intimate teaching in laboratory and seminar, which ought not to be beyond 
the range of the ordinary course of a university .education, and in which 
the student learns, not only conclusions and the, reasons supporting them, 
all of which he might get from books but the actual process of developing 
thought, the working of the highly trained and original mind.”



�  70. If it is thus to be desired that the highest university teachers should 
take their part in undergraduate work and that their spirit dominate it all, 
it follows for the same reasons that they should not be deprived of the best 
of their students when they reach the stage of post-graduate work. This 
work should not be separated from the rest of the work of the University, 
and conducted by different teachers in separate institutions. As far as the 
teacher is concerned it' is necessary that he should have post-graduate 
students under him. He must be doing original work himself, and he often 
obtains material assistance from the co-operation of advanced students. Their 
very difficulties are full of suggestions, and their faith and enthusiasm are 
a pay source of refreshment and strength. He escapes the flagging spirit and 
and the moods of lethargy which are apt to overtake the solitary worker. 
There can be no question of a higher class of teachers than the professors of 
the University, or the whole position of the University will be degraded. On 
the other hand, a university teacher of the highest rank will  naturally desire 
to have as his post-graduate students those students whom he has already 
begun to train in his own methods, though his laboratory or seminar will,  
of course, be open to students who come from other universities, and to 
some perhaps who come from no university at all, as well as to some who 
come from other teachers of the University of London. There must be 
a great deal of give and take, and students may often gain by studying under 
more than one teacher of the same subject ; but that is an entirely different 
thing from separating the higher work from the lower. We do not think it 
would be possible to get the best men for University Professorship it they 
were in any way restricted from doing the highest work or prevented from 
spreading their net wide to catch the best students.”

� 71. It is also a great disadvantage to the undergraduate students of the 
University that post-graduate students should be removed to separate 
institutions. They ought to be in constant contact with those who are doing 
more advanced work than themselves, and who are not too far beyond 
them, but stimulate and encourage them by the familiar presence of an 
attainable ideal.”
The disastrous consequences which follow to advanced research work 

where it is separated from teaching have become patent at least to me. It is 
a notorious fact that many Indian students who have returned with post-
graduate degrees from the University of London and other universities have 
been failures in the sense that they have failed to master their subjects 
although some of them occupy the highest posts in the educational line. The 
reason for this is to be found in the fact that their under-graduate training 
was utterly insufficient for advanced research work. The Committee will  
remember that post-graduate training is very modem in its origin and 
conception. There were men at Cambridge and Oxford who did a great deal 
of excellent work although those universities did not have post-graduate 
departments. Even now the men at the head of post-graduate departments
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at Oxford, Cambridge and London are only graduates and yet they are 
doing their work of directing post-graduate research remarkably well so as 
to attract students from all parts of the world. The reason is that their under-
graduate training was of a high order. I am, therefore, bound to emphasise 
that the University must undertake the training of the undergraduates if it 
intends to rear a structure of a sound system of post-graduate work.

(2) Secondly, the assumption by the University of direct responsibility for 
teaching in the post-graduate sphere by its own staff which is regarded as 
a great reform tends to produce the unhappy effect of placing the university 
staff in antithesis and in opposition to the college staff which feels that its 
status is unreasonably reduced by the formal and practically permanent 
limitation of the colleges to an inferior sphere of work.

(�)  Thirdly, the establishment of a distinct University Professoriate for 
post-graduate work is a sheer waste of the resources of the University and 
can be easily avoided by a proper husbanding of the resources of the 
colleges. In our system of University education the colleges are the only 
places qf learning. But they are at present the property of separate bodies 
and the management of each college is vested in a separate governing body. 
The income derive from a college goes to its own fund. If there is any surplus 
after the necessary expenses it only serves to swell this fund. Each college 
teaches the same subjects as the rest and is so to say a ‘ pocket ’ university 
obliged to maintain a competent staff to teach all the subjects and to provide 
separate libraries and laboratories for their own use. Autonomous as these 
colleges are none of them is financially a wealthy institution to be able to 
engage a first class and adequate staff and to provide a first class and 
adequate equipment in the form of libraries and laboratories. Owing to 
their slender resources the college staff is handicapped and overburdened. 
Being obliged to teach too many subjects specialization becomes impossible 
and a college professor under these circumstances has neither the inducement 
nor the opportunity to become the master of a small branch of a great 
subject. As an inevitable result of this system of autonomous self-sufficing 
colleges we have scattered here and there poor professoriates, poor libraries 
and poor laboratories. But because the existing resources seem insufficient 
when looked upon as attached to or dissipated among the different colleges it 
does not follow that the resources of the colleges in the aggregate are not 
great enough to cope with the teaching of the post-graduate and under-
graduate work of the Bombay University. Take for instance the resources of 
the colleges situated in the City of Bombay for the purpose of teaching 

economics.
We have in the City of Bombay the following colleges providing training 

in Economics for’ the B.A. Course of the Bombay University :—(1) Elphin- 
stone College, (2) Wilson College, (�)  St. Xavier’s College and (4) Sydenham 
College. There are two men teaching economics at the Elphinstone, two at 
the Wilson, two at the St. Xavier’s and some six or so at the Sydenham
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College. Together there are about 12 men in the City of Bombay engaged 
in the teaching of economics. I know of no university in the world which 
has such a large number of men engaged in the teaching of one subject and 
yet all this plethora of professors is running to waste merely for the want 
of a better organization. And the University instead of attempting to stop, 
this waste had added to it by the appointing of two more professors of its. 
own to the existing lot.
It is however obvious that if these colleges could be induced to pool their 

teaching and library resources it would not only produce a strong specialized 
professoriate but it will produce a professoriate adequate to deal with both 
undergraduate and post-graduate work and thus obviate the waste of 
university resources on the two university chairs of economics. To bring 
this about one has only to arrange that these twelve men do combine- 
together to distribute among themselves the work of carrying out the 
economics curriculum of the University and agree to lecture to all students, 
taking that course irrespective of the colleges in which they are enrolled. 
The same plan could be easily adopted in organizing the teaching of other 
subjects in the colleges in the City of Bombay. The only difficulty probably 
irT'the way of this plan is of the students having to run from college to 
college to attend these lectures. This difficulty can be easily met. I should 
say that all lectures on Political Science shall be delivered at the Sydenham 
College. All lectures on Philosophy and Psychology shall be delivered at 
the Wilson College and all lectures on Literature and languages shall be 
delivered at the Elphinstone College. By this arrangement the frequent run 
of students between colleges will be entirely obviated. The colleges should 
be declared to be halls of lectures on a particular subject and the lectures 
while remaining on the foundations of their respective colleges will coalesce 
together so as to form a homogeneous group and will  have rooms at the college 
which is assigned for the subject they will be dealing with, and which will  
contain the portions of the libraries of the colleges on that particular subject.

I agree that University should be a centralized institution and if the plan 
of a new University were to be laid down �b  integro it would be better to 
rule out the type in which a university was to be composed of affiliated 
colleges. But it must be recognized that universities cannot be sown 
broadcast and that where a number of institutions of collegiate status have 
come into being they cannot be lightly abolished in order to promote the 
success of centralizing institution. Under the plan I have outlined neither the 
standard of university education nor the independence of colleges is sacrificed. 
Administratively the colleges remain independent. Educationally they become 
integral parts of the University. In short the position Becomes somewhat 
like the position at Oxford and Cambridge where the university is the 
colleges and the colleges form the university. Such an organization makes the 
most of the existing colleges and eliminates the waste.

Question 25 : My scheme of organizing University Education applies only
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�o �hose cen�res where �he colleges are si�ua�ed in close proximi�y. If �his 
scheme is �o be u�ilized on a large scale �he firs� �hing �o do is �o con�rol �he 
loca�ion of colleges so �ha� �hey shall be es�ablished in close proximi�y. 
In o�her words i� is necessary �o preven� adven�urous educa�ionis�s from 
opening individual au�onomous colleges in all sor�s of unseemly and 
unpromising �owns. When one recalls �he was�e, duplica�ion and dissipa�ion 
of resources involved in �he exis�ence of such separa�e and sca��ered colleges 
one is surprised �o see �ha� such anarchical si�ua�ion should have been 
�olera�ed so far. I regard i� a grea� piece of good for�une for �he Bombay 
Presidency �ha� �he grow�h of �hese isola�ed colleges has no� as ye� become 
so rank and wild as in Bengal. Bu� s�eps mus� be �aken a� once �o coun�erac� 
�he es�ablishmen� of sca��ered colleges a� random if �he s�andard of 
Universi�y Educa�ion is �o be main�ained. For �his purpose I should lay 
down �he cen�res of Universi�y Educa�ion in �his Presidency and should no� 
allow any college �o be s�ar�ed a� any o�her place. In my opinion �he 
following places should be marked as ac�ual or po�en�ial cen�res of
Universi�y Educa�ion : —

I—Bombay.
II—Poona.
III— Ahmedabad.
IV— Sura� (po�en�ial).
V— Karachi

VI—Hyderabad (po�en�ial). 
VII—Dharwar (po�en�ial).
VIII—Sangli (po�en�ial).
TX—Nasik (po�en�ial).
X—Amalner (po�en�ial).

Having defined �he cen�res of Universi�y educa�ion �he nex� �hing �o do
is �o organize �he �eaching a� �hose places. A� mos� of �he above Universi�y 
cen�res �here is as ye� only a single college providing educa�ion in Ar�s. Only 
in Bombay and Poona are �here groups of colleges in close proximi�y. There 
�he problem of Universi�y �eaching can be easily solved by permu�a�ion and 
combina�ion of �he various college s�affs in�o depar�men�s. A� �hose cen�res 
where �here are as ye� only a single isola�ed college �he problem of providing 
educa�ion of �he universi�y �ype can be solved in �wo ways (1) by allowing 
�he founda�ion of new colleges in close proximi�y of �he exis�ing ones for 
�he purpose of �eaching one par�icular subjec� or (2) by recognizing �he 
exis�ing college as a universi�y and �o allow i� �o expand by s�ar�ing new 
depar�men�s of s�udy. The former plan seems �o be easier of success. Bu� 
�he la��er would be be��er from �he s�andpoin� of efficiency. By adop�ing �his 
policy ins�ead of having a number of colleges sca��ered �hrough �he differen� 
par�s of �he Presidency �o mee� �he educa�ional demands in �hose par�s 
of �he Presidency we would be able �o have o�her universi�ies in o�her 
par�s of �he Presidency �o1 mee� �he educa�ional demands in �hose par�s. 
By �his we may no� have achieved �he ideal of a cen�ralized universi�y. 

Bu� we may a� leas� be achieving �he nex� bes� of having all �he colleges 
which are affilia�ed �o a universi�y si�ua�ed in �he universi�y �own in close 
proximi�y of one ano�her �o combine �oge�her in in�ellec�ual co-opera�ion 
and make �he universi�y so �o say a living personali�y.
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Question 28: Bombay and Poona are the only places ripe for immediate 
expansion into universities and I suggest that these be at once incorporated 
into separate universities. Ahmedabad is likely to be ripe in the near future. 
It has already an Arts College and a Science Institute and may be converted 
into a University.
Pending the establishment of universities in the centres marked above the 

three universities of Bombay, Poona and Ahmedabad should have an 
external side like the University of London whereby arrangements could 
be made to grant degrees to students of the other colleges appearing at 
their examinations.

If the future universities to be established in this Presidency shape them-
selves into centralized institutions then the problems raised in these questions 
will not arise. For, then, the university will be in full control of its staff 
and teaching arrangements. But I will assume that our future universities 
will be a cluster or constituent colleges independent in their organization. 
At any rate it will be so of the new universities of Bombay and Poona. 
Under the scheme of having constituent colleges, the colleges will still 
continue to be places licensed by the university to provide University 
education. The plan of inter-collegiate teaching will remove the waste 
duplication and dissipation of resources by the constituent colleges. But 
will that arrangements be sufficient to ensure that the standard of university 
education will be maintained at a high level. That depends upon the 
standing of the teaching staff engaged in imparting University education. 
At present the teachers are attached to the colleges and their pay and status 
are regulated by the authorities governing the colleges. But the colleges 
do not seem to be making the appointments solely from the sense of obtain-
ing the most qualified persons nor regulating their grades, tenure, pay 
and promotion in such a manner as to open a career to the best and most 
qualified member of the staff. The whole educational work carried on by 
Government is entrusted to the educational services in the three grades of 
which are included all the administrative and inspecting officers, and all the 
teachers in Government colleges and schools from the most responsible to 
the most junior. As in all services the principle of seniority is so deeply 
rooted that it has become a sacred convention that all superior posts should 
go by seniority. The principal drawback of this system so far as the work 
of University education is concerned is that rewards are regulated not by 
depth of scholarship but by the length of service. Teachers of a college who 
are subject to be transferred from place to place as is the case with the 
members of the Government service cannot but feel that the body corporate 
which claims their loyalty and obedience is not the college but the service 
and more often than not their ambition is directed to securing service 
promotions than that of creating a school of learning with which their 
names will  be identified. The invidious distinction drawn between the LILS.
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�nd P.E.S. is �nother we�kness of the service system in th�t it tempts even 

the very junior members of the former to reg�rd themselves �s the superior 
of the most senior �nd distinguished members of the l�tter. This introduces �n  
element of friction �mong the members of the college st�ff  rendering difficult  
th�t free �nd friendly co-oper�tion which is so indispens�ble to promote 
the intellectu�l life of �ny educ�tion�l institution. L�st but by no me�ns 
the le�st in import�nce is the f�ct  th�t under the present circumst�nces the 
professors in the Government colleges by re�son of their being serv�nts of 
the Government h�ve lost the confidence of their students. The students 
inste�d of reg�rding their professors �s their intelectu�l le�ders reg�rd them 
�s the �gents of Government �nd the professors receiving no response from 
their students drudge on without kindling their interest �nd winning their 
�llegi�nce. In the colleges m�int�ined by Mission�ry bodies the le�ding 
members of the st�ff  �re Europe�n Mission�ries. The rest of the st�ff  consists 
of Indi�n te�chers. The distinction between the I.E.S. �nd P.E.S. is 
reproduced there on �  sm�ll sc�le though it is not quite so emph�sized �s 
to produce open friction. In the priv�te colleges m�int�ined by Societies, 
such �s the Decc�n Educ�tion Society �ll  the members of the st�ff  �re the 
members of the Society. The st�ff  here is therefore more homogeneous �nd 
h�s nothing in its org�niz�tion  to le�d to �ny cle�v�ge. But the constitution 
of these colleges restricts them to the �ppointment of men who c�re to 
become life members of the Societies which control them. I c�nnot spe�k 
very definitely �bout the prospects offered by these priv�te colleges but it 
is cert�in th�t they �re very poor even when comp�red with the lowest 
gr�des in the Government colleges �nd indeed they �re so poor th�t they 
c�nnot �ttr�ct  men of moder�te �tt�inments unless the s�me c�n �fford  to 
m�int�in  �  l�rge m�rgin of disinterestedness. But it is not the priv�te 
colleges �lone th�t f�il  to procure proper persons to fill  their v�c�nt  posts. 
Even Government colleges with the best of prospects seldom succeed in 
hitting upon the right sort of �  person. The re�son is th�t neither h�ve �ny  

proper m�chinery for m�king �  judicious selection. In the c�se of Govern-
ment colleges it is the Director of Public Instruction or the Secret�ry to 
Government th�t  m�kes the choice. But �s �  m�tter of f�ct  they �re the most 
inexpert people for this t�sk. Simil�rly the �ppointments in the priv�te 
colleges �re mostly in the h�nds of the he�ds of the colleges �nd they too 
�re inc�p�ble of m�king proper choices. The f�ult  lies in not recognizing 
th�t to �ssess the merits of �  person one must belong to his kind. It will  
t�ke �n economist to judge �n economist.

Quite �p�rt  however from these difficulties �nd dr�wb�ck  there is no 
possible me�ns of bringing �  University st�ff  thus recruited by the different 
colleges into �  due rel�tion, �s reg�rds either its members or its distribution, 
to University needs. The University might find itself supplied with h�lf  
�  dozen professors of one subject �nd without �  single in �nother equ�lly



�mportant branch of knowledge. Un�vers�ty organ�zat�on cannot proceed on 
these l�nes, and the d�ff�cult�es descr�bed above can be removed only by 
plac�ng the appo�ntments of all teachers of the Un�vers�ty �n the hands of 
the Un�vers�ty �tself act�ng through the Academ�c Counc�l �see const�tut�on 
of the new Un�vers�ty) or at least by g�v�ng the Un�vers�ty an effect�ve vo�ce 
�n the�r appo�ntment.
I therefore propose that the colleg�ate branch of the Educat�onal Serv�ce 

should be separated from the Adm�n�strat�ve branch and should be placed 
under the Un�vers�ty w�th proper safeguards. In other words the teachers’ 
posts at the d�fferent colleges should be converted �nto cha�rs attached to 
and supported by certa�n foundat�ons �n the present case by the pr�vate 
colleges and Government. But the appo�ntments to these cha�rs should be 
controlled by the Un�vers�ty.

1 attach the greatest �mportance to the control of the Un�vers�ty over the 
appo�ntment of �ts teach�ng staff. H�therto the Un�vers�ty of Bombay has 
attempted to ma�nta�n the standard of Un�vers�ty educat�on by means of 
�ts power to test �t by a r�g�d system of exam�nat�on. The result has been 
a gradual lower�ng of the cal�bre of �ts graduates. Th�s �s pr�nc�pally to 
be attr�buted to1 the egreg�ous error comm�tted by the fathers of our Un�vers�ty 
educat�on �n not at all recogn�z�ng that the only means of ma�nta�n�ng the 

standard of Un�vers�ty educat�on are the r�g�d exclus�on of students who 
are unf�t for Un�vers�ty stud�es and the ex�stence of a body of h�ghly 
qual�f�ed and product�ve teachers, organ�zed �n departments adequately 
equ�pped. In other words they attempted to ma�nta�n the standard of the 
Un�vers�ty degrees w�thout attempt�ng to ma�nta�n the standard of the 
teachers and the taught. When events are mov�ng us �n the d�rect�on of 
mak�ng the Un�vers�ty of Bombay a teach�ng Un�vers�ty, �t must be clearly 
real�zed that “  the power to control teach�ng �s of more �mportance than 
the power to test �t by grant�ng degrees” . A Un�vers�ty cannot become 
a teach�ng Un�vers�ty unless �ts academ�c affa�rs, �.e., teach�ng and 
exam�nat�on are left to the uncontrolled d�scret�on of those engaged �n 
teach�ng. But �t w�ll be fatal to the standard of a Un�vers�ty degree �f the 
Un�vers�ty reposed such a large trust �n a body of teachers �n whose cal�bre 
�t has no conf�dence. I therefore propose that the Un�vers�ty should have 
the power of purse over the colleges. All Government grants to the colleges 
should be made through the Un�vers�ty, so that the Un�vers�ty w�ll have 
a vo�ce �n the appo�ntment of the staff of teachers and the�r equ�pment �n 
the matter of l�brar�es and laborator�es.

�uestions  36-39: If a Un�vers�ty as a corporat�on of learn�ng �s to serve 
the commun�ty, then �ts const�tut�on must prov�de («) for a body wh�ch w�ll  
keep �t �n touch w�th all var�ed requ�rements of the commun�ty; �b) for 
a body wh�ch w�ll g�ve the Un�vers�ty a statesman-l�ke gu�dance �n the 
prov�s�on and also �n accommodat�on of means to ends so as to br�ng about 
H $<3o2.-2.o
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a working comprise between the possible misconceptions of the public and 

the possibly too narrow outlook of the scholar; and (c) for a body of 
scholars engaged in the work of teaching to give an authoritative direction 
to the academic business of the University.

I want to impress upon the Committee that a University does not become 
a teaching University merely by engaging in the work of teaching through 
the agency of its own staff. That is not the criterion of a teaching University. 
A University may undertake teaching and yet may not be a teaching 
University. Whether or not a University is a teaching University depends 
upon whether or not the scholars engaged in the work of teaching have 
the authoritative direction of the academic business of the University in 
their hands. If it is in their hands then the University is a teaching Univer-
sity. If it is not in their hands then the University, is not! a teaching 
University. A teaching University is a teachers’ University.

I am led to make these preliminary remarks because- I feel that the 
Committee in inviting answers to its questions on the constitution is 
motivated by the desire to obtain such suggestions as will  help to make the 
University of Bombay a teaching University. The existing constitution of 

the University of Bombay does not provide in any adequate or clear cut 
manner any of the three bodies I have said to be necessary for a University 
to function properly. The Senate of the University is not sufficiently represen-
tative of the life and interests of Bombay. The Syndicate has not the 
responsibilities and powers which should devolve upon the Executive 
Council of a great University and often has devolved upon it duties which 
it is absolutely unfit to perform. While the teaching staff which is really 
the heart of the University has practically no voice, let alone authoritative 
direction, in the academic affairs of the University.

To make the University of Bombay a teaching University I would first 
of all proceed to the constitution of faculties. For this purpose I will take 
it that my scheme of inter-collegiate teaching between the colleges situated 
in the City of Bombay is adopted. Under that scheme the several studies 
pursued in the colleges will naturally have to be grouped into Depart-
ments, e.g., Economics, History, Politics, Administration, Law, Literature, 
Languages, Chemistry, Physics, etc. It will be admitted that students are 
receiving at a University their final systematic preparation for one or other 
of the several occupations of life for which a University education is 
necessary at any rate, the most advantageous preliminary.

To succeed in this it is necessary to group together certain branches of 
knowledge which students pursue. Not only do the needs of students require 
such a grouping but the needs of the teachers point in the same direction, 
for it is obvious that certain studies have a closer relation between them 
and there is a greater similarity in the point of view from which they are 
approached. These forces emanating from the teachers and the taught have
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led everywhere the grouping of the several departments of study into what 

are called Faculties. I suggest therefore that the Departments in the new 
University of Bombay should be grouped into Faculties and the Faculties 
should be made the basis of the University organisation if our University is 
to be a teaching University. A faculty should consist, either wholly or 
mainly of the Professors and Assistant Professors of the subjects comprised 
within the Faculty ; and of such other teachers and officers appointed by 
the University as the Faculty may co-opt The Vice-Chancellor should 
�x-officio be a member of every faculty. A Faculty should have the power 

to make Regulations— .
(i) to appoint Committees consisting of the Faculty together with other 

persons to act as Board of Studies and for other purposes ;
(ii)  to determine generally the conditions for the award of degrees, 

diplomas, and other distinctions within the purview of the Faculty ;
(iii)  to determine generally the course of study to be pursued by students 

of the University in the subjects within the purview of the Faculty ;
(iv) to determine generally the method and manner of teaching and 

examination with regard to the subjects within the purview of the Faculty.
I must say again that if the Faculties are to be entrusted with the powers 
set out above and the teachers are to be freed from the restrictions imposed 
by a common syllabus of instruction and a general quasi-extemal examina-
tion, it is necessary to make sure that the teachers are worthy of the trust 
imposed in them.

The Faculties should be the constituent bodies of the University. Having 
constituted our Faculties to take charge of the academic and educational 
work of the University, we must constitute a Central Governing Body to 
take charge of the administrative work of the University. This body 
should correspond to the existing Senate of the Bombay University but 
should be entirely different in character and composition. In my opinion 
the Senate as a supreme governing body should be comparatively a large 
body mainly non-professional in character but including representatives of 
graduates and the teachers. The advantages of such a mode of government 
are obvious. By means of a large Senate a number of influential citizens, 
chosen because of their individual capacity, and of representatives of the 
great interests of the town, municipal, administrative, commercial, legal, 
scientific, etc., and of members of Legislative Council, the Assembly and 
the Council of State are brought into touch with the University and serve 
as channels between the University and the community as a whole. Such 
a Senate will be able to ask for support to the University with greater 
authority and success and the whole city will feel interested in the success 
of the University.

But the Universities Commission erf 1902 regarded it as a fault of the 
system and reported that the Senates of the Universities were too bulky in
N 4002—20//



�umbers (i�  1900 the Se�ate of the Bombay U�iversity co�sisted of 305 
fellows) a�d i�capable of exercisi�g proper co�trol i�  educatio�al matters. 
That Commissio� did �ot  u�dersta�d that the proper fu�ctio�  of the Se�ate 
was �ot  to co�trol the educatio� but to keep the U�iversity i�  touch with 
all the varied requireme�ts of the commu�ity. That bei�g the fu�ctio�  
of the Se�ate it must �ecessarily be large a�d varied i�  its compositio�. 
1 propose that the Se�ate of the U�iversity of Bombay should be composed 
of 150 members. O�e of the most importa�t cha�ges effected u�der the 
U�iversities Act of 1904 was the provisio� that two-fifths of the Ordi�ary 
Fellows should be associated with the professio� of teachi�g. As a preve�tive 
of the system i�  which Fellowships were bestowed by way of complime�t 
without due regard to the qualificatio�s of the recipie�t this proviso was 
a salutary proviso. But i�  view of the proposal I advocate of givi�g  greatly 
i�creased statutory powers to the Faculties, I do �ot  thi�k  that the teachers 
i�  the U�iversity �eed more represe�tatio� o� the Se�ate tha� is sufficie�t  
to e�able each of the Faculties to have a spokesma�. I, therefore, propose 
to restrict the represe�tatio� of the teachers to the Dea�s of the Faculties. 
The rest of the Se�ate should be composed of perso�s i�  the political or 
commercial world a�d i�terest i�  educatio� may be able to re�der the 
U�iversity substa�tial service.
The chief fu�ctio�  of the Se�ate would be legislatio�—
(1) to make statutes affecti�g the Gover�me�t of the U�iversity a�d 

pass resolutio�s,
(2) to co�fer all ho�orary degrees,

(3) to approve of the admissio� of co�stitue�t colleges or U�iversity  
departme�ts,
(4) to i�stitute a�y �ew degree, diploma, or certificate,
(5) to decide disputes betwee� Faculties.

Havi�g provided for the two bodies o�e to look after the Gover�me�t of 
the U�iversity a�d the other to take charge of the academic busi�ess of 
the U�iversity, we have �ow to provide for third body charged with the 
provisio� a�d also the accommodatio� of mea�s to e�ds. I�  other words 
there must be a Ce�tral Executive of the U�iversity. This body should 
correspo�d to the existi�g Sy�dicate of the Bombay U�iversity but should 
be e�tirely differe�t i�  character a�d compositio�. The Sy�dicate appears, 
both as to its compositio� a�d the co�ditio�s  of its work, the least satisfactory 
of all the U�iversity bodies. As a supreme executive the Sy�dicate should 
have the custody a�d use of the Commo� Seal, the ma�ageme�t of the 
whole reve�ue a�d property of the U�iversity a�d (except as otherwise 
provided) the co�duct of all the affairs of the U�iversity. But i�stead of 
this the work of the Sy�dicate has bee� exte�ded over a wide field of 
busi�ess much of which might be co�ve�ie�tly  e�trusted to other a�d more 
appropriate bodies. The existi�g system co�ce�trates i�  a so-called executive
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the work rather of discussion than of deliberate decision. I, therefore, 
propose to abolish the Board of Accounts and transfer its functions to the 
Syndicate which shall have power to determine—

(1) The finance, investments and accounts of the University.
(2) The amount and payment of fees to be exacted within the University, 

or in relation to the enjoyment of privileges therefrom.
(�)  The terms and mode of appointment, tenure of and removal from 

office, duties, emoluments, allowances, salaries and superannuation allowances 
of the officers of the University, including its professors, teachers, registrars, 
librarians and permanent servants.

(4) The tenure of office and terms and manner of appointment and the 
duties of the Assessors, Examiners and Examining Board.

(5) The provisions and tenure of fellowships, scholarships, prizes, rewards, 
and pecuniary and other aids.

(6) The provision, maintenance, and supervision of halls, hostels or ether 
premises for the residence of students.

(7) The admission of students as under-graduates of the University.
(8) To deal with the real and personal property of the University.
(9) To provide buildings, premises, furniture and apparatus and other 

means needed for carrying on the work of the University.
(10) To borrow money for the University and to mortgage University 

property if necessary.
(11) To enter into, vary, carry out and cancel contracts on behalf of the 

University.
(12) To entertain, adjudicate upon and if thought fit redress any 

grievances of the officers of the University, the professors, the teaching 
staff, the graduates, under-graduates and the University servants who may 
feel aggrieved otherwise than by an act of the Senate.

(1�)  To regulate the Government grants to the constituent colleges.
These three bodies, the Senate, the Syndicate and the Faculties should 

be constituted by the Act of Incorporation and together they are enough 
to supply all the necessary organs of a great teaching University. But there 
seems to be a want for one more body for the new University of Bombay, 
particularly for the transition period that is bound to be very long before 
the mother colleges at the centre of University education ripen into 
Universities pending which they must remain affiliated to one or other of 
the newly organized teaching Universities in this Presidency. But even 
if this problem of making provision for the transition period was not 
there, the need for a fourth body in the management of a great' teaching 
University would be felt nonetheless.

The plan of organization I have proposed is based more or less on the 
principle of separation of powers. The centre of legislative power is the 
Senate. The centre of executive power is the Syndicate and the centre of
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academic power is the Faculty. But if these separate powers are exercised 
independently and without any co-ordination, the result is bound to be 
injurious to the best interest of the University. A Faculty is here taken as 
the basis of University organization and is given complete autonomy in 
prescribing courses of study and arranging the teaching of and the examining 

work. But provision must be made for the control of all matters not 
expressly assigned to the Faculties, the settlement of matters affecting 
more than one Faculty, and for a final decision when differences arise 
between one Faculty and another. There is not only a need for a body for 
co-ordinating the Faculties but there is also a need for a body for co-ordinating 
the Faculties and the Syndicate, otherwise the Syndicate by the exercise 
of its executive powers may seriously interfere in the academic freedom 
of the Faculties. The control of the purse must ultimately mean the 
control of all else and it is therefore necessary to ensure that the Syndicate 
shall not take any action having a direct educational bearing on the 
University as a whole without consultation with a body representative of the 
teaching staff as a whole. Thus whether as a feature of the transition period 
or as a permanent feature of University organization there is a clear 
necessity for the establishment of a fourth body in the act of incorporation. 
That body I propose to call the Academic Council. Its functions will be 

partly advisory and partly executive.
Its executive functions would include the determination by regulation 

or otherwise of all matters relating to—
(1) The quorum to be required at meetings of the Faculties or at 

meetings of any Committees appointed by the Faculties.
(2) The duties and powers of Advisory and other Boards, including Boards 

and Committees to be appointed by the University jointly with any other 
University or Body touching any educational matter.
(�)  The qualifications for honorary degrees and distinctions to be awarded 

by the University and the means and steps to be taken relative to the granting 
of the same.
(4) The visitation of affiliated colleges.
(5) The affiliation and disaffiliation of colleges.
(6) The tenure of fellowships, scholarships, exhibitions and pecuniary 

and other aids.

(7) The discipline to be enforced in regard to the graduates and under-
graduates in so far as they come within the jurisdiction of the University.

(8) The removal from membership of the University of graduates and 
under-graduates and the withdrawal of degrees, diplomas, certificates and 
distinctions, subject to an appeal to the Senate. The advisory functions of 
the Academic Council shall be as follows :

(i) The Syndicate shall not make any decision in regaid to any matter 
relating to the organisation, improvement, and extension of University
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education, both under-graduate and post-graduate without first inviting 
and receiving a report thereon from the Academic Council.

�ii)  The Syndicate shall not issue general directions to the Faculties, or 
review any act of any Faculty or of any Committee or Board of a Faculty, 
other than the election of an officer or representative of such body, upon 
the appeal of any other Faculty or give directions for their future action 
without first inviting and receiving a report thereon from the Academic 
Council.

�Hi) The Syndicate shall not make any appointment to the teaching staff 
without first inviting and receiving a report from the Academic Council.
The composition and strength of the Senate, the Syndicate and the 

Academic Council should be the same as proposed by the Calcutta 
University Commission for the new Calcutta University. I think it might 
be better to .change as well the nomenclature and call the Senate, the Court 
and the Syndicate the State of the new University. I also propose that the 
Viceroy should be the Visitor of the University.

Question 16 : The University of Bombay may have been discharging the 
functions of �a) conducting examinations, �b) prescribing course of study, 
and (c) appointing text-books very well. But the University never seems to 
have paid attention to the pernicious effect of all this on the teacher and 
the taught. How to secure freedom for the University teacher to teach as 
he thinks best and not to restrict him by a hard and fast syllabus is 
a problem which should be in the forefront of the problems to be solved 
by this Committee. If freedom for the teacher can be obtained then freedom 
for the learner will  follow. For this purpose the teachers of the University 
ought under proper safeguards to have entire control of the education and 
examination of their students and the University ought to be so constituted 
as to make this possible.

Question 17: Besides examination, students’ work in colleges ought to 
be taken into account. For the higher degrees there should be thesis and oral 
examinations.

Questions 18 and 19: The University of Bombay should have the Faculties 
of Engineering, Agriculture, Fine Arts, Technology and Music to make it 
a complete University.

Question 20: The duration of studies for post-graduate degrees should be 
four years (I am speaking only for social sciences). There should be two 
stages of two years each. At the end of the first stage the candidate should 
be entitled to the M.A. degree. He should specialize in one subject only 
which should be the subject of his major interest. The test should consist of 
a written examination accompanied by an essay of some 75 type-written 
pages showing his familiarity with the art of using original sources and 
commenting upon them. At the end of the second stage the candidate should 
be entitled to the Ph.D. degree. There the test would include an oral
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examination and a thesis of a respectable size fit for publication. The thesis 
will embody the investigations of the candidate in a particular field lying 
within the scope of the subject he had taken at the M.A. as being of major 
interest to him. Beside this the candidate will present himself for an oral 
examination in two subjects to be known as subjects of minor interest 
which will be allied to the subjects of his major interest. This arrangement 
will allow specialization with a broad base.

Question 21: It may be well to have a few such degrees.
Question 22: By means of subventions, studentships and fellowships.
Question 23: Most essential to have a University press and publication 

department. Without this the post-graduate work will be considerably 
hampered.

Question 24: See answer to questions Nos. 11-1�.
Question 30: Bombay University should confine itself to Bombay. New 

Universities should open their own departments. But if the new University 
is to be composed of colleges, then each college must confine itself to the 
teaching of one subject only.

Questions 31-33: See answer to questions Nos. �6-�9-
Question �4: Spread of education should be a proper function of the 

University. But this cannot be achieved unless the University adopts 
vernacular as the medium of instruction which in the present circumstances 
is a far cry.

Question 35: Government should have no control over the academic 
affairs of the University which must be entirely entrusted to the Faculties. 
But Government should have some control over the legislative and 
administrative affairs of the University. This they should have by means of 
nominations to the Court and the Senate of the University.

Questions 41-44: I should leave these questions to the newly constituted 
Faculties. My opinion is that th* curriculum even of the Honours Course 
provides a poor fare to the students.

Questions 45-46: I hold a very strong affirmative view on the use of 
vernacular as a medium of instruction. But I feel that the problem cannot be 
solved unless Indian public opinion decides which vernacular it selects for 
common intercourse.

Question 52: I think special measures are required for the promotion 
of University education among the Backward Classes and particularly the 

Depressed Classes.

Before closing my replies to the questionnaire I beg to express my surprise 
at the absolute disregard the Committee has shown in the matter of 
organizing a good Library. I cannot see how any University can function 

without a first rate library attached to it.
15th August 1924. * * *
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�EPO�T  ON THE CONSTITUTION  OF THE �
GOVE�NMENT  OF BOMBAY  P�ESIDENCY

P�EFACE

I�regret�that�I�have�not�been�able�to�agree�in�the�tenor�of�the�report�
prepared�by�my�colleagues�on�the�committee�or�to�accept�the�more�important�
of�the�conclusions�on�the�matters�falling�within�the�scope�of�our�inquiry.�
I�have�therefore�submitted�this�separate�report�containing�my�own�views�and�
recommendations.�The�bulk�of�my�report�has�exceeded�that�of�my�colleagues.�
It�might�perhaps�have�been�possible,�by�including�in�my�report�nothing�more�
than�formal�answers�to�the�questions�raised�to�limit �its�bulk.�But�I�felt�there�
was�a�question�to�which�an�answer�could�be�given�without�some�general�
explanation�of�the�principles�on�which�the�answer�was�based�or�also�the�
report�could�not�be�properly�understood.�I�have�therefore�set�aside�all�
considerations�of�brevity�which�would�have�exposed�me�to�the�criticism�
that�the�recommendations�in�the�report�were�not�supported�by�a�sufficient�
amount�of�reasons�and�arguments�and�have�allowed�the�report�to�grow�to�
the�size�it�has�reached.



�ECTION 1

�EDIST�IBUTION  OF THE A�EA  OF THE P�OVINCE

1. The area of the Bombay Presidency which extends over 1,223,541 
square miles may be divided into four distinct linguistic divisions : 
(1) Maharashtra, (2) Gujarat, (3) Karnatak and (4) �indh. The people of 
these divisions have beeen associated together under one administration for 
a long period. Gujarat, Maharashtra and Karnatak have been parts of the 
Bombay Presidency for last 110 years, while �indh was joined to the 
Presidency 85 years ago. From this Confederacy, Karnatak and �indh are 
now demanding that they be separated from the Presidency. The argument 
urged in favour of separation states that the Province does not represent 
a natural unit that not only it does not meet the test of unity of race or 
language but that it is actually built up by a deliberate fragmentation of 
homogeneous groups and their amalgamation with other heterogeneous 
groups. This, it is said, is an evil. For it is urged that the fragmentation 
involves a smothering of their distinctive cultures, while their amalgamation 
with other bigger groups makes them politically helpless.
2. In the case of Karnatak this argument has no doubt some force. That 

Karnatak has been dismembered into various small parts which have been 
linked up with other non-Karnatak areas for administrative purposes 
thereby causing a severence is true. Nor can it be gainsaid that the part 
united with the Presidency of Bombay has politically suffered by being 
under-represented in the Bombay Legislative Council. Notwithstanding all 
this, I am opposed to the separation of Karnatak from the Bombay 
Presidency. The principle of one language one province is too large to be 
given effect to in practice. The number of provinces that will have to be 
carved out if the principle is to be carried to its logical conclusion shows 
in my opinion its unworkability. Nor can it be made workable by 
confining it to cases “  where the language is a distinct cultural language 
with a past and a future ” and “  where there exists a strong linguistic 
consciousness.” For the simple reason that every language which has a past 
if given an opportunity will have a future and every linguistic group of 
people if they are vested with the powers of government will acquire 
.linguistic consciousness. I am aware that this may involve the sacrifice of 
Kanarese culture although I am not sure that that would be an inevitable 
consequence of the continuance of the present arrangement. But even if
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that be the consequence I do not think it is a matter for regret. �or,  I am 
of opinion that the most vital need of the day is to create among the mass 
of the people the sense of a common nationality the feeling not that they 
are Indians first and Hindus, Mohamedans or Sindhis and Kanarese after-
wards but that they are Indians first and Indians last. If that be the ideal 
then it follows that nothing should be done which will harden local 
patriotism and group consciousness. The present heterogeneous character 
of the province has this much in its favour that it provides a common cycle 
of participation for a polyglot people which must go a great deal to prevent 
the growth of this separatist feeling. I think that an arrangement which 
results in such an advantage should be conserved. lam therefore opposed to 
the demand of Karnatak for separation.
�.  My colleagues have summarily dismissed the claim of Karnatic for 

separation on the ground that no witness appeared before the conference to 
support the same. I do not regret it in view of the fact that I and my 
colleagues agree in our recommendation regarding it. But it is a surprise 
to me that my colleagues should have in the case of Sindh come to 
a different conclusion. For I think that as compared to Karnatak, Sindh 
has no case. There can be no two opinions regarding the fact that Sindh 
has gained substantially by its incorporation in the Bombay Presidency. 
Having been separated by long distance, Sindh instead of being made 
a subordinate member of the household has been accorded the superior 
status of a neighbour associated with on the most honourable terms. In so 
far as her affairs have been administered by a Commissioner who is next 
to the Governor, Sindh must be said to have preserved the dignity of her 
independence. She has been allowed to retain her ancient and customary 
code of laws. Seldom has she been subjected to any new law passed for 
the Presidency proper unless the same was deemed to be specially conducive 
to her benefit. Her tribunals are entirely independent of the tribunals of the 
Presidency. Her public service is virtually separate from the Presidency 
Public Service and is manned by her own people. Her being linked to the 
Presidency cannot be said to have worked to her financial detriment. On 
the contrary she has been able to ride on the broad shoulders of the 
Presidency at a speed which would have been beyond her own capacity. 
It is her incorporation which has enabled her to draw so largely upon the 
great resources of tins Presidency. Nor can Sindh be said to have failed to 
secure the consideration and attention from the Government which is due 
to it. Indeed since the introduction of the Reforms, Sindh has exercised 
an influence on the Government of Bombay out of all proportion to its 
magnitude. Given these facts it is difficult to understand what more is to be 
gained by separation when Sindh has all the advantages of separation 
without the disadvantages of incorporation.
4. It is also evident that all the communities of Sindh have not joined 

in making this demand. The evidence such as war placed before the joint 
Conference of the Commission and the Committee disclosed a sharp
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cleavage between the Moslems and the Hindus of Sindh, the formei favouring 
separation and the latter arraying themselves in opposition to it. 
On an examination of the history of Sindh public opinion regarding this 
question I find that the politically minded people of Sindh as a body took up 
the question of the status of Sindh only in 1917. After the announcement of 
August, 1917, the Sindis held a Special Conference in November, 1917, to 
consider the place of Sindh in the coming Scheme of reforms. The 
Honourable Mr. G. M. Bhurgri, the leading Mohamedan citizen of Sindh, 
was the Chairman of the Reception Committee, while the President of the 
Conference was a Hindu gentleman, Mr. Harchandrai Vishindas. The 
Conference had before it four alternatives, namely : (I) Formation of Sindh 
as a separate Province, (2) Sindh and Baluchistan to form one province, 
(�)  Sindh to go with the Punjab and (4) Sindh to remain with Bombay. 
It is noteworthy that this Special Conference turned down three of these 
four alternatives including the proposal to form Sindh into a separate 
province. Not only did the Conference reject the proposal of a separate 
province but in its resolution supported by Hindus and Mohamedans urged 
for a closer incorporation between Sindh and the Presidency by reducing 
the position of the Commissioner of Sindh to that of the Divisional 
Commissioner in the Presidency. The deputation consisting of Hindus and 
Muslims which waited upon the Secretary of State, Mr. Montague, and the 
Viceroy, Lord Reading, was, it is said, emphatic in its declaration that 
Sindh did not wish to be a separate Province. The same attitude towards 
this question was uniformly maintained by members of both the communities 
at subsequent �e��ion�  of the Conference which met in 1918, 1919 and 1920. 
Since 1920 the question has not been considered by the Conference owing 
to its being swayed by the movement of non co-operation. From this survey 
it is clear that it is the Mohamedans who have changed front and it is they 
who have departed from an agreed point of view and that the demand far 
from being a united demand is a sectional demand originating from the 
Mohamedan Community only.

5. Before any sympathy can be shown to such a sectional demand, one 
must be satisfied that the purpose for which separation is sought is a proper 
one. Now although, the Mohamedan deputation which put forth this 
demand and the Hindu deputation which opposed it, both did their best 
not to reveal the real object of the demand and the real objection to its 
fulfilment. All the same those who knew the reality, must have felt that 
the contending factions had not placed all their cards on the table. But this 
purpose must be made clear so that it may be considered on its own merits 
and I propose to do so to the best of my information. On the 20th of 
March 1927, there were put forth what are known as the “  Delhi Muslim 
Proposals,” by prominent members of the Muslim Community as the terms 
for an entente cordiale between Hindus and Muslims. According to these 
proposals it was demanded (1) that Sindh should be made into a separate 
Province, (2) that the North-West Frontier Province should be treated on
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the same footing as other provinces and (�)  that in the Punjab and Bengal 
the proportion of Muslim representation should be in accordance with their 
population. A glance at the above proposals is sufficient to indicate that 
the object of the scheme is to carve out as many Provinces with 
a Mohamedan majority as possible out of the existing arrangement. At 
present Punjab and Bengal are two Provinces with a bare Muslim majority. 
The proposals by demanding that in those provinces representation should be 
proportionate to population seeks to make the communal majority of the 
Muslims a political majority so that a Mohamedan Government will be 
assured in those provinces. Baluchistan and N. W. F. Province have an over-
whelming Muslim majority. But they are as yet out of the pale of responsible 
Government with the result that the Mohamedan majority is not a ruling 
majority. The aim of the proposals is to rectify this anomaly so that they 
will make four Provinces with a Muslim majority with sure chances of 
forming a Muslim Government. The demand for the formation of Sindh 
which is predominently Muslim in numbers into a separate Province is 
to add a fifth to the list of Muslim provinces contemplated by the scheme. 
Now what is the purpose behind the formation of these Mohamedan 
Provinces ? In the eyes of tlie Mohamedans themselves it has the same 
purpose as communal electoraies. For the authors of the scheme say that 
they are prepared to give up communal electorates and agree to joint 
electorates in all provincial legislatures and in the Central Legislature 
provided their proposal of Mohamedan Provinces was agreed to. By parity 
of reasoning it follows that the object of carving out Mohamedan Provinces 
is to protect the Muslim minorities ; since that was the object of communal 
electorates. The scheme on the surface does not show how the creation of 
Muslim provinces is going to protect the Muslim minorities against Hindu 
majorities in Provinces in which the Hindus predominate. Indeed the scheme 
seems to weaken the position of the Muslim minorities by taking away 
the protection they receive or believed to receive from communal 
electorates. But if we probe into it we can see that the scheme is neither so 
innocent nor so bootless as it appears on the surface. At bottom it is 
an ingenious contrivance for the protection of Muslim minorities. For if the 
Hindu majority tyrannized the Muslim minority in the Hindu Provinces the 
scheme provides a remedy whereby the Mohamedan majorities get a field 
to tyrannize the Hindu minorities in the five Mohamedan Provinces. It is 
a system of protection by counterblast against blast; terror against terror 
and eventually tyranny against tyranny. That is the purpose behind the 
whole scheme and also behind the demand for the separation of Sindh. 
Lest there should be any doubt on this point I wish to remove it by 
directing attention to the Report of the Nehru Committee in which they 
say : “  we agree that the Muslim demand for the separation of Sindh was 
not put forward in the happiest way. It was based on communalism and 
tacked on irrelevently to certain other matters with which it had no 
concern whatever.” That the Nehru Committee should have fought shy of
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disclosing the real grounds of separation is a circumstance which raises the 
presumption that the purpose as known to the Committee must have been 
otherwise than laudable. But if we are to consent to it, it is better to know 
the worst about it. I will therefore raise the curtain and let Maulana Abdul 
Kalam Azad reveal the same. Addressing the Muslim League at its recent 
session at Calcutta in a speech which must be admired for its terseness and 
clarity he said — “  That by the Lucknow pact they had sold away their 
interests. The Delhi proposals of last March opened a door for the 
first time to the recognition of the real rights of the Musalmans in India. 
Separate electorates by the pact of 1917 only ensured them Muslim 
representation, but what was vital for the existence of the community was 
the recognition of its numerical strength. Delhi opened the way to the creation 
of such a state of affairs as would guarantee to them in the future of India 
a proper share. Their existing small majority in Bengal and in the Punjab 
was only the census figure but the Delhi proposals gave them for the first 
time five provinces of which no less than three (Sind, N. W. F. and 
Baluchistan) contained a real overwhelming majority. If Muslims did not 
recognise this great step they were not fit to live (applause). There would be 
now nine Hindu provinces against five Muslim provinces and whatever treat-
ment Hindus accorded in nine provinces Muslims would accord same treat-
ment to Hindus in the five provinces. Was not this a great gain ? Was not 
a new weapon gained for the assertion of Muslim rights ? ” (Hindustan 
Times, �rd  January, 1928). No one who is not interested in misunderstanding 
the plain meaning of simple English can mistake the real purpose of the 
demand for the separation of Sind. It is obvious that the real purpose has 
very little to do with the destiny of Sind. It is part of a larger scheme 
designed for the protection of Muslim minorities and is based upon the 
principle that the best way of keeping peace is to be prepared for war.
6. Knowing the real purpose of the demand the question is should it be 

sympathised with ? I, for one, am unable to sympathise with it and no person 
I venture to say who has at heart the interests of good administration will  
consent to it. It will no doubt be said as is done by the Nehru Committee 
which has expressed itself in favour of separation that “  the manner of putting 
it forward does not necessarily weaken the merits of a proposal.” I take 
exception to this position. I hold that the manner discloses the motive and 
that motive, far from being a small matter, is important enough to change 
the face of the situation. For it cannot be gainsaid that the main force 
which sets an institutioil in motion and also fixes its direction centres 
round the motive which brings the institution into being. The motive that 
lies behind (his scheme is undoubtedly a dreadful one involving the 
maintenance of justice and peace by retaliation and providing an opportu-' 
nity for the punishment of an innocent minority, Hindu in Mohamedan 
provinces and Mohamedan in Hindu provinces, for the sins of their 
co-religionists in other provinces. A isysttem must stand self-condemned 
which permits minorities to be treated in their own provinces as hostages
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rather than as citizens, whose rights are subject to forfeiture, not for any 
bad behaviour chargeable to them but as a corrective for the bad behaviour 
of their kindred elsewhere. And who can say that the grievance leading to 
such a forfeiture will always be just and substantial ? As often as not, 
a grievance is one at which one merely feels aggrieved so that any act be 
it great or trivial against a minority may be made to serve as a �ausus belli 
for a war between the Provinces. The consequences of such a scheme are 
too frightful to be contemplated with equanimity. That the Hindus get the 
same chance to tyrannize the Muslims in Hindu provinces does not alter 
for the better the character of the scheme which contains withiD 
itself the seeds of discord and disruption. The scheme is so shocking that 
if the Mohamedans cannot feel secure without it I for one would prefer 
that Swaraj be deferred till  mutual trust has assured them that they can do 
without it. The Nehru Committee argues that “  a long succession of events 
in history is responsible for the distribution of the population of India as it 
is today ” — and that in creating communal provinces “  we have merely to 
recognize facts as they are.” This is no doubt true. But the point remains 
whether we should create such admittedly communal provinces at a time 
when the communal feeling is running at full tide and the national feeling 
is running at its lowest ebb. There would be time for creating such 
provinces when the Hindus and Mohamedans have outgrown their communal 
consciousness and have come to feel that they are Indians first and Indians 
last. At any rate this question should wait till  both have come to feel that 
they are Indians first and Hindus and Mohamedans afterwards. On these 
grounds I dissociate myself from the sympathy shown by my colleagues 
towards the question of the separation of Sindh.
7. It will be noticed that I say nothing about the financial difficulties 

that lie in the way of separating Sindh from the Presidency. That is not 
because I do not attach importance to them. I do. But my view is that they 
alone cannot be decisive and if I have not alluded to them it is because 
1 hold that the objections which I have raised to the separation of Sindh 
will survive, even when the financial objections are met or withdrawn.

�  2-1



�ECTION  II

�ROVINCIAL  EXECUTIVE

CHAPTER 1

DUAL  VERSUS UNIFIED  GOVERNMENT

8. My colleagues have recommended that the subject of Law and Order 
should be continued as a reserved subject for five years after the new regime 
has come into operation. I would not have cared to differ from my 
colleagues if their recommendation had involved nothing more than a short 
period of waiting to allow the Council an opportunity of settling down to 
its work. But unfortunately their recommendation involves more than this 
and is accompanied by a proviso that “  after that period it should be left 
to the decision of the Legislative Council with the concurrence of the Upper 
House and of the Governor to decide that the subject should be transferred.” 
I am unable to agree to this recommendation which means the continuance 
of dyarchy for an indefinite period. �uch a recommendation cannot be 
supported except on the assumption that dyarchy is a workable system 
of Government and that as it has been successfully worked in the past it 
can be expected to work in future. This assumption is in my opinion quite 
untenable.
9. Many things have been pointed out as being responsible for the 

unsatisfactory working of dyarchy as a form of Government. It is true 
that the Transferred side of the Government was hampered by certain checks 
which were introduced by way of safeguards. The subjects transferred 
to the control of the ministers all related to the well-being of the people, 
as distinguished from subjects relating to the maintenance of law and 
order. Indeed the subjects were transferred largely because they were 
of that character. As a matter of policy, therefore, the finances of the 
Presidency should have been in the hands of a minister. For it is obvious 
that no policy has any chance of reaching fruition unless the Finance 
Department found the ways and means required for the same. This could 
be expected of the Finance Department only if it belonged to the Ministerial 
side of the Government. But it did not. �ection 45A(5) provided for the 
constitution by rules under the Act of Finance Department and for the 
regulation of the functions of that department. The department as constituted 
is neither a Transferred nor a Reserved one but was common to both sides
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of the Government. Yet as rule �6(1) of the Devolution Rules laid down 
that the Finance Department should be controlled by a member of the 
Executive Council, that department was virtually converted into a Reserved 
Department. Having been placed into the hands of the Executive Councillor, 
not responsible to the legislature, it is only natural that the department 
should be on the Reserved side and the head of the department more or 
less identified with the work of the reserved departments to the disadvantage 
of the Ministers. The position assigned to the Governor in relation to the 
Transferred subjects was another factor which worked to the detriment 
of the transferred side of the Government. Under section 52(�) it was laid 
down that in relation to the transferred subjects the Governor shall be 
guided by the advice of his ministers, unless he sees sufficient reason to 
dissent from their opinion. But the common complaint has been that the 
Governors instead of reducing their interference to exceptional occasions of 
fundamental difference claimed that in law the ministers were merely their 
advisers and they were free to reject their advice if they thought fit to do so. 
This perverse interpretation made the position of the ministers worse than 
the position of the Executive Councillors. For, the Executive Councillors 
could not be overruled in ordinary cases except by a majority of votes. 
While under the interpretation put by the Governors upon section 52(�)  
Ministers were at the mercy of the Governor and were without the protection 
enjoyed by the Executive Councillors. There was another thing which also 
helped the aggrandizement of the powers of the Governors as against 
the ministers and which tended to cripple the activity of the latter. The 
Instrument of Instructions issued to the Governor charged him to safeguard 
the interests of all members of the services employed in the Presidency in the 
legitimate exercise of their function and in the enjoyment of all their recog-
nised rights and privileges. The duty was confined only to the question of the 
safeguarding of the interests of the services. But the Governors placed a wider 
interpretation on this instruction and insisted that all matters relating to 
the services including the question of their appointments, posting and 
promotions in the Minister’s department should be under the charge of the 
Governors. In Bombay the Governor claimed this right even with regard 
to the services functioning under the Executive Councillors and to make it 
known that the Governor has this power; the ordinary form “  the 
Governor in Council is pleased to appoint ” was changed to “  Governor 
is pleased to appoint ” , The position assigned to the �ecretary of 
a Ministerial Department also helped to weaken the authority of the 
minister and to increase the autocracy of the Governor. For, in all cases, 
where the Secretary differed from the decision of the ministers, he was 
permitted to approach the Governor over the head of his political chief and 
get his decision altered by the fiat of the Governor.

10. All this undoubtedly had an adverse effect on the satisfactory 
working of dyarchy. But what I wish to guard against is the inference often 
drawn that in the absence of these factors dyarchy could have been 
N �- og 2l --2.|q
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a workable system of Government. For I maintain that dyarchy is in itself 
an unworkable system of Government. Fortunately for me I am not alone 
in holding this opinion. The Government of Bombay, some members ol 
which individually support the continuance of the system of dyarchy, has 
itself condemned it in 1919, as an unworkable system in words which are 
worth quoting : “  A reference to the records of Government will show that 
there is scarcely a question of imponance which comes up for discussion 
and settlement in any of the departments of Government which does not 
require to be weighed carefully in the light of considerations which form 
the province of another department of Government. The primary duty of the 
Government as a whole is to preserve peace and order, to protect the weak 
against the strong, and to see that in the disposal of all questions coming 
before them the conflicting interests of the many different classes affected 
receive due attention. And it follows from this that practically all proposals 
of importance put forward by the Minister in charge of any of the depart-
ments suggested for transfer..........will  involve a reference to the authorities
in charge of the reserved departments...........there are few, if any, subjects
on which they (the functions of the two portions of the Government) do 
not overlap. Consequently the theory that, in case of a transferred subject 
in charge of a Minister, it will  be possible to dispose it off without reference 
to departments of Governments concerned with the control of reserved 
subjects is largely without foundation.”

11. The dualism due to division of subjects is but one of the inherent 
defects which makes dyarchy unworkable. There is also another. Under it, 
it is not possible for the Executive to act as a unified body with a common 
policy. Such a unity can be secured only by a common allegiance arising out 
of a common mandate. Ministers who are appointed from the legislature 
are bound to feel a real obligation towards that body that indeed is the 
reason why they are appointed and they would not serve their intended 
purpose unless they felt such obligation. But every link that binds them 
to the legislature works only to separate them from their official colleagues 
with the result that the dualism inherent in dyarchy tends to come to the 
surface. Once this dualism has established itself between the two halves 
of government — and the many instances in which Ministers and Executive 
Councillors have opposed each other by speech and vote in open Council 
prove its possibility — government must become impossible. This dualism 
in dyarchy is kept in check by a coalition. But this coalition is a forced and 
artificial union between two parties with totally different mandates and can 
easily lead to an impasse. That such an impasse has not occurred in the 
Bombay Presidency does not negative this inherent defect in dyarchy. It only 
throws in clear relief that in this coalition the ministers had surrendered 
themselves to the Councillors.

12. Notwithstanding these inherent defects, there are people who hold 
that dyarchy has been successfully worked in this Presidency. That view 
can be agreed to only if it means that the Governor was not obliged to
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suspend the constitution or to bring into operation the emergency powers 
given to him by the Government of India Act. This is true. But the question 
is not whether dyarchy worked. The question is whether it worked as 
a responsible form of Government. For it must not be overlooked that in 
1919 there were many other alternative forms of Government competing 
with dyarchy for acceptance. There was the Congress League Scheme and 
there was the Scheme by heads of the Provinces, to mention no others. 
But all these schemes were rejected in preference to dyarchy because they 
failed to satisfy the tests of responsible government. Any estimate of the 
working of the dyarchical system of Government must therefore be based 
upon that supreme consideration alone. If we bear this fact in mind and 
then attempt to evaluate the working of dyarchy, the conclusion that in 
this province dyarchy has been a failure is beyond dispute. Responsible 
government means, that the Executive continues to be in office only so long 
as it commands a majority in the House. That is the essence of the doctrine 
of ministerial responsibility. Now if we apply this test to the working of 
dyarchy in the Bombay Presidency and take into account the occasions on 
which the Council divided on motions relating to the transferred subjects, 
we find a most unedifying spectacle that the ministers have been defeated 
time and again on the floor of the House and yet they have continued in 
office as though nothing had happened. This lamentable tale is told by 
the following table : —

Year
Total
No. of

Divisions

No. of 
divisions 
in which 
Govern-

ment were 
neutral

No. of 
Govern-

ment 
defeats

No. of
Govern-

ment 
defeats 

if  official 
block is 

eliminated

No. ot
Govern-

ment 
successes

No. of 
ties

1921 � 2 2 1

1922 17 4 8 9 . •

192� 4 1 1 2 1

1924 19 10 14 5 1

1925 �0 1 11 18

1926 � 1 2 1

1927 26 � 10 16

1928 2 1 1 1

These figures show that in 1921 out of three divisions the ministers were 
defeated on 2 ; in 1922 out of 17 on 8 ; in 1924 out of 19 on 14 ; in 1925 
out of �0  on 11 ; in 1926 out of �  on 1 ; in 1927 out of 26 on 10 ; in 
1928 out of 2 on 1. Notwithstanding this there has never been a case 
in this Presidency of a minister having resigned. With these facts before 
us it is impossible to agree to any conclusion which implies the dyarchy 
has worked as a responsible system of government.
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�3. It is of course open to argument that if the ministers did not resign 
it is because the Council did not intend by these divisions to indicate want 
of confidence ; otherwise it would have refused supplies to the ministers 
whom it had discredited by its adverse vote. That the Bombay Legislative 
Council was too ef :te to impose its will effectively upon the ministers is 
a fact too well known to need mention. Its division into cliques and factions, 
its vicious way of following men rather than principles, made it a toy in 
the hands of the executive, so much so, that the House as a whole failed to 
exercise even the selective function which any popular House conscious ol 
its power is expected to fulfil. Any popular House, howsoever dominated 
by the executive, will not tolerate the candidature of any member of the 
House for office unless he .hows that he has some power of speech, some 
dexterity in the handling of subject, some readiness of reply and above 
all some definite vision which can constitute the basis of a rational policy of 
social and economical betterment. Even in England where the dominance 
of the cabinet is as complete as it could be, no Prime Minister in filling  the 
subordinate offices of Government will choose men who have not shown 
themselves acceptable to the House of Commons. The Legislative Council 
of Bombay was incapable even of this, with the result that the choice for 
political office did not always fall on the best man available. But 
supposing that the Council being better organised, had imposed its 
will more effectively on the executive. What would have been the result ? 
Would it have made dyarchy work as a responsible form of Government ? My 
answer is emphatically in the negative. For, any effective action on the part 
of the legislature against the Executive can produce only one result, namely, 
it will  lead to the use by the Governor of the emergency powers of suspension 
and certification, which are entrusted to him under the Act. That this is the 
inevitable result of strong action on the part of the legislature is the testimony 
of all provinces where the constitution has been suspended. But to admit 
this is to admit that the moment the Council begins to assert its power to 
the fullest extent dyarchy must crumble unless jacked by the emergency 
powers of the Governor. It is therefore obvious that in either case dyarchy 
fails. It fails by the inaction of the legislature as in the Bombay Presidency. 
It fails as much by the action of legislature as in Central Provinces. In the 
one case by reason of the weakness of the legislature the executive gets the 
freedom to be irresponsible. In the other case the legislature by force of 
action compels the Governor to keep into being an irresponsible executive.

�4. Many have suggested that dyarchy would have worked better if the 
Governor has chosen to conduct himself as a constitutional head in 
^accordance with the provisions of Section 52(5) and the advice given by the 
Joint Parliamentary Committee. I do not share this view. First of all there 
is no foundation of facts to support the contention that the Governor was 
bound to act as a constitutional head. It is often forgotten that though the 
dyarchical form of government was selected as being a responsible form of 
government implying that the Governor in relation to the ministers was to
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be a constitutional head. But the Joint Report made it quite clear that he 
was not to be reduced to that position. They expressly stated, “  We do not 
contemplate that from the outset the Governor should occupy the position 
of a purely constitutional Governor who is bound to accept the decision of 
his ministers. We reserved to him the power of control because we regard 
him as generally responsible for his administration” . Nor did the Joint 
Parliamentary Committee recommend that he should work as a constitutional 
Governor. The Committee distinctly stated in paragraph 5 of their Report 
that the Ministers will be assisted and guided by the Governor who will  
accept their advice and promote their policy whenever possible. This is far 
from saying that the Committee intended him to function as a constitutional 
head. Indeed such an intention would be inconsistent with the provisions 
of the Act under which the Governor’s dictatorial powers were expressly 
reserved and nothing that is said in the Joint Report or in the Report of 
the Parliamentary Committee nullifies their use ; so that if the Governor has 
himself governed and has not allowed the ministers to govern through him 
it is no fault of his. But granting that the Governor should have acted as 
a constitutional head, the question again is, would it have made dyarchy 
workable as responsible form of government ? My answer to this question 
is also in the negative. For, as I see the situation, if you take away the 
power of the Governor and make him a constitutional head, you thereby 
expose the existence of the reserved side of the Government to an attack 
from a popularly elected chamber. From this peril the reserved side deprived 
of the protection of the Governor has only one escape and that is to 
consent to be ruled by the wishes of the Council. In other words, if you 
remove them from the leap of the Governor, you have no other alternative 
except to place them on the same footing as the transferred side. But this 
is only another way of stating that if the desire is to reduce the position 
of the Governor to that of a constitutional head you must first put an end 
to dyarchy.

15. So far I have argued against the view that dyarchy is not a system 
which is made unworkable by certain other factors and in support of the 
view that owing to its inherent defects, it is not only unworkable but it is 
incapable of being worked as a responsible form of a government. Of course 
dyarchy with complete dualism involving the functioning of two separate 
governments and two separate legislatures, in one the legislature is sub-
ordinate to the executive and in the other the executive is subordinate to 
the legislature, is free from the criticism which has been urged above 
against the system of dyarchy-with-dualism such as is in operation. But 
the alternative of dyarchy-with-dualism was rejected by the Government 
of India in 1919 and is open to the same objections which apply to the 
system of government that was established by the Morley-Minto Reforms 
and which have never been so forcibly voiced as in the Montagu-Chelmsford 
Report A return to such a system at this stage in the evolution of political 
life in India is unthinkable and I therefore refrain from saying anything on
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a possible recourse to such a system. The only alternative left is to dis-
continue dyarchy and transfer all subjects to the control of the ministers.

16. So far the general grounds of my opposition to the recommendations 
of my colleagues who have given their sanction �o the continuance of 
dyarchy have been .tated. 1 now proceed to state my grounds of objection 
to the continued reservation of the particular subject, namely law and 
order. The principal reason urged against the transfer of law and order 
to the charge of a minister is that being subject to the wishes of the electo-
rates and being removable by an adverse vote of the Council the minister 
will not be able to administer the department impartially. The inevitable 
consequence of such a situation, it is feared, will be that the services 
working in the administration of that department will be placed in a false 
position. Never knowing whe' they will be supported and when they will  
be censured, the uncertainty will paralyse their action to the grave detri-
ment of peace and good government It is further urged that in view of 
the series of Hindu-Moslem riots which have, of late, become so very 
common we ought not to transfer law and order to the control of a minister 
who is subject to the vagaries of public opinion and who is likely to be 
swayed by communal prejudices, Hindu or Moslem.

17. To be frank this argument has produced no effect upon me 
although my colleagues seem to have been considerably impressed by it. 
It is one of the stock arguments of bureaucracy. To admit itls force is 
to accept that bureaucratic government is the best form of government 
Unfortunately bureaucratic government has been known to India toe long 
for anybody to be deceived by any such argument. It is so extravagant 
that its acceptance would involve the negation of all responsible govern-
ment. Whatever its antecedents, responsible government, it must be 
recognised has come to stay in India. Any change time can bring along 
with it must be in the direction of expansion of the principle. Any Plan 
therefore which hinders the broadening of this basic principle must create 
a serious conflict between the Government and the people. Nor does it appear 
to me that there exists any ground why we should needlessly give rise to 
such a conflict by acting upon the bureaucratic argument For, in my opinion, 
the fear that the ministers will succumb to the clamour of their followers 
in the House or that their followers will  be malevolent in their attitude is not 
backed by experience and in so far as it is, it does them a great injustice. 
The suspension of the Local Boards and Municipalities which had been 
captured by the non-co-operators in 1922 at a time when Mr. Gandhi was 
in the plenitude of his power gives us hope to say that ministers can be 
trusted to act independently of the wishes of the electorates when such 
an action is demanded of them. Members of Government will I am sure 
testify that the Bombay Legislative Council has invariably acted with the 
necessary restraint which consciousness of responsibility always brings 
with it. But even if one is compelled to admit that the House may not 
keep itself unruffled on occasions of communal feeling and communal clash
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this is no argument against transfer. For one may point out in reply 
that no community whatever its attitude towards another has any vested 
interest in disorder such as will induce its accredited representatives to be 
so irresponsible as to lead them to work against peace and goodwill. The 
fear therefore which operates on the mind of those who support the reserva-
tion of law and order is merely the fear of the unseen, unknown and the 
untried. My colleagues in not recommending the transfer are no doubt 
adopting a most cautious course. But I am not certain that they are thereby 
following the wisest course. For, there is such a thing as too much caution 
which prohibits the liberty to make an experiment which the wisest course 
must demand in order to find out whether or not the fear is real. The very 
same fear of the unknown which is now urged against the transfer of law 
and order was urged in 1919 against the transfer of the subjects now 
entrusted to the control of the ministers. But they were all brushed aside by 
the Secretary of States and the Government of India who both consented 
to take the leap in the dark. I prefer to adopt the same course with respect 
to law and order.
18. But there is another reason why if we are to make the experiment 

it is wise that we should make it without delay. It is obvious that the 
transfer of a subject brings in its wake an increase in the number of Indians 
employed in the services. It is possible that the Indians might be less 
efficient, at any rate, less experienced than the European members of the 
staff. To postpone the transfer of law and order is therefore to increase 
the dangers incident upon every transitional stage. Consequently it is much 
the safest, to take the step at once and emerge through that stage while 
the experienced trained civil servants, who could be relied upon to loyally 
assist in working the new constitution with as little dislocation as possible, 
are still with us. Fortunately for me this suggestion comes from a very 
important authority, in fact it comes from an experienced civil servant, who 
supplied his views in a note to Mr. Barker who has reproduced the same 
in his book on the “  Future of Government of India and the I.C.S.” .
“  I propose to state,” says Mr. Barker, “  the lines of such criticism, as it is 

advanced in a Note written by an experienced civil servant.......... In the first
place it is urged by the author of the Note that the maintenance of law and 
order, and matters concerned with land revenue and tenancy rights, ought to 
be transferred.” “  These departments,” he urges, “  are administered under 
Government by the strongest and most able branch of all the services in 
India — the Indian Civil Service. The principles of their administration have 
long been laid down, and are well understood. The service has great tradition 
behind it which will  ensure that, that administration will  get the best assistance 
and most outspoken advice.......... It is admitted that the people of India
are quiet and easily governed people, though occasionally liable to excite-
ment over things affecting their caste or religion. The task of maintaining law 
and order is not therefore a very difficult one.......... the argument that land
revenue and tenancy questions affect the interest of the masses rather than
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of the classes who will be represented in the Legislature (and therefore, on 
the fifth of the canons mentioned above, should not be transferred) is absolu-
tely inconsistent with the franchise and electorate scheme which has been 
put forward for the Provinces.......... The convinced advocate of the compart-
mental system who is afraid to transfer some at any rate of the departments 
concerned with law and order and with revenue administration admit that he 
is afraid of his own scheme. I, though I am not an advocate of dyarchy, should 
not be afraid to make the experiment, because I should hope to find among 
the Ministers that common sense, goodwill, and forbearance which are 
essential to the success of any scheme, dyarchical or not.”

19. I quite realise the anxiety of the minorities in respect of the transfer 
of law and order. But it is somewhat difficult to understand how they expect 
to gain by its reservation. There will be no difference between a bureaucrat 
in charge of law and order and a minister from the standpoint of personal 
bias if the bureaucrat is to be an Indian. If he is to be a European, then the 
most that can be said of him is that he will be a neutral person. But this is 
hardly an advantage. For, there is no guarantee that a neutral person will  
also be an impartial person. On the contrary a person who is neutral has also 
his interests and his prejudices and when he has no such interest he is 
likely to be ignorant The European personal of the bureaucrat is therefore 
a doubtful advantage to the minorities who are anxious for the reservation 
of law and order. What however passes my comprehension is the failure of 
some of the representatives of the minorities to realise the great advantage 
which the ministerial system gives them as against the bureaucratic regime. 
For the best guarantee which the minorities can have for their own protec-
tion is power to control the actions of the executive. The bureaucratic system 
is impervious to this control. If it protects the minorities it is because it 
likes to do so. But if on any occasion it chooses not to take action the 
minorities have no remedy. In other words, a minister can be dictated to ; 
but a bureaucrat may not even be advised. This it seems to me is a vital 
difference between the regime of the bureaucrat and the regime of the 
minister. Personally myself, I do not see how the minorities will  lose by the 
transfer of law and order and I say this, although I belong to a minority 
whose members are treated worse than human beings. My view is that in 
a Legislature where minorities are adequately represented, it is to their 
advantage that law and order should be transferred. For, such transfer gives 
them the power of control over the administration of the subject which is 
denied to them under reservation. I think the minorities should consider 
seriously whether there is not sufficient truth in the statement that a rogue 
does better under the master’s eye than an honest man unwatched ; and if  
they do, I think they will  realise that they can with good reason prefer inferior 
officers, over whom they can exercise an influence, to the most exemplary 
of mankind entirely free from such responsibility.

20. There is however another and a more important reason why 
Minorities prefer reservation to transfer. It is because their representation
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in the Legislature is so small as to make them inconsequential. From the 
standpoint of the minorities, the choice obviously is between reservation and 
no representation on the one hand and transfer and adequate representation 
on the other. Here again the second alternative must be deemed to be more 
beneficial than the first. It would therefore be more in the interest of the 
minorities to insist on adequate representation than to persist in opposing 
the transfer of law and order. But, if the fear of mal-administration in the 
department of law and order to the prejudice of the minorities cannot be 
allayed by the grant of adequate representation to the minorities, I am 
prepared to add a proviso to my recommendation to the effect that if  
a minority of say 40 per cent, in the Legislative Council should decide by 
a vote that law and order be a reserved subject, it shall then be withdrawn 
from the list of transferred subjects. I make the proposal in preference to 
that of the Majority, because I hold that some day the subject shall have 
to be transferred if the principle of responsible government laid down in the 
Pronouncement of 20th August, 1917, is to be made good and that the 
proposal while it does not come in the way of giving effect to it immediately 
it does not preclude the possibility of cancelling the transfer, if experience 
shows that the fears entertained about it are well founded.

CHAPTER 2

THE EXECUTIVE  IN WORKING

21. The introduction of a unified government based on ministerial 
responsibility gives rise to four important questions. Of these the first 
pertains to the stability of the executive, the second to communal representa-
tion in the Executive, the third to the enforcement of the responsibility of 
the Executive and the fourth to the mutual relation among the members of 
the Executive.
22. Regarding the first question it is said that owing to the communal 

bias of the members of the legislature, the legislature is bound to be 
composed of groups. With attachment to community more pronounced than 
loyalty to principles, the ministry may find itself resting on uncertain 
foundation of communal allegiance measured out in proportion to communal 
advantage so that if communities choose to transfer their allegiance according 
to their will and without reference to principles, ministries may crumble 
as soon as they are formed. To prevent such an evil it is proposed 
that the ministry might be formed from a panel of men chosen by the 
various groups in the Council and once it is formed it should be made 
irremovable during the lifetime of the Council. I recognise that the fear of 
an unstable executive may come true. But I do not think that it calls for 
a remedy or a remedy of the kind suggested. India is not the only country 
with the group tendency manifesting itself in the Legislature. The French 
Chamber of Deputies is a more glaring instance of the group tendency 
involving frequent disruption of the ministeries. All the same the French
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have felt that the situation, bad as it is, is not so intolerable as to call for 
a remedy. But assuming that what is anticipated comes true and the 
situation becomes intolerable, I am convinced that the remedy is not the 
right one. That the remedy will immensely weaken the responsibility of the 
ministers is beyond dispute. What, however, I am afraid of, is that the scheme 
instead of making for the coalescence of the groups will only serve to 
harden and perpetuate them; so that the remedy far from curing the 
disease will only aggravate it. The true remedy appears to me to lie along 
the line of reconstruction of the existing electorates.

2�.  I am totally opposed to the recognition of communal representation 
in the executive of the country. Under it, the disease will break out in its 
worst form in a most vital organ of the governmental machinery. It will be 
a dyarchy or triarchy depending upon the number of communities that will  
have to be recognised as being entitled to representation in the cabinet. It 
will no doubt be a communal dyarchy somewhat different from the political 
dyarchy which we have today. But that will not make it better than 
political dyarchy. The defects inherent in the one are inherent in the other 
and if the aim of constitutional reconstruction is a unified government, 
dyarchy in its communal form must be as summarily rejected as dyarchy 
in its political form. Indeed there is greater reason for the rejection of 
communal dyarchy than there is for the rejection of political dyarchy. For 
under political dyarchy the possibility of a Government based on principle 
exists. But communal dyarchy is sure to result in a Government based on 
class ideology.

24. It is a cardinal principle of the constitutional law of Great Britain 
and the self-governing Dominions that every minister is amenable to the law 
Courts. Indeed it is owing to this wise principle that British subjects at 
home and in the Dominions are secure in person and property against 
ministerial wrong doing. India alone stands in strange contrast with Great 
Britain and the Dominions in the matter of legal responsibility of the Execu-
tive for illegal acts. During the course of a better conflict between the judiciary 
headed by Sir Iliajah Impey and the Executive backed by Warren Hastings, 
the Executive in India as early as 1780 secured for itself immunity from 
the control of the Courts. That immunity has been continued to it ever 
since and now finds its place in sections 110 and 111 of the Government of 
India Act. Such an immunity was tolerated because it was local and not 
general. For it was provided that members of the Executive who could 
not be prosecuted in India were liable to prosecution in England for illegal 
acts done in India. This system of accountability if it was remote was none 
the less efficacious because under the old regime almost every member of 
the Executive by reason of the fact that he was a European returned to 
England. The composition of the Executive has now undergone a change. It 
is largely Indian in personnel and as the chances of any one of them going 
to England are so rare their liability can never in fact be enforced. The 
situation as it now stands provides no remedy either immediate or remote
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against wrongful acts of ministers. To allow the situation to continue, is to 
destroy the very basis of constitutional government. I therefore recommend 
that sections 110 and 111 of the Government of India Act should be 
amended so as to allow all British subjects, whether Indian or European, 
the right to resort to the Courts in respect of illegal acts ordered by 
ministers. Such a change in the law was urged in 1919 in respect of 
ministers. But it was not then accepted because its acceptance, it was thought, 
would introduce an invidious distinction between Ministers and Executive 
Councillors. With the introduction of full responsible government in the 
Provinces, this objection does not survive.
25. I hold so strongly to the view of enforcing legal responsibility of 

ministers for illegal acts that 1 propose that the constitution should provide 
for the constitution of a tribunal composed of the Legislature or partly of 
the Legislature and partly of the Judiciary before which ministers may be 
impeached for acts unlawful in themselves or acts prejudicial to the national 
welfare. I am aware that owing to the introduction of ministerial respon-
sibility impeachment has fallen into disuse. But I feel that ministerial 
responsibility in India is only in the making and until the Legislature and 
the Executive have become conscious of its implications it is better to 
provide a more direct means of curbing the extravagances of power in the 
hands of men who are unused to it and who may be led to abuse it by 
excessive loyalty to caste and creed. A safeguard is never superfluous 
because it is not often invoked.
26. In determining the relationship between the members of the 

executive — whether each should be liable for his acts only or whether 
each should be liable for the acts of all, in other words, whether the 
liability should be individual or joint — is a question on which no. one- 
can dogmatise. All  the same I am for joint responsibility. I am aware that 
under it the Legislature is practically helpless in the matter of punishing 
a delinquent minister. With joint responsibility the legislature will not be 
able to dismiss a minister of whose acts it disapproves ; it will not be in 
position even formally to censure him, unless it is prepared to get rid of 
his colleagues as well. This no legislature functioning with a parliamentary 
executive dare do. For if it does, and overthrows the executive, the executive 
will also overthrow the Legislature by asking for a dissolution. Notwith-
standing this defect, I am in favour of joint responsibility and for two 
reasons. In a modem state the function of the executive as an administering 
body applying legislation has become a secondary function. Its main 
function is to determine policy and submit proposals to the Legislature. 
Indeed so necessary is the function that the usefulness of the Legislatures 
would be considerably diminished if the executive failed to perform it. But 
in order that the executive may perform the function of policy-making, 
there must be a unity of outlook among its members. Such a unity of out-
look will  not be possible without complete coherence in the executive. Joint 
responsibility, it appears to me, can alone ensure such coherence. Second
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�eason why I �ecommend joint �esponsibility is because I fea� that the 
p�inciple of individual �esponsibility will neve� pe�mit the g�owth of 
a common political platfo�m t�anscending the bounda�ies of caste and 
c�eed. It will pe�petuate g�oups and the P�esidency will fo� eve� be 
condemned to a �ule of Gove�nment by Coalition of g�oups which by 
thei� �eadiness to fo�m new combinations, will plague the administ�ation 
with instability and which by thei� p�efe�ence fo� a policy of menoeuv�es 
to a policy of ideas, will fatally affect the integ�ity of the wo�k of the 
administ�ation. Unde� joint �esponsibility although a pa�ty may be a collection 
of units of va�ying views yet membe�s of each unit, not only shall be fo�ced 
to do the best they can to fo�mulate a unified policy but will be compelled 
to be bound by it. The habit of submitting to a pa�ty p�og�amme which is 
wide� than the g�oup p�og�amme will  fu�nish a kind of education, the need 
of which must be keenly felt by all who know the conditions of India.
27. How to secu�e joint �esponsibility is a matte� of some impo�tance. 

To do it by exp�ess te�ms of law will  leave no libe�ty eithe� to the Head of 
the administ�ation o� the Legislatu�e to dismiss a ministe� without dismissing 
the whole of the executive. It is the�efo�e bette� to leave it to convention. 
The question how to make the convention ope�ative still �emains. It seems 
to me that if instead of the Gove�no� choosing the ministe�s, the task was 
ent�usted to one of the ministe�s to choose his colleagues, a cabinet so 
fo�med is bound to function on the basis of joint �esponsibility and would 
yet leave �oom fo� getting �id of an individual ministe� without changing the 
whole pe�sonnel of the gove�nment I the�efo�e suggest that the Gove�no� 
should be inst�ucted not to unde�take di�ectly the task of appointing 
individual ministe�s but to choose a chief ministe� and leave to him the 
wo�k of fo�ming a gove�nment.
28. My colleagues have �ecommended that the�e should be 7 ministe�s to 

take cha�ge of the administ�ation of the P�esidency. I am unable to concu� 
in the �ecommendation in so fa� as it fixes the numbe� of ministe�s. It may 
be that the futu�e gove�nment of the P�esidency might be able to do with 
less than 7 o� may feel the necessity fo� having mo�e than 7 to make no 
mention of having to appoint ministe�s without po�tfolios fo� satisfying the 
pe�sonal ambitions of membe�s of the Legislatu�e without whose suppo�t it 
may not be possible to ca��y on the gove�nment of the P�ovince. Unde� these 
ci�cumstances the wisest cou�se seems to me to leave the question of the 
numbe� of ministe�s open to be dete�mined by the Legislatu�e of the day.

CHAPTER 3

THE POSITION AN�  POWERS OF THE GOVERNOR

29. Unde� the existing constitution the Gove�no� of a P�ovince does not 
occupy a well defined position. He has not the position of a constitutional 
head �ep�esenting the C�own in the P�ovince without any �esponsibility fo� 
the gove�nment of the P�ovince. No� is his position such as to invest him
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with a complete direction of the affiairs of the Province. His position partakes 
of both. Such a position for the Governor which makes him play the 
double role of an autocrat and a constitutional head is not a very happy 
position either from the standpoint of the Governor or from the standpoint 
of smooth working of the governmental machine. Whatever the nature of 
the difficulties of the position of a Governor was made to occupy it was 
quite consistent with the type of the constitution that was introduced in 
1919. As the constitution did not grant full responsible government the 
Governor was naturally not reduced to the position of a constitutional 
head. On the other hand, as the direction of the affairs of the Provinces 
was in some departments at any rate, transferred to responsible ministers, 
the Governor was not permitted to retain his former position as an irres-
ponsible head. The change in the position of the Governor was thus based 
on an intelligent principle of reducing the executive powers of the Governor 
in direct ratio to the advance made towards responsible government. 
Following the logic of the principle laid down in 1919, of making the 
position of the Governor to accord with the transfer of responsibility, 
I recommend that the Governor of the Province should be reduced to the 
position of a constitutional head. Indeed no other position for the Governor 
can be thought of, which will  be compatible with the system of full respon-
sible government.
�0.  Regarding his powers he shall have in his capacity as representing the 

Crown in the Executive of the Province the power to make appointments to 
the Cabinet. In the same capacity, he will  have the ultimate power of giving 
or refusing sanction, to any order proposed by the minister in any matter 
pertaining to any branch of the administration. As representing the Crown 
in the Legislature he will have in dealing with Bills passed by the Council 
the power (1) to assent, (2) to reserve assent pending signification of His 
Majesty’s pleasure and (�)  to refuse assent.

�1.  The exercise of these powers given to the Governor must of course 
be made conditional upon the formula that it must be with the advice of 
ministers responsible to the Legislature. This does not mean that he will  
not have the discretion to disagree with his ministers. Far from that being 
the case, he will retain the liberty not merely to tell his ministers that he 
does not approve of their policy but actually to dismiss the ministers who 
persist in a policy to which he is opposed. For there cannot be any obliga-
tion on a constitutional head compelling him to follow a minister responsible 
to a Legislature. The essence of his obligation is to follow the general wish 
of the electors and if he appears to follow the minister it is because a minister 
is supposed to represent the will  of the electors. But there may be occasions 
when he may have reasons to doubt that the minister correctly represents the 
Will  of the general electorates. Consequently not only do the constitutions of 
all responsible governments recognise this possibility but they actually provide 
him with all possible means of ascertaining what the Will  of the electorates 
is. For that purpose the constitution of every responsible government permits
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the Governor to dismiss the ministers and appoint others who agree with him 
in the hope that the Legislature will support them. If the Legislature refuses 
support to the new ministers, the constitutions of all responsible governments 
permit him another resource that of an appeal to the electorates in the hop? 
that they might support him. These resources the Governor of the Province 
must be allowed. But it is also necessary to bear in mind that no constitution 
gives him larger powers than these. If after the ascertainment of the Wil! of 
the electorates, it is found that the decision has gone against him the con-
stitution of every responsible government leaves him no other alternative but 
to yield, abdicate or fight. The Governor of a Province must be content with 
these resources. Under no circumstances can he have independent powers of 
action such as he has under the present constitution to certify measures not 
passed by the Legislature, sanction expenditure refused by rhe legislature or 
suspend the constitution by dismissing the ministers and assuming the direc-
tion of affairs himself. What is necessary therefore for making the Governor 
a constitutional head is to take away his powers of certification and suspension 
and thus make it impossible for him to act independently of ministers 
responsible to the Legislature.
�2.  The precise language of the Section in whicu the obligation of the 

Governor to act on the advice of the minister is a matter of some moment. 
Section 52(�) which deals with this seems to be too vaguely worded. It is 
too indefinitely worded to secure the desired end. Instead of stating that the 
Governor shall act on the advice of his ministers it would be better if the 
Section stated that no order of the Governor shall be valid unless it is 
countersigned by a minister. The obligatory force of such language is obvious. 
Accordingly I recommend such a change in the language of the Section.
��.  Along with the definition of the powers of the Governor, the place of 

the Governor in the Executive must also be defined. Being relieved from 
the responsibility for the direction of affairs the function of the Governor 
becomes supervisory rather than executive. His main business will be to 
see that those on whom the responsibility will now fall do not infringe the 
principles enunciated in the constitution for their guidance. In order that 
he may. perform this function, he must be independent of local politics. 
That independence is absolutely essential to unprejudicial supervision. The 
best way of keeping him independent is to keep him away from the executive. 
Nothing will undermine public confidence in his impartial judgment so 
much as a direct participation by the Governor in political controversies 
Nor can it be doubted that his association in the public mind with the 
controversies between the Legislature and the Executive will have any other 
result. If the Governor is to discharge his functions in a manner that will  
be regarded as fair it is very important that he must be above party. For 
that purpose he must be emancipated from the Executive as he has been 
dissociated from the Legislature. I therefore recommend that it should be 
provided that the Governor shall not be a part of the Executive nor shall 
he have the right to preside over it. The meetings of the Executive shall be 
summoned and presided over by the Prime Minister without any intervention 
of the Governor



�ECTION  III

PROVINCIAL LEGI�LATURE

CHAPTER 1

�RANCHISE

34. My colleagues have recommended that the franchise in urban areas 
should remain as it is and that in rural areas the land revenue assessment 
should be halved. I am unable to agree to this. My colleagues have treated 
the question of franchise as though it was a question of favour rather than 
of right. J think that such a view is too dangerous to be accepted as the 
basis of political society in any country. For if the conception of a right 
to representation is to be dismissed as irrelevant ; if a moral claim to 
representation is to be deemed as nothing but a metaphysical or senti-
mental obstruction ; if franchise is considered a privilege to be given or 
withheld by those m political power according to their own estimate of 
the use likely to be made of it, then it is manifest that the political 
emancipation of the unenfranchised will be entirely at the mercy of those 
that are enfranchised. To accept such a conclusion is to accept that slavery 
is no wrong. For slaver}', too, involves the hypothesis that men have no 
right but what those in power choose to give them. A theory which leads 
to such a conclusion must be deemed to be fatal to any form of popular 
Government, arid as such I reject it in toto.

35. My colleagues look upon the question of franchise as though it 
was nothing but a question of competency to put into a ballot box a piece 
of paper with a number of names written thereon. Otherwise they would 
not have insisted upon literacy as a criterion for the extension of the 
franchise. �uch a view of the franchise is undoubtedly superficial and 
involves a total misunderstanding of what it stands for. If the majority had 
before its mind the true conception of what franchise means they would 
have realised that franchise, far from being a transaction concerned with 
the marking of the ballot paper, “  stands for direct and active participa-
tion in the regulation of the terms upon which associated life shall be 
sustained and the permit of good carried on.” Once this conception of 
franchise is admitted, it would follow that franchise is due to every adult 
who is not a lunatic. For, associated life is shared by every individual and 
as every individual is affected by its consequences, every individual must

N 4002—22
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have the right to settle its terms. From the same premises it would further 
follow that the poorer the individual the greater the necessity of enfran-
chising him. Form in every society based on private property the terms 
of associated life as between owners and workers are from the start set 
against the workers. If the welfare of the worker is to be guaranteed from 
being menaced by the owners the terms of their associated life must be 
constantly resettled. But this can hardly be done unless the franchise is 
dissociated from property and extended to all propertyless adults. It is 
therefore clear that judged from either point of view the conclusion in 
favour of adult suffrage is irresistible. I accept that conclusion and 
recommend that the franchise should be extended to all adults, male and 
female, above the age of 21.

�6.  Political justice is not the only ground for the introduction of 
adult suffrage. Even political expediency favours its introduction. One of 
the reasons why minorities like the Mohamedan insist upon communal 
electorates is the fear that in a system of joint electorates the voters of 
the majority community would so largely influence the election that seats 
would go to men who were undesirable from the standpoint of the minority. 
I have pointed out in a subsequent part of the report that such a contention 
could be effectively disposed of by the introduction of adult suffrage. The 
majority has given no thought to the importance of adult suffrage as an 
alternative to communal electorates. The majority has proceeded as though 
communal electorates were a good to be preserved and have treated 
adult suffrage as though it was an evil to be kept within bonds. My 
view of them is just the reverse. I hold communal electorates to be 
an evil and adult suffrage to be a good. Those who agree with me will  
admit that adult suffrage should be introduced not only because of its 
inherent good but also because it can enable us to get rid of the evil of 
communal electorates. But even those whose political faith does not include 
a belief in adult suffrage, will, I am sure, find no difficulty in accepting this 
view. For it is only commonsense to say that a lesser evil is to be 
preferred to a greater evil and there is no doubt that adult suffrage, if it 
is at all an evil, is a lesser evil than communal electorates. Adult suffrage, 
which is supported by political justice and favoured by political expediency, 
is also, I find, demanded by a substantial body of public opinion. The 
Nehru Committee’s report, which embodies the views of all the political 
parties in India except the Non-Brahmins and the Depressed Classes, 
favours the introduction of adult suffrage. The Depressed Classes have also 
insisted upon it The Sindh Mohamedan Association, one Mohamedan 
member and one Non-Brahmin member of the Government of Bombay, 
have expressed themselves in favour of it There is thus a considerable 
volume of public opinion in support of adult franchise. My colleagues give 
no reason why they have ignored this volume of public opinion.

�7.  Two things appear to have weighed considerably with my 
colleagues in their decision against the introduction of adult suffrage. One
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is the extent of illiteracy prevalent in the country. No one can deny 
the existence of illiteracy among the masses of the country. But that this 
factor should have any bearing on the question of franchise is a view the 
correctness of which I am not prepared to admit. First of all, illiteracy of 
the illiterate is no fault of theirs. The Government of Bombay for a long 
time refused to take upon itself the most important function of educating 
the people, and, when it did, it deliberately confined the benefit of education 
to the classes and refused to extend it to the masses.*

38. It was not until 1854, that Government declared itself in favour of 
mass education as against class education. But the anxiety of Government 
for the spread of education among the masses has gone very little beyond 
the passing of a few resolutions. In the matter of financial support Govern
ment always treated education with a most niggardly provision. It is noto
rious, how Government, which is always in favour of taxation refused to 
consent to the proposal of the Honourable Mr. Gokhale for compulsory 
primary education, although it was accompanied by a measure of taxation. 
The introduction of the Reform has hardly improved matters. Beyond the 
passing of a Compulsory Primary Education Act in the Presidency there has 
not been any appreciable advance in the direction of mass education. On 
the contrary there has been a certain amount of deterioration owing to the 
transfer of education to local authorities which are manned, comparatively 
speaking, by people who being either indifferent or ignorant, are seldom 
keen for the advancement of education.

39. In the case of the Depressed Classes the opportunity for acquiring 
literacy has in fact been denied to them. Untouchability has been an insuper
able bar in their way to education. Even Government has bowed before it 
and has sacrificed the rights of the Depressed Classes to admission in public 
schools to the exigencies of the social system in India. In a resolution of the 
year 1856 the Government of Bombay in rejecting the petition of a Mahar 
boy to a school ii>Dharwar observed :

“ The question discussed in the correspondence is one of very great 
practical difficulty.......

“ 1. There can be no doubt that the Mahar petitioner has abstract 
justice in his side; and Government trust that the prejudices which at 
present prevent him from availing himself of existing means of education 
in Dharwar may be are long removed.

“ 2. But Government are obliged to keep in mind that to interefere 
with the prejudices of ages in a summary manner, for the sake of one 
or few individuals, would probably do a great damage to the cause of 
education. The disadvantage under which the petitioner labours is not 
one which has originated with this Government, and it is one which 

♦Lest this fact should be regarded as a fiction, I invite attention to the extracts 
from the Report of the Board of Education of the Bombay Presidency for the year 
1850-51. (These extracts are printed at the end of this report as Appendix at 
pages 402-06.—�ditor)
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�overnment cannot summarily remove by interfering in his favour, as he 
begs them to do.”

The Hunter Commission which followed after the lapse of 26 years did 
say that �overnment should accept the principle that nobody be 
refused admission to a �overnment College or School merely on the ground 
of caste. But it also felt it necessary to say that the principle should “ be 
applied with due caution ” and the result of such caution was that the 
principle was never enforced. A bold attempt was, no doubt, made in 1921 
by Dr. Paranjpye, when he was the Minister of Education. But as his 
action was without any sanction behind it, his circular regarding admission 
of the Depressed Classes to Schools is being evaded, with the result that 
illiteracy still continues to be a deplorable feature of the life of the Depressed 
Classes.
40. To the question that is often asked how can such illiterate people be 

given the franchise, my reply therefore is, who is responsible for their 
illiteracy ? If the responsibility for illiteracy falls upon the �overnment, then 
to make literacy a condition precedent to franchise is to rule out the large 
majority of the people who, through no fault of their own, have never had 
an opportunity of acquiring literacy provided to them. �ranting  that the 
extension of franchise must follow the removal of illiteracy what guarantee 
is there that efforts will be made to remove illiteracy as early as possible ? 
The question of education like other nation-building questions is ultimately 
a question of money. So long as money is not forthcoming in sufficient 
amount, there can be no advance in education. How to find this money is 
therefore the one question that has to be solved. That a Council elected on 
the present franchise will never be in a position to solve the problem is 
beyond dispute. For the simple reason that money for education can only be 
provided by taxing the rich and the rich are the people who control the 
present Council. Surely the rich will  not consent to tax themselves for the 
benefit of the poor unless they are compelled to do so. Such a compulsion 
can only come by a radical change in the composition of the Council which 
will give the poor and illiterate adequate voice therein. Unless this happens 
the question of illiteracy will  never be solved. To1 deny them that right is to 
create a situation full of injustice. To keep people illiterate and then to 
make their illiteracy the ground for their non-enfranchisement is to add insult 
to injury. But the situation indeed involves more than this. It involves an 
aggravation of the injury. For to keep people illiterate and then to deny them 
franchise which is the only means whereby they could effectively provide for 
the removal of their illiteracy is to perpetuate their illiteracy and postpone 
indefinitely the day of their enfranchisement.
41. It might be said that the question is not who is responsible for 

illiteracy ; the question is whether illiterate persons should be given the right 
to vote. My answer is that the question cannot be one of literacy or illiteracy ; 
the question can be of intelligence alone. Those who insist on literacy as 
a test and insist upon making it a condition precedent to enfranchisement in
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�y  opinion, co��it  two �istakes. Their first �istake  consists in their belief 
that an illiterate person is necessarily an unintelligent person. But everyone 
knows that, to �aintain  that an illiterate person can be a very intelligent 
person, is not to utter a paradox. Indeed an appeal to experience 
would fortify the conclusion that illiterate people all over the world 
including India have intelligence enough to understand and �anage their 
own affairs. At any rate the law presu�es that above a certain age every 
one has intelligence enough to be entrusted with the responsibility of 
�anaging his own affairs. The illiterate �ight  easily co��it  �istakes in 
the exercise of the franchise. But then the Develop�ent Depart�ent of 
Bo�bay  has fallen into �istakes of judg�ent  equally great which though 
they are conde�ned, are all the sa�e  tolerated. And even if they fall into 
greater errors it �ay  still be well that they should have franchise. For all 
belief in free and popular Govern�ent rests ulti�ately  on the conviction 
that a people gains �ore  by experience than it loses by the errors of liberty 
and it is difficult to perceive why a truth that holds good of individuals in 
non-political field should not hold good in the political field Their second 
�istake  lies in supposing that literacy necessarily i�ports  a higher level 
of intelligence or knowledge than what the illiterate possesses. On this point 
the words of Bryce �ight  be quoted. In his survey of “  Mode�  De�o -
cracies ” he raises the question how far ability to read and write goes towards 
civic co�petence and answers thus : “ Because it is the only test practically 
available, we assu�e it to be an adequate test. Is it really so ? So�e  of us 
re�e�ber,  a�ong  the English rustics of sixty years ago shrewd �en,  unable 
to read but with plenty of �other  wit, and by their strong sense and solid 
judg�ent  quite as well qualified to vote as are their grand-children today who 
read a newspaper and revel in the cine�a .......... The Athenian voters..........
were better.......... fitted for civic franchise than �ost  of the voters in
�ode�  de�ocracies. 7’hese Greek voters learnt politics not fro�  the printed 
and, few even fro�  any written page, but by listening to acco�plished 
orators and by talking to one another. Talking has this advantage over 
reading, that in it �ind  is less passive. It is thinking that �atters,  not reading, 
and by thinking, I �ean  the power of getting at facts, and arguing consecu-
tively fro�  the�.  In conversation there is a clash of wits, and to that so�e  
�ental  exertion �ust  go.......... But in these days of ours reading has beco�e
substitute for thinking. The �an  who reads only the newspaper of his own 
party, and reads its political intelligence in a �edley  of other stuff, narratives 
of cri�es  and descriptions of football �atches, need not know that there is 
�ore  than one side to a question and seldo�  asks if there is one, nor what 
is the evidence for what the paper tells hi�.  The printed page, because it 
see�s to represent so�e  unknown power, is believed �ore  readily than 
what he hears in talk. He takes fro�  it state�ents, perhaps groundless, 
perhaps invented, which he would not take fro�  one of his follows in the 
workshop or the counting house. Moreover, the Tree of Knowledge is the 
Tree of the Knowledge of Evil as well as of Good. On the Printed Page Truth
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has no better chance than Falsehood, except with those who read widely 
and have the capacity of discernment. A party organ, suppressing some 
facts, misrepresenting some others, is the worst of all guides, because it 
can by incessantly reiterating untruth produce a greater impression than 
any man or body of men, save only ecclesiastics clothed with a spiritual 
authority, could produce before printing was invented. A modem voter 
so guided by his party newspapers is no better off than his grandfather 
who eighty years ago voted at the bidding of his landlord or his employer 
or (in Ireland) of his Priest. The grandfather at least knew whom he was 
following, while the grandson, who only reads what is printed on one side 
of a controversy may be the victim of selfish interests who own the organs 
which his simplicity assumes to express public opinion or to have the 
public good at heart. So a democracy that has been taught only to read 
and not also to reflect and judge, will  not be better for the ability to read.”

42. It seems to me that too much is being made out of the illiteracy of 
the masses in India. Take the English voter and inquire into his conduct 
as a voter and what do we find ? This is what the Times Literary Supple-
ment of August 21, 1924, says about him :

“  The mass of the people have no serious interest. Their votes decide 
all political issues, but they know nothing of politics. It is a disquieting, 
but too well-founded reflection that the decision about tariff reform or 
taxation or foreign policy is now said by men and women who have 
never read a dozen columns of serious politics in their lives. Of the old 
narrow electorate of eight years ago probably at least two-thirds eagerly 
studied political speeches on the question of the day. Today not five per 
cent, of the voters read either debates or leading articles. The remnant, 
however remarkable, is small. Democracy as a whole is as content with 
gross amusement1 as Bottles was with vulgar ones, and like him it 
leases his mind to its newspaper which makes his Sundays much more 
degrading than those which he spent under his Baptist Minister. This is 
the atmosphere against whose poisonous gases the schools provide in 
vain the helmet of their culture.”
4�.  Surely if British Democracy — say the British Empire is content 

to be ruled by voters such as above, it is arguable that Indians who are 
opposed to adult suffrage are not only unjust and visionaries but are 
protesting too much and are laying themselves open to the charge that they 
are making illiteracy of the masses an excuse to pocket their political power. 
For, to insist that a thorough appreciation of the niceties of political creeds 
and the ability to distinguish between them are necessary tests of political 
intelligence is, to say the least, hypercritical. On small political questions no 
voter, no matter in what country he is, will ever be accurately informed. 
Nor is such minute knowledge necessary. The most that can be expected 
from the elector is the power of understanding broad issues and of choosing 
the candidate who in his opinion will serve him best. This, I make bold to 
say, is not beyond the capacity of an average Indian.
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44. The other thing which apparently weighed with my colleagues in 
refusing to accept adult suffrage is the analogy of the countries like England. 
It is argued that the extension of the franchise from forty shilling freehold 
in 1429 to adult suffrage in 18�2 there were less than 500,000 persons who 
had the right to vote in the election of members of Parliament; that it was 
not until the Reform Act of that year that the number of voters was increased 
to nearly 1,000,000 ; that no further step was taken to lower the franchise 
till the passing of the Act of 1867 which increased it to 2,500,000 ; that the 
next step was taken 17 years after when the Act of 1884 increased it again 
to 5,500,000 ; and that adult suffrage did not come till after a lapse of 
�4  years when People’s Representation Act of 1918 was passed. This fact 
has been used for very different purposes by different set of peoples. A set 
of politicians who are social tories and political radicals use this in support 
of their plea that the legislature can be given full powers although it may 
not be fully representative and in reply to this argument of their opponents 
that the transference of power to a legislature so little representative will  be 
to transfer it to an oligarchy. By others in support of their plea that in the 
matter of franchise we must proceed slowly and �o  step by step as other 
nations have done. To the second group of critics my reply is that there is no 
reason why we should follow in the foot steps of the English nation in this 
particular matter. Surely the English people had not devised any philosophy 
of action in the matter of franchise. On the other hand, if the extension was 
marked by such long intervals it was because of the self-seeking character 
of the English ruling classes. Besides, these is no reason why every nation 
should go through the same stages and enact the same scenes as ether 
nations have done. To do so is to refuse to reap the advantage which is 
always open to those who are bom later. To the other section of critics my 
reply is that their contention as a fact is true, that Parliament did exercise 
full powers of a sovereign state even when it represented only a small 
percentage of the population. But the question is with what results to the 
nation ? Anyone who is familiar with the history of social legislation by the 
unreformed Parliament as told by Lord Shaftesbury certainly will not wish 
the experiment to be repeated in this country. This result was the inevitable 
result of the restricted franchise which obtained in England. The facts relied 
upon by these critics in my opinion do not go to support a government 
based upon a restricted franchise is a worse form of government in that it 
gives rise to. the rule of oligarchy. Such a result was never contemplated by 
the authors of the Joint Report. Indeed they were so conscious of the evil that 
in paragraph 262 of their Report they were particular enough to say that 
among the matters for consideration the Statutory Commission should 
consider the working of the franchise and the constitution of electorates, 
including the important matter of the retention of communal representa-
tion. “  Indeed we regard the development of a broad franchise as the arch 
on which the edifice of self-government must be raised : for we have no 
intention that our reforms should result merely in the transfer of powers 
from a bureaucracy to an oligarchy.”
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45. What is however the remedy for preventing oligarchy ? The only 
remedy that I can think of is the grant of adult suffrage. Tt is pertinent 
to remark that the members of the Ceylon Commission of 1928 who like 
the authors of the Joint Report were conscious that ‘ 'the grant of 
a responsible government to an electorate of these small dimensions would 
be tantamount to placing an oligarchy in power without any guarantee that 
the interests of the remainder of the people would be consulted by those in 
authority ” and who felt it “ necessary to observe that His Majesty's 
Government is the trustee not merely of the wealthier and more highly 
educated elements in Ceylon but quite as much of the peasant and the 
coolie, and of all thoae poorer classes which form the bulk of the 
population” and who he'd that “ to hand over the interests of the latter 
to the unfettered control c the former would be a betrayal of its trust,”  
came “  to the conclusion that literacy should not remain as one of the 
qualifications for voters at election of State Council.” They said “  the 
development of responsible government requires, in our opinion, an increas-
ing opportunity to the rank and file of the people to influence the Govern-
ment and the franchise cannot be fairly or wisely confined to the educated 
classes.” If adult franchise can be prescribed for Ceylon the question that 
naturally arises is why should it not be prescribed for India ? Similarity in 
the political, social, economic, and educational conditions of the two 
countries is so striking that to treat them differently in the matter of 
franchise is to create a distinction when there is no real difference to 
justify the same. Analogy apart and considering the case purely on merits 
it is beyond doubt that of the two if any one of them is more fitted to 
be trusted with the exercise of adult it is the people of India and more so 
the people of the Bombay Presidency wherein the system of adult suffrage 
is already in vogue in the village panchayats.

CHAPTER 2

ELECTORATES

46. The existing Legislative Council is composed of 114 members, 
of whom 26 are nominated and 86 are elected. The nominated members 
fall into two groups �a) officials to represent the reserved half of the 
Government and (6) the non-officials to represent (1) the Depressed 
Classes, (2) Labouring Classes, (�)  Anglo-Indians, (4) Indian Christians and 
(5) the Cotton Trade. Of the elected members (1) some are elected by 
class-electorates created to represent the interests of the landholders, 
commerce and industry, (2) some by reserved electorates for Maratha and 
allied castes and the rest, (�)  by communal electorates which are instituted 
for the Muhammadans and the Europeans. The question is whether this 
electoral structure should be preserved without alteration. Before any 
conclusion can be arrived at, it is necessary to evaluate it, in the light of 
considerations both theoretical as well as practical.
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Nominated members
47. Against the nominated members it is urged that their presence in 

the Council detracts a great deal from its representative character. Just as 
the essence of responsible self-government is the responsibility of the Execu-
tive to the Legislature, so the essence of representative government lies 
in the responsibility of the ’egislature to the people. Such a responsibility 
can be secured only when the legislature is elected by the people. Not only 
does the system of nominated member make the house unrepresentative, 
it also tends to make the Executive irresponsible. For by virtue of the 
power of nominations, the Executive on whose advice that power is 
exercised, appoints nearly 25 per cent, of the legislature with the result that 
such a iarge part of the house is in the position of the servants of the 
Executive rather than its critics. That the nominated non-officials are not 
the servants of the Government cannot go to subtract anything from this 
view. For the nominated non-official can always be bought and the 
Executive has various ways open to it for influencing an elected member 
with a view to buy up his independence. A direct conferment of titles and 
honours upon a member, or bestowal of patronage on his friends and rela-
tives, are a few of such methods. But the nominated non-official members 
are already in such an abject state of dependence that the Executive has 
not to buy their independence. They never have any independence to sell. 
They are the creatures of the Executive and they are given seats on the 
understanding, if not on the condition, that they shall behave as triends 
of the Executive. Nor is the Executive helpless against a nominated 
member who has the audacity to break the understanding. For, by the 
power of renomination which the Executive possesses, it can inflict the 
severest penalty by refusing to renominate him and there are instances 
where it has inflicted that punishment. Like the King's veto, the knowledge 
that this power to renominate exists, keeps every nominated member at 
the beck and call of the Executive.

48. Another evil arising from the system of nomination must also be 
pointed out. The nominated non-official members were to represent the 
interests of certain communities for whose representation the electoral 
system as devised, was deemed to be inadequate just as the nominated 
official members were appointed to support the interests of government. 
The regrettable thing is that while the nominated officials served the 
interests of government, the nominated non-officials failed to serve the 
interests of their constituents altogether. Indeed a nominated non-official 
cannot serve his community. For more often that not the interests of the 
communities can only be served by influencing governmental action, and 
this is only possible when the Executive is kept under fire and is made to 
realise the effects of an adverse vote. But this means is denied to a nominated 
member by the very nature of his being, with the result that the Executive, 
being assured of, his support, is indifferent to his cause and the nominated 
member, being denied his independence, is helpless to effect any change in
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the situation of those whom he is nominated to represent. Representation 
by nomination is thus no representation. It is only mockery.

49. Another serious handicap of the system of nomination is that the 
nominated non-officials are declared to be ineligible for ministership. In 
theory there ought not to be limitations against the right of a member of 
the legislature to be chosen as a minister of an administratiou. Even 
assuming that such a right is to be limited, the purpose �f  such limitation 
must be the interests of good and efficient administration. Not only that 
is not the purpose of this limitation but that the limitation presses un-
equally upon different communities owing to the difference in the manner 
of their representation and affects certain communities which ought to be 
free from its handicap. Few communities are so greatly in need of direct 
governmental action as the Depressed Classes for effecting their better-
ment. It is true that no degree of governmental action can alter the face 
of the situation completely or quickly. But making all allowance for this, 
no one can deny the great benefits that wise legislation can spread among 
the people. All these classes do in fact begin and often complete their 
lives under a weight of inherited vices and social difficulties, for the 
existence of which society is responsible, and of the mitigation of which 
much can be done by legislation. The effect of legislation to alter the 
conditions under which the lives of individuals are spent has been 
recognised everywhere in the world. But this duty to social progress will  
not be recognised unless those like the Depressed Classes find a place 
in the Cabinet of the country. The system of nomination must therefore 
be condemned. Its only effect has been to produce a set of eventually 
subordinate the care of the constituents to the desire for place.

Elected members

50. Class Elect�rates—These class electorates are a heritage of the 

Morley-Minto Reforms. The Morley-Minto Scheme was an attempt at 
make-believe. For under it the bureaucracy without giving up its idea to 
rule was contriving to create legislatures, by arranging the franchise and 
the electorates in such a manner as to give the scheme the appearance of 
popular rule without the reality of it. To such a scheme of things, these 
class electorates were eminently suited. But the Montagu Chelmsford 
Scheme was not a make-believe. It contemplated the rule of the people. 
Consequently it was expected to suggest the abolition of such class electo-
rates. Owing, however, to the powerful influence, which these classes 
always exercised, the authors of the Report were persuaded to recommend 
their continuance, which recommendation was given effect to by the South-
borough Committee. Whatever the reason that led to the retention of these 
class electorates, there is no doubt that their existence cannot be recon-
ciled with the underlying spirit of popular government. Their class 
character is a sufficient ground for their condemnation. In a deliberative 
assembly like the legislature, where questions of public interest are decided
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in accordance with public opinion, it is essential that members of the 
Council who take part in the decision should each represent that opinion. 
Indeed no other person can be deemed to be qualified to give a decisive 
vote on the issues debated on the floor of the house. But the representa-
tives of class interests merely reflect the opinions one might say, the pre-
judices of their class, and should certainly be deemed to be disqualified 
from taking part in the decision of issues which lie beyond the ambit of 
the interests of their class. Notwithstanding their class character as 
members of legislature they acquire the competence to vote upon all the 
issues whether they concern their own class or extend beyond. This, in my 
opinion, is quite subversive of the principle of popular government. It might 
be argued that representatives of such class interests are necessary to give 
expert advice on those sectional issues with which the unsectional house is 
not familiar. As against this, it is necessary to remember that in a demo-
cracy, the ultimate principle is after all self-government and that means that 
final decision on all matters must be made by popularly elected persons 
and not by experts. It is moreover not worthy that the advice of such people 
is not always serviceable to the house. For, their advice invariably tends to 
become eloquent expositions of class ideology rather than careful exposition 
of the formulae in dispute.

51. Assuming, however, that it is necessary either to safeguard the 
interests of these classes or to tender advice to the house on their behalf, it 
is yet to be proved that these interests will not secure sufficient representa-
tion through general electorates. Facts, such as we have, show that they can. 
Taking the case of the Inamdars, though they have been given three seats 
through special electorates of their own, they have been able to secure 
12 seats through the general electorates. Indeed by virtue of the solidarity 
which they have with other landholding members of the Council, they felt 
themselves so strong in numbers that only a few months back they demanded 
a ministerial post for the leader of their class. Besides, it is not true that 
without class-electorates there will be no representation of the interests of 
these classes in the Council. Such interests will be amply safeguarded by 
a member belonging to that class, even if he is elected by a general 
constituency. This will be clear if we bear in mind that a member taking 
his seat in the legislature, although he represents directly his constituency, 
yet indirectly he does represent himself and to that extent also his class. 
Indeed, from the very nature of things this tendency on the part of 
a member, indirectly to represent himself, although it might be checked, 
controlled and over-ruled, so surely manifests itself that it throws, and 
must necessarily throw, direct representation into the background. No 
one for instance can believe that a European gentleman representing 
a Chamber of Commerce will only represent the interests of commerce and 
will not represent the interests of the European community because he is 
elected by a Chamber of Commerce and not by the general European 
community. It is in the nature of things that a man’s self should be nearer
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to him than his constituency. There is a .homely saying -ihat a man’s skin 
sits closer to him than his shirt and without any imputation on their good faith 
so it is with the members of the legislature. It is the realisation of this 
fact which has led the English people who at one time wished that the 
shipping trade, the woollen trade and the linen trade should each have its 
spokesman in the House of Commons, to abandon the idea of such class
electorates. It is difficult to understand why a system abandoned elsewhere 
should be continued in India. It is not necessary in the interests of these 
classes and it is harmful to the body politic. The only question is whether 
or not persons belonging to the commercial and individual classes can 
secure election through the general constituencies. I know of nothing 
that can be said to handicap these classes in the race of election. That 
there is no handicap against them is proved by the success of Sardars 
and Inamdars in general election. Where Inamdars and Sardars have 
succeeded there is no reason why representatives of commerce and 
industry should not.

52. �eserved Electorates—Three objections can be raised against the 
system of reserved electorates. One is that it seeks to guarantee an electoral 
advantage to a majority. It is true that the Marathas and the allied castes 
form a majority in the Marathi speaking part of the Presidency both in 
population as well as in voting strength and as such deserve no political 
protection. But it must be realised that there is all the difference in the 
world between a power informed and conscious of its strength and power 
so latent and suppressed that its holders are hardly aware of that they 
may exercise it. That the Marathas and the allied castes are not conscious 
of their power, is sufficiently evident if we compare the voting strength of 
the Marathas and the allied castes in those constituencies wherein, seats 
■are reserved for them, with the rank of their representatives among the 
different candidates contesting the elections. In every one of such con
stituencies the Maratha voters, it must be remembered, have a preponde
rance over the voters of other communities. Yet in the elections of 1923 
and 1926, out of the seven seats allotted to them, they could not have 
been returned in three had it not been for the fact that the seats were 
reserved for them. It is indeed strange that the candidates of a community 
which is at the top in the electoral roll, should find themselves at the 
bottom, almost in a sinking position. This strange fact is only an indication 
that this large community is quite unconscious of the power it possesses, 

and is subject to some influence acting upon it from without.
53. The second ground of objection, urged by the members of the 

higher classes who are particularly affected by the system of reserved seats, 
is that it does an injustice to them in that it does not permit them the benefit 
of a victory in a straight electoral fight. It is true that the system places 
a restriction upon the right of the higher classes to represent the lower 
classes. But is there any reason why “ the right to represent," as distinguished 
from “ a right to representation,” should be an unrestricted right ? Modern
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politicians have spent all their ingenuity in trying to find out the reason for 
restricting the right to vote. In my opinion there is a greater necessity why 
we should strive to restrict the right of a candidate to represent others. 
Indeed, there is no reason why the implications of the representative 
function should not define the condition of assuming it. It would be no 
invasion of the right to be elected to the Legislature to make it depend, for 
example, upon a number of years’ service on a local authority and to rule 
out ail those who do not fulfil  that condition. It would be perfectly legiti-
mate to hold that that service in a legislative assembly is so important in 
its results, that proof of aptitude and experience must be offered before the 
claim to represent can be. admitted. �  he argument for restricting the rights, 
of the higher classes to represent the lower classes follows the same line. 
Only it makes a certain social attitude as a condition precedent to the 
recognition of the right to represent. Nor can it be said that such a require-
ment is unnecessary. For aptitude and experience are not more important 
than the social attitude of a candidate towards the mass of men whom he 
wishes to represent. Indeed, mere aptitude and experience will be the cause 
of ruination if they are not accompanied and regulated by the right sort of 
social attitude. There is no doubt that the social attitude of the higher 
classes towards the lower classes is not of the right sort. It is no doubt 
always said to the credit of these communities that they are intellectually 
the most powerful communities in India. But it can with equal truth be 
said that they have never utilised their intellectual powers to the services 
of the lower classes. On the other hand, they have always despised, dis-
regarded and disowned the masses in belonging to a different strata, if not 
to a different race than themselves. No class has a right to rule another 
class, much less a class like the higher classes in India. By their code of 
conduct, they have behaved as the most exclusive class steeped in its own 
prejudices and never sharing the aspirations of the masses, with whom they 
have nothing to do and whose interests are opposed to theirs. It is not, 
therefore, unjust to demand that a candidate who is standing to represent 
others shall be such as shares the aims, purposes and motives of those 
whom he desires to represent

54. The third objection to the system of reserved electorates is that it 
leads to inefficiency inasmuch as a candidate below the line gets the seat 
in supersession of a candidate above the line. This criticism is also true. 
But here, again, there are other considerations which must be taken into 
account. First of all, as Professor Dicey rightly argues, “  it has never been 
a primary object of constitutional arrangement to get together the best 
possible Parliament in intellectual capacity. Indeed, it would be inconsistent 
with the idea of representative government to attempt to form a Parhament far 
superior in intelligence to the mass of the nation.” Assuming, however, that 
the displacement of the intellectual classes by the candidates belonging to 
the non-intellectual classes is a loss, that loss will be more than amply 
recompensed by the natural idealism of the backward communities. There



�s no doubt that the representat�ves of the h�gher orders are occup�ed w�th 
the pett�est cares and are more frequently concerned w�th the affa�rs 
of the�r own class than w�th the affa�rs of the nat�on. The�r l�fe �s too 
busy or too prosperous and the �nd�v�dual too much self-conta�ned and 
self-sat�sf�ed for the concept�on of the soc�al progress to be more than 
a pass�ng thought of a rare moment. But the lower orders are constantly 
rem�nded of the�r advers�ty, wh�ch can be got over only by a soc�al change. 
The consc�ousness of mutual dependence result�ng from the necess�t�es of 
a comb�ned act�on makes for generos�ty, wh�le the sense of untra�ned powers 
and of undeveloped facult�es g�ves them asp�rat�ons. It �s to the lower classes 
that we must look for the mot�ve power for progress. The reservat�on of 
seats to the backward H�ndu commun�t�es makes ava�lable for the nat�onal 
serv�ce such powerful soc�al forces, �n the absence of wh�ch any Parl�amentary 
government may be deemed to be poorer.
55. �ommunal Electorates—That some assured representat�on �s necessary 

and �nev�table to the commun�t�es �n whose �nterests communal electorates 
have been �nst�tuted must be beyond d�spute. At any rate, for some 
t�me to come the only po�nt that can be open to quest�on �s, must such 
communal representat�on be through communal electorates ? Communal 
electorates have been held by the�r opponents to be respons�ble for the 
communal d�sturbances that have of late taken place �n the d�fferent parts of 
the country. One cannot read�ly see what d�rect connect�on there can be 
between communal electorates and communal d�sturbances. On the contrary 
�t has been argued that by sat�sfy�ng the demand of the Mohamedans, 
communal electorates have removed one cause of d�scontent and �ll-feel�ng. 
But �t �s equally true that communal electorates do not help to m�t�gate 
communal d�sturbances and may �n fact help to aggravate them. For 
communal electorates do tend to the �ntens�f�cat�on of communal feel�ng 
and that they do make the leaders of the two commun�t�es feel no respon-
s�b�l�ty towards each other, w�th the result that �nstead of lead�ng the�r 
people to peace, they are obl�ged to follow the momentary pass�ons of the 
crowd.

56. The Mohamedans who have been �ns�st�ng upon the retent�on of the 
communal electorates take the�r stand on three grounds.

57. In the f�rst place they say that the �nterests of the Mohamedan 
commun�ty are separate from those of the other commun�t�es, and that to 
protect these �nterests they must have separate electorates. Apart from the 
quest�on whether separate electorates are necessary to protect separate 
�nterests, �t �s necessary to be certa�n that there are any �nterests wh�ch can 
be sa�d to be separate �n the sense that they are not the �nterests of any 
other commun�ty. In the secular, as d�st�ngu�shed from the rel�g�ous f�eld, 
every matter �s a matter of general concern to all. Whether taxes should be 
pa�d or not, �f so, what and at what rate; whether nat�onal expend�ture 
should be d�rected �n any part�cular channel more than any other; whether 
educat�on should be free and compulsory ; whether Government lands should
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�e disposed of on restricted tenure or occupancy tenure ; whether State aid 
should �e granted to industries ; whether there should �e more police in any 
particular area ; whether the State should provide against poverty of the 
working classes �y  a scheme of social insurance against sickness, unemploy-
ment or death ; whether the administration of justice is �est served �y  the 
employment of honorary magistrates, and whether the code of medical ethics 
or legal ethics should �e altered so as to produce �etter results, are some of 
the questions that usually come �efore the Council. Of this list of questions, 
is there any which can �e  pointed out as �eing the concern of the Mohamedan 
community only ? It is true that the Mohamedan community is particularly 
interested in the question of education and pu�lic  service. But there again it 
mush �e pointed out that the Mohamedan community is not the only 
community which attaches particular importance to these questions. That 
the non-Brahmin and the depressed classes are equally deeply interested in 
this question �ecomes evident from the united effort that was put forth �y  all 
three in connection with the University Reform Bill  in the Bom�ay Legislative 
Council. The existence of separate interests of the Mohamedan community is 
therefore a myth. What exists is not separate interests �ut  special concern 
in certain matters.
58. Assuming, however, that separate interests do exist, the question is, 

are they �etter promoted �y  separate electorates than �y  general electorates 
and reserved seats ? My emphatic answer is that the separate or special 
interests of any minority are �etter promoted �y  the system of general 
electorates and reserved seats than �y separate electorates. It will �e  
granted that injury to any interest is, in the main, caused �y  the existence 
of irresponsi�le extremists. The aim should therefore �e to rule out such 
persons from the councils of the country. If irresponsi�le persons from �oth  
the communities are to �e  ruled out from the councils of the country, the �est 
system is the one under which the Mohamedan candidates could �e elected 
�y  the suffrage of the Hindus and the Hindu candidates elected �y  the suffrage 
of the Mohamedans. The system of joint electorates is to �e  preferred to that 
•of communal electorates, �ecause it is �etter calculated to �ring  a�out that 
result than is the system of separate electorates. At any rate, this must �e  
said with certainty that a minority gets a larger advantage under joint 

electorates than it does under a system of separate electorates. With separate 
electorates the minority gets its own quota of representation and no more. 
The rest of the house owes no allegiance to it and is therefore not influenced 
�y  the desire to meet the wishes of the minority. The minority is thus thrown 
on its own resources and as no system of representation can convert a minority 
into a majority, it is �ound to �e overwhelmed. On the other hand, under 
a system of joint electorates and reserved seats the niinority not only gets 
its quota of representation �ut  something more. For, every mem�er of the 
majority who has partly succeeded on the strength of the votes of the 
minority if not a mem�er of the minority, will  certainly �e a mem�er for 
the minority. This, in my opinion, is a very great advantage which makes
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the system of mixed electorates superior to that of the separate electorates 
as a means of protection to the minority. The Mohamedan minority seems 
to think that the Council is, like the Cardinals’ conclave, convened for the 
election of the Pope, an ecclesiastical body called for the determination of 
religious issues. If that was true then their insistence on having few men 
but strong men would have been a wise course of conduct. But it is time 
the community realised that Council far from being a religious conclave is 
a secular organisation intended for the determination of secular issues. In 
such determination of the issues, the finding is always in favour of the 
many. If this is so, does not the interest •of the minority itself justify 
a system which compels others besides its own members to support its 
cause ?

59. The second ground on which the claim to separate electorates is 
made to rest is that the Mohamedans are a community by themselves ; 
that they are different from other communities not merely in religion but 
that their history, their traditions, their culture, their personal laws, their 
social customs and usages have given them such a widely different outlook 
on life quite uninfluenced by any common social ties, sympathies or 
amenities; that they are in fact a distinct people and that they do so 
regard themselves even though they have lived in this country for 
centuries. On this assumption it is argued that if they are compelled to share 
a common electorate with other communities, the political blending con-
sequent upon it will impair the individuality of their community. How far 
this assumption presents a true picture, I do not step to consider. Suffice it 
to say, that in my opinion it is not one which can be said to be true to life. 
But conceding that it is true and conceding further that the preservation of 
the individuality of the Mohamedan community is an ideal which is accept-
able to that community one does not quite see why communal electorates 
should be deemed to be necessary for the purpose. India is not 
the only country in which diverse races are sought to be brought under 
a common Government. Canada and South Africa are two countries within 
the British Empire where two diverse races are working out a common 
system of government. Like the Hindus and the Mohamedans in India, the 
British and the Dutch in South Africa and the British and the French in 
Canada are two distinct communities with their own distinctive cultures. But 
none has ever been known to object to common electorates on the ground 
that such a common cycle of participation for the two communities for 
electoral purposes is injurious to the preservation of their individualities. 
Examples of diverse communities sharing common electorates outside the 
Empire are by no means few. In Poland there are Poles, Ruthenians, Jews, 
White Russians, Germans and Lithuanians. In Latvia, there are Latvians, 
Russians, Jews, Germans, Poles, Lithuanians and Esthonians. In Esthonia, 
there are Germans, Jews, Swedes, Russians, Latvians and Tartars. In 
Czechoslovakia, there are Czechs, Slovaks, Germans, Magyars, Ruthenians, 
Jews and Poles. In Austria, there are Germans, Czechs and Slovenes ; while
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in Hungary there are Hungarians. Germans, Slovaks, Roumanians, Ruthe- 
nians. Croatians, and Serbians. All these groups are not mere communities. 
They are nationalities each with a live and surging individuality of their own, 
living in proximity of each other and under a common Government. Yet 
none of them have objected to common electorates on the ground that 
a participation in them would destroy their individuality.
60. But it is not necessary to cite cases of non-Moslem communities to 

show the futility of the argument. Cases abound in which Mohamedan 
minorities in other parts of the world have never felt the necessity of 
communal electorates for the preservation of their individuality against what 
might be termed the infectious contagion of political contact with other 
communities. It does not seem to be sufficiently known that India is not (he 
only country where Mohamedans are in a minority. There are other countries, 
in which they occupy the same position. In Albania, the Mohamedans form 
a very large community. In Bulgaria, Greece and Roumania they form 
a minority and in Yugoslavia and Russia they form a very large minority. 
Have the Mohamedan communities there insisted upon the necessity of 
separate communal electorates ? As all students of political history are 
aware the Mohamedans in these countries have managed without the benefit 
of separate electorates ; nay, they have managed without any definite ratio of 
representation assured to them. In India, at any rate, there is a consensus of 
opinion, that as India has not reached a stage of complete secularisation of 
politics, adequate representation should be guaranteed to the Mohamedan 
community, lest it should suffer from being completely eclipsed from the 
political field by the religious antipathy of the majority. The Mohamedan 
minorities, in other parts of the world are managing their affairs even with-
out the benefit of this assured quota. The Mohamedan case in India, there-
fore, overshoots the mark and in my opinion, fails to carry conviction.
61. The third ground on which it is sought to justify the retention of 

separate communal electorates of the Mohamedans, is that the voting 
strength of the Mohamedans in a mixed electorate may be diluted by the 
non-Mohamedan vote to such an extent that the Mohamedan returned by 
such a mixed electorate, it is alleged, will be a weak and instead of being 
a true representative of the Mohamedans will be a puppet in the hands of 
the non-Mohamedan communities. This fear has no doubt the look of being 
genuine, but a little reasoning will show that it is groundless. If the mass of 
the non-Muslim voters were engaged in electing a Mohamedan candidate, 
the result anticipated by the Mohamedans may perhaps come true if the 
non-Muslims are bent on mischief. But the fact is that at the time of 
general election there will be many non-Mohamedan candidates standing 
for election. That being the case, the full force of all the non-Muslim 
voters will not be directed on the Mohamedan candidates. Nor will the 
non-Mohamedan candidates allow the non-Mohamedan voters to waste their 
votes by concentrating themselves on the Mohamedan candidates. On the 
contrary, they will engage many voters, if not all, for themselves. If this 
N 4002—2�
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analysis is true, then it follows that very few non-Mohamedan voters will  
be left to participate in the election of the Mohamedan candidates, and 
that the fear of the Mohamedans of any mass action against Muslim candi-
dates by non-Muslim voters is nothing but a hallucination. That the Moha-
medans themselves do not believe in it is evident from what are known as 
the “  Delhi ” proposals. According to these proposals, which have been 
referred to in an earlier part of this report, the Mohamedans have shown 
their willingness to give up communal electorates, in favour of joint electo-
rates, provided the demand for communal Provinces and certain other 
concessions regarding the representation of the Muslims in the Punjab and 
Bengal are given to them. Now, assuming that these communal Provinces 
have no purpose outside their own, and it is an assumption which we must 
make, it is obvious that the Mohamedan minority in any province must be 
content with such protection as it can derive from joint electorates. It is 
therefore a question as to why joint electorates should not suffice without 
the addition of communal Provinces when they are said to suffice with the 
addition of communal Provinces. But this consideration apart, if there is 
any substance in the Muslim view that the watering of votes is an evil 
which attaches itself to the system of joint electorates, then the remedy in 
my opinion does no lie in the retention of communal electorates. The remedy 
lies in augmenting the numbers of the Mohamedan electors to the fullest 
capacity possible by the introduction of adult suffrage, so that the 
Mohamedan community may get sufficiently large voting strength to neutralise 
the effects of a possible dilution by an admixture of the non-Muslim votes.

62. All  this goes to show that the case for communal electorates cannot 
be sustained on any ground which can be said to be reasonable. What is 
in its favour is feeling and sentiment only. I do not say that feeling and 
sentiment have no place in the solution of political problems. I realise fully  
that loyalty to Government is a matter of faith and faith is a matter of 
sentiment. This faith should be secured if it can be done without detriment 
to the body politic. But communal representation is so fundamentally wrong 
that to give in to sentiment in its case would be to perpetuate an evil. The 
fundamental wrong of the system, has been missed even by its opponents. 
But its existence will become apparent to any one who will look to its 
operation. It is clear that the representatives of the Muslims give law to 
the non-Muslims. They dispose of revenue collected from the non-Muslims. 
They determine the education of the non-Muslims, they determine what 
taxes and how much the non-Muslims shall pay. These are some of the 
most vital things which Muslims as legislators do, whereby affect the welfare 
of the non-Muslims. A question may be asked by what right can they do 
this ? The answer, be it noted, is not by right of being elected as representa-
tives of the non-Muslims. The answer is by a right of being elected as the 
representatives of the Muslims I Now, it is an universally recognised canon of 
political life that the Government must be by the consent of the governed. 
From what I have said above communal electorates are a violation of that
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canon. For, it is government without consent. It is contrary to all sense of 
political justice to approve of a system which permits the members of one 
community to rule other communities without their having submitted them-
selves to the suffrage of those communities. And if as the Mohamedans allege 
that they are a distinct community with an outlook on life widely different 
from that of the other communities, the danger inherent in the system 
becomes too terrible to be passed over with indifference.
63. Such are the defects in the existing structure of the Council. It was 

framed by the Southborough Committee in 1919. The nature of the 
framework prepared by that Committee was clearly brought forth by the 
Government of India in their Despatch No. 4 of 1919 dated 23rd April, 1919, 
addressed to the Secretary of State in which they observed :

“  2. Before we deal in detail with the report (of the Southborough 
Committee) one preliminary question of some importance suggests itself. 
As you will see, the work of the Committee has not to any great extent 
been directed towards the establishment of principles. In dealing with the 
various problems that came before them they have usually sought to 
arrive at agreement rather than to base their solution upon general 
reasonings.”
64. My colleagues have not cared to consider the intrinsic value of the 

framework as it now stands. They have no doubt recommended that the 
system of nominations should be done away with and in that I agree with 
them. But excepting that they have kept the whole of the electoral structure 
intact, as though it was free from any objection. In this connection I differ 
from them. As I have pointed out, the whole structure is faulty and must be 
overhauled. I desire to point out that the object of the Reforms are embodied 
in the pronouncement of August, 1917, declares the goal to be the establish-
ment of self-governing institutions. The electoral structure then brought into 
being was only a half-way house towards it and was justified only because 
it was agreed that a period of transition from the rule of the bureaucracy to 
the rule of the people, was a necessity. This existing electoral structure can 
be continued only on the supposition that the present system of divided 
government is to go on. The existing system of representation would be quite 
incompatible with a full Government and must therefore be over-ruled.
65. There is also another reason why the present system of representation 

should be overhauled. Representative government is everywhere a party 
government. Indeed a party government is such a universal adjunct of 
representative government that it might well be said that representative 
government cannot function except through a party government. The best 
form of party government is that which obtains under a two-party-system 
both of ensuring stable as well as responsible government. An executive may 
be made as responsible as it can be made by law to the legislature. But the 
responsibility will only be nominal if the legislature is so constituted that 
it could not effectively impose its Will on the executive. A stable govern-
ment requires absence of uncertainty. An executive must be able to plan 
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its way continuously to an ordered scheme of policy. But that invokes an 
unwavering support of a majority. This can be obtained only out of a two- 
party-system. It can never be obtained out of a group system. Under the 
group system the executive will represent not a general body of opinion, 
but a patch-work of doctrines held by the leaders of different groups who 
have agreed to compromise their integrity for the sake of power. Such 
a system can never assure the continuous support necessary for a stable 
government since the temptation to reshuffling the groups for private advan-
tage is ever present. The existing Council by reason of the system of represen-
tation is, to use the language of Burke, “  a piece of joinery so crossly indented 
and whimsically dovetailed, a piece of diversified mosaic, a tessellated pave-
ment without cement, patriots and courtiers, friends of government and open 
enemies. This curious show of a Legislature utterly unsafe to touch and un-
sure to stand on” can hardly yield to a two-party-system of government, 
and without a party system there will neither be stable government nor 
responsible government The origin of the group system must be sought in 
the formation of the electorates. For, after all, the electorates are the moulds 
in which the Council is cast. If the Council is to be remodelled sb that it 
may act with efficiency, then it is obvious that the mould must be recast.

66. In making my suggestions for the recasting of the electoral system 
I have allowed myself to be guided by three considerations : (1) Not to be 
led away by the fatal simplicity of many a politician in India that the 
electoral system should be purely territorial and should have no relation 
with the social conditions of the country, (2) Not to recognise any interest, 
social or economic, for special representation which is able to secure 
representation through territorial electorates, (�) When any interest is 
recognised as deserving of special representation, its manner of representa-
tion shall be such as will not permit the representatives of such interest the 
freedom to form a separate group.

67. Of these three considerations the second obviously depends upon 
the pitch of the franchise. In another part of this Report I have recom-
mended the introduction of adult suffrage. I am confident that it will be 
accepted. I make my recommendations therefore on that basis. But in case 
it is not, and if the restricted franchise continues, it will call for different 
recommendations, which I also proposed to make. For the reasons given 
above and following the last mentioned consideration I suggest that—

I. If adult suffrage is granted there shall be territorial representation 
except in the case of the Mohamedans, the Depressed Classes, and the 
Anglo-Indians.

II. If the franchise continues to be restricted, all representation shall be 
territorial except in the case of the Mohamedans, the Depressed Classes, 
Anglo-Indians, the Marathas and the allied castes and labour.

�I.  That such special representation shall be by general electorates and 
reserved seats and of labour by electorate made up of registered trade 

unions.



�8. From these suggestions it will be seen that I am for the abolition of 
all class electorates, such as those for (1) Inamdars and Sardars, (2) Trade 
and Commerce, whether Indian or European, (3) Indian Christians, and 
(4) Indusry ; and merge them in the general electorates. There is nothing to 
prevent them from having their voice heard in the Councils by the ordinary 
channel. Secondly, although I am for securing the special representation of 
certain classes, I am against their representation through separate electorates. 
Territorial electorates and separate electorates are the two extremes which 
must be avoided in any scheme of representation that may be devised for 
the introduction of a democratic form of government in this most undemo-
cratic country. The golden mean is the system of joint electorates with 
reserved seats. Less than that would be insufficient, more than that would 
defeat the ends of good government. For obvious reasons I make an excep-
tion in the case of the European community. They may be allowed to have 
their special electorates. But they shall be general electorates and not 

class electorates

�HAPTER  3

DISTRIBUTION  OF SEATS

I. Distribution  of seats among the minorities
�9. The quota of seats assigned by my colleagues to the different 

minorities is given below in the tabular form :

Minority
No. of seats out of 140

General plus Special

I. Europeans 2 5

II. Anglo-Indians 2 Nil

III. Indian Christians 1 Nil

IV. Depressed Classes 10 Nil

V. Mohamedans 43 2

70. From this table it will be seen that in distributing the seats among
the different minorities, my colleagues have not acted upon any uniform 
principle. Nor does it appear that they have striven to do justice to the 
minorities concerned. This is clear if we compare the treatment given by 
my colleagues to the Mohamedans with the treatment they have given to the 
Depressed Classes. Mohamedans form 19 per cent, of the population of the 
Presidency. My colleagues have proposed to give them over 31 per cent, of 
the total representation provided for the Legislative Council. The Depressed 
Classes on the other hand who form according to the most conservative 
estimate 8 per cent, of the total population of the Presidency are allowed 
only 7 per cent, of the total seats in the Council. The reasons for this 
discrimination are difficult to comprehend. Of the two minorities the Moha- 
medan minority is undoubtedly stronger in numbers, in wealth and in 
education. Besides being weak in numbers, wealth and education, the
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Depressed Classes are burdened with disabilities from which the Moha- 
medans are absolutely free. The Depressed Classes cannot take water from 
public watering places even if they are maintained out of public funds; the 
Mohamedans can. The Depressed Classes, by virtue of their untouchability, 
cannot enter the Police, the Army and the Navy, although the Government 
of India Act lays down that no individual shall be denied his right to any 
public office by reason of his caste, creed or colour. The Mohamedans have 
not only an open door in the matter of public service, but that in certain 
departments they have secured the largest share. The Depressed Classes are 
not admitted in Public schools even though they are maintained out of 
public money ; there is no such bar against the Mohamedans. The touch of 
a Depressed Class man ca ises pollution ; the touch of a Mohamedan does 
not; that trade and indust 7 are open to a Mohamedan while they are 
closed to a man from the Depressed Classes. The Mohamedan does not bear 
the stigma of inferiority as does a man from the Depressed Classes with the 
result that the Mohamedan is free to dress as he likes, to live as he likes 
and to do what he likes. This freedom the Depressed Class man is denied. 
A Depressed Class man may not wear clothes better than the villagers even 
though he may have the economic competence to pay for its cost. He must 
live in a hut A Depressed Class man may not make much display of wealth 
and splendour even on ceremonial occasions and may certainly not take 
the bridegroom on a horse in procession through the main streets. Any act 
contrary to the customary code or beyond his status is bound to be visited 
by the wrath of the whole body of villagers amongst whom he happens to 
live. The Depressed Class man is far often subject to the tyranny of the 
majority than the Mohamedan is. The reason is that the Mohamedan who 
has all the elementary rights of a human being accorded to him, has no 
cause for quarrel against the majority, except when a religious issue comes 
to the front. But the position of the Depressed Class man is totally different. 
His life which is one incessant struggle for the acquisition of the rights of 
a human being, is a constant challenge to the majority which denies him 
these rights. The result is that he is constantly in antagonism with the 
majority. This is not all. If on any occasion the Mohamedan is visited by 
the tyranny of the majority, he has on his sides the long arm of the Police 
and the Magistracy. But when the Depressed Class man is a victim of the 
tyranny of the majority, the arm of the Police or of the Magistracy 
seldom comes to his rescue. On the contrary it works in league with the 
majority to his detriment, for the simple reason that the Mohamedan can 
count many of their kith and kin in the Police and the Magistracy of 
the Province; while the Depressed Classes have no one from them in 
these departments. And be it noted that the Depressed Classes have not 
merely to bear the brunt of the orthodox Hindu force. It has also to count 
against the Mohamedans. It is ordinarily supposed that the Mohamedan is 
free from social prejudices �f  the Hindus against the Depressed Casses. 
Nothing can be a greater error than this. Leaving aside the urban areas.
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the Mohamedan in the rural parts is as much affected by the poison as 
the Hindu. The fracas that took place at Harkul, a village in the Mangaon 
Taluka of the Kolaba District, is an instance in point. In this district the 
Depressed Classes launched a campaign of social elevation and resolved to 
give up certain unclean practices which have marked them out as persons of 
inferior status. The Hindus of the district, who had formerly preached to 
these people the abandonment of these unclean practices as a necessary 
condition of their uplift, turned upon these poor people and tyrannised them 
by bringing to bear upon them a social and economic boycott. But it was 
never expected that the Mohamedans of the district would follow their 
Hindu neighbours. On the contrary it was the hope of the Depressed Classes 
that in their struggle with the touchable Hindus the Mohamedans would act 
as their friends. But these hopes of theirs were dashed to pieces. For, it was 
soon found that the Mohamedans, although they did not observe untouch-
ability, were as much infected as the Hindus with the noxious belief that the 
Depressed Classes were born to an inferior social status and that their 
attempt to raise themselves above it by giving up their unclean habits was 
an affront and an insult which required to be put down. As a result many 
were the fights that took place between the Mohamedans and the Depressed 
Classes of the district, in one of which, at Harkul, a Depressed Class man 
actually lost his life.

71. It is therefore clear that the problem of the Depressed Classes is far 
greater than the problem of the Mohamedans. The Mohamedans may be 
backward in the race, although they are so forward that in education at least 
they are second only to the advanced Hindus. But they are certainly not 
handicapped, so that with effort and encouragement they can hope to rise. 
The Depressed Classes, on the other hand, are not merely backward, (hey 
are also handicapped, so that no effort or encouragement will enable them 
to rise unless the handicap is first removed. That being the difference between 
the two, whatever degree of political power that may be necessary for the 
Mohamedans to change their backward state, the Depressed Classes will  
require twice as much if not more to do so. Yet my colleagues have reversed 
the proportion of their representation. The Mohamedans, who are 19 per 
cent, and who form a strong minority, are given �1 per cent, of seats 
in the Council, while the Depressed Classes, who form 8 per cent, of the 
population on the most conservative estimates, are given only 7 per cent, 
of the seats in the Council which, in fact, is 1 per cent, less than their 
population ratio.

72. There is a view that the problem of the Depressed Classes is a social 
problem and that its solution must be sought for in the social field. I am 
surprised that this view prevails even in high quarters. I am afraid that 
those who hold this view forget that every problem in human society is 
a social problem. The drink problem, the problem of wages, of hours of 
work, of housing, of unemployment insurance are all social problems. In the 
same sense the problem of untouchability is also a social problem. But the
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question is not whether the problem is a social problem. The question is 
whether the use of political power can solve that problem. To that question 
my answer is emphatically in the affirmative. True enough that the State in 
India will  not be able to compel touchables and untouchables to be members 
of one family whet'er they liked it or not. Nor will  the State be able to make 
them love by an Act of the Legislature or embrace by order in Council of 
the Executive. But short of that the State can remove all obstacles which 
make untouchables remain in their degraded condition. If this view is correct, 
then no community has a greater need for adequate political representation 
than the depressed clashes.
7�. My colleagues nowhere explain why the Mohamedan minority should 

get 12 per cent more than its population ratio and why the Depressed 
Classes should not get ever the share that is due to them on the basis of 
their population. It is noteworthy that the Mohamedan witnesses who pleaded 

for the excess of their representation did not claim it on the ground, as one 
might have expected, that it was necessary to ensure their progress or their 
well-being. Their only ground was that the Mohamedans were the descen-
dants of a ruling class and that they required this excessive representation 
because without it, they feared that the community would suffer in importance 
and influence. From this it will  be seen that the Mohamedan claim for such 
excessive representation proceeds not on the basis of adequacy but on the 
basis of supremacy. I am strongly of opinion that in any democratic form 
of government all communities must be treated as of equal political 
importance and that there should be no room left for any one community 
to claim that it is �ber alles. When anyone said that his community 
was important and should receive fair and adequate representation the 
claim was entitled to the sympathetic consideration of all. But when any 
one urged that his community was specially important and should there-
fore receive representation in excess of its fair share, the undoubted and 
irresistible implication was that the other communities were comparatively 
inferior and should receive less than their fair share. That is a position to 
which naturally the other communities will not assent. The earlier there-
fore the Mohamedan community is disabused of this extravagant notion, 
the better it will  be for the future of the community. For there is no benefit 
in an advantage which not being willingly  conceded by the other communi-
ties has perpetually to be fought for. On the contrary it may result in 
positive harm to the Mohamedan community by sowing the seeds of estrange-
ment and perhaps of positive antipathy between it and the other 
communities concerned.
74. The Mohamedan’s is not the only case of a ruling class which has 

suffered a fall in its position. The French in Canada and the Dutch in 
South Africa are other instances where a class fell from its position of 
a ruling class to that of a subject class. But neither the French in Canada 
nor the Dutch in South Africa put forth claims to extravagant representa-
tion in order to be able to maintain their former position as rulers. Nor
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is such a consideration shown to the Mohamedan minorities in other parts 
of the world. The Mohamedan minorities in Albania, Roumania, Greece, 
Bulgaria are the remnants of what was once a ruling race. Yet in none 
of these countries have they claimed a royal share of representation. The 
Mohamedan claim, for representation according to the influence is not only 
not heard of but is quite foreign to the system of representative government. 
The landowners, the capitalists, and the priests have an immense influence 
in every society, but no one has ever conceded that these classes should be 
given an immense share of representation. There is therefore no reason why 
the Mohamedan claim should be recognised when claims of similar nature 
have been dismissed elsewhere.

75. Whatever may have been their position before the advent of 
British rule in India—and there again it must not be forgotten, that if the 
Mohamedans have ruled India for five centuries, the Hindus have ruled for 
countless centuries before them and even after them — the safest course is to 
proceed on the basis that as a result of the British conquest all communities 
stand on a common level and pay no heed to their political past. Such an 
attitude far from being unjust will be perfectly in keeping with the senti-
ments expressed by the Law Commissioners who drafted the Indian Penal 
Code in their address to the Secretary of State. Therein they observed :
“  Your Lordship in Council will see that we have not proposed to 

except from the operation of this Code any of the ancient sovereign houses 
of India residing within the Company’s territories. Whether any such 
exception ought to be made is a question which, without a more accurate 
knowledge than we possess of existing treaties, of the sense in which those 
treaties have been understood, of the history of negotiations, of the temper 
and of the power of particular families, and of the feeling of the body of 
the people towards those families, we could not venture to decide. We will  
only beg permission most respectfully to observe that every such exception 
is an evil; that it is an evil that any man should be above the law ; that 
it is still greater evil that the public should be taught to regard as a high 
and enviable distinction the privilege of being above the law ; that the 
longer such privileges are suffered to last, the more difficult it is to take 
them away; that there can scarcely ever be a fairer opportunity of taking 
them away than at the time when the Government promulgates a new Code 
binding alike on persons of different races and religion; and that we 
greatly doubt whether any consideration except that of public faith solemnly 
pledged, deserves to be weighed against the advantages of equal justice.”

76. These are words of great wisdom and I am sure that words of greater 
wisdom have not been uttered for the guidance of those in charge of the 
public affairs of India. Nor is their wisdom restricted to the occasion on 
which or the purpose in relation to which they were uttered. I have no doubt 
that they apply to the present occasion with equal if not greater force. Indeed 
using the language of the Law Commissioners, I am led to say that it is an 
evil that the constitutional law of the country should recognise that any one
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community is above the rest;.that it is a still greater evil that sections of 
public should be taught to weigh themselves in the scales of political impor-
tance in such a manner as to lead one to look up to and the other to look 
down upon ; that the longer such notions are suffered to last the more 
difficult it is to eradicate them and that there can scarcely ever be a fairer 
opportunity for dispelling them than at the time when Parliament promul-
gates a new code of constitutional law binding alike on persons of diffcicnt 
races and religion.
77. Equal treatment of all the minorities in the matter of representation 

is only a part of the problem of the representation of minorities. To determine 
a satisfactory quantitative measure for the distribution of seats is another 
and a more important part of the problem. But this is a most controversial 
question. Of the two opposing theories one is that the representation of 
a minority should be in a strict proportion to its population. The other 
theory which is strongly held by the minorities is that such representation 
must be adequate. I do not think that the arithmetical theory of representa-
tion can be agreed to. If the Legislative Council was a zoo or a museum 
wherein a certain number of each species was to be kept, such a theory of 
minority representation would have been tolerable. But it must be recog-
nised that the Legislative Council is not a zoo or a museum. It is a battle 
ground for the acquisition of rights, the destruction of privileges and the 
prevention of injustice. Viewed in this light a minority may find that its 
representation is in full measure of its population yet it is so small that in 
every attempt it makes to safeguard or improve its position against the 
onslaught of an hostile majority it is badly beaten. Unless the representa-
tion of minorities is intended to provide political fun the theory of 
representation according to population must be discarded and some increase 
of representation beyond their population ratio must be conceded to them 
by way of weightage.
78. To recognise the necessity of weightage is no doubt important. But 

what is even of greater importance is to recognise that this weightage 
must be measured out to the minorities on some principle that is both 
intelligent and reasonable. For it must be recognised that the minorities 
under the pretext of seeking adequate protection are prone to make 
demands which must be characterised as preposterous. To avoid this we 
must define what we mean by adequacy of representation. No doubt 
adequacy is not capable of exact definition, but its indefiniteness will be 
considerably narrowed if we keep before our mind certain broad con-
siderations. First of all a distinction must be made in the matter of minority 
representation between adequacy on the one hand and supremacy on the 
other. By supremacy, I mean such a magnitude of representation as would 
make the minority a dictator. By adequacy of representation I mean such 
a magnitude of representation as would make it worth the while of any 
party from the majority to seek an alliance with the minority. Where a party 
is compelled to seek an alliance with a minority, the minority is undoubtedly
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in the position of a dictator. On the other hand where a party is only drawn 
to seek an alliance with the minority, the minority is only adequately 
represented. The first thing, therefore, that should be kept in mind in the 
matter of the allotment of seats to minorities is to avoid both the extremes— 
inadequacy as well as supremacy. These extremes can in my opinion be 
avoided if we adopt the rule that minority representation shall, in the main, 
be so regulated that the number of seats to which a minority is entitled will  
be a figure which will be the ratio of its population to the total seats 
multiplied by some factor which is greater than one and less than two.

79. This principle, it is true, merely defines the limits within which the 
representation of a minority must be fixed. It still leaves unsettled and vague 
with what this multiplier should vary. My suggestion is that it should vary 
with the needs of the particular minority concerned. By this method we 
arrive at a principle for measuring out the weightage to the minorities which 
is both intelligible and reasonable. For, the needs of a minority are capable 
of more or less exact ascertainment. There will be general agreement that 
the needs of a minority for political protection are commensurate with the 
power it has to protect itself in the social struggle. That power obviously 
depends upon the educational and economic status of the minorities. The 
higher the educational and economic status of a minority the lesser is the 
need for that minority of being politically protected. On the other hand the 
lower the educational and economic status of a minority, the greater will  be 
the need for its political protection.

80. Taking my stand on the sure foundation of the principle of equality 
on the one hand and the principle of adequacy on the other I feel I must 
demur to the allotment of seats proposed by my colleagues to the different 
minorities. My proposal is that out of 140 seats the Mohamedans should 
have 33 and the Depressed Gasses 15. This gives the Mohamedans 23 per 
cent and the Depressed Classes 10.7 per cent of the total seats in the 
Council. By this, the Mohamedans get nearly 4 per cent, and the Depressed 
Classes 2 per cent, above their respective population ratios. This much 
weightage to the respective communities is, in my opinion, reasonable and 
necessary and may be allowed. Besides my proposal has one thing in its 
favour and that is, it keeps the ratio of Mohamedan representation unaltered. 
In the present Council, the Mohamedans have 23 per cent, of the total 
representation. As a result of my proposal they will  have the same ratio of 
representation in the new Council.

81. In view of the fact that some people disfavour, I do not say oppose, 
the degree of representation I have allowed to the Depressed Classes, I think 
it is necessary that I should clear the cloud by additional explanation. There 
is no •'doubt that the initial representation allowed to the Depressed 
Classes was grossly unfair. The authors of the Joint Report expressly 
stated (paragraph 153) “  we intend to make the best arrangements we can 
for (the) representation (of the Depressed Gasses)” . But this promise was 
thrown to the wind by the Southborough Committee which was subsequently
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appointed to devise franchise, frame constituencies and to recommend 
what adjustments were needed to be made in the form of the proposed 
popular Government as a consequence of the peculiar social conditions 
prevalent in India. So grossly indifferent was the Southborough Committee 
to the problem of making adequate provision for safeguarding the interests 
of the Depressed Classes that even the Government of India which was 
not particular in this matter, felt and called upon in paragraph 1� of 
their Despatch on the Report of the Southborough Committee to observe : 
“ We accept the proposals (for non-official nomination) generally. But there 
is one Community whose case appears to us do require more consideration 
than the Committee gave it. The Report on Indian Constitutional Reforms 
clearly recognised the problem of the Depressed Classes and gave a pledge 
respecting them. The castes described as ‘ Hindus—others ’ in the Committee’s 
Report though they are defined in varying terms, are broadly speaking 
all the same kind of people. Except for differences in the rigidity of 
their exclusion they are all more or less in the position of the Madras 
Panchamas, definitely outside the part of the Hindu Community which is 
allowed access to their temples. They amount to about one-fifth of the total 
population, and have not been represented at all in the Morley-Minto 
Councils. The Committee’s Report mentions the Depressed Classes twice 
but only to explain that in the absence of satisfactory electorates they have 
been provided, or by nomination. It does not discuss the position of these 
people of their capacity for looking after themselves. Nor does it explain 
the amount of nomination which it suggests for them. Paragraph 24 of the 
Report (of the Franchise Committee) justified the restriction of the nominated 
seats on grounds which do not suggest that the Committee were referring to 
the Depressed Classes. The measure of representation which they proposed 
for this Community is as follows :

Province
Total 

population 
in millions

Population of
Depressed 
classes in 
millions

Total
Seats

Seats for  
the 

�epressed 
Classes

Madras �9.8 6.� 120 2

Bombay 19.5 .6 11� 1

Bengal 45.0 9.9 127 1

United Provinces .. 47.0 10.1 120 1

Punjab 19.5 1.7 85

Bihar and Orissa �2.4 9.� 100 1

Central Provinces .. 12.0 �.7 72 1

Assam 6.0 .� 54

221.2 41.9 791 7

These figures speak for themselves. It is suggested that the one-fifth of 
the entire population of British India should be allotted seven seats out of



�ractically 800. It is true that in all the councils there will  be roughly a one- 
sixth �ro�ortion  of officials who may be ex�ected to bear in mind the 
interests of the De�ressed ; but that arrangement is not, in our o�inion,  
what the Re�ort on Reforms aims at. The authors stated that the De�ressed 
Classes should also learn the lesson of self-�rotection. It is surely fanciful 
to ho�e that this result can be ex�ected from including a single member of 
the Community in an assembly where there are 60 to 90 Caste Hindus. To 
make good the �rinci�les  of �aragra�hs 151, 152, 155 of the Re�ort we 
must treat the out-castes more generously..............”
82. Even the Joint Select Committee recognised that the De�ressed 

Classes were unjustly treated in the matter of re�resentation by the South-
borough Committee. For the Committee in its Re�ort felt bound to observe 
that “  the re�resentation �ro�osed for the De�ressed Classes is inadequate. 
Within the definition are com�rised, as shown in the Re�ort of the Franchise 
Committee, a large �ro�ortion  of the whole �o�ulation  of India. They think 
that the Government of India should, as it advises, be instructed to give 
such classes a larger share of re�resentation by nomination, regard being had 
to the numbers of De�ressed Classes in each Province, and after consulta-
tion with the Local Governments. This re�resentation should, if necessary, be 
in addition to, but not in diminution of, the general electorate.” All this of 
course was of no avail and the wrong done by the Southborough Committee 
to the De�ressed Classes remained unredressed. The �resent is not an attem�t 
to give excessive re�resentation to the De�ressed Classes. It is only an 
attem�t to rectify the wrong done. Nor can it be said that in suggesting the 
measure of re�resentation it is o�en to the objection of being extravagant. 
For, even the Muddiman Committee which said that there was “  a very 
general recognition of the fact that it is desirable that both these interests 
(i.e., the labouring classes and the De�ressed Classes) should receive further 
re�resentation ” and ex�ressed itself as being “  in agreement with this view ”  
�ro�osed to give them 11 seats in a Legislative Council of 113. If 11 seats 
out of 113 was a reasonable allotment, then the allotment of 15 out of 
140 must be admitted to be very moderate. The quota of 15 a��ears exces-
sive only because the initial quota was small. Those who object to the quota 
of 15 because it is out of �ro�ortion  to the existing quota forget that the 
initial quota of seats which they are ado�ting as the standard measure is 
neither just nor �ro�er.
83. There is one other matter which needs to be cleared u�.  My colleagues 

in �aragra�h 16 of their Re�ort in which they discuss the question of the 
allotment of seats to the Mohamedan community say, “  Two of our members, 
Sirdar Mujumdar and Dr. Ambedkar, are of the o�inion that this arrange-
ment can stand only so long as the Lucknow �act stands as regards all 
�rovinces.” My colleagues have misunderstood me and have therefore mis-
re�resented me. What I wanted to �oint out was that as they had not 
justified communal electorates or the number of seats to be given to the 
Mohamedans it would be better if they stated in their re�ort that this was
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in pursuance of the Lucknow pact. The way in which my colleagues have 
reported me seems to suggest that I support the Lucknow pact. I take this 
opportunity to say that the suggestion is quite unwarranted.

II. Geographical distribution  of seats

84. My difference with my colleagues is not confined only to the question 
of allotment of seats to the different minorities. It extends also to the 
question of distribution of seats among the different constituencies. One 
unpleasant feature of the Council as now constituted is the over-
representation of some part and an under-representation of the rest. The 
enormous extent of the evil is made clear by the following figures :

Area in
Square 
miles

Population

Land
Revenue 
demand for 
1925-26

Seats in 
the Council 
at pres, nt

Rs.

Maharashtra 47,854 8,5�6,217 2,18,18,155 25

Gujarat 10,118 2,958,849 99,41,264 16

Karnatak 18,870 �,188,52� 82,91,225 8

Sind 46,506 �,279,�77 1,0�,85,0�1 19

85. How glaring are the inequalities becomes evident from the above table. 
Taking population as the basis, Maharashtra and Kamatak are grossly 
under-represented. Adopting representation of Gujarat as the standard, 
Maharashtra ought to be allowed 48 seats and Karnatak 17. Even taking 
revenue as the basis of distribution, Maharashtra and Karnatak have 
undoubtedly been treated quite unfairly. For, on that basis also Maharashtra 
is entitled to �2  and Karnatak 15. This demand for equal electoral power 
is not a mere sentimental demand or a demand for exact electoral symmetry. 
It has also behind it ample theoretical justification. For, in a system in 
which the value of a vote is high in one constituency and low in another, 
it is open to objection that every member of the community has not an 
equal share with each of the rest of the people in the choice of their 
rulers. But even if the principle of exact equivalence of all votes be not 
treated as a fundamental principle of political justice, yet the differences of 
this kind do not fail to produce the evil consequences of the over-
representation of one part of the country or one set of opinions or interests 
at the expense of the other. Experience has shown that the existing distribu-
tion of seats has unduly divided the centre of gravity of legislative and 
executive action to certain parts of the Presidency to the prejudice of other 
parts of the Presidency, with the result that the latter have unintentionally 
been deprived of an adequate share of consideration and attention from the 
Government. From this practical point of view the existing distribution of 
seats is a grievance, the justice of which cannot be denied. As matters now 
stand Kamatak and Maharashtra can never exercise in this Province that 
influence on the Government to which they consider themselves entitled by
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reason of their numbers. This is a substantial grievance which must be 
keenly felt as indicated by the evidence from Kamatak. This grievance is 
bound to increase as the responsible character of the Legislative Council 
increases and with it the influence which it will exercise upon the conduct 
of public affairs. There is, therefore, too much reason to fear that instead 
of dying out, the bitterness of feeling will become more and more acute. 
It is, therefore, proper that at a time when we are overhauling the 
machinery of Government with a view to make it a representative and 
a responsible government, this grievance should also be redressed.

86. The evil of over-representation of some parts of this Presidency at 
the expense of other parts was due to the fact that the Southborough 
Committee acted quite capriciously and refused to follow any definite 
principle in the matter of the distribution of seats. I am glad to find that 
my colleagues have sought to follow a uniform principle in the matter of 
distribution of seats as far as possible. But my complaint is that they have 
taken the worst possible principle as the basis of the distribution of seats. 
Contributions to the exchequer, electors on the roll and population in the 
constituency are the three conceivable tests that can be adopted as the basis 
for the distribution of seats. Of these three the test of the electors is the 
most unjust and indefinite. In the first place where the franchise is so 
restricted as we now have, it means the rule of wealth. It means that if any 
particular area on any arbitrary test of property qualification does not 
produce the basic quota of electors it should go without representation. 
That this must be inevitable consequence of following the test of electors 
is clearly brought out in the distribution proposed by the Majority for the 
Depressed Classes, according to which the Depressed Classes of some parts 
have enormous representation while those of the other part of the Presidency 
have no representation at all. A theory which produces such an absurd 
result must be regarded as indefensible and must be ruled out. Revenue is 
a better test than the test of electorates. For it may be argued that the 
power to influence government should be commensurate with the revenue 
paid to Government. This test must even be rejected as being deceptive 
and inadequate, owing to the fact that as all revenue might not be paid 
when it is earned, it would be difficult to know the true revenue of 
a State. A constituency in which a large revenue is earned may suffer in 
distribution of seats because it is paid in another. But the most fatal objec-
tion to both these tests is that the State does not exist for the benefit of the 
electors or the tax-payers. Nor does the State limit its coercive action to 
them. Its jurisdiction extends over all the people who are its subjects irres-
pective of the question whether or not he is a tax-payer or an elector. From 
that Tt follows that the population is the only test for a just and proper 
distribution of seats. That is the test applied in England and in all countries 
which have a representative system of government, and I recommend that 
the seats for the Bombay Legislative Council should be distributed on that 

basis.
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���.  Other aspects of the distribution  of seats

87. The want of principle which is noticeable in the distribution of seats 
among the minorities as proposed by my colleagues is also noticeable in 
the distribution of seats they have proposed between Capital and 
Labour, and between Landlords and Tenants. To capital as represented 
through Commerce and Industry they have given 11 seats, while to labour 
they give only four. To tenants they give none except what they can scrape 
through in the general election ; while to the landlords they give five. But 
this is not correct for if we take into consideration the Sind members and 
others from the Presidency, the seats to the landlords in the Council might 
easily come up to forty. Nor can I say that my colleagues have paid 
sufficient attention to the question of the proper distribution of seats 
between urban and rural areas. The Legislature is at present too much 
at the mercy of the rural classes and there is a great danger of governmental 
powers being exploited in the name of the agriculturists for legalising 
dangerous fads such as permanent settlements, cheap irrigation and free 
forests. If such fads are to be kept out of the statute book it is necessary 
to increase the representation of the urban classes whose representation is 
not commensurate with their ability or their contribution. It would have 
been better if my colleagues had left the task of a proper distribution of 
seats between the different parts of the Presidency to a separate Committee. 
I cannot say they have succeeded in doing justice to the weaker parties. 
I would suggest that a separate committee should be appointed to deal 
with this problem.

�V. Seats and residential qualification

88. Under rule 6(l)(h) of the Bombay Electoral Rules, a residential 
qualification is prescribed for candidates for election to the Legislative 
Council. The rule lays down that “  No person shall be eligible for election 
as a member of the Council to represent a general constituency unless he 
has for the period of six months immediately preceding the last date fixed 
for the nomination of candidates in the constituency, resided in the con-
stituency or in a division any part of which is included in the constituency.”  
The rule has been interpreted in this Presidency to mean that actual or 
habitual residence in the constituency (and not merely a place of residence 
or occasional visits to it) is necessary before a candidate can stand for 
election from a particular constituency. Before I give my own opinion on 
this question I would like to state briefly the history of this restriction so 
far as this Presidency is concerned. Paragraph 84 of the Joint Report 
commented on the fact that a noteworthy result of the electoral system then 
existing- was the large percentage of the members of the legal profession 
who succeeded at elections and went on to point out that so great a pre-
dominance of men of one calling in the political field was clearly not in 
the interests of the general community and suggested that in framing the 
new constituencies an important object to be borne in mind was to ensure
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�ha� men of o�her class and occupa�ions found a sufficien� number of sea�s 
in �he councils and �ha� i� was possible �ha�! �his could be done by 
prescribing cer�ain defini�e qualifica�ions for rural sea�s. The ques�ion 
was carefully examined by �he Sou�hborough Commi��ee, who in para-
graph 29 of �heir repor� referred �o �he fac� �ha� some of �he local govern-
men�s, namely, �hose of �he Uni�ed Provinces, Behar and Orissa and 
Assam did no� press for �he inser�ion of �he residen�ial qualifica�ion, while 
�he Governmen�s of Bengal, Bombay, Madras and �he Punjab held �ha� i� 
would be de�rimen�al �o �he in�eres�s of a large propor�ion of �he new 
elec�ora�e �o admi� as candida�es, persons who were no� residen� in �he 
areas �hey sough� �o represen�. The majori�y of �he Sou�hborough Com-
mi��ee were on principle opposed �o �he residen�ial qualifica�ion, bu� �hey 
resolved, by way of a compromise, �o impose �he res�ric�ion in �he Cen�ral 
Provinces. Bombay and �he Punjab bu� no� in �he remaining provinces. 
The Governmen� of India, in expressing �heir views upon �he recommenda-
�ions of �he Sou�hborough Commi��ee, accep�ed �hose recommenda�ions, bu� 
poin�ed ou� �ha� �he Commi��ee’s �rea�men� of �he ques�ion had placed 
�hem in some difficul�y in �ha� while �he Commi��ee accep�ed �he views of 
some of �he local governmen�s in favour of �he res�ric�ion, �hey discarded 
�he views of some o�hers-who equally pressed for i�. The Join� Parliamen�ary 
Commi��ee on �he Governmen� of India Bill recommended �ha� �he 
compromise sugges�ed by �he Franchise Commi��ee should be accep�ed. This 
was done and �he residen�ial qualifica�ion was imposed only in �he Cen�ral 
Provinces, Bombay and �he Punjab. I would poin� ou� �ha� subsequen� �o 
�his �he residen�ial qualifica�ion was done away wi�h in �he Punjab in �he 
revision of �he rules which proceeded �he General Elec�ions of 1923. The 
Punjab Governmen� �hemselves in �he opinion which �hey gave �o �he 
Muddiman Commi��ee s�a�ed �ha� for �he firs� general elec�ions �he residen�ial 
qualifica�ion wave �he rural represen�a�ives an en�ry from which �hey had no� 
been dispossessed, and �here appeared �o be no adequa�e reason for res�oring 
�he qualifica�ion. The posi�ion a� presen� �herefore is �ha� Bombay and �he 
Cen�ral Provinces are �he only provinces in which �he residen�ial qualifica�ion 
s�ill exis�s. In �he Cen�ral Provinces �he res�ric�ion is no� in�erpre�ed as s�ric�ly 
as i� is in �his Presidency. I� is, in my opinion, difficul�  �o jus�ify �he re�en�ion 
of �his res�ric�ion in �his �he mos� advanced Province in India when provinces 
much more backward have fel� no necessi�y for i�. The re�en�ion of �his 
qualifica�ion is, in my opinion, �o some ex�en� responsible for �he elec�ion 
of inferior men �o �he Councils and for �he keeping ou� of �he Councils 
men of posi�ion, abili�y and proved poli�ical capaci�y who are mos�ly found 
in �he larger urban areas and who by �he exis�ence of �he qualifica�ion are 
preven�ed from seeking elec�ion anywhere else if for some reason �hey are 
unable �o secure elec�ion from �heir own residen�ial area. I �herefore 
recommend �ha� �he residen�ial qualifica�ion should now be abolished so far 
as �his Presidency is concerned.
N 4002—24
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CHAPTER 4

LUCKNOW  PACT

89. I am aware that my recommendations regarding the substitution of 
joint electorates for communal electorates and the distribution of seats 
conflict with the terms of the Lucknow Pact in so far as they affect the 
representation of the Mohamedan community. The representation of the 
Mohamedan community as settled under the rules framed in 1919 was 
largely based upon what is known as the Lucknow Pact. This pact 
embodies an agreement arrived at in 1917 at Lucknow between the Moslem 
League and the Congress, the former acting on behalf of the Mohamedans 
and the latter on behalf of the Hindus. It gave to the Mohamedans 
communal electorates and a varying proportion of seats in the Provincial 
and Central Legislature. I realise that the views I have put forth cn the 
representation of the Mohamedan community are subversive of this agree-
ment, and I feel that it is incumbent upon me to state why I think that this 
agreement should be scrapped.
90. My first argument is that the settlement embodied in the Lucknow

Pact is wrong settlement. This was admitted by all the local governments. 
The Government of India in their Despatch reviewing the recommendations 
of the Franchise Committee to the Secretary of State, reported : “  We note 
that local governments were not unanimous in subscribing to the compact. 
The Government of Madras framed their own proposals for Mohamedan 
representation without regard to it. The Bombay Government, while adopting 
the compact, did not rule out from discussion a scheme of representation 
upon a basis of population. The Chief Commissioner of the Central 
Provinces was opposed to separate Mohamedan electorates and considered 
that the percentage proposed in the compact was ‘ wholly disproportionate 
to the strength and standing of the community.’ The Chief Commissioner 
of Assam thought it was a mistake even from a Muslim point of view to 
give that community representation in excess of their numerical proportion.” 
Nor did the Government of India differ from this view generally held by 
the Provincial Governments. Evaluating the results of the Lucknow Pact in 
the different Provinces, they observed, “ the result is that while Bengal 
Mohamedans get only three-quarters and the Punjab Mohamedans nine-tenths 
of what they would receive upon a population basis, the Mohamedans of 
other Provinces have got good terms and some of them extravagantly good. 

We cannot ourselves feel that such a result represents the right relation 
either between Mohamedans in different Provinces, or between Mohamedans 
and the rest of the community ” . Sir William Vincent, in a note of dissent, 
went so far as to say, “ In my view..........we should proceed without regard

to the details of the Lucknow Settlement to fulfil  our own pledges to the 

Mohamedans in what we ourselves think is the best way.
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91. The wrong in the Lucknow Pact is not so much that it treated the 
Mohamedans in the different Provinces in a dissimilar manner, providing 
for them generously in some and niggardly in others. This is comparatively 
speaking a small matter. The principal defect in the Lucknow Pact is that 
in allotting the seats to the Mohamedans it did not take into consideration 
the effect it will have upon other interests. The framers of the pact, as 
pointed out by the Government of India, failed to remember that whatever 
advantage is given to the Mohamedans is taken away from some other 
interest or interests. Sir William Vincent, too, was careful enough to point 
this out. He also said in his minute of dissent, “  The compact meets with 
much more acceptance than criticism of the present time ; but hereafter, 
when the value of votes and representation comes to be realised, it must 
be expected that the interests which are hard hit by it will complain with 
some injustice that the Government of India should have endorsed it.” The 
extent to which this prediction has been realised is remarkable, and the 
universal dissatisfaction that is felt with the result of the Lucknow Pact is 
more than sufficient testimony to show that settlement embodied in the 
Lucknow Settlement is a wrong settlement. Now there can be nothing 
improper in asking that what is wrongly settled shall be re-settied. Such 
a demand is bound to meet with opposition from the Mohamedan com-
munity. Having obtained representation on an extravagant scale, they are 
sure to take their stand on precedent and past rights. But as Thomas Paine 
pointed out, the error of those who reason by precedents drawn from 
antiquity respecting their rights is that they would not take that time to the 
starting point when no vested rights existed. If they did they would realise 
that rights, far from being immutable, are historical accidents and are there-
fore Hable to readjustment from time to time. This must be so, for all 
political and social progress is based upon the maxim that wrong cannot 
have a legal descent and that what is not rightly settled is never settled.
This is not the only instance in which a pact like the Lucknow Pact is 

sought to be revised. The Act of Union between Ireland and England was 
also a pact of the same sort. It certainly had a far greater binding force 
than the Lucknow Pact In fact it was regarded as a treaty which guaranteed 
to Ireland 100 seats in Parliament. All the same, Mr. Balfour’s Govern-
ment, when it found that the excessive representation granted to Ireland 
had become a positive wrong, did not hesitate to bring in a Bill in 1905 
which would have had the effect of reducing the Irish seats by �0. That 
owing to the resignation of Mr. Balfour’s Government the Bill did not 
become law is another matter. But the fact remains that a revision of the 
Irish Settlement in the matter of the representation was not excluded by 
the fact that-the settlement was based upon an agreement between the two 
parties. Nor was Mr. Balfour agreeable to the view that such revision could 
be carried out only with the consent of Ireland. Indeed, he had launched 
upon the scheme of redistribution in the teeth of the Irish opposition. But 
it is not necessary to go so far a field to find a precedent when there is 

N 4002—24a
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one near at hand. The constitution of Ceylon had also given recognition to 
pacts and agreements between various organisations allowing communal 
representation and communal distribution of seats. But the Ceylon Commis-
sion of 1928 was emphatic in its view that “  in any case, in considering 
afresh the whole problem of representation, private arrangements between 
races or groups, while worthy of attention, cannot take precedence of 
considerations in the interests of the Ceylon people as a whole.” It had 
therefore no hesitation in revising the whole scheme of representation in 
Ceylon out of recognition. What is asked herein is no more than what is 
done elsewhere.

92. It is further to be remembered that the Lucknow Pact is valueless 
not merely because its terms, to use the words of Government of India, 
“were the result rather of political negotiation than of deliberate reason,”  
but also because it was brought about by organisations neither of which had 
any real authority to speak in the name of those on whose behalf they 
purported to act. The All-India Muslim League was not entitled to speak 
for all Mohamedans, and that it was the view of the Government of India 
in their despatch on the Report of the Southborough Committee is abun-
dantly clear. Regarding the Congress, it is indisputable that it is a body 
which does not represent the vast mass of the Non-Brahmins and the 
Depressed Classes. A pact arrived at by organisations which are not 
constituent assemblies of the mass of people may bind themselves, but they 
certainly cannot bind the generality of the people. To give the pact an 
authority as though it was treaty negotiated between duly empowered 
plenipotentiaries of different States is to assume in the League and the 
Congress an authority which they did not possess. It has become necessary 
to assess the binding force of the agreement because of the view taken 
by the Government of Bombay that, “  Any change in the direction of 
abolishing separate electorates must, however, be based on agreement 
between the two communities, and cannot be forced on the Mohamedans 
against their wish. The question is also an All-India one and can hardly 
be dealt with on different lines for each Presidency. The Government of 
Bombay adhere to the view which they had expressed in 1916 that 
communal electorates are not acceptable to them and that their abolition 
is desirable, if it can be secured with the consent of both parties as in 
the case of the Lucknow Pact.” In my opinion this is an attitude 
which is as irresponsible as it is dangerous. It is irresponsible because it 
involves the surrender of the right of Parliament to decide in the matter. 
That the Government of India thought it wise not to “ ignore” the pact, 
which in their opinion represented a genuine attempt on the part of the 
two communities upon so highly controversial a subject and “on behalf 
of the larger community at least a subordination of their immediate 
interests to the cause of unanimity and united political advance,” is true. 
But that is far from saying that the Government of India or any other 
authority held the view that on the question of Mohamedan representation
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their position was merely to register the decision which the Congress and 
the League may by mutual negotiations make. Indeed, Sir William' Vincent 
was careful to point out that “  in this matter (the Government of India) 
cannot delegate (its) responsibility to �arliament into other hands.”

93. The attitude taken by the Bombay Government is dangerous because, 
admitting that an error has been committed, it refuses to take upon itself 
the task of correcting it. I would have looked upon such an attitude as 
a pardonable sin if the error was not an error in the constitutional arrange-
ment of the country. But unfortunately it is an error in the constitution, 
and, having found its lodgment in a most vital part thereof, it affects its 
working in a fatal manner. An error of such a ch&racter cannot be tolerated. 
A mistake in constitutional innovation directly affects the entire community 
and every part of it. It may be fraught with calamity or ruin, public or 
private, and correction is virtually impossible. The Government of Bombay 
practically takes for granted that all constitutional changes are final and 
must be submitted to, whatever their consequences. Doubtless this assump-
tion arises from a fateful renunciation that in these matters we are propelled 
by an irresponsible force on a definite path towards an unavoidable end 
towards destruction. But I am glad to find that the Government of India in 
accepting the pact did not concede that its terms as embodied in the Act 
should stand unaltered. Far from leaving the matter shrouded in ambiguity, 
they made it quite clear that the arrangement was not to stand beyond the 
first Statutory �ommission. In their Despatch on the Report of the South-
borough Committee they said : “  Before we deal in detail with the Report, 
one preliminary question of some importance suggests itself. As you will  
see, the work of the Committee has not to any great extent been directed 
towards the establishment of principles. In dealing with the various problems 
that came before them they have usually sought to arrive at agreement rather 
than to base their solutions upon general reasonings. It was no doubt the 
case that the exigencies of time alone made any other course difficult for 
them. But in dealing with their proposals, we have to ask ourselves the 
question whether the results of such methods are intended to be in any degree 
permanent........... Whatever be the machinery for alteration, however, we
have to face the practical question of how long we intend the first electoral 
system set up in India to endure. Is it to be opened to reconstruction 
from the outset at the wish of the �rovincial  Legislature or is it to stand 
unchanged at least until the first Statutory Commission ? There are 
reasons of some weight in either direction. In the interest of the growth 
of responsibility it is not desirable to stereotype the representation of 
the different interests in fixed proportion; the longer the separate class and 
communal constituencies remain set in a rigid mould, the harder it will  
become to progress towards normal methods of representation. On the 
other hand, it is by no means desirable to invite incessant struggle over 
their revision.” It is for the Commission to say whether the life of this 
error shall be prolonged. I have hopes that the Commission will  not merely
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say, “  Well, we feel the force of the objections to principle of the communal 
system fully. But we cannot help as India has deliberately chosen her road 
to responsible government.” For the Commission will realise that its duty 
to point out the right road and lead India on to it arises not merely out of 
a conscientious regard for what is right but also out of the moral obligation 
of the British authorities who are primarily responsible for pointing out in 
1909 this wrong road.

CHAPTER 5

�ECOND  CHAMBER

94. My colleagues ha''e recommended the institution of a second 
chamber as a part of the Provincial Legislature of this Presidency and 
have suggested a framework for its constitution. I am afraid my colleagues 
have not devoted sufficient thought to the difficulties pertaining to its 
construction. In the matter of its composition, a second chamber, if there is 
to be one, must be different than the first. In the matter of its powers, 
they must be such that a second chamber can work without impediment to 
the first chamber. It seems io me to be very difficult to constitute a second 
chamber which will satisfy both these conditions. A nominated second 
chamber is out of question. The Canadian Senate is a standing warning 
against the introduction of a nominated second chamber. It cannot have 
the moral authority of �  popularly elected chamber to command respect for 
its decisions. Nor can it have the independence possessed by a popularly 
elected chamber to sit in judgment, as a revising chamber must, over the 
very executive which brings it into being. If the second chamber is an 
elective chamber then its working smoothly with the first will  depend upon 
their respective franchise, times of election and their powers. If the second 
chamber is elected on the basis of a restricted franchise, it is sure to end in 
the raising of a small group from amongst the aristocracy into a governing 
class having a special degree of control over the destiny of the masses. 
Such a second chamber, far from being a revising chamber acting as a check 
upon the supposed rashness ot the lower chamber, will  be a chamber which, 
instead of putting a premium upon improvement in general, will  put 
a premium upon the upkeep of vested interests. It would be dormant under 
a conservative administration and would be vigilant only under a radical 
one. When it ought to revise it will refuse, and when it ought to refuse to 
revise it will revise and may perhaps obstruct. If the two are elected on 
a uniform franchise, then the second will only be a replica of the first and 
will be quite superfluous. The same would be the result if the second 
chamber was elected simultaneously with the first. On the other hand, if the 
second chamber is elected at a different time than the first, then it is bound 
to unfeeble the executive and diminish its efficiency. For it would work 
as a hindrance to adequate policy making and may cause such a violent 
break in the policy of the executive as to lead to constant general elections.
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If the two chambers are coequal in powers there are bound to be dead-
locks, and the inevitable result of all deadlocks is an unhappy compromise, 
if not a total abandonment of the principle in dispute. On the other hand, 
if the powers of the second chamber are inferior to those of the first, it will  
not be able to control the supposed rashness of the first chamber and will  
thus fail to perform the purpose of its life.
95. In framing the constitution of a second chamber my colleagues have 

ignored all these difficulties. In doing so they have created a second chamber 
which, if I may say so, has all the faults and none of the virtues which 
a second chamber should have. In supporting the idea of a second chamber 
it seems to me that my colleagues have more or less followed the crowd 
psychology. A widespread existence of second chambers in historical times 
has given rise to the dogma of political science that a second chamber is 
a necessary accompaniment of a popular government. But it is forgotten 
that a two-chamber system which had its origin in England was a purely 
historical accident. That it found a place in the constitution of other 
countries was the result of the imitation of the superior by the inferior, and 
the virtue ascribed to it of serving as a brake on the rashness of the popular 
chamber is a subsequent invention of the human mind to justify the 
existence of what had become a universal fact. But it must be noted that 
this faith in the second chamber has been dwindling of late and that pre-war 
constitutions like Canada and South Africa and many post-war constitutions 
like those of Latvia, Lithuania, Esthonia and Yugoslavia have dispensed 
with the second chamber. This reaction has come about by the growing 
conviction that a government must be judged not by the symmetry of its 
structure, but by its practical achievement, by the content of actual service 
that it renders to the community and by the amount of well-being that 
it brings to the nation as a whole.

96. Looking at the institution of a second chamber from the utilitarian 
point �f  view, I refuse to accept that it can perform the function of 
a revising chamber. If to revise means to interpret the will  of the electorates, 
I fail to understand how the second chamber is more likely than the first 
to be correct in its judgment as to what the electoral will is. My view is 
that the electorate and not the second chamber will be the best judge 
when such a question arises, unless we suppose that the members of the 
second chamber by virtue of their position have a greater presence than 
the members of the lower chamber. I deny that the second chamber 
possesses any such virtue. Indeed, a second chamber is not only as much likely 
to fail in correctly gauging the popular will, but its own interests in the 
matter are likely to give it such a personal bias one way or the other as 
to make it quite incapable of coming to an independent and rational 
judgment It is therefore better, safer and more reasonable to have a single 
chamber and to throw the responsibility of decision, when doubt arises, 
upon the electorate which chooses the chamber. Besides, if the idea under-
lying the second chamber is to delay the decision of the first chamber.
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then this is already secured by the Governor having the power to refer 
back any particular measure which has been passed by the Legislature 
for reconsideration. If the Legislature does not reconsider, but passes it in 
original form, the Governor can still stop it by vetoing it. And if the 
Legislature does net abide by the decision of the Governor, it may compel 
him to submit the matter in dispute to the electorate by compelling the 
dissolution of the House. It is therefore obvious that what the second 
chamber can do or is expected to do, can be done by the Governor with 
his powers to veto, to refer back and to dissolve. If this is admitted, then 
a second chamber becomes a useless appendage to a popular chamber.

97. I am sure my colleagues would not have been led away by what 
exists in some other countries without applying the utilitarian standard if  
they had made sure that thc:r assumption that a single chamber is likely 
to pass hasty and ill-conceived laws was based on sure foundations. It 
seems to me that the assumption is quite unfounded and displays a total 
ignorance of the working of modem politics. No piece of legislation in 
modem times is flung upon the Legislature as a surprise. On the other hand 
every legislative proposal before it is enacted into law goes through a long 
process of discussion and dissection at the hands of the public extending 
over a long period of years. Indeed, if the antecedent history of every 
measure which has found its place in the Statute Book were investigated 
it would demonstrate that the period that has intervened between the 
conception of the idea and its enactment into a law has varied more often 
on the side of length than on the side of brevity. Such being the case the 
assumption that a popular chamber acts hastily and therefore needs a brake 
upon its wheels is to prescribe for a disease which does not exist.

98. What however my colleagues are after is not a revising chamber but 
a governing caste. This is clear from the purpose assigned to it, from the 
franchise on which it is sought to be built and the powers which are 
proposed to be given to it I confess I am somewhat surprised that they 
should have thought that a devolution of powers on the Legislature must 
be circumscribed by the institution of a second chamber as an insurance 
against such powers being used to the detriment of a particular community, 
or a particular interest. For the desire really felt, as I understand it, is 
not that we should have a reform in which the centre or the balance of 
political power shall remain unchanged but that within certain limits it 
shall be surreptitiously shifted in the direction of the mass of the people. 
To attempt to circumscribe this devolution of power seems to suggest that 
my colleagues think that the most desirable kind of political reform is one 
which does not alter the balance of power amongst the different communities 
concerned. Persons who hold such a view in my opinion either do not know 
what political reform means or, knowing what it means, do not desire 
a reform which will disturb the �tatu� quo. As for myself, I make no 
mistake about the fact that the essence of all reforms is to change the 
balance of power among the different classes. If the lower classes gain, some



�ther class must l�se. If each class remains with n�  m�re p�litical  p�wer 
than bef�re then there will have been n�  real ref�rm. It is idle t�  supp�se 
that either the l�wer  classes �r  f�r  the matter �f  that any class interested 
in ref�rm  will  be satisfied with a measure, either because it is called p�litical  
ref�rm �r  because while pr�p�sing  t�  change everything it c�ntrives t�  keep 
things where they are. It w�uld  be much better t�  say in plain terms that the 
scheme �f  dev�luti�n  �f  p�litical  p�wer sh�uld be s�  c�nditi�ned  that the fl�w  
�f  p�wer shall st�p with the classes and shall n�t  reach the masses. I must 
h�wever make it plain that I cann�t be a party t�  any such scheme 
�f  ref�rms.

99. Granting that a sec�nd chamber is a necessity there is �ne supreme 
difficulty in the way �f  its f�rmati�n.  The auth�rs �f  the M�ntagu-Chelms-
f�rd  Rep�rt had in 1917 carefully c�nsidered the questi�n �f  establishing 
sec�nd chambers in the Pr�vinces. But taking all things int�  c�nsiderati�n 
they decided against the pr�p�sal.  They said, “  We see very seri�us practical 
�bjecti�ns  t�  the idea. In many pr�vinces it w�uld  be imp�ssible t�  secure 
a sufficient number �f  suitable members f�r  tw�  H�uses. We apprehend 
als� that a sec�nd chamber representing mainly lended and m�nied interests 
might pr�ve t��  effective a barrier against legislati�n, which affected such 
interests. Again, the presence �f  large landed pr�priet�rs  in the sec�nd 
chamber might have the unf�rtunate result �f  disc�uraging �ther members 
�f  the same class fr�m  seeking the v�tes �f  the elect�rates. We think that 
the delay inv�lved in passing legislati�n thr�ugh tw�  H�uses w�uld  make 
the system far t��  cumbr�us t�  c�ntemplate f�r  the business �f  Pr�vincial 
Legislature. We have decided f�r  the present theref�re against bicameral 
instituti�n  f�r  the Pr�vinces.” The �bjecti�ns  raised t�  sec�nd chambers in 
1917 h�ld  g��d  even t�day. I am quite certain that this Presidency has n�t  
at its c�mmand a sufficient number �f  eminent men t�  run b�th  the H�uses. 
�  sec�nd chamber will sap the life �f  the first �r  the first will  sap the life 
of the sec�nd. There is n�t  en�ugh material t�  build b�th. Under such 
circumstances it is better t�  have a single efficient chamber than t�  have 
tw�  effective �nes. F�r  these reas�ns I �pp�se  the instituti�n �f  a sec�nd 
chamber in the Presidency.

CH�PTER  6

POWERS OF THE LEGISL�TURE

100. �ower of appointing and removing the �resident.—Pri�r t� the 
ref�rms �f  1919 the G�vern�r  wh�  was the chief �f  the executive �f  the 
Pr�vince was the President �f  the Pr�vincial Legislature. By the changes 
intr�duced in 1919 the Pr�vincial Legislature �btained the right �f  electing 
�ne �f  its members as its President and t�  rem�ve him fr�m  �ffice.  This was 
a valuable privilege. The exercise �f  this privilege was, h�wever, made 
subject t�  certain restricti�ns inasmuch as the app�intment �f  the President 
was made subject t�  the appr�val and his rem�val subject t�  the c�ncurrence
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of the Governor. These limitations are the remnants of the time when the 
Executive was supreme over the Legislature. They are not to be found in 
the constitution of the dominions. They are incompatible with the indepen-
dence of the Legislature and must be removed. Granting that the President 
must be made independent of the executive, question is, must he also be 
made independent of the judiciary ? Section 110 of the Government of India 
Act defines the officers and the matters in respect of which they are exempt 
from the jurisdiction of the High Courts. The President of the Legislative 
Council is not included among the officers w'ho enjoy this immunity. That 
being the case, the President of the Legislature is subject to the jurisdiction 
in respect of what he does as a President. That means that his conduct as 
a President is liable to be questioned in a Court of Law. It is feared that 
this opens a vast field to vexatious litigation involving great delay in the 
conduct of the business of the Legislature. This is sought to be remedied by 
granting exemption to the President from the jurisdiction of the Courts. I am 
opposed to this change and prefer to leave things as they are.
101. �ower  of defining �rivileges.—No one will question the expediency 

of allowing a Legislature every power reasonably necessary to the existence 
of such a body, and the proper exercise of the functions which it is intended 
to execute. The position of the Provincial Legislatures under the existing 
law is very unsatisfactory. Beyond giving certain immunities to the 
members of the Legislature and barring the meagre powers given to the 
President by rule 17 of the Legislative Council Rules for expelling a dis-
orderly member, the law gives no authority to the Legislature to vindicate 
itself against a wrong calculated to obstruct its work or lower its dignity. 
Such authority can no longer be withheld from the Legislature. I therefore 
recommend that the Provincial Legislatures like the Dominion Legislatures 
should be given the power within prescribed limits to define by law the 
powers and privileges which it thinks are necessary in its own interest.
102. �ower of regulating �rocedure.—The conduct of business in the 

Bombay Legislative Council is governed by Rules framed under Section 72D 
(6) of the Government of India Act supplemented by Standing Orders framed 
under Section 72D (7) of the same. In the framing of this code of procedure 
the Provincial Legislature has had no hand. The standing orders were made 
by the Governor-General in Council, though the Legislature had had the 
liberty to suggest amendments to them. But the Rules are framed under 
the provisions of Section 129A by the Governor-General in Council which 
expressly prohibits the Provincial Legislature from altering or repealing 
them. I am of opinion that the Provincial Legislature should have the 
power of regulating its own procedure. The difficulty in giving such freedom 
to the Provincial Legislatures seems to arise from the fact that some of 
the Rules embody provisions which in other countries form parts of their 
constitutional law; so that the power to amend rules virtually become 
power to alter the constitution. But this difficulty can be easily avoided if  
an attempt was made to enact such rules as section of the Government of
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India Act. If this is done, the recommendation I have made can be easily 
given effect to and the Provincial Legislatures brought on a par with the 
Oominion Legislatures of Australia, South Africa and Canada.
10�.  �ower  of Legislation.—Section 80C of the Government of India Act 

provides that it shall not be lawful for any member of any local Legislature 
to introduce, without the previous sanction of the Governor, Lieutenant 
Governor or Chief Commissioner, any measure affecting the public revenue 
of a province, or imposing any charge on those revenues. This section is 
a serious limitation upon the powers of the Legislature. It is a relic of the 
days when the people had no voice in the administration of the affairs of 
the country. The retention of these powers will ill-accord with a Legislature 
supreme over the executive. This section must therefore be deleted. The 
Governor will still have the power of vetoing any legislation that will be 
passed by the Council. That power must suffice. More than that will not be 
consistent with the position he will have to occupy under a system of 
complete ministerial responsibility.
104. �ower  of Appropriation.—The Legislative Council under Section 72D 

may assent or refuse its assent to a demand or reduce the amount 
referred to therein either by a reduction of the whole grant or by the 
omission or reduction of any of the items of expenditure of which the 
grant is composed. This power is subject to certain important provisions. 
In the case of a demand relating to a reserved subject, the Governor has 
the power of over-ruling the decision of the Legislature if he certifies that 
the expenditure provided for in the demand is essential to the discharge of 
his responsibility for the subject. Another proviso limiting the powers of 
appropriation of the Legislature is contained in Section 72D, Clause (2)(h), 
by virtue of which the Governor has the “  power in cases of emergency to 
authorise such expenditure as may be in his opinion necessary for the safety 
or tranquillity of the Province, or for the carrying on of any department.”  
These are also very serious limitations on the powers of the Legislative 
Council, and I suggest that they should be removed from the Act The 
powers given to the Governor under the first proviso are out of place in 
a Government which is fully responsible and in which the Governor is 
not charged with the direction of affairs. The safety and tranquillity of 
the Province will not be a special concern of the Governor any more than 
that of the responsible Executive. Consequently the power given by the 
second proviso to the Governor is unnecessary and should be taken away.
105. Another restraint on the financial powers of the Legislature is 

embodied in Section 72D(�). By virtue of this, the executive is not required 
to submit to the Legislature for its vote expenditure on certain specified 
heads mentioned therein. The result is that the Budget of the Province 
contains permanent appropriations to a large extent which the Legislative 
Council cannot touch. Theoretically speaking, every item of expenditure 
should be sanctioned each year by the Legislature. But the Budget, in 
almost every country, contains permanent appropriations Which do not
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require to be voted annually by the Legislature. Even in England there has 
grown up quite a list of permanent appropriations covering before the War 
in the aggregate about one-third pf the total annual expenditure. Whether 
the Executive can or cannot be trusted to fix the amount and determine 
the character of public expenditure depends upon the stage of development 
at which people have arrived in their realisation of constitutional govern-
ment �f the stage be such that there exists an uncertainty concerning the 
political rights of the Government and the people, it would not be safe to 
permit such permanent appropriations of public moneys without Legislative 
sanction as are contemplated by Section 72D(�). It is true that the founda-
tion of responsible government in the Provinces is just being laid and the 
Provincial Legislatures have jealously to guard against the encroachments 
of the Executive. All the same, it must, I think, be recognised that the 
right of popular control over public affairs is recognised and will be under 
the new constitution fully conceded, so that under the various checks upon 
the arbitrary use of public authority the submission for annual sanction 
of every item of public expenditure need not be insisted upon. I do not 
therefore object to this scheme of permanent appropriations. But I object 
to their being made so by law, thereby curtailing the powers of the 
Legislature. Their being made a matter of law has had the effect of debarring 
the Legislature from even discussing the policy underlying the administra-
tion of non-votable items. The ^creation of non-votable items must be 
a matter of convenience. There ought to be no restraint about them on the 
Legislature by law.

106. Power of controlling the Executive.—Originally Provincial Legisla-
tures under the reformed constitution of 1919 could control the Minister in 
three ways : (1) by legislation, (2) by refusing supplies, and (�)  by refusing 
or reducing their salaries. The second and the third were the only two ways 
whereby the Legislature could control the administration by the Ministers. 
This control could normally be exercised only once a year, and was there-
fore insufficient. Consequently provision was made in 1926 for a motion 
regarding want of confidence in a Minister. These powers are sufficient for 
the Legislature to control the actions of a Minister and were in keeping with 
the idea that the Ministers were to be individually liable for their actions. 
The future Ministry will be based upon the principle of joint responsibility 
under which Ministers will stand together or fall together. There is nothing 
in the existing powers of the Legislature to indicate that it desires to dismiss 
the Ministry as a whole. I think provisions to this effect should be made by 
adding a new class of motion to be called “  a motion of no confidence ” as 
distinguished frorn^ the existing motion, which should be renamed as 
“  motion questioning a Minister’s policy in a particular matter ” , This was 
suggested by the Muddiman Committee but was not carried out.

107. Power of altering the Constitution.—The Provincial Legislatures are 
bound by the terms of the instrument which has created them. By virtue of 
that instrument they are made bodies with “  plenary powers ” possessing
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a specific and defined power of government in their territory over all persons. 
The plenary powers of government do not �er  se carry a power to alter the 
constitution itself. There is a desire that the Provincial Legislatures should 
have the powers of a constituent Assembly to alter the constitution of the 
Province. There is much that can be said in favour of such a proposal. 
Parliament having consented to grant self-government to the people of the 
Province, it is as well that the people of the Province had the right to decide 
the form of government under which they liked to live. But it must be 
recognised that there are minorities who will not like their constitutional 
rights to be determined by the majority, as would be the case if the Provin' 
cial Legislatures were allowed the right to alter the constitution. This is the 
principal reason why the constitution of Canada gives no power to the 
Canadian Parliament to alter the constitution of Canada. There is, however, 
the example of South Africa, which shows that the powers of altering the 
constitution can be conferred on a Legislature without detriment to the 
position of the minorities. There is therefore no reason why the example of 
South Africa should not be followed. I recommend that the power of 
altering the constitution of the Province should be, granted to the Provincial 
Legislature; provided that it shall have no power to alter the provisions 
regarding the representation of minorities in the Legislature.

108. What special procedure should be prescribed for passing such 
legislation is a matter which it is very difficult to decide. But it might, how-
ever, be stated that the mode of amending the constitution should be such 
as to make it sufficiently rigid to protect the fundamental rights of the 
citizens but which should at the same time leave it flexible enough to 
recognise that development is as much a law of life as existence and to 
secure deliberation before action and final decision in harmony with the 
principle of rule by majority. The safest course, it seems to me, would be 
to prescribe different procedure for different kinds of amendments to the 
constitution For the more fundamental amendments the procedure should 
be more exacting than for amendments to less fundamental parts of the 
constitution.



�ECTION  IV

�ROVINCIAL  AUTONOMY

CHAPTER 1

�ROVINCIAL  GOVERNMENT IN RELATION  TO THE  
GOVERNMENT  OF INDIA

109. It is evident that the responsibility of the Executive would be of 
very little consequence if the Provincial Executive instead of being sub-
ordinate to the Provincial Legislature is subordinate to any other body out-
side the Province or if the Provincial Legislature instead of being supreme 
within its field is made subject to some other authority in the matter of 
the exercise of its powers. In other words responsible government must also 
be autonomous government. To render Provincial Government autonomous 
it is necessary to demarcate clearly the spheres of operation of the Provincial 
and Central Governments.

110. Prior to 1919 a Provincial Government was required under 
�ection 45 of the Government of India Act, 1915, to obey the orders of the 
Governor-General in Council, and keep him constantly and diligently 
informed of its proceedings and of all matters which ought, in its opinion, to 
be reported to him, or as to which he requires information, and is under his 
superintendence, direction and control in all matters relating to the govern-
ment of its province. This meant that the Provincial Governments had no 
acknowledged authority of their own in any of the matters which they 
administered; that whatever powers they exercised were powers which were 
delegated to them by the Central Government in the same way as a principal 
delegates his authority to his agent. By the Act of 1919 this relation of 
the Provincial to the Central Government was made subject to its provisions 
and rules made thereunder. �ection 45 (/)(&) of the Act of 1919 provided 
“  for the devolution of authority in respect of provincial subjects to local 
governments, and fo." tr.e allocation of revenues or other moneys to those 
governments,” while �ection 45 (5) laid down that “  the powers of superinten-
dence, direction, and control local governments vested in the Governor- 
General in Council under this Act shall, in relation to transferred subjects, 
be exercised only for such purposes as may be specified in rules made under 
this Act, but the Governor-General in Council shall be the sole judge as to 
whether the purpose of the exercise of such powers in any particular case
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comes within the purposes so specified.” The Act of 1919 therefore made 
two changes : (1) It gave the provinces authority of their own as distinguished 
from authority derived as agents of the Government of India. (2) It relieved 
them of their former obligation to obey the Government of India in regard 
to those subjects which were transferred to the control of the Ministers but 
retained its powers of supervision. From this it is clear that there may be 
a complete transfer of all the subjects to the control of the Ministers ; but 
transfer will always be subject to the powers of supervision of the Govern-
ment of India involving interference in the freedom of action by the Provincia 
Government. The question is whether these powers of supervision are neces-
sary and if so whether any other form of relationship between the Provincial 
and Central Governments can be contemplated in which these powers will  
be so placed as not to conflict with the autonomy of the Province.
111. By the Act of 1919 and the Rules made thereunder the Provincia 

subjects are marked off from Central subjects. Notwithstanding this the 
Provincial Legislature have not been given freedom of action or finality ol 
action in legislating upon Provincial subjects. The powers of Provincial 
Legislature are restricted in two different ways. In certain matters defined 
in Section 80A it cannot without the previous sanction �f  the Governor- 
General make or take into consideration any law although it might pertain 
to a matter lying within the Provincial field. In certain other matters 
Provincial Legislature may pass a law but if the law happens to fall 
within the purview of Section 81A and rules made thereunder its action 
becomes subject to the veto of the Governor-General. The combined effect 
of these two restrictions on Provincial autonomy can be easily understood. 
The question is whether any other system of relationship between the 
Provincial and Central Governments can be contemplated in which the 
powers of the Central Government will not conflict with the autonomy of 
the Province.
112. The provision regarding supervision by the Central Government over 

Provincial Government in the matter of administration of Provincial subjects 
and of previous sanction and subsequent veto by the Central Government of 
Provincial legislation regarding Provincial subjects is a feature which is 
not to be found in the constitution of any other country in which the 
functions of government are divided between two body politics, Central 
and Provincial, such as Canada, Australia and the United States. The 
provisions regarding previous sanction have found their way in the Indian 
constitution as a result of two erroneous suppositions. One is that it is 
not possible to demarcate functions exclusively. That assumption does not 
seem to be well-founded. For in Canada the constitution does divide the 
functions into two distincr classes (1) those which exclusively belong to 
the Central Government and (2) those which exclusively belong to the 
Provincial Government making each government absolutely autonomous 
in the sphere which is allotted to it. The second assumption is. that in dealing 
with those functions which cannot be said to be exclusively Provincial
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the only way open is to make their exercise subject to previous sanc-
tion and subsequent veto by the Central Government. This again seems to 
me to be an erroneous assumption. The constitution of Australia and the 
United States are examples where the constitutions have not divided the 
functions into two clear cut exclusive divisions as is done in Canada. By 
the scheme of division of powers and functions adopted by the Australian 
constitution there are certain matters over which the Central Government 
has exclusive powers. In certain other matters the powers of the Central 
Government are concurrent with those of the State Governments. But the 
matters of concurrent legislation are divided into two categories (1) iD 
which the power of the Commonwealth Parliament operates by way of 
paramount legislation merely over-riding any exercise by the State of its 
own powers and (2) in which the Commonwealth has no paramount power. 
In the ' United States Governmental powers are distinguished into 
(1) Powers vested in the Central Government alone, (2) Powers vested in 
the State Governments alone, (�)  Powers exercisable by either the Central 
Government or the States, (4) Powers forbidden to the Central Government 
and (5) Powers forbidden to the State Governments. Thus the constitu-
tion of Australia and the United States both recognise that there may 
be functions which cannot be said to exclusively belong to either. But 
neither of them have adopted the plan of assigning them to one govern-
ment subject to the previous sanction and subsequent veto of the other 
government. I recommend that the scheme of division of functions and 
powers like that of Canada should be tried and failing that the scheme 
prevalent in Australia or the United States should be adopted. But in any 
case the provision of previous sanction and subsequent veto should be done 
away with.

11�. The provision whereby the Central Government has been invested 
with powers of supervision over subjects which have been transferred to 
Provincial control is partly due to want of clear cut allocation of subjects 
between Central and Provincial and partly to an erroneous view of the 
responsibility of the Central Government for the administration of Provincial 
subjects. The power of supervision is sought to be justified on the ground 
that certain subjects are of importance for Central Government This reason 
will not survive a proper allocation of the subjects on the Canadian, 
Australian or American lines. The other justification for the powers of 
supervision is the view that the Government of India must be responsible 
for the peace, order and good Government of India as a whole and that 
it may discharge its own responsibilities, it must have the power of supervi-
sion. It seems to me, that with the partition of functions there must 
follow a partition of responsibilities as well. If these responsibilities are 
partitioned and that of the Central Government confined to matters arising 
out of matters assigned to it, the necessity for supervision over Provin-
cial Governments will  vanish and I suggest that the clauses in the Government
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of India Act which define the responsibilities of the Central Government 
should be amended accordingly.
114. While I am anxious to see that there should be established 

complete Provincial autonomy I am opposed to any change which will in 
any way weaken the Central Government or which will impair its national 
character or obscure its existence in the eye of the people. Holding this 
view I am against making the Central Government a league composed of 
a number of governments bound together to constitute for certain purposes 
a single body. The effect of such an arrangement is obvious. The league 
will exist only as an aggregate of governments, and will therefore vanish 
as soon as the governments decide to separate themselves from one another. 
Such a Central Government will last only as long as the component 
governments will desire it to last The league being a confederacy of 
governments will have to deal with and act upon the governments only. 
With the individual citizen it will have very little to do. It will have no 
right to tax the individual, to adjudicate upon his causes or to make laws 
for him. Such a Central Government is bound to be the weakest govern-
ment possible. My conception of the position of the Central Government 
will not permit me to reconcile myself even to such a form of relationship 
as is found in the American constitution in which the Central Government 
is a commonwealth as well as a union of commonwealths. It is true that 
under it the Central Government acts immediately upon every individual 
through its courts and executive officers. But it is equally true that the Central 
Government in the United States is a creature of the States. Having been 
called into existence by the States it must stand or fall with the States. 
The States retain all the powers which they have not expressly surren-
dered. The Central Government has no more powers than those that have 
been conferred upon it by law. Such a Central Government, howsoever 
stronger it may be than a Central Government in a league, will not in my 
opinion be strong enough for the needs of India. My view is that the 
national Government should be so placed as not to appear to stand by 
virtue of the Provincial Governments Indeed its position should be so 
independent that not only it should survive even when all Provincial 
Governments have vanished or changed into wholly different bodies but 
it should have the power to carry on provincial administration when 
a Provincial Government by rebellion or otherwise has ceased to function. 
Consequently on this aspect of the question I make the following recom-
mendations : (1) That all residuary powers must be with the Central 
Government, (2) that there must be a specific grant of power to the Central 
Government to coerce a recalcitrant or a rebellious Province acting in 
a manner prejudicial to the interests of the country, (�)  that all powers 
given to the Provincial Government in case of its non-functioning shall 
return to the Central Government and (4) that the election to the Central 
Legislature shall be direct.

X 4002 —25
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CHAPTER 2

�ROVINCIAL  GOVERNMENT  IN RELATION  TO THE CROWN

115. For the purpose of securing Provincial autonomy it is not sufficient 
merely to lay down proper relations between the Provincial Government 
and the Central Government. It is also necessary to define the status of 
the Provincial Government. This is of practical importance principally in 
respect to their external relations. That the Provinces cannot have any 
international status goes without saying. But the question of their relation-
ship with the Home Government stands on a different footing and cannot 
be easily disposed of. It is clear that whatever the nature of the relation-
ship between the Provincial and Home Government it must be in keeping 
with the constitutional law of the country. The degree of independent 
political existence of a Province must determine the angle from which the 
problem is to be looked at. Are the Provinces to be treated so very devoid 
of independent political existence that they are to be treated as mere internal 
divisions comparable with the areas of local Government, unknown and 
unrecognised beyond India itself ? If so, that Imperial Government would 
know but one Indian authority, the Central Government, and would in all 
matters affecting India address itself to that Government and receive 
communications from or through it alone. On the other hand, have the 
Provincial Governments an independent political existence in the eye of 
the law ? If they can be said to have it, then the Imperial Government 
must recognise them and must in all provincial matters address them and 
must receive communication from them. Of these two possible bases of 
relationship there is no doubt that the latter is the more proper one. An 
independent political existence for the Provinces is now an accomplished 
fact They have a sphere of activity in which they have an authority of their 
own. The whole scheme of reforms is opposed to the subordination of the 
Provincial Governments to the Central. The chief executive of the Province 
is not a nominee of the head of the Central Government. He is the represen-
tative of the Crown in the Province and not of the Governor-General. 'The 
constitution is a pluralistic constitution and there is nothing to suggest the 
view that while within India the constitution is to be treated as plural, 
conferring distinct powers on each, it is to be treated by the Imperial Govern-
ment as a unitary constitution with a single responsible Government.

116. What are the matters in which the right of Provincial Governments 
to deal directly with the Home Government can be recognised ? Following 
the role prevalent in the case of the Australian Commonwealth that in 
matters in which the Crown is concerned solely in its capacity as part of 
the constitution of a Government, communications proceed directly between 
the State Governor and the Colonial Office without the intervention of 
the Governor-General, it must be claimed on behalf of the Provincial 
Governments that they shall have the right to deal with the Home Govern-
ment directly without the intervention of the Central Government. The



�atters  in which it �ust  have such a right �ust  include the reservation, the 
allowance and disallowance of provincial legislation, the appoint�ent and 
re�oval  of Provincial Governors and their instructions, the a�end�ent  of 
provincial constitutions and other �atters  which exclusively belong to the 
Provincial Govern�ents. What about �atters  which do not exclusively 
belong to either Govern�ent ? I suggest that in cases in which the Central 
Govern�ent has para�ount power of legislation, the Central Govern�ent 
is the sole representative of India. But as to �atters within concurrent 
jurisdiction of the Central and Provincial Govern�ent, the Provincial 
Govern�ent �ust  have a right to direct representation.

117. To �ake  the political existence of the Provinces as an entity 
independent of the Govern�ent of India a reality, the representation of the 
Crown in the Provincial Executive and the Provincial Legislature should be 
�ade  �ore  �anifest  than it is at present Under the existing law the 
Secretary of State has placed the Crown quite in the background and has 
in fact usurped its place. The office of the Secretary of State for India is 
analogous to the office of the Secretary of State for Colonies. But the two 
play quite different roles. The Secretary of State for Colonies occupies 
no place in the constitutional law of the Do�inions.  The constitutional 
laws of all the Do�inions  are e�phatic in their declaration that their 
Executive and Legislative Govern�ent is vested in the Crown. Section 2 
of the Govern�ent of India Act gives a definite legal status to the 
Secretary of State. So pro�inent  is the position given to the Secretary 
of State that he has altogether eclipsed the Crown. Indeed, except for 
a passing reference in Section 1 there is no �ention  of the Crown any-
where in the Govern�ent of India Act. The reasons for this are no doubt 
historical and go back to the passing of the Regulation Act of 1773 when 
the East India Co�pany  disputed the right of the Crown to the possessions 
it had acquired in the East. Whatever be the historical differences the fact 
re�ains  that the Do�inion  laws do not recognise the Secretary of State 
while the Indian law does. The result is that the Secretary of State for 
Colonies does not govern the Do�inions.  His duty is to advise the Crown 
to allow or disallow particular acts of the Do�inion  Govern�ents. The 
Secretary of State on the other hand is not �erely  the adviser of the Crown. 
By Section 2 of the Govern�ent of India Act he has been given the fullest 

powers of govern�ent.
118. The provisions contained in Section 2 cannot be justified under 

any circu�stance. They are derogatory to the position of the Crown and 
are a perversion of the true position of a Secretary of State. They gave 
a false picture of the position of the Provincial Govern�ents. Whatever 
�ight  have been the justification of the provisions in Section 2 before 
1919 the changes introduced in that year have re�oved  it altogether. The 
powers of govern�ent having been transferred to the people it is no longer 
possible to retain those powers in the hands of the Secretary of State. To 
do so would be to introduce a syste�  of double govern�ent fraught with

N 4002—25a
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the possibilities of serious conflict. I therefore recommend that section (2) 
of the Government of India Act should be deleted and two new sections 
of the following tenor should be added : —

(1) The Legislative power of the Province shall be vested in 
a Provincial Parliament which will consist of the King and a Council of 
the King and a Council of Representatives and which is hereinafter 
called “  The Provincial Legislature
(2) The Executive power of the Province is vested in the King and is

exercisable by the Governor as the King’s representative and extends to 
the execution and maintenance of the constitution and of the laws of the 
Province. x

Sections of similar import regarding the position of the Crown in the 
Government of India should be added to Act of 1919. Such a change will  
not only help to place the Crown and the Secretary of State in their true 
position, but they will also help to bring the constitutional law of India 
in line with the constitutional law of the Dominions.



�ECTION V

�UBLIC  SERVICES

I. Reorganisation of Services
119. �eparation of �ervices.—The present organisation of the public 

services in India is the outcome of the recommendations of the Aitchison 
Commission which inquired into the Public �ervice of India in 1886-87. 
Prior to the appointment of the Commission the great bulk of the civil posts 
of higher responsibility and emoluments were filled by recruits from Europe 
and that Commission was expressly directed to suggest measures which 
would “ do full justice to the claims of natives of India to higher and more 
extensive employment in the Public �ervice ” of their country. The Com-
mission held the view that the Civil �ervice should be only “  a Corps 
d’elite ” and consequently recommended that the recruitment of officials 
in England should be substantially reduced and the higher appoint-
ments so set free transferred to a service locally recruited in India. 
As a result of these recommendations officers recruited in England formed 
Imperial �ervices and the officers locally recruited formed the Provincial 
�ervices. The conditions of appointments in regard to pay, leave and pension 
of officers belonging to the two services were to be fixed on independent 
grounds and were not necessarily to have any relation to each other. This 
division into Imperial and Provincial obtains in most of the Civil �ervices 
of the country which it is needless to detail. What is important to bear in 
mind is that the division was made to distinguish officers recruited in 
England and officers recruited in India and not as might be understood 
from the description, in order to distinguish officers placed under the 
Government of India and liable to serve all over India from officers placed 
under Local Governments and liable to serve only in specified provinces. 
For instance the officers belonging to the Provincial services in the Tele-
graph (Engineering) and the �urvey of India are directly under the Govern-
ment of India and not confined to any particular province while officers in 
the Imperial �ervice in the Education and the Police Departments are 
allotted to different provinces. In my opinion time has arrived when each 
Province should be free to organise its own civil service. For this the All -
India character of the services must cease. There should be Central Civil  
�ervice recruited and maintained in response to its own needs by the 
Central Government to run various departments which are handed over
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to it by the Government of India without imposing upon its members the 
liability to serve under any of the Provincial Governments. Similarly there 
should be a Provincial Civil Service recruited and maintained in response 
to its own needs by every Provincial Government exclusively for its own 
employment. This ecommendation cannot be said to involve any sub-
stantial change in the system. For although members of the Imperial Service 
and Provincial Service are liable to serve in any part in India, their All-India 
character is only nominal. For the cases in which a member of the Civil  
Service whether Imperial or Provincial has been called upon to serve in 
a Province different from the one in which he was originally posted are 
few. Almost all of them continued to work to the end in the same Province 
in which they were placed Lt the beginning. That being the- case the reform 
which I have �ugge�ted will involve no change. It will only recognise facts 
as they exist.

120. The grounds on which 1 press for this reform in the organisation 
of the Civil Service are many. First of all such a separation of the services 
into those which are Central in the sense that they are in the employment 
of the Government of India and those which are Provincial in the sense that 
they are in the employment of the Provincial Government has this immense 
advantage, namely that it is a reform which is eminently called for by the 
change in the character of the Provincial Government. If the present system 
was continued, ministerial responsibility would be difficult of realisation. 
Public Servants in India according to Section 96(B) of the Government of 
India Act no doubt hold their position during the pleasure of the Crown. 
But it must be remembered that the Act does not allow the Ministers the 
power to decide when His Majesty should be pleased to remove him from 
office. Although that power is given to the authority who appoints him yet 
the dismissed officer has been given a right of appeal to the Secretary of 
State. Not only the Minister has no right of dismissing an officer, but he 
cannot even punish him with impunity, because it is provided in the Act 
that if any officer appointed by the Secretary of State in Council thinks him-
self wronged by an order of an official superior in a Governor’s Province he 
has a right to complain to the Governor and the Governor by the 
Act as well as by the instrument of instructions is bound to inquire and 
pass such an order as may appear to him just and equitable. These provi-
sions must make any Minister, however strong he may be, quite helpless 
against a recalcitrant member of the Civil Service who refuses to carry 
out the policy for which the Minister is responsible to the legislature in 
accordance with its wishes. Ministerial responsibility requires that 
a Minister shall have power effectively to deal with an erring officer working 
under him. He must also have the power to decide how many officers he 
must have and to what particular post any of them might be appointed. 
The existing provisions do not permit him any of the powers he must stand 
in sore need of. This anomaly was recognised by the Lee Commission which 
was appointed soon after the reforms were introduced. That Commission



�ecommended that no fu�the� �ec�uitment should take place in the t�ansfe��ed 
depa�tments on an All-India basis and the pe�sonnel �equi�ed fo� them 
should in futu�e be �ec�uited and appointed by P�ovincial Gove�nments. As 

a �esult of this �ecommendation P�ovinces have been empowe�ed to f�ame 
�ule fo� the �ec�uitment of office�s who will take the place of the existing 

All-India Se�vice Office�s in these se�vices ope�ating in the t�ansfe��ed 
depa�tment when the latte� vacate. The �efo�m I have suggested is me�ely 
an extension of the same p�inciple which the necessities of the case have 
compelled the autho�ities to accept. The extension cannot now be delayed 
fo� the �eason that unde� a fully �esponsible system of Gove�nment the 
distinction between Rese�ved and T�ansfe��ed will have vanished.
121. The second advantage of a sepa�ate and independent P�ovincial 

Civil Se�vice will  be the libe�ty it will  give to the P�ovincial Gove�nments to 
alte� the cad�e of the se�vices belonging to the P�ovince. The d�aw-back of 
the All-India system is that a Ministe� who is satisfied that the�e a�e seve�al 
supe�fluous posts o�dina�ily held by the membe�s of the All-India Se�vice 
and a la�ge� numbe� the duties of which can be and in the tempo�a�y 
vacancies have been efficiently discha�ged by the mo�e mode�ately paid 
office�s of the P�ovincial Se�vices, and who might the�efo�e be convinced of 
abolishing such a post o� t�ansfe��ing it to the cad�e of a P�ovincial Se�vice 
finds himself powe�less to do so. Fo�, unde� the Act he has no such powe�. 
All  that he can do is to let such post �emain in abeyance o� to let an office� 
of the P�ovincial Se�vice conce�ned officiate fo� a lengthened pe�iod. But 
even he�e his powe�s a�e limited. Fo�, unde� the �ules he cannot do this 
beyond fixed numbe� of months without the sanction of the Sec�eta�y of 
State. This is a ve�y se�ious limitation a�ising out e�f the All-India O�ganisa-
tion of the Se�vices in that it p�events tjie attainment of the ends of economy 
fo� which the Refo�med Council has been clamou�ing f�om its ve�y 

inception.
122. These a�e not the only advantages e�f an independent system of 

P�ovincial Civil Se�vice. The All-India cha�acte� of the se�vice imposes upon 
the p�ovinces a unifo�mity in the conditions e�f employment in �elation to 
pay, leave allowances, p�omotions and pensions. I contend that such unifo�-
mity must wo�k g�eat ha�dships upon the �esou�ces of compa�atively poo� 
P�ovinces. They a�e obliged to pay mo�e fo� the se�vice than they can 
�easonably affo�d. No� can it be said that unifo�m scale of sala�y in all 
P�ovinces is necessa�y to ensu�e equality in the standa�d of living. It is noto-
�ious that owing to diffe�ences in local conditions the same standa�ds of 
comfo�t can be had in two diffe�ent P�ovinces on quite diffe�ent sala�y. If  
that is the case the�e is no �eason why should unifo�mity in pay be enfo�ced 
when such unifo�mity is eithe� bu�densome o� unjust
123. The �equi�ement of unifo�mity in the conditions of se�vice also 

a�ises di�ectly out of the All-India cha�acte� of the Civil Se�vice and it will  
not vanish unless the se�vice ceases to have that cha�acte�. The constitution 
of an independent P�ovincial Civil Se�vice is a means fo� accomplishing
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this end and should be welcomed particularly when its accomplishment can 
reduce tne cost of administration and give the Provinces full liberty to 
manage its own affairs. This of course means that the position of the 
Secretary of State �is-a-�is  the Provincial Governments in the matter of 
recruitment to the public service must be radically altered. The 
Secretary of State instead of being the general employer and the Provincial 
Government indenting upon him for the number of hands necessary for 
work in their provinces, the Secretary of State in those cases where the 
recruitment in England is necessary should merely act as the agent of 
particular provinces concerned, on the terms prescribed by the Provincial 
Government and not on tie terms formulated by himself. The Provinces 
should henceforth cease as authorities utilising the service of persons lent 
to them or found for them, t: to say, by the Secretary of State. So long 
such a system continues the Secretary of State is bound to claim the powers 
which he now enjoys under Section 96B of the Government of India Act. 
Much is said by the Ministers against the powers retained by the Secretary 
of State over the Civil Service on the ground that they make responsible 
government impossible. That criticism is perfectly valid. But those who 
urged this criticism do not seem to be aware of the fact that these powers 
can be taken away only when the Secretary of State ceases to be the recruit-
ing officer.

124. If this reform of separation of services is carried into effect, I should 
like to suggest the following classification of the Provincial Civil Service : — 

Provincial Civil  Service

Superior

Service

I

Subordinate

Service

Clerical

Service

Menial

Service

Class I equivalent to the present l.C.S. 

and the Imperial Services.

Class II equivalent to the 

present Provincial Services.

125. Recruitment Agency for the Pro�incial Ci�il  Ser�ice.—The next 
question that arises for consideration relates to the agency that should be 
in charge of matters pertaining to the recruitment to the Provincial Civil  
Service when the Secretary of State has ceased to perform that function. 
I accept that the Civil Service in order that it may be free from the evil 
effects of political influence and jobbery should be recruited and controlled 
bv an authority independent of the Ministers. I am not, however, prepared 
to say that a Provincial Civil Service Commission could be instituted to 
take cnarge of this kind of work. On financial considerations alone the 
proposal seems to be too big. However, I agree with the suggestion that in 
every province there should be a full-time officer specially charged with the
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consideration of service matters. He should be a liaison officer between the 
Public Service Commission and the Local Government.

II. Indianisation of the Services
126. (i) �ecruitment of Indians.—The case for Indianisation was accepted 

by the Islington Commission in 1915. Its relation to the success of the 
Reforms was emphasised by the authors of the Joint Report and the Lee 
Commission gave effect to it by defining the proportion between the Indians 
and the Europeans in the different services. There is, therefore, no necessity 
to argue the case for Indianisation de novo. All  that is necessary to say is 
that during the interval that elapsed between the appointment of the Islington 
Commission and the appointment of Lee Commission the angle of vision 
regarding this question had completely altered. In the days of the Islington 
Commission the question was, “  How many Indians should be admitted into 
the Public Services ? ” At the time of the Lee Commission it had become, 
“  what is the minimum number of Englishmen which must still be 
recruited ? ” I am glad to say that the Lee Commission gave full recogni-
tion to this altered angle of vision. What is now necessary is to determine 
the necessary changes in the principles which were taken by the Lee 
Commission for framing the proportions of Indians and Europeans so as 
to accelerate the pace of Indianisation. The consideration that should, in 
ray opinion, govern the proportions is the requirement of a Department 
and the merits of qualified Indians to run them. If this consideration were 
adopted the proportions settled by the Lee Commission will have to be 
altered in favour of Indians in all departments except Law and Order, 
Forest and other Technical Departments.

127. (ii) Payment of Indians.—I press for Indianisation not only on its 
own merits but also because of its potential effects on the finances of the 
Province. For, I hope that Indianisation can be made to yield economy 
in administration. I have not been personally able to see why equality of 
pay to Indians and Europeans should be regarded as a necessary consequence 
of membership of an All-India Service. Looking to the question from the 
standpoint of merit I have been convinced that there is no logical justifica-
tion for equal remuneration for both classes of public servants. One class 
consists of a body of public servants exiled from their own home and posted 
in a country thousands of miles away in which they do not think that they 
can properly educate their children or maintain their health. Conditions 
such as these which compel them to maintain dual establishments at 
a standard of living admittedly high are considerations which do not apply 
to those civil servants who have their dojnicile in India. In contrast to their 
European colleagues they are working in a country in which they are living 
free from the difficulties of dual establishments not exposed to ill-health 
owing to climatic considerations and accustomed to a comparatively low 
standard of living. The financial burden they are obliged to carry is obviously 
less pressing than is the case with their European colleagues. If this difference
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between personal risk and sacrifices involved in the performance of their 
service is admitted, then in my opinion, there is no logical justification for 
paying them on the same basis. Indeed, if the total position of the two classes 
of public servants in India be compared then one thing is certain. That 
if the present salary of European officers is adequate then it is beyond 
dispute that the Indian officers are overpaid. If, however, the contention 
is that the Indian officers are not overpaid then it follows that the European 
officers are underpaid. Whichever view is taken the present practice of 
equal pay to Indians and Europeans gives rise to a position which is quite 
unsatisfactory. I have no hesitation in saying that under the present practice 
of equal payment whether or not the European is adequately paid his Indian 
colleagues is certainly overpaid. That being my view I am anxious to see 
that the scale of salary of public servants with Indian domicile is lower. This 
argument, I am sure, cannot fail to appeal to every Indian who examines the 
financial position of the different Provincial Governments and the serious 
embarrassments in which each is placed by reason of the high proportion of 
expenditure which is devoted to the payment of emoluments to public 
servants. There are some Indians I know who object to this principle of 
inequality in salaries. Be it noted that these objections come from those 
classes of Indians from which the Civil Service is largely recruited, and who 
claim to be the leaders of the country. Theirs is a contemptible little argu-
ment without any substance in it It has no substance because inequality in 
status is not a necessary consequence of inequality in pay. It is contemptible 
because it is based on self-interest. I for myself am in favour of increasing 
Indianisation mainly because of the large promise of economy which it 
holds out.

128. (iii) �ndianisation and the claims of the Backward Classes.—It is 
notorious that the Public Services of the country in so far as they are 
open to Indians have become by reason of various circumstances a close 
preserve for the Brahmins and allied castes. The Non-Brahmins, - the 
Depressed Classes and the Mohamedans are virtually excluded from them. 
They are carrying on an intense agitation for securing to themselves 
what they regard as a due share of the Public Services. With that 
purpose in view they prefer the system of appointment by selection to the 
system of appointment by open competition This is vehemently opposed by 
the Brahmins and the allied castes on the ground that the interests of the 
State require that efficiency should be the only consideration in the matters 
of appointment to public offices and that caste and creed should count for 
nothing. Relying upon educational merit as the only test which can be taken 
to guarantee efficiency, they insist that public offices should be filled on the 
basis of competitive examinations. Such a system it is claimed serves the 
ends of efficiency without in any way prohibiting the entry of the Backward 
Classes in the Public Services. For the competitive examination being 
open to all castes and creeds it leaves the door open to a candidate from 
these communities if he satisfied the requisite test
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129. The attitude of the Brahmin and allied castes towards this question 
has no doubt the appearance of fairness. The system of competitive examina-

tion relied upon may result in fairness to all castes and creeds under a given 
set of circumstances. But those circumstances presuppose that the educa-
tional system of the State is sufficiently democratic and is such that facilities 
for education are sufficiently widespread and sufficiently used to permit 
all classes from which good public servants are likely to be forthcoming 
to complete. Otherwise even with the system of open competition large 
classes are sure to be left out in the cold. This basic condition is conspi-
cuous by its absence in India, so that to invite Backward Classes to rely 
upon the results of competitive examination as a means of entry into the 
Public Services is to practise a delusion upon them and very rightly the 

Backward Classes have refused to be deceived by it.

1�0.  Assuming therefore that the entry of the Backward Classes in the 
Public Services cannot be secured by making it dependent upon open 
competition, the first question that arises for consideration is, have the 
Backward Classes a case for a favoured treatment ? Unless they can make 
good their case they cannot expect anv modification of the accepted 
principles of recruitment by considerations other than those of efficiency 
pure and simple. In regard to this important question I have no hesitation 
in stating that the Backward Classes have a case which is overwhelming.

1�1.  First of all those who lay exclusive stress upon efficiency as the 
basis for recruitment in public services do not seem to have adequate con-
ception of what is covered by administration in modem times. To them 
administration appears to be nothing more than the process of applying 
law as enacted by the legislature. Beyond question that is a very incomplete 
understanding of its scope and significance. Administration in modem times 
involves far more than the scrutiny of statutes for the sake of knowing 
the regulations of the State. Often times under the pressure of time or from 
convenience a government department is now-a-days entrusted with wide 
powers of rule-making for the purpose of administering a particular law. 
In such cases it is obvious that administration cannot merely consist in 
applying the law. It includes the making up of rules which have the 
force of law and of working them out. This system of legislation by delega-
tion has become a very common feature of all modern governments and 
is likely to be on the increase in years to come. It must be accepted as 
beyond dispute that such wide powers of rule-making affecting the welfare 
of large classes of people cannot be safely left into the hands of the adminis-
trators drawn from one particular class which as a matter of fact is opposed 
to the rest of the population in its motives and interests, does not sympathise 
with the living forces operating in them, is not charged with their wants, 
pains, cravings and desires and is inimical to their aspirations, simply because 

it comes out best by the test of education.
1�2.  But even assuming that administration involves nothing more than 

the process of applying the law as enacted by the legislature it does not in



�he leas� weaken �he case of �he Backward Classes. For, officers who are 
drawn from a par�icular cas�e and in whose mind consciousness of cas�e 
si�s closer �han conscien�ious regard �o public du�y, may easily pros�i�u�e 
�heir offices �o �he aggrandizemen� of �heir communi�y and �o �he de�rimen� 
of �he general public. Take �he ordinary case of a Mamla�dar, adminis�ering 
-�he law rela�ing �o �he le��ing of Governmen� lands for cul�iva�ion. He is 
no doub� merely applying �he law. Bu� in applying he may pick and choose 
�he lessees according �o his predilec�ion and very possibly may decide agains� 
lessees on grounds which may be communal in fac� al�hough �hey may 
be non-communal in appearance. Take ano�her illus�ra�ion of an officer 
placed in charge of �he census depar�men� in which capaci�y he is called 
upon �o decide ques�ions of nomencla�ure of �he various communi�ies and 
of �heir social s�a�us. An officer in charge of �his depar�men� by reason of 
his being a member of par�icular cas�e in �he course of his adminis�ra�ion 
may do injus�ice �o a rival communi�y by refusing �o i� �he nomencla�ure 
or �he s�a�us �ha� belongs �o i�. Ins�ances of favouri�ism, par�icularly on �he 
grounds of cas�e and creed are of common occurrence �hough �hey are always 
excused on some o�her plausible ground. Bu� I like �o quo�e one which 
per�ains �o �he Vishwakarmans of �he Madras Presidency. I� is rela�ed in 
�heir le��er �o �he Reforms Enquiry Commi��ee of 1924 in which �hey com-
plained �ha� “  a Brahmin member of �he Madras Execu�ive Council Sir 
(�hen Mr.) P. Siwaswami Ayyar—when he was in charge of �he por�folio 
of law, issued a Governmen� Order objec�ing �o �he suffix ‘ Acharya ’ usually 
adop�ed by �he Vishwakarmans in �heir names and seeking �o enforce in 
i�s place �he word ‘ Asry which is weighed wi�h common odium. Though 
�here was nei�her necessi�y nor au�hori�y �o jus�ify �he ac�ion �aken by �he 
law member, �he Governmen� Order was published by �he law depar�men� 
as if  on �he recommenda�ion of �he Spelling Mis�akes Commi��ee. I� happened 
�o our misfor�une �ha� �he non-official members of �his Commi��ee were drawn 
largely from �he Brahmin communi�y, who never knew how �o respec� �he 
righ�s of �heir sis�er communi�ies and never informed us of �he line of ac�ion 
�ha� �hey were decided upon. I� was deal� more or less as �he s�a� in �he 

dark.’ ’
133. This is inevi�able. Class rule mus� mean rule in �erms of class 

in�eres�s and class prejudices. If such resul�s are inevi�able �nen i� mus� 
raise a query in �he minds of all hones� people whe�her efficien� governmen� 
has also given us good governmen� ? If no�, wha� is �he remedy ? My view 
is �ha� �he disadvan�ages arising from �he class bias of �he officers belonging 
�o Brahmin and allied cas�es has ou�weighed all �he advan�ages a��ending 
upon �heir efficiency and �ha� or-�ne �o�al �hey have done more harm �han 
good. As �o me remedy, �he one I see is a proper admix�ure of �he differen� 
communi�ies in �he public service. This may perhaps impor� a small degree 
of inefficiency. Bu� i� will supply a mos� valuable correc�ive �o �he evils of 
class bias. This has become all �he more necessary because of �he social 
s�ruggles �ha� are now going on in �he coun�ry. The s�ruggles be�ween �he
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Brahmins and the non-Brahmins, between Hindus and Mohamedans, between 
Touchables and Untouchables for the destruction of all inequalities and the 
establishment of equality, with all their bitterness, cannot leave the judges, 
magistrates, civil servants and the police without being influenced in their 
judgment as to the right or wrong of these struggles. Being members of the 
struggling communities they are bound to be partisans, with the result that 
there may be a great loss in the confidence reposed by the public in their 
servants.

1�4. So far I have considered the case of the Backward Classes on grounds 
of administrative utility. But there are also moral grounds why entry into 
the public service should be secured to them. The moral evils arising out 
of the exclusion of a person from the public service were never so well 
portrayed as by the late Mr. Gokhale. In the course of a telling speech 
he observed, “  The excessive costliness of the foreign agency is not how-
ever its only evil. There is a moral evil, which, if anything, is even greater. 
A kind of dwarfing or stunting of the Indian race is going on under the 
present system. We must live all the days of our life in an atmosphere of 
inferiority and tallest of us must bend in order that the exigencies of the 
existing system may be satisfied. The upward impulse, if I may use such 
an expression, which every school-boy at Eton or Harrow may feel that he 
may one day be a Gladstone, a Nelson, or a Wellington, and which may 
draw forth the best efforts of which he is capable, is denied to us. The full  
height to which our manhood is capable of rising can never be reached by 
us under the present system. The moral elevation which every self-governing 
people feel cannot be felt by us. Our administrative and military talents must 
gradually disappear, owing to sheer disuse, till at last our lot, as hewers 
of wood and drawers of water in our own country, is stereotyped.” Now 
what one would like to ask those who deny the justice of the case of the 
Backward Classes for entry into the Public Service is whether it is not 
open to the Backward Classes to allege against the Brahmins and allied 
castes all that was alleged by the late Mr. Gokhale on behalf of Indian 
people against the foreign agency ? Is it not open to the Depressed Classes, 
the non-Brahmins and the Mohamedans to say that by their exclusion from 
the Public Service a kind of dwarfing or stunting of their communities is 
going on ? Can they not complain that as a result of their exclusion they 
are obliged to live all the days of their lives in an atmosphere of inferio-
rity, and that the tallest of them has to bend in order that the exigencies of 
the existing system may be satisfied ? Can they not assert that the upward 
impulses which every school-boy of the Brahmanical community feels that 

he may one day be a Sinha, a Sastri, a Ranade or a Paranjpye, and which 
may draw forth from him the best efforts of which he is capable is denied 
to them ? Can they not indignantly assert that the full height to which 
their manhood is capable of rising can never be reached by them under 
the present system ? Can they not lament that the moral elevation which 
every self-governing people feel cannot be felt by them and that theii
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administrative talents must gradually disappear owing to sheer disgust till  
at last their lot as hewers of wood and drawers of water in their own 
country is stereotyped ? The answers to these queries cannot but be in 
the affirmative. If to exclude the advanced communities from entering into 
public service of the country was a moral wrong, the exclusion of the back-
ward communities from the same field must also be a moral wrong, and 
if it is a moral wrong it must be righted.

1�5. These are the considerations which lead me to find in favour of 
the Backward Classes. It will be noticed that these considerations are in 
no way different from the considerations that were urged in favour of India- 
nisation. The case for Indianisation, it must be remembered, did not rest 
upon efficient administration. It rested upon considerations of good 
administration. It was not challenged that the Indian was inferior to the 
European in the qualities that go into the make-up of an efficient 
administrator. It was not denied that the European bureaucracy had 
improved their roads, constructed canals on more scientific principles, 
effected transportation by rail, carried their letters by penny post, flashed 
their messages by lightning, improved their currency, regulated their weights 
and measures, corrected their notions of geography, astronomy and 
medicine, and stopped their internal quarrels. Nothing can be a greater 
testimony to the fact that the European bureaucracy constituted the most 
efficient government possible. All the same the European bureaucracy, 
efficient though it was, was condemned as it was found to be wanting 
in those qualities which make for human administration. It is 
therefore somewhat strange that those who clamoured for Indianisation 
should oppose the stream flowing in the direction of the Backward Classes, 
forgetting that the case for Indianisation also includes the case for the Back-
ward Classes. Be that as it may, I attach far more importance to this 
than I attach either to Provincial Autonomy or to complete responsibility 
in the Provincial Executive. I would not be prepared to allow the devolu-
tion of such large powers if I felt that those powers are likely to fall in the 
hands of any one particular community to the exclusion of the rest That 
being my view I suggest that the following steps should be taken for the 

materialisation of my recommendations : —

(1) A certain number of vacancies in the Superior Services, Class I 
and Class II, and also in the Subordinate Services, should every year be 
filled by system of nomination with a pass examination. These nominations 
should be filled on the recommendation of a select committee composed of 
persons competent to judge of the fitness of a candidate and working in 
conjunction with the Civil Service officer referred to above. Such nomina-
tions shall be reserved to the Depressed Class, the Mohamedans and the 
Non-Brahmins in the order of preference herein indicated until their 
numbers in the service reach a certain proportion.
(2) That steps should be taken to post an increasing number of officers 

belonging to these communities at the headquarters.
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(�)  That a Central Recruitment Board should be constituted as a central 
agency for registering all applications for appointments and vacancies and 
putting applicants in touch with the offices where vacancies exist 05 occur 
from time to time. It is essential to put the man and the job in touch if  
this desire is to be achieved. The absence of such a Board is the reason 
why the efforts of the Government of Bombay in this connection have not 
achieved the success which was expected of them.



�ECTION  VI

�UMMARY  OF RECOMMENDATION�

�ECTION I

There should be no separation of Kamatak or �ind  from the Bombay 
Presidency.

�ECTION II

�hapter I.—There should be complete responsibility in the Provincial 
executive subject to the proviso that if members of the Legislature resolve to 
make it a reserved subject effect shall be given to their resolution.

�hapter 2.—Under no circumstances should the executive be made 
irremovable. There shall be no communal representation in the executive. 
Ministers should be amenable to courts of law for illegal acts. The constitu-
tion should provide for the impeachment of Ministers. There should be 
joint responsibility in the executive. The executive should be presided over 
by a Prime Minister and not by the Governor.

�hapter  3.—The Governor should have the position of a constitutional 
head. He should have no emergency powers.

�ECTION III

�hapter 1.—There should be adult franchise.
�hapter 2.—The Legislature should be wholly elective. All class and 

communal electorates should be abolished except for Europeans. Reserved 
seats should be provided for Mohamedans, Depressed Classes and Anglo- 
Indians and to the Non-Brahmins only if the franchise continues to be 
a restricted one.

�hapter 3.—The. Legislature should consist of 140 members. Of these 
Mohamedans should have 33 and* the Depressed Classes 15. The under-
representation of certain districts and the over-representation of others should 
be rectified on the basis of population. There should be a Committee to 
adjust seats between different classes and interests. The requirement of 
a residential qualification for a candidate should be removed.

�hapter 4,—Lucknow Pact is not a permanent settlement and cannot 
prevent consideration of the question arising out of it afresh and on their 
own merits.



�hapter  5.—�here should be no second chamber in the Province.
�hapter 6.—�he Legislature should have the power of appointing and 

removing the President, of defining its privileges and regulating its procedure. 
Sections 72D and 80C of the Government of India Act should be removed 
from the Statute. �he  Legislature should have the power to move “  a motion 
of non-confidence ” . �he Legislature should have the power to alter the 
constitution subject to certain conditions.

SEC�ION IV

�hapter /.—�here should be complete Provincial autonomy. �he  
division of functions between Central and Provincial should be reconsidered 
with a view to do away with the control of Central Government now operating 
through the system of previous sanction and subsequent veto.

�hapter 2.—Within the limits fixed by the functions assigned to the 
Provincial Government the relations between that Government and the Home 
Government should be direct and not through the medium of the Central 
Government. Section 2 of the Government of India Act should be deleted 
as it obscures the position of the Crown in relation to the governance of 
India.

SEC�ION V

�here should be a distinct Provincial Civil Service and the Secretary of 
State should cease altogether to perform the function of a recruiting agency. 
His functions regarding the Services may be performed by a Provincial Civil  
Service Commission or by an officer acting conjointly with the Public Service 
Commission of India. Indianisation of Services should be more rapid. Its 
pace should vary with the nature of the different departments of State. 
Indianisation should be accompanied by a different scale of salary imd 
allowances. In the course of Indianisation of the services arrangement should 
be made for the fulfilment of claims of the backward classes.

17th May 1929 B. R. AMBEDKAR
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APPENDIX
(Refer footnote on page 339)

�xtracts  from the Report of the Board of �ducation of the Bombay 
Presidency for the year 1850-51

System adopted by the Board based on the views of Court of �irectors
“  Paragraph 5. Thus, the Board of Education at this Presidency, having 

laid down a scheme of education, in accordance with the leading injunctions 
of Despatches from the Honourable Court, and founded not more on the 
opinions of men who had been attentively considering the progress of educa-
tion in India, such as the Earl of Auckland, Major Candy and others, than 
on the openly declared wants of the most intelligent of the natives them-
selves, the Board, we repeat, were informed by your Lordship’s predecessor 
in Council that the process must be reversed.”
*****

Views of Court on the expediency of educating the upper classes
“  Paragraph 8. Equally wise, if we may be permitted to use the expres-

sion, do the indications of the Honourable Court appear to us to be as to 
the quarters to which Government education should be directed, and 
specially with the very limited funds which are available for this branch of 
expenditure. The Honourable Court write to Madras in 1830 as follows : 
‘ The improvements in education, however, which most effectively contribute 
to elevate the moral and intellectual condition of a people are those which 
concern the education of the higher classes — of the persons possessing 
leisure and natural influence over the minds of their countrymen. By raising 
the standard of instruction amongst these classes you would eventually 
produce a much greater and more beneficial change in the ideas and the 
feelings of the community than you can hope to produce by acting directly 
on the more numerous class. You are, moreover, acquainted with our anxious 
desire to have at our disposal a body of natives qualified by their habits and 
acquirements to take a larger share and occupy higher situations in the civil  
administration of their country than has been hitherto the practice under our 
Indian Government.’ Nevertheless, we hear on so many sides, even from 
those who ought to know better of the necessity and facility for educating 
the masses, for diffusing the arts and sciences of Europe amongst the 
hundred or the hundred and forty millions (for numbers count for next to 
nothing) in India, and other like generalities indicating cloudy notions 
on the subject, that a bystander might almost be tempted to suppose the 
whole resources of the State were at the command of Educational Boards, 
instead of a modest pittance inferior in amount to sums devoted to a single 
establishment in England.”
*****

Conclusion that no means exist for educating the masses
“  Paragraph 14. It results most clearly from these facts, that if sufficient 

funds are not available to put 175 vernacular schools into due state of 
organisation, and to give a sound elementary education to 10,730 boys, all
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�uestion as to educating ‘ the masses the ‘ hundred and forty millions the 

900,000 boys in the Bombay Presidency disappears. The object is not one 
that can be attained or approximated to by Government, and Educational 

Boards ought not to allow themselves to be distracted from a more limited 
practical field of action by the visionary speculations of uninformed 
benevolence.”
Views of Court of Directors as to the best method of operation with limited  

means

�  Paragraph 15. The Honourable Court appear to have always kept the 
conclusion which has been arrived at in the last paragraph very distinctly 
in view. Perceiving that their educational efforts to improve the people 
could only be attempted on a very small scale, they have deemed it 
necessary to point out to <heir different Governments the true method of 
producing the greatest results with limited means. We have already cited 
their injunctions to the Madras Government on this head (paragraph 7), and 
their despatch to the Government on the same date enforces sentiment of 
exactly the same import : ‘ It is our anxious desire to afford to the higher 
classes of the natives of India the means of instruction in European sciences 
and of access to the literature of civilised Europe. The character which 
may be given to the classes possessed of leisure and natural influence 
ultimately determines that of the whole people.’ ”
Inquiry  as to Upper Classes of India

�  Paragraph 16. It being then demonstrated that only a small section of 
the population can be brought under the influence of Government education 
in India, and the Honourable Court having in effect decided that this section 
should consist of the ‘ upper classes ’ , it is essential to ascertain who these 
latter consist of Here it is absolutely necessary for the European in�uirer  
to divest his mind of European analogies which so often insinuate them-
selves almost involuntarily into Anglo-Indian speculations. Circumstances in 
Europe, especially in England, have drawn a marked line, perceptible in 
manners, wealth, political and social influence, between the upper and lower 
classes. No such line is to be found in India, where, as under all despotisms, 
the Will of the Prince was all that was re�uisite to raise men from the 
humblest condition in life to the highest station, and where, conse�uently, 
great uniformity in manners has always prevailed. A beggar, according to 
English notions, is fit only for the stocks or compulsory labour in the work-
house ; in India he is a respectable character and worthy indeed of veneration 
according to the Brahminical theory, which considers him as one who has 
renounced all the pleasures and temptations of life for the cultivation of 
learning and undisturbed meditation on the Deity.”
Upper Classes in India

�  Paragraph 17. The classes who may be deemed to be influential and 
in so far the upper classes in India, may be ranked as follows : —

1st. The landowners and jaghirdars, representatives of the former 
X 4002—26"
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feudatories and persons in authorities under Native powers, and who 
may be termed the Soldier class.
2nd. Those who have acquired wealth in trade-or commerce or the 

commercial class.
3rd. The higher employees of Government.
�th. Brahmins, with whom may be associated though at long interval 

those of higher castes of writers who live by the pen such as Parbhus and 
Shenvis in Bombay, Kayasthas in Bengal, provided they acquire a position 
either in learning or station.”

Brahmins the most Influential
�  Paragraph 18. Of these four classes incomparably the most influential, 

the most numerous and on the whole easiest to be worked on by the 
Government, are the latter. It is a well-recognised fact throughout India 
that the ancient Jaghirdars or Soldier class are daily deteriorating under 
our rule. Their old occupation is gone, and they have shown no disposition 
or capacity to adopt a new one, or to’ cultivate the art of peace. In the 
Presidency the attempts of Mr. Elphinstone and his successors to bolster 

up a landed aristocracy have lamentably failed ; and complete discomfiture 
has hitherto attended all endeavours to open up a path to distinction 
through civil honours and education to a race to whom nothing appears 
to excite but vain pomp and extravagance, of the reminiscences of their 
ancestors’ successful raids in the plains of Hindusthan, nor among the 
commercial classes, with a few exceptions, is there much greater opening 
for the influences of superior education. As in all countries, but more in 

India than in the higher civilized ones of Europe, the young merchants 
or trader' must quit his school at an early period in order to obtain the 
special education needful for his vocation in the market or the counting 
house. Lastly the employees of the state, though they possess a great 
influence over the large numbers who come in contact-with Government, 
have no influence, whatever, with the still larger mimbers who are indepen-
dent of Government; and, indeed, they appear to inspire the same sort of 
distrust with the public as Government functionaries in England, who are 
often considered by the vulgar as mere hacks of the state.”
Poverty of Brahmins

�  Paragraph 19. The above analysis, though it may appear lengthy, is, 
nevertheless, indispensable, for certain important conclusions deducible from 
it. First, it demonstrates that the influential class whom the Government are 
able to avail themselves of in diffusing the seeds of education are the7 
Brahmins and other high castes Brahmannis proximi. But the Brahmins and 
these high castes are for the most part wretchedly poor ; and in many^arts 
of India the term Brahmin is synonylhous with ‘beggar’ .”
Wealthy classes will  not at present support superior education

�  Paragraph 20. We may see, then, how hopeless it is to enforce what 

your Lordship in Council so strongly enjoined upon us in your letter of the 
2�th April, 1850,— what appears, prima facie, so plausible and proper in



�tself — what �n fact, the Board themselves have very often attempted, v�z., 
the str�ct l�m�tat�on of super�or educat�on ‘ to the wealthy, who can afford 
to pay for �t, and to youths of unusual �ntell�gence.’ The �nvar�able answer 
the Board has rece�ved when attempt�ng to enforce a v�ew l�ke th�s, has 
been, that the wealthy are wholly �nd�fferent to super�or educat�on and that 
no means for ascerta�n�ng unusual �ntell�gence amongst the poor ex�st unt�l 
the�r facult�es have been tested and developed by school tra�n�ng. A small 
sect�on from among the wealth�er classes �s no doubt d�splay�ng �tself, by 
whom the advantages of super�or educat�on are recogn�sed, �t appears larger 
�n Bengal, where educat�on has been longer fostered by Government, than 
�n Bombay, and we th�nk �t �nev�table that such class must �ncrease, w�th 
the exper�ence that super�or atta�nments lead to d�st�nct�on, and to close 
�ntercourse w�th Europeans on the foot�ng of soc�al equal�ty ; but as a general 
propos�t�on at the present moment, we are sat�sf�ed that the academ�cal 
�nstruct�on �n the arts and sc�ences of Europe cannot be based on the 
contr�but�ons e�ther of students or of funds from the opulent classes of 
Ind�a.”
�uestion  as to educating low castes

�  Paragraph 21. The pract�cal conclus�on to be drawn from these facts 

wh�ch years of exper�ence have forced upon our not�ce, �s that a very w�de 
door should be opened to the ch�ldren of the poor h�gher castes, who are 
w�ll�ng to rece�ve educat�on at our hands. But here, aga�n, another 
embarrass�ng quest�on ar�ses, wh�ch �t �s r�ght to not�ce : If the ch�ldren 
of the poor are adm�tted freely to Government Inst�tut�ons what �s there to 
prevent all the desp�sed castes — the Dheds, Mhars, etc., from flock�ng �n 
numbers to the�r walls ? ”
Social Prejudices of the Hindus

�  Paragraph 22. There �s l�ttle doubt that �f a class of these latter were 
to be formed �n Bombay they m�ght be tra�ned, under the gu�d�ng �nfluence 
of such Professors and masters as are �n the serv�ce of the Board, �nto men 
of . super�or �ntell�gence to any �n the commun�ty ; and w�th such qual�f�ca-
t�ons, as they would then possess, there would be noth�ng to prevent the�r 
asp�r�ng to the h�ghest off�ces open to Nat�ve talent — to Judgesh�ps, the 
Grand Jury, Her Majesty’s Comm�ss�on of the Peace. Many benevolent men 
th�nk �t �s the he�ght of �ll�beral�ty and weakness �n the Br�t�sh Government 
to succumb to the prejud�ces wh�ch such appo�ntments would exc�te �nto 
d�sgust amongst the H�ndu commun�ty, and that an open attack should be 
made upon the barr�ers of caste.”
Wise observations of the Honourable Mount Stuart Elphinstone cited

�  Paragraph 23. But here the w�se reflect�ons of Mr. Elph�nstone, the 
most l�beral and large m�nded adm�n�strator who has appeared on th�s s�de 
of Ind�a, po�nt out the true rule of act�on. ‘ It �s observed,’ he says, ‘ that 
the m�ss�onar�es f�nd the lowest caste the best pup�ls ; but we must be 
careful how we offer any spec�al encouragement to men of that descr�pt�on ; 
they are not only the most desp�sed but among the least numerous of the
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great divisions of society and it is to be feared that if our system of 
education first took root among them, it would never spread further, and 
we might find ourselves at the head of a new class, superior to the rest 
in useful knowledge, but hated and despised by the castes to whom these 
new attainments v, mid always induce us to prefer them. Such a state of 
things would be desirable, if we were contented to rest our power on our 
army or on the attachment of a part of the population but is inconsistent 
with every attempt to found it on a more extended basis-’ ”
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�. From 1813 to 1854
1. Education under the British Rule in the Bombay Presidency must be 

said to have begun with the foundation of the Bombay Education Society 
in 1815. That Society did not continue its efforts to the education of European 
children. Native b ys were encouraged to attend its schools at Surat and 
Thana and at the beginning of 1820 four separate schools for natives had 
been opened in Bombay and were attended by nearly 250 pupils. In August 
of the same year further measures were taken to extend native education. 
A special committee was appointed by the Society to prepare school-books in 
the Vernacular Languages and to aid or establish vernacular schools. But 
the wide scope of the undertaking was soon seen to be beyond the aims of 
a society established mainly for the education of the poor ; and in 1822 the 
committee became a separate corporation, thenceforth known as the �ombay 
Native School-book and School Society which name was in 1827 changed 
into the �ombay Native Education Society. The Honourable Mount Stuart 
Elphinstone was the new Society’s first President. The Vice-Presidents were 
the Chief Justice and the three members of the Executive Council of the 
Bombay Government; and the managing committee consisted of twelve 
European and twelve native gentlemen, with Captain George Jervis R.E., and 
Mr. Sadashiv Kashinath Chhatre as Secretaries. The Society started its work 
with a grant of Rs. 600 per mensem from the Government. As early as 
1825 the Government of Bombay had along side begun to establish primary 
schools at its own expense in district towns and had placed them under the 
control of the Collectors. To co-ordinate the activities of these two indepen-
dent bodies there was established in 18�0 a Board of Education composed 
of six members, 3 appointed by Government and 3 appointed by the Native 
Education Society. This Board was in charge of the Education Department 
till the appointment of the Director of Public Instruction in 1855.

2. On the 1st March 1855 when the Board was dissolved there were in
the Presidency of Bombay under the charge of the Board 15 English Colleges 
and schools having 2,850 students on the Register and 256 vernacular schools 
having 18,888 students on the Register. In the same report it is stated by 

the Board : ' .
“ 2�. In August [1855] we received a petition from certain inhabitants 

of Ahmednagar, praying for the establishment of a school for the educa-
tion of low castes and engaging to defray one-half the teacher’s salary, 
in accordance with the terms of the late rules. A school room had been 
built by the petitioners and the attendance of boys was calculated at thirty. 
The establishment of such a school was opposed to the prejudices of the 
richer and higher castes, and there was some difficulty in procuring a teacher 
on a moderate salary, but as the application was made in strict accor-

dance with the conditions stated in the late notification on the subject, we 
readily complied with the request, and the school was opened in November. 

We merely mention the subject, as it is the first occasion on which we 
have established �  school for these castes.” (Italics not in the original).
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3. The statement by the Board that this was the first occasion when 
a school for the low castes was established in this Presidency naturally 
raises the question what was the policy of the British Government in the 
matter of the education of the Depressed classes before 1855 ? To answer 
this question it is necessary to have a peep into the history of the educa-
tional policy of the British Government in this Presidency from 1813 to 
1854. It must be admitted that under the Peshwa’s Government the 
Depressed classes were entirely out of the pale of education. They did not 
find a place in any idea of state education, for the simple reason that the 
Peshwa’s Government was a theocracy based upon the canons of Manu, 
according to which the Shudras and Atishudras (classes corresponding 
to the Backward classes of the �ducation Department), if they had any right 
to life, liberty and property, had certainly no right to education. The 
Depressed classes who were labouring under such disabilities naturally 
breathed a sigh of relief at the downfall of this hated theocracy. Great hopes 
were raised among the Depressed classes by the advent of the British Rule. 
Firstly because it was a democracy which they thought believed in the 
principle of one man one value, be that man high or low. If it remained 
true to its tenets, such a democracy was a complete contrast to the theocracy 
of the Peshwa. Secondly the Depressed classes had helped the British to 
conquer the country and naturally believed that the British would in their 
turn help them, if not in a special degree, at least equally with the rest.

4. The British were for a long time silent on the question of promoting 
education among the native population. Although individuals of high official 
rank in the administration of India were not altogether oblivious of the moral 
duty and administrative necessity of spreading knowledge among the people 
of India, no public declaration of the responsibility of the state in that behalf 
was made till  the year 1813 when by section 43 of the Statute 53 George IV  
chap. 155, Parliament laid down that “  one of the surplus revenues of India 
a sum of not less than one lakh of rupees in each year shall be set -apart

�

and applied to the revival and improvement of literature and the encourage-
ment of the learned natives of India, and for the introduction and promotion 
of a knowledge of sciences among the inhabitants of British territories in 
India etc.” This statutory provision however did not result in any systematic 
effort to place the education of the natives upon a firm and organized 
footing till 1823. For the Court of Directors in their despatch dated 3rd 
June 1814 to the Governor-General in Council, in prescribing the mode of 
giving effect to section 43 of the statute of 1813 directed that the promotion 
of Sanskrit learning amongst the Hindus would fulfil the purposes which 
Parliament had in mind. But what a disappointment to the Depressed classes 
there was when systematic efforts to place the education of the natives 
upon a firm and organized footing came to be made ! ! For the �ritish  
Government_ deliberately ruled that education was to be a preserve for the 
higher classes. Lest this fact should be regarded as a fiction, attention is
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invited to the following extracts from the Report of the Board of Education 
of the Bombay Presidency for the year 1850-51 : 
“  Paragraph 5th. Thus the Board of Education at this Presidency having

�ystem adopted by the 

Board based on the views 
of Court of Directors.

laid down a scheme of education, in accordance with 
the leading injunctions of Despatches from the 
Honourable Court, and founded not more on the 

opinions of men who had been attentively considering the progress of 
education in India, such as the Pearl of Auckland, Major Candy and others, 
than on the openly declared wants of the most intelligent of the natives 
themselves, the Board, we repeat, were informed by your Lordship’s 
predecessor in Council that the process must be reversed.
“  Paragraph 8th. Equally wise, if we may be permitted, to use the 

Views of Court on the 

expediency of educating 
the upper classes.

expression, do the indications of the Hon. Court 
appear to us to be as to the quarters to which Govern-
ment education should be directed, and specially 
with the very limited funds which are available for 

this branch of expenditure. The Hon. Court write to Madras in 1830 as 
follows : � The improvements in education, however, which most effectively 
contribute to elevate the moral and intellectual condition of a people, are those 
which concern the education of the higher classes—of the persons possessing 
leisure and natural influence over the minds of their countrymen. By raising 
the standard of instruction amongst these classes you would eventually 
produce a much greater and more beneficial change in the ideas and the 
feelings of the community than you can hope to produce by acting directly 
on the more numerous class. You are, moreover, acquainted with our anxious 
desire to have at our disposal a body of natives qualified by their habits and 
acquirements to take a larger share and occupy higher situations in the civil 
administration of their country than has been hitherto the practice under our 
Indian Government.' Nevertheless, we hear on so many sides, even from 
those who ought to know better of the necessity and facility for educating 
the masses for diffusing the arts and sciences of Europe amongst the hundred 
or the hundred and forty millions (for number count for next to nothing) 
in India, and other like generalities indicating cloudy notions on the subject, 
that a bystander might almost be tempted to suppose the whole resources 
of the State were at the command of Educational Boards, instead of
a modest pittance inferior in amount to sums devoted to single establishment 
in England.
“  Paragraph 9th. The arguments adduced in the few last paragraphs

Retrospect of Principal  

Educational facts during  

the last ten years 

necessary.

appear to show that a careful examination of the 
real facts, and an analysis of the principal pheno-
mena which have displayed themselves in the course 
of educational proceedings in the Presidency, would

not be without their uses, if made with sufficient industry and impartiality to
ensure confidence, and with a firm determination to steer clear of bootless 
controversy and all speculative inquiries. The present epoch, also, appears
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especially to command itself for such a retrospect, as in 1850 the second 
decenial period commenced, during which the Schools of the Presidency 
have come under exclusive control of a Government Board ; and it is 
obvious that as a considerable body of information ought now to have been 
accumulated, and as the majority of the present members have bad seats 
at the Board during the greater portion of that time, they would fain hope 
that by recording their experience, they may shed some light on certain 
obscure but highly interesting questions, which are certain to arise from 
time to time before their successors at this Board,
“ Paragraph 10th.

�  uniform system 

developing itself 
spontaneously both in 

Bengal and Bombay.

We now proceed to give as minute a detail as comports 
with our limits, of the principal educational facts 
which have forced themselves upon our notice, and 
we think it will clearly appear, when those facts are 
duly appreciated, that many of the disputed questions,

which arise in the Indian field of education, will be seen to solve them-
selves, and that a system is generally evolving itself in other Presidencies 
as well as in Bombay, which is well suited to the circumstances of the 
country, and which, as the growth of spontaneous development, denotes that 
general causes are at work to call it forth.
Paragraph 11th. In the return on the following page, a comparative view 

Statistics of education is given of the number of schools and of pupils
in Bombay. receiving education under Government at the period

when the �stablishments first came under the 
control of the Board, in 1840 and in April 1850. It shows, in the latter 
period, an addition of four �nglish  and 83 vernacular schools and a general 
increase in pupils of above a hundred per cent. The total number receiving 
Government education at present is 12,712 in the following proportions : —

�nglish  �ducation 1,699

Vernacular �ducation 10,730

Sanskrit �ducation 283

[comparison from tables : in 1840 there were 97 schools ; number of pupils 
5,491. In 1850, number of schools 185 and number of pupils 12,712.]
“Paragraph 12th. But the population of the Bombay Presidency is now 

Same subject. calculated by the most competent authorities to
amount to ten millions. Now on applying the rule of 

statistics deduced from the Prussian census as noticed in a former Report 
(1842-43, page 26) a population of this amount will be found to containing 
fewer than 900,000 male children between the ages of seven and fourteen 
years and of course, fit subjects for school. It follows, therefore, that 
Government at this Presidency has not been able to afford an opportunity 
for obtaining education to more than one out of every sixty-nine boys of 

the proper school going age.
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�  Paragraph 13th. Further, it is admitted that education afforded in the 
Same subject Vernacular School is far from efficient. A great

portion of the strictures of Mr. Willoughby’s Minute 
is directed against the defective character and insignificant results of these 
schools. The Board, not only acknowledge this fact, but they have been 
studious to point it out prominently for many years past, and indeed, in the 
opinion of some competent observers, have drawn too unfavourable 
a picture of the vernacular schools. But what are- the obvious remedies for 
the defects indicated ? Mr. Willoughby describes them very correctly : 
‘ a superior class of school masters, normal schools, more efficient supervision, 
additions to the vernacular literature.’ These are all subjects, however, which 
have occupied the attention of the Board for many years past, and as to 
which not a step can be made in advance without additional expenditure. 
But we are given to understand from the letter of your Lordship in Council 
that ‘ it is not probable the Government will  have the power, for a considerable 
time to come, to afford the Board additional pecuniary assistance.’

�  Paragraph 14th. It results most clearly from these facts, that if sufficient 
Conclusion that no funds are not available to put 175 vernacular 
means exist for educating schools into a due state of organisation, and to give 
the masses. a sound elementary education to 10,730 boys, all
question as to educating ‘ the masses ’ , the ‘ hundred and forty millions ’ , 
the 900,000 boys in the Bombay Presidency disappears. The object is not 
one that can be attained or approximated to by Government; and Educa-
tional Boards ought not to allow themselves to be distracted from a more 
limited practical field of action by the visionary speculations of uninformed 
benevolence.

The Hon. Court appear to have always kept the 
conclusion which has been arrived at in the last 
paragraph very distinctly in view. Perceiving that 
their educational efforts to improve the people could 
only be attempted on a very small scale, they have 

to point out to their different Governments the true 

�  Paragraph 15th.
Views of Court of 
�irectors  as to the best 
method of operation 

with limited means, 

deemed it necessary
method of producing the greatest results with limited means. We have 
already cited their injunctions to the Madras Government on this head 
(Para 7) and their despatch to the Government on the same date enforces _ 
sentiment of exactly the same import : ‘ �t is our anxious desire to afford 
to the higher classes of the Natives of �ndia the means of instruction in 
European sciences and of access to the literature of civilized Europe. The 
character which may be given to the classes possessed of leisure and natural 
influence ultimately determines that of the whole people.’

�  Paragraph 16th.
Inquiry  as to upper 
classes of India.

It being then demonstrated that only a small section 
of the population can be brought under the influence 
of Government education in India, and the Hon'ble 
court having in effect decided that this section should

consist of the ‘ upper classes it is essential to ascertain who these latter



�onsist of.�Here�it�is�absolutely�necessary�for�the�European�inquirer�to�divest�
his�mind�of�European�analogies�which�so�often�insinuate�themselves�almost�
involuntarily�into�.Anglo-Indian�speculations.�Circumstances�in�Europe,�
especially�in�England�have�drawn�a�marked�line,�perceptible�in�manners,�
wealth,�political�and�social�influence,�between�the�upper�and�lower�classes.�
No�such�line�is�to�be�found�in�India,�where,�as�under�all�despotisms,�the�Will �
of�the�Prince�was�all�that�was�requisite�to�raise�men�from�the�humblest�condi-
tion�in�life�to�the�highest�station�and�where,�consequently�great�uniformity�
in�manners�has�always�prevailed.�A�beggar,�according�to�English�notions,�is�
fit�only�for�the�stocks�or�compulsory�labour�in�the�work-house�;�in�India�he�
is�a�respectable�character�and�worthy�indeed�of�veneration�according�to�the�
Brahminical�theory,�which�considers�him�as�one�who�has�renounced�all�the�
pleasures�and�temptations�of�life�for�the�cultivation�of�learning�and�undis-
turbed�meditation�on�the�Deity.
“Paragraph�17th.�The�classes�who�may�be�deemed�to�be�influential�and�

�pper  classes in India. in�so�far�the�upper�classes�in�India,�may�be�ranked�
as�follows�:

1st.�The�landowners�and�jaghirdars,�representatives�of�the�former�feuda-
tories�and�persons�in�authorities�under�Native�powers,�and�who�may�be�
termed�the�Soldier�class.
2nd.�Those�who�have�acquired�wealth�in�trade�or�commerce�or�the�

commercial�class.
3rd.�The�higher�employees�of�Government.
4th.�Brahmins,�with�whom�may�be�associated�though�at�long�interval�

those�of�higher�castes�of�writers�who�live�by�the�pen�such�as�Parbhus�and�
Shenvis�in�Bombay,�Kayasthas�in�Bengal,�provided�they�acquire�a�position�
either�in�learning�or�station.
“Paragraph�18th.�Of�these�four�classes�incomparably�the�most�influential,�

Brahmins the most the�most�numerous,�and�on�the�whole�easiest�to�be
influential.  worked�on�by�the�Government,�are�the�latter.�It�is

a�well-recognized�fact�throughout�India�that�the�
ancient�Jaghirdars�or�Soldiers�class�are�daily�deteriorating�under�our�rule.�
Their�old�occupation�is�gone,�and�they�have�shown�no�disposition�or�capacity�
to�adopt�new�one,�or�to�cultivate�the�art�of�peace.�In�the�Presidency�the�
attempts�of�Mr.�Elphinstone�and�his�successors�to�bolster�up�a�landed�aristo-
cracy�have�lamentably�failed;�and�complete�discomfiture�has�hitherto�
attended�all�endeavours�to�open�up�a�path�to�distinction�through�civil �
honours�and�education�to�a�race�to�whom�nothing�appears�to�excite�but�
vain�pomp�and�extravagance,�of�the�reminiscences�of�their�ancestors’�success-
ful�raids�in�the�plains�of�Hindusthan,�nor�among�the�commercial�classes-,�
with�a�few�exceptions,�is�there�much�greater�opening�for�the�influences�of�
superior�education.�As�in�all�countries,�but�more�in�India�than�in�the�higher�
civilized�ones�of�Europe,�the�young�merchants�or�trader�must�quit�his�school�
at�an�early�period�in�order�to�obtain�the�special�education�needful�for�his
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vocation in the market or the counting house. Lastly the employees of the 
state, though they possess a great influence over the large numbers who 
come in contact with Government, have no influence, whatever, with the
still larger numbers who are independent of Government; and, indeed, they 
appear to inspire the same sort of distrust with the public as Government 
functionaries in England, who are often considered by the vulgar ar mere 
hacks of the state.
“  Paragraph 19th.

Poverty of Brahmins.

We may see then, how hopeless it is to enforce what 
your Lordship in Council so strongly enjoined upon 
us in your letter of the 2�th April 1850,—what 
appears, �rinia  facie, so plausible and proper in

The above analysis, though it may a��ear  lengthy, is 
nevertheless, indis�ensable, for certain im�ortant 
conclusions deducible from it. First, it demons-

trates that the influential class whom the Government are able to avail 
themselves of in diffusing the seeds of education are the Brahmins and other 
high castes Brahmannis �roxmi. But the Brahmins and these high castes 
are for the most part wretchedly poor; and in many parts of India the 
term Brahmin is synonymous with ‘ beggar ’ .
“  Paragraph 20th.

Wealthy classes will  not 
at present support 
superior education.
itself—what in fact, the Board themselves have very often attempted, viz. 
the strict limitation of superior education ‘ to the wealthy, who can afford 
to pay for it, and to youths of unusual intelligence.’ The invariable answer 
the Board has received when attempting to enforce a view like this, has 
been, that the wealthy are wholly indifferent to superior education and that 
no means of ascertaining unusual intelligence amongst the poor exist until 
their faculties have been tested and developed by school training. A small 
section from among the wealthier classes is no doubt displaying itself, by 
whom the advantages of superior education are recognized, it appears larger 
in Bengal, where education has been longer fostered by Government, than 
in Bombay, and we think it inevitable that such class must increase, with 
the experience that superior attainments lead to distinction, and to close 
intercourse with Europeans on the footing of social equality; but as 
a general proposition at the present moment, we are satisfied that the 
academical instructions in the arts and sciences of Europe cannot be based 
on the contributions either of students or of funds from the opulent classes 
of India.
“  Paragraph 21st. The �ractical  conclusion to be drawn from these facts 

Question as to educating which years of ex�erience have forced u�on our 
low castes. notice, is that a very wide door should be o�ened to

the children of the �oor  higher castes, who are willing 
to receive education at our hands. But here, again, another embarrassing 
question arises, which it is right to notice : If the children of the �oor  are 
admitted freely to Government Institutions what is there to �revent all the 
des�ised castes—the Dheds, Mhars etc., from flocking in numbers to their 
walls 1
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Paragraph 22nd. �here is a little doubt that if a class of these latter were 
�ocial  Prejudices of the to be formed in Bombay they might be trained, 
Hindus. under the guiding influence of such Professors and

masters as are in the service of the Board, into men 
of superior intelligence to any in the community ; and with such qualifica-
tions, as they would that possess, there would be nothing to prevent their 
aspiring to the highest offices open to Native talent—to Judgeships, the 
Grand Jury, Her Majesty’s Commission of the Peace. Many benevolent men 
think it is the height of illiberality and weakness in the British Government 
to succumb to the prejudices which such appointments would excite into
disgust amongst the Hindu community, and that an open attack should be 
made upon the barriers of caste.
“  Paragraph 23rd. But here the wise reflections of Mr. Elphinstone, the 

.... . .. , most liberal and large-minded administrator who
Wise observations of the
Hon. Mount �tuart  

Elphinstone cited.

has appeared on this side of India, point out the 
true rule of action. ‘ It is observed,’ he says, ‘that 
the missionaries find the lowest castes the best

pupils; but we must be careful how we offer any special encouragement 
to men of that description; they are not only the most despised, but among 
the least numerous of the great divisions of society and it is to be feared 
that if our system of education first took root among them, it would never 
spread further, and we might find ourselves at the head of a new class, 
superior to the rest in useful knowledge, but hated and despised by the 
castes to whom these new attainments would always induce us to prefer 
them. Such a state of things would be desirable, if we were contented to 
rest our power on our army or on the attachment of a part of the population 
but is inconsistent with every attempt to found it on a more extended 
basis.’ ”

5. It is, therefore, obvious that if no schools were opened for Depressed 
classes before 1855 in the Bombay. Presidency it was because the deliberate 
policy of the British Government was to restrict the benefits of education 
to the poor higher castes chiefly the Brahmins. Whether this policy was right 
or wrong is another matter. �he fact, however, is that during this period 
the Depressed classes were not allowed by Government to share in the 
blessings of education.

II. From 1854 to 1882
6. In their Despatch No. 49 of 19th July 1854 the Court of Directors 

observed : “  Our attention should now be directed to a consideration, if  
possible, still more important, and one which has hitherto, we are bound 
to admit, too much neglected, namely, hew useful and practical knowledge, 
suited to every station in life, may be best conveyed to the great mass of the 
people who are utterly incapable of obtaining any education worthy of 
the name by their own efforts ; and we desire to see the active measures 
of Government more especially directed, for the future, to this object, for



�he a��ainmen� of which we are ready �o sanc�ion a considerable increase 
of expendi�ure.” This despa�ch is very righ�ly regarded as having laid �he 
founda�ion of mass educa�ion in �his coun�ry. The resul�s of �his policy 
were firs� examined by �he Hun�er Commission on Indian Educa�ion in 
1882. The following figures show wha� was achieved during �he period of 

28 years :
�rimary  Education

1881-82

Chris�ians
Brahmins
O�her Hindus
Mohamedans
Parsis
�boriginal  and Hill  Tribes
Low caste Hindus
Jews and o�hers

No. of scholars Per cen�.
a� school on �o�al

1,521 .49
. 63,071 20.17
. 2,02,345 64.69
. 39,231 12.54

3,517 1.12
2,713 .87
2,862 .87
373 .12

Secondary Education 
1881-82

Middle Schools High Schools

No. of P. c. on �o�al No. of P. c. on �o�al
scholars No. of scholars a� No. of
a� schools scholars schools scholars

Chris�ians .. 1,429 12.06 111 2.26
Brahmins 3,639 30.70 1,978 40.29

f Cul�iva�ors 624 5.26 140 2.85
O�her Hindus Low castes 17 .14

O�her cas�es 3,823 32.25 1,573 32.04
Mohamedans 687 5.80 100 2.04

Parsis 1,526 12.87 965 19.66
�boriginal  and Hill  Tribes . 6 .05

O�hers (including Jews e�c.) 103 .87 92 .86

Chris�ians
Brahmins

�
O�her Hindus

i 
c

Mohamedans

Collegiate Education 
1881-82

Cul�iva�ors
Low castes
O�her cas�es

Parsis
�boriginal  and Hill  Tribes
O�hers (including Jews e�c.)

No. of P. c. on �o�al
scholars No. of scholars

14 3
241 50

5 1
0 0

103 21.3
7 1.5

108 21.5
0 0

2 0.4
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7. What do these figures show ? �hey show that although mass 
education was the policy of the Government the masses were as outside the 
pale of education as they were before the year 1854 and that the lowest and 
aboriginal classes of the Hindus still remained lowest in order of education ; 
so much so that in 1881-82 there was no student from that community 
either in the High Schools or in the Colleges of this Presidency. What can 
this failure to bring the Depressed classes to the level of the rest in the 
matter of education be due to ? To answer this question it is necessary 
again to go into the history of the educational policy of the Government of 
this Presidency.
8. The Despatch of the Court of Directors of the year 1854, for the first 

time recognized after a lapse of full 40 years that the duty of the state 
was to undertake the education of the great mass of the people. But there 
were still die-hards who had great misgivings as to the wisdom of the 
principle laid down in that Despatch and who were agitating for a reversal 
of that policy. The fears of dire consequences to the British Rule arising 
from elevating the Backward classes above their station in life still haunted 
men like Lord �llenborough, President of the Board of Control who in a letter 
to the Chairman of the Court of Directors dated 28th of April 1858 did not 
hesitate to strike the following note of caution :
“  Gentlemen : Many letters have been lately before me reviewing the 

state of education in different parts of India under the instructions sent by 
the Court of Directors in 1854, and I confess that they have not given me 
the impression that the expected good has been derived from the system 
which was then established, while all the increase of charge which might 
have been expected appears to be in progress of realization.

* * * *
“Paragraph 11. I believe we rarely, if ever induce parents of the 

lower class to send their children to our schools, and we should practically, if  
we succeeded in extending education as we desire, give a high degree of 
mental cultivation to the labouring class, while we left the more wealthy in 

ignorance.
“  Paragraph 12. This result would not tend to create a healthy state of 

society. Our Government could not offer to the most educated of the lower 
class the means of gratifying the ambition we should excite.
“  Paragraph 13. We should create a very discontented body of poor 

persons, having, through the superior education we had given to them, a great 
power over the mass of the people.
“  Paragraph 14. Education and civilization may descend from the higher 

to the inferior classes, and so communicated may impart new vigour to the 
community, but they will never ascend from the lower classes to those above 
them; they can only, if imparted solely to the lower classes, lead to general 
convulsion, of which foreigners would be the first victims.
“Paragraph 15. If we desire to diffuse education, let us endeavour to 

give it to the higher classes first.



“Paragraph 16. These are but two ways of doing this — by founding 
colleges to which the higher classes alone should be admitted, and by giving 
in the reorganization of the army, commissions at once, to such sons of 
native gentlemen as may be competent to receive them.”

9. This antipathy of the European officers towards the untouchable 
classes was finally corrected by the Secretary of State for India in his 
despatch of 1859 which again reiterated the responsibility of Government 
for mass education.

10. Singular as it may appear �he recogni�ion by �he Governmen� of i�s 
responsibili�y for mass educa�ion conferred upon �he Depressed classes 
a benefi� only in name. For, although, schools were opened for the masses 
in the various districts the question of the admission of the Depressed classes 
to these schools had yet to be solved. Such a question did practically arise 
in the year 1856. But the decision of the Government was not favourable 
to the Depressed classes as will be seen from the following extracts from 
the Report of the Director of Public Instruction for the Bombay Presidency 
for �he year 1856-57 :

“ Paragraph 177. Schools for Low cas�es and wild �ribes. There are 
no low class schools established directly by Government, and the supreme 
Government has expressed disapproval of such schools. The ordinary 
schools entirely supported by the state are in theory open indifferently to 
all castes. In the course of observation of my Report 1855-56 the Govern
ment issued the following order : “  Lhe only case as ye� brough� before
Governmen� in which �he ques�ion as �o �he admissions of �he pupils of 
�he lowes� class �o Governmen� schools has been raised, was �ha� of 
a Mahar boy on whose behalf a pe�i�ion was submi��ed in June 1856, 
complaining �ha� �hough willing �o pay �he usual schooling fee, he had 
been denied admission �o �he Dharwar Governmen� School.

“On this occasion Government felt a great practical difficulty which 
attended the adjudication of a question in which their convictions of abstract 
right would be in antagonism to the general feelings of the mass of the 
natives, for whose enlightenment, to the greatest possible extent, the Govern
ment Educational Department has been established ; and i� was decided as 
will appear from �he Resolu�ion* passed a� �he �ime wi�h some hesi�a�ion, 
�ha� i� would no� be righ� for �he sake of a single individual, �he only Mahar

♦ Text of the Resolution passed by Government on the 21st July 1856
1. The question discussed in the correspondence is one of very great practical difficulty.
2. There can be no doubt that the Mahar petitioner has abstract justice on his side ; 

and Government trust that the prejudices which at present prevent him from availing himself 
of existing means of education in Dharwar may be erelong removed.

3. But Gozernment are obliged to keep in mind that to interfere with the prejudices 
of ages in a summary manner, for the sake of one or few individuals, would probably do 
a great damage to the cause of education. The disadvantage under which the petitioner 
labours is not one which has originated with this Government, and it is one which Govern
ment summarily remove by interfering in his favour, as he begs them to do.
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�ho  had ever come for�ard  to beg for admission into a school attended 
only by the pupils of castes and to force him into association �ith  them, 
at the probable risk of making the institution practically useless for the 
great mass of natives.”

The proceedings of the Government of Bombay in this matter were 
noticed in the following terms by the Government of India, in a letter 
No. Ill dated 23rd January 1857 :

“ Governor-General in Council thinks it very probable that the Bombay 
Government has acted wisely in the matter ; but it desires me (i.e. Secretary 
to the Government of India) to say that the boy would not have been refused 
admission to any Government school in the Presidency of Bengal.”*

On receipt of this letter it was resolved that Government of India should 
be assured that this Government would be most unwilling to neglect any 
means of rendering the schools throughout the country less exclusive than 
they practically are in the matter of caste ; provided this could be effected 
without bringing the Government school into general disrepute, and thus 
destroying their efficiency and defeating the object for which they were 
intended. It was also determined that an enquiry should be made as to the 
practical working of the principle which was said to prevail in Bengal as 
affecting the general usefulness of the Government schools.

11. Inquiries as to the practice prevalent in Bengal revealed that the 
Bengal authorities contrary to the supposition of the Government of India 
had left it to the District Committees of Instructions to grant or refuse 
admittance to candidates of inferior castes, with reference to the state of 
local native feeling in each case. The result of this �as  that the Depressed 
classes �ere  left in the cold because the touchable classes �ould  not let 
them sit at the fire of kno�ledge �hich  the Government had lit up in the 
interest of all its subjects.

12. Under these circumstances mass education as contemplated by the 
Despatch of 1854 was in practice available to all except the Depressed 
classes. The lifting of the ban on the education of the Depressed classes in 
1854 was a nominal affair only. For, although the principle of non-exclusion 
was affirmed by the Government its practical operation was very carefully 
avoided ; so that we can say that the ban was continued in practice as before.

The only agency which could take charge of the education of the 
Depressed classes was that of Christian missionaries. In the words of Mount 
Stuart Elphinstone they “ found the lowest classes the best peoples ”. But the

♦In a Despatch No. 58 dated April 28th, 1858 the Court of Directors passed the following 
order on this subject: “The educational institutions of Government are intended by us to be 
open to all classes, and we cannot depart from a principle which is essentially sound, and the 
maintenance of which is of first importance. It is not impossible that, in some cases, the 
nforcement of the principle may be followed by a withdrawal of a portion of the scholars; 

but it is sufficient to remark that those persons who object to its practical enforcement will 
be at liberty to withhold their contributions and apply their funds to the formation of schools 
on a different basis.”

X 4002—27a
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Government was pledged to religious neutrality and could not see its way to 
support missionary schools, so much so that no pecuniary grant was made 
in this Presidency to any missionary school in the early part of this period 
although the Educational Despatch of 1854 had not prohibited the giving 
of grants to missionary schools.

13. To find a way out of this �mpasse the Government adopted two 
measures : (1) The institution of separate Government schools for low caste 
boys, and (2) The extension of special encouragement to missionary bodies 
to undertake their education by relaxing the rules of grants-in-aid. Had 
these two measures not been adopted the education of the Depressed classes 
would not have yielded the results, most meagre as they were, at the stock* 
taking by the Hunter Commission in 1882.

III. From 1882 to 1928
14. After the year 1882 the year 1923 forms the next landmark in the 

educational history of the Bombay Presidency. That year marks the transfer 
of primary education from the control of Provincial Governments to the 
control of local bodies. It will therefore be appropriate to take stock of 
the position as it stood in 1923. The position of the different communities 
in the Bombay Presidency in 1923 in the matter of educational advancement 
may be summed up in a tabular form as follows :

Classes* of Population 
io the Presidency

Order in 
respect of 
population

Order in respect of education

Primary Secondary Collegiate

Advanced Hindus .. 4th 1st 1st 1st
Intermediate Hindus • 1st 3rd 3rd 3rd
Backward Hindus 2nd 4th 4th 4th
Mahomedans 3rd 2nd 2nd 2nd

15. From this table one notices a great disparity in the comparative 
advancement of these different communities in the matter of education. 
Comparing these classes of people according to the order in which they 
stand in respect of their population and according to the order in which 
they stand in respect of their educational progress, we find that the Inter
mediate class, which is first in order of population is third in order of college 
education, third in order bf secondary education and third in order of 
primary education. The Depressed classes who are second in order of popula
tion, stand fourth i.e., last in order of college education, last in order of

♦The Education Department of the Government of Bombay has divided the population 
of this Presidency for departmental purposes into four different classes. In one of them 
are put the Brahmins and allied castes, who are collectively called “ Advanced Hindus 
The Marathas and allied castes are put in a separate class called the “ Intermediate Hindus 
The rest of the population comprising the Depressed classes; hill tribes and the crimina 
tribes are placed in a class by themselves and are designated by the term “ Backward class ”. 
To these three classes there is to be added a fourth class which comprises the Mahomedans 
of the Presidency and Sind.
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secondary education and last in order of primary education. The Maho- 
medans who are third in order of population are second in order of college 
education, second in order of secondary education and second in order of 
primary education ; while the “  Advanced Hindus ” who occupy the fourth 
place in order of population stand first in order of college education, first 
in order of secondary education and first in order of primary education. 
From this we can safely say that in this respect there has been no improvement 
over the situation as it stood in 1882 relatively speaking.
16. The above statement which is based upon the Report of the 

Director of Public Instruction, Bombay Presidency for the year 1923-2� 
merely reveals the disparity that exists in the educational advancement of 
the different communities. But the disparity in the level of education among 
the different communities would be a very small matter if it be not very 
great. We can form no important conclusion unless we know the degree of 
disparity. To make the position clear from this point of view the following 

table is presented :

Table

Education, | Education, | Education,

i Primary I Secondary I College

Classes of Population
Students per 
1,000 of the 
population of 
the class

Students per 
100,000 of the 
population

Students per 
200,000 of the 
population

Advanced Hindus 119 3,000 1,000

Mahomedans 92 500 52
Inte rmediate class 38 1�0 1�

Backward class 18 14 Nil (or nearly
one if at all).

17. The above figures give the lengths as it were by which each 
community is a head of the rests in the matter of primary, secondary and 
collegiate education. They reveal a range of disparity between the different 
communities in this Presidency which shows that the position of some of the 
communities in the matter of education is most shocking. �rom  the statistics 
as given above two facts stand out to be indisputable. (1) That the state of 
education of the Backward classes in this Presidency is deplorable. In the 
matter of population they occupy a place as high as second. But in the 
matter of Education they occupy a place which is not only last but which 
also is the least; (2) That the Mahomedans of the Presidency have made 
enormous strides in education ; so much so that within the short span of 
30 years they have not only stolen a march over other communities such 
as the Intermediate and the Backward class, but have also come close to 
the Brahmins and allied castes.
18. What can this be due to ? To the policy of unequal treatment 

adopted by the Government must again be our reply to this ever present 
question. How unequal was the treatment of the two classes will be evident
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from the following extracts from the Quinquennial Reports on Education. 
With regard to the treatment of the Mahomedans in the matter of education 
the following observations in the third Quinquennial Report (1892-96) are 

noteworthy :
“  Concerning the figures for Mahomedan Education in Bombay,..............

the Director remarks that the increase would have been larger ‘ but for 
adverse circumstances It has long been recognized in Bombay that 
Mahomedans make a larger use of Public Institutions than the rest of the 
population.............. On the general question of what has been done to
encourage Mahomedan education, the Director writes :

‘ In the first place, a Mahomedan officer is appointed to every District, 
either as Deputy or Assistant Deputy Inspector; and we have three 
Mahomedan graduates as Deputies, at Kaira, Sholapur and Hyderabad, 
while a fourth has been drafted into the higher grades of the Revenue 
Department. There is thus not a District where the staff is out of touch with 
the Mahomedan population. �gain  at Bombay, Karachi and Junagadh 
[a Muhammadan State in Kathiawar], special efforts have been made to 
provide High Schools for Muhammadans with low fee rates, and smaller 
schools have been opened by other Anjumans (Muhammadan associations) 
elsewhere. The Department also provides for their benefit special standards 
and maintains special schools in certain localities, and reserves for them 
me-third of the Provincial and Local Boards scholarships. Then, there are 
the special scholarships founded by Khan Bahadur Kazi Shahbuddin [at one 
time Diwan of Baroda]; and in Sindh a certain number of food scholar-
ships have been given by the heir of the Native State of Khairpur for 
students attending in Arts College. (I had great difficulty in filling  these up 
last year, though they are of the value of Rs. 25 a month). In Primary 
schools, Muhammadans are very leniently treated in the matter of fees. They 
are encouraged to come to the Training Colleges by special rules which 
require from them an easier test than from Hindus ;.................. The Joint
Schools Committee at Bombay has lately made special efforts to encourage 
Muhammadan education by the appointment of a Muhammadan Deputy 
Inspector.........................’ ”

19. Compare with this the observations regarding the education of the 
Depressed classes in the fifth Quinquennial Report (1902-07) :

“  959. Bombay—In the Central division of Bombay the low caste 
children are admitted free into schools and receive presents in the form 
of books, slates etc............... In Kathiawar only three children of the
Depressed castes are receiving education. In the Southern division there 
are 72 special schools or classes of them, most of which are under un-
qualified teachers.”
20. This unequal treatment has its origin in the recommendations of 

the Hunter Commission. How partial was the Hunter Commission to the 
Mahomedans will be evident if we compare the recommendations it made
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in their behalf to those it made in the interests of the Depressed classes. 
With respect to the Mahomedans the Commission made seventeen recom-
mendations of which the following are worthy of note : —

(I) that the special encouragement of Mahomedan education be
regarded as a ligitimate charge on local, on Municipal, and on 
Provincial funds.

(7) that higher English education for Mahomedans, being the kind of
education in which that community needs special help, be liberally 
encouraged.

(8) that where necessary graduated system of special scholarships for
Mahomedans be established to be awarded �a) in primary schools 
and tenable in middle schools ; �b) in middle schools, and tenable in 
high schools ; (c) on the results of Matriculation and First Arts 
examinations, and tenable in colleges also.

(9) that in all classes of schools maintained from public funds a certain
proportion of free studentship be expressly reserved for Mahomedan 
students.

(10) that in places where educational endowments for the benelit ot 
Mahomedans exist and are under the management of Government 
the funds arising from each endowment be devoted to the advance-
ment of education among the Mahomedans exclusively.

(II)  that where Mahomedans exist, and are under the management of
private individuals or bodies, indqcements by liberal grants-in-aid 
be offered to them to establish English teaching schools or colleges 
on the grant-in-aid system.

(12) that, where necessary, the Normal Schools or classes for the training 
of Mahomedan teachers be established.

(1�)  that Mahomedan inspecting officers be employed more largely than 
hitherto for the inspection of primary schools for Mahomedans.

(17) that the attention of Local Governments be invited to the question 
of the proportion in which patronage is distributed among educated 
Mahomedans and others.

21. Everyone of these recommendations made by the Hunter Commis-
sion was necessary in the interests of the Depressed classes also. But when 
we come to analyse the recommendations made by the Commission in the 
interests of the Backward classes we do not find them directing that educa-
tion of the Backward classes be regarded a legitimate change on Govern-
ment funds, that scholarships and proceedings be reserved for them, that 
special inspecting staff be kept to look after their educational needs or that 
public patronage be given to them by way of encouraging the growth of 
education amongst them. All that we find the Commission saying is that 
(1) the principle that “  no boy be refused admission to a Government College 
or School merely on the ground of caste',*’ be now reaffirmed as a principle 
and be applied with due caution to every institution, not reserved for special
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races, which is wholly maintained at the cost of public funds, whether provin-
cial, municipal or local, (2) that the establishment of special schools or classes 
for children of low castes be liberally encouraged in places where there are 
a sufficient number of such children to form separate schools or classes and 
where the schools already maintained from public funds do not sufficiently 
provide for their education. As a matter of fact the recommendations made 
by the Commission for the Mahomedans were far more necessary in the 
interests of the Backward classes than in the interests of the Mahomedans. 
For even the Hunter Commission, presided as it was by a chairman of 
pronounced sympathies for the Mahomedans, had to admit that “  the inquiries 
made in 1871-73 went to prove that except in the matter of the higher educa-
tion there had been a tendency to exaggerate the backwardness of the 
Mahomedans.” Notwithstanding this the only recommendations made by 
the Hunter Commission were the two mentioned above. Even these two 
recommendations made by the Commission regarding the Depressed classes 
were not calculated to do much good. They were bound to be futile. The 
reaffirmation of the principle even if it be for the fifth time was useless. 
For under the proviso inserted by the Commission the enforcement was 
to be avoided in practice. Similarly the opening of the separate schools for 
the Depressed classes was hardly possible which again was bound to be 
sterile. Separate schools involving additional expense could hardly be accept-
able to a Government to which primary education was a task. Besides the 
proviso that such schools should be opened �here Back�ard classes �ere  
in large numbers was sufficient to negative the recommendations simply 
because in rural parts the Backward classes can seldom be found to be 
living in one locality in large numbers.
22. It is difficult to understand why the Hunter Commission paid such 

a scan attention to the educational needs of the Backward classes. If it felt 
necessary to be generous towards the Mahomedans, it should have at least 
seen that it was just to the Backward classes who were far behind the 
Mahomedans in education, wealth and social status. Once the Hunter 
Commission had thrown the Depressed classes into the background they 
remained there and the Government never paid any attention to them. As 
an example of this neglect, attention may be drawn to the Resolution of 
the Government of India in the Department of Education dated Delhi the 
21st February 1913. It was one of the most important resolutions ever 
issued by the Government of India in which they decided “  to assist local 
Government by means of large grants from imperial revenues as funds 
became available, to extend comprehensive systems of education in the 
several provinces ” . In that Resolution they were particular to point out to 
the Provincial Government the educational needs of “  Domiciled community ”  
and the Mahomedan community. But they had not a word to say in the 
whole Resolution about the Backward classes. The Bombay Government 
readily accepted the suggestion and appointed in 1913 a Mahomedan on 
Education Committee to make recommendations for the promotion of
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education among the Mahomadans. One feels righteous indignation against 
such criminal neglect on the part of the Government particularly when it is 
realized that the large grants given by the Government of India after 1913 
were given by way of fulfilment of the declaration made by His mcst Gracious 
Imperial Majesty the King �mperor in replying to the address of the Calcutta 
University on the 6th January' 1912 in which he said :

“  It is my wish that there may be spread over the land a network of schools 
and Colleges, from which will go forth loyal and manly and useful citizens, 
able to hold their own in industries and agriculture and all the vocations in 
life. And it is my wish too, that the homes of my Indian subjects may be 
brightened and their labour sweetened by the spread of knowledge with all 
that follows in its train, a higher level of thought, of comfort and health. It is 
through education that my wish will be fulfilled, and the cause of education 
in India will ever be very close to my heart.”

�V. From 1923 and after
23. The Reforms Act came into force in 1921. �ducation was made 

a transferred subject in charge of a minister and a rapid advance in education 
was naturally expected at his hands. The Backward classes had, however, 
their doubts as to whether any benefit would accrue to them from the transfer 
of education to the control of the ministers. Already they had suffered in the 
matter of education at the hand of the bureaucracy.-In the first period of 
existence the bureaucracy did not permit them to receive the benefits of 
education. In the second period the bureaucracy did not help them to get 
education. All the same the bureaucracy was too much enlightened to deny 
the principle that the Backward classes had a right to education. The Back-
ward classes were not prepared to predicate the same enlightenment of the 
Indian intelligentsia which was struggling to replace the bureaucracy. As the 
Indian intelligentsia had its roots in the part in which the Backward class had 
no recognized rights, the latter were apprehensive that the past may again be 
made to live in the present.

24. Unfortunately their doubts came true and it may be truly said 
that under the Reforms the Backward classes in the Bombay Presidency 
have fallen from purgatory to hell. This may appear to be a very strong 
commentary on the existing situation. But the situation for in Backward 
classes of the Bombay Presidency created by the Compulsory Primary 
�ducation Act (Bombay Act No. IV of 1923) can hardly be described in 
any other words. The Compulsory Primary �ducation Act is in a very- 
important sense a “  fraud ” . It was claimed for the Act, it was calculated to 
change the character of the primary education from being voluntary to 
compulsory. The Act does nothing of the kind. A reference to section 10 of the 
Act is sufficient to expose the “  fraud ” . The system is as voluntary as it was 
before and will  remain so indefinitely. For, not only there is no obligation to 
make it compulsory, but there is even no time limit fixed within which to fulfil  
the obligation. Apart from this the Compulsory Primary �ducation Act has
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made a most extravagant change in the administrative machinery for the 
control of Primary Education. Hitherto the control and management of 
Primary Education was entrusted to the Provincial Government and the 
whole of the expenditure on primary education was defrayed out of Provincial 
revenues except a small grant by the Local Boards amounting to one-third of 
their revenue from certain defined sources. Under the Compulsory Primary 
Education Act the position is reversed. The control and management of 
Primary Education is now entrusted to District School Boards (which are 
committees of District Local Boards) and instead of the Local Boards 
giving grants to the Provincial Government the Provincial Government is 
required to give a grant to the District School Board. Such extravagant and 
wild was the spirit in which this change was conceived that the Act gives 
to these School Boards power to appoint its own executive officer— 
a privilege which is denied even to such an advanced Corporation as the 
Municipality of Bombay.
25. The Sabha think that this change is a most revoluntionary change 

and is bound to be detrimental to the best interest of the Presidency and 
particularly of the Backward classes. It must be borne in mind that the 
vital necessity of education has not been realized by all the classes of the 
population. The popular belief is that education is nobody’s concern except 
that of the Brahmins. It is only a few, who have taken to politics, that care 
for the spread of education. The School Board must be drawn from the 
many uniformed villagers who being brought up in the tradition that 
education is the concern of the Brahmins only must be indifferent to it and 
are bound to be opposed to make it compulsory. Education if it is to be 
efficiently administered must for some time to come, remain with the 
Provincial Government under the direct control of the Legislative Council 
where the few politicals who know the necessity of education are likely to 
be. The transfer of education from the Education Department to the School 
Boards, therefore, means transfer from well-trusted quarters to unworthy 
hands. But if the transfer is harmful to the progress of education in general, 
it is detrimental to the interests of the Backward classes in particular. 
It must be borne in mind that although there may be some doubts as to 
whether the generality of the people do or do not believe in education, 
one thing is certain that they do not believe in the education of the Back-
ward classes. As to the attitude of the higher classes towards the extension 
of elementary education to the lower classes of the community the Hunter 
Commission observed : “  Several witnesses have replied that positive hostility 
is shown to the admission of low caste boys to school. A Madras witness 
mentions the case of a school for Cherumans, the ancient slave caste, being 
established at Calicut, but the Nayars and Tiyas used to waylay the boys 
as they went to school and snatch their books out of their hands ...............
�n our discussion on this subject it was brought to our notice that in some 
pdrts of the Central Provinces and of Bombay special objections were
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�nt�rtain�d  by th� rural communiti�s to th� instruction of low cast�s on th�  
ground that �ducation would advanc� th�m in lif�  and induc� th�m to 
s��k  �mancipation from th�ir  pr�s�nt  s�rvil�  condition. Tn his report for 
the year 1896-97 the Director of Public Instruction, Bombay quoted a case 
in which the action of the Local Officers of the Kaira District in requiring 
the admission of low caste pupils led to five or six large schools being closed 
for years and to the huts and crops of the low caste people being burnt in 
one village and to the imposition of a heavy punitive post on that village for 
two years.”

26. Such being the attitude of the rural communities, how can it be 
expected that the School Boards drawn as they largely will be from the 
rural communities will discharge, faithfully, their trust in the matter of the 
education of the Depressed classes ? To give the School Boards the control 
over the education of the Backward classes is to make the prosecutor the 
ruler. No wonder that Resolutions are passed by the Backward classes con-
demning the transfer of the control of Primary Education to the School 
Boards. It would have given some relief if the School Boards were manned 
by representatives of the Depressed classes in adequate numbers. But that 
is not the case. The representation of the Depressed classes in self- 
governing bodies from the Council down to the Local Boards has been 
planned by the Government after the manner of a curator who is not anxious 
to keep more than one specimen of each species in his Museum. Govern-
ment nominates one member from the Depressed classes to the District Local 

Board out of some forty members and the School Board is directed to co-opt 
one member from the Depressed classes. In the principle of co-option there 
is always the danger of the wrong man being co-opted—a danger which the 
Depressed classes of East Khandesh have had to face in the recent School 
Board elections. But supposing the right man is co-opted, what can a single 
individual do in a hostile group of 15 which is the maximum strength of 

a School Board ?
27. If Government is sincere in the matter of promoting the education 

of the Depressed classes then there are certain measures which Government 
must adopt. The Sabha has its own convictions as to what Government should 
do in this connection and would like to state the same in the form of 

proportions as follows : —
(1) Unless the Compulsory Primary Education Act is abolished and 

the transfer of Primary Education to the School Boards is stopped, the 
Sabha fears that education of the Depressed classes will receive a great 

set-back.
(2) Unless compulsion in the matter of Primary Education is made 

obligatory and unless the admission to primary schools is strictly enforced, 
conditions essential for educational progress of the Backward classes will  

not come into existence.
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(3) Unless the recommendations made by the Hunter Commission 
regarding the education of the Mohamedans are applied to the Depressed 
classes their educational progress will not be an accomplished fact.

(�)  Unless entry in the public service is secured to the Depressed classes 
there will be no inducement for them to take education.
28. In making these comments upon the management of the educational 

affairs of the Presidency under the Reform in their bearing upon the Depressed 
classes the Sabha is not oblivious to the special provisions made for the 
education of the Depressed classes in the form of a few hostels and a few 
scholarships for higher education. But the Sabha begs to point out that it is 
useless to make provision for higher education of the Depressed classes unless 
steps are taken to ensure the growth of Primary Education. Besides there is 
no guarantee that such concessions will continue. On the other hand they 
that depend a great deal upon the policy of the particular Minister in charge 
of Education and upon the voting strength of the Depressed classes in the 
Legislative Council, both of which are uncertain factors and cannot be 
depended upon.
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I. Protection through adequate Representation
�.  �reliminary. —The Sabha feels relieved of great anxiety by the 

decision of Parliament not to appoint an Indian on the Statutory Commission. 
The agitation for the appointment of an Indian would have been proper if  
the Commission had to consider a common Indian demand for self- 
government But the fact is that the Commission shall have to consider not 
one demand, but a variety of demands made by the different interests prevail-
ing in the country. That being the case the agitation should have been for 
a representation of all such interests on the Commission. The Sabha desires 
to point out that nothing could have satisfied the Depressed Classes better 
than the appointment of Indians representing various interests in the 
country, including their own, on the Statutory Commission. The demand for 
representation on the Statutory Commission was not, however, of such 
a nature and the Sabha, therefore, could not feel at one with those who urged 
it. The Sabha, it is true, did not agitate as it should have done, in conformity 
with its own views, for the representation of the Depressed Classes on the 
Commission. But that was because the Sabha felt that it was too much to 
hope for in a country where those in charge of the affairs from the Viceroy 
downwards have cultivated the habit of recognising the noisy few and 
forgetting the dumb millions. To use the language of Burke, because half 
a dozen politicians, like grasshoppers under a fera, make the field ring with 
their importunate chink, whilst the masses, like thousands of great cattle, are 
reposing beneath the shadow of the oak, chew the cud and are silent, the 
Government of India imagines that the politicians who make the noise are 
the only inhabitants of the field—that, of course, they are many in number.-- 
or that, after all, they are other than the little, shrivelled, meagre, hopping, 
though loud and troublesome insects of the hour. But there was also another 
reason why the Sabha did not press for its views. In the opinion of the 
Sabha this exclusion of Indians from the Statutory Commission was no 
small mercy to the Depressed Classes. For, by their non-appointment the 
Depressed Classes are, at any rate, saved the prejudice that would have 
otherwise been caused to their case, which the Sabha has hereby undertaken 
to place before the Commission.

2. Injustice done to the Depressed Classes in 1919.—The Montagu 
Chemsford Report recognised fully (para. �5�)  that the existence of the 
social differences and divisions formed “  a feature of Indian Society which 
is out of harmony with the ideas on which elsewhere in the world represen-
tative institutions rest” and the authors of the Report (para. �53) held that 
they “  have to be taken into account and they must lead us to adjust the 
forms of popular Government familiar elsewhere to the special conditions 
of Indian life.” In accordance with this, the authors of the Report, in order 
to pacify the Depressed Classes who had stoutly opposed the introduction 
of the Reforms, undertook to safeguard their interests as will be seen from 
the following statement in paragraph �55 of their Report in which they say : 
“  We have shown that the political education of the Ryot cannot be very 
rapid and may be a very difficult process. Till it is complete he must be 
exposed to the risk of oppression by people who are stronger and cleverer 
than he is; and until it is clear that his interests can safely be left in his



�wn hands �r  that the Legislative C�uncil represent and c�nsider his 
interests, we must retain p�wer t�  pr�tect him. �o  with the Depressed classes, 
we intend to make the best arrangements we can for their representation in 
order that they too may ultimately learn the lesson of self-protection. But if it 
is f�und that their interests suffer and that they d�  n�t  share in the general 
pr�gress, we must retain the means in �ur  hand �f  helping them..........”

3. The Sabha regrets that all these pr�mises were thr�wn t�  the wind 
by the S�uthb�rcugh C�mmittee which was subsequently app�inted t�  devise 
franchise, frame c�nstituencies and t�  rec�mmend what adjustments were 
needed t�  be made in the f�rm  �f  the pr�p�sed p�pular G�vernment as 
a c�nsequence �f  the peculiar s�cial c�nditi�ns  prevalent in India. S� gr�ssly 
indifferent was the S�uthb�r�ugh  C�mmittee t�  the pr�blem �f  making ade-
quate pr�visi�n  f�r  safeguarding the interests �f  the Depressed classes that 
even the G�vernment �f  India which was n�t  �ver-particular in this matter 
felt called up�n in paragraph 13 �f  their Despatch �n  the Rep�rt �f  the 
S�uthb�r�ugh  C�mmittee t�  �bserve : “  We accept the pr�p�sals (f�r  n�n-  
�fficial  n�minati�n)  generally. But there is �ne C�mmunity wh�se case 
appears t�  us t�  require m�re c�nsiderati�n than the C�mmittee gave it. 
The Rep�rt �n  Indian C�nstituti�nal  Ref�rms clearly rec�gnised the pr�blem 
�f  the Depressed classes and gave a pledge respecting them. The castes 
described as ‘ Hindus—�thers ’ in the C�mmittee’s Rep�rt th�ugh they 
are defined in varying terms, are br�adly speaking all the same kind �f  
pe�ple. Except f�r  differences in the rigidity �f  their exclusi�n they are all 
m�re �r  less in the p�siti�n  �f  the Madras Panchamas, definitely �utside 
that part �f  the Hindu C�mmunity which is all�wed access t�  their temples. 
They am�unt t�  ab�ut �ne-fifth  �f  the t�tal  p�pulati�n,  and have n�t  been 
represented at all in the M�rley-Mint�  C�uncils. The Committee’s Report 
mentions the Depressed Classes twice, but only to explain that in the absence 
of satisfactory electorates they have been provided for by nomination. It does 
not discuss the position of these people or their capacity for looking after 
themselves. Nor does it explain the amount of nomination which it suggests for 
them. Paragraph 24 of the Report (of the Franchise Committee) justifies the 
restrictions of the nominated seals on grounds which do not suggest that the 
Committee were referring to the Depressed Classes. The measure �f  
representati�n which they pr�p�se  f�r  this C�mmunity is as f�ll�ws  :

Pr�vince

T�tal  
p�pula-
ti�n  in 
milli�ns

P�pulati�n  
�f  Depressed 

classes in 
milli�ns

T�tal  
seats

Seats f�r  
the

Depressed 
classes

Madras .. 39.8 6.3 120 2
B�mbay .. 19.5 0.6 113 1
Bengal .. 45.0 9.9 1.27 1
United Pr�vinces 47.0 10.1 120 1
Punjab . 19-5 1.7- 85
Bihar and Orissa 32.6 9.3 100 1
Central Pr�vinces .. 12.0 3.7 72 1
Assam .. 6.0 0-3 54

T�tal .. 221.4 41.9 791 7
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“  These figures speak for themselves. It is suggested that the one-fifth of 
the entire population of British India should be allotted seven seats out of 
practically 800. It is true that in all the Councils there will  be roughly a one- 
sixth proportion of officials who may be expected to bear in mind the 
interests of the depressed (?); but that arrangement is not, in our opinion, 
what the Report on Reforms aims at. The authors stated that the Depressed 
Classes should also learn the lesson of self-protection. It is surely fanciful 
to hope that this result can be expected from including a single member 
of the Community in an Assembly where there are 60 to 90 Caste-Hindus. 
To make good the principles of paragraphs 151, 152, 15� and 155 cl' the 
Report we must treat the out-castes more generously...........”

�.  The Sabha feels happy that it is not alone in its opinion as to the 
injustice done to the Depressed Classes by the framers of the Reforms 
Scheme of 1919. This opinion was also shared by the Muddiman 
Committee which was appointed two years afterwards to report upon the 
possibility of improving and enlarging the scheme of Reforms. That 
Committee admitted in its Report (Paragraph 6�) that the representation 
granted to the Depressed Classes under the Scheme was inadequate.

5. �xtent of Representation that must be granted to the Depressed 
classes.—What then should be the extent of the representation of the 
Depressed Classes which can be said to be adequate ? In the opinion of 
the Sabha a following scheme for the composition of the Legislative 
Council of Bombay as. uming that Sind will  be separated from the Presidency 
may be deemed to satisfy the demand of the Depressed Classes for 
adequate representation :

�omposition  of the Bombay Legislative �ouncil

FOR

I. BOMBAY  PRESIDEN�Y  WITHOUT  SIND

Total Reserved Reserved Reserved for

Constituencies
No. for the for Marathas
of Depressed Moha- and allied

seats classes medans castes

I. general
(a) Urban

1 Bombay City North 5 1 1
2 Bombay City South 3
3 Ahmedabad City .. 3 1 1
� Surat Gty 1
5 Sholapur City 3 1 1 ?
6 Poona 1 o 

p
�b) Rural �o  

CQ

Northern Division <D 
g

7 Ahmedabad District 5 1 1 cS 
KA

8 Broach District .. � 1 1
� Kaira District 5 I 1
10 Panchmahals District � 1 1
11 Surat District 5 1 1
12 Thana District 5 1 1
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Constituencies

Total 
No. 
of 

seats

Reserved 
for the 
Depressed 
classes

Reserved 
for 

Moha- 
medans

Reserved for
Marathas 
and allied 
castes

�entral  Division

13 Ahmednagar District 5 i i
1� Khandesh East District 6 1 1
15 Khandesh West District 5 1 1
16 Nasik District 5 1 1
17 Poona District 6 1 1 £

18 Satara District 6 1 1
o�
a

19 Sholapur District 5 1 1 </■�
Q

Southern Division O
£

20 Belgaum District .. 5 1 i CC

21 Bijapur District .. 5 1 1
22 Dharwar District 6 1 1
23 Kanara District .. � 1 1
2� Kolaba District .. � 1 1
25 Ratnagiri District 6 1 1

Total of General .. 112 22 22

II. SPECIAL
26 Labour Unions �
27 University 3
28 Europeans �
29 Millowners 2
30 Commerce 2
31 Agriculture 3
32 Inamdars I
33 Officials 9

Total of Special .. 28

Grand Total .. 1�0
which should be the strength of the Bombay Legislative Council.

6. In case it is decided to keep Sind as part of the Bombay Presidency
the Sabha would like to propose the following scheme for the composition 
of the Bombay Legislative Council :

�omposition  of the Bombay Legislative �ouncil

FOR

II. BOMBAY PRESIDEN�Y  WITH  SIND

Constituencies
No. of 
scats

Reserved 
for 

Depressed 
classes

Reserved for
Marathas 
and allied 
castes

1. NON-MOHAMEDAN
-

(a) Urban
1 Bombay City North 5 1

d

2 Bombay City South � cj </J
C/3 «

,\ �002 -2b



3
�
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31
32
33
34

35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Reserved Reserved for

Constituencies
No. of

seats
for

Depressed 
classes

Marathas 
and allied 

castes

Karachi City 1
Ahmedabad City 3 1
Surat City 2
Sholapur City 4 1
Poona City 2

(6) Rural

Ahmedabad District 5 1
Broach District 4 1
Kaira District 4 i S
Panch Mahals District .. 4 1 o 

c
Surat District 4 1
Thana District 4 1 <D

E
Ahmednagar District 4 1 os 

on
Khandesh East District .. 5 1
Nasik District 4 1
Poona District 5 1
Satara District 5 1
Belgaum District 4 1
Bijapur District 4 1
Dharwar 4 1
Kanara District 4 1
Ratnagiri District 5 1
Eastern Sind District 2
Western Sind District 2
Sholapur District 4 1
Kolaba District 4 1
Khandesh West District 4 1

Total .. 86 22

II. MOHAMEDAN

�a) Urban

Bombay City .. .. .. 2
Karachi City ■ .. .. .. 2
Ahmedabad City .. .. .. 1
Surat City .. ., .. 1
Poona City .. .. .. 1
Sholapur City .. .. ,. 1

�b) Rural

The Northern Division .. .. 2
The Central Division .. .. 3
The Southern Division .. .. 3-
Hyderabad District .. .. 2
Karachi District .. 2
Larkana District .. .. .. 2
Sukkur District .. .. .. 2
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Constituencies
No. of

seats

Reserved 
for 

Depressed 
classes

Reserved for
Marathas 
and allied 

castes

�2 Thar and Parkar District 2
�3 Nawabshah District 2
�� Upper Sind Frontier 2

Total .. 30

IH. SPECIAL
�5 Labour Unions �
�6 University .. 2
�7 Europeans �
�8 Millowners .. 1
�9 Commerce .. 1
50 Agriculture .. 1
51 Inamdars and Jaghirdars 2
52 Officials 9

Total for Special .. 2�

Grand Total .. 1�0
which should be the total strength of the Council.

7. In either case the demand of the Sabha is for 22 representatives of 
the Depressed classes in a Council composed of 1�0 members. The Sabha 
desires to state emphatically that this much representation to the Depressed 
classes in a Council of 1�0 is only just. The Sabha is aware that some 
people are likely to call such a demand as a very large one. Such a view 
must however be deemed to be the result of prejudice against the Depressed 
classes. It cannot be said to be founded upon any definite reason. The 
Sabha thinks that an exact idea as to the population of the Depressed classes 
would be a sufficient corrective tc views of this sort. �or,  it must be 
admitted that population is a measure by which to evaluate the representa-
tion that is to be granted to any community. The computation of the exact 
strength of the Depressed classes is therefore a matter of considerable 
importance. The Depressed classes of the Bombay Presidency have already 
suffered an injustice at the hands of the Southborough Committee in 1919. 
That Committee gave in its Report a grossly wrong figure*  as to the exact 
strength of the Depressed classes in the Bombay Presidency—a figure which 
was absolutely unwarranted by the Census of 1911. So small was the strength 
of the Depressed classes shown by the Southborough Committee that even 
the paltry suggestion of the Government of India to give two representa-
tives to the Depressed classes in the Bombay Legislative Council failed to 
have any effect. Similar attempt is now being made in responsible quarters 
to whittle down the population of the Depressed classes. For instance,

*The figure given by the Southborough Committee and adopted by the Government of 
India in the Table given above was 577,516. According to the authority relied upon by the 
Southborough Committee the population of the Depressed classes in the Bombay Presidency 
in 1911 was 2,1�5,208.

.\ �002—28o
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Mr. Bajpai speaking on behalf of the Government of India in the Legislative 
Assembly on the 23rd February 1928 said “  that the population of the 
Depressed classes in India was much exaggerated and that the real strength 
of the Depressed classes was only 281 millions and not 60 millions” as 
used to be stated theretofore. The Sabha fears that the Commission may fall 
into the same error in which the Southborough Committee fell and may in 
consequence make proposals based upon such erroneous calculation. The 
Sabha therefore desires to draw the attention of the Commission to what 
the Director of the Census of India has to say in this connection. In 
Chapter XI of Volume I of the Census of Tndia 1921 the Director 
observes :
“Paragraph 193. It has been usual in recent years to speak of a certain 

section of the community as the ‘ Depressed classes ’ . So far as I am aware 
the term has no final definition, nor is it certain exactly whom it covers. 
In the Quinquennial Review of the Progress of Education from 1912 to 1917 
(Chapter XVIII  paragraph 505). the Depressed classes are specifically dealt 
with the point of view of educational assistance and progress, and in 
Appendix XIII  to that Report a list of the castes and tribes constituting this 
section of the community is given. The total population classed according to 
these lists as depressed amounted to 31 million persons or 19 p.c. of the 
Hindu and Tribal population of British India. There is undoubtedly some 
danger in giving offence by making in a public report social distinctions 
which may be deemed invidious; but in view of the lists already prepared 
and the fact that the ‘ depressed ’ have especially in South India, attained 
a class consciousness and a class organization, are served by special missions, 
‘ raised ’ by philanthropic societies and officially represented in the Legisla-
tive Assemblies, it certainly seems advisable to face the facts and to attempt 
to obtain some statistical estimate of their numbers. I, therefore, asked 
Provincial Superintendents to let me have an estimate based on Census figures 
of the �pproxim�te strength of the castes who were usually included in the 
category of ‘depressed’ . I received lists of some sorts from all Provinces 
and States except the United Provinces, whose extreme delicacy of official 
sentiment shrank from facing the task of attempting even a rough estimate. 
The figures given are not based on exactly uniform criteria, as a different 
view is taken of the position of the same group in different parts of India, 
and I have had in some cases to modify the estimate on the basis of the 
figures in the educational report and of information from the 1911 reports 
and tables. They �re �lso subject to the gener�l defect which h�s �lre�dy  
been expl�ined, th�t  the tot�l  strength of �ny c�ste is not recorded. The 
marginal statement [reproduced below] gives, however, a rough estimate of 
the minimum numbers which may be considered to form the ‘ depressed 
classes ’ of the Hindu Community. The total of these provincial figures 
adds up to about 53 millions. This, however, must be t�ken �s �  low �nd  
conserv�tive estim�te since it does not include (1) the full strength of the 
c�stes �nd tribes concerned �nd (2) the trib�l  �borigines most recently



�bsorbed in Hinduism, m�ny of whom �re considered impure.�We�
may�confidently�place�the�numbers�of�the�depressed�classes,�all�of�whom�
are�considered�impure,�at�something�between�55�and�60�millions�in�India�
proper...........”

POPULATION�OF�THE�DEPRESSED�CLASSES�IN�INDIA
Provinces 000's�omitted
Total 52,680
Assam 2,000
Bengal 9,000
Bihar�and�Orissa 8,000
Bombay 2,800
C.�P.�and�Berar 3,300
Madras 6,072
Punjab 2,893
U.�P. 9,000
Baroda 177
Central�India 1,140
GwaJiar 500
Hyderabad 2,339
Mysore 932
Rajputana 2,267
Tra�vancore 1,260

8.�This�cautious and�considered�estimate�of�the�Director�of�Census
must�supersede�all guesses�and�surmises�regarding�the�strength�of�the
Depressed�classes in�the�different�Provinces�of�India.�It�destroys�the
validity�of�the�estimate�of�Mr.�Bajpai.�For,�it�has�been�arrived�at�after�
scrutinizing�the�figures�that�have�appeared�in�the�Provincial�Educational�
Reports�which�Mr.�Bajpai�says�have�formed�the�basis�of�his�statement.�Its�
correctness�must�be�admitted.�For,�as�the�Director�says�it�was�arrived�at�
after�a�deliberate�investigation.�The�Sabha�must�therefore�insist�upon�the�
Statutory�Commission�accepting�these�figures�in�preference�to�any�other.�
According�to�this�estimate�the�minimum strength of the Depressed cl�sses in�
the Bomb�y Presidency is 28.00,000 souls�or�10-8 p.c. of the tot�l  popul�tion.�
On the b�sis of their strength �lone the Depressed cl�sses �re entitled to�
15 se�ts out of �  tot�l  of 140.
9.�If�the�strength�of�a�community�was�the�only�factor�governing�the�

extent�of�the�representation�to�be�granted�to�it,�then�the�demand�for�the�seven�
extra�seats�for�the�depressed�classes�would�no�doubt�appear�to�be�one�for�
an�unearned�increment.�It must however be recognised th�t  the strength of�
the community c�nnot be t�ken �s the sole f�ctor  in determining m�tters of�
this sort. The st�nding of �  community is no less �n  import�nt f�ctor  to be�
t�ken into �ccount in determining its quot� o  ̂represent�tion.�The�standing�
of�the�community�must�mean�its�power�to�protect�itself�in�the�social�struggle.�
That�power�would�obviously�depend�upon�the�educational�and�economic�
status�of�the�community.�It�follows�from�the�recognition�of�the�principle�that�
the lower the st�nding of �  community the gre�ter is the elector�l �dv�nt�ge �
it must get over the rest.�There�can�be�no�two�opinions�that�the�standing



�f  the Depressed classes b�th educati�nal and ec�n�mical is the l�west in 
this Presidency. C�nsequently they are entitled t�  s�me elect�ral advantage 
�ver what they are entitled t�  �n  the basis �f  their strength. This elect�ral 
advantage must be greater in the case �f  the Depressed classes than in the 
case �f  any �ther c "mmunity �f  equal strength and standing ; because n�  
c�mmunity can be said t�  f�rm  a submerged class in the same sense in which 
the Depressed classes d�. N�r  can any class be said t�  be burdened with 
th�se grave disabilities which f�rm  the c�mm�n  l�t  �f  the Depressed classes 
and which prevent them fr�m  rising ab�ve their degraded stati�n in life. 
This is �ne reas�n why the Sabha feels justified in asking f�r  this increment 
in representati�n. There is als� an�ther reas�n which the Sabha thinks must 
justify the extra representati�n claimed by it f�r  the Depressed classes, lhe 
representati�n �f  a min�rity,  if it is t�  pr�tect the min�rity,  must als� be 
effective. If n�t, it w�uld  be a farce. T�  escape this repr�ach it must be 
rec�gnized that i/ �  minority is to be protected then there must be enough 
represent�tives of the minority to s�ve it from being entirely submerged. T�  
put the same thing in the f�rm  �f  a pr�p�siti�n,  the effectiveness �f  a min�rity 
representati�n depends up�n its being large en�ugh t�  have the sense �f  n�t  
being entirely �verwhelmed. In claiming this extra representati�n the 
Depressed classes, the Sabha thinks, are entitled t�  inv�ke this principle in 
their fav�ur, in c�mm�n  with the rest �f  the min�rities in the c�untry.

10. Necessity for imp�rti�l  tre�tment of �ll  minority communities.—These 
principles g�verning the extent �f  representati�n are th�se which have been 
laid d�wn by the G�vernment �f  India in their despatch reviewing the Rep�rt 
�f  the S�uthb�r�ugh  C�mmittee. The Sabha desires t�  p�int  �ut  that the 
case �f  the Depressed classes was m�re deserving �f  the applicati�n �f  such 
principles than that �f  any �ther c�mmunity that c�uld have been th�ught 
�f  in the wh�le �f  India. In practice, h�wever, the benefit �f  these principles 
was rig�r�usly  denied t�  the Depressed classes all thr�ugh�ut  India and was 
literally sh�wered up�n a c�mmunity like the Mah�medans h�lding  a str�nger 
and better p�siti�n  in the c�untry than can be predicated �f  the Depressed 
classes. T�  p�int  �ut  �ne such instance �f  unequal treatment the Sabha w�uld  
invite the attenti�n �f  the C�mmissi�n t�  the tw�  f�ll�wing  cases : —

Pr�vinces M�slem
P�pulati�n

Seats f�r
M�slems

Depressed 
classes

P�pulati�n

Seats for
Depresssd 

classes

Central Pr�vinces 574,276 11 3,060,232 2
B�mbay Presidency 1,207,443 7 1,627,980 1

H�ws�ever indignant �ne may feel �ver the perpetrati�n �f  such injustice 
l�  the Depressed classes the G�vernment �f  India d�es n�t blush at it. 
F�r, it had av�wedly enunciated th�se principles f�r  the very limited 
purp�se �f  applying them t�  the Mah�medans �nly. This was due, as 
every�ne kn�ws, t�  the distincti�n the G�vernment �f  India made in the 
p�litical imp�rtance �f  the different c�mmunities. The Sabha pr�tests 
against this grading �f  the citizens �f  a c�untry �n the basis �f  their



�olitical  im�ortance. There can be no safe and secure rule exce�t the one 
that all communities are �olitically  of equal im�ortance. This invidious 
distinction is at the root of all the communal troubles and is destructive 
of the �rinci�le  of equal o��ortunity.  The introduction of this �rinci�le  in 
the governance of India at the time when the 1st instalment of Reforms 
was granted by Parliament was disastrous to the interests of the De�ressed 
classes. The Sabha is glad to find the �resent Secretary of State recognizing 
the existence of the De�ressed classes as a �roblem for serious considera-
tion in the decision that may now be taken with regard to the enlargement 
of the sco�e of the Political Reforms already introduced. But the Sabha is 
anxious to �oint  out that such recognition would be of no consequence to 
the De�ressed classes if it is not reflected in the changes that may now be 
introduced into the framework of the constitution of the country.

11. �ode  of representation.—The Sabha is o��osed to the �rinci�le  of 
nomination and would insist u�on the extension of the �rinci�le  of election 
to the De�ressed classes. Election is not only correct in �rinci�le  from the 
stand�oint of res�onsible Government, but is also necessary in �ractice from 
the stand�oint of �olitical  education. Every community must have an o��or -
tunity for �olitical  education which cannot well be secured otherwise than 
by the exercise of the vote. It must be regarded as unfortunate that the 
De�ressed classes who need such education, more than any other community, 
should be denied an o��ortunity  to take their share in the ra�idly  develo�ing 
�olitical  life of India. There is also another reason why election in the case 
of the De�ressed classes is a necessity. Ministershi� is a very im�ortant 
�rivilege and the De�ressed classes cannot afford to forego the same. No 
great benefit can come to them from the introduction of Political Reforms 
unless they can find a �lace in the Cabinet of the country, from where they 
can influence the �olicy  of the Government This o��ortunity  will be denied 
to them so long as they are denied the o��ortunity  of electing their own 
re�resentatives. For, under res�onsible Government nominated members 
must continue to be ineligible for office. A system of re�resentation like 
that of nomination which de�rives the De�ressed classes of this right must 

stand self-condemned.
12. Two objections are usually urged against the a��lication  of the 

�rinci�le  of election to the De�ressed classes.
(a) Difficulty in forming constituencies.—This objection, the Sabha 

thinks, must be ruled out of serious consideration as not being honest. If  
difficulty in the matter of forming constituencies was a consideration which 
led Government to �refer nomination to election in the matter of the 
re�resentation of the De�ressed classes, it is difficult to understand how the 
Government ventured to a��ly  the �rinci�le  of election to the Moslems and 
the Euro�eans. These communities are not less scattered than the De�ressed 
classes and no constituencies can be formed for them including the existing 
one, which cannot be condemned as absurd from a logical �oint  of view. 
AU the same, the Government of Bombay did abandon its aesthetic sense
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and undertook to form as symmetrical constituencies for these communities 
when it found impossible to form symmetrical ones. All these difficulties in 
regard to the formation of the constituencies for the Depressed classes are, 
however, set at rest under the scheme of representation outlined by the 
Sabha. The problem being thus simplified, no objection ought now to be 
raised for the substitution of the principle of nomination by the principle 
of election.

(6) �ifficulty  in getting a sufficiently large electorate.—Will there be 
a sufficient number of electors in any constituency to make the election of the 
Depressed classes to the Council a real election ? By way of pointing out 
a difficulty in substituting election for nomination this question is usually 
raised and answered in the negative. The difficulty would no doubt be there 
if it is decided that the existing pitch of the franchise is not to be touched 
and so long as the pitch continues where it now is, the Sabha must admit 
that the number of electors among the Depressed classes will be very few. 
But the Sabha thinks that the existing pitch of the franchise is unjustifiable 
on every ground. It has turned responsible Government into a mockery. It 
means a Government of the whole Presidency of two crores of people by 
a minority of seven lakhs who happen to have the good fortune of being 
voters under the existing franchise. Such a state of things is clearly vicious 
and cannot be allowed to continue in future, if there is to be responsible 
Government, not merely in name but also in fact. It is to be regretted that 
the question of franchise does not seem to have been adequately pressed by 
the class that is most vocal in demanding Reforms. Democracy is alleged to 
be the aim of that class, but if die truth be told, in the words of the Govern-
ment of Burma, “  they are in favour of democratic institutions mainly 
because they are making an appeal to a democratic nation. They could not 
very well call for democracy and leave the �emos out. Their chief interests 
in the Reforms is centered in the powers that they expect to gain over the 
executive. The broad franchise and responsible voting in its true sense by 
the rural electors is not at all the central idea of their demand. As long as 
their own class will furnish the Legislative Councillors who will exercise 
the desired control, it is immaterial to them whether these represent few 
or many voters.” Whether or not this is the correct diagnosis of the 
difference of the Indian politicians to the important question of franchise, 
the fact remains that the question of franchise occupies in Congress politics 
a very subordinate place as compared to the question of the transfer of 
powers. In the opinion of the Sabha, this attitude of the Congress politicians 
is a reversal of the true relationship between the question of the franchise 
and the question of transfer of power. It must be admitted that the dictum 
of the Government of India that the forces which now hold the administra-
tion together cannot be withdrawn before satisfactory substitutes are ready 
to take their place, must find acceptance in all quarters which are willing  
to look at things from a proper perspective. Now these substitutes must 
obviously be the electors; it follows therefore that the degree and the kind



�f  resp�nsibility which can be intr�duced int�  the G�vernment �f  the 
c�untry will  depend up�n the strength �f  the elect�rs. S� vital is this questi�n 
�f  the franchise that up�n its determinati�n al�ne can depend the degree �f  the 
transfer �f  p�litical  p�wer. What sh�uld be the franchise is theref�re a m�st 
imp�rtant questi�n. In the way in which it is determined at present the 
Sabha wishes t�  p�int  �ut that the principle aim �f  representative G�vern-
ment has been l�st  sight �f  alt�gether. �ranchise means the rit^lit  to determine 
the terms of associated life. Franchise can mean n�thing else. If that is the 
meaning �f  franchise, then it f�ll�ws  that it sh�uld be given t�  th�se wh�  
by reas�n �f  their weak p�wer �f  bargaining arc exp�sed t�  the risk �f  having 
the terms �f  ass�ciated life fixed by superi�r f�rces in a manner unfav�ur-
able t�  them. If this is true, then the very exigencies �f  representative G�vern-
ment demand that the franchise, if the term is pr�perly underst��d, must be 
fixed s� l�w  as t�  bring it within the reach �f  the large maj�rity �f  the 
p��r  and the �ppressed secti�ns �f  s�ciety. Indeed adult franchise is the �nly  
system �f  franchise which can be in keeping with the true meaning cf that 
term. The Sabha w�uld,  h�wever, be c�ntent it the franchise f�r  the Legisla-
tive C�uncil is fixed at the same level as that l�r  the Taluka L�cal  B�ard 
in the rural parts and Rs. 3 rental per m�nth in urban parts �f  the Presidency. 
The fear �ften  entertained �n  the part �f  the G�vernment that such a l�wering  
�f  the franchise will bring in a large part �f  unintelligent pe�ple is with�ut  
f�undati�n.  Large pr�perty is n�t  inc�mpatible with ign�rance. N�r  is abject 
p�verty inc�mpatible with high degree �f  intelligence. Pr�perty may as 
well dull the edge �f  intelligence. On the �ther hand p�verty d�es and �ften  
must stimulate intelligence. C�nsequently the adherence �f  the G�vernment 
t�  a high pr�perty qualificati�n as an insurance against ign�rance is n�thing 
but a superstiti�n, which is sedul�usly cultivated by the classes and f�stered 
by the G�vernment in �rder t�  deprive the masses �f  their right t�  the making 
�f  their G�vernment.

13. System of Election.—Free electi�n in general c�nstituencies is, in the 
�pini�n  �f  the Sabha, �ut  �f  the questi�n s� far as the Depressed classes arc 
c�ncerned. On the �ther hand the Sabha d�cs n�t  wish t�  ask f�r  C�mmunal 
elect�rates. In its �pini�n,  it w�uld  be sufficient if the Depressed classes arc 
pr�vided with reserved seals in the general c�nstituencies. In the case �f  the 
candidates f�r  electi�n fr�m  the Depressed classes the Sabha w�uld  urge the 
t�tal  aband�nment �f  the residential qualificati�n and a partial relaxati�n in 
the c�nditi�n  as t�  dep�sit.

14. Representation in the Assembly.—The Sabha respectfully pr�tests 
against the n�n-rec�gniti�n  �f  the right �f  the Depressed classes in the 
Legislative Assembly in 1919. The G�vernment �f  Irdia is still supreme in 
imp�rtant matters which are directly under its c�ntr�l  �r  under the Reserved 
half �f  the Pr�vincial G�vernments. Even in respect �f  the Transferred 
subjects it c�ntinues t�  have the p�wer �f  superintendence. It is, theref�re, 
�bvi�us  that in the directi�n �f  such large p�wers the Depressed classes sh�uld 
have s�me v�ice and the Sabha w�uld, theref�re, claim that three members
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from the Depressed classes of the Bombay Presidency should be elected to 
the Legislative Assembly by their representatives in the Local Legislative 
Council.

II. Protection through Guarantees

15. In addition to the demand for adequate representation the Sabha 
feels that it must also demand the inclusion of clauses in the constitution 
of the country and as a fundamental part thereof guaranteeing the civil rights 
of the Depressed classes as a minority in the Bombay Presidency. Such 
guarantees must cover the recognition of the following propositions concerning 
the interests of the Depressed classes : —

(1) That the education of the Depressed classes shall be recognized as 
the first charge on the revenues of the Province and that an equitable and 
just proportion of the total grant for education should be earmarked for 
the benefit of the Depressed classes.

(2) That the right of the Depressed classes to unrestricted recruitment 
in the army, navy, and the police shall be recognized without any limitation 

as to caste.
(3) That for a period of 30 years the right of the Depressed classes for 

priority in the matter of the recruitments to all posts, gazetted as well as 
non-gazetted in all civil services shall be recognized.

(�)  That the right of the Depressed classes to the appointment of 
a special inspector of police from amongst themselves for every District 
shall be recognized.

(5) That the right of the Depressed classes to effective representation 
(as defined above) on the Local Bodies shall be recognized by the 
Provincial Government.

(6) That the right of the Depressed classes to appeal to the Govern-
ment of India in cases of violation of these rights by the Provincial Govern-
ment shall be recognized and the Government of India shall be given the 
power to compel the Provincial Government to conform to the law in 
the matter.
16. �ustification of such guarantees.—It may be argued that as the

Depressed classes have been given adequate representation in the Council, 
there can be no danger to their rights, as there can be in the case of an 
unrepresented minority. Why then should there be these guarantees ? The 
Sabha demurs to this much faith in the efficacy of a representative form of 
Government to effectively protect a minority from the tyranny of the majority. 
In this connection the Sabha would like to invite the attention of the 
Commission to the views of John Stuart Mill  who has observed that “  the 
notion that the people have no need to limit their power over themselves, 
might seem axiomatic, when popular Government was the thing only 
dreamt about or read of as having existed at some distant period of the 
past...............It was now perceived that such phrases as self-Government, and
the power of the people over themselves, do not express the true state of
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the case. The people who exercise the power are not always the same people 
with those over whom it is exercised ; and the self-government spoken of is 
not the government of each by himself, but of each by all the rest The will  
of the people, moreover, practically means the will of the most numerous 
or the most active �art  of the people, the majority or those who succeed in 
making themselves accepted as the majority ; the people, consequently, may 
desire to oppress a part of their number ; and precautions are as much 
needed against this, as against any other abuse of power. The limitation, 
therefore, of the power of Government over individuals loses none of its 
importance when the holders of power are regularly accountable to the 
community, that is to the strongest party therein. This view of things, 
recommending itself equally to the intelligence of thinkers and to the 
inclination of those important classes in European �ociety to whose real 
or supposed interests democracy is adverse, has had no difficulty in 
establishing itself ; and in political speculations the tyranny of the majority 
is now generally included amongst the evils against which the �ociety  requires 
to be on its guard.”
17. From this it is obvious that representative Government cannot 

altogether do away with the necessity of such guarantees for the protection 
of the interests of the minorities in a nation. Indeed it may safely be asserted 
that a representative form of Government far from being a means of affording 
protection to the minorities must be deemed to be so very inadequate for that 
purpose that its introduction without a system of guarantees being made 
a part thereof was looked upon as a most dangerous experiment. The post-
war history of Europe abounds in such cases. The peace treaties between the 
allied powers and Zechoslovakia, Austria, Hungary, Rumania and the Polish 
German Convention relating to Upper �ilesia with their guarantee clauses 
for the benefit of the minorities bear eloquent testimony to the fact that the 
minorities cannot depend upon the representative form of Government but 
must seek protection in the form of guarantees of their rights.
18. If representative Government is so weak when operating among 

European peoples, where the secularisation of politics has gone far further, 
how much weaker must it be in India where politics is nothing but theology 
in action. It is this theology against which the Depressed classes must seek 
to be protected. How destructive is this theology of true citizenship has 
nowhere been described so well as in the Note by the Hon’ble �ir  Alexander 
Cardew, K.C.�.I., I.C.�., to the Government of India contained in the 
letter No. 1146 (Reforms) dated the 31st December 1918. The following 
extracts are made from that Note :
“  2. It may first be asked whether the democratic idea is in accordance 

with the prevailing philosophy of the people of India. The fundamental 
principle of the modern democratic �tate is the recognition of the value of 
the individual and the belief that as each individual has but one life, full  
opportunity should be accorded to each to attain his maximum development 
in that life. Neither of these propositions is accepted in the cunent philo-
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sophy of India. This rather holds that the present life is for each only 
one of a series of existences ; that the position of each individual in this 
life has been determined for him by his merit or demerit in previous births; 
and that, therefore, his place in the social organism is irrevocably fixed and 
cannot be changed. It may therefore be safely asserted that the root notions 
of democracy run counter to all the ideas which for thousands of years 
have formed the common stock of popular belief in India.
“  3. Closely connected with the doctrine, that each man’s place in the 

present birth has been determined by his actions in the past existences is the 
institution of caste which has the effect of stereotyping and fixing unalterably 
the position of each individual in the social scale. Thus a man born 
a Brahman cannot be other than a Brahman and a man bom Pariah can 
never be other than a Pariah. Equality of opportunity is impossible under 
such conditions and it is neither recognized nor desired by Indian public 

opinion.
“  �. At the apex of the caste pyramid stands the Brahman. This caste, 

originally representing, at least in Southern India, a racial difference, has 
established through a long period of time its absolute supremacy over all 
other castes. The Brahman’s claim to supremacy is based not only on race 
and intellect but also on the injunctions of religion. The sanctity of 
a Brahman’s person and religious merit to be obtained by feeding him, 
paying for his education, providing money for the marriage of his daughters, 
endowing him with land, has been an established belief in India for 
centuries...........Brahmans possessed numberless privileges...........
“  6. With such predominence in most walks of life, it is not surprising 

that the Brahman has easily secured control )in politics.................. No
representative of the great Pariah community nor of the Christian commu-
nity has ever sat, or would ever have a chance of sitting, for one of these 
constituencies. This experience strongly suggests that the political machine in 
the future as in the past will be under the control of the Brahmans, unless 
special measures are resorted to, to secure adequate representation of the 
other classes.
“  8. Next to the Brahman �ed lon^o intervello comes the great group of 

Hindu—castes, some higher, some lower, generally grouped together as non-
Brahmans but all equally exclusive and largely antagonistic to one another. 
It is notorious that if a member of one of these castes attains to a position 
of influence he fills the offices in his gifts with his fellow castemen. The 
Standing Orders of the Government recognize this tendency and contain 
directions to counteract it. The joint report is not ignorant of this, for it 
says, * there runs through Indian Society a series of cleavages of religion, 
race and caste which constantly threaten its solidarity.’ These distinctions of 
castes do not merely threaten the solidarity of Indian Society—they prevent 
such solidarity from ever existing.
“  9. Below both the Brahmans and the non-Brahman caste Hindus, 

come the low castes or more correctly the persons of no castes who number
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in this Presidency �i.e. Madras] some ten millions of people. For convenience 
they may be referred to as the Panchama or Pariah community. These people 
are regarded, not merely as belonging to a lower class, but as conveying by 
their very presence an actual pollution which requires purificatory religious 
ceremonies.
“ 13. The difficulty of introducing democratic institutions into a society 

such as this, illiterate, divided into hard and fast castes, with Brahman at 
the top, with the various Non-Brahman Hindu castes in the middle and the 
low castes liable to be oppressed impartially by both, at the bottom must 
be very great. Nor does this difficulty seem to have been sufficiently realized 
by the writers of the Joint Report. Surely the first essential of any scheme 
of reform is that adequate safeguard should be provided for the good 
government of the inarticulate masses of the population..................”

19. If this is a correct description of the existing state of affairs then 
the Minorities of Europe cannot be said to have a better case for obtaining 
guarantees of their rights than the Depressed classes. Many people in the 
world have fallen low by force of circumstances. But having fallen they are 
free to rise. The Depressed classes on the other hand form a solitary case 
of a people who have remained fallen because their rise is opposed to the 
religious notions of the majority' of their countrymen. Much was made before 
the Muddiman Committee by certain persons of the resolutions passed by 
the various Legislative Councils, throwing open wells, dispensaries and 
dharamshalas to members of Depressed classes and of the circulars issued by 
Ministers of Education requiring children of the Depressed classes to be 
admitted to schools in common with the rest. But what a mockery such 
resolutions and circulars are will be apparent to the Commission from the 
perusal of Annexure A to this statement. It will illustrate the attitude of 
the majority towards the Depressed classes as evidenced by incidents reported 
from time to time in the various newspapers in the country (item Nos. 1 and 
10). From a perusal of these news items it will  be realized that the Depressed 
classes cannot be employed in the army, navy and the police, because such 
employment is opposed to the religious notions of the majority (item No. 8). 
They cannot be admitted in schools, because their entry is opposed to the 
religious notions of the majority (item No. 12). They cannot avail themselves 
of Government dispensaries, because Doctors will not let them cause pollu-
tion to their persons or to their dispensaries (item Nos. 2 and 5). They 
cannot live a cleaner and higher life, because to live above their prescribed 
station is opposed to the religious notions of the majority (item Nos. 1 
and 6). �o  rigorous is the enforcement of the �ocial Code against the 
Depressed classes that any attempt on the part of the Depressed classes to 
exercise their elementary rights of citizenship only ends in provoking the 
majority, to practice the worst form of social tyranny known to history 
(item Nos. 4, 7 and 11). It will be admitted that when society is itself 
a tyrant, its means of tyrannising are not restricted to the acts which it may 
do by the hands of its functionaries and it leaves fewer means of escape.



�enetrating much more dee�ly into the details of life, and enslaving the 
soul itself. Protection against such tyranny is usually to be found in the 
Police �ower of the state. But unfortunately in any struggle in which the 
De�ressed classes are on the one side and the u��er  class of Hindus on the 
other, the Police �ower is always in league with the tyrant majority (item 
No. 11), for the sim�le reason that the De�ressed classes have no footing 
whatsoever in the Police or in the Magistracy of the country.

20. In view of this, it is unfair to the De�ressed classes to be lulled 
into the belief that their interests would be safe in the hands of their country-
men, because some Councils have �assed resolutions and some of the 
Ministers have issued circulars favouring the De�ressed classes. The Sabha 
desires to caution the Commission against being lured into forming a better 
o�inion of the Hindu majority from its best instances. Pictures of loving 
exercise of authority on one side, loving submission to it on the other, of 
su�erior wisdom ordering all things for the greatest good of the de�endants 
are very gratifying to read. But such �ictures would be to the �ur�ose  only 
if any one from the De�ressed Classes denied the existence of good men 
in the Hindu society. Nobody among the De�ressed classes doubts that 
there would be great and universal ha��iness under the government of 
a good Hindu. But the fact is that laws and institutions require to be 
ada�ted not to good men but to bad. From this �oint  of view, it is safer 
to grant the minority the necessary �rotection by the inclusion of guarantee 
clauses than to leave it un�rotected on the fanciful ground that the tyrant 
majority has in it a few good men sym�athetic to the minority. Such 
guarantees may be looked down u�on by �ersons other than the De�ressed 
classes as being unnecessary ; but from the stand�oint of the De�ressed 
classes it is but an essential safeguard. There is such an enormous dread 
of the Reforms �revalent amongst the De�ressed classes that they have 
from the very beginning o��osed their introduction. So strong was their 
feeling against the Reforms that in one of the addresses �resented to 
Mr. Montague the De�ressed classes declared “  we shall fight to the last 
dro� of our blood, against any attem�t to transfer the seat of authority in 
this country from the British hands to the so-called high class Hindus. ”  
Nothing can allay such fears as the system of guarantees can do. Government 
is based u�on faith and not u�on reason. If the De�ressed classes can have 
no faith in the new constitution it is statesmanshi� to buy that faith if  
it can be done so with the concession of guarantees herein demanded.
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�NNEXURE �

�tem No. 1
(From the Times of India 8th February 1928)

NO UPLIFT FOR ANTYAJA�
As a landmark in the rapid progress of Indian social reform, a lecture 

delivered last month by Mahamahopadhyaya Pandit Ananta Krishna 
�hastri (Professor, Calcutta University) to an audience of �anatanist 
(orthodox) Agrawal Marwadis of Bombay in the local Nara-Narayan 
temple, deserves to be rescued from unmerited oblivion. The subject of the 
discourse was “  The way to uplift the Patits (i.e. ‘ fallen ’ untouchables)” , 
and the chair was graced by �hri  Jagadguru Anantacharya Maharaj of the 
new Vaishnav temple in Bombay. The lecturer proved by citations from 
the �hastras that the various castes have always been in existence and will  
continue so to exist till the end of all time. He added that those who talk 
of uplifting the “  Fallen ” (Antyajas) are merely talking, and that, in fact, 
there is no way of uplifting the Antyajas in the sense of getting them 
admitted into any of the four castes or taking them out of their present 
social position.

ORTHODOX GENERO�ITY
The learned lecturer suggested the only possible way of uplifting the 

“ unupliftable Fallen ” , namely, generously restoring to them some of their 
inalienable professions at present encroached upon by unthinking and un-
orthodox caste people. “  In this 20th century,” said the Mahamahopa-
dhyaya, “  people on getting up in the morning sit down to clean 
their costly shoes instead of performing their appointed morning ritual. 
Next they sit down to shave themselves. And instead of cleaning 
their teeth in the �wadeshi style (i.e., with twigs of babool, etc.), they sit 
down to rub powder on their teeth with brushes. By doing all these things 
they deprive Mochis (cobblers), Hajams (barbers), and tooth-stick sellers of 
their livelihood. Let everyone do his duty according to Dharma and rest 
content. This is the only way to bring about the uplift of the Antyajas,— 
let those who have deprived these Fallen people of their means of liveli -
hood restore it to them.”

�tem No. 2

(From the Times of India 2nd March 1928)
ANTYAJAS �N �ND�A

But, the patriots will protest, all this happened in British India, not in 
Indian India. Well, we know what happened to Balais only the other day 
in a big Central India Native �tate for wearing gold and silver ornaments 
and absurdly presuming to behave like touchable caste Hindus. And this 
is what the Saurashtra reports about the Antyajas in Baroda territory where 
the Maharaja himself sympathises so deeply with these unfortunates : “  The 
order to admit Antyaja boys into Gujarati schools is on paper only. In nearly
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95 per cent, of schools the Antyaja children are made to sit outside in the 
cold, heat or rain, and they are made to fetch cowdung, fuel, droppings, dust 
etc........... In April 1927 an Antyaja went to the Damnagar dispensary for
medicine. The Doctor made him wait for twelve hours and then examined 
him—from a distance and gave him medicine—from a distance. This 
happened in the presence of an Antyaja member of the Baroda Legislative 
Assembly.” And the �ratap  of Surat tells us that when a teacher in the 
Navasari Antyaja Ashram took an ailing boy to the local hospital, the 
doctor in charge drove them both away with these remarkable words : 
“  Get away ! This is not Gandhi Raj but Baroda Sarkar’s Raj 1

Item No. 3
(From the Evening News 11th May 1926) 

UNTOUCHABLE IN JAMBUSAR MUNICIPALITY
FOUR HIN�US  RESIGN

A sensation has been caused in Jambusar at the election of an untouch-
able to the Jambusar Municipality. Four Hindu members have iesigned, 
while the rest have promised not to touch the untouchable member and to 
bathe if ever they touched him.

Item No. 4
(From the Bombay Chronicle) 

KOLABA DEPRESSED CLASS CONFERENCE
ROW�YISM  OF UPPER CLASS HIN�US

The Times of India in its issue of the 2�th gives a statement of the riot 
at Mahad. But as that statement is incomplete and fails to give a correct 
idea of what happened it is necessary to give a complete and correct account 
of the riot
A Conference of the Depressed Classes of the Kolaba District was held 

at Mahad on the 19th and 20th instants [i.e. of March 1927] under the 
Presidentship of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, Bar-at-Law. The attendance of the 
depressed classes was over 2,500 and great enthusiasm prevailed. But the 
work of the Conference was severely marred by a riot, the responsibility 
for which rests entirely upon the upper class Hindu residents of the town 
of Mahad. On the first day of the Conference after the President had 
delivered his address, several upper class Hindus addressed the Conference 
assuring the depressed classes that, they were willing to help them in all 
ways and urging that the depressed classes should not cultivate hatred of 
the upper class Hindus. In pursuance of this, the Subjects Committee 
drafted a resolution among others laying down what the upper class Hindus 
should do for the uplift of the depressed classes. In the Subjects Committee 
attention was drawn by some people to the fact that there was a great 
difficulty at Mahad for the depressed classes in obtaining water for drinking 
purposes and that this difficulty was felt not only by the resident depressed 
classes of Mahad but also by the depressed classes from villages who 
resorted to Mahad for private business or for the purposes of Government
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work. So great was the scarcity that water worth Rs. 15 had to be bought 
each day to satisfy the needs of the Conference. The Municipality of Mahad 
had sometime ago passed a resolution declaring the tanks in the city to be 
open to the public but as it had not placed a board there, people feared 
to resort to them. The Subjects Committee, therefore, decided after taking 
the sense of the upper classes who attended the Conference in this matter, 
that the Conference should go in body to the Chowdar tank and help the 
depressed classes in establishing their right to take water.

A FAL�E  RUMOUR

When, therefore, the Conference met on the morning of the 20th, and 
the first resolution which declared what the upper classes should do for the 
depressed classes was put before the Conference by members of depressed 
classes the President requested Messrs. Purushottam Prabhakar Joshi and 
Govind Narayan Dharya [as representatives of the upper classes] to speak 
on the resolution. With the exception of one clause in the resolution dealing 
with inter-marriages they both accepted the resolution. Having thus assured 
itself that there was general support behind it the Conference when the 
Session was over, went in body to the said tank. The procession was a most 
peaceful one and everything passed off quietly. But after about two hours 
some evil minded leaders of the town raised a false rumour that the 
depressed classes were planning to enter the temple of Vireshwar, whereupon 
a large crowd of riff  raffs were collected all armed with bamboo sticks. The 
crowd soon became aggressive and the whole town at once became a surging 
mass of rowdies who seemed to be out for the blood of the depressed classes.

TWENTY WOUNDED

The depressed classes were busy in taking their meal before dispersing 
to their villages. When a large part of them had left the town the rowdies 
entered the kitchen where the depressed classes were taking their food. There 
would have been a regular battle between the two forces; but the depressed 
classes were held back by their leaders and thus a far more serious riot was 
averted. The rowdies finding no occasion for provocation began patrolling 
the main street and assaulting the members of the depressed classes who in 
stray batches were passing along on their way to their villages and committed 
trespass in the houses of several depressed class people and gravely assaulted 
them. In all, the number of wounded, among the depressed classes is supposed 
to be as large as 20. In this the attitude of the depressed classes was com-
mendable whereas the attitude of many of the upper classes was unworthy. 
The depressed classes assembled vastly out-numbered the upper classes. But as 
the object of their leaders was to do everything in a non-violent and absolutely 
constitutional manner they set their faces against any aggression on the part 
of the depressed classes. It speaks a great deal in favour of the depressed 
classes that although the provocation given to them was immense they kept 
their self-control. The Mahad Conference has shown that the upper classes 
are not willing to allow the depressed classes to enjoy such elementary civic 
rights as taking water from public water-courses.

�  4002—29
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The most reprehensible part of the conduct of the upper caste Hindus 
in Mahad and Kolaba District was that messages were sent immediately to 
the different villages asking the upper class people there to punish the 
delegates of the Conference as soon as they returned to their respective 
villages. In obedience to this mandate assaults were committed on a number 
of Mahars returning from the Conference either before or after they reached 
their villages where the depressed classes have the disadvantage of being 
overwhelmingly out-numbered by the upper caste Hindus. The leaders of the 
depressed classes have appealed to the authorities for protection and the 
District Officials including the D. S. P. are making enquiries on the spot. It 
must, however, be stated that if the Resident Magistrate had not allowed 
two precious hours to pass without doing anything the riot would have 

probably been averted.

�tem No. 5

(From �oung India 5th May 1927)

MAN ’S INHUMANITY  TO MAN

(By M. K. Gandhi)

In another column will be seen an extract from Navajivan of a most 
disgraceful case of calculated inhumanity of a medical man towards the 
dying wife of a member of the suppressed class in a Kathiawad village. 
Sjt. Amritlal Thakkar who is responsible for giving the details of the case 
has withheld the names of the place and parties for fear of the poor suppressed 
class schoolmaster being further molested by the medical man, I wish, 
however, that the names will be disclosed. Time must come when the 
suppressed class people will have to be encouraged by us to dare to 
suffer further hardships and tyranny. Their sufferings are already too great 
for any further sufferings to be really felt. Public opinion cannot be roused 
over grievances that cannot be verified and traced to their sources. I do 
not know the rules of the Medical Council in Bombay. I know that 
in other places a medical practitioner, who refused to attend before 
his fees were paid, would be answerable to the Council and would be 
liable to have his name removed from the Council’s list and be other-
wise subject to disciplinary action. Fees are no doubt exactable; but 
proper attendance upon patients is the first duty of a medical practitioner. 
The real inhumanity, however, if the facts stated are true, consists in the 
practitioner refusing to enter the untouchable’s quarters, refusing himself 
to see the patient, and refusing himself to apply the thermometer. And if  
the doctrine of untouchability can ever be applied in any circumstances, 
it is certainly applicable to this member of the profession which he has 
disgraced. But I am hoping that there is some exaggeration in the state-
ment made by Sjt. Thakkar’s correspondent and, if there is none, that the 
medical practitioner will himself come forth and make ample amends to 
the society which he has so outraged by his inhuman conduct.



�EAD,  �EFLECT  AND WEEP
There is a school for the children of the suppressed classes in a village 

in Kathiawad. The teacher is a cultured, patriotic man belonging to the 
�hedh  or Weaver (untouchable) class. He owes his education to the com-
pulsory education policy of His Highness the Gayakwad and had been doing 
his little bit for the amelioration of his community. He is a man of cleanly 
habits and refined manners, so that no one can recognise him as belonging to 
the untouchable class. But because he had the fortune or misfortune of 
teaching the children of his own community in a conservative village in 
Kathiawad,^everyone regards him as an untouchable. But unmindful of that 
he had been silently working away. There are some moments, however, when 
the most patient man living under intolerable conditions may give vent to 
agony and indignation, which are evident in the following letters from the 
schoolmaster. Every little sentence in it is surcharged with pathos. I have 
purposely omitted the names of the village and all the people mentioned in 
the letter, lest the schoolmaster should come into further trouble.

Namaskar. My wife was delivered of a child on the 5th instant. On the 
7th she was taken ill, had motions, lost her speech, had hard breathing and 
swelling on the chest, and her ribs were aching painfully. I want to call in 
Dr.—, but he said ‘ I will  not come to the untouchable’s quarters. 1 will  not 
examine her either.’ Then I approached the Nagarsheth—and the Garrsia 
Durbar—, and requested them to use their good offices for me. They came 
and on the Nagarsheth standing surety for me for the payment of �s.  2 as 
the doctor’s fee, and on condition that the patient would be brought outside 
the untouchable’s quarters, he consented to come. He came, we took out the 
woman who had a baby only two days old. Then the doctor gave his thermo-
meter to a Musalman who gave it to me. I applied the thermometer and then 
returned it to the Musalman who gave it to the doctor. It was about eight 
O’clock, and having inspected the thermometer in the light of a lamp, he said: 
‘ She has pneumonia and suffocation ’ . After this the doctor left and sent 
medicine. I got linseed from the market and we are applying linseed poultice 
and giving her the medicine. The doctor would not condescend to examine 
her, simply looked at her from a distance. Of course I gave �s.  2 for his fee. 
It is a serious illness. Everything is in His hands I

II
The light in my life has gone out. She passed away at 2 O’clock this 

afternoon.
Comment is needless. What shall one say about the inhumanity of the 

doctor who being an educated man refused to apply the thermometer except 
through the medium of a Musalman to purify it, and who treated an ailing 
woman lying in for two days worse than a dog or a cat ? What shall one 
say of the society that tolerates this inhumanity ? One can but reflect and 

weep.

N 4002
A. V. Thakkar
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Item No. 6

(From the �imes of India dated 1-�-28 and 10-2-28)
TYRANNY OF HINDUS

RULES FOR BALAIS

Mode of life laid down
Last May high caste Hindus, viz., Kalotas, Rajputs, and Brahmins 

including the patels and patwaris of villages Kanaria, Bicholee Hafsi, Bicholi 
Mardana, and of about 15 other villages in the Indore district informed 
the Balais of their respective villages that if they wished to live among 
them, they must conform to the following rules :—1. Balais must not wear 
gold lace bordered pugrees ; 2. They must not wear dhoties with coloured 
or fancy borders ; 3. They must convey intimation of the death of any 
Hindu to relatives of deceased—no matter how far away these relatives may 
be living ; �. In all Hindu marriages, the Balais must play music before 
the processions, and during the marriages ; 5. The Balai women must not 
wear gold or silver ornaments ; they must not wear fancy gowns, or jackets ;
6. Balai women must attend all cases of confinement of Flindu women ;
7. The Balais must render services without demanding remuneration, and 
must accept whatever a Hindu is pleased to give ; 8. If the Balais do not 
agree to abide by these terms, they must clear out of the villages.

BALAIS REFUSE COMPLIANCE

The Balais refused to comply ; and the Hindu element proceeded against 
them. Balais were not allowed to get water from the village wells; they 
were not allowed to let go their cattle to graze. Balais were prohibited from 
passing through land owned by a Hindu ; so that if the field of a Balai was 
surrounded by fields owned by Hindus, the Balai could have no access to 
his own field. The Hindus also let their cattle graze down the fields of Balais. 
The Balais submitted petitions to the Darbar against these persecutions ; but 
as they could get no timely relief, and the oppression continued hundreds 
of Balais, with their wives and children, were obliged to abandon their 
homes in which their ancestors lived for generations, and migrate to adjoining 
States, viz., to villages in Dhar, Dewas, Bagli, Bhopal, Gwalior, and other 
States.

COMPULSORY AGREEMENT

Only � ' few days ago the Hindus of Reoti village barely 7 miles to North 
of Indore City ordered the Balais to sign a stamped agreement in accordance 
with the rules framed against the Balais by the Hindus of other villages. The 
Balais refused to comply. It is alleged that some of them were beaten by the 
Hindus ; and one Balai was fastened to a post, and was told that he would be 
let go on agreeing to sign the agreement. He signed the agreement; and was 
released. Some Balais from this village ran up to the Prime Minister, the 
next day, i.e.» on the 20th December, and made a complaint about the ill-  
treatment they have received from the Hindu villagers of Reoti. They were 
sent to the Subha of the District. This Officer, with the help of the Police, 
made inquiries at the village, and recommended that action be taken against



�he Hindus under Sec�ions 342 and 147 and agains� �he Balais under 
Sec�ion 147, Indian Penal Code.

BALAIS LEAVE VILLAGES
CASTE TYRANNY

�GNORANCE OF LAW, A HAND�CAP

There has been no improvemen� in �he �rea�men� of �he Balais by �he 
Hindu residen�s of cer�ain villages. Balais, i� has already been repor�ed, 
have been ill-�rea�ed by �he higher cas�e Hindus. From �he Depalpur 
Pergana alone, Indore Dis�ric� a large number of Balais have had �o leave 
�heir homes and find shel�er in adjoining S�a�es. The villages from which 
Balais have been forced �o clear ou� are Badoli, Ahirkheral, Piploda, Moo�- 
khera, Pamalpur, Karoda, Cha�wada, Newri Pan, Sanauda, Ajno�i, Kha�edi, 
and Sanavda. Pamalpur village has been al�oge�her deser�ed, and no� 
a Balai, man, woman, or child, is �o be found �here. Nanda Balai, a residen� 
of one of �he above villages, i� is alleged, was severely bea�en by �he Hindus 
of �he village. In one village, �he repor� goes, �he Hindus burn� down all 
�he dwellings of �he Balais bu� �he offenders have no� ye� been �raced.
Balais are ignoran� village folk, who are ignoran� of legal procedure 

and �hink �ha� if a pe�i�ion is sen� �o �he �irkar  all �ha� is required will  be 
done for �hem. They have no� �he knowledge, or �he means and prac�ice �o 
pursue a complain� �o i�s end ; and, as �hey, i� is said in some cases, failed 
�o a��end or produce wi�nesses in suppor� of �heir allega�ions, �he Magis�ra�e 
had no al�erna�ive bu� �o dismiss �heir complain�.

�tem No. 7

(From �he Bombay Chronicle 25�h February 1928) 
ORTHODOXY RUN MAD

ALLEGED BARBAROUS TREATMENT OF “  UNTOUCHABLES ”  
CR�ME OF BE�NG MAHARS

Mr. Keshavaji Ranchhodji Vaghela from Ahmedabad has informed 
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, Presiden�, Bahishkri� Hi�karini Sabha as follows :
One Bapoorao Laxman and his bro�her Kaurao have been residen�s of 

Ahmedabad during �he las� six years. They used �o mix wi�h some people 
from �he Deccan belonging �o Mara�ha cas�e, Kaurao’s �wo sons viz. Damoo 
and Laxuman used �o �ake par� in �he Bhajan par�ies of �he Mara�has. The 
la��er, however, recen�ly came �o know �ha� �he bro�hers Damoo and Laxuman 
were Mahars by cas�e and in order �o ascer�ain �his, �wo Mahars employed 
on �he Parcel Train be�ween Sura� and Ahmedabad were specially called 
�o iden�ify Damoo and Laxuman. Af�er i� was ascer�ained �ha� Damoo and 
Laxuman were Mahars �hey were called a� a Bhajan par�y a� Kalupur, 
Bhanderi Pole, a� midnigh� on �he 11�h ins�an�. Asked as �o wha� cas�e �hey 
belonged �o, Damoo and Laxuman replied �ha� �hey were Somvanshis. This 
reply enraged �he Mara�has who freely abused �hem for having defiled �heir 
persons and places. The Mahar bro�hers were also assaul�ed by �he Mara�has. 
One of �he bro�hers had a gold ring on his person. I� was forcibly �aken
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away from him and sold for Rs. 11. Out of this amount Rs. 6 was paid to 
the Mahars who had been called from Surat to identify the brothers. Damoo 
and Laxuman entreated the Marathas to allow them to return to their 
homes, the latter refused to do so unless a fine Rs. 500 was paid. On the 
Mahar brothers pleading their inability to pay such a heavy sum, one of the 
Marathas suggested that the Mahar brothers should be fined only Rs. 125. 
But then one of the Marathas opposed the proposal for fine saying that they 
should not be satisfied with fine, but should punish the Mahars severely 
for their crime of concealing their caste. Having decided upon the course, 
the Mahar brothers were detained and at about 9 O'clock in the morning 
they were subjected to barbarous indignities. Their mustaches in the left side 
and eyebrows on the right side were shaved, their bodies besmeared wiih 
soot mixed in oil and also with dirt, garlands made of old shoes were put 
around their necks, and one of them was asked to hold a broom in his 
hand and the other to hold a placard on which it was written that the punish-
ment was meted out to the culprits for venturing to touch high caste people. 
The Mahar brothers were taken in procession consisting of about 75 people, 
a drum being beaten in the front

A complaint has been lodged with the Police by the said two Mahar 
brothers. The accused in their statement have admitted that Damoo and 
Laxuman were treated in the alleged manner, but pleaded that the com-
plainants had willingly  agreed to undergo the punishment. Obviously Damoo 
and Laxuman were helpless when they were abused, assaulted and threatened 
with severe punishment and actually subjected to barbarous indignities. This 
case has created a great sensation among the people belonging to the so-called 
untouchables castes and efforts are being made to give proper legal aid to 
the complainants.

Item No. 8
(Bombay Legislative Council Debates 1927, Vol. XX)  

(Part XVI, p. 1373)
�olice  : Enlistment of Mahars

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Will Government be pleased to state whether there 
is any rule prohibiting the enlistment of the Depressed classes in the police 
constabulary force of the Presidency ?

The Honourable Mr. J. E. B. Hotson : There is no such rule.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Will the Honourable Member please inform me 

why the Commissioner of Police for the city of Bombay refuses to appoint 
depressed class members in the police constabulary if there is no restriction ?

The Honourable Mr. J. E. B. Hotson : This opens up a very large subject, 
I can only say that there are practical difficulties which are known to 
every member of this House, and which stand in the way of the more 
extensive enlistment of these classes in the police. There is no prohibition 
against it.

N.B.—The practical difficulties referred to by Mr. Hotson are evidently 
difficulties arising out of untouchability.



�tem No. 9

�Bombay Legislative Council Debates 1928, Vol. XXII)  
�Part II, pp. 96-97)

�lerks  in Government Service
Mr. R. S. Asarale: Will  Government be pleased to state the total number 

in the clerical ranks in the offices of the various departments of 
[Government] ?
The Honourable Sir �hunilal  Mehta: A statement giving the requisite 

information is placed on the Council Table :

Marathas 
and allied 

castes

Muham-
madans

Depres-
sed 

classes

Advan-
ced

Hindus

Parsis
Chris-

tians and
Jews

Others Total

1 The Secre-
tariat.

31 11 208 38 81 11 440

II P. W. D. 6 64 8 10 3 91

Ill Collector 
of Bombay

3 8 ' 28 4 1 44

IV Commis-
sioner of 
Excise.

1 12 5 18

V Small
Causes
Court.

9 7 58 1 5 8 97

VI High
Court.

4 15 125 22 23 9 198

VII Bombay 
Police 
Courts.

7 4 32 4 47

VIII Com-
missioner 
of Police, 
Bombay.

7 59 4 87

�tem No. 10

�From the Times of India 30th May 1928)
THROUGH INDIAN EYES
“  CHAMARDAS  AND MAHARDAS  ”

How sincere the political lions '.re when they roar about the disabilities 
and hardships of the Untouchables, was clearly brought out at the Maha-
rashtra Conference when the question of the removal of untouchability was 
adroitly shelved. Among the half dozen or so of protestants against this trick 
were men belonging to the Swarajya. One of them wrote in that paper an 
outspoken article, exposing the general Hindu outlook on the thorny problem,
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which throws much light on what the Maharashtra Conference did. “  While 
speaking to me the other day,” says the writer about the Samata Sangha 
(Social Equality Society) of Poona, “  a friend of mine said : ‘ Because 
people like you join them, these Chambhardas and Mahardas (contemptible 
Chamars and Mahars) become isolent’ ...... From this utterance one can
realise what a terrible hatred of the Untouchable classes still exists among 
the upper classes.”

RESOLUTIONS AN�  AC  la

The sad reformer continues : “  Mahatmaji issued a proclamation that 
untouchability was a blot on Hindu dharma; Swamy Shraddhanand and 
Lala Lajpatrai have said all along that we shall never be able to win 
Swaraj if untouchability is not removed from Hindu Society ; during the 
last seven years resolutions for its removal are being adopted by the 
Congress ; but what is the actual result of all these activities ? Utterances 
like the one given above are still coming out of the mouths of highly 
educated persons ! We pass resolutions in the Congress and the Hindu 
Sabha advocating temple entry of Untouchables and urging that public 
tanks, wells, etc., should be thrown open to them. But when the time for 
putting them into practice comes, we contemn the Untouchables, nay, we 
assault them and then proceed legally against them and send them to 
jail.”

Item No. 11

RESOLUTIONS PASSED AT THE DEPRESSED CLASSES 
CONFERENCE HELD AT DAPOLI (District Ratnagiri)

1. (a) This Conference express indignation at the campaign of persecu-
tion carried on by the so-called high caste Hindus in this district against 
the depressed classes for the refusal on the latter’s part to eat the meat of 
dead animals.
(6) This Conference is extremely grieved to find that the Police officers 

and Magistrates in the district systematically abuse the depressed class people 
instead of giving them protection against the tyranny and injustice to which 
they are being subjected by the so-called high caste Hindus through impound-
ing the cattle of the former, committing assaults on them and making it 
impossible for them to obtain the necessaries of life in the bazars by observing 
a strict social bycott against them.
(c) This Conference appeals to the Government to take steps for having 

the usual �aluta  remuneration paid to the Watandar Mahars who have been 
deprived of the same by the high caste Hindu villagers owing to the former’s 
refusal to eat the carrion and cany dead animals, beg alms and do other 
unclean things.
2. (a) Having come to know that in a number of villages it is the Police 

Patel who countenances the campaign of persecution against the depressed 
class people, this Conference requests the Government to take proper steps 
against such Police Patels.



�6) This Conference requests the Government to appoint in each district 
a special Police Inspector from amongst the depressed classes for the protec-
tion of these classes and to admit recruits from these classes in the police 
service.

�c) This Conference requests the Government immediately to quarter 
punitive police under the command of military pensioners belonging to the 
depressed classes, at the villages of Vadval, Matven, Tulsi, Degaon, Mandan- 
gad, Satara etc. at the expense of the so-called high caste Hindus residing 
in these villages in view of the fact that owing to harassment and social 
boycott and open assaults it has become impossible for the depressed classes 
to live in these villages.

3. This Conference is emphatically of the opinion that no further instal-
ment of self-government be given to India except with proper safeguard for 
the interests of the depressed classes.

�tem No. 12

�From the �ombay Chronicle dated 20-10-27)

MUNICIPAL SCHOOLS [ IN THE CITY OF BOMBAY  ]

The Schools Committee has made itself ridiculous by taking fright at 
the little question of drinking “  lotas ” �pots). It seems that, in spite of the 
Corporation’s resolution that there should be no caste discrimination in the 
Municipal Schools, “  depressed ” class children are given separate pots for 
drinking water. A sub-committee of the Schools Committee recommended 
that all children should be given the same pots. But the members of the 
Schools Committee gravely cogitated over this recommendation and enter-
tained all sorts of fears. Some said that the change would be resented by 
the caste Hindus ; evidently, the resentment of the “  low ” caste Hindus 
does not count for much. Prof. V. G. Rao said that it was a revolutionary 
change and Mr. D. G. Dalvi, himself a well-known social reformer, added 
to these fears a legal one, that some parents might file a suit against the 
Committee. Ultimately the Schools Committee referred the question back 
to the sub-committee, which was tantamount to saying that the latter’s 

recommendation was not acceptable to them.
A CALCULATED  �NSULT

The fears mentioned above are absurd, as every boy is expected to wash 
a pot well before using it, on sanitary and—if he is so minded—on caste 
grounds. That a pot once used by an “  untouchable ” boy becomes itself 
untouchable or unusable by the “  high ” caste Hindus in spite of its being 
washed clean, is a calculated insult to the unfortunate “  depressed ” ciasses, 

which we certainly did not expect the Schools Committee to countenance. 
Mr. Dalvi stated that in view of compulsory education in some Wards 
parents might file a suit against the Committee “  for enforcing an obligation 
which was by no means a legal one But nobody is under an obligation to
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use the common pots in the schools. Those parents who are so over scrupu-
lous may give their own pots to their children and thereby protect their 
“  religion ” . As for the “  depressed ” classes the insult to them remains, 
whether they bring their own pots or betake themselves to other schools 
where better notions of justice prevail.



�VID�NC�  OF Dr. AMB�DKAR  B�FOR�  TH�  
INDIAN  STATUTORY COMMISSION  ON 

23rd OCTOB�R  1928

INDIAN STATUTORY COMMISSION, POONA*

Dated 23rd October 1928

Present

�LL  THE MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION, OF THE CENTR�L 
COMMITTEE (EXCEPT R�J�  N�W  �B  �Ll  KH�N)  �ND  OF THE 

BOMB�Y PROVINCI�L COMMITTEE

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar (a member of the Bombay Committee) and Dr. P. G. 
Solanki (representing the Depressed Classes), called and examined.
Chairman : Just to remind my colleagues, the documents we should have 

before us ure : Dr. Ambedkar’s Statement on behalf of the Depressed Classes’ 
Institute of Bombay and the Joint Memorandum of the Depressed Indian 
Association, Bombay, and the Servants of Somavamshi Society. Dr. Ambedkar 
has changed his seat, because he is acting for the moment as one of our 
witnesses. Dr. Ambedkar, of course, we know as a member of the Bombay 
Committee. I think, Dr. Solanki, you or your Association is responsible for 

the other document ?
Dr. Solanki : I concur in the document submitted by Dr. Ambedkar.

2. I should like you to begin, Dr. Ambedkar, by helping us as to the 
sort of number of depressed classes in this Presidency. Can you help us about 
that ?
Dr. �mbedkar : I find that the depressed class population, as computed 

in the Memorandum submitted by the Government of Bombay is estimated 

at 1,478,390 as may be seen from page 3 of their Memorandum (Vol. VII).

3. Let us see. They say, “ The depressed classes, which include mostly 
the Dheds, Mangs, Mahars and Holiyas, number, according to the Census

♦Indian Salutary Commission, Vol. XVI. Selections from Memoranda and Oral 
Evidence, Part I, published by His Majesty’s Stationery Office, London, 1930, 
p. 52-75. This Commission is populariy known after its Chairman Sir John Simon.



�f  1921, 1,478,390 appr�ximately.” What d�  y�u  say ab�ut that figure ?
�r.  Ambedkar : As y�u  will see, the figure I have given �n  page 39 �f  

my Mem�randum is ab�ut 28 lakhs.
4. Y�u  think the number sh�uld be ab�ut 2,800,000 ?
�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.
5. H�w  d�es the discrepancy arise ?
�r.  Ambedkar : The first thing I sh�uld like t�  say is this, that the 

figures given by the G�vernment �f  B�mbay are taken, I believe, fr�m  the 
Census �f  India, 1921, V�l.  8, B�mbay Presidency, Part II, the tables starting 
�n  page 176, while the figures which I give in my mem�randum are fr�m  
Chapter 11 �f  V�l.  1 �f  the Census �f  India, 1921. These are the figures 
estimated by the Direct�r �f  Census, wh� has c�llected the figures �f  the 
different Pr�vinces, and his c�mputati�ns, which I have taken b�dily,  are 
given �n  page 39 �f  my mem�randum under the heading “  P�pulati�n  �f  
the Depressed Classes in India ” , and sh�w the figures f�r  the different 
Pr�vinces, giving the p�pulati�n  �f  the depressed classes in each. N�w,  as 
we see, there is this discrepancy between the tw�  sets �f  figures. These 
figures �f  c�urse, can never be exact, neither the Pr�vincial n�r  the Central 
figures. In fact, if the C�nference will refer t�  the remarks �f  the Direct�r  
�f  the Census �f  India, which I c�mmence qu�ting �n page 39 �f  my 
mem�randum, it will  be seen that, after giving the t�tal  estimated p�pulati�n  
�f  the depressed classes he g�es �n t�  say (page 39 �f  mem�randum, in 
italics)*,  “  This, h�wever, must be taken as a l�w  and c�nservative estimate 
since it d�es n�t include (1) the full strength �f  the castes and tribes 
c�ncerned, and (2) the tribal ab�rigines m�st recently abs�rbed in Hinduism, 
many �f  wh�m are c�nsidered impure. We may c�nfidently place the 
numbers �f  the depressed classes, all �f  wh�m are c�nsidered impure, at 
s�mething between 55 and 60 milli�ns  in India pr�per.” Then he gives the 
figures f�r  each pr�vince.

�See para. 7, Qu�tati�n  paragraph 193 at pages 436-37 �f  this b��k.

6. W�uld  y�u  mind if I just try t�  clear my �wn  mind, n�t  by reference 
t�  precise figures, but by c�ntrasting tw�  c�ncepti�ns ? It is manifest that if  
s�me auth�rities, speaking with the precisi�n �f  Census returns, give a t�tal  
like 1,478,000, and �ther auth�rities, als� speaking with precisi�n, give 
a figure like 2,800,000, the sec�nd auth�rities must be including pe�ple n�t  
included by the first ?

�r.  Ambedkar : That is s�, and I sh�uld, theref�re, like t�  p�int  �ut  
t�  the C�nference that the pr�vincial figures d�  n�t  include certain castes 
which are, as a matter �f  fact, unt�uchable castes.
7. May we put it like this ? See if I have it c�rrect, and if I have n�t  

please tell me. I have been studying it as well as I can, alth�ugh I have been 
l��king  f�rward t�  y�ur  help and that �f  Dr. S�lanki. In �ne sense �f  the 
term, by “  Depressed Classes ” y�u  might mean unt�uchables in the sense �f  
pers�ns wh�  are Hindus, but wh�  are denied access t�  the Hindu temples,



�ight  you not ?
�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.
8. In another sense you �ight  include in the “  Depressed Classes ” not 

only those people who�  I have described, but also the cri�inal  tribes, the 
hill tribes and other people who no doubt are very low in the scale, but 
who are not, perhaps, in the narrower sense untouchables fro�  the point 
of view of the Hindus hierarchy ?

�r.  Ambedkar: Quite.
9. Is not that a possible view ?
�r.  Ambedkar : That is a possible view.

10. Is not that the real'explanation of why in so�e  connections you get 
a certain figure for the depressed classes, �eaning untouchables, persons 
who are refused ad�ission to the Hindu te�ples,  whereas on the other hand 
you so�eti�es  get a bigger figure which would include these cri�inal  and 
hill tribes ?

�r.  Ambedkar : I do not think that is so in this case, because the figures 
I have given see�  to have reference to the depressed classes as distinct fro�  
the hill tribes and the cri�inal  tribes.
11. Let �e  point this out to you. I have before �e  these three figures. 

I have got a figure of 1,478,000 odd for untouchables taken fro�  the Census 
of 1921, and �ade  up of these Mahars, Dheds and other people. Then I have 
a long list of cri�inal  tribes and so on, which adds up to 589,000—just over 
half a �illion.  Then I have a third list of aboriginals and hill tribes- -Bhils, 
and people of that sort—and they add up to another �illion.  If you were to 
add the aboriginal and cri�inal  tribes in with the first figure, you would get 
a total approxi�ately like the larger figure you give of 2,800,000 ?

�r.  Ambedkar : The quotation I reproduce on page 39 of �y  �e�o -
randu�  fro�  the re�arks of the Directors of the Census gives �e  the 
i�pression that his figures are strictly for the depressed classes. My feeling 
is that the figures co�puted by the Director of the Census and referred to 
by hi�  in the paragraph which I quote on page 39 of �y  �e�orandu�  

are figures which apply only to the depressed classes.
12................ I see that the Director of the Census of India for 1921 says

this : “  It has been usual in recent years to speak of a certain section of 
the co��unity  as the ‘ Depressed Classes ’—so far as I a�  aware the ter�  
has no final definition, nor is it certain exactly who�  it covers.” Then he 
refers to so�e  educational criticis�s.  That is the passage you �ean  ?

�r.  Ambedkar : Yes, and “  The total population classed according to 
these lists as depressed a�ounted to 31 �illion  persons or 19 per cent, of the 
Hindu and tribal population of British India.” That re�ark  would .appear 
to exclude the tribal people fro�  the depressed classes.
13. I do not know. Anyhow, that is one possible explanation, and 

I think you agree a possible explanation is that the s�aller  figure is the 
figure of untouchables in the sense I have tried to define. I think you agree



�ha� is a possible view. I� is manifes� �ha� for many purposes �hose in�eres�ed 
in �rying �o promo�e �he advancemen� and eleva�ion of �hose who are mos� 
depressed may very well include in �heir survey a wider number of persons, 
including �he criminal and hill �ribes. Tha� is a possibili�y ?

�r.  Ambedkar ; I� is a possibili�y.
14. I should like �o sugges� �o you ano�her possible view. I do no� know 

if i� qualifies i�. On page 39 of your documen� you poin� ou�, qui�e 
accura�ely, I �hink, �ha� if you add �he provincial figures �oge�her you ge� 
some�hing like 55 �o 60 millions in India proper ?

�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.
15. “ India proper ” �here, I �hink, would include �he Indian S�a�es?
�r.  Ambedkar : Yes, I �hough� of �ha�, bu� I would poin� ou� one �hing. 

He seems �o exclude �he Indian S�a�es, because he gives a separa�e figure 
for Baroda.

16. Perhaps he men�ions one or �wo of �he larger ones ?
�r.  Ambedkar : Probably. Qualifica�ion of �he figures.
17. We do no�, of course, wan� �o spend �oo long on �he s�a�is�ical poin�, 

because, af�er all, whe�her �he righ� figure �o �ake is 1| million or 
2 millions or 2| millions, i� is obvious, i� is a very large number of people, 
and �hey are people who deserve our very special considera�ion ?

�r.  Ambedkar : One poin� I wish �o men�ion is �his, �ha� �he figures 
from which �he provincial figures are compu�ed are in �he �able which deals 
only wi�h �he principal Indian cas�es. I� is no� an exhaus�ive �able, and 
I find by going over �he differen� cas�es which are men�ioned in �his �able 
�ha� i� does no� give any figures wha�soever for �en cas�es, which are un-
doub�edly cas�es. They are no� included in �he principal Indian cas�es.

18. Wha� I was going �o sugges�, if i� was agreeable �o you bo�h, was �his. 
You have called a��en�ion �o �he main considera�ions wi�h regard �o �he 
figures and, wi�hou� fixing absolu�ely �he righ� figures, I �hink i� would be 
well �o ge� rid of �his figures poin� as quickly as possible and �hen we can 
ge� �o �he ques�ion of considering �he posi�ion and �rea�men� of �hese classes ; 
o�herwise we may occupy a long �ime on ari�hme�ic. I have asked wha� 
I wan� �o pu� abou� i�, and I am qui�e prepared �o �ake i� �ha� if you apply 
a narrower �es� you may ge� a figure of 11 millions, bu� �ha� wi�h a wider 
�es� you will ge� a figure of be�ween 2 and 3 millions. I accep� �ha� from 
you, as I follow i� ?

�r.  Ambedkar; Yes, wi�h �his qualifica�ion, �ha� �he Bombay figures do 
no� include �en of �he cas�es.

Chairman : We wan� �o ge� �o �he real poin�, which is �heir represen�a�ion. 
Is �here anyone who wan�s �o occupy �ime on �his s�a�is�ical poin� ? Are 
you con�en�, Mr. Rajah, �ha� we should �ake i� �he figures are some�hing of 
�ha� sor� ?

Rao Bahadur Rajah : Which figures ?
Chairman : Do no� you �hink we migh� proceed wi�h �he really impor�an� 

ques�ion, which is �heir represen�a�ion, leaving i� like �his, �ha� in �he Bombay
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Presidency the Census of 1921 gives a figure of 1| millions, but it would 
appear that those are the depressed classes in the narrower sense I have 
mentioned, the untouchables from the point of view of religion, but that, as 
Dr. Ambedkar has pointed out, the official figures really show, if you take 
a rather wider but perfectly legitimate view, that the true figure may be 
between 2 and 3 millions. Is not that fair ?

�ao  Bahadur �ajah : Yes, that is right.
Chairman : Does anybody want to add anything about that ?
19. Colonel Lane Fox : On which figure are the two memoranda which 

we have received based ? In each memorandum you ask for special 
representation for the depressed classes. You ask for adult suffrage in one 
memorandum, and you ask for special recruitment for the army and navy 
and so on. It is obvious it is a bigger thing if you ask for it for the aborigines 
and criminal tribes and so on. Are these privileses .asked for the bigger 
figure or for the smaller ?

Dr. Ambedkar : .1 ask for them for the-depressed, classes.
20. For the aborigines and criminal classes also ?
Dr. Ambedkar : No. I do not think it would be possible to allow them 

the privilege of adult suffrage.
21. But you quote the bigger figure ?
Dr. Ambedkar : I am not accepting altogether the fact that the figure 

which I have given in my memorandum covers the aborigines and the hill  
tribes. I still hold to the view that on a fair computation the figure I have 
given is largely the figure for the depressed classes I admit only the possibility 
of the other view.

Chairman : There is only one thing 1 might add. Sir Arthur Froom may 
be able to confirm it. I notice the Muddiman Committee (Reforms �nquiry  
Committee, 1925) in the table subjoined to para. 64 of their Report, give the 
figure at 2,800,000.
22. Sir Hari Singh Gour : Dr. Ambedkar, would you regard “  depressed 

classes ” and “  untouchables ” as synonymous terms ?
Dr. Ambedkar : Yes.
23. In asking for special representation for the depressed classes you 

confine yourselves to the untouchables ?
Dr. Ambedkar : Yes.
24. You say that some aborigines are not untouchables ?
Dr. Ambedkar : In some parts they may be. I do not propose to speak 

on their behalf.
25. They are not untouchables. The criminal tribes are not untouchables ?
Dr. Ambedkar : Some of them are.
26. Some, but as a tribe they are not ?
Dr. Ambedkar : The criminal tribes have so little social intercourse 

with the rest of the Hindus that there is no basis for any definite opinion 
on that point, but if they did have such intercourse I think they would be 
regarded as untouchables.
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27. There are certain classes which stand midway between touchability 
and untouchability ?

�r.  Ambedkar : I would rather say they were lower down than the 
untouchables.

28. No, higher up in the social ladder there is a class which is semi-
untouchable ?

�r.  Ambedkar : I cannot say. My point is this, that with respect to the 
criminal tribes we have no data for forming an opinion as to whether they 
are untouchable or not, because there is very little intercourse between the 
main body of Hindus and the criminal tribes.
29. Leave out of account the criminal tribes and aborigines ; I am now 

dealing with the untouchables. Among the untouchables themselves there are 
degrees ; there are certain among them who may be regarded as only semi-
untouchable ?

�r.  Ambedkar : (Both witnesses) No.
30. I will give you an example. What is the position of the Chambhar ?
�r.  Ambedkar : He is entirely untouchable.
31. As much as the Mahar ?
�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.

32. Are you certain of that ?
�r.  Ambedkar : Yes, if you apply this test of common water, or of 

entering a temple.
33. No, by untouchability I mean whose touch will pollute a high 

caste Hindu ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Well, you can take entering a temple or taking water as 

a test.
Chairman: After all, we are engaged here primarily in a constitutional 

and political inquiry. Social customs and deep-rooted religious traditions are 
not things which are likely to be removed between night and morning by 
any commission; that is obvious enough. It really comes to this, that in one 
sense the depressed classes meaning the untouchables, will be those classes 
who are denied all access to Hindu temples, and who, it is suggested, are 
deprived very often of the use of schools, of dharmashalas and things of 
that sort. In addition to those, speaking politically and constitutionally, we 
shall all agree there are others, not very advanced in the scale of civilisation, 
such as Sir Hari Singh Gour has referred to—criminal tribes, hill tribes and 
so on—who are also inhabitants of India and as such demand our attention.

Sir Hari Singh Gour: The Hindus are divided into four castes. The 
Sudras cannot get into the temples.................

Chairman : I think we all appreciate that. However, we are not engaged 
in making laws for the Hindu religion, but in considering the structure of 
the constitution of British India, which is a very different thing.
3�.  Taking that figure, what is it that you want to represent as the 

proper way in which the constitution of India, and more particularly the
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constitution of the Bombay Presidency, should deal with these people ?
�r.  Ambedkar : The first thing I would like to submit is that we claim 

that we must be treated as a distinct minority, separate from the Hindu 
community. Our minority character has been hitherto concealed by our 
inclusion in the Hindu community, but as a matter of fact there is really 
no link between the depressed classes and the Hindu community. The first 
point, therefore, I would stress before the Conference is that we must be 
regarded as a distinct and independent minority. Secondly, I should like to 
submit that the depressed classes minority needs far greater political protec-
tion than any other minority in British India, for the simple reason that it 
is educationally very backward, that it is economically poor, socially 
enslaved, and suffers from certain grave political disabilities, from which 
no other community suffers. Then I would submit that, as a matter of 
demand for our political protection, we claim representation on the same 
basis as the Mahomedan minority. We claim reserved seats if accompanied 
by adult franchise.

35. And if there is no adult franchise ?
�r.  Ambedkar : Then we would ask for separate electorates. Further, 

we would like to have certain safeguards either in the constitution, if it is 
possible, or else in the way of advice in the instrument to the Governor 
regarding the education of the depressed classes and their entry into the 
public services.
36. May we just ask Dr. Solanki if he agrees in those points ?
�r.  Solanki: I agree with all the points.
37. Then we may take it that that is the view of both you gentlemen ? 
�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.
38. Would it be convenient if I asked a question of two on these points 

as we go ? You claim that the depressed class, although included within 
Hinduism in a sense, should none the less be regarded from the point of 
view of the constitution as a distinct and separate community from others 
who are within Hinduism ?

�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.
39. Is that on the ground that in your view the depressed classes cannot 

expect to have their interests satisfactorily represented by the higher ranks 
of Hinduism ?

�r.  Ambedkar: That is one ground, but a matter of fact, really we 
cannot be deemed to be part of the Hindu community.
40. You come, I believe from an earlier set of inhabitants of this 

continent ?
�r.  Ambedkar : That is one view, I think.
41. It is supposed — we will not go into details — that you are pre-

Aryan ?
�r.  Ambedkar ; Well, I do not know. That is a view.
*****
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�3.  I only ask you the question because there are some very distinguished 
Hindu public men — 1 do not mention any names — who have undoubtedly 
exhibited a good deal of interest in the case of the depressed classes. There 
is no question about that ?

�r.  Ambedkar : Yes, there is a great deal of public talk.
��.  I know; but, at any rate, that is your view : You say you must be 

regarded as a distinct and separate community from the constitutional point 
of view ?

�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.
�5.  As regards representation, I notice that whether there is adult 

franchise, or whether there is not adult franchise, you seem to be abandoning 
any idea of nomination, you want election ?

�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.
�6.  Is that the view of both of you ?
�r.  Solanki : Yes.
�7.  That means, of course, that you have to make a list of voters ?
�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.
�8.  And you have to make sure that the man who comes to vote is the 

man on the list, and nobody else ?
�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.
�9.  Could you give me an estimate at all, Dr. Ambedkar, of what percen-

tage of the population whom you call the depressed classes can read ?
�r.  Ambedkar : In a separate memorandum which I have submitted to the 

Commission on education in the Bombay Presidency I gave the figures.
50. I am afraid it is a very small proportion ?
�r.  Ambedkar : Quite.
51. Alter all, one of the complaints that are made is that they have 

not had as free access to schools as more fortunate people ?
�r.  Ambedkar : Quite so.
52. So it would mean, would it not, if it was done by election, that 

it would almost entirely have to be done by people voting who could not 
themselves understand the ballot paper ?

�r.  Ambedkar : Yes. That is true of the majority of voters even today.
53. True. Now, would you tell me how many reserved seats in the 

Bombay Presidency you would suggest classes ?
�r.  Ambedkar: In the scheme that I have prepared I say out of 1�0  

we claim 22 seats.
5�.  What you suggest is that if the total number of members of the 

Bombay Council, all elected, was 1�0, then you think that the body for 
which you wish to speak should have 22 elective seats ?

�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.
55. And supposing, to take your other alternative, there is no adult 

franchise, then you are asking for separate electorates. Do you still want 

22 seats ?
�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.



�6.  The only other thing I will ask you is this. I think Mr. Rajah 
probably will  be glad to put a few questions himself to bring out the social 
condition. At present I think, in the Bombay Legislative Council there are 
two members, are there not, who are nominated to represent the depressed 
classes ?

�r.  Ambedkar : That is so.
�7.  You yourself being one of them ?
�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.
�8.  And Dr. Solanki being the other ?
�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.
�9.  Was that based on the Southborough Committee’s Report ?
�r.  Ambedkar : Yes, I believe so.
60. I believe you gave evidence before the Southborough Committee ? 
�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.

61. I have been reading your evidence before that Committee, and 
I was looking to see how many members you said there were of the 
depressed classes. I think you point out in your memorandum, in a note at 
the bottom of page 39, that the figure of the depressed classes given by the 
Southborough Committee for the Bombay Presidency was �,77,000 ?

�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.
62. I think your view is that, that was an error ?
�r.  Ambedkar : Yes, a very large error.
63. Can you tell me, as a matter of fact, how they arrived at it ? Do 

you know at all ?
�r.  Ambedkar : They simply took, I think, a small table with regard 

to castes which cause pollution.
64. It was taking a still narrower definition of what constituted the 

depressed classes ?
�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.
6�.  Mr. Hartshorn: I notice in this note ycu say, after referring to the 

figure of the Southborough Committee of �,77,000. “  According to the 
authority relied upon by the Southborough Committee, the population of the 
depressed classes in the Bombay Presidency in 1911 was 2,14�,000” .

�r.  Ambedkar : In the Census.
66. That is the authority they relied upon ? That was what I wanted to 

know.
�r.  Ambedkar : Yes. The authority gave two different figures on two 

different pages, if I remember correctly. On one page they gave the smaller 
figure, and they took that up, and as soon as the Report of the Southborough 
Committee was published we protested against this estimate to the Govern-
ment of Bombay.

67. Chairman: I think it is quite clear what the 2,100,000 was. It was
the result of adding together in the Census of 1921 the figure given for 
the untouchables, which as I have said, was 1,478-000, and the figure given 
�  ii)02 .;))<•/



�or the criminal tribes, which was something like 623,000. Adding those two 
together, you would get the 2,100,000 ?

�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.
68. And it was leaving out the aboriginal and hill tribes. It must have 

been ?
�

�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.
69. Mr. Miller : I should like to ask about the position in some o� the 

Indian States. In Baroda and one other State, I think, where some special 
�acilities are shown, are those special �acilities anything beyond education 
�acilities ?

�r.  Ambedkar : No, nothing beyond that.
70. Could you obtain service with the State ?
�r.  Ambedkar : I should think it would be very di��icult.
71. You are particularly anxious to get appointments in the public 

service ?
�r.  Ambedkar : Yes, decidedly.
72. Why is that so ?
�r.  Ambedkar : On that point I should like to say this, that our 

experience so �ar as the administration o� the law is concerned is very bitter. 
I wish to say most emphatically that in many cases the law is administered 
to the disadvantage o� the depressed class man. I would like to give 
a concrete case o� what actually happened in one o� the districts, with-
out, o� course, mentioning names. The Bombay Government annually 
lets out its �orest lands �or cultivation to the villages on certain stated 
terms. Now we discovered that in the allotment o� those �orest lands the 
depressed class man, who was o�ten a landless labourer or with very little 
land, and who was clamouring �or some sort o� economic stability, never 
cai�ie in �or a share. The Mamlatdars, who were really in charge o� 
distributing the lands, showed absolute �avouritism to the caste Hindu as 
against the depressed class man. Last year in one district we organised and 
sent a deputation to the Assistant Deputy Collector o� that district, placing 
be�ore him our grievances with respect to these �orest lands. He issued 
a circular to the Mamlatdars saying that the applications �rom the depressed 
classes should be considered. Now, some o� the Mamlatdars, to show they 
were acting up to the circular, did give some lands to the depressed classes. 
But we �ound that they rather �ooled us, i� I may Say so. What they did 
was, on paper they allotted a very large amount o� land to the depressed 
classes and a very small amount o� land to the caste Hindus, but when we 
came to see actually what was allotted to us we �ound that the land allotted 
to the depressed classes was all rocky and un�it �or cultivation and the 
depressed class people would not take it �or anything, and the land allotted 
to the caste Hindus though small, was all rich and �ertile. Now I think that 
is a most �ragrant abuse o� the administrative power which is entrusted to 
the o��icials, and I personally attach �ar more importance to good administra-
tion o� law than to more e��icient administration o� law.



�3.  �hairman : I imagine that the application of what you have told us,
which is interesting, to our present inquiry is really this — because, of course, 
it is no part of the function of this Commission to interfere in day-by-day 
administration ? <

Dr. Ambedkar : No.
�4.  You are using it as an argument to support your view that the 

depressed classes should have a full representation ?
Dr. Ambedkar : In the services.
�5.  That is your point ?
Dr. Ambedkar: That is my point. I will give some instances of what 

happens in judicial courts actually in this Presidency. I happened to defend 
a depressed class man in one of the courts, and, to my great surprise, I found 
that the man had to stand outside the court behind a little window, outside 
the wall, and he would not come in simply because, he said, “  It is all right 
so far as you are concerned, but after you have left there will be terrible 
social ostracism if I enter the court ”
�6.  It was the client who did not want to come in ?
Dr. Ambedkar : Who dare not come in.
'll. What sort of social ostracism had he in mind ?
Dr. Ambedkar : The social ostracism would be that if he went back to 

the village there would be the boycott of the shop-keepers ; nobody would 
sell him grain. The villagers would stop his dues as a village servant. He 
would not be allowed to come into the village. The depressed class people 
always live on the border of the village, not in the centre or in the midst
�8.  Your point would be that he was timid about coming into court on 

this occasion because he thought that afterwards the other people of the 
village, not his own lot but the others, the caste people, would regard him 
as having pushed himself in where he should not go ?

Dr. Ambedkar : Certainly—having exceeded the bounds of his social 
status.
�9.  That is a single case, is it ?
Dr. Ambedkar : I have had that experience but I think that the existence 

of a circular of the Bombay High Court to the effect that the depressed 
classes must be allowed entry in the courts indicates that that is often 
the case. There must be some reason for that circular.
80. Mr. Miller:  The only other question, I want to ask is this. If you 

got these 22 seats in the Council do you think you could bring forward 
22 suitable men ?

Dr. Ambedkar : Yes, I think so.
81. Khan Sahib Abdul Latif : Would you please enlighten the members 

of the Conference as to the fate of the minorities in the Bombay Council, 
when the official bloc is withdrawn for certain reasons ?

Dr. Ambedkar : I quite see that the fate of the minorities would be 
precarious. It has been precarious.
82. Did the honourable Minister belonging to the advanced class show
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any consideration to the project, or the feelings of Mahomedans, non-
Brahmins, or depressed classes ?

�r.  Ambedkar : No, not at all.
83. Do the minor communities stand any chance of getting through any 

legislation in the Bombay Legislative Council, or get any chance to move 

it?
�r.  Ambedkar ; Their chances would be almost nil.
*****

98. Sardar Mujumdar: Is it not a fact that different kinds of castes 
among the depressed classes are known as the depressed classes ; that is 
to say, there are different kinds of castes even among the depressed classes ?

�r.  Ambedkar : Yes, of course.
99. Can you give me approximately the number of those castes ?
�r.  Ambedkar : I think you will find them in the Census, the different 

castes enumerated as untouchables.
100. Can you give me any idea of the number of different castes ?
�r.  Ambedkar: About a dozen or so. The Census gives it.
101. How many castes are included in the depressed classes in 

Bombay ?
�r.  Ambedkar : Almost all the castes.
102. Then the members of the different castes are members of your 

organisation ?
�r.  Ambedkar : Quite ; it is a general body inclusive of all the depressed 

classes.
103. So that among the depressed classes are included ail those ?
�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.
10�.  Have you taken into consideration the claims of the Bhils and 

Wadias and other persons ?
�r.  Ambedkar : No.
105. What do you say about the protection of those minorities ?
�r.  Ambedkar : I think that they also should be allowed some protection 

by representation.
106. Do you not think that even among the backward classes there are 

certain communities, who are in a minority ?
�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.
106A. Then has the present constitution any provision to protect their 

interest ?
Chairman: Are these castes to which you refer refused admission to the 

Hindu temples ?
Sardar Mujumdar; No, they are allowed to go into them.
Chairman: This morning we are really considering the case of untouch-

ables, and persons who are quite outside the Hindu temple scheme. I do 
not think we can go into the question of the backward classes, who would 

be admitted to the Hindu temples.
Sardar Mujumdar: What I submit is that there are various minorities
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even amongst the backward classes. We are not concerned with the question 
of suitability ; we are here to safeguard the interests of all the minorities.

�hairman : Certainly.
Sardar Mujumdar: It was from that point of view that I asked the 

question.
�hairman : Let me relieve you at once. India is full of minorities, and 

you have mentioned some of them ; but this morning we are considering 
the body of people called the depressed classes.

Sardar Mujumdar: Very well, Sir.
107. Syed Miran Muhammad Shah: You have just said that you want 

representation in proportion to what the Mahomedans get ?
Dr. Ambedkar: Yes.

108. Do you want them because Mahomedans get them ? Do you see 
any justice in that ?

Dr. Ambedkar: I see justice in that, I do not quite accept the principle 
of representation of minorities according to population of the legislature 
as though it was a museum in which we have only to keep so many 
specimens of so many communities. A Legislative Council is more than 
a museum, it is a place where, for instance, social battles have to be fought, 
privileges have to be destroyed, and rights have to be won. Now, if that 
is the conception of a Legislative Council, I do not think it at all in 
the fitness of things to confine the minority to proportional representation 
according to population, that means you are condemning a minority to be 
perpetually a minority without the power necessary to influence the actions 
in the majority.

109. Would you be satisfied if the franchise was reduced to local boards 
in the rural areas ?

Dr. Ambedkar: Well, I would really insist upon adult suffrage. The 
lower the franchise the better, on that principle I would accept any lowering, 
out I certainly would not say I would be content with that

110. Would you then extend adult suffrage to the aboriginal tribes and 
to the criminal and hill tribes ?

Dr. Ambedkar: Yes, I think so.
111. You would?
Dr. Ambedkar: Yes.
112. Or would you like to exclude them and give them nomination and 

yourselves adult suffrage ?

Dr. Ambedkar: I will say one thing. With regard to the criminal tribes, 
it might not be a good thing to give them adult suffrage, because by 
occupation they are a people who have more the interest of their own 
particular community in their mind, and they are not very particular as 
regards the means whereby they earn their living ; but I do not think there 

is any harm in giving aborigines the right to vote.
113. They should be given the right to vote, or should their interests be
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protected by nomination ?
�r.  Ambedkar: They should be protected somehow; I do not much 

mind how. My feeling is that every man is intelligent enough to understand 
exactly what he wants. Literacy has not much bearing on this point; 
a man may be illiterate, none the less he may be very intelligent

11�.  Do not you think that this separate representation will lead to 
communal tension ? It is stated that communal tension is due to separate 
representation and separate electorates. Is that your belief ?

�r.  Ambedkar: Even assuming it does lead to tension I do not see how 
you can get rid of it. Whether it does lead to tension is questionable, but 
I do not see in any case how you can get rid of it, having regard to the 
fact that society is divided into classes and communities.

115. Do not you think it is the root cause of dissension ?
�r.  Ambedkar: I do not think so, but I do say this; as a result of 

communal representation, the leaders of the communities are less prone to 
compromise than they would otherwise be. That is my feeling, but I do 
not think it leads to communal riots., which are due, I think, to something 

very different
116. Syed Miran Muhammad Shah: Would you not suggest that by 

taking away the official bloc, non-officials may be nominated in order ?
�r.  Ambedkar: I do not want nomination.
117. Major Attlee: Are there members of the depressed classes working 

in industry, in the cotton mills and so on ?
�r.  Ambedkar: All  of them. The depressed class men are all labourers.
118. You have not got my point; I am talking of industry. You have 

members of the depressed classes who work in villages, for the most part 
in certain occupations. But are there large numbers of the depressed classes 

engaged in industry ?
�r.  Ambedkar: A very large number.
119. You would have a very large number in a place like Bombay 

City?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
120. Do they cease in any degree to be untouchable ?
�r.  Ambedkar: No, I should like to point out this. The depressed 

class man is entirely kept out of the weaving department, the most paying 
department. He can only enter departments like the throstle department and 
others.

121. Why?
�r.  Ambedkar: On account of untouchability.
122. When he is working there he is working alongside people of all 

castes ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Not quite. The departments are discriminated according 

to castes. One department is entirely manned by the depressed classes ;



�nother—s�y the we�ving dep�rtment—by M�homed�ns �nd c�ste Hindus.
123. Do they t�ke p�rt  in the tr�de unions ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes, they �re beginning to do so.
124. With members of the cl�sses �bove the depressed cl�sses ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
125. I w�nted to get this point from you. You put forw�rd �  cl�im  for 

represent�tion of the depressed cl�sses on the b�sis of numbers. Now, we 
h�ve cl�ims put forw�rd on �  different b�sis �ltogether ; on, s�y, the l�bour 
b�sis. You get � cross-division in th�t w�y, bec�use � m�n c�n be 
�  depressed cl�ss m�n �nd he c�n �lso be �  l�bourer ?

�r.  Ambedkar : He is usu�lly, if not �lw�ys,  �  l�bourer.
126. Th�t is r�ther � pl�y on words, is not it ? I �m spe�king of 

c�pit�l  �nd l�bour, of l�bour in big industries, not of the ordin�ry un-
org�nised l�bour. I �m spe�king of org�nised l�bour. How �re you going 
to get over the difficulty ? If you �re going to h�ve represent�tion by soci�l 
st�tus in one c�se �nd by industry in �nother, you �re going to get �  cross-
division. How will  you get over th�t  ?

�r.  Ambedkar: There will be some provision for org�nised l�bour, �nd 
the m�jority  of the depressed cl�sses �re l�bourers.

127. Mr. Hartshorn: I think, Dr. Ambedk�r, you h�ve m�de it pretty cle�r 
th�t you �re in f�vour of �dult suffr�ge. You s�y on p�ge 41 of your 
memor�ndum, however, “  The S�bh� would, however, be content if the 
fr�nchise for the Legisl�tive Council is fixed �t  the s�me level �s th�t  for 
the T�luk�  Loc�l  Bo�rd in the rur�l  p�rts �nd Rs. 3 rent�l per month in 
the urb�n p�rts of the Presidency.” H�ve you formed �ny opinion, or �re 
�ny st�tistics �v�il�ble  to en�ble us to know to wh�t extent the fr�nchise 
would be extended on th�t  qu�lific�tion  ?

�r.  Ambedkar: I m�y tell you th�t I �m myself sh�ky �bout th�t  
st�tement. I do not mind �dmitting th�t. Such inform�tion �s I h�ve been 
�ble to g�ther from the depressed cl�sses in the mofussils, however, le�ds 
me to believe th�t  the existing t�luk�  loc�l  fr�nchise does produce �  cert�in 
number of voters from the depressed cl�sses.

128. 1 w�s not quite thinking of th�t. Could you tell us the incre�se in 
the number of persons who would become voters in the Bomb�y Presidency 
if this qu�lific�tion  r�ther th�n the present one were �dopted ?

�r.  Ambedkar: I do not think I c�n give you �ny very definite 
inform�tion on this point.

129. M�y  I revert to �  question put to you by M�jor  Attlee ? I g�ther 
the depressed cl�sses work in the f�ctories in isol�tion ?

�r.  Ambedkar : In isol�tion, yes.
130. They h�ve their own shed �nd their own dep�rtment ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Their own dep�rtment; there �re no sheds.
131. Wh�tever it is, they �re sep�r�ted from the other workers in the 

f�ctory  ?
�r.  Ambedkar: I would r�ther put it in this w�y, th�t cert�in
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departments are exclusively assigned to the depressed classes and certain 
departments are departments into which they are not allowed to enter.

132. Certain kinds of occupations are forbidden to them ?
�r.  Ambedkar: In the mills, yes.

133. I think you said they are not allowed to go into the weaving depart-
ment ?

�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
13�.  If they became members of the same trade union, would the workers 

in the weaving department decline to allow them in ?
�r.  Ambedkar: They would decline to allow them in. If I may 

mention one thing, in the recent Bombay strike this matter was brought up 
prominently by me. I said to the members of the union that if they did not 
recognise the right of the depressed classes to work all the departments, 
I would rather dissuade the depressed classes from taking part in the strike. 
They afterwards consented, most reluctantly, to include this as one of their 
demands, and when they presented this to the millowners, the millowners 
very rightly snubbed them and said that if this was an injustice, they certainly 
were not responsible for it

135. It is not altogether merely a case of the employers wanting to get 
cheap labour and confining certain departments to the depressed classes for 
economic reasons ?

�r.  Ambedkar: No, it is untouchability.
136. Would there be anything of this in the situation ? The better-paid 

Indian, say, declines to allow the untouchable to come into his department 
for fear that the effect of their lower wages would be to depress wages in his 
department ?

�r.  Ambedkar: No. There is no distinction on the basis of wages.
137. That does not come into it at all ?
�r.  Ambedkar: No, not at all.
138. It is merely a question of untouchability ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Quite so.
139. Mr. Cadogan: They can be members of the trade union ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
1�0.  Mr. Premchand: Can you give me a strict definition of the classes 

who will  be on a special register of the electorate as the depressed classes ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Castes which cause pollution.
1�1.  Is the principle that the lower the standing of a community the 

greater the electoral advantage it should command over others, justifiable ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
1�2.  If all minorities are granted additional seats, what then will  

constitute the majority ?
�r.  Ambedkar: If minorities put together make up a majority there is 

no majority and the question does not arise. There may be class distinctions 
among the minorities. I can quite conceive the Mahomedans in the Bombay 
Presidency being divided into two groups, one favouring the capitalists and
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one the labourers.
143. Is not it true that people who are not politically minded or trained 

are frequently led astray by professional leaders ?
�r.  Ambedkar: 1 do not know. I have never been a professional leader,

so I cannot say.
144. Would not the extension of the franchise to the large majority of 

the uneducated section of society be fraught with danger and render it liable 
to abuse ?

�r.  Ambedkar: No, I do not think so.
145. Can you tell me why it is not possible to admit members of the 

depressed classes to our present schools and colleges without the necessity 
for a charge on the revenue of the Province ?

�r.  Ambedkar: Because they are hopelessly neglected under the present 
system.

146. Why is not it possible to admit members of the depressed classes to 
our present schools and colleges without the necessity for a charge on the 
revenues of the Province ?

�r.  Ambedkar: You should ask those who refuse what their reason for 
resfusal is.

147. Refusal of what ?
�r.  Ambedkar: To admit them.
148. To the colleges and schools ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
149. Do you know the Bombay Municipality has passed a rule now ?
�r.  Ambedkar: And you know also of the protest meeting which was 

held in Bombay.
150. There may have been a protest by one section, but the Municipality 

has removed all those restrictions ?
�r.  Ambedkar:. It remains to be seen how far they will  stick to it at the 

next election.
151. But they have done it, you know ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
152. Chairman: Might we know what is the protest meeting to 

which he refers ?
�r.  Ambedkar: The position is this. Hitherto the Bombay Municipality 

has had separate schools for the depressed classes in the City of Bombay. 
Now, under the scheme of compulsory primary education, the Bombay 
Municipality is compelled to limit the number of schools and bring together 
the scattered children of the depressed classes into the schools of the caste 
Hindus as a measure of economy. Naturally, some provision has to be made 
for water and other amenities for the children who attend. The question 
arose whether there should be a distinction in fthe drinking arrangements, 
whether the untouchables should have separate pots for drinking from the 
caste Hindus. The Municipality passed a resolution saying “  We cannot 
recognise untouchability in our own schools,” and they issued a circular
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that there should be no distinction as to drinking pots in their schools. 
This protest meeting was a meeting held under the presidency of an 
important Hindu leader of Bombay to protest against that kind of uniform 
arrangement being made, as being against the Hindu religion.

153. �r.  Premchand: Do you know the depressed classes are employed 
in the weaving departments of the Ahmedabad mills ?

Dr. Ambedkar: I did not know that.
15�.  I can tell you they are.
Dr. Ambedkar: There again I should like to say one thing, probably 

they are employed exclusively. I can quite conceive of a situation 
where, for instance, so many looms are exclusively handed over to the 
depressed classes. Today there is a proposal also in certain mills that 
the depressed classes should take charge of the whole of the weaving depart-
ment, that the millowners should hand it over to them, but you cannot have 
part depressed classes and part caste Hindus.

155. Chairman: The difficulty is the mixture?
Dr. Ambedkar: Yes.
156. Sir Hari Singh Gour: What is the view of your Institute in regard 

to the general scheme of constitutional reform ? Have you formulated any 
views at all on the subject ?

Dr. Ambedkar: I may tell you this. The depressed classes as such, 
of course, are not very much interested in constitutional questions ; they 
are more interested in obtaining the guarantees and protection they require, 
under whatever form of Government that may come to be. Therefore, 
I do not think that the depressed classes as such have any definite views 
as to the form of Provincial Government or the form of the Central 
Government; but, of course, I have my own individual views as a member 
of the depressed classes, without these being the views of the depressed 
classes themselves. It is on that account that nothing is said about the 
constitution in my memorandum.

157. I am aware of that, and that is why I asked you that question. 
What are your personal views ?

Dr. Ambedkar: So far as the Provincial Government is concerned, I am 
in favour of Provincisil autonomy.

158. Qualified or unqualified ?
Dr. Ambedkar: I think there might be some safeguards with regard to 

the transfer of law and order. It is net that I object to the transfer of law 
and order; I am in favour of the transfer; but still I should like some 
safeguard. I am not certain today what it shoud be, but there might be 
with advantage some safeguard in that respect. Barring that, I am in favour 
(speaking personally) of full Provincial autonomy.

159. What about the Central Government ?
Dr. AmbedkarI think we might start with dyarchy there.
160. As regards adult suffrage, I suppose you are in favour of adult male 

and female suffrage ?



�r.  Ambedkar:�Yes.�-
161.� Do�you�think�that�is�a�practical�proposition�?
�r.  Ambedkar:�Very�practical.
162.� Do�you�think�the�masses�have�attained�any�degree�of�political�

consciousness.'so�as�to�be�able�to�use�that�political�suffrage�with�any�
advantage�to�their�own�community�?

�r.  Ambedkar:�Speaking�only�on�behalf�of�the�depressed�classes.�
I�emphatically�maintain�that�the�depressed�classes�will�exercise�their�vote�
in�a�most�intelligent�manner,�speaking�for�the�Bombay�Presidency.�Having�
regard�to�the�fact�that�the�canker�of�untouchability�is�before�their�minds�
every�minute�of�their�lives,�and�having�regard�to�their�being�alive�to�the�
fact�that�political�power�is�the�only�solvent�of�this�difficultly, �I�emphatically�
maintain�that�the�depressed�class�voter�would�be�an�intelligent�voter.
163.� Do�not�you�think�that,�following�the�example�of�other�countries,�

those�who�pay�no�taxes,�having�a�political�existence�and�possessing�political�
power,�will�tax�those�who�are�already�oppressed�with�heavy�taxes�?

�r.  Ambedkar:�I�think�that�should�be�so.�I�do�not�see�anything�wrong�
in�it.
164.� You�see�no�wrong�in�the�exploitation�of�the�tax�paying�community�?�

Is�this�your�own�opinion�or�the�opinion�of�the�Institute�which�you�

represent�?
�r.  Ambedkar:�My�own�opinion.�The�Institute�has�said�nothing�about�

it�here.
165.� Do�you�think�you�reflect�the�general�opinion�of�your�Institute�in�

conveying�this�view�to�the�Commission�?
�r.  Ambedkar:�I�think�that�would�be�the�view�of�all�poor�communities.�
*****

167.� Sir Hari Singh Gour:�In�answer�to�the�Chairman,�you�said�the�
depressed�classes�must�be�regarded�as�a�distinct�community,�a�community�
distinct�from�the�Hindu�community.�Do�you�apply�that�only�for�electoral�

purposes,�or�for�all�purposes�?
�r.  Ambedkar:�They�are�distinct�for�all�purposes,�as�a�matter�of�fact.
168.� Would�you�class�the�depressed�classes�as�real�Hindus�?
�r.  Ambedkar:�I�do�not�care�about�the�nomenclature.�It�does�not�matter�

whether�I�call�myself�a�Hindu�or�a�non-Hindu,�as�long�as�I�am�outside�the�
pale�of�the�Hindu�community.
*****

170.�It�makes�all�the�difference�in�the�world.�If�you�were�......................
outside�the�pale�of�Hinduism�you�would�not�be�subject�to�Hindu�law.�You�
could�not,�for�instance,�contract�a�marriage�under�the�Act�30�of�1923,�which�
has�completely�abolished�all�castes�so�far�as�the�marriage�law�is�concerned�
between�a�Hindu�and�a�Mahar,�touchable�and�untouchable.�Now,�if�you�go�
out�of�that�community,�out�of�that�social�system,�and�call�yourself�a�non-
Hindu,�you�will�be�outside�the�pale�of�Hindu�law�to�that�extent�?

�r.  Ambedkar:�It�might�be.
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171. Then by what law would you be governed?
�r.  Ambedkar: We are governed by the Hindu law, just as, for 

instance, the Khojas, who are Mahomedans, prefer to be governed by Hindu 
law so far as the devolution of property is concerned.
172. And you are under the Act 30 of 1923 ; you are under Hindu law ?
�r.  Ambedkar: I do not know what the depressed olasses would think 

about marriage.
173. Would you kindly tum to your memorandum ? You say at page 39, 

and you also repeated it today in answer to my friend Mr. Kikabhai, “  the 
standing of the community must mean its power to protect itself in the social 
struggle. That power would obviously depend upon the educational and 
economic status of the communitv.”

�r.  Ambedkar: Quite.
17�.  It follows from the recognition of the principle that the lower the 

standing of a community, the greater electoral advantage it must get over the 
rest. Do you adduce this last sentence as a logical deduction from the 
premises, from the previous two sentences ?

�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
175. You regard that as a logical deduction ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes, quite.
176................ I wish to draw your attention to the fact that you say :

“  In addition to the demand for adequate representation, the Sabha feels 
that it must also demand the inclusion of clauses in the constitution of the 
country.” Now, amongst these clauses you find things like this mentioned: 
“  the right of every depressed class to the appointment of a special inspector 
of police from amongst themselves ” ?

�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
177. Do you expect that an Act of Parliament should contain a clause 

to this effect, that the depressed classes in India shall have an inspector of 
police in every district from amongst themselves ?

�r.  Ambedkar: I really do not see anything strange in that.
178. Supposing there was a provision to that effect relating to all 

communities (because if you have got certain constitutional guarantees it 
follows by necessary implication that other communities have an equal 
right), then you parcel out all the official posts and you parcel out all the other 
things amongst the various communities, and that is the constitution that you 
foresee for India ?

�r.  Ambedkar: 1 do not know that. 1 am only speaking for the depressed 
classes. May I just make one thing clear ?
179. May I just complete my sentence ? That is a contingency that does 

not arouse any apprehension in your mind ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Just let me explain before you go further. I think 

we must be very careful in using the word “  minority ” . I do not think 
simply because a community happens to be a community composed of small 
numbers it is therefore necessarily a minority for political purposes.
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A minority which is oppressed, or whose rights are denied or the majority, 
would be a minority that would be fit for consideration for political 
purposes.
180. Wherever you have these minorities in other countries, there is 

provision made, there is sometimes a minister for the protection of minorities. 
Have you thought about that ?

�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
181. Supposing we gave you the protection—the protection might be 

given in any form, and if I may say so ?
�r.  Ambedkar: I am sorry' to interrupt you—I do find that the new 

constitutions that have been framed after the peace for the various �uropean 
countries composing the bulk of the Slavonic nations very largely embody 
this principle. I have devoted some special attention to this subject, if you 
will permit me to say so.

182. Lord Burnham: And carried out?
�r.  Ambedkar: And made part of the Constitution.
183. And carried out in practice too?
�r.  Ambedkar: Carried out in practice; and the point is this, that if  

a minority feels that the guarantee has not been fulfilled, it has the right of 
appeal to the League of Nations.
*****

186. I am not quarrelling with the principle ?
�r.  Ambedkar: And I may say I am not very particular about the form.
187. If the details of the scheme which you have adumbrated were to be 

introduced into the constitution of this country, would it not lead to 
a perpetual class war ?

�r.  Ambedkar: It might, but that would depend upon the attitude of 
the majority.

188. Therefore you would not, as a sagacious statesman ?
�r.  Atnbedkar: If you will  permit me to say so, all these things, though 

I insist upon them, I admit to be provisions of a transitory character. I do 
contemplate and I do desire, the time when India shall be one; and 
I believe that a time will come when, for instance, all these things will not 
be necessary; but all that would depend upon the attitude of the majority 
towards the minority.
*****

198. Now, you mentioned a case that you conducted on behalf of 
a member of the depressed class, who, from fear of social ostracism, stood 
outside near the window. What district was it ?

�r.  Ambedkar: Khandesh district.
199. Ordinary Magistrate’s Court ?
�r.  Ambedkar: The stipendiary Magistrate’s Court.
200. What caste was the Magistrate ?
�r.  Ambedkar: A Hindu.
201. He did not object to the accused coming into the court ?
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�r.  Ambedkar: No. I say the accused himself would not come in.
202. The accused himself was terrorised by the past acts of the 

Hindus ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
203. The fear had been engendered in the minds of the depressed classes 

on account of the oppression of the caste Hindus that he would not get 
a square deal thereafter if he was to trench upon the limited rights which he 
had been given by the caste Hindus ?

�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
20�.  Sir Hari Singh Gour: I think you will admit, Dr. Ambedkar, that 

during the last few years there has been a forward movement in the way 
of removing untouchability and removing all disqualifications from the path 
of the depressed classes ?

�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
205. I admit that the reforms have not been commensurate with your 

desires and mind, but at the same time, we have to recognise that there is 
a growing feeling that there must be a consolidation of the Hindu people 
by removing all these barriers that stand between the caste and the non-caste 
Hindus. You recognise that ?

�r.  Ambedkar: Yes, there are speeches from the platform.
206. There are positive actions ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Speaking for my part of the country, the Bombay 

Presidency, I would rather hesitate to accept your proposition.
207. Therefore, I will give you examples. Every year, for instance, 

wherever there is a caste and no-caste society, Hindus hold annual dinners, 
and they all sit together for the purpose of making one class of people 
accustomed to the other class of people ?

�r.  Ambedkar: I am not aware of it in this Presidency.
208. I have attended several of them.
�r.  Ambedkar: In this Presidency?
Sir Hari Singh Gour: No, in Nagpur.
209. There is no such movement here ?
�r.  Ambedkar: No.
210. But you admit that there is recognition of the fact that oppression 

and untouchability must go, and that every effort to suggest anything in 
that way receives sympathetic consideration from the caste Hindus, and 
particularly from the Reformers ?

�r.  Ambedkar; I would hesitate, again, to answer that.
Chairman: Would you agree, in order to get this witness’s view of the 

facts, that I should ask two or three questions on your line ?
Sir Hari Singh Gour: Yes Sir, certainly.
211. Chairman: Mr. Rajah would be, in many ways, the best person 

to do it, but I wish you would tell us your own view. Compare twenty years 
ago with now in the Bombay Presidency. How many years, if I may ask, 

have you been here ?



�r.  Ambedkar :�Five�or�six�years.
212.� You�have,�of�course,�taken�an�interest�in�your�own�community�since�

long�before�that�?
�r.  Ambedkar:�Yes.
213.� You�can�look�back�twenty�years�and�give�us�some�ideal�?
�r.  Ambedkar:�Yes.
214.� Let�me�take�two�or�three�things.�First�of�all�I�imagine�that�there�is�

no�change�at�all�so�far�as�regards�the�admission�of�the�depressed�classes�to�
the�interior�of�a�Hindu�temple.�That,�of�course,�is�a�matter�of�religious�
practice�and�teaching.�I�do�not�criticise�it,�but�there�is�no�change�at�all�?

�r.  Ambedkar:�No,�there�is�no�change�at�all�in�that�respect.
215.� What�I�want�to�know�is�this.�Let�us�take�two�ot �three�definite�

things�in�this�Presidency.�In�the�country�districts,�you�have�told�us�that�as�
a�rule�the�depressed�classes,�the�untouchables,�live�in�a�place�for�themselves.�
Of�course,�we�have�seen�it�many�times.�Sometimes�they�live�in�a�comer�of�
the�village,�if�it�happens�to�be�a�Hindu�village,�and�sometimes�in�a�hamlet�
of�their�own.�Now�is�there�any�change�in�the�last�twenty�years�as�regards�
their�living�among�the�general�communities�?

�r.  Ambedkar:�No�change.
216.� We�saw�some�of�the�villages�the�other�day.�We�understand�some�

of�them�can�draw�water�from�the�river,�but�I�suppose�there�are�other�villages�
that�rely�on�wells�?

�r.  Ambedkar:�Even�in�the�case�of�rivers�they�can�take�water�only�
from�a�portion�of�the�river.�A�point�on�the�river�is�appointed�for�them.
217.� That�is�to�say,�the�depressed�classes�will�draw�water�at�a�point�

lower�down�than�the�caste�Hindus�?
�r.  Ambedkar:�Yes,
218.� Now�let�us�take�the�case�of�villages�that�rely�on�wells.�It�is�not�

uncommon�?
�r.  Ambedkar:�No,�not�uncommon.
219.� I�am�anxious�to�know�and�I�hope�you�will �tell�me�quite�frankly,�is�

there�in�that�respect�any�improvement�in�the�last�twenty�years�?
�r.  Ambedkar:�No.
220.� Your�attention�has�been�called�to�the�fact�that�there�have�been�

resolutions�passed�on�this�subject�?
�r.  Ambedkar:�Yes,�only�resolutions.
221.� It�is�suggested�that�untouchability�sometimes�goes�to�such�a�length�

that�the�actual�contact�with�the�man�(or�sometimes�his�shadow�itself)�is�
regarded,�socially�by�those�of�the�higher�castes�as�a�pollution�?

�r.  Ambedkar:�Yes.
222.� Is�there�an�improvement�in�that�respect�?
�r.  Ambedkar:�There�is�an�improvement�in�that�respect.
223.� I�am�glad�to�hear�that.�That�is,�whereas�20�years�ago�a�caste�Hindu�

who�found�himself�in�dose�contact�with�an�untouchable�would�possibly�
think�it�his�religious�duty�to�purify�himself,�it�is�not�viewed�with�so�much�
N�4002—31
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strictness now ; is that correct ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
22�.  Then, of course, as compared wiui twenty years ago I imagine that 

there are some members of the depressed classes who have in fact risen very 
much in the professional scale. Twenty years ago were there depressed 
classes who were practising at the Bar in Bombay ?

�r.  Ambedkar: No.
225. How many members of the depressed classes practise at the Bar 

now ?
�r.  Ambedkar: I am the only man.
226. I think we were told yesterday that in the list of voters for the 

Sardars and Inamdaxs there were two members of the depressed classes ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Only one. His position is different. His jagir was granted 

by the Peshwas for the services rendered on the battlefield. His title was 
not given by the British Government.
227. What one notices is that in India there is gradually being introduced 

the motor bus connecting the town with the village and I see them going 
along the road. Are those public vehicles open to the depressed classes ?

�r.  Ambedkar: Not in villages. There are a great many villages where 
the depressed classes are not allowed to travel in these buses

228. Who prevents them ?
�r.  Ambedkar: The driver would not take them.
229. One would expect the driver to take anybody who pays. Why does 

he not take them ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Because if he takes them the other people will not 

come into his car. For instance, the barber here would not shave my head 
even though I offer him a rupee.
230. Rao Saheb Patil: According to law the driver would be prosecuted 

if he refuses to take any passenger ?
�r.  Ambedkar: That can be evaded by saying that all seats are booked.
231. Are matters improving in that respect ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes, they are improving; but still there are numerous 

cases where the depressed classes would not be allowed to enter into these 
buses.
232. Let us take the depressed classes who are employed in the mills in 

Bombay. Some of them go in trams, I suppose. Do you suggest that they 
are not allowed to use the trams ?

�r.  Ambedkar: There was a case two years ago where a Bhungi 
was not allowed to board a tram.
233. When you speak of the case two years ago it suggests to me that 

it is rather exceptional than a rule ?
�r.  Ambedkar: 1 have seen, for instance, when I was travelling by the 

B.B. & C.I. Railway hundreds of cases where the passengers obstructed the 

depressed classes coming into the compartments.
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23�.  �ir  Hari �ingh Gour: With regard to the case of the Bhungi which 
you mentioned, are you sure if he was not properly attired and therefore he 
was not allowed to get into the tram ?

Dr. Ambedkar : I do not know about that.
235. Before a man gets into the tram he is not asked to which caste he 

belongs; they only ask him whether he has got the fare, is it not ?
Dr. Ambedkar: But people can easily recognise him.
236. That is on account of his dress ?
Dr. Ambedkar: But he will be dealt with very badly when once he 

is recognised to belong to the depressed classes.
237. Apart from the question of caste there is also the question of 

costume ?
Dr. Ambedkar: Yes, but some of the members of the depressed class 

are very well dressed.
238. In the Bombay Presidency you have no such thing as to consider it 

a pollution to walk in the shadow of a depressed class member ?
Dr. Ambedkar: Yes, it exists in some parts of the Konkan and in 

Kathiawad.
239. It is on the w'ane ?
Dr. Ambedkar: Yes.
2�0.  With regard to the Ambalal Sarlal School in Ahmedabad, has not 

his sister started the school for depressed classes ?
Dr. Ambedkar: That is the only honourable exception.
2�1.  Is not the school maintained for the depressed classes from public 

funds ?
Dr. Ambedkar: I do not know that, but I know that that lady is 

taking interest in the elevation of the depressed classes.
2�2.  Chairman: I understand it is an exceptional case ?
Dr. Ambedkar: Yes, it is quite an exceptional case.
2�3.  Dr. �uhrawardy: In view of the instances of social ostracism and 

tyranny which you have just stated, do you not think that in a general 
election members of your community will be frightened out of the polling 
booths ?

Dr. Ambedkar: Yes, it may happen.
2��.  Also there is the further apprehension that the high caste-Hindus 

may refuse to come and participate in the elections where the untouch-
ables go to record their votes ?

Dr. Ambedkar: They might; it is very difficult to say what might 
happen. We have cases, for instance, where the caste-Hindu members of 
district boards have left the premises because the depressed class members 
have claimed to sit at the table.
2�5.  Do you not think that, in view of this state of affairs, it will be 

better for you to have a separate electorate because in practice it will  mean 
a separate electorate even if  you reserve your seats in a general electorates ?

Dr. Ambedkar: Yes.
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2�6.  �ao  Bahadur �ajah : With reference to the question put by my 
friend, Sir Hari Singh Gour, regarding the costume of the depressed classes, 
did the barber refuse to shave your head because you were not well 
dressed ?

Dr. Ambedkar: No; it is because I belong to the depressed class.
2�7.  Not on account of the dress you were wearing ?
Dr. Ambedkar: No.
2�8.  With regard to another question put by another member of the 

Committee, may I ask you whether it is easy for a depressed class member 
in a village to file a suit against the owner of a bus because he has refused 
to take him ?

Dr. Ambedkar: It is not possible.
2�9.  I understand that you have been taking very much interest in the 

uplift of the depressed classes. What has been your experience during your 
propaganda as to the help you receive in this work from the higher classes ? 
Do they help you to impress upon the depressed classes the need for greater 
sanitation, hygiene and such like things ?

Dr. Ambedkar: My experience, unfortunately, is rather very bitter in 
this matter. The depressed classes have been dubbed to be unfit for associa-
tion because of certain unclean habits. That is the allegation of the upper 
classes. That is to say, they eat the meat of the dead animals and they 
are not clean, and so on. In this Presidency during the last two years 
I started a campaign to purify the depressed classes, so to say, and to 
persuade them to give up some erf their dirty habits. But, to my great 
misfortune, I found the whole caste-Hindu population up against me when 
in a matter like this I expected the utmost co-operation from them. 
But when I began to analyse the basis of their opposition I found that 
they insisted upon the depressed class people doing the unclean things 
because giving up doing these things meant that the depressed classes were 
exceeding their social status and rivalling the upper class. For instance, in 
the Colaba and Ratnagiri districts the whole of the Mahar population have 
given up the eating of the meat of dead animals, but the tyranny and 
social oppression that is going on against them is simply unspeakable; 
there is a complete economic and social boycott. The lands they had been 
cultivating for years past have been taken away from them by their caste- 
Hindu landlords. Every sort of pressure, social and economic, has been 
brought to bear upon the depressed classes in order to compel them to 
resume their dirty habits. The officials, who are all caste-Hindus, give no 
protection to the depressed classes, whose condition has really become 
pitiable, and all this because they sought to give up their dirty habits. 
Instead of getting co-operation I find that the members of the upper classes 
are up against me, and they say “  these evil habits of the depressed classes 
are all insignia of their inferiority and they must remain.”
250. The other day we heard a withess say that there is not a single 

depressed class member on the sanitary boards. If what you have said



�ust now with regard to the higher castes is true, is there any good in the 
depressed class members, being on these boards so far as their sanitary 
improvement is concerned ?

�r.  Ambedkar : I think the depressed class people ought to be repre-
sented on every local authority.
251. You told us �ust now that in the courts in this Presidency witnesses 

belonging to the depressed classes have no access. I want to be clear on 
that point. Do you mean to say that the members of the depressed class 
are not admitted into some of the courts ?

�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
252. And I understand you to say that in a case the man did not dare 

go into the court, is that so ?
�r.  Ambedkar: The thing is the depressed class man is looked upon 

by the caste people as having a particular station in life, he exceeds that 
station in life when he enters the court, and if he exceeded that station in 
life they would begin to harass him. The man, if he exceeded the social 
limits, would subsequently suffer at the hands of the caste people. My 
protection in that particular case was only temporary protection and he 
knew it would cease as soon as the case was over.
253. If you had not been there and if he attempted to go into the

court, what would have happened to him ?- ,
�r.  Ambedkar: I think the same thing would have happened to me 

when I tried to enter a temple in Bombay.
254. Coming to medical relief, will you kindly enlighten us as to the 

kind of medical relief the depressed class men are getting ?
�r.  Ambedkar: They are not allowed entry into the dispensary, unless 

the case is a very very serious one ; such as, for instance, the non-admission 
would bring the officer’s conduct to the notice of the higher authorities. 
Ordinarily the medicine is dispensed out
255. Chairman: I suppose you are talking of dispensaries in the 

mofussil ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes, Government dispensaries.
256. They are, of course, in the department of the Minister of Medical 

Administration ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
257. I imagine that the regulations of the Minister provide �ha� �hese 

dispensaries are open to everybody who goes ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
258 But you say that in the mofussil in fact it does not work out like 

that ?
�r.  Ambedkar: No.
�r.  Solanki: The Hindu medical man who is orthodox always takes 

ob�ection to examine a man belonging to the depressed classes. There have 
been instances in Gu�arat where the men have actually died from the 
want of medical relief. I know of instances where doctors have actually
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refused even to touch the patient when he was suffering from pneumonia. 
The doctor would hand over the thermometer to a Mahomedan who does 
not know how to hold the thermometer and the Mahomedan would hand 
over the thermometer to the patient. This is a fact and it has happened.

259. What is important, I think, as I said before and I may repeat it, is 
to get a true picture. The thing may happen occasionally. I want to know 
whether what you are describing is quite an exceptional thing due to some 
particular doctor’s objection or whether you think it is an everyday 
happening ?

�r.  Solanki: Doctors who are orthodox do it.
260. The difficulty about this thing is that the objection that is taken 

by the medical man is an objection based on his own religious views ?
�r.  Solanki: Yes.
261. Rao Bahadur Rajah: Have these facts been brought to the notice 

of the authorities concerned ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
262. What was the action they took ?
�r.  Ambedkar: The reply the Minister gave was that we had better 

depend on persuasion; that was the word he used.
Chairman: Would you do this for us, Rao Bahadur ? One hears of 

different aspects of this and I want to know the facts. What is the position 
about the depressed class children in the ordinary public schools in this 
province ? Would you ask the witness about that for me ?

263. Rao Bahadur Rajah: Will you kindly enlighten us as to the 
attitude of the schoolmasters or the Education Department or the managers 
of schools towards the children of the depressed classes ?

�r.  Ambedkar: There is a circular issued by Dr. Paranjpye when he 
was Minister of Education in this Presidency to the effect that children 
of depressed classes should be admitted in all schools. But our experience is 
that circular has not been carried out at all. It is true that in the report of 
the Director of Public Instruction it is stated that that circular has been 
carried into effect; but I beg to differ from that view. It is not a correct 
statement of facts as they exist today. There is an incident here at Poona 
which took place only a few days ago, at Deoo, where the children of the 
depressed classes were refused admission and when they insisted on it the 
village proclaimed social boycott against the depressed classes.
26�.  Chairman: The memorandum refers to that report ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes, that is not a correct statement of facts as I said. 

I beg to differ from that
265. Rao Bahadur Rajah: I understood from Mr. Griffith that in his 

view there are reasons why the depressed classes could not be taken into 
the police department as the duties of the police involved house searches 
and arrests. Supposing, for the sake of argument, that is true, would there 
be similar objection to the recruitment of the depressed class members to 
other subordinate and provincial services ?



�r.  Ambedkar:�Find�that�there�are�so�many�objections�raised.
266.� You�are�a�member�of�the�Local�Legislative�Council�?�
�r.  Ambedkar:�Yes.
267.� What�is�your�experience�as�regards�the�attitude�of�the�higher�caste�

members�of�the�local�Council�towards�your�community�?
�r.  Ambedkar:�One�cannot�say�it�is�favourable�to�the�depressed�classes.
268.� What�is�the�attitude�of�the�Government�towards�the�members�of�

your�community�in�your�Provinces�?
�r.  Ambedkar:�Very�apathetic.
269.� I�suppose�you�have�got�honorary�bench�magistrates’�courts�in�this�

Presidency.�Are�there�any�members�of�the�depressed�classes�on�these�
boards�?

�r.  Ambedkar:�There�are�none�and�we�are�trying�to�get�some�on�the�
bench�of�magistrates,�but�without�effect.�Perhaps�it�might�be�interesting�to�
the�Conference�if�I�read�in�this�connection�a�letter�written�by�the�Collector�
of�the�Khandesh�district�to�a�member�of�the�depressed�classes�when�he�
applied�for�an�appointment�on�the�bench.�This�letter�also�gives�the�reasons�
why�he�should�not�be�appointed�to�the�place,�and�it�reads�thus�:

“ �The�Collector�has�every�sympathy�with�the�aspirations�of�the�
depressed�classes�and�is�glad�to�recognise�and�appreciate�Mr.�Medhe’s�good�
work�in�the�various�fields�of�public�activities�;�but�in�his�opinion�time�has�
not�yet�come�when�a�member�of�the�depressed�classes�can�be�given�a�seat�
on�the�bench�of�magistrates,�and,�until�the�Government�makes�some�
pronouncement�favourable�to�the�aspiration�of�the�depressed�classes�in�
this�Presidency�he�must�regretfully�express�his�inability�to�recommend�
such�an�appointment”

This�letter�is�dated�25th�September�1928.
270.� I�am�sure�you�will�agree�with�me�that�appointments�to�these�

bodies�have�nothing�to�do�with�the�progress�of�the�communities�?
�r.  Ambedkar:�Nothing.
271.� The�sole�consideration�should�be�whether�the�individual�candidate�

can�discharge�his�duties�with�a�sense�of�responsibility�?
�r.  Ambedkar:�Yes.
272.� Lord Burnham:�I�understood�you�to�say�that�of�all�the�methods�to�

protect�the�interests�of�the�depressed�classes,�you�preferred�the�universal�
suffrage�?

�r.  Ambedkar:�I�would�rather�say�adequate�representation�in�the�
Legislative�Council.
273.� I�understand�you�to�say�you�were�in�favour�of�universal�suffrage�?�
�r.  Ambedkar:�Yes.
274.� If�you�have�not�got�that�you�go�in�for�separate�electorates�?�

Supposing�you�cannot�get�either,�are�you�still�in�favour�of�the�principle�of�
nomination�?

�r.  Ambedkar:�No.�I�would�insist�on�our�representative�being�elected.
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275. If you cannot get the election on the terms proposed, you would 
prefer adult franchise ?

�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
276. Chairman: You have spoken of your strong preference for the 

representation of the depressed classes being secured by the method of 
election. Are you satisfied, supposing the method was the method of 
election, that the result would be that you will get elected those who were 
really the best spokesmen for the depressed classes ?

�r.  Ambedkar: I believe so.
277. You do not feel anxious that influences which were really against 

the interests of the depressed classes will  get to work ?
�r.  Ambedkar: I admit that and that is why I want adult suffrage.
278. You think that th? influence will cease because of the adult 

suffrage ?
�r.  Ambedkar: That will be counterbalanced.
279. Supposing that a member of the depressed classes has the necessary 

qualification, does he vote in a general constituency ?
�r.  Ambedkar: He does.
280. Taking your case you will have a qualification to vote in some 

general constituency ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes ; I vote for the University constituency as also 

my friend.
281. How does the position stand about the paying of taxes ? A sugges-

tion was made that depressed classes do not pay the taxes. Of course, it 
follows that, as regards the Customs duties and other indirect taxes which 
may raise the price of the articles, I suppose the depressed classes will  have 
to pay the increased price like anybody else ?

�r.  Ambedkar: Yes. Also the depressed class men, particularly the 
Mahar community, is always in possession of some land of ordinary tenure 
or watan tenure at any rate, and they pay what is called the judi, that is 

the assessment, as anybody else.
282. I suppose that a good many Mahars follow the occupation of 

waiters in private service ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes, very few. But they mainly work in industries 

in the cities.
283. Take, for instance, a European private house or a club, they employ 

Mahars ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
28�.  Are those people qualified to vote in a general constituency or 

not ?
�r.  Ambedkar: That will depend on the pitch of franchise.
285. As a rule the waiters would not have any qualification ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes, under the existing circumstances.
286. Sardar Mujumdar: Are you aware that saints from the depressed



�lasses are revered by all �lasses, and high-�lass persons bow down before 
them as mu�h as before su�h saints from higher �lasses ?

�r.  Ambedkar: There is only one �ase so far as I know.
287. But do they do so ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes, as they do the Mahomedan Pir.
288. Are you aware that untou�hability is not observed in the Warkari 

Panth, i.e. the devotees of the God Vithoba at Pandharpur ?
�r.  Ambedkar: That is entirely in�orre�t.
289. Do you agree that there is a vast �hange during the last 25 years 

in the treatment a��orded to the depressed �lasses, that the edu�ated higher 
�lasses are trying to remove this evil of untou�hability and mix with them 
quite freely and that there is a gradual �hange in the �ondition of the 
depressed �lasses and in the treatment a��orded to them by the general 
edu�ated publi�  ?

�r.  Ambedkar: Yes, it is so, though the sympathy is only in words 
and is seldom translated into a�tion.
290. Are you aware that in almost all villages the depressed �lass people 

are provided with wells meant only for their own use ?
�r.  Ambedkar: No.
291. Are there not su�h wells ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Not in every village.
292. Who are the depressed �lasses ? Will  you please name the �astes ?
�r.  Ambedkar: There is the �ensus.
293. Do inter-marriages take pla�e between the Mang and the Mahar 

�astes ?
�r.  Ambedkar: No, the �aste Hindus have spread their poison to the rest.
294. Do they dine together ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes, now-a-days. The movement for �onsolidation is 

going on and there is now a �ase of inter-marriage between a Mang and 
a Mahar.
295. Are there not two Inamdars in my �onstituen�y who belong to the 

depressed �lasses ?
�r.  Ambedkar: I do not know.
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L General
1. I have agreed to confine the term depressed classes to untouchables 

only. In fact, I have myself sought to exclude from the untouchables all 
those in whom there cannot be the same consciousness of kind as is shared 
by those who suffer from the social discrimination that is inherent in the 
system of untouchability and who are therefore likely to exploit the untouch
ables for their own purposes. I have also raised no objection to the utilisa
tion of tests 7 and 8 referred to in the Committee’s report for the ascertain
ment of the untouchable classes. But as I find that different persons seek 
to apply them in different ways, or put different constructions on them 
I feel it necessary to explain my point of view in regard to this matter.

2. In the first place it is urged in some quarters that whatever tests are 
applied for ascertaining the untouchable classes they must be applied uni
formly all over India. In this connection, I desire to point out that in 
a matter of this sort it would hardly be appropriate to apply the same test 
or tests all over India. India is not a single homogeneous country. It is 
a continent. The various Provinces are marked by extreme diversity of 
conditions and there is no tie of race or language. Owing to absence of 
communication each Province has evolved along its own lines with its own 
peculiar manners and modes of social life. In such circumstances the degree 
of uniformity with which most of the tests of untouchability are found to 
apply all over India is indeed remarkable. For instance, bar against temple 
entry exists everywhere in India. Even the tests of well-water and pollution

♦ Report of the Indian Franchise Committee, Vol. I, Second Edition, pp. 202-11, 
The Indian Franchise Committee was constituted on the recommendations by the 
Franchise Sub-Committee of the Round Table Conference in December 1931. The 
Committee consisted of 18 members including Dr. Ambedkar. The Marquess ol 
Lothian, C. H., Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for India, was the Chairman 

of this Committee.
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by touch apply in every Province, altough not with the same rigidity every-
where. But to insist on absolute uniformity in a system like that of un-
touchability which after ail is a matter of social behaviour and which must 
therefore vary with the circumstances of each Province and also of each 
individual is simply to trifle with the problem. The Statutory Commission 
was quite alive to this possible line of argument and after careful con-
sideration rejected it by recognizing the principle of diversity in the applica-
tion of tests of untouchability. On page 67 of Vol. II which contains its 
recommendations it observed : “  It will plainly be necessary, after the main 
principles of the new system of representation have been settled, to entrust 
to some specially appointed body (like the former Franchise Committee) 
the task of drawing up fresh electoral rules to carry these principles into 
effect, and one of the tasks of such a body will be to frame for each 
province a definition of ‘ depressed classes ’ (which may well vary, some-
times even between parts of the same province), and to determine their 
numbers as so defined.” Another point which I wish to emphasize is the 
futility of insisting upon the application of uniform tests of untouchability 
all over India. It is a fundamental mistake to suppose that differences in 
tests of untouchability indicate differences in the conditions of the un-
touchables. On a correct analysis of the mental attitude they indicate, it will  
be found that whether the test is causing pollution by touch or refusal to 
use common well, the notion underlying both is one and the same. Both 
are outward registers of the same inward feeling of defilement, odium, 
aversion and contempt. Why will not a Hindu touch an untouchable ? Why 
will not a Hindu allow an untouchable to enter the temple or use the 
village well ? Why will  not a Hindu admit an untouchable in the inn ? The 
answer to each one of these questions is the same. It is that the untouch-
able is an unclean person not fit for social intercourse. Again, why will not 
a Brahmin priest officiate at religious ceremonies performed by an untouch-
able ? Why will not a barber serve an untouchable ? In these cases also 
the answer is the same. It is that it is below dignity to do so. If our aim 
is to demarcate the class of people who suffer from social odium then it 
matters very little which test we apply. For as I have pointed out each of 
these tests is indicative of the same social attitude on the part of the 
touchables towards the untouchables.
3. In the second place the view is put forth that in applying the test of 

“  causing pollution by touch ” for ascertaining the untouchable classes 
effect must be given to it in its literal sense—and not in its notional sense. 
In the literal sense untouchables are only those persons whose touch not 
only causes pollution and is therefore avoided, or if not avoided is washed 
off by purification. In the notional sense an untouchable is a person who is 
deemed to belong to a class which is commonly held to cause pollution by 
touch, although contact with such a person may for local circumstances not 
be avoided or may not necessitate ceremonial purification. According to 
those who seek to apply the test in its literal sense the conclusion would be
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the' so-called untouchables should cease to be reckoned as untouchables 
wherever conditions have so changed that people do not avoid the touch 
of an untouchable, or do not trouble to purify themselves of the pollution 
caused by their touch. I cannot accept this view which, in my opinion, is 
based on a misconception. An individual may not be treated as an untouch-
able in the literal sense of the term on account of various circumstances. 
None the less outside the scope of such compelling circumstances he does 
continue to be regarded as an impure person by reason of his belonging to 
the untouchable class. This distinction is well brought out by the Census 
Superintendent of Bihar and Orissa in his Census Report of 1921 from which 
the following is an extract. Speaking of the relaxation of caste rules he 
says : “  Such incidents however which we have only noticed amongst the 
upper and more educated castes that are aspiring to the upper ranks, are to 
be regarded not as sign portending the collapse of the caste system, but of 
its adjustment to modem conditions. The same may be said with regard to 
modifications of the rules about personal contact or the touching of what 
is eaten or drunk........ In places like Jamshedpur where work is done
under modem conditions men of all castes and races work side by side in 
the mill without any misgivings regarding the caste of their neighbours. But, 
because the facts of everyday life make it impossible to follow the same 
practical rules as were followed a hundred years ago, it is not to be supposed 
that the distinctions of pure and impure, touchable and untouchable are no 
longer observed. A high caste Hindu will not allow an ‘ untouchable ’ to 
sit on the same seat, to smoke the same hookah or to touch his person, his 
seat, his food or the water that he drinks.” If this is a correct statement of 
the facts of life then the difference between untouchability in its literal and 
notional sense is a distinction which makes no difference to the ultimate 
situation; for as the extract shows untouchability in its notional sense 
persists even where untouchability in its literal sense has ceased to obtain. 
This is why I insist that the test of untouchability must be applied in its 

notional sense.
�. In the third place the idea is broadcast that untouchability is rapidly 

vanishing. I wish to utter a word of caution against the acceptance of this 
view, and to point out the necessity of distinguishing facts from propaganda. 
In my opinion what is important to be borne in mind in drawing inference 
from instances showing the occasional commingling of Brahmins and non-
Brahmins, touchables and untouchables is that the system of caste and the 
system of untouchability form really the steel frame of Hindu society. This 
division cannot easily be wiped out for the simple reason that it is not based 
upon rational, economic or racial grounds. On the other hand, the chances 
are that untouchability will  endure far longer into the future than the optimist 
reformer is likely to admit on account of the fact that it is based on religious 
dogma. What makes it so difficult, to break the system of untouchability is 
the religious sanction which it has behind it. At any rate the ordinary Hindu 
looks upon it as part of his religion and there is no doubt that in adopting
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towards untouchables in what is deemed to be an inhuman way of behaviour 
he does so more from the sense of observing his religion than from any 
motive of deliberate cruelty. Based on religion the ordinary Hindu only 
relaxes the rules of untouchability where he cannot observe them. He never 
abandons them. For abandonment of untouchability to him involves a total 
abandonment of the basic religious tenets of Hinduism as understood by him 
and the mass of Hindus. Based on religion untouchability will persist as all 
religious notions have done. Indian history records the attempts of many 
a Mahatma to uproot untouchability from the Indian soil. They include such 
great men as Buddha, Ramanuja and the Vaishnava saints of modem times. 
It would be hazardous to assume that a system which has withstood all this 
onslaught will collapse. The Hindu looks upon the observance of untouch-
ability as an act of religious merit, and non-observance of it as sin. My view 
therefore is that so long as this notion prevails untouchability will  prevail.

Having �xplain�d  my vi�ws on g�n�ral  qu�stions r�garding int�rpr�tations  
and connotations of the system of untouchability, I proceed to offer some 
remarks on the question of the population of depressed classes in the three 
Provinces in which there is no unanimity of opinion.

II. �epressed Classes in United Provinces
5. Regarding the population of the depressed classes in the United 

Provinces five different estimates have been given to the Committee —
(1) estimate of the United Provinces Provincial Franchise Committee ;
(2) estimate given by Mr. Blunt in his note ;
(3) estimate given by the Census Commissioner;
(�)  two estimates given by the Government of the United Provinces.

I make the following observations on these estimates :
6. I agree that Mr. Blunt’s note carries great authority with it. It is based 

on the facts which came into his possession as a Census Superintendent for 
United Provinces in 1911. It has the added weight of the opinion of an 
informal Committee of non-official Hindus which I am told was appointed 
by the United Provinces Government to examine the correctness of the 
lists of untouchable castes in United Provinces drawn up by Mr. Blunt in 
his first draft. All the same I differ from Mr. Blunt in the following 
particulars :

(0 One is that Mr. Blunt has divided the three following single communi-

ties into two dichotomous sections, one touchable and the other

untouchable :
Touchable Untouchable

(1) Bhoksa group 30,000 19,028

(2) Kori group 15�,867 775,839

(3) Chamar group 2,000,000 �,187,770

(z'O The second point of difference is that he treats the Arakh group whose 
population is 110,032 as touchable when as a matter of fact that 
group forms a part of the Pasi community which is undoubtedly 

an untouchable community.
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My contention is that the procedure adopted by Mr. Blunt is not in 
accordance with facts and is not warranted by the fundamental theory of 
Hindu social life. That the Kori group is simply a part of the Chamar group 
and as such is wholly an untouchable group is borne out by the views of 
Mr. Blunt himself as expressed by him in the report of the United Provinces 
Census of 1911 of which he was the Superintendent I rely on the remarks 
made by him in paragraph 3�7 of the Census Report of 1911 where he has 
discussed the connection of the Kori to the Chamar. On the same Report 
he makes the following observations :

“  The relation between Kori and Chamar has already been referred tc 
above. In Gorakhpur it appears to be closer still and it is said that there 
are no Koris there save Kori Chamars The Kori Chamar however drops 
the Chamar and tries to pass himself off as a Kori pure and simple, or 
even by slurring the word to make it sound like Koiri. A Khalasi in 
Gorakhpur district was severely beaten by the rest of his Hindu fellow 
servants for playing this trick and making them take water from his 
hands.”
Regarding the Arakh group Mr. Blunt himself admits in his note that 

“  as a whole these castes appear to be off-shoots of the important Pasi tribe ”  
which he has treated as untouchable. Coming to the Chamar group 
Mr. Blunt’s reasons for excluding 2 million Chamars from the category of 
untouchables are given by him on page 17 of his note. He says : ‘‘Oh the 
other hand many Chamars have taken to cteaner occupations such as those 
of saddler (zingar), cobbler (mochi), groom (syce) while the extension of 
the leather trade at Cawnpore and elsewhere has enabled many Chamars to 
become wealthy when they aim at social status much higher than that of 
their village brethren. Such Chamars are generally regarded as touchables 
and many change the caste name for something less ill-sounding, for instance, 
Koril, Aharwar, Jatiya, Dhusiya and especially Jaiswar.” In my opinion to 
exclude, as Mr. Blunt has done, such Chamars as have taken to cleaner 
occupations or have become wealthy from the category of untouchables is 
a totally erroneous view. One �f  the characteristics of the system of untoucha-
bility and also of the caste system is that the social status erf the individual 
rises or falls with that of the community to which he belongs. Once an 
untouchable always an untouchable has been the rule of Hindu social life. 
This is its cardinal feature and it is this which distinguishes it from the class 
system in which the social status of the individual rises or falls not with that 
of the community to which he belongs but with his own personal merits and 
demerits. Having regard to this fundamental and basic principle of Hindu 
social life, the division made by Mr. Blunt that some members of an admit-
tedly untouchable caste are touchable must be discarded Indeed it is a con-
tradiction in terms and does not seem to be in accord WUh the facts. It is 
not true that sections of the Chamar caste mentioned by Mr. Blunt have been 

ted as touchable or allowed to enter temples or draw water from public 
wel On the contrary, they have invented, according to Mr. Blunt’s own



�tatement, new name� for them�elve� to avoid being treated a� untouchable�. 
Mr. Blunt him�elf give� in�tance� of thi�  in hi� Cen�u� Report for the United 
Province� for 1911. I quote the following extract from Part I :

“  A Jai�war Chamar in the �ame way will  never admit he i�  a Chamar 
but trie� to pa�� hi� ca�te off a� Jai�war alone, a �ub-ca�te of �o many 
ca�te� including Rajput. A �yce once tried the trick on me and in Tundla 
in Agra di�trict. I found a whole colony of Jai�war� who on enquiry 
proved to be de�cendant� of Chamar regimental �yce� who had �ettled 
there.”

If my contention� are accepted and if that part of the population of the 
untouchable communitie� which Mr. Blunt ha� treated a� touchable i�  added 
to the total of untouchable� then Mr. Blunt’ � figure� for untouchable� in 
the United Province� come to 11,476,214.

7. The Cen�u� Commi��ioner’ � e�timate of the population of the 
depre��ed cla��e� i� 12-6 million�, and even if a �tricter computation wa� 
followed and only ‘ li�t  A ’ which include� untouchable� only wa� accepted 
the population of depre��ed cla��e�  �o under�tood would come up to a little 
over 11 million�— a figure which very nearly agree� with that of Mr. Blunt.

8. The Government of the United Province� ha� given two �et� of
e�timate�. In it� fir�t  report it gave the figure of 6,773,814. In it� final 
report it agreed with the Provincial Committee that the population of ca�te� 
which fell within the definition of cau�ing pollution by touch came to 
only 459,000. Regarding the e�timate of 6,773,814 given in it�  fir�t  report 
it i� nece��ary to point out that thi� e�timate i�  not an e�timate of the 
population of untouchable� in the United Province�. So far a� that point i�  
concerned the Government of the United Province� �eem tacitly to accept 
the figure� given by Mr. Blunt in hi� Note. The e�timate of 6,773,814 given 
by the U. P. Government i�  an e�timate of people who in it�  opinion require 
to be recogni�ed for political protection. The merit� of thi�  procedure I have 
di�cu��ed below. All  that I wi�h  to do here i�  to repeat that thi�  e�timate of 
the U. P. Government i�  not an e�timate of the total population of untouch-
able� a� �uch. The only comment I wi�h to make on the e�timate given by 
the United Province� Government in it�  final report i� to place be�ide it 
the e�timate which it gave to the Simon Commi��ion. In their note on the 
po�ition of the depre��ed cla��e� which i� printed a� an addendum at the 
end of their memorandum to the- Statutory Commi��ion they �aid : “  Of 
the total Hindu population of the province nearly one-third; that i�  almo�t 
thirteen million�  are regarded by orthodox Hindu� a� untouchable�. A li�t 
of ca�te� cla��ed a� untouchable, extracted from the U. P. Cen�u� Report 
of 1901, with the population of each i�  appended to thi� note............... �he
social impurity attaching to the untouchable castes merely implies that a man 
of high caste will not take food or water from an untouchable, and if he 
touches or comes in close contact with such a person he must wash before 
eating or even before mixing with persons of higher castes." It i�  clear 
from thi� that on the 16th of May 1928, on which the memorandum wa�



�ubmitted, the population of per�on� who on the ba�i� of untouchability a� 
meaning cau�ing pollution of touch wa� 13 million�. It i� obviou� that the 
definition given by the Chairman of our Committee i� not different from 
the definition which obtained in U.P. and which i�  followed by the Govern-
ment in 1928 in computing thi� total of 13 million�. I mu�t therefore leave 
the United Province� Government to explain the va�t difference between 
the two e�timate�. I am, however, con�trained to remark that the�e change� 
in the e�timate� of the untouchable� in the United Province� by the. United 
Province� Government are equalled by the change� in the view� of the 
United Province� Government regarding the method of repre�entation of 
the depre��ed cla��e� In their de�patch on the report of the Statutory 
Commi��ion written on 23rd Augu�t 1930 the Government of the United 
Province� wa� the �taunche�t �upporter of �eparate electorate� for the 
depre��ed cla��e�. In their fir�t  report to our Committee the Government 
came down to nomination from a panel while in their final report it 
recommended re�ervation of �eat�. It would be a di�a�ter to the cau�e of 
the depre��ed cla��e� if the view� of a Government were to undergo �uch 
�trange o�cillation� in regard to two �uch momentou� i��ue�  a� the popula-
tion and repre�entation of the depre��ed cla��e�.

9. Coming to the e�timate given by the United Province� Provincial 
Franchi�e Committee I wi�h to draw attention to the following fact� :

(i) The figure� of the Cen�u� Commi��ioner, of Mr. Blunt and of the 
Government in 1928 all agree that the depre��ed cla��  population meaning 
thereby tho�e who cau�e pollution by touch i� approximately between 
11 + and 13 million�. It i� therefore for the Committee to ju�tify  it�  
�urpri�ingly  low e�timate.
(ii)  I am not at all certain that when the Committee �ay�  that the two 

depre��ed cla�� member� agree in it� view and the majority of the 
Committee were ad-idem in re�pect of all the implication� of the agree-
ment. At any rate, I am bound to point out that the opinion of Babu 
Ram Charan on thi� i��ue ha� no value. He belong� to the depre��ed 
cla�� in the �en�e of the economically poor and educationally backward 
cla��e�  and not to the untouchable cla��e�  in the �trict  �en�e of the term.
(iii)  The Indian Franchi�e Committee ha� adopted two te�t� for the 

cla��ification of untouchable�, temple entry and pollution by touch. The 
U. P. Provincial Franchi�e Committee ha� proceeded on the ba�i�  of only 
one te�t namely cau�ing pollution by touch and that too in it�  literal �en�e 
and not in it�  notional �en�e.
(iv) In adopting our Chairman’ � definition of untouchability, which 

I mu�t �ay he gave on hi� own re�pon�ibility, the Provincial Franchi�e 
Committee doe� not �eem to have adverted to the clau�e “  a� it exi�t�  in 
the United Province�” .
10. There i� another que�tion of great importance which ari�e� in con-

nection with the method adopted both by Mr. Blunt and the U. P. Govern-
ment in e�timating the population of the depre��ed cla��e�. The Indian



�ranchise Committee has proceeded on the hypothesis that all those who 
fall under the two tests accepted by it must be treated as untouchables and 
must be reckoned as such for purposes of special representation. In the course 
of its investigation the Indian �ranchise Committee found that as things 
stood in India, all depressed classes were not untouchables, and to include 
all untouchables irrespective of their economic and educational condition. 
Mr. Blunt and the Government of the United Provinces seem to make a dis-
tinction. between “  untouchables ” and “  depressed classes ” out of quite 
a different sort. According to them all depressed classes are untouchables. AU 
untouchables, however, do not belong to the category of depressed classes. 
This is just the reverse of the prevalent practice and the conclusions of the 
Indian �ranchise Committee. The question is not one of mere nomenclature 
It has far reaching consequences which go to affect the degree of representa-
tion. The United Provinces Government and Mr. Blunt do not take into 
their calculation all untouchables for the purposes of representation. They 
take into account only those untouchables who can be called depressed. The 
Indian �ranchise Committee proceeds on the hypothesis that once the class of 
untouchables is ascertained by the application of the two tests it has accepted 
for the purpose the whole of the class, of untouchables so ascertained must 
be taken into account for the purpose of representation without any further 
distinction between rich and poor, advanced and backward, educated and 
uneducated, which in my opinion is the correct procedure.
It is hardly necessary for me to say that I do not agree with the procedure 

adopted by Mr. Blunt and the Government of the United Provinces.

���.  Depressed Classes in the Punjab

11. In connection with the population figure for the depressed classes 
given in the census of 1931 I wish to draw attention to two facts :

(1) The population of those who caused pollution by touch was 
according to the census of 1911, 2 8 millions while in the census of 1931 
the population of untouchables is given as amounting to 1-3 millions.
(2) The census of 1911 gives a list of 23 castes which are deemed to 

cause pollution by touch. The census of 1931 mentions only castes as 
forming the untouchable population in the Punjab.
12. Why the total population of the untouchables and the list of castes 

included in that category should have shrunk so much between 1911 and 
19311 am not able to ascertain. It is however necessary to state that among 
the untouchables of Punjab there has been going on for some years past 
a strong movement called the Ad-Dharm movement the object of which is 
to separate from the Hindu fold and form themselves into a distinct com-
munity under the new name of Ad-Dharmis. Such has been the strength of 
the movement that the untouchables decided to return themselves as Ad- 
Dharmis instead of Hindus in the census of 1931, and the Government gave 
recognition to this feeling and allowed the Censes Superintendent of Punjab 
to open �  new category of Ad-Dharmis. This, led in some parts of the



�unjab to riots between the Hindus and the untouchables. As a result the 
untouchables in some parts returned themselves simply as Ad-Dharmis with-
out mentioning their respective castes, and in other parts where they were 
prevented from doing so returned themselves as Hindus under their caste 
names. I am mentioning these facts to show that the difficulties created in 
the enumeration of the untouchables and which are admitted by the Govern-
ment of �unjab may be responsible for this shrinkage in the number and 
list of untouchables in the �unjab. The matter therefore requires to be 
carefully looked into.

�V. Depressed Classes in Bengal

13. In regard to the depressed classes of Bengal there is an important 
piece of evidence to which I should like to call attention and which goes 
to show that the list given in the Bengal Census of 1911 is a correct enume-
ration of caste which have been traditionally treated as untouchable castes 
in Bengal. I refer to Section 7 of Regulation IV of 1809 (A regulation for 
rescinding Regulations IV and V of 1806 ; and for substituting rules in lieu 
of those enacted in the said regulations for levying duties from the pilgrims 
resorting to Jagannath, and for the superintendence and management of the 
affairs of the temple ; passed by the Governor-General in Council, on the 
28th of April 1809) which gives the following list of castes which were 
debarred from entering the temple of Jagannath at �uri  : (1) Loli or Kashi, 
(2) Kalal or Sunri, (3) Machhua, (4) Namasudra or Chandal, (5) Ghuski, 
(6) Gazur, (7) Bagdi, (8) Jogi or Nurbaf, (9) Kahar-Bauri and Dulia, 
(10) Rajbansi, (11) �irali,  (12) Chamar, (13) Dom, (14) �an, (15) Tiyar, 
(16) Bhuinnali, and (17) Hari.
The enumeration agrees with the list of 1911 Census and thus lends 

support to its correctness. Incidentally it shows that a period of 100 years 
made no change in the social status of the untouchables of Bengal.
II. In connection with the three provinces, United �rovinces, Bengal 

and �unjab, where there is disagreement on the question of the population 
of the Depressed Classes I desire to draw attention to the fact that the 
Indian Franchise Committee has proceeded upon two distinct tests for the 
ascertainment of the untouchable population, while the �rovincial  Govern-
ments and �rovincial  Committees have apparently followed one single test, 
namely, causing pollution by touch.

V. Nomenclature

14. The revision of the electoral rolls consequent upon the proposed 
changes in the constitution is a very good occasion for considering the 
question of having a proper and appropriate nomenclature for the depressed 
classes. I therefore propose to express my opinion on this question. There 
is considerable objection on the part of the communities which are now 
called “  depressed classes ” to the use of that term in describing them. 
Several witnesses who have appeared before the Committee have given 
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expression to this sentiment. Besides the term ‘ depressed classes ’ has led 
to a great deal of confusion in the census because it includes others who 
are not strictly untouchables. Secondly, it gives the impression that the 
depressed classes are a low and helpless community when as a matter of 
fact in every Province numbers of them are both well-to-do and well- 
educated, and the whole community is acquiring consciousness of its needs, 
is charged with ambition for securing a respectable status in Indian society 
and is making stupendous efforts to achieve it On all these grounds the 
term * depressed classes ’ is inappropriate and unsuitable. Mr. Mullan, the 
Census Superintendent of Assam, has brought into use a new term called 
* exterior castes ’ to cover the untouchables. This designation has many 
advantages. It defines exactly the position of the untouchables who are 
within the Hindu religion but outside the Hindu society and distinguishes 
it from Hindus who are economically and educationally depressed but who 
are both within the pale of Hindu religion ana Hindu society. The term has 
two other advantages. It avoids all the confusion that is now caused by use 
of the vague term depressed classes and at tne same time �s not offens�ve. 
Our Committee did not feel competent to make recommendation in this 
behalf. But as a representative of the depressed classes I have no hesitation 
in saying that until better nomenclature is found the untouchable classes 
should hereafter be described by the more expressive term ‘ Exterior Castes * 
or ‘ Excluded Castes ’ and not as depressed classes.

�I.  Reservations

1�. Before concluding this note I would like on my part to make the 
same reservation which my Muslim colleagues on the Committee have made 
namely that the allocation of seats to labour women, and other special 
interests must not affect the proportion of seats which the depressed classes 
have claimed in the Minorities Paet submitted to the Round Table 
Conference.

The 1st May 1932. B. R. AMBEDKAR
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Fifth Sitting—2®th November 1930

NEED FOR POL�T�CAL POWER FOR DEPRE��ED  CLA��E�

6 Dr B. /?. �mbedkar: Mr. Chairman, my purpose in rising to address this 
conference is principally to place before it the point of view of the depressed 
classes, whom � and my colleague, Rao Bahadur Srinivasan, have the honour 
to represent, regarding the question of constitutional reform. �t is a point of 
view of 43,000,000 people, or one-fifth of the total population of British 
�ndia The depressed classes form a group by themselves which is distinct 
and separate from the Muhammadans and, although they are included 
among the Hindus, they in no sense form an integral part of that community. 
Not only have they a separate existence, but they have also assigned to 
them a statute which is invidiously distipct from the status occupied by 
any other community in �ndia. There are communities in �ndia which 
occupy a lower and subordinate position ; but the position assigned to the 
depressed classes is totally different. �t is one which is midway between 
that cf the serf and the slave, and which may, for convenience, be called 
servile with this difference, that the serf and the slave were permitted to 
have physical contact, from which the Depressed Classes are debarred. 
What is worse that this enforced servility and bar to human intercourse, 
due to their untouchability, involves, not merely the possibility of discri-
mination in public life, but actually works out as a positive denial of all 
equality of opportunity and the denial of those most elementary of civic 
rights on which all human existence depends. � am sure that the point of 
view of such a community, as large as the population of England or of 
France, and so heavily handicapped in the struggle for existence, cannot 
but have some bearing on the right sort of solution of the political problem, 
and � am anxious that this Conference should be placed in possession 
of that point of view at the very start
The point of view � will try to put as briefly as � can. �t is this that 

the bureaucratic form of Government in �ndia should be replaced by

* Proceedings of the Round Table Conference (hereinafter referred to as R.T.C.) 
(First Session), Government of �ndia, Central Publication Branch, Calcutta, 1931, pp. 123-29.
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a Government which will be a Government of the people, by the people 
and for the people. This statement of the view of the depressed classes 
I am sure will be received with some surprise in certain quarters. The tie 
that bounds the Depressed Classes to the British has been of a unique 
character. The Depressed Classes welcomed the British as their deliverers 
from age long tyranny and oppression by the orthodox Hindus. They fought 
their battles against the Hindus, the Mussalmans and the Sikhs and won 
for them this great Empire of India. The British, on their side, assumed 
the role of trustees for the depressed classes. In view of such an intimate 
relationship between the parties, this change in the attitude of the depressed 
classes towards British Rule in India is undoubtedly a most momentous 
phenomenon. But the reasons for this change of attitude are not far to 
seek. We have not taken this decision simply because we wish to throw 
in our lot with the majority. Indeed, as you know, there is not much love 
lost between the majority and the particular minority I represent. Ours is 
an independent decision. We have judged of the existing administration 
solely in the light of our own circumstances and we have found it wanting 
in some of the most essential elements of a good Government. When we 
compare our present position with the one which it was our lot to bear in 
Indian society of the pre-British days, we find that, instead of marching 
on, we are only marking time. Before the British, we were in the loathsome 
condition due to our untouchability. Has the British Government done 
anything to remove it ? Before the British, we could not enter the temple. 
Can we enter now ? Before the British, we were denied entry into the 
Police Force. Does the British Government admit us in the Force ? Before 
the British, we were not allowed to serve in the Military. Is that career 
now open to us ? To none of these questions can we give an affirmative 
answer. That the British, who have held so large a sway over us for such 
a long time, have done some good we cheerfully acknowledge. But there 
is certainly no fundamental change in our position. Indeed, so far as we 
were concerned, the British Government has accepted the social arrange-
ments as it found them, and has preserved them faithfully in the manner 
of the Chinese tailor who, when given an old coat as a pattern, produced 
with pride an exact replica, rents, patches and all. Our wrongs have 
remained as open sores and they have not been righted, although 
1�0 years of British rule have rolled away.

We do not accuse the British of indifference or want of sympathy. What 
we do find is that they are quite incompetent to tackle our problems. If  
the case was one of indifference only it would have been a matter of small 
moment, and it would not have made such a profound change in our 
attitude. But what we have come to realise on a deeper analysis of the 
situation is that it is not merely a case of indifference, rather it is a case 
of sheer incompetence to undertake the task. The depressed classes find 
that the British Government in India suffers from two very serious



limitations. There is first of all an internal limitation which arises from the 
■character, motives and interests ol those who are in power. It is not 
because they cannot help us in these things but because it is against their 
character, motives and interests to do so. The second consideration that 
limits its authority is the mortal fear it has of external resistance, rhe 
Government of India does realise the necessity of removing the social 
evils which are eating into the vitals of Indian society and which have 
blighted the fives of the downtrodden classes for so many years. The 
Government of India does realise that the landlords are squeezing the 
masses dry, and the capitalists are not giving the labourers a living wage 
and decent conditions of work. Yet it is most painful thing that it has not 
dared to touch any ol these evils. Why ? Is it because it has no legal 
powers to remove them? No. The reason why it docs not intervene is 
because it is afraid that its intervention to amend the existing code of 
social and economic life, will give rise to resistance. Of what good is such 
•a Government to anybody? Under a Government, paralysed between two 
such limitations, much that goes to make life good must remain held up. 
We must have a Government in which the men in power will give their 
undivided allegiance to the best interest of the country. �e  must have 
a Government in which men in power, knowing where obedience will end 
and resistance will begin, will not be afraid to amend the social and econo-
mic code of life which the dictates of justice and expediency so urgently 
call for. This ROLE the British Government will never be able to play. 
It is only a Government which is of the people, for the people and by the 
people that will make this possible.

These are some of the questions raised by the Depressed Classes and the 
answers which in their view these questions seem to carry. This is there
fore the inevitable conclusion which the Depressed Classes have come to : 
namely, that the bureaucratic Government of India, with the best of motives, 
will remain powerless to effect any change so far as our particular grievances 
are concerned. We feel that nobody can remove our grievances as well as 
we can, and we cannot remove them unless we get political power in our 
own hands. No share of this political power can evidently come to us so 
long as the British Government remains as it is. It is only in a Swaraj 
constitution that we stand any chance of getting the political power into 
our own hands, without which we cannot bring salvation to our people.

There is ODe thing, Sir, to which I wish to draw your particular attention. 
It is this. I have not used the expression Dominion Status in placing before 
you the point of view of the Depressed Classes. I have avoided using it, 
not because I do not understand its implications nor does the omission 
mean that the depressed classes object to India’s attaining Dominion Status. 
My chief ground for not using it is that it does not convey the full content 
of what the Depressed Classes stand for. The Depressed Classes, while they 
stand for Dominion Status with safeguards, wish to lay all the emphasis
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they can on one question and one question alone. And that question is, 
how will Dominion India function ? Where will the centre of political 
power be ? Who will have it ? Will the Depressed Classes be heirs to it ? 
These are the questions that form their chief concern. The Depressed 
Classes feel that they will get no shred of the political power unless the 
political machinery for the new constitution is of a special make. In the 
construction of that machine certain hard facts of Indian social life must 
not be lost sight of. It must be recognised that Indian Society is a gradation 
of Castes forming an ascending scale of reverence and a descending scale 
of contempt—a system which gives no scope for the growth of that 
sentiment of equality and fraternity so essential for a democratic form of 
Government. It must also be recognized that while the intelligentsia is 
a very important part of Indian society, it is drawn from its upper strata 
and although it speaks in the name of the country and leads the political 
movement, it has not shed the narrow particularism of the class front 
which it is drawn. In other words what the Depressed Classes wish to urge 
is that the political mechanism must take account of and must have a definite 
relation to the psychology of the society for which it is devised. Otherwise 
you are likely to produce a constitution which, however symmetrical, will  
be truncated one and a total misfit to the society for which it is designed

There is one point with which I should like to deal before I close this 
matter. We are often reminded that the problem of the Depressed Classes 
is a social problem and that its solution lies elsewhere than in politics. 
We take strong exception to this view. We hold that the problem of the 
Depressed Classes will never be solved unless they get political power in 
their own hands. If this is true, and I do not think that the contrary can 
be maintained, then problem of Depressed Classes is I submit eminently 
a political problem and must be treated as such. We know that political 
power is passing from the British into the hands of those who wield such 
tremendous economic, social and religious sway over our existence. We 
are willing that it may happen, though the idea of Swaraj recalls to the 
mind of many of us the tyrannies, oppressions and injustices practised 
upon us in the past and fear of their recurrence under Swaraj. We are 
prepared to take the inevitable risk of the situation in the hope that we shall 
be installed, in adequate proportion, as the political sovereigns of the 
country along with our fellow countrymen. But we will consent to that 
on one condition and that is that the settlement of our problems is not 
left to time. I am afraid the Depressed Classes have waited too long for 
time to work' its miracle. At every successive step taken by the British 
Government to widen the scope of representative Government the Depressed 
Classes have been systematically left out. No thought has been given to 
their claim for political power. I protest with all the emphasis I can that 
we will not stand this any longer. The settlement of our problem must be 
a part of the general political settlement and must not be left over to the
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shifting sands of the sympathy and goodwill of the rulers of the future. 
The reasons why the Depressed Classes insist upon it are obvious. Every 
one of us knows that the man in possession is more powerful than the man 
who is out of possession. Everyone of us also knows that those in possession 
of power seldom abdicate in favour of those who are out of it. We 
cannot therefore hope for the effectuation of the settlement of our social 
problem. �f we allow power to slip into the hands of those who stand to 
lose by settlement unless we are to have another revolution to dethrone 
those, whom we today help to ascend the throne of power and prestige. 
We prefer being despised for too anxious apprehensions, than ruined by 
too confident a security, and � think it would be just and proper for us to 
insist that the best guarantee for the settlement of our problem is the 
adjustment of the political machine itself so as to give us a hold on it, and 
not the will of those who are contriving to be left in unfettered control of 
that machine.

What adjustments of the political machine the Depressed Classes want 
for their safety and protection � will place before the Conference at the 
proper time. All � will say at the present moment is that, although we 
want responsible Government, we do not want a Government that will  
only mean a change of masters. Let the Legislature be fully and really 
representative if your Executive is going to be fully responsible.

� am sorry Mr. President. � had to speak in such plain words. But 
� saw no help. The Depressed Classes have had no friend. The Government 
has all along used them only as an excuse for its continued existence. The 
Hindus claim them only to deny them or, better still, to appropriate rights. 
The Muhammadans refuse to recognize their separate existence, because 
they fear that their privileges may be curtailed by the admission of a rival. 
Depressed by the Government, suppressed by the Hindu and disregarded 
by the Muslim, we are left in a most intolerable position of utter helpless-
ness to which � am sure there is no parallel and to which � was bound to 
call attention.

Regarding the other question which is set do\yn for discussion � am sorry 
it was decided to tag it on to a general debate. �ts importance deserved 
a session for itself. No justice can be done to it in a passing reference. The 
subject is one in which the Depressed Classes are deeply concerned and 
they regard it as a very vital question. As members of a minority, we look 
to the Central Government to act as a powerful curb on the provincial 
majority to save the minorities from the misrule of the majority. As an 
�ndian, interested in the growth of �ndian nationalism, � must make it 
plain that � am a strong believer in the Unitary form of Government and 
the thought of disturbing it � must confess does not please me very much. 
This Unitary Government has been the most potent influence in the building 
up of the �ndian nation. That process of unification which has been the 
result of a unified system of Government has not been completed and



� should be loathed to withdraw this most powerful stimulus in the formative 
period and before it has worked out its end.

However, the question in the form in which it is placed is only an academic 
question and � shall be prepared to consider a federal form, if it can be 
shown that in it local autonomy is not inconsistent with central unity.

Sir, all that �, as a representative of the depressed classes, need say on 
their behalf � have said. May � crave your indulgence to permit me as an 
�ndian to say a word or two generally on the situation which we have to 
meet. So much has been said regarding its gravity that � shall not venture 
to add a word more to it, although � am no silent spectator of the move-
ment. What � am anxious about is to feel whether we are proceeding on 
right lines in evolving our solution. What that solution should be rests 
entirely upon the view that British delegates choose to take. Addressing 
myself to them � will say, whether you will meet the situation by concilia-
tion or by applying the iron heel must be a matter for your judgment for 
the responsibility is entirely yours. To such of you as are particular to 
the use of force and believe that a regime of LETTERS DE CACHET and 
the Bastille will ease the situation, let me recall the memorable words of 
the greatest teacher of political philosophy, Edmund Burke. This is what 
he said to the British nation when it was faced with the problem of dealing 
with the American colonies :

“  The use of force alone is but temporary. �t may endure for a moment, 
but it does not remove the necessity of subduing again ; a nation is not 
governed which is perpetually to be conquered. The next objection 
to force is its uncertainty. Terror is not always the effect of force, and 
ran armament is not a victory. �f you do not succeed, you are without 
resource ; for conciliation failing, force remains, but force faffing, no 
further hope of reconciliation is left. Power and authority are sometimes 
bought by kindness, but they can never be begged as alms by an 
impoverished and defeated violence. A further objection to force is, 
that you impair the object by your very endeavours to preserve it. The 
thing you fought for (to. wit the loyalty of the people) is not the thing 
you recover but depreciated, sunk, wasted and consumed in the 
contest.”
The worth and efficacy of this advice you all knew. You did not listen 

to it and you lost the great continent of America. You followed it to the 
lasting good of yourself and the rest of the Dominions that are with you. 
To such of you as are willing to adopt a policy of conciliation � should 
like to say one thing. There seems to be prevalent an impression that the 
Delegates are called here to argue for and against a case for Dominion 
Status and that the grant of Dominion Status will be dependent upon 
which side is the victor in this battle of wits. With due deference to all 
who are sharpening their wits, � submit that there can be no greater mistake 
than to make the formula of logic govern so live an issue. � have no



�uarrel with logic and logicians. But I warn them against the disaster that 
is bound to follow if they are not careful in the selection of the premises 
they choose to adopt for their deductions. It is all a matter of temper 
whether you will abide by the fall of your logic, or whether you will  
refute it, as Dr. Johnson did the paradoxes of Berkeley by trampling them 
under his feet. I am afraid it is not sufficiently realised that in the present 
temper of the country, no constitution will be workable which is not 
acceptable to the majority of the people. The time when you were to choose 
and India was to accept is gone, never to return. Let the consent of the 
people and not the accident of logic be the touchstone of your new consti-
tution, if you desire that .it should be worked.



�

�OMMITTEE  OF THE WHOLE  �ONFEREN�E

f�omments  on the Interim  Report of Sub-�ommittee  No. I  

(Federal Structure)—16th December 1930

�Dr. Ambedkar: I should like to raise the point which my friend 
Mr. Joshi made before we adjourned. The Lord Chancellor, as the Chairman 
of this Sub-Committee, invited some of the delegates to submit any views they 
might have on these particular matters, and a few delegates including myself 
submitted a letter to the Chairman of the Sub-Cojnmittee, and expressed 
our wish that that letter should be submitted to the Sub-Committee for 
consideration. I do not find in the Report any reference to that letter, and 
J was informed by Lord Sankey that that letter was not placed before the 
Sub-Committee, but was sent to you, Sir, as Prime Minister. I do not 
think that that was quite a proper way of dealing with it. The letter was 
submitted to the Chairman of the Sub-Committee, for the Sub-Committee’s 
use and it expressed certain definite views we held on the question of 
Federation. I am bound to make this comment because, speaking for 
myself, the Report as drawn up is so much at variance with the principles 
expressed in the letter that I find we shall have at some stage to raise 
a debate on this question, and I should like to know what steps the Lord 
Chancellor proposes to take.

Lord Sankey: I am very much obliged to Dr. Ambedkar for raising 
the point he has done, because I should have liked to have raised it myself, 
and it gives me the opportunity of saying a few words which I should have 
said at the beginning................This is not a complete picture...............
soon you are going to be presented with the complete picture, and 
Dr. Ambedkar, I shall want your assistance, ...........Now with regard to the
letter, Dr. Ambedkar, that you were good enough to send to me, I have 
considered it very carefully, and it will  be vital to discuss it when we come to 
No. 6.§ •"

t Proceedings of the R.T.C., pp. 193-95.
t Dr. Ambedkar was not the member of this Sub-Committee. He was nowever included 

as member of the Federal Structure Committee in the �nd  R.T.C.
§ Head No. 6 dealt with the constitution, character, powers and responsibilities of the 

Federal Executive.
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�r.  Ambedkar : All � should like to know, if � may say so, is whether 
you will place that letter before the Committee. At what stage you may 
do so is a matter which � must leave to you.

Lord Sankey : One moment. Dr. Ambedkar. � am going to do a good 
deal more than that ; � am not only going to place your letter before the 
Committee. � am going to draw the Committee’s attention to it myself.

�r.  Ambedkar : � am obliged. That is enough for me.
Lord Sankey : One moment. � have not finished. When you are as old 

as � am, you will  not be in such a hurry. �nstead of having to do the job 
myself, � personally should very much take the gentlemen who presented 
the letter to come and do the job. �f � have to do it myself, � shall not do 
it as well as you gentlemen would. But � will do this : not a word of the 
letter shall be left out; but it is not quite the time to consider it yet, 
because it must be considered at that important time when we come to No. 6.

�omments  on paragraph 16 of the Report which dealt with  
Governor-General’s special power

fDr. Ambedkar: Sir, before you proceed, � should like to make it plain 
that the power given to the Governor-General to intervene to avoid serious 
prejudice to the interests of any section of the population must remain. 
The power must be embodied in the constitution in the same form as 
under section 93 of the Canadian Constitution.

Lt. Col. Gidney: Sir, � agree with and support everything that 
Dr. Ambedkar has said about the Governor-General having reserved power 
in such matters as he has mentioned.
*****

$C hair man : Paragraph 34. � call on Col. Gidne.y.
Lt. Col. Gidney: � have one observation to make on this paragraph 

and � do so in conjunction with paragraph 29. Whereas in paragraph 29 
a population ratio is to be adopted in estimating the representation of 
various communities in the upper chamber, in this paragraph 34, you use 
the word “  possibly ” which still further closes the door to minorities and 
special interests even to get a single representative in the upper chamber. 
I would suggest that that word “  possibly ” be deleted from this paragraph 
and the other words following, “  and certainly in the Lower Chamber ”  
be also deleted, as that the reconstructed paragraph will read :

“  Provision should be made for the representation in both chambers, 
however small this representation be ”

I  think all the minority communities have every entitlement to representation 
in the upper house, however small it be.

�r.  Ambedkar: I associate myself with what Col. Gidney has said.
(Paragraph 34 dealt with representation of special interests and of the 

Crown in Federal Legislature.)

t Proceedings of the R.T.C., p. 261. 
t Ibid., pp. 278-79.
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IN SUB-COMMITTEE  No. H�
(PROVINCIAL  CONSTITUTION)

First Sitting—4th December 19�0

•fOr.��mbedkar:�I�propose�to�divide�my�remarks�under�three�heads�:�
r(l)�provincial�autonomy,�(2)�responsibility�in�the�provinces,�(3)�provin-
cial�services.�I�make�a�distinction�between�provincial�autonomy�and�provincial�
services.�It�seems�to�me�that�the�question�of�provincial�autonomy�raises�the�
definition�of�the�relations�of�the�provincial�Executive�and�Legislature�vis-a-vis�
the�Central�Government�and�the�Central�Legislature.�The�first�remark�
I�would�offer�with�the�attitude�of�those�who�hold�that�the�time�has�arrived�
when�the�provincial�Governments�ought�to�be�left�with�as�complete�an�
autonomy�as�is�possible�under�the�circumstances,�and�they�should�be�free�
from�such�control�as�the�Central�Government�now�exercises.�But,�Sir,�
I�cannot�help�making�this�further�observation,�that�viewing�the�problem�of�
provincial�autonomy�from�the�standpoint�of�the�particular�class�I�represent�
in�this�Conference�and�of�the�interests�of�India�as�a�whole�and�the�working�
classes�in�particular,�I�think�that�in�any�future�constitution�that�we�propose�
to�devise�for�endowing�the�Provinces�with�provincial�autonomy�we�
must�take�into�consideration�certain�facts�which�are�bound�to�limit �
the�character�of�that�autonomy.
The�first�limiting�factor�in�the�provincial�autonomy�is�that�it�must�be�

made�subject�to�such�questions�of�a�provincial�character�which�are,�although�
provincial�in�nature,�also�of�an�All-India�character.�The�Provinces�may�
have�their�say�with�regard�to�these�subjects,�and�yet�the�Central�Govern-
ment�should�not�be�excluded�from�its�jurisdiction�with�regard�to�them.�For�
instances,�I�would�like�to�draw�an�illustration�from�labour�legislation,�
legislation�affecting�tenants�and�affecting�agriculture.�These,�no�doubt,�in�
a�country�like�India,�must�become�provincial�subjects�yet�I�do�not�think�
thgy�can�be�viewed�entirely�from�such�a�small�compass.�They�cannot�be�

t�Proceedings�of�the�Sub-Committee�No.�II�(Provincial�Constitution),�Government�of�
India,�Central�Publication�Branch,�Calcutta,�1931,�pp.�18-22.
The�terms�of�reference�to�this�Committee�were�as�under:—
(1)� “ �The�powers�of�the�Provincial�Legislature.”
(2)� “ �The�constitution,�character,�powers�and�responsibilities�of�the�Provincial�Executive."



�ega�ded as enti�ely p�ovincial and without an All-India cha�acte�. The 
Cent�al Gove�nment must have some ju�isdiction ove� subjects of this 
cha�acte�, notwithstanding that it cuts ac�oss p�ovincial autonomy.
Secondly, I should state that in dividing the powe�s of Gove�nment 

between the Cent�al and the P�ovincial Gove�nments in the futu�e consti-
tution of India with a view to giving the P�ovinces as complete an autonomy 
as possible, it will also be necessa�y that such powe�s as �emain undefined 
must be left with the Cent�al Gove�nment. Well, I do not think that the�e 
is no othe� view on that point. But I say that in the p�esent situation in 
India, whe�e the sepa�atist tendency exists to such an extent as we all 
know it, whe�e p�ovincial and local pa�ochialism is mo�e dominant than 
national feeling, while we a�e building up a Fede�ated India with complete 
autonomy of the units, we still have the p�oblem of making India as 
a whole a st�ong and united count�y. I would make this fu�the� obse�vation, 
namely, that I do not think that the �ese�vation of powe�s in the Cent�al 
Gove�nment is likely to affect the autonomy of the P�ovinces. The �ese�va-
tion of powe�s as inte�p�eted by the Judicial Committee of the P�ivy Council 
in the case of Canada has not had this ove�-�iding effect. It means a powe� 
that comes into existence in an eme�gency in a field not specifically allotted 
to the P�ovinces. I do not think that the P�ovincial autonomy should be 
�eally affected.
The second thing I should like to obse�ve in connection with this 

question of P�ovincial autonomy is that that autonomy must be limited 
by the affo�ding of p�otection fo� the inte�ests of the mino�ities and of the 
Dep�essed Classes. As I visualise the situation in India as it will �esult 
f�om the new constitution, I find the�e will  be ce�tain P�ovinces in which 
some communities will be in a majo�ity, but in all the P�ovinces the 
Dep�essed Classes, whom I �ep�esent, will be in a mino�ity. They will be 
in a mino�ity in eve�y P�ovince. I cannot unde�stand how we can at this 
state pe�mit the P�ovincial majo�ities to have a complete uninte��upted 
and undiluted sway ove� the destinies of these poo� people, without any 
�ight of appeal being given to the latte� in �ega�d to mal-administ�ation o� 
neglect of thei� inte�ests. The�e must be some autho�ity somewhe�e, 
ove� and above the P�ovincial Gove�nment, which will be in a position 
to inte�vene and �escue them f�om any adve�se position in which 
they may be placed by the P�ovincial majo�ities.
These a�e the th�ee things which, in my opinion at any �ate must limit  

the autonomy of the futu�e P�ovincial Gove�nments of India.
Coming to the question of the cha�acte� of �esponsibility in the P�ovincial 

Gove�nments, my fi�st obse�vation is that the whole question of �esponsibility 
in the P�ovincial Legislatu�e is enti�ely dependent upon the kind of 
Legislatu�e that you a�e going to get in the P�ovinces. If the Legislatu�e 
that you a�e going to get in the P�ovinces is a Legislatu�e which is going 
to be a mi��o�  of the whole population of the P�ovince, if it is going to be 
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thoroughly representative and not merely representative as a museum is, 
where there are a few specimens of every species for the observation of 
the general onlooker; if every minority and every class which fears its 
existence will be jeopardised is placed on a position to make its influence 
felt, then I think in a Legislature of that sort there will be no harm in 
conceding the principle that Provincial responsibility may be introduced 
to the fullest extent. That is my first observation.
Making that a condition that the Legislatures shall be fully and adequately 

representative of all the classes, I see no objection to the subjects which 
are now reserved being transferred to popular control.
Coming to the question of whether the responsibility in the Provinces 

should be joint or should be individual I have not the slightest hesitation 
in saying that the responsibility not only should be joint but must be joint. 
I have been a member of Legislative Council, and I have seen how 
Ministries in the Provinces have worked. It has been a most painful 
experience for me, as it has been the experience, I believe, of many of 
those who have had the misfortune or the good fortune to be members 
of a Legislative Council, to find that Ministries have been working as a kind 
of loose confederation, without having any complete or unanimous view 
on a particular policy which they adopted. There have been divided 
counsels, and cases of Ministers not being very willing to support each 
other.
What has been the result ? The result is this, that in no instance have 

we had any considered policy put forward by the Cabinet as a whole, 
worked out in detail and placed before the Legislative Council Things 
have been done by fits and starts, and I do not think we want our responsi-
bility in future to be bungled in that fashion.
Turning now to the question of communal representation in the Cabinets, 

I must confess that I am not very much drawn to the suggestion which 
is often made that there should be communal representation in the Cabinet. 
I am not, of course, oblivious of the fact; in fact, I am very conscious of it 
that if the minority communities are not represented in the Cabinet it is 
very possible, and even very likely, that in matters of administration 
which affect their daily lives their interests may be affected very prejudicially 
by the policy of Ministers whose dominant interest is communalism. I do not 
forget that for a moment, but my submission is that there is a better way 
of dealing with that sort of evil, and it seems to me that if the minorities 
could get constitutional and statutory guarantees laid down in the Constitu-
tional Act itself against anything likely to injure their interests being done 
or left undone by the Cabinet, the danger which most of us apprehend from 
the fact that the Cabinets may be communally dominated, will  vanish, and 
we shall not have much cause to insist on communal representation in the 
Cabinet
Although I am very desirous that the Chief Minister, whoever he is,



�hould recogni�e or �hould be made to recogni�e the intere�t of having 
mo�t of the important minoritie� repre�ented in the Cabinet, we cannot for 
the moment forget that, after all, a Cabinet office i� a very re�pon�ible 
office. A Cabinet Mini�ter ha� not merely to look after the intere�t� of the 
minoritie� ; he ha� to �ee to the �afety and intere�t of the Province a� 
a whole. That demand� ability and competence ; it doe� not merely demand 
a communal outlook, and it i�  from that point of view that I look at the 
matter. I �hould like to have the intere�t� of the minoritie� and the 
Depre��ed Cla��e� �afeguarded in �uch a manner that con�titutionally it 
would be impo��ible for Mini�ter�  drawn from the majority communitie� to 
do anything prejudicial to the minoritie� or to neglect their intere�t�.
Coming to the que�tion of the relation� between the Governor and hi�  

Mini�try,  I think one thing i� obviou�, namely that no con�titution, if it 
i� really to embody full re�pon�ible Government and collective re�pon�i-
bility, can permit the Governor the power to interfere in the day-to-day 
admini�tration of the country. That would run quite acro�� the �y�tem of 
re�pon�ible Government and collective re�pon�ibility. The Mini�try  mu�t 
be allowed to carry on the day-to-day admini�tration on the ba�i� of joint 
re�pon�ibility.
When we come to the que�tion of the emergency power� which it i�  

�ugge�ted �hould be left with the Governor. I find my�elf in a �omewhat 
difficult po�ition, becau�e I do not under�tand exactly what i�  meant. I�  it 
meant that when an emergency ari�e� the Governor �hould �imply di�mi��  
the Mini�try  and have nothing to do with it, and �hould promulgate what-
ever law�, ordinance� or mea�ure� he think� are nece��ary to meet the 
�ituation, notwith�tanding the fact that they are oppo�ed by the Mini�try  ? 
I do not know what i�  wanted. I can quite under�tand the Governor �hould 
have the ab�olute, undoubted and unre�tricted power of di�mi��ing  
a Mini�try  which he think� i�  not acting in the be�t intere�t� of the country, 
but I cannot under�tand how there can be re�pon�ible Government in 
a Province in which the Governor i�  allowed to do a thing without a Mini�try.  
It i�  one thing to �ay that the Governor �hould have a Mini�try  with which 
he agree� in a particular emergency, but it i�  quite a different thing to �ay 
that when an emergency ari�e� the Governor �hould �imply di�regard the 
Mini�try  altogether. I think thi� point will  have to be worked out in �ome 
deal, for, a� I �ay, I do not quite under�tand it.
Coming to the que�tion of the Service�, there i�  one ob�ervation I am 

bound to make. I quite agree in principle that with provincial autonomy the 
power of regulating the Service� in a Province �hould belong to that Province, 
and that the Province� �hould have full liberty tc- Indiani�e the Service� a� 
they de�ire and according to their mean� and circum�tance�. The ob�er-
vation which I feel bound to make, however, i�  thi�  : I cannot forget that 
Indian� are communal minded. We do hope it i�  only a hope that a time 
will  come when all Indian� will  cea�e to look at problem� from a communal
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point of view in administrating matters which are left to their charge, but 
that is only a hope; it is not a fact. The fact is that Indians do discrimi-
nate between class and class, community and community, in administering 
such discretion as is left to them in their administration of the law. That is 
a fact I cannot get over ; it is a fact from which I have suffered immensely. 
My fear with regard to the future constitution of India is that having 
regard to the present position of the depressed classes, having regard to 
the fact that education is not widely spread amongst them, and having 
regard to the fact that there is hardly a single individual holding a gazetted 
post in the Bombay Presidency for instance,—

�  Member: There is one.
Dr. �mbedkar: Yes, there is one, and that is the exception which proves 

the rule. You know how much trouble I had to get him in. I very much 
fear that this Indianisation may work out as a tyranny, and therefore, from 
my particular point of view, I should like to emphasise that at any rate 
for some time it will be necessary to maintain a British element in the 
Services. I do not say there should be no Indianisation, but I do say that, 
having regard to our interests, it should be rather slower than some people 
desire it to be.

These are the general remarks that I wish to offer from our point 
of view.

Third  Sitting—8th �ecember  1930

fOr. �mbedkar: May I make a suggestion? It seems to me this 
question of Second Chambers is so important that it cannot be discussed 
properly and adequately by being tacked on to the series of heads we are 
now discussing. In my opinion a special day ought to be allotted to this 
subject. I see very little connection between the subject of Second Cham-
bers and that of the protection of minorities, or any of the other matters 
enumerated in items 1 and 2. It seems to me this is a very important 
question. I find nothing in this list of heads dealing with the composition 
of the Legislature ; if you were to add a head “  Composition of the 
Legislature ” we should have a proper opportunity of discussing the whole 
subject.

Chairman: I cannot see how you can separate this whole subject and 
split it up.

Dr. �mbedkar: The question of Second Chambers can certainly be 
separated from that of minorities.

Chairman: Not entirely. Whether there is to be a Second Chamber or 
not affects almost every other subject that comes up, the powers of the 
Governor vis-a-vis the Executive and the Legislature, the powers of the

f Proceedings of Sub-Committee No. II (Provincial Constitution), p. �6.



�egislature and so on. I think you had better let us go on, and if at the 

end we find the discussion has not been adequate, we will try to arrange 

for a further discussion on this subject by itself.

�ourth  Sitting—9th December 1930

f£>r. �mbedkar: It may be, but I am taking these two communities for 
the moment because they are important. It seems to me that any argument 
which is based upon that fact is an argument which leads to a conclusion 
which will never enable us to transfer law and order. Therefore it seems 
to me that that is an argument which ought not to be adopted or accepted. 
It seems to me also that the noble Marquess assumes that although 
a Muhammadan or a Hindu will  be in charge of the department of law and 
order, he will be entirely subject to the whims of the particular community 
to which he belongs. My submission, Sir, is this, that assumes that the 
future of political parties in India will be so constituted that they will be 
divided on religious fines and not on the lines of political or economic 
differences. As I view the situation it seems to me that in the future consti-
tution of India the Executive will be so divided that we shall see less of 
the religious and racial distinctions coming to the surface and we shall 
find a Hindu Minister having a party and a following containing a large 
element of Muhammadans, and a Muhammadan Minister with a following 
of Hindus in his group. If that happens, and I take it is almost a certainty 
that it will  happen, I do not understand how, for instance, a Hindu Minister 
who is in charge of law and order could administer law and order in 
such a manner as to offend the susceptibilities of a part of the group 
which supports him in office. It seems to me therefore that the fears so far 
as this particular aspect of the matter is concerned are rather unfounded.
The second thing which seems to be agreed upon more or less is this, 

that not only should the Executive be a unified Executive but that the 
responsibility of this unified Executive should be joint and not several. 
With these conclusions, Sir, I agree, but the points of difference that have 
arisen in the course of the debate to which we have listened largely 
relate to the composition of the Executive and it seems to me that there 
arise three different questions for our consideration in connection with 
the composition of the Executive. The first question is : should the Executive 
be confined to members of the �egislature or should it be open to indivi-
duals who are officials or non-officials and who are outside the �egislature ? 
The second question is : should it consist of members of the minority 
communities ? The third question is : whether the Governor should have 
the responsibility of appointing the Ministers himself or whether he should 
appoint the Chief Minister and leave the matter of the selection of his

t Proceedings of the Sub-Committee No. II (Provincial Constitution), pp. 95-102.
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colleagues to that Chief Minister.
Now, Sir, on all these three questions my answer is in the affirmative. 

Personally, I do not see why the membership of the Cabinet should 
be rigorously restricted and confined to the members of the Legislature. 
I also do not see why there should not exist some provisions whereby the 

Executive should not be made as representative as possible of all the 
communities that are represented in the Legislature. Thirdly, regarding 
the power of the Governor to compose his Ministry, it seems to me that 
we must admit that it is his prerogative right to constitute the Ministry 
and that you must have discretion left to him in the matter of selecting 
his men. But, Sir, when I say that I answer these three questions in the 
affirmative, namely, that the Executive need not be confined to the members 
of the Legislature, that some provision should exist whereby different com-
munities may be represented in the Cabinet, and that the Governor should 
have left with him abundant discretion in order to form his Cabinet, I say 
when I make these admissions I make them subject to one supreme 
condition. That supreme condition is that however the Executive is composed, 
it shall abide by one principle, namely that it shall accept joint responsi-
bility. If, for instance, this principle of joint responsibility is made 
obligatory upon the Executive, it seems to me that the importation of 
a foreign element into the Cabinet will not be a disturbing factor as it 
is supposed to be. If, for instance, the new-comer who does not belong 
to the Legislative Council comes into the Cabinet and accepts joint 
responsibility along with the Cabinet, I do not see any reason why such 
a procedure should not be permitted. It was pointed out that it may so 
happen that when a Ministry is censured and it goes out, the official or 
the one who does not belong to the Legislature will remain while the 
other members of the Cabinet will go out; that when a new Ministry is 
formed, he will be again tacked on to the Ministry and that he will  be 
perpetually in the Council. It seems to me with all respects that that is 
a somewhat fallacious view, because, unless the members who are drawn 
from the Legislature to form the Ministry are prepared to take him along 
with them and are prepared to bear the responsibility of his actions, they 
will  not consent to work with when he accepts their advice and they accept 
his advice. If, for instance, a Prime Minister were so situated that he could 
safely take an outsider into his Cabinet and at the same time maintain 
the confidence of the House, I do not see why the Chief Minister should 
be prevented from having that privilege accorded to him.

In the same way, Sir, if, for instance, it was found possible that the 
Governor should have powers to see that the different minority communi-
ties are represented in his Cabinet, and if at the same time it is made 
perfectly clear that whoever is appointed to the Cabinet must accept joint 
responsibility with the others, then I submit there is no harm in allowing 
this sort of thing. It seems to me therefore that the point Which it is
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necessary to emphasize is that the Governor may have the power which 
as � say belongs to him as of right to compose the Ministry in any way 
he likes provided that the Ministry does not violate in its operation the 
principle of its being, namely, that it is to work on the principle of joint 
responsibility.

Now the next question to which � will address myself, Sir, is how best 
to achieve this result, how best to bring out a responsible and unified 
Executive. �t seems to me there are two ways open to us. One way is 
to define in the constitution itself the character of the Executive by law ; 
the other is to leave to convention the constitution of the Executive. Both 
these ways are adopted, as you all know. We all know that in the Dominions 
of Canada, South Africa and Australia, responsible Government of a unified 
character is entirely a matter of convention. Everyone of us knows that 
in the Canadian Act or in the Acts of South Africa or Australia the 
words “ responsible Government ” do not arise. �t is not even mentioned 
in the Canadian Act, as � found to my great surprise, that the Ministers 
who are to advise the Governor are to be members of the Legislature, 
although as a matter of fact they are. On the other hand, as we know, in 
the constitutions of �reland, Malta and Rhodesia this is a subject which is 
not left to convention, it is something which is incorporated in law. �n 
�reland we know that the Prime Minister is a creature of statute, the joint 
responsibility is also defined by law.
� therefore think that we shall have to make our choice between the two, 

and in making the choice � for one would be guided by two considerations. 
� fully realise that when a matter is left to convention it is possible that 
the convention may be wrongly worked, that it may be abused, and may be 
abused with impunity. The danger of matters being left to convention in 
a country like �ndia seems to me to be greater because there are no 
parties in �ndia which have a keen eye on the way in which the constitution 
works and we may have Ministers less interested in working the constitu-
tion in the right spirit than in maintaining their seats in the Cabinet. On the 
other hand it seems to me that where matters are defined by law it must 
necessarily take away all the discretion that must necessarily be left to 
a Governor. �n a country like �ndia where the political field with all its 
communal and racial difficulties is an absolutely uncharted sea, it seems 
to me that we must so contrive that sufficient discretion will be left with 
the Governor. My concrete suggestion therefore is this, that joint responsi-
bility of the Executive should be prescribed by law and that everything else 
should be left to the discretion of the Governor, so that we shall have 
satisfied both the conditions : we shall have provided that whatever , responsi-
bility there is, is joint responsibility and that the composition of the 

Executive is at the same time not hampered in such a manner that the 
communities which do require to be represented in the Cabinet may be 
represented or that the necessity which Prime Minister may feel of
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having a non-official, I mean an outsider, in his Cabinet is provided 
for. If we do that, if we insist by law, not leaving it to the discretion of 
the Governor, that the Executive shall be a joint Executive with joint 
responsibility, I think all other matters may be left without any fear of 
abuse to the choice of the Governor.

Now Sir, the next topic which I will take for consideration is that of 
the powers of the Governor �is-a-�is  his Executive. The present relations 
between the Governor and the Minister, as well we all know, are defined in 
section �2,  sub-clause 3. That clause says that in all transferred matters— 
and all matters will  now be transferred, none being reserved—the Governor 
shall be guided by the advice of his Ministers ; and it adds a further proviso 
that if he sees sufficient cause to dissent from the advice of his Ministers 
he may cause action to be taken otherwise than in accordance with that 
advice. With all due respect to those who framed that clause, and they 
did it with the best intention of providing responsible Government, I cannot 
help saying that this clause as it now stands is a perversion of responsible 
Government; it makes responsible Government a matter of convenience, 
a matter which may be accepted and followed when it suits the Governor, 
whereas as a matter of fact what we want is that responsible Government 
should be a matter of obligation. If responsible Government means anything 
it means this, that in whatever action the Governor takes in any field he 
has the support of a Ministry which has the confidence of the House. That 
is a fundamental proposition which we cannot ignore. It does not of course 
mean that a Governor must always accept the advice of his Ministry; it 
leaves it open to the Governor to throw out the Ministry, to say he will  
not abide by their advice; but then if the Governor chooses to differ from 
his Ministry his obligation is not to act on his own initiative but to find 
some other Ministers who will support his action. So that the proposition 
is that at all times when the Governor takes action he takes action which 
is in conformity with the views of Ministers who have the confidence of 
the House. My submission therefore is that this clause, namely section �2,  
must be so altered as to make it plain that unless specific provision is 

made to the contrary by statute there may be cases which, I will come to 
a little later, the Governor shall always act upon the advice of the Ministers.

Now, Sir, I do readily agree that there may be cases in which it is 
necessary to provide the Governor with over-riding powers, powers in 
respect to which he will  not be obliged to follow the advice of his Ministers 
but will have the right of independent action. Those cases are mentioned 
in paragraph �0,  page 36 of Volume 2 of the Report of the Simon Com-
mission. The first is that he should have over-riding powers in order., to 
preserve the safety and tranquillity oi the Province; secondly, he should 
have over-riding powers in order to prevent serious prejudice to one or 
more sections of the community as compared with other sections; and 
then lastly it mentions certain cases where the Governor may have fixed



�pon him specific responsibility as apart from the responsibility of the 
whole of the Exec�tive, in which case it says that he sho�ld also have 
over-riding powers.

With regard to these items my first s�bmission is this, that if yo� are 
going to give the Governor to over-ride his Ministers to preserve the peace, 
safety and tranq�illity  of the Province, it seems to me yo�  are taking away 
a very large part of responsible Government in the Provinces. After all, 
what we are striving for is that the Provinces shall be governed in all 
matters, incl�ding even the peace, safety and tranq�illity  of the Province, 
by a Governor on the advice of his Ministers ; and, if yo�  reserve powers 
to the Governor to act contrary to their advice, it seems to me yo� are 
to a very large extent n�llifying  the powers of responsible Government. 
I sho�ld not, therefore, give the Governor over-riding powers in a matter 
of this sort, �nless some way co�ld be fo�nd whereby this large form�la,  
which seems to me to eat-�p the whole sit�ation, might be very narrowly 
defined.

Coming to the other q�estion, namely prej�dice to one section of the 
comm�nity as compared with the others, my own view is that altho�gh 
this is a very sal�tary thing my preference is that s�ch matters as are 
likely prej�dicial to affect the interests of any partic�lar comm�nity 
sho�ld be governed by stat�te ; it sho�ld not be left to the sweet will of 
the Governor. I say that for this very good reason. After all, a Governor 
has to keep in to�ch with a Cabinet which is s�pported by a majority in 
the Legislat�re. He can never work at cross p�rposes with the Cabinet; 
the greatest amity m�st prevail between them, and I am not s�re the 
Governor wo�ld  always be so minded as to q�arrel with a Cabinet which 
represented a majority in the Ho�se merely in order to protect a minority 
which, in his eyes, might not be very important. Altho�gh, therefore, 
� agree with the �nderlying s�ggestion there. I rather prefer that the 
interests of the minorities sho�ld be protected in a firmer manner than 
is s�ggested, and for myself I sho�ld be prepared to delete this cla�se.

Regarding the other items 3, 4 and 5, I agree that in cases of this sort 
the Governor m�st have over-riding powers, beca�se they are cases where 
he personally is made responsible for the administration of those s�bjects.

Coming to the next s�bject, the powers of the Governor vis-a-vis the 
Legislat�re, I will divide my remarks �nder three heads. There is first of 
all b�dgetary legislation; secondly, ordinary legislation and thirdly, emer-
gency legislation. The Governor has today powers of certification with 
regard to the provision for reserved s�bjects, and that will necessarily go 
with the abolition of anarchy. Secondly, the Governor has a�thority to 
a�thorise expendit�re for the safety and tranq�illity  of the Province. It 

seems to me that if yo�  are going to leave q�estions of peace and tranq�illity  
to be settled by a responsible ministry, the Governor sho�ld not possess 
this power of a�thorising expendit�re for the safety and tranq�illity  of the
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Province. In the next place, he has the power of certifying Bills, which 
are of two sorts. He may certify that a particular Bill which is being 
discussed in the Legislature shall not be discussed because it affects the 
safety and tranquillity of the Province, and he has also the power to certify 
a Bill  which is in the interests of the safety and tranquillity of the Province 

even though the Legislature may not desire to pass it in the ordinary course. 
It seems to me both these powers should go; they will not be necessary 
in the future constitution of India.
He has also powers of previous sanction ; certain subjects have to be 

previously sanctioned by him before they can be discussed, and in my 
opinion this power should go.

�ir  Ahmad �ayed Khan: Discriminatory legislation ?
Dr. Ambedkar : That should be dealt with by Statute ; I should not leave 

it to the Governor. The Governor must have the power of veto, and in 
view of the fact that there will  be no Second Chamber in those Provinces 
which do not want it, it is very necessary that the Governor should have 
the power of veto. The Governor today has also the power of returning 
a Bill  to the House for reconsideration. This is a very useful power which 
exists in the constitutions of the various Dominions, and I think it should 
be retained. The Governor has also power to reserve a Bill  for the consi-
deration of the Governor-General and the cases in which he should do 
so are defined by Statute. That is a matter, I think which might be more 
conveniently considered when we consider the relations of the Provincial 
Governments to the Central Government, but I should like to make one 
observation on this subject. We should so endeavour to contrive our 
Provincial constitution that it will  function independently, as far as possible 
of the interference of the Central Government in those domains which have 
been transferred to its control. We must make a constitution under which 
there will  be no occasion for constant intervention by the Central Govern-
ment, either administratively or legislatively by the reservation of Bills.
With regard to the question of safeguards for Law and Order and for 

minorities, I have already stated that Law and Order should be transferred, 
but I am prepared to make one suggestion, for what it is worth. In cases 
of emergency, when Law and Order are being jeopardised, I suggest the 
Governor should have power to pass orders finally, without respect to 
the advice of the Ministry, regarding the posting and transfer of Police 
officers. I think that is very necessary; it is essential.

�ir  Cowasji Jehangir: In case of emergency only ?
Dr. Ambedkar: Yes, but not in other cases.
Mr. Paul: Not in normal times?
Dr. Ambedkar: Not in normal times, no, but in cases of emergency 

when a riot has taken place or a disturbance has occurred, it is very 
necessary that an impartial officer like the Governor, who is not swayed by 
what is happening in the Cabinet, should have the ultimate power to see
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that people are not transferred from one place to another to suit one 
community or the other community when a riot is actually proceeding. It 
seems to me that it gives him sufficient power for the purpose of safeguarding 
the administration of Law and Order.

With regard to the question of minorities, it was suggested by some 
speakers that a Second Chamber would afford protection to minorities, 
and my friend Mr. Wood threw out the suggestion that I had not care-
fully considered the position of the Depressed Classes in relation to a Second 
Chamber. I should like to assure my friend that I have given the matter 
most careful consideration, and I thoroughly agree with my friend Mr. Paul 
that these Second Chambers, far from being a protection to minorities, 
will be really milestones round their necks.

There is one subject I did not touch on before, but which I should like 
briefly to mention now, namely, the relation of the Governor to his Cabinet. 
Should he preside over the Cabinet as a matter of right or should he not ? 
Should there be the system which prevails in this country where the 
Cabinet boitis its meetings without the King being there, anti it so what 
should be the means of communicating the results and decisions arrived 
at by the Cabinet to the Governor ? I do not know if that arises on this 
item ; if it does not, I will not waste time in discussing it.

�hairman : We have generally discussed the whole question, so that if  

you desire to continue I shall not object.

Dr. Ambedkar: In that connection I want to say one thing. The Simon 
Commission has suggested that a Cabinet Secretary should be appointed 
who would be of the same status as an I.C.S. Officer, and who would 
act as the liaison officer of the Cabinet to the Governor. In throwing out 
that suggestion the Commission says it has drawn on the practice that 
has now become prevalent in this country, namely, that the Cabinet now 
always has a Secretary, which formerly it did not have. I should like to 
submit, however, that it is one thing to say that the Cabinet should have 
a Secretary, but it is a totally different thing to say that that Secretary 
should have access to the Governor over the heads of the Ministers. In 
this country the practice does exist, probably, of appointing a Secretary, 
but I do not think any Cabinet or Prime Minister in this country would 
consent to that Cabinet Secretary having access to. His Majesty 
over the heads of the Ministers or over the head of the Prime Minister; 
such a thing would be intolerable. We know that in this country the Cabinet 
throughout all its history has laid emphasis on the fact that the persons 
who will  be near to His Majesty should be persons who will  bear the same 
complexion as the Ministry, and we know that that has been carried so 
far that even the Ladies of the Chamber who wait upon the Queen are 
required to be nominated by the Prime Minister and the Cabinet. The 
situation suggested, therefore, seems to me almost impossible. I do not 
think any Cabinet which is working on the principle of joint responsibility



�ill  consent to have a Secretary of this kind attached to it.
On the other hand, if the Governor is given the po�er  to preside over 

the Cabinet �hen  it is discussing its policy, I doubt very much �hether  
that �ill  �ork,  because although the Ministry may, and indeed must, 
communicate to the Governor the decisions at �hich  it has arrived, I do not 
think the Ministry �ill  consent to disclose to the Governor the reasons 
�hich  have led it to come to those decisions. The reasons may be very 
particular and very delicate, and you all kno�  that the Cabinet is very 
jealous not to let the Governor kno�  the reasons �hy  it has arrived at 
a particular decision. The explanation of that is that the Governor holds in 
his hands a tremendous po�er  for undoing the Ministry for he may not 
agree to the Ministry’s advice to dissolve the House, but may instead of 
being embodied in a Statute, the matter should be left to the Instrument 
of Instructions, �hich  may provide that the Governor can attend if he 
desires to do so, but it should not be obligatory at all. On the other hand, 
it should be made obligatory for the Cabinet to communicate to the 
Governor all the recommendations at �hich  it arrives at its meeting. That 
is all I desire to say on that point.

� * * � �
|Dr. �mbedkar : We should like to say one thing on that point that the

Second Chamber should not be constituted first, and then its abolition 
should be left to constitutional resolution requiring a certain majority. What 
�e  suggest is that if the situation is such that it should be left as a matter 
of discretion in certain Provinces, then first of all a resolution might be 
passed by the Provincial Legislature expressing its desire for a Second 
Chamber, and then that the Second Chamber shoud be constituted. It should 
not be first imposed on the Provincial Legislature by the constitution.

�ifth  Sitting—15th December 1930

±Dr. �mbedkar: Sir, I should like to make one or t�o  observations on 
the amendment �hich  the noble Marquess has moved. I should like to 
state at once that the position �hich  he has taken up seems to me to be 
absolutely logical. In this report �e  are going to provide that certain 
interests and minority groups may be represented by nomination in the 
Legislative Council. At the same time �e  are also making provision in 
this report that the Governor shall be given an obligation to endeavour to 
secure that his Cabinet shall be representative of all interests and of all 
minorities. No�,  Sir, unless you provide that in the making up of this 
Cabinet, the Governor shall also have the right to include members �he-  
represent certain important interests by nomination, it seems to me that 
you are creating an absolutely illogical position. Either you must provide

t Proceedings of Sub-Committee No. II  (Provincial Constitution), p. 133. 
t Ibid., pp. 156-57.
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that there shall be no nomination to the Legislative Council at all, that 
all interests, no matter how minute, shall be secured by election to the 
Legislative Council, or, if there is to be nomination then you must provide 
that a nominated member shall have the right to be in the Cabinet if  
his colleagues are prepared to work with him on the principle of joint 
responsibility. There is no escape from one or other of those positions.
Now, Sir, it is stated by friends who are sitting on this side that if we 

accept this principle, that a nominated member shall be a member of the 
Cabinet, or at least that there shall be no ban upon him, it will  run counter 
to the principle of responsibility. I really cannot understand that position. 
These gentlemen who are saying it will run counter to the principle of 
responsibility are prepared to take the votes of nominated members. 
I am taking the report as it stands. I do not know what future amendments 
there will be. Supposing the report as it stands is carried, that there shall 
be certain members in the Legislative Council who shall be nominated. Is 
it the position of these gentlemen that their votes are illegal ? If those 
who form the Cabinet who are drawn from the elected portion of the 
House can validly use the votes of members who are nominated to the 
Legislative Council, if those votes can logically become the basis of the 
policy of a Government, I cannot see how a member who is one of that 
nominated group should not become a member of that Cabinet. I fail 
altogether to understand it. If, as I say, they can take these votes of 
nominated members and utilise them for their own purposes. I cannot 
understand what objection there can be to the inclusion of a member 
from the nominated group in the Cabinet. I therefore say the position of 
the noble Marquess is perfectly logical. It seems to me we have to make 
a choice whether we shall make a provision of the sort suggested by the 
noble Marquess in his amendment, or whether we shall agree to the other 
proposal which my friends say they will move at a later stage, that there 
shall be no nominative element in the Legislative Councils at all. Personally 
I would much rather have the whole Legislative Council elected with no 
trace of nomination at all. From that point of view I am not very much 
in favour of the amendment suggested by the noble Marquess ; but if in 
this Committee or at any later stage nomination remains, then I think I shall 
have to agree with the noble Marquess and accept the amendment he has 
proposed.

�iwan  Bahadur Ramachandra Rao: I must express my surprise at the 
speech to which I have just listened.

�r.  Ambedkar : You may, but you cannot have it both ways.
�iwan  Bahadur Ramachandra Rao: He knows very well that even under 

the existing system nominated members are not eligible for appointment 
as ministers. Section �2  clearly lays it down that no minister shall hold 
office for a longer period than six months unless he is an elected member 
of the local Legislature.



�r.  Ambedkar:�That�is�in�the�melting�pot.
*�*�*�*�*

�pposition  to Co-option in Legislature

fOr.�Ambedkar:�I�am�afraid�I�shall�have�to�oppose�this�amendment.�
First�of�all,�such�experience�of�co-option�as�we�have�had�in�Bombay�is�not�
very�encouraging.�It�has�developed�into�the�worst�sort�of�scandal;�the�
amount�of�corruption�and�bribery�that�take�place�are�such�that�I�for�one�
should�not�like�to�introduce�this�principle�in�the�constitution�of�the�
Legislature�of�Bombay.

A�further�objection�is�this.�If�the�various�communities�that�do�not�find�
themselves�elected�at�the�polls�are�to�get�representation�of�a�real�sort,�
representation�which�is�independent�of�the�influence�of�any�other�com-
munity,�1�think�co-option�is�a�principle�which�is�certainly�not�going�to�help�
them,�for�it�may�very�well�happen�that�when�representatives�of�the�various�
communities�stand�for�co-option�only�those�will�be�in�fact�co-opted�as�
may�happen�to�be�subservient�to�and�willing�to�play�into�the�hands�of�the�
majority.�It�seems�to�me�this�would�be�worse�than�no�representation�at�all,�
and�I�am�afraid�on�that�ground�I�must�oppose�the�amendment.�But�
I�submit,�Sir,�that�this�Sub-Committee�ought�to�make�a�recommendation�
that�the�future�constitution�of�the�Provincial�Legislatures�should�be�such�
that�there�should�be�no�nominated�members�at�all.

�iwan  Bahadur Ramachandra Rao:�That�is�far�better,�of�course.
�r.  Ambedkar:�That�is�my�own�view�of�the�matter.�I�am�certainly�

opposed�to�co-option.
�iwan  Bahadur Ramachandra Rao:�I�agree�that�some�statement�that�

the�Legislature�should�be�wholly�elected�ought�to�be�inserted�in�this�report,�
and�unless�some�such�indication�is�given�of�the�views�of�this�Sub-
Committee�the�nominated�element�will �continue,�though�I�believe�it�is�the�
desire�of�most�of�our�members�that�it�should�disappear.�A�statement�to�
that�effect�ought�to�find�a�place�in�the�report.�I�have�no�doubt�whatsoever�
that�everyone�of�us�is�quite�alive�to�the�evils�of�nomination,�and�we�are�
anxious�it�should�disappear�as�early�as�possible.�Under�these�circum-
stances�I�am�not�prepared�to�support�the�amendment,�and�I�would�favour�
the�proposal�made�by�my�friend,�Dr.�Ambedkar.

Chairman:�What�was�the�proposal�?�I�have�no�words�here.
�r.  Ambedkar: Wc�should�say�it�is�the�view�of�the�Sub-Committee�that�

hereafter�the�Legislative�Councils�in�the�Provinces�should�be�wholly�elected.
Chairman:�That�is�another�amendment�altogether,�you�will�have�to�

send�it�in�writing�if�you�want�to�move�that.
*****

^.Chairman:�I�will�take�your�decision�on�this�point.
Raja Narendra Nath:�I�support�Sir�A.�P.�Patro.�I�think�the�power�of

t�Proceedings�of�Sub-Committee�No.�II �(Provincial�Constitution),�p.�194.�
t�Ibid.,�p.�196.



�omi�atio�  should be strictly co�fi�ed  to the represe�tatio� of i�terests 
which ca��ot  be give� by electio�.

�r.  Shaja’at Ahmad Khan: Yes.
Raja Narendra Nath : There may be i�  certai� Provi�ces some commu-

�ities, such as the o�e to which Dr. Ambedkar belo�gs, for which it would 
be impossible to arra�ge electio�.

�r.  Ambedkar : I should �ot  have a�ythi�g  to do with a co�stitutio�  
which did �ot  provide the fra�chise for my commu�ity.

Raja Narendra Nath: The fra�chise will have to be arra�ged o�  
a very differe�t basis if it is to be provided for the commu�ity to which 
Dr. Ambedkar belo�gs, a�d therefore a limited power of �omi�atio�  should 
be provided.

Chairman : It seems to me the majority of the Sub-Committee is i�  
favour of clause (c) as it sta�ds i�  the Report.

�OMMITTEE  OF THE WHOLE  �ONFEREN�E

t �omments  on the Report of Sub-�ommittee  No. II  
(Provincial �onstitution) —16th December 1930

Mr. Chi�tama�i  opposed the i�stitutio�  of 2�d Chamber i�  Provi�ces. 
He said, it would be a costly luxury a�d �ot  a�  i�stitutio�  of public utility.  
I�  U.P. dema�d for 2�d Chamber comes from a small sectio� of the 
commu�ity, which accordi�g to Simo� Commissio�, is over-represe�ted i�  
the Provi�cial Legislature. He therefore co�sidered this proposed 2�d  
Chamber as absolutely u��ecessary a�d u�desirable either i�  U.P. or a�y  
other Provi�ce i�  I�dia for a�y le�gth of time, i�  whatever co�ditio�s  
Dr. Ambedkar said,—•“  I shall like to associate myself with the remarks 
which have just falle�  from Mr. Chi�tama�i  ” .

Chairman:... . The discussio� is �ow  o�  paragraph 5(b).
(This paragraph deals with the procedure of appoi�tme�t of Mi�isters.)
�r.  Ambedkar: It was moved i�  the Sub-Committee that the word 

“  elected ” (Elected members of the Provi�cial Legislature) should be 
dropped i�  view of the recomme�datio� made by the Committee i�  a�other 
part of the Report that probably some part of the Legislature might have 
to be composed of �omi�ated members. It was the� decided that if the 
Committee which would be co�stituted to discuss the compositio� of the 
Legislature came to the co�clusio�  that there should be a �omi�ated  
member, the word “  elected ” should be dropped.

Chairman: The word used is “  ordi�arily  ” (“  The Mi�isters should 
ordi�arily  be draw� ” ) I thi�k  that covers the poi�t.  It i�dicates the possible 
�ecessity of extraordi�ary actio�.

t Proceedi�gs of the R.T.C., p. 314.
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�fDr. �mbedkar: Mr. Chairman, I am sure you will readily agree that 
the task which has fallen upon me to represent the case of the Depressed 
Classes is a heavy one. I think it is for the first time that the case of the 
Depressed Classes from the political point of view has come to be 
considered. The disabilities of the Depressed Classes were mentioned in 
almost every despatch that was recorded by the Government of India in 
connection with the political advancement of the country; but the 
despatches only mentioned the difficulties and never attempted to give 
any solution of those difficulties. The problem was just allowed to rest 
there. In view of that, and in view of other matters, namely, that in 
a Committee consisting of so many members we are only two to voice the 
grievances of 43 millions of people, and grievances which the Committee 
will agree are unparallel by the case of any other community that exists 
in India, I submit that the task is really an enormous one, and I should 
have expected more latitude in the matter of time allowed to me for 
presenting this case. But I anticipated that probably such would be the 
fate that would befall me, as it did, of course, at the Plenary Session; and, 
in anticipation of that, I and my colleague, Rao Bahadur Srinivasan, 
thought it advisable to submit to this Conference a written memorandum ̂
giving in clear-cut language what the Depressed Classes desire by way of 
political safeguards in the future constitution of India. That memorandum 
has already been submitted and circulated among the members of this 
Committee, and I hope everyone of them has received it. In view of this 
fact, that the case of the Depressed Classes is in the possession of the 
members of this Committee, I do not wish to ask indulgence from the 
Chairman for a larger period to present the case. I will  therefore summarise, 
only to emphasize, what I have stated in the memorandum which is

t Proceedings of the Sub-Committee No. Ill  (Minorities), Government of India, Central 
Publication Branch, Calcutta, 1931, pp. 73-80.

The terms of reference to the Sub-Committee were as under:—
“  The provision to be made to secure the willing co-operation of the minorities and 

the special interests.”
t The memorandum is appended at the end of this chapter as Appendix I, pp. 546-54.
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already in the hands of the members of the Committee.
Sir, the first observation that I will make is this, that although there 

are various minority communities in India which require political recogni-
tion, it has to be understood that the minorities are not on the same plane, 
that they differ from each other. They differ in the social standing which 
each minority occupies �is-a-�is the majority community. We have, for 
instance, the Parsee community, which is the smallest community in India, 
and yet, �is-a-�is  its social standing with the majority community, it is 
probably the highest in order of precedence.

On the other hand, if you take the Depressed Classes, they are a minority 
which comes next to the great Muslim minority in India, and yet their 
social standard is lower than the social standard of ordinary human beings.

Again, if you take the minorities and classify them on the basis of social 
and political rights, you will find that there are certain minorities which 
are in enjoyment of social and political rights, and the fact that they are in 
a minority does not necessarily stand in the way of their full and free 
enjoyment of those civic rights. But if you take the case of the Depressed 
Classes, the position is totally different. They have in certain matters no 
rights, and, where they have any, the majority community will not permit 
them to enjoy them.

My first submission to this Committee, then, is that it should realise 
that although, to use an illustration, the minorities are all in the same 
boat, yet the most important fact to remember is that they are not all in 
the same class in the same boat; some are travelling in “  A ” Class, some 
in “  B ” Class and some in “  C ” , and so on. I have not the slightest doubt 
in my mind that the Depressed Classes, though they are a minority and 
are to that extent in the same boat as other minorities, are not even in 
“ C ” or “  D ” Class but are actually in the hold.

Starting from that point of view, I agree that, in some respects, the 
position of the Depressed Classes is similar to that of the other minorities 
in India. The Depressed Classes, along with the other minorities, fear 
that under any future Constitution of India by which majority rule will be 
established and there can be no shadow of doubt that that majority rule 
will be the rule of the orthodox Hindus—there is great danger of that 
majority with its orthodox Hindu beliefs and prejudices contravening the 
dictates of justice, equality and good conscience, there is a great danger 
that the minorities may be discriminated against either in legislation or 
administration or in the other public rights of citizenship, and therefore it is 
necessary to safeguard the position of the minorities in such a manner 
that the discrimination which is feared shall not take place.

From that point of view, however, what is asked is that the minorities 
shall have representation in the Legislature and the Executive, that they 
shall have representation in the public services of the country, and that 
the constitution shall provide that there shall be imposed on the future
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legislatures of India, both Central and Provincial, certain limitations on 
their legislative power which will prevent the majorities from abusing their 
legislative power in such a manner as to enact laws which would create 
discrimination between one citizen and another. I say, this circumstance— 
this danger of discrimination is common to all minorities, and I, as a represen-
tative of the Depressed Classes, join with the demand which the other 
minorities have made in this regard.
Now, Sir, I will come to those circumstances which mark off the 

Depressed Classes and the other minority communities in India. I will at 
once say that the way in which the position of the Depressed Classes 
differs from the position of the other minority communities in India is 
this, that in the first place the Depressed Classes are not entitled, under 
present circumstances, to certain civic rights which the other minorities 
by law enjoy. In other words, in the existing situation the Depressed 
Classes suffer from what are called civic disabilities. I will give you just 
one or two illustrations, because I know I have not much time at my disposal.
Take the case of employment in the Police or in the Army. In the 

Government of India Act it is provided that no subject of His Majesty 
shall be deprived of the right of being employed in any public service by 
reason of his caste, creed or colour. Having regard to that, it is obvious 
that every member of the Depressed Class community who is capable, 
who is in a position to satisfy the test laid down for employment in any 
public department, should have the right to enter that public department. 
But what do we find ? We find this. If a Depressed Class man applies for 
service in the Police Department today, he is told point blank by the 
executive officers of the Government that no member of the Depressed 
Classes can be employed in the Police Service, because he is an untouchable 
person. In the case of the Military the same situation obtains. Up to 1892 
practically the whole of the Madras Army and the whole of the Bombay 
Army consisted of members drawn from the Depressed Classes. All the 
great wars in the history of India have been fought with the help of sepoys 
drawn from the Depressed Classes, both in the Bombay Presidency and 
in Madras. Yet in 1892 a rule or regulation was made which debarred 
the Depressed Classes from entry into the Military Service, and even today, 
if you ask a question in the Legislative Council as to why this is done, 
the answer is that the bar of untouchability does create insuperable 
difficulties in the recruitment of these classes.
I am quite sure that this disability is as effective as it was imposed by 

law, and the section in the Government of India Act, which says that all 
His Majesty’s subjects shall have free entry into employment provided 
they are otherwise fit, is altogether set at naught.
I can cite many other cases. For instance, there is the difficulty the 

Depressed Classes find in getting themselves accommodated in public inn 
when they are travelling, the difficulty they find in being taken in an omnibus
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when travelling from one place to another, the difficulty they find in securing 
entry to public schools to which they have themselves contributed, the 
difficulty they find in drawing water from a well for the building of which 
they have paid taxes, and so on. But � need not go into all these cases. 
The one circumstance which distinguishes the position of the Depressed 
Classes from that of the other minorities is that they suffer from civic 
disabilities winch are as effective as though they were imposed by law. 

The second and, in my opinion, the most hideous distinction which 
marks the Depressed Classes is that the Depressed Classes are subject to 
social persecution unknown in any other part of the world. �n that 
connection � want to read to the Sub-Committee a small extract from 
the Report of a Committee appointed by the Government of Bombay in 
the year 1928 to investigate into the position of the Depressed Classes. 
That Committee tried to find out whether there were any impediments in 
the way of the Depressed Classes enjoying such rights as the law gave them 

in common with other citizens of the State :
Although we have recommended various remedies to secure to the 

Depressed Classes their rights to all public utilities we fear that there 
will  be difficulties in the way of their exercising them for a long time to 
come. The first difficulty is the fear of open violence against them by the 
orthodox classes. �t must be noted that the Depressed Classes form 
a small minority in every village, opposed to which is a great majority 
of the orthodox who are bent on protecting their interests and dignity 
from any supposed invasion by the Depressed Classes at any cost. The 
danger of prosecution by the Police has put a limitation upon the use 
of violence by the orthodox classes and consequently such cases are rare.

“  The second difficulty arises from the economic position in which 
the Depressed Classes are found today. The Depressed Classes have no 
economic independence in most parts of the Presidency. Some cultivate 
the lands of the orthodox classes as their tenants at will. Others live 
on their earnings as farm labourers employed by the orthodox classes 
and the rest subsist on the food or grain given to them by the orthodox 
classes in lieu of service rendered to them as village servants. We have 
heard of numerous instances where the orthodox classes have used their 
economic power as a weapon against those Depressed Classes in their 
villages, when the latter have dared to exercise their rights, and have 
evicted them from their lands, and stopped their employment and dis-
continued their remuneration as village servants. This boycott is often 
planned on such an extensive scale as to include the prevention of. the 
Depressed Classes from using the commonly used paths and the stoppage 
of the necessaries of life by the village Bania. According to the evidence 
sometimes small causes suffice for the proclamation of a social boycott 
against the Depressed Classes. Frequently it follows on the exercise by 
the Depressed Classes of their right to the use of the common well, but

X ION J ■' 1 •
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cases have been by no means rare where a stringent boycott has been 
proclaimed simply because a Depressed Class man has put on the sacred 
thread, has bought a piece of land, has put on good clothes or orna-
ments, or has carried a marriage procession with the bridegroom on 
the horse through the public street.

“  We do not know of any weapon more effective than this social' 
boycott which could have been invented for the suppression of the 
Depressed Classes. The method of open violence pales away before it, 
for it has the most far-reaching and deadening effects. It is more 
dangerous because it passes as a lawful method consistent with the 
theory of freedom of contact. We agree that this tyranny of the majority 
must be put down with a firm hand if we are to guarantee the Depressed 
Classes the freedom of speech and action necessary for their uplift.”  
A third thing which the Depressed Classes fear more than any other 

community is that whatever representation they may be granted in the 
new legislature, they will always be in a very small minority, and conse-
quently, having regard to the apathetic attitude of the orthodox classes 
towards the Depressed Classes, there is always the danger of the interests 
of the Depressed Classes, being neglected altogether, or some action taken 
which may ultimately prove to be prejudicial to their interests.

As against these special circumstances which affect the Depressed Classes, 
we propose the following safeguards. First of all, we want a fundamental 
right enacted in the constitution which will declare “  untouchability ” to 
be illegal for all public purposes. We must be emancipated, so to say, 
from this social curse before we can at all consent to the constitution ; 
and secondly, this fundamental right must also invalidate and nullify all 
such disabilities and all such discriminations as may have been made 
hitherto. Next, we want legislation against the social persecution to which 
I have drawn your attention just now, and for this we have provided in 
the document which we have submitted by certain clauses which are based 
upon an Act, which now prevails in Burma. I need not go into that detail 
just for the moment. Then what we want is this, that liability of the 
executive officers of the Crown for acts of tyranny or oppression shall be 
made effective. Today under sections 110 and 111 of the Government of 
India Act that liability is not real. And lastly, what we want is a right to 
appeal against acts of neglect of prejudice to the Central Government and 
failing that, to the Secretary of State and a Special Department in the 
Government of India to take charge of our welfare.

This is, in general, the cases for the Depressed Classes, and the safe-
guards that they want. Let me just say a word or two as regards the most 
important of them—namely, their right to adequate representation in the 
legislature. Now, on the question of the granting of representation of the 
Depressed Classes, we are absolutely unanimous that that representation shall 
be by election and not by nomination. The system of nomination has
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produced in the case of the Depressed Classes, results which we all say are 
abdominable. The system has been abused in a manner in which it was never 
expected that it would be abused, and it has never given the Depressed 
Classes the real and independent representation which they must have as 
their safeguard. Under no circumstances, therefore, will the Depressed 
Classes accept representation by nomination.
As to the question of joint or separate electorates, our position is this— 

that if you give us adult universal suffrage the Depressed Classes, barring 
a short transitional period which they want for their organisation, will  be 
prepared to accept joint electorates and reserved seats ; but if you do not 
give us adult suffrage, then we must claim representation through separate 
electorates. That is our position.

Now regarding the question of the number of seats, it is not possible, 
of course, for us to state definitely what that number should be, except to 
state that we will not tolerate any invidious discrimination. We insist upon 
equality of treatment. But the whole question, in my opinion, is entirely 
a relative question : it is a question that can be determined only in 
connection witht and by taking into account, the seats that will  be allotted 
to the other minority communities ; but I will make two observations in 
this connection. The first observation that I will make is this—that we, 
the Depressed Classes, demand a complete partition between ourselves and 
the Hindus. That is the first thing. We have been called Hindus for political 
purposes, but we have never been acknowledged socially by the Hindus as 
their brethren. They have taken to themselves all the political advantage 
with our numbers, with our voting strength, have given to them, but in 
return we have received nothing. All  that we have received is a treatment 
which is worse than the treatment that they themselves have accorded 
to other communities whom they do not call Hindus. That must be the 
first thing, therefore, that we want to be done.
The second thing that I will say concerns the question of weightage. 

Now, this system—I will  be plain, to my mind has been abused. I am not 
against the principle of weightage. I do not accept the principle that in 
all circumstances every minority must be confined to its population ratio. 
A minority may be so small that its population ratio may give a represen-
tation which may be wholly inadequate for the purpose of its protection. 
It may be a representation which may be of no consequence at all. If, there-
fore, you want to protect a minority adequately and really, then in certain 
circumstances the principle of weightage will  have to be conceded. But the 
distribution of weightage must be subject to some uniform and intelligible 
principle. In our opinion weightage is to be conceded because a minority 
is weak, either in numbers, or because its social standing is low, or its 
educational standing is backward as compared with others, or because its 
economic strength is not sufficient to place it on a fighting par with other 

communities.



�ember  :�Quite�right.
Dr. Ambedkar :�But�I�cannot�understand,�for�instance,�how�weightage�

can�be�allowed�on�the�ground�of�political�importance,�or�loyalty,�or�services�
rendered�either�to�the�Empire�or�to�the�British�Government.�I�think�if�we�
adopt�that�principle,�we�shall�land�ourselves�in�very�difficult�circumstances�

from�which�it�will�be�difficult�to�extricate�ourselves.
Regarding�the�question�of�the�representation�of�the�Depressed�Classes�

in�the�Central�Legislature.�If�you�have�again�adult�suffrage�for�the�election�
of�members�of�the�Central�Legislature,�then,�of�course,�the�Depressed�
Classes�will�claim�separate�representation�in�the�Legislature,�such�number�
of�seats�being�allotted�to�them�in�conjunction�with�the�seats�allotted�to�
other�minorities.�But�if�your�representation�is�to�be�by�a�suffrage�which�is�
higher�or�much�higher,�based�on�property,�and�so�much�higher�that�the�
Depressed�Classes�will �probably�be�entirely�left�out,�then�I�am�afraid�the�
Depressed�Classes�will�have�to�claim�indirect�election�to�the�Central�
Legislature,�carried�on�by�electoral�colleges�composed�of�members�of�the�
Depressed�Classes,�in�the�Provincial�Legislature,�in�Municipalities,�and�in�
district�local�boards.�That�is�all�that�I�have�to�say�so�far�as�the�Depressed�
Classes�are�concerned.

Having�said�all�that�I�need�say�let�me�add�one�thing�in�conclusion�that�
this�whole�question�of�minority�representation�is�really�the�crux�of�the�
whole�situation,�and�if�the�majority�community�desire�that�all�minorities�
should�associate�with�them�in�having�or�in�claiming,�a�constitution�which�
will �give�India�what�they�call�Dominion�Status,�or�what�we�prefer�to�call�
Government�by�the�people,�for�the�people�and�in�the�name�of�the�people,�
then�I�am�afraid�that�the�majority�community�must�see�to�it�that�all�fears�
of�the�minorities�are�set�at�rest.�Otherwise�it�may�not�be�possible�for�us�
to�take�what�I�do�not�conceal�from�myself�is�the�risk�that�most�of�us�are�
taking�in�claiming�Dominion�Status.

�ifth  Sitting—14th January 1931

tChairman:�The�proposal�that�has�just�been�made�makes�it�impossible�
for�us�to�go�on�and�adopt�the�Draft�Report�that�is�in�front�of�us,�because,�
of�course,�it�changes�the�whole�circumstances.�If�you�would�be�agreeable,�
I�should�propose�to�adjourn�this�Sub-Committee�now,�and�I�will�also,�you�
being�agreeable,�propose�to�remain�in�the�Chair�and�to�ask�that�those�
of�you�who�are�specially�interested�should�meet�and�we�must�include�
Dr.�Ambedkar.

Dr. Ambedkar :�1�am�obliged�to�you,�Sir.
Chairman :�Oh,�yes,�we�must�include�him�and�see�whether�by�an�exchange�

of�opinions�across�the�table�we�could�not�come�to�an�agreement.

t�Proceedings�of�the�Sub-Committee�No.�Ill �(Minorities),�pp.�127-28.
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�ir  p. C. Mitter: I should like to join, Sir, in those discussions.
Dr. Ambedkar : We have heard just now these proposals and percen-

tages being disposed of, but really it strikes me that if you add up all these 
they not only go over 100 per cent but they practically take no notice of 
many other communities that are existing in the Punjab and Bengal and 
in other places. If these communities, the Sikhs, the Muhammadans, the 
Hindus are going to appropriate 49 and 20 and so on, what is left for 
the other people ? Are they to be taken into account or not ? That is 
a very serious question, Mr. Prime Minister.

Lt. Col. Gidney : May I just raise my humble voice—it is a very small 
voice. I know—in this conflict ? I support what Dr. Ambedkar has just 
said. Surely you are not going to take the political rupee and give 1�  annas 
and 9 pies to the major communities, leaving 3 pies to be scrambled for 
by the other minorities. On behalf of the smaller communities I maintain we 
should have some say in this distribution.
Chairman : That is just the point. I think that we had better discuss this 

matter with a smaller body and a little but more informally.
Mr. Foot: And no notes taken ?
Chairman: And I shall remain in the Chair, you being agreeable, and see 

what can be done to straighten out the situation that has been opened up 
by the very hopeful suggestion made by Sir Muhammad Shafi.

Sixth Sitting—16th January 1931

^Chairman: “  The inclusion in the Constitution of declaration of funda-
mental rights safeguarding the cultural and religious life of the various 
communities and securing to every individual, without distinction of race,”  
and so on, “ the free exercise,” and so on.
Raja Narendra Nath: I propose we say “  the free and equal exercise ” . 
Chairman: “  of his or her ecpnomic, social and civil rights
Raja Narendra Nath: I do not think we want the “  his or her ” . Cannot we 

say “  the free and equal exercise of economic, social and civil rights by 

citizens ”  ? I do not insist on it.
Chairman: “  equal ” is of substance, but I do not think the other matters 

very much.
Raja Narendra Nath : I suggest we should say “  free and equal exercise ” . 
Chairman: As a matter of fact, that is a question from Dr. Ambedkar. 
Raja Narendra Nath: The word “  equal ” was used in Dr. Ambedkar’s 

speech.
�ir  M. �hafi : I think “  free ” covers it.
Dr. �haja ’at Ahmad Khan: I think it should remain as it is.
Chairman: It says “ and securing to every individual...............the free

t Proceedings of the Sub-Committee No. Ill  (Minorities), pp. 129-31.
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exercise ” . You cannot secure the equal exercise, because equal is 
an attribute of the individual who uses the rights.

�aja  Narendra Nath : I mean equality in rights ; equal rights.
Mr. Chintamani: I do not see the particular propriety of that objective 

“  equal ” ,
�aja  Narendra Nath : It is used in Dr. Ambedkar’s draft.
Chairman : You can secure to each individual the Free exercise of his 

rights, but if he does not exercise them in terms of equality that is his 
lookout, not the Government’s.

�aja  Narendra Nath: Very well.
Chairman: “  his or her ” can come out, I think.
Dr. Ambedkar: After the word “  rights ” at the end of the paragraph 

I should like the words “  without discrimination ” added.
Chairman : It says already “  without distinction of race, caste, creed or 

sex ” .
Dr. Ambedkar: I should like the word “  untouchability ” , You included 

there !
Chairman :.........................“  untouchability ! ” you already have raoe and

caste.
Dr. Moonje: I think it is all right.
Dr. Ambedkar: In order to explain things better I think that word might 

be included.
Chairman : Do not let us produce a document which people will  laugh at 

on account of the way it is worded.
Dr. Ambedkar: I think we ought to make a distinction between caste and 

untouchability. Many people who have caste do not suffer from the difficul-
ties of untouchability.

�aja  Narendra Nath: Even the Muslims have caste.
Diwan Bahadur �amachandra �ao  : There is caste among the untoucha-

bles. “  Caste ” is a wider expression.
Mr. Foot: Unless an alteration which is substantial is proposed, I under-

stand it is rather late to make an alteration at this stage.
Dr. Ambedkar: I should like to say “  social and civil rights on account 

of untouchability or otherwise ” ,
Chairman: Untouchability is a violation of social rights, and if you pile 

on words instead of making it more precise it has, as a matter of fact, an 
exclusive tendency ; it narrows the thing if you give a specific application 
to a general principle. If you keep your general principle sound you are 
much safer so far as its application is concerned than if you quote it as 
applying to the one particular grievance.

Dr. Ambedkar: That is true, but I do maintain that the question of 
interpretation will come in, and I should like whoever is going to handle 
this Report to understand that the Sub-Committee did mean not to impose 
any disability on account of untouchability.
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�hairman  : In a case like that, if there is any doubt about it, I will  take the 
opinion of the Committee and settle it. Do you persist, Dr. Ambedkar ?

Dr. Ambedkar: I am afraid, Sir, I shall have to. My dissent might be 
noted, that I do wish that this should be made clear.

�hairman  : There is a suggestion made that the word “  distinction ” should 
be substituted by the word “  discrimination ” , so that it will read “  without 
discrimination as to race, caste ” and so on.

Dr. Ambedkar : Yes, that would do it.
�hairman  : That will be all right ?
Dr. Ambedker: That will be all right. I suggest at the end it should be 

“  without discrimination ” .
�hairman  : Quite then would you make that alteration please. Then it 

will read without discrimination.
Dr. Ambedkar: Yes.
�hairman  : That is a good amendment : the other, I think, would have 

been a bad one.
*****

j£>r. Ambedkar: Sir, as I understand, paragraph 3 summarises the 
demand put by the different communities before this Committee.

�hairman  : Yes.
Dr. Ambedkar : In view of that, I should like to suggest that the other 

demands made by the Depressed Classes specifically in their own interests, on 
account of the fact that their position differs somewhat from the position of 
the other minorities, should be added. I do not mean to say that they should 
be added as an accepted proposition by this Conference, but for the sake 
of completeness those demands should be put in. I would therefore suggest 
the addition of the following paragraph to this paragraph after the word 
“ rights ” : “  The Depressed Classes also urged that untouchability, with all 
its consequent disabilities, should be abolished by law, and that they should 
be guaranteed free and unfettered enjoyment of their rights ; and they also 
claim the right of appeal to the Governor-General and the Secretary of 
State in cases of prejudices or neglect of their interests.”

�hairman : But you see, in so far as these suggestions can be made 
workable, they will  come in in the details that will  have to be worked out.

Dr. Ambedkar: I quite see that.
�hairman  : Partly legislative and partly administrative.

Dr. Ambedkar: But what I would like to say is this, that in view of the 
fact that the paragraph tries to summarise what was put before this Com-
mittee by the different Communities, what was put by the Depressed Classes, 
as something specifically for themselves, apart from what other communities 
needed, ought to come in by way of completion.

�hairman : But it says “  without discrimination ” and so on.

t Proceedings of the Sub-Committee No. Ill  (Minorities), pp. 133-3�.
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�r.  Ambedkar : Mr. Prime Minister, you will  excuse me ; it is one thing 
for the constitution to say that no man shall be discriminated against, and 
that every man shall be guaranteed the free enjoyment, and so on ; but 
I know as a matter of fact that we are hard up against facts, and that 
people will not allow us to enjoy the rights which are given to us by the 
constitution. I am as certain of that as I am certain of my existence. I do 
not want merely a paper guarantee. The whole community will be against 
us, and we shall certainly never enjoy one-tenth of what is given to us. 
I therefore desire that the constitution should not only declare that we shall 
have specific rights that every' community will have, but that the constitution 
should also provide ways and means bv which we shall be protected in the 
exercise of those rights.

Chairman : The point is, supposing a legislature does not pass a law 
which will suit you, then the constitution has been broken.

�r.  Ambedkar: No. What I suggest is this : That in the memorandum 
which I have circulated I have suggested certain ways and means by which 
we think our rights could be protected in the matter of their exeroise. The 
Committee here, for instance, may not agree that that is an appropriate way 
of doing it ; the Committee may suggest that there are some other means 
of doing it. I am quite prepared and open for consideration of these other 
ways and means ; but what I want to submit is this, that this draft ought 
to report that the Depressed Classes did suggest that they were not satisfied 
with the mere declaration that they were placed on an equal footing 
with other communities : but they pressed in that rights be given to them by 
the constitution. I am not asking for anything more than that. That is by way 
of completion of the report. In the memorandum which I submitted, you 
will see I do recommend a certain procedure for that.

Mr. Foot: The only difficulty which occurred to me, with every sympathy 
for Dr. Ambedkar, was that if you begin to put in a statement of your 
position, it would have to be a very full statement. Already we have upon 
the notes the claim that has been made, and the sympathetic adoption of 
it here referred to again at the end of paragraph 16. It seems to me perhaps 
there may be the risk that if you are going to put in any claim at all, you 
will  not have it fully stated in this memorandum.

�r.  Ambedkar : I would just like to say as regards paragraph 16, the 
last two sentences refer to the Depressed Classes, and they are confined to 
the seats that are to be allotted to them. That is a different matter altogether. 
What I am stating is this, that the constitution may give me certain rights, 
but I know that 99 per cent of the people in India are not going to allow 
me to exercise those rights. What is the use of those paper rights to me 
unless the constitution provides that if anyone infringes my rights he is 
liable to certain penalties ? What I say is this. I do not press that the 
meeting should adopt my proposal. What I want is that the constitution 
should be made to complete as to cover what I have said on behalf of the
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Depressed Classes on this Sub-Committee.
�hairman  : We have every sympathy with your position, and are prepared 

to support it ; but the difference between putting a paragraph in the 
constitution declaring for fundamental rights and the drafting of laws carry-
ing out those fundamental rights is a real one. You cannot get into a constitu-
tional declaration any details of a law which is going to enforce it. What 
you have got to do is, when you get your representation, when you get 
your declaration of rights, not in detail, in your constitution, then, as 
a representative of your people co-operating with the other people in the 
Legislature you have to produce the law which you think carries out the 
declaration in the constitution, because if you put anything more by way 
of detail into your constitution and the constitution is not carried out in 
that respect, then the constitution is not carried out at all. So you will  never 
get on in that way.

Dr. Ambedkar : My submission is this. I perfectly agree with you that 
this declaration of fundamental rights is of no consequence. I attach no 
importance to it myself personally, because after all, what is important 
to an individual is not that his rights should be declared but that he should 
have the remedy in order to enforce those rights. That is the effective 
guarantee of the rights in the declaration, and therefore I want that the 
constitution should give me some means whereby I can get redress when 
1 am wrong. It is no use merely saying that there is no “ untouchability ”  
and so on.

�hairman  : As a matter of fact we have got the point clearly in our 
minds, so it need not be reiterated ; but what Dr. Ambedkar says is that 
a declaration in the constitution is not good enough for him unless it is 
enforceable by law. That is so. In order to make it enforceable by law, 
laws must be passed creating the penalties and the crimes—the crimes 
first of all, and the penalties. You cannot create a crime of this kind. 
I think, not safely—I am in the hands of Lord Reading ; he is a lawyer, 
I am not—you cannot, in drafting a general introductory clause to your 
constitution, create by that a crime which gives you more rights than those 
that you can claim under the constitution. Under the constitution you have 
got certain rights given to you, and I am not at all sure what is the 
position. Supposing a Depressed Class person was actually persecuted in 
violation of this declaration, could he not move for some redress in the 
Courts ?

Lord Reading : Well, you have got to give him some remedy for it, of 
course. You must make it a misdemeanour.

�hairman  : Can you do that in the constitution ?
Lord Reading: No, 1 do not think so. If you will forgive me for 

a moment I do not think Dr. Ambedkar was pressing for that. As I under-
stand it, he wants us to make a definite statement that he had put the 
claim forward, that he was not satisfied merely with the declaration of
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“  free exercise ” etc. What he wants also is that he drew special attention 
to the fact that that was no use to him unless he also had protection for 
an infringement of these rights, and he leaves it there. Then you have to 
consider what the remedy is hereafter. That is as I understood him.

�r.  Ambedkar: That is my position.
�iscussion  on paragraph 4 of the Report

�r.  Ambedkar: I wish to suggest an amendment to the second sub-
paragraph of paragraph 4. After the words “  Depressed Classes ” I should 
like to have the words added “  barring a short initial period ” . It would 
read “ and would be acceptable to the Depressed Classes barring a short 
initial period ” .

Chairman: I understood you accepted it provided there was adult 

suffrage ?
�r.  Ambedkar: I said that for ten years we should have separate electo-

rate whether there was adult suffrage or not.
Chairman: “  And would be acceptable to the Depressed Classes after 

a transition period ”  ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
Chairman: Do you agree mat makes it more accurate ?
Mr. Chintamani: Are we to delete the proviso “provided the franchise 

was based ol  adult suffrage ”  ?
Chairman: No, we cannot alter the speeches that were made. But what 

Dr. Ambedkar said—he will correct me if I am wrong—was that if there 
is to be no adult suffrage then they must claim separate electorates, but 
if there is adult suffrage then, after a transition period, they would abandon 
them. I cannot allow the accuracy to be altered.

�iscussion  on paragraph 12 of the Report

�r.  Ambedkar: Sir, I should like to have the following words added 
to paragraph 12 in the beginning: “The minorities and the Depressed 
Classes were definite in their assertion that they would not consent to any 
self-governing constitution for India unless their demands were accepted.”  
And then you can proceed : “  There was general agreement with respect 
to recommendations,” and so on. Speaking for myself, I think I made it 
very clear at the time when I delivered my speech in this Committee that 
unless we were assured that we were safe in the new constitution, we could 
give no consent to any constitution involving the principle of responsibility. 
If other communities do not care to join in this, it would go as my own 
statement on behalf of the Depressed Classes.

Lt. Col. Gidney: I join in that statement too, Sir.
Chairman: Of course, the statement as a matter of fact was made, and 

it was made in a representative way, not merely as an individual statement. 
But if that is put in in this report, you will observe the effect of it, that 
one or two of you will be able to say: “  Our claims have not been 
satisfied.” It is not a decision of this Committee, but it does put obstacles
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in the way of anything being done unless everybody says they are satisfied 
with what is being done. Whether you think it is wise to take that statement, 
undoubtedly made to the Committee, and put it in such a position as to 
make it necessary to record it in the report which the Committee sends to the 
Conference, is for you to say. I do not object at all, as a matter of record.

�ord  Reading: It is rather difficult to see what part it plays in this 
particular paragraph ; this is dealing with the Executive, and the only 
point which is mentioned about the new constitution is in regard to the 
successful working of it.

Dr. Ambedkar: My position is this, Sir, that speaking for myself, I do 
not merely make a statement, and I do not want the record merely to say 
that I made certain demands ; I want the report also to record the strength 
of feeling that is in my mind behind this ; that it is not merely a demand 
which I made merely to be accepted or rejected, but I said that the 
acceptance of these demands was conditional on the acceptance of this.

�ord  Reading: I do not see how it can come in this paragraph at all.
Dr. Ambedkar: It may come in anywhere. As it was dealing with 

general agreements, I thought these few lines might come in appropriately 
at the top of this paragraph. If you do not think it is suitable, I have no 
objection.

Chairman: I do not think it can come in here ; I do not see how you 
can work that in here. You could raise it again. It is really what we should 
call in a Bill before the House of Commons a new clause and not an 
amendment to a clause 12.

Dr. Ambedkar: In the third line it reads in this way : “ that the 
representation on the Provincial Executives of important minority commu-
nities, i.e. Hindus, Muhammadans and Sikhs, was a matter of the greatest 
practical importance....” My amendment is this, that we should delete 
the word “  important ” , because I do not want any discriminations 
made between minorities and minorities, but you should not mention 
any minority by name, and that if you are going to do so, then you must 
mention all the minorities.

Dr. Moonje: That is exactly what I was going to say.
Chairman: As a matter of fact, the reason why these words were put 

in is that they are in the report to which reference is made. What is the 
amendment? We are not going to put in anything that you do not agree 
with. “  That the. representation on the Provincial Executive of minority 
communities ” ?

Dr. Ambedkar: Leave it there. Delete “Hindus, Muhammadans and 
Sikhs ” .

Chairman: Let us see what it means. It would then read : “  that the 
representation on the Provincial Executives of minority communities was 
a matter of the greatest practical importance for the successful working ” , 
and so on.
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�r.  Ambedkar : Yes.
Chairman ; That means that every minority community, if it is 8, 9, 10 

or 12, must have a representative upon the Executive.
�r.  Ambedkar: No; I would then add: “ as far as possible leaving 

discretion to the Governor ” . I should not like any community to be 
specifically mentioned.

Lord Reading: Surely you must look and see what this says : “ There 
was general agreement with the recommendation of Sub-Committee No. II  
(Provincial Constitution).” Then it goes on to quote it.

�r.  Ambedkar: It should not.
�r.  Moonje: My suggestion was a small one, but perhaps it might 

meet Dr. Ambedkar’s point of view. It was on the same lines : “  important 
minority communities, i.e. Muhammadans, Sikhs, Depressed Classes,” . 
That was my small amendment.

Lord Reading : Then the others will have to come in.
Sir A. P. Pairo: The Depressed Classes are not Hindus? Will you cut 

off the Depressed Classes ? With due respect, I say there are Depressed 
Classes who would simply revolt at the suggestion that they are not 
Hindus. In Southern India, if Dr. Ambedkar comes and says they are not 
Hindus, then I do not know what position Dr. Ambedkar will have in 
Southern India.

�r.  Ambedkar: We are not discussing that here.
Sir A. P. Patro.-Therefore I say representation consistent with facts and 

experiences.
Chairman : I have referred to the report to which reference is made. 

“ Hindus, Muhammadans and others ” I am told was put in by way of 
illustration, and these words do not appear in the report.

Sir Muhammad Shafi: That is wh$it I was going to say.
Chqienian : Just one minute. The word “  important ” docs “  that the 

representation on the Provincial Executives of important minority communi-
ties ” . Therefore “  important ” will have to stand.

Members .'Yes.
Chairman : But “  Hindus, Muhammadans and Sikhs ” will  have to go out; 

they have no business to be there.
�r.  Ambedkar: Just before you go from that. Sir, I should like to draw 

attention to the words “  working of the new constitution and it was also 
agreed that on the same grounds Muhammadans should be represented on 
the Federal Executive ” . The words “  important minorities ” should replace 
the word “  Muhammadans ” there I mean, in keeping with what we are 
saying in the beginning.

Chairman: Oh, yes ! “  It was also agreed on the same grounds ”— 
�r.  Ambedkar: “ they should be represented also on the Federal 

Executive ” .
Chairman: “  That important minorities should be represented on the
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Federal Executive. On behalf of the smaller minorities a claim was put 
forward for their representation, either individually or collectively, on the 
Provincial and Federal Executives or that, fading this, in each cabinet, 
there should be a Minister specially charged,” and so on. That is exactly 
what was put forward.

�ord  Reading : Yes.
Chairman : Officially.
*****

*Chairman: As a matter of accurate recording, the use of the word 
“  Muhammadans ” is perfectly right.

Sir Muhammad Shafi: Federal stands on a special footing.
Chairman : “ Muhammadans ” stands.
Mr. Joshi: Yes, � agree to that.
Dr. Ambedkar : Then you must add to “Muhammadans” , “ and other 

important minorities
Chairman : No, you cannot. That was the claim.
Dr. Ambedkar: May � not say so for myself ? Speaking for myself, 

� speak on behalf of the Depressed Classes as well.
Mr. Joshi: �t is not agreed. You did not make the claim.
Dr. Ambedkar: �t is not a question of whether � did or not.
Chairman : Now, we are doing business, and it is two minutes to eleven.
Dr. Moonje : � would ask, instead of the word “ agreed,” that we should 

say, “  it was also claimed that on the same grounds,” and so on.
Sir Muhammad Shaft: No, no, it was agreed. That is a matter of fact.
Dr. Moonje : � do not know what took place in the Federal Structure 

Committee.
Sir Muhammad Shaft : The record shows it.
Dr. Moonje: But here, of course, � do not agree with that point.
Sir A. P. Patro : That is accepted, and it goes to the next paragraph.
Dr. Moonje : A claim was put in.
Chairman : The statement was made that the Muhammadans should be 

recognised, and to that, according to the minutes, there was an agreement, 
and that has just been lifted out of the records.

Mr. Joshi: The records of this Committee ?
�t.  Col. Gidney : � made a distinct statement on this matter when we 

had this before the plenary session, and � made statement to this eSect— 
that it is all very well for the larger communities to demand certain things, 
but the minorities wanted some representation.

Chairman : That is in.
�t.  Col. Gidney : This is only an alternative.

Chairman : Oh, no, it is not. The sentence gives an alternative, but it 
says the claim was made that there should be either representation of the

Proceedings of the Sub-Committee No. �ll  (Minorities), pp. 144-46.
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minorities direct, or, failing that that is, if that is impossible then...............
�t.  Col. Gidney: That is all we want.
Rao Bahadur Pannir Selvam: “  Failing this ” might replaced by “  if  

this should be found impossible ” .
Chairman: Yes, instead of “  failing this ” , “  if that should be found 

impossible ” . There is no reason why that should not be substituted, “  if  
this should be found impossible ” .

�ord  Reading: What is the difference ? We are spending time over 
inter-changeable phrases, that is all.

Sardar Ujjal Singh : Make provision for any other communities in the 
Federal Executive, and insert the words “  important minorities ” there. 
We might make some provision, somehow or other, not necessarily, 
but provision must be there.

Chairman: May I bring you up against the hard facts of the situation. 
You cannot, on a Federal Executive, have every minority.

Dr. Ambedkar: Let me make my position clear. In the Provincial Consti-
tution, what we have done is, we have placed an obligation upon the 
Governor to endeavour to do it. He is not tied down, but in the endeavour 
he should certainly be allowed the freedom to select even from other 
important minorities. We are not tying him hand and foot in the making 
of the Constitution. All  we have done is that we place an obligation on him 
not to select, but we place an obligation upon him merely to make an 
endeavour. Surely that is not tying him down hard and fast, and I submit 
that after the word “  Muhammadans ” the words “  other important minority 
communities ” should come.

Chairman: No, we have passed that point We are now at the second point. 
Sir A. P. Patro: May I refer to paragraph 13 ?
Dr. Ambedkar: I would suggest that my dissent be recorded from 

paragraph 12.
Sardar Ujjal Singh: After the word “  Muhammadans ” , “  other important 

minorities ” should be added.
�t.  Col. Gidney: Why close it to the other minorities ?
Chairman: I really must rule. As I have said already, we are not closing 

it to the other minorities. I am quite willing to discuss amendments on the 
words as they are, but really you must not raise false issues. This makes 
a claim that the other minorities shall also be represented, but if this should 
be found impossible—that alteration has been made—then there will be 
a Minister. That is an accurate record of the claims which were made. 

Paragraph 12 agreed.
Dr. Ambedkar: I think our dissent should be recorded.

Chairman: Very well.
[Paragraph No. 12 as adopted finally by the Sub-Committee No. Ill  

(Minorities).]
12. There was general agreement with the recommendation of Sub-
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Committee No. II (Provincial Constitution) that the representation on the 
Provincial Executives of important minority communities was a matter of 
the greatest practical importance for the successful working of the new 
constitution, and it was also agreed that, on the same grounds, Muham-
madans should be represented on the Federal Executive. On behalf of the 
smaller minorities a claim was put forward for their representation, 
either individually �r  c�llectively, �n  the Pr�vincial  and Federal Executives, 
or that, if this should be found impossible, in each Cabinet there should be 
a Minister specially charged with the duty of protecting minority interests.

t(Dr. Ambedkar and Sardar Ujjal Singh would add the words “ and 
other important minorities ” after the word “  Muhammadans ” in line 6.)

Discussion on paragraph 18 of the Report

^Chairman : 17 is deleted. Now 18, which will then become 17. That 
this Report be presented to the Committee of the Whole Conference. Those 
in favour ? On the contrary ? That is carried. Then it will go to the 
Committee of the Whole Conference.
Dr. Ambedkar: Sir, there is my amendment.
Chairman : I beg your pardon ; I am so sorry.
Dr. Ambedkar : I should like to have this amendment put in as a separate 

paragraph after 16.
Chairman: Make it the last paragraph ?
Dr. Ambedkar: Yes.
Chairman : Then that is the over-riding paragraph.
Dr. Ambedkar : My amendment is this : “  That the minorities and the 

Depressed Classes were definite in their assertion that they would not consent 
to any self-Government constitution for India unless their demands were 
accepted.”
Chairman : As a matter of fact that was said, and it was said in a responsi-

ble way ; it was not merely an individual expression of opinion.
Dr. Ambedkar: I think it should be in.
Mr. J�shi : I think labour cannot be regarded as a minority for that 

statement.
Chairman: I cannot rule it out.
Dr. Ambedkar: I would accept the words : “  unless their demands are 

accepted in a reasonable manner
Chairman: That makes it meaningless.
Dr. Ambedkar: Or “  their reasonable demands are accepted
Mr. Zairullah Khan : Does anybody suppose that if the demands are 

met in a reasonable way they are going to be pleased ?
Mr. F��t : It is only the record of a claim.
Chairman: It is only the record of a claim. That paragraph should 

be added as paragraph 18, a new paragraph.

t Paragraph No. 12 as adopted after discussion in the Sub-Committee No. ���.
J Proceedings of the Sub-Committee No. m (Minorities),  p. 153.
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�PPENDIX  1

�  SCHEME OF POLITIC�L  S�FEGU�RDS  FOR THE PROTECTION  
OF THE DEPRESSED CL�SSES  IN TOE FUTURE 
CONSTITUTION  OF �  SELF-GOVERNING INDI�

t �ppendix  to Report of Sub-Committee No, HI (Minorities)
�Submitted by Dr. Bhimrao R. Ambedkar and Rao Bahadur R. Srinivasan)

The following are the terms and conditions on which the Depressed 
Classes will consent to place themselves under a majority rule in a self- 
governing India :

Condition No. I

Equal  Citizenship
The Depressed Classes cannot consent to subject themselves to majority 

rule in their present state of hereditary bondsmen. Before majority rule is 
established their emancipation from the system of untouchability must be 
an accomplished fact. It must not be left to the will of the majority. The 
Depressed Classes must be made free citizens entitled to all the rights of 
citizenship in common with other citizens of the State.
(�)  To secure the abolition of untouchability and to create the equality 

of citizenship, it is proposed that the following fundamental right shall be 
made part of the constitution of India :

Fundamental Right
“  �ll  subjects of the State in India are equal below the law and possess 

U.S.�.  Constitution 
�mendment  XIV  
and Governmint of 
Ireland �ct,  1920, 
10 &  11, Geo. V, 
Ch. 67, sec. 5 (2).

equal civic rights. �ny  existing enactment, regulation, 
order, custom or interpretation of law by which any 
penalty, disadvantage, disability is imposed upon or any 
discrimination is made against any subject of the State 
on account of untouchability shall, as from the day on 

which this Constitution comes into operation, cease to have any effect in 
India.”
(B) To abolish the immunities and exemptions now enjoyed by executive

This is so in all 
Constitutions, see 
Prof. Keith ’s 
remarks in Cmd.
207, p. 56.

officers by virtue of sections 110 and 111 of the 
Government of India �ct,  1919 and their liability for 
executive action be made co-extensive with what it is in 
the case of a European British Subject.

Condition No. II
Free  Enjoyment  of  Equal  Rights

It is no use for the Depressed Classes to have a declaration of equal 
rights. There can be no doubt that the Depressed Classes will have to 
face the whole force of orthodox society, if they try to exercise the equal 
rights of citizenship. The Depressed Classes therefore feel that if these

t Proceedings of the Sub-Committee No. Ill  (Minorities), pp. 168-76.
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U. S. Statutes at 
arge. Civil  Rights 
Protection Acts of 
April  9, 1866 and 
of March 1, 1875 
passed in the interest 
of the Negroes after 
their emancipation.

dedicated to or

face the whole force of orthodox society if they try to exercise the equal 
rights of citizenship. The Depressed Classes therefore- feel that if these 
declarations of rights are not to be mere pious pronouncements but are to 
be realities of everyday life then they should be protected by adequate 
pains and penalties from interference in the enjoyment of these declared 
rights.

(A) The Depressed Classes therefore propose that the following section 
should be added to Part XI of the Government of India Act, 1919, dealing 
with Offences, Procedure and Penalties :

(i) �ffence of Infringement of Citizenship
“  Whoever denies to any person except for reasons by law applicable to 

persons of all classes and regardless of any previous 
condition of untouchability the full enjoyment of any of 
the accommodations, advantages, facilities, privileges of 
inns, educational institutions, roads, paths, streets, tanks, 
wells and other watering places, public conveyances on 
land, air or water, theatres or other places of public 
amusement, resort or convenience whether they are 

maintained or licensed for the use of the public shall be 
punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may 
extend to five years and shall also be liable to fine.”

(B) Obstruction by orthodox individuals is not the only menace to the 
Depressed Classes in the way of peaceful enjoyment of their rights. The 
commonest form of obstruction is the social boycott. It is the most 
formidable weapon in the hands of the orthodox classes with which they 
beat down any attempt on the part of the Depressed Classes to undertake 
any activity if it happens to be unpalatable to, them. The way it works and 
the occasions on which it is brought into operation are well described in 
the Report of the Committee appointed by the Government of Bombay in 
1928 1 to enquire into the educational, economic and social condition of 
the Depressed Classes (untouchables) and of the Aboriginal Tribes in the 
Presidency and to recommend measures for their uplift The following is 

an extract from the same :
Depressed Classes and Social Boycott

“ 102. Although we have recommended various remedies to secure to 
the Depressed Classes their rights to all public utilities we fear that there 
will be difficulties in the way of their exercising them for a long time to 
come. The first difficulty is the fear of open violence against them by the 
orthodox classes. It must be noted that the Depressed Classes form a small 
minority in every village, opposed to which is a great majority of the 
orthodox who are bent on protecting their interests and dignity from any 
supposed invasion by the Depressed Classes at any cost. The danger of 
prosecution by the Police has put a limitation upon the use of violence 
by the orthodox classes and consequently such cases are rare.
N 1UU2



�  The second difficulty arises from the economic position in which the 
Depressed Classes are found today. The Depressed Classes have no economic 
independence in most parts of the Presidency. Some cultivate the lands 
of the orthodox classes as their tenants at will. Others live on their earnings 
as farm labourers employed by the orthodox classes and the rest subsist 
on the food or grain given to them by the orthodox classes in lieu of service 
rendered to them as village servants. We have heard of numerous instances 
where the orthodox classes have used their economic power as a weapon 
against those Depressed Classes in their villages, when the latter have 
dared to exercise their rights, and have evicted them from their land, and 
stopped their employment and discontinued their remuneration as village 
servants. This boycott is often planned on such an extensive scale as to 
include the prevention of the Depressed Classes from using the commonly 
used paths and the stoppage of sale of the necessities of life by the village 
Bania. According to the evidence sometimes small cause suffice for the 
proclamation of a social boycott against the Depressed Classes. Frequently 
it follows on. the exercise by the Depressed Classes of their right to the use 
of the common well, but cases have been by no means rare where a stringent 
boycott has been proclaimed simply because a Depressed Class man has put 
on the sacred thread, has bought a piece of land, has put on good clothes 
or ornaments, or has carried a marriage procession with the bridegroom 
on the horse through the public street.

�  We do not know of any weapon more effective than this social boycott 
which could have been invented for the suppression of the Depressed 
Classes. The method of open violence pales away before it, for it has 
the most far-reaching and deadening effects. It is the most dangerous 
because it passes as a lawful method consistent with the theory of freedom 
of contact. We agree that this tyranny of the majority must be put down 
with a firm hand if we are to guarantee the Depressed Classes the freedom 
of speech and action necessary for their uplift.”

In the opinion of the Depressed Classes the only way to overcome this 
kind of menace to their rights and liberties is to make social boycott an 
offence punishable by law. They are therefore bound to insist that the 
following sections should be added to those included in Part XI of the 
Government of India Act, 1919, dealing with Offences, Procedure and 
Penalties :

I. Offence  of  Boycott  Defined

(i) A person shall be deemed to boycott another who—
�his  and the following 
legal provisions are 
bodily taken from  
Burma Anti-Boycott  
Act, 1922, with a few 
changes to suit the 
necessities of the case.

(a) refuses to let or use or occupy any house or land, 
or to deal with, work for hire, or do business with another 
person, or to render to him or receive for him any service, 
or refuses to do any of the said things on the terms on 
which such things should commonly be done in the 
ordinary course of business, or
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(b) abstains from such social, professional or business relations as 
he would, having regard to such existing customs in the Community 
which are not inconsistent with any fundamental right or other rights of 
citizenship declared in the Constitution, ordinarily maintain with such 
person, or

(c) in any way injures, annoys or interferes with such other person 
in the exercise of his lawful rights.

II.  Punishment  for  Boycotting

Whoever, in consequence of any person having done an act which he 
was legally entitled to do or of his having omitted to do any act which he 
was legally entitled to omit to do or with intent to cause any person to do 
any act which he is not legally bound to do or to omit to do any act 
which he is legally entitled to do, or with intent to cause harm to such 
person in body, mind, reputation or property, or in his business or means 
of living, boycotts such person or any person in whom such person is 
interested, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for 
a term which may extend to seven years or with fine or with both :

Provided that no offence shall be deemed to have been committed under 
this section if the Court is satisfied that the accused person has not acted 
at the instigation of or in collusion with any .other person or in pursuance 
of or in collusion with any other person or in pursuance of any conspiracy 
or of any agreement or combination to boycott.

III.  Punishment  for  Instigating  or  Promoting  a Boycott

Whoever—
(a) publicly makes or pubfishes or circulates a proposal for, or
(b) makes, publishes or circulates any statement, rumour or report 

with intent to, or which he has reason to believe to be likely to, cause, or
(c) in any other way instigates or promotes the boycotting of any 

person or class of persons, shall be punished with imprisonment which 
may extend to five years or with fine or with both.
�xplanation.—An offence under this section shall be deemed to have 

been committed although the person affected or likely to be affected by 
any action of the nature referred to herein is not designated by name or 
class but only by his acting or abstaining from acting in some specified 

manner.
IV. Punishment  for  Threatening  a Boycott

Whoever, in consequence of any person having done any act which he 
was legally entitled to do or of his having omitted to do an act 
which he was legally entitled to omit to do, or with intent to 
cause any person to do any act which he is not legally bound to do, or 
to omit to do any act which he is legally entitled to do, threatens to cause 
such person or any person in whom such person is interested, to be 
boycotted shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for 
a term which may extend to five years or with fine or with both.



�xception.—�t is not boycott—
(i) to do any act in furtherance of a bona fide labour dispute,
(ii)  to do any act in the ordinary course of business competition. 

N.B.—All these offences shall be deemed to be cognizable offences.

�ondition  No. Ill

Protection  Against  Discrimination

The Depressed Classes entertain grave fears of discrimination either by 
legislation or by executive order being made in the future. They cannot 
therefore consent to subject themselves to majority rule unless it is 
rendered impossible in law for the legislature or the executive to make 
any invidious discrimination against the Depressed Classes.
�t is therefore proposed that the following Statutory provision be made 

in the constitutional law of �ndia :

“  �t shall not be competent for any Legislature or Executive in �ndia to 
pass a law or issue an order, rule or regulation so as to violate the rights 
of the subjects of the State, regardless of any previous condition of 
untouchability, in all territories subject to the jurisdiction of the dominion 
of �ndia,—

(1) to make and enforce contracts, to sue, be parties, and give 
evidence, to inherit, purchase, lease, sell, hold and convey real and 
personal property,

(2) to be eligible for entry into the civil and military employ and to 
all educational institutions except for such conditions and limitations 
as may be necessary to provide for the due and adequate representation 
of all classes of the subjects of the State,
(3) to be entitled to the full and equal enjoyment of the accommoda-

tions, advantages, facilities, educational institutions, privileges of inns, 
rivers, streams, wells, tanks, roads, paths, streets, public conveyances 
on land, air and water, theatres, and other places of public resort or 
amusement except for sucn conditions and limitations applicable alike to 
all subjects of every race, class, caste, colour or creed,
(4) to be deemed fit for and capable of sharing without distinction 

the benefits of any religious or charitable trust dedicated to or created, 
maintained or licensed for the general public or for persons of the same 
faith and religion,
(5) to claim full and equal benefit of all laws and proceedings for 

the security of person and property as is enjoyed by other subjects 
regardless of any previous condition of untouchability and be subject 
to like punishment, pains and penalties and to none other.”

�ondition  No. IV

Adequate  Representation  in the  Legislatures
The Depressed Classes must be given sufficient political power to 

influence legislative and executive action for the purpose of securing their 
welfare. �n view of this they demand that the following provisions shall
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be made in rhe electoral lav/ so as to give them—
(1) Right to adequate representation in the Legislatures of the 

Country, Provincial and Central.
(2) Right to elect their own men as their representatives, («) by 

adult suffrage, and (b) by separate electorates for the first ten years 
and thereafter by joint electorates and reserved seats, it being 
understood that joint electorates shall not be forced upon the 
Depressed Classes against their will unless such joint electorates aj;e 
accompanied by adult suffrage.

�.B. —Adequate Representation for the Depressed Classes cannot he 
defined in quantitative terms until the extent of representation allowed to 
other communities is known. But it must be understood that the Depressed 
Classes will  not consent to the representation of any other community being 
settled on better terms than those allowed to them. They will not agree 
to being placed at a disadvantage in this matter. �n any case the Depressed 
Classes of Bombay and Madras must have weightage over their population 
ratio of representation irrespective of the extent of representation allowed 
to other minorities in the Provinces,

Condition No. V

Adequate  Representation  in  the  Services
The Depressed Classes have suffered enormously at the hands of the 

high caste officers who have monopolized the Public Services by abusing 
the Law or by misusing the discretion vested in them in administering it 
to the prejudice of the Depressed Classes and to the advantage of the 
caste Hindus without any regard to justice, equity or good conscience. 
This mischief can only be avoided by destroying the monopoly of caste 
Hindus in the Public Services and by regulating the recruitment to them 
in such a manner that all communities including the Depressed Casses will  
have an adequate share in them. For this purpose the Depressed Casses 
have to make the following proposals for statutory enactment as part of 

the constitutional lav?
(1) There shall be established in �ndia and in each Province in �ndia 

a Public Service Commission to undertake the recruitment and control 
of the Public Services.
(2) No member of the Public Service Commission shall be removed 

except by a resolution passed by the Legislature nor shall he be appointed 
to any office under the Crown after his retirement.
(3) �t shall be the duty of the Public Service Commission subject to 

the tests of efficiency as may be prescribed—(a) to recruit the Services 

m such a manner as will secure due and adequate representation of all 
communities, and (b) to regulate from time to time priority in employ-
ment in accordance with the existing extent of the representation of the 
various communities in any particular service concerned.



�ondition  No. VI

� edress  against  Prejudicial  Action  or  Neglect  of  Interests
In view of the fact that the Majority �ule  of the future will be the rule 

of the orthodox, the Depressed Classes fear that such a Majority �ule  will  
not be sympathetic to them and that the probability of prejudice to their 
interests and neglect of their vital needs cannot be over-looked. It must be 
provided against, particularly because, however adequately represented, the 
Depressed Classes will be in a minority in all legislatures. The Depressed 
Classes think it very necessary that they should have the means of redress 
given to them in the constitution. It is therefore proposed that the following 
provision should be made in the constitution of India :—

“ In and for each Province and in and for India it shall be the duty and 
British  North obligation of the Legislature and the Executive or any 
America Act, other Authority established by law to make adequate 
1867, sec. 93. provision for the education, sanitation, recruitment in

Public Services and other matters of social and political advancement of 
the Depressed Classes and to do nothing that will  prejudicially affect them.
“ (2) Where in any Province or in India the provisions of this section 

are violated an appeal shall lie to the Governor-General in Council from 
any act or decision of any Provincial Authority and to the Secretary of 
State from any act or decision of a Central Authority affecting the matter.
“ (3) In every such case where it appears to the Governor-General in 

Council or to the Secretary of State the Provincial Authority or Central 
Authority does not take steps requisite for the due execution of the provi-
sions of this section then and in every such case, and as far only as the 
circumstances of each case require, the Governor-General in Council or the 
Secretary of State acting as an appellate authority may prescribe, for such 
period as they may deem fit, remedial measures for the due execution 
of the provisions of this section and of any of its decisions under this 
section and which shall be binding upon the authority appealed against.”

�ondition  No. VII

Special  Departmental  Care
The helpless, hapless and sapless condition of the Depressed Classes must 

be entirely attributed to the dogged and determined opposition of the whole 
mass of the orthodox population which will  not allow the Depressed Classes 
to have equality of status or equality of treatment. It is not enough to say of 
their economic condition that they are poverty-stricken or that they are 
a class of landless labourers, although both these statements are statements 
of fact. It has to be noted that^he poverty of the Depressed Classes is due 
largely to the social prejudices in Tonsequence of which many an occupation 
for earning a living is closed to them. This is a fact which differentiates the 
position of the Depressed Classes from that of the ordinary caste labourer 
and is often a source of trouble between the two. It has also to be borne 
in mind that the forms of tyranny and oppression practised against the



�epressed Classes are very various and the capacity of the �epressed 
Classes to protect themselves is extremely limited. The facts which obtain 
in this connection and which are of common occurrence throughout India 
are well described in the Abstracts of Proceedings of the Board of Revenue 
of the Government of Madras dated 5th November 1882, No. 723, from 
which the following is an extract:

“ 134. There are forms of oppression only hitherto hinted at which 
must be at least cursorily mentioned. To punish disobedience of Pariahs, 
their masters—

(«) Bring false cases in the village court or in the criminal courts.
(h) Obtain, on application, from Government, waste lands lying all 

round the paracheri, so as to impound the Pariahs’ cattle or obstruct the 
way to their temple.
(c) Have mirasi names fraudulently entered in the Government account 

against the paracheri.
�d) Pull down the huts and destroy the growth in the back-yards.
(e) �eny  occupancy right in immemorial sub-tenancies.
(/) Forcibly cut the Pariahs’ crops, and on being resisted charge them 

with theft and rioting.
(g) Under misrepresentations, get them to execute documents by which 

they are afterwards ruined.
(/i) Cut off the flow of water from their fields.
(i) Without legal notice, have the property of sub-tenants attached for 

the landlords’ arrears of revenue.
“ 135. It will  be said there are civil and criminal courts for the redress 

of any of these injuries. There are the courts indeed ; but India does not 
breed village Hampdens. One must have pourage to go to the courts ; 
money to employ legal knowledge, and meet legal expenses ; and means to 
live during the case and the appeals. Further most cases depend upon the 
decision of the first court; and these courts are presided over by officials 
who are sometimes corrupt and who generally, for other reasons, sympathize 
with the wealthy and landed classes to which they belong.
“ 136. The influence of these classes with the official world can hardly 

be exaggerated. It is extreme with natives and great even with Europeans. 
Every office, from the highest to the lowest, is stocked with their represen-
tatives, and there is no proposal affecting their interests but they can 
bring a score of influence to bear upon it in its course from inception to 

execution.”
There can be no doubt that in view of these circumstances the uplift of 

the �epressed Classes will remain a pious hope unless the task is placed 
in the forefront of all governmental activities and unless equalization of 
opportunities is realized in practice by a definite policy and determined effort 
on the part of the Government. To secure this end the proposal of the 
�epressed Classes is that the Constitutional Law should impose upon the
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Government of India a statutory obligation to maintain at all times a depart-
ment to deal with their problems by the addition of a section in the 
Government of India Act to the following effect :—

“ 1. Simultaneously with the introduction of this Constitution and as 
part thereof there shall be created in the Government of India a Depart-
ment to be in-charge of a Minister for the purpose of watching the 
interests of the Depressed Classes and promoting their welfare.

“ 2. The Minister shall hold office so long as he retains the confidence 
of the Central Legislature.

“  3. It shall be the duty of the Minister in the exercise of any powers 
and duties conferred upon him or transferred to him by law, to take 
all such steps as may be desirable to secure the preparation, effectively ' 
carrying out and co-ordination of measures preventative of acts of social 
injustice, tyranny or oppression against the Depressed Classes and 
conducive to their welfare throughout India.

“  4. It shall be lawful for the Governor-General—
(fl) to transfer to the Minister all or any powers or duties in respect 

of the welfare of the Depressed Classes arising from any enactment 
relating to education, sanitation, etc.,
(b) to appoint Depressed Classes welfare bureaux in each province 

to work under the authority of and in co-operation with the Minister.”

�ondition  No. VIII

Depressed  Classes  and  the  Cabinet

Just as it is necessary that the Depressed Classes should have the power 
to influence governmental action by seats in the Legislature so also it is 
desirable that the Depressed Classes should have the opportunity to frame 
the general policy of the Government. This they can do only if they can 
find a seat in the Cabinet. The Depressed Classes therefore claim that in 
common with other minorities, their moral rights to be represented in the 
Cabinet should be recognized. With this purpose in view the Depressed 
Classess propose :

That in the Instrument of Instructions an obligation shall be placed 
upon the Governor and the Governor-General to endeavour to secure 
the representation of the Depressed Classes in his Cabinet.

APPENDIX II

REPORT OF SUB-�OMMITTEE  No. Ill  (MINORITIES)

These are some of the paragraphs of the Report related to the interests of 

Depressed �lasses which have been approved by the �ommittee  

of Whole �onference  on 19th January 1931

3. One of the Chief proposals brought before the Sub-Committee was the 
inclusion in the constitution of a declaration of fundamental rights safe-
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guarding the cultural and religious life of the various communities and secur-
ing to every individual without discrimination as to race, caste, creed or sex, 
the free exercise of economic, social and civil rights (Dr. Ambedkar called 
attention to the necessity of including in the constitution sanctions for the 
enforcement of the fundamental rights, including a right of redress when 
they are violated).
4. Whilst it was generally admitted that a system of joint free 

electorates was in the abstract consistent with democratic principles 
as generally understood, and would be acceptable to the Depressed Classes 
after a short transitional period, provided the franchise was based on adult 
suffrage, the opinion was expressed that, in view of the distribution of 
the communities in India and of their unequal economic, social and political 
effectiveness, there was a real danger that under such a system the represen-
tation secured by minorities would be totally inadequate, and that this 
system would therefore give no communal security.
�.  Claims were therefore advanced by various communities that arrange-

ments should be made for representation and for fixed proportions of seats. 
It was also urged that the number of seats reserved for a minority 
community should in no case be less than its proportion in the population. 
The methods by which this could be secured were mainly three (1) nomina-
tion, (2) joint electorates with reservation of seats, and (3) separate 
electorates.
8. The discussion made it evident that the demand which remained as 

the only one which would be generally acceptable was separate electorates. 
The general objection to this scheme has been subject to much previous 
discussion in India. It involves what is very difficult problem for solution, 
viz. what should be the amount of communal representation in the various 
Provinces and in the Centre ; that, if the whole, or practically the whole, 
of the seats in a legislature arc to be assigned to communities, there will be 
no room for the growth of independent political opinion or of true political 
parties, and this problem received a serious complication by the demand of 
the representatives of the Depressed Classes that they should be deducted 
from the Hindu population and be regarded, for electoral purposes, as 
a separate community.
12. There was general agreement with the recommendation of Sub-

Committee No. II (Provincial Constitution) that the representation on the 
Provincial Executives of important minority communities was a matter 
of the greatest practical importance for the successful working of the new 
constitution, and it was also agreed that on the same grounds Muhammadans 
should be represented on the Federal Executive (Dr. Ambedkar would add 
the words, “  and other important minorities ” after the word “ Muham-
madans ” ). On behalf of smaller minorities, a claim was put forward for 
their representation, either individually or collectively, on the Provincial and 
Federal Executives, or that, if this should 'be found impossible in each
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Cabinet, there should be a Minister specially charged with the duty of 
protecting minority interests.
13. As regards the administration, it was agreed that recruitment of 

both Provincial and Central Services should be entrusted to P. S. Cs., with 
instructions to recruit the claims of various communities to fair and adequate 
representation in the Public Services, whilst providing for the maintenance 
of a proper standard of efficiency.
16. It has also been made clear that the British Government cannot 

with any chance of agreement impose upon the communities an electoral 
principle which, in some feature or other, would be met by their opposition. 
It was therefore plain that, failing an agreement, separate electorates with 
all their drawbacks and difficulties, would have to be retained as the basis 
•of the electoral arrangements under the new constitution. From this the 
question of proportions would arise. Under these circumstances, the claims 
of the Depressed Classes will have to be considered adequately.

18. The Minorities and Depressed Classes were definite in their assertion 
that they would not consent to any self-governing constitution for India 
unless their demands were met in a reasonable manner.



�

�N  SUB-COMM�TTEE  No. V�  (FRANCH�SE)

Second Sitting—22nd December 1930

�Dr. �mbedkar: It seems to me that there are only two important 
questions which this Round Table Conference is going to consider. One 
question is whether India should have responsible Government, and the 
second question is to what people that Government should be responsible.

In the Plenary sessions we all joined in one chorus in demanding that 
India should have a responsible form of Government, and I for one, speak-
ing on behalf of the Depressed Classes in that Plenary session, joined with 
my friends sitting opposite in demanding responsible Government for India, 
When I did so, however, I was under the impression that the Indian people 
who came to represent their country at this Round Table Conference were 
not only united in making a demand for responsible Government for India, 
but were also united in the view as to whom that Government should be 
responsible.

I am sorry to say, Sir, that I have been deluded. I find now that although 
some of our people would desire me and others to join them in their demand 
for Dominion Status, they do not join with us in demanding that the 
Government which will be set up under that Dominion Status shall be 
responsible to the people of India as a whole. I never thought there would 
be this division of opinion, and that I should have to stand up to defend 
the position we take.

Now, Sir, speaking on behalf of the Depressed Classes I cannot honestly 
consent to responsible Government or to Dominion Status unless I can be 
sure that the people for whom I speak are to have a place in that constitu-
tion. I must make that fact plain to all my friends. As an objection has been 
raised to the proposal for adult suffrage by some of my friends, I propose 
to deal with the arguments brought forward against it.

One of the arguments brought forward was that we should follow the 
precedent laid down in this country, that adult suffrage should be reached 

t Proceedings of the Sub-Committee No. VI  (Franchise), Government of India, Central 
Publication Branch, Calcutta, 1931, pp. 28-35.

The terms of reference to this Sub-Committee were as under :—
“  On what main principles is franchise to be based for men and women.”
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by stages. It is suggested that we should follow the stages adopted in this 
country from 1832 to 1918. Those who take their stand on the political 
history of enfranchisement in this country seem to think that there was 
some philosophical course of action thought out by the English people in 
devising the steps that were taken by them in enfranchising the people from 
1832 onwards, that they had decided before hand that they must enfranchise 
only a limited number of people in 1832 that otherwise it would be 
philosophically wrong ; that they should take the next step only in 
1867, and not in 1866 ; that they should take the next step in 1884 and 
not in 1867. I do not know whether those who use that argument believe 
that there was any philosophic belief behind that fact. But I should like to 
point out to my friends, those who base their arguments upon this fact, 
that if you read the political history of England, you will find that not only 
was there no philosophical belief which determined the stages that were 
taken by the British people, but the question of franchise was treated in 
this country as a mere matter of party politics : that each party tried to 
extend the franchise because it thought that as a political catch-word it 
would influence and augment that party. Perhaps that will be news to 
my friend who used that argument, and, 1 must say, always uses it with 
satisfaction to himself, feeling that he is placing an insuperable obstacle 
in our path. We will  be perhaps pleased to find that one of the great steps 
in the political enfranchisement of the people of England was taken by 
a Conservative Government in this country, and not by the Liberals or 
the Radicals.
The second thing 1 should like to point out to my friend is this. Does 

he really mean to tell us that because the franchise in this country was 
limited, that, therefore, the Government produced under that franchise was 
a good Government, a Government the object of which was the welfare 
of the people and the prosperity of the masses ? Is that the inference he 
wants to draw from that fact ? That because rhe franchise was limited, that, 
therefore, there was no trouble, and that everybody was satisfied ir this 
country ? Surely that is not the case. If my friend will  only take the trouble 
of reading the life of Lord Shaftesbury, and the social and political history 
of England, he will certainly find that the unreformed Parliament was not 
a blessing to anyone.
Thirdly, I should like to point out to my friend, if he really is serious and 

if he really believes what he says, that the people of India ought not be given 
adult suffrage, because they are not fit for it, that the only alternative for him 
is to go back to India and not to demand Dominion Status or responsible 
Government, for surely, if it is the view of the gentleman who puts forward 
this case that the Indian people are not fit to exercise the franchise, are not fit  
to take upon themselves the responsibilities of Government, then I do not 
understand in whose name he asks for responsible Government. Is it for this 
class ? Is it for himself ? For whom is it ? The only argument, as I understand



�n favour of respons�ble Government and �n favour of Dom�n�on Status, �s the 
assumpt�on wh�ch must const�tute the bas�s of any such argument, that the 
people of Ind�a are f�t to undertake the respons�b�l�ty of Government. If  
my fr�end does not bel�eve that the Ind�an people are capable of exerc�s�ng 
that respons�b�l�ty, then the only conclus�on �s that the Ind�an people cannot 
have Dom�n�on Status and cannot have respons�b�l�ty.
The second argument that was brought forward was that, although adult 

suffrage may be an �deal, �t cannot be brought �nto effect at the present 
moment, because we have not the mach�nery to g�ve effect to �t. Now I have 
great sympathy w�th that argument, but I should l�ke to po�nt out that 
there are cons�derat�ons �n oppos�t�on to that v�ew. Let us understand what 
the franch�se does really mean. Surely the franch�se does not mean a mere 
matter of the ballot box, does not mean a mere matter of poll�ng booths 
and the plac�ng of poll�ng off�cers there. The franch�se means someth�ng 
more v�tal than that. Now, S�r, as I understand �t, to me the suffrage and 
the franch�se are noth�ng else but the r�ght of self-defence ; �t means that 
you w�ll create a leg�slature wh�ch w�ll have the amplest power of pass�ng 
laws wh�ch w�ll affect the l�fe, l�berty and property of the people. Surely, �f 
that �s go�ng to be the pos�t�on, �f your leg�slature �s go�ng to have that 
power of affect�ng your l�fe �n these most v�tal matters, then surely every 
�nd�v�dual who �s go�ng to be subject to that leg�slat�on ought to have the 
power to defend h�mself aga�nst laws wh�ch w�ll probably �n the c�rcum-
stances �nvade h�s l�berty, �nvade h�s l�fe and h�s property. It �s not a mere 
quest�on of the ballot box ; �t �s not a mere quest�on of poll�ng booths.
May I put �t �n a d�fferent way ? If I understand the franch�se, 1 under-

stand �t to be the r�ght to regulate the terms of what one m�ght call 
assoc�ated l�fe �n soc�ety ; that �s the essence of the franch�se. 
When you g�ve a man the franch�se, what you mean �s that you g�ve h�m 
power to regulate the terms on wh�ch he w�ll l�ve �n relat�onsh�p w�th other 
�nd�v�duals �n soc�ety. Now, �f that �s the mean�ng of the suffrage, surely 
you cannot g�ve the h�gher classes, the �ntellectuals as they are called, or 
the propert�ed classes, the power to regulate the terms of assoc�ated l�fe, 
and leave the lower classes at the�r mercy. They, too, must have the power 
to regulate the terms of assoc�ated l�fe. Just as the cap�tal�st must have 
the power, �f he �s to have any const�tut�on, to d�ctate how he shall l�ve 
on terms of assoc�ated l�fe w�th the labour, surely the labour �s ent�tled 
also to have the power to regulate the terms on wh�ch he shall l�ve w�th 
h�s cap�tal�st master. It cannot be a one-s�ded barga�n ; �t must not be a one-
s�ded barga�n. If you understand the franch�se �n the r�ght sense of the word, 
then �t seems to me the franch�se �s someth�ng wh�ch must be regarded as 
the �nherent r�ght of every �nd�v�dual �n the State ; and �f you understand 
that the franch�se �s the �nherent r�ght of every man or woman who �s 
capable of understand�ng �t, then surely you cannot make an �nherent 
r�ght of a people dependent upon the conven�ence of your adm�n�strat�on.
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�y  friend used that argument, that we must not have adult suffrage because 
we shall not have polling booths and polling officers. I should like to remind 
him of what would be the situation if  he were told that he had been wronged 
by an individual, that he had a good case which, if he brought it to the 
Court would certainly succeed, but that he could not be given redress because 
we had not sufficient judges in the High Court. How would he like that 
position ? Surely, if the franchise is an inherent right, and if there are 
administrative difficulties in the effectuation of that franchise, then the 
remedy is not to curtail the franchise, but the remedy is to provide the 
necessary machinery, so that every man or woman capable of enjoying 
that franchise shall be in a position to give effect to it.
Sir, it seems to me that the difficulties of administering the franchise . 

which have been placed before us arise from two different sources. We 
are told that the constituencies in India are very vast; and, surely, as 'we 
see from the Report of the Simon Commission, they are of a most fabulous 
character. It is said that if you increase the number of electors in the 
existing constituencies, as they exist today, the whole machinery will break 
down. �y  submission to this Conference is this : Surely this difficulty  
can easily be met. It seems to me this difficulty can be met in this way. It 
seems to me that the difficulty arises largely because of the composition 
and strength of your Legislative Councils today ; that composition is so 
very limited that you cannot help having the large constituencies that you 
have today. It seems to me that from the standpoint of numbers the existing 
strength of the legislatures in the Provinces is ridiculous. Let us have the 
figures for a moment before our mind’s eye. I find on comparison that 
�adras,  Bengal and the United Provinces have more or less the same 
population as France, Great Britain and Italy, lhe �adras  Legislative 
Council consists of 132 members; the Bengal Legislative Council 
consists of 140 members ; the United Province Legislative Council consists 
of 123 members. On the other hand, France has a Lower Chamber which 
consists of 626 members ; Great Britain has somewhere over 600, and 
Italy has 560 members. Take, on the other hand, Bombay and the Punjab, 
which are more or less on a par in the matter of population. Bombay has 
114 members ; the Punjab has 94. Bombay and the Punjab are more or 
less equal in population to Spain ; if you take the Lower Chamber in 
Spain, you find it consists of 417 members. I know it is not in existence 
now, but that is another matter. It is a matter of constitution. In France 
it is in existence with a large number. Then take the Central Provinces 
in which the Legislative Council has 73 members. I find that the popula-
tion of the Central Provinces is equal to that of Yugoslavia. Yugoslavia 
has 313 members. Assam has 53 members ; in population it is equal to 
Portugal, and Portugal has 146 members.
Now, surely if you are going to cramp these vast aggregations of people 

into Legislative Councils which do not exceed 140 in membership, you



�re bound, �s � result, to h�ve very l�rge constituencies. Why �re you 
�fr�id  of incre�sing the numbers in the Legisl�ture ? I c�nnot underst�nd 
it. If you �re not �fr�id,  �nd if you follow the p�r�llels  in other countries, 
then surely you c�n very e�sily reduce the size of the .elector�tes, �nd 
thereby remove one of the difficulties th�t is s�id to exist in the m�tter 
of �dult suffr�ge.

Then �nother difficulty which w�s pointed out w�s th�t it w�s s�id we 
should not h�ve �  sufficient number of polling officers. Now th�t difficulty  
to my mind �lso does not seem to be of �  very serious ch�r�cter. It seems 
to me th�t if �ll  the college students in Indi�  could be dr�fted into the 
service of the elector�l dep�rtments, this difficulty could be very e�sily 
solved. Some of my friends on the other side l�ugh �t  it, but I do not 
know why. I know, �s �  m�tter of f�ct,  th�t  in the census �ll  college students, 
�nd school boys �lso, help the census dep�rtment in c�rrying on the 
enumer�tion. If, for inst�nce, the s�me system were �dopted on the polling 
d�y, if �ll  the college students were �sked to help in this m�tter �nd I 
h�ve not the slightest doubt th�t they would come to the rescue of the 
dep�rtment, then surely we should h�ve more polling officers th�n we 
need on the occ�sions of this sort.

�t seems to me, therefore, th�t the difficulties of the situ�tion �re not 
insuper�ble. Let me point this out to my friends opposite who object 
to �dult  suffr�ge on this ground. It seems to me their position is of �  some-
wh�t curious ch�r�cter. Where �  member of the British Deleg�tion r�ises 
� difficulty, �nd s�ys there �re he�ps of difficulties in the w�y of 
Indi�, �nd, therefore, Indi� must not h�ve Dominion St�tus or 
responsible Government, the gentlemen sitting opposite would not �llow  
the English gentlemen to t�ke �dv�nt�ge  of the difficulties ; they would 
tell him �t once : “  Why, you bolster up difficulties to put down our 
cl�ims. These �re difficulties which surely c�n be met.” Let me tell 
him th�t we on this side �re �lso not prep�red to �llow you 
to t�ke �dv�nt�ge  of this difficulty. We s�y th�t if there �re difficulties 
in the w�y  of getting the power in our h�nds, those difficulties ought to be 
solved. We �re not going to let you h�ve the �dv�nt�ge  of the situ�tion.
Sir, so f�r  I h�ve de�lt with the �rguments which h�ve been presented 

�g�inst  �dult suffr�ge. Now let me put one or two �rguments which I think 
�re in f�vour of �dult suffr�ge, �nd which in my opinion, �re more or 
less decisive. The first �rgument th�t I will put is this, th�t you c�nnot 
h�ve in Indi� �ny system of suffr�ge short of �dult suffr�ge which will  
give equ�lity of represent�tion to �ll  the c�stes �nd communities in Indi� ; 
there is no other system you c�n devise for Indi�  which will  give th�t  result.. 
T�ke, for inst�nce, the existence of constituencies. In Beng�l �nd in the 
Punj�b the Muh�mm�d�ns  form �  m�jority  of the popul�tion. You h�ve 
in Sind �lso, �s �p�rt  from Bomb�y,, the Muh�mm�d�ns in �  m�jority.  
Now wh�t  is the st�te of the Muh�mm�d�n  communities in these Provinces ?
�  4002.—36



� am putting this as a feeler : My Muhammadan friends may take their 
stand apart from this : � am putting it as a case. What is the position of 
the Muhammadan communities in these Provinces under the system of 
franchise that we have today. The Muhammadans in Sind form something 
like 70 per cent of the population ; and yet, if � am not very much mistaken, 
their voting strength is only 49 per cent. Take, for instance, again Bengal 
and the Punjab ; there again the Muhammadans pre-dominate in popula-
tion, and yet in the voting list they are in the minority. Take again the 
Depressed Classes ; under the existing franchise they are nowhere at all 
in the electorate. � think it is a most disgraceful thing to have a franchise 
of this sort. You have to remember one thing : that �ndian society is 
composed of so many castes and creeds and those castes and creeds are 
not related to each other in what one might call the vertical perpendicular, 
so that if you chop-off this mass at any particular point you get a part 
which is representative of all the communities in an equal degree. On the 
other hand, if � may put it so, they are related in such a manner that 
the parallel grains are, so to speak, placed horizontally one on the other, so 
that if you chop at any particular point you get a part which is representa-
tive of one single community only or at the most two, and the rest are 
not represented at all. Now surely you do not want to create a system of 
political Government in which only some castes and some communities will  
predominate. Surely you do not want to create in �ndia a South Africa 
where only some people will  have the vote and the rest will not. � say, if  
you are interested in giving every man a vote, in giving every man the 
political franchise, so that he may work out his destiny, then you cannot 
have any other system of franchise in �ndia than that of adult suffrage.

Now, lei me give you another example. As � say, � am not opposed to 
female suffrage, and � am very obliged to our lady colleague, Mrs. Subba- 
rayan, for supporting us in this matter. � will  go with her whole-heartedly. 
Let me point out one or two illustrations of what has been suggested 
by way of enlarging and broadening the franchise. �t is suggested 
that there should be a franchise of literacy. � do not propose to 
call it a fancy franchise,, but let me tell you what will be the effect of it. 
The effect of it would be this : that some communities would have their 
voting strength almost doubled, while other communities would stand 
where they are. Literacy in �ndia is so unevenly distributed, that some 
communities would have all the increase of the franchise added to their 
stock, while other communities would remain where they are. Surely you 
do not want to create that sort of situation.

Therefore my submission is, that if this Conference and the members 
who are assembled round this table are true to their creed, believe that �ndia 
must have responsible Government, and that Government must be responsible 

to the people, then � submit there is no alternative to adult suffrage.
Then, Sir, there is one more consideration that � would like to point



�ut, that seems t�  me t�  be a m�st decisive c�nsiderati�n in this matter. 
We all �f  us kn�w  that the questi�n �f  j�int  versus separate elect�rate 
is a m�st th�rny questi�n ; it seems t�  me t�  be a very crucial questi�n. 
May I p�int  �ut  t�  this C�nference that, at least in my �pini�n,  the questi�n 
�f  j�int  versus separate elect�rates is inextricably b�und up with the questi�n 
�f  franchise. Y�u  will n�t  ask any min�rity  in India, y�u  will n�t  c�mpel 
any min�rity in India, and y�u will n�t  get the c�nsent �f  any min�rity  
in India, t�  agree t�  j�int  elect�rates unless that min�rity  has adult suffrage. 
I am n�t g�ing t�  place myself under the thumb and auth�rity �f  any 
mai�rity G�vernment, unless I am certain that I can exercise in the 
electi�ns elect�ral p�wer which is c�mmensurate with my s�cial p�wer. Unless 
I kn�w  that every man and every w�man in the Depressed Class c�mmunity 
will be able t�  exercise the v�te and t�  determine the destiny �f  the 
candidate wh� is g�ing t�  represent the mass �f  pe�ple in the c�untry, 
T certainly am n�t g�ing t�  c�nsent t�  j�int  elect�rates ; certainly n�t.  
I am n�t  g�ing t�  place myself in a min�rity  p�siti�n  : I am n�t  g�ing t� 
all�w  the maj�rity t�  select my candidate. N�,  under n� circumstances. 
And I think what is true �f  my min�rity  may als� be true �f  the Muham-
madans. I d�  n�t  wish t�  say s�mething that I shall have t�  say in an�ther 
C�mmittee, but the p�int is s� relevant that I cann�t help making 

a reference. Y�u  cann�t in fairness ask the Muhammadans �f  Bengal �r  
the Punjab t�  accept j�int  elect�rates unless y�u  place them in a maj�rity  
in the elect�rate. Y�u  cann�t deny the franchise t�  the Muhammadans, 
make a min�rity  �f  them in the elect�ral p�wer, and then say, “ C�me 
al�ng and have a j�int  elect�rate ” .
The decisiveness �f  this fact was ackn�wledged by the Nehru C�mmittee 

and by three members �f  the Indian Central C�mmittee.
Let me, bef�re I c�nclude, make �ne �r  tw�  remarks t�  my friends 

wh� will n�t  give us adult suffrage. I made it plain at the beginning �f  
my speech that we make the questi�n �f  the grant �f  resp�nsible G�vernment 
t�  India n�t  entirely dependent �n this questi�n. Alth�ugh I kn�w that 
my friend and I are �nly  tw�  in a C�nference �f  80 �r  90, we represent 
43 milli�ns  �f  pe�ple.

�iwan  Bahadur Ramachandra Rao: W�uld Dr. Ambedkar accept the 
pr�p�sal  �f  L�rd  Zetland ?

�r.  Ambedkar: We might accept the principle. But may I say that 
I am receiving hundreds �f  letters and telegrams �n the subject I have 
br�ught f�rward. It is a crucial thing.

Sir P. C. Mitter: What ab�ut the Central Legislature ? D�es he want 
adult suffrage, and what size d�es he want the Legislature t�  be ?

�r.  Ambedkar: That will be a questi�n t�  be decided later �n. The 
Central Legislature, I think, �ught t�  c�nsist �f  500 members.

Sir P. C. Mitter: And adult suffrage als� ?
NJ
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�r.  Ambedkar : Yes. 
*****

fS/r Cowasji Jehangir: Al) these suggestions, I may say so with due 
respect to the Begum, emanate from the feeling that the franchise is the 
foundation of the representation in the Councils. That is so in all countries.
But where we have introduced the principle of weightage for com-

munities, that principle does not hold good.
Colonel Gidney : I will  now make a concrete suggestion, and my concrete 

suggestion is this, that in adopting the scheme suggested by Lord Zetland 
we should go in for direct and for indirect election. So far as direct election 
is concerned, I suggest there should be no further broadening of the 
franchise, and that the- present franchise should remain as it is.

�r.  Ambedkar: No.
Colonel Gidney : That is all right.
Sir Cowasji Jehangir: That should return a certain number of representa-

tives to the Legislature, both for urban and for rural constituencies. A large 
number of the population will remain without the direct vote, and for that 
whole block of the population the franchise should be broadened. It should 
be on the basis of 2�  per cent of the adult population, and they should return 
their representatives by the indirect system of election both in rural and 
urban areas. I make no distinction between the two. That will bring in 
industrial labour as well as agricultural labour.

�r.  Ambedkar : It will not bring in anything of the sort. 
*****

JDr. Ambedkar: Sir, this morning I said what I need say regarding the 
question of franchise ; but, without prejudice of what I have stated this 
morning, 1 should like to examine the suggestions which are put forward 
before this Committee for the purpose of extending the franchise. I take 
it that this Committee is agreed that the ideal is adult suffrage. Some of 
us think that it ought to be realised immediately ; the rest of our friends 
think that it ought to be evolved by stages. We have therefore put before 
us two concrete suggestions. One suggestion is that we should adopt the 
system of instalment and increase the suffrage by a graduated scheme of 
2� per cent addition to the existing voting list, say at an interval of 
a certain number of years. We have on the other hand the suggestion of 
our noble friend the Marquess of Zetland in which also effect is sought 
to be given to some realisation of this ideal of adult suffrage.
Now, comparing the two, I cannot help saying that I have a partiality 

for the suggestion of the noble Lord, although, as I say, I hold strongly 
that we must have undiluted adult suffrage. If it were a mere matter of 
choice between the two, I should certainly like to have a system which 

immediately lays the foundation of adult suffrage in preference to a system 
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�hich  gives some sort of suffrage to only a class of the people and post-
pones the fact of self-Government to a large mass for a time to come. 
But, having said that, I cannot, as I say, give �hole-hearted support to the 
suggestion, because I find there are certain difficulties. But, because I think 
that probably the noble Marquess �ill  come to our help in meeting the 
difficulties �hich  some of us feel, I propose to make one or t�o  observa-

tions. One thing I see : that if this system of indirect elections by groups 
is adopted, it seems to me the Depressed Classes probably �ill  not 
fare better under that system. I say that for this reason : the Depressed 
Classes are scattered throughout India in small numbers in every village ; 
their life is practically dominated on all sides by po�erful  bodies of villagers 
�ho  hold over them social and economic s�ay.  It is possible, and I think 
it is also probable, that �hen  this indirect election comes to be applied to 
them, such an amount of pressure may be applied by the village community 
on the Depressed Classes that, in exercising their vote, so to say, in the 
primary election, they may be compelled to select people �ho  may not 
be their best representatives. That is a fear �hich  I certainly have.
Another thing �hich  I find is that if this system is to be adopted in 

preference to the graduated system of extending the vote by instalments, 
1 do not understand �hy  �e  should confine this to the propertied class or to 
any other Class ; I do not see �hy  �e  should not extend the system in such 
a manner that adult suffrage should become the foundation of the system.

�  Member: That is the intention.
Dr. �mbedkar: I am glad to hear that. With regard to the difficulties that 

have been suggested, that this �ould  complicate. the matter of separate 
electorates, I do not think it �ill,  because �ith  indirect election you can 
still maintain separate registers for such communities as may desire to have 
them. I do not think that �ill  create any difficulty in the matter.
But, as I say, �e  cannot, for instance, give support to this principle 

unless �e  kno�  really ho�  this principle is going to �ork  in practice, 
unless �e  kno�  all the details about it. My concrete suggestion, therefore, 
is that this Committee should appoint a small Sub-Committee in order to 
consider this system and to report upon it, so that �e  may be better able, 
�ith  full kno�ledge and information, to recommend this to a Franchise 
Committee that may hereafter be left to �ork  out the system. It seems 
to me in its ra�  form, if the noble Lord �ill  excuse my using that expres-
sion, it is some�hat difficult, and it is too much of a large order for anyone 
of us—speaking, at any rate, for myself to give out support to this principle.

* * * * *
tA/r. Basu: But is it necessary to put a maximum figure at all, because 

the Franchise Committee �ill  be there, they �ill  have to consider it and 
go into details. I think �e  should put the minimum figure ; that is all 
that is required. As regards the maximum, they may decide as to �hat  
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�he maximum should be.
�r.  Ambedkar : 1 should like �o make �he observa�ion wi�h regard �o 

�he firs� paragraph in your summarisa�ion. 1 should like �o have i� s�a�ed 
in �he paragraph which you have drawn up �ha� �he opinion of �he Commi��ee 
was �ha� �he ex�ension of �he franchise should be limi�ed by considera�ions 
of adminis�ra�ion and machinery. Tha� was �he only limi�a�ion �ha� we 
�hough� should be pu� in.

Sir C. Setalvad : I� is no� merely adminis�ra�ion ; �here are o�her considera-
�ions as well.

Mrs. Subbarayan : Wha� -is prac�icable ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Prac�ical means machinery. I mean �he Commi��ee 

migh� find �ha� i� was prac�icable wi�h �he presen� machinery �ha� 50 per 
cen� of �he popula�ion should be enfranchised.

Mr. Zafrullah Khan : Do you mean 50 per cen� of �he �o�al popula�ion ? 
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
Mr. Zafrullah Khan : Tha� would be sligh�ly more �han universal adul� 

franchise.
Chairman : I� is sugges�ed �ha� we should leave ou� �he maximum. The 

whole �hing is condi�ional on �he exper� Commi��ee finding i� prac�icable 
and desirable ; so �ha� we need no� have a maximum. Le� us leave ou� �he 
maximum. Does anyone wish me �o read i� again ?

Mr. K. T. Paul: If you leave ou� 25 per cen�, if i� weakens our s�a�emen� 
I would no� agree �o i�.
Chairman: I� does no� weaken i�.
Mr. Chintamani: Very of�en in �hese ma��ers when a minimum is s�a�ed 

i� comes �o be a maximum in ac�ual prac�ice. If we indica�e �he figure 
10 per cen� in our Repor�, i� will show �he Franchise Commi��ee �ha� is 
appoin�ed �ha� we should be con�en�ed if �hey secure a maximum of 10 per 
cen�. Those of us who men�ioned �he figure of 25 per cen� did so as 
a sor� of unsa�isfac�ory compromise be�ween �he presen� posi�ion and adul� 
franchise. 1, for one, shall no� be happy if you �ake i� ou�.
Mr. Foot: Mr. Chin�amani men�ioned 25 per cen� of �he adul� popula�ion ?
Mr. Chintamani: Of �he �o�al popula�ion.
Mr. Foot: I beg your pardon.
Mr. Joshi: Sir, 1 am very sorry �o say �ha� you should no� pu� down in 

�he Repor� �ha� �he sugges�ion is a unanimous one, because I for one would 
no� agree �o i�, and I reserve �o myself �he righ� of re-opening �he ques�ion 
of adul� suffrage in �he full Conference.

�r.  Ambedkar : Tha� is my posi�ion �oo.
Mr. Joshi: I� should be pu� down in �he Repor�.
*****

j�r.  Ambedkar: I� would be a second bes�, provided we knew i� was 
going �o work. (Universal adul� suffrage.)

f Proceedings of �he Sub-Commi��ee No. VI (Franchise), pp. 76-78.



�hairman :�Subject�to�that,�are�the�rest�of�the�Committee�agreed�?
Sir �.  Jehangir:�1�cannot�agree�to�this�figure,�25�per�cent�until�we�

have�the�whole�of�the�facts�before�us.
�hairman  : We�are�suggesting�that�an�expert�Franchise�Committee�be�

set�up.
Sir P. �.  Mitter�:�Before�wc�fully�know�the�facts�it�would�not�be�right�

for�us�to�commit�ourselves.
�hairman  :�It�would�not�do�for�us�to�hand�over�our�job�to�the�expert�

Franchise�Committee.�We�are�in�the�unfortunate�position�of�having�to�make�
some�recommendation,�and�we�cannot�say�that�we�recommend�merely�
that�somebody�else�should�take�over�our�job.

Sir P. �.  Mitter:�I�am�expressing�only�my�own�personal�opinion.�
I�suggest�to�the�Franchise�Committee�that�there�should�be�an�increase,�as�
large�an�increase�as�possible,�and�I�would�not�have�objected�to�10�or�20�or�
50�per�cent.�If�I�know�all�the�facts�before�hand�on�which�to�base�an�opinion.

�hairman :�Would�you�like,�Sir�Provash,�to�put�in�such�qualification�
as�you�desire,�to�the�effect�that�any�recommendation�both�as�to�maximum�
and�minimum�should�be�entirely�subject�to�the�discretion�of�the�Franchise�
Committee�?�I�feel�that�we�ought�to�give�that�Committee�some�guidance.�
However,�we�have�got�near�enough�now,�and�we�will �take�an�opportunity�
of�speaking�with�you�about�this�afterwards.

Mr. �hintamani :�I�do�not�know,�Sir,�whether�you�will�agree�to�what�
I�am�about�to�suggest,�but�there�is�also�before�us�an�important�proposal�
that�the�Franchise�Committee�should�be�asked�to�devise�such�qualifications�
as�will �ensure,�as�far�as�possible,�the�same�proportion�of�voters�to�popula-
tion�in�the�different�communities.�This�was�proposed�by�the�Simon�
Commission,�and�it�has�been�supported�by�several�local�Governments.�
Could�that�be�considered�new�?�If�the�Franchise�Committee�find�it�not�
possible�they�will �reject�it.

�hairman :�I�think�it�comes�under�the�next�head,�namely,�“ �general�
basis�of�franchise,�(i)�Should�the�franchise�qualifications�be�the�same�for�
all�communities�in�the�same�area�?�”�I�call�your�attention�to�those�words�
“ �in�the�same�area�” .�Do�not�let�us�embark�now�on�the�subject�of�women's�

suffrage�or�anything�of�that�sort.
Sir P. �.  Milter :�I�thought�from�what�you�ruled�that�the�special�interests�

and�communal�interests�came�under�the�Minorities�Committee.
�hairman  :�We�shall�very�likely�know�more�about�that�after�tomorrow.�

For�the�moment�we�are�discussing�the�general�basis�of�the�franchise,�and�
whether�the�qualifications�should�be�the�same�for�all�communities.

Diwan Bahadur Ramachandru Rao:�You�said�that�you�would�speak�
to�the�Prime�Minister�and�let�us�know�whether�this�matter�came�within�
the�province�of�our�Committee�or�of�the�other.

Dr. Ambedkar:�I�should�like�to�make�one�proposal.�Although�the�
question�of�universal�adult�suffrage�has�been�pointed�out�by�certain�members
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of this Committee to be for the present not possible or practicable, it seems 
to me that it may be possible to have, at any rate, adult suffrage for the 
Depressed Classes. There is no reason why, for instance, all communities 
should have the same franchise—in fact, there may even be cases which 
we find in the practical affairs of life, that in order to reach equality of 
status, we may have to adopt, so to speak, methods of inequality. In the 
matter of treating the richer class as against the poorer, for example, we do 
enact certain special measures for the benefit of the latter. We tax the 
richer class at a higher rate than the poorer, the object being that the 
principle of ability to pay the tax may be realised in practice. I think 
that the same consideration might be applied to the Depressed 
Classes. If the object of the Committee is that all communities should be 
represented in equal proportion in the electorate, there is no reason why 
one class of people may not be treated differently from another class of 
people if a different sort of treatment is the only means available for the 
purpose. It seems to me that if, for instance, adult suffrage were applied 
to the Depressed Class and not to other communities, but other commu-
nities had a system such as Lord Zetland has suggested, it would not be 
in reality any difference at all, and it would not put any great pressure 
on the electoral machinery available in the Provinces, having regard to the 
peculiar position of the Depressed Classes, and having regard also to the 
consensus of opinion that no other system of franchise would give them 
the vote and without the vote there would be no solicitude expressed for 
them by any candidate who stands for the Legislature at the present time. 
I think that the Committee would not do any great harm if it recognised 
the application of this principle to the Depressed Classes.

�hird  Sitting—30th December 1930

�Chairman: We are now discussing the question of the educational 
qualification. I may just remind you that the second conclusion to which we 
came was this : “ We recommend that in any given area the franchise 
qualification should be the same for all communities, but we desire that 
the Expert Franchise Committee, in making their proposals, should bear 
in mind that the ideal system would as nearly as possible give each 
community a voting strength proportional to its population and this 
Committee should so contrive their franchise as so far as practicable to bring 
about this result.” I am afraid that is rather a counsel of perfection, but at 

the same time the only way in which wc can possibly expect them to carry 
that out is if we give them a certain latitude ; that is manifest. Therefore, 

in considering all these questions of educational qualifications and so on, 
you have to remember that unless you authorise the Franchise Committee 
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to take these into account, you are restricting and not enlarging their 
possibility of action.

�r.  Ambedkar: I should like, if I may, to ask one question with regard 
to the conclusion which you, Sir, have read out, and at which you said 
the Sub-Committee had arrived. Does that conclusion imply that the 
Franchise Committee will  have the liberty to consider a variety of franchises 
for different communities, to arrive at the result that the voting strength 
shall be proportional to the strength of those communities ?

Chairman : I do not think that is it. We have to give guidance to the 
Franchise Committee ; they will fill in the details. We are, as it were, 
the architects, and they are the masons and builders.

�r.  Ambedkar: I understand that, but what I should like to know is 
whether that conclusion gives liberty to the Franchise Committee to have 
a different franchise for the different communities with the object of securing 
equality.

Chairman : No. The first sentence says that we recommend that in any 
given area the franchise qualification should be the same for all communities. 
We will now proceed with our discussion on the educational qualification.
*****

jA/r. Jadhav : Would any Legislative Council have the power to go back 
after ten years and restrict the franchise ? Some of them might wish to do 
that.

Chairman : Their powers would be powers of extension, not of diminution.
�r.  Ambedkar: I should like to say a word on this subject, without 

prejudice to the position we have taken all along. It seems to me that as 
compared with the alternatives which have been suggested, one by Mr. Joshi 
that there should be some law providing for automatic extension, and the 
other, the main proposal, that the matter should be left to the sweet will  
of the Legislatures, the recommendations made by the Simon Commission 
seems to me to be better and to be more readily acceptable from my point 
of view. It might be much better, as I say, to have some authority which 
will investigate at the end of a definite period exactly what has been the 
result of the working of the franchise up to that period. That body will  
be able to see what disparity there has been as between the different 
provinces. That body will be able to see what is the machinery existing at 
the end of the ten years, in order to cope with the elections if the franchise 
were to be altered, and that body, being impartial itself, will be able to 
deal with the rights of the mass of the people much more readily, in a much 
more just and equitable way, than the class-conscious people who may be 
installed as a result of the limited franchise which we are introducing 
today. For these reasons it seems to me that the proposals of the Simon 
Commission are better than the alternatives.

Sir Cowasji Jehangir: Who is to set that up ?
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�r.  Ambedkar:�Just�as�Parliament�in�the�Act�suggested�that�there�should�
be�a�Public�Service�Commission,�so�it�could�be�suggested�that�tnere�should�
be�the�appointment�of�a�Committee.

Sir Cowasji Jehangir:�By�the�Central�Government�?
�r.  Ambedkar :�Yes.
Chairman :�1�think�I�know�enough�now�to�draft�a�Report�on�this�subject,�

but�I�should�like�to�know�what�is�your�view—not�that�we�shall�here�and�
now�recommend�that�any�Expert�Franchise�Committee�or�any�other�Com-
mittee�should�be�set�up�after�15�years,�say,�but�in�view�of�possibility�that�
one�Province�might�extend�its�franchise�much�more�generously�than�another,�
so�that�the�whole�thing�might�get�out�of�step,�ought�we�to�contemplete�the�
possibility�of�anybody�beiDg�constituted�to�look�into�the�matter�then,�to�
try�and�adjust�things,�or�shall�we�merely�content�ourselves�with�leaving�
things�to�the�Provinces,�or�ought�we�to�follow�Dr.�Ambedkar’s�idea�of�
a�Committee�?�We�need�not�say�that�it�has�to�come�into�being,�or�when�
it�is�to�come�into�being,�but�that�it�might�function�if�it�came�into�being.

Mr. Basu:�At�any�period�when�the�Central�Government�desired�to�
appoint�a�Committee.

Chairman :�We�will �not�say�how�it�is�to�be�appointed,�but�what�do�you�
say�about�the�possibility�of�appointing�such�a�body�?

�iwan  Bahadur Ramachandra Rao :�I�think�the�Government�of�India�
should�set�up�such�a�body,�not�that�Parliament�should�set�up�such�a�body.

�r.  Ambedkar :�What�difference�does�it�make?
�iwan  Bahadur Ramachandra Rao :�We�are�leaving�great�freedom�in�

all�these�matters.�I�would�like�to�eliminate�parliamentary�control.�I�should�
like�to�know�what�the�proposal�is.�If�you�say�that�after�a�number�of�years�
it�shall�be�competent�for�the�Government�of�India�to�appoint�a�Committee�
to�look�into�this�question�in�the�whole�of�the�Provinces,�I�shall�have�no�
objection,�but�if�it�is�a�question�of�Parliament�going�into�this�question�
again�in�ten�years,�I�object�to�it�entirely.�I�have�no�objection�to�the�Com-
mittee�being�appointed�by�which�the�franchise�will�be�extended,�but�I�
should�like�that�power�vested�entirely�in�the�Government�of�India�and�to�
be�exercised�at�its�discretion�whenever�there�is�necessity�for�such�a�thing�
within�a�certain�number�of�years,�or�after�a�certain�number�of�years.

�r.  Ambedkar:�How�has�it�any�bearing�on�the�functions�of�this�Sub-
Committee�whether�this�Committee�is�appointed�by�Parliament�or�by�the�
Government�of�India?

�iwan  Bahadur Ramachandra Rao:�We�are�devoluting�authority�to�
India�from�Parliament,�because�in�1919�when�this�question�came�up�before�
the�Parliamentary�Committee,�I�and�several�others�with�me�contended�that�
there�should�be�devolution�of�questions�like�this�to�authorities�in�India�;�
and�because�such�a�step�was�not�taken,�we�are�now�confronted�with�the�
accumulated�complaints�about�franchise�which�are�now�being�investigated�
and�they�could�not�be�investigated�because�parliamentary�permission
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was required. Therefore I suggest that any step taken in that direction 
should be devolution of complete power to the Government of India, to 
be exercised at its discretion to go into the whole question of franchise in 
a certain number of years. That is a point upon which I really desire to 
lay some stress.
*****

f£)r. �mbedkar: It is now evident, at least to myself and some of my 
friends, that we shall have to record a note of dissent from certain propo-
sitions that will  be placed before the Sub-Committee. Will  it be permissible 
for us to submit to you a note of dissent on the various points, which 
you may be kind enough to append to the report, or will you allow us 
some other method ?

Chairman : I do not think that up to the present any of the Sub-Com-
mittees have appended minority reports, as it were ; I think the report of 
the Sub-Committee has been one report, but has indicated on its face 
that certain members—naming them if necessary—have dissented.

Dr. �mbedkar: I should like, with your permission to point out one 
disadvantage which I see in that procedure. If we are not allowed to 
record our minute of dissent, you do not give us an opportunity to put our 
suggestions in a concrete form, which we should Eke to do if we may be 
allowed to do so. We are allowed the negative liberty of saying we do not 
agree, and that is all.

Chairman : I am not sure we cannot meet you. 1 think you have made 
your objection quite clear. What you want really is adult suffrage, and I 
think we have got a sentence in to indicate that certain members of our 

Sub-Committee—naming them—objected to this because they thought the 
system of adult suffrage was the only satisfactory system. That states the 

point.
Dr. �mbedkar: What we should do would depend on the report.
Chairman: Let us leave the difficulty until it arises, and then see if we 

cannot meet you. I think we can.

Fourth Sitting—1st January 1931

JDraft  Report —Point  4

4. Extension of the Franchise; While it was generally held that 

adult suffrage was the goal which should ultimately be attained, it was 

agreed that the basis of the franchise could forthwith be broadened and 
that a large increase was desirable.

Some difference of opinion existed as to the extent to which this was 
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�racticable in present circumstances, and it was realised that the Sub-
committee had not the necessary material to determine the precise limits 
of the advance. The Statutory Commission suggested such an increase in 
the number of electors as would bring that number up to ten percent of 
the population. Some of our members thought that an increase to twenty- 
five per cent of the adult population was immediately practicable.
We recommend that an expert Franchise Commission should be appointed 

with instructions to provide for the immediate increase of the electorate so 
as to enfranchise not less than ten per cent of the total population and 
indeed a larger number—but not more than twenty-five per cent of the 
total population—if that should, on a full investigation, be found practicable 
and desirable.
Wc recommend that, in addition to providing for this increase the 

Commission should consider the introduction of a scheme by which all 
adults not entitled to a direct vote would be grouped together in primary 
groups of about 20, for the election of one representative member from 
each group, who would be entitled to vote in the Provincial elections either 
in the same constituencies as the directly qualified voters or in separate 
constituencies to be formed for them.
(Mr. Joshi, Mr. Shiva Rao, Dr. Ambedkar and Mr. Srinivasan regard 

these proposals as only “  second best ” and consider that the immediate 
introduction of adult suffrage is both practicable and desirable.

Sir Cowasji Jehangir, Sir P. C. Mitter and Mr. Basu do not assent to the 
maximum or minimum we have suggested, but desire the discretion of 
the Franchise Commission to be entirely unfettered.)

�Discussion on point 4 o� Dra�t  Report

Dr. Ambedkar: I beg to move an amendment to paragraph 4, nameiy. 
that in the second section, line 2, to add the following words after the word 
“  practicable ”—“ with the electoral machinery available in present circum-
stances ” , It would then read “  Some difference of opinion existed as to the 
extent to which this was practicable with the electoral machinery available 

in present circumstances.”
Several Members: There are other grounds.
Dr. Ambedkar: That is my amendment. I leave it to the Chairman as the 

best judge to sum up the sense of the Committee, but the impression that 
was left upon my mind was that the majority of those who opposed universal 
adult suffrage as being practical politics for the immediate future did so 
mainly upon the ground that there was not sufficient electoral machinery 
in India to cope with the situation if everybody was allowed to vote.

Chairman : I do not think myself, Dr. Ambedkar, that was the sole ground 

on which the matter was put. It was one of the main grounds, but in 
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�eco�ding the view of the Committee I do not think we should limit ou�-
selves to saying that that was the sole g�ound. Fo� instance, the difficulty  
of communications, and the lack of facilities fo� t�avel, and so on, we�e 
also ve�y much st�essed.

�r.  Ambedkar: I would �athe� like to have it made clea� in the Repo�t.
M�. Joshi: You might put in some such wo�ds as “ p�actical electionee�ing 

difficulties ” .
Sir Cowasji Jehangir: But the�e a�e othe� objections.
Mr. Joshi: We a�e talking of the gene�al majo�ity, and not of those 

people who do not want to vote on p�inciple.
Chairman : I think what is al�eady stated meets the point. Afte� all, you 

and M�. Joshi come in unde� the note at the end.
�r.  Ambedkar: I quite see that. Although we stand fo� the ideal, we 

may have to accept the second best, but we should like to have the second 
best as good as it can possibly be made. I think my point ought to be 
made clea�, so that the expe�t F�anchise Committee might conside� it.

Chairman : I do not think that would meet the majo�ity of the Committee. 
I think the majo�ity of the Committee would �athe� feel that the wo�ds 
should not be qualified. Ve�y well.

Now what about the next sentence beginning, “  We �ecommend that an 
Expe�t F�anchise Commission should be appointed with inst�uctions to 
p�ovide fo� the immediate inc�ease of the electo�ate so as to enf�anchise not 
less than ten pe� cent of the total population and indeed a la�ge� numbe�— 
but not mo�e than twenty-five pe� cent of the total population—if that 
should, on a full investigation, be found p�acticable and desi�able.”

�r.  Ambedkar: I have an amendment on page 3. Instead of the wo�ds 
“  but not ” I should like to have the wo�ds “ and even substituted

Chairman : Many of us felt, and I am one of them, that an immediate 
inc�ease of twenty-five pe� cent was st�aining it somewhat, and I do not 
think we should be asked to st�ain it fu�the�. Again, you come in unde� 
you� �ese�vation, D�. Ambedka�.

�r.  A mbedkar: My second amendment is to st�ike out the wo�ds “  and 
desi�able ” . This matte�, whateve� inc�ease is desi�able o� not, is �eally one 
which must be decided by this Committee. It cannot be decided by the 
Expe�t F�anchise Commission. That Commission is to be appointed to 
devise ways and means to ca��y into effect the decisions we take. How 
much inc�ease is desi�able is ce�tainly a matte� which cannot be left to the 
competence of the new F�anchise Commission. F�om that point of view 
I think it is necessa�y to d�op these wo�ds.

Chairman : It is ve�y difficult to sepa�ate what is p�acticable and what 
is desi�able. “ P�acticable ” is an elastic wo�d. It may be a ve�y difficult  
thing to achieve o� it may be a compa�atively easy thing to achieve ; but it 
may be possible of achievement and the�efo�e you will  say it is p�acticable. 
In conside�ing the desi�ability, you can ha�dly shut out of you� mind the
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extent to which the thing is practicable. The two must come in together to 
a certain extent.

�r.  Ambedkar: We have decided that in our opinion an extension which 
covers twenty-five per cent of the population is desirable.

Chairman : You use such an elastic word as “  practicable ” , That is 
the difficulty I feel. You cannot put the two words in completely water-
tight compartments. What is practicable must react on what is desirable, 
and you use a very elastic word. I think it would be wiser to keep both 
there. We give a clear view of our indication by saying at the very outset 
that we look forward to adult suffrage as an ideal.

*****
^Chairman : We had better take it line by line. Will anybody interrupt 

if they have an amendment to propose : “  We recommend that, in addi-
tion to providing for this increase, the Commission should consider the 
introduction of a scheme by which all adults not entitled to a direct 
vote would be grouped together in primary groups of about 20,”—then 
it is proposed to insert “  or in some other suitable manner ” .

Is there any objection ?
—“  for the election of one representative member from each group, 

who would be entitled to vote in the Provincial elections either in the 
same constituencies as the directly qualified voters or in separate consti-
tuencies to be formed for them ” .

“ (Mr. Joshi, Mr. Shiva Rao, Dr; Ambedkar and Mr. Srinivasan regard 
these proposals as only ‘ second best ’ and consider that the immediate 
introduction of adult suffrage is both practicable and desirable.) ”

�r.  Ambedkar: I should like to say that Mr. K. T. Paul was also of 
the same opinion as ourselves. ’

Chairman: That will be noted.
Mr. Joshi: I propose that instead of the words “ second best ” the words 

“  quite inadequate ” should be substituted.
Chairman: That is really a matter for you gentlemen. If you prefer 

those words “  quite inadequate ” instead of the words “  second best ” , that 
is a matter for you really. So it will read : “  Mr. Joshi, Mr. Shiva Rao, 
Dr. Ambedkar, Mr. Srinivasan and Mr. K. T. Paul regard these proposals 
as quite inadequate and consider that the immediate introduction of adult 
suffrage is both practicable and desirable.”

Mr. Jadhav: My name also should be added to that list.
Chairman: A note will  be made of that. Then it goes on : “  Sir Cowasji 

Jehangir, P. C. Mitter, and Mr. Basu do not assent to the maximum or 
minimum we have suggested, but desire the discretion of the Franchise 
Commission to be entirely unfettered.” Obviously that is a matter for 
them to say what they want.
*****
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t�hairman  : The minor communities are really protected, not so much 
by the number of voters as by the number of representatives they have, 
whether they have separate electorates or whether they have joint electo-
rates with reservation. That is in the main their protection.
But in order to try to get a conclusion could not we say this, instead 

of using the words “  each community ”—Mr. Chintamani put it to me— 
“  We desire that the Franchise Commission in making their proposal 
should bear in mind that the ideal system would as nearly as possible 
give the major communities a voting strength in proportion,” and so on. 
I think that would do.

Sir �.  Jehangir: “  The two major communities.”
�hairman : His point is, he does not want to confine himself to the 

major communities, but he wants to put it in this way that he is only 
recommending with regard to the major communities ; the Minor commu-
nities are not the subject matter of the recommendation at all. Cannot 
you meet him on that ?

Sir �.  Jehangir: It is too dangerous. When you talk about separate 
electorate, we have no separate electorates and we do not want them.

Dr. Ambedkar : It means this, that in order to maintain the advantage 
of having a large existing electorate the suffrage should not be extended 
to the majority of the people. That is what it comes to, that in order that 
Sir Cowasji Jehangir should maintain the existing ratio of his population 
to the electoral strength the other people in the country should not be on 
the electoral strength.

Sir �.  Jehangir: All I mean is that the smaller community should not 

be jeopardised.
Dr. Ambedkar: Your position is bound to be jeopardised in any lower-

ing of the franchise, and if you feel that proportionately to the other voters 
your position goes down, then your safety lies either in trusting to the 
majority or in asking for separate electorates. But you cannot say: 
“  Because we will be thrown down, we will sink, therefore other commu-
nities should not be given it.” It comes to nothing else but that.

Sir �.  Jehangir : I do not say that.
�hairman  : I am afraid that we will have to take our conclusion. Bear 

in mind, if you will, that we are agreeing to adult suffrage as an ideal. We 
have passed that part of the report. I have suggested the words “ would 
as nearly as possible give at least major communities
First of all I will put it to the Committee that the words should remain 

as they are “  give, if possible, each community ” , Who is against that ?
A note will be taken that Sir Cowasji Jehangir, Colonel Gidney and 
Sardar Ujjal Singh dissent from the latter part.

Dr. Ambedkar: If you want to place it before the Franchise Committee 
we should still like to say that in our view the principle of adult suffrage
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�hould be applied to the Depre��ed Cla��e�.
�hairman : W& have got that already.
Mr. Foot: Otherwi�e you would put an addendum to each paragraph. 
�hairman : We cannot have that every time.
Mr. Jadhav: Brahmin� and non-Brahmin� and different communitie� 

in Bombay, Depre��ed Cla��e�  and all �hould be added.
�hairman : We cannot go into that.
(Dr. Ambedkar in�i�t�  for recording hi� di��ent from parti. 13.) 
*****

fMr. Foot: There i� only one point In view of the general objection 
ba�ed upon the claim for adult �uffrage, need you have a note following 
each paragraph ? Would not there be a general note at the end embodying 
the objection taken by Mr. Jo�hi and hi� colleague� ?

�hairman  : I think that would be better for you, I quite under�tand 
your po�ition.

Dr. Ambedkar: I leave it to you.
�hairman : If I may �ay �o, I think it might make you appear to be in 

rather a fal�e po�ition if, for in�tance, you appeared to be objecting to the 
women’ � vote.

Dr. Ambedkar: We have very good ground for doing that. We are 
quite prepared, in our mind�, and we can meet whatever objection may be 
rai�ed on that ground. We have no theoretical objection to women.

Mr. Jadhav: The maximum of 25 per cent will  be taken up by women, 
and then there will be no nece��ity of any other lowering of the franchi�e.

�OMMITTEE  OF THE  WHOLE  �ONFEREN�E

^Summary of the Report submitted by Sub-�ommittee  No. VI  

(Franchise)—16th January 1931

(Some of the paragraph� related to Dr. Ambedkar’� propo�al�)
The Sub-Committee recommended vide:
Para. 4: (1) that an expert Franchi�e Commi��ion �hould be appointed 

with in�truction� to provide for the immediate increa�e of the electorate 
�o a� to enfranchi�e not le��  than 10 per cent of the total population and 
indeed a larger number—but not more than 25 per cent of the total popu-
lation—if that �hould, on a full inve�tigation, be found practicable and 
de�irable,

(2) that in addition to providing for thi� increa�e, the commi��ion 
�hould con�ider the introduction of a �cheme by which all adult� not 
entitled to a direct vote would be grouped together in primary group� of
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�bout 20 or in some other suit�ble m�nner, for the election of one repre-
sent�tive member from e�ch group, who would be entitled to vote in the 
Provinci�l elections either in the s�me constituencies �s the directly qu�lified  
voters or in sep�r�te constituencies to be formed for them.
(Mr. Joshi, Mr. Shiv� R�o, Dr. Ambedk�r, Mr. Sriniv�s�n, Mr. K. T. 

P�ul �nd Mr. J�dh�v reg�rd these propos�ls �s quite in�dequ�te �nd 
consider th�t the immedi�te introduction of �dult suffr�ge is both 
pr�ctic�ble �nd desir�ble.)

�ara.  7: The Sub-Committee w�s of opinion th�t the Fr�nchise Com-
mission should consider the possibility of fr�ming � suit�ble educ�tion�l  
qu�lific�tion  �s �n �ddition�l  qu�lific�tion  for the fr�nchise.

�ara.  8: The Sub-Committee �greed th�t the existing Milit�ry  Service 
qu�lific�tion  should be ret�ined �nd recommended th�t the Fr�nchise 
Commission should consider the extension of this qu�lific�tion  so �s to 
include service in the Auxili�ry  �nd Territori�l Forces.

�ara.  9 : The Sub-Committee �greed th�t speci�l qu�lific�tions  should 
be prescribed for women �nd recommended th�t the Fr�nchise Commission 
should devote speci�l �ttention to this question in the light of �ll  the 
evidence �v�il�ble  including the recommend�tion of the St�tutory Commis-
sion �nd the suggestion m�de in the Sub-Committee th�t the �ge-limit  
mentioned in the propos�ls of the St�tutory Commission should be lowered 
from 25 to 21.
(Mr. Joshi, Mr. Shiv� R�o, Dr. Ambedk�r �nd Mr. Sriniv�s�n dissent 

from the propos�ls in p�r�gr�phs  7, 8 �nd 9.)
13. The Sub-Committee considered it in�dvis�ble to l�y  down �ny  

progr�mme of �utom�tic  extension of the fr�nchise. It preferred th�t it 
should be left to e�ch Provinci�l Legisl�ture to extend its fr�nchise �t  its 
discretion, �fter �  l�pse of 10 ye�rs from the d�te of the introduction of 

the new constitution.
(Mr. Joshi, Mr. Shiv� R�o, Dr. Ambedk�r �nd Mr. Sriniv�s�n  considered 

th�t � preference of �utom�tic  extension of the fr�nchise should be l�id  

down.)
[No comments by Dr. Ambedkar in the discussion. Comments in 

Committee of the Whole Conference (16th January 1931) on Report of 
Sub-Committee No. VI (Franchise) by Mr. N. M. Joshi.]
Mr. Joshi: I w�nt to m�ke one point cle�r, on p�r�gr�ph  9. It is s�id 

th�t Mr. Joshi, Mr. Shiv� R�o, Dr. Ambedk�r �nd Mr. Sriniv�s�n dissent 
from the propos�ls in p�r�gr�phs  7, 8 �nd 9. I w�nt it to be noted th�t  
we �re not �g�inst  the cl�ims of women for some kind of qu�lific�tion  
being cre�ted for them. Unfortun�tely, we h�d to t�ke up the �ttitude 
which we did in the Committee, on �ccount of the f�ct  th�t the Committee 
fixed � cert�in limi t to the tot�l number of voters, being cre�ted, �nd 
in these circumst�nces it bec�me our duty to protect the interests of the 
unenfr�nchised bec�use if we �ccept the principle of giving votes to the 
�  4002—37
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wives of those who are enfranchised, the limit of enfranchising those who 
had not the franchise is bound to be higher. On account of the special 
and difficult position in which we were placed we had to take up the 
attitude of not giving votes to the wives of those who are already 
enfranchised and thus depriving the unenfranchised of their rights. We are 
not against removing the disqualification of sex.

�hairman : Paragraph 9 noted



�

COMMITTEE  OF THE WHOLE  CONFERENCE

Comments on the Report of Sub-Committee No. VII  

(Defence)—1�th  January 1931

♦Dr. �tnbedkar: What I want to do is to move an amendment to 
clause (2) of paragraph 4 of this Report to the following effect, that 
mmediate steps be taken to see that recruitment to the Indian Army is 

thrown open to all subjects of His Majesty, including the depressed classes, 
consistently with consideration of efficiency and the possession of the neces
sary qualifications. I do not merely wish to have this matter recorded ; 
I wish to move it as a substantive amendment, so that the sense of the 
House may be taken on it. My amendment is very simple one ; it seeks to 
remove all discriminations between the different classes of His Majesty’s 
subjects to enter Military Service. No doubt I move the amendment 
primarily with a view to protecting the specific rights of the depressed 
classes, but in doing so I am not asking the Committee to confer any 
favour, I am asking the Committee to see us realize in practice the principle 
recognized in the Government of India Act, that no subject of His Majesty 
shall be debarred from entering any Public Service by reason of his caste, 
creed or colour. Tn doing so, therefore, I do not think I am asking for any 
special favour.

I may point out to you, Sir, this amendment is on the lines adopted by 
the Service Committee. If you will refer, Sir, to the Report of Service 
Committee appointed by this Committee, you will find that the Service 
Committee did make a serious effort to see that all subjects of His Majesty 
had a fair and adequate chance in Public Services of the country, and that 
they not only enunciated certain fundamental rights protecting subjects of 
His Majesty from being debarred from entering any Public Service, but they 
went out of their way to make special recommendations, mentioning certain 
specific communities, such as the Anglo-Indians and the Depressed Classes.

But, Sir, this amendment is not merely in the interests of the depressed 
classes. I submit it is also in the interests of all communities and subjects 
of His Majesty. I think, Sir, that it is a great public danger that any

*Proceedings of the R.T.C. (First Session), pp. 379-SO.
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community in India should be allowed to monopolise any services in the 
country. I say it is a great public danger, because it not only excites a sense 
of superiority in these particular communities which have been placed in 
the position of advantage, but it also jeopardises the welfare of the people 
by making them dependent upon the protection afforded to them by certain 
specific communities, I therefore submit that as we are enunciating a new 
constitution for India, we ought to begin with a system which will permit 
every member of His Majesty’s community to play such part as he is capable 
of by reason of his fitness in any Public Service of the country. And, if  
I may say so, Sir, the amendment which I am moving is only a logical 
consequence of the principle enunciated in this paragraph itself, because if  
you refer to sub-clause 1 of clause 4 you will see this:

“The Sub-Committee consider that with the Government of the new 
political structure in India, the defence of India must to an increasing 
extent be the concern of the Indian people, and not of the British 

Government”
Now Sir, if that sentence has any meaning, that the defence of India 

should be to an increasing extent the concern of all the Indian people, it 
must be the concern of Indian people and not the concern of any particular 

community.
I therefore suomit that this House do accept the amendment which I am 

proposing.
�r.  Moonje: With regard to Dr. Ambedkar’s proposal that recruitment 

should be thrown open to all classes, I entirely agree with him provided the 
standard of efficiency is maintained.

�r.  Ambedkar: That is my amendment; I say that it shall be consistent 
with efficiency.

Sir Tejbahadur Sapru: I also associate myself with Dr. Ambedkar.
Mr. Basu: Mr. Chairman, I raise a point of order. This amendment over-

laps a portion of the Department of the Services Committee which says, in 
clause �(4)  regarding membership of any Committee that castes, creed or race 
shall not be a ground for promotion or supersession in any public services.

�r.  Ambedkar: We excluded the Army for our consideration.
Mr. Thomas : Mr. Chairman, I do not think there is any need for the 

amendment. The paragraph was deliberately put in. “  The Sub-Committee 
consider that with the development of the new political structure in India, 
the defence of India must to an increasing extent be the concern of the 
Indian people and not of the British Government alone.” That does not say 
that the defence of India must be the special concern of any section in 
India. It was deliberately framed to cover that, and the word “  Indianisation ” 
is applicable.

�r.  Ambedkar: Yes, but I mean there may be Indianisation without there 
being the opportunity of men to all communities to enter Public Service. 
Indianisation may still mean the monopoly of some communities.

Chairman : The oosition is that, it will be noted.
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�Dr.  Ambedkar: There is one thing which it seems to me necessary that 
this Sub-Committee should consider, whether this process of Indianisation 
should not be accompanied by some distinction in the matter of pay, pensions 
and other privileges of Indians as against Europeans in the Civil Service 
of the future. I think that is a point which this Sub-Committee must neces
sarily consider. I should therefore like to add to this paragraph “ Should 
the Indian element be on a par with the European element in the matter 
of pay, pensions and other privileges

Chairman : We will bear that in mind.
Then “ (4) Who should be the recruiting authority for the recruitment of 

All-India Services under the new Constitution ? ”
Sir Chimanlal Setalvad: You will have to add there the question of 

control, who shall recruit and who shall control.
Chairman : We will leave that for the moment.
Then “ (5) Recommendations concerning the Civil Branch of the Indian 

Medical Service ”. That is quite at large. We can make what recommenda
tions we like there.

Then “ (6) The desirability of recommending that the question as to what 
conditions may be required to attract and retain future recruits of the right 
type should be referred to a technical Committee or Committees ”, It occurred 
to me that there are so many of these points, for instance, with regard to 
rates of pay, which we have to consider. You do not want to pay more than 
you need; on the other hand it is bad economy to pay people inadequate 
salaries when you do not get the right type of man. That is obvious

The point made as to the question of control seems to me to involve 
highly technical matters, calling for expert knowledge, so that I doubt whether 
this Sub-Committee is qualified to express any final opinion — I know I am 
not. I therefore purposely drafted item (6) of the agenda so that we might

♦Proceedings of Sub-Committee No. VIII (Services), Government of India, Central 

Publication Branch, Calcutta, 1931, pp. 44-46.
(Terms of reference to this Committee were : “ the relation of services to the new 

political structure ”, which meant to include the ratio of British recruitment in the 

All-India Services.)
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consider whether we ought not to say that there should be Commissions set up 
to determine this question. Can any of you say — I cannot — what rate of 
pay is necessary to attract the right type of people ? Is anybody prepared 
to say that he knows ? Or can anybody formulate what precise regulations 
should be made regarding control, if we are to cope with that topic ?

�ir  Chimanlal �etalvad: I think the broad principle with regard to control 
should be dealt with here, namely, whether it should rest with the Secretary 
of State as at present or devolve upon the Government of India.

Dr. Ambedkar: The distinction of remuneration as between Europeans and 
Indians is a broad question which this Sub-Committee ought to decide. The 
particular principle whether the two elements in the Service should be treated 
on a par is certainly one for this Sub-Committee.

�ir  Provash Chunder Milter: If yon want to have an All-India Service 
it is necessary to remember that conditions in the provinces are not the 
same. Unless you take evidence I cannot see how even broad generalisations 
can be made on the question erf attracting the best men for the Services 
throughout India.

�ir  A. P. Patro: We had a Committee to investigate whether there should 
be any retrenchment in the Services. It was a very independent Committee, 
but the result at which it arrived was that the rates of salaries should 
ictually be increased in some respects. I think that this question should be 
considered by an independent Committee. Some of us, while strongly in 
favour of Indianisation, feel that in the interests of our own country there 
should he greater economy in the matter of the salaries of the Indian 
officers, out at the same time there should be sufficient attraction to such 
officers, enabling them to maintain their position and prestige in the country, 
and preserving them from temptation. As to what scale is adequate to keep 
the best men in the Service, this is not a matter which can be determined 
offhand, it is one which will require very careful consideration. These are 
vital questions affecting the efficiency of the Service. My respectful submis-
sion is that we should not burden ourselves with details at present

�ir  Chimanlal �etalvad: With regard to control, I am afraid my remark 
was not quite understood. I only want to have the large principle settled, 
whether the control should be in Whitehall or in India.

Dr. Ambedkar: I should like to draw your attention to the report of the 
Ceylon Commission, which recommended the broad principle that there 
should be differentiation of salaries between the native of Ceylon and others.

Chairman: It may meet the point if we had at the end of Item (6) of 
the agenda, “  and if so, whether any definite recommendation should be 
made for the guidance of such Committees ” .

Lord Zetland: The question which Sir Chimanlal Setalvad wishes to 
discuss will come up on Item (4). The control goes with the recruiting 
authority.

Chairman: W& can add to Item (4) “  and what general recommendations 
should be made as to control I agree with Lord Zetland that the one is
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a corollary of the other. The control goes with the recruiting authority. Will  
you, therefore, add to Item (6), in order to meet Dr. Ambedkar’s point, 
“  and is so, whether any definite recommendations should be made for the 
guidance of such Committees ” ?

� * » � �
�Chairman: We come now to Item (3) : “  Should recruitment on an All -

India basis continue for any of the following Services : (a) Indian Civil  
Service, (b) Indian Police Service, (c) Indian Forest Service, (d) Irrigation 
Branch of the Indian Service of Engineers.” I pause here, and suggest that 
I rather gather the sense of the Committee to be “  Yes ” to (a), “  Yes ” to (b), 
and “ No ” to (c). May I take it that the answer is “ Yes ” to (a) and (b) ?

Mr. Shiva Rao: I think that all these Services should, be provincialised. 
I do not think it would be satisfactory to work these Services on an All -
India basis, and at the same time ensure a proper relationship between the 
Services and the Ministry.

Mr. Basu : The Indian Civil Service is a general service that is recruited, 
and there are bifurcations and trifurcations. After a period in the general 
service, some members, for example, go to Customs, some take the Judicial 
fine and become Judges, and others remain in the Executive and Revenue 
Departments. Are we going to have a service which is not a specialised 
service, such as we ought to have from the very start ? It may be, as 
I pointed out in my general remarks, that with the r\ew Constitution it 
will be necessary to recast the categories of services, instead of having one 
service, namely, the I.C.S. The I.C.S. has done good work in the past, but 
it is to some extent an anachronism, and may be more so within a short 
time. The question is whether by this kind of nomenclature we shall be 
tending to continue and perpetuate a state of things which does not fit in 
with the requirements of the present day.

Dr. Ambedkar: This question has to be considered from mote than one 
point of view. There is, first of all, the point of view of Provincial autonomy. 
We are framing a Constitution in which we propose to give as large a degree 
of Provincial autonomy to the provinces as possible, and it seems to me 
that no province can be deemed to have Provincial autonomy if it has not 
the right to regulate the Civil Service that is going to work in its area. There 
is another and very important point of view, namely, finance. When we have 
an All-India Civil Service we have a fixed scale of pay. Salaries, remunera-
tions, and other privileges are on a scale which is somewhat remote from 
what would be obtainable in the various provinces. A Civil Service that will  
not be costly to Bombay or Bengal may be costly to smaller and poorer 
provinces, like Assam, Sind, the North-West Frontier Province, and Punjab, 
and it may be that these provinces will  feel themselves satisfied with a little 
less efficient service than the All-India basis would give them. Having 
regard to finance at their command, they may regard the brains and efficiency 
obtainable as quite sufficient for their purpose. Finally, I agree with Mr. Basu

fProceedings of Sub-Committee No. VIII  (Services), pp. �4-�8.
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with regard to specialisation. I do not understand how the passing of an 
examination like that of the I.C.S. can give any man the competence to 
serve in certain specialised Department. A man was passed his I.C.S. 
examination, with mathematics as a special subject, may be placed in the 
Department of Agriculture or in that of Indian currency. We ought to have 
a Service which not merely assures a certain standard of education in those 
who participate, but also allow for a certain degree of specialisation. It is 
necessary, in my view, that the All-India character of some of these Services 
should now cease, and the Provinces should be allowed liberty to cut their 
coats according to their cloth.

�ir  A. P. Patro: The objection which has been raised by Dr. Ambedkar 
is a very relevant one.

*****
^Chairman : Mr. Basu’s point of view on Dr. Ambedkar’s remarks should 

clearly be considered. We should be careful to make it plain that in recom-
mending recruitment for the I.C.S. we do not regard the I.C.S. as perfect, 
good though it is, or as a thing which must be continued for ever on exactly 
the same basis. It will  be necessary to do whatever is possible to remould and 
recast it. Those of Dr. Ambedkar’s school of thought suggest that the All -
India Services should be done away with and small Provincial Services set 
up in their stead.

Dr. Ambedkar: I think that 1 should make my position clear. I hold, 
with the rest of the members of this Committee, that it is very necessary 
to have a European element in the Service, but I do not share the view of 
the noble Lord, Lord Zetland, when he said that if you make the Service 
provincial it will  dry up the source of recruitment.

*****
^Chairman: The suggestion is that we snould fix 1939, or any other date 

you like. There is no magic in a date. The suggestion is that we should 
fix some date, and make it plain that thereafter it is a matter for the 
Government of India to consider. That is the suggestion which I make in 
order to try to meet everybody.

Dr. Ambedkar: My view is that your recommendations should be 
applicable only to the Indian Civil Service and the Indian Police Service.

Chairman: I would agree to that, and I will  make that plain.

Third  Sitting—8th January 1931

§Dr. Ambedkar: Sir, I must say mat I do not hold a very strong opinion 
on the question as to whether there should be a Committee appointed or not, 
in order to give guidance to the future Government of India, but there are 
two matters upon which I do hold a very strong opinion. The first is that 

fProceedings of Sub-Committee No. VIII  (Services), pp. �7-�8.

J/bid., p. 8�.
§Ibid., pp. 91-93.
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I think the time has arrived when instead of having one common Indian 
Civil Service to men of all departments, we should have hereafter some 
provision made for the specialisation of Services in order that efficiency may 
be more greatly secured than it is now. I am not going to say anything 
as regards the capacity of the Indian Civil Service, because I think that it is 
generally admitted that it is a capable Civil Service, but, notwithstanding 
that, I do maintain that the kind of training that one gets in the Indian 
Civil Service is not sufficient for the discharge of certain duties in certain 
technical, or otherwise specialised, departments. Consequently it is neces-
sary, that some reorganisation should take place in the Indian Civil Service 
in order that we may get greater efficiency in the Service. That is one 
hing upon which 1 feel very strongly. The second point upon which I feel 
even more strongly is that, although we are all agreed that there must be 
Indianisation in the Indian Civil Service and that there must be more 
rapid Indianisation in the Indian Civil Service than has been contemplated 
hitherto my submission to the Committee is that, looking at the problem 
from the standpoint of the Indian tax-payer, it is far more necessary that 
this Indianisation should not merely be a change in the personnel of the 
Service, but the Indianisation must be accompanied by some lowering of 
the burden on the Indian tax-payer. There must be some differentiation 
in the remuneration, the salary, the pay and the pensions, and other 
privileges of the Indian element of the Indian Civil Service as compared 
with what is granted to the European element of the Indian Civil Service. 
In this connection I should like to draw the attention of the Committee 
to the recommendations made by the Donoughmore Commission for the 
Constitution of Ceylon. At page 133, they recommend that the Ceylon 
Government should hereafter appoint a Salaries Commission, and with 
regard to that Salaries Commission they make a definite recommendation 
that there shall be a differentiation in the remuneration of the European 
element in the Ceylon Civil Service and the Ceylonese element in the 
Ceylon Civil Service. This is how they justify it : “  On the merits of the 
case it is clear that there is no logical justification for remunerating both 
classes of public servants on the same basis. In one class are a body 
of men exiled from the temperate climate which is their birth-right and 
posted in a tropical country thousands of miles from their homes; a country 
in which it is impossible for them to bring up their children and from 
which it is essential for the sake of their own health that they should 
proceed on leave of absence at regular intervals ; a country in whose service 
they are compelled, not only to face all the difficulties involved in the 
•maintenance of dual establishments, the risks to their health and the 
personal sacrifice of family ties, but also to preserve at considerable cost 
a standard of living and hospitality in keeping with their own traditions 
and those of a Service which, for over 12� years, has represented a great 
Imperial Power. Side by side with them are men living and working in
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their native country, with their homes at hand, subjected to none of the 
climatic difficulties and to only a part of the financial burden imposed on 
their European colleagues. It is obvious that the former class of public servants 
must be paid a salary sufficient to compensate them, over and above the 
actual value of the work performed, for the personal risks and sacrifices 
involved in its performance. There can be no logical justification for extending 
to the latter the compensation necessarily paid to the former.” I think that 
these observations apply with equal force to conditions in India. If this Sub-
committee accepts the two points that I am placing before them, namely, 
the necessity for diversification in the Indian Civil Service, and also the 
necessity for differentiation in the remuneration between the two elements 
in the Indian Civil Service, then I think that it is a necessary corollary that 
there ought to be somebody set up to advise the Government of India to 
carry into effect these recommendations. It is for those reasons that 1 supporl 
the suggestion that, after the new Constitution is brought into effect, the 
Government of India should be empowered to set up such a Committee as is 
recommended in head 6.

�hairman : May I say for the guidance of the Sub-Committee that, as our 
terms of reference are the relations of the Services to the new political struc-
tures, obviously we cannot go at great length into the question of salaries ? 
At present there is a differentiation in the pay of officials based upon what is 
called non-Asiatic domicile. I expect that you all know about this. The 
difference comes to this that those who have a non-Asiatic domicile get what 
is called overseas pay, which is an addition of about £ 300.

Dr. Ambedkar: 1 think that that really hardly touches the point. You 
can create differentiation by adding something to the European salary. That 
is no relief to the Indian.

Sir A. P. Patro: I think that the reasons given by Dr. Ambedkar necessitate 
a reply in the affirmative to the two questions propounded in head 6. I think 
that he has very strongly put the case of enquiry in the matter of Indianisa- 
tion. The reference as it goes is, what conditions will be required to attract 
the right recruits ? That is a very important thing. If the Committee thinks 
that the present conditions should be altered and changed in order to 
attract the best men, then the Committee will consider that aspect of the 
matter, and, therefore, it will  be necessary to have a Committee. The othei 
feature is, that it is said that the future Government of India should have 
the right of looking into the matter, and considering what would be neces-
sary according to the circumstances which may arise then, I fear that there 
is a notion that the future Government of India will be so radically altered 
that the Ministers would do everything that they could to revolutionize the 
existing system. The sooner that we forget that, the better for us, and then 
we would be more reasonable in our conception of these conditions of 
service.
After all, we know there is to be only a limited responsibility in the 

Centre. The responsibility of Ministers will be restricted. Therefore we



�hould con�ider from pa�t experience that there �hould be �ome guidance 
to the future Government of India, which mu�t not be allowed lo �tart with 
a blank cheque. It i�  purely a bu�ine��  matter, and my reply would be in 
the affirmative to both part� of Item No. 6.
*****

f£)r. �mbedkar: I would point out a difficulty that will ari�e in the 
que�tion of fundamental right� in the word� which you are trying to 
introduce. The point i�  thi�. You are giving the Public Service� a direction 
to recruit the Service� �o a� to give due and adequate repre�entation— 
whatever the word� are. That mean� thi�  : the Commi��ion will have the 
right to choo�e between the different communitie� in order to make up the 
quota of the community which doe� not otherwi�e get into the Service�. 
That mean� that they would have to exclude member� of other communi-
tie� in order to make good the claim of fair and adequate repre�entation 
of other communitie� which have not hitherto been recruited in the 
Public Service and if you have thi� fundamental right given to every 
individual of every community, that certainly would embarra�� the Public 
Service� Commi��ion, becau�e a per�on who had a fundamental right of 
thi� �ort may �ay : You are prejudicing me by preferring �ome other 
member of �ome other community. There �eem� to me to be the difficulty.

Sir Chimanlal Setalvad: May I point out that thi� enunciation of funda-
mental right�, about there being no di�ability by rea�on of religion, ca�te, 
or creed, i�  merely repeating the proclamation of Queen Victoria when the 
Crown took over the Government of India. It wa� incorporated in the 
proclamation then made.

Raja Narendra Nath: It doe� not �oive the practical difficulty.
Chairman: May I �ugge�t that a� it �eem� to be that the fundamental 

right i�  already there, i�  it nece��ary to repeat the fundamental right� ? Would 
the Sub-Committee be �ati�fied if we accepted in our report the fir�t  two 
propo�ition� which Sir Chimanlal ha� read, and not put in the declaration a� 
to fundamental right� ?

Dr. �mbedkar: I would point out that we have not only to guard again�t 
the Public Service� Commi��ion being influenced by the local Government 
in the matter of making appointment�. It �eem� to me that we have al�o to 
guard again�t the Public Service� Commi��ion abu�ing it�  own power�. I feel 
�omewhat �trongly on thi� point The Public Service� Commi��ion i�  bound 
to be very limited in it�  per�onnel; we therefore cannot provide that the 
Public Service� Commi��ion in it� per�onnel �hall repre�ent the different 
communitie� in the country. The Public Service� Commi��ion will have to 
be drawn from �ome communitie�, and human nature being a� it i�  I fear 

the Public Service� Commi��ion might abu�e it�  own power�.
Mr. Mody: What will  be the remedy ?
Dr. �mbedkar: The remedy would be that the Legi�lative Council �hould

t Proceeding� of Sub-Committee No. VIII  (Service�), pp. 111-13.
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have the power to pass a resolution of want of confidence in the Public 
Services Commission, just as, for instance —

�ir  Chimanlal �etalvad: That would defeat the whole object.
Dr. Ambedkar: If this means is not desirable, 1 shall welcome some 

other means and some other method on this point, but I do feel very 
strongly that it is no use having a Public Services Commission which may 
be interested in their own community and not in others.

* « » * *
fSir Chimanlal �etalvad: ...........Having laid it down that the Public

Services Commission shall secure a fair representation to the various 
communities, we would give power to the Governor, in his Instrument of 
Instructions, to see that such fair representation was secured.

Dr. Ambedkar: You might provide in clause 2 that this should be 
subject to such directions as may be given them by the Governor.

�ir  Chimanlal �etalvad: That is giving too much power to the Governor. 
All  you want to secure is a fair representation for the various communities ; 
you want to see that the fair representation which we have provided that the 
Public Services Commission shall allot is in fact secured.

Mr. Zafrullah Khan: How will the Governor see to that ?
Chairman: Major Stanley has been good enough to make this suggestion, 

which may be a via media. He suggests some words to this effect, that at the 
end of clause 2 we might insert : “  This part of the duty of the Public 
Services Commissions shall be subject in the case of the Provincial Public 
Services Commissions to the periodic review of the Governor, and, in the 
case of the Central Public Services Commission, of the Governor-General, 
who shall be empowered to issue any necessary instructions to secure the 
desired result.”

Dr. Ambedkar: Yes.
�ir  Chimanlal �etalvad: That is all right; I am prepared to accept that.

* ♦ * ♦ ♦
%Mr. �hiva Rao: I want to suggest that we say that every member of 

the Public Services Commissions shall hold office during his good behaviour, 
and that the Chairman and other members of the Public Services Commis-
sions shall not be removed from office except by the Governor-General on 
an address by the Central Legislature, and in the case of the Provincial 
Public Services Commissions by the Governor of the Province concerned on 
an address by the Provincial Legislature.

Chairman: Mr. Shiva Rao has suggested a new clause, and he puts the 
point quite clearly. We do not tie ourselves to language but the substance of 
it is that jve should state as a new clause that office is to be held during good 
behaviour and that a member of the Public Services Commissions, whether 
Chairman or an ordinary member, is to be removable on an address of the

fProceedings of Sub-Committee No. VIII (Services), pp. 121-22.
Xlbid., p. 124
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Legislature to the Governor or Governor-General as the case may be. Let us 
put that.

�r  Ambedkar: � support that.
• * « • *

fDr. Ambedkar: The position taken by Mr. Shiva Rao is that discretion 
in the matter of removal of members of the Public Services Commissions 
is to be vested entirely in the Governor or Governor-General. The fact the 
Legislature has passed a resolution by a majority will not ipso facto lead 
to removal, but the Governor or Governor-General will consider whether 
action should be taken or not

Raja Narendra Nath: � would not allow the Legislature to interfere at 
all in respect of appointments.

�r  Ambedkar: A man may be corrupt, just as judges may be corrupt. 
Should there be no remedy at all ? Should there be no way of removing 
such persons ? We are removing patronage from the Ministers because we 
feel they may be corrupt, but the Public Services Commissions may be 
corrupt, and if we have no chance of removing any of their members what 
will the position be ?

�r.  Shafa’at Ahmad Khan : Dr. Ambedkar has admitted that a member 
of a Public Services Commission can be removed by the Governor, and if  
that is so what is the use of the address by the House ? �t is very dangerous 
to have a Legislative body interfering in executive matters. We must keep 
the deliberative function of the Legislatures completely apart from the 
function of the Executive, and if we mix the two functions in a matter of 
this kind, where thousands of appointments may be at stake. � think we shall 
be inviting trouble and making the whole of the regulations regarding the 
Public Services Commissions completely useless and utterly futile.

Chairman: Would it be in accordance with the desire of the Sub-
Committee— � think the criticism made is rather cogent — that we should 
insert a clause to the effect that any member of a Public Services Commis-
sion holds office during good behaviour and is removable by the Governor 
or Governor-General as the case may be ? (Agreed).

Sir Provash Chunder Mitter: So long as the Legislature is not specifically 

brought in, � am satisfied.
Chairman: Would that further amendment be in accordance with the 

wishes of the Sub-Committee ? (Agreed). We shall consider it at the report 

stage ; we are considering it provisionally now.
Now we get to Colonel Gidney’s point.
�r.  Ambedkar: Before you proceed to Colonel Gidney’s proposal when 

the draft was first read out there was a clause stating that a member of 
a Public Services Commission after he had ceased to hold office as a member 
of such a Commission should not be eligible for service under the Crown.

fProceedings of Sub-Committee No. V���  (Services), pp. 125-26.
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�Chairman: At present I want to put before you what the suggestion is. 
Will you therefore please strike out the words “ be placed under Provincial 
management ”, and insert instead the words “ no longer be recruited on an 
All-India basis ” ?

“ and we do not think it necessary to make any special recommendation 
with regard to these two services.

“ we recommend that recruitment on an All-India basis should continue 
for the Indian Civil Service and the Indian Police Service (Mr. Shiva Rao 
lissents—) ” I do not know whether he is alone or whether there is anyone 

with him.
Dr. Arnbedkar: My resolution is that except for the European element in 

hese two Services, the rest should be provincialised.
Chairman : I think that will have to be separately put in.
“(Mr. Shiva Rao dissent from this conclusion, and would desire that all 

Services be provincialised forthwith).” I suggest that we add here this : “ some 
members are of opinion that recruitment for judicial offices should no longer 
be made from the Indian Civil Service.”

* » ♦ » *
iDr. Arnbedkar: I am in favour of both the Services being on 

a Provincial basis, but I am prepared to make an exception in favour of 
the European element in those two Services.

Mr. Zafrullah Khan : I agree with Dr. Arnbedkar.
Sardar Sampuran Singh: I endorse the same view.
Chairman : I am much obliged. That will certainly go in.
Dr. Arnbedkar: On page 2, in the paragraph beginning “ No doubt such 

government if it requires ”, and so on, you have mentioned the question of 
the reorganisation and readjustment of the departments of Public Services, 
etc. May I know whether you will add also the question of the basis of 
salary, in view of the discussions that took place this morning ?

Chairman : That comes within those words, I think.

Fourth Sitting—9th January 1931

§Lord Zetland: No. You cannot withdraw the jurisdiction of the local 
Government, because the local Government admittedly must be supreme 
over its officers, but it could be laid down that that should be the practice 
which it is desirable to pursue. That, Sir, I think covers what I want to put 
before the Sub-Committee. The main point is to secure that the powers now 
vested in the Inspector-General by the Police Act of 1861 should be retained, 
and I put forward various other suggestions, such as the formation of 
a Police Council in a Province for the consideration of the Sub-Committee. <

■(■Proceedings of Sub-Committee No. VIII (Services), p. 128

XIbid., p. 132.
Indian Civil Service and Indian Police Service.

§Proceedings of Sub-Committee No. VIII (Services), pp. 181-82.
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�r.  Ambedkar: I want to ask one question for information, if you will 
permit me to do so. Does the noble Marquess desire that the position of 
the Inspector-General should be recognised by statute, or does he want the 
position as it now is under the Police Act to be maintained ? Does he want 
them to be recognised by statute as officers having certain statutory rights 
and obligations ?

Lord Zetland:�Yes.
Sir Provash Chunder Mitter: By Parliamentary statute ?
Lord Zetland: That is right. The Inspector-General now has these powers 

by statute, namely the Police Act.
�r.  Ambedkar: That is a different thing to the Police Act, which of course 

would be subject to amendment by the local Legislature. The question is 
whether you want the position of the Inspector-General to be recognised as 
that of an officer performing certain duties, and as an officer not liable to 
interference by the Minister or by the local Government ?
Lord Zetland: That is the effect of it. That is my proposal. I think that 

the powers which are now vested in the Inspector-General should be retained.

Sir Cowasji Jehangir: By what authority—by the Police Act or by the 
Government of India Act ?
Sir Chimanlal Setalvad: It should be beyond the vote of the local Legis

lature or of any Legislature to alter the provisions of the Police Act.
Lord Zetland: Yes. I think that it should be the Act of the Federal 

Government.
Mr. Zafrullah Khan : That can be done by placing the Police Act in the 

list as one of the Acts which cannot be repealed, altered, or modified, by 
a Provincial Government without the consent of the Governor-General.
�r.  A mbedkar: That would be the position today, because the Act can

not be amended with the previous sanction of the Central Government.
•�*�*�*�*

frt/r. �Zafrullah Khan: If I may add just this. Perhaps the members of this 
Committee are not all aware that both the Federal Structure Sub-Committee 
and the Joint Sub-Committee set up by Sub-Committees Nos. I and II have 
suggested quite a large number of enactments on comparatively unimportant 
subjects to be placed in that list under Section 80(3XA), and if we put the 
Police Act under that it will not contravene any principles whatever.
�r.  Ambedkar: I am in general agreement with Mr. Zafrullah Khan. The 

reason why the Police Act is not placed in the Schedule today is that the 
subject is a reserved subject, therefore as a matter of fact the Government 
of India has a complete control over the Department of Law and Order; 
■and when the Department of Law and Order comes to be transferred the 
position will be altogether different. I think it will be necessary to consider 
whether we should not at least for the transitional period, consider the 
necessity of certain safeguards at least for keeping such as they exist at the

t Proceedings of Sub-Committee No. VIII (Services), pp. 186-88.
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present time. I personally am in favour of the suggestion that this Police Act 
should be included in the Schedule which requires today the previous sanction 
of the Governor-General or the Government of India.

There is another point to which I should like to draw your attention with 
respect to the question of the Police and the Department of Law and Order 
a point which I raised also in the Provincial Constitution Sub-Committee. 
This question has been considered, of course, from the standpoint of the 
responsibility of the future Provincial Governments. It seems to me that this 
question has also to be considered from the standpoint of the different mino-
rities in the Provinces and the emergency occasions which may arise on 
occasions of communal trouble and such other emergencies. It seems to me 
that it is indeed a great safeguard for the minorities in the different Provinces 
to know which officer belonging to what community is going to administer law 
and order in that particular locality when a communal riot has taken place. We 
are all aware that all Police Officers are accused of partiality and of showing 
favour to one community or the other. There may not be sufficient justification 
for that accusation ; but there may be cases when there may be abundant 
justification for the partiality of the officers operating law and order in those 
particular localities. It seems to me that it is very necessary in the interests 
of the protection of the minorities that the transfer and posting of Police 
Officers should not be, at least in times of emergency, in the hands of 
Ministers. It may be that a Minister who may have a communal majority 
in the Province may on any particular occasion shift a Police Officer who 
may not favour the particular community to which he belongs.

Mr. Zafrullah Khan : Ordinarily the Inspector-General does it.
Dr. Ambedkar: I know that in the Bombay Presidency a great row was 

created on account of the transfer of Police Officers. I do not know whether 
it was done under the Inspector of Police or by the Officer in charge; but 
I think that is a great safeguard which it is necessary to provide for in the 
future Constitution of India.

My specific proposal is this, that in cases of emergency, as a riot or 
communal trouble takes place, the Governor should have over-riding powers 
over the Minister in different localities with regard to the Police.

Fifth Sitting—12th January 1931

★Chairman : Doctor Ambedkar, Mr. Zafrullah Khan, and Sardar Sampuran 
Singh are averse to further recruitment on an All-India basis for the Indian 
Civil Service, save in respect of the European element in that Service. Some 
members^are of opinion that recruitment for Judicial Offices should no longer 
be made from the Indian Civil Service.

Dr. Ambedkar: Also the Indian Police Service, Sir.
Chairman: You want to put in, do you, “  for the Indian Civil Service and

* Proceedings of Sub-Committee No. VIII (Services), p. 198.
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the Indian Police Service ” ?
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
Chairman: Does that apply to Mr. Zafrullah Khan ?
Mr. Zafrullah Khan : Yes.
Chairman : And to Sardar Sampuran Singh ?
Sardar Sampuran Singh : That is right.
Chairman : I am only purporting to record your views there, so I will put 

in the words “ and for the Indian Police Service ”,

Sixth Sitting—13th January 1931

*Dr. Ambedkar: I should like to have a new paragraph inserted after 
sub-paragraph (4) to this effect : “ The Sub-Committee desires that a gene
rous policy be adopted in the matter of the employment of the depressed 
classes in the Public Service, and it particularly recommends that the recruit
ment of the Police and Military, from which they are now excluded, should 
be thrown open to them.”.

Mr. Chintamani: Are they excluded by rule, or merely as a matter of 
practice ?

�r.  Ambedkar: By rule. -The Police Service Commission expressly lays 
it down that the depressed classes are ineligible.

Mr. Chintamani: If there are rules excluding the depressed classes from 
employment in particular Departments, such as the Police or Military, 
they are not rules which hold good over the whole country. There may be 
such rules in some Provinces, but not in all.

�r.  Ambedkar: If it is desired I would have my proposal end as follows: 
“ and in particular recommends that they (the depressed classes) should 
not be excluded from any Department of the Public Service hereafter by 
reason of their untouchability
Raja Narendra Nath : Surely clause (5)(<a) covers that.
Sir Cowasji Jehangir: The position is that this community has been 

excluded on account of the impracticability of employing them. It is no good 
going into details here and now. If we had a separate section of the Police for 
the depressed classes, there would still remain the difficulty of members of 
such classes doing the work of policemen amongst a population which 
resented it. How this great disadvantage is to be removed is not clear. 1 can
not express any opinion. What has been done has been done with the 
greatest reluctance, as I think Dr. Ambedkar will admit. But I see no 
objection in expressing what Dr. Ambedkar wishes us to do even though 
it be merely pious. I am afraid that we have expressed the same opinion 
on hundreds of occasions, and nothing has come out of it. Dr. Ambedkar 
knows very well what orders have been passed, and how they have proved 
to be impracticable. Nevertheless, I support the inclusion of such a para-

♦Proceedings of Sub-Committee No. VIII (Services), pp. 231-33.
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�raph as he proposes. We take the risk and know it may not be a practical 
proposition, but as you have said on a previous occasion, we cannot always 
be lo�ical  when we are aimin� at an ideal.

�r.  Ambedkar: I am particularly anxious that the Police and the Military  
should be mentioned, because those are the Departments for which the 
members of the depressed classes would be most fit.

Chairman: The point is covered by para�raph (5Xa) and (6).
�r.  Ambedkar: In that way the question of the An�lo-Indian community 

is also included. I propose a new clause to follow clause (4). “The Sub-
Committee desires that a �enerous policy be adopted in the matter of the 
employment of the depressed classes in the Public Services, and in particular 
recommends that the recruitment to the Police and Military Departments, 
from which they are now excluded, should be thrown open to them.’ ’

Raja Narendra Nath: I have a su��estion to make, namely, that we should 
add : “  No person shall be under disability or shall be prejudiced in any way 
for admission to any Service of the country merely by reli�ion, caste or 
sex.” I would have that as a special recommendation.

�r.  Ambedkar: That will come later.
Mr. Basu: I sympathise with Dr. Ambedkar’s desire to see the disabilities 

under which his community suffers removed, and if there is in any Province 
any disability laid down by administrative rules, those rules should be 
done away with. But the way in which he has put this statement makes it 
much too �eneral. For instance, in my Province, a �reat many posts are 
filled by members of the depressed classes. This is not a matter which 
�reatly concerns my Province.

�r.  Ambedkar: I am prepared to insert some limitin�  words such as, 
“  where they are at present excluded ”

Raja Narendra Nath: There is no rule debarrin� their employment in 
the Police, but in practice they are not employed. Once a question was 
raised by a Member of the Council askin� the Government why these people 
were not recruited for the Police and whether the practice was not in 
contravention of Section 96 of the present Government of India Act; the 
reply was not satisfactory. I think the addition of the words which I have 
su��ested will help, and that also the expression of a �eneral desire and 
�eneral recommendation will also help, But let me tell you that the expres-
sion of a �eneral sentiment would not be so effective as the insertion of the 
words which I have su��ested.

Major Stanley: A specific reference to the Military Service is surely out-
side the scope of this Committee.

Mr. Mody: We have recommended that the requirements of the Army 
should be borne in mind.

Chairman: I su��est you would make it sli�htly  less controversial if you 
said this, “  And in particular recommend that the recruitment to all Services 
should be thrown open to them.”

Mr. Mody: Yes, from which they are now excluded.
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�hairman : I�should�not�say�that�because�that�will�raise�a�point�of�
controversy.�All �you�want�to�say�is�that�recruitment�to�all�Services�should�
be�thrown�open�to�them.

Lieut.-�olonel Gidney :�That�there�shall�be�no�disqualification�for�such�
employment:.

�hairman :�May�I�point�this�out�?�If�we�are�to�make�this�Report�read�
intelligibly�it�is�a�little�awkward�if�we�have�two�consecutive�paragraphs�which�
seem�to�me�to�cover�exactly�the�same�ground,�and�therefore�I�would�suggest�
to�Dr.�Ambedkar�that�if�we�have�these�words�it�is�better�that�they�should�
come�after�clause�5.�We�should�make�our�general�recommendations�in�
clause�5,�and�then�I�suggest�we�should�attach�a�paragraph�at�the�end�of�
clause�5�saying�something�of�this�sort�:�“ �In�making�this�recommendation,”—�
that�is�to�say�the�recommendation�in�clause�5�—�“ the�Sub-Committee�have�
particularly�in�mind�the�case�of�the�depressed�classes.�They�desire” ,�and�
so�on.

Dr. Ambedkar:�Very�well.
�hairman :�We�will�discuss�clause�5�first�if�you�do�not�mind�and�see�

whether�we�ought�to�add�some�clause�to�that�effect.�Has�anyone�any�
observations�to�make�on�clause�5�as�it�is�drafted�?

Raja Narendra Nath:�That�is�what�I�said.�I�suggested�after�“ �disability�” �
you�should�add�“ �or�shall�be�prejudiced�in�any�way

�hairman :�I�will�put�that�later.�We�will�take�it�subject�to�that�point;�
we�will �come�to�that�later.
Dr.�Ambedkar�suggests,�having�passed�clause�5,�that�we�should�add�

these�words,�“ �In�making�this�recommendation�the�Sub-Committee�have�
particularly�in�mind�the�case�of�the�depressed�classes�;�they�desire�that�
a�generous�policy�be�adopted�in�the�matter�of�the�employment�of�the�
depressed�classes�in�Public�Services,�and�in�particular�recommend�that�the�
recruitment�to�all�Services,�including�the�Police,�should�be�thrown�open�to�
them.”�That�is�the�amendment�proposed�by�Dr.�Ambedkar�to�be�added�
on�to�the�end�of�clause�5.
Those�in�favour�of�that�please�signify;�those�of�the�contrary�opinion;�it�

is�carried.
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Eighth Sitting—19th January 1931

DEMAND FOR SPEC�F�C AND CONCRETE PROV�S�ONS FOR
SAFEGUARDS OF DEPRESSED CLASSES �N THE FUTURE 

CONST�TUT�ON

�Dr.  Ambedkar: Mr. Prime Minister, the Round Table Conference has 
had to grapple with two most important questions which must arise in 
any attempt to organise the political life of a community. The problem -of 
responsible government was one of them and the other was that of 
representative government.

On the question of responsible government in the Provinces I have very 
little to say. I accept the report of the Committee and subject to my 
dissents, I stand by it. But regarding the question of responsible govern
ment in the Centre I am afraid I take a different view. It would be dis
honest to say that the report of the Federal Structure Sub-Committee does 
not contemplate change in the bureaucratic form of government as we know 
it today. But it would be equally dishonest for me to conceal from you my 
opinion that this change is shadowy and not substantial, and the responsibility 
is bogus and not real.

The Lord Chancellor told us that! he had sown the seed and it was for 
us to tend the plant Sir, we are indeed very grateful to the Lord Chancellor 
for the great part he has played in this momentous Conference. Grateful as 
I am to him I am not sanguine that the plant he promises will grow. I fear 
the grain he has chosen for his seed is sterile and the soil in which he has 
cast it is not congenial to its growth.

I had submitted to the Lord Chancellor a statement! containing my views 
on the future constitution for Federal India. I do not know whether or not 
the Committee on which he presided considered it, for I do not find any 
reference to it in the report of the Committee on which he presided,

♦Proceedings of R.T.C. (1930-31), First Session, pp. 438-41.
fLord Chancellor was the Chairman of Sub-Committee No. 1 (Federal Structure) 

of which Dr. Ambedkar was not a member. It seems, the statement referred to above 
was not considered.
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I adhere to the views I expressed therein, and I cannot give my approval 
to a constitution which so largely departs from those views. Indeed if I were 
given a choice between the existing system and the cross-bred by the 
Committee I would prefer the existing one. But, Sir, if the constitution for 
the Central Government contained in the Report of the Committee satisfies 
Sir T. B. Sapru, who has been the friend, guide and philosopher of this 
Conference, if it is agreeable to Mr. Jayakar, who proclaimed himself the 
representative of the Youth of India, and if it pleases Sir A. P. Patro, who 
speaks, as he says, in the name of the Non-Brahmins of India, it is not for 
me to oppose. My attitude, therefore, is that of one who does not approve 
but who also does not obstruct. I will  leave it to those who bless it to carry 
it through.
This attitude is all the more agreeable to me because I have no mandate 

from those whom I represent regarding the form of government. But I have 
a mandate and that is, while not opposing responsible government, to see 
that no responsible government was established unless it was at the same 
time accompanied by a truly representative government. It is when I look at 
the achievement of the Conference to find out how it has dealt with the 
question of representative government that I feel most disappointed. The 
franchise and the representation of the different classes in the Legislatures are 
the two pillars on which a truly representative government can rest Every-
body knows that the Nehru Committee had adopted adult suffrage and that 
that part of the constitution framed by it had the support of all political 
parties in India. When I came to this Conference I had thought that so far 
as the question of franchise was concerned the battle had already been won. 
But in the Franchise Committee I was completely disillusioned. I found to 
my great surprise that all those who had signed the Nehru Report had done 
so with mental reservations, so much so that it was difficult to persuade even 
the Indian Liberals to consent to enfranchise 2�  per cent of the population 
for Provincial Legislatures. The franchise for the Central Legislature is no 
doubt an unknown quantity. But I have no hope that it will be such as to 
make the Central Legislature more representative of the people than the 
Provincial Legislatures are going to be. A franchise so limited must neces-
sarily make the future government of India a government of the masses by 
the classes.
Regarding the question of the distribution of seats among the majority 

and the various minority communities we all know that there is a dead-
lock. The deadlock is largely due, in my opinion, to the mischief done in 
the past. I am sure that if the authorities in India had acted in the past 
on the principle of justice to all and favour to none, the problem would 
not have become so difficult of solution. The British Government set 
different values on different communities according to the political use they 
made of them and gave to many communities an extraordinary share of 
political power by denying it to the Depressed Classes in a measure which 
was their rightful due. In this matter the most aggrieved community is the
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Depressed Classes, and J was hoping that this Conference would proceed on 
the principle that what is wrongly settled is never settled, and give to the 
Depressed Classes their rightful quota of seats by a revaluation of the old 
values. But this has not happened. The claims of the other minorities have 
already been acknowledged and defined. All that they stand in need of is 
alterations and amendments to bring them in conformity with the enlarged 
structure and increased scope of the new Government. Whatever be the altera-
tions and amendments, no one will dare to furrow out the foundations that 
have already been laid down. The case of the Depressed Classes is totally 
different. Their claims have just been heard. They have not even been 
adjudged and I do not know how many of them will be admitted. To my 
mind it is not improbable that having regard to the helplessness of their 
position, the claims of the Depressed Classes for representations may be 
whitted down to satisfy the ever-increasing scramble by other communities 
who are manoeuvring not so much for protection as for power.
In view of this I am bound to make my attitude perfectly plain. As the 

rights of the Depressed Classes in the future constitution are not defined, 
any announcement that might be made on behalf of His Majesty’s Govern-
ment regarding the introduction of responsibility in the Centre as well as 
in the Provinces should make it clear that any advance in that direction 
must be on condition and subject to an agreement between the communi-
ties which would provide effective safeguards for the rights and interests 
of the Depressed Classes. I must emphasize the gravity of the situation and 
bring to your notice that no announcement will be acceptable to us unless 
the position is made perfectly clear in this behalf, and that failing this 
I and my colleague will  be unable to accept the responsibility of participating 
in the further work of the Conference, and will be compelled to dissociate 
ourselves from it Sir, in asking you to do so, I am not asking you to do 
more than give effect to your pledged word. The British Parliament and 
those who speak for it, have always stated that they are trustees for the 
Depressed Classes and I am sure that what they have been saying is not one 
of those conventional lies of civilization which we are all led to utter to keep 
human relations as pleasant as possible. In my opinion it is therefore the 
bounden duty of any Government to see that that trust is not betrayed and 
let me tell you, Mr. Prime Minister, that the Depressed Classes would regard 
it as the greatest betrayal on the part of His Majesty’s Government if it were 
to leave us to the mercy of those who have taken no interest in our welfare 
and whose prosperity and greatness is founded on our ruination and 
degradation.
For saying so I will be called a communalist by the nationalists and 

patriots of India. I am not afraid of that. India is a peculiar country and 
her nationalists and patriots are a peculiar people. A patriot and a nationa-
list in India is one who sees with open eyes his fellowmen treated as being 
less than mem But his humanity does not rise in protest He knows that 
men and women for no cause are denied their human rights. But it does



�ot  prick his civic se�se to helpful actio�. He fi�ds  whole class of people 
shut out from public employme�t. But it does �ot rouse his se�se of 
justice a�d fair play. Hu�dreds of evil practices that i�jure  ma� a�d society 
are perceived by him. But they do �ot sicke� him with disgust. The 
patriot’s o�e cry is power a�d more power for him a�d for his class. I am 
glad I do �ot  belo�g to that class of patriots. I belo�g to that class which 
takes its sta�d o�  democracy a�d which seeks to destroy mo�opoly i�  a very 
shape a�d form. Our aim is to realise i�  practice our ideal of o�e ma�  
o�e value i�  all walks of life, political, eco�omic a�d social. It is because 
represe�tative gover�me�t is o�e mea�s to that e�d that the Depressed 
Classes attach to it as great a value a�d it is because of its value to us 
that I have urged upo� you the �ecessity of maki�g your declaratio� 
subject to its fulfilme�t.  You may tell me that the Depressed Classes have 
your sympathy. My reply is, for a stricke� people what is wa�ted is some-
thi�g more co�crete, somethi�g more defi�ed. You may despise me for 
bei�g u�duly apprehe�sive. My reply is it is better to be despised for 
too a�xious apprehe�sio�s rather tha� be rui�ed by too co�fide�t  a security.
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Twenty-third  Sitting—16th September 1931

HEAD 2
�Questions connected with the Election of Members

of the Federal Legislature)
*Dr. Ambedkar: My Lord Chancellor, I am speaking for the first time as 

a member of the Federal Structure Committee. Every new member, in availing 
himself of the very kind opportunity that you gave him for making a general 
statement of his position with regard to the problems which this Committee 
will have to face, has given expression to his sense of appreciation of the 
great services which you, Sir, have rendered to this Committee; and he has 
also added a proviso making it plain that the safety of his own community, 
or of the interests he represented, was a condition precedent to any consent 
that he might give to the establishment of responsibility in the Central 
Government Lord Chancellor, if I do not follow my predecessors in this, it 
is not because I have no feelings to express on the matter. On the contrary, 
my feelings are very deep; and if I do not give expression to them it is 
because I prefer to obey the mandate that you gave us this morning, that all 
these matters shall be taken as understood.

With these few preliminary remarks I propose to submit my views on the 
various sub-heads included under Head No. 2. In doing so I do not wish to 
follow the order of the sub-heads as they are given in the Memorandum which 
has been circulated to us, nor do I propose to express my views on every 
item that has been included in that Memorandum. I will only touch upon 
the topics on which I think I have a definite opinion to express and a definite 

contribution to make.
The first thing that I propose to deal with is the subject of the composition 

of the Federal Legislature; and before I proceed with that subject let me 
make my position clear with respect to the question as to whether the 
Federal Legislature of future India shall be unicameral or bicameral. Now,

♦Proceedings of the Federal Structure Committee and Minorities Committee (R.T.C. 

Second Session), Government of India, Central Publication Branch, Calcutta, 1932, 

Vol. I, pp. 120-32.
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� confess at the very outset that � have never been a believer in a bicameral 
system. � have never accepted that the Second Chamber has any utility at 
all; but � also agree that, although � have that conviction in me, there are 
many others who do not accept that position, and � know that in this 
Conference it will not be possible for us to convince them that a Second 
Chamber is not necessary. Secondly, � also feel that, if the relations of 
the two Chambers are properly regulated and there are ways by which 
the fangs of a Second Chamber could be clipped by proper safeguards so 
that it could be made safe for a democratic government in �ndia—� do not 
wish to raise any objection to a bicameral system being introduced in �ndia.
Having said that, let me turn to the question of the representation of the 

British �ndian Provinces in the Federal Legislature of �ndia. �n doing that, 
the first question with which we are concerned and confronted is whether 
the representation shall be direct or whether the representation shall be 
indirect �t seems to me that, so far as the Lower Chamber of the Federal 
Assembly is concerned, there can be no two opinions. �t must be constituted 
by �irect  election. I am quite conscious of the fact that the Simon Commis-
sion, in dealing with this question, recommended that the Lower Chamber, 
instead of being constituted by direct election, should be constituted by 
indirect election ; and in support of that they observed that, as a matter 
of fact, there was no distinction between direct election and indirect election, 
and that indirect election was only direct election one step removed. Now, 
logically, perhaps that position is correct; but � submit that psychologically 
there is a great difference between direct election and indirect election. �n 
my opinion, what is of the utmost importance is that the people of �ndia 
should be impregnated with the sense that, in the last resort, they are 
responsible for the good government of the country. And � venture to suggest 
that, unless the �ndian citizen is made to feel that it is he who can make or 
unmake the government, we shall never be able to succeed in establishing 
the true foundations of a responsible government in �ndia. Now, if my 
suggestion is correct, then it follows that we must have some system of 
election whereby a direct contact will  be established between the government 
and the citizens of the country ; and therefore � submit that the blind of 
an indirect election between the Central Government and the citizens must 
be removed, and they must be allowed to see the effect of their election 
upon the government of the country and upon their welfare. � can, under no 
circumstances, consent to a system which will  not provide for direct election 
to the Lower Chamber of the Federal Assembly.
Coming to the constitution of the Upper Chamber, � approve of the method 

suggested by the Federal Structure Sub-Committee—namely, that it should 
be constituted by the method of indirect election in which the Provincial 
Legislative Councils will form the constituencies. � approve of the system 
because the election, instead of being carried out by the watertight methods of 
separate or communal electorates, will  be carried out on the basis of propor-
tional representation. Now, � think it is a great advantage in a country like
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India, where, unfortunately, owing to various circumstances, we cannot avoid 
the separate representation of distinct communities—where we cannot ignore 
safeguarding the interests of various groups—to have in the constitution 
a Chamber which will be non-communal, a Chamber the members of which 
will  have a mandate which will  not be drawn exclusively from one particular 
community, but a mandate which will  be broad-based. There is only one com-
ment, however, that I would like to make on this proposal. I »iave no objec-
tion to—indeed, as I have stated, I approve of—the system of proportional 
representation ; but there is one point which I think ought to be mentioned. 
All members of the Committee ate aware that the minorities in India are 
not only anxious tc have their interests and their communities represented in 
the various legislatures, but they are also insistent upon the fact that they 
shall get a certain minimum quantum of representation. Now, my fear is that, 
although proportional representation may give them some representation in 
the Upper Chamber, we do not know—for we can never be certain of the 
results of proportional representation—we do not know that the various 
communities will succeed in getting the quantum of representation which 
they want I would therefore like to suggest that, to this recommendation of 
the Federal Structure Sub-Committee, a proviso something on the lines of 
Article 35 of the Austrian Constitution should be added. That proviso, of 
course, does not speak of the representation of the communities ; it speaks of 
the representation of political parties. But it can be easily made applicable 
to the representation of the communities. This is how the proviso reads :

“  The members of the Federal Council and their substitutes shall be 
elected by the Provincial Diets for the duration of their own legislative 
period according to the principles of proportional representation ; but at 
least one seat must fall to the Party having the second highest number of 
seats in the Provincial Diet or (if several parties have an equal number 
of seats) the second highest number of votes at the last election to the 
Provincial Diet. When the claims of several parties are equal, the matter 
shall be decided by lot.”

I do not say that this could be taken bodily and adopted in the Indian 
Constitution; but that the principle enunciated there, that along with the 
institution of proportional representation there shall be a proviso which will  
guarantee a quantum of representation, may be adopted in the constitution.
Now, this is all I have to say so far as the representation of the Provinces 

of British India in the Federal Legislature is concerned. I come now to the 
oiher part of the subject, namely, the representation of the Native States in 
the Federal Legislature. This subject raises two issues for consideration. One 
is whether each and every State shall be represented individually or whether 
they shall be grouped for the purposes of representation; and the second 
issue which arises out of it is how they shall be represented, whether by 
election or by nomination.
I take issue No. I. The Federal Structure Sub-Committee has recommended 

that this is a matter that can be left to the States themselves. With all respect
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to the Sub-Committee, I beg to differ from their position. I do not think at 
all it is a matter for the States to decide. My view is it is a matter for the 
Federal Structure Committee to decide as to which units shall be recognised 
as units of the Federal Constitution which we are making. Just see what 
would be the result of leaving the whole thing to the Native States themselves. 
First of all I will  assume that each State is represented in the Indian Federa-
tion. If that happens, my submission is that the Federation which we will  
have in India will be a mammoth Federation. Let us look at this compara-
tively. In the German Empire there were only 25 units of the Federal State ; 
in Australia we have only 5 ; in Austria 8 ; in Canada 4 ; in Switzerland 22 ; 
in the United States, the largest Federal State 48. In India, on the assump-
tion I am making that every State is to be represented, we shall have a Federa-
tion which will have something like 570 units. Assume, on the other hand, 
that all the States are not represented in this Federation which we are con-
templating and that only some States are to be represented ; then the question 
which arises is : what is going to happen to the ideal which we have set 
before ourselves that in the new constitution which we are going to have 
every inch of Indian area should be represented ? What is going to happen 
to the States that are going to be left out in the cold ? That is a problem 
which we shall have to consider.
But, My Lord Chancellor, I have raised this question not because I am 

alarmed at the number of States that are going to be the units of the Indian 
Federation. The thing that disturbs me is this : are we going to recognise 
every Indian State as an independent unit of the future Federation of 
India, irrespective of the question whether the units so recognised are 
capable of bearing the burdens of modem civilisation ; or are we going 
to admit into our Federation units which are going to be units of the 
utmost lowest possible vitality ? I am sure that when we are discussing 
this question of the Indian States, we are not quite aware of the multipli-
city and variety of the circumstances which will be found in the different 
States; and, with your permission. My Lord Chancellor, I propose to 
read a small passage which gives a description of the existing Indian States. 
I am reading from a book called “  The States and their People in the 
Indian Constitution ” by D. V. Gundappa. Now this is really the position. 
He gives a table with which I do not wish to trouble the Committee ; 
I will  read his comment :

“  From the foregoing tables, it will be seen that as many as 454 States 
have an area of less than 1,000 square miles ; that 452 States have less 
than 1,00,000 population; and that 374 States have a revenue of less 
than Rs. 1 lakh. British India, with an area of 10,94,300 square miles and 
a population of nearly 222 millions, is divided into 273 Districts. The 
average area of a British Indian District is therefore 4,000 square miles 
and its average population about 8,00,000. If the suggestion were made 
that each District in British India should be constituted into a State, 
how ridiculous would it be considered ? Yet it is only some 30, among
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�he 562 S�a�es, �ha� possess �he area, popula�ion and resources of an 
average Bri�ish Indian Dis�ric� Some of �he S�a�es are so absurdly small 
�ha� no one can help pi�ying �hem for �he unfor�una�e digni�y imposed 
upon �hem. As many as 15 S�a�es have �erri�ories which in no case reach 
a square mile ; while 27 o�hers possess jus� 1 square mile. Four�een S�a�es 
exis� in Sura� dis�ric�, no� one of which, according �o �he lis� of 1925, 
realised a revenue of more �han Rs. 3,000 in �he previous financial year. 
Three of �hese S�a�es could no� boas� of a popula�ion of 100 souls, and 
5 of a revenue of Rs. 100.”

The smalles� revenue men�ioned is Rs. 20 for �he year.
�.  �.  The Maharaja of Bikaner: May I say �ha� bears ou� wha� I said 

yes�erday—�ha� �here is a confusion of �hough� in �alking of �hese uni�s of 
Indian S�a�es’ �erri�ory as S�a�es or sovereign S�a�es ?

br. Ambedkar: No. There is none.
-The Maharaja of Bikaner: And I am afraid �ha� even �his ano�her 

from an indian S�a�e, abou� whom Sir Mirza will be able �o say more, has 
fallen in�o �he same error.

Dr. Ambedkar: May be. Wi�h all respec� �o His Highness The Maharaja 
of Bikaner, I will ask �his ques�ion : if he has a special defini�ion of wha� 
a S�a�e is, and if he is going �o follow �ha� defini�ion in �he ma��er of admis-
sion of S�a�es in�o �he Indian Federa�ion, we should like �o know wha� is 
going �o happen �o �hose who are excluded by �he defini�ion he has in mind.

�.  �.  The Maharaja of Bikaner: I �hink all �ha� will  be deal� wi�h in due 
ours la�er.

Dr, A mbedkar: This Federal S�ruc�ure Commi��ee canno� blindly give �o 
�he S�a�es wha� �hey wan�.

�.  �.  The Maharaja of Bikaner: Nor can �he S�a�es : we canno� sign 
a blank cheque ei�her. We have �o apprecia�e each o�her’s difficul�ies.

Chairman: Dr. Ambedkar, perhaps you will  help me wi�h regard �o �ha�. 
You read a mos� in�eres�ing ex�rac�, which I followed wi�h a very grea� care ; 
bu� I should like �o ask you wha� are �he conclusions �ha� you draw from 
�ha� ex�rac�

Dr. Ambedkar: Wha� I say is �his—�ha� �his is a mos� cri�ical occasion. 
I say so for �his reason �ha� once you accep� �he proposi�ion �ha� every S�a�e, 
wha�ever �he a��ribu�es of �he S�a�e may be, is en�i�led �o become a member 
of �he Indian Federa�ion, �hen you give �ha� S�a�e an independen� righ� of 
exis�ence for ever.

�.  �.  The Maharaja of Bikaner: I� has �ha� righ� now.
Dr. Ambedkar: Tha� is so by �he kindness of �he Bri�ish Governmen�; 

bu� my submission is �ha� �his is a s�a�e of affairs which I for one am unable 
�o con�empla�e or agree �o, and for �his reason. Af�er all, no uni� in �hese 
modem days can exis� on a scale such as modem civilisa�ion demands unless 
i� has sufficien� resources .a� i�s command ; and i� is no use �rying �o please 
�he fancy of an Indian Prince simply because he defigh�s �o call himself 
a Prince by le��ing his S�a�e be a separa�e en�i�y, irrespec�ive of �he considera-
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tion whether his people can benefit by it
�.  �.  The Maharaja of Bikaner: They are not called Princes.
Dr. Ambedkar: I submit that at any rate this Committee should lay down 

certain qualifications which a State must fulfil  before it can be admitted into 
the Indian Federation.

Chairman: This is very interesting. Are you able to help us at all with 
regard to what the qualifications should be ?

Dr. Ambedkar: I would prescribe a certain area and a certain revenue as 
the tests. I cannot say offhand what the area should be and what the revenue 
should be ; but I take my stand on the fact that, if the Ruler of a State 
wants his State to exist as an independent State and to become a part of 
the Indian Federation, he should be able to prove that his country has the 
necessary resources and capacity to give to its citizens a civilised life. That 
is the stand I take.

Sir Maneckjee Dadabhoy: Am I to understand from my friend’s statement 
that he would not permit a small State with small territory and small 
income to come into the Federation ?

Dr. Ambedkar: Coming to the second part of the question, namely, the 
representation of the Indian State in the Federal Legislature, the Indian 
States have made it clear that they will come into the Indian Federation 
only if they are permitted to nominate their representatives to the Federal 
Legislature. Now, with all respect to the Indian Princes, I am afraid I can-
not agree with them, and I must insist that their representation shall be by 
election. In making my submissions on this point, Lord Chancellor, the first 
thing I should like to point out is that, to my knowledge, there is no prece-
dent in any constitution except one, which I am going to mention in a minute, 
where State Governments are allowed to nominate their representatives in 
the Federal Legislature. To recognise that a Unit of the Federation is 
entitled to representation in the Upper Chamber of the Federal Legislature 
is one thing; but it is a totally different thing from the other proposition, 
namely, that it is the Governments which should nominate their representa-
tives to the Chamber. The two things are, in my opinion, totally distinct; 
and the only example I know in which such an arrangement was accepted 
and embodied in the constitution was the Constitution of the old German 
Empire, in which the Governments of the States were permitted to send their 
representatives to the Bundesrat. It may be that our brother Delegates on the 
other side of this table take their stand on this provision in the Constitution 
of the old German Empire. Before I proceed further I would just like to 
make this comment — that I am not sure if the Princes understand full well 
all the implications of this provision in the old German Empire. The represen-
tatives of the various States in the Bundesrat were no doubt regarded as 
ambassadors of the various States, working with definite instructions, but 
there was also this tremendous consequence flowing from it, namely, that 
the Bundesrat had the power to examine what might be called the credentials 
of the ambassadors. Not only that, but the Bundesrat had the power to
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�nquir�  into dynastic matt�rs conc�rning th� various Princ�s gov�rning th�  
G�rman Stat�s, b�caus� it follow�d that, unl�ss a Princ� was lawfully 
r�cognis�d as th� h�ad of th� Stat�, his d�l�gation  had no right to sit in th�  
Bund�srat Now, I wond�r wh�th�r  th�  Princ�s who bas� th�ir  claim on this 
analogy...........

�olonel  Haksar: Th�y  do not.
Dr. Ambedkar: I wond�r if th�y would p�rmit th� F�d�ral  L�gislatur�  of 

India to hav� such pow�rs as th�  Bund�srat poss�ss�d. But, Lord Chanc�llor, 
I am not going to discuss this qu�stion by r�f�rring  to pr�c�d�nts  or to 
analogi�s ; I am going to discuss this qu�stion on a totally diff�r�nt  basis 
and by applying totally diff�r�nt  t�sts. On� thing w�  ar� all cl�ar about is 
this, that w� ar� framing a constitution for �stablishing a syst�m of 
r�sponsibl� gov�rnm�nt for India. And although w� ar� discussing various 
matt�rs, I, for on�, can n�v�r  forg�t that that is th� principal obj�ctiv�  and 
th� principal task of this Committ��. It follows from this that no conc�s-
sion can b� mad�, no sch�m� can b� adopt�d, if ultimat�ly it is found that 
that conc�ssion or that sch�m� is going to compromis� th� syst�m of 
r�sponsibility or is going to whittl�  down th� syst�m of r�sponsibility at 
which w� ar� all aiming.
Now, applying that t�st, it follows that you cannot cons�nt to th� claim 

of th� Princ�s for nomination of th�ir  r�pr�s�ntativ�s.
�olonel  Haksar: In which Hous� ?
Dr. Ambedkar: In �ith�r  Hous�; and for this r�ason. First of all, any-

on� who r�ads th� R�port of th� F�d�ral  Structur� Sub-Committ�� will  find 
that not only do th�  Princ�s want to com� into th�  L�gislatur�,  but th�y  also 
want to b� r�pr�s�nt�d  in th� C�ntral Ex�cutiv�  of th� country; and it is 
only right that th� Princ�s should hav� that obj�ctiv�,  b�caus� th�y would 
gain nothing by m�r�ly  coming into th� L�gislatur�—th�ir  r�al gain consists 
in having a hand in th� Ex�cutiv�  of th� country. Now, b�aring that point 
in mind, what I say is this—that you hav� in th� F�d�ral  Structur� Sub-
committ�� laid down that th� syst�m of r�sponsibility in th� C�ntral 
L�gislatur�  will  b�  a syst�m df coll�ctiv�  r�sponsibility. If th�  r�pr�s�ntativ�s  
of British India ar� going to com� into th� F�d�ral  L�gislatur�  by �l�ction,  
and if th� r�pr�s�ntativ�s  of th� Indian Stat�s ar� coming into th� F�d�ral  
L�gislatur�  by nomination with d�finit�  instructions from thos� who will  
nominat� th�m, I, for on�, fail to und�rstand how th� syst�m of coll�ctiv�  
r�sponsibility—with divid�d mandat�s, with diff�r�nt  instructions—is going 
to work in th�  futur� constitution of th� country.
Th�r�  is also anoth�r way in which th� syst�m of r�sponsibility is going 

to b� aff�ct�d  by th� nomination of th� Princ�s to th� F�d�ral  L�gislatur�.  
Sir T�j  Bahadur Sapru y�st�rday v�ry  rightly cond�mn�d th� �xist�nc�  of 
th� official nomination bloc, and for th� simpl� r�ason that, b�ing at th�  
b�ck and call of th� Ex�cutiv�,  th� nominat�d bloc mak�s th� Ex�cutiv�  
irr�sponsibl� to th� L�gislatur�.  I think that is th� gist of his argum�nt for 
not supporting th� official bloc. Now, th� qu�stion that I wish to rais� is
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this : Are we quite certain that the Princes’ nominees to the Federal 
Legislature will  not play the part of the official speaking for myself, � will  be 
quite candid and say that � am not certain about it ; and � will make my 
position quite clear as to why � say that. We all know that the Princes 
carry on the administration of their States under what is called the system 
of paramountcy, and � think we all know that one of the incidents of the 
doctrine of paramountcy is that the Paramount Power claims the right of 
advising the Princes on the matter of important appointments.

�.  �.  The Maharaja of Bikaner : Not in all. �t may be in one or two cases.
Dr. Ambedkar: Well, � can only say that that is what the Butler 

Committee stated.
Colonel �aksar  : Did they ?
�.  �.  The Maharaja of Bikaner: Did they ? �f they did they were wrong, 

as they were in some other respects.
Dr. Ambedkar: � think � am right at least, that is how � have understood 
it Add to this the fact that paramountcy in the new constitution is contem-
plated to remain a reserved subject. Now, supposing the Political Depart-
ment, which will be exercising the powers of paramountcy, claims the right 
to advise the Princes in the matter of nomination to the Federal Legislature, 
what is the effect ?

�.  �.  The Maharaja of Bikaner: �t cannot and would not; and that 
would not be accepted by the States.

Dr. Ambedkar: What � say is this. Suppose the Political Department 
claims that the nomination of the Princes to the Federal Legislature is an 
important appointment, and as such the Political Department must exercise 
its right to advise the Princes—what happens ? So far as � am able to judge, 
so far as � am able to conjecture, the only result will be that the Princes’ 
nomination will  in fact be nothing less and nothing else than the official bloc 
replaced in another form.

Colonel �aksar : �t does not happen.
Dr. Ambedkar: And now, at this stage, My Lord Chancellor, � would 

like to say one thing..............
Sir Maneckjee Dadabhoy: But you have not given us the solution of that 

problem.
Dr. Ambedkar: � say election, absolutely.
Colonel �aksar : Dr. Ambedkar, would you at some time or other give 

us the reference to the Butler Committee’s Report ?
Dr. Ambedkar: � will try.
Colonel �aksar : Because you credit them with the assertion that the 

Political Department makes appointments in the important States.
Dr. Ambedkar: Well, Colonel Haksar, we will  not wander into a contro-

versy ; but if paramountcy is not brought into operation many other influences 
could be brought to bear.

Colonel �aksar : You are departing from your position.
Dr. Ambedkar: No, � am not. � will give you the reference.
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�ow,  My Lord Chancellor, there is just this one observation that I would 
like to make, which I have no doubt made earlier, but I would like to 
emphasise it. Of course, we are all trying to work out a federal constitution 
for India as a whole. But I would also like to emphasise that we are not 
here merely for the purpose of getting a change in the form of Government; 
a change from a unitary government to a federal government.

�hairman  : Some people say ; whatever be best administered is best.
Dr. Ambedkar: Yes, but I thought we were all agreed on the fact that 

the thing that is best administered is responsible government Therefore, 
although I am willing to make any concession possible in order to bring this 
Federation into existence, I cannot be a party to any concession or any 
compromise, as I said, which will only give us the skeleton of federation 
without the soul, namely, responsible government.
Frankly speaking, I really do not understand why the Princes should 

oppose the principle of election. Even in the old German Empire, where the 
right of the federal units to be represented by their governments was con-
ceded, it was also conceded by the States that the Lower Chamber, the 
Reichstag, should be constituted by election by the people of the States. I can-
not see what objection there can be on their part, because all that popular 
election to the Federal Assembly in the �ative  States would involve would 
be the dividing up of their territory into so many constituencies. I could quite 
understand their objection if we were saying that they must have legislative 
institutions in their own territory which would control their own administra-
tion ; but we are not saying anything of the sort. All that we are saying is 
this : permit us to divide your territory into constituencies and let your people 
elect your representatives who will  come and vote in the Federal Assembly, 
not to decide upon your particular matters, not to determine the affairs of 
your State, but to discuss the affairs of India as a whole. I certainly do not 
understand what objection there can be from the point of the native States.

Sir Maneckjee Dadabhoy: And in small States also ?
Dr. Ambedkar: If they accept the view which I am urging, that election to 

the Federal Assembly cannot disturb their own administration—cannot cause 
any prejudice to their own States—then I submit that, so far as the problem 
of the representation of the States in the Lower Chamber is concerned, it 
will be easy of solution. The problem of the representation of the States in 
the Upper Chamber, of course, will remain to be solved ; and if it is to be 
solved by a method which will  not involve the representation of the States by 
nomination, I beg to suggest two alternatives for it. The first alternative that 
I would suggest is the adoption of the �orwegian plan, where you have one 
elected Chamber popularly constituted, and where that Chamber elects out of 
its-own members a Second Chamber, so that you will avoid thereby the 
difficulty of the States having to nominate their representatives in the Upper 
Chamber. Or, if that is not acceptable, there is another solution which I think 
may be offered. That is that the Princes may suggest a panel of candidates 
from which representatives may be selected to the Federal Legislature.
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�.  �.  The .Maharaja of Bikaner: By whom ?
Dr. Ambedkar: By the Lower Chamber. But in any case � must make it 

plain, so far as � am concerned, that � shall not be a party to any system 
which permits the representation of the States by nomination.
Now, My Lord Chancellor, � will take up the other head of discussion, 

namely, representation of special interests.
Chairman: You have got to No. (v)—provision made for the representa-

tion by special constituencies of special interests.
Dr. Ambedkar: The first thing � w'ould like to make clear is this � do 

not want the Depressed Classes to be treated as a special interest. � want 
the Depressed Classes to be treated as a separate community for political 
purposes in the same way as the Muhammadans or the Christians are treated. 
They must have the same right of representation, not only in the Provincial 
Legislative Councils, but also in both Houses of the Central Legislature.

Chairman: When you say the same rights, do you mean to say they are to 
have the same number as the others ?

Dr. Ambedkar: No; the numbers that they will  be entitled to on the basis 
of the principle that may be adopted in common with all.

Chairman : You said the .same. Thank you.
Dr. Ambedkar: Now � come to the other interests which have so far been 

recognised ; namely, Trade, Commerce, Landholders and Universities.
Dr. Shafa’at Ahmad Khan: Not*Universities ?
Dr. Ambedkar: No, we have not got Universities. � am afraid � cannot 

give my consent to the representation of these special interests. First of all, 
� do not quite understand why, for instance, a landholder needs any special 
representation. � do not know what are the difficulties and disabilities from 
which he would suffer if he were to stand out in a general constituency and 
seek the suffrages of his people. There is nothing to prevent him from doing 
that. �n all other countries—for instance, in England and all European coun-
tries—no provision is made, � am sure, for the special representation of such 
interests as Trade, Commerce and Landholders; they are allowed to find 
their place through the general electorates, and � think the same system 
should be adopted in �ndia. My further objection to making any special 
provision for the representation of these interests is this : first of all, these 
interests get themselves represented by a very, very narrow constituency; 
it is almost by a clique. Now, if their voting power were confined to 
matters which concern them, the evil would be comparatively small. But 
they do not only come on the basis of this restricted constituency into 
the Legislative Council; they vote upon all and sundry matters that come 
before the Legislative Council. One of the things that � have noticed in 
the Bombay Legislative Council is this, that we have there constituencies 
for Trade and Commerce. Now Trade and Commerce in the Bombay 
Presidency have been the monopoly of a special community which � am 
sorry to say is the most orthodox community known to me.

Mr. Jayakar: Politically ?
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�r.  Ambedkar: Socially. Now,- such .members get these easy' pocket 
constituencies in order to get themselves into the Legislative Council. Then, 
if any progressive measure is brought forward, .they come and side ^iKh 
the orthodox and thereby defeat the ends of freedom apd .progress*-I there,- 
fore object to It. If any such provision were necessary, I would;make this 
concession—that any such interest, for. instance Trade, Commerce or Land
holders,-may have the .right to be heardkdh the Legislative Assembly or 
the Upper Chamber whenever a Bill affecting , their particular interest, is 
.being discussed. The right of audience mpy be ^granted, but them is/no 
necessity for .granting them membership , of. the-Legislature or the power 
of voting on any Bill that comes before the Legislature. -> - »r’j

.With regard to Labour I would. say; this. I do not. know * whether. my 
friend Mr. Joshi will agree with me, or not; but..my own view is that,;jf 
the system qf adult.suffrage comes into operation—and I . hope that; with 
the, help-and support of Mahatma. Gandhi,,-we. shall,be able -to carry, it 
through in this Conference—then there, may perhaps be no necessity for; 
the special representation'of Labour,;, but,if we.adopt a system,pf represen
tation which keepsfoutja .large. body.of ,the working classes,from the con
stitution, so that they cannot control the Government and influence if for 
bringing about , their-welfare and their prosperity, then there, would certainly 
be a necessity for piaking special provision, for the. representation of Labour, 
and I think that could be dpne by . rpqognjsing, the various unions ? as. (the 
electoral colleges, for, the .purposes ,of such representation. ... ^

The next topic, tp,which I propose to^fe^r, js,.the question of. nominated, 
members.,J supposeyi-I nm not ^ttre^that;,the object3 of havipg.a .hlootph 
nominated members in the Federal Legislature is, principally .to give suppoit 
to what., arp .called ,^rown subjects,.. or . what .the Pppyinces, under , th$ 
Dyarchical System,.w^recadefj. .reserved ^d^ct^ First df all.T/should like, 
to tpal<£ if plain ^at I have-a great, horror; pf this noroinatpd bipc. of o^ciqlri j 
If (there jft.miyjns^qtiop^which^in.my..opinion^ has absolutely destroyed,tjje 
system-of .responsibility, in the Pr^vipjQial pqyernmepts, which. 
be.;intro^nced tby .the.^ontagu-Chelmsford £R.eJfarms,;.it,:js,(.this Jpsitituiipp 
pf;...thp nomm^t^upfficial. h?dc.;(1It, js thisvjyhich ,has pqrverted. the 
sys.tem<It 4s thi$ group which.hasipa.de, possible, Jn tjie Provinces,, 
ment ..by^a, minority, against a majorijy.yllf is this group which ha^g^dej 
alliances ,with.-alL sorts,( pf pepple and .groups—not necessarily.; groupsrw^c^ 

needed its..help.,pr ,support, but groups .which were ;ready to selLt^emsehyesr 
for,,petty.. ;g«ns~j ^yer,as I say^.thg .stirongesp.pbi^tiotorto, amonjinated; 

official;,bloc. - .b-?;' Lug «f.e rroqu s.to- adi

My-next submission is.; that -this-nominated official blocris really , not 
necessary at aU/rfor the;purpose :of. lending’support to whatare-called the 
Crown* jsubjects. ■ Ip ...the -Provincial /Constitution, where- we hayenow the 
system i-ofrre served-subjects* ,we have various methods of supporting: and 
safeguarding these reserved.subjects.-Firstof-all, under scction 72‘D, we 
have a person in charge of these reserved subjects oWho! is. non-refnovable

which.hasipa.de
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and whose salary isnbn-vo?abie^p;isecondly71tfre GoVef^Si’'^ias been given 

the power of certifying expenditure which he thinks is necessary for the 

purpose of safeguarding the reserved Subjects; thirdly, the Governor has 
the power to certify 'Bills which he Th'ihkk Larehe'ceSsar^'for 'tiie purpose of 

maintaining the efficiency of the reserved'subjects: and lastly, the Governor 

has the power to veto any Bill to Which W Has' ah objection. My submis
sion, Lord Chancellor/rS1 that the Safegtiaids-whichr'^haWi Jtfst mentioned—-' 
natnelypnon-reniovability of the person incharge of thy resbtvbd subjects'; 

hon-Voluble ; character of his salatv, the’ power of -^ekifyihg" e'ipbrtdittire* 

Whichsthef-Governor* possesses; thepdWef of ceftifyihg;TBills'necessary fbf 

the safety of the reserved'subjects, and the’-tltimAte' pbwer of the Governor 
to veto : Bill—are quite- sufficient, in my ■ opht idhi - to 'ffiafiitain • ttie integrity 
of-what-are'hailed CrOWh subjects. 1 <’’V^r; ad?

�Sih 'Tef Bahadur Sapru: Mhy I ask you one question !ht this Stage ? Ybu 

Suggest there’ sboitldtbo'power of certification?’ : • '-5'ir‘

Dh.1A mbedlcur: f ;do not suggest5 -thtife' should ' be7 pdwCf’of certification J 

I 'Wiil'dehl With that'rhatffir at'a later stii^e’ "WhSt' I ahi1'saying is that'these 

are other Alternative methods' which hre "provided m thA cohStifufiBn 'beside 
tho nOhiihated official bloc. That-Ts my’rargunieirt?:MyirSfibihiSSidh1 is1;tfiat,’ 

Whhn7yp'u have Such abundance of - legislative and exfedfrtive powers 'hi th¥' 
Government to safeguard what are called Crdwn sdbjdets? J’there: ’is hb' 

necessity for having an official bloc in the Legislative Council ’at all.

Secondly, what I say is this, that by having a nominated official bloc you 

disguisg<nd 'conceal the real, character of, what is (xwurrittg- TherC'->arte.many 

measures .which fhp. Legislative Council.mrobably-wonld^xnot! have .passed*.
• if the . nqgiinated official- bloc had,.not;bepp ffiejc., apd}wbich;$ie JpovprpQr; 

woplffi liave^been obliged-, tp .gettjfy , or. ^pry^hrqu^ income? qthgj- ;wpy 

undpr In? rsp^cial. jpg-wers ; - but,, bgqause urf...fpc presage pgrai^algd. 
yon anpm^lqi^. position,,(Qfngi^ ^pp^araneg.

�  Mi bX
fore, there is no use, m the future constitution or India for this nominated 

.aorafuo io GiD'ii ni ortsrTwvriE aiimvrja affifnq io 'bod ic-nfo 
official bjoc. . ,. ' . u./ ► n
' Tliereis one fast subject to which T"should like io refer? namely, the.

1 O?. 2i 
question of the Oath. This question, in my opinion, is a very big one ; and 
it is a question which opens up another big question, namely, that of 

common citizenship for India. In the short time which I have at my disposal 
I' do mw iffink if ^ll’ibo^^sible ■fo^‘-iffie!fto discuss t^^hole^bj&t^iffid 

Id Wottfd Therefore' ‘hequeSt- that i! SpdifUl j (Kca&oSfu ffiaywbc? ptoV&3<kirfWlietf! 

this question can be thrashed chit, becauseT'hOi€i tfe&VjOW^thabth6iM cah'bS* 

no re^LJed^atioa .unlessThere is ggqpmoftcitizgns^i^^t. .wquldg^,, a >Plis- 

nomer to call a constitution a federal constitution if it did not providecfor.q 

a common citizenship. This, as I say, is a point which E^tmotn develop 

at the moment because there is not sufficient time.
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Twenty-fifth Sitting—18th September 1931

HEAD 2
�Questions connected with the Election of Members

of the Federal Legislature)
fDr. Ambedkar: I would like to ask Mr. Gandhi this question : The 

Congress has not considered at all the question regarding the nature of the 
Federal Legislature or the Federal Executive. The only question that the 
Congress has considered is whether it will be part of the British Empire or 
whether it will be independent. Consequently, what Mr. Gandhi said yesterday 
might be his own personal view. I should like to ask whether he was 
expressing his own personal view, or whether he claimed in that respect to 
represent the views of the Congress. Then I should like to ask him a second 
question. In so far as we know of the proceedings of the Congress which are 
open to the public, this question was not considered by the Congress to my 
knowledge. It may have been considered in secret by the Congress. There
fore, I ask the question. The next question is whether the question of indirect 
election to which, I think, he gave his support yesterday, was not put 
forward by Mrs. Annie Besant in the Home Rule Bill which was formulated, 
and whether that method of constituting the Federal Legislature was not 
definitely rejected by the Congress.

* ♦ ♦ • *

n
J Lord Chancellor, another point of view has been pressed (and very 

strongly) by Dr. Ambedkar; and as that may have some weight with some 
of the members on this side, I should like to refer to that as well. It has 
been suggested that, if the principle of election of State subjects vzere not 
guaranteed, there might be created a bloc which, in essence, will not differ 
very much from the official bloc; and. it was suggested that the Political 
Department in particular will play a great part in constituting that bloc. Sir, 
I have no hesitation in stating that the great body of public servants who 
constitute the Political Department are as conscientious and as fair as any 
other body of public servants anywhere in India or outside.

Dr. Ambedkar: Why do you want responsible government at all. if that 
is so ?

* » * • ♦

IV
§Dr. Ambedkar: Why are you not similarly kind to Sir Samuel Hoare, and 

let him take his own time for introducing popular institutions in British 
Inula ? He will be grateful to you, I am sure.

■(•Proceedings of the Federal Structure Committee and Minorities Committee, Vol. I, 
P. 175.

+ Ibid., pp. 184-85.
§ /bid., pp. 192-95.
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�hairman : I do not think that we need discuss Sir Samuel Hoare’s grati-
tude. That is a matter which is not before the Committee.

Pandit M. M. Malaviya: My friend, Dr. Ambedkar, forgets what I have 
said. I have repeated twice that 1 desire that the representative principle 
should be introduced into the States at once. I do not yield even to my 
friend, Dr. Ambedkar, in that desire ; but I recognise a difference between 
my desire and Dr. Ambedkar’s desire and the right of the Ruling Princes 
to take time to consider when and how the representative principle may be 
introduced in their States..............
..................Now, My Lord, I want also to say that those of us who are 

impatient—and none can be more impatient, 1 will repeat, than myself— 
to see the principle of representative institutions introduced into the States, 
should remember..............

Dr. Ambedkar: May I point out, My Lord Chancellor, that we on this side 
have never said that representative institutions should be introduced into 
the States. All that we say is that there should be constituencies in the 
Indian States, similar to the constituencies in British India, for the election 
of the representatives to the Federal Assembly. I have never said that there 
should be popular Assemblies in the Native States to control the Native States 
as a condition precedent to the entry of the Princes into the Federation.

Pandit M. M. Malaviya: If Dr. Ambedkar thinks that he has not asked 
for representative institutions, I leave him to have that satisfaction. We 
should not think that, if members who will come to the Federal Assembly 
from the States will not be elected by some* popular method, they will not 
be useful..............even if the representatives of Indian States do not come
by popular election—which, I again repeat, I desire that they should—even 
then we may have some excellent representatives whose co-operation will  
be very valuable in our work.

�hairman : Summing it up quite briefly, you say that “  rotten boroughs ” 
do not always return rotten members.

Pandit M. M. Malaviya: I think Your Lordship. I wish I could imitate 
Your Lordship’s epigrammatic way of putting things.
[Pandit Malaviya further suggested that the introduction of principle of 

representation should be left at the mercy of the India Princes. If they do it 
voluntarily, he is delighted] ‘ but ’ he concludes,
“  then my recommendation to my British Indian friends would be, let us 

show patience and courtesy, let us hope that such institutions will be esta-
blished in proper time, but let us not do anything to create unnecessary 
obstacles in the way of the establishment of that All-India Federation upon 
which now, as matters stand, our hopes so much depend.

Dr. Ambedkar: That is the same advice that is given to the Depressed 
Classes—that their salvation will also come in time.

Pandit M. M. Malaviya: My Lord, my friend, Dr. Ambedkar, is entirely 
mistaken and, I am sorry to say, not so well informed as I thought he 

would be.



�r,  A/^ey^or;,J[f^qiHd,JiJ^j^.be;;enJightBned.'.iJ- ; nfi I .-,v. .r.'j
Pandit M. M. Malpytya^I. am. not paying that the Depressed Classes.shodWi 

wait. Jn .qjdti^ni,jof.T^ Moiitagn-Ch^lnisford proposal which 1 had the 

honour |p publi^h wheii.thnpioposedjKcforms v/ere first -announced in [1918,. 
I yrged tfiaU sqifaj £ih?; Depressed P asses were concerned, it is particularly.; 
a queshon.df ,eriucation<and I pleaded-^-and I still plead and the Congress? 
has pleaded—for., universal., pripoaxy education. Jt'fcas. pleaded ,ajl. the-years 
of its existehce ;r<and ;i^rthe, Gov^nmpnt:pl India, which .commanded: ahi 
the resources of the country, had spent sufficient money on-promoting primary.: 
education apipng.,^ people, .1 am. [Sure, the words “Depressed Classes.” 
would, have been ^..pj^ttejf; ?f history by^this .time.-^long before this timc.i;We;’ 
have.desired that., thpy.^shq.’ld.receive: elementary, primary -education,:that 
they should receive seconds ■” education, that they shouldreceivehigher- 
edpeatioq. 1 have.;t|ie,.hppour To pe the Vice-Chancellor of a.. University, 
the. Benares JHLmdu JJniye^ity,, and. there a student °f the. Depressed, Classes 
gets a sea.t,.exactly, as, a.,student of.any>o^ier class does; there is absolhteiji: 
no distinction,. Arid,, j^hoaq,,who have, received,:, education give an excellent? 
account o.f £>dien^eiygs,<..eyen,?jifjr|1:»»?y ;Say.so, as my esteemed -friend- 
Dr^ Amfejk^r^^ giych- ♦ , edi m ■■ -kv- -- urn-:, -.-a .< drnxia

�r.^Ajniedkqr:,!  am still art “JJntpuc^able’’ in society, although J am,; 

educated? Education has not4 raided,c,pie pul of-,-that- . . ;.,w v t.; ;
Pandit M. M. Mqlayiya: I bqg ^qur pardon ; you ape. not an: Untouchable^ 

you, aref a deaf ^friend ^nd ^olle^ne—a .brother.. Wjith. whpm..;ypur mod. 
orthodox friend's Have the pleasure to meet and work,. and you know thatp 

taw, vsrfJ .b-onjorn, n-.'cqoo -. <. -
they work “together rjvith yop.. Todajf. there are more. Brahmins working-inq 
the cause of the DepressedClasses,,Jhan the representatives of. any offietr- 
class. Ithink that' 'is a’^act which friend,. Dr. Ambedk<m, wiU admit- nsrit

‘ ‘Pandit m. M. Malaviya: ............... will admit. „ ....... r; -an vffi-y yi'/ ad

Now, the second point. My Lord,.which I should like,to touch upon-is 
the' question bf direct and indirect election. I fear ..that the remarks which 
Mahatma Gandffi, .ma^e ypster4aj?. rin Jhjs connection?,, weje < somewhat 
rrri^nders4bbb...J...ta:VWheii ^terd^.y(he spoke... approvingly of , Eord Peel>z 

suggestion, the. object,, as T understood it, ,w<ps tQ shqty ffiat,,it ;\^s Mt that 
there"'Were practical ^ffififfculties 41^ th?. Way .of'extending jt^franchise tp alln 
the adults in the country........^.^;,Xt. was; most cerMdl^[t°.introducedjie,.,
principle of .a^ult suffrage that .Mr, ^andhi. suggested-,that plan, IJe has-pot 

approved' the' Idea'that an indirect method of election should be.; adopted
Od znoiiffiifef fl' ESfiJ SqGH Si.' -<•- ; . ?> BPS n^Sirt-x, KTTTii

whereby the people should feel thatdhey. were kept out of.the.,right to; vpte^fcj
Sir Tej Pa^adqqr ^q^ri^t J list^pe^. great attention .and, interes.t:4oo 

Mahatma Gandhi’s .expqsition^of thc^pripcipile of adult suffrage, bqt, Earp,../ 
very much of, the, view thpt; if . i§„nuiph'^^pwer thanth^t recommended, :in 
the Nehru''report'It I am wrong, will you please correct pae.r? . >!>s0

Pandn JMala-viyai.-jtjwould still be. djrecE. election.
Y.pu are flow piildqg.um.^gument.m fgjfourEpf adult,suffrage; Dmt wa$ -aotn 
the subject to which the Committee was addressing itself yestexdhybrsow
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1-Understand;; That-subjectWas the alternative Of direct and indirect election ; 

and/as I understood Mahatma Gandhi’s speech,'he was in favour of adult 
suffrage, but he?was also in favour of indirect election.

�; � �. � �
I do not think that I need go on further. I would1 

merely echo the words of our esteemed friend. Pandit Maiaviyae ff I might; 
summarise what he said in that portion of his speech; it was this. The 
paramount consideration is to create a State in India in which no part will 
stand outside that State. The paramount consideration is to unite the s 
country. If that be the paramount consideration, I say that that object should 
be achieved at all costs, and that, nothing should be allowed to come, in- the 
way of the attainment of that .object

Dr. Ambedkar: Not at all costs—not at our cost 1
j~i: nW/UOO. -.OU;-'- fo iCJUO Z£ 9c ..JJT .•>

rwfcnty-sixth  Sitting—list September 1931

HEAD 3
(Relations between the two Chambers of the Federal Legislatu.

\Dr.Ambedkar: There is one question ,I should like to put, if I may 
interpose at this point. Sir . Tej,. said that, jp the matter, of Supply qr. hftoney f 
Bills m general, the Upper House should have, the(ught to make,suggestions^ 
and references to the Lower House; but what happens if, the Lower House 
does riot accept the suggestions made ?

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru: Then the Upper House is tree to reject the Bill, 
but if a deadlock' thus arises you tan follow to the South African precedent 
and' adbi>t dieir procedure. C( 9,£f!*S110 -■

DrSAmbddUcd': How can''adeadlock arise if' the Upper llouse has power- 
only to ided^'ireferdhcCs dt sugiestidriS ?n 11 '■ h’nJ : : '

Sir Tej Bahadur SaprK: It mayrejeetthe Bill cdriipletely.
bSir Muharmnad Shafi: Then -what is the substantial difference between an 

amendment which is referred back to the Lower House and a sugjgestiohto 
theLower House^which is backed by power toreject What is' the substan
tial difference between the two ? The final decision is to be by Joint Session 1 
of the two Houses.
5$r T^jB^td^-Sapr ̂: Jn the first place, it is, mope consistent with modern 

practice.
Dr. Ambedkar: According to yqur: suggestion there would be no vital,, 

difference bptyy^n.Mpppy Bills, and, others except this,i(tihat.,withregard to 
a j$pney,,.Biil $ie j^wer .j^puse, alone wquld have the^ right of)fipitiatiQn. Ip;, 

all other matters the twq Houses would be equal ? . . r, ,
fJJV/ jlG'/ F'9‘ : mGLli.lLn ■ CiU ;l 11 Vol* -j.hi J >.!»,; I.
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru: That, in effect, is what I have said-

io eautnl br<r atonyuo> to -jn: j
tl ’ toCeedihgi of the -Federli Structure Committee and Minorities Committee, ’ Vdt 1, 

p. 205.
�  Ibid., p. 207.
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�Mr.  Zafrullah Khan :�My�submission,�therefore,�is�that,�having�regard�to�
the�proposed�strength—though�I�do�not�know�whether�that�relative�strength�
will �be�maintained—it�is�only�consistent�with�the�views�expressed�so�far�that�
the�'majority�required�should�not�be�a�simple�majority�or�even�an�absolute�
majority�of�the�total�number�of�Members�of�both�Houses,�but�a�higher�

majority�than�that.
Dr. Ambedkar:�Would�Mr.�Zafrullah�Khan�permit�either�Chamber�sitting�

separately�to�decide�upon�measures�by�a�simple�majority�or�would�he�require�
an�actual�majority�of�the�Members�in�that�case�?

Mr. Zafrullah Khan :�A�simple�majority.
Dr. Ambedkar:�Then�I�do�not�see�why�they�should�not�decide�questions�by�

simple�majority�when�they�are�sitting�together.
Sir Muhammad Shafi:�Because�there�is�a�difference�of�opinion�between�the�

two�Houses.
Mr. Zafrullah Khan:�Very�often�Members�are�not�able�to�see�the�points�

of�view�of�other�Members�;�but�one�reason�will�be�that�the�character�of�
the�two�Houses�will�be�different.

*****

XSardar Ujjal Singh :�So�far�as�money�matters�are�concerned,�I�would�
like�to�give�a�few�illustrations�from�present�day�federations.�Take�first�the�
Dominion�of�Canada,�a�Member�of�the�British�Commonwealth.�There,�Sir,�
section�53,�which�has�already�been�pointed�out�by�various�speakers,�only�
says�that�—

“ �Bills�for�appropriating�any�Part�of�the�Public�Revenue,�or�for�
imposing�any�Tax�or�Impost,�shall�originate�in�the�House�of�Commons.”�

In�Canada�the�powers�of�the�two�Chambers�have�not�been�definitely�
defined.�The�reason�for�this�is�that,�under�section�18,�it�is�laid�down�that�
Canada�will �follow�generally�the�British�model.�It�says�:

“ �The�Privileges,�Immunities,�and�Powers�to�be�held,�enjoyed,�and�
exercised................”
Dr. Ambedkar:�That�has�no�relevancy�to�this�;�it�is�a�privilege�inside�the�

House.
Sardar Ujjal Singh:�I�beg�your�pardon.

“ �The�Privileges,�Immunities,�and�Powers�to�be�held,�enjoyed,�and�
exercised�by�the�Senate�and�by�the�House�of�Commons...............”

it�does�not�mean�the�Members�of�the�House�of�Commons.
Dr. Ambedkar:�No,�Sir.�If�you�refer�to�the�Preamble,�you�will �see�there�

that�the�Canadian�Constitution�lays�down�that�the�Canadian�Constitution�
shall�be�similar�to�that�laid�down�in�the�United�Kingdom�;�and�you�will �
see�that�the�relations�between�the�House�of�Commons�and�the�House�of

t�Proceedings�of�the�Federal�Structure�Committee�and�Minorities�Committee,�Vol.�1,�

p.�242.
tlbid.,�p.�249.
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Lords are to be the governing principle in Canada, but the privileges of 
the House of Commons in Canada are not affected there.

*  * * * *
�Dr Atnbedkar: The views which have been expressed so far have struck 

one note which I think is common to all; and that is, that in regulating 
the relations of the two Houses in the future Constitution of India, there 
should be equality of status, equality of power, granted to them, except of 
course in such small and minor matters as the right of initiative with 
regard to Money Bills and the right of voting. Bearing that, the general 
consensus of opinion, I think, was that the two Houses should enjoy equality 
of position.

Now, in all humility and with all respect to the gentlemen who have 
spoken before me, I must say that 1 cannot agree with their views. The 
reason for the difference of opinion that exists between myself and them 
appears to me to arise from the simple fact that we take a totally different 
view of the functions and the purposes of the Second Chamber. I could 
quite understand the views of those gentlemen who propounded yesterday 
the proposition that the two Houses must enjoy co-equal powers if our 
Legislature were so constituted that each Chamber represented, to use ancient 
language, separate Estates of the Realm. If the Lower House were composed 
of classes which were not represented in the Upper Chamber, and if the 
Upper Chamber were composed of classes which were not represented in 
the popular Chamber, then there would be something to say for a view of 
the sort that was expressed yesterday. But, if our Legislature were constituted 
on the plan of what I call separate Estates of the Realm, I, for one, would 
not give my consent to a bicameral Legislature; for, speaking for the 
masses—I am a rival of Mahatma Gandhi in this respect—speaking for the 
masses, I could not consent to such a Legislature, and thereby consign their 
destiny to a government working under a system of this kind and thus to 
use an expression of the late Lord Asquith—functioning under a system of 
false balances and loaded dice.
As a matter of fact, the Houses of our Legislature, unless I am mistaken, 

are not going to be constituted on the basis of separate representation of 
separate Estates. If I understand correctly the composition of the future 
Legislature, I take it that the Lower Chamber will  be a popularly constituted 
Chamber—a Chamber which will represent each and every class, each and 
every shade of public opinion. That being so, I submit that we cannot have 
a Second Chamber which would claim to be its rival or which could claim 
to have co-equal status. That being my view, I submit, Lord Chancellor, 
that so far as the question propounded in sub-head (ii) of Head No. 3 is 
concerned, I would answer it by saying that the decisive voice must be 
vested in the Lower Chamber.

Chairman: Would you put that in the constitution, Dr. Ambedkar ?

t Proceedings of the Federal Structure Committee and Minorities Committee, Vol. 1, 

pp. 2��-70.
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. Dr. .• i¥es,^ think it could be done:
�hairman:  It could, be done ; but would you favour it being?
Dr. Ambedkar: Perhaps you would be kind enough to give'me time to 

deal with that later on. This mtist particularly be's o in the case of Finance 
Bills. The Second Chamber, in my1 opinion, may have the power to make0 
suggestions ‘for the 'consideration" of 'the Lower House, which the LoweiP 
House, may accept if it likes ; but the Second Chamber shallnot only have 
no power to initiate a Finance Bill, but it shall'hot have the power to 

amend it ’, and a Finance Bill must become law, as passed by the Lower ‘ 
House, even if it was rejected by the Upper House.

Now, I recognise that the proposal which I have made appears to be 
a very radical proposal—in fact, F'think it might be described as a revolu
tionary proposal ; but, My Lord Chancellor, if so, it is only because yesterday, 
when our learned colleagues Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru and Sir Muhammad 
Shafi dealt with this question, they did hot refer to some of the most modern 
constitutions. It was a surprise to’ine.that they should have confined them

selves to drawing illustrations, from the relatively ancient Constitutions of ( 
the Dominion of Canada,. Australia or South Africa. The Canadian Constitu
tion was .framed in 1.867, the Australian in 1901, the South African in 190^., 

J do not know why tliey did not consider. the constitutional relations 
that exist between, the House of Commons and, the House of Lords here, 
I do not know ..why they did not consider. the .relations that , exist, for 
instance^ between the twp Houses in Ireland ; nor do I quite understand 
Why they forgot- to. consider ;the proposals of the Bryce, Committee. If 
they had done so, I api s,ure that the. surprise with which this proposal pf 
mine has been: received by members of the Committee would not have 
existed ; but, as they ,have not done so, I would venture tp, support my

:■ ■■ muzm » one !3iuj£R-!e>> ii/.v oJ Jnsaaoo 1m A ;'A;
proposal by citing precedents for it. Now,. my proposal is exactly the 
proposal that is embodied in the Parliament Act of 191L There it is

� .d:. a ,; a: -j
provided that, so far as a Money Bill is concerned, the House of. Lords 
may consider, but the House, of Commons is supreme ; and it is provided 
in the Act that when a Money ,Bill is considered * and * passed' by the 
House of Commons it shall become law, notwithstanding the ' absehcfe 6f 
consent of the House bf Lords, provided tfis, Majesty’ gives'his' Assent to" 
the Again, My Lord, thisis the relationship that is laid down betiveen' 

the two Houses, so far as? Money Bills’ are concerned,' in' the Irish 
Constitution. Section 35 , ofthe Irish Constitution says

iraDail Eireann shall in relation to the subject matter'of 'Money bills ' 
‘ as hereinafter defined have Legislative authority exclusive of Seanad
Eireann.”

Then Article’ 38 says that
“Every Bill initiated in and passed by Dail Eireann shall be sent to 

Seanad Eireann and may, unless It be a Money Bill;' be amended in
i Seanad Eireann.”

and so on,
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“but a Bill passed by Dail Eireahn..,..^”t ai i/is1-.-’. r. muLeTY £. 
and then the rest follows that Article. <j£ ri • xAk-.-rbuR -vG

Tfie next authority; .that I would cit© in support of my proposition is .the 
recommendation of the Bryce Committee. Now, as all of us know., Ulis V?as 
a most representative. .Committee—a Committee the membership of which 
was /drawn both from, the House oj . Commons, and from the Houseof 
Lords—and,the Committee came to.the unanimous conclusion that at least 
so far as Money ..Bills, were .concerned, the provisions embodied ,in tite 
Parliament Act of 1911 were right and proper. .'.v'cbsi

Then, My Lord, I .would cite a third authority in favour of this proposi
tion. The Report of the Bryce Committee and the recommendations made 
by it were not shelved ; they were considered by the Coalition Government 
of 1.922. Resolutions wet© moved (I am glad to see that Lord Peel is b^re) 
showing what action the Government of the day was prepared to take upon 
the Report of the Bryce Committee. The Resolutions were placed before 
Parliament, on the 11th. July 1922, The Fourth .Resolution reads as^:^, ;3

“ That while the House of Lords shall not amend or reject, Money,
Bills., The decision as to whether a Bill is, or is. not a Mpney Bill, or, is 
‘partly a Money Bill and \partly not a Money Bill shall be referred, to, 
a Joint Standing Committee of4 the two Houses. The decisiojRof which, 

'shall be final.” '' // / ‘. ... .. .q. r..(r?5T

The principle recommended by the Bryce Committee that. Money Bill 
shall be the Exclusive concern of the House of Commons was accepted and 
affirmed by these Resolutions. Let me here quote the speech .made .by 
Viscount Peel, then:the Secretary of State for Ihdia, on these Resolutions. 
In moving the Resolutions he said that the Resolutions were a general 
sketch Hying down principles only. He went on to say that the Second 
Chamber should not have equal -!powe'r toor beebffie a rival of the tlduse 

of Commons nor have7 the power of-dismissing Governments or making the
■? -j ’ rt - ■ �-' • \ . * i r * j * * > f* r.--t • - JliSIiCIQw

Executive equally responsible to-brith Chambers. i/'* "L‘ " .
I think that I have given sufficient authority in stipport of the proposition1 

which-I hav&placed before this Gomhiittec fori its consideration.
ruLord Pee/L'May-T Suggest 4hat that'-Was a Coalition Government/? /’’' / 

lDr. Ambedkart!<It■'•Was Coalition Government 5
■ftord Peel: Irma Coalition Government you cannot say everything that 

you Want Ito isayi'xm adi yd hk/omi effiqym hmuaaj

Dr. Ambedkar: Your Lordship may have made merit'd reservations—
I‘-cannot say—but‘there it is. The Coalition Government was a Government 
in which more than one Partv had joined. Therefore, the statement made 

„ in the name ofthe; Coalition-Government' was a Statement which' had the 
support of more than one Party, including Lord Peel. I submit that V'frave 
cited sufficient authority to show that the proposition that I haVe'placed 
before this Committee isnot sc (revolutionary proposition:

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru : May I ask Dr. Ambedkar if he will give a reference- 
to any federal constitution->to support his point oLview ? Englandrisnot
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�  feder�tion, �nd Irel�nd is not �  feder�tion.
�r.  Ambedkar: Th�t is so.
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru: The Bryce Committee h�d nothing to do with 

�  feder�tion.
�r.  Ambedkar: My reply is th�t unless your feder�l constitution w�s so 

composed th�t the Upper House exclusively represented some other interests 
not represented in the Lower Ch�mber, the proposition would st�nd. This h�s 
nothing to do with the form of the Government, whether it w�s unit�ry or 

feder�l.
Sir Provash Chunder Mitter: I should like to �sk one question. The 

House of Lords w�s �  heredit�ry House. W�s not the Irish Upper House 
one �t  th�t st�ge �lso ?
�r.  Ambedkar: I �m submitting m�t even the House of Lords, which is 

�  most �ncient House, with �ll  the dignity, tr�ditions �nd privileges behind 
it, consented to this revolution�ry ch�nge. Wh�t �re the Indi�n St�tes �s 
comp�red with the House of Lords, if I m�y submit it with �ll  due 

deference ?
H. H. The Maharaja of Bikaner: With �ll  due respect to the gre�t Peers 

of the British Re�lm, the St�tes possess sovereignty over �ny territory which 
is not British territory, where�s even the most import�nt Peers of the 
Re�lm �nd their est�tes �re in �  tot�lly  different position.
�r.  Ambedkar: The sovereignty is subject to the influence �nd power of 

the House of Lords.
Sir Muhammad Shafi: M�y  I �sk Dr. Ambedk�r wh�t �re the privileges 

of the House of Lords ?
�r.  Ambedkar: T�king this position, the next thing th�t I would submit 

is th�t the constitution should cont�in �  definition of wh�t �  Fin�nce Bill  
is. It m�y be defined, �s h�s been suggested, in the w�y in which it is 
defined in the Irish Constitution, which is not different from the one given 
in the P�rli�ment Act of 1911.
The next point th�t I would submit, �rising out of the m�tter, is th�t  

�  Member in ch�rge of �  Bill should h�ve the privilege of. cl�iming th�t  
his Bill  is �  Fin�nce Bill. If there is �  dispute between the two Houses �s 
to whether or not �  Bill cl�imed to be �  Fin�nce Bill is �  Fin�nce Bill,  
I submit th�t the dispute should be resolved by the decision of � Joint 
Committee of both Houses, in which e�ch House should be represented by 
�  number of Members proportion�te to its strength, �nd in which �ll  p�rties 
should �lso be represented �ccording to their strength.
Sir Maneckjee �adabhoy: You w�nt to m�ke � dep�rture from the 

existing pr�ctice.
�r.  Ambedkar: Very much so.
Mr. Zafrullah Khan: If the existing pr�ctice were s�tisf�ctory we would 

not be here.
�r.  Ambedkar: The next m�tter to which I w�nt  to come is non-fin�nci�l



�ills.  In the case of non-financial �ills  I am prepared to modify the 
principle applicable to Finance �ills,  but for only two purposes. First, the 
Second Chamber may have power to revise and amend non-financial �ills  
brought up from the Lower House, subject to the proviso that no amend-
ment shall be made by the Second Chamber which is of a financial 
character. Secondly, the Second Chamber will have power to hold up, and 
to enforce so much delay (and no more) in the passing of a non-financial 
�ill  into law, as may be necessary to prevent hasty action, or as may be 
needed to enable the opinion of the electorate adequately to be expressed 
upon it. In view of this, my answer to the question propounded in the 
sub-head dealing with non-financial �ills  is that the Upper House should 
have the right to amend a non-financial �ill.  If the amendments are 
accepted by die Lower House, well and good; but if they are not accepted, 
then the constitution should provide that, if a non-financial �ill  is passed 
three times by the Lower Chamber in three different sessions of its life, 
it shall become law, notwithstanding the opposition of the Second Chamber. 
Lastly, I submit that these relations between the two Houses should be 
embodied in law, and should not be left to convention. That is all that 
I have to submit.

* » ♦ * *
t�r.  Ambedkar: Is it your view, Mr. Gavin Jones, that the Constitutions 

of South Africa and Australia have defined the relation? between the two 
Houses in the manner in which they have done because of the fact that 
they knew that they were drafting a Constitution for a Federal form of 
government ?

Mr. Gavin Jones: Yes, certainly.
�r.  Ambedkar: Then why is it that the Canadian Constitution did not 

lay down any rules regarding the relations of the two Houses ?
Sir Muhammad Shafi: �ecause the general rule is that the relations 

shall be the same as those of the House of Lords and the House of 
Commons.

�r.  Ambedkar: �ut  the House of Lords and the House of Commons 
make a unitary government, not a federal government. I said this has nothing 
to do with unitary or federal form of government; and, if you will permit 
me to proceed, I will say that the various Dominions made the relations of 
the two Chambers in their constitutions what they were as they found them 
existing between the House of Lords and House of Commons at the time 
when they made their constitutions. They were not drafting them either for 
federal or for unitary. The Canadian Constitution said —

Chairman: You must give Mr. Gavin Jones a chance to speak, 

Dr. Ambedkar.
Mr. Gavin Jones: All  that I would say is that the Australian Constitution 

is a federal constitution.

f Proceedings of the Federal Structure Committee and Minorities Committee, Vol. I, 
pp. 281-82.
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‘ - ©r. �mbedkar'O Certainly.
'Mr:'  Gavin-'J&ftes mT wilt afcb‘ say that- Australia -is; one’ of' the most 

dehiocratiG 'Cotiritffes in the world.
- L'Drk �  rnbedknr ?? p quite ■ agree;

Mr.'Gavin Jone j .- If they'found it necessary to have alLthese safeguards^ 
h thinks that it is veryadvisable thatwe should have them in India.
’ Dr"�mbedkars l^t-is another matter;; The point :isi whether . Australia 
m'ade the'provision it did in^this1 connectionabecauseuit- wanted a federal 
constitution; I say’ that' they simply tookfheir rclatioiisas they found them 
i tfi Engl and at The time That They: dtdf ted their constitution.

Twenty-Eighth Silting—23rd; September 1931

HEAD 1 '
.;,i-(Strength and Composition of Legislature)

*Dr. �mbedkar: I,do not propose to say anything on sub-heads 0), (n), 
(iifhand (yl ;I..agree ^ith^h^t jjaj(-)fnend,1J^r.!J|o^ii. s^id this morning upon 
all those points except in one respect. I am not wedded jo any particular 
figure regarding the composition of the two Chambers. In my opinion, a given 
figurer-ought hotfto-.be oumstartingtpouit; The?figure might to,Jb©j$hgResultant 
of 'all relevant considerations;r Ii'jmay.zalso -say here That,my ^sympathies?are 
in-favour ofi ic larger Chamber,. because Ik think tl^t.jafCham1?er,, bqipg 
a deliberative-body, ought to be constituted-in^Dpha manner that all interests 
can find their place in it, without any particular interest having to be-cramped 

into it.
There iS'One- argument that has been broughtforward against a large 

Chamber namely fhiat our Chambers must be business-like.cl think, there/is 
sdme’fbrce-fh that argument. but Ido ■■ hot quitemndei stand,how-.the1strength 
of the-Chamber has anythfrigto do with its business ’character. I should hay?, 
thought that the business character and despatch of a Chamber depended le^s 
upon' the ’numbers bf whictiit was composed! sand ;more upon the Standing 
Orders and the1 rides bf’business that it .had; framed for itself. Consequently, 
E"WOtdd’not Mmitiit by that consideration.;ml ini'Li! -IfJ -pminir rb\ .< :b oi 

' The point - with -regard to ’ whfeh do propose to 1 speak (in particular-is suh? 
head (tVy;'takifi£ partof ifubihead <i^l first, it reads..thus-s-mri?» �vj  sd) 
smir«sp£ 'what mirfimum extent must^the adherenefe of lndian States be, 
r’?,recured itPdrdfcr -td'Jjtfstify^the {inatiationbof!t.proceeding-.l?fr;the .^erieral

Structure Committee fl Federal-Cdnstittition"? ?dT -mi id  ir.it.bb

Itseems to me/with aHrespertythat that is a ^question which ought Tobe 
addressed to His Majesty’s Government It is they who ought to teiTus/what 
number Was,’ iti’ tfreir opinion; necessary before They Federation could f.be 

initiated.
I*Preceedings of the Fukral t^c.Ure,Co.rrunhtee.and Miiiyrities.CominiUee,.Vol.. I, 

pp. 344-46.
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There is one question,'the veil from which-has not as yet been lifted. We 
are, all told that the Indian .Constitution of the .future mus| be a Federal, 
Constitution ; but no one has yet made jit clear whether it is the view of those 
who .assert that proposition that the entry of the Indian States is.a condition 
precedent for the establishment of a responsible government in a federal formr 
It is . a subject '; on" which it-is difficult for me ,to speak unless I know 
definitely what is the view ofthose who take, their stand upon-;that 
proposition. If you wishumcuto answer -that questions then,I will do so fpr 
myself ? and my answer is .that we need not wait for the adherence of 
any prescribed number? of States for the, initiation of. the .-Federal jConstijtu- 
tion.: I do not know that there would be any British Indian who would 
like to put the establishment of responsible .■ government in cold storage 
until the Princes make up their minds to enter into the Federal Govern
ment of India. I therefore think that all that we need do for the initiation 
of the Federal Government' Of India is to;ptit a clause in the Constitu
tion to permit His Majesty, by Order in Council, to admit new States 
as they desire to come into the Federation. This is not something which 
is new. Such an arrangement finds a place'in the Canadian Constitution', 
Sections '146 .and 14'/? and in the Australian Constitution,1 Sections 12f to 

124. The Canadian Constitution, Section 146. provided that, in the case 
of other units, which were .not included in the Federation at the time 
when it was formed^ in and� ’vlfficlt/thereafter 'showed' their tfiliing^

ness to* enter into it, His Majesty could, by Order in Council, admit them 
as units of’ the Constitution. T think that it would be sufficient for our 

purposes to initiate the Federal Constitution with a clause of this sort. This 

would be consistent with the freedom of the Princes to enter or not to 
enter the Federation^ ,. 'tF
J: wit- .♦-? IZVOUS i 70*

t Coming to.dfu) .of. sub’heacj;1(v), we have jhad the., suggestion, from : Hij, 
Highness Theo-Maharaja; of, Bikanerwfhat the. States. Joining the Federation* 
whether- one or all or a few*-should bp, (ep titled to exercise the,,whole, of 
the voting strength that is assigned to them. In all humility,.I submit tha| 
that is a proposition which to my mind is an astounding proposition. It is 
a proposition, if I may say so with due respect, without rhyme or reason. 
No justification* has Weh' mddfe ’otit I-rtiaV’call an extraordinary
proposition of tfiis character. What dqes. it jmean ultimately ? It means this— 
that a single Prince coming into the Federation and taking, part in legislation 
affectingthe, destigies o.f sutije^ts o/. 6riti.sli,Indiat^ifiJte’ able. to throw in,' 

in tiis voting^ capacity, the whole of the power of the j^ative. States, without 

th9. British-Ifldhffis participafing’jn the Legislature fiavipg any right to' do 

anything to. affect th$ destinies of .the subjects qf those. Princes who do not 

chposeuo; pomejinto the- Federation. .It Js a .terribly,.pne-side^^rrungemepj, 
A Prince who chooses to keep outside the Legislature will, under this provi-

� ... e'SjffPjiTr/...- -e'.muotlA T*: (Vi'jj'y erj: if

sion, be able to acquire and transfer his vote to a neighbouring Pnnce 
or his colleague and give him the power to affect the destinies of British
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�ndia. That, � submit, is something which is without justice and with-
out equity in it, and it is something to which �, for myself, can never 
consent. The only right thing and the only proper thing, would be that 
the voting strength of such Princes as would be willing to come into the 
Federation should be confined to the particular quota of votes that will be 
assigned to them under the arrangements proposed by Sir Mirza �smail. �f  
a single Prince comes in, and if he has one representative, he will be 
entitled to one vote. �f groups of Princes come in, and under the system 
proposed by Sir Mirza �smail the group has got two votes assigned to it, 
the group will have to come as a group and will not have the power to 
exercise more than its two votes. The other arrangement would be one to 
which �, at least, would be unable to give my consent

Thirtieth  Sitting—25th September 1931

HEAD 4
�Distribution of Financial Resources between the Federation and its Units) 

*Dr. Ambedkar: � attach a very great deal of importance to the point 
which has been raised by Sir Muhammad Shafi. � hope that you will  
provide us with an opportunity, at least later on, to discuss this question— 
whether this recommendation made by the Federal Structure Sub-Committee 
of the division of subjects into “  Central ” and Federal should be incorporated 
in the Constitution. Another point which � would suggest for your considera-
tion is whether it would not be proper first to consider that subject, and then 
to refer this matter to the Finance Sub-Committee, or whether you should 
have the Finance Sub-Committee and then consider this matter afterwards. 
That is a matter for your consideration. � should have thought that it 
would be much better for us to come to some conclusion, one way or the 
other, whether we retain this dichotomous division in the constitution, or 
whether we had not better hand over those subjects to the Sub-Committee 
for consideration.

Thirty-fourm  Sitting—14th October 1931

HEAD 4
�Distribution of Financial Resources between the Federation and its Units) 

�iscussion on the Report of the Federal Finance Sub-Committee 
fDr. Ambedkar: My Lord Chancellor, we have heard the debate that has 

been going on for the last two days on the Report of the Finance Sub-
committee, and � am afraid that the debate has become somewhat weari-
some and tiresome. � should not have intervened in this debate at all if � had

•Proceedings of the Federal Structure Committee and Minorities Committee, Vol. �, 

p. 418.
f Ibid., pp. 529-34.
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not found myself in disagreement with the majority of the recommendations 

made by the Sub-Committee.
The first problem with which the Sub-Committee has dealt is the problem 

of the division of resources between the Federal Government and the Units : 
and, in making the recommendation which the Sub-Committee has made, it 

has proceeded upon certain principles applying to the division of resources 
as between the Federal Government and the Units. Those principles are 

referred to in paragraph 8 of the Report, and there it is suggested that 
a proper system of allocation of revenues between the Federal Government 
and the Units would be that “  indirect ” taxes should go to the Federal 
Government and “  direct ” taxes should go to the Units. Now, that is 
a principle to which T venture to take exception : and the first thing that 
I would say is this, that this is something which has no foundation in 
precedent at all. I have examined with much care the constitutions of most 
of the Federal Governments, and I find that there is no authority for the 
nrinciple which has been enunciated in paragraph 8 of the Finance Sub-
committee’s Report. Take, for instance, the Constitution of Canada, 
Section 91 and Section 92. There the scheme laid down is that the Provincial 
Governments in Canada are restricted to what are called “  direct ” taxes, 
but the Central Government is not restricted to “  indirect ” taxation. The 
liberty of the Central Government to have either a “ « direct ” tax or an 
“  indirect ” tax is kept intact in Canada. Tf you take the Australian Consti-
tution, Sections 8�, �9  and 90, you will see that the same result is arrived 
at, although by a different method. These sections provide that the States 
shall not levy Customs and Excise. Of course, from that it does not follow 
that the Central Government in Australia can levy only Customs and 
Excise. There again the liberty of the Central Government in Australia to 
levy “  direct ” taxation is preserved intact. The Sub-Commitlee has made 
a reference to the fact that the system which it described in paragraph 8 
of the Report prevailed in the United States until the 1�th Amendment to 
the Constitution was passed in 1913. I beg respectfully to submit that that 
is an error. The United States Constitution, even as its very inception, 
never laid any limitation upon the power of the Central Government in 
the United States to levy “  direct ” taxation. Tf you refer to Article I, 
Section 2, of the United States Constitution, you will find distinct provisions 
stating that the Central Government in the United States shall have liberty 
to levy “  direct ” taxation. The only limitation that was put upon the autho-
rity of the Central Government in the United States to levy “  direct ” taxa-
tion, was that “  direct ” taxation, if levied at all, was to be apportioned 
amongst the various States according to population. The only provision that 
was made by the amendment of 1913 was that this limitation upon 
“  direct ” taxation on the part of the Central Government—namely, appor-
tionment according to population—was abolished. But the right existed from 
the very start. Not only so, but it was exercised in 18�4 by the United States,

N 4002—40
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and also in 1894. The only country which had for some time a system, 
which was in accordance with the proposition enunciated by the Committee, 
was Switzerland. There the Central Government was entirely dependent upon 
“  indirect ” sources, while the Cantons had the power to levy “  direct ” taxa-
tion. But I do not suppose that any member of this Committee would really 
be so bold as to draw a moral from the experience of Switzerland for the 
purposes of the Indian Federation. There would be no purpose in comparing, 
if I may say so, chalk with cheese. And, even there, the Swiss Constitution 
had to give up this system in 1915 and permit the Central Government to 
levy “  direct ” taxation on the citizens of the State. Consequently, in so 
far as this proposition is going to serve as a direction to the Expert Committee 
that is to be appointed, I am unable to give my concurrence to it.
Coming now to the actual division of resources proposed by the Sub-

Committee in paragraph 10, of course, the only fest that would be applied to 
this allocation is the test of adequacy. Is the allocation made in paragraph 10 
such as to give both to the Central Government and to the Units the neces-
sary adequacy of revenue ? Now, it is not possible to examine the scheme by 
that test, because—without meaning any offence to the Sub-Committee—the 
Report is absolutely bare of the necessary Budget Estimates that one would 
have to have before oneself in order to say whether the allocation is adequate 
or not. The division seems to have been based on the assumption that the 
welfare functions are largely Provincial, and that therefore the Provinces 
must get expanding sources of revenue. That, of course, is true in the main ; 
but, in so providing, it seems to me they have denied to the Federal 
Government both adequacy and elasticity in its fiscal system.

Take the revenue side of the proposals as contained in paragraph 10 of 
the Report of the Sub-Committee. You have first of all Customs as a source 
of revenue. Now, there are various factors on which the Customs revenue 
would be dependent. First of all, it would be dependent upon trade prosperity 
or trade depression. In times of depression it is obvious that exports would 
be reduced, and also the consuming power of the people, and to that extent 
imports would also be reduced ; and that would mean a direct reduction in 
the Customs revenue. Secondly, this source of revenue is largely dependent 
upon the particular kind of tariff policy that will be pursued in times to 
come. It may be that there may come into power in India �  party which 
may believe in absolute protection, creating a dead wall against any imports 
of any sort from outside that are likely to compete with industry and products 
at home. If that happens—if imports are shut out by a policy of extreme 
protectionism—that would cut at the root of the Customs revenue. If, on the 
other hand, there comes a party in power which believes in free trade and 
no protection, that again will make the Customs revenue a very bare and 
slender source for the Federal Government to depend on.
And now, let us take the second source of revenue for the Federal Govern-

ment—Opium. According to the Government of India’s Despatch, I find the
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Government of India say that we shall lose all our revenue on Opium 

exports, which amounts to about 2 crores, but shall still retain a small sum 

of 10 or 15 lakhs from the sale of medical Opium. That shows how meagre 
is this source of revenue for the Federal Government.
The third source of revenue which has been assigned to the Federal Govern-

ment by the Sub-Committee is the Salt-tax. Now, as we all know, this source 
has been a matter of contention and has been dragged into the vortex of 
Indian politics ; and, if the Congress Party had its way, this tax would vanish 
altogether. Now, apart from the question of whether the Congress would, 
succeed in removing the tax altogether, it is absolutely certain that this tax. 
which is so intimately bound up with the standard of living of the ordinary 
masses of the people in India, can never be depended on to give a very 

large source of revenue to the Federal Government.
Lastly, you have the Corporation tax, which is suggested by the Sub-

Committee as a source of revenue for the Federal Government. I am informed 
that its yield is somewhere about 3 crores, so that obviously it is at the 

present moment a source of very small dimensions. It seems to me that, if  
we agree that industrialisation is a very important thing for the prosperity of 
India, and if we further agree that, for industrialisation, the incorporation of 

capital is also necessary, then I am afraid that we cannot increase this tax 

to any very large extent, for fear of penalising incorporation.
This is what I feel regarding the revenue side of the Budget. Coming to the 

expenditure side, the Sub-Committee has proceeded upon the view that the 
Government at the Centre will have very little to do except to defend. I do 
not agree that that can be the view of the function of any government in 
modern times. There was a time in history when people thought that the 
proper function of a government was to provide for nothing but anarchy plus 
the constable ; but I think we have changed. We believe that the government 
must provide the constable, but it must also provide welfare. It seems to 
me—this is my personal view, the view of other members may be different— 
that the Government at the Centre, for some time at any rate, will have to 
take upon itself certain welfare functions which to my mind are peculiar to 

India. I think, and I am going to propose elsewhere, that the Government 
at the Centre should take upon itself the burden of securing and helping, to 
some extent at any rate, the welfare of what we call the Depressed Classes. 
I want that the problem of the Depressed Classes, and the problem of 
removing Untouchability, should not hereafter be looked upon as a purely 
Local or Provincial problem. I want that it should be looked upon as 
a national problem in which the whole of India is interested. I want the 

Government at the Centre to take upon itself the duty of bringing the 
jungle tribes, which number probably as many as the Depressed Classes 
themselves, within the pale of civilisation. I want that Government to take

N 4002—40a
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upon itself certain functions in respect of what are called the “  backward 

tracts ” . Tn other words, my submission is that the Government at the 
Centre should take at least such welfare functions upon itself as will  
guarantee what I call the minimum of civilised life to every individual 

and to every community.
Then, again, there may be such afflictions as may affect the whole of 

India, or as may affect a particular Province and which yet may not be 
within the competence of that particular Province to deal with. Take, 
for instance, the curse of malaria. Tn some Provinces, it is a small malady. 
Tn some Provinces, I am told that it is eating into the vitals of the people. 
The Province may not be sufficiently strong, economically or financially 
speaking, to eradicate it. It may have to be treated as a national problem, 
and to that extent the national government will have to take a welfare 

function upon itself.
Again, the Sub-Committee does not seem to have taken into account the 

fact that, for certain peculiar reasons, apart from reasons which would be 
common to all the provinces, the Federal Government may have to give 
certain subventions, for instance, subventions to the North-West Frontier 
Province, for the peculiar burdens it may have to bear by reason of its 
special connection with Imperial problems. Similarly, new Provinces may 
come into being, and, in order that they may be sustained, the Federal 

Government may have to give them subventions.
Now, it seems to me that, if you take a broad view of the expenditure 

side, as I have tried to explain, and compare it with the revenue side as 
is proposed in this Sub-Committee’s Report, it should not be at all an 
exaggeration if I said that the fiscal system which is adumbrated for the 

purposes of the Federal Government will be such as will enable it to 
keep its nose just above the water in ordinary times ; and even that may 
not be so. What is absolutely, certain is that, with any eust of adverse 
wind, it will sink.

Now, take the provisions suggested by the Sub-Committee in para-
graph 21 regarding emergency—I ought to say grave emergency. Now, the 
recommendation made by the Sub-Committee is that the Federal Govern-
ment should have power to call for contributions from all the Units of the 
Federation. The question that arises in my mind is, is this a safe and 
a sure method ? Is this a method which would be a dependable method 
in all circumstances ? As regards the willingness of the Provinces to pay 
contributions in a grave emergency to the Federal Government, a view 
was expressed yesterday by an esteemed colleague. He said that, if the 
Provinces were to help the Federal Government in a grave emergency with 
contributions, then the Provinces should have the discretion in determining 
whether an emergency has arisen or not. Now, I do not think that that is 
a view that will be accepted bv all; but that view is surely indicative of
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one thing—namely, tliat the Provinces will not be willing co-operators in 
meeting the deficit of the Federal Government in an emergency that may 
arise. Could the States be depended upon to meet their share of the con-
tribution in an emergency ? 1 have raised that question, but � do not know 
that � should give the answer. �n any case it seems to me that it is not 
a dependable method. As to the solvency of the Provinces, we can be 
more or less certain. About the solvency of the States in an emergency, 
for emergency purposes, �, for one, could not be certain of that. Therefore, 
My Lord Chancellor, my conclusion is that, for the purposes of adequacy, 
for purposes of elasticity and emergency, the best course would be to 
widen and broaden the basis of the financial system of the Federal Govern-
ment. Therefore, my proposal would be that the �ncome-tax should be 
treated as a common source of revenue both for the Federal Government 
and for the Provincial Governments, so that each Government will have 
the inherent right and authority to tap that source, whenever there is any 
necessity for it, without having to depend upon such contributions as are 

contemplated in paragraph 21.
Now, while � am dealing with this, � should like also to make certain 

observations as to the method of sharing this �ncome-tax. Before � do so, 
let me enunciate two propositions. The first is Chat in any allocation that 
we may ultimately agree upon between the Federal Government and the 
Units—1 am speaking particularly of the Provinces of British �ndia—we 
should so contrive matters that the Provincial finance shall be a self- 
contained system not dependent upon doles or upon contributions. Secondly, 
� should so contrive the Provincial system of finance that it would not be 
destructive of that sense of responsibility which every Executive must feel 

towards its Legislature.
�hairman : Do � rightly interpret your remarks, that it would be most 

important to get all the Provincial matters into order as soon as possible ? 
� quite agree with your laying down a canon with regard to Provincial 
finance, and � gather you mean that all these Provincial questions should 

be settled as soon as possible.
Dr. Ambedkar: They should be. My submission, following these twe 

propositions, is that � would not approve of such a division of the �ncome- 
tax as would permit the Federal Government to fix the rate of taxation and 
to divide the yield between the Provinces, aijd itself. � would allocate the 
basis of taxation, one base to the Federal Government, and another to the 
Provincial Government. � want the system recommended by the Taxation 
Enquiry Committee introduced so far as the division of the �ncome-tax is 
concerned. � should allocate “  personal income ” to the Provinces, and the 
rest of it to the Federal Government, and the rate on “  personal income ”  
should be fixed by each Province, and not by the Federal Government, 
according to its own necessity.
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Thirty-fifth  Sitting—15th October 1931

HEAD 4
�Distribution of Financial Resources between the Federation and its Units) 

�iscussion on the Report of the Federal Finance Suh-Committ e?

*Dr. Atnbedkar: My Lord Chancellor, yesterday 1 pointed out that the 
fiscal system devised by the Sub-Committee for the Federal Government 
appeared to me to be inadequate and inelastic, that it was not equal to the 
strain which was likely to be put upon it by reason of any emergency, and 
that it was necessary therefore to alter the allocation of the revenues 
proposed by the Sub-Committee by making the Income-tax a common source 
of revenue for both. I also said that, in devising a scheme of allocation of 
resources, two propositions ought to be kept in mind. One was that the 
system of finance, whether Federal or Provincial, should be autonomous 
and self-sufficing; and, secondly, that it must not impair the sense of 
responsibility which the Executive must bear towards the Legislature. It 
will be obvious that those subventions or contributions are inconsistent with 
an autonomous and self-contained system of finance. They are bound to 
impair the sense of responsibility in the Executive towards the Legislature, 
and they are likely to make the Legislature indifferent to the Executive. 
Power to refuse supplies and power to refuse appropriation of supplies 
already secured from outside, are not equally efficacious methods of control
ling the Executive and bringing it into conformity with the wishes of the 
Legislature. From this point of view, the problem of dividing sources of 
revenue becomes of immense importance. You may divide them in such 
a manner that the division will make each authority autonomous and self- 
sufficient, or you may divide them in such a manner that the fiscal system 
resulting therefrom would not be autonomous and could not be self-sufficient 
without adjustment by means of subventions and contributions.

In suggesting the particular method of dealing with the Income-tax as 
a joint head of revenue I have been guided largely by these considerations. 
There are two conceivable ways of dealing with the Income-tax as a joint 
source of revenue. First, you may adopt the method of what is called segrega
tion of the source and division of the yield; and, secondly, you may adopt 
the method of appointment or partition of the source an4 division of the 
yield. Under the first method, the fixing of the rate will be within the exclu
sive jurisdiction of one of the two authorities, and naturally of the Federal 
Government. The Provincial Authority will only be a sleeping partner entitled 
to receive a share in the total yield of the tax. Under the second, both will 
have equal jurisdiction to fix their respective rates of Income-tax. A Province 
will fix its own Income-tax rate, to be operative within the Province; the 
Federation will fix an Income-tax rate, to be operative throughout the Units 
of the Federation. On the basis that the administration and the collection of

♦Proceedings of the Federal Structure Committee and Minorities Committee, Vol. I, 

pp. 534-40.
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�he Income-�ax shall con�inue �o be a Federal subjec� of adminis�ra�ion, my 
view is �ha� �he second me�hod ough� �o be adop�ed as �he means of alloca�ing 
�he revenue. This would no� be very differen� from �he sys�em which prevails 
in France, Belgium and various o�her European coun�ries. Under �his scheme 
�here will be �wo Income-�ax ra�es : (1) a Federal ra�e, fixed by �he Federal 
Governmen� from �ime �o �ime according �o i�s needs ; (2) a Provincial ra�e, 
fixed by �he Provincial Governmen�s from �ime �o �ime according �o �he 
financial requiremen�s of each. The �ax as a whole will con�inue, as now, 

�o be adminis�ered and collec�ed by �he Federal Governmen�.
The advan�ages of �his plan are obvious. Firs�, i� will do away wi�h �he 

sys�em of doles and con�ribu�ions and will help �o make �he financial 
sys�em of each Uni� au�onomous and self-sufficien� Secondly, i� will main-
�ain �he sense of responsibili�y of �he Execu�ive by compelling i� �o ob�ain
�he consen� of �he Legisla�ure for fixing i�s ra�e of Income-�ax as a means
of securing i�s supply. Thirdly—and �his is very impor�an�, I �hink—one 
�rovince will  not be taxed for the benefit of another. Under the other
sys�em of �he segrega�ion of �he source, wi�h i�s single Federal ra�e for all
Provinces and a division of �he yield, �he amoun� raised in a Province will  
no� necessarily be �he same as i�s share in i�s dis�ribu�ion ; some Provinces 
may be giving more and receiving less. For �hese Provinces, such a sys�em 
will be no�hing else bu� a disguised me�hod of �axing one Province for �he 
benefi� of ano�her.
Now. �he only objec�ion �ha� can be �aken �o �he me�hod I am sugges�ing 

arises from �hose who insis� upon a uniform ra�e of Income-�ax as being 
necessary for �rade and indus�ry. Uniformi�y of ra�e is, of course, some�hing 
which is very desirable ; bu� i� is easy �o exaggera�e �he impor�ance of i�. 
India is as large as Europe. There is no uniformi�y of Income-�ax ra�e in 
Europe and ye� �rade and indus�ry are going on as well as anywhere else. 
Why should i� be o�herwise in India ? Then again, �hose who insis� upon 
uniformi�y in �he ra�e of Income-�ax have �o explain how �ney can reconcile 
�hemselves �o fac�s, such as �hey exis�, regarding �he Land �ax in India. 
There is no uniformi�y �here a� all. On �he con�rary �here is a bewildering 
varie�y of ra�es of Land �ax. In no �wo Provinces are �he ra�es �he same, 
nor is �he sys�em of �axa�ion in any �wo Provinces alike. This objec�ion, 
�herefore, mus� no� prevail agains� �he me�hod of �rea�ing �he Income-�ax 
which I have sugges�ed wi�h a view—wi�h due respec� �o members of �he 
Sub-Commi��ee—�o improving �he alloca�ion �hey have recommended. I� 
mee�s �he needs of all concerned in normal as well as abnormal �imes.
There is one s�a�emen� which I made yes�erday which I would like �o 

wi�hdraw. I said �ha� my plan was �he plan recommended by �he Taxa�ion 
Enquiry Commi��ee. Tha� was a slip due �o an error which had crep� in�o 
�he no�es which I had made for �his discussion. I ough� �o have said �ha� 
�hey considered i� ; �hey did no� recommend i�, al�hough �hey did no� see 
any insuperable objec�ion �o i�.
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The next point relates to paragraph 12 of the Sub-Committee’s Report, 
where the problem of “  residual powers ” of taxation is dealt with. The 
Sub-Committee has anticipated that the decision will be in favour of the 
residual powers being vested in the Provinces. They have made, on that 
basis, the recommendation that the power to levy unscheduled taxes should 
be in the hands of the Units. The Sub-Committee gives no reasons at all 
why it came to that conclusion, but there is a passage in paragraph 12 which 
states that the Sub-Committee sees constitutional objections to making any 
other recommendation than the one that they have made. From this it 
follows that the Sub-Committee’s view is that, in any Federation, the 
residual powers of taxation must reside in the Units. Now, my submission 
is that this is not a necessary consequence of Federation at all. If you will  
refer to the Constitution of Canada, Section 91, paragraph 3, you will see 
that the powers of taxation given to the Central Government fn Canada, 
which is admittedly a federal constitution, are not limited by any such 
proviso as enters into the recommendation of the Sub-Committee. rlhe 
paragraph I have just mentioned is the widest possible that can be con-
ceived. It gives the most unlimited power that any Central Government can 
have in matters of taxation. But perhaps it might be suggested that I have 
taken a wrong example because, under the Constitution of Canada, the 
residual powers are with the Central Government and not with the Units. 
Let me take another example where the residual powers are left to the 
Units, namely, Australia. There the residual powers of taxation are not 
given to the Units but are left to the Federal Government. The Australian 
Constitution, Section 51, paragraph (ii), says that the Central Government 
shall have the power of taxation, but so as not to discriminate between 
States or parts of States. Now, that language again is the widest possible 
language that can be conceived ; and it is even suggested that that power 
is so wide that the Federal Government in Australia can be said to have 
the power of controlling the taxation system of the States. Let me refer 
you to the Commentary by Moore on ‘ the Commonwealth or Australia,’ 
of the first edition, where this point is dealt with. This is what he says 
with respect to the extent of the power of taxation given to the Australian 
Federation :

“ It has been seen that, on the establishment of the Commonwealth, 

the States are subject to the restriction, that they may not tax the 
property of the Commonwealth; that perhaps this extends to the 
‘ instrumentalities of the Commonwealth ’ and that, on the establishment 
of uniform duties of customs, they may no longer impose duties of 

customs or excise, nor put any tax upon inter-State trade, commerce or 
intercourse. Further, discriminations injuriously affecting British subjects 

resident in other States are inoperative.”

What follows is very important :
“  Finally, it has been suggested that the Commonwealth Power to
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make laws with respect to ‘ Taxation ’ may give very extensive powers 
of regulating taxation by the States.”

This is a constitution where the residuary powers lie with the .States ; yet, 
in financial matters, the residuary powers are not with the States but with 
the Federal Government. Take the Constitution of the United States of 
America, Article I. There again, the residuary powers of legislation arc 
with the States and not with the Federal Government, yet Section VllI  of 
Article I of the United States Constitution provides :

“  The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes, duties, 
imposts, and excises, -to pay the debts and provide for the common 
defence and general welfare of the United States ; but all duties, imposts 
and excises shall be uniform throughout the United States.”

There again, you do not find any limitation whatever placed on the taxing 
powers of the Central Government in the United States. 1 therefore do not 
see any substantial reason, so far as constitutional law is concerned, for 
the kind of recommendation that the Sub-Committee has made.

My further submission, however, is that this question of whether the 
residuary powers of taxation should be with the Federal Government, or 
whether the residuary powers should be with the Provinces, is an entirely 
artificial question which has arisen in no other country. And the reason 
why it has arisen in India is because we have somehow introduced in our 
Devolution Rules of the present day a silly system—if 1 may be permitted 
to say so—of what are called schedules of taxation. This did not exist any-
where else and was never prescribed by any government or any constitu-
tional authority that drafted a federal constitution. We are somehow not only 
dividing the spheres of taxation, but we are, by having these schedules, 
prescribing the particular method by which and the particular form in which, 
that power of taxation shall be exercised ; I do not think that such a thing 
is at all necessary. First of all, it is going to stereotype the taxation system 
and is going to limit the ingenuity of future Chancellors of the Exchequer. 
I do not think that any Chancellor of the Exchequer would like to take 
upon himself the responsibility of managing a financial system in which his 
discretion was limited, not only in regard to his powers of taxation, but 
also in the choice of the particular taxes that he might levy.

My view, therefore, is that we should altogether delete from our constitu-
tion these schedules and simply divide the field of taxation by the method 

that is followed in other federal countries by putting a simple limitation 
on the Provincial Governments that they shall not make use of Customs or 
such Excises as the Federal Government chooses to impose, and leave the 
rest of the field for both Governments to divide in the way they like. That 
is exactly what has been done, as I say, in other federal countries ; and 
� do not think, therefore, that it is at all necessary to introduce this principle 
of residuary powers of taxation in our constitution.
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The next point I propose to deal with is the position of the States in 
Federal finance. When I turned to this part of the Report of the Sub-
Committee, the first thing I naturally tried to find out was what head of 
revenue has the Federal Government gained from the States as an addition 
to its financial �esou�ces. 1 find that there is no additional resource given 
to the Federal Government by the States. As to Customs, it is obvious that 
this revenue was never the revenue of the States to which they had no 
claim, and under which, therefore, they have taken no additional burden upon 
themselves. As to Salt, it is a revenue the right to which is vested in the 
Indian Government and not in the States by reason of the purchase. As to 
Currency profits, they are due to the credit of British India. Regarding cash 
contributions and revenue of ceded territories, these have been the sources 
of the revenue of the Central Government, and would have been so even 
without Federation. It is obvious, therefore, that the States, by entering into 
the Federation, have surrendered nothing to which they can be said to have 
any rights. The only contribution that I see that they are making is in the 

form of a military force for the defence of India. Looking at the figure 
mentioned in the Report of the Committee which was appointed by the 
Government of India, I find that the total expenditure of this military force 
incurred by the States today is a paltry sum of 2 crores and 38 lakhs.

Another thing which I looked for in the Report was the comparative 
treatment accorded to the Provinces and the States in respect of the financial 
burdens of the Federation. When I saw this, I came to the conclusion that 
the Sub-Committee had thrown the principle of equality of burden to the 
winds. Just see how this inequality runs through the whole Report. First 
the Provinces are to bear both the “  direct ” as well as the “  indirect ” taxes 
of the Federal Government. The States are to bear only “  indirect ” taxes. 
The Committee does not even insist upon their accepting the Corporation 
tax. Not only are they not to bear “  direct ” taxes, but they are to be relieved 
of such “  direct ” taxes as they do bear at present, such as tributes and cash 
contributions. Secondly, the Provinces are prohibited from levying internal 
Customs, but the States are allowed to retain intact their right to levy those 
Customs, although it is admitted by the Sub-Committee that one of the 
objects of the Federation is to have freedom of commerce throughout the 
Federation, and although the Committee recognises that the continued main-
tenance of the right of the States to internal Customs is likely to impinge 
upon Federal receipts. Thirdly, the Provinces are required to pledge their 
revenues as a security for Federal loans ; but the States, although they are 
to be Units of Federation just as much as the Provinces, are to be free from 
the burden of this obligation.

One can quite understand the reasons for allowing the States the right to 
retain their internal Customs. One can see that, if they are compelled to 
take off internal Customs all at once, it will disarrange their financial 
stability. But one cannot understand why the Sub-Committee should have 
allowed the States the freedom from bearing direct burdens of the Federal
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Government� nor can one understand the reasons which led the Sub-
committee to recommend that the States should not be required to pledge 
their revenues in support of Federal loans.
Now� Lord Chancellor� in ceremonial matters a discrimination between 

the Provinces and the States may be permitted. We may refuse to ourselves 
the honour of the salutes� and we may let the States have what they want 
in respect of that; but when it is a matter of the purse� I think we ought to 
follow the maxim that “business is business” . If British India is making 
a sacrifice in the interests of Federation� it has an equal right to call upon all 
the other Units io make equal sacrifices in the interests of Federation; and 
I therefore urge that the following amendments to this part of the Committee's 
Report be made :—

(1) That the States must accept the right of the Federal Government to 
“  direct ” taxation. Until this is done there should not be remission of cash 
contributions and no consideration of ceded territory.

(2) A time limit should be fixed within which the States should be 
required to abolish their internal Customs by an appropriate change in 
their fiscal system which shall not injuriously affect the fiscal system of 
the Federal Government.

(3) The States must be required to pledge their revenues as security 
for Federal loans.

That is all I have to say� Lord Chancellor� on this matter.

�hirty-eighth  Sitting—22nd October 1931

HEAD 4
�Distribution of Financial Resources between the Federation and its Units)
Discussion on the Report of the Federal Finance Sub-Committee

*Dr. Ambedkar: I should just like to say one thing. Lord Peel said just 
now that there was general agreement regarding the principles enunciated 
in the Report of the Federal Finance Sub-Committee. Now� whatever may 
be the view of the other members of the Federal Structure Committee� 
I should for myself like to make this reservation� that I certainly do not 
agree with the principles enunciated by the Federal Finance Sub-Committee ; 
and I should for myself like to say that I have no objection to the appoint-
ment of this Committee� provided it is distinctly understood that the 
Committee has a right to suggest alterations and amendments of the 
principles� in order that the future financial system for the Federal Govern-
ment may be a sound system.

HEAD 8
�The Federal Court)

fDr. Ambedkar: Lord Chancellor� it seems to me that� in considering the

* Proceedings of the Federal Structure Committee and Minorities Committee� Vol. I� 
p. 685.

flbid., pp. 689-702.
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establishment of a Federal Court in India, there are three questions with 
which we are mainly concerned. The first question is the jurisdiction of the 
Federal Court ; the second, the enforcement of the judgments and decisions 
of the Federal Court; and the third, the organisation of the Federal Court. 
I propose to offer a few remarks on each of these heads, and the first head 
that I propose to take for consideration is the jurisdiction of the Federal Court.

It is an accepted proposition that one of the functions of the Federal 
Court is to interpret the Federal Constitution. The distinguishing feature 
of a Federal Government, as contrasted with a unitary system of government, 
is that there is, in a Federal Government, a division of functions which 
constitutes the essence of Federation. There are two spheres, one allotted 
legally to the Federal Government and another allotted to the State or the 
Provincial Government; and the important thing in a Federation is to see 
that the one does not interfere in the sphere of the other. In order to see 
that there is, of course, the evident necessity of a Federal Judicature which 
will keep the two governments restricted to the spheres allotted to them. 
That is one purpose for which a Federal Court is necessary. But it seems to 
me that there is also a second purpose which a Federal Court of Judicature 
must perform. The Federal Court of Judicature is also what may be called 
a Court of international justice. One of the objects which has led many 
national governments to form a Federation is to see that disputes between 
different governments and different units which before the formation of the 
Federation, used to be decided by diplomacy, or by war, failing diplomacy, 
should be decided by judicial decisions of a Federal Court, to which they 
are all subjects. That is the view taken by the Supreme Court of the United 
States of America itself; and, with your permission, I would just like to 
read a small paragraph from one of the judgments of the Supreme Court of 
the United States of America reported in Louisiana v. Texas, 17�, U.S.

�hairman : What is the date of that'!
Dr. Ambedkar: 1900. This is what Mr. Justice Brown said regarding the 

function of the Supreme Court :
“  In view of the solicitude which, from time immemorial States have 

manifested for the interests of their own citizens ; of the fact that wars 
are frequently waged by States in vindication of individual rights, of 
which the last War of Independence, the Opium War of 1840 between 
Great Britain and China, and the war which is now being carried on in 
South Africa between Great Britain and the Transval Republic, are 
notable examples; of the further fact that treaties are entered into for 
tile protection of individual rights, and that international tribunals are 
constantly being established for the settlement of rights of private 
parties—it would seem a strange anomaly if a State of this Union, which 
is prohibited by the Constitution from levying war upon another State, 
would not invoke the authority of this Court to raise an embargo which 
had been established by another State against its citizens and their
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�ro�erty.  An embargo, though not an act of war, is frequently resorted 
to as a �reliminary to a declaration of war, and may be treated in 
certain instances as a sufficient �asus belli.”
He goes on further to �oint  out that there are many cases which may 

arise under a Federation which, in the event of the absence of Federation, 
would be decided by di�lomacy or war ; and the Federal Judicature, there-
fore, in order to �revent such a catastro�he, must make am�le �rovision  
for a wide jurisdiction of the Federal Court which would enable it to give 
justice in all such cases. Taking that stand�oint, Lord Chancellor, I think 
that the scheme which was adumbrated in the observations which you 
were kind enough to address to the Committee the other day, regarding 
the jurisdiction of the Federal Court, is somewhat inadequate, if you �ardon 
my saying so.

According to the observations which you made the other day, the judicial 
�ower is to extend to matters arising between Units of the Federation, State 
versus State, Province versus State, and the Commonwealth of India versus 
a State or a Province. I do not know whether the word “  State ” is used 
to refer to an incor�orated body or to the State in its �osition of trustee, 
guardian or re�resentative of the citizens. But, a�art from that, it seems 
10 me that the Federal Judicature must make �rovision for matters arising 
between one Unit and a citizen of another Unit. Take this case. Assume, 
that an Indian State, which becomes a Unit of the Federation, borrows 
money through the contem�lated Loans Board in the o�en market. Assume, 
further, that a resident of the Province of Bombay subscribes to that loan : 
and assume that the State fails to meet its obligation. What is the remedy ? 
Under the scheme, I do not see any �rovision made for the Federal Judica-
ture to take due cognizance of a matter of this sort. Take another illustration. 
We have what are called the ceded territories in the �ossession of the 
British Government. The States are demanding that these ceded territories 
shall be returned : or, if they are not returned, certain com�ensation shall 
be given to them. Su��ose that in a ceded territory, the British Government 
has made a grant of land to a certain individual, and su��ose that, after the 
rendition of the territory to the Indian State, the State Ruler also makes 
a grant of the same land to another individual. You have here a case where 
there is one subject matter of the same grant made by two different authorities 
to two different �ersons. What is the remedy for the adjudication of a dis�ule 
of .this sort ? Is the Federal Court going to take cognizance of it or not ? 
Again, take the case of two �ersons between whom there is litigation, but 
who reside in different Units of the Federation. Which is the Court which is 
going to take cognizance of the case ? These are some of the matters which, 
I find, are not �rovided for in the observations that you addressed to us the 
other day.

Com�aring the constitution suggested in your scheme for a Federal Court 
tn India with the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts in Australia and in the
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United States of America, I think the scheme entirely falls short of the neces-

sities of a Federal Government. In Australia, under Section 75, the Australian 
High Court has jurisdiction in all matters (1) arising under any treaty, 
(2) affecting the consuls or other representatives of other countries, (3) in 
which the Commonwealth or a person suing or being sued on behalf of the 
Commonwealth is a party, (4) between States or between residents of different 
States, or between a State and resident of another State, and (5) in which 
a writ of mandamus or prohibition or injunction is sought against an officer 
of the Commonwealth. According to Section 7�,  it can also have jurisdiction 
with regard to matters (1) arising under the constitution or involving its inter-
pretation, (2) arising under any laws made by the Parliament, (3) of admiralty 
and maritime jurisdiction, and (4) relating to the same subject matter claimed 
under the laws of different States. Turning to the Constitution of the United 
States, Article 3(2), the judicial power of the United States is said to extend 
(1) to all cases in law and equity arising under the constitution, the laws of 
the United States, treaties made or which shall be made under their 
authority; (2) to all causes affecting ambassadors or other public ministers 
and consuls ; (3) to all cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction ; (4) to 
controversies to which the United States shall be a party ; (5) to controver-
sies between two or more States; (�) to controversies between a State 
and a citizen of another State (which of course subsequently has been 
abrogated by the eleventh amendment of the constitution); (7) to controver-
sies between citizens of different States ; (8) to controversies between citizens 
of the same State claiming lands under grants of different States ; and (9) to 
controversies between a State or the citizens thereof and foreign States’ 
citizens or subjects. My submission therefore is that, if this Federal Court 
is going to be federal in the real sense of the word—that is to say, if it is 
going to cover all cases of dispute between Units of the Federation or 
between citizens of the different Units—then the list must be revised and 
must be brought into conformity with the federal jurisdiction that has been 
given in countries like Australia or the United States.

Now, the next point that I wish to submit, Lord Chancellor, is this— 
that although India is going to be a federal country, yet India cannot be 
satisfied with the extent of jurisdiction which the Federal Courts in countries 
like Australia and the United States have at present. There are certain 
peculiar circumstances about India which do not obtain in those countries. 
Consequently, my submission is that the federal jurisdiction of the Federal 
Court in India must not only be in conformity with the federal jurisdiction 
of the Federal Courts in Australia and the United States, but it must have 
federal jurisdiction in matters relating to fundamental rights and the minority 
safeguards.

�hairman : Will you refer me to the fundamental rights clause in the 
U.S.A. Constitution ?

Dr. Ambedkar: Yes, I will.
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�hairman :�Just�tell�me�where�it�is,�if�you�do�not�mind.�I�know�it�so�well,�
but�at�the�moment�I�cannot�put�my�hand�on�it

Dr. Ambedkar:�I�am�sorry.�I�have�not�got�it.
�hairman :�I�was�thinking�of�the�clause�which�began�about�the�privileges�

and�immunities�of�free�citizens�in�the�various�States—about�the�people�of�
each�Province�and�State�having�free�ingress�and�egress,�and�that�sort�of�
thing.�However,�we�will �not�waste�our�time�because�I�cannot�put�my�hand�
on�it�at�the�moment.�Section�2�of�Article�IV�is�the�one�I�was�thinking�of.

Dr. Ambedkar :�My�submission�is�this�—�that�whatever�may�be�the�manner�
in�which�we�define�the�fundamental�rights,�or�whatever�may�be�the�manner�
in�which�we�define�minority�rights,�the�important�problem�is�to�see�that�
they�are�properly�safeguarded.�My�reasons�are�these.�The�Federal�Constitu-
tion�which�we�are�going�to�have�is�not�going�to�be,�with�all�the�protests�
that�some�of�us�are�making,�a�perfect�Federation.�We�shall�have�probably�
a�Federation�between�British�India,�with�all�the�popular�and�representative�
institutions,�and�the�Indian�States�with�no�popular�and�representative�
institutions�in�them.�I�am�only�imagining.�Probably�the�results�may�be�
otherwise�;�and,�if�so,�nobody�will �be�more�happy�than�myself.�But�we�shall�
have�this�situation,�namely,�that�of�a�federation�between�a�democracy�and�
an�autocracy�;�and�we�shall�have,�as�I�say,�within�British�India,�a�govern-
ment�not�of�political�majorities,�but�a�government�in�the�main�of�communal�
majorities.�My�view,�therefore,�is�that�the�question�of�the�protection�of�
fundamental�rights,�and�the�question�of�the�protection�of�minority�rights,�
assume�far�greater�importance�in�India�than�it�can�assume�in�any�other�
constitution�;�and�the�duty�absolutely�to�guarantee�the�fundamental�rights,�
whatever�they�are,�and�the�minority�rights,�whatever�they�are,�becomes�
paramount.�The�best�way�of�doing�this�seems�to�me�to�be�to�endow�the�
Federal�Court�with�a�jurisdiction�to�hear�matters�arising�out�of�them.�That�
is�my�submission.�Everywhere,�whether�a�question�arises�regarding�funda-
mental�rights�or�minority�safeguards,�whether�in�British�India�or�in�a�Native�
State,�the�Federal�Court�must�have�jurisdiction�to�hear�them.

�hairman :�Would�you�include�cases�of�commercial�discrimination�?
Dr. Ambedkar:�Yes.�If �we�all�agree�that�it�should�be�a�fundamental�right�

that�there�shall�be�no�commercial�discrimination,�then�it�should�come�within�
the�jurisdiction�of�the�Federal�Court,�so�much�with�regard�to�the�jurisdiction�
of�the�Federal�Court.
The�next�point�that�I�wish�to�touch�upon�is�with�regard�to�the�enforce-

ment�of�the�decisions�of�the�Federal�Court.�The�note�which�you�have�been�
kind�enough�to�circulate,�Lord�Chancellor,�does�not�suggest�any�legal�
measures�for�the�enforcement�of�the�decisions�of�the�Federal�Court.�The�
matter,�I�understand,�is�to�be�left�to�the�different�States�and�to�the�different�
Provinces�;�and�you�rather�give�us�the�admonition�that�we�must�not�distrust�
the�bona fides�of�the�Provinces�or�the�States,�and�that�we�must�assume�
that�they�will�faithfully�abide�by�the�decisions�of�the�Federal�Court�and
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give effect to them. Now, Lord Chancellor, I feel that we ought to follow 
the maxim which John Stuart Mill  laid down, that if all men were good 
there would be no necessity for making laws ; but that we are obliged to 
make laws because we know that certain people are bad. So I rather take 
the view that the matter should not be left in this undecided manner and 
I say this, that I am strengthened in the attitude that I take up by the 
experience of the Supreme Court in the United States. If you will pardon 
me, I propose to draw the attention of the Committee to the history regarding 
the enforcement of the judgments of the Supreme Court. T should like first of 
all to draw your attention to the case of Chisholm v. Georgia, decided in 
1793. The Supreme Court, under the federal jurisdiction which it had, granted 
a decree in favour of Mr. Chisholm for the recovery of a certain debt against 
the State of Georgia. But, as history shows, the State of Georgia rose in arms 
against the Supreme Court, and refused to honour the decree on the ground 
that it was an affront to a sovereign State ; and the judgment of the United 
States Supreme Court remained in abeyance — it was not executed. So 
much so, that it was this attitude of the State of Georgia which led to the 
eleventh amendment, which took away the federal jurisdiction given to the 
Supreme Court of the United States as between a State and a citizen of 
another State. Another illustration is the case of Virpinia �. West Virginia. 
After the Civil War there was a partition of the old State of Virginia into 
two States, Virginia and West Virginia. This occurred in 18�1, and, as a part 
of this agreement. West Virginia agreed to pay a just proportion of the Public 
Debt incurred bv the parent State prior to January 1st, 18�1. This obligation 
was reaffirmed in the eighth article of the West Virpinia Constitution. For 
forty years, Virginia did all in her power to induce, by friendly negotiation. 
West Virginia to settle the claim. All this proved unavailing, and. in 190�, 
Vireinia took the matter to the Supreme Court of the United States. West 
Virpinia proved most obstructive, and first of all refused to submit to the 
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court. Tt took objection from 190� to 1911 
merely to the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court. Then, when the Supreme 
Court decided that it had jurisdiction, the Supreme Court appointed 
a Master to go into the accounts and to prepare a report. A report was 
prepared, and then again West Virginia took some three years in challenging 
that report. After that she asked for time for her Legislature to consider 
whether the obligation should be honoured. That dragged matters on until 
1913. Then she asked for time to file a supplementary written statement 
after the report had been made and objections over-ruled. In 1915, all methods 
of obstruction having failed, the Court pronounced judgment. For four years. 
West Virginia refused to look at the judgment, but in 1919 she was persuaded 

to honour the debt
Mr. Jinnah : Assuming that difficulty do exist, what do you suggest ?
Dr. Ambedkar: My suggestion is this. I must tell you that my feelings 

on the subject are really rather high; and I do say this, that for a long



�ime �o come �here will be communalism and �here will be provincialism, 
and I am no� a� all cer�ain �ha�, in all �his �urmoil of communalism, �he 
judgmen�s of �he Supreme Cour� or �he Federal Cour� — whichever you like 
�o call i�  — are no� likely �o be flou�ed. As a member speaking for a minori�y, 
and as a member speaking for a minori�y which a� presen� has no righ�s 
and which is claiming righ�s and which mee�s wi�h opposi�ion in every 
cen�res, I am no� a� all cer�ain �ha� a Provincial Governmen�, backed by 
a communal majori�y in �he Council, will readily consen� �o give effec� 
�o judgmen�s and �o decrees which may no� be pala�able �o i�s own 
in�eres�s. This is my posi�ion. I �ake a very serious view of �he ma��er and 
I do say �ha�. Therefore, My Lord, I would sugges� �ha� we ough� �o make 
provision in �he cons�i�u�ion �ha� judgmen�s and decisions of �he Supreme 
Cour� shall have effec� given �o �hem, and I sugges� �ha� we should follow 
and adop� �he provisions �ha� are en�ered in �he Aus�ralian Cons�i�u�ion. 
Firs� of all, Sec�ions 118 and 51, paragraph 25, of �he Aus�ralian Cons�i�u-
�ion provide, of course, �ha� fai�h and credi� shall be given �o all laws. 
Tha� of course is no�hing. I� is found also in �he Cons�i�u�ion of �he Uni�ed 
S�a�es. Then, wi�h regard �o �he execu�ion of decrees, you have in �he 
Aus�ralian Cons�i�u�ion, under paragraph 34, power given �o �he Federal 
Legisla�ure �o legisla�e abou� ma��ers which are inciden�al �o o�her powers 
which are given �o i�. Then you have cer�ain specific powers given in �he 
Aus�ralian Cons�i�u�ion �o �he Cen�ral Governmen�, for �he enforcemen� of 
decrees and decisions. There is firs� of all Sec�ion 51, paragraph 24, whereby 
provision is made for in�er-S�a�e service and execu�ion of judgmen�s as 
be�ween S�a�es, �he service and execu�ion �hroughou� �he Commonweal�h 
of �he civil and criminal process and �he judgmen�s of �he Cour�s of �he 
S�a�es. Tha� is one �hing. Then you have Sec�ion 78 in �he Aus�ralian 
Cons�i�u�ion —

�hairman : “  The Parliamen� may make laws conferring righ�s �o 
proceed agains� �he Commonweal�h or a S�a�e in respec� of ma��ers wi�hin 
�he limi�s of �he judicial power.”

Dr. Ambedkar: Yes, �ha� is one; and as Your Lordship knows, by �he 
Judica�ure Ac�, 1903, Par� 9, �he Federal Legisla�ure in Aus�ralia has made 
defini�e provision as �o how judgmen�s and decrees shall be execu�ed agains� 
�he S�a�es. Then you have Sec�ion 120 of �he Aus�ralian Cons�i�u�ion—

“  Every S�a�e shall make provision for �he de�en�ion in i�s prisons of 
persons accused or convic�ed of offences agains� �he laws of �he Common-
weal�h, and for �he punishmen� of persons convic�ed of such offences and 
�he Parliamen� of �he Commonweal�h may make laws �o give effec� �o 
�his provision.”

I �herefore submi� �ha� some specific power ough� �o be conferred upon �he 
Federal Legisla�ure whereby i� can enforce �he decisions of �he Federal 

Cour�.
�hairman : Wha� sor� of sanc�ion are you �hinking of ?

V 4009—41
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�r.  Ambedkar : 1 do not know what they would do ; but my submission 
is that the matter should not be left hanging in the air in this fashion. I was 
going to show Your Lordship, from certain extracts I have made, that 
judgments of the Supreme Court of the United States have been absolutely 
worthless by reason of the fact that they were obsessed by the fact that their 
judgments may not be executed but may be flouted. In one case, for 
instance, in the case of a Governor of Ohio State, they did make an order 
that a certain fugitive offender who had gone into the State of Ohio should 
be delivered by the Governor. The Governor refused to do so. Then the 
State of Kentucky asked for a writ of mandamus. The Court said : The 
Constitution does not give us power to execute our judgment; therefore we 
shall not give a writ of mandamus. That was so, although they had given 
a decision that the Governor was bound to deliver the fugitive. I could 
cite hundreds of cases in which the Supreme Court of the United States 
has refused to give relief simply because it was oppressed by the feeling 
that its judgments might not be enforced. Unless we have some sort of 
provision of this sort, I cannot see how the situation will  be rendered safe.

Chairman: What sort of legislation ? Are you suggesting, for instance, 
that, if judgment was given against Bengal, you should put a bailiff into 
Bengal in some way ?

�r.  Ambedkar: I mean what I find in Section 78, that in the execution 
of civil decrees the Treasurer or the person who is in charge of the 
Treasury shall be bound to pay.

Chairman: Supposing he does not, what happens ?
�r.  Ambedkar: I suppose they will  haul him up for contempt.
Sir Maneckjee �adabhoy : Where will he be tried ?
�r.  Ambedkar: By the Federal Court, wherever it states.
Mr. Iyengar: Who is to execute the warrant of contempt ?
�r.  Ambedkar: The Federal Government by its own officers. I want 

the Federal Government to have that power. This was one of the implied 
powers in the United States; and under Section 120 of the Australian 
Constitution, the Federal Government has the power to detain offenders 
against the federal law. Supposing a federal law was passed and a certain 
citizen of a State abrogated it and the Supreme Court passed judgment 
against him, and the feeling of the State was so great that they would not 
keep the man in jail, I suppose, under the power given in Section 120, the 
Federal Government would have its own prisons. If the Federal Govern-
ment is to see that justice is done in all matters, it must have the power to 
see that judgments are executed’ How it will do that is a matter beyond 
me to say now. All I say is that power should be given in the constitution 
to the Federal Government to see that judgments and decisions are made 
effective throughout India. It is not necessary for me to repeat that, if the 
remedy fails, the right also fails.

Mr. Jayakar: If a state of racial or communal warfare should prevail.



�o remedy ca� be devised which may �ot become futile.
�r.  Ambedkar: It is �ot  for me to a�swer that I will  take my ow�  case. 

Suppose, i�  the Bombay Preside�cy, we have a Nasik Satyagraha, a�d 
suppose we have a fu�dame�tal right, which I claim i�  the first part of 
this Memora�dum which I have submitted, �amely, the right to e�ter the 
temple. Suppose the magistrate passes a� order sayi�g that we are creati�g 
a breach of the peace, a�d that, u�less we desist from doi�g it, we shall be 
impriso�ed. Suppose we go to the Federal Court u�der the jurisdictio�  which 
I say the Federal Court ought to have, a�d the Federal Court says that the 
magistrate was wro�g. Suppose we come back to the Home Member for the 
executio� of the order. The Home Member, if he is depe�ded o� the 
majority of the orthodox people, will say “  I ca��ot  do it.” I wa�t the 
Ce�tral Gover�me�t to have some power to make its laws effective u�der 

such co�ditio�s.
Mr. Jinnah: I thi�k  there is e great deal of force i�  what you are sayi�g— 

that i�  order to execute a decree or a warra�t it must be backed up i�  the 
first i�sta�ce by the Police, a�d, i�  the seco�d i�sta�ce, the fi�al  authority 
is the Military. How would you expect the member of your Federal 
Gover�me�t i�  charge to execute that decree or warra�t u�less he had 

resort to the Military  ?
�r.  Ambedkar: He may have. I am �ot  putti�g a�y limitatio�  upo� him. 

I would give him the power that he thi�ks will  be �ecessary for the purpose. 
It may come to that. I do �ot  de�y it ; but what I say is this, that if you 
wa�t to make sure of the protectio� of the people u�der the fu�dame�tal  
rights or u�der the mi�ority  rights, whatever they are, the� I say the power 
must be vested, a�d for all purposes I say that the power must be vested 
i�  the Federal Gover�me�t, to see that the decisio�s of the Federal Court 
are executed.

Mr. Jinnah: It is �ot  o�ly  that the power should be i�vested, but there 
must be a� i�strume�t  i�  their ha�ds to e�force that power.

�r.  Ambedkar: U�der this they will have the i�strume�t.
Mr. Jinnah: Power may be vested i�  the Federal Gover�me�t, but that 

power ca� o�ly  be e�forced if you have the i�strume�t  to e�force it.
�r.  Ambedkar: The Army.
Mr. Jinnah: Quite right; a�d therefore what the Lord Cha�cellor has 

suggested is — a�d I thi�k  you have omitted to take �otice of that — that, 
i�  the last resort, it will be the Crow� who will be respo�sible for the 
e�forceme�t of decrees a�d orders of the Federal Court. A�d  it is stated 
there that the Crow� will be respo�sible, because I u�dersta�d upto the 
prese�t mome�t that the positio� is this, that Defe�ce is goi�g  to be a Crow�  
subject. Am I right, Lord Cha�cellor ?

Chairman: Yes. That is the poi�t.
�r.  Ambedkar: But the poi�t  I am maki�g is this, that if you are dividi�g  

fu�ctio�s  betwee� the Federal Gover�me�t  o�  the o�e ha�d a�d the Provi�cial
y �002 —�1 o
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�overnment on the other hand, then if you do not give the Federal 
�overnment the power, legislative or otherwise, to give effect to the decisions 
of the Supreme Court, it would not be able to do it. That is my submission.

Mr. Jayakar: But, at the same time, the difficulty will not end there. 
I mean, in the state of communal feeling which you are imagining, the 
difficulty will not end there.

Dr. Ambedkar: I quite agree that far more drastic measures will  
probably have to be adopted, and, as we know, in the Swiss Confederation 
even the military is used—at least, the power is given to the Swiss Federal 
�overnment to use the military for enforcing the judgment of the Federal 
Court in Switzerland. I do not wish to prescribe what means should be 
adopted, but what I say is this. The difficulty which arose in the United 
States, that the Federal �overnment had no power.

Chairman: I quite follow. Therefore, they would not take responsibility. 
Dr. Ambedkar: Yes. That ought not to be the situation in India.

Lord Lothian: Is not there this distinction in America that the Federal 
Authority is able to proceed as long as it is against an individual; but this 
very question came up in the Convention, and they decided that the Federal 
�overnment could not proceed against a State, because one State can only 
proceed against another by an act of war, and they, therefore, did leave it 
to the good sense of the community to bring pressure on the State to fulfil  
the obligations. You can provide upto a certain point in dealing with the 
individual, but you cannot provide within a Federation for the proceeding 
of the Federal �overnment against a State �overnment except by 
embodying an act of war as part of your constitutional procedure ; and 
that nobody will do. That is your difficulty.

Dr. Ambedkar; Well. I do not know; but, as I say, in the United States 
also the President has the power to use the military for suppressing 
rebellion.

Lord Lothian: And that becomes an act of war, and that has happened 

in the past
Dr. Ambedkar: That provision is embodied in the United States 

Constitution.
Mr. Jayakar: But, surely, the choice will lie between civil war and 

federal loyalty ?
Dr. Ambedkar: That I perfectly realise. I am not denying the point that 

you are making. What I say is this, that we should not have the position 
that we have in the United States—Chat although there is a Federal Court 
there for the purpose of deciding disputes arising out of federal jurisdiction, 
there is no power in the Federal �ovemnlent to make those decisions 
effective. What I mean is that our Federal �overnment or Federal Legisla-
ture should have such a power in the way in which the Australian has it.

Mr. Jinnah: The distinction is this, that in the United States the Federal 
�overnment is in charge and control of the military. You assume that your
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Federal Government which you are proposing should take over the control 
and responsibility for the military at once.

�r.  Ambedkar: Well, if not now, later on.
Mr. Jinrtah: What is to happen in the meantime ?
�r.  Ambedkar: As I said, that is another matter. The necessity for the 

employment of the military may not arise.
Mr. Jayakar: You will have to go to the Crown to ask for military help.
�r.  Ambedkar: Yes.
Mr. Jayakar: The Crown is the ultimate military authority.
�r.  Ambedkar: I do not think that takes away the point that I am 

making. The power ought to be given to the Federal Legislature. In the 
United States of America, people have been hanged by the States, although 
a writ of error has been issued by the Supreme Court.

Chairman: I have heard it said, with regard to English Common Law, 
that it is no use pulling up a plant repeatedly to have a look at the roots 
and to see whether it is growing. English Common Law will not stand that 
sort of thing, and you will find that no code of law will. You are putting 
very interesting legal conundrums ; but the short answer is that anybody 
can make a thing unworkable, and it is no good always diving into the 
foundations to see if the foundations are all right. You must trust a good 
deal to the good sense of the people. It took about nineteen years in the 
Virginia case for people to come to a proper view. You may find that th^t 
may happen in your case. There may be these difficulties at first; but when 
you begin to work together, you will find a great many of them disappear. 
You cannot dig down to the foundations of your house every three weeks 
to see whether they are in order. You must trust people a little.

�r.  Ambedkar: My only reply is that we must see we do not lay our 
foundations on sand.

Coming to the third part of the subject, namely, the organisation of the 
Federal Court, I do not really want to say much on this because I agree 
with a great deal that has already been said. I should like, however, to 
make one observation, namely, that we should follow in this matter the 
Australian model, in so far as by that we should not only be able to get 
a Federal Court of Appeal for federal matters, but also a Supreme Court 
of Appeal for India as a whole, as they have done in Australia, whereby 
the Federal Court not only hears appeals from Courts which exercise federal 
jurisdiction but also hears appeals from Courts in matters which are outside 
the federal jurisdiction.

I would particularly point out that the Federal Legislature of India should 
be left free to invest the Courts in Indian States with federal jurisdiction, 
so that it may be able to utilise the agency of the State Courts in the Indian 
States. Federal jurisdiction should not be delegated merely to the High 
Courts of the Provinces, but certain selected State Courts, which to the 
knowledge of the Federal Legislature are functioning efficiently, may also
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be selected as agencies for the exercise of federal jurisdiction in certain 
matters. The result of that, I think, will be very important. It will first of 
all raise the dignity of the State Courts; and, secondly, it will link up the 
State Courts with the whole judicial system in India, and will make our 
Federation a real Federation.

�r.  Jayakar: An appeal must lie to the Supreme Court, the Federal 
Court ?

Dr. Ambedkar: I am coming to that. In that connection, what I would 
suggest is that the State Courts should consent to send their appeals to the 
Federal Supreme Court even in matters not affecting federal jurisdiction. If  
they do not, I suggest that we should keep the same open-door policy which 
has been adopted in the Australian Constitution. In the Australian Constitu-
tion, provision is made that the Federal Court or the High Court of Australia 
shall not be prevented from hearing appeals from the States’ Courts. I would 
like to have that provision introduced into our constitution. Further, although 
we may not make it obligatory upon the States’ Courts to send their 
appeals to the Federal Court, we should prevent the Federal High Court 
from hearing appeals in case the States subsequently decide to give appellate 
jurisdiction to the Federal Court from their decisions. As I say, I would 
again follow the model of the Australian Constitution by giving to the 
States the right to regulate the right of appeal from their Courts to the 
Federal Courts. They may not give the same rights of appeal as there may 
be from British Provinces ; they regulate it if they like.
Then there is just one thing I would like to say. That is with regard to the 

relation of the High Court to the Federal Government. At present the Indian 
High Courts are Provincial both for finance and for administration, except 
the High Court of Calcutta, which is, of course, Provincial for finance but 
Central for administration. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru yesterday made the 
suggestion that the Indian High Courts should be Central for administration 
in all Provinces, and for financial purposes should be Provincial. As regards 
the suggestion by Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru that they should be Central for 
administration, I entirely agree with him ; but my reasons are somewhat 
different, and I should like to state them. He said there was a certain amount 
of nervousness on the part of Judges of the Indian Provinces that they are 
likely to be subjected to local political pressure, and that they would, there-
fore, like to be lifted from the local politics to the control of the Federal 
Central Government. Now, f do not think the High Courts in any country, 
for the matter of that, where there is representative democracy and respon-
sible Government can be free from the influence of politics or the influence 

of party politicians.
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru: I thought the theory of the law is that the English 

Courts are outside party politics.
Dr. Ambedkar: There are certain judicial posts in this country which are 

looked upon as political appointments, but that is another matter. Now, the
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consideration I would like to place before this Committee is this. We are 
admitting to this Federation some 5�2 Indian States.

�r.  Jinnah : Are you ?
Dr. Ambedkar: I suppose that is the scheme; at least that is the ideal 

we have placed before ourselves that all the Native States will come into 
this Federation. I think there is no dispute on this point, that a great many 
of the States, which will be part of the Indian Federation, are financially 
not strong enough to maintain a competent judiciary. I know of a case in 
the Bombay Presidency—I am citing a case with which I am acquainted. 
In Bombay there is a small Native State, the administration of which is run 
by a lady. In that State, so far as I know, there is only one officer. He acts 
as a Civil Judge ; he also acts as a Magistrate ; he also acts as a Sessions 
Judge. From him appeals go to the head of the State, and she is helped by 
the Diwan who is, so far as I know, a retired revenue official. Most com-
plicated cases come before this tribunal, which is called, so to say, the 
Privy Council of that State ; and judgments are being given today by a Court 
so constituted. Now, I do- not blame anybody for that. The point is that 
such a State is so small that it simply has not got sufficient revenue to 
maintain a competent Court.
Then there is another consideration, namely, that we may, even with 

respect to British India, go on creating new' Provinces so small that they, 
again, may not be in a position to maintain, financially speaking, a High 
Court. The case happens even today. The Province of Assam cannot main-
tain a High Court. It shares a High Court with the Presidency of Bengal. 
My submission is this—that if we can improve matters in such a way as to 
help all these Native States which are small and financially weak to main-
tain a proper judiciary by allowing to utilise these High Courts which are 
now functioning in British India for the purpose of administering civil and 
criminal justice among their subjects, such a plan ought to be welcome. 
The fact is that, so long as a Provincial High Court is being entirely controlled 
by a Provincial Government, the States, which have no share in the control 
of the affairs of the Province, will not care to use the services of the High 
Court. If, on the other hand, the Provincial High Courts were made a Central 
subject, where all these States would undoubtedly be represented either 
directly or indirectly, then there would be more inducement—certainly much 
less objection on their part—to utilise these High Courts for the purpose of 
adjudication of civil and criminal disputes among their subjects. The result 
would be that we would considerably improve the judicial, administration 
in the Native States, which are going to be a part of the future Government 
of India, without in any sense impairing the efficiency of the Provincial High 
Courts. On that ground, I suggest that the Provincial High Courts may, for 
the purposes of administration and also for purposes of finance, be made 
a Central subject. One of the reasons why the High Court of Calcutta is 
Central for administration is because it is not a Court exclusively for the



�residency of Bengal. It is a Court which is a joint Court for the �residency 
of Bengal and for the �rovince of Assam. It was for this reason that the 
Simon Commission recommended that the system should continue and be 
extended to other �rovinces. That is the reason why I think this suggestion 
ought to be welcome.
That is all I have to say on this subject of the Federal Court.

�orty-fourth  Sitting—2nd November 1931

Discussion on the Draft  Third  Report
�Dr.  Ambedkar: I should like to draw your attention to the last four lines 

of the paragraph. After stating, in the beginning, the recommendations of the 
Sub-Committee in paragraph 34 of their Second Report, Your Lordship 

stated :
“  We make no recommendation here relating to the first four of these 

interests, since the decision on this point is one for the Minorities Sub-
Committee.”

I do not think that Your Lordship means that the Committee is indifferent 
to the representation of those interests, nor, I think, does the opinion 
expressed in paragraph 34 of the Second Report mean this. What you mean 
is that you cannot make any recommendation as to the extent or method 
of representation. I should therefore be obliged if you would amend the 
passage by adding, after the word “  recommendation ” , the words—

“  as regards the extent or method of their representations.”
Mrs. Subbarayan : You may remember that I spoke at one of our sittings 

on the possibility of securing some special provision for the representation 
of women in the Legislature, and suggested that the consideration of this 
matter should be deferred until the Minorities Committee published their 
Report. But, lest the point be overlooked, I should respectfully suggest that 
some reference to it be made here, and that the following words be added 
in line 9 of paragraph 28 ; after the word “  interests ” , insert the words— 

“  or to the representation of women in the Legislature.”
Chairman: I am much obliged—I am sorry that we left it out—and 

I am also much obliged to Dr. Ambedkar. We will put in both those 
amendments. That was an oversight.

Mrs. Subbarayan: On a previous occasion, while recognising the valu-
able work done by many of the nominated members in the past on the 
Legislatures, I objected to nomination in the new constitution on principle. 
I feel that I object to it all the more when I find that the two Chambers 
may have co-squal powers. I quite agree with the Report that the services 
of persons of the elder statesman type are most valuable ; but I am also 
convinced that the system of nomination is unwise and undemocratic, and, 
therefore, that it will  be better if  the services of such persons too are secured

* �roceedings of the Federal Structure Committee and Minorities Committee, Vol. 1, 
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�hrough some sys�em of elec�ion. If �here is a sys�em of nomina�ion, I can-
no� help �hinking �ha� �he whole objec� of �his clause may be frus�ra�ed, 
and �ha� �he Minis�ry may only �hink of s�reng�hening i�s own par�y in �he 
Upper Chamber. Apar� from �his general objec�ion, I would ask �ha�, in 
paragraph 32, lines 7, 10, 19 and 22, �he word “  persons ” be subs�i�u�ed 
for �he word “ men ” .
�hairman  : I qui�e agree, Mrs. Subbarayan. In England we ac�ually held, 

un�il abou� five years ago, �ha� a woman was no� a “  person ” ,
Mrs. Subbarayan : Perhaps �hey mean� �ha� she was some�hing be��er 1
Mr. Zafrullah Khan : In our General Clauses Ac�, i� says �ha�, whenever 

“  man ” is used, i� includes “  woman ” .
Mr. Iyengar: I desire �o associa�e myself wi�h wha� my friend, 

Mrs. Subbarayan, has said as regards nomina�ed members. I also agree �ha� 
i� is very useful �o have �hese elder s�a�esmen in �he Upper Chamber ; bu� 
surely, if �hese elder s�a�esmen are really wan�ed by �he coun�ry, i� would 
cer�ainly be possible for �hem �o come in by some cons�i�uency or o�her. 
I �hink �he principle of nomina�ion is vicious and we should ge� rid of i� 
al�oge�her.

Dr. Ambedkar: I should like �o associa�e myself wi�h wha� has fallen 
from Mrs. Subbarayan.
*****

^�hairman : We will say “  should be adop�ed as a model for candida�es 
for �he Upper Chamber, �aking in�o accoun� any special provisions �ha� 
may be required for women ” .

Dr. Ambedkar: I find considerable difficul�y in subscribing �o �his par� 
of paragraph 34—�he Council of S�a�e qualifica�ions �aken as a model. I� 
seems �o me �ha� i� will en�irely block �he represen�a�ion of �he Depressed 
Classes.
�hairman : We mus� no� do �ha�.
Dr. Ambedkar: Liber�y should also be given �o �he Franchise Commi��ee 

�o �ake �his in�o considera�ion in framing �heir model rules.
*****

%Dr. Ambedkar: I should like �o say �ha� �he Commi��ee should also 
consider �he necessi�y of endowing �he Cen�ral Governmen� wi�h powers 
�o finance i�self in emergency ma��ers direc�ly and independen�ly, ra�her 
�han be dependen� upon con�ribu�ions from �he Provinces and S�a�es.
Lord Peel: All �hese poin�s, of course, were considered from every poin� 

of view, and �his was �he resul� of a compromise be�ween �he differen� views. 
Tha� is really all I can say on i� a� �he presen� momen�, I �hink.
Mr. Joshi: Lord Chancellor, I agree wi�h Dr. Ambedkar’s view.
Dr. Ambedkar: Lord Chancellor, I should also like �o say �ha� �he fac�- 

finding Commi��ee, in appor�ioning �he burden of �he Federal Legisla�ure

f Proceedings of �he Federal S�ruc�ure Commi��ee and Minori�ies Commi��ee, Vol. 1, 
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between British Provinces and Indian States, ought to consider the principle 
of equity of contribution as between the two.

�hairman : Lord Peel no doubt will consider that. I wish you would 
mention that again, if you would not mind, when we come to the full  
Conference.

Forty-fifth  Sitting—4th November 1931

t �hair  man : Now, that is the Report on which I want your comments. 
Will you kindly go back now to paragraph 52 ?

Dr. Ambedkar: May I just say this with regard to paragraph 52? Your 
Lordship will remember that, while we were discussing the jurisdiction of 
the Federal Court, I raised the point that the Court, besides having the 
jurisdiction to interpret the constitution and to see that neither the 
Provincial Governments nor the Federal Government intervene in the 
sphere of the other, should also have the jurisdiction to deal with matters 
arising out of the fundamental rights or the minority rights. I think I was 
supported in that also by Mr. Jayakar, and also, if I am right, by 
Mr. Sastri. Perhaps a note might be made to that effect in this paragraph.

�hairman:  I am obliged to Dr. Ambedkar, but I am happy to be able 
to reassure him in this way—that when they are in the constitution, they 
will naturally fall within the domain of the Federal Court’s interpretation..

Mr. Jayakar: That is included in the word “  constitutional ” 
*****

^�hairman : Now paragraph �2.
Dr. Ambedkar: I did not think there was unanimity regarding the 

location of the Court at Delhi. I should have liked that this matter should 
be investigated by some committee.

Mr. Jayakar: I made title suggestion that it should be at a central place 
somewhere, not Delhi, but some place where the Court could work for the 
whole of the year, the climate being suitable for working during the whole year.

Mr. Zafrultah Khan: All sorts, of suggestions were made from different 
quarters, but I do not think that any single place had as much support as 

Delhi.
�hairman : Now, please, paragraphs �3  and �4.

Forty-sixth Sitting—16th November 1931

�iscussion on Future Procedure
§Dr. Ambedkar: I should like to know what view Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru

T Proceedings of the Federal Structure Committee and Minorities Committee, Vol, 1, 
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has regarding the relationship which should subsist between the Army 
Member and the Commander-in-Chief. Would the Commander-in-Chief be 
merely the head of the department under the control and supervision of 
the Minister or Member or would you give him certain powers with which 
the Army Member would not have the right to interfere ?

�ir  Tej Bahadur �apru : I am not prepared to go into details, but as 
I conceive the position of the Army Member he will deal with general 
questions of policy, financial and otherwise, but he will have no power to 
deal with technical or administrative matters relating to the Army and, if  
he is wise, even if he has such power he will not exercise it. 1 have no 
personal knowledge of the matter, but I appeal to my British colleagues 
here to say what exactly the position in England is with regard to the 
Army. The Secretary of State for War has probably no power to interfere 
with the internal discipline of the Army but deals with big questions of 
policy. I cannot forgeti one period of your Army history, the period of the 
Duke of Cambridge.



�0

LN THE MINORITIES  COMMITTEE

Seventh Sitting—28th September �93�

�Chairman:�There�are�other�minorities�which�are�represented.�If�we�
adjourn,�they�will �have�to�see�if�they�can-�get�their�point�of�view�made�ready�
for�expression.�An�adjournment�would�be�useful�only�if�those�representatives�
of�the�other�sections�would�use�the�adjournment�period�for�the�purpose�of�
preparing�something,�and�then�handing�in�to�me,�in�preparation�for�the�next�
meeting,�a�list�of�names�of�those�who�would�like�to�take�part�in�the�
discussions.�1�am�rather�at�a�disadvantage�this�morning�because�nobod�
has�handed�in�his�name.�If�you�would�like�it,�I�could�conduct�this�
Conference�in�such�a�way�that�you�would�break�up�in�the�course�of�two�
or�three�meetings.�That�is�exactly�what�I�am�determined�shall�not�happen.�
In�order�to�be�able�to�guide�the�discussion�in�a�friendly�and�in�a�profitable�
way�I�should�like�to�know�who�is�going�to�speak,�and�what�points�of�
view�are�going�to�be�put�forward,�so�that�the�speakers�might�be�called�upon�
at�the�most�helpful�moment.�The�idea�is�not�to�suppress�speeches�at�all,�
but,�in�order�that�the�discussion�shall�proceed�in�such�a�way�as�to�produce�
the�maximum�amount�of�good.�If�you�do�adjourn�now,�please�remember�
that�the�others�of�you�are�coming�to�a�bargain�with�me�that�you�too�will �
use�this�time�for�the�purpose�of�making�preparations�for�a�statement�which�
will�be�brief,�to�the�point,�and�comprehensive,�and,�I�beg�of�you,�helpful.�
On�that�understanding,�and�with�that�bargain,�will �you�adjourn�?

Dr. Ambedkar:�I�would�like�to�say�one�word�before�we�adjourn.�As�
regards�your�suggestion�—�that�while�these�negotiations�are�going�on�
members�of�the�other�minority�communities�should�prepare�their�case�—�
I�should�like�to�say�that,�so�far�as�the�Depressed�Classes�are�concerned,�
we�have�already�presented�our�case�to�the�Minorities�Sub-Committee�last�
time.
The�only�thing�which�remains�for�me�to�do�is�to�put�before�this�Committee�

a�short�statement�suggesting�the�quantum�of�representation�which�we�want�
in�the�different�Legislatures.�Beyond�that�I�do�not�think�I�am�called�upon�
to�do�anything;�"hut�the�point�I�am�anxious�to�make�at�the�very�outset�is

*�Proceedings�of�the�Federal�Structure�Committee�and�Minorities�Committee,�Vol.�I,�
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�his. I have heard wi�h grea� pleasure �ha� fur�her nego�ia�ions are going �o 
�ake place for �he se��lemen� of �he communal issue. Bu� I would like �o make 
�his ma��er absolu�ely plain a� �he very s�ar�. I do no� wish �ha� any doub� 
should be lef� on �his ques�ion a� all. Those who are nego�ia�ing ough� �o, 
unders�and �ha� �hey are no� plenipo�en�iaries a� all; �ha� wha�ever may 
be �he represen�a�ive charac�er of Mr. Gandhi or �he Congress people,, 
�hey cer�ainly are no� in a posi�ion �o bind us—cer�ainly no�. I say �ha� 
mos� empha�ically in �his mee�ing.
Ano�her �hing I wan� �o say is �his—�ha� �he claims pu� forward by 

�he various minori�ies are claims pu� forward by �hemselves irrespec�ive 
of �he considera�ion as �o whe�her �he claims �ha� �hey have pu� forward 
are consis�en� wi�h �he claims of �he o�her minori�ies. Consequen�ly, any 
nego�ia�ions which �ake place be�ween one minori�y on �he one hand and 
�he Congress or any o�her people for �ha� ma��er on �he o�her hand, wi�h-
ou� �aking in�o considera�ion �he claims which have been pu� forward by 
�he o�her minori�ies can have no chance of success as far as I am 
concerned. I wan� �o make �ha� absolu�ely plain. I have no quarrel wi�h 
�he ques�ion whe�her any par�icular communi�y should ge� weigh�age or 
no�, bu� I do wan� �o say mos� empha�ically �ha� whoever claims weigh-
�age and whoever is willing �o give �ha� weigh�age he mus� no� give i�— 
he canno� give i�—ou� of my share. I wan� �o make �ha� absolu�ely plain.

�ir  Henry Gidney: I wan� �o say a very few words, I wholehear�edly 
associa�e myself wi�h my friend Dr. Ambedkar. Represen�ing a small 
communi�y as I do, I fail �o see where I come in �his �ransac�ion. If �he 
Congress on �he one hand makes a se��lemen� wi�h �he Muhammadans on 
�he o�her hand, where do �he o�her minori�y communi�ies come in ? You 
ask us �o se��le our differences amongs� ourselves and �o presen� �hem 
individually. We have already done so. A� �he las� Conference I submi��ed 
�he minimum demands of �he small communi�y I represen�. I wan� �o 
make i� abundan�ly clear �ha� in making �his new map of India all 
minori�ies should have �he righ� of pu��ing �heir own li��le spo� on i� and 
I do no� see how we can if �he se��lemen� here is going �o be en�irely 
a Hindu-Muslim pac�

* * ♦ ♦ ♦
]  Chairman: Do no� le� �here be any misunders�anding. This is �he body 

before which �he final se��lemen� mus� come, and �he sugges�ion is merely 
�ha� if  �here are minori�ies or communi�ies �ha� hi�her�o have been in conflic� 
wi�h each o�her, �hey should use a shor� �ime for �he purpose of �rying �o 
overcome �heir difficul�ies. Tha� will be a s�ep, and a very impor�an� and 
essen�ial s�ep, �owards a general agreemen�, bu� �he agreemen� is going �o 

be a general one.
Dr. Ambedkar: I have made my posi�ion absolu�ely clear.
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Chairman :�Dr.�Ambedkar’s�position�has�been�made�absolutely�clear�;�in�
his�usual�splendid�way�he�has�left�no�doubt�at�all�about�it,�and�that�will �
come�up�when�this�body�resumes�its�discussions.�What�I�would�like�to�do�
is�to�get�you�all�to�feel�that�we�are�co-operating�together�for�a�general�
settlement;�not�for�a�settlement�between�any�two�or�any�three,�but�
a�complete�settlement.
*****

■\Dr. Ambedkar:�I�should�like�to�suggest�whether�it�would�not�be�possible�
for�you�to�appoint�a�small�Committee�consisting�of�members�drawn�from�
the�various�minority�communities,�along�with�the�Congress�representatives,�
to�sit�in�an�informal�manner�and�discuss�this�problem�during�the�period�of�
the�adjournment.

Chairman:�I�was�going�to�make�this�suggestion.�Do�not�ask�me�to�
appoint�that�Committee;�do�it�yourselves.�I�have�invited�you�to�get�together.�
Could�not�you�manage�to�hold�an�informal�meeting�amongst�yourselves�and�
talk�the�matter�over,�and�then�when�you�speak�here�you�will�speak�with�
some�sort�of�knowledge�of�the�effect�of�what�you�are�saying�on�others�?�
Could�we�leave�it�in�that�way�?

Dr. Ambedkar:�As�you�like.
Chairman :�That�would�be�far�better.

Eighth Sitting—1st October 1931

\Mr. Gandhi:�Prime�Minister,�after�consultation�with�His�Highness�
The�Aga�Khan�and�other�Muslim�friends�last�night,�we�came�to�the�conclu-
sion�that�the�purpose�for�which�we�meet�here�would�be�better�served�if �
a�week’s�adjournment�was�asked�for.�I�have�not�had�the�opportunity�of�
consulting�my�other�colleagues,�but�I�have�no�doubt�that�they�will�also�
agree�in�the�proposal�I�am�making.�I�have�been�having�with�my�Muslim�
friends�anxious�conversations,�and�I�had�the�pleasure�of�meeting�some�
other�friends�also�last�afternoon�belonging�to�the�different�groups�or�classes.�
We�were�not�able�to�make�much�headway,�but�they�too�felt�that�the�time�at�
our�disposal�was�too�short�even�for�exchanging�views.�I�may�say�for�myself�
that�beyond�this�week’s�adjournment�I�would�not�press�for�any�further�
adjournment,�but�I�would�report�to�this�Committee�what�has�been�the�result�
of�the�endeavour�I�shall�be�making�during�the�week.
I�let�out�no�secret�when�I�inform�this�Committee�that�His�Highness�and�

the�other�friends�with�whom�I�was�closeted�last�night�laid�upon�my�shoulders�
the�burden�of�calling�representatives�of�the�different�groups�together�and�
holding�consultations�with�a�view�to�arriving�gt�some�final�settlement.�If �
this�proposal�of�mine�commends�itself�to�you,�Prime�Minister,�and�to�the

t�Proceedings�of�the�Federal�Structure�Committee�and�Minorities�Committee,�Vol.�I,�
p.�1340.
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rest of the members of this Committee, I shall be glad. I know that His 
Highness will second this proposal, and let us all hope that at the end of 
the week it will be possible to report some sort of a settlement.

When I express this hope I do not wish to convey any impression that, 
because I express it, there is something that I know, and on which I am 
building that hope. But I am an irrepressible optimist, and often in my 
lifetime when the horizon has appeared to be the blackest, some turn has 
taken place which has given ground for hope. Whatever it may be, so far 
as human endeavour is possible, all that endeavour will be made. I have 
no doubt, by many members of this Committee to arrive at a settlement.

With these words I leave my proposal, that we adjourn our proceedings 
to this day in your hands for consideration.

�.  �.  The Aga Khan : I have pleasure in seconding the proposal.
Sardar Ujjal Singh: I rise to give my wholehearted support to this 

proposal, and 1 share the hope that by this means we may come to some 
understanding, given goodwill on both sides.

Dr. Ambedkar: I do not wish to create any difficulty in our making 
every possible attempt to arrive at some solution of the problem with 
which this Committee has to deal, and if a solution can be arrived at by 
the means suggested by Mahatma Gandhi, I, for one, will have no 
objection to that proposal.

But there is just this one difficulty with which I, as representing the 
Depressed Classes, am faced. I do not know what sort of committee Mahatma 
Gandhi proposes to appoint to consider this question during the period of 
adjournment, but I suppose that the Depressed Classes will be represented on 
this committee.

Mr. Gandhi: Without doubt.
Dr. Ambedkar: Thank you. But I do not know whether in the position in 

which I am today, it would be of any use for me or my colleague to work 
on the proposed committee. And for this reason, Mahatma Gandhi told us 
on the first day that he spoke in the Federal Structure Committee that as 
a representative of the Indian National Congress he was not prepared to give 
political recognition to any community other than the Muhammadans and 
the Sikhs. He was not prepared to recognise the Anglo-Indians, the Depressed 
Classes, and the Indian Christians. I do not think that I am doing any violence 
to etiquette by stating in this Committee that when I had the pleasure of 
meeting Mahatma Gandhi a week ago and discussing the question of the 
Depressed Classes with him, and when we, as members of the other minorities, 
had the chance of talking with him yesterday in his office, he told us in quite 
plain terms that the attitude that he had taken in the Federal Structure 
Committee was his full and well considered attitude. What I would like to say 
is that unless at the outset I know that the Depressed Classes are going to be 
recognised as a community entitled to political recognition in the future 
■constitution of India, I do not know whether it will serve any purpose for
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me to join the particular committee that is proposed by Mahatma Gandhi to 
be constituted to go into this matter. Unless, therefore, I have an assurance 
that this committee will  start with the assumption that all those communities 
which the Minorities Sub-Committee last year recommended as fit for recogni-
tion of India will be included, I do not know that I can wholeheartedly 
support the proposition for adjournment, or that I can wholeheartedly 
co-operate with the committee that is going to be nominated. That is alt 
that I wish to make plain now.

�ir  Henry Gidney (Anglo-Indians): On behalf of the community which 
I have the honour to represent, I associate myself entirely with my friend 
Dr. Ambedkar. I also am in the unfortunate position of having been refused 
recognition by Mahatma Gandhi as far as a separate community is concerned. 
I may be wrong, but I am sure that Mahatma Gandhi will correct me if  
I am. Yesterday, when we met Mahatma Gandhi upon this matter, he 
impressed us in terms that left no doubt in my mind that as a community 
he and the Congress were not prepared to recognise us, and that the 
Lahore Resolution of the Congress indicated, almost at the behest cf the 
Mahatma, that it was,only possible to recognise two communities, the 
Muhammadans and the Sikhs, and that that was on traditional and historical 
grounds. Possibly it might be impertinence on my part to claim the same 
grounds for the recognition of my community. But I do ask the Mahatma 
to make it abundantly clear here before this meeting, before this committee 
is appointed, and before you, Sir, ask for an adjournment, that he will  include 
in this committee representatives of those communities which have already 
received recognition on this committee.

Rao Bahadur Pannir �elvam (Indian Christians): The statement made 
by Dr. Ambedkar is news to me. I was not aware until now that the 
Mahatma was not granting us any recognition. If that be so, I submit that 
our position here will be absolutely unnecessary. Since no recognition as 
a community in the political future is given to us, I am really unable to 
see what purpose will  be served by our taking part in any committee that 
might subsequently be formed. I feel that I ought to put forward my case 
exactly in the same terms as Dr. Ambedkar and Sir Henry Gidney have 

stated theirs.
Dr. Moonje: I did not attach much importance or so much seriousness 

to the fact when I read in the papers that only two communities are to be 
recognised by Mahatma Gandhi in the Minorities Committee. I thought 

that perhaps it might be a kind of move to facilitate conciliation and under-
standing, and to smooth over difficulties, but I find from Dr. Ambedkar’s 
speech, and from Sir Henry Gidney’s speech, that they have taken the matter 
most seriously. Therefore, I should like to say, and bring it to the notice of 
the Committee, that even the Hindus in the Provinces of Punjab and Bengal 
are minorities, and have, therefore, to look after their own interests also. 
With this little explanation, I have no objection to the proposal of adjourning
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for considering this question.
�ir  Muhammad �hafi:  I am afraid there is some misapprehension in the 

minds of some of my friends about the proposal which has been put forward 
by Mahatma Gandhi. As I understand that proposal, Mahatma Gandhi does 
not ask for the appointment of a Sub-Committee of this Committee, nor does 
he ask for the appointment of a committee in the ordinary sense of the 
term. What is intended is this, that each group constituting the whole of 
this Committee, including of course the Depressed Classes and the Anglo- 
Indian community, might select a few representatives, one or two or three 
from each group, who should meet together and consider, after an exchange 
of ideas, whether some settlement satisfactory to all cannot be arrived at 
and thus lighten the burden which rests upon the shoulders of the Minorities 
Committee as a whole. If that consummation can be arrived at, I am sure 
every sincere well-wisher of India’s peaceful progress ought to be glad to 
contribute to the bringing about of that consummation. I am afraid the 
objection made by my friend Dr. Ambedkar is merely the result of a mis-
apprehension as to the nature of the proposal made by Mahatma Gandhi 
and seconded by His Highness �he Aga Khan. If after this explanation 
which I have ventured to submit, a unanimous decision can be arrived at 
in favour of the adjournment of this Committee for a week in order to 
enable us all to meet in a friendly spirit, in a spirit of co-operation, as 
sincere well-wishers for peaceful progress in our common motherland, I shall 
be very glad.

Mrs. Naidu: Mr. Prime Minister, as I do not represent either a minority 
or a special interest I am completely disinterested in the appeal I am going 
to make to the minorities and special interests not to raise difficulties and 
not to cross their bridges before they come to them. It is only in fulfilment 
of the appeal, Sir, which you made to us the other day, which coincide with 
our own sense of self-respect, with our own sense of duty in settling 
a domestic matter entirely without outside arbitration or intervention, that 
I want to make an appeal that we should settle our domestic quarrels, if  
there are any, and announce to you a reconciliation, if there must be 
a reconciliation, but at any rate a harmonious result, and I think that is 
the reason why Mahatma Gandhi has made this motion for an adjournment. 
I do not think that any single minority, however small, need have any 
apprehension. Every minority is as much a part of the nation as every 
majority, and I, for one, pledge myself to follow the exhortation given to 
me by one of the greatest statesmen in Europe, whose boast is that he built 
up an independent nation without an army and without money. He said to 
me two years ago : “  Madame, keep your minorities happy ; you cannot 
build a nation without giving a sense of security to your minorities and 
it is because we want to give this sense of security to the minorities and 
make them feel that they are an integral part of the nation that a majority 
community, speaking through the mouth of Mahatma Gandhi, and, if I may 
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say so, also a minority community, speaking through the mouth of His 
Highness The Aga Khan, are making an appeal that we shall not bring our 
small domestic quarrels before those who are not concerned primarily with 
them, but that we shall settle them ourselves, with equity, magnanimity and 
a sense of chivalry which is justice, and a sense of self-respect which does 
not permit outsiders to know of the differences within our own house.

That is my appeal, Prime Minister, and I hope it will  be accepted by all the 
minorities and majorities present.

�r.  A mbedkar: I should like to make my position further clear. It seems 
that there has been a certain misunderstanding regarding what I said. It is 
not that I object to adjournment; it is not that I object to serving on any 
committee that might be appointed to consider the question. What I would 
like to know before I enter upon tliis committee, if they give me the privilege 
of serving on it, is : What is the thing that this committee is going to 
consider ? Is it only going to consider the question of the Muhammadans 
vis-a-vis the Hindus ? Is it going to consider the question of the Muham-
madans vis-a-vis the Sikhs in the Punjab ? Or is it going to consider the 
question of the Sikhs vis-a-vis the Hindus ? Is it going to consider the 
question of the Christians, the Anglo-Indians and the Depressed Classes ?

If we understand perfectly well before we start that this committee will  not 
merely concern itself with the question of the Hindus and the Muhammadans, 
of the Hindus and the Sikhs, but will also take upon itself the responsi-
bility of considering the Depressed Classes, the Anglo-Indians and the 
Christians, I am perfectly willing to allow this adjournment resolution to 
be passed without my protest. But I do want to say this, that if I am to be 
left out in the cold, and if this interval is going to be utilised for the 
purpose of solving the Hindu-Muslim question and the Hindu-Sikh question, 
I would press that this committee should at once grapple with the question 
and consider it, rather than allow both positions to be taken hold of by 
somebody else.

Mr. Gandhi: Prime Minister and friends, I see that there is some kind of 
misunderstanding with reference to the scope of the work that some of us 
have set before ourselves. I fear that Dr. Ambedkar, Colonel Gidney and 
other friends are unnecessarily nervous about what is going to happen. Who 
am I to deny political status to any single interest or class or even individual 

in India ? As a representative of the Congress, I should be unworthy of the 
trust that has been reposed in me by the Congress if I were guilty of 
sacrificing a single national interest. I have undoubtedly given expression to 
my own views on these points. I must confess that I hold to those views 
also. But there are ways and ways of guaranteeing protection to every single 
interest. It will be for those of us'who will be putting our heads together to 
try to evolve a scheme. Nobody would be hampered in pressing his own 
views on the members of this very informal conference or meeting. We need 
not call it a committee. I have no authority to convene any committee or
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to bring into being a committee. I can only act as a humble messenger of 
peace, try to get together representatives of different interests and groups, 
and see whether by being closeted in one room and by heart-to-heart 
conversation, we may not be able to remove cobwebs of misunderstanding 
and see our way clear to the goal that lies so hazily before us today.
I do not think, therefore, that anybody need be afraid as to being able to 

express his opinion or carrying his opinion also. Mine will be there equal 
to that of everyone of us ; it will  carry no greater weight; I have no autho-
rity behind me to carry my opinion against the opinion of anybody. I have 
simply given expression to my views in the national interest, and I shall 
give expression to these views whenever they are opportune. It will be for 
you. it is for you to reject or accept those opinions. Therefore please disabuse 
your minds, everyone of us, of the idea that there is going to be any steam-
rolling in the Conference and the informal meetings that I have adumbrated. 
But if you think that this is one way of coming closer together than by 
sitting stiffly at this table, you will not only carry this adjournment motion, 
but give your wholehearted co-operation to the proposal that I have made 
in connection with these informal meetings.

�ir  Hubert Carr: Mr. Prime Minister, my community has not been 
mentioned. It is a very small one ; but I would like to say that we welcome 
an adjournment or any other means which will assist a solution of this 
question which we recognise must precede the final consideration of other 

questions in which we are all vitally interested.
Dr. Datta: May I say I welcome this adjournment ?
Chairman: Then I shall proceed to put it. I put it on the clear under-

standing, my friends, that the time is not going to be wasted, and that these 
conferences—as Mr. Gandhi has said, informal conferences, but nevertheless 
I hope very valuable and fruitful conferences—will take place between now 
and our next meeting. I hope you will  all pledge yourselves to use the time 
in that way.

Ninth Sitting—8th October 1931

*  Chair man: When we met last Thursday, by common consent we 
adjourned for a week in order to enable informal and unofficial consultations 
to take place, with a view of coming to an agreement. Perhaps our first 
business is to receive a report from those who conducted the negotiations. 
May I ask Mr. Gandhi to speak first ?

Mr. Gandhi: Prime Minister and friends, it is with deep sorrow and 
deeper humiliation that I have to announce utter failure on my part to 

secure an agreed solution of the communal question through informal

•Proceedings of the Federal Structure Committee and Minorities Committee, Vol. I, 
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conversations among and with the representatives of different groups 
I apologise to you, Mr. Prime Minister, and the other colleagues for the 
waste of a precious week. My only consolation lies in the fact that when 
I accepted the burden of carrying on these talks I knew that there was not 
much hope of success, and still more in the fact that I am not aware of 
having spared any effort to reach a solution.
But to say that the conversations have to our utter shame failed is not 

to say the whole truth. Causes of failure were inherent in the composition 
of the Indian �elegation. We are almost all not elected representatives of 
the parties or groups whom we are presumed to represent; we are here by 
nomination of the Government. Nor are those whose presence was absolutely 
necessary for an agreed solution to be found here. Further, you will allow 
me to say that this was hardly the time to summon the Minorities Committee. 
It lacks the sense of reality in that we do not know what it is that we are 
going to get. If we knew in a definite manner that we were going to get the 
thine we want, we should hesitate fifty times before we threw it away in 
a sinful wrangle< as it would be if we are told that the getting of it would 
depend upon the ability of the present �elegation to produce an a creed 
solution of the communal tangle. The solution can be-the crown of the 
Swaraj constitution, not its foundation—if only because our differences have 
hardened, if they have not arisen, by reason of the foreign domination. 
T have not a shadow of a doubt that the iceberg of communal differences 
will melt under the warmth of the sun of freedom.
I, therefore, venture to suggest that the Minorities Committee be adjourned 

�ine die and that the fundamentals of the constitution be hammered into 
shape as quickly as may be. Meanwhile, the informal work of discovering 
a true solution of the communal problem will and must continue ; only it 
must not baulk or be allowed to block the progress of constitution-building 
Attention must be diverted from it and concentrated on the main part of 
the structure.

* ♦ ♦ * ♦
Lastly, inasmuch as the only reason for my appearance at these delibera-

tions is that I represent the Indian National Congress, I must clearly set 
forth its position. In spite of appearances to the contrary, especially in 
England, the Congress claims to represent the whole nation, and most 
decidedly the dumb millions, among whom are included the numberless 
Untouchables, who are more suppressed than depressed, as also in a way 
the more unfortunate and neglected classes known as Backward Races.

*****
It seems to have been represented that I am opposed to any representation 

of the Untouchables on the"Legislature. This is a travesty of the truth. What 
I have said, and what I must repeat, is that I am opposed to their special 
representation. I am convinced that it can do them no good, and may do 
much harm ; but the Congress is wedded to adult franchise. Therefore millions 
of them can be placed on the Voters’ Roll. It is impossible to conceive that,
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with untouchability fast disappearing, nominees of these voters can be boy-
cotted by the others ; but what these people need more than election to the 
Legislatures is protection from social and religious persecution. Custom, 
which is often more powerful than law. has brought them to a degradation 
of which every thinking Hindu has need to feel ashamed and to do penance. 
� should, therefore, have the most drastic legislation rendering criminal 
all the special persecution to which these fellow-countrymen of mine are 
subjected by the so-called superior classes. Thank God, the conscience of 
Hindus has been stirred, and untouchability will soon be a relic of our 
sinful past.

�r.  Ambedkar: Mr. Prime Minister, last night when we parted at the 
conclusion of the meeting of the informal Committee we parted although 
with a sense of failure, at least with one common understanding, and that 
was that when we met here today none of us should make any speech or 
any comment that would cause exasperation. 1 am sorry to see that 
Mr. Gandhi should have been guilty of a breach of this understanding. 
Excuse me, � must have the opportunity to speak. He started by giving what 
were, according to him, the causes of the failure of the informal Committee. 
Now, � have my own causes which � think were responsible for the failure 
of the informal Committee to reach an agreement, but 1 do not propose to 
discuss them now. What disturbs me after hearing Mr. Gandhi is that instead 
of confining himself to his proposition, namely, that the Minorities Committee 
should adjourn sine die, he started casting certain reflections upon the 
representatives of the different communities who are sitting round this table. 
He said that the Delegates were nominees of the Government, and that they 
did not represent the views of their respective communities for whom they 
stood. We cannot deny the allegation that we are nominees of the Govern-
ment, but, speaking for myself, � have not the slightest doubt that even if  
the Depressed Classes of �ndia were given the chance of electing their 
representatives to this Conference, � would, all the same, find a place here. 
I say therefore that, whether � am a nominee or not, � fully represent the 
claims of my community. Let no man be under any mistaken impression as 

regards that.
The Mahatma has been always claiming that the Congress stands for 

the Depressed Classes, and that the Congress represents the Depressed 
Classes more than � or my colleague can do. To that claim 1 can only say 
that it is one of the many false claims which irresponsible people �eep 
on making, although the persons concerned with regard to those claims have 
been invariably denying them.
� have here a telegram which � have just received from a place which 

� have never visited and from a man whom � have never seen from the 
President of the Depressed Classes Union, Kumaun, Almora, which � believe 
is in the United Provinces, and which contains the following resolution :

“  This Meeting declares its no-confidence in the Congress movement
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�hich  has been carried on in and outside the country, and condemns 
the methods adopted by the Congress �orkers. ”

I do not care to read further, but I can say this (and I think if Mr. Gandhi 
�ill  examine his position he �ill  find out the truth), that although there 
may be people in the Congress �ho  may be sho�ing  sympathy to�ards the 
Depressed Classes, the Depressed Classes are not in the Congress. That is 
a proposition �hich  I propose to substantiate. I do not �ish  to enter into 
these points of controversy. They seem to be some�hat outside the main 
proposition. The main proposition �hich  Mr. Gandhi has made is that 
this Committee should be adjourned sine die. With regard to that proposi-
tion, I entirely agree �ith  the attitude taken up by Sir Muhammad Shafi. 
I, for one, cannot consent to this proposition. It seems to me that there 
are only t�o  alternatives—either that this Minorities Committee should go 
on tackling the problem and trying to arrive at some satisfactory solution, 
if that is possible, and then, if that is not possible, the British Government 
should undertake the solution of that problem. We cannot consent to leave 
this to the arbitration of third parties �hose sense of responsibility may 
not be the same as must be the sense of responsibility of the British 
Government.
Prime Minister, permit me to make one thing clear. The Depressed Classes 

are not anxious, they are not clamorous, they have not started any movement 
for claiming that there shall be an immediate transfer of po�er  from the 
British to the Indian people. They have their particular grievances against 
the British people and I think I have voiced them sufficiently to make it 
clear that �e  feel those grievances most genuinely. But, to be true to facts, 
the position is that the Depressed Classes are not clamouring for transfer of 
political po�er.  Their position, to put it plainly, is that �e  are not anxious 
for the transfer of po�er  ; but if the British Government is unable to resist 
the forces that have been set up in the country �hich  do clamour for trans-
ference of political po�er—and �e  kno�  the Depressed Classes in their 
present circumstances are not in a position to resist that—then our sub-
mission is that if you make that transfer, that transfer �ill  be accompanied 
by such conditions and by such provisions that the po�er  shall not fall into 
the hands of a clique, into the hands of an oligarchy, or into the hands of 
a group of people, �hether  Muhammadans or Hindus ; but that that solution 
shall be such that the po�er  shall be shared by all communities in their 
respective proportions. Taking that vie�,  I do not see ho�  I, for one, 
can take any serious part in the deliberations of the Federal Structure 
Committee unless I kno�  �here  I and my community stand.

Mr. Gandhi: One �ord  more as to the so-called Untouchables.
I can understand the claims advanced by other minorities, but the claims 

advanced on behalf of the Untouchables, that to me is the “  unkindest cut 
of all ” . It means the perpetual bar-sinister. I �ould  not seal the vital interests 
of the Untouchables even for the sake of �inning  the freedom of India.
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� claim myself in my own person to represent the vast mass of the 
Untouchables. Here � speak not merely on behalf of the Congress, but 
� speak on my own behalf, and � claim that � would get, if there was 
a referendum of the Untouchables, their vote, and that � would top the 
poll. And � would work from one end of �ndia to the other to tell the 
Untouchables that separate electorates and separate reservation is not the 
way to remove this bar-sinister, which is the shame, not of them but of 

orthodox Hinduism.
Let this Committee and let the whole world know that today there is 

a body of Hindu reformers who are pledged to remove this blot of untouch-
ability. We do not want on our register and on our census Untouchables 
classified as separate class. Sikhs may remain as such in perpetuity, so may 
Muhammadans, so may Europeans. Will Untouchables remain Untouchables 
in perpetuity ? � would fear rather that Hinduism died than that untouch-
ability lived. Therefore, with all my regard for Dr. Ambedkar, and for his 
desire to see the Untouchables uplifted, with all my regard for his 
ability, � must say in all humility that here the great wrong under which 
he has laboured and perhaps the bitter experiences that he has undergone 
have for the moment warped his judgment. �t hurts me to have to say 
this, but � would be untrue to the cause of the Untouchables, which is as 
dear to me as life itself, if � did not say it. � will  not bargain away their rights 
for the kingdom of the whole world. � am speaking with a due sense of 
responsibility, and � say that it is not a proper claim which is registered by 
Dr. Ambedkar when he seeks to speak for thfc whole of the Untouchables of 
�ndia. �t will create a division in Hinduism which � cannot possibly look 
forward to with any satisfaction whatsoever. � do not mind Untouchables, if  
they so desire, being converted to �slam or Christianity. � should tolerate 
that, but � cannot possibly tolerate what is in store for Hinduism if there 
are two divisions set forth in the villages. Those who speak of the political 
rights of Untouchables do not know their �ndia, do not know how �ndian 
society is today constructed, and therefore � want to say with all the emphasis 
that � can command that if � was the only person to resist this thing � would 
resist it with my life.
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�PPENDIX  1*

*This is printed as �ppendix III in the original proceedings of the Federal 
Structure Committee and Minorities Committee, pp. 1394-99.

PROVISIONS FOR A SETTLEMENT  OF THE COMMUNAL  PROBLEM  
PUT FORWAR�  JOINTLY  BY MUSLIMS,  �EPRESSE�  CLASSES, 

IN�IAN  CHRISTIANS, ANGLO-IN�IANS  AN�  EUROPEANS

Claims  of  M inority  Communities

1. No person shall by reason of his origin, religion, caste or creed, be 
prejudiced in any way in regard to public employment, office of power or 
honour, or with regard to enjoyment of his civic rights and the exercise of 
any trade or calling.
2. Statutory safeguards shall be incorporated in the constitution with 

a view to protect against enactments of the Legislature of discriminatory 
laws affecting any community.
3. Full religious liberty, that is, full liberty of belief, worship observances, 

propaganda, associations and education, shall be guaranteed to all commu-
nities subject to the maintenance of public order and morality.
No person shall merely by change of faith lose any civic right or privilege, 

or be subject to any penalty.
4. The right to establish, manage and control, at their own expense, 

charitable, religious and social institutions, schools and other educational 
establishments with the right to exercise their religion therein.
5. The constitution shall embody adequate safeguards for the protection 

of religion, culture and personal law, and the promotion of education, 
language, charitable institutions of the minority communities and for their 
due share in grants-in-aid given by the State and by the self-governing 
bodies.
6. Enjoyment of Civic rights by all citizens shall be guaranteed by making 

any act or omission calculated to prevent full enjoyment an offence punishable 
by law.
7. In the formation of Cabinets in the Central Government and Provincial 

Governments, so far as possible, members belonging to the Mussulman 
community and other minorities of considerable number shall be included 
by convention.
8. There shall be Statutory Departments under the Central and Provincial 

Governments to protect minority communities and to promote their welfare.
9. �ll  communities at present enjoying representation in any Legislature 

through nomination or election shall have representation in all Legislatures 
through separate electorates and the minorities shall have not less than the 
proportion set forth in the �nncxure but no majority shall be reduced to 
a minority or even an equality. Provided that after a lapse of ten years it 
will be open to Muslims in Punjab and Bengal and any minority communi-
ties in any other Provinces to accept joint electorates, or joint electorates
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with reservation of seats, by the consent of the community concerned. 
Similarly after the lapse of ten years it will be open to any minority in the 
Central Legislature to accept joint electorates with or without reservation 
of seats with the consent of the community concerned.
With regard to the Depressed Classes no change to joint electorates and 

reserved seats shall be made until after 20 years’ experience of separate 
electorates and until direct adult suffrage for the community has been 
established.

10. In every Province and in connection with the Central Government 
a Public Services Commission shall be appointed, and the recruitment to the 
Public Services, except the proportion, if any, reserved to be filled by 
nomination by the Governor-General and the Governors, shall be made 
through such Commission in such a way as to secure a fair representation to 
the various communities consistently with the considerations of efficiency 
and the possession of the necessary qualifications. Instructions to the 
Governor-General and the Governors in the Instrument of Instructions with 
regard to recruitment shall be embodied to give effect to this principle, and 
for that purpose, to review periodically the composition of the services.

11. If a Bill is passed which, in the opinion of two-tjiirds of the 
members of any Legislature representing a particular community affects their 
religion or social practice based on religion, or in the case of fundamental 
rights of the subjects if one-third of the members object, it shall be open 
to such members to lodge their objection thereto, within a period of one 
month of the Bill  being passed by the House, with the President of the House 
who shall forward the same to the Governor-General or the Governor, as the 
case may be, and he shall thereupon suspend the operation of that Bill for 
one year, upon the expiry of which period he shall remit the said Bill for 
further consideration by the Legislature. When such Bill has been further 
considered -by the Legislature and the Legislature concerned has refused to 
revise or modify the Bill so as to meet the objection thereto, the Governor- 
General or the Governor, as the case may be, may give or withhold his 
assent to it in the exercise of his discretion, provided further, that the 
validity of such Bill may be challenged in the Supreme Court by any two 
members of the denomination affected thereby on the grounds that it 
contravenes one of their fundamental rights.

Special  Claims  of  Mussulmans

A. The North-West Frontier Province shall be constituted a Governor's 
Province on the same footing as other Provinces with due regard to the 
necessary requirements for the security of the Frontier.
In the formation of the Provincial Legislature the nomination shall not 

exceed more than 10 per cent of the whole.
B. Sind shall be separated from the Bombay Presidency and made 

a Governor’s Province similar to and on the same footing as other Provinces 
in British India.



�.  Mussulman representation in the �entral Legislature shall be one- 
third of the total number of the House, and their representation in the 
�entral Legislature shall not be less than the proportion set forth in the 

Annexure.

Special  � laims  of  the  Depressed  � lasses
A. The constitution shall declare invalid any custom or usage by which 

any penalty or disadvantage or disability is imposed upon or any discrimina-
tion is made against any subject of the State in regard to the enjoyment of 
civic rights on account of Untouchability.
B. Generous treatment in the matter of recruitment to Public Service and 

the opening of enlistment in the Police and Military Service.
�.  The Depressed �lasses in the Punjab shall have the benefit of the 

Punjab Land Alienation Act extended to them.
D. Right of Appeal shall lie to the Governor or Governor-General for 

redress of prejudicial action or neglect of interest by any Executive Authority.
E. The Depressed �lasses shall have representation not less than set forth 

in the Annexure.

Special  � laims  of  the  Anglo -Indian  � ommunity

A. Generous interpretation of the claims admitted by Sub-�ommittee 
No. VIII  (Services) to the effect that in recognition of the peculiar position 
of the community special consideration should be given to the claim for 
public employment, having regard to the maintenance of an adequate standard 
of living.

B. The right to administer and control its own educational institutions, 
i.e., European education, subject to the control of the Minister.
Provisions for generous and adequate grants-in-aid and scholarships on 

the basis of present grants.
�.  Jury rights equal to those enjoyed by other communities in India 

unconditionally of proof of legitimacy and descent and the right of accused 
persons to claim trial by either a European or an Indian Jury.

Special  � laims  of  the  European  � ommunity

A. Equal rights and privileges to those enjoyed by Indian-born subjects 
in all industrial and commercial activities.
B. The maintenance of existing rights in regard to procedure of criminal 

trials, and any measure or bill to amend, alter, or modify such a procedure 
cannot be introduced except with the previous consent of the Governor- 
General.

�greed by—
HIS HIGHNESS THE AGA KHAN (Muslims),
DR. AMBEDKAR (Depressed �lasses),
RAO BAHADUR PAN NIR SELVAM (Indian �hristians).
SIR HENRY GIDNEY (Anglo-Indians),
SIR HUBERT �ARR  (Europeans).



�PPENDIX  I—�ontd.
�NNEXURE

REPRESENT�TION IN LEGISL�TURES

Figures in bra�kets P̂opulation basis 1931 figures and depressed percentages as per Simon Report.

‘Represents percentage in Governor’s Provinces of British India. 
fPopulation figures exclude Tribal �reas.

Stength of 
Chamber

Hindus
Muslims Christians Sikhs tndfans ™bal «C. Europeans

Caste Depressed Total

Centre

�ll  India (1931)

(47-5) (19)* (66-5) (21-5)
Upper 200 101 20 121 67 1 6 1 4

Lower 300 123 45 168 100 7 10 3 12

(48-9) (13-4) (62-3) (34-8)
�ssam loot 38 13 51 35 3 1 10

(18-3) (24-7) (43) (54-9)
Bengal 200 38 35 73 102 3 20

(67-8) (14-5) (82-3) (11’3)
Bihar and Orissa 100 51 14 65 25 1 J 3 5
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�PPENDIX  I—�ontd.
�NNEXURE —contd.

REPRESENT�TION IN LEGISL�TURES

Figures in bra�kets = Population basis 1931 figures and depressed percentages as per Simon Report.

Strength of 
Chamber Caste

Hindus

Depressed Total
Muslims Christians Sikhs �nglo-

Indians Tribal etc. Europeans

(68) (8) (76) (20) *
Bombay 200 88 28 116 66 2 3 13

t
On Sind being separated weightage of Mussulmans in Bombay to be on the same footing as to the Hindus in the N.W.F.P.

(63-1) (23-7) (86-8) (44)
C. P. 100 58 20 78 15 1 nZ 2 2

(71-3) (15-4) (86-7) (7-1) (3-7)
Madras 200 102 40 142 30 14 4 2 8

(15-1) (13-5) (28-6) (56*5) (13)
Punjab 100 14 10 24 51 1-5 20 1-5 2

(58-1) (26-4) (84-5) (14-8)
LL P. 100 44 20 64 30 1 2 3

Sind and N.W.F.P. ... Weightage similar to that enjoyed by the Mussulmans in the Provinces in which they constitute a minority of the population, shall be
given to the Hindu minority in Sind and to the Hindu and Sikh minorities in the N.W.F.P.
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�xplanatory  Memorandum to Appendix I
1. The suggested details for community representation have not been 

agreed by the Hindus or the Sikhs, but the full representation claimed by 
the latter in the Central Legislature is provided for.

2. The proposed distribution of seats for the different minorities consti-
tutes a whole scheme and the detailed proposals cannot be separated one 
from another.

3. This distribution of seats follows the principle that in no case is 
the majority community to be reduced to the position of a minority of 
even equality.
4. No representation is provided for Commerce, Landlords, �ndustry, 

Labour, etc. �t being assumed that these seats are ultimately communal 
and that communities desiring special representation for these interests 
may do so out of the communal quota.

5. The allowance of 33J per cent, representation to Muslims in the 
Central Legislature is based on the assumption that 26 per cent, shall be 
from British �ndia and at least 7 per cent, by convention out of the quota 
assigned to the �ndian States.
6. �n the Punjab the suggested common sacrifice by the Muslims, Caste- 

Hindus and the Depressed Classes, would permit of a weightage of 54 per 
cent being given to the Sikhs, giving them representation of 20 per cent, in 
the Legislature.

7. The proposals may be taken as being acceptable to well over 
115 millions of people, or about 46 per cent, of the population of �ndia.

APPEND�X ��*

*For previous memorandum �ee Appendix to Proceedings of the Minorities 
Sub-Committee of the First Session of the Conference. This Supplementary 
Memorandum, dated 4th November 1931 is printed as Appendix V��  in the original 
proceedings at pp. 1409-11.

SUPPL�M�NTARY  M�MORANDUM  ON TH�  CLAIMS  OF TH�  
D�PR�SS�D  CLASS�S  FOR SP�CIAL  R�PR�S�NTATION  
By Dr. Bhimrao R. Ambedkar and Rao Bahadur R. Srinivasan

�n the memorandum that was submitted by us last year dealing with 
the question of political safeguards for the protection of the Depressed 
Classes in the constitution for a self-governing �ndia, and which forms 
Appendix ���  to the printed volume of Proceedings of the Minorities Sub-
committee, we had demanded that special representation of the Depressed 
Classes must form one of such safeguards. But wc did not then define the 
details of the special representation we claimed as being necessary for them. 
The reason was that the proceedings of the Minorities Sub-Committee came 
to an end before the question was reached. We now propose to make good 
the omission by this supplementary memorandum so that the Minorities
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Sub-Committee, if it comes to consider the question this year, should have 
the requisite details before it.

I. Extent  of  Special  Representation

�.  Special Representation in Provincial Legislature
(i) In Bengal, Central Provinces, Assam, Bihar and Orissa, Punjab and 

the United Provinces, the Depressed Classes shall have representation in 
proportion to their population as estimated by the Simon Commission and 
the Indian Central Committee.
(ii)  In Madras the Depressed Classes shall have twenty-two per cent, 

representation.
(iii)  In Bombay—
(a) In the event of Sind continuing to be a part of the Bombay Presidency 

the Depressed Classes shall have sixteen per cent, representation.
(ft) In the event of Sind being separated from the Bombay Presidency 

the Depressed Classes shall enjoy the same degree of representation as 
the Presidency Muslims, both being equal in population.

B. Special Representation in the Federal Legislature
In both Houses of the Federal Legislature the Depressed Classes shall 

have representation in proportion of their population in India.

Reservations

We have fixed this proportion of representation in the Legislatures on 
the following assumptions : —

(1) We have assumed that the figures for the population of the 
Depressed Classes given by the Simon Commission (Vol. I, p. 40) and 
the Indian Central Committee (Report, p. 44) will be acceptable as 
sufficiently correct to form a basis for distributing seats.
(2) We have assumed that the Federal Legislature will comprise the 

whole of India, in which case the population of the Depressed Classes 
in Indian States, in Centrally Administered Areas, and in Excluded 
Territories, besides their population in Governor’s Provinces, will form 
very properly an additional item in calculating the extent of representa-
tion of the Depressed Classes in the Federal Legislature.
(3) We have assumed that the administrative area of the Provinces of 

British India will continue to be what they are at present.
But if these assumptions regarding figures of population are challenged 

as some interested parties threaten to do, and if under a new census over 
which the Depressed Classes can have no control, the population of the 
Depressed Classes shows a lower proportion, or if the administrative areas 
of the Provinces are altered, resulting in disturbing the existing balance of 
population, the Depressed Classes reserve their right to revise their propor-
tion of representation and even to claim weightage. In the same way, if the



�ll-India  Federation does not come into being, they will  be willing  to submit 
to readjustment in their proportion of representation calculated on that 
basis in the Federal Legislature.

II. Method  of  Representation

1. The Depressed Classes shall have the right to elect their representa-
tives to the Provincial and Central Legislatures through separate electorates 
of their voters.
For their representation in the Upper House of the Federal or Central 

Legislature, if it is decided to have indirect election by members of the 
Provincial Legislatures, the Depressed Classes will agree to abandon their 
right to separate electorates so far as their representation to the Upper 
House is concerned subject to this : that in any system of proportional 
representation arrangement shall be made to guarantee to them their quota 
of seats.

2. Separate electorates for the Depressed Classes shall not be liable to 
be replaced by a system of joint electorates and reserved seats, except when 
the following conditions are fulfilled : —

(«) �  referendum of the voters held at the demand of a majority of 
their representatives in the Legislatures concerned and resulting in an 
absolute majority of the members of the Depressed Classes having the 
franchise.

�b) No such referendum shall be resorted to until after twenty years 
and until universal adult suffrage has been established.

III. Necessity  of  Defining  the  Depressed  Classes

The representation of the Depressed Classes has been grossly abused in 
the past inasmuch as persons other than the Depressed Classes were nomi-
nated to represent them in the Provincial Legislatures, and cases are not 
wanting in which persons not belonging to the Depressed Classes got them-
selves nominated as representative of the Depressed Classes. This abuse was 
due to the fact that while the Governor was given the power to nominate 
persons to represent the Depressed Classes, he was not required to confine 
his nomination to persons belonging to the Depressed Classes. Since nomina-
tion is to be substituted by election under the new constitution, there will  
be no room for this abuse. But in order to leave no loophole for defeating 
the purpose of their special representation we claim —

(i) That the Depressed Classes shall not only have the right to their 
own separate electorates, but they shall also have the right to be represented 
by their own men.
(ii)  That in each Province the Depressed Classes shall be strictly defined 

as meaning persons belonging to communities which are subjected to the 

system of untouchability of the sort prevalent therein and which are 
enumerated by name in a schedule prepared for electoral purposes.
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IV. Nomenclature

In dealing with this part of the question we would like to point out that 
the existing nomenclature of Depressed Classes is objected to by members 
of the Depressed Classes who have given thought to it and also by outsiders 
who take interest in them. It is degrading and contemptuous, and advantage 
may be taken of this occasion for drafting the new constitution to alter for 
official purposes the existing nomenclature. We think that they should be 
called “  Non-caste Hindus ” , “  Protestant Hindus ” , or “  Non-conformist 
Hindus ” , or some such designation, instead of “  Depressed Classes ” , We 
have no authority to press for any particular nomenclature. We can only 
suggest them, and we believe that if  properly explained the Depressed Classes 
will not hesitate to accept the one most suitable for them.

We have received a large number of telegrams from the Depressed Classes 
all over India supporting the demands contained in this Memorandum.



��

EVIDENCE  TAKEN  BEFORE THE JOINT  COMMITTEE  

ON INDIAN  CONSTITUTIONAL  REFORM

Witnesses examined by Dr. B. R. Ambedkar

(�)
Sir Patrick James Fagan, K.C.I.E., C.S.I., F.R.A.S,. Mr.  E. B. Loveluck, 
Mr. Wilfred  Harold Shoobert, Mr.  Eustace Arthur  Cecil King, Mr.  Henry 
Robert Harrop, Mr. Frederick Wynne Robertson, Sir Evans Cottan, 
Mr. Harold Lancelot Newman and Mr. Sale, on behalf of European 
Government Servants, Indian Police Association and Civil Engineers’ 
Association.

*382. �?^  JI. R. Ambedkar: You stated a little while ago that there is 
a great deal of hostility shown to the Indian Public Service by the Indian 

Press and by the politicians in India ?
Sir P. J. Fagan: Yes.
383. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I would like to read to you a small extract 

from the Minute written by Sir Reginald Craddock, which is appended to 
the Lee Commission Report, on page 132, paragraph 10, a few lines from 
the bottom. This is the paragraph to which I want to draw your attention : 
“ Several of those who have given evidence before us believe that the hostility 
from time to time shown by the new legislatures is entirely occasioned by 
the fact that the members of the All-India Services are imposed on them 
from outside, and that fresh recruitment for those Services will indefinitely 
prolong these vested interests; . but that, once control passes from the 
Secretary of State to the Government of India or to the Local Government 
in the transferred field as the case may be, all bias and animus will 
disappear.” I want to know whether you agree with that statement?

Sir P. J. Fagan : No ; I do not think we have sufficient grounds for agreeing 
with that statement. Of course, if it should turn out so, it would be good, 
but I am afraid the Associations have not sufficient grounds for agreeing 
with the statement that there would1 be a sudden change of attitude.

384. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Do not you think the very fact that youf 
want ro remain outside the control of the Indian Legislature, and the new

♦Minutes of Evidence, Vol. II-A, 13th June 1933, pp. 69-70.
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�overnment will  itself be provocative enough to arouse public opinion against 
you ?

�r.  W. H. Shoobert: Sir, we do not want to remain outside the control. 
We only want our existing accruing rights, our pensions and our family 
pensions secured. We do not wish to be outside the control in the very 
least
385. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Supposing, for instance, all the rights that 

may be agreed upon in this Conference as being legitimate rights of the 
Indian Civil Servants were guaranteed to you by Indian Legislatures by 
Acts passed by the Local and Central Legislatures. Would that give you 
sufficient protection ?

Sir P. J. Fagan: We are afraid of the financial situation.
386. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: That is another matter : whether the Indian 

Legislature will  be able to find the moneys on account of your services and 
other matters is another matter ?

Sir P. J. Fagan: Quite.
387. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: But with regard to your conditions of service, 

what I want to press is, suppose they were regulated by the Acts of Indian 
Legislatures (by rules made by the Secretary of State in Council). Do you 
think that would give you adequate protection or not?

Sir P. J. Fagan: No.
�r.  W. H. Shoobert: Such Acts could be repealed by future extremist 

�overnments.
388. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Supposing some provision were made for 

that, that there would be no sudden repeal of an Act ?
Sir P. J. Fagan: I think I may say that the Associations would certainly 

not regard that as sufficient protection.
389. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I want to make this point which you have 

made so much of, that there is so much hostility against you in India both 
on the part of the Press and the politician. Is not it the fact that you are 
asking for safeguards the result of which is to keep you entirely out of the 
purview of legitimate public opinion expressed in the Press as well as in 

the Legislature ?
Sir P. J. Fagan: No, I do not think it keeps us outside the purview. 

I should say certainly not. I certainly do not think that it would keep them 
out of the purview of healthy public opinion.
390. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I want to put this question to you again : 

Do not you think that if you were under the control of laws made by the 
Indian Legislature with the consent of the Indian Ministers you would get 
far better protection from the Indian Ministers themselves when you are 
attacked in the Press or by the public than you are likely to get if you 

remain outside ?
Sir P. J. Fagan: No ; I do not think the Associations would take that view.
391. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: You just now read some extracts from the



Simon Commission Report in support of the statement you made just now. 
Is it not a fact that Sir John Simon was driven almost against his will to 
recommend the transfer of law and order simply because he came to the 
conclusion that to keep that as a reserved subject would expose the services 
operating in that Department to extreme criticism ?

�ir  P. J. Fagan : That is again, I think, a subject that we would rather 
avoid. It is a very debatable subject and I believe there are very diverse 
opinions on the subject. I am not responsible for what Sir John Simon may 
have thought.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Do you agree that that was the reason for its 
prevailing with the Simon Commission Report?

�ir  Austen Chamberlain: The witness has already asked to be excused 
from answering that question.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I do not wish to press it if he does not wish to 
answer.

�ir  Austen Chamberlain : Surely it is not a proper question to press the 
representatives of the Civil Service on. who come to speak to their own 
special position and claims, and not to take part in a discusssion about 
general reform in India.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: The reason Sir John Simon cites for the transfer 
of law and order was that reserving that Department outside the control 
of the Legislature and the Minister would expose the Department to far 
greater criticism from the Press and the public.

Viscount Burnham: As a member of the Statutory Commission, what 
Dr. Ambedkar has said is a most misleading account.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Possibly I may have misread it.

�)
�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha, Barrister-at-Law, �.I.C.

*1985. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I want to ask you, first of all, a question 
about the special powers of the Governor, especially his power to take action 
in order to prevent a menace to peace and tranquillity. I want to draw your 
attention, if I may, to the position as it exists today with regard to the 
administration of the transferred subjects. Have you got the Government of 
India Act before you ?

Mr. �achchidananda �inha:  Yes.
1986. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Will you just refer to Section 52 of the 

Government of India Act?
Mr. �achchidananda �inha:  Yes.
1987. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I do not want to take you to Section 45 of 

the Government of India Act which provides for the classification of subjects 
transferred and reserved ; that we know. I am dealing only with the question

♦Minutes of Evidence, Vol. II-A, 22nd June 1933, pp. 256-58.
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of control. If you take Section 52, sub-section (7) says : “  The Governor of 
a Governor’s Province may, by notification, appoint Ministers, not being 
members of his Executive Council ” , and so on ?

�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha: Yes.
1988. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Then we come to sub-section (5)—this is 

what it says : “  In relation to transferred subjects, the Governor shall be 
guided by the advice of his Ministers, unless he sees sufficient cause to dissent 
from their opinion, in which case he may require action to be taken other-
wise than in accordance with that advice ” ?

�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha: Yes.
1989. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar : What I call your attention to is that this 

section does not say that wherever the Governor thinks there is a menace 
to peace and tranquillity, he shall overrule his Ministers ?

�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha: No.
1990. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Specific provision is not made in this 

section as it is now made in the White Paper ?
�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha: No, that is so.
1991. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: If you refer to the Instrument of Instructions, 

which is issued to the Governor, in which he is told in what cases he should 
not Act upon the advice of the Ministers ?

�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha: I have not got a copy here.
1992. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: You will  find it in that book at page 2�9  ?
�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha: Yes, I have it.
1993. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: On page 270, clause VI of the Instrument 

of Instructions says : “  In considering a Minister’s advice and deciding 
whether or not there is sufficient cause in any case to dissent from his opinion, 
you shall have due regard to his relations with the Legislative Council and 
to the wishes of the people of the Presidency as expressed by their 
representatives therein.” In other words, the Governor, under the present 
circumstances, can over-rule the Minister and not accept his advice in the 
matter of transferred Departments, only if he came to the conclusion that 
the Minister had not the support of the Legislature or of the constituencies ?

�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha: That is so, I suppose, r >
1994. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: What I want to say is this, if I may, for the

sake of clarity : Under the existing system- of administering transferred 
Departments, the Governor has not got his special veto which is now given 
under clause (fl) of the powers given to the Governor, namely, to maintain 

peace and tranquillity? < 1
�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha: That is so. •„ c
1995. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar Today, having regard to the fact that the 

Department of Law and Order is a reserved subject, he, of course, can 
take any action that he liKes within the scope of that Department ?

f �r.  Sachchidananda Sinha: Yes ;i f
199�. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: But he cannot come to the Minister and



�ay : “  1 will not accept your advice, although you are dealing with 
a tran�ferred Department, becau�e the action that you propo�e to take will  
be a menace to peace and tranquillity ” ?

�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha : No.
1997. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: So, con�equently, thi� i� a retrograde 

provi�ion ?
�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha : Undoubtedly.
1998. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Today the Mini�ter can take any action he 

like�  in hi� Department. Under the new �cheme of the White Paper (a��uming 
the White Paper goe� through) every Department would be a tran�ferred 
Department. The veto of the Governor ari�ing out of hi� �pecial power 
to maintain peace and tranquillity in�tead of being confined to one particular 
Department of Law and Order will  �pread it�elf  over to every Department ?

�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha : Ye�.
1999. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: It would be, to that extent, a diminution of 

re�pon�ibility in every Department, although every Department would be 
a tran�ferred Department ?

�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha: That i� �o.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Now let me come to the que�tion of the Service�. 

You will �ee the Appendix 7 which enumerate� them —
Viscount Burnham : On a point of order, my Lord Chairman, we have 

had thi� explanation of what are the pre�ent power� of the Governor� of 
Province�, but we are not told where it i� laid down.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I drew attention to Section 52(7) of the Government 
of India Act.

Viscount Burnham: On who�e authority i� thi� explanation given ?
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I do not know.
Viscount Burnham: Who authori�e� the explanation which you have 

given ?
2000. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: That i� my own interpretation of the Act 

and the Witne�� agree� with it. I refer to Section 52, and the In�trument of 
In�truction�, which i�  part of the Act. Now coming to the que�tion of the 
Service�, Appendix 7, you will  �ee there in that Appendix—I do not want to 
refer �pecifically to each point, that provi�ion i�  made that the Secretary of 
State in Council �hall retain all power� regarding cla��ification and the 
regulation of the condition� of �ervice ?

�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha : Ye�.
2001. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: May I refer you now to Section 96B, 

�ub-�ection (2) ? Thi� i�  how it read� : “The Secretary of State in Council 
may make rule� for regulating the cla��ification of the Civil Service� in 
India, the method� of their recruitment, their condition� of �ervice, pay and 
allowance� and di�cipline and conduct.” And further “ �uch rule� may, to 
�uch extent and in re�pect of �uch matter� a� may be pre�cribed, delegate 
the power of making rule� to the Governor-General in Council, or
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to local Governments, or authorise the Indian Legislature or local Legislatures 
to make laws regulating the Public Services.”

�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha: Yes.
2002. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: So, under the Government of India Act as 

enacted, the intention was to transfer this power of making rules with 
regard to the emoluments and the conditions of service, to the Governor- 
General or to the Indian Legislatures ?

�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha: Or the Local Governments.
2003. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: And the intention was that the conditions 

of service should be such as to be assimilated to the new system of govern-
ment that was to be introduced in India ?

�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha: That seems to be the implication.
2004. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: If, for instance, these provisions as they 

are laid down in Appendix 7 were enacted, the whole tendency which 
emanated from the Government of India Act of developing control over 
the Indian authorities would be arrested ?

�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha: That is why 1 say in my Memorandum that 
the proposals relating to the Public Services do not give satisfaction to India.
2005. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar : It is quite necessary, and it is in fact provided 

in the Government of India Act itself, that these powers are being exercised 
by the Secretary of State in Council, and may be delegated, under proper 
conditions, to the Indian Legislature ?

�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha : Yes.
200�. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: If the White Paper proposals were enacted, 

this process of devolution would be arrested ?
�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha : Clearly.
2007. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Take, again, certain specific items in the 

Services’ rights. Take, for instance, 14 on page 121, “Personal concurrence 
of the Governor, formal censure,” and so on ; 15 : “Personal concurrence 
of the Governor with regard to posting ; 1� : Right of complaint to the 
Governor against any order of an official superior,” and so on. Now these 
rights, as conditions of service, are really not final; they are in their evolu-
tionary stage. These were enacted because nobody was certain how the 
Minister would react ?

�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha: What is your question, Dr. Ambedkar ?
2008. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: My question is this : Some of these Service 

conditions which are laid down, and to which I have drawn your attention, 
were enacted as an experimental thing in order to find out what exactly 
would be the ultimate result of the experiment between a popular Minister 
and the Civil Service ?

�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha : Yes.
2009. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: They were not intended to be final ?
�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha: No, I suppose not.
2010. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: And if they were enacted as they are, I again
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say that the process of assimilating the conditions of the Civil Service to 
the responsible system of Government would be arrested ?

�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha : Yes.
2011. Dr. B. R. A/nbedkar: I just want to ask you one question about 

this Central responsibility. You said in reply to a question by Sir Henry 
Gidney, that you were very keen on a date being fixed for the inauguration 
of the Federation ?

�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha : Yes.
2012. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: On the other hand, as you are aware, it is 

urged that it is impossible to fix any specific date, because there are so 
many elements of uncertainty, namely, that the Princes may not come in, 
within the time prescribed, and you know also that in order to avoid that 
there are certain transitory provisions enacted in the White Paper. Now 
what I want to suggest is this, because I am anxious to get your opinion 
upon this point : Suppose the Federation were started immediately with 
a nominated bloc in the Central Legislature, partly of officials and partly 
of non-officials, pending the admission or the entry of the requisite number 
of Princes, so that the Federation may not keep on hanging until the 
requisite number of Princes come, would you have objection to that sort 
of system ?

�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha: I can express no opinion offhand, but the 
matter may be considered and examined. It is worth examining.

2013. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I want to get this point clear. I suppose 
you do not agree with the position that Federation of British India with 
the Indian Princes is a condition precedent to responsibility at the Centre ?

�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha: I do not desire to express any opinion, 
because I understand the proposals outlined in the White Paper were agreed 
to at the Round Table Conference.

2014. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: What I am putting is this : Speaking apart 
from the White Paper, you do not say, or you do not agree, that British 
India can have Central responsibility only on one condition, that there shall 

be Federation ?
�r.  Sachchidananda Sinha : No, not apart from the White Paper.
�r.  Butler: Before we proceed further, my Lord Chairman, may I say 

that we cannot accept the interpretations given in these questions and answers 
of the present Government of India Act, in particular the limitations which 
have been assumed under the Instructions of the present Government, 
Clause VI and Section 52 of the present Government of India Act ?

(3)
Mir  Maqbool Mahmood, Dr. P. K. Sen, Mr.  K. M. Panikkar and 

Mr.  B. Kak, on behalf of Chamber of Princes

*3000. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar : Arising out of these questions, I want to put

♦Minutes of Evidence, Vol. li-A, 27th June 1933, pp. 372-76.
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the thing as I see it. You know in the White Paper there is one condition 
laid down for the inauguration of the Federation : that is the joining of 
� cert�in number of Indian States. Then for the transfer of finance an 
important condition is laid down, and that is the introduction of the Bank. 
What I want to ask you is this : Would the Princes be prepared to join 
the Federation if finance was not a transferred subject ?

Mir M�qbool M�hmood: I have no definite instructions on that question, 
but 1 do not think that, considering the trend of their discussions, they would 
be prepared to.
3001. Dr. B. R. Ambedk�r: They would not be prepared to join the 

Federation if finance was not a transferred subject ?
Mir M�qbool M�hmood: I do not think so.
3002. Dr. B. R. Ambedk�r: Coming to other matters, in the course of 

the evidence that you gave last time, Mir Maqbool, you stated that in case 
all the Princes did not join the Federation al once you would like to have 
a system introduced whereby those Princes who would join the Federation 
should be allowed to have the benefit vicariously of the votes of those who 
did not join. I have put it correctly ?
A/fr M�qbool M�hmood: That represents only one aspect of (he position.
3003. Dr. B. R. Ambedk�r: That is the position you take?
Mir M�qbool M�hmood: That is half the truth, not the full truth. We 

contemplate two aspects of the position.
3004. Dr. B. R. Ambedk�r: I know your Confederation ?
Mir M�qbool M�hmood: Not that : One is, that States which are 

entering will do so on the assumption that the States’ position in the 
Federation would be 40 per cent, in the Upper House and one-third in 
the Lower House ; that is with regard to the States which entered, indivi-
dually ; the other is in regard to those States which are outside, that they 
are also affected by the decisions of Federation. Those are the two aspects, 
and I understood your question referred to the second.
3005. Dr. B. R. Ambedk�r: I just want you to concentrate your attention, 

if you please, on this point : I thought I understood from you, last time, 
that you wanted to lay down as one of the conditions, that if all the States 
did not enter the Federation at once in the beginning, and that if only some 
entered and other kept out. you would like a system of weightage, so to say, 
in which those Princes who entered the Federation would claim, or cast, 
votes vicariously- those which were the share of those which did not enter. 

That is the position ?
Mir M�qbool M�hmood : Yes.
300�. Dr. B. R. Ambedk�r: Now what 1 want to ask you with regard 

to that, is this : What would be the position of those States which would 
not enter the Federation at the start, but whose votes were used by those 
who did enter vis-�-vis the Federation, with respect to taxation and with 
respect to Federal Legislation ? Would Federal Legislation be operative in



�hose S�a�es which did no� en�er, bu� whose vo�es were used ?

�ir  �aqbool  �ahmood: I� would, subs�an�ially, be �he same as i� 
is now.

3007. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: No; my poin� is �his : Would �he Federal
law be opera�ive in �hose S�ales which did no� en�er �he Federa�ion, bu� 
whose vo�ing s�reng�h was used by S�a�es which did en�er �he Federa�ion ?

�ir  �aqbool  �ahmood: In cer�ain ma��ers of �axa�ion, i� would apply
in spi�e of i�. In o�her ma��ers i� would apply by nego�ia�ion.
3008. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Would �hey be regarded as member S�a�es

of �he Federa�ion ?
�ir  �aqbool  �ahmood  : No.
3009. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: They would no� be?

�ir  �aqbool  �ahmood  : No.
3010. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: And ye� �heir vo�es would be used ?
�ir  �aqbool  �ahmood : Yes. In �he same way as under Ar�icle 147 of �he 

Canadian Cons�i�u�ion, Nova Sco�ia and New Brunswick exercised �he vo�es 
of Edward Island in �he Sena�e �ha� �he la��er formed �he Federa�ion.
3011. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Now I wan� �o ask some ques�ions abou� 

na�ionali�y. I do no� know which of you gen�lemen would address yourself �o 
�ha� ma��er. I �hink i� is common ground �ha� �he subjec�s of �he Indian S�a�es 
are aliens, so far as Bri�ish India is legally concerned ?

�r.  K. �.  Panikkar: They are Bri�ish pro�ec�ed people, bu�, in law, �hey 
are aliens.
3012. Sir Hari Singh Goar : They are no� Bri�ish subjec�s ?
�ir  �aqbool  �ahmood : They are no� Bri�ish subjec�s.
3013. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: They come wi�hin wha� is known as �he 

Foreigners’ Ac� in Bri�ish India ?
�ir  �aqbool  �ahmood  : I do no� �hink so.
3014. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: You can �ake i� from me, �ha� �hey do. 

Anyhow, i� is common ground, �ha� �hey are no� Bri�ish subjec�s, and you 
do no� propose, I suppose, �o regularise �he posi�ion which would be mos� 
compa�ible and consis�en� wi�h All-lndia Federa�ion, �o have one common 
Indian na�ionali�y ?

�ir  �aqbool  �ahmood : Tha� is no� con�empla�ed.
3015. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: So I �ake i� �ha� �he resul� of �his will  be �ha� 

if �he si�ua�ion which ob�ains now con�inues, aliens (I mean subjec�s of �he 
Indian S�a�es) would be en�i�led �o �he franchise, would be en�i�led �o s�and 
as members of �he Federal and �he Provincial Legisla�ures, and would be 
en�i�led �o hold office of �rus� under �he Crown, wi�hou� being subjec�s of 

�he Crown ?
�ir  �aqbool  �ahmood  : Tha� is possible, even now.
3016. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I know i� is possible.

�ir  �aqbool  �ahmood: I� has happened, even now.
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3017. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: But what I want to ask is this : Do you 
not regard that as an anomalous thing ?

Mir Maqbool Mahmood: We do not think so.
3018. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Can you cite to me any Constitution in 

which an alien is entitled to the franchise, is entitled to stand as a member 
of the Legislature, and is further entitled to hold office of trust ?

Mir Maqbool Mahmood: Even here our distinguished Delegate, 
Sir P. Pattani, was a member of the Executive Council.
3019. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I know that, but what I am trying to impress 

upon you is that that is an anomalous thing, something which is not found in 
any other Federation ?

Mir Maqbool Mahmood: 1 cannot cite an instance at the moment.
3020. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: You think it is a very wide system in which 

a subject of an Indian State may hold an office of trust under the Crown, 
and yet may be subject to what is known as the Foreigners' Act ?

Mir Maqbool Mahmood: So long as he takes the Oath of Allegiance to 
the Constitution.
3021. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Do you think that would take him out of 

the purview of the Foreigners’ Act ?
Mir Maqbool Mahmood: If it is necessary for you to reconsider that 

Act, you might do so.
3022. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: That is the point I am putting. Would it, 

therefore, not be desirable to have a common Indian nationality ?
Mir Maqbool Mahmood: 1 am afraid we have not considered the legal 

implications of this position.
3023. Mr. Jayakar: Has this question of a common nationality been 

considered by the Princes at all ?
Mir Maqbool Mahmood : Yes.
3024. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: And they do not approve of it ?
�r.  P. K. Sen: The Princes have not denied the allegiance of their 

subjects to the British Crown, subject to their allegiance to the Rulers of 
the States themselves. That is, a supplementary allegiance has always been 
considered in that sense, and therefore they have always been allowed, in 

Provinces of India the same privileges as British Indians.
3025. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I am talking about the legal position as it 

would be ?
Mir Maqbool Mahmood: I do not think, if I may say so with respect, 

that analogy would help us very much in a case of this kind, because the 
position as regards the States in India and their relationship with the Crown 
is undoubtedly unique, and you cannot, therefore, draw much help by analogies 
of that description ; but as a matter of fact, the question of nationality is pre-
eminently important, and I dare say some proper solution could be arrived 
at after consideration, but it is hardly possible to give a definite answer with 
regard to the legal position and all the implications arising therefrom, in



�vid�nc�.  I said that in a matt�r lik�  this it is v�ry  difficult to d�riv�  any 
h�lp from analogy. What is, or is not, pr�s�nt in oth�r parts of th� world 
will not v�ry much h�lp us, b�caus� th� position of th� Stat�s in r�gard 
to th� British Crown is v�ry  uniqu� and, th�r�for�,  w�  hav� it h�r�  (it may 
b� anomalous) that wh�r�as th� Stat� subj�ct ow�s all�gianc� to his own 
Rul�r, h� also ow�s all�gianc� to th� Crown, and in ord�r to adjust th�  
l�gal position and all th� implications arising th�r�from,  th� matt�r has got 
to b� consid�r�d in all its b�arings. It is hardly possibl� to giv�  an answ�r in 
th� cours� of �vid�nc�  as to what should b� th� l�gal implications of such 
a position.

3026. �r.  Jayakar: Th�r�for�,  may 1 tak� it that no final and unalt�r-
abl� d�cision upon this point has b��n  arriv�d at by th� Slat�s ?

�ir  �aqbool  �ahmood. : No.
3027. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I am satisfi�d that you r�gard th� position 

as anomalous and worthy of consid�ration ?
�ir  �aqbool  �ahmood : It is, undoubt�dly, worthy of consid�ration.
3028. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Now 1 want to ask you a qu�stion about 

this F�d�ral  Court. Will you look at paragraph 155 of th� Whit� Pap�r ? 
You will s��  th�r�  that th�r�  is no provision mad� for a F�d�ral  Court 
having any jurisdiction in a disput� arising b�tw��n  a citiz�n from an indian 
Stat� versus a British Indian Provinc�, or a citiz�n of a British Indian 
Provinc� versus an Indian Stat�. Do you not agr��  that it is n�c�ssary to 
provid� a forum wh�r�by  a British Indian subj�ct having a caus� of action 
arising out of a F�d�ral  law against an Indian Stat� should hav� a forum 
wh�r�in  h� could vindicat� his right ?

�ir  �aqbool  �ahmood : As I und�rstand th� Whit�  Pap�r, it is cont�m-
plat�d that S�ction 155 would apply only to c�rtain sp�cial cas�s wh�r�  th�  
parti�s arc Stat� and Stat�, or Stat� and Provinc�, or Stat� and F�d�ration, 
or Provinc� and F�d�ration. As r�gards a particular individual having a caus� 
of action against a British Indian Provinc� or a Stat�, th�r�  is r�ally no 
provision that th� F�d�ral  Court will  hav� jurisdiction. It is �vid�ntly  impli�d  
that th� caus� of action aris�s or th� plac� of r�sid�nc�  of m� d�f�ndant, 
as is ordinarily th� cas� according to th� Cod� of Civil Proc�dur�, will  
d�t�rmin�  th� forum wh�r�  th� litigation will tak� plac�.

3029. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: That is not th� qu�stion. Th� qu�stion is 
this : Wh�th�r  th� F�d�ral  Court would hav� jurisdiction ?

�ir  �aqbool  �ahmood  : No, it is not cont�mplat�d that th�  F�d�ral  Court 
will hav� jurisdiction.

3030. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Supposing a disput� aris�s out of a caus� 
of action out of a F�d�ral  L�gislation, th� ultimat� forum, wh�r�v�r  th�  
original suit may li�,  c�rtainly must b� th� F�d�ral  Court ? May w� not 
first look at th� original litigation, th� suit its�lf  ?

�ir  �aqbool  �ahmood : It �vid�ntly  cont�mplat�s that th� suit will li�,  
�ith�r  in British India or in th� Stat�, as th� cas� may b�. Th�n w�  com� 

to th� qu�stion of app�al.
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3031. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: But the suit may be of such a large character 
that the jurisdiction may lie with the Federal Court itself ?

Mir Maqbool Mahmood: I do not think so.
3032. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: All that I want to draw your attention to 

is this, that in the provisions contained in paragraph 155, there is no 
provision made for a private citizen to vindicate his rights arising out of 
Federal Legislation against a Native Indian State, or a citizen of an Indian 
State against an Indian Province ?

Mir Maqbool Mahmood : Evidently.
*****

303�. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Will you please refer to paragraph G of 
your Memorandum, Document 21, sub-paragraph (c) ?

Mir Maqbool Mahmood: Yes.
3037. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: At the end of that paragraph you suggest 

that in case a particular State fails to enforce the decree of the Federal 
Court powers should be given to the Viceroy to do so ?

�r.  P. K. Sen: Yes.
3038. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Why do you want to give this power to 

the Viceroy and not to the Governor-General or to the Federal Ministry ? 
The Federal Court is part of the Federal Constitution ?

�r.  P. K. Sen: In the event of a particular order of the Federal Court 
not being carried out by the State unit, it seems that the appropriate person 
to see that it is carried out is the Viceroy.

3039. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Why Viceroy ? Why not the Governor- 
General or the Federal Ministry ? Why the Viceroy ?

�r.  P. K. Sen: Because the Viceroy is in touch with the State in his 
position as representative of the paramount power to see that a particular 
function which the State ought to fulfil  is fulfilled.
3040. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: No, I take a different view,. and I want 

to put that view to you. The Federal Court is part of the machinery of the 
Federal Government, and it is the Governor-General who, under the White 
Paper proposals would be the person who would represent the Federation 

and not the Viceroy. The appropriate party therefore to have this power, 

if anyone is to have it, is the Governor-General and not the Viceroy ?

�r.  P. K. Sen: The question is whether the Governor-General as 
Governor-General, and as head of the Federal Executive, will be able to 
bring to book, if I may so use the expression, or, rather, to enforce the 
particular order in the State.
3041. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: My point is tuat he should be able to do 

it, not the Viceroy. The Viceroy represents the Crown in relation to para-

mountcy in these things ?
�r.  P. K. Sen: What is the sanction for the Governor-General ? We 

apprehend that it would be the Viceroy who would have that particular
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relationship of control as representative of the paramount power to bring 
it into effect.

3042. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I do not know whether I have made myself 
clear. My point is that the Federal Court is part of the Federal Constitution ?

�r.  P. K. Sen : Undoubtedly.
3043. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: And the head of the Federal Constitution 

will be the Governor-General and not the Viceroy ?
�r.  P. K. Sen : Yes.
3044. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Consequently, the enforcement of the 

decisions of the Federal Judiciary, which is part of the Federal Constitution, 
properly belongs tc the Governor-General and not to the Viceroy, and there
fore it is the Governor-General who ought to have the power of enforce

ment ?
�r.  P. K. Sen: All I can say is that it seems that the proper procedure 

would be for the Governor-General to proceed through the Viceroy.
3045. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I will not pursue that point further. 

Mr. Panikkar, in reply to a question put by Mr. Jayakar, you said that it 
would be necessary to have the prior consent of the Indian States before 
the subjects which are going to be reserved at the centre are transferred, 
especially the Army. Have I represented you correctly ?

Mr. K. M. Panikkar: Quite correctly.
3046. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Do I understand you to say that if the 

States assent, at the next time when a question for discussion arises, that 
the Army should not be a transferred subject, it would not be transferred ?

Mr. K. M. Panikkar: Presumably so.

�4)
Sir Michael O’dwyer, G.C.I.E., K.C.S.I.

*3356. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: In your evidence I find that you make 
a very sharp distinction between what are called the intellectual classes, or 
intelligentsia and the masses. I want to ask you this : Do you make any 
difference in the situation when the intellectuals which you have in mind 
are drawn from one particular stratum of society and the situation in which 
the intellectuals are drawn from the different strata of society ?

Sir Michael O’dwyer: I do. I think if they are drawn from: different 
strata they will have a wider outlook.

3357. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Do not you think in the present circum
stances in India the intellectual class is really a composite class not merely 
drawn from the Brahmins but from the non-Brahmins, the Muslims, the 
Depressed Classes ?

Sir Michael O’dwyer: It varies very much in the different parts of India. 
In the North of India the intellectual classes are predominantly Hindu out-

♦Minutes of Evidence, Vol. II-A, 29th June 1933, pp. 406-07.
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side the Punjab, and are drawn from the higher caste-Hindus. In Madras, 
where education has been more widespread, the situation is different. It 
would be very hard to generalise.

3358. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar : The point I wish to put to you is this : 
You would not say, I am sure, that if the intellectual classes are drawn 
from the different strata of Indian society, that there would be the same 
dichotomy between them and the masses as would be the case if the intel-
lectual classes were drawn from one single stratum ?

Sir Michael O’dwyer: I entirely agree with you, there would not be.
3359. �r.  B. R Ambedkar: Therefore I think it would logically follow 

that such an intellectual class could be trusted to take care of the masses 
from which they themselves are drawn ?

Sir Michael O’dwyer: I think so ; they would be more likely to do so.
33�0. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I want to ask you another question : Is it 

not a fact that the existing Government rather fights shy of a legislative 
programme of social reform ?

Sir Michael O’dwyer: Yes, I think on the whole there is a hesitation 
to do anything which could be construed or misconstrued interference with 
religious usages.

33�1. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Do you not agree that a large part of the 
inefficiency of the Indian people is really due to these social evils ?

Sir Michael O’dwyer: I think it has been largely due to that.
33�2. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar : And, therefore a Government which fights 

shy of a programme of legislative reform in order to remove the causes of 
social inefficiency of the Indian people is a weak Government ?

Sir Michael O’dwyer: I would not say the Government fights shy. The 
Government hesitates until it feels it has a certain support of a mass of public 
opinion on its side. I think on that ground it supported the Survey Act.

3J�3. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Yes, but in the main its legislative 
programme has been very poor ?

Sir Michael O’dwyer: Yes, because legislation can never be too much 
in advance of public opinion in a country like India. When the Government 
first introduced legislation of that kind Mr. Tilak was at once up in arms, 
and said the Government was interfering with religion. The result was an 
agitation in the Deccan and massacres.

33�4. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: The Government was frightened by a single 
individual like Mr. Tilak ?

Sir Michael O’dwyer: It was not Mr. Tilak alone ; he had marvellous 
powers of carrying people with him.

33�5. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Indians would not be afraid of Mr. Tilak ?
Sir Michael O’dwyer: I think they would. I think very few people would 

cross swords with Mr. Tilak. Lord Sydenham was one.
33��.  �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: You said you would not transfer Law and 

Order for the moment. You would transfer all the other before you would
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transfer Law and Order, and not make any change at the centre. Would 
you give us any idea of the interval you would like to elapse before Law 
and Order is transferred ?

�Sir Michael O’dwyer: I would leave it. Let communal antagonism die 
down. When Ministers who have been given extended powers have used 
those powers in the Departments of Land Revenue, Irrigation, and others, 
and have shown that they are capable of being entrusted with further powers, 
and when the anti-British agitations which exist and terrorist gangs which 
exist in certain provinces have been got under, and when conditions are 
otherwise favourable, then I would favour a transfer of Law and Order.
3367. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: You were asked whether there was any 

section of the Indian public which would be favourable to the sort of 
scheme which you propose. You said : Yes, there would be some sections 
in India which would accept that ?

Sir Michael O’dwyer: Yes.
3368. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I want to put this to you : Make the other 

assumption which is being put to you that there is no section in India 
which will accept that. I ask you to make that assumption ?

Sir Michael O’dwyer : Yes.
3369. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Then tell us what would be your next 

move, supposing you found that there was no section in India which was 
prepared to accept your proposal; what would be the advice that you 

would tender to Parliament in that case ?
Sir Michael O’dwyer: I would go ahead on the lines I thought most 

suitable for the benefit of the people of India.
3370. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Your position is do what you think best 

and leave the Indians to accept or not accept ?
Sir Michael O’dwyer: Yes; trusting in time that they will see that the 

restrictions imposed,.............
3371. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: For the sake of argument make that 

assumption that ultimately, after sufficient waiting, you found no Indian 
section to accept your scheme, what would be the advice you would then 

tender to Parliament ?
Sir Michael O’dwyer: The advice I would tender to Parliament would 

be to go ahead with the scheme which you consider feasible and workable 
in the hope that the people in time will  realise that your position is a natural 
one and will  come round to accept a reasonable view.
3372. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I am sorry you are not following my 

question. My question is a very specific question ?
Sir Michael O’dwyer: I might abbreviate it in this way. I do not think 

people will maintain an unreasonable attitude for an indefinite period of 

time.
3373. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Supposing they thought the White Paper 

Scheme, or your scheme, was so bad that they would not touch it ?
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�ir  Michael O’dwyer: The King’s Government must be carried on upon 

the best methods by which you could do it.
� � * * »

t35�4. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: My Lord Chairman, before Sir Michael 
O’dwyer leaves, may I point out one fact ? Sir Michael, in answer to a question 
put by Mr. Butler, made the point that the Simon Commission made the 
recommendation with regard to the Transfer of Law and Order ; it is 
Volume TI of the Simon Commission Report, paragraph 3�9. This is the 
paragraph you had in mind, was it not, “ In writing this Report we have 
made no allusion to the events of the last few months in India ” ?
�ir  Michael O’dwyer: Yes, that is it.
35�4A. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar : But I should like to point out to you 

that most of us understood by the events referred to here, the events of the 
Non-Co-operation Movement by Gandhi and certainly not the communal 
riots that took place in India, such as at Cawnpore.

Viscount Burnham: I said that had reference to the communal riots. 
I understood it in the sense I mentioned, that they did not refer to the 
Civil Disobedience Campaign, or to the communal riots which were the 
result of them.

(5)
Mr.  F. E. James, Mr.  W. W. K. Page, Mr.  T. Gavin-Jones, Mr.  G. E.Cuffe, 

Mr.  L. A. Roffey, Sir William  McKercher and Mr.  F. W. Hockenhull

|3882. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Just one or two questions. I want to ask 
Mr. James one question first. Does your Association accept the declaration 
that was made by Lord Irwin during his viceroyalty, on the 29th October 
1929, which said that, according to the view of His Majesty’s Government 
then in office, the logical evolution of India’s political constitution was 
Dominion status ? Does your Association accept that declaration ?

Mr. F. E. JamesI do not believe that that particular, .statement of Lord 
Irwin is contained in the White Paper. )r!
3883. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar : Not, it is not ?
Mr. F. E. James: And my Memorandum deals with the proposals 

of the White Paper, but I do remember that-at the time of that statement 
the Association made a pronouncement, andtl would refer the gentleman 
to the newspaper files on which that pronouncement will be found.
3884. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Would you give us a summary of that 

pronouncement ?
Mr. F. E. James: I would not trust my'memory to do that just now.
3885. hr. B. R. Ambedkar Let me put my point somewhat differently, 

f  Minutes of, Evidence, VO|L 11-A’ 29th Jut)? 1933, p. 424.
Xlbid., 4th July. 1933, pp. 47�-77.



�o  you accept the proposals laid down in the White Paper as the final form 
which the Constitution of India should take, or do you think there is some 
room for evolution further ?

�r.  F. E. James: I think the answer to that is to be found in para-
graph 1 of the Memorandum.
3886. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: That gives the answer, does it?
�r.  F. E. James: That, I think, is the answer : “  We consider the 

general scheme of the White Paper to be satisfactory as a whole and to form 
a reasonable basis on which to frame the future Constitution of India.”

3887. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: My question, if I may say so, was some-
what different. My question is this : �o  you regard these proposals as the 
final form of India’s political constitution ?

�r.  F. E. James: May I refer you to the third sub-paragraph of para-
graph 1 of the Memorandum, in which you will find the following words : 
“  The Council of the Association reserves the right to determine its final 
attitude to the constitutional scheme when the Report of the Joint Select 
Committee has been published and the Bill for the future Government of 
India based upon that Report is presented to Parliament.”
3888. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Forgive me; that, again, is not an answer 

to my question. My question is somewhat different. My question is this : 
�o  you think that there is any more room f<?r the advancement of the 
political status of India beyond the proposals as they are laid down in the 
White Paper ? Have I made myself clear ?

�r.  F. E. James: Yes. Obviously the White Paper leaves room for 
modification or changes in the future.
3889. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I used the word “  advancement ” ?
�r.  F. E. James: If you call it advancement, possibly.
3890. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I will  not pursue that point?
�r.  F. E. James: But we are now considering only the proposals of the 

White Paper.
3891. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: In paragraph 52 you make the proposal 

that the Indian Legislatures should not have authority to effect the law of 
British Nationality, I quite follow that point. Then you go further on and 
say that it should not even have authority to prescribe what might be called 
Indian Nationality, on the analogy of the Canadian Act. I understand what 
you say. What I want to know is this. �o  you want to put that as an absolute 
limitation which would prevent the Indian Legislature from constituting 

a status of an Indian National for any purpose whatsoever ?
�r.  F. E. James: No; I think the paragraph is perfectly clear. We 

merely say that if India does desire to legislature in that way, India should 
not be permitted to do so to the exclusion of the European British 

Community in India.
3892. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I put it this way : Supposing, for instance, 

a case arose which is similar to that which arose in Canada and which gave
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�ise to that Act; supposing the�e was necessity fo� Indian �ep�esentation on 
any inte�national t�ibunal and India wanted that �ight of �ep�esentation 
should be �ese�ved to Indian B�itish subjects of His Majesty o� Indian 
subjects of His Majesty, would you not in that case allow the Legislatu�e 
to pass a law p�oviding fo� such a status being c�eated on the analogy 
of the Canadian Act, o� fo� the matte� of that, the South Af�ican Act ?

�r.  F. E. James: The answe� to that �eally is the last sentence of ou� 
pa�ag�aph. Pe�haps M�. Page will  explain it in g�eate� detail.

�r.  Page: I think, Si�, that you need be unde� no misapp�ehension that 
the�e is any such hidden meaning. The whole of ou� object as �ega�ds that 
pa�ag�aph is this, that the c�eation of what we may call an Indian citizenship 
should not affect, in ou� view, the �ights of a B�itish National as a B�itish 
subject What we �eally want to say is this, that we wish to p�ese�ve fo� all 
individuals of B�itish nationality, while �esident in India eithe� tempo�a�ily o� 
othe�wise, all the �ights to which an Indian subject of His Majesty simila�ly 
�esident is entitled, and we wish to p�event the passing of any law, o� the 
making of any �egulation o� �ule, which would have the effect of �est�icting 
o� taking away any of these �ights. That is the whole object of that pa�ag�aph. 
We have not the slightest objection to the fo�mation of an Indian citizenship.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: My Lo�d Chai�man : Is it in o�de� 40 put a simila� 
question to M�. Gavin Jones on the suggestions he has made, but if it is 

not, I will  not pu�sue that point ?
Chairman : If D�. Ambedka� ask my pe�sonal view, it is that pe�haps the 

matte� is not sufficiently impo�tant at this stage to justify the time taken.

(�)
Sir Joi a Perronet Thompson, K.CJS.I., K.C.I.E,, Sir Alfred Watson 

and Mr.  Edward Villiers

*4659. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Just one question, Si� John Thompson. 
Yeste�day you �aised a question �ega�ding making some p�ovision fo� safe-
gua�ding the financial position of the P�ovinces, and, by way of illust�ation, 
you mentioned that unde� the p�esent ci�cumstances the wate� �ate, which 
p�ovides a ve�y la�ge pa�t of the P�ovincial Revenue, is liable to be changed 
by Executive o�de�—I think that is what you said yeste�day ?

Sir John P. Thompson: Yes.
4660. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Is it not a fact that fo� a long time the 

Indians have been agitating that all this taxation which is �aised by me�e 
Executive o�de�—and, as you know the Land Revenue is also �aised by 
Executive o�de�—should not be �aised any fu�the� he�eafte� by Executive 

o�de�, but should be �aised by legislative enactments ?
Sir John P. Thompson: Ce�tainly the�e has been an agitation to that 

effect, as �ega�ds Land Revenue. I am not quite su�e how fa� that goes in 
�ega�d to the I��igation �ates.

*Minates of Evidence. Vol. II-A,  �th  July 1933, p. 540.
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4661. �ir  Tej Bahadur �apru  : May I point out that in point of fact Land 
Revenue is not raised by Executive Order ? What he is probably thinking of 
is that Land Revenue settlements are effected by Executive Order ?

�ir  John P. Thompson: Yes.
4662. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Yes ; and a recommendation was made that 

all these finances which are raised by Executive Order should no longer be 
raised by Executive Order but by legislation ?

�ir  John P. Thompson: I do not know that.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: That has not been carried into effect.

(7)
Sir Charles Innes, K.CJS.L, C.IJ�k

*5161. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Sir Charles, you laid considerable emphasis 
on Second Chamoers ?

�ir  Charles Innes: Yes.
5162. Dr. B. R Ambedkar: The reason that you gave was that it would 

mitigate the necessity of the constant use of the special powers ?
�ir  Charles Innes: No. I do not know that I said it would mitigate the 

necessity. I said that it would reinforce the special powers, and I hoped that 
the existence of the Second Chamber would make it unnecessary, or make 
it necessary very rarely, to use the special powers which nobody wants to 
be used.

5163. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: It is not your position that you would sub
stitute Second Chambers for the special powers ?

�ir  Charles Innes: No.
5164. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: The second question I want to ask you is 

this : I think this morning you stated that there was nothing unusual in 
these special responsibilities, and that you found them in some of the Consti
tutions of the Dominions ?

�ir  Charles Innes: I said there was nothing new in safeguards. I think 
those were my exact words.

5165. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I want to put to you this : Is not there 
this difference between whatever safeguards there might be in the Constitu
tions of the Dominions and the provisions in the White Paper ? I am sorry 
I cannot put the question in a short form, because I have to give some 
explanation of the position as I understand it before I can put this question. 
I think under responsible government it is never understood (at least, I do 
not understand) that the Governor is absolutely bound by the advice given 
by the Ministry. He can refuse to take their advice if he thinks that he 
need not take it, but when I think the next step that he can take is to form 
another Ministry which will support him in the particular view which he 
takes. If that Ministry does not take the view that he takes he can dissolve 
the Legislative Council and have a new Legislature elected, and if he then

♦Minutes of Evidence, Vol. II-A, 6th. July 1933, pp. 573-74.
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finds that there cannot be a Ministry constituted from the new Legislature 
he must yield. Is not that so ?

�ir  Charles Innes: Yes, that would, ordinarily, be the case, unless he 
thought it was so important 4that he should not do it.

5166. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Under the proposals in the White Paper is 
not there this vital difference, that under the White Paper proposal the 
Governor will be in a position to overrule any and every Ministry ?

�ir  Charles Innes: Only in the exercise of his special responsibility.
5167. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar : He will never be bound by the advice of 

any Ministry ?
�ir  Charles Innes: Just as on our side we are assuming that the Indian 

is going to work the constitution in a spirit of reasonable co-operation, so 
also I think you have to assume that the Governor is going to do his best 
to work the constitution in the spirit in which it was conceived.

5168. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Yes?
�ir  Charles Innes: I do not see why you should assume that the Governor 

will try to exercise these powers. I think every Governor will try to avoid 
exercising them as much as he possibly can.

5169. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I am trying to bring out the difference 
between the two positions as I see it: the special powers do not give the 
Governor the power to overrule a particular Ministry with whose advice he 
disagrees ?

�ir  Charles Innes: I really do not know what you are driving at.
5170. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: The point I want to put to you is this, that 

the special powers which are to be given to the Governor are not given in 
order that be may overrule a particular Ministry whose advice he does not 
accept; but the powers are given so that he may overrule any Ministry ?

�ir  Charles Innes: Exactly, because what he has got to do is to discharge 
certain special responsibilities. It is not a question of overruling a particular 
Ministry or not : it is a question of whether or not he has got to preserve 
that special responsibility.

5171. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar : That is a vital difference between the safe
guards ?

�ir  Charles Innes: That is exactly what I said : that the safeguards in 
India may have to be more precise and more defined because of certain 
facts. For instance, this communal trouble necessitates safeguards.

5172. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I am not asking whether there are any 
grounds for it. I am trying to point out that there is a difference ?

�ir  Charles Innes: Yes.

(«)
Sir Edward Bentball, Sir Thomas Catto and Mr.  G. L. Winterbotham, 

on behalf of Associated Chambers of Commerce of India

*6214. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Sir Edward, I want to ask you, first of all,

♦Minutes of Evidence, Vol. II-A, 13th July 1933, pp. 640-42.
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a question with regard to that part of your statement dealing with Federal 
Finance. I think (I do not know whether I am putting it correctly) you 
attach a great deal of importance to uniformity of taxation in India ?

�ir  Edward Benthall: Yes.
�215. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: And on that account, you have made the 

suggestion that almost all sources of Revenue, as between the Centre and 
the Provinces, should be segregated at the Centre, and that the Centre should 

divide ? Is that not so ?
�ir  Edward Benthall: Do we make that suggestion ?
�21�.  Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I am summing it up generally, that you want 

that almost all the principal taxes, at any rate, should be levied by the 
Centre in order that there may be uniformity of taxation ?

�ir  Edward Benthall: We did not go so far as to say that. We desired 
uniformity, but we did not go so far as to say that all taxes should be 
levied by the Centre.
�217. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: How would you otherwise have uniformity 

of taxation, if there was not one tax levying authority in India as a whole ?
�ir  Edward Benthall: Some methods of co-ordination might be devised.
�218. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Suppose, for instance, we adopted the 

principle that a Province was to levy a surcharge on Income Tax for Provin-
cial purposes, that would cut across the principle of uniformity ?

�ir  Edward Benthall: Yes ; we are totally opposed to that.
�219. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Then again, you oppose terminal taxes? 
�ir  Edward Benthall: We are opposed to them on principle, and we have

suggested that any taxes which are likely to lead to inter-Provincial Customs 
duties or inter-Provincial barriers, should require Federal approval. That is 
the purport of our evidence.
�220. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: That would ultimately mean that there would 

be segregation of the sources of taxation ; either the Province could not levy, 
or could levy only with the prior approval of the Centre ?

�ir  Edward Benthall: There would be a third method of devising some 
scheme of co-ordination, I think.
�221. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I do not know. Have you any method to 

suggest as to how this co-ordination is to be brought about ?
�ir  Edward Benthall: I think there are rules laid down at the present 

moment. Of course, at the present moment we are dealing with a unitary 
Government which lays down rules.
�222. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: We want to look at this thing, surely, 

from the standpoint of the Provincial Autonomy which we are contem-
plating, and also of the responsible Government that we are introducing 
into the Provinces ?

�ir  Edward Benthall: Yes.
�223. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Now I want to put this : From the stand-

point of Provincial Autonomy, it would be very difficult to realise this
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Autonomy in practice if the Province is not to be free to devise its own 
method and system of taxation and has to �o to the Centre every time ?

Sir Edward Benthall: Not every time, but in the case of these particular 
taxes which are likely to result in the stoppage of development of Indian 
commerce. May I just say this, that our intention in bringing forward these 
points was not to lay down any rules but to bring them to the notice of the 
Joint Select Committee, so that they might consider them.
�224. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Then I will put this generally : That you 

would recognise that in devising any system of finance as between the 
Centre and the Provinces, it is necessary to recognise that whatever system 
is adopted, it will not be incompatible with Provincial Autonomy and 
responsible Government in the Provinces ?

Sir Edward Benthall: Yes. In answer to a previous question, I said there 
should not be more concurrent powers than are necessary, and we agree 
to that. The division of subjects and of taxation should be as clear-cut 
as possible, but, from the point of view of trade, we desire to point out 
how these provisions might lead to inter-Provincial Customs barriers.
�225. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Now I want to ask you a question about 

this Reserve Bank, referred to in paragraph 3. You say that the bank ought 

to be free from political interference ?
Sir Edward Benthall: Yes.
�22�.  Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I suppose you will agree that political aid 

would be necessary for the bank in times of crisis ?
Sir Edward Benthall: It might be.
�227. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: It might be necessary in a crisis, in order 

to support the bank to have the Government declare a moratorium ?
Sir Edward Benthall: Yes, it is customary I think, in the constitutions 

of all Reserve Banks to allow them ultimate power of intervention by the 
Government in case of a financial crisis, and I would not object to that in 

a Reserve Bank.
�228. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: You would, therefore, permit, if the Govern-

ment is to aid the bank in times of crisis, either by way of a moratorium 
or by way of advancing money in order to stabilise its reserves so that it 
could carry on, that it should have some influence over the bank,, and its 

operations ?
Sir Edward Benthall: The Government, in some form of other, will  

appoint some of the officers of the bank and some of the Directors, but the 

Government should not appoint a majority of such Directors.
�229. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar. I want to make this point clear. T make 

this distinction : Political intervention, interference and influence. What is 
it that you would allow the Government to have ahd what is it you would 

exclude the Government from ?
Sir Edward Benthall: To define that would mean drawing up the constitu-

tion of the Reserve Bank.
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�230. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I will  not pursue that. Now, with respect to 
Directors, what sort of a provision do you contemplate for excluding 
political influence ? Would you say, for instance, that a person who belonged 
to a political party in India was to be disqualified from being a Director ?

Sir Edward Benthall: No. To begin with, I would have a Shareholders 
Bank, and the shareholders nominating the majority of the Directors.
�231. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: They may be politicians?
Sir Edward Benthall: Not politicians sitting in the Legislatures.
�232. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: But they may be very actively supporting 

the Party fund ?
Sir Edward Benthall: If they were very actively supporting Party politics, 

they would not carry the financial confidence of the country.
�233. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: But there will  be no disqualification to such 

persons being appointed ?
Sir Edward Benthall: They would be very foolish if they tried to carry on 

the two things at once.
�234. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Nov/ with respect to your comments on 

paragraph 122 of the White Paper. In paragraph 5, you make certain 
suggestions for including certain qualifications in Proposal 122 ?

Sir Edward Benthdll: Yes.
�235. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar : I just want to read the last four or five 

fines of that paragraph : “  but no law will be deemed to be discriminatory 
for this purpose on the ground only that it prohibits either absolutely or with 
exceptions the sale or mortgage of agricultural land in any area to any 
person not belonging to some class recognised as being a class of persons 
engaged in, or connected with, agriculture in that area.” What I want 
to point out is this, that unless the words “ without distinction of caste, 
creed or religion,” are inserted in this latter portion, it will still be possible 
to make a discrimination within that class based on caste, creed or religion. 
You can have an agricultural class and within that agricultural class you 
can make a distinction between caste, creed or religion ?

Sir Edward Benthdll: Yes. I should like the lawyers to consider that 
point.
�23�.  �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: The reason why I ask you is this, that you 

make certain suggestions with regard to the improvement of this clause by 
saying : ‘ if this proposal is to be effective, it will be necessary to include 
“  domicile, continuity or duration of residence ” in British India ?

Sir Edward Bent hall : Yes.

�237. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: You did not say that it should also exclude 
any distinction based upon caste, creed Or religion ? That would have to 
be done if this paragraph is to be effective against any discrimination ?

Sir Edward B ent hall: I think the point that we made in connection with 
the latter half of that paragraph is contained in our paragraph �  under 
Section G. We did not want that to apply to prevent Europeans taking up
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land, planters, and such people.
�238. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: But, as I say, in order to effect your purpose, 

if it were necessary, you say that distinction shall not be based upon caste, 
creed, race or religion ?

Sir Edward Bent hall: Yes ; it is a matter of legal draftsmanship.

(9)
Lady Layton, Mrs. O. Stracey and Sir Philip Hartog, on behalif of the 

British Committee for Indian Women’s Franchise

*C�7. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I would like to ask one question. I do not 
know whether you agree with me, but I suppose when you press for 
votes for women, I think you also desire that the franchise should be 
so devised that the women who will be brought upon the register will be 
drawn from all strata of Indian society, and not necessarily drawn, either 
from the upper strata or the middle strata or the lower strata exclusively ; 
that there ought to be some proportion of the women on the electoral roll 
to the communities from which they are drawn ?

Lady Layton: As far as is practically possible, certainly.
C�8. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I mean, it is not your case that you want 

this mathematical ratio of 1 to 4 or 1 to 5, but apart from that ratio, you 
would also desire that all women from all sections should be on the register ?

Lady Layton : Certainly, as far as possible, we do want to feel that the 
urban and rural voters and the different sections will be adequately 

represented.
C�9. �r  B. R. Ambedkar: You will also agree, I suppose, that if the 

education qualification or the property qualification were fixed higher, the 
result of that would be that you would be getting on to the electoral roll 
women drawn from one section of Indian society alone ?

Lady Layton: That is so. I would supplement that by saying that if it 
were administratively possible, we should welcome, and we have pressed in 
our Memorandum, that the wives of the lower property qualification should 
be enfranchised, and not only the wives of the higher property qualification.
C70. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: What I am anxious to get at is this — 

whether you attach importance to the point which I am putting to you, 
namely, a well-proportioned distribution of the women’s voting strength 
throughout the population, or whether you merely attach importance to 
the proportion of the man voter as against the woman voter ?

Lady Layton: Attach importance to both those factors but we think 
that the women’s interests for the moment are sufficiently safeguarded on 
this particular question. If you have a sufficient number of women enfran-
chised in all the districts for them to represent the other women, the women 
who are not enfranchised, we would like to see it as low as possible and if

♦Minutes of Evidence, Vol. 1I-C, 26th July 1933. p. 2276.
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�t �s put at a certa�n place now we would l�ke �t to be moved as soon as 
pract�cally poss�ble. We ourselves would certa�nly w�sh to see �t as low as 
poss�ble. We would be prepared to ask for adult franch�se, �f �t were 
pract�cally poss�ble, but we real�se �t �s not adm�n�strat�vely poss�ble.
C71. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: M�ght I put the same po�nt �n a some-

what d�fferent manner ? Of course, all women are �nterested �n matters 
of soc�al welfare ; that �s qu�te true. The woman’s po�nt of v�ew may be 
qu�te common, but you w�ll also real�se that schemes of soc�al welfare are 
go�ng to cost money, �f they are to be put through and that would requ�re 

taxat�on ?
Lady Layton; Yes, I c^u�te apprec�ate �t would.
C72. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar : And all women may not take the same 

po�nt of v�ew w�th regard to that; they are l�kely to d�v�de on the bas�s of 

the class to wh�ch they belong ?
Lady Layton: Yes, I can g�ve you two answers to that. F�rst of all, take 

the educat�on po�nt of v�ew. If you have a certa�n amount of money to d�v�de 
on educat�on, women of every class would agree that �t should be spent 
equally on men and women, whereas, �f you have not got women w�th 
suff�c�ent pressure to bear, you w�ll st�ll go on spend�ng a great deal more 
on the boys than on the g�rls. In the f�rst place, that �s one of the th�ngs 
that has to be seen to. Also, I would say th�s: The women of all classes 
who are tak�ng any act�ve �nterest �n welfare are press�ng that there should 
be a larger proport�on of f�nances spent on educat�on. I th�nk you could 
safely trust to the women of most classes to take that l�ne at the present 
moment, but I should be very glad to see the franch�se taken as near as 
poss�ble, and that �s why I do lay part�cular �mportance upon the l�teracy 
qual�f�cat�on. Any woman who �s �ntell�gent enough to be of any value to 
br�ng any pressure to bear at all can make herself l�terate w�th�n a reason-
able per�od and �f you have the l�teracy qual�f�cat�on, and any sect�on of 
women feel strongly that the sect�on of women wh�ch has the vote, �s not 
tak�ng the vote, they have the weapon �n the�r hands, and �t �s for that 
reason that I have always been so strongly �n favour of l�teracy, and �t �s 
for that reason that all the organ�sed women of .Ind�a are also, �n favour 

of l�teracy.
£73. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I am sat�sf�ed, as long as you see my po�nt 

of v�ew. S�r Ph�l�p Hartog, 1 just want to ask you a quest�on about l�teracy. 
We have really no �nformat�on as to what the adm�n�strat�ve d�ff�cult�es are, 
as they are alleged to be, aga�nst adopt�ng l�teracy as a test for the franch�se 
�n the case of women, but what I understand the d�ff�cult�es to be are these : 
F�rst of all, �t �s suggested that there are no cert�f�cates ava�lable wh�ch would 
enable a reg�strat�on off�cer, offhand, to sat�sfy h�mself that a woman falls 
w�th�n the category requ�red under l�teracy, and therefore, would �n the 
pos�t�on to be put on the roll offhand. That be�ng the case, we shall haye to 
adopt the procedure suggested �n the proposals, that a v�llage off�cer should
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examine and his certificate should be countersigned by a tahsildar. I think 
the administrative difficulty that is suggested is this : How is a village 
officer to approach a woman in the village to find out whether she is literate 
or not ? Would you make it depend upon the woman who wants to get 
her vote having to approach and make an application ?

�ir  Philip Hartog: I think that is the only possible way. She would have 
to have sufficient interest to say, either herself or through her husband : 
“ I wish to be placed on the roll ; I am literate and am willing to be tested.”
C74. Mr. Butler: How does that differ from application ?
Lady Layton : I do not think we have objected to application on the part 

of literacy in our Memorandum. We do not object. We think that the people 
who are already recognised as literate in any educational qualification that 
is admitted should be put automatically on the roll. Beyond that it must be 
a matter of application.
C75. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: So really this objection raised on the basis 

of inquiries made in households, which might be objectionable, would not 
arise ?

�ir  Philip Hartog: May I just say, it seems to me to be an appropriate 
point to make reference to two answers of the Secretary of State bearing 
directly upon the point which has been raised by Dr. Ambedkar. In answer to 
question 7437 the Secretary of State said : “  In future, for future genera-
tions of girls or women, it will be a comparatively simple matter to adopt 
your educational registers and returns for electoral purposes, but in 
Provinces where that has not been done hitherto, there will be very con-
siderable difficulty in doing it for the first election.”  Now, I should like to 
point out that if you read that with another answer of the Secretary of 
State, he says at page 817, question 7214 : “There will be no change for 
X years.” In answer to the Marquess of Salisbury, he suggests that in the 
Act of Parliament he would say for X number of years there can be no 
alteration of the franchise. Consequently, it would be of little use to have 
a register for the second, third or fourth elections, if those second, third 
or fourth elections came within the period of X years. Let me take the 
question of number. The total number of literate women is estimated in the 
Lothian Report to be a million and a quarter. It is on page 8� of that 
Report. Of those, 3,45,000 are in Madras, with regard to whom there is no 
difficulty. That leaves over for the rest of India the relatively small number 
of 8,75,000. Now, if it was possible to put 3,45,000 Madras women on the 
rolls for one election, and that must have been done at some time or 
another, why is it impossible to put 8,75,000 women on the rolls for the 
whole of the rest of India ?

(10)
Rajkumari Amrit  Kaur and Mrs. Hamid Ali on behalf of All India  

Women’s Conference and two other Women’s Associations-

*C334. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Did you say there would be no difficulty  
about the Muhammadan households ?

Minutes of Evidence, Vol. II-C,  29th July 1933, pp. 2314-21.
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�rs.  Hamid AH: The Mussulman never has an objection to taking 
his wife’s name. As Sir Hari puts it, there is a certain feeling of 
delicacy, but I have never known any feeling of difficulty among Muslims 
to take their wives’ names. It is true the women do not take their husband’s 
name frequently, but they do it occasionally.

Rajkumari Amrit Kaur: It is in Hindu households, where the husband 
may object to taking the wife’s name.

� * � * *
C342. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: 1 thought the point of the question raised

by Sir Hari Singh Gour was not whether there was some mental objection 
on the part of the Hindu husband or the Muhammadan husband to give 
utterance to the name of his wife. I thought the point of the question was : 
Which one of the two, or anyone, would object to the sort of enquiry that 
a registration officer will have to make ?

Rajkumari Amrit Kaur : I do not understand what sort of enquiry the 

registration officer have to make.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: It will be, “Have you a wife ; if you have a wife, 

what is her name ? ”
Sir Hari Singh Gour: And “  How many wives have you got ? ”
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Who would object to the sort of enquiry that will  

have to be made by the registration officer is the point of the question.
�arquess of Lothian : “  Is she over 21 ” ?
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: That is the sort of question.
C343. Chairman: The witness might care to interpose an answer now. 

Will you answer Dr. Ambedkar’s suggestion, if you have any views ?
Rajkumari Amrit Kaur: Yes; I can only say that I do not think anybody 

will have any objection to a question like that. I cannot understand the 
mentality that even prefers a question of this nature. It seems to me wholly 
incomprehensible.
C344. Chairman: Do you agree with that answer, Mrs. Hamid Ali  ? 

Do you agree that there will be no difficulty ?
�rs.  Hamid Ali: I think it will depend on the way and the tone, in 

which a question like this is put. Ordinarily a question like that asked in 
good faith and with no evil intention would not be taken amiss by anybody 
at all.

� � � � *
C34�. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I want to ask (Mrs. Hamid Ali)  one more 

question. You come from Bombay. You know that there are certain distinct 
wards which are exclusively Musselman quarters. From your experience 
do you really think it is possible for an election^officer to enter these wards 
and make these enquiries ?

�rs.  Hamid Ali: As far as Bombay is concerned, yes. I do not think 
anybody would take objection in Bombay, because in Bombay we have 
municipal elections so often and people are trained to this kind of thing.
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C352. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I have not exactly followed what is 
stated in this supplementary statement No. 56 in regard to the representation 
of women in the Federal Assembly. It is said “  We have repeatedly urged 
that we do not desire the communal virus to enter into our united ranks.”  
You see that the proposal of the White Paper so far as the representation 
of women Ln the Lower House is concerned is not by communal electorates, 
but is by a general electorate by a single transferable vote ?

Rajkumari Amrit Kaur : Yes.
C353. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar : From that point of view I should have 

thought it could not be objected to on the ground of its being a communal 
electorate ?

Rajkumari Amrit Kaur : In the first place the seats in the Lower House of 
the Federal Assembly for Women are definitely to be on a communal basis. 
We have the Secretary of State’s clear dictum on that point, in his evidence 
the day before yesterday or three days ago. In the Lower House of the 
Federal Assembly the reserved seats to which this indirect system of election 
refers are definitely to be on a communal basis.
C354. Mr. M. R. Jaykar: Your objection is to the reservation of seats 

on the communal basis ?
Rajkumari Amrit Kaur: Yes; and further the indirect system of election 

to those seats by legislatures which must, in the very nature of the Constitution 
as proposed today, be on communal lines.

Miss Mary Pickford: May I just interpose here ? In the Secretary of 
State’s reply when he said that the communal question was involved he 
was then referring to the women’s seats on the Provincial Council of Bengal. 
It was not in reference to the seats in the Legislative Assembly.

C355. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: That is what I thought If I may draw 
the attention of the witness to page 89 of the White Paper, Appendix II,  
I should have thought that that matter had been settled once and for all. 
You also refer to it. “  Election to the women’s seat in each of the provinces 
to which one is allocated will be by the Members of the Provincial Legis-
lature voting by means of the single transferable vote”?

Rajkumari Amrit Kaur : Yes; but my point is this. May I, then know if  the 
Secretary of State in answer to Miss Pickford’s question was referring to 
reserved seats on a communal basis for the Provincial Council of Bengal. 
May I understand whether the communal question does not enter into the 
reserved seats for women in the Lower House ? Are they to be reserved 
on a non-communal basis ? I should like to be clear on this point. I want 
to know on what basis these seats are to be reserved.

* ♦ ♦ ♦ ~ ♦

C363. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Let me follow this further, because, to my 
mind, there is a certain amount of confusion, and I should like to get it 
cleared up. First of all, do you object to indirect election as such ?

Rajkumari Amrit Kaur: Yes.
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C364. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: You do ?
Rajkumari Amr it Kaur : Yes.
C365. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar ■: That is one objection ?
Rajkumari Amrit Kaur : Yes.
C366. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: You do not want the women representa-

tives who are to represent women in the Federal Lower House to be elected 
by indirect election from the Provincial Legislative Council ?

Rajkumari Amrit Kaur: Most definitely not.
C36�. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar : You want some sort of a direct constituency 

provided ?
Rajkumari Amrit Kaur: As we are against reserved seats, if they are 

reserved for us on a communal basis, of course, really this question as far 
as we are concerned does not arise, but we would, of course, want women to 
enter.

C368. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Let me put a question first to clear the 
ground. Do you want any seats to be reserved for women at all in the Lower 
House ?

Rajkumari Amrit Kaur: I have said that we would recommend for the 
time being until such time as adult suffrage is obtained through our organisa-
tions, the acceptance of reservation, provided it were definitely laid down 
that the women’s seats would be on a non-communal basis, and through the 
means of joint electorates. That is the only condition on which we would 
accept it.

C369. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I quite follow two things. You want for 
the time being a certain number of seats reserved for women ?

Rajkumari Amrit Kaur: We have always been opposed to reservation.
C3�O. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: The second thing I have understood from 

you — correct me if I am wrong — is that you do not want that provision 
for the representation of women in the Federal Lower House by any system 
of indirect election. That is the second point you have made ?

Rajkumari Amrit Kaur: Yes.
C3�1. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: What I want to ask you is that...........?
Rajkumari Amrit Kaur: You say we want reservation, I have hold you we 

have always been opposed to reservation.
C3�2. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: You do not want any reservation at all ?
Rajkumari Amrit Kaur: We have always said that we do not want reserva-

tion, but, as I say, if reservations are to be forced down on us as so many 
things have been forced down on us against our wishes, then the only condi-
tions on which we would recommend the acceptance of reservation to our 
organisations would be definitely that they would be through a system of joint 
electorates and direct election, and if the seats were on a purely non- 
communal basis, that is to say, that we have the right to put on woman of 

our choice.
C3�3. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: If the matter were left to your choice, you
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would not want any earmarking of seats for women as such in the Federal 
Lower House ?

�ajkumari  Amrit Kaur: Certainly not.

C3�4. Dr. B. �.  Ambedkar: If it is to be, then you would want it on 
a system of joint electorate and direct election ?

�ajkumari  Amrit Kaur : Yes ; direct election and a non-communal basis.

C3�5. Dr. B. �.  Ambedkar: Let me take the non-communal basis. Do 
you want this constituency for direct election to consist only of women 
in that particular constituency ?

�ajkumari  Amrit Kaur: No ; we want men and women.

C3�6. Dr. B. �.  Ambedkar: You want this constituency to be a sort 
of composite constituency, in which the voters will  be both men and women ?

�ajkumari  Amrit Kaur : Yes.
C3��. Dr. B. �.  Ambedkar: With this restriction that the candidate to 

be ultimately elected from that constituency would be a woman ?
�ajkumari  Amrit Kaur: Yes ; that is to say, if a woman was to be elected 

to a reserved seat, it would naturally follow that it must be a woman.
C3�8. Dr. B. �.  Ambedkar : How would you pro:'ide these direct 

constituencies for the Legislative Assembly ?
�ajkumari  Amrit Kaur: As I say we have not got any constructive pro-

posals on this because we have throughout been opposed to reservation. We 
would leave that to the discretion of the Committee, but if reservations were 
given to us, on the terms and the only terms on which we would accept it, we 
would leave it to the discretion of the Committee to form such constituencies 
as would be the most representative.
C3�9. Dr. B. �.  Ambedkar: I thought you said in answer to a question 

that you objected to this indirect system of election provided in the White 
Paper for the representation of women in the Lower House of the Federal 
Legislature, because, in a certain sense, it would be, what shall I say, 
communally-minded ?

�ajkumari  Amrit Kaur: Yes.
C38O. Dr. B. �.  Ambedkar : That the representatives in the various 

Provincial Councils would act in a communal manner in the exercLe of their 
votes, and that is the ground cf your objection ?

�ajkumari  Amrit Kaur: I have already answered this question, have 

I not ?
C381. Dr. B. �.  Ambedkar: Yes; I want to put one more question. 

Further, I see, and I want to get this matter clear, that you object to the 
indirect election that is proposed in the White Paper because you think that 
the representatives of the different communities in the Provincial Legislature 
will  be communally-minded, and, therefore, communal considerations will  be 

imported in that election ?
�ajkumari  Amrit Kaur: May I give you the answer again? We object to 

indirect election first of all, because naturally we want direct election.
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C382. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Yes. I follow that
Raikumari Amr it Kaur: That is the first objection. The second objection 

is that when this indirect election for us is proposed through the Provincial 
Councils, these Provincial Councils which are going to be on communal lines 
will naturally bring that communal question again to the women that the} 
elect

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: That is true, but I want to put a further question. 
I quite understand your objection that to have different representatives of 
the different communities in the Provincial Legisaltive Council would import 
a material consideration in the election of women.

C383. Mr. M. R. Jayakar : That is only one of your objections to the 
indirect election, but I understand another objection is also on the ground 
that it is indirect ?

Rajkumari Amrit Kaur: I have said so more than once.

C384. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: The question is this. Take, for instance, 
your direct constituency, any constituency that you may like to take, for 
instance the City of Bombay. You will  have in that constituency, which you 
would desire to be specially designed for the election of a woman representa-
tive in the Lower House, electorates of both men and women drawn from 
different communities ?

Rajkumari Amrit Kaur: Yes.
C385. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Do you mean to suggest that those voters 

•who would take part in the election of a woman representative would be 
less communally-minded than the representatives of those larger communities 
in the Provincial Legislative Council who would be participating in the 
election of a woman candidate on the indirect basis ?

Rajkumari Amrit Kaur: Without doubt, because the communal question 
exists far more among the type which goes into the Legislature than it 
does among the masses of the people.

C386. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: But I want to draw your attention to 
this fact, that these very electorates will be electing the men who will be 
the voters for the indirect election ?

Raikumari Amrit Kaur: It may be so, but when it is a question of joint 
electorates and we are going to get the votes of joint electorates, the 
communal question will not exist there — it cannot exist — to the same 
extent that it does in a Provincial Council which has been elected by 
separate electorates and where the communal question is alive and must be 

very much alive.
C38�. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Do you think that in the general electorate 

the men and women in India do not act in a communal manner ?
Rajkumari Amrit Kaur: Certainly not in the general mass.
C388. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Have you ever seen a poll going on ?
Rajkumari Amrit Kaur: Yes. We have had a very recent example in the 

case of one of the women members of our organisation who topped the poll
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in Bombay with the joint electorates, and practically no women at all but 
all men : the Depressed Classes and everyone voting and she topped the 
poll. That is in a municipal election. Then there was not only her but another 
lady, and we have had examples in elections in Universities in Patna where 
women have been elected by men, and no difficulty on the communal question 
has arisen.

C389. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: When the point is whether a woman will  
be elected, no doubt the communal feeling will be less in a direct election 
than it will  be in an indirect election ?

Rajkumari Amrit Kaur : Certainly. Whenever the indirect election is going 
to be by means of the Council, it is going to be permeated by communalism.

� * * � �
tC406. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar; In those Councils where they have 

actually been members I understand it has been by nomination ?
Rajkumari Amrit Kaur: Yes, there is no such thing as election.
C40�. Sir Hari Singh Gour: To the Legislative Assembly they have 

never been nominated so far ?
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Never.
C408. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Is there a disqualification?
Rajkumari Amrit Kaur: I think not.
Mrs. Hamid Ali: May I point out in connection with this that it is very 

lately that the Provinces have done away with the disqualification ?
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: It has been done very, very recently ; in some 

Provinces so recently that they have scarcely had time for another election 

since the disqualification was done away with.

(ID
Mrs. P. K. Sen and Mrs, L. Mukerji

JC588. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Is it to be inferred that these communal 
differences would very likely spread to the women if the women were to 
enter the professions ?

Mrs. L. Mukerji: I do not think so. 1 think that woman by nature is 
free from such communal feelings on account of her sex.

C589. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: For instance, today the struggle or 
scramble for jobs and professional appointments is really confined to the 
men ?

Mrs. L. Mukerji: Yes.
C590. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Largely, because women in India are not 

earning members of the family ?
Mrs. L. Mukerji: I quite see your point.
C591. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Therefore, to take the case of education, 

if a large section of women along with men were entering that profession, 
and other professions as a result of education, or your own analysis, perhaps 
the thing would develop among women ?

fMintues of Evidence, Vol. II-C, 29th July 1933, p. 232�.
Ubid., p. 2354. �



�rs.  L. �ukerji:  It is quite possible. I cannot answer that point until 
we see the result

C592. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I appreciate that, but I just wanted to put 
the point to you ?

�rs.  L. �ukerji : I feel in a future time, when our women will be in 
a position to go into the professions, that the communal business might die 
out altogether. I anticipate that.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I hope so.
* ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

fC610. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: There is just one question I would like to 
ask you, Mrs. Sen. You have explained your views with regard to the repre
sentation of women in the Federal Lower House, and you have stated your 
objection to the provision made in the White Paper for indirect election ?

�rs.  P. K. Sen: Yes.
C611. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I do not find anywhere your views as to 

the provisions made for the representation of women in the Provincial Legis
latures, except, of course, that you have expressed generally that you would 
not like any provision which savours of communalism ?

�rs.  P. K. Sen: Yes.
C612. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Have you anything to suggest on that ?
�rs.  P. K. Sen : I did not quite follow the question.
C613. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: In the Provincial Legislatures several 

seats are provided which are to be filled by women ?
�rs.  P. K. Sen: Yes.
C614. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: No detailed provisions are laid down in 

the White Paper as to how those seats are to be filled. It is Appendix ill of 
the White Paper, on page 93, under “ General ”, Madras, out of 152, 
6 women ; Muhammadan, 29, including one woman. This is all the provision 
that exists in the White Paper, so far ?

�rs.  P. K. Sen : We would like to do away with all these communities, 
if you would give us six seats in each of the Provinces. That would 
be much better, and we should be able to fill these seats with the best 
women available.

C615. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Have you any other method by which 
these six seats could be filled up ?

�rs.  P. K. Sen : Yes ; capital city, for the Federal Assembly. I have already 
answered that question. It would be the same for the Provincial Assembly 
also. The capital city would be the constituent area ; it would be a snv.il 
electorate. It would not mean so much expense, and women from all over 
the Provinces would be able to stand for the seats.

C616. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: You would have one capital city to return 
six women in Madras ?

�rs.  P. K. Sen: No. They would have their separate constituencies

■^■[Minutes of Evidence, Vol. II-C, 29th July 1933,.p. 2355.
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�or di��erent principalities o� the Province.

C617. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: The question T wanted to ask was how �ar 
you agree ? Would you be prepared, as a matter o� concession to the 
communal sentiment o� the various communities, that while making arrange-
ments on the basis o� a joint electorate �or the return o� such women in 
the Legislative Councils, to have a permission reserving a certain number 
o� seats, �or instance, �or the Muslim women, keeping the total the same ?

Mrs. P. K. Sen: We are against communal reservation.
C618. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I can quite understand your objection to 

having a separate electorate o� Hindu women to return �ive Hindu women 
and a separate electorate o� Muslim women to return one Muslim woman. 
What I want to know is this : Whether you have also the same objection to 
a system in which both the Hindu women and the Muslim women would 
vote together in a common constituency — a joint constituency, with this 
reservation, that, at least, one seat would be reserved �or a Muslim woman ?

Mrs. P. K. Sen: They would all vote �or the Muhammadan lady.
C619. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I know that you would probably be so 

generous that you may give more. Would you be prepared to approve 
a reservation being made by law that just one should be reserved �or 
a Muslim woman ?

Mrs. P. K. Sen : Yes ; that is already there, and we have to accept that.
C620. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: That may be on the basis o� separate 

electorate, it is not stated how it would be. There�ore, I wanted to get 
your opinion on the matter. The detailed provisions as to how these six 
seats in Madras are to be �illed are not �ound in the White Paper ?

Mrs. P. K. Sen : That should be a joint electorate o� men and women.
C621. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I do not know. At least Mr. Butler might 

be able to enlighten us as to how these six seats are going to be �illed ?
Mrs. L. Mukerji: We do not, i�  it can be avoided, want any communal 

distinction.
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I quite �ollow you. I am asking you whether you 

would be prepared to moderate your objection, to this extent, that you 
would have a joint electorate with one seat reserved, so as not to disturb 

the communal balance.
Mr. Butler: I think that Dr. Ambedkar will �ind this at “  The precise 

electoral machinery to be employed in the constituencies �or the special 

women’s seats is still under consideration.”
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: There�ore, I was asking whether these seats would 

be �illed by separate electorates o� women in the general constituency ; it 
is not made clear here. I do not know how it is done, because I �ind in 
the Table given on seats allocated under separate heads. Under “ General ” , 
six women’s seats, under “  Muhammadan ” , one; that rather gives me the 
impression that you would have a separate electorate o� Muslim women 
only, so that the result would be that 28 would be men, and one a woman.



I do not know ; I seek for information upon the point.
C622. �hairman  : I think we had better use this afternoon in getting 

information out of the witnesses. Will you return to the point ?
Mrs. P. K. Sen: It would not be at least a separate women’s electorate.
C623. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: If left to you, you might give them all 

the six, or more than that ?
Mrs. P. K. Sen : Quite.
C624. Dr. B. R Ambedkar: I mean, in view of the fear that there may 

be none ?
Mrs. P. K. Sen: Yes.

�12) 
Discussion in Joint Committee on Poona Pact

*Sir N. N. Sircar: May I make a short statement which probably will 
shorten matters ? I claim the right to put questions, if the Committee will 
allow it on the Communal decision, but, as a matter of fact, I do not intend 
to put in any questions relating to the dispute between the Hindus and 
Muslims, because that does not depend upon any facts that are going to be 
proved by any witnesses ; but I do want to ask the witnesses to give Your 
Lordships the facts relating to the Poona Pact. There are two more observa
tions I may be permitted to make as regards Sir Annepu Patro’s statement 
as to its being mixed up, and so on, that the decision itself makes it quite 
clear that the result of one Province is not connected with the result in 
any other Province. The decision itself says that any change can be made 
in one Province as distinct from any other Province. As regards my friend, 
Mr. Zafrulla Khan’s statement, I only venture to submit this : At the 
Round Table Conference we were trying to find out what was the greatest 
measure of agreement. It was open to us to say : Unless I get 100 per 
cent, seats for Hindus, I will not take any further part. It is no good taking 
up that attitude. I beg of the Committee to enter into the merits of the 
question.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: May I say just a word ? I am glad that this wrangle 
if 1 may use that expression, on this side is going to be confined only to 
the Poona Pact, and that Sir Nripendra Sircar does not propose to reopen 
the question of the distribution of seats between Hindus and Muslims but 
might I say that the sentiments expressed by Chaudhari Zafrulla Khan 
with regard to the attitude of the Muslims were exactly the sentiments 
that I have been expressing from the very beginning when I commenced 
to take part in the Round Table Conference, and that I, too, consented to 
join in the deliberations on the understanding that-the Poona Pact was an 
accepted proposition. I do not object, of course, to Sir Nripendra Sircar 
putting the facts before the Committee, because I know I will also get 
an opportunity to rectify any errors ; but so far as my own position is

♦Minutes of Evidence, Vol. II-C, 31st July 1933, p. 1356-61.
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concerned. I do not think that it would be possible for me to take any 
further part in the Proceedings of the Committee, if, for instance, the 
whole question was reopened with regard to the representation of the 
Depressed Classes.

�ir  N. N. �ircar ; I beg Your Lordship’s permission to hand in at this 
stage the following letter from myself to the Prime Minister and a cable-

gram from Sir Rabindranath Tagore, dated 2�th July, 1933 : —

LETTER FROM SIR N. N. SIRCAR TO PRIME MINISTER

St. James Court, 
Buckingham Gate, 
London, S.W.I.
14th December, 1932 

My Dear Prime Minister,
I am forwarding to you as requested, certain telegrams. The first telegram 

from 25 members of Bengal Legislative Council reads as follows :
“  Representation from 25 members of Bengal Legislative Council. Poona 

Depressed Classes Pact made without consulting Bengal Hindus. No 
Depressed Classes problem in Bengal as elsewhere in India, as found on 
careful examination by Lothian Committee. Ambedkar and others had no 

direct knowledge of Bengal conditions, where, alleged Depressed Classes 
suffer no political disability. Poona Pact introduces revolutionary change, 
cutting at root of normal progress of Hindu society in Bengal. Earnestly 
urge necessity for modifying Poona Pact as affecting Bengal, as Lothian 
Committee Scheme meets Bengal situation fairly. Show this Premier:
“  B. C. Chatterji, S. M. Bose, Maharaja Dinajpur, Maharaja Cosim- 

bazar, Rajabahadur Nashipur, Narendra Kumar Basu, Syamaprasad Mukerji, 
Rai Bahadur Kamini Kumar Das, Satyendra Kumar Das, Keshabchandra 
Banerji, Haridhan Dutt, Satischandra Mukerji, Saratchandra Mitra, 
Anandamohan Poddar, Satischandra, Roychowdhary, Hanumanprasad 
Poddar, Kishorimohan Chowdhari, Satyakinkar Sahana, Khetramohan Roy, 
Debrai Mohashi, Santisekhareshwar Roy, Saratkumar Roy, P. Banerji, 
Surendranath Law, Saileswar Singh Roy.”
2. I showed the above telegram to Dr. Ambedkar, who in his turn 

received telegram, copy of which reads as follows :
“Regarding Bengal. Hindu friends cable for revision of Poona Pact for 

Bengal. They defaulted twice, once before the Lothian Committee when 
they failed to give a list of Depressed Classes. Second when invited to 
Bombay September Conference nobody responded. Now they raise false 
cry, besides they are unjustifiably afraid of Namsudras appropriating all 
seats. Further Bengal Government depressed population figure is 103 lacs, 
vide Lothian Volume II, while we assumed for calculation of seats �5  lacs, 
vide Lothian, Poona Pact follows closely Lothian recommendations. Refer 
Mullick ’s note —Lothian Volume II. In Calcutta Thakkar found general



�indu  feeling in favour of Pact. �ence Pact approved by Cabinet can’t be 
revised.”

�  Birla and Thakkar
3. I have received two further telegrams, viz :

“  Birla’s cable to Ambedkar. Birla not acquainted with conditions in 
Bengal and has absolutely no representative character there. Poona Pact in 
allowing 30 seats to depressed classes in Bengal, number being equal to 
seats allowed to Madras cannot be justified. Question to depressed classes 
in Bengal is certainly not at all acute and is absolutely different from that 
in other Provinces. Premier’s Award on this question is utmost that Bengal 
can accept.”

“  Satischandra Sen, Bijoykumar Basu, Satycndrachandra Ghosh Maulik, 
Amamath Dutt, Satyendrachandra Mitra, Satyacharan Mukherjee, Satyen- 
dranath Sen, Jagadischandra Banerjee, Naba Kumar Singh Dudhoria, 
Bengal Non-Mahomedan Representatives present in Central Legislature.”

�  Amarnath Dutt
“Bengal, M.L.C.s who wired previously state Birla Thakkar cabled 

misrepresentations. Bengal Representatives not invited to Conference lead-
ing to Poona Pact. Its terms astonished Bengal. Not being agreed, according 
Premier’s formula, settlement cannot bind Bengal. Lothian Committee 
made enquiries which castes are untouchable and unapproachable in 
Bengal. Provincial Franchise Committee consisting �indu  Mahommedans 
correctly answer. Report Volume 2, Mullick ’s Note not placed before 
Committee, but prepared secretly. Mullick ’s classification of Bengal 
depressed different from other Provinces covering Subamobaniks Sahas 
Mahishyas admittedly outside depressed category. Also England— 
returned Indians, Brahmo Samaj people, even Baidyas, Kayasthas con-
trasted against Brahmanas. Bengal Public life free from caste considera-
tion. �igh  caste �indus  elected a Namsudra against Chatterjee 1923 at 
Madaripur. Deshbandhu disregarded orthodoxy marrying Brahmin’s 
daughter, but his following included all high caste people. Distribution of 
Namasudras vide Calcutta Gazette fourteenth July ensures their securing 
20 reserved seats. Non-Namasudras alarmed at prospect. Namasudras 
Rajbansis rigidly exclude other depressed castes from social communion, 
and have less right to represent them, than high caste people who have 
worked for generation for their uplift. Poona Pact introduces political 
division �indu  Bengal, where none hitherto existed. Show Premier.”

�  Chatterjee and others

4. I left India in August last, I have no personal knowledge relating to 

tne Poona Pact
5. In your “  Communal decision ” it was stated, “  �is  Majesty’s Govern-

ment wish it to be most clearly understood that they themselves can be 
no parties to any negotiations which may be initiated with a view to revision 
of their decision and will not be prepared to give consideration to any
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representation aimed at securing modification of it which is not supported 
by all the parties affected.”

6. Under your decision, the Hindus (including all alleged depressed 
classes) have been given 80 seats whereas Mahomedans get 119 seats, i.e. 
50 per cent, more than Hindus. The European interests get 25 seats, viz. 
10 per cent, of the total seats, while they do not form any appreciable frac-
tion of even one per cent, of the population. Factors of position, influence, 
education, etc., have apparently been considered, and legitimately considered 
in case of Europeans—but of heads has been considered between Hindus and 
Mahomedans. The latter claim to constitute 54 per cent, by inclusion of 
infants below 21 years, for if adults are counted, Mahomedans have no 
appreciable majority, if at all.

�.  Even if Mahomedans form 54 per cent, of the population, their 
getting 50 per cent, more than Hindus is explained by the fact of carving 
out of the special seats, 51 in number in disproportionately large share 
from the Hindus.

8. The nature of the Special Seats, which include 25 for Europeans, 
4 for Anglo-Indians, 8 for Labour, clearly does not lend itself to the 
suggestion that Hindus can make up their proper share in the total from 
these seats.

9. I fully realise that having regard to the wording of your decision, 
arguments, however forcible, cannot be listened to by you, but with the 
best of intentions the decision operates very unfairly on Hindus—and that 
is all the greater reason why Bengal Hindus other than the Depressed 
Classes object to the whittling down of what has been given to them by your 
decision. I may be permitted to add that if for the sake of argument it is 
assumed that one community has got nearly 50 per cent, more than its share 
it is idle to expect that it will  give up its unjustified gain from any abstract 
considerations of justice.

10. The matter involved relates solely to a question of fact, viz., did 
the people now complaining agree to the modification of your decision ? 
The laboured argument about agreement by alleged “  defaults ” , it is 
submitted, has no force. In any case, it remains to be determined whether 
there has been such default, from which it can be concluded that Bengal non-
depressed classes have agreed to alter your Award.

11. It is submitted that the matter is too important to be dealt with 
on the footing, that the telegram of Birla and Thakkar represent facts 
correctly—facts which have been disputed. Nor does any agreement follow, 
even if these facts are taken to be substantially correct.

12. In the interest of the party aggrieved, an enquiry as to the fact of 
the non-depressed classes in Bengal being parties to, or being bound by the 
Poona Pact, should be made—whether through the Government of India 
or Bengal, or any other responsible and neutral Agency, is a matter of 

detail.
I am forwarding a copy of this letter to Dr. Ambedkar for information
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�s  I have to leave England very soon, any acknowledgment of, or reply to 
this representation may be kindly directed to be forwarded to_
Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu, M.L.C.,
Bar �ssociation, High Court, Calcutta.

Yours truly, 
(Signed) N. N. Sircar ,

Member, 
Indian Round Table Conference.

C�BLEGR�M  FROM SIR R�BINDR�N�TH  T�GORE

�ated  27th July, J 933 
To Sir N. N. Sircar.
I remember to have sent a cable to the Prime Minister requesting him 

not to delay in accepting the proposal about Communal �ward  submitted 
to him by Mahatmaji. �t  that moment a situation had been created which 
was extremely painful not affording us the least time or peace of mind 
to enable us to think quietly about the possible consequences of the Poona 
Pact which had been effected before my arrival when Sapru and Jayakar 
had already left with the help of members among whom there was not 
a single responsible representative from Bengal. Upon the immediate settle-
ment of this question Mahatmaji’s life depended and the intolerable 
anxiety caused by such a crisis drove me precipitately to a commitment 
which I now realise as a wrong done against our country’s permanent 
interest Never having experience in political dealings while entertaining 
a great love for Mahatmaji and a complete faith in his wisdom in Indian 
politics I dared not wait for further consideration not heeding that justice 
had been sacrificed in case of Bengal. I have not the least doubt now that 
such an injustice will continue to cause mischief for all parties concerned 
keeping alive the spirit of communal conflict in our Province in an intense 
form making peaceful government perpetually difficult.

— Rabindranath  Tagore

LETTER �ND  ENCLOSURES FROM Dr . �MBEDK�R
TO THE PRIME MINISTER

Imperial Hotel, 
Russell Square, 
London, W.C.I. 
5th January, 1933 

My Dear Prime Minister,
Sir N. N. Sirkar has been good enough to send me a copy of the letter, 

dated 19th December, 1932, which he addressed to you just before his 
departure for India, in which he has laid before you for your consideration 
certain telegrams received by him from the Caste Hindus of Bengal 
protesting against the application of the terms of the Poona Settlement 
between the Caste Hindus and the Depressed Classes of Bengal on the ground 
that the Bengal Caste Hindus were not represented at the Settlement.



� had also received telegrams on behalf of the other side. Of these � had 
shown to Sir N. N. Sircar one which had come from Messrs. Thakkar and 
Birla, who had acted on behalf of Mr. Gandhi in the course of the 
negotiations that resulted in the Poona Settlement and the text of which 
has been quoted by him in his letter. � did not, however, like to trouble 
you with them, firstly because His Majesty’s Government, having accepted 
the Poona Settlement, the matter, in my opinion, was closed, and secondly 
because � was assured by Sir N. N. Sircar that he would do nothing more 
than forward the telegrams received by him for your information. But as 
Sir N. N. Sircar has not contented merely with forwarding the telegrams, 
but has urged that “  the laboured argument about agreement by alleged 
default ” used by Messrs. Thakkar and Birla in their telegram has no force 
and has ended with a plea “  that any enquiry as to the fact of the non-
depressed classes in Bengal being parties to, or being bound by the Poona 
Pact should be made......through the Government of �ndia, Bengal or any
other responsible and neutral agency,” � feel called upon to place my views 
on the question raised by him.
My first submission is that assuming that the Bengal Hindus were not 

represented at the Poona Settlement it cannot for that reason alone make it 
inapplicable to Bengal. Paragraph 4 of the Communal Decision of His 
Majesty’s Government under which they had provided for an agreement 
settlement to supersede the terms of their award did not, in my opinion, 
stipulate that in respect of an alternative scheme for the whole of British 
�ndia—and the Poona Settlement, it must be remembered, was for the whole 
of British �ndia—Caste and Depressed—province for province was a neces-
sary condition for its acceptance. �ndeed, � go further and say that such 
a stipulation is not postulated in the Communal Decision even for a settle-
ment in respect of a single province. According to my reading of para-
graph 4 all that is stipulated is that His Majesty’s Government should be 
satisfied that the communities who are concerned are mutually agreed 
upon a practicable alternative scheme. Taking my stand on this inter-
pretation of paragraph 4, � venture to say that the absence of the 
representatives of Bengal Caste Hindus cannot derogate from the applica-
bility of the Poona Settlement to Bengal. �f the contrary interpretation 
were true it would then be open to the Depressed Classes of Punjab, U.P. 
and Bihar and Orissa to repudiate the Poona Settlement, for they were not 
represented at all.
My second submission is that it is really not necessary to proceed on 

the assumption that the Bengal Caste Hindus were not represented as is 
alleged by the signatories to the telegram forwarded to you by 
Sir N. N. Sircar. � know for a fact they were represented and the statement 
of Messrs. Thakkar and Birla in their telegram that the Bengal Hindus did 
not respond to the invitation sent to them—a statement on the basis of 
which Sir N. N. Sircar has founded his plea for an enquiry is incorrect. 
What is more important to bear in mind is that these representatives of
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�engal were not merely present as silent spectators, they were active parti-
cipants in the negotiations. I very well remember one of them came to me 
in �ombay accompanied by a �engal Depressed Class youth of the Raja 
Party and had a private conference with me for nearly an hour and a half 
in the course of which he urged me to come to terms with the Caste Hindus 
on the basis of joint electorates. It is, therefore, quite untrue to say that 
the �engal Caste Hindus were not represented, and the inaccuracy in the 
statement of Messrs. Thakkar and �irla  must be attributed to the impos-
sibility of keeping in touch with all the details of the negotiations which, 

having regard to the momentous character of issues involved, is quite 
excusable. I am sorry I am not in a position to give you the name of the 
�engal Caste Hindu gentleman who had this conference with me. �ut  I will  
let you have his name immediately after my return to India.
There is therefore no case for reopening the Poona Settlement on behalf 

of the Caste Hindus of �engal. As for the Depressed Classes, their spokes-
man, Mr. M. �.  Mullick, has cabled to me that they accept the Poona Pact. 
His telegram and the telegram of Messrs. Thakkar and �irla  are enclosed 
herewith in original for your information. I am leaving for India next week. 
Any further communication which you may wish to have with me in 
connection with this matter may be sent to my address in �ombay, which 

I give below for ready reference.

Yours truly,

(Signed) �.  R. Ambedkar .

Address :
Damodar Hall, Parel,

�ombay-12 (India).

COPY OF TELEGRAM  �ATE�  1st  �ECEMBER,  1932
1774. Delhi. 118.29.2020.

�LT  �octor  Ambedkar, India Office, London.

Regarding �engal Hindu friends cable for revision, Poona Pact for 
�engal they defaulted twice one before Lothian Committee when they failed 
to give list of Depressed Castes second when invited to �ombay September 
Conference nobody responded now they raise false cry besides they are 

unjustifiably afraid of Namsudras appropriating all seats further �engal  
Government depressed population figure is 103 lacs �ide Lothian volume 
two page 263 while we assumed for calculation of seats 75 lacs �ide Lothian 
Poona Pact follows closely Lothian recommendations refer Mullick ’s note 

Lothian volume two page 251 in Calcutta Thakkar found general Hindu 
feeling in favour of Pact hence Pact approved by Cabinet can’t be revised.

— � irla  and  Thakkar



�OPY  OF TELEGRAM DATED 26th  DE�EMBER,  1932
WLT Ambedkar, Indian �onference, London.
Bengal Depressed �lasses accept Poona Settlement so do Hindus �ouncil  

Hindus representation �alafide  perverse.—Mullic K.

�13)
Dr. B. S. Moonje, Mr.  B. C. Chatterjee, Mr.  J. Bannerjee, Mr.  G. A, Gavai, 
Rai Saheb Meherchand Khanna, Mr.  R. M. Deshmukh, Mr.  Bhai Parmanand 

and Pandit Nanak Chand, on behalf of the Hindu Mahasabha

*8813. Dr. B. R. A�bedkar : I just want to ask one or two questions of 
Dr. Moonje, to start with. Dr. Moonje, you have been asked certain questions 
by Sir Nripendra Sircar about the meeting that was called by Pandit Madan 
Mohan Malviya in Bombay to discuss what could be done with regard 
to the question that was raised by the fast of Mahatma Gandhi. I just want 
to ask you one or two questions in order to bring out the details. You were 
present at the first conference which took place in Bombay under the 

presidency of Pandit Malviya on 19th September 1932.
Dr. Moonje: Yes.
8814. Dr. B. R. A�bedkar  :• At that meeting, as you know, a small 

Sub-�ommittee was appointed ?
Dr. Moonje: Yes.
8815. Dr. B. R. A�bedkar: �onsisting of the representatives of the 

Depressed �lasses and of the caste-Hindus, including Mr. Jayakar, Sir Tej 
Bahadur Sapru and others ?

Dr. Moonje: Yes.
8816. Dr. B. R. A�bedkar:  That Sub-�ommittee went over to Poona 

to discuss the question ?
Dr. Moonje: Yes.
8817. Dr. B. R. A�bedkar: Because they thought it would be very 

desirable to be near Mahatma Gandhi when the matter was being discussed. 
The Poona Pact was arrived at Poona as a result of the deliberations of the 
Sub-�ommittee, in agreement with Mahatma Gandhi ?

Dr. Moonje: Yes.
8818. Dr. B. R. A�bedkar:  Then the main Hindu �ommittee which 

had appointed this Sub-�ommittee met again in Bombay on the 25th 
September ?

Dr. Moonje: It may be. I was not present
8819. Dr. B. R. A�bedkar  : At that meeting the Pact was put to the vote 

and passed : is that not so ?
Dr. Moonje: I am glad that Dr. Ambedkar has given me an opportunity 

of explaining all the details.
8820. Dr. B. R. A�bedkar : Do you know that of your own knowledge ?
Dr. Moonje: I can give the details which I, personally, know.

*Minutes of Evidence, Vol. II-�,  31st July 1933, pp. 1425-34.
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8821. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I just want to ask this question : I want to 
know whether you are aware that the Sub-Committee, after having finished 
its work in Poona, came back to Bombay and reported what it had done 
to the main conference of the Hindus which had appointed the Sub-
committee ?

�r.  Moonje: Yes ; it must have done.
8822. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I will put the question to Mr. Gavai, who 

I think was there. Mr. Gavai, you took part in the negotiations which 
resulted in the Poona Pact ?

Mr. Gavai : Yes.
8823. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I am not putting it in an offensive manner, 

but you at that time belonged to what is called the Raja-Moonje Pact Party ?
Mr. Gavai: Yes.
8824. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: You were present in Poona ?
Mr. Gavai: I was.
8825. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: When the Pact was signed, the Sub-

Committee came back to Bombay and held a meeting under the presidency of 
Pandit Malviya and resolution was passed by the whole of that Committee, 
approving of the Poona Pact ?

Mr. Gavai: Yes.
�r.  Moonje: On these points that Dr. Ambedkar has asked me, may 

I not explain ?
Chairman: I think the Committee would prefer to hear the conclusion of 

Dr. Ambedkar’s examination. We will hear your explanation afterwards, 
Dr. Moonje.
8826. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar : After the Sub-Committee was appointed and 

it went to Poona to discuss this matter with Mahatma Gandhi, there was 
a Session of the Hindu Mahasabha held at Delhi between 24th and 26th 
September, 1932?

�r.  Moonje: Yes.
882�. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Under the presidency of Pandit Malviya ? 
�r.  Moonje: No. Under the presidency of Mr. N. C. Kelkar.
8828. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Mr. Ramanand Chatterjee was present at 

the meeting in Delhi ?
�r.  Moonje: Yes.
8829. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Raja Narendranath was also present at this 

meeting of the Hindu Mahasabha in Delhi ?
�r.  Moonje: Yes.
8830. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Is it not a fact that this Pact was ratified 

by the Hindu Mahasabha at the Delhi Session ?
�r.  Moonje : Yes ; there is no question about that.
8831. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Mr. Ramanand Chatterjee is the leading 

member of the caste-Hindus of Bengal ?

�r.  Moonje: Yes.
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8832. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: And also a very prominent member of the 
Hindu Mahasabha ?

�r.  Moonje: Yes.
Mr. J. Bannerjee: May I explain that he is nor a caste-Hindu at all; he 

is a non-caste-Hindu ; he is a Brahmo.
8833. Marquess of Zetland: I saw there was a misprint in the evidence 

before ; it is a very natural mistake. Sir Rabindranath Tagore was described 
as a “  Brahmo ” which is a very different thing from a caste-Hindu. In the 
evidence the word “  Brahmo ” became “  Brahmin ” , which is one of the 
highest castes of Hindus there is. The same thing applies to Mr. Ramanand 
Chatterjee ; he is a Brahmo, not a Brahmin. Is that not so ?

Mr. J. Bannerjee: Yes.
8834. Mr. Zafrulla Khan : We on this side, who really do not know 

the details of this wish to understand it. Is it Brahmin or non-Brahmin, 
a question of birth, a question who is bom a Brahmin ? Dr. Moonje is 
a Brahmin by caste, although he might give us his convictions so far as 
caste is concerned ?

Mr. ]. Bannerjee: If he adopts a different religion, he ceases to be 
a Hindu.
8835. Mr. M. R. Jaykar: May I ask a question on this point ? You do 

not mean to suggest that because a man is a Brahmo, he ceases to be 
Hindu ?

Mr. J. Bannerjee: He certainly ceases to be a Hindu by religion; he is 
a non-Hindu. When he marries he has to describe himself as a non-Hindu.
8836. Mr. M. R. Jaykar: I am not speaking of the matter in connection 

with the law of marriage or anything of that kind, but do you say, as 
a Hindu, that if a Brahmin becomes a Brahmo in religion he ceases to be 
a Hindu or a Brahmin ?

Mr. J. Bannerjee: He ceases to be a Brahmin, certainly.
883�. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Dr. Moonje, apart from the question 

of whether Mr. Ramanand Chatterjee is a Brahmo or Hindu, he has been 
taking a very active part in the movement of the Hindu Mahasabha ?

�r.  Moonje: Yes.
8838. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: He has been protagonist of the Hindu 

interest ?
�r.  Moonje: Yes.
8839. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Raja Narendranath comes from the 

Punjab ?
�r.  Moonje: Yes.
8840. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: He is the President of the local Hindu 

Mahasabha ?
�r.  Moonje: He is President of the Hindu Mahasabha too. May 

I explain, my Lord Chairman ?
8841. Chairman : If you please ?
�r.  Moonje: I was called to the meeting in Bombay by Pandit
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Malviya when the meeting took place and when the discussions were 
going on. I got up. Dr. Ambedkar will remember, and I said that when 
Mahatma Gandhi was not prepared even to grant reservation of seats to 
the Depressed Classes in joint electorates, it is not possible to any compro-
mise on this question, in order that he may give up his fast. However, 
to our great relief, on the second day news came that Mahatma Gandhi 
was prepared to recognise the reservation of seats in joint electorates. I was 
greatly pleased. Then at a certain meeting, where the principle of the Poona 
Pact was being evolved. I distinctly told at that time Pandit Malviya that 
this principle of the Poona Pact which is being evolved is based upon 
separate electorates. I personally, and the Hindu Mahasabha as a body, have 
a fundamental objection to separate electorates, and I personally and the 
Hindu Mahasabha as a body will  not accept this principle of the Poona Pact. 
Then of course I could not go to Poona, along with the other members, for 
carrying on the negotiations. Then, to my satisfaction, having come to know 
that Mahatma Gandhi was prepared to accept the reservation of seats, 1 said 
“The danger of Gandhi’s life is over,” and therefore I went to Delhi. In 
Delhi, when the session of the Hindu Mahasabha was in progress, we received 
the wire that Gandhi had accepted the Poona Pact and, naturally, everybody 
was anxious to save the life of Gandhi ; and we passed a resolution in the 
Hindu Mahasabha —
8842. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Accepting the Pact ?
�r.  Moonje: Yes, accepting the Pact. But it must be understood here 

that on the spot, Raja Narendranath on behalf of the Punjab protested and 
protested in vain, but of course the majority of the whole House was at that 
time in fear and dread—
8843. Mr. Zafrulla Khan: Under the shadow of the fast ?
�r.  Moonje: That if the Pact was not accepted, Mahatma Gandhi’s 

life would not be saved, and therefore they accepted the Pact. Those 
are all the details. One particular point is this : in our negotiations 
with Dr. Ambedkar during the First and Second Round Table Confe-
rences, Dr. Ambedkar has agreed, I made an agreement with the Hindu 
Mahasabha that he was fully satisfied if, under a system of joint electo-
rates, reservation of seats on the population basis would be granted to 
him. On one occasion, during the Second R.T.C. when Dr. Ambedkar 
thought that there was some ambiguity in this point. I suggested to him that 
a joint letter should be sent to the Prime Minister, signed by himself and 
myself, saying that the difference between the Depressed Classes and the 
Hindus were settled by this arrangement; that is, reservation of seats on 

the population basis in joint electorates with the Hindus.
8844. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: To which I did not agree ?
�r.  Moonje: To which, at that time, Dr. Ambedkar did not agree ; but 

at the First Round Table Conference, Dr. Ambedkar did agree and, by his 

consent, the fact was announced to the American newspapers.
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�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I do not accept that.

8845. A/r. M. R. Jayakar: May I ask a question, Dr. Moonje ? You 
were speaking about the Hindu Mahasabha accepting the �oona �act at 
Delhi ?

�r.  Moonje: Yes.
8846. Mr. M. R. Jayakar: Do you mean to say that the Hindu 

Mahasabha accepted the �oona �act, not on its merits, but because of the 
satisfaction that Mahatma Gandhi’s life was saved ?

�r . Moonje: I have already said that when the �act was being evolved 
I distinctly said that the principle under which the �act was being evolved 
could be acceptable to me personally or to the Hindu Mahasabha as a whole 
because it was based on separate electorates.

Mr. Bhai Parmanand: May I add one word ? The �unjab Hindus have 
a similar feeling towards the �oona �act as the Hindus of the Bengal. Raja 
Narendranath was opposed to it on the very day when the Hindu Mahasabha 
passed a resolution accepting it in a hurry. Within 48 hours of the acceptance 
of the �oona �act  at Bombay there was a Hindu protest in the open meeting. 
The Secretary of the �unjab Hindus also made a protest, and Dr. Gokalchand 
sent a Cablegram to the �remier here that the �unjab Hindus were opposed 
to it. The Hindu feeling is still opposed to it. There are articles in the news-
papers, which I have not with me, that the �oona �act has affected the 
Hindus of the �unjab very badly. Then one thing more, and that is that 
certain Scheduled Tribes of the Depressed Classes, who regard themselves 
recorded in the Census Report as Hindus, as Butwalas, Barawalas, Kabir- 
panthas and Domes have not been included among the Scheduled Tribes of 
the Depressed Classes. They are carrying on agitation on that behalf ; the 
names of these Tribes are Butwalas, Barawalas, Kabirpanthas and Domes. 
They amount to about 50,000 population in the �unjab because they got 
themselves recorded in the Census Report as Oriyas. They are not mentioned 
in the Scheduled Tribes ; and they are creating this agitation in order to be 
included among them. So that shows a sort of prejudice against those Tribes 
of the so-called Depressed Classes amongst all those who describe them-
selves as Hindus. Therefore, my request to the Joint Select Committee is to 
look into this matter, and at least give them a right in the new tribes.

8847. Mr. Zafrulla Khan: His last point is not clear. These particular 
tribes whom you have mentioned want to be scheduled ?

Mr. Bhai Parmanand : Yes.
8848. Mr. Zafrulla Khan: And they have not been scheduled ?

Mr. Bhai Parmanand: This is another aspect—
8849. Mr. Zafrulla Khan: I want to clear the point up. Not exactly 

depressed as those who have been put in scheduled ?
Mr. Bhai Parmanand: My point is this, that simply because they have 

described themselves as Hindus in Scheduled Caste, they have been excluded 
from this right which has been given to the other tribes.



��50.  �r.  Zafrulla Khan: The right to be scheduled ?
�r.  Bhai Parmanand : Yes.
Dr. �oonje : May I explain this point ?

As regards the Punjab and as regards Bengal the objection of the Hindu 
Mahasabha is that after careful examination, both by the people and the 
Lothian Committee, it was found that the question of depressed classes 
does not exist in Punjab, and the question of depressed classes in Bengal 
is not so insistent or is not so keen as to require any very great 

consideration.
It was this point which has been made a grievance, and my friend, 

Mr. Parmanand, says that these people are complaining that they are not 
included in the depressed classes because they have been made Arya Samajis. 
The point is that if the depressed class question in Punjab is to be created 
as a vested interest in separate electorates, then these depressed classes have 
a right to be included, which are now being scheduled as depressed classes. 
If that vested interest is not to be created then those people have no claim 

to be included in those depressed classes.
��51.  Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Might I ask one question : You object to 

the Poona Pact being applied to Punjab because, in your opinion, there are 
no depressed classes there ?

�r.  Bhai Parmanand: Not in the sense in which there are in most of 
other Provinces.

��52.  Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: In some sense, are there or are there not ? 
Are there depressed classes in the Punjab or are there not ?

�r.  Bhai Parmanand: They are not Untouchables, they are not 
Unapproachables. No distinction is kept, and it is in the Report of the 
Simon Commission and the Government of India Report also that the 
distinction between caste-Hindus and the depressed classes does not exist 
in the Punjab.

��53.  Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Might I ask you this question? How do 
you reconcile yourself : Your first position is that there are no depressed 
classes and therefore, there is no provision for them, and your second 
complaint is that certain depressed classes are not included in the scheduled 

list?
Pandit Nanak Chand: I have dealt with' this point, and I will give you 

an explanation. As far as unapproachability and untouchability is concerned, 
it does not exist, or if it exists, it is almost negligible ; there is very little. 
This is admitted by the Government officials, by the Sikhs, by the Mahom- 
medans and by the Hindus, but certain classes have been scheduled as 
depressed classes and certain others of equal status, whether economically 
backward or otherwise, deprived of certain rights, namely, of purchasing 
land, and so forth, want to be scheduled along with those others because 

they are on the same social status.
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8854. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: You are very anxious that they should be 
included ?

Pandit Nanak Chand: I am not anxious ; they are anxious. T do not 
want anybody to be called a Depressed Class.
8855. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I want to ask a few questions of 

Mr. Chatterjee of Bengal. I think your main complaint is that the Bengal 
Hindus were not represented when this Poona Pact was evolved — is that it ?

Mr. B. C. Chatterjee : That is one of the complaints. My main complaint 
is —
8856. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I will take this for the moment because 

I want to exhaust one at a time. I think it was admitted by your colleague 
that there were members of the Bengal caste-Hindus present both in Bombay 
and Poona ?

Mr. B. C. Chatterjee : Yes.
Mr. J. Bannerjee: At Poona one caste-Hindu was present : that is what 

T have said.
885�. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Were not there dozens from other 

Provinces ?
Mr. B. C. Chatterjee : That may be.
Marquess of Zetland: Dr. Ambedkar, could not we solve the whole of 

this problem if you told us the names of the Bengal caste-Hindus who were 
there ?
8858. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I am giving the names. These names were 

given in the course of the discussion that took place in the Bengal Legislative 
Council on the 14th March 1933.

Mr. B. C. Chatterjee: Will you kindly give the names ?
8859. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: There was no contradiction at al] on that 

point ?
Mr. B. C. Chatterjee: I was in England at the time.

8860. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I am quoting from speech of Mr. Mullick  
who represented the depressed classes in the Bengal Legislative Council. This 
is what he says ?

Mr. J. Bannerjee: He is a nominated member not an elected representa-
tive : I want to make that point clear.
8861. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: He is a representative of the depressed 

classes ?
Mr. J. Bannerjee: And he has been defeated in a constituency before— 

twice before.
8862. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: What difference does that make to the 

point I am dealing with ? I am on the point whether certain Bengal Hindus 
were present or not. This was a statement made in the proceedings of the 
Bengal Legislative Council in the course of a speech by a Bengal Depressed 
Class Member who advocated the Poona Pact : “  We know that theywerc 
men like Swami Satyananda of the Hindu Mission. Babu Haridas Mazumdar,



�.A.,  B.L. of the Amrita Samaj, Babu Pramathanath Banerjee, �.L.C.,  of 
�idnapore,  Babu S. C. Das Gupta of the Khadi Pratisthan, besides men 
like Pandit �alaviya,  Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, �r.  �.  R. Jayakar, 
�r.  Rajgopalachari ? ”

�r.  J. Bannerjee: Excepting one, none of them was present at Poona.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: That was a statement in the Council.
8863. �r.  J. Bannerjee: Will you permit me to go on ?
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Please answer when I ask a question.
�r.  J. Bannerjee: It is an incorrect statement.
8864. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I say this statement has not been 

contradicted by anyone in the Bengal Legislative Council ?
�r.  J. Bannerjee: I was present on that day. No speech was delivered, 

but something was read from paper, and it is quite possible that people 
missed those bits. A paper was read indistinctly.

8865. �r.  �.  R. Jayakar: The proceedings of your Council are 
published, are they not ?

�r.  J. Bannerjee : Yes.
8866. �r.  �.  R. Jayakar: Since the publication of those proceedings 

has there been any contradiction ?
�r.  J. Bannerjee: Yes ; immediately after the debate was held, as soon 

as we heard that certain names were given out, a contradiction was made 
in the newspapers.

8867. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: 1 put it to you tnat not only were these 
men present at Bombay ?

�r.  J. Bannerjee: I am speaking of Poona.
8868. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I am talking first of all about Bombay. 

Not only were these men present at' Bombay when the sub-committee was 
appointed, but they had conversations with me individually in my office and 
urged me to come to a settlement. This is a fact which I disclosed in an 
interview which I gave to the Bombay Times, and which is published on the 
17th �arch,  soon after your legislative proceedings were announced ?

�r.  J. Bannerjee: The very next day I contradicted your statement and 
said that did not touch the point because three of those members had not, 
according to your own admission, gone to Poona, and were not present at 
the time of the Pact.

�r.  B. C. Chatterjee: I just want to say this, that it is nobody’s case 
and I do not think it is Dr. Ambedkar’s case—that these gentlemen were 
sent to Bombay, or a solitary gentleman who was present at Poona was sent 
there by the Bengali Hindus or anybody of Bengali Hindus ; they may have 
been there accidentally or may have been there because they wanted to see 
the �ahatma who was ill. Some actually went there for the glory of 

carrying his dead body in a procession.
8869. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I will put it to you that if that is the 

case that it was well known that, these men had left Calcutta for the
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express purpose of attending the Malaviya Conference. That has been 
published in the “  Liberty ” ?

�r.  J. Bannerjee : They did not go there on authorisation by any public 
body in Bengal. They may have gone • there on their own business or 
for some other reason. May I make an offer to Dr. Ambedkar; may 
I just say this ? We, in Bengal, feel it a gTeat slur that there should be 
a suggestion that there are depressed classes in Bengal. The Bengali Hindus 
have been going on doing social work for over a century now in order to 
remove caste barriers and things like that. I ask Dr. Ambedkar to agree 
with this. The Lothian Committee very fairly formulated two characteristics, 
two criteria, for determining who are depressed classes, untouchability, 
unapproachability within a certain distance. I suggest that the Bengal 
Government should make an enquiry into who are untouchables and 
unapproachables, and if their number is ascertained we should be willing to 
give these people their proportion of representation on the Bengal Legislative 
Council on the basis of joint electorates.

88�0. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I am not discussing joint electorates ; I am 
discussing this important point of fact when it was well known that certain 
Bengal caste-Hindus were going to Bombay to attend Malaviya Conference. 
I am quoting to you from the “Liberty” of the 1�th September, 1932; it 
is a paper which is published in Calcutta. I find in column 4 on page 5 of 
the “  Liberty ” of that date this report written in broad headlines : “  Swami 
Satyananda and others leave for Bombay. Swami Satyananda, Sjs. Haridas 
Majumdar and Jajneshwar Mandal of the Amrita Samaj are leaving for 
Bombay tonight to attend the Malaviya Conference.” They were not going 
on any of their private business ?

�r.  B. C. Chatterjee: As far as I am concerned I have never heard of the 
gentlemen ; this is the first time I have heard of them ; certainly they have 
been hiding their light under a brushel as far as Bengal is concerned, and 
these gentlemen must themselves have sent the report just to advertise that 
’hey were going.
88�1. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: My point is that the public of Bengal was 

aware that certain members from the caste-Hindus were proceeding from 
Bengal to attend the Malaviya Conference, and if  the public of Bengal thought 
that they were not representatives it was quite possible for them to send 
a message to Malaviya not to trust these people ?

�r.  B. C. Chatterjee: I submit it is most unfair to the public of Bengal 
to hold them to a paragraph that appeared casually in some column of the 
“  Liberty ” ,
88�2. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I am only stating it as a fact that every-

body in Bengal ought to know ?
�r.  B. C. Chatterjee: Nobody reads the paper thorough like that. 

Nobody searches out particular columns to find out things like that. It never 
came to our notice.



�r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�I�will �not�press�you�further�on�that.
8873.� Sir Austen Chamberlain:�Does�Mr.�Chatterjee�mean�he�was�
unaware�that�such�a�meeting�was�being�held�in�Bombay�?

Mr. B. C. Chatterjee :�We�were�aware�that�a�meeting�was�being�held,�
but�we�were�completely�unaware�that�anybody�was�taking�it�upon�himself�
to�go�from�Bengal�to�that�meeting.
8874.� Sir Austen Chamberlain:�If�you�had�these�strong�feelings�on�the�

subject�and�you�were,�in�your�opinion,�the�most�representative�body�who�
could�speak�on�behalf�of�those�who�held�your�views,�why�did�not�you�send�
representatives�when�you�became�aware�of�the�meeting�?

Mr. B. C. Chatterjee : We�did�not�know�what�was�happening�there.�We�
in�Calcutta,�honestly�did�not�know�what�Was�happening�there�excepting�
that�we�heard�the�news�of�Mr.�Gandhi’s�going�to�fast.

Mr. J. Bannerjee:�We�did�not�attach�any�great�imponanc�to�it.�The�
Malaviya�Conference�was�not�to�dispose�of�the�fate�of�the�caste-Hindus�of�
Bengal�;�therefore,�nobody�went�there�in�any�capacity�whatever.�The�Poona�
Meeting�was�really�important.
8875.� Sir Austen Chamberlain:�You�were�aware�of�the�meeting,�but�

you�did�not�think�it�worth�attending.�That�is�the�position�?
Mr. J. Bannerjee:�I�am�afraid�you�are�confusing�the�two�meetings�at�

Bombay�and�Poona.�The�Pact�was�signed�at�Poona�and�that�was�the�
important�meeting�to�which�the�caste-Hindus�were�not�invited.�The�meeting�
at�Bombay�was�a�sort�of�preliminary�canter.�We�were�justified�in�not�
attaching�much�importance�to�it.
8876.� Mr. Zafrulla Khan:�May�I�put�this�to�you�:�I�do�not�want�to�

offend�you�in�any�way,�Mr.�Chatterjee,�but�it�appears�that,�perhaps,�the�
attitude�of�Bengal�caste-Hindus�was�:�“ �We�are�not�concerned�with�this�:�
perhaps�it�will �come�to�nothing�*,�if�it�helps�to�save�the�Mahatma’s�life�well�
and�good�;�if�it�affects�us�in�any�way�we�can�repudiate�it�afterwards�”�?

Mr. B. C. Chatterjee:�With�great�respect�that�was�not�so.�I�had�the�
honour�to�be�on�the�Provincial�Franchise�Committee�and�had�the�honour�to�
co-operate�with�the�Lothian�Committee.�We�went�into�careful�investigation�
as�to�who�were�the�Untouchables.�That�is�the�whole�point�for�investigation.
8877.� �r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�You�are�going�away�from�my�point.�The�
reports�of�what�was�happening�in�Bombay�and�Poona�were�published�regularly�
fully�in�the�“ �Liberty�”�every�day.�Are�you�prepared�to�contradict�that�?

Mr. B. C. Chatterjee:�I�am�sorry�to�say�I�never�read�the�“ �Liberty
8878.� �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I�brought�the�“Liberty” .�I�purposely�did�
not�bring�the�“ �Statesman�”�because�you�would�say�it�is�an�Anglo-Indian�
paper�?

Mr. B. C. Chatterjee:�Why�should�I�?�I�cannot�imagine�myself�saying�
that.
8879.� �r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�I�brought�it�deliberately�because�I�know�
it�is�a�Hindu�paper�?
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�r.  B. C. Chatterjee: It is. It comes to my house. I read it occasionally.
8880. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I put it to you that the proceedings of the 

Malaviya Conference held on the 20th are given on full front page in 
“  Liberty ” ?

�r.  B. C. Chatterjee: I hear that from you.
8881. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: You can see it for yourself. I will pass it 

to you ?
�r.  B. C. Chatterjee: I accept your word for it.
8882. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Similarly, what happened on the 21st is 

published on the front page fully in the issue of the 22nd ?
�r.  B. C. Chatterjee: I dare say.
8883. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: So that anybody in Bengal would really 

know what was happening in Bombay and Poona. I will put to you one 
more point ?

�r.  B. C. Chatterjee: We thought before any decision of this weightlv 
character could ever become applicable to public bodies in Bengal they 
would be invited to send their representatives to take part in the 
deliberations.

8884. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: When the Sub-Committee was propounded 
there was no protest made against its composition ?

�r.  B. C. Chatterjee: They would have no right to.
8885. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: If you refer to the “  Liberty ” of the 22nd 

September 1932, it contains the Report of the proposals I made to this 
Sub-Committee on the basis of which I was prepared to negotiate. 
Mr. Jayakar will corroborate me that I did propose certain things on the 
basis of which I was prepared to negotiate. In my proposals I had demanded 
50 seats for the Bengal.

�r.  J. Bannerjee : Depressed Classes you mean ?
8886. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I mean Depressed Classes, and yet there 

was not a single statement of protest from the Bengal caste-Hindus either 
to Pandit Malaviya, who was supposed to negotiate the Pact on this basis, 
nor did you send anybody to Poona although you know I had made this 
demand which was published, as I say, in a most prominent place in the 
issue of the 22nd September ?

�r.  J. Bannerjee : I am sorry, but I am afraid we did not attach as 
much importance to Dr. Ambedkar’s proposals as we ought to have done.

888�. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I am sorry, you are to suffer for it. I just 
want to ask you one or two questions about this. The announcement of 
His Majesty accepting the Poona Pact was made on the 26th September, 
1932, in the Central Legislature in both Houses. That announcement by 
His Majesty's Government was acclaimed by everybody in the Central 
Legislature; there was no protest made then by any member either in the 
Council of State or in the Legislature against the acceptance of this Pact. 
Is not that so ?

�r.  J. Bannerjee : That may be so.



�r.  �.  R. Jayakar:�Bengal�is�represented�in�the�Central�Legislature.
Sir Hari Singh Gour:�With�reference�to�an�imputation�made�by�

Dr.�Ambedkar,�that�when�Sir�Harry�Haig,�the�Home�Member,�made�an�
announcement�to�the�Legislative�Assembly�there�was�no�protest�from�
any�member,�I�wish�to�draw�the�attention�of�the�Joint�Committee�to�the�
fact�that�it�is�not�in�accordance�with�the�practice�of�the�Legislative�Assembly�
when�an�announcement�of�a�decision�by�His�Majesty’s�Government�is�made�
for�any�reference�on�any�protest�to�be�addressed�by�any�member�of�the�
House.
8888.� Lieut. Colonel Sir H. Gidney:�I�was�in�the�House�when�the�

statement�was�made�by�Sir�Harry�Haig,�and�it�was�met�by�universal�
acclamation�?

�r.  Bhai Parmanand:�I�was�also�there,�but�there�was�no�acclamation�
about�it

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�There�was�applause,�if�you�will�take�a�word�as�
it�was�given.
8889.� Lieut. Colonel Sir H. Gidney:�I�meant�applause,�yes�?
�r.  Bhai Parmanand:�Some�people�might�have�done�it.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�The�whole�statement�is�given�in�the�Legislative�

Council�proceedings�for�the�26th�September�1932,�Volume�5,�No.�5,�and�
the�statement�is�concluded�there�is�in�brackets�“ �applause�” ,�The�same�
statement�was�made�in�the�Council�of�State.�What�I�want�to�put�is�this,�
is�it�not�a�fact�that�the�following�gentlemen�represented�caste-Hindus�in�
the�Legislative�Assembly�?—(Naming).�Then�in�the�Council�of�State�
there�are�the�following�:—�(Naming�them.)

�r.  B. C. Chatterjee:�My�answer�is�that�they�did�not�realise�the�
repercussions�of�the�Pact�and�they�are�now�unanimous�in�condemning�it.

�r.  Bhai Parmanand:�May�I�explain�this�point�?
8890.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�I�do�not�know�that�there�is�any�

explanation�needed.�They�are�members�of�the�Assembly�and�they�did�not�
protest.�With�regard�to�the�protests�in�the�Bengal�Province�itself�after�the�
Pact�in�September�1932,�there�was�a�session�of�the�Bengal�Legislative�Council�
in�November,�1932�?

�r.  B. C. Chatterjee:�Yes.
8891.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�There�was�no�formal�resolution�moved�

in�the�Council�protesting�against�the�application�of�the�Poona�Pact�to�
Bengali�?

�r.  B. C. Chatterjee:�No.
8892.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�I�am�referring�to�the�Report.
�r.  B. C. Chatterjee:�I�must�reply�to�this�question.�The�first�thing�we�

did�was�to�get�together�all�the�influential�Hindu�members�of�the�Council�
within�a�short�time�of�the�Council�Meeting,�and�we�decided�that�we�should�

jointly.....
8893.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar :�May�I�have�an�answer�to�my�question,�

and�then�we�can�have�an�explanation.�I�want�to�know�whether�there�was
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any formal resolution moved in the Bengal Legislative Council in November 
Session which met immediately after the acceptance of the Poona Pact 
protesting formally against this. That is what 1 want to know, was there 
a. resolution ?

�r.  B. C. Chatterjee: Undoubtedly, I did put in a resolution protesting 
against the Poona Pact in the November Session, but I was induced to with-
draw it by the joint representations of Mr. Rasik Biswas, a member of the 
Namsudras, an influential member, and Pandit Malaviya, but both of them 
assured me that they would get Dr. Ambedkar to hold another meeting and 
to revise the Poona Pact in view of the facts which are placed before them 
and they repeatedly requested me not to press it to a division in the Council 
without giving them this chance.

8894. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar : Was it moved ?
�r.  B. C. Chatterjee : They induced me to withdraw it and on the ground.
8895. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: It was not moved ?
�r.  B. C. Chatterjee: I withdrew it.
8896. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: It was not moved ?
�r.  B. C. Chatterjee: I say I withdrew it.
889�. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: You had given notice of it ?
�r.  B. C. Chatterjee: I gave notice of it, and, on the representation of 

Mr. Rasik Biswas and Pandit Malaviya, I withdrew it. I did not move it.
8898. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: In the March Session of 1933, the motion 

that was discussed was a special motion. The ordinary motion which stood 
in the name of Mr. Shanti Shekhareswar Ray was not moved ?

�r.  J. Bannerjee: It could not be reached.
8899. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: No priority was sought for it ?
�r.  J. Bannerjee: Priority was sought for it but priority could not be 

obtained. There was no time to reach it. Subsequently a special resolution 
was moved by me.
8900. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: A month after that resolution was passed, 

in the March Session of 1933 in the Bengal Legislative Council, a public 
meeting was held in Calcutta in the Albert Hall, on the 21st April, 1933. It 
was presided over by one Mr. Samal, and that meeting passed a resolution 
condemning the attitude of the Bengal Legislative Council in protesting 
against the Poona Pact ?

�r.  J. Bannerjee : Very possibly.
8901. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: The proceedings of that Committee are 

published in full in the “  Liberty ” of 22nd April, 1933. Is that a fact, or is 

not ?
�r.  B. C. Chatterjee: Very possibly. I do not know myself. I was in 

England.
8902. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: You said that the Bengal Government at the 

time the Poona Pact was accepted was somewhere in Darjeeling, and that no 
Hindu was consulted. You said that in answer to Sir Nripendra Sircar?



�r.  B. C. Chatterjee:�Yes.
8903.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�Will �you�tell�what�was�the�composition�of�

the�Bengal�Executive�in�September.�1932�?�Who�were�its�members,�and�
what�was�communal�composition�?

�r.  J. Bannerjee:�There�were�three�Bengali�Members—no,�two�Bengali�
Hindu�Members�in�the�Bengal�Government.
8904.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�Is�it�your�suggestion�that�the�Bengal�

Government�which�had�two�Bengal�caste-Hindu�members�on�it�did�not�
approve�of�the�Poona�Pact�?

�r.  J. Bannerjee:�I�have�nothing�io�suggest�about�the�Government,�
but�I�am�quite�sure�that�both�the�Hindu�members�of�the�Government�had�
disapproved�of�it,�and�had�emphatically�protested�against�it.

8905.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�With�respect�to�the�Central�Executive�
you�have�said�one�Bengal�Hindu�was�there,�Sir�B.�L.�Milter.�Is�that�so�?

�r.  J. Bannerjee :�Yes�;�I�cannot�say�anything�about�Sir�B.�L.�Mitter,�
but�I�would�ask�you�to�refer�to�the�present�member�of�the�Viceroy’s�
Executive�Council.
8906.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�It�has�been�suggested�by�Sir�Nripendra�

Sircar�in�the�course�of�his�examination�that�the�whole�thing�was�accepted�
by�His�Majesty�in�a�sort�of�emergency�created�by�the�fast�of�Mahatma�
Gandhi.�What�I�want�to�put�to�you�is�this�:�Is�it�not�a�fact�that�the�first�letter�
written�by�Mahatma�Gandhi�to�the�Government�was�not�dated�the�18th�
August,�but�was�dated�the�11th�March,�1932�(that�letter�is�addressed�
to�Sir�Samuel�Hoare);�it�is�practically�five�months�before�the�letter�referred�
to�by�Sir�Nripendra�Sircar,�and�that�is�what�he�says.�That�is�before�the�
Communal�Decision�was�given,�that�is�my�point.�This�is�his�statement�:�
“ �Dear�Sir�Samuel,�you�will �perhaps�recollect�that�at�the�end�of�my�speech�
at�the�Round�Table�Conference�when�the�Minorities’�claim�was�presented�
I�had�said�that�I�should�resist�with�my�life�the�grant�of�separate�electorates�
to�the�Depressed�Classes.�This�was�not�said�in�the�heat�of�the�moment�nor�
by�way�of�any�rhetoric.�It�was�meant�to�be�a�serious�statement�” ,�and�so�on.�
Then�he�says�“ �I�have�therefore�respectfully�to�inform�His�-Majesty’s�Govern-
ment�that�in�the�event�of�their�decision�creating�separate�electorate�for�the�
Depressed�Classes�I�must�fast�unto�death.”�The�threat�to�fast�was�not�given�
in�the�letter�of�the�18th�August,�after�the�Communal�Decision�was�given,�
but�was�given�in�the�letter�of�the�11th�March,�1932�?

�r.  J. Bannerjee :�Quite�true.
8907.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�And�His�Majesty’s�Government�gave�

separate�electorate�to�the�Depressed�Classes�notwithstanding�this�threat�in
'�the�letter�of�the�11th�March�?

�r.  J. Bannerjee:�Our�complaint�against�the�Pact�is�that�it�perpetuates�
every�evil�of�separate�electorates.

8908.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�That�is�another�matter.�You�had�better�
say�that�to�Mahatma�Gandhi;�I�cannot�discuss�it�?
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�r.  J. Bannerjee : The award of His Majesty’s Government is much 

more acceptable to us than the Poona Pact.
8909. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I will ask you one or two questions about 

that. Your complaint is that the Poona Pact gives a larger number of seats 
to the Depressed Gasses than were given in His Majesty’s Government’s 
Award. I want to draw your attention to the letter of the Prime Minister to 
Mr. Gandhi dated 8th September, 1932, and this is what he said. “The 
number of territorial seats allotted to Muslims is naturally conditioned by 
the fact that it is impossible for them to gain any further territorial seats 
and that in most Provinces they enjoy weightage in excess of their popula-
tion ratio.” I want to draw your special attention to this. “  The number of 
special seats to be filled from special Depressed Class constituencies will  
be seen to be small and has been fixed, not to provide a quota numerically 
appropriate for the representation of the whole of the Depressed Class 
population, but solely to procure a minimum number of spokesmen for the 
Depressed Classes in the Legislature who are chosen exclusively by the 
Depressed Classes. The proportion of their special seats is everywhere much 
below the population percentage of the Depressed Classes ?

�r.  J. Bannerjee : Quite so, because it is expected that many of 
the Depressed Classes, especially in Bengal, will  come in through the general 

constituencies.
8910. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: What I want to draw your attention to is 

this : In giving the Communal Award and apportioning seats to the 
Depressed Classes His Majesty’s Government and the Prime Minister have 
definitely admitted that those seats are not in proportion to the population 

ratio and were much below ?
�r.  J. Bannerjee : Quite true but at the same time, the Prime 

Minister there distinctly makes it clear that the number allotted to the 
Depressed Classes is less than their numerical proportion, because he 
specifically mentions the case of Bengal, because in Bengal many of the 
Depressed Class members would be sure to come in through general 

constituencies.
8911. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: He never mentioned anything about 

Bengal, I can assure you ?
�r.  J. Bannerjee: Most certainly he has done so ; I have read the 

award carefully.
8912. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: With regard to this, there was a session 

held — the seventh session of the Bengal Provincial Hindu Conference at 
Maida, somewhere between the 1�th and 19th of September, 1932, under 
the presidency of Mr. Ramanand Chatterjee. Is that so ?

�r.  J. Bannerjee: Very possibly.
8913. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: In the seventh session of the Bengal 

Provincial Hindu Conference at Maida ?



�r.  J. Bannerjee:�Very�possibly�I�do�not�know�;�I�have�no�personal�
knowledge.

8914.�Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: 1�want�to�read�to�you�a�resolution�that�was
passed�at�this�Bengal�Provincial�Hindu�Conference,�published�in�“ �Liberty�” �
of�the�19th�September,�1932�:�“ �This�Conference�appeals�to�the�so-called�
Depressed�Classes�not�to�demand�representation�on�the�basis�of�separate�
electorates�in�the�coming�Constitution,�and�affirms�its�adherence�to�the�Raja�
Moonje�Pact�and�its�readiness�to�concede�representation�to�the�Depressed�
Classes�according�to�their�population�strength�through�joint�electorate�even�
if�it�means�surrender�to�them�of�the�majority�of�scats�allotted�to�the�Hindus�?

Dr. �oonje :�May�I�reply�to�that�question�?�The�resolution�was�
passed.�We�stick�to�it,�and�my�friend�Mr.�Chatterjee�had�made�a�sporting�
offer�to�Dr.�Ambedkar.�Is�he�prepared�to�see�what�his�number�would�be�
according�to�the�population�basis,�the�Depressed�Classes�being�defined�as�
untouchables�and�unapproachables�?�We�are�prepared�to�make�this�sporting�
offer�to�Dr.�Ambedkar,�and�let�the�whole�question�be�decided�in�Bengal�
and�the�Punjab�as�to�what�is�the�number�of�the�Depressed�Classes�according�
to�the�definition�that�the�Depressed�Classes�member�is�one�who�is�untouch-
able�or�unapproachable.�We�make�the�sporting�offer.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar :�I�do�not�want�to�make�the�fate�of�my�people�the�
sport�of�party�politics�and�I�am�afraid�1�cannot�accept�that�offer.
*****

J9269.�Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�May�I�put�a�supplementary�question?�
Do�I�understand�that�you�include�the�depressed�classes�also�in�your�Hindu�
Mahasabha�?�Do�you�claim�to�represent�them�?

Dr. �Qonje :�My�contention�is�that�I�represent�also�the�depressed�
classes�and�my�friend,�Mr.�Gavai,�who�is�sitting�by�my�side,�is�a�representa-
tive�of�the�Depressed�Classes�on�the�deputation�of�Hindu�Mahasabha�and�it�
has�never�been�proved�whether�I�represent�the�majority�or�whether�Mr.�Gavai�
represents�the�majority�among�the�Depressed�Classes.
9270.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�That�is�a�different�matter.�I�want�to�

know,�do�you�represent�the�depressed�classes�?
Dr. �oonje :�I�represent�the�majority�portion�of�the�depressed�classes�

also.
9271.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�As�far�as�I�am�concerned�I�absolutely�

disagree�with�that�position.�What�does�Mr.�Gavai�have�to�say�?�I�still�repeat�
the�fact�that�the�Depressed�Classes�do�not�belong�to�the�organisation�that�
Dr.�Moonje�represents�so�far�as�his�memorandum�is�concerned.�I�know�as�
a�matter�of�fact�that�the�Hindus�of�the�Punjab�have�repudiated�it�?

Dr. �oonje :�What�?

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�That�part�of�your�memorandum�No.�57�has�been�
repudiated�by�the�depressed�classes�of�the�Punjab.

fMinutes�of�Evidence,�Vol.�II-C,�31st�July�1933,�p.�1466.
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�14)
Mr.  M. K. Acharya, Mr.  L. M. Deshpande, and Mr.  J. L. Bannerjee, on behalf 

of the All-India  Varnashram Swarajya Sangha

*10,�53. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Mr. Acharya, do I understand you 
correctly, when I say that what you want is that the Legislature should not 
have competence to pass laws affecting what you call the fundamentals of 
religion ?

Mr. M. K. Acharya: Yes.
10.�54. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: And that before any such law is intro-

duced you want a sort of previous sanction obtained from heads of religious 
institutions ?

Mr. M. K. Acharya: Yes.
10.�55. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: And, thirdly, that after it is introduced 

it should not become law until it is passed by a two-.thirds majority ?
Mr. M. K. Acharya: Yes.
10.�56. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I want to ask you this : This two- 

thirds majority is to be two-thirds majority of the Hindu members of the 
Legislature or two-thirds majority of the total Legislature ?

Mr. M. K. Acharya: Of each community sought to be affected. If it 
is only the Hindu community it would be only the Hindu members. If it 
is the Muslim community there would be the Muslim members also.

10.�5�.  �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Are you able to tell us in a defined 
form what you regard to be the fundamentals of your religion so that it 
may be possible for this Committee to know to what extent the Legislature 
can interfere and to what extent it cannot ?

Mr. M. K. Acharya: I am willing to give a very humble lecture on the 
fundamentals of religion if the Committee will hear me for three hours.
10.�58. Sir Austen Chamberlain: You could not give us a formula 

that we could get into a reasonable number of words for the section of the 

Act?
Mr. M. K. Acharya: That is what I said. Dr. Ambedkar is now trying 

to heckle me into some kind of answer in three words. I cannot.
10.�59. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I am not trying to heckle you ; I am 

trying to understand. For legislative purposes you must give the Committee 
some formula which could be put into the Act so that it would be possible, 
both for the Speaker of the House or the Governor, or whoever may be the 
deciding authority, and the Courts, to find out exactly whether a particular 
law passed by the Legislature is ultra vires of that Legislature ?

Mr. M. K. Acharya: I have suggested, I thought, a formula which is 

very workable and which I have in fact taken from some —
10.760. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: You merely said they are fundamentals. 

You leave the whole matter undecided. What are the fundamentals ?

Minutes of Evidence, Vol. II-C, 2nd August 1933, pp. 1605-08.



�r.  �.  K. Acharya:�The�formula�1�suggested�was�this�:�Before�
a�measure�affecting�religion�is�introduced�the�Governor�or�the�Governor-�
General�should�refer�it�to�the�opinion�of�the�recognised�religious�heads�of�
organisations�in�that�Province,�and�after�getting�their�opinions,�and�probably�
after�modifying�them�so�as�to�bring�it�in�accordance�with�their�opinions,�
it�might�be�introduced,�and�all�that�it�is�for�the�Governor�or�the�Governor-�
General�to�decide.

10.761.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�May�1�take�from�you�that�whether�
a�certain�piece�of�legislation�affects�the�fundamentals�of�your�religion�or�
not�is�a�matter�which�is�to�be�decided�by�the�heads�of�the�religious�
institutions�?

�r.  �.  K. Acharya:�Certainly�so.�They�are�the�competent�judges�to�
decide.

10.762.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�Mr.�Acharya.�you�are�a�Brahmin�by�
caste�?

�r.  �.  K. Acharya:�Yes.
10.763.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�Mr.�Deshpande,�you�are�a�Brahmin�by�

caste�?
�r.  Deshpande:�Yes.
10.764.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�Mr.�Bannerjee,�are�you�a�Brahmin�by�

caste�?
�r.  J. Bannerjee :�Yes.
10.765.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar :�Mr.�Acharya,�is�not�it�a�fact�that�in�the�

Hindu�religion�nobody�can�be�a�priest�unless�he�is�a�Brahmin�by�birth�?
�r.  �.  K. Acharya:�It�is�not�a�fact.
10.766.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�You�mean�any�Hindu�in�practice�can�

officiate�as�a�priest�at�any�Hindu�ceremony�?
�r.  �.  K. Acharya:�No,�it�does�not�mean�that.
10.767.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�That�is�my�question�?
�r.  �.  K. Acharya:�Please�put�it�properly.
10.768.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�Whether�anyone�who�is�not�a�Brahmin�

can�officiate�and�perform�any�religious�ceremony�?
�r.  �.  K. Acharya:�A�very�simple�question.�Every�community,�sub-

community�or�class�has�got�its�priest�from�that�community�or�sub-community.�
A�Brahmin�will �not�go�to�certain�communities.
10.769.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�I�am�telling�you�most�respectfully�that�

that�is�not�a�correct�statement�?
�r.  �.  K. Acharya:�That�is�the�truth,�as�far�as�I�know.
10.770.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�Does�Mr.�Deshpande�know�?
�r  Deshpande:�It�is�so�now.
�r.  �.  K. Acharya:�A�Brahmin�will �not�officiate�for�certain�things.
10.771.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�The�heads�of�all�religious�institutions�

are�Brahmins,�are�they�not�?
�r.  Deshpande:�No.�In�Bombay�Presidency�there�is�a�very�huge�Mutt
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which has property and all that is purely non-Brahmin.
10.��2.  �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: In the main?
Mr. �eshpande: Some are Brahmins ; some are non-Brahmins.
10.��3.  �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Is it not a fact in Bombay Presidency?

Mr. �eshpande: There are others also, Lingayats.
10.��4.  �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I do not want to confuse the issue; My 

question is this : As distinct from the Lingayats, the Jains, or the Buddhists 
(I am talking purely of the Hindus) is it not a fact that all these institutions 
are controlled by Brahmins ?

Mr. �eshpande: There are some which are controlled by non-Brahmins 
even in Bombay Presidency.
10.��5.  �r.  B. R. Ambedkar : There are very few ?
Mr. �eshpande : Yes, that would be accepted; but not that the whole 

of them belong to Brahmins.
10.��6.  �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Now if your proposition was accepted, 

that the heads of these institutions should have the right to give previous 
sanction, it would simply mean that the whole of the destiny of the Hindu 
community would be in the hands of the Brahmins in charge of these 
institutions ?

Mr. M. K. Acharya: It will  not mean that at all.
10.���.  �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Let me ask you a question or two about 

your representative character. Mr. Deshpande, in the Satara district there is 
a non-Brahmin party, is there not ?

Mr. �eshpande: Yes.
10.��8.  �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: The non-Brahmins of Satara district 

would cover almost 90 per cent, of the population ?
Mr. �eshpande: Yes.
10.��9.  �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: There is a very strong antagonism 

between ihd Brahmins and the non-Brahmins in the Satara district ?
Mr. �eshpande: On certain points ; not on all.
10.�80. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: But on points of politics and social 

reform ?
Mr. �eshpande: On points of politics.
10.�81. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: On point of social reform ?
Mr. �eshpande: Not so much.
10.�82. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Is it not true that the Brahmins and 

non-Brahmins have been struggling as to the equality in temples, so far as 
officiating is concerned ?

Mr. �eshpande: In some districts they may have, but not in all.
10.�83. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: But is there not a strong cleavage 

between the two ?
Mr. �eshpande: Not so far as I know.
10.�84. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: But they are, anyhow, a separate entity, 

carrying on a separate political life ?



�r.  Deshpande:�Yes,�everybody�has�his�own.
10.785.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�And�you�still�think�a�few�Brahmins�in�

the�Satara�district�would�represent�the�non-Brahmins�?
�r.  Deshpande:�So�far�as�I�am�concerned
10.786.� Dr^ B. R. Ambedkar:�Do�you�think�that�you�and�Mr.�Jadhav,�

the�leader�of�the�non-Brahmins,�would�go�together�on�most�of�these�points�
in�the�Memorandum�?
- �r.  Deshpande:�I�do�not�know�about�Mr.�Jadhav;�I�know�about�
mine.
10.787.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar :�Do�you�dine�together�?
�r.  Deshpande:�Mr.�Jadhav�and�myself,�no.
10.788.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�In�the�Madras�Presidency�there�is�a�Justice�

party�consisting�of�the�non-Brahmins�?
�r.  �.  K. Acharya:�There�was�a�party�some�years�ago.�I�do�not�know�

if�it�is�as�active�now.
10.789.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�But�it�did�exist�for�a�year�or�two?
�r.  �.  K. Acharya:�It�existed�for�seven�or�eight�years.
10.790.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�There�is�again�a�very�strong�cleavage�

between�the�Brahmins�and�the�non-Brahmins�in�the�Madras�Presidency�?
�r.  �.  K. Acharya:�Not�a�very�strong�cleavage�upon�what�might�be�

called�religious�questions�at�all.
10.791.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�They�have�a�separate�organisation�of�

their�own�?

�r.  �.  K. Acharya:�I�believe�in�the�Justice�party�Brahmins�are�being�
admitted�now.
10.792.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�But�hitherto�they�were�not�admitted?
�r.  �.  K. Acharya:�They�are�admitting�even�Brahmins�now�and,�

therefore,�they�are�changing.
10.793.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�Would�it�be�correct�to�say�that�you�are�

only�representing�the�views�of�the�Brahmins�?
�r.  �.  K. Acharya:�Quite�incorrect
10.794.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�Now�I�want�to�ask�you�a�question,�

Mr.�Deshpande.�In�your�Memorandum�No.�64,�I�do�not�find�any�comment�

on�the�Poona�Pact�:�Is�that�so�?
�r.  Deshpande:�There�is�none.
10.795.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�Is�that�true?

�r.  Deshpande:�It�is�true.
10.796.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�Mr.�Acharya,�in�your�Memorandum�

No.�65,�apart�from�this�one�line�on�page�3�:�“ �It�is�upon�its�merits�we�

condemn�the�Poona�Pact,”�there�is�no�reference�to�it�?

�r.  �.  K. Acharya:�That�was�quite�enough,�I�thought.
10.797.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�This�joint�production�of�yours�is�the�

latest�thought,�is�it�not�?
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�r.  �.  K. Acharya: Yes, it has come later than the others.
10.798. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: After the evidence of the Hindu �aha-  

sabha was given ?
�r.  �.  K. Acharya: No, much before that.
10.799. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Why did not �r.  Deshpande put it 

before in your �emorandum, if as it is stated here, you had a mandate 
from your clients to condemn it ?

�r.  Deshpande: I did not think that it was necessary.
10.800. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: There is just one other question I want 

to ask. You ask in your joint production, No. 72, full Provincial autonomy 
and Central responsibility ; I need not read that. Now, under paragraph 4. 
Franchise for Lower Chambers, you say : “  The bulk of our countrymen 
are yet untrained in the habit of working representative institutions.” The 
question that I want to ask you is this : For whose benefit do you ask for 
Provincial autonomy and Central responsibility, if you say your “ country-
men are yet untrained in the habit of working representative institutions ” ?
�r.  �.  K. Acharya : I would ask the Honourable Gentleman to read the 

paragraph more carefully. The answer is there already.
10.801. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: What is the answer?
�r.  �.  K. Acharya: The answer is there, if you read it.
10.802. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: What is the answer?
�r.  �.  K. Acharya: We say we are against the indiscriminate lowering 

of the franchise in the immediate future; the indiscriminate lowering we 
condemn ; but making the lowering more discriminate, we are taking the next 
step immediately to urge Provincial autonomy and Central responsibility.

10.803. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: But how can indiscriminate lowering of 
the franchise make your countrymen trained in the habit of working repre-

sentative institutions ?
�r.  �.  K. Acharya: That is what we say. Indiscriminate lowering will  

not train them.
10.804. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Therefore, raise it higher up?
�r.  �.  K. Acharya: No, the opposite of indiscriminate lowering is 

discriminate lowering.
10.805. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Connning it only to the Brahmins and 

the higher classes ?
�r.  �.  K. Acharya: Discriminate lowering does not mean that. The 

White Paper says 38,000,000, I would be content with 20,000,000 or 
28,000,000. That is not for confining them to this class and that class,

10.806. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: You know in �alabar,  there is a commu-

nity called the Naiyadis ?

�r.  �.  K. Acharya: Yes.
10.807. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I understand mat under the social customs
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prevailing there a Naiyadi cannot walk along the road ?

�r.  �.  K. Acharya: He can walk along the public roads today.
10.808. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: And if he wants to sell anything, or 

buy anything, he has to place his goods or articles that he wants to sell 
some 60 yards away from the street and call out from there ?

�r.  �.  K. Acharya: That is not correct information, so far as I know.
10.809. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I give you that information?

�r.  �.  K. Acharya: That is not correct; I may deny it. I have been 
for many years in Malabar, and I know Malabar better than my honourable 
friend.

10.810. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: The point I am going to ask you is 

something further. Assume my facts are correct ?
�r.  �.  K. Acharya: When they are incorrect, how can I assume that ?
10.811. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: The question is this : Supposing a law 

was passed making it a crime for any Hindu to prevent a Naiyadi from 
walking along the public street in Malabar, would you say that would affect 

the fundamentals of your religion ?
�r.  �.  K. Acharya: As the honourable gentleman presumes on wrong 

facts, there is no such custom and there is no such law. If there were such 
a custom and if there were any need for such a law, then that law would 

not conflict with any fundamental of religion.
*****

110,899. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I would like to clear up a matter. 
Mr. Acharya, you stated that Pandit Malaviya has repudiated the implica-
tions of the Poona Pact. I want to ask you a question on that : Is not it 
a fact that Mr. Gandhi says that the Poona Pact, apart from settling the 
political problem; imposed a certain obligation on the Hindus to abolish 
untouchability and to open the doors of the Hindu temples to the 

untouchables ?
�r.  �.  K. Acharva: That is what Mr. Gandhi says, I think.

10.900. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Pandit Malaviya says that is not the 
case : that the Poona Pact does not impose any obligation on the Hindus 
to do that and it is therefore that he says he does not agree with the 
implications of the Poona Pact. Is not that the case ?

�r.  �.  K. Acharya: Yes. That is so
10.901. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: It does not touch the political side of 

the matter. Mr. Gandhi says the Poona Pact imposes an obligation on the 
Hindus to open the doors of the temples. Pandit Malaviya says there is no 

such implication at all ?

�r.  �.  K. Acharya: Yes.

fMinutes of Evidence, Vol. II-C, 2nd August 1933, p. 1�20.
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�15)
Lieut.-Colonel C. E, Bruce, C.S.I., C.I.E., C.B.E., Lieuf.-General Sir George 
Macmunn, K.C.B., K.C.S.I., D.S.O., Mr. F. F. Lyall, C.I.E., Mr. Wans 
Ameer Ali, I.C.S., Mr.  O. C. G. Hayter, and Hon. Mr.  Justice W. A. Le 
Rossignol.

112,465. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Were there Ministers in India at the 
time when you were District Judge ?

Lt. Col. C. E. Bruce: There were, but they were not concerned with me ; 
I should say, not elected Ministers, but I am referring now to the future in 
this Memorandum when, as I understand, the proposed Constitution—

12,466. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I thought you were speaking from your 
experience ?

Lt. Col. C. E. Bruce: May I explain to you ? This refers to the future 
when the proposal is to place Ministers under elected Legislatures and 
responsible to elected Legislatures and liable to stand or fall with their 
Cabinets.

Sir Hari Singh Gour: Your words are prophetic.

�16)
Wing Commander A. W. H. James, M.P., and Dr. J. II.  Hutton, C.I.E., LC&

JD29. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Cannot they plead tribal law as their 
customary law ?

Wg. Comdr. A. W. H. James: No , it is not recognised by the High Court 
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: The High Court would recognise any custom ?
Wg. Comdr. A. W. H. James: It is not necessary to establish that it is 

a Hindu or Muhammadan custom. If  there is no law laid down in that sense, 
the custom would govern. Ordinarily, that would be the thing. I am not 
speaking with first hand knowledge.
*****

§D222. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Dr. Hutton, in reply to a question by 
Major Attlee, I think you stated that you would prefer that the administration 
of the excluded areas should be a Central subject, rather than a Provincial 

subject ?
�r.  J. H. Hutton: That is my own feeling.
*****

D224. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I just want to turn to some other matters 
which have been discussed in your paper. I think you are proceeding upon 
the basis that these people should under no circumstances come within the 

purview of the new constitution ?
Dr. J. H. Hutton: That is so.
D225. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: That is the hypothesis and the basis upon 

which you are proceeding ?

tMi'nutes of Evidence, Vol. II-C, 6th October 1933, p. 1612.
t Ibid., Vol. II-D, 16th October 1933, p. 23�6.
§lbid., pp. 2388-90.
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�r.  J. H. Hutton:�I�admitted�that�in�some�circumstances�where�they�

are�very�scattered�living�among�other�populations,�it�would�be�otherwise.
D226.��r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�But�in�the�main,�that�is�the�hypothesis�

upon�which�you�are�proceeding�?
�r.  J. H. Hutton:�Yes,�in�the�main.
D227.��r.  B. R. Ambedkar: What is the ideal that�you�have�before�

you�for�these�people�?�I�will �crystallise�my�question�so�that�you�may�answer�
it�better.

�r.  J. H. Hutton:�The�minimum�of�interference�by�anybody.
D228.��r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�Let�me�put�it�in�the�way�I�visualise�the�

question.�Is�it�your�ideal�that�these�primitive�people�should�continue�to�remain�
primitive�people�without�having�anything�to�do�with�the�affairs�of�the�rest�
of�India,�or�do�you�propose�that�the�destinies�of�these�people�should�be�
so�regulated�that�in�course�of�time�they�should�cease�to�be�an�isolated�
part�of�humanity�and�take�part�in�the�public�affairs�of�their�country�as�
the�rest�of�Indians�are�doing�now�?

�r.  J. H. Hutton:�I�think�that�the�second�is�my�ideal.
D229.��r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�That�they�should�not�continue�permanently�

as�primitive�people�?
�r.  J. H. Hutton:�The�question�would�have�to�be�that,�if�possible,�

ultimately�they�should�take�a�part�in�the�life�of�their�country.
D230.��r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�That�is�what�I�say�?
�r.  J. H. Hutton:�But�it�is�possible�that�in�some�cases�you�might�never�

be�able�to�achieve�that�ideal.
D231.��r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�Let�us,�first�of�all,�ascertain�what�the�

ideals�are�?
�r.  J. H. Hutton:�Yes.
D232.��r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�I�am�not�introducing�the�religious�

question�at�all,�whether�they�should�be�this�or�that�?
�r.  J. H. Hutton:�No.
D233.��r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�What�you�do�point�out�is�this�:�You�do�

say,�and�I�think�it�is�your�ideal,�that�they�should�become�part�and�parcel�

of�the�civil�society�?
�r.  J. H. Hutton:�Yes.
D234.��r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�And�outgrow�their�tribal�condition�?

�r.  J. H. Hutton:�Yes,�I�think�that�is�necessary.
D235.��r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�Let�me�therefore�proceed�further.�If�that�

is�the�view,�is�it�not�desirable�that�there�should�be�a�common�cycle�of�
participation�both�for�the�civilised�people�of�India�and�for�these�primitive�

people�?
�r.  J. H. Hutton:�Not�yet.
D236.��r.  B. R. Ambedkar :�So�that�there�may�be�a�percolation�of�the�

ideas�which�are�agitating�the�minds�of�the�civilised�part�of�Indian�society�
into�this�primitive�class�of�people�?
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�r.  J. H. Hutton: I think the ideas will percolate without any difficulty. 
D23�. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: How?
�r.  J. H. Hutton: What troubles me is that unless they are separated 

they are likely to be destroyed by too abrupt contact. That is what has 
happened nearly everywhere else in the world.

D238. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I do not know but I do want to submit 
to you for your consideration whether if, as you have admitted, that is your 
ideal, namely, that they shall some day become part of the Indian society, 
segregation, and so complete and so rigid a segregation as you propose, is 
the proper way for the realisation of that ideal ?

�r.  J. H. Hutton: I think it is the only possible one myself.
D239. Sir Reginald Craddock: Might I put a question ? There are 

various educational agencies going on in some of those tribes. Is not that 
the case ?

�r.  J. H. Hutton: Yes, certainly....
D240. Sir Reginald Craddock: Are they chiefly missions, or has the 

Government any schools ?
�r.  J. H. Hutton: The Government has a number of schools.
D241. Sir Reginald Craddock: That would be one of the points that 

you would refer to in connection with the improvement of these classes would 
not you ?

�r.  J. H. Hutton : I should.

D242. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I want to proceed a little further. I see 
from your paper (correct me if I am wrong) that you are troubled about two 
things. You think that a contact or incorporation, if I may use that term, of 
the educated or the advanced or the civilised Indians, and of the primitive 
people in one constitution is likely to result, first of all, in their exploitation 
by the advanced classes or shall I say, the civilised part of the Indian 
society ?

�r.  J. H. Hutton: Yes.
D243. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Secondly, I suppose I am right in 

summarising it thus, that you are afraid that sufficient attention will  not be 
paid to them in the new Council ?

�r.  J. H. Hutton: Yes.
D244. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Let me put to you one question. I will  

take the case of their land. Is it not a fact that this question, namely, of 
keeping the land in the hands of the primitive people as far as possible that 
they may not be rendered a class of landless labourers, is also the problem 
which is before many of the agricultural classes in India and that even for 
their protection it has become necessary to pass Acts like the Deccan 
Agricultural Relief Act in Bombay and the Alienation of Land Act in the 

Punjab and several other cases ?
�r.  J. H. Hutton: I believe such Acts have been passed.
D245. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: My suggestion is this, that if  these primitive
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people are brought under the same constitution as the rest of India they 
would not be quite alone in their demand for keeping the moneylender out 
and seeing that the land remains in the hands of those who cultivate it. 
There would be many others who would have a similar demand to make 
in the Legislature. The point I want to make is that they would not be 
isolated ?

�r.  J. H. Hutton: The point which I should be inclined to answer was 
that the proof of the pudding was in the eating, and, as far as experience 
went, it has shown that they always have been done out of their land.

D246. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: But, Dr. Hutton, would you mind making 
this distinction, that the Legislatures, as they are composed today, and as 
they were composed some time ago, are not going to be the same as the 
Legislatures that will be composed under the White Paper ?

�r.  J. FI. Hutton: Yes.

D24�. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: You would have a certain amount ot 
representation drawn from the general electorate who would favour the 
poorer classes. The experience of the last Legislatures would be no safe 
guide in a matter of this kind ?

�r.  J. H. Hutton: I would sooner be on the safe side and exclude them.
D248. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar : I do not know, but you are not prepared to 

deny the fact that they would have many friends in the Legislature ?
�r.  J. H. Hutton: I would not admit that. I should like to be convinced 

first that they would have many friends. There may be others with similar 
interests, but they would have very little in common with them individually.

D249. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Yes, but I mean so far as the general 
question of protection for a class similarly situated is concerned ?

�r.  J. H. Hutton : I can conceive "that a Musselman cultivator in Sihat 
would demand the maximum of protection for himself and the maximum 
of non-protection for his neighbours.

D250. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Do you think the Legislature would go to 
the length of saying that certain laws which are necessary in the interests of 
Indians are not to be extended, and that the protection of those laws is not 
to be given to the primitive classes ?

�r.  J. H. Hutton: No, I do not think they would go as far as that. 
D251. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: How would the discrimination arise?
�r.  J. H. Hutton: I think the primitive classes might have extreme 

difficulty in obtaining the necessary protection. There is no guarantee with 
the depressed classes that the cultivator will  obtain the necessary protection 

under the new constitution.
D252. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Quite true; I agree with you. There can 

be no protection that the other classes probably would not club together and 
prevent protection being given to some other minorities ? The fear is 
legitimate, but taking into calculation all the forces on the one side and all 
the forces on the other, the point I want to make to you is that the fear, that
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one or two, or a few representatives of the primitive classes in the Provincial 
Council will  feel that they are overwhelmed by the forces on the other side, 
is not quite justified by an analysis as I am presenting it to you of the 
composition of the future Legislatures as it will be under the White Paper 
proposal ?

�r.  J. H. Hutton: In. view of the difference of race, I think it is possibly 
justified, at any rate in certain places.

D253. �r.  B. R, Ambedkar: Take the question again of education. 
I happen to know something about these primitive people in the Bombay 
Presidency. We have a backward classes ?

�r.  J. H. Hutton: Yes, I know.
D254. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: We ourselves are not very far divided 

from them ?
�r.  J. H. Hutton: I know.
D255. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Educationally speaking, one could not 

really say that a good many people in India are in less need of education 
than the primitive or the backward people ?

�r.  J. H. Hutton: You could not say what ?
D256. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: You could not say (take, for instance, the 

depressed classes) that bare educational need is less ?
�r.  J. H. Huttton: You could not say that it was less.
D25�. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: One could not say it ?
�r.  J. H. Hutton: No.
D258. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I have been sitting on the backward class 

board in Bombay, which is a composite board for the depressed classes and 
these primitive people ?

�r.  J. H. Hutton: Yes, in certain cases the primitive people are very 
much more educated.
D259. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Therefore, as I say, taking their educational 

need, in the Legislative Council, they would not find themselves isolated ?

�r.  J. H. Hutton: They might do.
D260. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: You would desire that they should be 

completely excluded, and their need, such as education, which I think is the 
greatest need of these people should be met entirely by revenues supplied 
by the Governor under his special responsibilities ?

�r.  J. H. Hutton: Yes.
D261. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I want to put this to you : whether 

a Governor would at all go to the length of providing what he thought was 
a sufficient amount of funds for the education of the primitive classes if his 

Ministers did not support him ?
�r.  J. H. Hutton: That is a serious difficulty.
D262. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: If there is something in the point that 

I have put to you, would not it be desirable that some representatives of 
these people should be in the Legislative Council so that a Minister may be
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�epen�ent upon their votes, an� may be amenable to their wants ?
�r.  J. H. Hutton: An o��  vote or two woul� not be likely to affect 

a Minister.

D263. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I �o  not say one or two. You may have 
a small number, but, assuming they have a�equate representation in the 
Legislature, woul�  not the Minister be �epen�ent upon their votes, an�, there-
fore, he might be more amenable to their wants ?

�r.  J. H. Hutton : Theoretically, but not in practice. Their numbers woul�  
be so small.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: In politics a single vote might turn the balance.
D264. Lord Eustace Percy: I thought Dr. Hutton’s recommen�ation 

was that they shoul� be exclu�e�  from the purview not only of the Province 
but of the Governor also, an� that they shoul� be a�ministere� from the 
centre. Is not that so ?

�r.  J. H. Hutton: That is what I shoul�, on the whole, prefer. 
I have state� in my memoran�um that in the case of the proposals of the 
White Paper for the totally exclu�e�  areas in which the Governor acts as 
the agent of the Governor-General, the White Paper proposal is satisfactory. 
I �o  not say I shoul� prefer it.
D265. Lord Eustace Percy: I thought from your proposals for setting 

up petty States that you inten�e�  that it shoul� as far as possible be a central 
function. ?

�r.  J. H. Hutton : My intention was that it shoul� be central as far 
as possible, certainly.
D266. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar : Even in that case, the criticism I have 

offere� woul�  be equally applicable even if the subject was ma�e central, 
because the Governor woul�  have to certify the amount necessary for the 
a�ministration of the subject an�, if the Ministers in the Central Government 
objecte� to spen�ing that amount of money, the conflict woul� still be 
there; it woul�  only be transferre� from the Provincial Fiel�  to the Central 

Fiel�  ?
�r.  J. H. Hutton: I am assuming the Minister woul�  not have a wor�  

in it.
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: But my point is that the Minister woul� have 

a wor�, because there woul� be other rival claims for the expen�iture, 
an� a Minister cannot be expecte� to be intereste� in primitive peoples 

who are not part of the Legislature.
�r.  Shafa'at Ahmad Khan: Woul� not the representatives of the 

primitive people in the Legislature generally combine with the �epresse� 

classes ?
D267. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: That is what I am visualising, an�, there-

fore, they woul�  have many frien�s.
�r.  J. H. Hutton: I �o  not think the representation woul�  be affecte�.
D268. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar : If  I felt as pessimistic as you feel I shoul�
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at once say : “  I do not want this constitution at all ” ?
�r.  J. H. Hutton: But I do not, for the primitive tribes.

� � � � *
D284. Major Attlee: I do not think the Simon Commission recom-

mended the forests from your point of view at all. The forests were 
recommended by the Simon Commission to be transferred ?
�r.  J. H. Hutton: No. I put that forward as a suggestion for the 

economical administration of an excluded area.
Lord Eustace Percy : Perhaps Dr. Hutton will deal with this difficulty, 

because I do not understand what a totally excluded area is in which the 

provincial forest official and the provincial forest policy prevails.
D285. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: If I may say so, the area is not excluded, it 

is the people who are excluded ?
�r.  J. H. Hutton : No, the area is excluded, as I read the White Paper. 

Is there any definition of a totally excluded area in the White Paper ?

�17)
'The Right Honourable Sir Winston Spencer Churchill,  CJL  

Member of the House of Commons

tl4,681. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Mr. Churchill, the White Paper does 

not propose to establish Dominion Constitution ?

Sir Winston Churchill: No.
14,682. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Therefore I do not propose to trouble 

you with any questions with regard to the logical and metaphysical position, 
whether one could draw a distinction between Dominion Status as a cere-
monial affair and Dominion Status as a Dominion Constitution. I propose to 
ask you just one or two questions with regard to the White Paper itself 
without confusing the issue by bringing in anything with regard to the 
distinction that you propose to make. May I draw your attention, therefore, 
to the debate that took place in Parliament on December 1st, 1931, when the 
Prime Minister moved the resolution; it was in these terms : “  That this 
House approves the Indian policy of His Majesty’s Government as set out 
in Command Paper No. 39�2  — Indian Round Table Conference — presented 
in Parliament on the 1st December, 1931.” That is the first White Paper— 
not the full scheme ?
Sir Winston Churchill: You mean the Prime Minister’s speech ?

14j683. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: The Prime Minister’s speech.

Sir Winston Churchill : Quite.
14,684. �r.  B. R. Ainbedkar: The Constitution adumbrated in the 

White Paper which was presented to the House included in the main the 
proposals which are contained in the White Paper as it is presented to the 
Joint Select Committee. There was to be Provincial responsible government 

tMinutes of Evidence, Vol. II-C, 24th October 1933, pp. 180�-08.
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in the Provinces with the transfer of Law and Order, and there was to be 

a sort of dyarchy at the Centre, in which Defence and Foreign Relations 
were to be reserved subjects. Is that right ?

�ir  Winston Churchill: I find no need to interrupt you at this point.
14.685. Dr. B. R. Atnbedkar: Then the next point I wish to ask about 

this. The Prime Minister made his object clear in moving this resolution in 
the House of Commons. I am reading his words : “  the statement which 
I made to the Round Table Conference yesterday had the full authority of 
the Cabinet, and we now wish, having communicated that statement to the 
House, to ask the House by its vote to associate itself with that policy.”  
That was the object of the Prime Minister in moving this resolution in the 
House of Commons. Now, as you know you moved an amendment to the 
resolution. That amendment was in these terms : “  Mr. Churchill : I beg to 
move in line 3 at end to add the words, provided that nothing in the said 
policy shall commit this House to the establishment in India of Dominion 
Constitution as defined by the Statute of Westminster; provided also that 
the same policy shall effectively safeguard the British trade in and with 
India from adverse or prejudicial discrimination, and provided further that 
no extensions of self-government in India at this juncture shall impair the 
ultimate responsibility of Parliament for the peace, order and good Govern-
ment of the Indian Empire.”

14.686. Dr. B. R. Atnbedkar: The impression that I have formed, after 
reading this debate that took place in the House of Commons on the 3rd 
December 1931, was this, that if the Prime Minister had accepted your 
amendment you were willing to vote with the Government in support of the 
resolution moved by the Prime Minister. Is that correct ?

�ir  Winston Churchill: I think it ver> difficult to say what would 
have happened in these hypothetical circumstances, but, undoubtedly it 
would have been a very great relief to the great mass of Conservative 
Members in the House of Commons if the Government had seen eye to eye 
with those who supported me in that amendment—a very great relief, and 
altogether more agreeable atmosphere would have followed immediately and 
would have been created.

14.68�. Dr. B. R. Atnbedkar: Fortunately for me, I do not think the 
matter is really hypothetical because I find you have taken a very definite 
attitude with regard to your amendment in the course of that debate and 
I want to call your attention to one or two statements you made in the course 
of your speech. I think the one fact which has puzzled me, I must admit, is 
that, first of all, according tb the impression of most Members then present 
in the House, there was really no distinction between what the Government 
was asserting and what you proposed to state in your amendment. Is it 
not so ? Let me read a passage of yours. The point I want to make is this : 
A subject which has always puzzled me is this, that having read the statement 
of the Prime Minister and the amendment which you proposed to move on
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�ha� day in �he House of Commons, I, a� any ra�e, did no� see any dis�inc�ion, 
and �ha�, I say, was your posi�ion as well, because I propose �o read 
a passage which will make i� clear. You say a� column 234 : “  I have 
finished and I am mos� gra�eful �o �he House for permi��ing me �o in�rude 
for so long upon �heir a��en�ion. Wha� can we do bu� �o preserve wi�h our 
amendmen�. I� is no� a vo�e of confidence in His Majes�y’s Governmen� ” 
and �his is �he impor�an� poin�, “  On �he con�rary, i� merely asser�s �he 
principles which �hey �hemselves affirm and which bo�h �he Prime Minis�er 
and �he Secre�ary of S�a�e have affirmed.” So you yourself really saw no 

dis�inc�ion be�ween �he proposals as pu� for�h in �he s�a�emen� of �he Prime 

Minis�er and �he subs�ance of your amendmen� ?

�ir  Winston Churchill: Of course, I �hough� i� was unfor�una�e �ha� �he 
Governmen� did no� �ake proper view of �he proposal. I should have been 

very glad �o ge� �ha� amendmen� on �he paper.
14.688. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Le� me quo�e ano�her passage of wha� 

you said on �he same day. You said your second al�erna�ive �o �he Govern-

men� on �ha� day was �ha� if your amendmen� was no� accep�ed you would 
be con�en� �o vo�e wi�h �he Governmen� provided �he pronouncemen� of �he 
Prime Minis�er was accompanied by �he speech of �he Secre�ary of S�a�e �ha� 

was made on �ha� day in �he House of Commons ?
�ir  Winston Churchill: Yes.
14.689. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: My poin� is �his : If �ha� is your 

posi�ion, namely, �ha� you were con�en� �o vo�e wi�h �he Governmen� on �ha� 
par�icular deba�e, provided �he Prime Minis�er’s announcemen� was accom- 
pained by �he speech made by �he Secre�ary of S�a�e in �he House of 
Commons, wha� I wish �o unders�and from you is �his : Wha� is �he difference 
be�ween �he Whi�e Paper as i� is presen�ed �o �his Commi��ee and �he s�a�e-
men� of �he Prime Minis�er combined wi�h �he speech of �he Secre�ary of 
S�a�e ? Could you give us any difference �ha� you see be�ween �he Whi�e 
Paper as presen�ed �o �he Commi��ee and �he pronouncemen� of �he Prime 
Minis�er as in�erpre�ed by �he Secre�ary of S�a�e in �he House of Commons ?

�ir  Winston Churchill: In �he case of a difference which arises in 
a Parliamen� or in a House of Commons be�ween �wo sides of a deba�e, 
i� is difficul� for ou�siders �o apprecia�e wha� �he difference was unless �hey 
unders�and all �he circums�ances which influence and affec� our deba�es, 
bu� �ha� �here was a grea� and real difference be�ween �he amendmen� 
which I sough� �o have pu� upon �he paper and �he resolu�ion which �he 
Governmen� passed over our heads is indispu�able. There was a sharp 
difference. Each side na�urally presen�s i�s case in �he manner leas� likely 
�o de�er suppor�, bu� �he difference is �here all �he same and remains 
qui�e clear, and I do no� sugges� �o Dr. Ambedkar �ha� in jus�ice �o our 
Parliamen�ary ins�i�u�ions, he should remember �ha� we s�ill have a bica-
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meral Parliament and that the debates in the House of Lords must be 

read in conjunction with those in the House of Commons.
14,690. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: If I may say so respectfully, I wish to 

understand your position alone, irrespective of the position of the House 
of Lords or other members of the Party. You stated definitely that you 
would vote with the Government, provided the Prime Minister’s statement 
was issued in conjunction with the speech made by the Secretary of State. 
The point which I wish to submit to you respectfully is this : Do you see 
any difference in the White Paper as presented to the Joint Parliamentary 
Committee, and the statement by the Prime Minister as interpreted that day 
by. the Secretary of State in the House of Commons ? If there is, of course, 

you have every ground to differ ?
Sir Winston Churchill: I can assure Dr. Ambedkar that I have never been 

in favour of a federal system being erected at this time at the Centre of 
India nor of transferring law and order in the Provinces, and nothing that 
I have ever said in this controversy is in conflict with that.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I have no more questions to ask.
*****

f  14,945. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: My Lord Chairman, may I ask a question 

with your permission ?
Chairman: If you please.
14,946. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I just want to ask you one question, 

Mr. Churchill. Do you make any distinction between responsible government 

and Dominion Status ?
Sir Winston Churchill: Oh, yes. Responsible government has many inter-

pretations, many that we know in practice and we have seen. Responsible 
government may mean serious, real, important functions transferred to the 
discretion of a Provincial, or local body, or it may mean the various degrees 
of responsible government which have a technical understanding in the 
language of the Dominions and Colonial Offices, namely, Ministers respon-

sible to the Assembly and so forth, but there are very considerable 
gradations in the history of our outlying Dominions and Empire in the exact 
form of institutions, which would be covered by the term “ responsible 

government
*****

J15.14�. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Would you agree that the masses should 
be given adult suffrage ?

Sir Winston Churchill: No.
15,148. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Why not ?

Sir Winston Churchill: Because I think it quite impracticable.

fMinutes of Evidence, Vol. II-C, 25th October 1933, p. 1833.
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(18)
Lieut-Colonel Sir Henry Gidney, M.L.A., I.M.S. (Retired), on�

behalf of the Anglo-Indian and �omiciled  European�
Association of India

*16,241.��r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�I�realise�from�your�Memorandum�that�
you�are�very�apprehensive�of�what�may�happen�to�your�community�under�
the�new�Constitution.�I�believe�your�apprehensions�are�shared�by�many�
other�minorities.�Therefore,�the�question�I�want�to�put�to�you�is�this�:�Would�
it�serve�any�purpose�which�you�have�in�view�if�a�provision�was�made�in�the�
Constitution�that�there�should�be�some�officer�or�some�Department�in�the�
future�Central�Government�of�India�which�was�charged�with�the�statutory�
duty�of�presenting�to�Parliament�annually�a�Report�on�the�moral�and�material�
condition�of�the�various�communities�in�India�?�Do�yGu�think�that�proposal�
would�be�of�any�use�to�your�community�in�drawing�the�attention�of�
Parliament�to�anything�that�may�have�occurred�in�the�course�of�the�
administration�of�various�provinces�affecting�your�material�interests�?

Sir Henry Gidney:�That�proposal�meets�with�my�entire�approval�as�the�
ultima thule�of�what�would�be�the�protection�of�minorities,�but,�as�a�prelimi-
nary�canter�to�that�the�minorities,�in�my�humble�submission,�demand�
protection�not�in�so�far�as�someone�can�report�to�the�Houses�of�Parliament�
annually,�but�a�practical�protection.
16,242.��r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�Let�me�make�myself�clear.�What�I�am�

suggesting�is�not�in�substitution�of�what�you�are�asking�;�it�may�be�supple-
mental�to�what�you�are�asking�?

Sir Henry Gidney :�Yes.
16,243��r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�Do�you�agree�with�me�that�this�oppor-

tunity,�or�this�method�of�exposing�possible�abuses�of�power�in�itself�serve�
as�a�check�against�any�possible�abuse�?

Sir Henry Gidney:�I�certainly�think�it�would�be�a�means�of�bringing�to�
the�Houses�of�Parliament�anything�in�the�way�of�a�prejudicial�effect�on�
Communities.
16,244.��r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�Not�merely�yours,�but�of�many�others�?�
Sir Henry Gidney:�Of�all�minorities.
Mr. Zafrufla Khan :�What�would�Parliament�be�expected�to�do�there-

upon�?
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�It�would�lie�there.�Parliament�would�take�note�

of�the�various�Governments.�Not�only�should�the�Governor-General�know,�
but�Parliament�should�know�how�the�various�Governments�are�executing�
their�responsibilities�to�the�various�minorities�which�are�placed�under�their�

charge.
Sir Hari Singh Gour:�And�you�would�call�that�Provincial�autonomy�?

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar:�Yes�;�I�certainly�would.

•Minutes�of�Evidence,�Vol.�1I-C,�10th�November�1933,�p.�1996.
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(1?)
Mr.  J. C. French and Mr.  S. II.  Mills  on behalf of Indian Police

*16,904. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Mr. Mills, there is just one question 
1 should like to ask you, because 1 am rather interested in getting your view 
of this matter. You stated somewhat emphatically that under the proposed 
Constitution in Bengal, Muslims and the Depressed Classes would be under 
the influence of the Congress ?

Mr. S. H. Mills: I think there is every chance of their being under the 
influence of the Congress — a percentage of them.

16.905. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: You said about 20 of the Depressed 
Classes ?

Mr. S. H. Mills: Yes.
16.906. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: 1 suppose it is not your suggestion that

as it is today there are any Depressed Classes or there are any Muham
madans who are in sympathy with the terrorist movement ?

Mr. S. H. Mills: We have quite a large number of Depressed Classes 
who have been arrested as terrorists.

16.907. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: From what community ?
Mr. S. H. Mills: We have had some from peculiar communities and 

there have been a number of Shahas ; then from Midnapore quite a number 
of the Depressed Classes have been arrested — particularly Midnapore.

16.908. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Shaha is not a scheduled caste of the 
Depressed Classes ?

Mr. S. H. Mills: No. In the Midnapore district there have been quite 
a number of the Depressed Classes who have been arrested.

16.909. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Now the next point that 1 want to draw 
your attention to is this : May I just put it ? Is it your experience, for 
instance, that a large community like the Namasudras in Bengal are in any 
way connected with the terrorist movement ?

Mr. S. H. Mills : Yes, they are.
16.910. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: The next question that I want to ask 

you is this : You know that under the White Paper proposals the minorities 
of Bengal have separate electorates ?

Mr. S. H. Mills: Yes.
16.911. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Do you still think that, notwithstanding 

the separate electorates, the Congress will have any influence in the election 
of the members of these communities ?

Mr. S. H. Mills : I think it is highly probable.
16.912. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: How would that influence be felt?
Mr. S. H. Mills: Because the Congress having the terrorists behind 

them is very greatly feared in the Province, and that fear would tend to 

dominate them.

♦Minutes of Evidence, Vol. II-C, 13th November 1933, p. 2043.
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(20)
Secretary of Mate for India ’s Evidence before the Joint Committee 

on Indian Constitutional Reform

fThe Right Hon. Sir Samuel Hoare, BL, G.B.E., C.M.G., MT,  

Sir Malcolm Hailey, G.C.S.L, G.C.LE., and Sir Findlater  
Stewart, K.C.R, K.C.I.E., C.S.I.

J6394. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I have not followed it I think even under 
Proposals 92 and 95, although the Legislature may be in Session, the Governor 
will not be bound to put his legislation before the Legislature if he so 
thinks ?

Sir Samuel Hoare : That is perfectly true. The Governor has full discretion. 
6395. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: The Governor has full discretion ?
Sir Samuel Hoare: Whether for ordinances or for legislation, on his own 

initiative.
*****

§6440. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I want to pursue this point a stage turtner. 
You said that would depend on the circumstances of the case. That was 
not the question of Sir Tej Sapru. The question is, is this Clause wide 
enough to give the power to intervene and say : “  No, this will interfere 
with peace and tranquillity, and I will not allow you to introduce this 
legislation ”  ?

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru: The Clause is merely wide enough to allow the 
Governor to take action if  he is convinced that it will  lead to a grave menace 
to the peace and tranquillity of the Province, not mere that he thinks such 
legislation is undesirable in the interests of one class or another.
6441. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: If  he comes to that conclusion this clause is 

wide enough for him to say : “  I will not allow you to proceed with such 
legislation ” ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: I can only say we have had in the United Provinces 
within the last two years the menace of very grave trouble indeed arising 
out of the agrarian situation, and dealing with the rental question. There 
was a stage then when, in my opinion, this clause would undoubtedly have 
applied, but it would have applied because there was threatening of actual 
risings of tenants in certain parts of the Province. I would not have held 
that it would have applied if it had been merely the case that one class or 
other would have been prejudicially affected by the Legislature.
*****

^6533. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I want to know whether the Secretary of

t Sir Samuel Hoare was the Secretary ot State for India, Sir Malcolm Hailey was 
the Governor of United Province, and Sir Findlater Stewart was the Permanent 
Under Secretary of India Office, London.
J Minutes of Evidence, VoL II-B, 14th July 1933, p. �29.
§ Ibid., p. �35.
qibid., p. �4�.
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State desires me to reserve any questions upon Second Chambers for the 
Provinces ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare : I would suggest, so far as the Constitution of the 
Second Chambers goes (the membership), perhaps it would be better to take 
that with the franchise generally.

6534. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: This franchise question ought to be 
excluded at this stage ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare : Whatever the Committee thinks, I should have 
thought it came better into the franchise.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I will not ask any questions of the Secretary of 
State.

Chairman: I think the Secretary of State’s suggestion is a practical one. 
I hope you will not put questions at this stage.

6535. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I was going to ask the composition of the 
Second Chamber. Would it be better to reserve it ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare : Yes, I think perhaps that would be better.
6536. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: You said in the course of a reply to 

a question put last time, that you contemplated that in the Provinces the 
Ministers could be drawn from either Chamber, both the Lower and the 
Upper ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare : Yes.
653�. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: You remember that in the Second Chamber, 

as suggested in the White Paper, there are to be 10 nominated Members ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: Yes.
6538. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Is it the proposal that these 10 nominated 

members who will  sit in the Upper Chamber will also be eligible for being 
Ministers ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: Yes, I would not draw any distinction between them 
and the others.

6539. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: The nominated members would be eligible 
for being Ministers ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare : Yes, certainly; that is how I conceive it to be.
6540. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: In the present Government of India Act 

there is a distinct provision that any member who is a nominated member 
of the Provincial Legislature is not eligible for being a Minister ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: I take it from Dr. Ambedkar that is so.
6541. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I stand subject to correction, but I believe 

that is the position ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: Yes.
6542. Dr. B. R. Amhedkar : So you are really introducing the very 

important change by allowing nominated members in the Upper Chambers 
to be Ministers in the new Government ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: It is, of course, a very different kind of Government
6543. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I am not going into the reasons, but I am 

only stating the facts ?
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�ir  �amuel Hoare: Yes. I think there is a great deal to be said for giving 
the Governor a free choice, always assuming, Dr. Ambedkar, that the Cabinet 
is collectively responsible and there would be no intention of imposing 
a Minister against the wish of the Cabinet in case of this kind.
*****

t6549. �ir  Tej Bahadur �apru  : Is Sir Samuel right in conceding that the 
present Government of India Act makes a distinction between elected and 
nominated members for appointment as Ministers ?

�ir  Malcolm Hailey: It was new to me, but I took it from Dr. Ambedkar.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I used it in the sense that it must be an elected 

member within six months.
�ir  Tej Bahadur �apru : So far as I can see the Government of India Act 

makes no distinction between elected and nominated members for the purpose 
of appointment as Ministers. The Section which deals with that matter is 
Section 52.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: He has to get himself elected.
6550. �ir  Tej Bahadur �apru : I thought Dr. Ambedkar put it to 

Sir Samuel, and suggested that the Government of India Act makes a distinc-
tion between elected and nominated members in the matter of being Minister ?

�ir  Malcolm Hailey: It only does so to the extent of laying down that 
a Minister shall not hold office for a longer period than six months unless he 

becomes an elected member.
6551. �ir  Tej Bahadur �apru  : But if there is a nominated member there 

already, there is nothing to prevent you from appointing him Minister ?
�ir  Malcolm Hailey: That is so.
6552. �ir  Tej Bahadur �apru : And that has been done ?
�ir  Malcolm Hailey : Yes.
�ir  Tej Bahadur �apru : The law, as I understand it, is this: It is open 

to the Governor to appoint any outsider a Minister, provided that outsider 
gets elected to the Legislative Council within a period of six months. 
Similarly, it is open to the Governor to appoint a Minister from the block 
of nominated members who are already there. The Act does not make any 
distinction.
6553. Mr. Zafrulla Khan : Once a nominated member is appointed, 

does he continue to be nominated member all the time or must he seek 
election ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: No, I thought that was quite clear. A nominated 

member is treated just like anyone else.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: He cannot continue to be a Minister after six 

months unless he gets elected.
*****

|6558. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: May I read the section ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: Does it really very much matter with what the

fMinutes of Evidence, Vol. II-B, 14th July 1933, p. �48.

\lbid., pp. �49-50.
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position is now ?
6559. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: It matters because I want to ask what the 

exact position is. Section 52, sub-section 2 is : “ No Minister shall hold office 
for a longer period than six months unless he is or becomes an elected Member 
of the Local Legislature.” All  I wanted to suggest was that the Act does not 
contemplate the continued holding of a nominated member as a Minister, 
which would be the case if the suggestions in the White Paper were adopted, 
that a nominated Member of the Second Chamber would be entitled to be 
a Minister. With respect to the appointment of the Ministry, T want to 
draw your attention to the recommendation of the Sub-Committee on 
Provincial Constitution. They said: “  The Sub-Committee is of the opinion 
that in the discharge of that function the Governor should ordinarily 
summon the Member possessing the largest following in the Legislature 
and invite him to suggest the Ministers and submit their names for 
approval.” Paragraph 6� says that he shall make “  his best endeavours to 
select his Ministers in the following manner ”—  which I regard as 
a considerable departure from the recommendation of the Provincial 
Constitution Committee ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: I do not think there is any departure at all. The 
Committee said ‘ ordinarily and this is, I imagine, what will ordinarily 
happen.
6560. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: You do not think it would be necessary, 

in the interests of fostering collective responsibility, to impose an obligation 
upon the Government that he should follow a particular course in the 

formation of the Ministry ?
Sir Samuel Hoare: The Round Table Committee that Dr. Ambedkar 

quotes did not think so.
6561. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I thought that was the thing?
Sir Samuel Hoare: You have just read a quotation from them saying 

“  ordinarily ” they thought so.
6562. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Or that they should do it — not ‘‘best 

endeavour ” ?
Sir Samuel Hoare: It is a question of words.
6563. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: The next question I want to ask is on the 

question of this ordinance power of the Ministers under Proposal 104. What 
I want to know is this : Why is it necessary to make a provision of this sort 
in the Constitution itself ? Would not it be possible for a Ministry in 
a Provincial Legislature to have an Emergency Act passed by the Legislature 
itself similar, for instance, to that of 1920 in this country, and to derive its 
powers from the Acts passed by the Legislature ? I am talking about 
No. 104 : Would not it be possible for the Provincial Ministry to have 
an Act passed by the Provincial Legislature giving them the necessary powers 
to act in a specified emergency ?
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�ir  �amuel Hoare : I should have thought this was essentially a power 

that every government must possess, namely, of taking emergency action 
when the Legislature is not sitting and particularly necessary in a country 
like India where there are great distances and where it may take some time 
to get the Legislature sitting.
6564. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I suggest the Provincial Ministry can get 

an Act passed from the Provincial Legislature defining the emergencies in 
which they may be called upon to act, and the Legislature may give them 
the powers. Why is it necessary to make a provision of this sort in the 
Constitution itself ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: Because I regard it as an essential power that 
a Government should have, and as we are dealing with the whole field of the 
Constitution it! is the kind of power that ought to be inserted in the Constitu-
tion Act

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: It is a power that is intended to be given to 
a responsible Ministry and it is, in the nature of things, that the responsible 
Ministry should draw its powers, whether emergency or otherwise, from the 
Legislature to which it is responsible.

Lord Eustace Percy: May I remind Dr. Ambedkar that the Act of 1920 
in this country only regularized a power which Ministers frequently exer-
cised in the past without legislation ? It has always been the practice in this 
country, that, subject to be a sequent Parliamentary indemnity, a Ministry 
can issue an Emergency Order.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: That is all I ask.
� � � • �

f68�0. �ir  Hubert Carr: No. 44 gives the Governor-General power in 
his discretion, “  in any case in which he considers that a Bill  introduced, or 
proposed for introduction, or any clause thereto, or any amendment to a Bill  
moved or proposed would affect the discharge of his ‘ special responsibility ’ 
for the prevention of any grave menace to the peace or tranquillity of India, 
to direct that the Bill, clause or amendment shall not be further proceeded 
with.” That, I understand, is only in the case of his special responsibility 
for the peace or tranquillity of India being threatened. Does any such 
power exist for him in the case of his other special responsibilities being 
threatened ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: No, I think not
68�1. �ir  Hubert Carr: For instance, (b) : “  The safeguarding of the 

financial stability and credit of the Federation ” ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: No ; it is limited to the special responsibility for grave 
menace to peace and tranquillity.

�ir  Malcolm Hailey: I think I could give Sir Hubert the reason for that 
It is a practical repetition of Section 6�  (2a) of the existing Act which only 
refers to the safety and tranquillity in British India, and it has been repeated

t Minutes of Evidence, Vol. II-B, 18th July 1933, p. �84.
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almost in terms.
6872. �ir  Hubert Carr: It is not considered necessary to give the 

Governor-General that power to prevent his responsibilities being 
threatened other than peace and tranquillity ?

�ir  Findlater �tewart : No. He could, of course, refuse his assent to the 
Bill as passed by the House.

6873. �ir  Hubert Carr: But he cannot stop the discussion ?
�ir  Findlater �tewart : No.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I would like to reserve my questions for the 

Secretary of State because they are questions of policy.
*****

f7016. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Arising out of the questions that were put 
by Mr. Morgan Jones regarding the pledges, you stated that no responsible 
statesman in this country has bound himself to time and pace. Is that so ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare : Yes.
7017. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: But I think there is a general agreement 

that the ultimate goal of India’s Constitution is to be Dominion status ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: It has constantly been so stated.
7018. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: So that on the question of the ultimate goal, 

there is really no dispute ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: That would be so, yes.
7019. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Now what I want to ask you is this : In 

view of that, would you be prepared to put this in the Preamble to the 
Government of India’s Constitution that India would be Dominion status, 
leaving the question of the time and the pace to be determined by 
circumstances as they arise ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: I do not think here and now I would like to give 
a pledge as to What is or is not put in the Preamble of an Act of Parliament. 
I, myself, am prejudiced against Preamble of Acts of Parliament, for reasons 
good or bad, and I would rather say neither yes nor no to Dr. Ambedkar’s 
question. It is a point that ought to be considered by the Committee. I would 
not regard it as a question of principle, one way or the other; I think it is 
essentially a matter for discussion. Upon the face of it, I am against these 

general declarations in Preambles.
7020. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I want to say this, that this is not a point 

in dispute now, and, in view of the fact that it would have a reassuring effect 
on the Indian people, it would be desirable to have this embodied in the 
Preamble to the Government of India Act ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: We must take note of what Dr. Ambedkar has said 

upon the point.
7021. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Now the next question that I propose to 

ask you is with regard to the date of the Federation : that in view of certain 
uncertain elements connected with the entry of the Princes into the Federation,

t Minutes of �vidence, Vol. II-B, 18th July 1933, pp. 797-805.
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it was not desirable to give a date for the inauguration of the Federation. 
Now the point that I propose to put to you is this : What would you say to 
a proposal like this — I am making it as my own : Supposing you started 
the Federation without waiting for the Princes, and had a nominated bloc 
appointed by the Viceroy or the Governor-General, it may be officials or 
non-officials, it may be partly from officials and partly from non-officials, 
and then inaugurate your Federation, and then, as the Princes come in, 
eliminate the nominated bloc to make room for such Princes as begin to 
come in ? Have you any objection to a proposal of this sort ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: Yes, I have several objections to it. I think that 
perhaps, the strongest that occurs to me offhand is that it is a completely 
new one. Here for the last three years we have been considering no other 
kind of Federation than an All-Tndia Federation, with the Princes adequately 
represented in it.
�022. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Quite true, but let me pursue this point ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: May I just finish my answer? Secondly, I would 

say, even apart from that every formidable objection, an objection that 
would mean that we should have to start all our discussions over again, 
there is the further objection that I do not see what is to happen supposing 
when you had got your nominated bloc, the Princes then do not come into 

the Federation at all.
�023. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I will put my next question. You want 

the Princes’ representation as a stabilising element ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: No; more than that, Dr. Ambedkar; I would 

not restrict myself to that at all. 1 want the Princes’ accession for a number 
of reasons. I believe, quite apart from the stabilising element of the Princes’ 
representation, they can bring into the Government of India many very 

valuable influences.
�024. Dr. B R. Ambedkar: But my point is this, I am not making 

this suggestion as a permanent part of the Constitution. I am making the 
suggestion for the transitional period until the Princes come in. I am only 
trying to get over the difficulty that you would say would arise if the Princes 
do not make up their minds to come in a stated period. I am only trying 

to get over the difficulty as to date ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: I quite see that. None the less, with the best will in 

the world, I do see the very formidable objections that I have just mentioned 

to a transitional plan of this kind.
Nawab �ir  Liaqat Hayat Khan : In any case, if I might interject, had that 

not better be brought out when you meet again, in the event of such a con-
tingency arising. It has been promised that when a contingency arises we 
meet again. I think a suggestion of that nature would be more appropriate 

then rather than now.
�ir  A. P. Patro: You will not be there when it comes.
�ir  �amuel Hoare : I have always thought that it is really a great mistake,



�articularly for those who are really interested in setting u�  an All-India 
Federation, to concentrate u�on setting u�  some kind of �rovisional govern-
ment u�on the assum�tion either that Federation is never coming into 
existence, or that Federation is only coming into existence in the very indefinite 
future. I believe myself that Members of the Committee and Indian Delegates 
who make �ro�osals of that kind, although they do not wish the result 
of their �ro�osals to be in the least what it will be, arc really �utting  
Federation 'further and further into the distance. I only go on re�eating 
my own o�inion, and I must rely u�on my British and Indian friends to 
see that time after time it is not misre�resented by our enemies outside

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: May I �ursue this a little further. Do you think 
Federation is more im�ortant, or res�onsibility is more im�ortant ?
7025. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru : Or neither ?
Sir Samuel Hoare: I do not see the �oint  of Dr. Ambedkar’s question.
7026. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar : My �oint  is this : If you are not �re�ared  

to consider any alternative for a transitional �eriod the conclusion is that 
there can be no res�onsibility unless there is Federation ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: Really now Dr. Ambedkar is raising issues that we 
have been discussing for three years. For three years we have assumed in 
every discussion we have had that these �ro�osals are based u�on a founda-
tion of All-India Federation, and I am not �re�ared today, after three years 
of these discussions, to reo�en this question.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: It is true. I do not want to �ursue the matter. 
I am only suggesting an alternative for your consideration. I have two 
more questions to ask, but I do not know whether they will be within the 
ambit of the to�ic  we are discussing. One is in relation to the qualifications 
of candidates for the Federal U��er  Chamber.

Archbishop of Canterbury: I think that would more �ro�erly  come 
under franchise, would it not ?

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I would like to ask a question or two about 
financial safeguards.

Archbishop of Canterbury: I think that clearly comes within finance.
7027. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I want to ask a question or two about 

iefence. You remember that the Sub-Committee on Defence in its re�ort 
recommended that there should be a Military Council. I do not find any 
�ro�osal  in the White Pa�er dealing with that ?

Archbishop of Canterbury: For the very good reason that we do not 
think that is a constitutional �ro�osal.  It is an administrative �ro�osal.
7028. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Are you going to have it ?
Archbishop of Canterbury: I have always myself been in favour of 

having in India something in the nature of the Committee of Im�erial  
Defence here. I believe in actual �ractice it will be found to be 
necessary. It is very im�ortant to bring not only the Defence Ministers, 
and the Defence officials, in touch with Defence �roblems, but now that
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Defence covers so very wide a field of the life of a nation we have found 
here it is of great value to have a Committee of some kind in which the 
appropriate Ministers can be had in for specific discussions, and there is 
a strong body, not only of civil opinion, but also of military opinion in 
India that is in favour of the development of some such Committee as this, 
but essentially it is an administrative question rather than a question that 
can lie dealt with in an Act of Parliament.

* * * • ♦
�033. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: With regard to the reserved subjects, you

do not propose to make that part of the budget votable ?
Sir Samuel Hoare : That is so.
�034. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: That is opposed to the theory of Reserved 

Departments as it exists now under the Government of India Act ?
Sir Samuel Hoare: It is based upon all our previous discussions 

and I thought, although there was a good deal of discussion at the Round 
Table Conferences about certain features of Defence, there was a very general 
agreement upon the point that the monies should not be votable.
�035. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Do you see any very great danger if the 

Legislative Assembly vote upon it, and the Viceroy had the power to certify, 
if he found any drastic cut was made ?

Sir Samuel Hoare : I think it is better in a matter of this kind, in which 
the responsibility of the ‘Viceroy is clear and unquestioned, that whilst 
opportunities should be given for discussion, the necessary expenditure should 
be non-votable.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: The next question is with regard to the appointment 
of the commander-in-chief. I do not find any specific proposals dealing with 
that in the White Paper. Section 19 of the Government of India Act merely 
states that commander-in-chief shall be appointed by His Majesty by warrant 
under the Royal Sign Manual.
�036. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru: It is a curious accident that in the present 

Government of India Act there is no reference to the appointment of the 
commander-in-chief. All  it does is to provide that if the commander-in-chief 
is a Member of the Executive Council he should take precedence over the 
other Members of the Executive Council. White Paper or not, it is intended 
to continue the appointment of a commander-in-chief.
�03�.  �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Section 19(�) of the present Government of 

India Act says : “  The Commander-in-Chief of His Majesty’s Forces in 
India is appointed by His Majesty by warrant under the Royal Sign 
Manual ” ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: Yes; that would probably go on in much the same 

way.
�038. Lord Irwin: Is not the matter referred to in Proposal 6 at the 

foot of page 39 of the White Paper ?
Sir Samuel Hoare: Yes, paragraph 6, page 39.
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�039. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Paragraph 6 does not say how his appoint-
ment is going to be made — on whose advice ?

Sir Samuel Hoare : By the Crown.
�040. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: On whose advice?
Sir Samuel Hoare: The appointment is made by the Government here.
�041. Szr Austen Chamberlain: By His Majesty acting on the advice of 

Ministers at home ?
Sir Samuel Hoare : Yes.
�042. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I look up the other day the Debates in the 

Legislative Assembly dated the 1�th February, 1921, and Sir Godfrey Fell 
described the circumstances under which the Commander-in-Chief was 
appointed in these terms : “  The appointment of the Commander-in-Chief 
is made by His Majesty the King on the advice of the Cabinet, and the 
Cabinet naturally turns to the Chief of the Imperial General Staff, the 
highest military authority in the British Empire, for advice.” So the position 
is that the Commander-in-Chief under the present law or practice is appointed 
by the Cabinet on the advice of the Chief of the Imperial General Staff ?

Sir Samuel Hoare : He is not appointed by the Cabinet; he is appointed 
by the Crown, on the advice of the Prime Minister, or whatever it may be— 
the Secretary of State for India here.
�043. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: The point I want to put to you is this : 

Do you think this practice is consistent with the new sort of Government 
we are contemplating, considering that Defence is to be largely a responsi-
bility of the Indian people and the Indian Legislatures ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: I think it is quite inevitable with Defence a Reserved 
Department.

�044. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: But it is also going to be a responsibility 
of the Indian people and the Indian Legislatures. How is the appointment 
of an important officer who is going to be in charge of a very important 
Department under the new Government, who is appointed not on the advice 
of the Secretary of State, not on the advice of the Governor-General, but 
on the advice of the Cabinet in consultation with the Chief of the Imperial 
General Staff, compatible with a Government whose Defence will be 
a responsibility of the Indian people ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: Surely, if Defence is a Reserved Department the 
Government to whom those Reserved Departments are responsible should 
make the appointment.
�045. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I can understand the Viceroy making 

this appointment; I can understand the Secretary of State making the 
appointment ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: That is what it comes to.
*****

f�125. Marquess of Salisbury: Your plan, as I understand (or I ought

�Minu�es of Evidence, Vol. II-B, 20�h July 1933, pp. 813-15.
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to say the plan you prefer of three plans), was to add to the representation 
of the Princes already in the Assembly a proportion of the other Princes’ 
representation on the same proportion as those already admitted. Is that 
so ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: 1 do not know what Lord Salisbury means by saying
“ upon the same proportion as those already admitted.”
�126. Marquess of �alisbury : I understand one of the States which came 

in would have say, 10 seats ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: I see what Lord Salisbury means. I think very likely 

it would work out on those lines.
�12�.  Marquess of �alisbury : There is only one other question 1 want 

to put as regards the Provincial distribution, that is to say, the distribution 
of seats in the Provinces. He is aware, of course, that there is a great deal of 
difference of opinion on that. I am not going into the difference of opinion, 
as to whether the communities are properly represented in Bengal under the 
Poona Pact. I am not going into it ; but I am going to put this question to 
the Secretary of State : Whether he has any statement at all to make upon 
that subject ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: Upon the Communal decision of the Government ?
�128. Marquess of �alisbury: In the case of Bengal, 1 am speaking 

especially ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: No, I have nothing to add to the Memorandum that 

I circulated to the Committee and Delegates on the 26th May. upon the 
Government’s Communal decision. The Government made it quite clear that 
they regarded their decision as final and they were only prepared to accept 
a variation if it was clear to them that the variation had been agreed by the 
accredited leaders of the various communities ; and, as a Member of the 
Government, I am not prepared to add anything further to that statement 
of Government policy.

Chairman: Secretary of State, do you desire to hand in the Memorandum 
to which you have just referred ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: Yes, the Memorandum is as follows : —

MEMORANDUM—COMMUNAL AWARD
I think it may be useful to my colleagues on the Joint Select Committee 

who have not been familiar with the developments leading up to the White 
Paper, if I give for their information a very brief account explaining the 
scope of what is known as the “  Communal Award ” , the history of its 
origin, and why it stands, so far as the Government is concerned, on 
a different footing from the other proposals in the White Paper.

2. Both the first and second sessions of the Round Table Conference 
found progress much impeded through the failure among the Indian dele-
gates to reach mutual agreement both on the number of seats which the 
various great communities in India were to secure in the Legislature and 
on the method of election to those seats. The main issue as regards election
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was whether separate electorates were to be maintained or the system of 
joint electorates with reserved seats ; employed. (For an explanation of 
these terms see paragraphs 149 and 150 of Vol. I of the Statutory Commis-
sion’s Report). Repeated failure, after many attempts, to reach agreement 
on these problems had not only left this vital gap in the Constitution so 
far outlined, but was preventing some of the minority communities from 
proceeding any further with discussion of other aspects of the Constitution 
which had a communal bearing until they knew where they stood as regards 
their representation in the Legislatures.

3. Accordingly, in order to remove this obstacle to progress, the 
Government were very reluctantly compelled to give a decision on these 
points which was more or less of the nature of an arbitral award. The 
Government undertook to incorporate the provisions of the award in their 
proposals to Parliament. This award covered the composition of the 
Provincial Legislatures and the method of election to them. It was found 
impossible to isolate the more purely communal questions involved from 
such matters as the number of seats for special interests, and the size of 
the Legislatures. On such points, however, the Government had had the 
benefit of the advice of the Indian Franchise (Lothian) Committee. The 
award was issued on the 16th August, 1932, and presented to Parliament 
as Cmd. 414�.
4. Subject to an alteration in respect of the Depressed Classes explained 

further below, the provisions of the Award are reproduced on pages 91 and 
93 of the White Paper (those regarding election on page 91 being a slightly 
abridged version).

5. The announcement prefaced to the Award contained the following 
very important passage : —

Paragraph 4. “  His Majesty’s Government wish it to be most clearly 
understood that they themselves can be no parties to any negotiations 
which may be initiated with a view to the revision of their decision, and 
will not be prepared to give consideration to any representation aimed at 
securing the modification of it which is not supported by all the parties 
affected. But they are most desirous to close no door to an agreed settle-
ment should such happily be forthcoming. If, therefore, before a new 
Government of India Act has passed into law, they are satisfied that the 
communities who are concerned are mutually agreed upon a practicable 
alternative scheme, either in respect of any one or more of the Governor’s 
Provinces or in respect of the whole of British India, they will  be prepared 
to recommend to Parliament that alternative should be substituted for the 
provisions now outlined.”
6. Since the Award there has been one important modification in respect 

of the representation of the Depressed Classes, the history of which is shortly 
as follows :
On the issue of the Award Mr. Gandhi expressed his intention to fast
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against it in view of his objection to the provisions made regarding represen-
tation of the Depressed Classes, which, in his view, would have produced 
an artificial splitting of the Hindu community. In published correspondence 
the Prime Minister gave the reasons why the Government were unable to 
take the same view, but Mr. Gandhi remained unconvinced and began 
his fast. Negotiations now began, under Mr. Gandhi’s auspices, between 
the representatives of caste-Hindus and representatives of the Depressed 
Classes led by Dr. Ambedkar. As a result an agreement was reached, now 
known as the Poona Pact, by which the number of the Depressed Classes 
seats in each province were increased above that recommended by the 
Communal Award, while a different system of election was substituted. The 
total number of Hindu seats (known technically as “  general ” seats) for 
caste-Hindus and Depressed Classes taken together remained the same 
under the Poona Pact as under the original Communal Award. The Govern-
ment accepted the provisions of this Pact in modification of their Communal 
Award as being a mutually agreed practicable alternative under the provisions 
of paragraph 4 quoted above, and on this being announced Mr. Gandhi 
broke off his fast. The White Paper proposals on pages 91 and 93 incorporate 

the terms of the Poona Pact.
�.  The position of the Government, therefore, as regards the proposals 

of the White Paper which cover the composition of Provincial Legislatures 
and the method of election thereto* is that they themselves are specifically 
pledged not to recommend to Parliament any variation of these proposals 
except such as may be mutually agreed upon by the communities concerned, 
and they are also pledged as a Government not to participate in any negotia-
tions for the purpose of reaching such a change. The Government interpret 
this pledge as covering the provisions of the Poona Pact which they have 
themselves accepted in the circumstances explained above.

8. The original Communal Award was concerned only with the 
Provincial Legislatures owing to the fact that corresponding provisions for 

the Centre coujd not very well be settled pending a decision on the 
numbers to be assigned in the Federal Legislature to British India and 
British Indian States respectively. The proposals in Appendices I and II  
of the White Paper, which should be read with paragraph 18 of the Introduc-
tion to the White Paper, now contain the Government’s proposals on this 
subject. These proposals are in effect supplementary to the original Communal 

Award. The Government have, however, not given in respect to them 
a specific pledge similar to that contained in paragraph 4 of the original 

announcement quoted above. While, therefore, they are not anxious to see 
a fresh investigation �e novo into these proposals for allocation between the 
communities of seats in the Central Legislature, they do not consider these 

proposals to stand as regards their own attitude, in exactly the same

♦This does not cover Franchise.
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position as the Provincial Communal Award, but they see the gravest 
objection to any change on two points, viz., the allocation of one-third 
of the British India seats in the Federal Legislature to Muslims, and the 
percentages of the seats allocated to British India and the States 
respectively, �

9. To summarise, it will be clear from the above that the Communal 
Award has reference only to the composition of the Legislatures, and is 
not concerned with the whole of the manifold points in the Constitution 
which have a communal aspect (e.g. special responsibilities of Governors 
and Governor-General, relations between Centre and Provinces, fundamental 
rights, etc.) and also that in respect of the matters provided for in the 
Communal Award, the Government have clearly defined their position and 
the conditions upon which alone they would think it justifiable to depart 
from it.
*****

J7231. �ir  Austen Chamberlain: Is it the intention of the Secretary of 
State at sometime during our proceedings to make proposals of that kind 
to us ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: Certainly ; I think it is quite essential that in any 
Constitution Act, somewhere or other, there should be provision for 
constituent powers.

7232. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I may draw attention to similar provisions 
in the present Government of India Act. There are certain sections 
mentioned in an appendix.

�ir  �amuel Hoare: It is I think following the lines of every Constitution 
Act and following the lines of the Government of India Act itself.

* * * * *
7236. Lord �alisbury : I have read it as well as I can at the moment, 

but I have not been able to appreciate it fully ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare : If  Lord Salisbury will  look at it again, always keeping 

in mind the fact that this is one of the questipns which we have to consider 
and for which we have eventually to make some kind of provision in the 
Constitution Act, I think he will fully appreciate it.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: It is the Fifth Schedule to the Government of India 
Act : “  The provisions of this Act which may be repealed or altered by 
the Indian Legislature.”
*****

§7260. Marquess of Zetland: May I ask one supplementary question? 
With regard to those four constituencies which will return Depressed Class 
representatives, will they overlap territorially ?

fTo prevent misapprehension, it may be explained that of the ten Governor- 
General’s nominees in the Upper Chamber, it is intended that six should be from 
British India and four from the States.

^Minutes of �vidence, Vol. II-B, 20th July 1933, p. 828.
§Ibid., 21st July 1933, p. 832.
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�ir  �amuel Hoare: I do not think it has been worked out, but I think 
they will  be chosen not to overlap. The whole area of Madras will  be divided 
up into 15 areas ; 11 of these, as I see it, will  be of the ordinary kind.
�261. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Fifteen will  be general ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: I make 11 ordinary, making 19 in all; 11 single 

members and four double members.
�262. Mr. Zafrulla Khan: May I put one question to Sir Findlater Stewart 

to clear up one aspect of it ? I merely want to understand it. Supposing 
a panel of four is chosen and then they proceed to contest or this particular 
constituency reserved for them amongst themselves. One knows if a contest 
comes forward, everybody will  vote who can vote in a general constituency, 
but supposing three of them say : “  We do not wish to contest this election,”  
would it be possible for them to withdraw before the election takes place ?

�ir  Findlater �tewart : It is an interpretation of the Poona Pact.
�ir  �amuel Hoare: What does Dr Ambedkar say ?
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: That is the view, that it is not obligatory upon all 

four of them to contest.
�ir  N. N. �ircar : That is the view, but that is not the language used.
Mr. Zafrulla Khan: Another aspect is, are the Depressed Classes in any 

of these particular constituencies bound to put forward four candidates ? 
Supposing they put forward only one, will  the terms of the Pact be complied 
with ? What does His Majesty’s Government understand the Pact to mean 
in that respect ?

�ir  A. P. Patro: The purpose of preliminary election will be defeated. 
What is meant by preliminary election is electing four people for a seat ?

�ir  N. N. �ircar  : Dr. Ambedkar will  vouch that I am putting the interpreta-
tion which was understood at the time of the making of the Poona Pact. It 
was understood that the Depressed Classes should have the liberty, instead 
of electing four, to elect one only. In that case, automatically the one got 

through.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: That is quite right.
Mr. Zafrulla Khan: If they put forward four, one could withdraw.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Yes.
*****

i'�488. �ir  N. N. �ircar : May I get some facts before the Committee ? 
I am not putting any argument; I only want to put some facts so that the 
Committee can get them in a short compass. The communal decision is 
dated the 1�th August, 1932 ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: August 16th.
�489. �ir  N. N. �ircar:  In my copy it is the 1�th. Gae day does not 

matter. Under this award or decision the net result of that was, as regards 
the depressed classes, that they would vote in the general constituencies, and

t Minutes of Evidence, Vol. II-B, 21st July 1933, pp. 858-63. Correspondence referred 
to in this discussion in paras �488 to �509 is printed at pp. �0�-14  of this Book.
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their number of seats would be 10, ar.d the arrangement would come to 
an end after 20 years. To put it very shortly that was the decision ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare : Yes.
�490. �ir  N. N. �ircar : The other date is the 18th August, 1932. That is 

the date on which Mahatma Gandhi wrote his letter to the Prime Minister— 
(I am quoting the words)—threatening a fast and saying : “  This fast will  
cease if the British Government will revise their decision and withdraw 
their scheme of representation for the depressed classes.” Mahatma Gandhi 
wrote this letter to the Prime Minister threatening a fast and the 
consequences. Does that date agree with your information ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: L have not got the dates here. I take it the dates are 
accurate.
�491. �ir  N. N. �ircar : Will the Secretary of State accept this course ? 

May I put all these dates in my questions, and, if there is any mistake it 
can subsequently be pointed out either by communication or by some other 

means ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: Yes.
�492. �ir  N. N. �ircar:  I am giving the dates. On the 18th August that 

letter was written by Mahatma Gandhi to the Prime Minister. On the 8th 
September, 1932, the Prime Minister wrote back to Mahatma Gandhi 
pointing out that the Prime Minister’s scheme, that is to say, the communal 
decision, had not separated the depressed classes from the Hindu community. 
The point is the date ; on the 8th September the Prime Minister tried to 
reason with Mahatma Gandhi that nothing wrong had been done. On the 
15th September, 1932, Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya issued a notification 
in some of the newspapers calling a Conference to be held at Delhi on the 
1�th  and 18th September. The invitation as it appeared in the Press was stated 
to be “To a few friends.” That is the 18th September, 1932. On the 16th 
September, 1932, another announcement was made by the same gentleman, 
Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya, in the Press that the venue had been changed 
from Delhi to Bombay, and, on. the 20th September, 1932, the fast which 
later on was described as the fast unto death, began. On the 24th September 
the condition of Mahatma Gandhi was announced to be very serious, and 
on the 25th September, 1932, the Pact was singned. These are the dates 1 am 
giving to you. You can subsequently either correct them or accept them ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare : Yes.
�493. �ir  N. N. �ircar : In my next question I am giving you some other 

dates, and I will not press for an answer if you are not prepared with an 
answer just now, but I am only indicating my case broadly because I shall 
call witnesses on these points to prove these facts. The Pact was signed at 
Poona on the 25th September, 1932. In this Pact there are many signatories. 
I do not want to read out all the names. There is no signatory representing 
the Bengal Hindus, and the very next day, on the 26th September, 1932, 
at Delhi, at 11 o’clock, the Home Member announced the acceptance of the
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Pact by His Majesty’s Government, and he said : “ His Majesty’s Govern-
ment has learned with great satisfaction that an agreement has been reached 
between the leaders of the depressed classes and the rest of the Hindu 
community.” That was the very next day it was announced in the Assembly. 
These are the dates if you will kindly check them. May I take it, judging by 
those, as also by your answers which you were pleased to give yesterday, 
that the Government here was under the impression that an agreement had 
been reached between the leaders of the depressed classes and the rest of 
the Hindu community ? That must have been your impression ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: I will  answer your question when you have finished it.
�494. �ir  N. N. �ircar : I have finished this question.
�ir  �amuel Hoare: The Government, rightly or wrongly, have, under the 

terms of paragraph 4 of their original Communal Award, accepted the 
Poona Pact as an All-India agreement between the parties concerned, that 
is to say, between the depressed classes and other Hindus. Everyone in 
public life in India must have known that the negotiations from which 
the Poona Pact emerged were in progress, and it was to be presumed that 
any interested parties would take steps to secure that their views were 
not overlooked. It is perhaps not without significance (and I would draw 
the attention of the Committee to this fact) that no protest from Bengal 
sees to have come for a considerable time after the announcement of the 
Pact. Indeed, during the course of the discussions we received scores of 
telegrams in favour of the Pact; not a telegram against it, and, amongst 
those scores of telegrams, I remember offhand a telegram frorii a very 
distinguished Hindu in Bengal, Sir Rabindranath Tagore. I do not know 
when protests first began to be made in Bengal, and I cannot trace that 
any representations were made to His Majesty’s Government until some-
thing like three months after their acceptance of the Poona Pact. The 
Government expresses no opinion on the merits of the Pact in relation 
to Bengal. They would, of course, be perfectly ready to accept any modifica-
tion in respect of Bengal reached by mutual agreement between the parties 
concerned, but the Government, as a Government, is precluded by the terms 
of its original communal award, from itself taking part in any negotiations 

towards that end.
�495. Mr. M. R. Jayakar: What was the nature of the telegram sent by 

Sir Rabindranath Tagore ? Did he approve of the Pact ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: Urging the Government to accept the Pact.
�ir  Tej Bahadur �apru : May I, Sir Samuel Hoare, tell you and the 

Committee one thing with regard to this matter ? Both Mr. Jayakar and 
I happened to be in Poona for about four or five days during the progress 
of these negotiations. I have a very distinct recollection that telegrams were 
received from Bengali Hindus. I, personally, received a telegram from two 
or three important Bengali Hindus. I have not got those telegrams here, 
but I will  further add that Sir Rabindranath did pay a visit to Mr. Gandhi
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in jail at the time or shortly after the opening of the fast. That is my 
recollection. I am speaking subject to correction.

�ir  Hari �ingh Gour: He did.
�ir  Tej Bahadur �apru : There was some sort of ceremony held. I left 

Poona immediately after the signing of the Pact; all this happened after 
I left. Probably, Mr. Jayakar was there, and he will be able to make 
a statement.

Mr. M. R. Jayakar: I was not there when Sir Rabindranath Tagore 
called : I was not present in Poona.

�496. �ir  N. N. �ircar : Is Sir Samuel Hoare aware that Sir Rabindranath 
Tagore is a Brahmin ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: I take it from Sir Nripendra Sircar that that is so. 
The indisputable fact, however, is that for many weeks we received almost 
countless telegrams and letters from India urging the acceptance of the 
Pact and not a single protest against it.

�49�.  �ir  N. N. �ircar:  I will not go into minute details, because I am 
waiting for evidence to be called upon this point, but have you scrutinised 
those telegrams ? Whether they were all coming from Congress people ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: They were all coming from Hindus, and I would not 
for a moment accept the suggestion that they came exclusively from Congress 
Hindus.

�498. �ir  N. N. �ircar : As regards the sufficient protest not having been 
made at or about the time and telegrams coming from some people, may I put 
this situation to you. that when Mahatma Gancfhi uttered that threat, it was 

not a question merely of a large section of the Hindu being ground down. 
Is it not right to say that was the position also of His Majesty’s 
Government ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: That never entered into our minds at all.
�499. �ir  N. N. �ircar : Let me put it to you, if it strikes you now in that 

way. When he said : “  I am going to fast myself to death unless the British 
Government do this, that, and the other ” , you did not point out to him 
section 508 of the Indian Penal Code and say : “  This is a crime but we 
propose now to let you out of jail.” Was not that His Majesty’s Government’s 
understanding also, because of overriding considerations, because if the man 
had been allowed to carry out his fast, tremendous consequences might have 
arisen. Therefore, you not merely acquiesced in what was an offence under 
the Indian Penal Code, but your offer was that a man who ought to be kept 
in jail for other reasons, should now come out into the open. I am putting 
to you this ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: Sir Nripendra Sircar can rest assured that we aid not 
in any way act under any sort of threat or in any atmosphere of emergency. 
The only aspect of the question to which we looked was this : Was the 
agreement reached an agreement such as we had contemplated under the 
communal decision judged by all the evidence that was available to us ?
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Then, and for many weeks subsequently, it seemed to us quite conclusive 
hat it was such an agreement.
�500. �ir  N. N. �ircar : I think you are aware that a representation 

was made to the Prime Minister by a letter from me in December, 1932, 
enclosing certain telegrams which had come here in November from members 
of the Bengal Council ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: I am aware that Sir Nripendra Sircar has taken a very 
dose interest in the question from start to finish.
Szr TV. TV. �ircar : I sent that letter on to the Prime Minister as requested 

by the Members of the Council, and you will  find that before I sent to the 
Prime Minister this telegram of protest from the 25 Members of the Bengal 
Council, that Bengal are not represented, and so on, it was shown to 
Dr. Am'bedkar, who sent a telegram to Bombay to find out what their reply 
to this telegram was. I thought it fair to show it to him, so that he could 
get his version from Bombay, and this is the reply which he got.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I assure I did not do anything of the sort, if  
.* ir Nripendra Sircar will forgive me. Sir Nripendra Sircar represented that 
he showed to me a certain telegram and asked me to get certain information 
about it from Bombay. I did not do anything of the sort.

�ir  N. N. �ircar : I have got the copy which was handed over to me by 
Dr. Ambedkar, and I will  read to you the reply which he got.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: It is not a reply ; it is an independent telegram sent 
to me.

�ir  N. TV. �ircar:  The point is the contents of the telegram, which said 
that the Bengal Hindus are bound by reason of their default in not appearing 
at Bombay, that is to say, it was put on the ground that we were bound 
because we had not taken part in the Pact. I think you must have found that 
in the telegrams that were sent to the Prime Minister.

�ir  �amuel Hoare: I think it is very unfortunate that those telegrams 
were only sent in December, and were not sent when the negotiations were 
actually in progress.
�501-2. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: The telegram was in November. It was 

sent in December, because I was waiting for the replies, and so on, and the 
Bengal Council njet for the first time after these negotiations in November. 
As soon as they met, 25 members sent this telegram, or representation, to 
the Prime Minister. I only wanted to point out to you that whatever may be 
said, it has been the case that Bengal has gone by default. The case of 
Bengal has never been made, even in that telegram. Now the next matter to 
which I draw your attention, is a very short one. Does Sir Samuel Hoare 
agree with the view that the situation which has been created as the result 
of the Poona Pact and the communal decision, will lead to very terrible 
and serious consequences in Bengal ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: No, I do not think.
�ir  N. N. �ircar:  I do.
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�503. �r.  B. R Ambedkar: Is it your opinion that if the vastly 
preponderating majority of seats of the Muhammadans, 119 seats, are reduced 
by 10 or 12 seats, that will lead to terrible consequences in Bengal ?

Sir N. N. Sircar: I do not accept the phrase, “ vastly preponderating 
majority ” , nor do I think that the result will be disastrous.
*****

�509. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: My Lord Chairman, may I have your atten-
tion for a moment to make a very brief statement with regard to a question 
or two that was put by Sir Nripendra Sircar, in view of the fact that he 
may not be here when my turn comes ? Sir Nripendra Sircar said that he 
got a telegram during the course of the Third Round Table Conference last 
year and that he showed it to me and that 1 made inquiries with regard to 
that telegram, and that I got a certain telegram in reply to that. The point 
that I would like to make clear so that Sir Nripendra may have an oppor-
tunity to correct me if I am mis-stating anything is this : The telegram 
which I got was not a telegram in reply to any inquiry that I made.

Sir N. N. Sircar: I may cut the matter short.
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I just want to say a word.
Chairman: Please let Dr. Ambedkar make his statement.
�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: The telegram to Sir Nripendra Sircar was 

published in the Indian papers and when the members of the Anti-
Untouchability Board that was established by Mahatma Gandhi after his 
fast was over, learned that this telegram was sent to Sir Nripendra Sircar 
protesting against the Poona Pact, they, of their own accord, sent me the 
telegram to which Sir Nripendra Sircar has made reference. It was not in 
reply to any inquiry that I made. The next point I want to bring to the 
notice of the Committee is that when Sir Nripendra Sircar showed me the 
telegram he got from his Bengal friends protesting against the Poona Pact, 
he told me that all he was going to do was to send that telegram to the 
Prime Minister, without any comment, for his information. On the day 
before he left he very kindly sent me a copy of the letter which he addressed 
to the Prime Minister. In that letter I found that Sir Nripendra Sircar had 
not only forwarded the letter to the Prime Minister, but had urged upon 
the Prime Minister to make an inquiry as to whether the Bengal caste- 
Hindus were represented at the time when the Poona Pact was settled. In 
view of that T also immediately wrote a letter to the Prime Minister, a copy 
of which I shall present to the Committee when my turn comes, in which 
I also forwarded the telegrams which I had received, and I also stated 
that the fact mentioned in the telegram that the Bengal caste-Hindus were 
not represented when the Poona Pact was made was not correct to my 
knowledge, because I knew, as a fact, that several members from the 
Bengal caste-Hindus were present when the Pact was made, that they had 
had conversations with me and had presented me to come to terms. That 

is all I want to say at this stage.
*****



��533. �ir  Mirza Ismail: What Lord Lothian said was that the 
Legislature which appoints the Government will  appoint the members to the 
Upper House. Once these members are elected by the Legislature they cease 
to have any responsibility. They can express their own views, and they do 
not go and consult the Legislature on every point which comes up before 
the Federal Government. Once they are elected they are independent, but 
what the Federal Government would like to know would be the views of 
the Government of the Province.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar; The Government of the day of the Province ?
�ir  Mirza Ismail: Of the day.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: And if there were a change of Government of the 

Province there would be a change of representation at the Centre ?
�ir  Mirza Ismail: At the Centre. If you want to prevent this extreme 

provincialism that is already developing in India this seems to me to be the 
best way of doing it. You have already the popular element in the Lower 
House ; from the democratic standpoint there should be no objection to it 
because of the democratic Governments in the Provinces.
Dr, B. R. Ambedkar: Send them with mandates to vote on a particular 

issue.
Mr. M. R. layakar: If this scheme were adopted, would it not come to 

this, that although normally the life of the Provincial Legislature would end 
in five years and, as Mr. Zafrulla Khan pointed out, the life of the Upper 
House would be seven years, there must be necessarily one change in the 

personnel.
*****

£��46. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I would like to ask the Secretary of State 
whether the Instruments of Accession that would be passed by the different 
States on entering the Federation would find a place in the Constitution 

Act?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: The answer is : No, they would not.
��4�.  Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: How would it be possible, supposing a dispute 

arose in a Federal Court, for the Court to determine whether any particular 
subject which was the subject-matter of dispute was within the competence 

of the Federation ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: I imagine—here I speak as a layman—they would take 

into account the treaty, just as they take into account treaties now.

�ir  Tej Bahadur �apru : Yes.
��48.  Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: But it would not be part of the Constitution 

Act?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: No; it would not be in the Constitution Act; neither 

are the treaties now in any Act of Parliament, yet (Sir Tej Sapru and other 
Indians will correct me if I am wrong) treaties have been constantly taken 

into account.
f Minutes of Evidence, Vol. II-B, 25th July 1933, p. 899.

\ Ibid., p. 901.
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�ir  Tej Bahadur �apru  : Yes. Treaties are part of the municipal law every-
where.

*****
18102. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: May I draw the attention of the Secretary 

of State to the fact that under Proposal �0  of the White Paper, the Governor 
has the special responsibility to secure the execution of orders lawfully issued 
by the Governor-General ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare : Yes.
8103. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: If the Governor-General issued any orders 

with respect to finance which required the Provincial Governments to execute 
them, the Governor would see that they were executed ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: Yes ; in the field of Federal taxation that would be so.
8104. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Any orders issued by the Federation which 

required that they were to be executed by the Provincial Government, there 
is a special responsibility on the Governor to see that those orders are 
executed ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: Yes, Orders issued by the Governor-General.
�ir  Hari �ingh Gour: Lawfully issued.
8105. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Lawfully issued, of course. Another question. 

In that section of the White Paper proposals which deals with the adminis-
trative relations of the Provinces and the Centre—I am speaking offhand— 
I think provision is made that whether the Provincial agency will  be utilised 
by the Centre in carrying out the administration of Central subjects is 
a matter for the Province : it may employ its own agency ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: Yes, I have always hoped, judging from the experience 
of other Federations, that we should duplicate as little as possible adminis-
trations, and speaking generally, it is much better that the Provincial adminis-
tration should carry out the directions of the Federation within the Federal 
field rather than that you should duplicate these administrations all over 

India.
8106. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: What I was trying to point out was this, 

that if the Provincial Governments turned out to be recalcitrant and not 
amenable to the control of the Central Government, the Centre is not bound 
to employ the agency of the Province and can employ their own agency in 
the administration of Central subjects ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: That is so.
*****

J8138. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I want to suggest that the standard of 
administration in Bengal is low because Bengal has not been able to raise 
sufficient revenue by reason of the Permanent Settlement. It is another way 
of stating the same thing ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: It is one of the reasons, but we have to accept the fact 
that the Permanent Settlement is there.

fMinutes of Evidence, Vol. II-B, 2�th July 1933, p- 945.

Xlbid., 28th July 1933, p. 990.
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�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: That is so.
*****

f852�. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Under the White Paper there is no means 
raising, say, one anna for Provincial purposes without raising in those 
circumstances another anna, which ex-hypothesis is not needed, for Federal 
purposes. The other hypothesis is that the Provinces do not need any more 
income-tax, but the Federal Government does and you then have to raise 
double the amount (assume that the percentage prescribed is 50 : 50) you 
have to raise two annas in order that the Federal Government may get one 
because, for every one it takes, it must give one to the Provinces, even 
though they do not want it ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: I will take all these points into account. I would ask 
the members of the Committee to remember that there must be (whatever 
the arrangements) anomalies. I do not say exactly of the kind contemplated 
in the White Paper, but anomalies of some kind under any system under 
which the income-tax is shared between the Centre and the Provinces.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: May I draw the attention of the Secretary of State 
and Sir Austen Chamberlain to two points ? Sir Austen said there is no 
provision for the Province to raise any income-tax if it wanted it for its 
own purposes. I wish to draw his attention to Proposal 139, and what 
appears in the brackets, “  A prescribed percentage, not being less than 50 per 
cent, nor more than �5 per cent of the net revenues derived from the 
sources specified in the margin.”

Sir Samuel Hoare: That is the income-tax—•“  (exclusive of any surcharges 
imposed by the Provinces).” I take it from that the Provinces will have the 
right to levy a surcharge on the income-tax for their purposes.

Sir A. P. Patro: In addition.
8528. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: That is Proposal 139?
Sir Samuet Hoare: That is so, and the Committee will see that we 

alluded to it at the top of page 30 of the Introduction.
8529. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: May I draw the attention of the Secretary 

of State to a statement that he made just now, that with regard to the 
imposition of surcharges for Federal purposes on the income, I think he 
said the key to the position was the previous sanction of the Governor- 
General. I would like to draw his attention to the fact that Proposal 141 
does not stipulate that the previous sanction of the Governor-General will  
be required to surcharges for Federal purposes. The previous sanction of the 
Governor-General refers to revenues assigned to the Provinces, namely, those 
enumerated in Proposals 138 and 139. Paragraph 141 is not made dependent 
on the previous consent of the Governor-General ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: I think Dr. Ambedkar is quite right, and I must look 

into my answer in connection with the note I will  circulate.
Sir Akbar Hydctri: There is also Head 49 in the exclusively Federal heads

fMinutes of Evidence, Vol. II-B, 28th July 1933, pp. 1002-03.
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where definitely it is said : “  Imposition and administration of taxes on 
income other than agricultural income or the income of corporations, but 
subject to the power of the provinces to impose surcharges ” under the 
exclusively Federal heads.

�ord  Eustace Percy: I do not think that exhausts it because all the 
evidence we have received, and all the evidence I ever heard in India was 
violently opposed to Provincial surcharges.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: That was the view of the business people, I am 
sure.

�ord  Eustace Percy: It was the opinion of every single Indian to whom 
I had the opportunity of putting questions.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: No, indeed, they were not 
*****

853�. �ord Rankeillour: May I ask a question arising out of 
Dr. Ambedkar’s. I think it is of some importance. With regard to the consent 
of the Governor-General, surely all Federal taxation will be subject to the 
consent of the Governor-General. It can only be on his initiation, and 
a resolution such as we have here, that any tax can be considered ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: Yes, but I think Lord Rankeillour really is confusing 
the two positions. There is the general constitutional position under which 
money votes originate with the initiative of the Crown. That position, of 
course, stands. I was contemplating the other position in which the 
Governor-General intervenes under some special obligation in the Indian 
Constitution.

8538. �ord  Rankeillour: I felt sure that was the meaning, but the actual 
answer given to Dr. Ambedkar would seem to suggest that under para-
graph 141 the Federal Legislature would have the power to act without the 
Governor-General’s previous recommendation.

Mr. M. R. Jayakar: May I ask Lord Rankeillour’s attention to Proposal 45, 
which deals with this question. “  A recommendation of the Governor- 
General will  be required for eny proposal in either Chamber of the Federal 
Legislature for the imposition of taxation.”

�ord  Rankeillour: Yes, so I thought. I quite agree.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: That relates to the special power of the Governor- 

General, and that is made so because the taxes contemplated in paragraph 138 
are not to go to the Central fisc, but they are to be distributed amongst 
the Provinces.

*****
185�5. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: My Lord Chairman, may I just intervene 

for a moment for the purpose of asking for information, not for raising 
any controversy. The Committee knows that there is a certain amount of 
difference of opinion on the expression “  existing and accruing rights ” . The 
Civil Service takes one view, the Law Officers of the Crown take another 
view, and I believe this Committee will have to give some sort of opinion 

fMinutes of Evidence, Vol II-B, 28th July 1933, p. 1010.
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upon that subject before the clause is drafted. I find exactly the same 
expression “  existing and accruing rights ” used in the South African Consti-
tution of 1909, and I wonder whether it would not be possible for Your 
Lordship and the Secretary of State to obtain the Memorandum from the 
Dominions Office to find out exactly how that clause has been acted upon, 
and interpreted by the South African Government ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: I will  certainly look into that suggestion. In any case, 
it is a question which we must deal with when we come to the Services. 
It is not quite the same question though that Sir Purshotamdas put to us.
85�6. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: No ; that is why I said I did not want to 

raise any controversy. I em simply asking for information as to whether 
that would not be possible as a sort of comparative view ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare : Yes. 
*****

|8633. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I would like to ask one question about the 
statement made by Sir Akbar Hydari on the application of paragraph 141. 
You said yesterday, Secretary of State, in making your brief observations 
on that statement that you were glad that the States had accepted, at 
a certain point, to bear the burden of the Federal Government ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: Yes.
8634. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: What I would like to know is this — you 

can give the answer now, or, if you like to refer to it later I have no 
objection—whether you agree that the stage which has been described by 
Sir Akbar Hydari is the stage at which the States should begin to bear the 
burden of the Federation ? He has, as you know, described certain stages 
through which the Federal finance must go before the States could be called 
upon to bear their share ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare : Yes.
8635. �ir  Akbar Hydari: Additional burden?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: There are really three burdens. There was first 

of all the burden of indirect taxation that they undertake from the start; 
secondly, there was the burden of the Corporation Tax, or the equivalent of 
the Corporation Tax that they undertake after a definite terms of years ; and, 
thirdly, there was the surtax that they undertake in the event of an 
emergency.

8636. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I thought he laid down certain conditions ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: He laid down certain conditions — Sir Akbar will  

correct me if I am wrong for the third of these burdens, namely, the surtax.
863�. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I wanted to know whether you agree that 

those were the appropriate conditions under which the Federation will  
resolve to surcharge ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: I think so. I do not want to tie myself down to the 
exact words, but I think, generally, that seems to me to be a fair basis of 
an arrangement.

fMinutes of Evidence, Vol. II-B, 28th July 1933, pp. 1018-20.
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8638. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: The next question I want to put to you, 
arising out of that, is this : that if that position is maintained or even the 
position as it is under Proposal 141 is maintained, would it not be the fact 
that the Federation will have to carry on its finances entirely on the basis 
of indirect taxation ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: Not entirely on the basis of indirect taxation.
8639. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: To a very large extent ?
Sir Samuel Hoare: Obviously, to a large extent. Indirect taxation will  

then, as it does now, play a very prominent part in the Indian revenue.
8640. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: What I want to put to you is this, Sir Samuel 

Hoare, that it will be more so under the Federation than it is now, for 
the simple reason that the British Indians would not consent to direct taxa-
tion, because the States will not consent, and, consequently both of them 
would rather go in for indirect taxation, to be bome by both apart, rather 
than agree to direct taxation, which would be bome by British India alone. 
From that point of view indirect taxation would be more and more forced 
upon them than is now the case ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: From the other point of view, I can imagine the States 
very often on the side of the less indirect taxation.
8641. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: That is because they do not have their finger 

in the pie now. Would it be the same thing afterwards when, if they are 
opposed to indirect taxation they have to bear the brunt of the taxation ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: Dr. Ambedkar will also remember in this triangle 
of forces that the Provinces will  have an interest in direct taxation, as they 
have e share in it.
8642. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Yes, that may be so, but the Province also 

will see that the Federation is not entirely a charge on Indian Revenue 
raised in British India. It is a pure matter of speculation, but I want to 
pay attention to what would be the drift of the finance under the Federa-
tion. If I may say so, the Federation would entirely have to build a tariff 
wall round itself in order to carry on ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: Dr. Ambedkar says it is a subject of speculation. 
I am inclined to agree with him, but I am not inclined, having assumed 
it is a subject of speculation, then to prophesy exactly what is going to 
happen.
8643. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I will leave it at that. The next question 

I would like to ask of Sir Samuel Hoare arising out of the same proposal, 
141, is this : You said that the States will contribute an equivalent amount 
to the Federal Revenues on a sum to be assessed on a prescribed basis. 
Of course, you have explained this morning how the word “  prescribed ”  
is used, and I am not going to ask you any questions upon that, but what 
I would like to ask you is this. Is there any provision made in the White 
Paper to see that the sum assessed on this prescribed basis, which becomes 
payable by a particular State, will be ultimately paid to the Federation ?
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Sir Samuel Hoare:�It�would�then�mean�a�default,�would�it�not,�on�the�
part�of�a�State�?
8644.� Dr. 8. R. Ambedkar:�Yes,�supposing�the�State�does�not�pay.�

I�am�assuming�only�one�case�now,�for�the�moment�?
Sir Samuel Hoare:�The�Viceroy�then,�I�assume,�could�intervene.
8645.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�The�Viceroy,�as�you�know,�is�outside�the�

Federal�Constitution�?
Sir Samuel Hoare:�If�Dr.�Ambedkar�will �look�at�paragraph�129,�he�will �

see�there�:�“ �The�Governor-General�will�be�empowered�in�his�discretion�
to�issue�general�instructions�to�the�Government�of�any�State-Member�of�
the�Federation�for�the�purpose�of�ensuring�that�the�Federal�obligations�of�
that�State�are�duly�fulfilled.”

8646.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�Yes.�What�I�want�to�say�is�this.�Para-
graph�129,�if�I�may�make�the�distinction,�only�gives�the�Governor-General�
the�power�to�give�a�direction.�It�does�not�give�the�Governor-General�the�
power�to�take�remedial�measures,�if�the�directions�are�not�obeyed�?

Sir Samuel Hoare:�The�Act�nowhere�provides�explicit�sanctions�in�
situations�of�that�kind�either�for�the�Provinces�or�for�the�States.
8647.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�For�the�Provinces�it�does,�because�the�

Governor�has�a�special�responsibility�to�see�that�the�orders�of�the�Governor-�
General�are�carried�out�and�obeyed,�and�to�that�extent�he�will �be�directly�
under�the�control�of�the�Governor-General,�and�so�provision�does�there�
exist,�so�far�as�the�relations�between�the�Provinces�and�the'�Centre�are�
concerned,�that�his�orders�will �be�carried�out�?

Sir Samuel Hoare:�I�think�there�is�just�the�same�sanction.�Is�there�not,�
with�the�Governor-General�and�the�States�?

8648.� Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�No,�if�I�may�say�so,�as�you�explained�on�
the�Memorandum�on�the�Instrument�of�Instructions�if�he�disobeyed,�the�
Governor�could�be�recalled.�There�is�no�such�provision�in�the�relations�
between�the�States�and�the�Centre�?

Sir Samuel Hoare:�In�each�case�the�responsibility�is�the�responsibility�of�
the�Governor-General�at�his�discretion,�that�is�to�say,�subject�to�his�

instructions�from�here.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�But�my�point�is�that�just�as�the�Governor�would�be�

subject�to�the�power�of�the�Governor-General�with�respect�to�the�administra-
tion�of�the�Province,�the�ruler�of�a�State�is�not�subject�to�the�directions�of�
the�Governor-General�beyond,�I�suppose,�the�administration�of�such�matters�
which�appertain�to�the�Federation;�that�is�with�the�Viceroy.

* ♦ * ♦ ♦
8650.�Dr. B. R. Ambedkar:�But,�as�you�said,�the�paramountcy�will �be�

assigned�to�the�Viceroy,�and�not�to�the�Governor-General�?
Sir Samuel Hoare:�Yes,�but�nevertheless�the�result�will �be�the�same.
Mr. Zafrulla Khan:�The�Governor-General�will �formally�make�a�request�

to�the�Viceroy�and�the�Viceroy�will �thereupon�act.
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�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: May I ask another question arising out of the same ? 
There is another aspect of it. It is assumed that the States that would be 
liable to make this contribution would be solvent at the time when the 
contribution is called for. Is there any provision in the White Paper to see 
that the Governor-General whose finances would, to some extent, be depen-
dent upon these contributions coming from the Indian States, has power to 
see that these contributories will be solvent on the days when the 
contributions fall due ?

Rao Bahadur Sir Kishnama Chari: What is the provision with regard to 
the Provinces ? Is there any such provision with regard to the Provinces ?

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Yes, the Governor can certify that a certain 
amount is due to the Federation and shall be paid, and it will be paid.

Mr. Zafrulla Khan: May I recall a suggestion I made during the 
preliminary discussions here that the Viceroy might ask the States who are 
units of the Federation to submit for his information every audited copies 
of their accounts ?
8651. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: There is one more point, and I think the 

Secretary of State may give a combined answer. If you will refer to para-
graph 146 dealing with the borrowing powers you will see there it is 
provided that the Federation may borrow upon the security of Federal 
revenues. The contributions to be made under Proposal 141 will be part of 
the Federal revenues which will be the security for the loans which the 
Federation will raise. Do you think it would sufficiently add to the credit 
of the Federation if part of the revenues which the Federation can call upon 
in order to give security for the Federal loans are left in this uncertain state 
both as to capacity to pay and the willingness to pay ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: I would have thought really that the contingency 
Dr. Ambedkar is contemplating is a contingency that is not very likely to 
arise often, and that, if it does arise, it is not the kind of contingency that is 
going substantially to alter the credit of the Federation. After all, these 
amounts taken altogether are very small amounts.
8652. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I do not know what they would be ?
Sir Samuel Hoare: And in the event of a single default
8653. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I hope they will not be very small ?
Sir Samuel Hoare : I cannot imagine that that would make much difference 
to the credit of India.

Sir Akbar Hydari: Is not the financial position of the States, through the 
exercise of paramountcy, in a much better condition than that of the 
Provinces through the exercise of the special responsibilities of the 
Governor ?

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I thought the statement made by Sir Mirza Ismail 
yesterday disclosed a most pathetic state of affairs.

Sir Akbar Hydari: It was still a balanced budget by which he could pay 
up his tribute all right

* ♦ * ♦ ♦
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fl  1,29�. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar : My Lord Chairman, I would like to point 
out to the Secretary of State that the expression which we find in the 
Government of India Act—“  existing and accruing rights ”— is an expres-
sion which is also found in the South African Constitution Act. I was 
wondering whether it would not be possible for us to get a statement from 
the Dominion Office to find out exactly how that expression has been acted 
upon in South Africa ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: We made an inquiry upon this very point. Dr. Ambed-
kar, I think, did allude to it during the summer and I have asked the 
Dominion Office for the information. I have not yet got it, but I am told 
that the cases are separate and distinct. In the case of South Africa there 
is no promise of compensation at all.

Sir Manubhai N. Mehta : I think they have it in Australia as well.
11,298. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I simply wanted to know how the 

expression, “  accruing rights ” , had been interpreted in South Africa by the 
South African Government. The expression is exactly the same ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: I will  see if I can get it. I asked about South Africa 
and Australia as well.
*****

til,438. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: There is nothing to prevent a Public 
Service Commission being appointed for one province or for two 
provinces ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: No ; we do make provision for that purpose.
*****

§11,526. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Might I intervene just for a moment 
to point out that the result to which Sir Malcolm Hailey has referred, 
namely, the denudation of the services of the local element, as soon as they 
are transferred to ministerial control is largely due to the fact that this 
transfer has also been accompanied by a reduction in the scale of salary. 
When a service has become provincialised the Minister has adopted a lower 
scale of salary than was obtainable formerly, and, consequently, the smaller 
scale of salary has not attracted European candidates ?

Sir Samuel Hoare : Yes ; they have substituted, in other words, ‘ Imperial ’ 
for ‘ Provincial ’ services.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: It is the salary that has made the difference—not 
the transfer.
*****

fl  11,669. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Might I make a suggestion for considera-
tion on this matter ? Instead of giving the right outright to the new entrant 
would it not be better for the Secretary of State to retain a discretion in his 
own hands which he may exercise in a genuine case where a man wants to

fMinutes of Evidence, Vol. II-B, 3rd October 1933, p. 1032.
XI bid., p. 1056.
§Ibid., p. 1058.
tybid., p. 10�2.
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retire because he has really been suffering under the new conditions, and does 
not really want to take advantage of this rule ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: We can consider a suggestion of that kind. 1 assume 
Dr. Ambedkar’s suggestion refers to the new entrants ?
11,6�0. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Yes, I am talking of the new entrants. 

In that case the Secretary of State may retain in his own hands a certain 
amount of discretion which he may exercise in favour of a man who has 
genuinely proved to the Secretary of State and his advisers that the reasons 
of his retirement is discontent and dissatisfaction with the new conditions ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: I should like to consider a suggestion of that kind. 
The doubt that is in my mind is whether the mere fact that there is this discre-
tion will take away the assurance from the mind of the parent, or the 
university, or the school from which the young man is coming, but I will  
consider it.

� * � � �
112,025. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I want to ask one question, Sir Samuel, on 

these provisions in general. The ultimate purpose of these previous sanction 
rules would also of course be achieved by the power of veto—the subsequent 
power of veto which the Viceroy, and the Governors have got; so, from that 
point of view, there is really not much to be gained by these provisions. 
I mean although the Viceroy may give his previous sanction he is not 
thereby bound to adopt the Bill  when it is finally passed ; he has the power 
of veto. So, from that point of view, there is not much to be gained by the 
rules of previous sanction, which could not ultimately be gained by the power 
of veto ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: I am not sure that I should agree with Dr. Ambedkar. 
The veto is a sanction of a somewhat different kind. It seems to me it is 
a bigger and more serious sanction. It comes after the Legislature has 
formally pledged itself to certain proposals; I think therefore it is a more 
serious sanction.

12,026. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Apart from all that, so far as the main 
object is to prevent anything affecting adversely the special responsibilities of 
the Viceroy, the veto is an effective measure ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: I was just coming to that second consideration. The 
veto has a long history behind it, and judged by British experience generally, 
the veto becomes more and more in course of time something in the nature 
of a constitutional formality.
12,02�. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: But what I wanted to say was this. So far 

as I am able to judge the only distinction that one could draw between 
the effect of a previous sanction rule and ultimate veto is that- the one, 
namely, the previous sanction, prevents discussion, while the veto does not. 
Is that not so ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: It is a difference.

fMinutes of Evidence, Vol. II-B, 5th October 1933, pp. 1118-19.
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12,028. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: That is a difference. Now, what I want to 
point out to you, Sir Samuel Hoare, is this : Surely if discussion is to be 
prevented because it is going to attack the special responsibility of the 
Viceroy, you will bear in mind that this previous sanction rule certainly 
cannot operate to prevent discussion, either in the Press or on the public 
platform outside the Legislature, and cannot even prevent a public demonstra-
tion on an issue that would legitimately be brought under a previous sanction 
rule, so the only thing really that would happen under this is that while the 
public and the Press may be free to agitate and to demonstrate on a matter 
covered by the previous sanction rule, the only body that would be muzzled 
would be the Legislature ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: That is one way of putting it ; it is Dr. Ambedkar’s 
way of putting it.

12,029. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Is it not a fair way of putting it ? Surely 
the Viceroy’s previous sanction powers are not going to be so widely extended 
in their operation as to cover the prevention of any discussion of a matter 
subject to previous sanction, either in the Press or in public meetings, or 
anywhere else ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: I think these certainly will  be discussion of that kind. 
None the less, I do think there is a difference between discussion in the 
Legislature, and the comparatively irresponsible discussion outside. Secondly, 
this sanction of the previous consent has been in operation for some time and 
it was accepted generally as a Part of the New Constitution at each of the 
Round Table Conferences. Thirdly, if Dr. Ambedkar will look at the cate-
gories set out in paragraph 119 he will see that for each of them there is 
a considerable demand for some kind of special precautions. For instance, 
if he will take the question of religious rights and usages ; there he must 
have noticed the very strong feeling that certain sections of the orthodox 
Hindus have upon the subject. He does not agree with them ; he thinks 
they are all wrong. At the same time, they do hold these views very strongly, 
and they would like questions of that kind excluded from the Indian 
Legislature altogether. Now, we have attempted to adopt a midway attitude 
between the two points of view and so on. With each of those categories 
I could make a similar defence, that there is a considerable body of opinion 
asking for some special precautions in these directions.
12,030. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: What I was trying to drive at was this 

that while a member of the Legislative Council and a member of the Legisla-
tive Assembly may be free to discuss these matters outside in public, they 
will  not be free to discuss them when they come inside the Legislative House. 
That is the only difference you are making by this previous sanction rule ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: They can have resolutions, but that is substantially 

the case.
12,031. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Now I just want to make one suggestion 

with regard to the point raised by Mr. Jayakar regarding the use of the
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expression “  religion and religious usages ” , because that is a thing in 
which I am so vitally concerned. I am just making the suggestion whether 
it would not be sufficient to use the expression “ articles of faith ” rather 

than the phrase “  religion and religious usages ”  ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: I would have thought that articles of faith would 

have occasioned almost the same kind of controversy.
12,032. �ir  Hari �ingh Gour: More so?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: And the trouble of a new phrase of that sort, I would 

have thought, would have concentrated upon it more varieties of interpretation 
even than the old phrase.

12,033. Dr. B. R.'Ambedkar: I suggest that as far as possible the word 
“  usage ” ought to be avoided ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: I will take note of what Dr. Ambedkar has said.

* ♦ * * »
112,751. Lord Rankeillour: Secretary of State, on that would not it be 

possible for the Central Government to carry out the contemplated orders 
arising out of Federal legislation and to charge the Province with the cost ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: There is no machinery for getting the money.
12,752. Lord Rankeillour: But the money for the Provinces comes 

through the Central �xchequer, does it not ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: Income Tax would.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I think the answer to Sir Austen Chamberlain’s 

question may be given somewhat in this form. So far as the concurrent 
legislation is concerned, it is, I think, laid down in one of the paragraphs of 
the White Paper that any law in the concurrent field passed by the Federal 
Legislature will  override a similar law passed by the Provincial Government. 
Consequently, if there was a conflict of law passed in the concurrent field 
between a law passed by the Centre and one passed by the Province, ipso 
facto, by the provisions of the White Paper itself the Federal Law will  have 
an overriding force as against the Provincial Law.
�ir  Austen Chamberlain: That is so. That is the point that I put earlier 

to the Secretary of State.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: That is I think the position so far as the legislation 

is concerned.

�ir  Austen Chamberlain: So I understand.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: So far as administration is concerned, I think the 

position will be that the Federal �xecutive will have the authority to issue 
directions and instructions to the Provincial Government through the 
Provincial Governors with regard to the administration of a concurrent law 
passed by the Federal Legislature, and the Governors, I think, would be 
bound to obey them.
Marquess of Reading: That is exactly the point upon which the Secretary 

of State has given an answer in the negative.

fMinutes of �vidence, Vol. II-B, 10th October 1933, p. 1130.
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�ir  Hari �ingh Gour: There would be the penal clause that he who 
runs an unauthorised paper will be punished.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Might I give another example which comes to my 
mind ? Supposing for instance in a state of emergency the Central Govern-
ment passes a Press Act under which provision is made that no paper may 
be started unless it deposits a certain amount of security. Now that sort of 
legislation is not going to affect any particular private individual. Supposing 
there is a paper in a particular province which is helping the Government 
of the day—a Party paper. Supposing that paper is influencing the Press Act 
passed by the Central Legislature, and supposing on account of that affilia-
tion between the particular newspaper journal and the Government of the 
Province, the Government refuses to take any action against that particular 
paper, what is the position ? Surely no individual is affected in this 
particular case ?

�ir  Hari �ingh  Gour: There would be the penal clause that he who runs 
an unauthorised paper will  be punished.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: That is exactly the point.
�ir  Austen Chamberlain: And has to have the information and all the 

machinery for reaching the Government.
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: If he charges a particular officer to carry on the 

prosecution and the local government pays the expenses of that prosecution 
and does not make provision for it in the budget, what is to happen ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: I see all those difficulties. At the same time I cannot 
help seeing the difficulties on the other side. The case mentioned by 
Dr. Ambedkar is essentially a case of law and order, and law and order is 
a provincial subject and interest. The interest of the Federation is the interest 
of uniformity, but that does not affect the fact that primarily that case is 
a provincial case. If the argument suggested in Dr. Ambedkar’s question 
and in Sir Austen Chamberlain’s question, too, if I may say so, is pressed 
to its logical conclusion, it really does mean that the Federation will  control 
the law and order in the Provinces, and that is directly contrary to the 
principles as at present drafted in the White Paper.

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I beg your pardon. My point is this, if I may 
submit it ; either you must make law and order a purely provincial matter, 
a provincial concern which the Centre has nothing to do with, and then, 
of course, you can have the argument which you urged just now, but if you 
make it a matter of concurrent legislation, then I think the Federation must 
be in the position to see that the law is corrected.

� � � � �
fl3,129. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Secretary of State, I just want to draw 

your attention to the present position of the concurrent field under the 
Government of India Act. I am anxious to do so because it was suggested 
to you that under the present ^Government of India Act only certain 
subjects or parts of certain subjects are made subject to the Central Legislature.

tMinutes of Evidence, Vol. II-B, 12th October 1933, pp. 11�8-81.
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The point that I wish to draw your attention to is that, first of all, there are 
some Provincial subjects which are made specifically concurrent under Pari II  
of Schedule I to the Devolution Rules ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare : Yes.
13.130. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: While subjects although they are made 

Provincial are controlled by the proviso that they are subject to the Central 
Legislature ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: Yes.
13.131. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar : I have made a computation that out of 

the 51 subjects which are included in Part II of the Schedule to the 
Devolution Rules, 14 are made expressly subjects to the Central Legislature, 
or to rules made by the Central Government or the Secretary of State. That 
is one thing. The second thing is this : That all Provincial matters are 
subject to concurrent jurisdiction by the Central Government under 
section 6�, sub-clause (2) of the Government of India Act by previous 
sanction. Although any subject is regarded under Part II as a Provincial 
subject, it is none the less open to the Central Government to legislate upon 
the whole of that Central subject provided previous sanction is obtained 
from the Governor-General ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare : Yes.
13.132. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: On the side of the Provincial Government 

control is exercised by the Central Government oh the concurrent field under 
section 80(a). whereby the local legislature of any Province may not with-
out the previous sanction of the Governor-General make or take into 
consideration any law for regulating any Central subject or regulating any 
Provincial subject which has been declared by rule or law as being subject 
to the Central expressly reserved to the Governor-General in Council by 
the law for the time being in force. That is the present position ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: Yes.
13.133. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: That is practically all of the Provincial 

field as also the concurrent field provided the sanction of the Governor- 
General is obtained ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: Yes ; that is so.
13.134. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Now under the present proposals the 

whole thing is completely altered. I mean the concurrent power of the 
Central Legislature is proposed to be taken away in most of the matters ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: Except in the List 3, yes.
13.135. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I want next to draw your attention to 

List 3. I am sorry I lost my paper which I completed, but I think I am 
right in suggesting that a great many of the subjects included in List 3 are 
today either exclusively Central or concurrent ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: Yes; I think it might be said that a number of them 

certainly are.
13.136. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Consequently it would be fair to suggest 

that under the present Government of India Act. Your Concurrent List has
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always been treated as predominantly of All-India importance, under the 
Government of India Act as it is today, they being included either in the 
purely Central List or in the Concurrent List. My suggestion is that under 
the Government of India Act the field which is now concurrent was regarded 
in the Government of India Act as of All-India importance ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare : Yes ; I think that generally is so. I think it is inevitable 

under a unitary form of Government.
13.13�. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Quite so. My suggestion, therefore, 

Secretary of State, is this : That it would not be quite correct to say that 
a field of legislation which was under the Government of India Act regarded 
as of All-India importance is administratively to be hereafter regarded as 
purely provincial ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare : No ; I should draw a great distinction between the 
conditions under a unitary form of Government and the conditions under 
a Federation in which the Provinces are autonomous. We are quite definitely 
changing the form of Indian Government from a highly centralised 
Government into a Federal Government.

13.138. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: But I am only talking about the 
importance of the subject, a subject which, upto 1901, was regarded as of 
All-India importance, could not all of a sudden cease to be of All-India 
importance and become purely a local matter. I am aware that a great deal 
of concession has to be made for the new Provincial Government; the fact 
that the Government of India has upto now been regarded as more than 
of local importance has always to be recognised ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: I think it is very difficult to make such a comparison 
when it is admitted that the form of Government proposed is a very different 
type of Government. I think new conditions enter into the problem as soon as 
you move away from a unitary Government to a Government of Federation 
with autonomous Provinces.

13.139. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I will not press the point further, but 
I wanted to draw your attention to the fact that these subjects have lutherto 
been regarded as of more importance than purely Provincial subjects ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: I suppose, however, it would be fair to say that in 
most of them administration even under a highly centralised Government, 

has been Provincial.
13.140. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar : Yes ; subject to the control of the Centre ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: There again, I do not think that Dr. Ambedkar’s 

comment upon my answer quite covers the whole field. It would not cover 
the transferred field in the Provinces.

13.141. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: No; that is so. Next, I want to-draw 
your attention to Proposal 125 and to Section 45 of the Government of 
India Act Section 45 of the Government of India Act is what is called the 
Obedience Clause, and lays down that a Provincial Government shall be 
under the superintendence or the control in all matters relating to the
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Government and its Province and will also diligently and constantly inform 
the Government of India of its proceedings in all matters which ought in its 
opinion to be reported so as to give the required information. Now, what 
I would like to know from you, Secretary of State, is this. What is it that 
you wish to delete from the provisions and requirements of this Section 45 ? 
I see you do not want superintendence. That, of course, is obvious when the 
Provinces become autonomous. You want to retain direction only with regard 
to those matters which would be non-concurrent ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare : Yes.
13.142. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar : And there is to be no control ? Now the 

question that I want to ask is this : Do you desire that the Central Govern-
ment should be kept informed of what is happening under the field of 
Provincial administration, and do you desire that the Central Government 
should have the power to call for information will  regard to the administration 
of any Provincial subject, so that it may inform itself of what is happening ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: No ; we do not have any such general intention. 
We assume that as soon as you set up a Federal Government you must 
then have a definite allocation of powers between the Federation and the 
units. In many respects, the clearer you keep that division, the less likely 
it is that responsibility should be blurred, and the less likely it is that there 
will be incessant between the two kinds of Government. Quite definitely, 
under our scheme—indeed, it is one of the basic principles of it—we now 
divide up these various duties between the Federation, the Provinces, and 
the Imperial Parliament.
13.143. Mr. N. M. Joshi: May I ask a supplementary question? As 

regards the point of information raised by Dr. Ambedkar, I want to ask 
you this: In some cases, the compilation of statistics relating to All -
India will be valuable. Such, for instance, as figures of All-India as regards 
�ducation. At present, although education is a transferred subject, the 
Government of India issues an All-India Report. Will the future Govern-
ment of India possess power to collect information as regards transferred 
and spend money upon the compilation of an All-India Report ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: Only within the specified Federal field ; anything 
outside the Federal field must be done by agreement.

Mr. N. M. Joshi: �ducation is not in the Federal field ?
Lord Eustace Percy: I am sure, Secretary of State, you are bearing in 

mind that in every Federation, for instance, in America, the research and 
statistical departments of the Federal Government go far beyond the Federal 

field.
13.144. Mr. N. M. Joshi: For instance, in America, they do publish 

an �ducational Report for the whole of the United States ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: Yes. If Lord �ustace will  look now at Appendix VI  

List 1, he will  see there that we have covered his point, that the Census and 
so on included in the Federal field, and there, I think, we must consider the
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point of All-India statistics generally—statistics, that is to say, for the purpose 

of Federation.
13.145. �ord  Eustace Percy: I do not understand quite why it is 

necessary to limit it in that way. There is no reason why a Federal Govern-
ment should not publish information and why its information should be 
entirely confined to the Federal field. It is not so in any other Federation 

I have ever heard of ?
Sir Samuel Hoare: But, surely a Federal Government can only act for 

the purposes of Federation. A Federal Government has no locus standi 

outside the field of Federation.
13.146. �ord  Eustace Percy: Of course, it cannot publish a report on 

the intellectual and moral progress of India if the Provincial Governments 
will  not supply the information, I agree, but that hardly need be anticipated ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: I do not think there is any difference of opinion 
between Lord Eustace and myself; my comment was only directed towards 
keeping this kind of activity within reasonable limits. If a Federal Govern-
ment constantly worried Provincial Governments for all sorts of information 
that had nothing to do with the Federal Government. Then, I can foresee 
constant difficulties arising between them.

13.14�. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Might I give this instance which comes 
to my mind ? Supposing, for instance, in a particular Province, criminal 
proceedings are taken against a foreigner and reference is made by his 

Government to the Government of India with regard to the proceedings 
taken against this particular foreigner in a Province, and the Government 
of India needs information in order to deal with the subject. Would the 
Government of India be in a position to require the Provincial Government 
to furnish information with regard to that subject ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: Yes, and also to take action. It would come within 
the field of foreign affairs.

13.148. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I submit that law and order would be 
a transferred subject ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: That may be so, but foreign affairs have special 
reservation. This Clause 125, which you are discussing now, I think, would 
cover that. Foreign affairs is a Federal subject. Under the second paragraph 
of Clause 125 the Federal Government could give directions to the Provincial 
Government

13.149. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I mean, you see the necessity of the 
Central Government obtaining such information as is necessary for its 
purpose ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: Certainly, and I accept the need.
13.150. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I thought I Would draw your attention to 

it because I do not find the information in Proposal 125 ?
Sir Samuel Hoare: I think that presupposes obtaining the necessary 

information from the Provincial Government. It is intended to anyhow.
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13.151. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Now, with regard to Proposal 114, there 
is a proviso tacked on to it that the concurrent power shall not be exercised 
so as to impose a financial burden. What I would like to know is this. If 
there is a dispute that a particular proposal does impose a financial burden, 
one party contending that it does not, another party contending that it does, 
now is this dispute to be resolved ? Largely and broaaiy, for instance, the 
Central Government proposes new service to be carried on by the new 
Provinces, one could draw the conclusion that such a thing would impose 
a financial burden, but there might be cases on the border-line where there 
might be a dispute ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: As the provisions stand at present, recourse would 
be to the Federal Court. That may not, however, be sufficiently comprehen
sive a method ana, as I said the other day, we are considering the possibility 
of some kind of arbitral procedure to apply in cases that were not suited 
for settlement by the Federal Court.

13.152. Mr. M. R. Jayakar: It would fall at present under para
graph 155(f) ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: Yes, the Federal Court.
13.153. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: There is just one more question I would 

like to ask you, Secretary of State, because I am not clear about it What 
I want to know is this : With regard to these administrative relations, first 
of all, is the Central Government bound to employ the Provincial Govern
ments as its agents ?

Sir Samuel Hoare : Yes, in the concurrent field.
13.154. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: It is bound to?
Sir Samuel Hoare: Yes.
13.155. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: It cannot employ its own agents?
Sir Samuel Hoare: It is our intention that the administration in the 

concurrent field should be Provincial.
.13,156. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Subject to a question erf whether its 

directions can be given or not—that is another matter ?
Sir Samuel Hoare: Yes.
13,157. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Then it would also follow that the 

Provincial Governments are bound to take up the work of the agency of the 
Central Government if they are called upon ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: Yes, under the Federal Law. 
.*•••♦

113,411. �r.  R. R. Ambedkar: Also the fact that the backward classes 
are included in the Communal Award by having a certain number of seats 
assigned to them. Would that not also bring them under the definition of 
“ minorities ” ? I mean if, as you said just now, the minorities would be those 
communities that are covered by and included in the Communal Award. 
I should imagine the Backward Classes also would be included in the 
Communal Award ?

f Minutes of �vidence, Vol. II-B, 17th October 1933, p. 1206.
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�ir  �amuel Hoare: I think after this discussion I had better look once 
again into this very difficult question of these comparatively small bodies of 
people scattered about outside the Excluded Areas, and perhaps Members 
of the Committee and the Delegates, will also think over the best way of 
meeting what appears to be a rather general desire.

13.412. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Might I draw your attention, Secretary of 
State, to the peculiar position occupied by the Criminal Tribes. The Criminal 
Tribes are more or less scattered in the general population. I am speaking 
of the particular experience of Bombay ; I suppose it is so in other Provinces. 
Now in order to protect the Criminal Tribes, which are, as I say, scattered 
in the general mass of the population, there is, I think, a Government of 
India Act called the Criminal Tribes Act. I am giving an illustration in 
order to suggest a method of protecting them. That Act gives the Governors 
some powers to make regulations with regard to the movements of these 
people and their interests. Would it not be possible for the Governor under 
paragraph 108 to pass some such regulation affecting the mode of living 
or protection of these people, although they may be scattered ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: It would only be possible under these clauses in 
the Excluded and partially Excluded Areas.
13.413. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: What I wish to put to you is this : 

Would it not be opep, for instance, to the Governor under paragraph 108, 
once he has got a definition of a person belonging to a tribal area or an 
aboriginal class, to make certain legislation affecting him whether he stayed 
in the Excluded Area or whether he stayed in the population, as is the case 
with the Criminal Classes ? The legislation of the Criminal Classes affects 
the members of the particular tribe no matter where he stays ?

�ir  Malcolm Hailey: The Criminal Tribes Act is no longer a Govern-
ment of India Act They have become matters of Provincial Legislation. 
The Criminal Tribes Act gives to the Local Government not specifically 
to the Governor, power to control the movements, to register and restrict 
in various ways persons who fall within the definition of Criminal Tribes 
as notified by the Local Government Therefore it would be difficult to apply 
that analogy to the extension of the special protection of the scattered abori-
ginals pr backward Classes. In any case, that is a matter which the local 
Legislature could undertake now of its own initiative. My point was that it 
gives no special power to the Governor as apart from the Local Government
13.414. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: But under paragraph 108 the Governor 

could, for instance, by notification classify people as belonging to aboriginal 
or Backward Areas, and then pass legislation affecting them, no matter 
where they stayed ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: I do not think he could do that under paragraph 108. 
Under paragraph 108 he could only deal with people living in the scheduled 

territory.
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113,530. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I want to ask you one or two questions 
to clear up the financial side of this problem. I want to ask a question, first 
of all, with regard to financing what are called the partially excluded areas ?

Sir Samuel Hoare : Yes.
13.531. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I take it that there would be a common 

budget, the provincial budget, in which the moneys provided for the 
partially excluded area would also be included ?

Sir Samuel Hoare : Yes.
13.532. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: In that case, the whole budget, of course, 

would be open to discussion by the Legislature ?
Sir Samuel Hoare: Yes, subject to paragraph 109.
13.533. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I am coming to that. It is only when the 

Governor exercises his special responsibility under paragraph �0 that they 
would go outside the purview of the Legislature ? Is not that so ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: Yes, and paragraph 109.
13.534. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: But ordinarily they would be part of the 

provincial budget ?
Sir Samuel Hoare: Yes.
13.535. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I want to ask a similar question with 

regard to the wholly excluded areas. I find that the special responsibility of 
the Governor under paragraph �0(f),  is confined to partially excluded areas 
only ?

Sir Samuel Hoare : Yes.
13.536. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: That means that for the administration 

of the wholly excluded areas the Governor could not draw upon the provincial 
funds ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: Dr. Ambedkar’s very acute mind has discovered a gap 
in the White Paper. That is so.

13.53�. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: He could not draw upon them ?
Sir Samuel Hoare: As drafted he could not draw upon the provincial 

funds. It is an omission that we propose to set right in any final draft.
13.538. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Another paragraph is 49 to which I also 

want to draw your attention in this connection. There sub-clause (v) says 
that the expenditure req” : red for excluded areas shall be the special 
responsibility of the Governor-General ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: Yes.
13.539. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Do I take it that in the administration 

of the wholly excluded area the Governor, who presumably would be the 
agent of the Governor-General, would have to depend upon such moneys 
as may be supplied to him by the Governor-General in the exercise of his 
special responsibility ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: No ; the Governor himself will ask for the money 
from the Province.

t Minutes of Evidence, Vol. II-B, 1�th October 1933, p. 1218.
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13.540. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: So you do propose to amend the 
provision dealing with the special responsibilities of the Governor to enable 
him to draw upon provincial funds for the administration of the wholly 
excluded areas also ?

Sir Samuel Hoare : Yes.
Mr. M. R. Jayakar: Does it not now fall under paragraph 96, sub-

paragraph (h) : “  The Governor will cause a statement of the estimated 
revenues ” , etc., and then you have given power to specify separately those 
additional proposals (if any), whether under the votable or non-votable heads, 
which the Governor regards as necessary for the fulfilment of any of his 
“  special responsibilities ” . Special responsibilities include expenditure to be 
spent on the partially excluded areas.

13.541. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar : I am talking about wholly excluded areas ?
Sir Samuel Hoare : The point Dr. Ambedkar has raised deals with totally 

Excluded Areas and, by an error in drafting (it is nothing more than that) it 
would appear that the Provincial Governor, while he could draw upon the 
provincial funds for partially Excluded Areas, could not draw upon the 
provincial funds for the totally Excluded Areas. That is an omission in 
drafting.
*****

113,�22. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Might I ask just one question arising out 
of the questions put by Mr. Joshi. I just want to draw the attention of the 
Secretary of State to a difficulty which I feel. Under paragraph 109 as 
drafted the distinction made between the Excluded Area and the partially 
Excluded Area is on the basis that in the partially Excluded Area discus-
sion is possible or the Governor has the power to disallow it, while in 
the case of an Excluded Area, the Governor is prohibited from allowing 
any discussion. My difficutly is this : Yesterday, I think in answer to 
a question by Major Attlee, you stated, Secretary of State, that the contribu-
tion which the Centre was bound to make to Assam in order to cover the 
deficit arising out of the Excluded Area there was not to be an earmarked 
amount but was to be part of the general revenues of the Province of Assam. 
I suppose I am correct in saying that that was what you stated ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: I think I left the question somewhat open as to 
whether it should be a specific grant or whether it should be merged in the 
general grant.

13.�23. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: The impression that I formed was that 
you said you did not think that it would be an earmarked amount ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: No. I think what I said, or anyhow what I intended 
to say, was that in the figures that we had been discussing we had assumed 
that it would be part of the general fund, but as to whether that was the 
best way of dealing with it I had an open mind.

13.�24. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Very well. I will take another aspect of 
the thing. In answer to a question which I put you stated that so far as the

f Minutes of Evidence, Vol. II-B, 18th October 1933, pp. 1223-24.
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financing of the Excluded Area was concerned you were going to rectify the 
omission in the White Paper and allow the Governor of the Province to draw 
upon the general fund of the Province of Assam for the expenditure that 
he was likely to incur under the Excluded Area ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare : Yes.
13.�25. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: The difficulty that I feel is this, that if  

the Governor is to have the power to draw money from the Provincial Fund 
of Assam in order to carry on that administration in the Excluded Area, 
is it consistent with this provision in paragraph 109 that the Legislature 
should be altogether prohibited from discussing the affairs of the Excluded 
Area which is supposed to provide that money ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: I think Dr. Ambedkar does raise a difficult case. It is 
not a case in which a very large sum is involved, for this reason, that by 
far the greater part of the expenditure upon the totally Excluded Area of 
Assam will be found from Federal funds, but I think it may be assumed 
that there will be a sum in addition to that needed.
13.�26. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar : As you said yesterday, in all these areas 

where there will  be partially Excluded Areas the Budget would be a common 
Budget, unless, of course, the Governor certified an extra amount under 
his extra responsibility, in which case the Budget as a whole would be 
placed before the Legislature and open to discussion. I do not see how 
the difficulty would be got over ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare : We had considered the advantage in a case of that 
kind of proceeding, say, by a contract but get over a period of years. What 
I am anxious to avoid are frequent discussions.
13.�2�.  Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I suppose the purpose could be best 

served by having a common provision for both, prohibiting discussion and 
allowing the Governor the power to prohibit it or disallow it, whichever he 
thought necessary ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: It was pressed upon us very strongly by the people 
working in these tracts that there was a great advantage in excluding discus-
sions in the case of the totally Excluded Areas, but I have always seen 
the difficulty of the expenditure in Assam from provincial funds. I think 
the Committee and the Delegates might consider whether supposing there 
was a contract budget for a period of years when the contract was renewed 
there might then be a discussion; but even that (I say it so that the 
Committee should know the whole position) is contrary to the views of 
a good many of the experts.
13.�28. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: But I suppose the purpose of the 

experts and the purpose that you have in view would be very well served 
by having this power of the Governor to allow a resolution and discussion ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: What we wanted to avoid was the Governor cons-
tantly having to refuse discussions of this kind. It would put him into 
a difficult  position, and we do not contemplate in the case of totally Excluded 
Areas that there would be discussions, and we do not want to take any action

Gi C.P) N 60o2-51
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that would appear to permit discussions that we think would be harmful to 
the area ; that is what it comes to.

�r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I was only suggesting that the Governor’s power 
would be adequate protection against that. That is all I ask.
*****

fl 3,923. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Might I ask one question on that point ? 
As I understand it in the concurrent field there will be an appeal to the 
Privy Council from the decisions of the High Court ?

Sir Samuel Hoare : Yes.
13,924. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: What I do not understand is this, if there 

can be an appeal to the Privy Council in an issue arising out of an interpreta-
tion of the concurrent law in the concurrent field, what difficulty can there be 
in allowing such an appeal to the Federal Court ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: One of our reasons anyhow is that we do not want to 
flood the Federal Court with an enormous amount of work Snd the demand 
for a very large number of Judges at the beginning.
*****

J 14,3�3. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Secretary of State, I just want to ask one 
question about paragraph 155. This para 155 relates to exclusive original 
jurisdiction of the Federal Court. I do not understand the distinction that 
seems to be made there. I find on reading paragraph 155 that you make 
a distinction in the matter of the exclusive original jurisdiction of the 
Federal Court on the basis that where the parties to the dispute are as 
there mentioned in sub-clauses (a) and (b), the exclusive original jurisdic-
tion is given to the Federal Court, but the Federal Court cannot have an 
exclusive original jurisdiction if the parties are private individuals. Now 
the question I would like to ask is this. The issue in both cases is the same, 
namely, the constitution issue involving the interpretation of the Constitution 
Act. What I do not understand is this. Why there should be this distinction 
in the matter of an exclusive original jurisdiction of the Federal Court based 
on parties when the issue is the same ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: I think this is what usually happens with Federal 
Courts that the original jurisdiction is jurisdiction between units, and it is in 
the appellate jurisdiction that the individual comes into it as of right
14,3�4. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I mean, if the intention is that where, for 

instance, the interpretation of the Constitution Act is involved, the matter 
should at once go to the Federal Court, then I think there can be no 
distinction made whether the parties are parties which are units of the 
Federation or of individuals ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: I would have thought that this was one of the 
necessary working conditions of a Federal Court. I think if it had original 
jurisdiction in individual cases as well it would be entirely swamped with 

cases.

t Minutes of Evidence, Vol. 1I-B, 19th October 1933, p. 124�.

f Ibid., dated 20th October 1933, p. 1292.
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�r . B. R. Ambedkar: But, all the same, the issue in both cases would 
be the same, namely, the interpretation of the Constitution Act. I can 
quite understand the distinction being based upon different causes of action, 
but where the cause of action is the same, or rather the plea is the same, 
namely, that there is a breach of the constitution, I do not see any justifica-
tion in making this distinction based upon units and parties.
*****

114,380. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Now there is another question which 
I wish to ask the Secretary of State, and it is this. I do not find any provision 
in the White Paper about it. Do not you think, Secretary of State, it is 
desirable that there should be provision made allowing private individuals 
to sue for a declaration that a particular act is unconstitutional, although 
he is not seeking any specific relief ? I mean, all the cases that you have 
provided for I find are cases in which some specific relief is asked for. 
It may be desirable that a private party, in order to safeguard his future, 
may like to test at once if he has any doubts whether the particular 
proposal made by the Federation or by a Province is unconstitutional so 
that he may safeguard his position for the future, although, at the moment, 
when he is filing the suit for the proceedings, he has no reason to seek any 
specific relief ?

Sir Samuel Hoare: I have some hesitation, not being a lawyer, in 
answering a question of that kind, but if I may give offhand the answer 
of a layman I would have said that it was extraordinarily difficult to allow 
a general right of that kind without any specific issue affecting the individual.

Marquess of Reading: May I make the observation that what you have 
said is really the law as it is applied in this country ? We do not allow 
these applications of what are called Qia timet, that is to say, merely 
a case of difficulty hereafter to get a declaration when there is no sub-
stantial dispute and the moment there is a dispute it can be done. We 
never allow it, and I do not think they do in India.

Sir Hari Singh Gour: No cause of action ; no right of suit.
Mr. Zafrulla Khan: Indeed there would be very great difficulties if  

such a provision were inserted in the Constitution. You would start 
a million suits being instituted in India the moment the Act was passed.

14,381. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: I do not know whether everybody will  

exercise his right ?
Sir Samuel Hoare: It would be an excellent affair for the legal profession 

in India.
*****

115,�41. �r.  B. R. Ambedkar: Just one question, Secretary of State, 
dealing with the exceptions in (c), “  Special Powers ” (Special powers of 
the Governor-General) as I understand, the position is this : Generally

f Minutes of Evidence, Vol. II-B, 20th October 1933, p. 1293.

t Ibid., �th  November 1933 p. 1344.
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speaking, the Legislature cannot pass a discriminatory Act. I am speaking 
quite generally ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare : Yes.
15.�42. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Administratively the Government of the 

day cannot discriminate unless it satisfies the Governor that there is no 
discrimination in fact ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare : No.
Mr. M. R. Jayakar: The Governor-General.
15.�43. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: The Governor-General or the Governor, 

because the proviso refers to both. That is theoretically and generally the 
position, is it not ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare : Yes.

15.�44. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Now under sub-clause (c) the Governor- 
General will have the power to pass a legislative enactment making 
a discrimination if it came within the terms of this proviso. I mean, this 
power you give to the Governor not only for administrative purposes, but 
also for legislative purposes ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: It is the general power under Proposal 18 of the 
White Paper.

15.�45. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Governing both; so that the Governor 
may discriminate although the Government may not ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: For the prevention of any grave menace to peace 
and tranquillity’ .

15.�46. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Yes; Now I want to ask what is the 
import of this. I will put one or two specific illustrations to see if that is 
what you mean. I suppose under this clause it would be possible for the 
Governor-General, by way of prevention of any grave menace, to say that 
certain persons shall not be employed in the Army. Would it be open to the 
Governor to do so under this ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: I suppose theoretically it would be, but the case 
would be very remote in connection with a grave menace to peace and 
tranquillity. I cannot, for instance, imagine putting the concrete case which 
is perhaps in Dr. Ambedkar’s mind, a Governor-General saying that 
a proposal to start a unit endangered the peace and tranquillity of India.

15.�4�.  Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: I am glad to hear that. That is what 
rather disturbed me ?

�ir  �amuel Hoare: I am not saying whether from a military point of 
view it would be a good or a bad plan but I cannot see that this would come 
within the scope of this safeguard.

15.�48. Dr. B. R. Ambedkar: Nor would it come within the special 
powers of the Governor in this clause to say that the Depressed Classes 

shall not be employed in the Police ?
�ir  �amuel Hoare: No.
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